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T~IaE DEB.A.TES
-0F THE-

SENATE OF CANADA
-- IN THE-

SECOND SESSION OF THE SIXTH PARLIAMENT OF THE DOMINION OF
CANADA, APPOINTED TO MEET FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS

ON THURSDAY, THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF FEBRUARY,
IN THE FIFTY-FIRST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, 7 kursday, February, 23rd, 1 888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
2.30 p. mn.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR INTRODUCED.

THE SPEAKER presented to theHouse a return from the Clerk of theCrown in Chancery, setting forth thatLs EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR-GEN-
ERAL had summoned to the Senate :-John Macdonald of the City of To-ronto, in the Province of Ontario.

The Honorable MR. MACDONALD wasthen introduced, and having taken andsubscribed the oath of office, and madeand subscribed the declaration of quali-fication requirtd by the British NorthArnerica Act, 1867, took his seat.

THE SPEECH FROM
THRONE.

THE

At Three o'clock His EXCELLENCY
THE GOVERNOR GENERAL proceeded instate to the Senate Chamber, and tookhis seat upon the Throne. HIs ExCEL-
LENCY was pleased to command theattendance of the House of Commons,and that House being present, waspleased to open the SECOND SESSION ofthe SIXTU PARLIAMENT OF THEDOMINION OF CANADA, with the follow-mng Speech :-

Honourable Gentleinen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the Bouse of Commons:

It affords me inuch gratification to meet you
once more at the commencement of the Parlia-
mntary Session, aud to c ngratulate you upon
the general prosperity of the country.

Althouuh the labors of the husbandman have
not been rewarded in some portions of the Do-
minion by an adequate return, the harvest of
last year hai on the whole been plenteous,
while in Manit 'ba and the North-West Terri-
tories it was one of remarkable abundance.

The negotiations between Her Majesty's
Government and that of the United States
for the adjustment of what is known as
"The Fishery Questinn", have, I am pleased
to inform you, resulted in a Treaty which will,
I venture to hope, be coneidered by you as
honourable and satisfactory to both nations.
The Treaty, with the papers and correspond-
ence relating thereto, will be laid before you,
and you wili be invitetd to adopt a measure to
give effect to its provisions.

The extension and development of our system
of railways have not only rendered necessary
additional safeguards for life and property
hut have given greater frequency to questions
in which the interests of rival companies are
found to be in conflict, and to require authori-
tative adjustment. As further legislation ap-
pears to be needed for these purposes, a meas-
ure will be submitted to you for the consolid-
ation and improvement of "TheRailway Act."

Experience having shown that amendments
are required to make the provisions of the Act
respecting Elections of the Members of the
House of Commons more effective and more
convenient in their operation,you will be asked
to consider a measure for the amendment of
that Statute. The Act respecting Controverted
Elections may likewise require attention with
a view to the removal of certain questions of
interpretation which have arisen and which
should be set at rest.

My Goverument bas availed itself of the
opportunity afforded by the recess to consider
the numerous suggestions which have been
made for improving the details of the Act re-
specting the Election Franchise, and ameaure
will be aubmitted to you for the purpose of
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simpfng the law and greatly lessening the
cost of its operation.

The growtb of the North-West Territories
renders expedient an improvement in the sys.
tem of government and legielation affecting
those portions of the Dominion, and a bill for
that purpose will be laid before you.

A bill will be submitted to you to make a
larger portion of the modern laws of England
applicable to the Province of Manitoba and to
theNorth-West Territories in regard to mat-
ters which are within the control of the Parlia-
nient of Canarla but which have not as yet been
made the subject of Cinadian Legisiation.

Among other measures, Bills will be pre-
sented to you relating to the Judiciary, to the
Civil Service Act, and to the audit of the
Public Accounts.
Gentlemen of the House of Commons

The accounts for the past year will be laid
bef ore you as well as the estimates for the en-
suing year. They have been prepared with a
due regard to economy and the requirements
of the public service.
Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:
I commend these important subjects and ail

matters affecting the public interests which
may he brought before yon to your best con-
sideration, and I feel assured that you will
address yourself to them with earnestness and
assiduity.

His Excellency the Governor General
was pleased to retire, and the House of
Commons withdrew.

THE RAILWAYS ACT.

HON. MR. ABBOTT presented to the
House a Bill intituled: "An Act
relating to Railways."

The Bill was read the first time.

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

THE SPEAKER reported His Excel-
lency's Speech from the Throne, and the
same was then read by the Clerk.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
House do take into consideration the
Speech of His Excellency the Governor-
General to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

ORDERS AND CUSTOMS OF
THE SENATE.

MOTION.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that ail
the Members present during this Session

be appointed a Committee to consider
the Orders and Customs of -this House
and Privileges of Parliament, and that
the said Committee have leave to meet
in this House, when and as often as they
please.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Briday, February 24th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR INTRODUCED.

THE SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received a communication
from the Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery notifying the Senate of the appoint-
ment of Richard Hardisty to the Senate.

HON. MR. HARDISTY was then
introduced and having taken the oath
prescribed by law and signed the roll,
took his seat.

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

HoN. MR. ROSS (De la Durantaye)
rose to move the adoption of the follow-
ing resolution for an Address to His
Excellency the Governor General in ans-
wer to his Speech from the Throne -

Thot the following Address be presented
to His Excellency the Governor-General to
offer the respectful thanks of this House to
His Excellency for the gracious Speech he
bas been pleased to make to both fouses of
Parliament-namuelv:-
To His ExCELLENCY the Most Honorable Sir

HENRY CHARLEs KEITH PETTY-FITZMAU-
RICE, Marque@s of Lansdowne, in the
County of Somerset, Earl of Wyconbe, of
Chipping-Wycombe, in the County of
Bucks; Viscount Cain and Calnstone in
the county of Wilts, and Lord Wycombe,
Baron of Chipping-Wycçonbe, in the
County of Bucks, in the Peerage of Great
Britain ; Earl of Kerry, and arl of Shel-
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burne, Viscount Clanmaurice and Fitz-ralrice, Baron of Kerry, Lixnaw andDunkerron, in the Perrage of Ireland ;miht Grand Cros of the Most Distin-Guis ed Order of Saint Michael and Sainteorge; Governor-General of Canada.
MAY IT PLEASE YouR ExcELLENOY

We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal sub-jects, the Senate of Canada in Parliamentassenibled, humbly thank Your Excellencyor your gracious Speech at the opening ofth Session and especially for Your Excel-Iency's expression of gratification at meet-ing us once more at the commencement ofthe Parliamentary Session, and of congratu-latioun upon the general prosperity of thecountry.
We rejoice to learn that, although thelabors de the luisbandiman have not beenrewarded in sone portions of the Dominionby an adequate return, the harvest of lastyear has on the whole been plenteous, whilein Manitoba and the North-West Territoriesit was one of remarkable abundance.We receive with deep satisfaction the in-formation Your Excellencv has been pleasedto give us that the neotiatioos betweenUier Maesty's Governnent and that of theUnited States for the adjustment of what isknown as " The Fishery Question" haveresulted in a Treaty whichî doubtless will.ustify Your Excellecy's hope that it willbconidered honorable and satisfactory toboth nations.
We thank Your Excellenev for informinorrs tde Treaty, with the papers ancicorrespondence relating thereto, will be laidbefore us, and we respectlullv assure YourExcellency that any rileasure to give effeetto its provisions haea receive our eost

earnest and careful consideration
We have received with a fuliense o its

importance Your Exceîîencl's statementthat the extension and developnont of oursystei of railvays have not only rendered
peesary buitioia safeguards for life and
to questions in which theniterets or rivalcenpanies are found to he in confiict, and torequire authortive adjustment, ani that, asfurther legislation appears to be needed forthese purposes, a Measure will be submittedto lis for the consolidation and impro% eîîîentof -The Railway Acto a

We are pleased to learn that experiencehaving shown that amendiments are required
El eth prov isons of the Act respectingElcmmons orte eebers of the House ofUomrnonkI tore effective and more conven-ent in their operation, we wil he aked to
Conider a measure for the amendment ofthat Statute

We receive with interest the informationthat the Act reecting Controverted Elec-vione m likewie require attention, with ainew to t e removal of certain questions ofinterretation which have arisen and whichhould be set at rest.

We are glad to be informed further that
your Excellency's Government bas availed
itself of the opportunity afforded by the re-
cess to consider the n'unerous suggestions
which have been made for improving the
details of the Act respecting the Electoral
Franchise, and that a measure will be sub-
mitted to us for the purpose of simplifying
the law and greatly lessening the cost of its
operation.

It is with the greatest gratification we
hear that that the growth of the North-West
Territories renders expedient an improve-
ment in the systein of government and leg-
islation affecting those portions of the Do-
minion, and that a Bill for that purpose will
be laid before us.

We hear with mucli interest that a Bill
will be submitted to us to make a larger
portion of the modern laws o! England ap-
plicable to the Province of Manitoba and to
the North-West Territories in regard to
matters which are within the control of .the
Parliament of Canada, but which have not
as yet been made the subject of Canadian
legislation.

We thank Your Excellency for the infor-
mation that, among other measures, Bills
will be presented to us relating to the Judi-
ciary, to the Civil Service Act, and to the
audit of the Public accounts.

Your Excellency having been graciously
pleased tocommend these importantsubjects
and aIl matters affecting the publie interests
which may be brought before us to our best
consideration, Your Excellency may rest
assured that we will address ourselves to
them with earnestness and assiduity.

He said-(in French)-In rising to
move the adoption of the Resolutions
for an Address in reply to the Speech
from the Throne, I have to thank this
House for tde honor which they confer
upon me. The Address speaks of the
general prosperity of the country, and
presents a picture which must be agree-
able to ail of us. It is probable, if cur-
rent rumours are true, that this is the
last time that we shall hear the voice of
the distinguished nobleman who now rep-
resents Her Majesty in this country, de-
livering a Speech frorn the Throne. I am
sure that I express the feelings entertained
by this Hou-e, and by the country,when I
say that we recognize in the present
Governor-General a distinguished states-
man, whose social and diplomatic posi-
tion merits the esteem, respect and
admiration of the Dominion. His
Excellency will take with him from
Canada the respect and gratitude of ail
true Canadians, and I arn sure that when
the time arrives this House and Parlia-
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ment will express its opinion to that
effect in a manner which His Excellency
will appreciate. The Address speaks of
the character of the harvest of last sea-
son; no doubt, in certain portions of
the country it has not been as plenteous
as in other years, but the statement in the
Speech from the Throne is perfectly cor-
rect-it is plenteous and sufficient for
the requirements of the country. The
deficiencies in some portions of the
Dominion are supplied by the extra-
ordinary abundance of the harvest in
Manitoba and the North-West Ter-
ritories. On the whole, there is no
reason to complaih of scarcity anywhere.
The next paragraph refers to the seule-
ment of the long pending difficulties in
connection with our fisheries. I am
sure that this House will rejoice sincerely
that this consummation has been reached
and that these negotiations have ter-
m:nated successfully a long standing dis-
pute. On the whole I regard the Treaty
as one which is favorable to our country
without injuring our neighbors. It is
advantageous to both, and I consider it
is a good arrangement which is bene-
ficial to both contracting parties. It is
true that concessions have been made on
both sides, but they are trifling as com-
pared with the immense advantages to be
derived from the settlement of this diffi-
cult and important question. The
troubles arising from the conflicting
interpretations of the Treaty of i8i8,
were a constant source of irritation
between the two countries. What we
want in this young country is an assur-
ance of peace with our neighbors, in
order that we may devote all the strength,
energy and intelligence of our people to
developing the greatness and prosperity
of Our country. Viewed in 'this light, it
is a cause of congratulation that this
source of annoyance and danger to the
harmony which should prevail between
the two countries has been removed.
The success of the negotiations is largely
due to the fact that we were ably repre-
sented at Washington-that the interests
of Canada were in safe hands. Every one
felt when Sir Charles Tupper was ap-
pointed that the interests of Canada
would not be sacrificed-that he would
defend Our rights and promote our in-
terests. No better selection could have

been made. Not only ir Sir Charles Tup-
per a man of commanding ability, but he
is a representative of one of the provinces
most deeply interested in the settlement
of the question. The fact that these
important negotiations were intrusted to
Sir Charles Tupper and his colleagues
ought to be a guarantee that the interests
of the country would be well protected.
I have no doubt, that it will be shown,
that in the negotiations he was ably
seconded in his efforts to promote the in-
terests of Canada by his colleagues, the
Minister of Justice and the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries. Referring to the
subject of agriculture, permit me to ex-
press my satisfaction at the progress
which has been made of late years in
this important industry of Canada. The
establishment by the Government of ex-
perimental farms in the several pro-
vinces will contribute largely to the pros-
perity and advancement of the agri-
cultural community. While we have
made steady gains in material prosperity,
unfortunately there are portions of the
country in which agriculture is in a back-
ward state. The timely intervention of
the Government in establishing these-
experimental farms cannot fail to re-
sult advantageously to the whole com-
munity, if those who are engaged in
agricultural pursuits will only benefit by
the results of the experiments which are
cor-ducted upon them. I am persuaded
that the Government have rendered a
great service to the country in affording
to the people such useful information
calculated to promote the important in-
dustry so essential to the permanent
prosperity of the country.

His Excellency informs us that it is
the intention of the Government to
modify some of the laws relating to rail-
ways, especially with a view to rendering
life and property more secure upon
these great highways. I believe that
some legislation of the kind is necessary,
in view of the numerous and terrible ac-
cidents which have occurred of late in
various parts of the Dominion. If any
means can be found to render life and
property more secure upon the railways,
it is the duty of parliament to adopt
such legislation, to meet a general
demand on the part of the public. This
House, I am sure, will agree with ne,

HoN. MR. ROSS.
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that our railway system is destined toplay an important part in the develop-
ment of this country. Already we feelthe advantage of having such a system,and we realize the importance of its ex-tension. That is the true policy of thiscountry; it is a policy which more thananything else is calculated to promotethe prosperity, and develop the resources
of the Dominion. I suppose there is nocountry in the world which has, inproportion to its population, constructedso nany miles of railway as Canada hast late years. The Government havevirtually assumed control of the railways,and they not only have the control, butthey reap the benefit by the increasedrevenue derived from the developmentof the trade of the country. Such beingthe case, they should extend their policyand aid railway companies, so as to en-sure the building of new lines whereverthey may be found necessary for the de-velopment of the country. By doing sothey would relieve the Provinces fromthe obligations they have incurred of lateyears for this purpose, and would therebyrender demands upon the Dominion forbetter terms less pressing. It would becontinuing the grand national policy in-augurated ten years ago. I should saythat nothing appears in the Speech fromthe Throne which warrants me in makingsuch a suggestion. It is ny own opinionmerely, and I give it for what it is worth,believing it to be a Sound policy for theDominion

Ris Excellency announces that therewill be a modification of the ElectionLaws and the Controverted ElectionsAct. We all know the importance olthese laws, if Parliament is to be fairlyrepresentative of the people. There isno doubt that the existing laws needandment: experience in the workingof them demonstrates their weak pointsand indicates the need of improve.
ment. For example, a good deal odifficult is experienced with thesection which leads to the opinion thatan election cannot be contested after siimonths. That is a difficulty whictshould be promptly overcome. TheControverted Elections Act is one witlhwhich we in this House have little tcdo; the Senate is not elective, but wccan see the defects in the working of the

law, and we must recognize the fact that
it is often disastrous to innocent men.
After the election last February many
protests were entered, but comparatively
few of them were brought to trial. A
good deal of money was expended in
these cases, most of which went into the
pockets of the lawyers. The expenses
incidental to such cases are exceedingly
heavy, and often prove ruinous to inno-
cent persons. I think it is the duty of
Parliament to remove such objections
which interfere with properly qualified
persons coming forward to serve their
country.

We are promised a measure to im-
prove the government of the North-
West Territories. This House will
agree with me that in those terri-
tories and the province of Manitoba
the future hopes of the Dominion lie,
and if it is possible to provide legislation
which will help those sections of the
country it is our duty to do so. Mani-
toba has made extraordinary progress,
and we have good reason to hope that
the great country which lies beyond it
will be settled and developed with equal
rapidity. When we reflect upon the
vast strides which the Dominion has
made in prosperity and development
during the 20 years that have elapsed
since the Confederation of the Provinces,
we may well look forward with hope and
confidence to what the future will bring
forth. We have seen Canada advance
steadily on the path of progress until
to-day the Dominion is a country of
which the world speaks with respect and
whose future greatness is universally

f conceded. Canadians have reason to
be proud of their country. Thanking
you sincerely for your patience and at-
tention to my remarks I beg to move
that this Resolution be adopted.

HoN. MR. SANFORD-I am honor-
F ed with the privilege of seconding the

address which has been so ably presented
hy the hon.Senator from De la Durantaye
(Mr. Ross) and I much regret my inability

i to discharge the duty thus devolving
upon me in a manner that its importance

k demands.
The assurance of the general prosper-

ity of the country is a cause for
> congratulation. Notwithstanding the
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fact that two of our moneyed institutions
have closed under exceptional circum-
stances, attributable largely to
mismanagement, affecting injuriously the
shareholders principally, I think we may
with confidence claim that the anxiety
caused thereby has been local and is now
allayed without disarranging the business
of the country. Reports of a fair average
business, with generally satisfactory pay-
ments, being the rule rather than the
exception, encouraging us to hope for an
increased term of prosperity.

The abundant harvest in Manitoba,
the average yield of wheat equalling if
not excelling the largest yield per acre of
any country of which we have knowledge,
is the strongest possible guarantee of its
rapid settlement and of its becoming the
great American granary at no distant day.

It is most gratifying to learn that the
labors of the Fishery Commission have
been brought to a satisfactory conclusion.
The Imperial and the United States
Governments have held such adverse
views on the interpretation of the original
Treaty of 1818 as to cause at times much
irritation, giving rise to the gravest
apprehensions. The terms of the
treaty, signed by the Commissioners
and to be submitted for ratifica-
tion to the several Governments
interested, are of such a nature that they
must, when ratified, set forever at rest
this much vexed question, enabling us
to live in harmony and peace with the
great nation to the south of us. This
treaty may be ratified by the Govern-
ments concerned with honor. The
concessions made on both sides are such
as a spirit of fairness would dictate and
with due regard to the promptings of a
feeling of common humanity. While it
is true that one or more representative
party journals have attacked the
treaty, and condemned the action
of the British and Canadian Com-
missioners for having accepted it, this
feeling is not general. I may say
that a very excellent and influential Re-
form journal published in the city in
which I live, with others, endorses the
treaty, and when its provisions are fully
understood by the people they will com-
mend the wisdom, the ability, and the
statesmanship of the Right Hon. Joseph
Chamberlain and Sir Charles Tupper.

HON. MR. SANFORD.

When the treaty and the correspondence
accompanying the same are laid before
this hon. body, the subject will, no doubt,
receive at your hands the fullest consid-
eration and your concurrence.

The rapid growth of the railway in-
terests of the country, so necessary to its
development, calls for the most careful
legislation to insure increased protection
to life and property. The measure pro-
posed will make provision for the settle-
ment of such difficulties as arise over
level crossings by rival lines, and for the
better protection of the crossing of the
highways, &c. These measures will
commend themselves to your favorable
attention.

It is at all times most important that
legislation should be based upon prac-
tical experience framed with a view of
obtaining the greatest efficiency, and hon.
gentlemen will be pleased to know that
a measure will be brought before you to
amend the Act respecting the election of
the members of the House of Commons,
making it more convenient and effective
in its operations.

The Act respecting Controverted
Elections is one which requires amend-
ment from time to time in order to meet
the ever-recurring difficulties with inter-
pretation and operation and therefore I
feel assured that the proposed amend-
ment will receive at your hands the ful-
lest consideration.

The Election Franchise will demand
your attention., A measure will be
brought down which will not only sim-
plify but greatly lessen the cost of its
operation. These are questions which
more particularly relate to the other
branch of Parliament and therefore I
have not troubled hon. gentlemen with
anything more than a passing reference
and general concurrence.

The growth of the North-West Terri-
tories renders an improvement in the
system of legislation necessary. The
North-West Council, a portion of its
members being appointed by the Crown
and the balance by the people, was
deemed at the time of establishing that
Government sufficient for its sparse pop-
ulation, but with great growth and
rapid development of the country, im-
portant changes are unquestionably
necessary.
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The proposed Bill to make the
modern laws of England applicable to
Manitoba and the North-West Territories
will no doubt commend itself to thishon. body when they remember that thelaws of England obtain which were inforce in the days of Charles Il.,who grant-ed the charter to the Hudson's Bay Co.(that is, so far as these laws are not mod-ified) and many of them are riow obsolete.The various measures foreshadowed inthe Speech from the Throne other thanthose referred to are of a special charac-ter and I have no doubt that such con-sideration will be extended by hon.mem-bers on their introduction in this Cham-ber as wil ensure their being engrossedas part of the future laws of this country.The announcement recently made inthe press that His Excellency is soon tobld us farewell to assume an importantPosition in the Imperial Government isone which bas been received everywherethroughout the Dominion with niingledfeelings of pleasure and regret-pleasure
that one who bas endeared himself tothe Canadian people is to receive suchferited distinction from the Governmentof the Empire, regret that we are sosoon to lose one who bas representeduher Majesty so worthily, and evincedsuch a deep and practical interest in theelfare of our country. I doubt if Hisacelency would have learned in sucha thorough and satisfactory manner thetxtent of bis popularity before hearingthe fareweîl of our people had he notben personally assailed, as few of Her
coesty's representatives in her greatestcolony have ever been, by bitter andunscrupulous enemies from abroad. Theattack, which was designed to drive himfro the Dominion, simply served todemonstrate the deep feeling of loyaltywhich prevails amongst our people forter Gracious Majesty and her represen-tative in the Dominion, and the pýofoundrespect, unbounded confidence andwarn personal friendship which mostCanadians cherish for His Excellencyand bis amiable and accomplished wife.No GovenorGeneral ever left the shoresof Canada with more convincing proofso the attachment of the Canadian peo-pie for himself, or more worthily wontheir esteem and confidence.

I have much pleasure in seconding

the resolution in reply to His Excellency's
most gracious address.

HON. MR. SCOTT -The usual

etiquette in naming the mover and
seconder of the resolution for an
Address in reply to the Speech from
Throne bas been to select junior mem-
bers of the House. My honorable friend
who so eloquently, earnestly and ably
moved this resolution is a comparatively
young mewber of the Senate, having first
taken his seat last session, yet he is an
old parliamentarian and he bas given
evidence of the marked ability that he
possesses in addressing deliberative
bodies. I am quite sure that whether
we agree with his observations or dissent
from them his speech will have, at least,
led us to hope that he would more
frequently give us the benefit of his
counsels in the discussion of the various
questions which come before this body.
He bas, of course, had a very large
experience. I had the pleasure of sitting
not very far from him in the old Parlia-
ment of Canada, nearly thirty ye&rs ago,
and since that time be bas held many
positions of importance, culminating in
the high and distinguished one of first
Minister of the Province of Quebec. He
is, therefore, in every sense of the terni,
a highly experienced and qualified
ltgislator, and quite able to give us
the benefit of his opinions on any sub-
ject that might be brought forward.
While I entirely dissent from the views
he bas expressed on the majority of the
subjects discussed, I am free to confess
that I was extremely pleased with his
manner and address, and the earnest
way in which he delivered his opinions.
I concurred particularly in his observa-
tions, with regard to His Excellency,
although there was no paragraph in the
speech which referred to his departure
from this country. We all feel that
Lord Lansdowne bas acqu tted himself
as a distinguished Governor should do,
and that he has earned the good will of
the Canadian people. The gentleman
who seconded the Address also dis-
charged his duty well. We have all to
remember that he is a gèntleman who
has not been trained in legislative halls,
and therefore, verv large considerati-n
is due to any effort that he bas made. He
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may feel that his observations have been
well received in this House.

Having said this much with regard to
the distinguished members of this House
who moved and seconded the Address,
I wish now to make a few observations
on the speech itself. The first paragraph
expresses regret that the harvest was not
as universally abundant as in other sea-
sons, except in one of the Provinces, yet
it is said to be plenteous, whatever that
may mean. The grievances bf the agri-
culturalists are beginning to crop up, and
it might have been more truthful for the
Government to have placed in the mouth
of His Excellency some observations on
the happy and contented position of the
sugar refiners, the cotton lords, and the
iron manufacturers. It would have been
quite in keeping with the condition of
things to have congratulated the country
on their success and to have regretted,
perhaps, if truth were to be the prevailing
element in the Speech, that it tended to
press rather unduly and severely upon the
farmer who is taxed in order that they
may have large dividends. The posi
tion of the farmer is becoming a very
serious one in this country, and I
rather think that his education on the
National Policy in the next two or three
years is likely to develop very rapidly.
The National Poliey has been very like
this fishery question, something that
could not be approached-it has been a
sort of golden calf that we were all ex-
pected to worship. I have this morning
seen the Fisheries Treaty, for the first
time, in one of our local papers. I read
it before coming to the Chamber to-day.
I knew that it was to receive those ful-
some laudations that have been accorded
to it by the gentlemen who have spoken.
I was very much amused with the ob-
servations of the hon. member from
De la Durantaye when he dilated on the
peace it was to assure us-on the pros-
pect that it was to remove all the diffi-
culties that have arisen between Canada
and the United States growing out of the
great difficulty of construing the Treaty
of 18'8. He assumes that all those
difficulties have been removed. I fail
to see where any of them have disap-
peared. There is the same room for
friction so long as we have this
three-mile limit, and this right to refuse

HON. MR. SCOTT.

permission for American fishermen to
enter our ports under circumstances that
the comity of nations would amply jus-
tify. So long as those questions remain
unsettled, so long will there be this fric-
tion, intensified,no doubt,by the incongru-
ous document concocted at Washington.
Let us go through this document : it
has been heralded as an extraordinary
production, giving to this country peace
-peace at any price. After reading it
I arrived at this conclusion, that I should
much rather Canada had. said to the
United States: " We will give all you ask
in that treaty cheerfully : we do not de-
sire to have it taken from us under the
vain pi;esunption that it is a treaty be-
tween high contracting parties. What-
ever is done has been done and filtered
through English power." Do you suppose
for a moment that the gentlemen who.
have been lauded here to-day - Sir
Charles Tupper and Mr. Thompson and
Mr. Foster- -had anything to do with the
making of that treaty ? Mr. Chamber-
lain came to this country to negotiate a
treaty. He came in obedience to British
sentiment, in obedience to the desire of
British statesmen, that those causes
of contention and trouble that had
been cropping up from year to year
between the two countries should
be removed. He came here with a
desire that the trade relations be-
tween the two countries should continue,
and that Canada should go under if
necessary in order that peace should
prevail. I say it would have been far
more chivalrous and far more in
accordance with the sentiments of
the people of this country if all that
has been conceded in that treaty had
been given by us voluntarily, and we had
said to the Americans : " We want to
trade with you, and if you wish to put
this construction on the treaty, do not
go through the form and farce of sub-
mitting it to plenipotentaries over whom
we have no control." I will just boil
down the treaty, taking out all the grand
words and phrases and eloquent
sentences, and give you the simple
heart of the treaty : what does
it amount to ? It was to super-
cede the Treaty of 1812 and remove
all cause of complaint. There were to
be concessions on all sides. Let us see
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what the concessions were on the part of
Canada. I should like the hon. gentle-
man from De la Durantaye, after I have
sat down, to rise and point out wherethe concessions are on the part of theUnited States; if he can show them hewill confer a favor on myself and others
who, like myself, do not want to see ourcountry sacrificed. The first article isfor the appointment of a commission todefine these limits on charts, a verydifficult proceeding certainly. In orderto be valuable, every skipper, every manwho has a little flshing boat or smack oftwo of three tons burden, must providehimself with a chart and take measuresto know his linits. The second para-graph provides how the commission isto be formed not a very difficult task. Itought not to have taken three months tocorne to that conclusion. Then thethree-mile limit is defined. What underthis article is defined ? The headlandquestion is given up so far as Canada isconcerned ; I do not know that it isabandoned so far as the American sidegoes. I do not know that DelawareDay, Chesepeake Bay and other inletson the United States coast stand in thesame position 2s the Baie de Chaleurs andother bays that I could name which aregiven up under this treaty. We abandonthe construction that has been put uponthe headland question for nearly onehundred years, for belore the old treatyit was recognized among the nations of theworld what the headîand question meant :it meant the part of the ocean which wasincluded w thin the great head lands ofa particular country. Under this Treatythe head land question is given up exceptiays and harbours under 10 miles. Thatis the first concession. In order to makeit perfectly clear, the 4th'article gives upin effect and in words the great bays ofCIs country beginning with Baie deChaleurs Mirarnichi and other bays thatare nanled, as any hon. member can secb. referring to the Treaty. They are al]given up until you come within the bayto where a hne of io miles will reachfron one shore to another, whertCanada's rights are supposed to beginThe sth article is what I should cal'

tuffing : it is really nothing. It providethat bays which may have an entrancless than 1o miles wide and which wider

out as you approach the interior of the
country, shall be excluded ; but these
are excluded already by the preceding
article, because the approach is within
the 1o miles limit. The 5 th paragraph
was wholly unecessary, because anyone
reading the preceding clause would see
that whenever you reach within the 10
miles limit, then the waters belong to
Canada.

HON. MR. MILLER-Three miles
outside.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Three miles out-
side of the shore limit. The 1o miles
limit is taken as the shore line.

Then we come to the 6th article,
which relates to the report of the Com-
missioners appointed to prepare those
charts. That, certainly is not of any
consequence. The 7 th article provides
for a mode of settlement if the Commis-
sioners disagree-the usual way, the ap-
pointment of a third party. The 8th
article relates to the payment to the
Commissioners. The ioth article pro-
vides that United States fishing vessels
entering bays or harbors referred to in
Article i of the Treaty shall comply with
harbor regulations, but need not report,
enter or clear when putting in to such
bays or harbors for shelter, or repairing
damages, nor when putting into the sarne
outside the limits of established ports of
entry for the purpose of purchasing wood
or of obtaining water, without payment
of any dues. That is expressly the same
as the terms of the Treaty of 1818. I do
not know that in that treaty they were
allowed to do it without payment of
dues ; at all events they had that privi-
lege, and this does not make a particle of
change. The i th article provides that
United States fishing vessels entering
under stress of weather or other casualty,
loss of spars, etc., may unload and re-
load, or may tranship their freight and
send it to the United States. They may
also sell all the fish ?hat are on board, buy
supplies for the homeward voyage,but not
to go out again to fish. Now, hon.
gentleman will see that in the iith

I paragraph we are giving certain privileges
to the American fishermen, but we are
not defining deflnitely accurately and

i precisely, where those privileges termi-
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nate. Any lawyer looking at this article
will see that it may be a fruitful source
of trouble between the two countries. In
the first place American vessels have the
right to come in under stress of weather.
What is it to be ? A storm that will sweep
the decks, a high wind, or what?

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The captain
of a fishing smack will soon tell you that.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Yes, but he has
to go to the Court of Amiralty to have it
decided. Is it a phrase that you can
define the meaning of? Is it not open
to a construction that any one or two
individuals may put upon it different
from that put upon it by anybody else.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN - Stress of
weather is easily defined.

HON. MR. SCOTT-They may foad,
reload, tranship and buy supplies for a
homeward voyage, but are not allowed
to buy supplies to go out and fish again.
How are you to tell whether the vessel
has gone out to fish again or not ? Are
you to follow each vessel out to sea, and
have marine police to watch each craft ?
It would require a police boat to be a
sort of tender to every American fishing
vessel that might happen to come into
port. My hon. friend from Prince Ed-
ward Island smiles. No doubt he would
be favorable to any Treaty that might
be made.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I will tell
you that when the papers are before
the House.

HoN MR. SCOTT-If the Treaty
means anything, it is a concession and,
I am bold enough to say, before twelve
months, roll over you will find the inter-
pretation of that clause will give rise to
most angry feelings, and bitter.contention
and will form thesubjectof diplomaticcor-
respondence betweer» the two countries.
The thing is a fraud ! a farce! Hon.
gentlemen may smile, but if they mark
my words, they will find that before
three years my observations will be
somewhat confirmed. Then again in
buying supplies, American fishing vessels
are not allowed to barter; they must pay

HON. MR. SCOTT.

cash for them. Where is the concession
there to Canada ? I do not see it. If
it is a concession it is under very am-
biguous language. By the way, there is
-I must withdraw my observations.
Canadian vessels are to have similar
privileges in American waters ? Thank
you for nothing ! If the privilege of
fishing in Canadian waters was consid-
ered by the Halifax Commission to be
worth half a million dollars a year for
the period of ten years during which the
treaty was to be in force-if the Cana-
dian waters were considered of that
much value over and above the Ameri-
can waters, then I doubt very much if
Canadian fishermen are likely to fish in
American waters. I have never heard
very much importance attached to any
privileges that the Americans could offer
to Canadians fishing in their waters.
There may be, and no doubt there are in
some isolated cases, but I take the broad
question, is there anything like an equal-
ity of interest in saying that we grant to
American fishermen the right to come
into our waters, and in return the Cana-
dian fishermen shall have the sane right
in American waters ? To balance in any
way the privilege accorded to American
fishermen it is only right to say that the
privilege to Canadians of selling in the
American market should be the equiva-
lent. American fishermen sell a com-
paratively small amount of fish caught in
their own waters ; our fishermen sell
from three to four millions of dollars'
worth annually, according to the year, to
the Anerican people. They sell it, as
they will have to sell it in the future,
subject to a high tax on going into the
American market, and we have not so
far come to those mutual and generous
concessions that we are told have been
made by the high contracting power on
the other side of the line. Their bays
are not open to our fishermen even
under the interpretation given to the
bays on our side of the line.

The next paragraph, No. 13, is not
very important. It requires that every
vessel must have her number on lier
bows. I suppose it is in order that a
vessel may be identified if she gets away.
The 14th article provides penalties for
infraction of the treaty, and the mode of
trial, and appeals for the defence only.
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These are the articles which have been
signed at Washington, and which have
taken frotn the 13th November to the
13th of February to get through. Can
any hon. gentleman present point out in
what particulars the people of the United
States have made concessions to Canada?
I say again and say decidedly that themajority of the Canadian people wouldvery much rather have said to the peopleof the United States " we will give youthe privileges contained in that treaty asevidence of our good feeling and comity,and our desire to be at peace with you,and to remove any bitterness andcontention arisîng out of this fisheryquestion." Those are all thearticles of this celebrated treatythat we have heard so mucli about,that hon. gentlemen have so lauded andfor which they have paid such high com-Pliments to the gentlemen who repre-sented us on the Commission. Theyhad little to do with it ; it was whatlion. Joseph Chamberlain desired thathad to be conceded by our representa-tives to the people at Washington. Ihave no hesitation in saying that thegreat majority of the intelligent peopleof this country desire free traffic with thepeople f the United States, not in fishalone, but in every other article of com-erce in which the two countries deal.They desire that unrestricted trafficshould prevail between the two countries, and believe that in that way al]causes for irritation which now prevailwould at once be removed. I have ncdoubt that had our Government, withouithe intervention of Commissioners, beerbold enough and independent enough othe tes of the monopolists of this country to have said to the United States"We are two peoples descended frorrthe saie stock, living alongside of eaclother in friendy rivalry, we mean to bgfriends; nothing should arise to creatdiscord between us, and we believgthat the surest way to cement that friendshtice that our dealings should be unrestrctedthat our trade should not iiany way be tied or hampered-that oupeople shouîd be free on either side cthe se to buy and sell in each other'larkets that would have been the tru

solution of this question, and of everother question between two peopl

separated by an imaginary boundary
over 3,ooo miles in length extending
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. But
we could not make a treaty ; we could
do nothing with the United States. Our
hands were tied, and the result of this
treaty will be just as the result of every
other treaty in which Canada was con-
cerned between Great Britain and the
United States in the past. We know
that after the war of 1812 the population
of this country was very small and
scattered except in the Maritime Pro-
vinces. The line 45 was then considered
the fair boundary between the two coun-
tries. There would have been no
difficulty then in maintaining it had
firmness and watchfulness been the
watchword,'on the part of those who repre-
sented our interests. That line extended
west to the Pacific as our boundary, but
as years went on, the Americans, carry.
ing out their theory that the whole
boundless continent was theirs, in their
desire to grasp Canadian territory, from
time to time saw reason for quarreling
with the boundaries East and West and
if anybody now takes the boundary at the
45 th parallel and follows the line through
the Eastern townships he will find that
on the East the boundary has been
moved up into the interior of Canada,
the State of Maine now reaching up so
far North that when we desire to reach
the ocean by a short line, or our friends

l in the Maritime Provinces we have to
l take a route through the State of Maine.

That has all been the result of diplo-
t macy, or the want of diplomacy on the

part of those who were the representa-
f tives of Canadian interests in this treaty-
- making with the Republic on the other
: side of our border. It is notorious-it

has been commented upon by the press
i of both countries time and again, and

yet the system continues. It is only a
few years ago we lost what we considered

e we had an undoubted right to on the
- Pacific coast-the Island of San Juan
- under the same system of leaving it to
i British diplomatists who did not care
r whether we were pleased or not, but
f desired to stand well with the American
s people. The result has always been
e that those who have negotiated those
y treaties a. the expense of Canada's in-
e terests have invariably met with the ap-
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proval of of the British people because
they have removed causes of irritation
between Great Britain and the United
States.

Looking over the report, I find that
Mr. Bayard a year ago suggested to the
Canadian people that they were rather
extreme in the interpretation that they
put upon this treaty-that it was not in
accord with his reading of it. What
was the answer then of this Government
when left to itself, and not speaking
under the inspiration of Imperial Coun-
cils :-

" Such a surrender on the part of Canada
would involve the abandoument of a valu-
able portion of the natural inheritance of
the Canadian people, who would certainly
visit with just reprobation those who were
euilty of so serious neglect of the trust con-
mitted to their charge.'

Has that trust now been saved and
preserved ? Have they faithfully ad-
hered to the trust which the Canadian
people gave them to preserve their rights,
when they conceded what they have by
this treaty, though much that they con-
tended for belonged rightfully and truth-
fully to the Canadian people? I say
again it would be more manly and more
in accordance with the spirit of the
Canadian people if these concessions
had been granted without the interven-
tion of a treaty at Washington ; but it
appears that there was a good deal of
gush over all that we had gained. I have
read all the articles of the treaty, and I
certainly fail to see where the Americans
have given us one iota in exchange for
the privileges we have granted them. It
is perfectly apparent that we have con-
ceded a great deal-that is, if we are
right in the conclusion and in the judg-
ment we formed as to the·true interpre-
tation of the Treaty of 1818. When all
was done, in a feeling of gush and gen-
erosity our Ministers made a voluntary
offer ; there was a rider attached to this
treaty. As an evidence of their desire
to promote good feeling and to remove
all possible subjects of controversy, they
granted for a period of two years to the
American fishermen rights which they
might otherwise obtain if Congress re-
moved the duty from Canadian fish go-
ing to the American market. Article
XV of the Treaty, and which is given up
for the present, makes this provision

HON. MR. SCOTT.

SWlienever the United States shall re-
move the duty from fish oil, whale oil, seal
oil, and fish of ail kinds (except fish pre-
servtd in oil) being the produce of fisheries
carried on by the fishermen of Canada, in.
cluding Labrador, as well as from the usual
and necessary casks, barrels, kegs, cane
and other usual and necessary coverings
containing the products above mentioned,
the like products beimg the produce of fish-
vries carried on by the fishernen of the
United 8tates, as well as the usual and
necessary coverings of the sane, as above
described, shall be admitted free of duty in-
to the Dominion of Canada and Newfound-
land, and upon such removal of duties, and
while the aforesaid articles are allowed to
be brought into the United States by British
subjects without duty being re-imposed
thereon, the privilege of entermng the ports,
bays and harbors of the aforeeaid coasts of
Canada and Newfoundland shall be accord-
ed to United States fishing vessels by annuat
licenses free of charge, for the following
purposes."

(It must be remembered that when the
United States choose to do that it can
only be done by Congress :-)

1. " The purchase of provisions, bait, ice,
seines, lines and ail other supplies and out-
fits.

2. The transhipient of catch for trans-
port by any means of conveyauce.

3. Shipping of crews."

When Congress is willing to do all
that, then we say we will do certain
other things: but in a spirit of gush our
plenipotentiaries, desire, at all events, for
a period of two years, to anticipate any
action of Congress, and they add this
rider.
&What is to be gained by continuing
to American fishermen for two years
the privilege of entering the bays
and harbors on the coasts of Canada
and Newfoundland, I really cannot
see, and I fail to appreciate it. Just
after the Treaty of Washington expired
we named a period of six months that
the conditions of the treaty on our
part should be continued and the
American fishermen were during that
time to have all those benefits and privi-
leges. -It did not succeed, however, in
having the effect that was anticipated.
Now, we offer for a period of two years
further privileges, that they may appreci-
ate, I suppose, the immense advantages
they will gain, and in that way
it is expected to operate as a lever to
obtain for us the legislation we
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desire at Washington. All these
privileges Congress would have theright to give to American fishermen by areciprocal trade negotiation. I am notprepared to say what the effect of theproposed license of $1.50 per ton will be-whether it will operate on the fisher-men so favorably as to induce them toavail themselves of those privileges ornot. it seens, however, to have beenconceived in a very generous spirit, andail I can say is, I hope it will have thedesired effect at Washington. My ownimpression is that it is exceedinglydoubtfl. Possibly Congress may treatthis atter-or the Senate may treat it,just as that body treated the extraditiontreaty the other day-throw it out. Alln can say is, from my standpoint I shouldnot consider it very much loss. I shouldfot consider it as great a loss as the ex-tradition treaty. My opinion, and Icancy the opinion of the world, haschanged materially as to the character ofthe United States Senate. I think thatlegislative body has fallen measurably intheieyes of good and moral men of allnations by the action they took the otherday in declaring to the world thatthey were not prepared to adopta treaty with a neighboring power bywhich the embezellers, the forgers, thedynaiters an bomb throwers shouldbe given up by one country to theauthorities of the other where the lawsof that particular country had beenoffended I say it with very great regret,because the United States Senate has inthe past been regarded as one of thehighest legislative bodies in the world.Anybody speaking to a United StatesSenator Personally on that subject wouldfind that he would be quite as muchshocked as one of us that a timeshouid arise when the people of theUnted States should say to a friendlypower we prefer letting our criminalsgo a ongst you, and we prefer holdingYoU criminas here-we do not proposeto gdve thehn up. We despise them.the detest then. They ought to be inthe penitentiary, but we will harboithen Let us encourage thieving. Letus encourage immorality . Let us

d theage bonb throwing, bank robberyan thewrecking of moneyed institutions.It is the right thing. It is in accordance

with the spirit of the age ; it is the nine-
teenth century policy." I say that it is
most discreditable, and if this Govern-
ment would take advice from me, I
should suggest that at this session we
pass an Act, wholly irrespective of the
United States, giving power to the peo-
ple of this country to extradite all crimi-
nals who seek a refuge and a haven in
this Dominion of ours. Then we should
no longer be pointed at with contempt
and disrespect; it should not be said that
men who rob and plunder in New York
can come over to Canada and live in
palaces in Montreal and Quebec on the
proceeds of their dishonesty. I hope
the leader of the Government of this
House will take a note of it, and if he
does as I suggest he will act wisely and
well and set a good example by placing
on our statute book a law by which such
men shall not be allowed to enjoy the
spoils which they have secured by their
dishonesty in the country south of us.
If we adopt that course it will create
such a feeling in the United States that
Congress will be forced to adopt an Ex-
tradition Treaty, or at all events
provide by similar laws that Cana-
dian refugees who have offended
the laws of this country shill
be returned here for punishment, and we
will no longer witness that which shocks
every man with any sense of propriety,
our country being made a haven of refuge
for those who should otherwise be serv-
ing out their terms in the penitentiary.

I do not propose to go ai length into
the various paragraphs that follow in this
speech. They are not very many, and
not very important. They, no doubt, pro-
vide in some degree for laws that may be
of importance to be added to our statute
book. They are laws in the enactment of
which we all, irrespective of political feel-
ing, may take a part. Reference is made
here to the lessening of the expense of the
Franchise Act. The only way that the
Government can lessen the expense of
that Act is to adopt the common sense
plan of taking the franchise of the Prov-
inces, or by leading the way and adopting
manhood suffrage.

The Speech, beyond the allusion to the
Fishery Question, is utterly barren,
except of the few questions to which I
have already called attention. It is
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silent on the extradition question,
though I think it is a point which ought
to have been introduced. I think that
the feeling of indignation on the part of
the people of this country ought to have
been manifested on the meeting of
Parliament at the extraordinary course
that has been taken at Washington with
regard to the Extradition Treaty which
has been submitted to their considera-
tion.

I shall not longer detain the House.
Perhaps I have already spoken too
warmly for some of my friends from the
Maritime Provinces. I speak, however,
from my own standpoint. I give my own
individual opinions on those questions,
not in any sense as a leader, or acting
in any degree as a party man, and no
gentleman is responsible for my utterance
in this Chamber. They are my own con-
clusions, reached by my own methods
of thought and from my own experience
of [things, and, therefore, I desire, in
putting them on record, to do so with
that restriction, that they are not in any
sènse the representative opinions of any
party or any set of people, limited or
otherwise in this Chamber or outside of
it.

HON. M. ARMAND-En débutant
dans la discussion sur l'adresse en
réponse au discours du trône, je dirai ma
manière de voir en vertu d'un principe
qui dit que " tout homme doit être libre
"de dire son opinion et ne doit pas
" craindre de la dire dans telle ou telle
" circonstance, sinon, qu'il ne mérite pas
"de porter le glorieux nom d'homme."
- Je la dirai auEsi, en vertu de la bien-

veillante interprétation que Son Excel-
lence, dans son gracieux Discours du
Trône, a bien voulu nous assurer qu'il
interpréterait de la manière la plus large,
la plus favorable, tout ce qui pourrait se
dire dans l'enceinte du Parlement, durant
nos délibérations constitutionnelles.

Je la dirai aussi en vertu de ce principe
chrétien, qui nous dit de " traiter nos
"adversaires d'aujourd'hui comme s'ils
" devaient être nos amis de demain, et
" nos amis d'aujourd'hui comme s'ils
"devaient être nos adversaires de de-
''main."

Eh bien ! Honorables Messieurs, je
comprends que l'absence momentanée

du Ministre des Finances pourrait créer
un vide, parmi ses collègues qui leur
serait préjudiciable ; car, le Ministre des
Finances est un de ces hommes qui a su
s'élever au-dessus des questions de sectes,
de castes et de parties ; qui a su s'élever
au-dessus des préjugés nationaux et reli-
gieux ; qui a su s'élever au timon des
affaires de son pays, en participant à
aucune des sociétés secrètes qui sont le
cauchemar des gouvernements.

Aussi, Sir Charles Tupper, comme feu
Sir George Etienne Cartier, est une de
ces belles et grandes figures historiques
qui apparaissent de temps en temps,
mais rarement et à longs intervalles.

Mais enfin, pour une cause ou pour
une autre, quels que soient les motifs
qui puissent inspirer le gouvernement,
il n'en est pas moins regrettable que Son
Excellence n'ait pas été avisé de convo-
quer les Chambres, dans une époque
disponible de l'année, telle que désignée
à maintes circon tances, par le vœu
unanime du Conseil de la Nation.

Je pense bien que les Ministres, eux
qui sont pour ainsi dire, comme cloués
ou Siége du Gouvernement, puissent
leur paraitre indifférent, d'y faire venir la
députation à n'importe quelle époque ;
mais pour la Députation, elle qui n'est
pas tenue de passer le plus beau temps
de l'année, de perdre le temps le plus
précieux des affaires dans les rues pous-
siéreuses et brulantes des villes, notam-
ment de la Capitale, il n'en est pas ainsi
pour elle.

Aussi, si le gouvernement ne comprend
pas, ou feint de ne pas comprendre ; la
Députation, elle, pourrait comprendre
qu'il y a un temps pour résister.

En attendant, qui vivra, verra.
Honorable messieurs, parlerai-je de

cette Fédération Impériale pour laquelle
le Gouvernement, l'an dernier, a député
un ex-Ministre, l'ex-Leader de cette
honorable Chambre, pour aller en
Angleterre, probablement pour y con-
férer sur les bases de cette Fédération,
et dans intérêt de laquelle un journal
vient de paraître, que l'on nomme
l'Imperial.

Je pense bien que parmi mes conci-
toyens d'origine irlandaise, il y en aura
peu qui seront pressés de faire à l'instar
de leurs compatriotes du Parlement de
l'Irlande d'il y a 87 ans qui vendirent
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leur autonomie, leur parlement, pour un
plat de lentilles. Quant à mes conci-toyens des autres origines, je ne com-prendrais pas pourquoi nous, qui sommesséparés des complications de l'Europepar l'Océan Atlantique, je ne compren-drais pas dis-je, quel intérêt ils pour-raient retrier en époussant les complica-tions de l'Europe, de l'Asie, de l'Afriqueet de l'Océanie.

Je suis surpris de voir qu'il y en atant qui ne réfleéchissent pas que lesinnovations ne sont pas toujours ce qu'ily a de plus propre à rendre le peupleheureux, comme aussi qu'il y en a tantqui ne comprennent pas que le grandsecret du bonheur est de savoir se con-
tenter de ce que l'on a.

Est-ce que les partisans de la Fédéra-tion Impériale en Canada craindraientque nous viendrions à manquer d'espace,craindraient que nous viendrions àmanquer d'air pour respirer. Qu'ilsréfléchissent donc que la Confédérationde la Puissance du Canada possède unterritoire qui vient, en étendu, immédiatement en second après la Russie.Est ce que le prestige du nom Cana-dien n'est pas grand, n'est pas plein d'es-pérence, plein d'un brillant avenir etd'une espérance immortelle ; pourquoidonc faudrait-il aller l'enfouir dans
l'utopie de la Fédération Impériale.J'ai souvenance, qu'un Canadien derenom, éCant de passage en Angleterre,assistait à Londres, a une assemblée desPartisans de la Fédération et qu'il leurdisait.

'-Si la Fédération Impériale est dési-rables, elle n'est pas réalisables," carvous n'ariez pas assez des 365 jours del'année pour règler les contestationsd'élection d'une semblable Fédération.J ai été heureux d'entendre, il y aquelques années, PEx-Leader des Com-munee, l'honorable Blake, dire qu'il étaitglorieux du nom Canaden, et quechaque fois qu'il aurait à voyager àl'étranger, il se ferait un légitime orgueilet une légitime ostentation, de proclamerqu'il est Canadien et habitant la Confé-dération de la Puissance du Canada.' ai été aussi heureux de voir que SirCharles Tupper s'est carrément déclarécontre cette Fédération ainsi que l'hono-Tables Chapleau : c'est toujours un bonpint, pour le Secrétaire d'Etat, qui2

pourra lui effacer bien des mauvaises
notes.

Oh! si jamais, les partisans de la
Fédération Impériale voulaient nous,
forcer d'adopter leur idée, il faudrait de
suite l'extirper en adoptant l'union com-
merciale ; et vous le savez, honorables
messieurs, l'union commerciale ne doit
pas sourire à l'Angleterre.

En effet, un membre du parlement
anglais, un ministre, un ex-ministre du
présent gouvernement de l'empire disait
dernièrement que cette Fédération Im-
périale était rien autre chose qu'un pro-
têt contre les produits et les manufactures
de l'Angleterre, et que cette " Union
Commerciale " serait infailliblement suivi
de l'union politique qui adopterait la
doctrine Monroe dans toute son étendue

Et vous le savez, honorables messieurs,
la doctrine Monroe fait réfléchir les
Souverains de l'Europe au point que
aucun d'eux n'a voulu intervenir, n'a pas
voulu venir au secours d'un des leurs
qui s'était aventuré dans le Mexique,
qu'ils l'ont abandonné et qu'ils l'ont laissé
tomber sous le plomb Mexicain.

Je n'en dirai pas davantage aujour-
d'hui sur cette Fédération Impériale qui
n'est pas autre chose qu'une utopie.

Honorables messieurs, puisqu'il parait
définitivement arrêté dans les secrets du
présent gouvernement de ne pas donner
à ma Province, dans cette honorable
Chambre, un Ministre français pour être
l'organe de ses nationaux ; le gouverne-
ne pouvait pas faire mieux que d'aller
chercher pour Leader de cette honorable
Chambre, celui que moi, pour un, j'ia
contribué par mon vote à placer à la
tête des citoyens de la métropole de la
Puissance du Canada.

Je ne parlerai pas de la violation d
l'usage et de la coutume qui à toujours
été de donner alternativement à chaque
Parlement pour l'une ou pour l'autre
Chambre un Président parlant la laugue
française.

Je ie parlerai pas de la violation qui
avait été faite au brillant archevêque
d'Halifax, feu Mgr. Connelly, en faveur
des écoles séparées des Provinces Mari-
tines.

Je ne parlerai pas de la foi jurée qui
avait été de laisser aux Provinces la
question civile du Mariage.

Je ne parlerai pas de la laiteur que
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le gouvernemeut met à remplacer les
sièges vacant du sénat.

Il est vrai que gouvernement nous a
montré, dans certaines circonstances,
qu'il savait mettre de la célérité et de la
lenteur qui ne lui est pas falcultative.
Au contraire, elle est une violation évi-
dente de l'Acte britannique de l'Amé-
rique du Nord qui veut que chacnn des
tois groupes de la Confédération soit
représenté par 24 Sénateurs afin d'être
si je puis m'exprimer ainsi comme un
poids pondérants contre la représentaiion
basée sur la population dans les Com-
munes.

Je vous avoue que si cette lenteur
devait se continuer, je ne serais pas loin
de désirer le système adopté à Washing-
ton pour remplacer les siège vacants du
Sénat.

Je ne vous parlerai pas des empiète-
ments que le gouvernement a fait sur les
droits et privilèges des Provinces, et je
ne sais où nous serions si ce n'ent été de
la constante vigilance du Leader de la
Province d'Ontario, ce gardien fidèle, ce
père de l'autonomie des Provinces, qui
par deux ou trois fois consécutives a
roulé le présent gouvernement devant le
Conseil Privé de Sa Majesté en Angle-
terre.

Mais je parlerai de la politique du
gouvernement dans le Nord-Ouest.
Avant, honorable meisseurs, laissez-moi
vaus faire part d'un conversation que
j'avais avec un gouverneur de la Puis-
sance.

" Excellence, lui nisais-je, depuis que
"nous avons le gouvernement respon-
"sable, nous sommes heurreux de vivre
"sous la protection, à l'ombre des plis et
"des replis du glorieux pavillon Britan-

nique ; mais je lui dis de suite, sans
À'arrière pensée :

" Excellence, si nous avons rien à
envier à nos intelligents et industrieux

"voisins, c'est probablement dû à leur
voisinage."
Son Excellence me regards et me dit:

" Monsieur, je m'en vais, moi aussi, vous
" dire, sans arrière pensée ce qui vous à
"valu le gouvernement responsable, non-
"seulement au Canada mais à chacune
"de ces colonies sur l'une des quelles le
"soleil ne se couche jamais : c'est notre
" Insurrection de Trente-Sept.

"Je siégeais alors dans la Chambre
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" des Lords. Nous avons été surpris,
"étonnés, même effrayés à la vue des
"dépenses considérables que cette In-
"surrection nous avait causées ; Insur-
"rection qui, pourtant en soi était bien
"peu de chose, même insignifiante,
"comme vous le savez.

" Nous nous sommes dit Qu'ad-
"viendrait-il si chacune de nos colonies

s'avisait d'en faire autant ; nous ne
" serions certainement pas capables d'y
"tenir : c'est de leur donner de suite le

gouvernement responsable.
" Je dois de plus vous dire que nous

"avons examiné vos griefs de 37. Nous
"avons constaté qu'ils avaient été causés
"par des serviteurs mal choisis, que
"plusieurs même s'était rendus con-
" cusionnaires publics ; serviteurs qui
"sont souvent le funeste effet de ces
" nominations politiques. J'ajouterai que
" nous avons fait reviser les procès de vos
" condamnés politics par des hommes
"choisis dans le Conseil Privé de Sa
"Majesté. Leur rapport a été que l'exé-
"cution de ces hommes avait été des
" meurtres judiciares et des assassinats
" politics.

" Je dois de plus vous dire que nous,
» en Angleterre, mais n'aurions pas
" enduré la dime de ce que vous avez
" souffert."

Eh bien, honorables messieurs, vous
voyez que si nos devanciers de 37,
avaient montré les mêmes craintes, les
mêmes appréhensions, les mêmes pusil-
lanimités que plusieurs de mes compa-
triotes qui se sont fait l'écho de ces
feuilles volantes, de cette presse vénale,
salariée et servile qui a retourné adorer
ce qu'elle avait brûlé et qui a osé taxer
de révolutionnaire ce mouvement cons-
titutionnel que nous avons fait en faveur
du Nord-Ouest, en faveur de ces pauvres
Métis, de ces pauvres sauvages, de ces
pauvres enfants de la nature, que la
civilisation exploite, spolie et qu'elle
recule d'année en année vers les extrêmes
limites du nord ; nous ne jouirions pas
aujourd'hui de cette belle constitution
britannique qui fait la force, l'honneur
et la gloire de l'Angleterre et qui iui
excite l'admiration des nations civilisées ;
les unes après les autres se hatent
d'adopter sa forme de gouvernement.

Eh bien, honorables messieurs, nous
(lui constituons le Parlement de la Puis-
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sance du Canada, à la vue des deuxinsurrections du Nord-Ouest, n'est-il pasrationel de notre part d'imiter la conduitedu Parlement Impérial et de donner auxhabitants du Nord-Ouest, le gouverne-ment responsable, au fur et à mesurequ'ils seront en état d'en bénéficier.
Mais avant, mettons la plus strictesurveillance dans nos employés publicsqui Pour plusieurs ont été la cause deces désastres.
Ne serait-il pas aussi rationel, de notre

part ; au contraire, ne serait-il pas incon-
séquent, ne nous exposerions- nous pas à
la réprobation Publique en ne mettantpas de côté cet esprit de partie encroûté,cette aveugle et malheureuse discipline
decpartie tant prêchée par le présentSecrétaire dEtat qui, lui, sait bien lamettre de côte quand il s'agit de sesintérêts domestiques, pour lui, pour lessiens et pour ses amis.

Voyez avec quelle assurance il faisaitappel à cette discipline de partie dans laSession de 1884, probablement, pourfaire mettre de côté une motion qui de-mandait une enquête sur le Nord-Ouest;enquête qui, si elle eût été accordée,'aurait épargné ces désastres qui sontvenus fondre sur la Confédération. Oui,le Présent Secretaire d'Etat disait avecune assurance qui dénote je ne deraitpasune ignorance crasse, mais une ab-sence complète des devoirs du gouverne-ment.
Les Mé tis Français, disait-il, sont bientraités, ils n'ont pas de raison de seplaindre; preuve, c'est qu'ils n'ont signéaucune Petition, envoyé aucune délega-tion, tandis que tout le contraire existait,tandis qu'il y avait plus de 65 pétitionscouvertes de poussière, couchées dans lestiroirs des bureaux de son collègue leMinistre de l'Intérieur ; et ces ineffabi-litése il les écrivait à ses compatriotes desmtasUnis, qui, probablement, lui de-

Nord-Oueustice pour ses Concitoyens du
Plus que cela encore, dans un voyagequ'il fit en France, la remeur rapportequil disait dans les salons, dans leshôtels, et dans les rues de Paris, a qui'oulait l'entendre: "Les Métis Français
n Ont pas raison de se plaindre, au' contraire ils sont bien traités. Aussi"leur chef, Riel le traître, est enfin"gtombés dans les filets du gouverne-

" ment ; or, cette* fois-ci il n'échappera
" a pas à ses griffes."

Probablement que c'était pour étouffer
la sympathie qui se manifestait chez les
fils de nos pères, en faveur de leur
arrière-petits-fils dn Nord-Ouest.

Curieuse concidence, on dirait que
tout l'odieux de la politiques du gouver
nement dans le Nord-Ouest pèse sur les
Ministres de la Province de Québec.
Dans le même temps, presque dans le
même temps, le Ministre des Travaux
Publics, Sir Hector Langevin qui se
constitue le chef de sa Provice dans le
gouvernement de la Puissance disàit a
ses compatricotes : " Ne faites pas
d'agitation, ne signez pas de pétition,
Riel ne sera pas pendu."

Plus tard le télégraphe de Winnipeg
nous apportait la nouvelle que le
Ministre de la guerre avait assisté dans
un dîner donné par les orangistes vers
le huit heures du soir sur la rive opposée
à portée de l'écho de la voix, de la mère,
de l'épouse, des enfants éplorés du con-
damné qui gîchet dans les cachots de
Régina sous *les poids de fers et qui
était rendu au troisième surcis de son
exécution et que dans ce dîner, au
milieu de la fumée du champagne, un
bruit du cliquetis des verres, le Ministre
de la milice et de la défence se serait
oublié et aurait laissé tomber de ses
lèvres ces paroles terribles : " Point de
trêve pour les traîtres, ils subiront le sort
de la loi," et le lendemain matin, à huit
heures précises, le chef des métis était
jeté dans l'espace et se balançait dans
les airs entre le ciel et la terre. Paroles
terribles, je n'y ai pas cru et je n'y crois
pas encore ; car je ne puis pas penser
que le fils d'nue de nos gloires nationale
ait pu s'oublier jusqu'a ce point ; et si
tel était le cas, cela nous ferait voir que
la bonne réputation d'un père n'est pas
un certificat de bonne conduite pour le
fils.

Je ne parlerai pas du quattième min-
istre de la Province de Québec. On
sait tous que ce n'est pas un de Nelson,
que ce n'est pas une Dewid, que ce n'est
pas un Lesley, que ce n'est pas un
Holton. Je suis même surpris que la
minorité Anglaise qu'il représent et que
parle la langue de Shakespeare, des
Bayrme et des Milton, la tienne si long-
temps dans ce poste d'honneur qui lui a
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permis d'occuper par interim le forte
feuille d'agriculture et celui des chemins
des fer: position qui lui a facilité la
vente une chemin de fer qui lui appar-
tenait, sous prétexte d'en faire un anneau
du Pacifique pour le faire passer sur une
terre étrangère. Le temps nous dira si
la vente de ce chemin de fer a été pour
l'intérèt de la Confédération ou pour le
fonds commun des élections.

Ici, honorables messieurs, à la vue du
Bill de reprisailles des nos voisins, îe
Gouvernement noit voir,» doit s'aperce-
voir qu'il a fait une grosse erreur de
jugement en fournissant des argents à
une compagnie de chemins de fer et en
lui permettant de passer sur un territoire
étranger ; snrtout lorsque le gouverne-
ment de l'Union des Canadas n'avait pas
voulu construire l'Intercolonial sur les
confins de la Province de Québec en vue
de évantualités malheureuses.

Eh bien ! honorables messieurs parce
que nous, de la Province de Québec, à
des exceptions près, nous n'avons pas
voulu passer une éponge sur la conduite
du gouvernement, notamment sur les
Ministres de la Province de Québec;
voici que les journaux les plus accrédiés
du gouvernement publient des lettres
vraies, feintes ou supposées des chefs,
nous menaçant des menaces les plus
terribles et de mille et de mille autres
ineffabilités que je ne citerai pas ici parce
que la plupart sont imparlementaires.

Seulement, je vous citerai celle-ci:
"Les Canadiens-Français, nous n'en
avons plus de besoin, et si parmi les
vingt-quatse qui ont osé télégraphier à
Sir John qu'ils ne pourraient pas le
suivre sur l'échafaud de Régina, il y en
avait qui eussent la velléité de revenir
supporter Sir John, qui eussent la velléité
d'imiter la conduite du chien fidèle qui
lèche la main de celui qui le frappe;
nous ne les recevrons pas, tout au plus,
nous ne les tolèrerons pas, jamais, nous
les avertissons d'avance, que nous ne
tuerons pas pour eux le veau gras."

Les ingrats, ils comptaient, pour nous
faire ces menaces, sans les nobles
Anglais, les braves Ecossais, les enfants
de la belle et verte Erin qui ont choisi
le Canada pour leur patrie d'adoption et
qui sont disséminés sur les différentes
Provinces de la Confédération.

Ils ne s'attendraient pas aux paroles
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sympathiques d'un Ex-Procureur-Gén
ral, Ecossais protestant, d'un Colonel
Rowne ; ils ne s'attendaient pas à la lettre
phylanthropique et patriotique d'un séna-
teur protestant d'une des provinces les
plus éloignées de la Confédération, qui
écrivait au Globe de Toronto: " les
Américains se sont brouillés, avec leurs
ancêtres, pour la valeur de la pesanteur
d'une livre de thé, d'une livre de savon,
d'une livre de suif, d'une livre de chan-
delle, afortiori, moi, je suis excusable
si je rie puis pas suivre mes amis sur
l'échafaud de Régina."

Eh bien ! honorables messieurs, c'est
de nous faire de nouvelles alliances, de
nous trouver de nouveaux chefs, mais,
de grâce, n'allons pas les chercher dans
les rangs des sociétés recrêtes ; car, vous
le voyez, ces sociétés secrètes sont im-
placables, elles n'ont pas d'entrailles ; au
contraire, elles oni des règles de fer,
devant lesquelles tous doivent venir se
briser, même celui qui les a menés à la
victoire avec ses alliés de la Province de
Québec.

Oui, Sir John McDonaid est incon-
testablement un des hommes les plus
roués, les plus rusés, les plus astucieux
et un des plus habiles politiciens de
l'Amérique Britannique, et cela, au dire
des hommes les plus experts.

Un gouverneur de la Puissance me
disait, un jour :

"Monsieur, il est plaisant, pour un
représentant de notre Anguste Souve-
raine de venir, ici en Canada, occuper
une place le Gouverneur ; car vraiment,
il n'y à rien à faire, absolument rien, il
n'y a qu'à laisser faire. Ah ! si alors, il
m'eut été donné de lire dans l'avenir, je
lui aurait dit que Lord Elgin, d heu-
reureuse mémoire, que Lord Dufferin,
n'aurait pas iaissé faire l'échafaud de
Régina, pas plns qu'il n'a pas voulu
laisser faire celui qu'on voulait ériger à
Winnipeg, pas plus qu'il ne peut pas
approuver le gouvernement Salisburro,
qu'il ne veut pas faire à l'Irlande ce que
l'Angleterre a fait pour ses colonies, qu'il
ne veut pas donner à l'Irlande son au-
tonomie, son Home Rule et qu'il la traite
d'une manière qui jette des nuages très-
sombres sur le puissant, sur le glorieux
et le brilliant empire, qui, chaque fois
qu'il a voulu marcher avec son a liée
naturelle, la France, a émerveill le
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monde de leur victoires et fait tremblerles souverains et leurs gouvernementssur le sort qu'ils pouvaient leur faire.dui, cet excellent Gouverneur medisait, vous avez des hommes si bien
versés dans le droit constitutionnel, que
pluslèurs pourraient avec avantage siégerdans les parlements de l'Europe. Vousavez, d'un côté, Sir George Etienne
Cartier, Sir John MacDonald l'Honor-
able Monsieur Campbell, l'Honorable
Monsieur Tupper, l'Honorable MonsieurTrilley. De l'antre côt. osae

l'Honoable onsie vous avezlonorable Monsieur Brome, l'Honor.able Monsieur Dorion, l'HonorableMonsieur Mackenzie, l'Honorable Mon-sieur Houlton. Il vrai que le fils dugrand chancelier, que l'émule de La-fontaine et de Baldwin n'avait pas encorefait son apparition sur la scène politique.je ne reconnais, me disart toujourscet excellent Gouverneur, de supérieurà Sir George Etienne et à Sir JohnMacDonald en Italie que Cavour; enFrance, que Guizot ; en Prusse, queBismarck; en Angleterre, que Gladstoneet Disraeli plus tard devenu Becken-hmeld. oui, Gladstone un des plus grandshommes de l'Angleterre contemporaine;je Pourrais mdme dire, sans crainte deme tromper de l'Angleterre ancienne etmoderne.
Honorables messieurs, si le duc deNewcastle et vécu il n'aurait jamais con-seillé à Celle qui préside si dignementaux destinées d'Aîbion l'Impératrice desIndes, de se départir de sa clémenceroyale en faveur de son présent repré-sentant dans la Puissance du Canada,Parce qu'il a pour aviseur un gouverne-ment a la tête duquel est le mêmepoume qui avisait Sir Edmond HeadPour la Province d'Ontario, lors duvoyage du Prince de Galles en Amérique.Oui, le duc de Newcastle aurait dit ànotre gracieuse Souveraine que Sir Johnavait alois été impuissant pour empêcherses amis les Orangistes de faire passer-son fils ainé, l'héritier presomtitif de sacourrone sous leur arc-de-triomphe àvingston et que lui, duc de Newcastleavait été obligé de faire l'impossible pour]'Y 'sus-traire.
Oui, le duc de Newcastle aurait dit à'notre auguste Souveraine que Sir Johnserait encore aussi impuissant pour em-pêcher ses amis les Orangistes d'etouffer

la voix de la presse, ce puissant levier de
la liberté des peuples ; la voix de la
presse des plus fortes nations de la terre,
des nations les plus civilisées, notam-
ment le voix de la presse de la Répub-
lique voisine, la plue vaste des temps
modernes ; de cette République qui
semble croître et grandir en traversant
les âges et en s'avançant dans la posté-
rité. Oui, la voix de cette presse a cou-
seillé au Gouvernement Canadien de
pardonner au chef Métis ; elle lui a dit
d'imiter leur. exemple: q'ueux avaient
bien pardonné aux généraux de la guerre
de sécession, guerre qui avait fait couler
des flots de sang, guerre qui les avaient
entraînés dans des millions et de mil-
lions de dépenses, plus que des millions,
dans des milliards et de milliards et sous
les coups desquels ils sont encore oc-
cupé à solder et cependant ils son con-
tents, heureux, satisfaits, d'avoir par-
donné. Oui, la voix de cette presse a
dit au Gouvernement Canadien qu'un
des plus beaux fleurons de la courrone
de leur généralissime, qui vient de
descendre dans la tombe, au grand
regret de son pays, avait été de pardon-
ner,, d'user deldémrence envers son ad-
versaire, Jefferson Davis.

Oui, le duc de Newcastle aurait dit à
notre gracieuse Souveraine que Sir John
serait encore aussi impuissant pour
empêcher ses amis les Orangistes, de
mépriser le plus beau privilège de la
Constitution Britannique qui permet à
chaque sujet de Sa Majesté le droit de
pétitionner, et on sait s'il y en a eu des.
pétitions : il y en a eu d'ue société royale
de l'empire; et on sait s'il y en aurait eu
de la part des deux millions de Cana-
diens-Français qui sont répandus sur la
surface du Nouveau-Monde, si comme
je l'ai dit plus haut le Ministre des
Travaux-Publics, Sir Hector Langevin,
qui est considéré comme le chef de sa
Province dans le gouvernement de la
Puissance n'avait pas conseillé à ses
compatriotes de ne pas faire d'agitation,
de ne pas signer de pétition parce qui
Riel ne sera pas pendu.

Est-ce un conseil perfide ou un conseil
sincère ? Je crois qu'il était sincère, car
le Ministre des Travaux Publics savait
que le jury du condamné n'avait pas été
un jury de son choix, n'avait pas été un
jury de sa nationalité, n'avait pas été un
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jury de sa congrégation religieuse, n'avait
pas été un jury qui parlait sa langue ; et
néanmoins, ce jury l'avait recommandé
à la clémence.

Oui, le duc de Newcastle aurait dit
à notre Auguste Souveraine que Sir John
serait encore aussi impuissant pour em-
pêcher ses amis les orangistes de déchirer
le Code politique des nations civilisées
qui depuis un demi-siècle ne permet
plus la peine de mort pour des délits
politiques.

Aussi le ministre plénipotentiaire de
Washington, en France appelé à prendre
la parole devant les membres de la
municipalité de Paris, disait deernière-
ment : "Je ne reconnais au monde que
"deux contrées qui, depuis un demi-
" siècles ont osé s'arroger le droit de vie
"et de mort sur leurs semblables pour
"des délits politiques : le Mexique, et
" la Confédération du Canada. Encore,
"au Mexique, je ne sache pas que
"depuis la mort de Maximilien, on ait
" osé s'arroger ce droit."

Honorables messieurs, je veux être
juste, je veux rendre à Cèsar, ce qui
appartient à César. Si le gouvernement
eut fait dans le Nord-Ouest, avant le 16
Novembre '85, ce qu'il a fait depuis, et
ce qu'il parait disposé. de faire, dans la
personnes de l'actif, de l'infatigable
Ministres de l'Interieur, qui par ses
voyages multipliés dans le Nord-Ouest,
démontre à l'évidence qu'il veut voir de
ses propres yeux le agissements de ses
employes, qu'il veut entendre de ses
propres oreilles les réclamations des
pétitioners. Mai je. n'aurais pas la
douleur, de dire au chef du gouverne-
ment, qu'il doit s apercevoir, si déjà il
ne s'en est pas aperçu que ses collègues
de la Province <le Québec, n'ont plus
par.derrière eux cette phalange compacte
qui le menait à la victoire et qui ne la
jamais abandonné sur la brèche dans la
bonne comme dans la mauvaise fortune.

Moi pour un, je n'aurais pas la douleur
de dire au gouvernement notamment aux
Ministres de la Province de Québec,
Qu'ils n'aillent pas s'illusionner, qu'ils
n'aillent pas, je ne dirai pas croire, mais
qu'ils n'aillent pas même penser que
l'échafaud de Régina disparaîtra comme
un Ifeu de pail te. Non, jamais, non,
certainement non, jamais.

Qu'ils se rappellent que le prince des

HON. M. ARMAND.

poètes modernes, a dit, dans des vers
énergiques, à l'occasion de l'assassinat
du Duc d'Anguin par Napolon Ier:
"Le temps efface tout-tout, excepté le

crime 1"
Je termine, honorables Messieurs,

mais avant que de prendre mon siège,
avant que de m'asseoir, j'ai souvenance
qu'un vaillant chevalier, Sir George
Etienne Cartier, disait au début de la
Premiére Session du Premier Parlement
dela Confédération probablement àla vue
des misères qu'on lui faisait: " Que l'on
" réfléchisse bien que les partisans de
"partie qui nous divisaient sous l'Union
"des Canadas, n'ont plus leur raison
"d'êtres sous la Confédération."

Je comprends aujourd'hui toute la
véracité de ce conseil que cette homme
d'état donnait à des jeunes de son
temps : " Ne venez pas dans la vie pub-
"lique avant d'avoir pu asseoir vos for-
"tunes sur ne bases solides.

" Pour moi, si j'ai un regret à me
" faire dans la vie politique, c'est d'y être
" venu trop tôt, avant que d'avoir pu
" asseoir ma fortune sur des bases
"solides. Car, j'aurais pu servir mon
"pays avec encore bien plus d'avantage.
"Mais j'ais crû céder aux pressantes
"sollicitations de Sir Hyppolite Lafon-
"taine, de l'Honorable Morin, de l'Hon-
"orable Caron, de l'Honorable Lesley,
"qui se désistait de son portefeuille de

ministre en ma faveur et qui me cédait
"son comté, le plus français des comtés
"de la Province de Québec, comté que

représente aujourd'hui, un ex-ministre,
"l'Honorable Geoffrion."

J'ai encore souvenance q'un autre
vaillant chevalier, le présidebt de pères
de la Confédéretion, Sir Etienne Pascal
Taché, disait à ses amis et à ses adver-
saires: "S'il y a un temps pour céder,
"il y a aussi on temps pour résister."

Je sais qu'il y a des exceptions prés;
je sais qu'il y en en a que peuvent
s'adresser ce couscil perfide que Lord
Durham donna à l'Angleterre dans son
Pamphlet sur les Relations de son voy-
age en Canada.

Si vous voulez, dit it à l'Angleterre,
diviser les Canadiens-Français, donnez-
leur des places honorifiques et lucratives.
Oui, je sais qu'il y en a qui convoilent
ces places et qu'en vue de ces convoitises
ils craignent et crain-drout de déplaire
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au gouvernement qui en dispose, comme honorables messieurs, il serait désirableautrefois Pilate craignit de déplaire à que les conseillers de la nation fussent
César; mais pour nous, à l'instar de la légitimement payés ; que les ministres
majorité de notre Province, à l'instar de fussent logés aux frais de l'état, car illa majorité des gouverements des différ- n'est pas juste de faire venir d'une pro-entes Province's de la Confédération, vince et de l'autre de la Confédération,nous serous fidèles à la vieille devise : souvent à des distances éloignées, des"Fa.i ce que dois et advienne que hommes pour remplir des positions qu'ilsPourra." ne sont pas certains d'occuped, je neJe termine et je laisse à l'histoire le dirai pas, l'espace d'un parlement, maissoin d'appliquer, à qui de droit, le con- d'une, de deux on trois sessions et quiseil perfide de Lord Durham ; et, en sont obligés d'acheter on de louer de pro-terminant, je fais des souhaits et des priétés confortables et dispendiensesvSux, pour que le Conseil de la Nation, qui peuvent leur rester sur les bras d'une
d san e la conscience de son heure à l'autre. C'est ce que faisait
devoir sans ostentation de la conscience judicieusement observer un gouverneur

dladg it fasse des lois pour assurer de la Puissance. Je pense bien qu'onmetdnce~î des membres du Parle- va dire que je vise à une place deent, afin de les délivrer des incessantes ministre ; jai eu déjà occasion de le direessions des brocanteurs de concience. et je le répète encore, je suis à l'apogéePour cela, il faudrait que tout député de nies désirs et je ne crains pas dequi se charge de Présenter ou supporter déclarer qu'il y aurait pour moi téméritéles mesures, le fit sans promesse et sans d'aller au-delà. Lors même qu'il meatt ntede rémunération; que tout dé serait permis d'avoir cette noble etpute ne devrait faire partie d'aucune légitime ambItion de devenir ministre,corporation recevant des subsides de je m'illusionnerais, car d'après l'ordrel'état, que tout ministre ne pourrait naturel des choses, d'après le nombrefaire aucun contrat ni aucune transaction des années qui pèsent sur ma tête, je
mêmepousser attente récompenne pas suis bien plus p.iêt de la tombe que duême pour le fonds cummun des élec- berceau ; je suis dans un âge qui metions s non, qu'il perdrait son siège permet de voir de bien près la tombe;et seait disqualiflé pour la durée de son je suis, comme l'a dit un poète, dans unmandat io faudrait aussi amender la âge où l'âme recueilli a besoin de se

es étins, de manière à ce que souvenir. Oui je suis dans un âge quison qui reçoit de l'argent pour donner me permet et qui me force de faire deson vote fût puni de la même manière sérieuses réflexions sur les sublimesque celui qui la donne ; car il est pé- paroles que prononçait il n'y a pas encorenible de voir que hommes qui son ap- bien des années, un de nos illustres
pelés à faire usage d'un des plus beaux hommes d'état, à ceux qui l'entouraientprivilège de la constitution britannique dans ses derniers moments: "Que mequi leur permet de choisir eux-mêmes servirait, aujourd'hui, d'avoir été ministre,leurs fonctionnaires publics, ne veuillent présentement, premier ministre de monle faire qu'en autant qu'on les paye. pays, si je n'avais pas aimé mon Dieu."Il faudrait aussi que le candidat ne fut Je sais que des capitallistes, des mil-pas rendu responsable, victime des lionnaires, s'adjoindront des chercheursfautes de ses argents et de ses amis non- de popularité, des populaciers vintautorisés; fautes qu'ils feraient à l'insu réclamer contre la proposition que j'aiet malgré la défence du canditat. émise de payer légitimement les d'eléguésS'il n'en est pas ainsi, honorables de la nation. Mais, que ces Messieursmessieur, cessez d'espérer de voir venir sachent que nous connaissons leurs jeux,dans le couseil de la nation de ces que nous savons qu'ils voudraient s'acca-hommes probes, désintéressés, indepen- parer les sièges de l'Etat pour manipuler
dégoûtés e capacité supérieure; éloignés, les lois à leur façon ; qu'ils sachent queéours, si je puis m'exprimer ainsi que les électeurs sont plus logiquesécoeurés quils sont des élections, per- qu'ils le pensent ; qu'ils sachent qu'ilssuadés de la véracité de: ce proverbe savent juger par analogie ; qu'ils con-atn ivere; et à cette occasion, naissent lorsqu'ils voudront se procurer
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de bons et fidèles serviteurs, qu'il faut
qu'ils les payent légitimement et souvent
bien cher ; qu'ils sachent que dans le
parlementarisme de ma Province de
Québec, bien avant l'Union des Cana-
das, des hommes de leur acabit s'étaient
avisés de ne pas payer les membres du
parlement et qu'il a fallu toute l'énérgie
des homme du jour pour déjouer leurs
projets astucieu ; qu'il leur a fallu délé-
guer en Angleterre un des leurs, feu
l'honorable Denis Benjamin Viger, pour
aller plaider justice au pied du Trône,
devant le Conseil Privé du Souverain
d'alors.

Je termine, honorables messieurs en
empruntant l'expression d'un grand
personnage historiques que vous con-
naissez, qui disait dans une circonstances
solonelle: " Honi soit qui mal y pense."
Eh bien, oui, honnis soient a ces capi-
talists, ces millionaires, ces chercheurs
de popularité, ces populaciers, .qui mal
y pense.

HON. MR. POWER-I am rather
surprised that' hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the House seem disposed
to allow the very able speech of the hon.
gentleman fron Ottawa to pass without
any observation. I know that the prac-
fice of debating the Address at any length
bas ceased to be fashionajie, but we
have in this House in the past not
followed the example of the House of
Commons. We have here as a rule
debated the Address at some little length.
I think the speech of the hon. member
from Ottawa was one of the most elo-
quent and forcible that have been heard
in this House for a long time, and I
must repeat the expression of my sur-
prise at the fact that the Government
propose to let that Speech go unanswered.
I had the misfortune to differ from
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa a year
ago on this fisheries question. I thought
then that it was the duty of Canada to
uphold all her rights as vigorously
as possible. The Government at that
day declared that such was their
policy. I endorsed it ; and I regret
to feel to-day that the Government
are in the position of asking us to adopt
a policy which is hardly in line with that
which they proclaimed a year ago. I
shall not trouble the House with many

observations as to the Speech from the
Throne as a whole. I concur in all that
bas been said by the hon. member from
Ottawa as to His Excellency, who is so
soon to leave us, and I concur in what
he said of the skill and ability of the "old
Parliamentary hand," who moved the
resolutions in reply to the Speech from
the Throne. It is to be regretted that
we who speak English are not as a
rule so well qualified to understand
what our French brothers say as
they are to understand us; because
I think that the French members both
in this House and in the House of Com-
mons are-if not born, at least educated
orators-orators at any rate. The com-
pliment paid to the bon. gentleman who
,moved the Address is due also to the
hon gentleman who bas just resumed his
seat, and my only regret is that we hear
from him so seldom.

• As to the Fishery Treaty; while I
concur, as I have already intimated, with
the bon. gentlemen from Ottawa in most
of what he bas said, I feel that it is a diffi-
cult thing to discuss an. important instru-
ment of that sort with so little information
under our hands; and we shall be able to
discuss it better when all the papers are
before us. We shall then be able to see
the difficulties which stood in the way
of our negotiators better than we
can now ; but we are invited in
the Speech from the Throne to consider
this Treaty. The Treaty itself bas been
laid before us, and that is the net result
of the negotiations. The hon. gentleman
who moved the Address in reply to the
Speech from the Throne spoke of the
distinguished ability of Sir Charles Tup-
per and the Ministers of Justice and
Marine and Fisheries. I do not question
the ability and the good intentions of
those gentlemen ; but it does not follow
that, because they are all very superior
men, therefore the result of their labors
is something with which we have much
reason to be pleased. We have a higher
authority than anyone here-a better
criterion to. judge of men than any that
can be given here. We are told that
" by their fruits ye shall know them."
It does not matter who made this treaty ;
we are to judge of their labors by the
result ; and I must confess that I think
the result in this case is not one to be

HON. M. ARMAND.
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very proud of. Although I am not a
great admirer of the Minister of Finance;I knew that he was a man of resolution,
courage and tenacity ; and I hoped whenhe was appointed one of the British tCommissioners that the treaty wouldhave been satisfactory to Canada. I donot now think that the treaty is onewhich we can look at with satisfaction.My own honest conviction is this, thatSir Charles Tupper fought for a longtime to get a respectable treaty, andI presume the other British Commis-sioners were anxious to get a treatywhich they could point to with somesatisfaction ; but after the lapse of severalceeks tey found that, in the existing
Unition Of Political sentiment in theUnited States, it was impossible to getsuch a treaty as we ought to have beenasked to assent to ; and then at the close,probably in order to satisfy the EnglishCommissioner who did not wish to gothoe without having done something,they agreed to this make-shiftu treaty. Ithink that is probably what has takenPlace; because I have rarely seen amore striking instance of the mountainin labor bringing forth only a mouse. Ido fot know that it is worth while goingito the Minute anatomy of the mouse;but there are one or two omissions from,thi treaty that must necessarily strikeOne. It seens that from the beginning,the ie which bas prevailed in allnegotiations between England andthe United States prevailed here.In the first place, the United Statesdecided what was to be considered bythe Commission.; and why was that ?The fact was simply this, Canada hadenfored ber rights in her own territorialwaters in a way in which she was entitledto enforce tbem; and the consequencetas that our American neighbors foundthat there were certain things which wehad that tbey wanted to get, withoutpaying for, and that they could not havethen; and, in order that we might notcontinue to retan control of our pro-Pertya and that the Americans might geta good deal of what we bad and theyanted, tbey consented to this Commis-'pon, but would not consider anythingexcept those things which their ownPeople thought desirable. If the rightsof Arerican fishermen in the Atlantic

vaters, and if their inconveniences and
grievances were a matter for a treaty,
how about the outrages that have been
perpetrated upon Canadian fishermen in
he Pacific waters ?

HoN. MR. McINNES (B..)-Piracy.

HoN. MR. POWER-How about the
outrages perpetrated by American cutters
upon our fishermen in Behring's Sea ?
I cannot understand how the Canadian
and British Governments could have
concurred in entering into ngotiations
respecting the fisheries on one side of
the continent and omitting to deal with
the important fisheries on the other.
That is one of the points as to which I
think the hon. gentleman who leads the
Government in this House should give
us some information.

HON. MR. INNES (B. C.)-We did
the same in 1871, precisely.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tlemen from Ottawa, referring to the
speech made by the bon. gentleman who
moved the Address in reply to to the
speech from the Throne, asked the
Government to point out what conces-
sions the United States have made ;
and I think that is something which bas
not yet been done, and cannot be done.
I do not, mean to say that the treaty
is vicious in every particular ; I think
the treaty does not amount to very much
one way or the other ; but it does not
involve a giving way in any particular on
the part of the United States. I have
heard gentlemen say-gentlemen whom
one would suppose to know better-
that the United States had given
way to England on the head-
land question. That is not a cor-
rect statement of the case. The United
States, as to their own territory, have
always upheld the same view as to the
headland question that England bas
maintained as to Canadian waters; and
the Treaty goes a certain distance in the
same direction. The Treaty does not
go as far at all as the United States
have gone in claiming territorial juris-
diction over bays, For instance the
United States claim exclusive juris-
diction over Delaware Bay which is more
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than 20 miles wide ; and they claim ex-
clusive jurisdiction over the Gulf of
Mexico from the mouth of the Missis-
sippi to the most southern Cape of Flor-
ida. There is nothing in the Treaty
which gives to England any such rights as
those ; but I am free to say that, as to
the headland question and the three
mile limit, I think the provisions of this
treaty may be regarded as a reasonable
compromise. I think that the United
States have not given up anything, and
England has given up something ; but
at any raté, an agreement has been
reached as to the meaning of the three
mile limit, which is calculated to prevent
difficulty in the future. I mean that a
reasonable conclusion has been reached ;
and the enumeration of the different
bays, which is embodied in the treaty,
and which, probably, my hon. friend
from Ottawa has not examined carefully,
shows that, as to the majority of the bays
or at any rate of the important ones
along our coasts, the reasonable rights of
our people have been maintained. But
I wish to repeat that in that matter the
United States have surrendered nothing
and we have not got anything. We
claimed more than they now recognise
our title to ; and we have taken a little
less than we claimed; but we have reached
a sort of understanding, and that is a de-
sirable thing in the interests of peace ;
and on that particular feature of the
treaty I do not think the Government
are open to any reproach.

Article IV. enumerates' a number of
bays to which the preceding article ap-
plies. I have gone over those bays on
the map ; and while I think that there
are other bays which might have been
added ; still as far as the article goes I
deem it satisfactory enough.

Article V. is a little obscure. Prob-
ably the leader of the House will explain
it to us later on. It does not seen to
me to add anything to Lhe meaning of
the preceding articles. There is one
article to which attention should be
called, Article IX which provides :-

" Nothing in this treaty shall interrupt
or affect the free navigation of the Strait
of Canso by fishing vessels of the United
States."

With that tendency which the Ameri-
cans have to claim everything and yield

HON. MR. POWER.

nothing, I presume that, if we come to
interpret this treaty bereafter, they will
claim that Article IX gives them the
right in perpetuity to navigate the Strait
of Canso free fron any control whatever
from the Imperial or Canadian Govern-
ment ; and I think that it is to be regret-
ted that that clause was worded in
that way. I can give hon. gentlemen an
instance in which difficulties might arise
under that article. Previous to Confed-
eration, if I am not misinformed, the
Government of Nova Scotia levied light
dues on American vessels passing through
the Strait of Canso.

Ho,. MR. HOWLAN-All over the
Province for every lighthouse.

Hox. MR. POWER-The Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia levied dues on ves-
sels going through the straits. It may
be that at some future day the Govern-
ment of Canada may think it wise to
adopt that policy, and levy dues on other
vessels going through the straits ; but
under the wording of this article I fear
it will be out of their power to do that
with respect to American vessels. There
is another featue in connection with
the Strait of Canso which, as the
United States Senate will probably not
ratify this treaty, the Government may
have an opportunity of considering. The
leader of the Government knows that ithas
been proposed. to build a railway bridge
across the Strait of Canso ; but I think
that, under this clause, a very consider-
able difficulty may arise as to the con-
struction of that biidge. The United
States might hold that the building of the
bridge is an interference with the navi-
gation of the Straits.

HON. MR. HOWLAN. -Better
build a subway.

HON. MR. POWER-We shall
wait until the honorable gentleman ha,
built his subway before undertaking
another.

With regard to Article X ; while I
think it is good in principle it is liable to
be abused. No doubt it does seem an
unneighborly and almost inhuman
thing to refuse to allow vessels
to put into harbors to get supplies; but
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our experience of our neighbors acrossthe border is that kindness is thrownaway on them and that it is likely to beabused.
Article XI is like Article X-it is goodin principle, but liable to be abused.There is one point of some considerableimportance, to which I think the atten-tion of the House should be directed,and that is, permitting American fisher-men to corne into our harbors andtranssbip their flsh. Hon. gentle-men mus remember that Americanfishermen operate in the same waters asour own, and sei their fish largely in thesadie maiket, and so they are competingdirectly with us. Further, the Canadianfinsernen pay a heavy duty on their fishgoing into the American markets, andAerican fishermen do ; not, andthe strict insistance on our rightswhich the Government have prac-ised durig the last year hashad the effect of putting our fishermen,ntwithstanding that duty, upon nearlyan equal foot'ng with American fisher-men. What is the effect of this article ?It allows an American fisherman fishingnearthe Strait of Canso, to corne in afterloading bis vessel, and'ship his fish byrail atPort Mulgrave to the United States,and then go back and fish ; whereasif behad not the right to transshipat a Canadian port he would haveto return to Gloucester or NewburyPort to unloadhis cargo, before he couldreturn to the fishing ground. Oneof the advantages of this article tothe Anerican fisherman is that his -esselmay make two fares where she couldbefore only make one.Article XIII. is a very proper articleindeed. It is not of much consequence;stilit is a venë proper thing that Ameri-can fishermen should carry about themsoAie ndex to their character.Article XIV. also seems a not unrea-Sonable Provision; and Article XV. if itever cornes into operation, will be ad-vantageous But whatever may be saidabout the treaty, it does not containieY uch one way or the other. Thereis this to be said of it, that we give it upa geod iany of those privileges whichthe Ameican fishermen are anxious for,and thus abandon some of the leverswhich we had to bring about concessions

to our own people. In 1854, as it has
been well remarked, we got reciprocal
trade with the United States in return
for the fishing rights surrendered ; under
the Washington Treaty we got the
right to send our fish and
fish oil into the United States
free of duty, and we got four and a-half
millions of dollars besides. This time,
for what we give up we are getting
nothing. We are getting no reciprocity,
we are getting no free fish, we are getting
no money ; so that we would appear to
be advancing backwards in bargaining
with our neighbors. But the modus
vivendi proposed by the British Pleni-
potentiaries after the treaty had been
3igned is more objectionable by far than
the treaty itself. It provides that for a
period not exceeding two years, the
American fishing vessels shall be allowed
to purchase bait, ice, seines, lines and
all other supplies and outfits, to transship
their catch and ship crews ; most
important privileges which will enable
the American fishermen to compete with
our own fishermen in our own waters ;
and what is the consideration we'receive
for that two year's grant ? It is a license
fee of $1.5o per ton. Canada has had
experience of license fees already. In.
1869 and '70 we had those licenses, but
they were found so unsatisfactory that
the Dominion Governmentrefused tocon-
tinue thatsystem any longer. It was then
found that as a rule American fishermen
did not pay the fees,and-supposing they
now pay-a duty of $ 1.50 per ton would
amount, on an ordinary American fishing
schooner of eighty tons, to $120; and
that saine schooner if she were fortunate
in her venture would probably catch-
if she were after mackerel-from 6oo to
8oo barrels of fish, the duty on which
would be from $1,200 to $1,6oo, so that
while the Americans under the present
arrangement pay only $120 license fee,
our fishermen would pay on what that
vessel caught an immensely larger sum.
In the case of codfish the disproportion
would be almost in the same ratio.

At this rather late hour I do
not propose to say anything
more about the treaty. As to
the other matters which are referred
to ; I can only say that the extension
and development of our railways call for
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additional safeguards for life and prop-
erty. These are proper subjects for
legislation. As to the alterations that
are promised to the Election Law and
the Law Respecting Controverted Elec-
tions, we shall be better able to judge of
them when they are before us. No
doubt those laws require amendment.
and whether the amendments which the
Government propose will be desirable
amendments or not, we are not now in a
position to judge. As to the Franchise
Act, I am glad to see that the logic of
events has driven the Government to
concur in the views expressed by the
Opposition with regard to this abomin-
able Act. We contended that it was too
expensive to work. The Government
have shown their concurrence in our
views on that point, inasmuch as they
have for two years in succession decided
not to carry the law out, and not to re-
vise the electoral lists ; so that an elec-
tion run during the current year would
be run on the lists of three years ago, and
a vast number of people through the
country who, under the Franchise Law,
would be entitled to vote during the
coming year, are disfranchised. I quite
agree with the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa in thinking that the better way
would be to repeal the Act altogether and
go back to the Provincial Franchise; or,
if, that were not done, to resort to man-
hood suffrage.

It is proposed that a Bill shall be sub-
mitted toParliament making applicable
a number of the laws of England to
Manitoba and the North-WestTerritories.
The paragraph goes on to say that those
laws have not been made the subject of
Canadian legislation. I would humbly
suggest to the hon. gentleman who leads
this House, and who is himself so good
a lawyer, that, if those laws are good
in England and are desirable for our
North-West Territories, it might be as
well to apply them to the rest of the
Dominion.

The last paragraph of the Speech
which is addressed to us in common
with the House of Commons, says that
a Bill will be presented respecting the
auditing of public accounts. I hope
that Bill will not be one which will be
calculated to cripple the Auditor.
General. That officer has been ex-

ceedingly useful ; and, if he has
occasionally thwarted the Government
in doing things which they desired to do
but ought not; I hope they will not sow
cripple him as to impair his usefulness
in preventing misdoings in the future.
I do not know whether there is any
secret sarcasm conveyed in the reference
of His Excellency to the "due regard to
economy» in preparing the estimates for
the coming year, because I have heard
that reference in the speech every year,
and I do not think any gentleman in
this Chamber has been able to; dis.
cover during the time hon. gentlemen
opposite have been in power, the slight-
est regard for economy in the admini-
stration of their Departments.

HON. MR. KAULBACH moved the
adjournment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 6 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday February 27th, 188.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

ADOPTED.

The order of the day having been
called,

Resuming adjourned Debateon the motion
of the Honorable Mr. Rose (de la Durantaye)
for an Address to His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General in answer to His iExcellency's
Speech on opening the Second Session of
the Sixth Parliament.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said:-I
feel that I owe an apology to the House
for prolonging this debate to-day, having.
moved its adjournment, especially as it
is not my intention to go into a discus-
sion on the merits or demerits of this
most important question, the Fisheries
Treaty. I would have preferred to see

HON. MR. POWER.
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this debate closed on Friday. It is the earnest deliberations of leading
the usual custom, a custom which ought statesmen of England, one of the most
to be adhered to, that after the mover and prominent men in the Government ofseconder of the address have spoken this .country, and the distinguishedand the leaders on both sides, the debate gentlemen who represented the Unitedshould terminate. I expressed my States. For a gentleman who, I believe,desire at the time that it should be so, knows less of the Fisheries questionsand I had hoped that that would be the than any other subject that may comeresult. I was only impelled to move before us, and reasonably and naturallythe adjournment of the debate in con- so, to get up and denounce this treaty insequence of that usual course not being the haphazard way he did, he must befolowed and six o'clock having arrived possessed of a remarkable amount of in-andthe leader of the Government not tuition, more insight into things thanhaving spoken. Coning, as I do, from a ordinary mortals possess, if he could incounty which is largely interested in the that short time have so mastered• thefisheries question-having nearly as subject as to be able to denouncernuch interest in it as the whole of the it with such unusual warmth and inrest f Nova Scotia-- felt that silence so emphatic a manner. It was nt well,on rny part night be improperly con- it was unseemly for my hon. friend tostrued; therefore I rose at that time take the extraordinary position hesimply, in the most emphatic manner, did. He must have been prompted bytoexpress my disapproval of the dis- bitter partizan feeling, by party antagon-
cssion that had taken place without ism, which was displayed to a degreehaving the papers before us. I then, as that was disapproved of by all who hopedel as inow, considered it unwise and the treaty had supplied a practical, satis-
trlthic to open a discussion on the factory and final adjustment on termstreaty which we all should hope is an just and honorable to all concerned.honorable and final settlement of a long The fluent language and grace of dictionstanding controversy. The reference to with which he is so remarkably gifted, andit m the Speech froni the Throne which he displays on all occasions whenSiMply announced that in a few days the he'rises in this House, and which myteaty and the correspondence connect- hon. friend used with marked force anded with it would be before us; therefore fervor on this occasion, no doubt im-
f was nuch surprised to find the leader pressed some gentlemen unfavorably,of the OpPosition, knowing as he well who would like to look into this matterdoes the fitness and propriety of things, impartially. I am sure my hon. friendattempting to discuss a question in the is one of the gentlemen in this Househaphazard way which he necessarily had who knows least of the fisheries, theirto do when the natter was not before us. value and importance. His party neverMy hon. friend told us that he had just cared for our fishermen. I have lookedthat mornng seen something of it in a over the paper he referred to probably

paper. I am not aware what that paper with more .attention than he has, and I
must cordially confess that I am not yet

HON. M SCOTT. - A Govern-master of the subject in a its effectsment organT..A ovrn and bearings. Ther-ý is probably a greatmentdeal in the treaty which will not be
HON.satisfactory 

to our fishermen, and if ytow Whc is th no bon. friend's diagnosis of the treaty isky have so many organs; and I do found correct I will tel hm at oncetheW haet jany organs ad uth ot ~that I shaîl vote with hini in oppositionnow that any organ had authority hon to it; for coming as I do from a Pro-publishvince whose vital interest is the fisheriesfrIend announced that he had that day -from a province whose people dependcaually taken it up and had within a few mainly on the fisheries as an industry-Ihours mastered the whole subject, and should be the last in this House to SuP-came here deliberately to denounce a port any treaty which, if my hon. friend'streatY which had for nmonhs recjved views ari correct, was so vastly injuriOS
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to the people of this country. The hoa.
gentleman declared that it was not a
fair, just and honorable agreement be-
tween us and the United States, and
that he would prefer to surrender our
fisheries altogether. It is-clear that the
hon. member has no idea of the value of
the fisheries, not only directly to the
fishermen of the Lower Provinces, but
indirectly to the whole of Canada, or he
would not seek to surrender them.
The value of our fisheries cannot be es-
timated even in dollars and
cents. The hon. gentleman may have
some object in view of his own--he may
think that in order to promote free trade,
or commercial union, or some other
project, that he would feel inclined to
sacrifice our fisheries ; but I do not
believe that that is the feeling of the
country or of the Government of Canada.
I am speaking now outside the treaty
and not as though I knew anything of
what it contains. The hon. gentleman
also remarked that the three-mile limit
is dealt with in such ambiguous
language that matters before a year
will be worse than ever by this
thing concocted at Washington. In
the most contemptuous manner he
flaunted this paper before the House.
I never saw him manifest such
enmity and such malicious feeling
towards anything as he did on that oc-
casion. I thought it was very im-
proper. He could not help having a
fling at the British Commissioners
and imputing motives to the British
Government. We know that the
British Government has stood by
Canada throughout and at all times
manifested a desire to promote and
protect our just rights and sustain them
by the power. of the Empire. My
hon. friend intimated that Mr.
Chamberlain came out here in the
interest of a certain class of the peo-
ple of England to promote and carry
into effect the political policy of Great
Britain. Then he said that the United
States have not made a single concession.
I am not going to discuss that, because
I know nothing about the treaty. He
says it is the old story repeated, the sac.
rifice of Canadian interests to Imperial.
exigencies, and he intimated that it is
likely that the Senate of the United
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States will throw out the treaty. Now,
if it is so bad for us, and so favorable to
the United States, I do not see why the
United States Senate should or would
throw it out, or why he should object to
such action. My hon. friend presumes
to possess intuitive knowledge or pro-
phetic vision in this matter. He assumes
that his knowledge of the question, from
a casual glance at the treaty, is so per-
fect, and his prophetic power so great,
that he is able to foretell what course the
United States Senate will take in dealing
with the treaty. We know that the ma-
jority of the United States Senate is
opposed to the Government, and that it
requires a two-thirds vote to carry the
treaty there, so that it is not at all impos-
sible or even improbable that the treaty
may be thrown out ; but if it is so bad
for Canada as the hon. member says it
is, then we should be all very glad to hear
of its rejection. The hon. member shows
extreme want of knowledge on the subject
when he talks about the fishermen going
out with their two-tons vessel and chart
hunting for the limits. I do not know
what class of punt or vessel he speaks of
belong to, and he does not intimate
whether they are American or Canadian
craft, but as' our own vessels do not
require to seek for the line, since it is
immaterial which side of it they fish on,
he must have had in his mind American
vessels. He must have a vague idea of
what a fishing vessel is when he talks of
American vessels of two tons burden.
He also spoke about certain harbours,
bays and creeks : I doubt if the hon.
gentleman knows where they are or could
show on the chart the bays to
which he refers and describe
the extent of them unless they were
marked. If he can, then he has a far
greater knowledge of the Maritime
Provinces than I give him credit for. I
might have allowed all this to pass by
and not addressed the House if it had not
been for the course pursued by the hon.
member from Halifax, (Mr. Power),
who often provokes me to rise and reply
when I would prefer to let the subject
pass. He said he endorsed all the " able
and forcible remarks " of the hon. leader
of the Opposition. I do not knowbut I
inferred thathe meant to endorse what w as
said adverse to the treaty ; I should like
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to know if that is what he meant ? Heremains silent : if he did not, then it wasan empty compliment, or rather a back-handed compliment, because it is notnecessary to compliment the leader ofthe Opposition on making an able andtloquent speech. He can always dothat, therefore he must have endorsedthe sentiments of my hon. friend withregard to this treaty. The organs of theOpposition denounce the treaty as asurrender of our rights. The Globe saysthat the United States fishermen havebagged everything and that the Canadianishermen are ruined. My hon. friendseeed to echo what the Globe said ;but on the other side we find the oppo-sition to the United States Governmentdenouncing the treaty. We find Sena-tor Frye, a very prominent man in
the large fish. party, representingteagef ing communities in theState of Massacheusetts, announcingthat the fishermen will be worse offunder the treaty than they are to-day,that Canada has surrended nothing, andwe hear that the fishermen of the UnitedStated are holding indignation meetings.Although I am not yet possessed of a
copy of the treaty, and have not readwhat appears in the newspapers with aview t corning to a conclusion, I shouldbe inclined to think that there is some-thing beneficial to both countries in it,when it is denounced by the opponentsof the Government in the United Statesand the (Pposition in this country.

HON. MR. IvicINNES, (B. C).-Read Senator Bavard's remarks on the.'rreaty.

HON MR. MILLER.-As given Isuppose by the Montreal Heald.

HiON. MR. MCINNES, (B. C).-AsGveny a correspondent supporting the

HON. MR. KAUÉBACH.-I havedot seen it. Senator Bayard has no.doubt given a great deal of attention tothjs 'natterwith a view to an equitableadjusternt The moment we allowedthe treaty of 1818, with all our rightsinterests and the comity which shouldecist between ourselves and the United

States, to go to a commission, we admit-
ted in effect that we were prepared to
make reasonable concessions with a view
to friendly relations with our neighbors
and reciprocity. Otherwise we would
have held strictly to our rights. Any
concessions made by our Commissioners
must have been considered with a view to
procuring a settlement which would be
honorable alike to both countries. We
may have gone very far in order to reach
that result * whatever I am saying to-day
I state with the view of rectifying it if

not in accordance with what I may think
of it when the treaty comes before us; I
was only prompted to rise and express
my disapprobation of the course pursued
by the leader of the Opposition and my
hon. friend from Halifax.

It must be refreshing that now, for
almost the first time im ten years, since
this Government came into power, we
heard no wail of despondency, no
descriptions of fearful desolation, ruin
and destruction in this country. My
hon. friend who generally takes a doleful
and melancholy view of the condition of
the country has not attempted to dispute
or deny the statement in the Speech from
the Throne as to the prosperity of the
country. In Nova Scotia undoubtedly
prosperity prevails. Perhaps never
before has that province been in a more
flourishing condition than it is at
present. Even the local Government,
desirous as they are at all times to deny
that prosperity exists in the country, had
to admit in the Speech frorn the Throne
that general prosperity prevails, and the
Province is prosperous, there can be no
question about that. In every branch of
industry Nova Scotia is prosperous to-
day : therefore I am glad to endorse the
accuracy of the statement contained in
the Speech from the Throne. I am re-
minded of some sarcastic remarks made
by the leader of the Opposition about
the sugar refiners, cotton lords, and iron
manufacturers. He spoke about their
flourishing condition, and wished to
compare it with the distress which he
says exists amongst the farmers. I deny
that the National Policy has done any
harm to the agricultural community.
The hon. member said that the griev-
ances of the farmers were beginning to
crop up. I have failed to discover any
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such grievances. If any does exist it
cannot be due to the National Policy ;
that policy has been sustained for the
last ten years. In the bye-elections the
Government has received increased sup-
port from the people. I believe that an
endeavor has been made to excite
amongst the farmers of Western Canada
a feeling antagonistic to the Government
and National Policy, on the groiund that
their trade relatiors would be improved
if they were given the United States
markets, instead of sending their products
across the Atlantic-their trade relations
should be with the United States. In these
discussions they have failed to convince
the farmers that they are injuriously
affected. Our people know that in the
chief natural production of the two
countries they must find markets in Great
Britain and that any policy which would
restrict us to the markets of the United
States would be perfectly suicidal. The
total exports from this country last year
amounted to nearly $9o,ooo,ooo, more
than half of which went to Great Britain.
The largest portion of. our exports from
forest and agriculture go to the same
market, and we send twice as much of
the caitle we export to Great Britain as
we send to the United States. There-
fore I think it cannot be in doubt that
it is greatly to our advantage to strength-
en our political and commercial rela-
tions with England and the Empire at
large, and that any change which would
interfere with that trade would be in-
jurious to the Dominion generally and
especially to our farming and cattle in-
dustry. In the Speech from the Throne
we are promised legislation relating to the
railways for the protection of life and
property. During the past few years there
have been many disastrous accidents
on railways in this country and the neigh-
boring Republic. This morning a serious
accident occurred on the C. P. R. at
Sudbury : such accidents are inevitable
at times, even although the greatest care
may be exercised by the railway com-
panies. Our railway interests are devel-
oping rapidly. Not only has there been
a great expansion of the railways of this
country, extending now from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, but a connection with the
railways of the North-Western States has
been established at the Sault, giving us
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the control of an enormous trade if we
are prepared for it. The completion of
the C, P. R. has opened up, or at least
has given us opportunities to develop a
trade with China, Japan, and the Aus-
tralian colonies, and in the development
of this new trade we have good reason
to believe that the Government will show
the earnestness which they have always
displayed in promoting the best interests
of the country. With our present and
prospective advantages, and the pros-
perity of the country steadily increasing,
the Government should, as soon as pos-
sible, endeavor to give us what nature en-
titles us to in our geographical position,
the shortest and quickest route to Eng-
land ; they should offer a large mail sub-
sidy, as much as is necessary to give us
the most rapid communication across
the Atlantic with Great Britain and
the rest of Europe. It is impolitic and un-
patriotic to rest satisfied with the com-
munication which has existed through
the United States and permit Canada to
be dependent on a foreign country for
rapid communication. We have now
an opportunity to secure this communi-
for ourselves, and have the enormous
traffic which is growing up carried
directly through our country to Europe.
The cost is of minor importance. The
best possible service will be worth to Can-
ada more than it costs. If we fail to
take advantage of this opportunity, this
trade will seek or be forced into other
channels. It is of the utmost importance
that we should have the speediest com-
munication across the Atlantic and
although nothing has been said on this
subject in the Speech from the Throne,
I hope the Government will not be blind
to its importance. I do not know any
way in which money could be more
judiciously expended in the interests of
the whole Dominion than establishing
the best and most rapid communication
across the Atlantic. Coming from Nova
Scotia I am not <irectly interested in the
St. Lawrence route and the canal system,
yet I believe that that route should be so
improved, enlarged and managed as to
secure the bulk of the trade of our west-
ern countries as well as of the North
Western States. The existing chan-
nels and the accommodation at
Montreal are not sufficient for

32 -
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the rapidly expanding - traffic of West, and it is evidence of the greatNorth Western States and our own advancement which that part of thecould et Territorus. f the Government country has made. In a short time it hasof Montreal of the burdens Commission developed in population and resourcesbeor for e burdens which they to an extent which justifies the hope thatSt. L improving the navigation of the lit will soon be raised to a province. Ivid Lawrence, so that they might pro- see that the modern laws of England arevide greater facilities at Montreal for the to be applied to Manitoba and the North-trade f the country, it would be greatly West. I think some of those same lawsdesirabe in the interests of all Canada. might with advantage be applied to theIf the facilities do not exist at Montreal rest of Canada as well. Some meansfor the transhipment f freight it must should also be taken to distribute thefind its way to United tates ports. salaries to the judges of the severalt is therefore the duty of the Govern- provinces in a more equitable manner.ntent to do what they can to make the It is invidious and unjust that judgesSt. Lawrencel which is the natural artery who have to adjudicte on matters offor the trade of the country, a route equal importance in all the provinceswhich wiln be equal to and accommodate should be treated so unequally. I dothe growing trade of the west. This is not know what alteration is to be madeMot a question of purely local interest to in the Civil Service Act, but I think theMontreai. All western Canada is inter- best way to improve the Civil Service ofested in the inmprovement of the St. the country is to take the patronage asLawrence and the capacity for transship- far as possible out of the hands of poli-ient at Montrea All Canada feels that it ticians. I think the great weakness ofis a question of vital importance, and no the present system is the influence whichmeans should be spared, especially by members of Parliament and influentialhon. gentlemen who corne from that politicians on one side or the otherquarter, to have the harbour of Montreal exeicise in pressing unduly tor theplaced in a better condition to ac- appointment and promotion of friends tocOImodate the business of the country positions in the service of the Govern-I arn sure that )ny hon. friend from Mont- ment. I have no relations in the Civilreal (Mr. Abbott) nust approve of what Service and I hope that I never shallb say, and would say it in a more forci- have any. It must impair the independ-thn asne I could. Some- ence of members when they have tothing was Inentioned with regard solicit patronage for their friends. Anyto the election aw, the franchise and measure calculated to remedy this evilthe Controverted Elections Act. We all will, I am sure, receive due considera-consider the present system very expen- tion from this House. Reference hassive. I a not in favor of manhood suf- been made to the departuure of ourfrage, though I was first elected a mem- Governor-General. We who have hadber of Pariament in Nova Scotia under the privilege of his acquaintance willthat franchise, yet sooner than continue regret that he is to leave us. That feel-the present expensive machinery, and ing, I am sure, will be shared by theendure the complications which exist people of Canada generally. He is oneuder the present franchise, it is better of the many able statesmen that Herthat we should adopt manhood suffrage. Majesty has sent to represent her in thisThe.franchise is complicated, and the country. He has ever interested himselfelection law is unsatisfactory. Our Con- in our material prosperty. He has donetroverted Elections Act is one not easily a great deal to promote the interests ofinterpreted and the judges differ from the people of the Dominion. We mustone another on important points. They all hope that he will be long spared toare unable to deide whether an election assist and take a prominent part in direct-etion can be tried after six months. ing the councils of the great and gloriousWe shoud have a more simple franchise empire of which Canada is the most im-
elec t ter ode of conducting the portant colony, and inferior to noneSpeech to the ein loyalty and attachment to our3 G overnment of the North- Queen, to the empire, and this our
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beloved home-the Dominion of Can- a
ada. e

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I only
purpose to solicit the kind indulgence of
the House for a few moments. I regret
that my health does not admit of my t
touching any of the great questions of
the day. I did not, however, wish this v
debate to come to a conclusion, without s
congratulating the Government upon the e
recent appointments to this chamber. I r
think great wisdom has been shown, in s
occasionally making selections from the t
Liberal party, because it will be admitted 2
that at all events an effort should be 1
made to equalize somewhat the balance
of power in this House as between the t
two parties. In connection with that
subject, nothing can augur better for the
future progress and advancement of this
country and lead to secure its future
good government than to select some
of our leading commercial men, who by
great industry, enterprise and anxiety,
have amassed wealth and been 1
devoting in their respective districts, ai
large portion of that wealth to bene-i
volent and good objects. It is assuredly
an honor and a pleasure to welcome to
this House some of those gentlemen,
who now enter the counicils of the nation,
~where they will be enabled to serve their
country in a larger sphere. Such men
cannet fail to command honor and
esteem.

I desire now to say one word in ref-
erence to the expected departure of
Fis Excellency the Governor General.
Every member who has spoken here and
elsewhere bas expressed correctly the
feelings of this country in regard to the
manner in which both His Excellency
and Lady Lansdowne, have by their
neyer ceasing kindnesses throughout
the land made themselves beloved by
the people. Their residence amongst us,
although only for four years, I need not
add, has strengthened greatly the bonds
that bind us to the great Empire to
which we are proud to beiong. I need
not dwell upon the inestimable value to
the future social and political 111e of this
Dominion that we should have the
good fortune to have,in that distinguished
position, one of the most honored
statesmen of the Imperial Parliament-
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nobleman who has ever beern so much
steemed at home for his correct judg-
nent and tact, in all state matters.
Vhat an advantage to Canadian society
-to us here in Ottawa,-to the City of
Toronto,-to Montreal,-to Quebec and
o all parts of the Dominion which their
Excellencies have visited ! What an ad-
antage it has been to have amongst us
uch distinguished families of the
mpire, shedding such an elevating and
efining influence throughout the land,
hewing high social culture, based
upon the virtue of Christian kindness,
and a desire to make every one
happy who approaches them. It
ias been observed from time to time
hat politeness is the heritage of the
French race, as we have observed in the
)eautiful Province of Quebec, and it
should be our endeavor to train the
young of all our provinces in such a
nanner as to continue elevating the
future tone of social intercourse. I will
only say in conclusion that their Excel-
encies, as well as some of their illustrious
predecessors, and I need not go further
back than the Marquis of Lorne and his
royal spouse the Princess Louise, as also
the present distinguished Vice-Roy of
India, Lord Dufferin,-will long live in
the remembrance of the people of this
Dominion; and the recollection of all
the benefits which they conferred upon
society will long be fondly cherished by
us.

HON. MR. DICKEY-As one of the
representatives of the Maritime Prov-
inces, which are primarily if not chiefly
interested in this treaty question, I may
be pardoned for saying a few words, and
I should not have troubled the House
but for circumstances which have come
to my knowledge within the last few
hours. I rise chiefly to state to the
House what I think must be the general
feeling throughout this Senate, that any
discussion of the provisions of the treaty
referred to, under the particular circum-
stances, is greatly to be deprecated. I
propose to do nothing of the kind. I
propose to enter into no discussion of
the provisions of the treaty at all ; at the
same time I think it is very much to be
regretted that the hon. leader of the Op-
position, in the exercise of his discretion,
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has thought prôper to raise this question They have been in the secrets of thisbefore any treaty is laid upon our table. Conférence Chamber from the begin-The reading from the newspaper may or ning, and have been telling us what hasMay not be correct as to the substance of passed there, and have from time to
protocol and is not before us, and the time given us their views on thefot yet bnproceedings on which have proceedings. In the first placeUntil been laid before the House. they have told us it was utterly impos-the objhcn we cannot Possibly enter upon sible that those Commissioners couldthe Objections to which the hon. member ever get a treaty ; they have told us thathas referred; at the same time, I must a treaty never could be got unless theySay, as some consolation to the hon. assented to a proposal of reciprocity withmember, that as he has taken very strong the United States. They again, beingground, and as made a furious onslaught in the conference chamber, as I suppose,on the treaty, I think that under all the gave us from time to time the proceed-circumstances if t be the object of the ings that were taken upon that subject.Government of this country, as I assume They told us that, at last, after a longit to be, t have the treaty ratified by the time, our Commissioners were not willingSenate of the United States, the hon. to present any proposal of reciprocity togentleman is entied to the thanks of the the Commission, and the logical resultGovernment for he could not have taken. was in a day or two we heard the cry ofa better mode f doing his little best in failure, utter failure, of all the proceed-order to carry out that object. That I am ings. For information of what did takefot alone in that opinion I will show place on that subject, I am indebted torom very good authority which is under a paper which publishes the speech ofiny handdhe opinion of a gentleman of this gentleman, and I may say that ifhigh standing who was addressing a this paper is correct-if the positiontribunal n anoher place about the same taken by Mr. Angell is correct-andwour that the hon. member from Ottawa perhaps there is no better authority onwas giving utterance to the singular the subject than he is-I think that insentiments that he uttered here on Friday all fairness and in all justice to thela. I say that a distinguished gentle- leader of the Opposition in this House
the, anrtierwhofrommissioner, one of if any credit results from that. and anythe Parties who framed the treaty, was good follows the ratification of the treaty,giving utterance to his views, and I the hon. member in the apportionmentclaim the indulgence of the House while of the credit should have his full sharet referto tbem for a moment in order in common with the radical press ofthat we rnay see how completely Canada. In addressing the House,that gentwemnI is in harmony with the I merely want to set my hon.view , now express and about which I, of friend right, because the misfor-course, have had no previous communi- tune is that the utterance of themaO wih hMs refer to a speech hon. gentleman goes before the public,ade by Professor Angell, one of the and he has not had the patience to waitAinercan ComMissioners on Friday last for the protocol and proceedings to be
says Michigan, in which he submitted to the House, which would

sa y give him knowledge which we have not
byth eay if his treaty is not rate got in any way except the little glimpseby the ýenate te i, atfeitake. Whate7 wil nake a great of it now im my hands, on one or two

t else firnlnakes me more than any- points that I shall refer to ; but my hon.
-able to gel de iion hat wehae friend, in the absence of that informa-

da8n pae treaty ie that the racalthe tion, has undertaken to launch out intodian PaPere are ail so opposed to it.» an attack upon this treaty upon grounds
w, I s ea . h which are utterly baseless. He com-to u pthat with some little hesita- mences by saying that it is quite evidentmembers of th point, because those that had Sir Charles Tupper had onehad r a gr thae press referred to have iota of power in the management of thishad a great Many advantages that have treaty, the result possibly might haveben denied to us benighted people. been otherwise. The implication there
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is very plain indeed-that Sir Charles
Tupper's efforts were neutralized and
nullified by pressure from Hon. Joseph
Chamberlain or some one of the English
representatives. It seems to me I am
justified in saying that whatever our
opinions may be of Sir Charles Tupper's
political sentiments, it would surprise
anyone to be told here that a gentlemen
like Sir Charles would sit quiescent
and dumb when the honor or the interests
of Canada were at stake. I have had no
other access to or means of knowledge of
what took place inside the Conference
Chamber ; but I say this : that I would
be very much surprised indeed if during
the whole progress of those negotiations
-I am judging from the treaty itself or
what is supposed to be a copy of it, and
of the information I get outside in the
newspapers-to find that there has been
any difference of opinion whatever be-
tween the Commissioners, Imperial and
Colonial, upon this question ; and I
should be very much surprised if Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, while undoubtedly
loyal to the interests of the Empire, was
not equally loyal to the just rights of
Canada. I shall be very much disap-
pointed if that is not made apparent
when we come to discuss this question,
as we cannot do now in the absence of
the papers-I shall be very much sur-
prised if it does not turn out that the Hon.
Mr.Chamberlain, in his conduct through-
out, so far from making an impression of
that kind has been loyal to this country
and his colleague and has stood by him as
one colleague should support another, in
order to get the best bargain they could
make. My hon. friend lays particular
stress on the fact that this treaty is, as he
terms it, a surrender. In the first place
he says they have given up the headland
question and Baie de Chaleurs and
other bays. The hon. gentleman surely
could not have looked at the treaty and
scanned it very caretully, for he has been
entirely misled. Instead of sacrificing
,he headland question, that question is
in a better position as to the Maritime
Provinces than it ever was before ; and
all I can say on that point is to refer
him to the nine bays, each of them ove
10 miles certainly, and some of them 2C

miles in width, which are specified i
the third, fourth and fifth clauses to b

delimited for the benefit of Canada.
But I am not going to follow my hon.
friend in discussing that question. He
has stated that the people of Canada are
anxious for a large measure of reciproc-
ity with the United States, and that if
our Government had made that
offer to them, undoubtedly we would
have had a better chance of getting a
treaty ; but in that respect he is only
following the course of opinion given by
the Canadian radical papers spoken of
by Mr. Angell ; for they, with all those
means of information which those fortu-
nate people have had the benefit of,
speak of this just in the same sense.
They say this was the only means of
getting any settlement of the treaty at
all-to offer reciprocity. That, I have
already mentioned, was a subject of de-
nunciation by the leading opposition
papers in the Maritime Provinces, of
which I am justified in speaking of the
Morning Chronice as the chief-and the
Chronicle took the very strong ground
that this treaty, if it was ever made,would
be a surrender, unless we got reciprocity,
which our Commissioner would not pro-
pose. After the treaty was made, I have
in my hand their comment on it, and the
burden of their argument is this-very
much that of the leader of the Opposi-
tion-that the treaty was a surrender cf
all that we had to give, but getting
nothing in return. If the fouse will
permit me, I shall read the article they
published on the very day Parliament
met -

" Two conments must be made on this
treaty, in addition to the general one that it
is a shaneless surrender. The first is that
the purchase and sale of bait ie not allowed
under the treaty, until the Americans have
taken the duty off fish. This is the most
atrocious blunder of the whole business. It
deprives our people of the only advantage
thcy gain by the admission of American
fishermen to our waters, the right to sell
them bait. This is quite a profitable source
of trade. Therefore our negotiators at
Washington, while giving away all the trad-
ing privileges of our ports to American
fishermen, have denied to our people the
poor privilege of picking u some thousands
of dollars by selhing them bait."

r HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-What
paper are you reading from ?

HoN. MR. DICKEY-The Halifax

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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Chgoive of Thursday morning last. I Commissioners, and due to this Housegive this as a specimen of the shifts that that I should give Mr. Angell's views onPeople are put to when they undertake that point. Speaking about the work-priscuss this question without the pro- ings of the Commission he said:-they inmake as their chie e c, and when When the representatives of the variousthis te that they he objection to Governments met to present their cases theyaway treatyit ey have not given differed so widely in thei* propositions andaway the hait question, after saying that methods that it seemed as if they neverthey have nothing left to give as a d could ail agree.ero quo to the Americans for the right to That shows the inherent difficultieshave our fish aditted free of duty. that these gentlemen had to encounterNow to come to the question of reci- and enhances the credit due to them.rocty, that question has been treated It is a wonder that instead of their beingby al parties OPposed to the Government reproached for being there three months,as the crucial e in this matter, and it they should have arrived at a settlementhas been taken for granted that the only at aiL But from all I know of thosewaY of getting anything under this treaty gentlemen,I have not a personal acquaint-pTyding wotr the question of reci- ance with Mr. Angell, but I do know theProcty or commercial union-that it was other American Commissioner, Mr.prYiportant that this question of reci- Putnam, and I can speak of him as anprocity shou d be brought upand another able lawyer and an honorable man; andPosition was that unless reciprocity was in the eminent ability and force ofoffred as an equivalent in this fisheries character of the Commissioners fromreaty, an coud get nothing. Then England and Canada I think we havecame the announcement, and it has been the very best assurance that ail thoserepeated over and over again, that no gentlemen went into that discus-ittempts were made to settle this ques- sion with a single eye to obtainion by rneans reciprocity. What does the best possible terms, as a solutionUr. Angel say on that point ? He is of the question, in order to secure areportedrispeaking about the working of treaty which would be fair and reason-,the fisheres commission at Ann Arbor :-- ably satisfactory in its leading features
4he real eora lon getting to all. And they succeeded in that ob-

rties interest the comisision, all te hey thought they did at all events,
ritish and Canad.were 8o varied. The and whether they did or not I shall say

specially anxious 'an conmissioners were nothing further on the subject until the

woua tret a part of the treaty before the proper time arrives. My hon. friend
tha onettie on the fishery question. More spoke of previous treaties, and of thethan one-h. the Lrime was occupied in this misfortunes incidental to them as regards
in the T e rea w has been done with- ourselves, arising from the fact that they

sver t he t arifby We told them over and were made by Englishmen. I feel aU atte tariftd was a ,matter which good deal of sympathy with the views
etould do fthing about it.» my non. friend expressed, because un-

doubtedly although most of those thingsI hope that that effectually disposes took place before the time of many of usOf the question that no attempt was who are here, yet we all feel that in the
athe autho t reciprocity and I do . it on past there have been some such sacri-l nority of a gentleman whose word fices. The last treaty in which we suf-ii fot be questioned, because he was fered was the Ashburton Teaty. Even

Be o te Commissioners himself. in the Treaty of 1818 the colonies-hore I leav him I wouId speak of the then Nova Scotia, New Brunswick andtask those gentlemen had before them to Prince Edward Island who were interest-
das With. It was a difficult task. ed more particularly in those fish-
ulties on surrounded with diffi- eries-had very sore feelings about themi, the chief one being that in arrangement. They had no voice in the-didng into that negotiation they really matter, but they were bound to submit.4d ot krow whether they would ever In tht same way, going back a little1ake a treaty or not. It is due to the further to the settlement of the line
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which cut off a very large portion of
what was really our due, and handed it
over to the State of Mane, before the
Ashburton Treaty at all. Instead of the
line of the Penobscott we were brought
up to St. Croix, and afterwards further
north. In all these cases Canada was
not represented. I imagine that no
one finds fault with the reciprocal
treaty negotiation of 1854. Nobody
finds fault with the treaty of 1871, when
Canada was so ably represented by the
present Prime Minister; and I think
before we get through with the present
treaty we will find that it was most for-
tunate that Canada was represented on
this second treaty of Washington.

Under all the circumstances, I do not
wish to occupy any greater time except
to say that whatever may be the merits
or demerits of this treaty-howNever it
might have been made better or
worse, I think we must all agree that it
is a most fortunate thing in the interests
of humanity and of civilization that that
treaty has got to a satisfactory issue, and
I wili say further in conclusion that the
consummation of that treaty is a fitting
and triumphant termination to the career
in this country of the distinguished
nobleman who has presided over us for
the last five years, and who is to be
shortly transferred to the vice regal chair,
the greatest gift in the hands of the
Empress of India, our kracious and
beloved sovereign.

the then colony of British Columbia,
which resulted in that colony becoming
a province of the Dominion of Canada.
The terms of union were agreed upon,
signed and sealed. and all that was
necessary, even from a technical point of
view, was the issuing of the proclama-
tion on the 1st of July, 1871 ; hut not-
withstanding the fact, the right hon.
gentleman (Sir John A. Macdonald)
negotiated those terms, and that he was
the Canadian representative on the Coi-
mission at Washington, British Columbia
was treated as a colony or foreign coun-
try, was never taken into consideration,
and in the benefits which accrued from.
the fisheries clauses of the Washington
Treaty the Pacific Province had on
share.

HON. MR MILLER--Was British
Columbia then a portion of the Domin-
ion?

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-I
thought I had made myself sufficiently
explicit when I stated that only six
weeks before British Columbia formally
became a province of the Dominion, the
Washington Treaty was signed by Sir
John Macdonald and his colleagues, by
which British Columbia was deprived of
all benefits thus accrued or expected to
accrue from the treaty, although he (Sir
John) had negotiated and consummated
the union of British Columbia with the
Dominion weeks before that.

HON. MR. McINNES-Were it not
for a remark or two made by the last HON. MR, MILLER--She was not
speaker, which I believe to be inaccur- then part of the Dominion.
ate and contrary to facts, I would not
attempt to say anythng upon this occa- HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Wel.
sion. The hon. gentleman from Amherst if that is fot a satisfactory illustration of
(Mr. Dickey) in his patriotism and super- how we have been shamefully neglected
loyal enthusiasm, said that ever since I wiIl refer to another case. San juan
Canada has been represented on any Island, the key ro the Pacific province,
commission to negotiate a treaty between and to the terminus of the Pacific railway,
the United States and Canada, justice was worse than given away without an
has always been done to Canada. I will honest effort being put forward to save
briefly show that such has not been the it to the Dominion of Canada. But if
case. I will first refer to the Washington the Canadian Commissioner in 1871
Treaty of 1871, when the leader of the overlooked the just rights of the Pacifie
Government was the Canadian Commis- province, what position is she placed
sioner, and was the leading spirit on that in to-day with respect to this
Commission. Some three months before treaty? It is well known ro every
that treaty was signed, the right hon. gentleman here that we have vast
gentleman entered into negotiationis with fisheries out on the Pacific Coast-I

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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doub very much if they are second even ed a certain point-that point whereto those of the Maritime Provinces on Imperial influence or interests inducedthe Atlantic, yet is there any provision him to yield to Chamberlain or Salisbury,treaty? htect those fisheries in -this and sacrifice the interests of his country,a fact that ei none, and I know as Canada. If the treaty, as it has beenfisheries of that istics with respect to the outlined to us, is correct-and I believepreparation fat coast were in course of it is-I claim it was the bounden dutyFsear n C for ,months before this of Sir Charles, as a true Canadian, toFishery Commission met at Washington; have withdrawn from the Commissionin that it fust have been and was the whenever the just claims, the sacredintention of the Canadian Commis- rights of Canada, were to be sacrific-sioners that that should be one of the ed to satisfy Yankee avarice and Im-questions t) be settled at this Confer- perial selfishness and folly. Unfortu-ence. But it appears from the draft of nately, in the past our territory hasthe Treaty that I have seen that British been carved here and thert), as any-Columbia as been again left out in the one looking at the map of Canada cancutd. Was there anything done. with see. There is a "V" extending intorespect to that very important industry Canada between New Brunswick andwhich has sprung up within the past few Quebec, and at other important pointsyears on Our coast-the seal fisheries, our territory has been given away to ourof ththe Aminhe high-handed piracy neighbors. For instance at the north-itishvessels inn authorities m seizing west angle of the Lake of the Woods theBritisb pecely ishehring Sea where they United States extend northward, forwere peaceabty fishing on the high sea what reason I never could find out, and-a right that as never been disputed the same occurs on the Pacific coastor deied any nation under similar cir- where they have got possession of thecuaostacese There is not a single word Island of San Juan.about these high-hand acts of theAerican Government in this one-sided HON. MR. DICKEY.-Is it not eTreaty. These vessels are held by the fact that the giving away of the Island oStates, at how much I know not. San Juan was, not by a British Commis
HON. MR. KAULB sioner at ail, but by the Emperor of Gerot included ACH-That was many, who acted as arbitrator betweerin the Commission. the parties.
HON. MR. MCINNES (B. C.)-That HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-I anil hat I complain Of-that it was not perfectly well aware of the fact that iilluded in the Commission; and it was left to arbitration : that is whyiees very much as if the Pacific prov- complain. The Imperial authoritienot er harbos and her fisheries, are have never looked after the colonial -infot COnsidered as part of the Dominion terests as they should have done withi

two Commissanad t Why should there be the last quarter of a century. I believqutio ofntheon to settle the fisheries if Canada had at that time insisted upoquestion Of the Dominion-one for the her rights as she did on a memorablPacific and one for the Atlantic coast ? occasion in 1876, when the Fisherie
the Commissio surd I believe that Commission sat at Halifax, the resul
ington C hner that we sent to Wash- would have been different. The onlinthe, Sir Chares Tupper, did his duty occasion when Canada secured a measin the beginning. I believe he urged in ure of justice was when the FisherieeverY Possible way the interests of. Can- Commission met, and our success oadall do the hon. gentleman that credit. that occasion was due to the fact theWe ail now that le is a gentleman of the gentleman then at the head of affairgreat ability and of courage, and proba- in this country insisted that no one btbly understod the whole question better a Canadian should represent Canada othan any Person in the country, and I be- that Commission, as the question toa that he di ofl he possibly could settled was purely a Canadian one. Thein the nterests of Canada until he reach- was why we we were awarded $500,00
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a year for the fishing privileges which we
are now willing, even thankful, that the
Americans should accept for nothing.
Why are we left on the Pacific Coast
with our fisherics unprotected and with
no headland rights decided or defined,
and in such a position that American
fishermen can enter our waters and fish
as they please ? Al who are acquainted
with the geography of the Pacific Coast
know that from San Francisco north-
ward there is an unbroken wall of coast
extending eight hundred miles without
an indentation worthy the name of a
harbor, until you get to the Straits of
Fuca and from that point we own the
coast to Alaska. Between Vancouver,
Queen Charlotte and Valdees Islands
and the mainland, in the Gulf of Georgia
and the various inlets there are thousands
of miles of sea coast without any boun-
dary defined within which the American
fishermen are or are not permitted to
fish. I think when this Treaty was un-
der consideration, the least that could
have been done was to have shown the
people of the Pacific Province that their
interests were not overlooked. As far
as the Treaty itself is concerned I
entertain a different opinion from that
expressed by the hon. member from
Lunenburg, and I do not agree even
with the hon. member from Amherst.
They appear to think that the leader of
the Opposition committed a great wrong
in discussing the question on this occa-
sion. I have no doubt there is a good
deal of sympathy for the poor member
for Ottawa who has received such a
severe castigation from the hon. member
from Lunenburg especially. He must
have winced under it, but if the hon.
member from Lunenburg -failed to put
himself in possession of the facts
connected with the question, as the
hon. member from Ottawa had
taken care to do, it was his own fault
and the misfortune to the country, and
especially to this House. The hon.
member from Ottawa was perfectly
justified in raising this discussion and
expressing his views freely, and from
what I have seen and read of the Treaty
I concur in his opinion in every particu-
lar. I wish it were otherwise. I sin-
cerely hope that when I come to study
the treaty more closely that it can bear a

HON. MR. McINNES.

more favorable construction. If so,
when the Treaty itselt is brought
before the House I shall rise and wil-
lingly admit my mistake ; but I fear the
Americans have succeeded on this, as on
everyother occasion but one, in gettingall
that they wanted from us. They have
taken piece after piece of our territory,
and now they are invading our waters,
which ought to be as sacred and belong
to us just as much as the land which
they border.

HON. MR. MILLER-My hon. friend
considers that the Commissioners be-
trayed the interests of the fishermen on
the Atlantic coast; does he not think it
fortunate, and a subject of congratula-
tion, that the interests of British Colum-
bia also were not entrusted to them ?

HON. MR. McINNES, (B.C).-The
worst the Americans could have done
would have been to deprive us of our
fisheries, or have the free use of them,
and that I claim they will have under
the present treaty. So, in the first
place, I want British Columbia to be
treated as a province of the Dominion,
and in the second place I see no neces-
sity for all this form and farce of a one-
sided treaty, or rather give-away.

HoN. MR. GIRARD.-I was under
the impression that the Speech from the
Throne, would have been discussed by
the mover and seconder of the Address,
that they would have been followed by
the leader of the Opposition and the
leader of the House, and the resolution
would have been adopted, and my in-
tention was to make no observations at
this stage of the session, but as that
course has been departed from and some
allusion is made to Manitoba and the
North West Territories in the speech, I
think it my duty to refer to some im-
portant matters relating to the section of
the Dominion which I have the honor to
represent here. I desire to give the
House some information which may
induce the Dominion to continue its
liberal policy towards us. I may say, in
the first place, that I believe I convey
the views of the people of Manitoba
when I express regret at the approaching
departure of His Excellency from Cana-
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da He has discharged with fidelity andabilty the various duties pertaining tohts high office, and we must all recognizethe fact that since the Confederation ofthe Provinces he has had no superior inthe Vice-Regal office. I concur in theviews on this subject so well expressedby one of the hon. gentlemen who pre-ceded me to-day. In the Speech fromthe Throne we are congratulated on thegeneral prosperity Of the country. I amquite ready to admit that there is pros-perity in many parts hf the Dominion,but i regret to say that I cannot admitthat it prevails everywhere. There is noProsperity where harmony does not pre-vail between the Dominiou and the localuthorities The Dominion Govern-ment, having control from sea to sea,the duty devoîves upon them of givingProtection and assistance to the localauthoritieL This may not at all timesbe easy, but when there is dissension,and a conflict occurs between the localand federa nauthorities, progress isimpossibe. Under such circum-
ftances it s Perfectly legitimatefor any public man who candevise a means to restore harmony, tooffer a suggestion. We nmay call thePoLicy what we lie-Imperial Federation,Legislativ Uion, or the present Con-federatioo with nModifications, but weain have to find some means for termin-aing these dificuities. A little furtheron wn the Speech we are congratulated,and we certainly have to thank Provi-dence for the abundant crops of lastyear. el Manitoba and the North-Westbe yieid was extraordinary, and we havemillions af busheis of grain to export.We shoud ail be satisfied with the re-suit of the arvest, but there has beensotne dissaisfaction expressed againstthe grand instituton which, it seems tume, up rendering great services in open-iog uP Parts of the country which wouldotheroise remaitn unknown forever, andt ProWotng the settlement of the coun-tY We complain there of monopoly,and Of being unable to get all our grainConveyed from the west to the marketsof the east on the same conditions thatgrain can be carried from the Americanfrontier to New York. Certainly all thisdissension is very much to be regretted.In order to neet the difficulties arising

out of this question some of our people
tried to build a railway of their own from
Winnipeg to the United States frontier,
but the Act providing for the construc-
tion of that railway was disallowed. Not-
withstanding the disallowance, the local
Government, believing that they had
the majority of the people with them,
tried to proceed with the construction of
the line, but failed and have been well
punished for their mistake. They have
been obhiged to retire from power, being
unable to find a majority to sustain
them. An effort is being made to
abolish the protection of the rights of
minorities in special cases, by repeaing
the disallowance power in the British
North America Act. I do not know
whether that would be advantageous or
not, but I do know that an effort was
made in Manitoba to build the railway
after the law authorizing its construc-
tion was disallowed. My opinion is, and
I think the House will agree with me,
that when an Act is disallowed the local
Government cannot enforce it because
there is no such law. We punish a private
individual for infringing the law in trifling
matters, yet we tolerate opei defiance of
the law of the land by a local Government,
because the decision of the Dominion
Government becomes the law of the
land in a case of this kind. The local
authorities openly defied the central
power and in attempting to carry out an
illkgal undertaking incurred large expen-
ditures, all of which will have to be paid.
It seems to me that there should be
some provision for the punishment of
those who thus violate the law-that they
should be attainted in some way. If it
is not treason it is certainly a serious
offence against the public order, if not
against the law of the land. If there is
any one charged with the duty of main-
taining peace and order it must surely
be the local authorities and especially
the local Governments. I have not
taken any part in the difficulty which
has arisen in Manitoba, but I feel it 'my
duty to state here the position of affairs
and let the Government devise the best
policy to pursue under the circumstan-
ces. I do not know what the Govern-
ruent in Manitoba propose to do, but I
understand that they have decided to go
on with the undertaking indefiance of the
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central authority. I mention these
facts because I think a remedy should be
found to prevent such a gross public
scandal in the administration of the
affairs of the country. The power of
disallowance should be exercised with
great care, and only in extreme cases.
No doubt circumstances have obliged
the Government to act as they have
done, but the time has come when the
Dominion Government and the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway authorities must
find some way to terminate the diffi-
culties which have for some time existed
in Manitoba. Some means must be
found to enable the local authorities to
proceed with the construction of the Red
River Valley Railway, which is so much
needed to facilitate the trade and com-
merce of the country. I do not oppose
that scheme, but I am opposed to the
means employed to ensure its construc-
tion. Large sums are expended to pro-
mote tl settlement of the country. We
send agents to England and other Euro-
pean countries to induce people to come
to Canada, but until we can assure thern
that there is no prospect of trouble
arising in the North-West, such as we
had last summer, it will be difficult to
persuade strangers to make that
country thtir home. The subject
of the Fisheries Treaty is one
of such importance that I do not care
to say much about it at present. I have
merelv to remark that even though the
Treaty should not be ratified by the Sen-
ate of the United States it will serve a
good purpose. It will help to mitigate
the hard feelings which have in one way
or another arisen. The conference be-
tween the representatives of the three
countries will naturally contribute o
facilitate communication between the
and if it should be found necessary to
re-open negotiations at any time it will
be easier to arrive at a satisfactory con-
clusion as to existing difficulties, and
also lead to better relations, in com-
mérical matters, with our neighbore. We
must feel satisfied that the best has been
done in the interest of Canada, when we
consider the character of the men who
represented us at Washington. No man
in Canada possesses in a larger degree
the confidence of the public than Sir
Charles Tupper. He was there to guard

HON. MR. GIRARD.

and promote the interests of Canada y
his reputation was at stake, and at his
advanced time of life when his hair
is whitening from the effects of hard
work, we cannot suppose that
he would sully an honorable career, by
neglecting or sacrifici-ig the interests of
his country. He had the assistance of
the Minister of justice and the Minister
of Marine and Fisherie, both of whon
are thoroughly acquainted with the fish-
eries question, and have the unbounded,
conii lence of their fellow-countrymen. I
shall now say a word or two with refer-
ence to the North-West Territories. We
admit that it is a very important part of
the Dominion, and that it is destined to-
become, ere nany years, still more im-
portant. I remember the first three or
four years afrer my first arrival here I-
found it difficult to say that Manitoba
and the North West Territories would
very likely become as important in every-
thing which gives prominence to a coun-
try as the Eastern Provinces. I am very
likely to see my predictions realized.
The increase of population and the de-
velopment of our resources has been
such that before many years the North-
West Territories will become, if not the
most important, at least one of the
most important sections of the
Dominion. We nust all have-
seen with pleasure the introduction
this session of a member from Edmon-
ton-from the extremity of the North-
West Territories-called by his Queen
to become a Senator of Canada. He is
a gentleman well qualified by his know-
ledge of the North-West Territories, as.
an old Hudson Bay factor, to be a mem-
ber of this hon. louse. I hope it will
not be long before the Government ap-
point another member for the same
Territories, as they are empowered to do,
under the law. With two members here,
ready to furnish information when called
upon, the North-West Territoies will be
well represented in this House. When
provision is made to organize a Govern-
ment for that country I do not know
what measures will be adopted, but I
hope it will be something less complicated
and expensive than the first organization
in Manitoba. Perhaps the people there
are not quite prepared for all the ma-
chinery requisite for the local government
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Of a Province. I do not know whenthe measure will come before thisouse, but i wish now to express ttY opinion on the matter. I thoughtIt MY duty to take this occasionto refer to the troubles which arose iin Manitoba last year, and to show thisIlouse that nOtwithstanding these diffi-culties we are making progress. There
is as much loyalty to the Dominion there
as in any part of Canada. We rely on
the Dominion authorities for protection
and for assistance in working out our
destiny, and with contnued aid and
encouragement such as we have received
in the past we will soon become a rost
valuable and impon beco a th
Dominion, portant section of the

HON. MR. ALMON-The answer tothe Address I approve of in the main.
If I did not approve of it t should
certainly not saY anything about it,
because I understand it is intended that
it shall pass without a division. I atm
glad to see from a paragraph in theAddress that the Government intend to
revise the franchise. I hope the revisionwll be in the true conservative sense-a return to the principle of property orPerSonal qualifit n. In that way vecould avoid the expense of voters' lists,
decao ol that a voter would have todo Would be to bring eep otaxes or a certificate fron the assessorsshowing the Property on which he isassessed, and il the assessors are assharp and active in other parts of Canadaa they are in Halifax, no one who isentiued to a vote would be disfranchised.I should he glad to learn that voting byballot, which is allowed by everybodyflow, whenwe " -yerboybe a failure we speak of it in private, toa w e, could be done away withand we could return to open voting.Voting by ballot was introduced to puta Stop to bribery. Has it accomplishedthat Object There are two elections toce held bext month, and they will be
the Conser ane Party or the other. If
it is ahl aonesb y , the Grits will saytra ote rit ca - y : if on the con-trary the Grîts carry it, we Conservatives
us, buY th the country was in favor ofus, t It was that infernal money thattured the scale. The ballot has notprevented corruption, and everyone will

agree with me that it is a farce. I do
not think that there is a man of sense in
his body who does not feel that voting

by ballot is a complete humbug. The
election in Glengarry was by ballot : did
t prevent bribery-has it ever stopped
bribery ? I know that my views are un-
popular, but that does not prevent me
from expressing them. I think in their
heart of hearts two thirds of the people
will agree with me.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-The fact
that great latitude is given by Parliament-
ary practice to speakers debating on the
address from the Throne has suggested
to me that I should take the occasion
during the present debate on the address
in reply to His Excellency's speech at
the opening of the present session, to
put before hon. gentlemen my remarks
on the blue book intituled "Supplement-
ary Report on Penitentiaries for the year
ending on the 3oth June,i886,"-a book
which was laid before Parliament by the
Government at the end of last session.
No doubt hon, gentlemen remember the
many attacks made in this book against
me, someof them soinjurious,that an hon.
Senator thought it his duty, last year, to
call the attention of this House to such
an abuse of the privileges of Parliament,
and call upon the Government to say
what they intended to do. The hon.
leader of the House answered :-

"My colleagues feel as warmly as this
House can do the grose impropriety that bas
been commited by the official inserting this
note, * * * without authority of bis superior
officer and in contempt ot this HJouse. I
inay say that he bas received a very severe
reprniand, and steps have been taken to
mark the sense of the Government in
another way, and it is now under coneidera.
tion what furiher steps will be taken on the
subject.'

After such a solemn promise from the
Government I thought I ought to refrain
from entering into any details and throw
no obstacles in the way of settling the
difficulty, but rather leave them to vin-
dicate both this House and my humble
self. A year has elapsed and the Gov-
ernment have not done anything which
can be considered in any way a
vindication of the honor and dignity
of this House. The 'consequence
is that I now stand in a far
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worse position than the one I held last
year. Then I stood charged by a
servant of the Government, while to-day
I stand under the same charge sanction-
ed by the Government. Under existing
circumstances I am in honor bound to
do something more than was my former
intention. I cannot remain silent. If
I am such a man as the insinuation in
the blue book, sanctioned by the Govern-
ment, would represent me to be, I should
not occupy a seat in this House. If I
am not such a man, then it is my first
duty to establish the fact and so leave
to hon. gentlemen the task of dealing
with the grave insults placed upon this
House in this blue book, by a
servant of the Government, under the
pretext that I had acted the part of a
a mean man in connection with the
troubles at the Penitentiary of St. Vin-
cent de Paul. With the permission of
hon. gentlemen the latter course is
the one which I shall now follow.
Doubtless your permission will be readily
given. Every member of this House
must be anxious to know whether or not
their colleague, who has been the object
of such a grave breach of the privileges of
this House, has given occasion for
the course followed towards him
and which is so injurious to this
House. My position is a delicate one
The task of makng my case quite clear
in a language which is not my native one,
is indeed difficult. But as the attack has
been made in English I consider it only
fair that my answer should be in the
same language, and as the attack has
been made in writing, I shall take the
same stand in regard to my defence. In
this special case hon. gentlemen I beg
your indulgence and request that you
will specially favor me by premitting me
now to read my answer to the allusion
in the blue book referred to. I have
given notice that I will bring this ques-
tion before the House to-morrow, but if
this hon. body, and particularly the hon.
leader would prefer having the address
voted upon, and take up this question
afterwards, I am ready to submit to the
decision of the House.

HON. MR. DICKEY-While I think
it commends'itself to the good feeling of
the House that my hon. friend should

HON. MR. BELLEROSE,

have an opportunity, not being familiar
with the language, of placing his views
on record by reading them by way of
a personal explanation, at the sane time
we are all aware how much the patience
and courtesy of the House has been
strained on some occasions by the read-
ing of long papers. In replying to a
personal attack under the circumstances,
I think the feeling of the House will be
to allow my hon. friend to take the
course he has suggested. until he hears
some expression of non-confidence.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Those
hon. gentlemen who have preceded me
in this debate have very clearly and ably
expressed their regrets at the approach-
ing departure of His Excellency the
Governor-General. I join sincerely in
the regrets which have been expressed
in that connection. I think the system
which the Canadian Constitution pro-
vides for the choice of the head of our
Government is one very favorable to this
country. In point of fact Great Britain
lends us, for a limited period, one of her
most celebrated and experienced states-
men, and as the termination of that period
is now near at hand, we must reconcile
ourselves to take our leave of him. But
I hope this : in whatsoever region of the
Empire or elsewhere His Excellency and
family may have their fortunes cast, that
at all events they will be able to fall
back, in their memories, upon the period
spent amongst us here in Canada with
pleasure and satisfaction. The Speech
commenced with an allusion to the agri-
cultural pursuits of the people of the
Dominion and told us that in some
parts of our country the returns from the
labors of the husbandman have not been
as satisfactory as could be wished. I
consider that, looking at the extreme
breadth of this Dominion, stretching as
it does from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
we must expect that such contingencies
will happen. I have before now stood
in my place rather inclined to complain
when a deficient harvest had affected
the Province from which I.come, that we
had been rather overlooked in the Speech
-that it had been taken for granted that
our crops in Prince Edward Island were
equally good with those of other
parts of Canada. In this connection it
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appears that some parts of Canada havesuffered during the past season while wein the Maritime Provinces and awayWest in theregion from which the hon.gentleman who spoke last but one comes,the crops have been exceedingly good :W think that the hon. gentleman fromWinnipeg and his countrymen havetaken a very excellent way of adver.tising the fact to the other Provinces,becatuse at almost ail the autumn agricul-tural exhibitions in the Maritime Pro-vinces the fruits of the earth from the farwest and fo Manitoba were exhibitedand we were obliged to confess in ourProvince that aithough we consideredOurselv M great rootgrowers, the rootsfro Manitoba and the grains andgrasse e many of the former certainly,and soe perhaps:of the latter, exceededthose Of Our swn growth although theroots were somewhat deteriorated inappearanceby the fact that theyhad raveed some 2,0oo miles,and had been draw from theearth a month before. It seems to methat those deficiencies in the products ofagrcultue referred to in the speech canOniy be iade up by greater skill, andadaPting- our ndustry to the changedmtets and changed conditions of thecaarkets. Fortery we sent almost thecrude Products of the earth to themarket and obtained a ready sale forthen, at the same time givin employ-ment to Ou ships, our seamen, andmasters aid mates. That period hasPassed away, and we have to accommo-date ourseives to the new order of thingswhich is breaking in upon us. I havecoe to. he conclusion myselfthat this is not an appropriatetie to debate the details ofthe Fisheries Treaty. I should hesitategoîng into a discussion on it, but mci-dentaly think can make two or threereiarks which seen to me to beparticuiarly called for. In the firstPlace, I wish to say that those chargeshich hbve been lavishly hurled at theheads of Canadians generally, andSPecially at officials and others, of rudead unfriendyconduct towards citizens ofthe United States, have no foundation infact. OUr people have been eminentlyfriendy to the people of the UnitedStates. This I say without hesitation or

chance of denial, because I know of
many of the circumstances myself. I
know that in the Province I corne fronm
American fishermen have been treated
invariably, and for years past, with the
utmost courtesy and good will, and the
harsh and uncalled for remarks which
have been made, both in the correspon-
dence between the United States and
the Imperial Government last year, and
which appeared recently to a certain ex-
tent in the published correspondence
were I think altogether uncalled for, and
in most cases without any foundation
whatever. If the House will pardon me
for a moment I should like to read a
few lines from an American source. It
appears in the blue book which was laid
before us last session entitied " Corres-
pondence Relative to the Fisheries
Question 1885-7." Here is what Capt.
Blake, of the United States schooner
"Andrew Burnham," writes:-

" We finally headed up for Port Mulerave
in Canso, expecting to receive rough usage
from the authorities, but to our surprise
found Collector Murray a perfect gentleman,
willing to assist me as far as he could with-
out encroaching on the Canadian laws,
From there we put in at Port Hawkesbury,
and boarded the cutter 'Conrad,' and asked
the captain for instructions in regard to the
three-mile limit, and what privileges, if any,
we had. I was answered, in a courteous and
hearty way, that he did not have them
aboard, but that he would go ashore in a few,
moments and get me a printed copy of the
regulations; which he did, and assured us
that if we followed thein we would be
unmolested; that he was there to see that
the law was not violated, but not to cause
unnecessary annoyance. Alter receiving
instructions from the captain, thanks to
him, I went to the Custom House and
entered my vessel, paying twenty-five cents.
I found a very pleasant gentleman in the
collector, who did ail in his power to relieve
my mmd and make us comfortable.

"Souris was our next ort of landing,
where we also reported, andwere well treat-
ed. From there we went to Malpeque,
where we found another gentleman in the
collector. We met the cutter « Houlet' at
Cascumpec, and had several interviews with'
ber commander, Captain Lorway, whom I
found a quiet, just and gentlemanly officer.
My vesse was oue of the fleet ordered out of
harbour by him. At that time it was as
good a fish day as one could ask for, and
the instructions were plain that at such
times we had no right to remain in harbour.
At no time is there much water to spare on
the bar, and it is a common occurrence for
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vessels to ground in going in or ont, and wrong committed by the British colonists
that sonie did touch was dune to ignorance of upon the Americans, but it is the out-
the channel or carelessness on the part of
captains. At the time the order was issued core of aisappointed greed of certain
the weather was fair, but before ail the ileet New England fisherman and some un-
could work out through the channel, one of scrupulous politicians, who wish to dis-
those sudden changes of weather, so much place the parties in power in Washing-
to be dreaded on such a coast, came, and ton and to instal another President inthe cutter rescinded the order and the fleet
returned. It has been printed in a Boston the White House; and for that reason
paper that, owing to being forced to sea by do not hesitate to misrepresent facts so
the cutter's orders in bad weather, 1my as to secure for their party the votes of
schooner, the 'Andrew Burnham,' fouled the New England fishermen. But I
two Englishmen and narrowly escaped seri. appeal to hon. gentlemen, is it not aous damage. If true, it wotild look like matter be regretted that thehardship. It was simply this: In getting greatly to
under way, in a small and crowded space, interests of a neighboring colony such as
finding I would not have room. I dropped the Dominion of Canada, and
our starboard anchor. That not holding, the interests of two great and
we let go the other, and it brought us up ail powerful nations such as America andright; not much in this to point to as an p
outrage or danger from stress of wei.ther. I England should be jeopardized through
believe Captain Lorway would be a man who such mean and ignominious motives ?
would carry out ail the requirements of the Happily such is not the general feeling
Canadian laws, but I saw nothing in my of the people of the United States. The
experience in those waters that could be general feelirg of the ople of theconsidered as being arbitrary or taking a . . . . pe 
mean advantage of his officiai authority to Republic, in my opinion, is one of warm,
annoy anyone. Captain Lorway has been a honest friendship for the people of Great
master of vessels for twenty-five years, is a Britain. Of course to make this state-
uan of high reputation as a seaman, and a ment and allege nothing in proof of itgood a judge of whether the weather is be a mere p
favorable for a vessel to go to sea as any would Piece of verbosity; but
man who walks a deck, and when he order- I appeal to the conduct of the American
ed the fleet to sea he went himself, and I ministers of late years in Great Britain
know he would not order a vessel to leave and to the receptions that those minis-
harbour if there was any danger of loss of ters have met whenever they thoughtlife or property. We reported at Cascum- . T f
pec, and were treated the sane as at ail proper to appear in publc. Take for
other ports we touched at. If our vessels instance the two most recent ministers,
would attend to reporting at the Custon Mr. Lowell and Mr. Phelps. I remember
House, the same as they do in our ports, nO an occasion, not so long ago, after the
trouble would be met with." decease of a well known English clergy-

Many other passages might be quoted, man, a famous writer and preacher, a
showing that the alleged brutality of favorite both in England and the United
Canadian officials is an invention, and States-I allude to the late Dean Stanley.
that the conduct of the Dominion and It was proposed that a monument should
her Provinces the very reverse of that be erected to him in Westmirtter Abbey,
imputed to them by certain interested and the very elite of England were
Americans. summoned to consult as to how this

Not to proceed with those extracts for should be accomplished. The American
which the time is not appropriate, I may minister was there. He met our
say that these are not solitary instances. Princes of the blood, our aristocracy,
There are abundant instances of the same representatives of our literature and
kind throughout this publication, and in members of the press, and arnongst
the various concessions made by Canada them he spoke the mmd ofthe people of
and the provinces to the fishermen of the United States, and it was remarkable
the United States and their Government. that it should be identical with the mmd
I think the time is not inappropriate to of the people of England on this ques-
apply an antidote to the tale that has tion, and through their Minister in Lon-
been spread abroad respecting the Can- don they prayed that they might be
adian officials. In my judgment the allowed to contribute to the monument
whole of this fisheries dispute has been to be erected in Westminster Abbey to
lot the outcome of any feeling sf great the memory of this English clergyman

mnHoit 
MwR. HAYTHORNE.
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and well-known preacher. Of course othat privilege was accorded them, and gaccorded with pleasure. That, perhaps, fiinight be considered a rather peculiar dinstance of the sort of reception which iAnerican eministers, speaking the mindof the élite of their people, when they ap- Ipear before the public in England ; but ttake another instance. A society of 1work en having buiît for themselves na hall proposed to open it. They in- ovited the American Minister to take the schair and deliver the inaugural address. tfe appeared there before a meeting teof English workingmen, and awelcome guest he was. Being ledto the chair, he rose on theplatform and said he could hardly per-suade bimses f that he was not about to taddress a meeting of his own country-men on a hall in Boston. This is thesort of thing that ought to convince ourPeople that the heart of England and theheart of America are not very far asunder;and this ui e arising out of the fish-eries question is a sort of fictitious thingengraftd on the national feelings ofArnerca, and fot taking its intendedgrowt there for I firmly believe it ex-tends no further than the trading politi-cians. et one example more, it is quitehistocan A so long ago, only a fewnonths an American citizen of Phila-dephia presented to the town of Strat-ford-ontn Shakspeare's birth-place, awater fountain. This occasion calledtogeth e a vast assemblage of people ofah classes and of all ranks. Of course
a the erestn Mimlster, Mr Phelps, wasarogst the rest, and here were read fromVarous Anerican gentlemen well knownin the literary world and in public life,and a connection with the universitiesfand iearned societies, letters entering
fuoicint theu Spirit of the thing and re-oicng that such an event could take placebntheen the two countries, lamentingOnllY that they were unable to be presentpersonay. Every one must feel it aPleasure, I do decidedly, to refer tothese facts for it convinces me thatthat angry feeling which almost alwaysPrevailed between Great Britain and theanted States in earîier days has passcdaway, and nothing but bad statesman-shP can destroy this friendly feelingbetween the two countries. Thus it

ccurs to me that while I abstain from
oing into the merits or demerits of the
sheries question, some remarks inci-
ental to the subject are not altogether
rappropriate.
Pursuing the subjects of the address,

perceive that the Government propose
o take action once more upon the
Electoral Franchise. It certainly does
ot seem to indicate a very high grade
f statesmanship having to deal at such
hort intervals of time with these impor-
ant questions of the franchise and elec-
ion laws. I cannot say that it disappoints
ne very much, for I always anticipated
such would be the case ; the provisions
of the Electoral Law are so cumbersome
and so inappropriate, that the sooner
they are amended the better. I hope
whe'i the amendments are being made
that the Government will introduce
clauses which will give to the people of
the localities a more direct interest in
the registration office than they have
hitherto had, and that there will be less
of Government patronage and Govern-
ment appointments connected with it.
The people, through their local atithori-
ties, are best able to make such appoint-
ments as will carry out the details of the
business, while the judges of assize are the
fittest and most independent authorities
with whom should rest the appoiritment
of Revising Barristers-much more fit-
ting than any party Government can be.
My memory carries me back to the time
when, after the passing of the first
British Reform Bill, the electoral lists
went into operation in England and I
have a distinct recollection that upon
the gates of the parish church the voters'
lists year by year were posted ; and the
judicial authority who revised those lists
was appointed, not by the Government,
but by the judges of assize, and that
system continued I think uintil the pas-
sing of the latest reform bill in England,
when other provisions were made.

I presume from the clause relating to
railways that it is intended that the bills
to amend the Railway Act which it is
proposed to introduce, will have special
reference to companies' railways ; but I
do hope that whatever measures the
Government introduce will also have re-
ference to the national roads, because I
am of opinion that they are in need of
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reform in their management quite as
much as the companies' roads. At all
events, supposing its should appear that
they need reform, would it not show the
confidence the Government feel in the
superior management of their own roads ?
But while I can say this, and I am
willing to do so, that as far as my
observation has gone the road beds of
the Government Railways over which I
have travelled appear to be in excellent
order and the carriages in which I
have travelled appears to be in good
condition, it does seem to me that there
is a want of good management at the
stations and that the number of men
employed are inadequate to conduct the
business. It must be recollected that
on railroads such as we have in Canada
the traffic comes during a limited
period very heavily on the employes,
while at other times they may have
considerable leisure ; the consequence
is that those inconveniences react upon
the passengers in general. Quite within
a recent period I have observed things
which I thought ought not to be tolerated
uponany railway. For instance passen-
ger trains arriving at a station are not
drawn up to the platform. It causes
great risk, besides the period for stopping
is so ill defined that passengers are put
to much inconvenience. These defects
are very easily remedied in the hands of
competent managers who understand
the business.

I have given notice myself to-day
with reference to affairs in my own
Province to which I do not intend to
allude at present. I feel that perhaps
the House has treated me with almost
too much indulgence in listening to me
for half an hour at this advanced period
of the evening, but I could not refrain
from rising to my feet, because it would
have been the first occasion since I held
a seat in this House that I did not offer
a few remarks on the Address at the
opening of Parliament.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-In closing a
somewhat prolonged debate, it is not
my intention to discuss at length any
of the matters referred to in the Address,
which must necessarily come before the
House in another way. The feeling has
long been gaining ground both in this

country and in England that as to im-
portant questions which are likely to be-
come subjects of debate during the ses-
sion upon a substantive motion, it is not
expedient to spend time in discussing
them upcn the Address, when no ma-
terial result can be obiained from such
discussion. It is not thciefore my in-
tention to enter upon any of the subjects
mentioned at any length, but merely to
glance hastily and cursorily at some of
them, which have formed the subjects of
remark by hon. gentlemen opposite.

Of course, no one can differ from the
opinions which have been expressed as
to the two gentlemen who moved and
seconded the Address, and the compli-
ments which have been paid to them.
We were unfortunate in the lamented
illness of the Hon. Senator Rolland,
who, it was understood, was to per-
form the function of moving the Address,

abut we were gratified by being able
to hear on that subject a gentleman
who has distinguished himself so much,
not only in the other representative
house of the Dominion, but also in his
own province; and I think the Senate is
indebted both to him and to the hon.
Senator from Hamilton, for the manner
in which they performed the im-
portant duty which they assumed at the
commencement of the Session. A sub-
ject which they and other hon. gentle-
men have referred to, that of the
departure of His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General, is one on which, also, I
am sure this House will have but
one opinion. Everyone will cordially
concur in the sentiments of appreciation
of His Excellency's services in his high
position, and of regret at his departure,
which have been expressed by every
gentleman who has spoken. We must
all admit, and we will all, I am sure, ad-
mit gladly that His Excellency has per-
formed his duties in an eminently consti-
tutional manner, and that he has also dis-
tinguished himself by promoting in every
possible way a taste for the fine arts, and
culture generally, throughout the Domi-
nion. It must not be forgotten that
like Canada herself, His Excellency
represents two of the great races.of the
world ; and while he has shown his
English extraction by the practical
thoroughness of his attention to business,

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.
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and the efficient performance of thepublic duties which have fallen uponhlm, I thnk he has not less manifestedhis near relationship to our fellow sub-jects of French origin, by the brilliantgaiety of the hospitaity which he and hisdistinguihed wife have shown us duringtheir aojourn in Canada. Disposing ofthese matters with fewer 'vords probablythan they deserve I corne to the promi-
nent subject of much of the discussion
which has taken place in this House.

The hon. gentlemin from Otte.a
'more particulrydmnfo Ottawarbe lentharly discussed at conside.rable length, the terms of the FisheriesTreaty wbicb bas just been signed.With regard to that I observe in theSpeech that fills Excellency tells us thatthis hreaty xii be sent down to us, andthat he expresses a hope with regard toit, i whch I dare say we all very cor-dially sYmpathise. But the hon.gentetan frot Ottawa is not dis-posed to ait for the. reception ofthis Treaty whicb His Excellencypromnises us; be takes his views of itfroha newspaperss from a source whichPerbaps cannot strictly be adopted as abasis of discussion in this House-at allevents not as a basis of any substantiveaction in Parliament I must say alsothat nY hon. friend in bis mode of treat-ng it, reminds me of a Joe Miller, or inmore mode phrase, " a chestnut,"which saw in a newspaper two or threedays ago, where It was reported that acertain gentleae wbo was asked hisopinion f the Treaty replied, " I havelot read it, but I think it is utterly un-satsftory The hon. gentleman hasprobab y read the Treaty ; one can dis-cover traces f it in his speech ; but Inust say he bas not read it caiefully-that e bas, as he said, "only cursorilyglanced at,>' and in that cursory glance,h omtted t notice a great many thingsmhich are in it and imagined he noticed
honfrind, ýi onare not in it. My

indrieme yoe or two instances re-
charge agains much of the celebratedsupposedto be e windmills, which were

exam o trgants, but on furtherexamnination tUmned out to be only com-much difficuk s. I could, without
features oint out two or threefeatures against h my hon. friendleveled b great deal of bis eloquent invec-4

tive, which do not exist in the Treaty at
all-not even in the newspaper copy of
it which my hon. friend cursorily glanced
at before he made his speech.. I. do
not think, unless my hon. friend parti-
cularly wishes it, that I will on this
occasion even go so far as to point
out any of those points, though it would
not be certainly difficult to do so. On re-
flection however, I will refer to one.

My hon. friend referring to the
articles of the Treaty, spoke of the case
of an American ship coming into port
in consequence of some disaster or
casualty. As my hon. friend explained
to us, a disaster or casualty might
consist in the losing of a hawser, the
carrying away of a topsail, or some un-
foreseen accident, incident to seagoing
vessels of that description, and then he
argued that upon that pretence, having
come into harbour, she was authorised
to perform all the acts of a trading
vessel, unload and sell, tranship
ieload again, and go out to sea and
fish, My hon. friend in that cursory
glance of his, only looked at one balf of
the paragraph to which he referred; it
is article 11 of the Treaty which
provides that :-

. United States fishing vessels entering
the ports, bays and harbors of the eastern
and north.ea'stern coast of Canada, or of the-
coasts of Newfoundland under stress of
weather or other casualty, may unIoad, re-
load, tranship or sell, subject to the customs
laws and regulations, all fish on board."

That, certainly, is in the treaty as my
hon. friend said : but in the cursory
glace which he gave the article, he did
not read the remainder of the sentence
which is as follows.

" When euch unioading, transhipment or
sale is muade necessary as ir.cidental to the
repairs."

Now, the unloading and sale of the
cargo or its transhipment to United States
ports would not be necessary as inciden-
tal to the repairs, that is to the purchase
of a new hawser, or the fitting of a new
topsail. And all the reproaches levelled
agairst the Treaty in respect of this
article were entirely groundless. But I
am not going into the Treaty at any
length; I wish merely to indicate that I
do not concur in the view of the Treaty
which my hon. friend has stated to the
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House. I differ from him in toto as able portion of the national inheritance of
respects that, and, when the Treaty comes the Canadian people, who would certainlv

t visit with just reprobation those who were
down, I have no doubt, my hon. friend guilty of so serious a neglect of the trust
having read it, and carefully studied its comnmitted to their charge."
provisions, will deal with it with that Now to what does this refer ? My
candor and fairness which we know is hon. friend would have us believe that
his usual characteristic. That I am this has reference to the arrangements
satisfied of. which are made in the treaty, and to the

My hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. concessions, if any there be, which are
Power) was more moderate in his deal contained in the treaty. In point of
ings with the treaty, and I was pleased fact this occurs in a representation of
to see that he is quite prepared to con- the Privy Council upon a formal state-
sider it upon its merits, and discuss it ment of all the pretensions of the Ameri-
upon its merits, when it comes down, can Government, in correspondence
with a fair appreciation of the difficulty, long before the appointment cf the
which, no doubt, both sides had to Plenipotentiaries ; not merely those
encounter in arriving at any conclusion which had been dealt with by this
at all. There is just one point in my treaty, but mnany of them I dare say not
bon. friend's observations to which I brought up at all in the discussion upon
would refer, and that is as to the discus- this treaty. They are summed up by the
sion which took place last session with Privy Council in this way:-
regard to municipal laws. My hon. "It is not to be expected, that after hav-
friend put a notice on the paper last ing earnestly insisted upon the necessity
session, in which he called the atten- of a strict maintenance of these Treaty
tion of the Government to the necessity rights, and upon the respect due by foreign
for insisting in any negotiations which vessels, while in Canadian waters, to the

miht take place that United States municipal legislation by which all vessels
h t p resorting to those waters are governed, mf

vessels should be required to conform to the absence moreover of any decision tf
the municipal laws of the Provinces into a legal tribunal to show that there lias beei
whose ports they enter. My hon. friend any straining of the law in those cases in
will be gratified to see that there which it bas -been put in operation, tho

e devoted to Canadian Government will suddenly and
is a clause in the treaty dewithout justification supplied by any new
that subject. It is a fact that at facts or arguments withdraw frorn a position
one time the American Government taken up deliberately, and by doing so, il
contended that their ships were not effect, plead guilty to the whole of the charg.i
to be bound by oui municipal of oppression, inbumanity and bad fait],

hich, in languagewholly unwarranted by
regulations, because in that case they the circumstances of the case, have been
argued that they might be deprived of ail made against it by the public men of the
the benefits of the Treaty of 1818 ; but United States."
they receded from that position, in the That is the conduct which the Privy
main, long ago ; and now, an article of Council stigmatizes as a surrender on
the treaty, so far as I can judge from the the part of Canada of its national in-
newspaper report of it, provides expressly heritance, and no such circumstances,
with respect to the precise point to which no such pleading guilty, no such admis-
my hon. friend called my attention. sion or abandment of its pretensions is
Only one word more with regard to this to be found in this treaty, or in the con-
treaty. My bon. friend from Ottawa duct of its representatives. On the con-
read a passage; and I have seen it trary I am confident we will find, when
quoted in newspapers and in speectes we receive this treaty, that it will be con-
with regard to the treaty, a paragraph sidered in the words of his Excellency,
from the correspondence laid on the " honorable and satisfactory to both na-
table last session, and my bon. friend tions." And it will be found that neither
claimed that the Government had our representative from Westminster nor
entirely forgotten the position they then our representative from Ottawa bas be-
took. The paragraph is as follows :- trayed in any respect the interests of the

"Such a surrender on the part of Canada Dominion. But my hon. friend com-
would involve the abandonment of a valu- plainei that while sympathy was ex-

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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I
ressed by His Excellency with the the people had no money with which tohortness of the harvest in some places, pay for it, no matter how cheap it wasnd we were congratulated that it was And that same stagnation in trade, andibundant in others, no congratulations absence of reward for labor, in everyere offered to the cotton lords, to the branch of business comprised all thesugar refiners, the iron masters and the products of the farm. Then butter wasranch kings, on their prosperity. made into car wheel grease for want of

HoN. MR. S somebody to buy it and eat it. That
nSCOTTThat is a mis- kind of stagnation prevailed when weprint ; 1 made no reference to ranches. had none of these cotton kings,

HON. MR. ABBOno ranch kings, no iron masters
my notes thatm TT- have it in and no sugar refiners such as wereferee to rmy hon. friend made some now hear about, many of those indus-

tries now existng, employng tens of
HoN. MR. SOTT thousands of our people, and enabling

in MY mind even -No, I had not it them to earn not only, the necessities
Hon nbut the comforts of life by honest labor
HON MR. ABBOT - in those industries. I hope that my

pear fromi the tone Of It would ap- hon. friend, in speaking of all those
that he had some no my hon. friend industrial undertakings, does not mean
people, and he a e animosiyntore tse to say that he wishes them to stop-that

ppt than he ppeared to ignore the he wishes to destroy all those manufac-fact tat they were Comprehended in the turers; that he wishes us to send tocongratu tin Offered by His Excellency other countries our laborers and mechan-On the genera prosperity of the country ics, who have now become skilled in the
ducting the eole who were con- working of those industries ? I sincerely
ducti thogreat industries, and those trust that he does not mean that ; and Iindustries themseves, formed no part of think the country is to be congratulated,the Population of the country-that they as His Excellency says it should be, onpapers a t lens as many news its prosperity, and I understand the

the country ofl the g;a felicitating phrase to include the people prosecutingitspe herdid general prosperity Of these great manufacti ring industries ofteOP e he didn ot intend to include our country, as well as, and no more and
ustrial enterprises. no less than the numerous and important

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The pet babies. section of our people engaged in agricul-
HON. MR. ABBOTT-I differ in my ture. I regret that the drought, and not

view from the Tory Government, has caused
think the my hon. friend altogether. I a shortness in the crop in some not veryare great industries of this country extensive sections of the country, but Ipre as i the imterest of this peo- hope 1 do not understand my hon.friend
alike ssenti aulture They are both correctly if he suggests. that another re-
alikt ofotih to us, and the encourage- medy is, not even to go back to thement of both makes then the comple- state of things in 1878, but to hand allment of each other, in the progress of the property and the industries of this

,hat my b fi do not know exactly country over to another.? I took a hur-
with thos on. fend would desire to do ried note of. my hon. friend's remarksmebe thse pariahs and aliens; but I re- but still I doubt if he really started thectoebe a time when there were no idea of unrestricted reciprocity or com-
refiners ings, no ranch kings or sugar mercial union, as a remedy for all those
years ago we k country. About ten things of which he complained.
pie here. In new nothing of such peo-wll reembn those days, my hon. friend HON. MR. SCOTT-Unrestricted re-will regaber, the farmers could boast ciprocity, not commercial union.ofhepabue to sell their produce verycheapy, but the misfortune was there HON. MR. ABBOTT-I have neverWld nbod to buy it. Although butter been able to discover any difference be-could be bought at 122 cents a pound tween them, arid I do not think there is
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any difference. I am not going to dis
cuss them now, for they may be subjects
for discussion on another occasion. But
it seems strange to me that my hon.
friend should complain of some conces-
sions which he says have been made by
the fisheries treaty, as a sacrifice of the
interests of Canada ; yet should be
prepared to hand over the whole of those
fisheries to the United States., without
any remuneration or any advantage
whatever, beyond simply the right of
shipping their produce to the United
States free of duty.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-A free market.

HoN.MR.ABBOTT-That is,the hon.
gentleman proposes to introduce into the
fishing grounds of Canada-this inherit-
ance of. incalculable value-6o,ooo,ooo
people, and to grant to them the same
rights in those fisheries that are now pos-
sessed by our five millions. In that
way, probably, at the end of ten years,
we would find the coast of Canada, like
the coast of Maine,without sufficient fish
to repay the fishermen for visiting them.
That invaluable property he does not
hesitate to hand over ; and what else ?
He would give them all Canada as a
free market for their manufactures, and
so produce a state of things worse than
the condition we escaped from in
1878, when, notwithstanding the ex-
isting duties, our markets were made a
slaughter ground for American manufac-
tures : so that it was impossible for native
industries to stand up against such com-
petition as we were subjected to by the
wealthy capitalists, and trained artizans,
of the enormous manufactories of the
Eastern States. So that in addition to
the fisheries, the home market our man-
ufacturers have a right to look to, would
be handed over ; trade would be diverted
from our shores; our revenue would be
destroyed ; the control of our own traffic
would be taken from us; and, in fact,we
should lose everything that a free, an in-
dustrious, and a spirited people, as I
hope we are, could value-all are to be
handed over to our neighbors.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-No.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes we should

be deprived of the power of fixing our
own duties and therefore of regulating
our own revenue. I:; is a policy which
I hope I shall have an opportunity of
exposing before long. To adopt unres-
tricted reciprocity would be to abandon
the entire control of our uwn affairs. It
was such a policy as this which brought
about the trouble between the United
States and England when the tea was
thrown into Boston harbour because it
was taxed by a country in whose Parlia-
ment they had no voice, and by the
imposition of duties over which they had
no control.-

HON. MR. MILLER-Worse than
that ; the country that taxed them was
the Mother country.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-How could
we do anything to promote the expansion
of our trade under commercial union ?
Every measure for that purpose would
have to be subjected to the control of the
American Government ; and what
should we do for revenue ? Should we
take the pittance that might be dealt
out to us by the United States at their
pleasure as a gratuity for what we have
relinquished and to enable us to carry
on our Government and pay for the ad-
ministration of justice ? Such a position,
is one I hope I may never live to see,
and I do not believe that I ever will see.
I have too much faith in the spirit of in-
dependence of the people of Canada to
believe that such a state of things can
ever be allowed to prevail.

The hon. gentleman from New West-
minster (Mr. McInnes) made some
plaintive remarks as to the neglect of his
Province, with regard to their fisheries.
Now, the reason why I think this Com-
mission did not take up the question of
their fisheries, was, that it was not refer-
red to them-and if the Commissioners
made such a bad Treaty as his remarks.
a little while ago indicated, it was a for-
tunate thing for that Province. The
whole discussion before the conference
was as to the fisheries on the North-East
coast of America ; it was with reference
to those fisheries that there has been a
series of disputes lasting from before
1814 ; and it was with respect to those
disputes that the reference was made.

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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HON. MR. MCINNES (B. C.)-Why has any knowledge in International Law.were not the Pacific coast fisheries So that my hon. friend may rest satisfiedifçluded ? that such lamentable transactions as
HON. M. those in Behrings Sea will not in ail pro-fiend neer ABBOTT-My hon. bability be repeated.ayieng neof thad us that they wanted I am sure that everyone will feel grat-anything the Iat kind. His province ified at the moderate way in which myhas got the league of water outside of hon. friend, coming from such a warmtheir coast which international law gives atmosphere as Manitoba (I speak ofthern, and they have never complained artificial'heat), has been pleased to treatof any violatio of their rights in respect the question of disallowance. I am sureof their fisheries, except in respect of my hon. friend has considered, and Ithe seizure of some sealers in Behrings think probably a good many people in

Manitoba have carefully considered the
Ho. MR. McINNES (B position of this matter. In the first

have MINS(. C.)-We place, as was said last session, when thematter came up for discussion, the policyHON. MXk which they dlaim they are injtured by, isfrie says t. ABBOTT-My hon. one which was adopted beore thehead of itey have, but I have not present Pacific Railway Company washeard of it, and surely he would not incorporated. It was adopted before thepropose to leave a question like the present Governrent care intoseizure of the sealers to arbitration? It was adopted by Mr. Mackenzie's Gov-There s no question susceptible of ernment, and was followed up by thisdiscussion in that matter at ail ; and so Governrent; it received the approba-far as 1 know the Amnerican Governnîent tion, I think of the large majority ofthehas never pretenderia Govrnen
right to hat they had any representatives of Canada last ses-

h to seize those sealers in the sin, and I ar not disposed to con-pl, as wder that that decssion bas beenON C>te i-Might made by the country to establish th
R MC e (heB.anad on R was made for the purpose ofInPerial Governmeit made any demand creating a highway between the two

onreset Government 
m 

ge cre ito o
thave vessels improperîyen o u on, ertoy adthaedone that Pw el seized ? If they secure for the Dominion the trade of itse wil exonerate theI. own ports. The efforts being made inManitoba tends to divert the trade ofI ,ABBÔTT cannot pre- the North-nest fro a large portion ofbut aY say what the demand bas been, Canada. The war which has been de-correspondence bas taken place clared, noCinally against the C. P. R.,Bespecting the unlawfu seizures, and the is really a war against every port on the
rljurY dones and that correspondence Atlantic seaboard. It is a war ag cnst
can have but one resultthat proper St. John, Halifax, Quebec, Montreal;Ieparation will be made for the loss in fact against every port to which a
that bas beer madetanyudemand

sustained. But it ship bas access in the waters of the Do-hust be reltehbered that after ail, theinion an in to the

is flo Sa y 
oftB 

T -- an oap e

buitle r an ecroachment upon the fro those ports, eieand hs bnt,rspeie r hsoOn Canada; they have foreign country, the traffic which we hadm o ips taken their own a right egitimatey to daim for our-

cans hane, and ht orrspndnc

reeaind w to condenn them for selves as just p to the Do-in behrings Sea. ray venture minion for the expenditure UPOto Say that these Proceedings were the our national highway, and for the
rot o gree mresumption tha the part protection generally, of the tradersi l grean pnofcMatitnbhthey i Beding Company and that of our country. It is not to bee reprobated by their own denied that the peopleGovern ent i ue course, as it has aI- and the North-West must have sufficient
ready been reProbated by every one who rneans of transportation for their products
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at reasonable rates. That is a principle
which must be conceded, which no one
can deny, and which no one is disposed
to deny. It has been said that there has
been an interruption of this transporta-
tion during the past winter. I under-
stand that trains have been delayed, but
to say that it has been to the extent or
has assumed the proportions which are
stated in the communications from that
country, I think my hon. friend himself
will admit is absurd. Every day fur-
nishes evidence that the extraordinary
statements as to the blockade as it is
called are enormously exaggerated.
The actual figures have been given,
showing the exact number of cars which
are in default, and which were not fur-
nished from day to day during the whole
period of this so-called blockade. And
that statement shows that from 250,000
to 3oo,ooo bushels of wheat, or about
four days work, is all that is in delay. I
see that Brandon has passed a resolution
backing up the Winnipeg Board of Trade
on this subject. I have had occasion to
see a return made by a bank agent at
Brandon, whose duty it was to give
exact information on this subject, quite
independent of the Government or of the
railway, which came down four days ago,
and which said that the previous week
23,ooo bushels of wheat came into
Brandon, and the railway company had
furnished 73 cars. These cars were suf-
ficient to carry down more than the
whole of the wheat sent in, yet I find
Brandon is one of the places which has
protested against " the blockade." A
little consideration would show how un-
reasonable this outcry is. We have had
a severe winter, and for three or
four weeks an almost unprecedented
quantity of snow north of Lake Superior
and westward of it. The railways in
the Western States, instead of being
moving all the time,-as the Canadian
Pacific Railway has been, have abandon-
ed whole trains in the snow for six weeks
at a time. Those gentlemen who make
those representations from Manitoba
know that this is the fact. What is
needed on the Canadian Pacific Railway
is additional cars to carry this traffic.
My hon. friend knows perfectly well we
will have from his Province this year
about 12,000,ooo bushels of wheat to

export. What pioportion does that bear
to the exportations of previous years ?
It is not many years since I had the
honor of being engaged in the discussion
of the charter of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, and at that time it
was stated that probably one train a day
would be sufficient to carry all the
traffic for that road for years. It is just
eight years ago since that discussion took
place,and in good faith on all hands,it was
supposed that one train a day might
accommodate the western traffic that
would come to the Canadian Pacific
Railway. And this year its wheat traffic
has jumped say from 4,000,000 bushels
to three times that amount. Is it strange
that with such an extraordinary ratio of
progress in the traffic the company
should find itself, for a time, hampered
for want of rolling stock, in the carrying
of traffic so far exceeding the most
extravagant calculations. I am not able to
tell you how many trains a day have
been passing over the Canadian Pacific
Railway this winter, but at least from
fifteen to twenty trains a day have been
carrying the products of the North-West
to the seaboard during the whole season.
Additional elevators and warehouses are
urgently required, anq an additional
quantity of rolling stock is needed, more
cars and more locomotives, and we
understand efforts are being made to
obtain them ; and though we may have
another harvest next year as far exceed-
ing this one as the harvest of this season
has exceeded the last, I hope there
will be found no necessity for any
complaints of transportation facilities.
I repeat that the North-West and Mani-
toba claim no more than their right,
when they demand that they should have
means of transportation, prompt and
sufficient for the products of their coun-
try : and no effort will be spared in the
provision of such means, consistent with
the interests of the Dominion.

With these few remarks, I shall simply
say that I hope the Address will be
adopted, and that when the Treaty itself
comes down, the most important subject
referred to in the Speech, we shall be
able to fulfil the hope expressed by His
Excellency. As respects all the other
subject matters of the Speech, I may say
that everyone appears to approve of them

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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as proper subjects for legislation, and I me to the conclusion that sone reform
trust when the Bills come down, that is urgently needed, and I ar satisfled
there will be a candid and fair concur- that every one who bas considered the
rance of both sides of the House, in en- subject must be impressed with the
'deavoring to make them as perfect as necesszty of something being done
Possible. towards placing the proceedings for

divorce in Parliament on a better and

The motion was agreed to. more satIsfactory footing. 1 had hoped
that possiblv tFe matter might be
undertaken by the Governnient, or that

The Senate adjourned at 6:20 p. m. some gentlemen of experience in the
House might have engaged in the neces-
sary studyand preparation and submit-
ed a scheme to effect the needed reform,
but no one seemed disposed to do so,
so feeling very strongly irnpressed with
the necessity of action, I made up ry
md that as a matter of duty I should

THE SENATE. submit the question to this House, and
accordingly I gave the notice which is
now upon the paper. It is due to the

OttwaTusda-FeruIý'2811,ISSO.House that 1 should enter somewhat
STcedfully into the matter and explain sore

details of the measure, for in a matter of
E PEtrthis kind, not merely the principle7Chair at 3 should be given, but the manner in

O'clock. which the remedy proosed is to be
carried out, should be explained also, it

e o n es being largely a matter of proceedure.sregret that it as not fallen to some one
more competent to deal with the subject
but afher a very careful consideration
and nuch reflection, I have prepared a

DIVORCE PROCEEDINGs. measure which I trust may ot be found
unacceptable, for I am persuaded that
it is necessary, and I feel confident that

MOTIONs. it will be an improvenent on the exsting
procedure and rernove many, if flot ail,
the objections which have been urged

UO.MR, GOWAN moved against it, and that without adding
one farthng to the public burden.

7hat a Special Corniinttee b e appointed There are few hon. gentlemen faom
t e new Rules and Orders and form my own Province at least, who have flottOUching proceedings in divorce, and for heard complaints and objections touch-

thatpossbly hegatteemigtrb

ordivorche efo cudure upon applications ing the node of proceedure in divorce

fOrdiHouse might have engaged ind the neces

thçeatadtht8 cases, and there as been generated aedasha sconsiht tf the Honorable
X.Ie8eurai Abbott, Miller, Scott, Dickey, desire for the establishment of a divorceSPower, Macdonald (B c, vidai, curt as a remedy. I do, lot, as I now11aythorne and the mover. view the matter, favor so expensive and

radical a change. The remedy, I believethink it is within the is in our hands, and can be promptlynwledge of many members of this applied, and with a saving instead of a,fuse that for some vears past large outlay to the country. There is

the upon ehe oapeivItrce roceeoinh

ahe thberct ice pceigs beyond doubt, a general and stronglyave flte b een concerning it expressed sentiment for a reform of somefavorably regarded. kind, whatever form it may assume. Iri " Persrrnal observation has led have been told that no manifestation of
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public opinion will aid a move in the
Senate, wherein only the reform I pro-
pose can be accomplished. This, and
many other unkind and unjust things
have been said of the Senate. As respects
this particular allegation that the influ-
ence of public opinion is not sensitively
felt in this chamber, I believe it is not
true, and I am acting now because I so
think. For the most part, men advanced
in years of the people, from the people,
and representatives, as we ought to be,
of the independent worth and intelli-
gence of the community, all our interests
bou: d up in the prosperity of our coun-
try, which I believe, includes the conser-
vatism of existing institutions, so un-
worthy a feeling as indiflerence to public
opinion-well-considered public opinion
-ought not, and does not prevail in this
chamber.

The subject of divorce I know has
occupied the thoughts, if it has not found
full expression from the lips of very many
earnest Christian men in Canada, men
who have looked with horror and alarm
upon the lax administration of the law the
encouragements to divorce in other hands
-wherein also was the feeling of alarm
and the warnirg voice heard--too late
or despised.

In France a system of lax divorce was
established by the law of 1792, and was
substantially confirmed by the code but
was abolished on the restoration. From
I83oits re enactment has been frequently
pressed ; in 1884 it was again establish-
ed, and this with the experience of their
own past, and in the face of the dire evils
laid bare in the history and statistics of
divorce in the United States. M.
Naquet, who introduced and vehemently
advocated the law of 1884, was for
divorce without any reason assigned and
by either party even against the will of
the other. His constant cry was "je suis
pour la solution de 1792." He argued
for supreme laxity, giving as a reason the
further we can get away from the existing
law of prohibition the better; other
alleged reasons are " liberty " and
"civilization," as thus:-

arcJe suis pour la solution la plus large,
parce que j'ai au plus haut degré le respect
de la liberté individuelle, et que je ne
saurais admettre, en aucun cas, que la loi
puisse contraindre ,les citoyens corporelle-

HON. MR. GOWAN.

ment dans un ordre de choses où, en dehors
de la libre volonte, il n'y a plus que dégra-
dation, immoralité révoltante."

On the same wide principle he de-
fends the repudiation of an unwilling
partner at the pleasure of the other:-

"Il est contraire au principe de notre
civilisation actuelle qu'un homme ou une
femme puisse ëtt e contraint corporellement ;
les contrats n'ont d'autre sanction que la
condamnation à des dommages-intérêts ou
des condamnations analogues, jamais l'obli-
tion de faire ou ne pas faire. Le divorce
est donc i de droit lorsqu'un des époux.
l'exige, alors même au'il ne s'appuie
sur aucun niotil légal pour l'exiger."

A franker exhibition of logical selfish-
ness than this application of the contract
theory it would be hard to find. It is
but one step from this dbctrine to what
of Baron Wilhelm Von Humbolt and his
commentators in the Westminster
Reviewi.

(I have quoted M. Naquet from a
most admirable work " Marriage and its
Enemies in England," by John Walter
Lea, a well known writer on Christian
morals.)

I have not been able to see the law of
1884. Strangely enough it is not to be
found in the Library of Parliament, but
judging from a published letter of M.
Naquet in July 1884, the measure must
have been largely in harmony with his
vicious views. He says-" Je suis donc
très content de résultat obtenu."

I should like to show something of
the workings of lax divorce laws in
France, but my imperfect knowledge of
French is a difficulty. I may mention the
evil showed itself from the first. Wthin
three months after the passing of the law
of the National Assembly (for the encour-
agement, I may say, of divorce) almost as
many divorces as marriages were register-
ed in Paris, and in the whole Kingdom
20,ooo divorces in eighteen months-a
perfect deluge of immorality overflowing
the country. Well might Abbé Gregoire
exclaim " Vraiment cette loi-ci vent bien-
tot desoles toute la Nation." But what
concerns us more closely is the growth
of the evil in the United States a country
with which we have such intimate relations
and which borders us for some 3,000
miles. Hear what some of their own
writers say.
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A writer in a leading American jour-
nal some years ago, speaks thus -

c The large number of divorces granted in
the United States, the rapidly increasing
inumber o applh'ations for divorce, the ever
clanging variety of causes oj divorce, and
the strong dispos-tion manifested by legis-
lative bodies to afford every facility asked
for a dissolution of the marriage. con-
tract, is engaging the earnest attention ofemoralists and thinking men."

A well known American divine, after
referring to the fact that " formerly the
law allowed less latitude to applications
for divorce " and speaking of the progress
of the evil as " alarming and terrible,"
and " the baneful influence of this cor-
"ruption on a people otherwise remark-
"ably distinguished for their intelligence,

Iorals and religion," and pleads in
scathing language against latitude in di-
vorce,

" The progress of divorce," said he,
*"though different in different countries will
in ail be dreadful beyond conception." * *
"They are divorced and undivorced, adul-
terers and adulteresses, of whomu the spirit of
truth hath said that not one of them shall
enter into the Kingdom of God. Over such
a country a virtuous man, if such an one
be found, will search in vain to find a virtu-Ous wife. Wherever he wanders nothing

'viIi meet his eye but stalking bare-faced
Pllution-the realm around him has be-
corne one vast brothel; one great Province

-Of the world of perdition."
A more recent writer says•
"Among the social problens which are

frced upon us for solution none are more
radical in their relation to society at Jarge
tian the matter of divorce,none are charged
with greater danger for the future of the
Uuited States. If the foundations be des-troZed what can the righteous do" *
'ttcent statistices are appal ling. Where we
aodid least expect it in New -Èngland theland of the Puritans the evil is assuming

lrge proportions. The ratio of divorce totarriage in several States is now asi one totei Or even greater in some States, and in
Olre State the ratio has, within 20 years in-ciased from 1 to 51, to 1 to 21! * In this-City (New York) " in only three of our
Courts nearly 3000 divorces have beendereed since 1870 and the number in 1882wag almost double that in 1872. Where-
undt ill this grow ? Is it not time to
sud the alarmu is not the narriage bond

eOming a rope of sand."
Amongst the causes stated for thi

terrible state of morals is
"The extreme laxity of divorce laws in
verî States by which every facility ip

erforded for annulling the niarriage con-
tract."

And the writer goes on to say-
" Our Courts have a duty on the case. In

the intereste of morality and public virtue
tbey are bound to frown upon this growing
laxity and lay a strong hand upon tbe evil
to the full extent of their power Also to
take the lead in a movement for reform of
State divorce laws, and to secure a National
law that shall be uniform and wholesome in
its operations."

I quote from an able and well*known
periodical " The Homiletic Monthly"
for November 1883.

I will give another extract from the
same publication for July 1884, some
facts and statistics which may well startle
the virtuous and religious part of the
community.

" Connecticut gtanted 91 divorces in 1849
-about one for each 35 marriages of the year.
In 1878 the annual average for 15 years had
become 445. or one to every 10-4 marriages.
Vermont granted 94 divorces in 1860, or one
to every 23 marriages; and 197 in 1878,with
a ratio to marriages of one to 14. Massa-
chusetts 243 in 1860, or one to 51 marriages;
and 600 in 1878, or one to 21·4. In New
Hampshire there were 107 in 1860, and 314
in 1882. This latter year the ratio was one
to 10-9; in the former it must have been
about one to 31. Rhode Island recorded 162
in 1869, or one in 14 marriages; and 271 in
1882, the ratio becoming one to 11. There
were 587 in Maine in 1880, probably one to
at most 10, or possibly even 9, marriages.
Fron such reports as other States give, a
similar condition of things is found. The
ratio of divorces to marriages in Ohio was
one to 26 inr 1865, while 1,806 divorces vere

ranted in 1882, or one to 16-8 marriages.
n the two most populous counties of M inne-

sota the ratio of divorce suits to marriages
rose in ten years in the one county front one
to 29-3 to one to 22-9, and in the other fron
one to 19 to one in 12. For six years the
ratio of divorce suits begun in Cook County,
Ill. (Chicago), to marriage licenses issued
was one to 9-5. In 1882 the ratio of divorces
actually granted was found to be one in 13'4,
which is almost exactly the ratio for the
year before in Louisville. St. Louis granted
" about 305 divorces" in one year, and in
the next 4'0 suits were entere. San Fran-
cisco divorced 333 married pairs in 1880,
and 364 the next year Makîug the estim-
ate of 9 inarriages to 1,000 inhabitants, there
were granted in that city in the latter year
a divorce to each 5-78 marriages 1 Rev. J.
E. Dwinell, of California, gives the statistics
of 29 counties, out of 52 in that State, which
show that 5,849 marriage licenses were
issued and 789 divorces granted, or one
divorce to 7'-41 licenses. Yet counties in
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other States than California make as bad or
a worse showing. Philadelphia, it is said,
granted 101 divorces in 1862, 215 in 1872,
and 477 in 1882. There were 212 in New
York City in 1870, and 316 in 1882. Com-
plete returns show that New England
granted 2,113 divorces in 1878, and probably
the number last vear was still greater, not-
withstanding important legislation which
bas reduced the number in some of these
States. It is safe to say that divorces have
doubled in proportion to narriages or popu-
lation in most of the Northern States within
thirty years.

"Frofn a recent report of the ' Italian
Bureau of Statistics,' covering a period ofJ
ten years, we learn that theincrease ror each
1,000 narriages between '71 and '79 in
France wasfrom 4·46 o 9-14; in England
and Wales from ·98 to 2-17; in Dennark
from 36·27 to 40-29. Between 1871
and 1880 Italy remained stationarv; Bel-
giun increased from 2-85 to 7-40; Holland
trom 5·20 to 7-35; Scotland from -11 to -29 ;
Sweden fromi 4-96 to 7-50; and Rounania
from 9·05 to 10-86. Switzerland bas the
bighest figures in Europe. Her rate is about
46, but in some cantons it is far higher.
Other countries report for shorter periods.
I Wurtemburg the increase is from 5-67 in
1876 to 12 25 in 1879; in Saxony from 21 in
1875 to 31-42 im 1878; in Ihuringia fron
1.433 to 17 48 in eight years; and iii Baden
from 4 53 to 7-31 in seven years ; in Alsace-
Lorraine froni 4-46 in 1874 to 7-85 in 1880;
in Hungary trom 6-74 in 1876 to 10 in 1880;
ed in Russia from 1-33 in 1871 to 2·05 in
1877. From these facts, as reported both
from the Old World and the New, it is ap-
parent that th >re is a rapidly rising tide of
divorce anong the progressive nations,
though the main swelland crest of this dark
tidal wave is in America ; and this is
nowhere higher than where it breaks into
the Pacifie."
and still later in the January number of
i886 of a " Monthly Magazine of relig-
ious thought and discussicns of practical
issues," I find the following :-

" The conntry begins to be pretty
thoroughly aroused to the evils of frequent
divorce and the neces-ity of wise and efficient
measures to ward off the imminent danger
to the family and to the state and church as
well. The evil bas put on such fearful
proportions during the last few 3ears and
chimes in so readily with the present
denoralized condition of society, that only
combined special and persistent measures
wili have the least chance of success."

"The National Divorce Reformed
League," a most admirable association
formed in New England in 1881, seems
to be doing a great work in connection
with auxiliary bodies having similar aims.
Its membership includes representatives
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of all leading Christian bodies, Protest-
ant and Roman Catholic, and i is con-
ducted upon principles of Catholicity.
The Rev. Wm. Dike, the corresponding
secretary of the society, an able, earnest
and energetic man, is doing a noble
work, and under many difficulties dif-
fusing information and arousing public
attention to the nature and extent of the
evil. The influence of the society he is
connected with, mainly through his rest-
less efforts, has, in the United States,
been widely felt, and it has been the
means of securing more stringent regu-
lations in respect to divorce in several of
the States.

. might go on for an hour citing the
opinions of great and good men in the
neighboring Union and multiply statis-
tics going abundantly to show the evils
of lax divorce laws and a still more lax
administration, abounding in frauds. I
could tell of alluring notices by "divorce
"brokers guaranteeing secrecy and speed

in securing a divorce for citizens of
"any State or country-advice free"-
invitations to our people to "cross the
unes," come back as divorced and cail
themselves free : but I have said enough
to show the utter demoralization--the
low ante-Christian views which prevail
respecting the marriage state and the
family. And "if the family be struck
down the foundations are destroyed and
the State and the Church must fall with
it." But how is the family to be pre-
served if the re/hgious sustenance be dis-
dained and the merely pactional is to
take its place. In this connection I
would quote the historian Lecky, fron.
his grand work on European morals :

"Against these notions (of transient con--
nection and easy divorce) Christianity de-
clared a direct and implacable warfare. * * *
It taught as a religious dogma, invariable,
inflexible and independent of ail utilitarian
calculations, that all forms of intercourse of
the sexes, other than life long unions, were
criminal. * ' * There is probably no other
branch of ethies which bas been so largely
determined by special dogmatic theology,.
and there is none which would be so deeply
affected by its decay."

Thank God the people of Canada
know how to estimate and do value and
cherish the sacred character of the matri
monial tic, the purity and sacredness of
the famiiy-thley know these sentiments
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-attributes of the higher law-are the
source and life of Christian civilization
and that without them no nation can
permanently prosper. One of the ablest
and purest writers and thinkers of the
day, Goldwin Smith, has well said-
"The family is of more importance than
"the State ; the family may regenerate
"the State but the State cannot regener-
"ate the family.

We may well be thankful that we can
show a cleaner record than that of any
other progressive people on the face of
the earth. Till within a few years the
ratio of divorce to population did not
exceed one to a million of our people
(the highèqt in any year was under three
to a million) but who can deny that a
germ of evil has reached us, who can
deny that there is evidence of a growing
tendency towards loose views -a tolerance
of sentiments that a few years ago would
have been promptly scouted and con-
demned. Nor is it to be wondered at
With the contagion of evil example at our
doors, a sort of legalized licentiousness
under the specious veil of divorce, obtain-
able in some States on the most frivolous
grounds-decrees almost mechanically
granted with indecent haste--a frightful
evil all the more fatal to morals and the
more dangerous to us because flourishing
under the shadow of law and amongst
the citizens of a great and mighty nation

-people of our own race, speaking our
mother longue, with whom we are ingeneral and constant communication-
social, literary and commercial, their
country bordering us for some 3,000
miles. Yes, the best men in the United
States have looked upon their divorce
sYtem as a malignant epidemic of evil.
Sorme thirty years ago the evil was con-
flned to a few States, but the diffusive
POwer of poisonous principles prevailed,and fow it bas overspread the country
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. In the
early days the people saw the danger at
a distance, and abhorred the evil thing.,Perhaps they thought with Pope-

eie is a monster of such hideous mein
ahat to be hated needs but to be seen ;"and disregarded the moral :
ye seen too oft faniliar grows her face-We firet endure, then pity, then embrace;"ani the isiduous influence worked on

s maign effect is now palpable to all.

Dare we say proximity to evil example
can work no corruption of sentiment
amongst us. Are we in any respect
better than the men who assisted to ex-
tend the mighty nation to the south-
the men of the strong will and toiling
hand, who in the field, the forest, ti e
mine and on the lake and the river,
worked, and worked successfully, in ex-
tending the settlements, and doing all
that intelligence and labor could accom-
plish ? No, we can claim nothing of the
kind-as they were so are we. Human
nature is the same, and the influences
they succumbed to must sooner or later
operate with us it we do not (warned
by their past) take precautions in
time. Let us not slumber under
the conscious feeling that no gen-
eral loosening of moral restraints is to
be found in this community. Eternal
watchfulness is one of the safeguards of
National purity as well as liberty. Let
us take precautions in time. We have
ample provision to guard against the in-
troduction of contageous diseases and
for treatment should they'appear. Surely
something may be done towards public
safety in respect to a virus worse than
leprosy itself regarding its effects on the
social condition. It is the province of
law in the National life to protect and
conserve, and the conservation of morals
is a worthy and a noble aim,

The subject of divorce has not been
unnoticed in the public press, but it has
not been pressed upon public attention
by those who might be expected to
notice the moral and religious bearing of
the question. And yet we Canadians
value religion and its teachings. We
have churches, church buildings and
"meeting bouses" thickly dotted over
the country. Nearly every religious
body has an organ of its own, our
ministers we count by the thousand.
One is almost tempted to ask-re
the watchmen all ignorant, or are
they blind or sleeping, that loud warning
voices have not rung again throughout
this Christian land. Even the notorious
Col. Ingersoll had a *ord to say against
lax views touching marriage and the
family ; declining in this particular the
teachings o! his infidel school.

His words are emphatic. He says:
" Civilization rests upon the family. The
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good family is the unit of good govern-
ment. The virtués grow * ' where one
nan loves one woman. Lover, husband,

wife, mother, father, child, home-without
these sacred words the world is but a lair,
and men and women merely beasts."

I find this mentioned in an admirable
htter work " Mistakes of Modern Infi-
dels " by the Rev. Mr. Northgraves, a
Canadian priest, who remarks " this is
almost the only truth to be found in the
book named, 'Mistakes of Moses ' and
adds

Take away God's revelation and how'will
you show that man may not have as many
wives as the Grand Turk You are in-
consistent in using such arguments while
rejecting Christianity. You cannot produce
trom ail the repertoirs of infidele a solid
argument against polygamy."

This may be said for Ingersoll that he
does not at all events glory in the senti-
mental impurities of Eugene Sue who
speaks of marriage as a galling device.
A pledge that cannot be taken without
falsehood or folly. " We ought not,"
"Sue says, " to accept such bonds for
"were our love to cease we would wear
"chains that would then be a horrible
"tyranny. "

I have dwelt perhaps too Ion nhi;
aspect of the subject and ;'t i have
reserved my small measure of strength,
to speak of the practical side ; but I felt
it a plain duty to bring out facts and to
direct attention to great dangers which I
believe threaten us, but may be averted
by the zealous use of proper means.

The Constitution has conferred upon
Parliament the power of granting divorce.
Whether it would have been been better
to enact a general law on the subject
and leave a court or courts to apply legal
rules in particular cases, I do not now
pause to discuss. There is the power
and what has been done to regulate its
exercise? Whatever differences of opinion
there may exist on the subject of divorce,
all will agree with me that the law which
permits separation between man and
wife-the dissolution of a sacred life tic
-should be administered by a known
and safe method, the causes of dissolu.
tion supported by reliable evidence,
severely, calmly and discreetly tested
and the enquiry conducted with some
regard to legal forms.

Those who feel contrained to vote

against divorce in every case will I hope
Eee with me, that any scheme for better
regulating and guarding the exercise of
the legislative power of divorce against
hasty or imperfectly considered action
and calculated to secure what is orderly
and safe in administration will be a
positive good, and I look with confidence
for their favorable consideration of the
scheme, and trust that they will accord at
least as much sympathy and aid as those
who hold the same views in the United
States have accorded to the efforts for
divorce reform in that country.

A legislative body is not, necessarily,an
unsafe tribunal for dealing with applica-
tions for divorce ; but if it be essential to
safe working in the ordinary courts of jus-
tice,that their proceedure should betraced
out and known, by a stronger reason is
this required under a legislative process.

The existing rules of the Senate, which
had their origin many years ago, are
incomplete and imperfect, giving rise to
well founded complaint causing waste
of time ; and they tend, in my judgment,
to uncertainty in result.

Before going into the question of new
rules and orders, a brief reference to the
practice of divorce may be made.

In England, before the passing of the
Divorce Court Act (1858), no court ex-
isted which could give complete redress
on the violation of matrimonial duty,
but as early as 1697 the practice sprang
up of obtaining private Acts of Parlia-
ment to release parties a vinculo matri-
monii in case of adultery, and to set
them free to marry again.

This jurisdiction was exercised from
the first, by passing a law in favor of
those who made out a case for interfer-
ence by Parliament. -

I find the Legislature of Upper Can-
ada assumed and exercised the power of
granting divorce and passed private Acts
for the purpose.

The Province of Lower Canada never
passed any Act granting divorce, nor do
I find any application of the kind was
rade to the Legislature of that Province,
the inhabitants appearing to be satisfied
with séparation de corps. Yes, le drapeau
du Bas Canada est sans tache. I was
not surprised to find the fact brought
out in an interesting work, showing much
conscientious care and research, Le
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Divorce et la Séparation de Corps, recent-
ly published by Mr. Fremont, of Laval
University.-Remembering my own early
feelings, in the time before health and
strength had left me, I can understand
this clever young French Canadian glory-
ing in a fact so honorable to his native
land. For of all the confederated Prov-
imces Lower Canada alone floats a stain-
less banner in the pure azure that over-
spreads Acadian homes.

During the union between Upper and
Lower Canada two Acts for the disso-
lution of rnarriage were passed, but a
court empowered to grant divorce was
never established in any of these Prov-
inces. In the Province of Upper Can-
ada the Legislative authority to entertain
applications for divorce was not qustion-
ed. In United Canada it was disputed,
but the right was maintained and private
Acts, as I have mentioned were passed
by both Houses and subsequently re-
Ceived the royal assent, and such became
the settled practice.

So far as I am able to trace the bills
for divorce they were in "Upper Cana-
da" and "Canada" treated as quasi judi-
cial proceedings, and, to some extent,
as between party and party though the
Legislature was, of course, in every case
of the kind making a law.

In the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
Courts of Divorce were constituted, and
In existence at the time they were con-
federated, and are still in operation. Ihave been unable to get at the number
of cases in Prince Edward Island, butthere has been none since Confedera-
tion. I am glad to be able to say this-
t will gratify my hon. friend from

Alberta, who is proud of his island
hore-of our fair young sister, our

le usister alone in her beauty pining to
e unted to those she loves full well,and I hope my hon. friend may procure

the dot he so ardently seeks for her, seeber happy union,and long bask in the sun-
8hine of her smiles. The number of
&divorces grantèd since Confederationare . in Nova Scotia, 49; and in NewBrunswick 37. It is hard to account
for this State of things in provinces
which have produced so many great and
live f men, whose honored names wilIorever in the history of the country

-provinces which have been in the past
and continue to be the nursery of states-
men:. and scholars throughout the Do-
minion-except on the ground that, in
the material so in the moral, one does
not require to live in the centre of a
swamp to imbibe the material poison.

British Columbia sýands upon a some-
what peculiar footing. There the Su-
preme Court takes cognizance of divorce·
causes, it having been determined by a
majority of that court in 1877 that all
the jurisdiction conferred upon the Eng-
lish Divorce Court belongs to and may
be exercised by the Supreme Court of
the Province. . Only fifteen cases, I am
told, have been before the court in the
ten years.

In 1864 came up the long contemplat-
ed plan of a union of the British Nbrth
American Provinces, followed by the
Quebec Conference and the settlement
of the hasis of an Act of Confederation ;.
afterwards the adoption of an Address to
the Queen and finally the consummation
of the grand design for a new and ampler
national existence in the passing of the7
British North America Act by the Im-
perial Parliament.

The general legislative powers of the
Parliament of Canada under this Act to
make laws for the peace, order and good
government of Canada, and an unfetter-
ed exercise of this power would neces-
sarily carry with it the authority to make
laws respecting marriage and divorce, as
closely identified with public safety and
public'morals. (By a rarity of reasoning
it has been held in the United States,.
that the State Legislatures can' grant
divorce uniess prohibited by the Constitu
tion.) The Constitution of Canada has
not left a subject (once questioned) to
general expression. The power to make
laws respecting marriage and divorce
has been made emphatic and express,
being assigned, in terms, exclusively to
the Parliament of Canada (Sec. 91 itern
26) and for some 20 years Parliament
has exercised this power in passing laws
for the dissolution of marriage in 23
aases. Perhaps it was conceived that
the power to deal with marriage and
divorce would be delegated by Parliament
to a court or courts constituted for the
purpose, as had been done some few
years before in England. But the Par-
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liament of Canada has not seen fit to do
so ; and my present conviction is that
Parliament has acted wisely in not parting
with its power. I think it is to be re-
gretted, however, that the Rules which
regulate bills of divorce have not received
the attention the importance of the sub-
ject demands, but have been allowed to
remain in the crude and incomplete
condition in which they are now to be
found.

A word in respect to the practice as-
sumed to be followed in the past. The
provinces I have named in the exercise
of their powers and the Parliament of
Canada in the exercise of the plenary
power aimed to follow, as far as reason-
ably could be done, the general princi-
ples upon which the Parliament of Great
Britain proceeded in dissolving marriage
b)y private bills of divorce, and rules were
fi arned to some extent regulating pro-
cedure.

In the Legislature of United Canada
before Confederation it was settled that
private bills for divorce, in analogy to
proceedings in the Imperial Parliament,
should originate in the Upper Chamber
and since Confederation it was settled
tiat they should originate in the Senate.
Dr. Bourinot, in his admirable work on
parliamentary procedure, thus puts it :-
" The British North America Act of 1867
"places marriage and divorce within the
" exclusive legislative jurisdiction of
"the Parliament of Canada. In
"conformity with the practice of the
"legislature of Canada from 1840 to
"1867 all bills are initiated in the Upper
"House of Parliament."

The system of Standing Orders which
prevails in England has been followed to
some extent in British American
provinces and the ancient usages of the
two Houses in England are referred to,
and as a rule recognized, if not always
applied in the solution of matters not
expressly provided by the Constitution
or Standing Orders. The Senate of
Canada in 1876 adopted certain rules
and orders amongst them twelve in
relation to divorce intended to facilitate
the despatch of business to the extent
covered by them ; and doubtless the
rules which result from the common
Parliamentary law would be regarded
.as in force in matters not traced

out, or when necessary to be re-
ferred to for the elucidation of the
Rules and orders adopted-a rule of the
Senate (i 12) expressly declares that in
all unproved cases the rules, usages and
forms of proceeding of the House of
Lords are to be followed."

The practice of the English Di-
vorce Court and the forms of proceed-
ings and pleadings are too technical for,
and are unsuited to, a legislative proce-
dure, and the Rules we have adopted, so
far as they go, and in unprovided cases,
the rules and forms of proceeding in the
House of Lords, now constitute the
practice of the Senate in Bills of divorce.

Questions touching the dissolution of
marriage have of late years been very
fully elucidated in the judicial doings of
the divorce court. Comparatively few
cases have come before the House of
Lords since Canadian Confederation,
although it yet retains the power for
legislative divorces in certain cases.
There now exists in our Parliament much
difficulty in the solution of questions or
finding a clear analogy in determining
the exact principle by which discretion
should be regulated. Indeed, the deci-
sions of Parliament have not been quite
uniform in consequence of the great
latitude now assumed to exist, and it is
not easy to forecast what would be the
result of a bill for divorce on a given
state of facts, in the light of cases here
tofore passed upon by Parliament.

With regard to existing Rules cf the
Senate, so far as they touch divorce bills,
I think an examination will show them
to be defective both in expression and
substance, and that they need such revi-
sion as will place the practice on a
certain footing and secure uniformity and
regularity on sound recognized principles.

The business of every tribunal, whose
functions are set in motion upon appli-
cation made to it from without, should be
regulated in reasonable detail, suited to
the mode in which -the power is exer-
cised ; and in divorce bills especially,
which concern public order and are sui
generis, the rules should clearly set forth
the terms and conditions, and mode of
procedure between Parliament and those
who resort to Parliament for relief. This
is fitting in every quasi judicial proceed-
ing, and -the judicial ascertainment of
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facts upon which a divorce may properly
be founded, should be made as perfect,
as is possible to be made, by means of
a tribunal of and in Parliament.

It has been urged that the establish-
ment of a divorce court similar to that of
England is desirable in order to secure
cheap, speedy, sound and uniform
administration and that the machinery
for divorce should be purely judicial
rather than quasi judicial and legislative
and arguments, of more or less cogency,
have been used in favor of a special
court.

I am free to admit that a proceeding of
a judicial character by a legislative
process is not without inconvenience :
but upon public grounds I should not
desire to see Parliament divest itself of
control in a matter which lies at the
very foundation of morarity, and the
Purity of domestic life, and consequently
the well being of society.

It is well there should be room for
elastic action-the refusal to pass a law
"i favor of one who has outraged
decency and morality-the power
tO exercise penal legislation, if
I .may so put it in gross cases.
This power, in the pubiic interests,should
I think, remain with Parliament. When
mIvolved in the exercise of its high func-
tions, to make a special law in a particular
case, perfect freedom of action should be
Preserved.

A court of divorce could merely de-
clare the law and pronounce fixed judg-
'rent having relation to the individual
Contest alone.

There may be inconvenience as I havesaid, in the legislative. process, but I do
lot think the inconvenience is insur-

mountable. I believe it rnay be mini-
Mized or overcome by appropriate rulesregulating divorce proceedings.

But i any case the argument in favorOf the establishment of a court seemsopen to objection and as at presentadvised I do not think it would be inthe public interests.
The number of cases coming beforeParliament is increasing, but with only

thirty cases since Confederation, theProbable number would not warrant the
large additional burden, the establish-

eut and maintenance of such a trilknalWIQuld ivolve.

'Tis true in Parliament these cases are
disposed of but once a year, while a
Divorce Court would be always open ;
but I am disposed to think it woulp' be
anything but a blessing to offer the tempta-
tion of a Court sitting always, for hasty
appeals to dissolve the marriage tie.
Moreover there would be more technic-
alty, of necessity, in the proceedings of a
Court, as may be seen in looking over
the proceedings of the English Divorce
Court cases, and many vexatious impedi-
ments not likely to occur in Parliament.
Then, as to delay : in most cases I think
the time in obtaining a final decree from
a Court would not be less, in the major-
ity of cases, than in obtaining an Act for
divorce.

The costs of obtaining a private Act
are said to be high, and some regard
this as an evil, but I venture to say they
would be little less in a divorce court
contest, and so, neither on the ground
of simplicity and speed nor economy in
procedure, can the arguments in favor
of a divorce court, in my opinion be sus-
tained.

Something has been urged, with more
force, on the ground of uncertainty in
procedure. I must admit the existing
procedure is incompetent and utisatis-
factory. I believe, however, this may be
cured by a revision of the' Rules for Di-
vorce, and that a simple and intelligible
practice can be devised, under - which
parties interested, or their legal advisers,
could be able to clearly know the
method and conditions upon which relief
would, if granted at all, be obtained, and
which would prevent improper appeals
to Parliament-and guard against fraud
and abuses.

With regard to the rules which have been
framed and are now before you I would
say, speaking generally, they are design-
ed, in effect, mainly to form a single
standing tribunal of and in Parliament
wherein the pre-examination of the ques-
tions involved in each case could be
deliberately conducted ; and discretion
guided and controlled in safe channels.
I believe the action of such a tribunal
(a good working special committee)
would be calculated greatly to aid in the
just determination of the questions
involved and would subserve and not
restrain the will of the Senate-would
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facilitate and not obstruct the expression
of its deliberate sense-what action
should be taken under given facts
and circumstances brought before
the House by its Special Committee.
It may possibly be urged from 7'itiil

that a single committee to do the whole
work of a session would be an unreason-
able demand upon the time and atten-
tion of a few.

It is certainly not a class of work one
would covet but even if irksome and
disagreeable, I cannot think there would
be the disposition to shrink from the
performance of a necessary duty. I may
be allowed also to observe that even
with ten or twelve cases in a session, a
greater number than has been yet before
us, the duty would not be more onerous
than that of a Court of Justice at a ses-
sion of the court. 'Tis true that other
duties would require the attention of the
special committee, but so far as my expe-
rience extends, in the early part of the ses-
sion at all events our duties are not over
burdensome, even to men advanced in
life who have any residum of energy.
To enable the amendments I propose
to be considered in their entirety, and as
a worked out procedure, I have drafted
Rules; and with the observations I pro-
pose to offer upon each Rule, the House
will be more fully in possession of the
means by which it is proposed to carry
the design into effect. I am anxious to
show that an improved procedure can
be worked out, and to do this it seemed
necessary to frame the Rules I submit.
I have had them printed, and copies
will be found on the Clerk's table for
the use of those who desire to refer to
them. To avoid confusion in reference,
the Rules, twenty-four in number, are
lettered A. to X, I will take up in their
order. I thought that by thus going
through them I might hope to make
myself better understood and be more
easily followed.

The rules at all events may form a
convenienent basis for consideration in
Committee, and that will subserve my
design.

A. This rule embodies the most im-
portant feature in the change proposed.

The divorce proceeding, it will be
borne in mind, though legislative, is to
certain extent judicial, and in a sense
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between party and party-the manner of
trial and the method of proceeding
should be known and uniform, and the
power exercised upon known and intelli-
gent principles.

The trial is not before the Senate, but
before a special committee entrusted in
each case with certain necessary judicial
functions the mode of appointment and
the composition of this tribunal is iherefore
of thefirst importance.

Now, what is the present practice?
When a case is ready for, reference the
member having charge of the bill names
and moves the appointment of a
committee of nine to take evi-
dence and dispose of the case.
The selection apparently depends
upon that member ; and upon his notion
of fitness the composition of the Com-
mittee mainly depends. 'Whatever may
be the theory on the subject, there are
few cases, I think, in which the personal
weight and influence of the member
having the bill in charge fails to influence
the selection and appointment. Men
may act with the very best intentions, but
I must think the system neither safe nor
satisfactory. The appointment is of
judges and jurors for the particular case,
and not for the disposal of all such cases
coming before tle Senate ; and at this
stage it is certainly an ex-parte proceed-
ing. Moreover, when it is necessary to
appoint several Committees during a
session the range of selection is greatly
diminished. Further, the work of a
session being divided among many Com-
mittees, none are likely to take the
marked interest in the work that
would be felt if the whole was
committed to one. Nor would the
same knowledge and experience in
working be gained as would be acquired
if the whole of this class of business was
given to one Committee, and the added
responsibility would doubtless secure
more deliberation, and I think safer re-
suits. With a small Committee, the
most experienced and very best men for
the duty in the Senate would be selected.

I would myself prefer seven to nine, the
number now selected in each case, in-
deed the smaller the Committee the
more sensible every member of it would
be of the gravity and responsibility of
the position.
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Bills of divorce are still promoted be-
fore the Imperial Parliament. In the
Commons a select committee on divorce
bills is appointed at the beginning of'
every session ; in the Lords these bills
are committed to a Committee of the
whole Hcuse ; and witnesses are ex-
amined at the Bar, a most tedious and
unsatisfactory method-such has never
been the course here, in the old legisla-
tive councils or in the Senate.

The practice of the English House of
Commons seems on every ground the
best and most convenient method, and
the Rule A proposes a similar method
for the Senate-the appointment of a
single committee to be called " the
Select Committee on Divorce.

Such a committee carefully selected,
as no doubt it would be, would be a
Valuable aid to the House, promote uni-
formity of practice, and command full
Publie confidence.

The double vote to the chairman in
case of equality of votes is as now.

B. The rule I have been speaking of
and Rules B, C and D refer to the con-
stitution of the Inquisitorial Tribunal of
the Senate, the Judicial Committee or
Court, so to speak, of the body.

There is always a difficulty in deter-
inining matters of fact in a numerousbody, there is a special inconvenience indoing so in a popular body, andthis is marked by the case indivorce cases where difficult anddelicate questions are sure to
arise requiring some experience and a
Patient judicial spirit for examination
nd determination. The House would

far y and reasonably expect of this
CorIiittee, not only to make searching
enquiry as to the facts, with all the de-beration exercised in an ordinary court;but also to investigate the rules of lawas Prnciples properly applicable to theCase; thus bringing together the mate-
na) for a right decision.

This, I may be told, would involve
'Onsiderable labor and research, but itwould be necessary if the Committee is
It is ally to serve the purpose designed.
ts true the action of the Committee
llust be adopted by the House-but a!tanding cOmmnittee, appointed and act-

en8 in the way proposed, would have theentire confidence of the whole House,r>

and the Senate would rarely refuse its
approval of a deliberate report-at all
events, there would be the advantage of
examination and presentment by a
standing body of judges and jurors, so
to speak, of the Senate's own appoint-
ment.

Under the present practice the Law
Clerk usually acts as clerk foi each com-
mîttee, but it is well to make express pro-
visicnon this head: and also as to the em-
ployment of short-hand writers, who now
act under special authority in each case.
The chairman, if alive to his duties,
would always give proper and
timely directions (as would the
president of a court) and the
chairman would no doubt make it
his business, as it would certainly be his
duty, to see that the work of these offi-
cers was properly attended to. To some
extent the existing rules cover the ground
in Rule C., but there is a provision for
hearing in camera, to which I will pres-
ently advert.

D. Touching the next Rule ). At
present, Senators, though not on the
committee, may speak before the com-
mittee at any moment; but every one
familiar with the investigation of facts
and the conduct of business knows how
this may militate against the discovery
of truth in the examination of witnesses
and also against the proper and regular
conduct of an enquiry-the present rule
which permits it, is proposed to be al-
tered, and only allow the Senator's pres-
ence.

My personal conviction is that all en-
quiries should be conducted in private.
Morality is not promoted by publicity in
such details and I think a committee
might be safely trusted with an en-
quiry in this way ; but the previous
rule does not go that length.
I think however all will agree with me
that there are cases, which should be
heard, for mere decency's sake, with
only these who are bound to make the
enquiry and those concerned present ; for
example in cases of alleged impotency,
this is done in the English divorce court
and should be done here-and hence the
provision in the rule for hearing in
camera.

E is the first rule regarding proceed-
ure proper-this rule, touching notice
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is substantially as now giving a form
with a view to uniformity. It is not to
lessen the period for publication, though
I think it might safely be done, if the
service of a copy of the notice was per-
sonally made. Publishing the notice is
a serious item in the expenses-

F. The existing rule touching service
is vague and should be more definite to
avoid question and discussion.

The principles of practice as to service
in the Superior Courts may well he
looked at as a guide they would at all
events give some aid in solving questions
by the light of adjudged cases-the rule
framed 1 think will meet the require-
ments of safety and definiteness.

G. I consider this an important pro:
vision. In England and in Scotland the
complant is required to be verified, and
the action of Parliament should not be
invoked in any case where the petitioner
was unwilling to pledge his or her oath
to the honesty of the cause.

Requiring collusion and condonation
to be negatived would be a warning to
people that either was an answer in
defence; and it might save a protracted
inquiry that in the end would be useless,
in case the matter negatived could after-
wards be inferred from the evidence as
existing in fact.

I would prefer the ordinary affidavit
as generally thought more binding in
conscience than a statutory declaration.
But then seriors questions might be
raised to doing so, so I leave the matter
as now to a statutory declaration.

H. This is in accordance with the
existing rule-naking the sum paid
in expressly subject to the order of the
Senate may not be unimportant.

N. This is a very important change.
at present the sufficiency of the proof
of service is determined on the hasty
reading of the affidavits in the House,
often imperfectly heard; a most incon-
venient and dangerous method in a large
mixed body. Few care to oppose tLe
member who fights to maintain their
sufficiency ; and in any case that which
lies at the foundation of an appeal to
Parliament, natural justice requires
should be carefully scrutinized.

The first wrong step is likely to bt
be taken here, and it is difficult to say
what would be considered good service

HON. MR. (;OWAN.

under skilful dealing, at all events the
decisions are not very uniform or con-
gruous. Refer it to a Committee and
you will secure proper and deliber-
ate scrutiny of the whole. The
sufficiency of the notice and of the time
of service, and that the bill does not
transcend the notice, but is congruous
with it.

The present practice ofhaving written
questions submitted in the House and
then put in a sort of mechanical way to
the witness at the bar, the answers to
which the witness has usually furnished
to him, and reads from the sheaf of
answers put in his hands, is an awkward
and tedious process, irksome to all, and
moreover a very unreliable mode of
examination.

Further, the papers and docu-
ments referred to are entered at length
on the printed minutes of proceedings of
the Senate, at no inconsiderable cost, for
page after page is filled by them, and
much valuable time, I think all must
admit, is wasted every session.

The work could be better done and in
half the time by a Committee. If econ-
omy of time and money is valued, this
should certainly be changed.

J. This is the complement of the
previous Rule and points ou't the duty
of the Committee in detail. No investi-
gation should be had of the facts charg-
ed if all preliminary requirements have
not been fulfilled, and a committee will
be the best primary judges on this head.

The important service is that of the
notice of application ; if it can be fairly
inferred that the intended application
came to the knowledge of the party
against whom the divorce is prayed, it
may be reasonably concluded the pro-
ceeding will be watched, if opposition be
intended, and if the applicant is inform-
ed as to the manner he is required to
serve a copy of the hie Bill it will be
in case of the applicant.

The latter part of the Rule is sugges-
tive and may be of practical value.

K. Perhaps this Rule is not necces-
sary and that the Committee could act
as indicated, but it may be well to give
a pointer for action in doubtful cases.

L. This Rule provides that the second
reading of the Bill is not to take place
till days after the reception of the
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report showing that the necessary pre- sense, in case of adultery, there is an
liminaries have been complied with; and ofence (agiinst morality) on the part of
requires as now, the posting of the notice the party complained against.
of the second reading, and the manner But the present Rules do not lay down
in which the Bill is to be serkied is to be or indicate what are the rules of evidence
Prescribed by the Committee in view of generally, as in a court of justice-what
the circumstances of the case. This is necessary to the judicial ascertainment
provision, as to what is to be deemed of facts. Rule 78 alone touches evidence,
good service, will, as I said before, be in and its expression but covers the celebra-
case of the petitioner and facilitate tion of the marriage between the parties,
action. I think that fourteen days, the and defines, upon that point, that evi-
time now required for postng, is unnec- dence by witnesses present at the marri-
essarily long, and that half the time age, or complete and satisfactory proof
Would be sufficient-but the time has of the certificate of the officating minister
been leftin blank. or authority shall be legitimate testimony.

M. This Rule is in substance the re- This express provision ononepoint,leaving
quirement of the existing Rule, but the rest untouched is suggestive and
broader. anything but safe; indeed it rather gives

N. Rule N alters the present prac- the reins to latitude in other points. So
tice, there seems no necessity for a far as I know the broad and more im-
special motion to refer, it should go to portant rules of evidence have ýiot been
committee as of course. It will be ob- disregarded, but there should be neither
serve that a general outline of the doubt nor room for discretion in a mat-
duties of the committee is given. ter so important. Regarding the en-

The provision in the Standing Orders, quiry in divorce cases as quasi judicial,
68 and 69, possibly would apply to and in some sort a proceeding for pun-
divorce bills, being piivate bills, but it ishment of crime, a known code of evi-
Will be better to make express provision dence should be established and pre-
that they shall apply and make the scribed.
divorce rules complete in themselves. You cannot take the law of evidence

O. It seems advisable to make ex- in civil cases, which varies somewhat in
press provision as in the first sentence- the several Provinces, but the law of
the defence is implied in the present evidence in criminal cases applies to all
77th Rule. and is c mmon to all -the enquiry will

It should be made quite clear that be on a safe footing by taking the law
collusion is a bar, and that it is the duty of evidence in criminal cases as a guide.
of the committee to see to it. The The Rules R., S. and T. substantially
latter part of the Rule makes provision cover the same ground as now.
analagous to that in the English Divorce It would perhaps be more convenient
Court respecting intervention by the if the subpena was issued by the Clerk
Queen's advocate. Intervention by the of the Committee,rather than as now then
Mmnister of Justice is not made impera- the Speaker could issue the summons in
tive, but when parties are represented by blank to the Clerk. But it is not mate-
counsel, indeed in every case, it is rather rial to dwell upon this or other minute de-an awkward thing for the fact finding tails. It can be done hy the Committee.
body to pursue an enquiry suggested by An officer of the House, if not a
itself, and which both the parties may be Senator, ought, once for all, to be ap-agreed or interested in suppressing. pointed taxing officer, and the law clerk

P. Needs no comment. should I think be the one selected.
Q There is, I take it, no binding Rule There are some blanks in T. to beas to what evidence should satisfy on a filled in. The printing L suppose should

case of the kind : but by analogy the be done by the printer who does theordinary broad rules of evidence would work for the Senate. But he might beb acted on, though the proceeding is left to look himself after payment for his
the a view to making a law ; for from work-no certificate of payment shouldnature of the case the enquiry is be looked for from him-the Clerk of
guasi Judicial. Moreover, in a certain 1 the House would see that the proper
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number of printed copies of bills was
forthcoming.

U. This rule is instead of 112 as re-
spects divorce, but not in cast-iron shape.
Any general adoption of the rules and
usages of the English House of Lords
would doubtless carry with it the qualifi-
cation "so far as applicable to the Par-
" liament and state of things in Canada,"
but I do not think it would be well to
adopt the English practice in terms and
unconditionally-the general principles
may well be applied.

The object of Rule V is obvious and
does not need remark.

W. The old rules respecting divorce
are necessarily abrogated.

X. A few fornis are given to be varied
according to circumstances.

I have now brought my subject to a
close and acquitted Imyself, however
feebly, of what I regard as a duty.

I had no hope of presenting the matter
in an attractive form, and I fear I
have tried the patience of the House. If
these Rules are not the best that can be
conceived they have at least been care-
fully and anxiously considered ; and I
am not without hope they will be re-
garded as an improvement on the pre-
sent Rules--at all events, they present a
consistent whole for regulating procedure
in a matter of great public concern.

I have carefully avoided taking a wider
range than was necessary and avoided
matters upon which there is a wide con-
flict of views-confining myself simply
to rules regulating divorce procedure.

If the House assents to the motion, I
hold myself ready to give anV further
information that may be required to the
Committee, and the rules I submit will
form at least a basis for discussion.

I now appeal to our hon. leader for
effective aid for I trust he will see in the
scheme proposed an important reform
and with his accurate knowledge and
long Parliamentary experience such aid
would be invaluable, and I respectfully
claim it from him as the leader of this
House.

My hon. friend the leader of this
House, if rumour be correct-sometimes
rumor is and sometimes it is not-is
about to deal a death blow to an evil
which has invaded the cocntry from the
South-I mean the " bucket shops,"

HON. MR. GOWAN.

which are demoralizing thousands an
sending every day men to the dock, or
causing them to flee their <ountry in
disgrace and shame. I am hopeful that
the rumour may prove correct. I think
that a better work would not be possible
for any Government or any person having
the interests of the country at heart to
undertake. Working on these lines he
ought to be in full syrnpathy with my
humble efforts. Ile would put down a
vice growing out of the lust of gain: I
would erectbarriersagainst the indulgence
of vicious propensities of another kind
far more dangerous to the state.

HON. MR. SCOTT-.I am sure the
House is very much indebted to the hon.
Senator from Barrie for the exceedingly
able and thoughful address on the sub-
ject of marriage and divorce. He has
certainly exhausted the subject. The
first part of his address I thought
afforded the most convincing evidence
that divorce ought not to be granted
under any circumtances, and the number
of divorces in the various countries to
which he alluded increased with the
facilities given, and we probably
would fulfil best the duties that are im-
posed upon us by obstructing the
granting of divorces altogether. Hold-
ing the peculiar views that I entertain
on the subject of divorce, I think it
would not be proper for me to serve on
the committee. Reading over the rules
and listening to the hon. gentleman com-
menting upon them, I am quite satisfied
that they are a decided improvement on
the rules now in our book, more particu-
larly the first rule which remits to seven
senators, who are to be a spcial tribunal
for the hearing of divorces that may
come up during the session. In that
way seven of the most capable members
of the House may be selected, and this,
at least, would be obtained by the intro-
duction of that rule, and the results
also probably would be more uniform
than they are at present.
As we know very well, there has been
very considerable diversity in the results
reached by the several committees to
which these cases have been referred.
I hope the hon. gentleman will excuse
me from serving on this committee, for
the reasons I have already given. Being
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myself opposed to divorces, it would be
improper that I should take part in the
formation of rules, not to grant facilities
(because those rules do not certainly
grant any greater facilities than now
exist), but rules for granting divorce in
any case whatever.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I do not wish
to take up the time of the House on this
subject very long. I do not agree with
ny hon. friend from Ottawa in opposing
divorce under any and all circumstances.
We should be very particular how relief
's given ; still I think there are cases
where it would be a very great hardship
indeed to refuse divorce. If the commit-
tee is to be appointed, as I hope it will be,
some attention should be given to Rule
E. Almost the same rule to a letter was
framed forty or fifty years ago-that is,that there shall be six months notice
given in the Canada Gazette and in two
of the local papers. That was required
when we hardly knew what a railway was
-when it was harder to travel fifty miles
sometimes than it is now to travel five
thousand. It entails unnecessary
expense upon applicants for divorce. In
the first place, notice must be served
upon the respondent, and no other
person being interested, I cannot see the
necssity of spending $70 to $1oo for the
Publication of this notice. I do not
nean to say that the notice should not

be published at all, because if I were to
say so I would be termed a radical, but
I think a month's publication would be
sufficient, and $20 ought to cover the
Whole expense. While the divorce
cOMmittees to be appointed under these
rules should be careful to see that every-
thing is done properly, the House should
be careful to diminish the expense of the
proceedings as much as possible. In the
Ash case, I know, the poor woman had
to work for years to get money enough
th nake the deposit here of $2oo.There may be many such cases, and we
should make it as easy for a poor person
to obtan relief asfor a rich person.

ON. MR. PELLETIER-As nyhon. 1 end on my right has said, Ireally believe the House is much in-debted to the hon. gentleman from
Barrie for his elaborate speech on the

important subject of divorce, but I feel
myself in a very delicate position indeed,
because the hon. gentleman, before giv-
ing notice of his intention to move for a
committee, asked me if I would become
a member of it, and I then saw no ob-
jection to giving my consent. But be-
ing in principle opposed to divorce, and
having considered the matter and heard
the remarks made by the hon. gentle-
man trom Ottawa, I believe that al'
though the Committee is for the purpose
of restricting and limiting the facilities
for obtaining divorce, I wouid rather not
serve on the Committee, and would leave
it to some other gentleman, abler than r
am, to do so. Under the circumstances,
I hope the hon. gentleman from Barrie
will consent that my name shah be struck
out of the Committee.

HON. MR. MILLER-I was not pres-
ent when the hon. gentleman fr9m
Ottawa addressed the House, but from
what the hon. gentleman from Grand-
ville has said just now I think my hon.
friend is unwilling to serve on the coi-
mittee. I suggested to some of my hon.
friends who hold similar views in regard
to divorce, when I saw the new rules
proposed to be brought into the House
tor the trial of divorce proceedings, that
I intended to ask the hon. gentleman
from Barrie to allow his motion to stand
over for a few days in order that we who
hold certain views on this question should
consult together and decide whether we
ought to serve on a committee such as
that proposed. My hon. friend has at
once declined to serve, and as the new
rules, which I have not had time to read
over, appear to establish a quasi court
of divorce in this House, I should rather
not serve upon the committee, and I
hope the House will excuse me from
doing so. I have another reason also :
I do not think it would be well that so
many members entertaining similar views
to myself, opposed to divorce on any
ground, should be upon a committee
struck to form rules to be applicable to
people who entertain an opposite opinion
upon this question. I think that they'
would not have the same confidence in
an'y-conclusion that would be arrived at
by a committee so large a number of
whose members were known to be hostild
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to all divorce. While I must, however,
ask permission to of the House to de-
cline to serve on this committee, I cannot
but pay the highest tribute of admiration
in my power to the hon. gentleman from
Barrie for the great labor he has taken
and the research he has shown in this
matter. His intentions, I have no
doubt, are of the very best description,
and perhaps if he would get a com
mittee who entertain the same views as
himself, on the principle of divorce he
might improve our manner of conduct-
ing the proceedings in such cases in
this House. There is certainly one
feature of the proposed rules of
which I approve, that is the first Rule
which contemplates a change in the
mode of selecting divorce committees.
I think the way in which these commit-
tees are now selected in this House is
improper, and I have often thought how
it could be remedied. Perhaps it could
be remedied in this way as well as in any
other-by appointing a carefully selected
committee at the beginntng of the session
to appoint all special committees to try
divorce cases. The great objection to
the present manner of selecting
those committees might be over-
come by adopting a rule of
this kind. For my own part I think it
would be well that gentlemen who take
charge of bills of divorce should not be
on the Committee to which they are re-
ferred ; because although it is the usual
practice in Parliament that a member
promoting a bill shall be on the Com-
mittee to which such Bill is referred,
still that is where the simple duties of
legislation alone intervene ; but the duty
of a committee on divorce is not so
much legislative as judicial, and there-
fore I do not think it right for a party
promoting a bill to be on such a Com-
.mittee. In regard to the manner of
selecting committees we might very
easily make an improvement and what-
ever may be the result of this motion, I
hope we may be able to arrive at some
conclusion which will be an improve-
ment on our present mode of appointing
committees of divorce.

HON. MR. POWER-When the bon.
gentleman from Barrie did me the honor
qf asking me to serve on this committee,

HON. MR. MILLER.

I told him I had no objection. After
the declaratiôns made by the hon. gen-
tleman from Ottawa, and the two hon.
gentlemen who succeeded him (Hon.
Mr. Pelletier and Hon. Mr. Miller), I
find that I am placed in a somewhat
awkward position ; but I do not see
any sufficient reason why I should recede
from the ground which I have taken.
If the object of this committee was to
introduce a system of divorce which had
not previously existed, then I should feel
that I had no business on the committee.
If the object was to make the granting
of divorce easier than it is at present, I
should feel, belonging to the church I
do belong to, that I could not consci-
entiously serve on the committee ; but
as I do not understand that the hon.
gentleman from Barrie has either of
those objects in view, but rather on the
whole to render divorce more difficult
to obtain than otherwise, I think
that I shall be quite justified
in serving on the committee. I concur
in what the hon. gentleman from Rich-
mond has said as to the appointment of
a Standing Committee to nominate com-
mittees to try the different divorce cases.
The objection which suggests itself to me
as to the mode proposed by the hon.
gentleman from Barrie, of having one
committee to try all divorce cases is
that if we followed out that mode of
procedure we should have a number of
the best minds of the House on this
Select Committee for the trial of divorce
cases. I should say that in the future
we shall average not less than half
a dozen divorce cases a Session, and
the consequence would be that we
should have sevep of the best men in
the House who would be practically
taken away from the other bu'iness of
the Session.

HON. MR. GOWAN-I think not.

HoN. MR. POWER-I think the trial
of those divorces would occupy the time
of that Committee probably the whole of
the business portion of the Session, and
for that reason I doubt the wisdom of a
select committee to try all livorce
cases. I think it would be wise to con-
sider the suggestion made by the hon.
gentleman from Richmond, that is that
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a select committee should have the duty
Of aPpointing the committees to try the
cases, and not the duty of trying them.
I quite concur in the feeling expressed
by the hon. gentleman from Richmond
that a party to a judicial proceeding
should not have the nomination of the
Court that is to try him. I think the
court should be selected either as the
hon. gentleman suggests, by a committee
carefully chosen to do that duty, or that
it should be selected by lot much in the
Way the old election committees in the
Other House were chosen.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I have
always been opposed to and protested
against the present mode of conducting
divorce cases. The uncertainty of the
Procedure in the forms, modes and

idminary safeguards renders the cases
generally very unsatisfactory. I may
saY with my hon. friends, I am very
sorry that the hon. gentlemen who have
sPoken have objected to serving on the
committee because they are not in favor
of divorce. For my part I am in favor
of the scriptural rule that there is only
One cause for which divorce should be
granted, and opposed to facilitating
divorces or enlarging or extending the
causes for which divorce should be
granted. I think we are indebted
to My hon. friend from Barrie
for having introduced this ques-
tion. It takes from me many of the
objections which I had to the Parliament
of Canada considering those cases, and
for favoring a Divorce Court in order tosecure correct judgments and decisions.
Certainly my hon. friend has given a
great deal of thought and consideration
to this subject, and from what I see before
me the suggested improvements are de-
sirable, whilst there are others that might
b added. I may say I have had the
Pleasure of conferring with my hon.
trend in previous sessions as regards,he objections I had, not only to our
Imperfect, haphazardous and unsatisfac-
torY rules of procedure, but to serving on
a COlnittee in such cases, It was evi-
dent that some of us gentlemen belong-
"g to the legal profesfion observed andcoftended for as far as we could certain
Fuies of evidence and of procedure andotder, which to many who were not of

the same mind were not considered ot
sufficient importance to be guided by,
apd it opened the way to laxity in the
trial of those cases, which did not please
the sensitive feelings of those who desired
everything to be done in conformity with
rules of law and order, with a view to a
correct judgment and decision in the
cases, and there was a large amount of
uncertainty in the form of some judg-
ments which were given. There were
many cases in which, I know myself, the
decisions were not uniform. In some
cases we have relieved the woman, the
petitioner, from a marriage and have
not put in a clause that she could marry
again, or that she should possess the
same rights as if the first marriage were
not solemnized. Then in many cases
the question would arise as to whether
the respondent should be allowed to
marry again. I have always been in favor
of both parties to a divorce being allowed
to marry again, in the interests of good
morals, after divorce was granted. Then
with regard to the parties being allowed to
marry again, some of the bills provided
that they cotild marry other persons, but
there was nothing to permit them
marrying each other again. There was
a great deal of uncertainty as regards
many of the bills which was granted by
this House. The procedure in those
cases was certainly always uncertain and
imperfect and hazardous, and I may say
that the selecting of a select standing
committee for this purpose is what I have
always contended for. To me it was
most unsatisfactory, and affected my
sensibilities to find that the promoter of
the bill, a person evidently in favor of
the divorce which he was promoting
had the power to select his own
committee, and then to sit on that
committee. It was to me unsatisfactory
from the beginning, and always preju-
diced my mind greatly as regards the
finding. I have always, during the years
I have been in the House, entertained
the same objection, and I am glad to see
my hon. friend who has brought in this
motion, after having a short experience
in those matters, has largely come to the
same conclusion as myself. When we
have a select committee, no doubt we
will have uniformity of practice, more
expeditious trials, and more correct
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judgments on the cases that come before
us. My hon. friend spoke of the
mode of procuring the evidence. In
civil cases we allow de bene evidence to
be taken, and out of the Province, by
commission, It has come before us on
many occasions whether we should allow
evidence to be taken by a commissioner.
That rule is adopted in civil cases, but
as divorce is a quasi criminal matter, I
agree with my hon. friend that the evi-
dence of the witnesses should come
before the court direct. There are
many things in the paper which my
hon. friend has placed before us,
for our guidance and to guide himself,
in the remarks which he has made, in
which I concur. Without making fur-
ther comments on the case, I feel «that
we are highly indebted to my hon. friend
for the care and attention he has given
this matter, and the importance of the
suggestions he has laid before us.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Feelin'g as I do,
a very deep interest in the subject which
the hon. gentleman from Barrie has so
fully and ably brought before this House,
I earnestly hope that the suggestion
which he has made, and the statements
he has laid before this House, may -re-
ceive the careful and earnest considera-
tion, not only of the House but of the
special committee to which he proposes
to refer them ; and for that reason I
think it will be a matter very greatly to
be regretted if some of the most able
legal minds in the House should perse-
vere in their determination not to serve
upon that committee. I would fain hope
that perhaps further consideration might
induce them to withdraw that determin-
ation. If I understand right, especially
what fell from the hon. gentleman fron
Ottawa, his objection to it is that he is
opposed to divorce in toto. While my
hon. friend feels very strongly upon that
point, I do not suppose he anticipates
that it is at all likely that the power of
granting divorce will ever be taken away
from this House ; therefore it seems to me
that there would be nothing inconsistent
for one holding those views, assisting
this committee in lessening the evils that
attend granting divorces, in avoiding any
unnecessary f-cilities for granting them,
and in guarding the power given to this

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

House as much as possible, so far as in
us lies, to protect our own country from
the evils which have been so eloquently
pictured by the mover of this resolution
as existing in other countries and more
especially in the neighboring republic.
I am very glad that the hon. gentleman
from Halifax has consented to serve
upon this committee, and I trust my
hon. friend from Richmond will yet see
that there is nothing inconsistent in his
endeavoring to improve the proceedings
in this House, so long as we have the
procedure here, ind so long as we have
divorce cases brought up to be disposed
of here, to make thern as perfect as they
can be.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I am sure that
the hon. gentleman from Barrie entirely
mistakes the impression made on this
House, and undervalues himself if he
doubts the high appreciation of the
valuable information he has laid before
us in the vere able argument with which
he has sustained his motion. Whatever
may be the opinions of bon. members as
to the propriety of divorce, there can be
no doubt-in fact everyone seems to
concur in the idea, that the rules which
we have at present are imperfect; and
it would be therefore for the advantage,
and tend to the preservation of the
dignity of this House to have the rules
recast in a form which is intelligible, and
which would be properly applicable to
the subject for which they are intended.
Under the circumstances I think that
my hon. friend's motion is one of very
great importance, and likely to prove of
great advantage. I entirely concur in
what has been said by my bon. friend
opposite as to the propriety of having
men most experienced in the practice of
this House and the law of Parliament to
assist in the framing of those rules, and
I venture to think also that they
might join in that work without
being met by abstract opinions as
to the morality of granting divorces. I
trust some of them may yet see their way
to reconsider their decision, and that
they will allow themselves to be put
on this committee in order to obtain the
best rules we can have. Those hon.
gentlemen know the defects of the pres-
ent system, and they, as well as any other
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gentlemen in the E-ouse, are qualified to
say what .should be the form to be adopt-
ed. I do not say anything about the
rules themselves which have been laid
before us, but they seem to indicate
iuch care in their preparation and a
thorough appreciation of what is desired
and needed. The Government have no
objection to the committee ; on the con-
trary they entirely approve of it.

11ON. MR. GOWAN-I think it is
due to myself and to the House that I
should say a word or two on the subject
before any further action is taken. I
was exceedingly anxious that the com-
mittee should as fully as possibly repre
sent the views of the House and of all
parties in the House ; and I was especi-
ally desirous that gentlemen of large
Parliamentary experience such as thehon. gentlemen from Richmond and
Quebec and others should be upon the
cOmmwTittee. I have studiously consider-
ed how far I could go without wounding
the religious sensibilities of any man in
this House, and all I have done has
been in that direction. I thought andfeit that while hitherto the Roman
Catholics in this House have taken a
mere passive position on this question,tbey might be induced to take another,
and one that would not conflict with
their .settled convictions as to the mor-ality of granting divorce. I knew thatgentlemen of the Roman Catholic faith
In the United States had taken an earn-
est Part with the divorce league in order
to promote sound legislation-in other
WOrds to better the procedure in theUlnited States, and I had hoped that the

gentlemen members of the Roman
h oic Chnrch in this House would

d adopted the same course. I de-Sired to speak with certainty upon theSubject, and to have something definiteUpon the subject before I acted ; conse-cuently I asked a clergyman in this.coyty who was acquainted with Mr.
to)e tSecretary of the Reformed League
t' Wlte to him and ascertain what thePn iton was with regard to the co-opera-
tateof Catholic gentlemen in the UnitedStates, and I received from my friendthe Reverend Mr. Barnes just before Ileit home this letter -

CHRIST CHURC REcTORY,
February 17, 1888.

My Dear Senator Gowan:
I wrote to the Rev. Mr. Dike, the Secre-

tarv of the National Divorce Reforni League,
as you requeeted, touching the cô-operation
of Eoman Catholics in the movemient.

I have received his reply. Be says it%
substance that.the influence of the Catholics
is excellent; that the editor of the Catholic
Review cordially approves of the work, and
speake pleasantly otit in his journal ; that
Profèssor Robinson, LL.D., of Yale Law
School, served two years on the Executive
Committee, and the Rev. T. Bodfish, of
Boston, Vicar-General, sympathizes and
appearedwith them belore the Massachueetta
Legislature. And in addition to this the
League has reason to expect still more de-
cided co-operation from the Roman Catholic
factor in this reform in the future.

I reniain,
Very sincerely yours.

(Sgd.> WILLII HENRY BARNEs.

This Divorce Reform League in the
United States does not attempt, because
I suppose they find it would he futile to
do so, to secure an enactment that there
shall be no divorce in that country, but
its scope and operation is simply to
secure better administration of the law
and to oppose barriers against the vile
system that now prevails, and I had
hoped that there would be as much
liberality amongst gentlemen of the
Roman Catholic faith in this country as
is to be found in the United States.
These are reasons which made me
desirous to have the gentlemen who
appear unwilling to serve upon the
Committee appointed as inembers of it,
and I was particular to have Mr. Scott,
Mr. Miller, Mr. Pelletier, Mi. Power and
others from their long Parliamentary
experience, their position as lawyers, and
their great ability, as they would have
assisted largely in arriving at a proper
solution of the question. The rules
which I have laid on the table are
prepared more for the purpose of
discussion than as presenting complete-
ness in detail. I am not so much in
love with my own opinion or my own
notions as to suppose that I could
produce at once anything more perfect
than any hon. gentleman in this House
who was conversant with the law ; but I
thought it necessary to show the gud
modo as well as the principle I sought to
have adopted. Therefore it is due to the
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House, and due to the Committee that
I should give them the material for
discussion. It was in that aspect I
presented it, and also as a convenient
way of explaining the different points I
referred to. My own idea on the subject
first was to have a committee appointed
something in the way the hon. gentleman
from Richmond suggested ; but I thought
that perhaps it might meet with
objections, and the leaning of my mind
would be a committee appointed
something in that way either by ballot or
by some other means securing the best
men in the Senate. I am not wedded
to this particular mode of appointing a
committee. But in adopting it I have
the authority of the highest legislative
body in England, the House of Com-
mons. That is the practice there,
because they still retain to Parliament
the right of divorce in India and else-
where; therefore I adopted that more
for the purpose of discussion than as a
settled thing. Now, there is a broad
question underlying the whole of this,
which hon. gentlemen have not referred
to, and that is the power of the House
to deal with the subject as in making a
law. It must never be forgotten that
although the proceedings are quasi
judicial, the power of Parliament is
absolute. We can be bound to no rules
except such rules as are our own adop-
tion or as we prescribe ourselves, and
we have the power to declare to-morrow
that it is inexpedient that divorce should
be granted in any case whatever. If it
was not late, and the House would bear
with me, I would state what are my
general views on this subject, and I have
speçiil reasons for thinking Parliament
is a better tribunal than any court could
be.

When expressing an opinion that I did
not think it desirable nor in the best in-
terests of the community that Parliament
should divest itself of control in divorce
by establishing a Divorce Court with
power to dispose of such cases, I did not
enter upon the considerations which led
me to that conclusion.

In respect to the broad view of the
question, and to that only I now address
myself, I would say I am in the first
place unwilling that divorce should be
recognized as a general private right,

HON. MR. GOWAN.

treated as one of the ordinary incidents
of marriage, made part of the genera
law of Canada. Divorce has been placed
under the power of Parliament, and I
accept the position-nay more, I think it
would be safer and better for the Cana-
dian people if the power of Parliament
in this particular was extended to every
Province in the Dominion. I cannot
accept the view that marriage, a divinely
instituted ordinance, is to be treated as a
mere contract. If the status of husband
and wife is to be altered, let it be done
by the highest tribunal in the land, in
the unfettered exercise of its paramount
power of législation.

I say paramount power, for there can
of necessity be nothing to force or cripple
the action of Parliament, or the Consti-
tution would be at an end.

Parliament is not bound to pass a law
altering the status of husband and wife,
whatever may be the facts. In all and
every case it may decline to pass the law
acting in its legislative capacity. Indeed
it could affirm the indissolubility of
marriage under any circumstances. The
power of Parliament is boundless, acting
within constitutional limits. True, it
has not refused to pass special Acts in
cases appearing to require relief and
where public morais and public safety
did not thereby appear to be imperiled.
But in al[ cases it was making a law.

Parliament, I take it, may follow the
known ways of proceeding, or it may
create new. It is absolutely untramelled
in the free exercise of its sovereign
power. Any diminution or modification
of this power must spring from itself. It
may act upon any evidence deemed sat-
isfactory or it may declare that such and
such a mode of proof shall be submitted.

In speaking of the Laval case last
Session I referred in a general way to
this. I said:

" Parliament is no doubt supreme, and in
its legitimate sphere of operation is not sub-
ject to control or review by any court in or
out of the Dominion-the ordinary courts
expound the law Parliament makes and
enacts. Considerations of moral effect or of
expediency may well be allowed to influence
in any measure before Parliament, for the
supreme law is the welfare of the people-
individuals may suffer, individual rights be
diminished or abrogated that the greatest
possible good may be wrought for the great-
est possible number for salus populi suprema

.74 •
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est ex. I have and believe the Parliament
01 Canada wIl ever be animated by the
andhe e' iderations and wil act in a wiseand teniperate spirit-so that its doings will
always commend theinselves to all temper-
ate and thinking men who never judge
rashly and hastily. But should it be made
SaPpear that the well being of eociety may
. CO.promised by a particular hne of act.Ion, right and truth and the vellfare of the
People cannot be conceded even to amiable
"Ympathies.

I arn exceedingly desirous that men ofthe great ability and the long standing ofthose gentleman named should be on the
cOnmittee and if I understood my hon.
friend fron Richmond he desired that
the mnatter should stand over 'o enablethose hon. gentlemen to confer togetherand see if they could reconsider their
decision not to act upon the Committee.
. I am quite willing to accept that viewIf the House will sanction it. I have no
objection that the debates shall be post-
Poned. My simple desire is to make an
e frQrt to guard against the danger that Ithjfk threatens us and for the purity ofthe home and family. If hon. gentle-
'en will assist me in that I shall be verygrateful I know not what the resultmay be. I believe I have done my dutyand if I am right and acting according
to the will of God it will be carried
Sooler or later ; if I am not I hope it
hQay be crushed at once. I am in thehands of the House, and if any gentle-
'han desires to niove the adjournment ofthe debate I am satisfied, or if it is de-
8irable to complete the committee byidding more names to it I would leave
't to some hon. member to propose, or

Wilt myself propose additional names.

or de MR. VIDAL-I have no inten-
tsn or desire to speak on this question
carnPly wish to afford an opportunity tomarry out the suggestion which has beenade that hon. members shall confer
the r n order that they may see if
that can act on this committee. I move
day afte debate be adjourned until thea' ter to-morrow.

frO R. SCOTT My hon. friend
tio Barrie in the course of his observa-t'o thasI think, unfair to myself and

tion o agree with me on this ques-
iliber t ttr ibuting to us motives of

i -bHis words were that he

hoped we would be as liberal as some
gentleman on the other side of the line
who professes the saine creed that I do.
When the hon. member proposed the
names of myself and others who object
to divorce, it did seem inconsistent that,
holding the views we do, we should be
asked to assist in framing laws for the
carrying into practice the granting of
divorces. It seemed to my mind, at all
events, quite improper that we should
act since we are opposed to divorce, and
do not recognize the right of any person
or body, even the Parliament of Canada,
to separate those whom God hath joined
together. There is abundant material
in this House to frame rules without
appealing to those who are opposed
in toto to the granting of divorces
to assist in the work. For my-
self, I have nothing to reconsider:
I cannot undertake assist in framing rules
for the carrying into operation of a
doctrine that I wholly disapprove of. To
my mind it is absurd on the face of it.

The motion was agreed to.

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENI-
TENTIARY.

ORDER POSTPONED.

The Order of the day having been
called

That the HoN. MR. Bellerose will draw
the attention of the hon. members of the
Senate to the blue-book, intituled: " Sup-
plementary Report on Penitentiary for the
year endng the 30th, June 1886," with
reference to the troubles at the Penitentiary
of St. Vincent de Paul and the various state-
ments and accusations made against him
in that book, certain of which are breaches
of the privileges of Parliament.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said-I
would request permission to let this mo-
tion stand until to-morrow, then to be the
first order of the day.

HON. MR. MILLER-I should like
to cal] attention to the fact that this
notice is something unusual in tLe pro-
ceedings of this House - in fact, is
irregular. I believe an understanding
was arrived at in my absence yesterday
that the hon. gentleman should have the
privilege of discussing the notice on the
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paper in its present form, but I think it
is not right that I should allow a false
precedent to be established without ob-
jection or comment. This notice simply
informs the House that the hon. member
will call attertion to a certain subject. I
have never known such a notice to be
placed on our paper before. In all such
cases the notice has been accompanied
by a question. That has been the prac-
tice in the House of Lords, and was in-
troduced into the Senate here by my
hon. friend from Saugeen division (Sir
David Macpherson) some years ago. I
do not wish to raise any objection to my
hon. friend proceeding with the discus-
sion of the subject on the paper, as I am
informed it was understood yesterday,
in my absence, that he should have
that liberty. There is, however, an-
other objection to this notice, which
is that it contains an opinion, and as the
notice must be looked upon in the
nature of a question, it is not iti order
that it should contain an inference or
opinion. I merely make these remarks
in order that the notice may not be re-
garded as a precedent hereafter.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I am not
quite sure whether the notice is out of
order, but if it is it can be changed by
adding a question to it I propose to
strike out the words expressive of an
opinion, and to add a question-what do
the Government propose to do in the
matter ?

HON. MR. DICKEY-As I have
been referred to in this matter I may be
allowed to say that my hon. friend from
Richmond is under a misapprehension
in supposing that there was any under-
standing that the hon. member from
Delanaudiere should have an oppor-
tunity to discuss this matter.
The only understanding that I know
of was suggested by myself. My
hon. friend said that he did not wish to
break any rule of the House, but as he
had been attacked in the English langu-
age and was not familiar with it he wish-
ed to have the opportunity of reading
his reply on the subject in English. He
asked for an expression of opinion, and
I immediately rose and stated that as
the matter to which he referred was

purely personal to himself and he wished
to make an explanation I thought the
indulgence of the House would be ex-
tended to him and that they would not
insist on enforcing the rule that he should
not read from a written, document. I
had no reference whatever to the langu-
age of this motion, my attention not
having been called to it. Since then my
attention has been directed to it and I
quite concur in the remarks of my hon.
friend from Richmond. He has not
only discharged a duty to the House,
but he has acted a kind part towards thé
bon. member who has the motion in
charge in calling his attention to the
irregularity. It is not desirable that any
of our rules should be infringed, and I
apprehend that this motion is open
to both objections which have been taken
to it, first that it is not in accordance
with the parliamentary practice which
has only recgntly been extended to allow
a debate in calling attention to a subject
unless it is concluded with a question,
and secondly because it states distinctly
that there has been a breach of the pri:
vileges of Parliament. I do not think
we will be prepared to put such resolu-
tion on our record until we satisfy our-
selves by proof that there has been such
a breach. It is assuming a thing before
it is proved, and I think under the
circumstances the hon. member had
better make his motion in the form of a
question, and omit the words expressing
an opinion, and in that way his motion
will corne with a better grace from him
and he will have a better chance of get-
ting a hearing.

HON. MR. MILLER - There is
another matter connected with this sub-
ject which is worthy the attention of the
House : the practice of the House of
Lords, as I have previously stated, which
has been recently adopted in this House,
is for a menber to give notice that he
will call attention to a certain subject
and then ask a qpestion of the Govern-
nient. The irregularity has prevailed on
such notices in this House of adjourning
the debate, which clearly should not be
done, because there can be no adjourned
debate where there is not a motiorn be-
fore the House, and such a question is
not a motion. I would point out to the

HON. MR. MILLER.
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leader of the House the service that he
WOuId render if when similar questions
are brought up which are likely to in-
volve lengthened debate he would see
that the rule is enforced. Any subject
which is calculated to create a discussion
can be easilv brought before the House
111 a regular way by a motion, but it is
altogether without precedent in English
Parliamentary practice and it is con-
demned by our own authority, Bourinot,
to permit adjourned discussions to arise
0'. motions of this kind. It is of course
quite open to any niember, as well as
the leader of the House, to prevent an
adjournment of such a debate, but it
would, perhaps be considered less invid-1ous in the leader of the House if he
would assume that duty.

"ON. MR. BELLEROSE - There
were two understandings yesterday. I
stated that my intention was to speak on
the Address because of the great scopeand latitude which it gave in addressing
the House, but I was prepared to give

ay and let the Address pass at once if
.should be allowed on the notice I had

given the sanie freedom of discussionthat would have been permitted in thedebate on the Address. That was thefrst understanding. Then I said that
having been attacked in a book published
ln English, it was only right that Ishould answer in English, and that as
"Y Position was a difficult one I had
Prepared my answer in writing and withthe permission of the House would readit- That permission was granted. Ifhank the hon.gentleman from Richmond
for having directed my attention to the
Objectionable features of my motion to-toy, because it gives me an opportunitytO rernOve them. He is so well posted
01 these subjects that I have no doubthe is right, but after the understanding
tht bas been arrived at I presurme there
with betno objection to my proceeding
the adis matter to-morrow. As to
ki Journment of a debate of this

iss I think it is implied in the per-
ad 0  given yesterday that it may belied, becau::e I had in view the
jOurity of having to ask for an ad-afer ment rather than protract a debate

r s o'clock. I knew that on aon Of this kind I might be stopped,

and if I were to begin now I should be
obliged to ask for an adjournm ent as it
is impossible that I could make my
defence in ten minutes. I wish to
let the motion stand until to-morrow
provided I am given the same permis-
sion then : otherwise I should have to
wait until there was a motion for
adjournment and then of course I could
bring up any subject at pleasure. I
would not like to be forced to do so,
since everything that I desire has been
arranged by the House. I want to have
the same privilege in speaking on this
subject now that I would have had if I
had discussed it in the debate on the
Address.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not under-
stand the hon. member from Richmond
to wish to shut off my hon. friend, but
to object to the general principle of ad-
journing debates on questions brought
up this way. On that p->int I hope the
hon. leader of the House will take time
for consideration before delivering an
opinion, because when his friends sat on
this side of the House it was customary
on motions of this kind to have debates
which ran over many days. The hon.
gentleman from Saugeen Division, on
two occasions, I think, originated de-
bates which ran over several days on
questions of this kind, and as the Senate
is not in the habit, as a rule, of talking
too much, I doubt the wisdom of cur-
tailing their liberties in this direction.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I am much
obliged to my hon. friend opposite for
making the suggestion, and I shall look
into it, and if the time comes to apply
the rule as he states it, we shall be in a
position to do so. If we have been
wrong in the past, as the hon. member
from Halifax says we have been, we
should correct our mistake.

The order of the day was discharged
and made the first order for to-morrow.

A CORRECTION.

HON. MR. MILLER-Perhaps this
House will allow me to correct a news-
paper misstatement of a personal nature,
as it is the first time I have ever asked a
similar permission, and if it were not that
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we have plenty of leisure on our hands
at present, I would not ask such permis-
sion now. I find it stated in a paper
published in the City of Quebec, L'Elec-
teur, that I arn to lead the Conservative
opposition to the Fisheries Treaty
in the Senate. As I come from the
centre of the great fishing industry
in Eastern Nova Scotia, and ought to
understand something about that in-
dustry, I do not wish to be misrepre-
sented regarding it. My views in rela-
tion to the Treaty recently signed at
Washington are correctly expressed in
the paragraph touching that subject con-
tained in the Address in reply to the
Speech from the Throne. I believe that
our Commissioners did the best that was
possible under very unfavourable circum-
stances, and instead of offering any op
position to the ratification of the Treaty,
when it comes before the Senate, I shall
give it my earnest support, and I believe
I will have no difficulty in finding con-
clusive arguments to justify the course I
intend to adopt.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottaw'a, Wednesday, FebruarV 291h, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock..

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

HER MAJESTY'S JUBILEE.

HON. MR. ABBOTT submitted a
copy of a despatch fron the Right Hon.
Sir Henry Holland, Secretary of State
for the Colonies, conveying the thanks
of Her Majesty for the joint Address of
the Senate and House of Commons of
Canada, offering their sincere congratu-
lations on the completion of the 5oth
year of her reign.

HON. MR. MILLER-This is the
second time this session that information
has been laid on the Table of the other
House the day before presenting it here.
I learned from the papers yesterday that
this despatch from the Colonial Office
had been received and presented in the
House of Commons.

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENI-
TENTIARY.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE rose to call
" The attention of the Honorable kem-

bers of the Senate to the Blue-Book, inti-
tu led : " Supplementary Report on Peni-
tentiaries for the year ending the30th .lune,
1886," with reference to the troubles at the
Penitentiary of St. Vincent de Paul and the
various statenents and accusations made
against him in that book, certain of which
are breaches of the privileges of Parlia-
ment

He said: Having prepared my
answer to this book, I will now with
your permission, hon. gentlemen, read
this written answer to the written attacks
made upon me in the book referred to
in the notice.

PRELIMINARV REN1ARKS~.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE gave notice
that he would on Friday move that when I regret that 1 feel bound to again
the House adjourns on Friday, the 2nd refer to this question of the troubles in
of March, it stand adjourned till the 2oth our Provincial Penitentiary (Quebec>.
March at 8.30 p. m. He said-My No doubt, hon. gentlemen are annoyed
reason for giving this notice is that there at the frequent references which are made
is very little for us to do at present. It to this penal institution, and were it not
is not usual to have much buisness for the great courtesy that hon. members
before us in the early part of the session, are in the habit of showing their col-
and by this adjournnent we lose only leagues, even if it happens that they be-
ten sitting days. It would give hon. core tedîous, I would have hesitated to
gentlemen who reside at a distance an bring this matter again before the Senate,
opportunity to go home and to return on though I must say the circumstances in
the toth. which I have been placed by the Govern-

MR. MILLER.
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ment and by an employé of theirs, forced
Me to take this step, and show the other
Side of the case. To this day I have said
the least I could, so that no one, not
even guilty parties, should suffer from
statements of facts with which I am
acquainted, and which, if known, would
compromise, before the proper time,
those who were their authors. Session
after session I raised my voice and called
the attention of this Parliament to the
necessity of having a most searchin,
enIquiry into the charges made inside as
well as outside Parliament against officials
whose position required that they should
be blameless. I have usually spoken in
a general way, so that no man, evep of
those who were accused, should suffer
uInless an enquiry left no doubt as to the
guilty party. What have been the
consequences ? I have been calumniated

parties who knew that I was alluding
to them, set to work in the dark to
create unjustly against me a sense of
hostiity and render me odious to the
Government and particularly excite the
animosity of the Minister of Justice,
One, protected by the departmental
secrecy, used his advantage against me,
by naking all kinds of false assertions
and Uttering the vilest calumnies, thinking
at the same time they would never rtach

y ears. His libel assumed the follow-
iflg form:-

That I acted through vengeance-that
Wished the penitentiary to become my

POlitical engine, working for my own
nflterest. Not further back than yesterday,

the 27th inst., Government organs
reiterated this assertion-that I meddled
too much with this institution-that I
had a'very bad character---that there was
no manliness in me, etc., etc.

d his individual went so far in hisdeternination to injure me and cast dis-Credit on my statements, so that myforts to have a full investigation shouldalot be favorably entertained, that he even
Made Use of private conversation which

a had together at the time of our inti-
5flaY. A case in point is found at pagep56 of the Blue Book, with which I proPose to deal to-day. It is in the follow-Ing Words:

utin Belerose niay have assQisted in cre-
nn5thi8 flie impression on the Warden'i

o , accordini to his own êtatement, madi
&c.»>in MY o ce, here, last April, &c.,

Hon. gentlemen, you need not be sur-
prized at such ungentlemanly conduct on
the part of the Inspector, however incred-
ible it may be. Inspector Moylan did
more than that. However'audacious he
may be, I defy him to deny that in vio-
lation of his pledge that he would never
make use of a confidential letter written
by an officer under his control, to a mem-
ber of the Government, the contents of
which he was made aware of accidentally.
He did make use of the letter, even
menaced this official because he asked for
a certificate of good conduct, until the
certificate was given. I hold the docu-
ment I am referring to in my hands.

I am not at all sorry that the Inspec-
tor made use of our private conversations,
and that he has broken the seal which
has prevented me to this day from using
certain documents which I have
in my hands, and certain conversations
which I considered I could not repeat
without breaking the seal of our intimacy.
Ever since he has thought fit to break
the tacit contract which always exists
between gentlemen who are intimate
friends, I did not use the right which his
violation of the secrecy gave me, but
waited, in hope that such a war against
me would cease. It did not, but on the
contrary it has passed all limits in the
blue book I have already referred to,
and even in his annual report for 1886-
87, which was published and distributed
some few weeks ago,he renews his attack
upon me by referring again to false
assertions of his which are found in the
blue book that I have already alluded
to. I am therefore put on self defense
and so forced to use all honest and
legitimate means to state the facts as
they stand. To do this i will use only
official documents which I nay know.of,
as far as I can possibly do so, but if it
happens that I need to make use of
private documents which I may have
received from the Inspector, to make up
my case, then I intend exercising the
privilege that his conduct has given me
of using private conversation that we had
together, and private documents in Iiis
own handwriting.

Such were the means employed
against me, the motives attributed to
me, and the charges made against me
by my adversaries, with the hope that
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this would create bad feeling towards me
and induce the Government to refuse
the granting of a serious investigation.
To ail their charges I remained perfect-
]y silent, but still pleaded for an invest-
igation. My prayer, however, was totally
ignored by the Government. In March,
1886, I expressed fears that something
wrong might occur in the prison and
that the Government would regret such
a dereliction of duty on their part. A
few weeks later, on the 24 th April a
revoit took place-one convict was shot
dead, the warden was mortally wounded,
other officers and three or four other
convicts were wounded; and two of the
wounded officers have since had to be
pensioned.

Then, and not until then, the Govern-
ment became alive to the situation of the
prison. They were now quite convinccd
that a most thorough enquiry must be
made. On the 28th April, that is to say
four days after the revolt, I gave notice
in the Senate that I would on a future
day make application to the Government
for a minute examination to be made
into the causes, remote and proximate,
of the revoit and to redress the griev-
ances from which the prison was suffer-
ing. The Inspector having heard of my
notice thought he would try to prevent
such an investigation, which must cover
the whole ground of his action, and
which he felt must endanger him. He
wrote, on the 3rd of May, from the
Penitentiary of St. Vincent where he had
gone on the 3 oth April, to the Deputy
Minister of Justice, making the follow-
ing charges against me :-(See page 3'9
of the supplementary report on Peniten-
tiaries for 1886.)

" On the evening of the revolt and the
following Easter Sunday evening, Mr. Belle-
rose, as I an formed by the Deputy War-
den, Chief K r, the Surgeon, and others
acted within the prison walls in the most
outrageons manner, denouncing in violent
language the Government, the Minister
of Justice, and my humble self, in the
hearing of the convicts and of several
strangers from Montreal. I told the acting
warden he should have ordered him out of
the prison and that if he did not go at his
bidding, he ought to have employed the
force neeessary to expel him. Were an en-
quiry made to-morrow and that man sum-
moned to give evidence, he would not give
any of his own knowledge worth a pinch of
snuff. It is the same with his lieutenant,

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

the foreman of the Coroner's Jury, and yet
these are the men, who insist upon the Gov-
ernment spending thousands of dollars on
another commission."

At page 318 the Inspector also states
" The Acting Warden and Chief Keeper

reported to me that on the occasion men-
tioned this person in the heariig of Mr.:W.
Clendenning, Mr. Harper of the Montreal
Witness, Messrs. H. Bergeron, M.P. and E.
Glonbensky, of themselves and of some of
the covic's," made use ofinsultinglanguage
towards the Honorable Minister of Justice
and the Inspector, Mr. Moylan, using the
words rascal, pige, saying the cause of the
revolt was due to them and the Govern-
ment," &c.

Again in his last annual report (1886-

87), the Inspector alludes to this out-
rageous calunny, in the following words
(page 28):

"The mischievous interference of med-
dling outsiders in the affaire of the Peniten-
tiary-which caused so much disorder and
led to no end of dissension and disorganiza-
tion among the officers and of want of con-
fidence in the administration-is no longer
allowed. The authorities of the prison have
received instruction to see that such chara-
(ters conduct themselves with propriety,
when admitted as visitors, witthin the walls,
and expel them should they inisbehave."

Were I forced to qualify the statement
of the Inspector, contained in the last
but one sentence of the first quotation, I
would have to call it a lie deliberately
uttered, since this man knew that I could
give evidence of my own knowledge.
Had he not himself some time before
put questions to me, and had I not an-
swered upon oath that a conspiracy ex-
isted agaikst the Warden, and that I had
written to him (the Warden) to be on
his guard, that I knew of a party in
Ottawa who was working in the dark to
injure him ? What effect had these
words on the Inspector ? It shut his
mouth, and he dare not go further. Was
it not his duty to ask who the party was,
and what ground I had to make such a
serious charge ? Surely it was. But he
did not do it, and yet he dishonestly
states that " should an inquiry be made,
"I could not give evidence of my own
"knowledge." Then, if you ask, hon.
gentlemen, Why such a lie? my answer
comes quite naturally, it is, as every other
calumny made against me was, to excite
the feelings of his chiefs, the Minister
and his deputy, and induce them to re-
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fuse an investigation. But his letter was and explained the difficulty of his posi-
useless, or it came too late. The Gov- tion. He reminded the Secretary of
ernment pledged themselves on the 5th
Of May to make a serious and minute
enquiry into the circumstances of the
revoit and into all the trouble which had
happened there for the last four years.
(&e &nàte Debates.)

The Inspector, having so far failed,
made increased efforts to convince his
chief, the Minister of Justice, that I was
a very bad man, a mean man, a bad
character and consequently that my
prayer for an investigation into the causesof the troubles in that prison, Fhould not
be favorably entertained. These new
efforts of the Inspector were a success,
indeed a greater one than the Inspector
had anticipated, and certainly greater
than he wished it to be. The hon.
ruinister becoming convinced by all the
statements of the Inspector that I was a
contenptible man, thought that it was
best to allow the enquiry, to establish my
guilt and ruin my reputation. I find in
the Hansard of the Commons, that hav-
Ing been questioned as to this painful
event, the revoit, and as to the course heWould follow in the matter, the Minister
had forgotten himself to the extent of
Charging me behind my back, withhaving been the cause of the revolt
add ing that under such circumstances auulte and complete investigation was an
absolute necessity and that he felt it hisduty to see that it should take place.
This had the effect of a bomb in the
Inspector's camp. What will they do ?
ter due consultation it was decided

that new efforts should be made to
ange the issue and prevent the enquiry.
Th nspector set to work, and helped as

he Was, succeeded in convincing the
ister, his chief, that an inquiry would

th a mnistake, that it would be wastingthe People's money for no good purpose.
his the Minister had solemnly pledgedhi honor to both Houses of Parliamentwhata mnute and complete investigation,
bottoi Would show what was at the
latt' of the difficulties this prisor hadred under, would be made.hie found himself in a blind-alley from
wc il seemed to hini difficult to,
eard: What will he do? He had

a t Stated that the Secretary of Stateam aster intriguer. He went to hirm6 g

State that a minute investigation would
most probably make it impossible for
him to appoint hisprotege Warden of the
Penitentiary ; that during the trial of
those convicts who had been most con-
spicuous in the revoit, it had become
apparent that the conduct of some of the
superior officers, amongst whogi was
his protege, at the time of the revoit and
even before, had not been what it should
have been. The Minister of Justice
then read some extracts from Montreal
newspaperswhich hadgiven a full account
of the proceedings in such trials before
the Court of Queen's Bench. "Let us
take some time and think over what is
best forusto do underthe circumstances,"
was the answer of the Secretary of
State. A few days after this gentleman
came to the Minister of Justice
and said :-" Hypocrisy and intrigue will
overcome the difficulty. You promised
a solemn investigation at the request of
Senator Bellerose. Very well, then he is
the party whom you must try to deceive.
Never mind your friends in both Flouses
-for good or for bad they will stand if
the Government requires it. This is the
way you will do it," continued the Secre-
tary of State ; " I will help you. We
will leave Ottawa together for Montreal ;
the next day we will drive to the Peni-
tentiary (a twelve miles' drive). On our
arrivai at the prison you will write a note
to the tenacious Senator, inviting him to
meet you there. We both will be accom-
panied by shorthand writers so that Mr.
Bellerose may be better deceived, and
we will feign to make the investigation
promised. Bellerose will certainly be
caught, and we will whitewash any one
of those whom a minute investigation
would blacken.» Both Ministers having
agreed to adopt the course suggested,
they left Ottawa on the 9 th of December,
1886. On the ioth the Minister of
Justice sent the following telegram:-

MONTREAL, December 10th, 1886.
To the Ron. Senator .Bellerose, St. Vincent

de Paul:
Secretary of State and I visit Penitentiary

to-day. Wili send letter to your residenoe
as to object of vieit. Please rush.

(Signed) J. S. D. THoxrsor.
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This dispatch was brought to my
house at eleven o'clock a. m., by the
operator himself. At about fifteen
minutes after noon an officer of the
Department of Justice, who accompanied
the Minister of Justice, came to my
house and presented me with the follow-
ing letter:

MONTREAL, December 10th, 1886.
DEAR SiR,-I intend to-day to make a

visit actonipanied by the Secretary of State,
to the Penitentiary of St. Vincent de Paul,
and intend to inake such enquirv as may
give me information as to the efficiency of
the statf'and the state of discipline in the
institution. i thought .t proper to give you
this intimation as [ inferreu from a conver-
sation which I had with vo scn- epf ne ago,
that you might possibly fhave some views to
present, during the visit, on the subject
which I have mentioned. We shall pro-
bably be at the penitentiaty the greater part
of the day, and il necessary, to-morrow.

I amu, yours truly,
J. S. D. TaompsoN.

HoN. SENATOR BELLEROSE.

To this note I gave the following
answer:
Translation.

"ST. VINCENT DE PAUL, Dec. 1Oth, 1886
" The HoN. MR. THOMPsoN,

Sia,-Your telegraphic despatch received
at eleven o'clock a. m., and your note at
12.15 p.n. You say: " I inferred from a
conversatùn which I had with you some
ime ago, that you might possibly have sone

viewa to present during the visit on the sub-
ject which I have mentioned." I regret to
say that I fail to recollect to have had with
you any conversation since the end of last
April, or the beginning of last May. I then
said to you the same thing which I spoke
from my seat in the Senate. You then an-
swered that you would have an investigation
made into all the difliculties of the peniten-
tiary and even see into the preceding en-
quiries. The Governrment made the same
promise in the Senate on the 5th May last.
Whenever you are ready for such an inves-
tigation I will be ready to give a list of par-
ties whom I wish to be called and give evi-
dence and will mysdif be ready to state what
I know.

(Signed)
I am,

Jos. H. BELLEROSE.

I myself went over to the Penitentiary
and handed this letter to Mr. Thompson.
He asked me to step into the office, and
having called in Deputy Warden Ouimet,
who then acted as Warden pro tem, he
asked me what were the charges I had
to make. I answered that the proceed-
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ings he was about to begin were not those
promised by the Government or by
himself. It was three o'clock. It was
absurd to think.of making such an inves-
tigation in one day ; it woulh take weeks.
After a few minutes of silence the Minis-
ter said, "All right, we will do the thing
as promised. Lay your charges." " I
charge," said I, " the Inspector and the
late Chaplain with being responsible for
the difficulties this prison has been labor-
ing under. I may say I act as the repre-
sentative, of those who have laid such
charger, either in the press or in public
documents." The Minister of Justice,
interrupting nie, said : "Have you
anything to say against any of the officrs
of the prison?" "Yes," was 'My reply,
" but I will not be caught. Their names
I will furnish when giving my evidence
against those I have named, and who are
considered the mo'st guilty parties."
"Very well," said Mr. Thompson, "give
us a list of such persons as are to be
summoned." "I will give a full list in
the morning, and for this day will give
sufficient to keep us at work for more
than the remainder of the week. Please,"
said I,"summon Mr. Warden Laviolette,
Messrs. J. E. Durocher, A. Catellier, H.
Demers, and G. Bertrand."

The Minister-Please give your evi-
dence.

Mr.Bellerose-I am ready the moment
I have been sworn.

The Minister-This is not necessary.
Mr. Bellerose-Then your intention

is to take evidence without oath ?
The Minister-Yes, but I will give

your statements the same attention I
would give them if you had been sworn.

Mr. Bellerose-This is nothing but a
farce to deceive the public and whiten
what is black. Moreover, public docu-
ments show that some of the officers of
this prison have before this sworn what
was not true, while some others have
sworn one day one way and in another
way some few days after. How will it
be when evidence will be taken without
the oath ? I cannot be a party to such
a bad work.

The Minister-You may withdraw.
I withdrew. The Minister of Justice

and Mr. Chapleau were accompanied by
the Deputy Minister of Justice. Another
officer of the Department of Justice, Mr.
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Leslie, was there as shorthand writer, as
also Mr. Bourbonnais, M. P. P., the two
Ministers thinking, it is said, they might
by so doing influence him sufficiently to
leave the ranks of the Conservative
Nationalists and go back to their own
Party. But Mr. Bourbonnais was too
mfuch of a gentleman to do such a thing.
lie did his work, took the money and
remained a true Conservative.

The two Ministers continued the farce
for a few hours and left the next day,
the 11 th. No doubt those hon. gentle-
men would have no objection to put be-
fore Parliament the evidence they then
took of the officers of the prison-but I
defy them both to show a sworn declara-
tion of those officers certifying that
every one of their state nients on that
day was true. Some of them have al-
ready acknowledged that having to
speak in presence of the officer who for
the time being was at the head of the
institution, they had to take care. His
love was better than his hatred and they
were not under oath. The Inspector
himself said of the then head man of
the prison-

" The Deputy Warden (Ouimet) is
rough and abrupt in his manners towards
the Officers and convicts."

No doubt those two Mirristers would
have no objection- to lay before Parlia-ment such evidence, taken in a few hours'
time and in the way I have just men-
loned. But I dety those two gentlemen
to submit any evidence which they may
have taken from outsiders. I defy theni
tO furnish the evidence they surely must
have taken of those witnesses whose
names I gave them-Messrs. Laviolette,
Iurocher, Catellier, Demers, Bertrand,
&c. I defy them to show the evidence
Of a single witness having any connexion
With the grave charge I then renewed
before them, in the name of those who
had already made them in the press and
elewhere. I defy them to put befor
tharliament the evidence given by the
then sick Warden, Mr. G. Laviolette, ilvWent to him.

This is the way the solemn promise olallminute and serious investigation into
ail the troubles of this Penitentiary wasredeeihed. This is the way the enquiry
which the Minister of Justice acknow-
ledgýj he was in duty bound to order,

was made when he found it might work
against the Government and injure some
of their supporters.

So far, at all events, the Inspector had
succeeded in escaping the danger with
which he was menaced. He could then
attempt some other means to remove all
other dangers which might arise. This
he did, as I will show before 1 resume
my seat.

I cannot leave this subject without
giving a most emphatic denial to the three
statements which the Inspector has
made against me in his letters that I read
a few minutes ago, as to my conduct on
the day of the revcIt and on the next
day, inside the walls of the prison.

ist. I emphatically deny the statement
which accuses me of having been excited
on the day of the revolt. I was at home
when the revolt began, when an officer
of the prison came to me in haste pray-
ing that 1 should go to the penitentiary,
that the warden was in the hands of the
convicts and most probably dead ;
that no one siened to take commrand
and that no doubt the prisoners
would succeed in their determination to
recover their liberty. Though undressed,
I lost no time in arriving at the prison,
where the gloomiest spectacle I ever met
with offered itself to ime. The warden
considered murdered, a certain number
of officers quietly sittin, in the keeper's hall
awating orders, convicts parading in the
yard where they were masters, and some
of the officers completely under their
control, etc., etc. But this is not the
time to give a detailed statement of the
revolt and of the conduct of certain offi-
cers of the institution, it would be use-
less to do this to-day ; I will wait for a
better time to do so.

Later on in the same evening, I went
to the infirmary, where I found the
wounded warden, and remained there
until late in the evening, after which I
returned to my home. I was not during
any part of this occasion more excited
than is usual with me when I have a
case at heart. But I did say, as I say
now, and as I have said a hundred times
before, that the Inspector primarily, and
then the Government, were responsible
for the revolt as well as for the. troubles
which had been agitating this institution
for years past.sJ,
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2nd. Referring now to the second Have I fot since repeatedly charged the
charge of the Inspector as to the next Government with this dereliction of duty
day after the revolt, 1 also positively and of having been, thereby, the
deny having used any such expressions cause of the revoit? I even wrote some-
as "rascal," " pig," &c. ; but I frankly thing similar in the press over my own
admit that I did, in an excited manner, signature, and did not hesitate to write
contradict the false statements made by in my letter of the 17 th Septerberi886,
Deputy Warden Ouimet and Chief to the Minister of justice
Keeper McCarthy to Messrs. Harper, of "Had Sir Alexander Campbell done as
the Montreal Wness, and other gentle- Iis predecessor (the Hon.James Macdonald)
men of that city. This is the way in did in 1879, and had appointed a commission
which it all occurred : I had no intention of disinterested and competent persons in
of entering the Penitentiary that day; every respect to reek out the cause of the

trouble@, peace and barmony would long mince
but passing in the street opposite to the have been established in the 1nstitution,and
institution, at about five o'clock in the we would not have had to deplore the un
afternoon, I met Mr. Bergeron, M. P., fortunate event orthe 24th April last Rad
and Mr. E. Globensky. Mr. Bergeron the same prudence which is used in private
asked me to accompany them to the matters been used in this one, the reauit
scene of the revolt. I accepted the in- would have been very different
vitation, and I accompanied them Thus, hon.%entlemen, you see that it
through the penitentiary yard. Having was quite naturai that I feit bound to
reached the spot where the convicts had affirr under the circurstances referred
made the greatest efforts to secure their to by the Inspector, the facts as I knew
liberty, we found the gentlemen I have they stood. But what seems most ex-
just mentioned speaking of the sad oc- traordinary is to find to-day this mdi-
currence of the previous day. Both vidual (the Inspector) giving me, involun-
Messrs. Ouimet and McCarthy were tarily, I am sure, credit for the ver.city
attributing the revolt to the lenient ad. of this stateent of mine, In his last
ministration of the Warden, who at the annual report, 1886-'87, he affirns. that
time was considered by the doctors (page xxvii) at the Penitentiary of St.
attending him to be on his deathbed. Vincent de Paul, under the regime, of
Thinking of the indignity of such lang- the new Warden (Mr. Ouimet)
uage from the mouths of those very men, l'he discipline, is much improved; the
who were charged with having been con- primoners obey the rules punctually and are,
tinually at war with the Warden for n officr, too, do
months past, and as it occurred to me fldelity and good wil. There are no factious
the sad effect it would have on the mor- parties, no diRsenqions, but ail act together
tally wounded Warden if anv comments lu iood accord. The staff is reported to be
of the kind should appear next day in the iudividtially efficient."
newspapers,. I raised my voice and said, If the disappearance of the head man
that the best evidence could be produced of one of the two parties which existed
to prove that all these troubles were due in the prison has produced s0 much good,
to the two parties, that of the Warden I was then iight the three or four years
and that of the Deputy-Warden, which past when I prayed and solicited the
existed in the prison ; and that the In- Government to remove the evil by dis-
spector and Government were responsible missing one of the chiefs of the two
for all such troubles, since they had been parties; and they were wrong, with their
informed of the true state of things, and Inspector, when they not only neglected,
had been asked to grant a thorough but even refused to do so, until convicts
investigation. I added that the enquiry did it by rising up in arms and
of 1884 had established that such was breaking one of the parties. But this
the state of things in the prison. Is it process of restoring peace has been an
at all extraordinary that I volunteered enterprise too costly both in money ex-
such an expression of opinion under the pended and lives Iost or endangered, to
circumstances referred to ? Had I not ailow me to join with the Government
before said so in this House on the and the Inspector in their congratulations
fouath day of March previous (h886)a? as tob the good resurts. Then the Inspec-

HoN. Mp- BELLEROSE
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tor refers to the efficiency of the present
staff. Hon. gentlemen, the staff is about
the same as it was under Mr. Laviolette's
administration with the exception of six
lew officers who have filled up the
Vacancies created by six of the best
Officers of the prison leaving, three after
having handed over their resignation
rather than submit to the ruling of men
whom the Government had promoted in
Spite of their conduct towards the late
Varden-and the three others on dis-

mnissal for their too great devotion to the
late Warden, as I will have occasion to
show before I am done. I defy both
the Minister and the Inspector to deny
thýt. those officers were amongst the
best of the prison. The names of the
Officers who resigned are Auguste Leduc,
J. B. Gauthier and A. Dequoy, and
IJurocher, I)esormeau and Lefaivre are
the names of those dismissed. No
doubt it was a great crime for Lefaivre
to be a relation of the late Warden
Laviolette.

1 will now refer to this other charge
rnade by the Inspector in his letter
Which I read a few minutes ago, that " I
used insulting language towards the
Minister of Justice, and the Inspector,
using the words rascal, >ig. I not only
deny emphatically this vile and mean
Calumny, but I will even bring the evi-
dence of those very gentlemen whom he
(the Inspector) and the officer actingunder his advice (Mr. Ouiniet) assert
Were present. Why, the report of the
Chief Keeper himself of the prison gives
te lie to the assertions of both the In-
Spector and the Deputy Warden (Mr.

u)"Tet). Let me read this report ofthe Chief Keeper, it is found at page
316 of the blue book and reads thus :_

8p. VINCENT DE PAUL PENITENTIARY,

c 29th April, 1886.
io Bi-Regarding the conduct and expres-

8ioF aade use of by Senator Bellerose, on
ouday last, in the prison yard, and which
o have ordered me to report in writing, I

eave 10 state that ae ap peared very ex-
cbe and sbouted in a loueit voice, Paying
the M..it Would cone to this, that he to Fd

a faister and the Government months
hIât here were two parties here, that

othler knew of it also, that one or the
te ought to be dismissed, that he told

rtpe nvernment so, but they were too cor-
etro do anythin good ;now we had an.el case, no ing done. Riel and this

convict shot, lie would expose it at Ottawa
and everywhere, and conitinued speaking for
sone time. There were several gentlemen
present who heard him railing in this man-
ner, and his voice and words could be heard
Ly many of the convicts.

RespectLully sulîmitted,
THos. MCCARTHY,

Chief Keeper."

Not a word in this about my using
such impolite expressions. The Blue-
Book contaning the charge was distri-
buted on the 3rd June 1887-. I imme-
diately wrote to those gentlemen men-
tioned as being present in or about in
the following words ;

OTTAWA, 3rd June, 1887.
Dr. Pominville.

Sir-Mr. Moylan assures me that you in-
formed him that on the day of the revoit
and also on the next day, Sunday, I had
made use of insulting language within the
walls of the Penitentiary, denouncing in
violent terns the Government, the Minister
of Justice and himself (Moyian) please let
nie know whethber this is true or whether it
1. taise.

Yours &c.,
Joe. H. BELLEROSE.

Here is his answer:

ST. VINcENT DE PAUL, 5th Jane, 1887.
To the Hon. J. H. Bellerose.

" Sir-In answer to your note of the 3rd
inst., I have to inform you that I am quite
surprised that Mr. Movian can have told
You so many things. Ilere are the facts:
This gentleman began stating that he had
been told that von were nuch exasperated
at the Governinent's conduct. I answered,
' Yes, he (Mr. Bellerosu) saya the Govern-
ment are responsible for the revolt, and
that lie had made thein aware of the
danger.'

As to having told Mr. Moylan that your
conduct inside the wallsof the penitentiary
had been outrageous on the day of the
revoit and on the following Suiday, and
that you had made use of any insulting
language towards the Government, the
Minister of Justice, and himself. I coin-
pletely deny it.

Truly yours,
J. T. PoxINVILLE."

Neither Mr. Harper, nor Mr. Clen-
denning, nor Mr. Bergeron, nor Mr.
Globensky were at the prison on the day
iof the revolt, but they were within the
walls on the next day. I wrote to those
gentlemen, asking if they recollected my
conduct there.

Mr. Harper replied in the following
words
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" CORNWALL, Ont., Tune 6th, 1887.

"Bon. Mr. Bellerose, Ottawa:
"<DEAR SiR,-I recollect the circumstances

of the St. Vincent affair, and your attack
upon the Government and the Inspector. I
recollect also, that you blaned the revoit
upon two parties pulling one against the
other in the Penitentiary. My impression
was that these were officiais. With regard
to your remarks about Moylan, they were,
I think, only incidental, and I an not so
clear upon then as upon the rest of your
remarks. I do not at this moment recollect
that you called hini any name, but you ap-
plied a few strong words to the causes of
the trouble, and said you had over and over
again represented the causes to the proper
quarters without any good result. I think
it would be better to take the report in the
Witness as corroborative of what yoa said
at the time. It will contain the gist, shorn
of what you said that was fiery-for I nust
say I was surprised at your heat, and omit-
ted remarks that I considered you would not
have used in a more reflective moment.
Hoping that natters at St. Vincent have
assumed a more peaceful aspect since iny
enforced visit to its peaceftil banks and
groves, believe nie,

Yours truly,
"JAMES !IARPER."

Having looked into the îitness, as
indicated by Mr. Harper, I find this
scene reported in that newspaper on the
26th April, two days after the revoit, in
the following words :

" Yesterday afternoon Coroner Jones was
upon the scenie * * * There were groups of
newspaper reporters, nembers of Parlia-
ment and others and anong tlem Senator
Bellerose. Ail these gentlemrien took or
gave evidence as to prison discipline and
other matters. Mr. Bergeron, M. P. Mr,
Globensky, Mr. W. Clerdenning and otlers
stood around and talked, but Senator Belle-
rose was the loudest. Setnator Bellerose
arrainged in a loud bone of voice, the Gov-
ernment of the day for the whole business.

"' I am not afraid to speak and I say to
vou if it were not that there are two parties
n this place, the affair would not have hap-

pened. They had enquiries and enquiries
and they were a shaiml. I told the Govern-
ment not long ago, tlhat ntil one of those
parties thit are pulhing against each other
are put out, there will be this sort of thing.

"'Yon need not say no,' lie remarked, as
one of the officiais shook his head; 'you
know it is so.'

" This was pretty plain talk in presence
of two leading officiais of the prison and
within earshot of the convicts. Our reporter
remarked quietly: ' Do vou not think these
convicts will hear you, Senator ?'

"'I do not care whether they do or not.
These men know ail about it; they know

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

more than I do. They laugh at these guards.
They do not care for them at ail.' And so
on in the same style."

Then in another column of the same
journal I find :-

"It is well known that the Warden, Mr.
Laviolette, who now lies at the point of
death from wounds at the hands of the con-
victs, was always at daggers drawn with the
other chief officers."

Also-

" It is understood that there is some
political root to ail this trouble."

Indeed, gentlemen, I was happy that
convicts heard me stating that I would
do my duty and would work to bring
peace between the niembers of the staff
and have things so arranged that such
evils as those we had already heard of,
as well as those we presently witnessed,
should no more happen in the future. It
was telling them that their joy would soon
have an end. That the convicts knew
ail the difficulties which existed and the
dislike which existed between the first
subalterns of the prison and the Warden
is, as stated by the reporter above men-
tioned, well known. Pretty good evi-
dence of convicts having such knowledge
was given during the trial of those very
men who had risen up in arms against
the authorities of the prison. Convict
Desrochers being in the witness box is
reported to have appealed to the Court
in the following words :-

" If the Court wili allow me I wili accuse
that man (pointing to Deputy Warden
Ouinet) of being the instigator cf the whole-
revoit."

Viau in his address to the jury, is re-
ported to have said :

" Every person knows thAt at St. Vincent
de Paiul there are two rival lactions-War-
den Laviolette is one, and Deputy Warden
Ournet is the other."

I was also quite happy to let convicts.
know that should I succeed every one of
he many evils which they knew existed
in the prison would be removed. Of-
ficers had caused scandals at different
times. This would have an end. Let
nie give you an instance. Please o~pen
the blue book at page 165, you will find
that the first officer but one of the peni-
tentiary, Deputy Warden Ouimet is
charged as follows :--
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'Spoke in the hearing of convicts of his
'nilitary life and experience at Quebec,
stating that he and two others had visited
a house of questionable repute and left j
without paying the bill."

While on this question of the scandal
given by the Deputy Warden, allow me
to call your attention to the punishment
which our valuable Inspector recom-
rnended should be awarded for such
immoral and disgraceful conduct. His
recommendation contained in his report,
page 166 was, " that- this officer be
censured ", while in the case of an official
Visitor whorn he certified had.

" Denourced, in the hearing of convicts,
and in violent language, the Government,
the Minister of Justice and his humble self,
for having been the causes of the revoit."

Re the Inspector informed the Minister inbis letter or tine 3rd May, 1886, (page 319)
that lie told Deputy Warden Ouiniet that
he should have ordered out of the prison
this offcial visitor and that if he did not go
t his biiding, he ought to have employed

the force necessary to expel hit."
Hon gentlemen, I leave it to you to

draw a fair and honest conclusion be-
tween the two cases and to appreciate
the zeal displayed by our worthy Inspec-
tor in both-one of unbecomingness and
the other of immorality.

Was it possible for %r. Laviolette to
succeed in his administration with such
men around him ? Could even the most
Palnstaking chaplains succeed in inprov-
ilg the innates of such an institution
when their guardiaus used such con-
Versations in their presence-and they
had at the head of the prison such a man
as mny quotations show the Inspector has
Proved himself to be ?

I Will now continue the reading of the
letters I have received, contradicting the
statement of the Inspector as to my con-duct in the penitentiary yard the next
day after the revolt. Mr. Bergeron's
letter iS as follows:

ro OmTWA, June 7th, 1887.
tle Ion. Joseph B. Beeose, Senator:

Me DCAPa SEATAoR,-In reply to ouretter ined the 3rd inst., I have great pleas-
Ileairdelrn to you that 1 have neyer
,abr You use the words "cauchon" (pig) or

eaille" as stated in a letter contained in
S Plemiuent to the report of the Inspec-

nitent ripe for the year 1885-86.
1 have the honor to be,

nîy dear Senator,
Your most devoted,

J. G. H. BERtGERON.

MONTREAL, June 7th, 1887.
The Hon. J. B. Bellerose,

My DEAi SENATOR,-In answer to yours,
Ihave no recollection that you used such
expressions, "pig, rascal," as you are
,harged with having used at the time of our
visit through the yard of the penitentiary of
St. Vincent de Van).

I have the honor to be,
my dear Senator,

Very respectfully,
EDM. GLOBESSKY.

Mr. I. Jones, coroner, answers, on
the 3 oth June, 1887 :

" As fair as my memorv serves me,
you were much excited, but I have no re-
collection of yonr having used language un-
becoining a gentlemnan."11

Such letters of the Inspector
to the Minister or his deputy, as
the one I am now dealing with, are
not generally asked for by members of
Parliament, as their existence is not gen-
erally known-hence the Inspector
thought he could write with impunity.
I myself, did not know that I had been
so grossly abused by this officer with the
approval, it seems, of the Minister of
Justice, since the Inspector has continued
day after day this very reprehensible
work ; but, knowing well what the In-
spector was capable of, and having be.
fore discovered many such unjust and
hypocritical acts of his, I was sure that
in asking for the publication of the doc-
uments,now contained in the supplemen-
tary report on penitentiaries-many of
which were confidential, otuers private-
I would find good evidence of what
he was capable. Hon. gentlemen, this
evidence is now before you. What is
your opinion of an official of such high
standing who could have worked up
such mischief ? Is he a fit man to be
kept as the only channel through which
the chief officers of the Department he
is in, can be made aware of what is
going on in the different institutions,
of which he has the superintendence, or
of the efficiency of the officials compos-
ing the staff of such institutions ? Minis-
ters as well as Deputy Ministers have
very seldom occasion to visit the peni-
tentiaries - and judge for themselves.
They have to rely on such an officer as
the Inspector. Is this man qualified for
such a position ? When he could do
such wrong in a letter to his chief against
a public man and behind his back what
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could he not do against an officer under tion. But, being the only Inspector,
bis control, if it happened he had a dis- he knew what the answer of bis chief
like for him or thought him a nuisance? would be, he knew that e would have
Who can say, that in every line to go, and that being there he could
the Inspector wrote that he did full jus- injure bis victirs without any fear of
tice to Warden Laviolette who so often censure from bis masters in Ottawa.
for some five years had been com- He had prepared for the event he could
plaining that he was unjustly dealt with defy, as le did defy, bis victins in the
by this officer ? Why not deal with every following words
one on principles of justice "I do fot care for any ofyo; neither do

At almost every page in the blue-book I care about your conplaintM. I ain a
the reader finds my naine coupled with match for L'e whoIe of you. Neitiier do I
some more or less objectionabe acts.they areSometimoeo thes spectionalusivin Niemibers of Parliament or private ciL' .zs
Sometimes the Inspector maliciously in-is y friend, and lie il stand by
sinuates that I must have given advice ne,"
to the pai ty, complaining of bis own con- I have good evidence of this challenge
duct ; at other times, that he bas good thrown out by the Inspector. I will
reasons to believe that I have induced read the statements of one of my wit-
this other party to lay charges against nesses, witbout giving bis name-an
one or the other of the subaltern officers honorable name too.
of the Penitentiary. 'l, A. B.. do solernnly declare that Mr.

These shameful insinuations were con- Moylan excîtedly and with irritation ad-
tained in bis letter of the 5th June, 1886, dresed C. D. in the Iollowing mariner: that
addressed to the Deputy Minister of le liad no fear whatever ofwliat 1). mit
Justice. There also be asserts, while ndeitake to do against im; that he enj>y-
speakirg of the complaints made by edfthe consideration of Sir John A. Macton-
Warden Laviolette against bis two subal- a i rtwvhole of C. D's. friends to try anythinig tiley
tern officers, whom for reasons he dare Iiked againsL im, and that lie couId latrgh
not acknowledge, he is charged with hav- aL thein; or using words equivalenL Lu those
ing taken under bis protection- above qote."

Ani 1 inake tlîis Poleimn ileclarîîtion con-
"I have ground for beliving that lie i8 scientiously believing the Raile tu be trne

acting under advice froni Mr. Bellerose."
Now gentlemen, I positively deny, in year of Her Majesty's reign intituied -« Au

my place in this House, that I even Act f r the 8upression of voluntary and ex-
knew the Warden had decided to lay a tra judicial oaths."
single charge against bis two subordi- laken and acknowledged before the un-
nates. dersîgned this 6th day ut January, 1885.

As I have already shown, I repeatedly Sgd.) J. T. PoMINVILLE, J. P.
asked for an investigation, but it was. The above charge should be sufficient
only after the revolt that it was promised to explain the obstinate opposition which
in both Houses of Parliament. On the the Inspector bas continuously made to
other hand, the Inspector did bis utmost a serious enquiry by a Coiuission.
to prevent such enquiry being made. He Having made those preliminary
resorted to any means that he found remarks, I will now ente! into the
convenient to aid him in ruining bis merits of the case I wisb to deal with
adversary-he even used hypocrisy. This to-day; and which I will divide into
I have been made aware of by the verv three parts.
statements of the Deputy Minister of ist. A history of the troubles the
Justice, Mr. Burbidge. If bis chief, the penitentiary bas been labouring under
Minister of Justice or his Deputy ordered from 1881 to 1884, wben an enquiry
him to proceed to St. Vincent de Paul was ordered.
to intesaigate a difficulty, he would ask 2nd. The investigation of 1884.
there ; that the good Warden of this Wbat it was-the effects it had-what
Penitentiary was too much prejudiced followed.
against him ; that he liked Mr. Laviolette 3rd. My connexion witb those trou-
with all bis heart, and would rather havé bles, how it came, and lastly my answe
somebody else undertake the investiga- to the strong words of the Minister o

HiON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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Justice against me, uttered in the Com-
nions and to the various attacks upon
nie contained in this Blue book, and
made by Inspector Moylan behind my
back.

Fortunately I knew whom I had to
deal with, when I had to deal with the
Inspector. This knowledge of my old
friend whom my refusal to work with,
against Warden Laviolette, had made
an enemy of mine, led me to the con-
Clusion that he must have worked some
Inischief in the dark. Under such a
CofnViction I asked by addresses, moved
In this hon. House in 1886, for such
docurients, official as well as private and
even confidential, as I knew the existence
of. The Government after having hesi-
tated gave them all at last. You have
therm now before you. Hon. gentlemen

propose to deal with them to-day.

PART I.

HISTORY OF THE TROUBI.ES.

On the 24th January, 1881, the late
Warden Duchesnaux was relieved froni
bis duties, Deputy Warden McKay in-
structed to act as Warden pro temn, and
lMr. Telesphore Oulmet, Clerk of Works,
to act as Deputy. On the 21st Novem-

er Of this same year (1881), G. Lavio-
tte, Esq., entered into his duties as
arden, Mr. McKay left the institution,'nd Mr. Ouimet was appointed Deputy,

with Mr. McCarthy as Chief Keeper. At
this time, the Catholic chaplain of the
Institution, Father Leclerc, InspectorIMoylan and I were on the best terms-should say, were intimate friends.

t the beginning of Mr. Laviolette's
inistration the Inspector seemed tosatisfied with the new Warden, but

as quite dissatisfied with the appoint-
ent of Mr. Telesphore Ouimet to the
eputy Wardenship, two facts whichbespector Moylan has since admitted toI true. The Catholic Chaplain, whoeeknew did not merely utter his own

tintiments, but also those ofhis very in-
aa friend, Inspector Moylan, had
be-0 god words as to the Warden at theals nmng of his administration, but herictonas adverse to Mr. Ouimet's pro-'nersn .A few months after those offi-

(es <Warden and Deputy) had entered

upon their duties, a change took place in
the minds of both the Inspector and the
Chaplain. They became hostile to Mr.
Laviolette 2nd friendly to the Deputy
Warden. The evidence taken during
the investigation of 1884 establishes
those facts and even more ; it shows
that the Chaplain himself admitted in
1883 that Warden Laviolette would be
broken down before two years were over.
It would be too long to read now such
evidence, as I will have occasion befure I
resume my seat to read certain parts of
it. No use then in referring to it twice.

It may be said that such a change in
the minds of both Inspector and the
Chaplain is difficult to understand unless
a cause be assigned for it. 'I he Warden
has from the beginning of the troubles
assigned the cause and during the
enquiry of 1884 he offered evidence in
support of this charge but the Commis-
sioners wouild not allow him to establish
the facts. It was, lie stated then as he
has stated since, an event which took
place in the last part of 1882 and which
had the effect of creating hostile feelings
in the mind of the Inspector against
him (Warden Laviolette). Out of sym-
pathy for his friend the Inspector,
the Chaplain became also indignant.
Before they showed their hostility they
thought it better to prepare and
induce the Warden to give them certifi-
cates to the effect that he had no corn-
plaint to lay against them. So they did
and succeeded in having the Warden
put his signature to two certificates, one
to the Chaplain dated 4th October, 1882,
and the other dated 2oth January, 1883,
to the Inspector. Having so caught the
Warden they set to work and prepared
their annual report for 1881-82. The
Chaplain's report is dated December,
1882, while that of the Inspector date
31st January, 1883. Those reports were
distributed to members of Parliament in
February or March, 1883, during the
session, and to the public in the spring
and summer of 1883.

During the investigation in 1884
Warden Laviolette tried over and over
again to be permitted to prove that those
reports had been the cause of the troubles
which existed betWeen himself and some
of his officers, but the Inspector would
never allow the Warden to establish that
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the first cause of the breaking down of
his administration in the fall of 1883 was
the event I have already mentioned, as
having taken place at the end of 1882,
the effect of which did not become
apparent before the last part of 1883
wben the annual report of 1881-82 had
been read by the staff of the penitentiary
and had made them aware of the hostility
of both the Inspector and the Chaplain.

Let me remark herethat Mr.Baillairgé's
duty during this investigation of 1884
seems to have been solely to approve of
the Inspector's conduct and help in
justifying the course he should follow.
The Inspector himself admits the fact at
the beginning of his report, page 152.

At his (Mr. Baillargé's) .request I
examined the witnesses, on behalf of
the Commissioners, and made the
rulings respecting evidence to be admit-
ted or disallowed. and onlv in one trivial
instance did we differ, and then only for the
moment, as I waivel my view in favor of
Mr. Baillairgé's, the matter at issue not
being inaterial.

I will have occasion to show further
on the conduct of the Inspector during
this trial and what were his rulings-the
whole done with the approval of Mr.
Baillairgé who seems to have had no
opinion of his own.

During the session of 1883, in Febru-
ary or March, Inspector Moylan came
to me in the lobby of this Senate--
" Have you read my annual report," said
he, meaning the Annual Report on Pen-
itentiaries for 1881-82. "No," said i,
" this report has only been distributed
this morning." "I am sorry," answered
the Inspector, "I should like to have
your opinion on it." I replied, "since you
are so anxious as to my opinion, I am
going home this evening, the Senate
taking a few days recess, and I will read
the report to-morrow and will let you
know my opinion in writing." "Very
well," replied Mr. Moylan. The next
day I read the report and I immediately
wrote to Mr. Moylan my disapproval of
his report as to the penitentiary of our
Province. The Inspector has my letter,
let him show it. This done I immedi-
ately went to the Chaplain and told
him what had occurred, and that I con-
demnedhis also, addingthat had he shown
me this last report of his, as he had gener-
ally shown me his previous reports, be-

fore he sent them, I would certainly
have saved him a very bad step. Then,
recalling to my mind, first, the certifi-
cates he and the Inspector had induced
the Warden to sign a few months be-
fore, and second. the conversations we
three had together, I was convinced
that they had determined to ruin the
Warden, and that trouble would follow.
The Inspector, the Chaplain and my-
self, having for years been intimate,
and free in our conversations, I added
to define my position towards them and
recover my full liberty of action, that if
this bad step of theirs should bring
trouble in the prison, as it seemed to me
it would, i felt I would be bound in
honor and in conscience to oppose them,
work against them, and stand by the
Warden, who, though appointed in pref-
erence to the gentleman I had recom-
mended for this important post, had
nevertheless a right to my support as
long as he did his duty, whatever per-
sonal adversaries he might have.

Now. gentlemen, those reports and
the events above mentioned did work
mischief in the prison. The Warden,
as I will have occasion to show in an in-
stant, offered evidence, during the inves-
tigation of 1884, to establish this fact,
but the commissioners would by no
means allow hini to do so. The Warden
had to submit. He did so, but he en-
tered his protest.

No doubt it was quite natural that the
judge charged with the grave offence he
had to enquire into, should object to
have his guilt proven. lt can even be
reasonably supposed that when he solicit-
ed the favor of being entrusted with the
charge of enquiring into the troubles (I
will show that he did so), he thought it
might help him out of the difficult posi-
tion he found himself in.

It is admitted that at this time, 1883,
Mr. Laviolette had been successful in
his administration. The late Warden of
the Kingston Penitentiary, Mr. Creigh-
ton, having been ordered by the Minister
of Justice to visit the prison and report,
did so on the 3rd of July, 1883, and re-
ported in the following words :-

" I visited the various departments of the
institution within the walls. I found the
celle clean and everything in good order.
The discipline of the institution was also

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.
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0Od, and in many respects better than at
Ringston."

Why, the Chief Keeper himself, who
is one of the officers complained of by
the Warden, was forced to admit, during
the enquiry of 1884, that,

. Un to the fail of 1883 he was satisfied
with the discipline, and that at tines it was
better than at Kingston, where he had been
emiployed for many years."

The united testimony also of mcst of
the keepers and guards who were
brought forward as witnesses during the
general enquiry in July, August and
September 1884, goes to establish that
the institution had never worked so
well as since Mr. Laviolette had
assumed his functions as Warden
up to ten or twelve months before the
enquiry had begun. It began in June
1884, so that the evidence taken during
this investigation corroborates the state-
Ients above mentioned of Messieurs
Creighton and McCarthy. It was also
established beyond doubt that the disci-
Pline of this institution had begun to
fail about that time (spring 1883) and
that it had continued to break down
Until 1884 when the enquiry above men-
tioned had to be ordered.

I believe it is necessary that I should
here mention, en passant, a circumstance
of9 which I will give the details later on
"n My remarks. I refer to the fact of a
gentleman of high standing, a member

f the Privy Council of Her Majesty for
Canada, who had to take proceedings
'With the hon. Minister of Justice at the
end Of the session 1883, against both
the Inspector and his friendthe Catholic
Chaplain,asking for their dismissal. The
mirister thought two at a time were too

mnany. He decided that the Chaplain
Would leave the institution, hoping the
tesson would be profitable to the Inspec-
ho The Chaplain was told to hand in

resignation which he did. He was
absent on leave the remaining part of
the year and left altogether on the 31st

Seceber, 1883.
Ins is annual report for 1883-84 the

liberctr imspired, I suppose, by his
aral conscience, wrote the following
Pagraph composed of six sentences, ofW#hic two are unimportant and are true,

While the four others quite important arefalse.

Li "Rev. J. U. Leclere, who had been
Catholic Chaplain to the Reformatory for
many years and to the Saint Vincent de
Pau Penitentiary since its opening in 1873
tendered his resignation, which took effect
from the lst of January last (1884).

2. During trying periods in the history of
this prison,Father Leclere rendered valuable
and sigral services to the Governnent.

3. His great innate modesty and humility
withheld hii from claiming credit for the
good he accomplished.

4th. He was properly esteened and ap.
preciated by officers and convicts, who con-
scientiously discharged their duties.

ôth. Among those of either class, who
were evil disposed or devoid of principle, he
was not in favor.

6th. He has been succeeded by Rev. Mr.
Godin."

The 1st and the 6th sentences are
true.

The four others are not ; they are
false, as I will show.

The 2nd and 3rd are false. The fact
of the chaplain having been forced to
resign by the Minister of Justice should
be sufficient proof, but I will refer your
honors to the official report of the evi-
dence taken during the investigation in
1884 where the contrary is established.
Let me quote the evidence given by
storekeeper Lamarche. He swears, in
answer to questions put by Inspector
Moylan himself,-

" consider that Father Leclere in taking
the authority of the Warden, did no good to
the Institution. He was feared by officers
doing their duty faithfully. Messieurs
Maliepart, accountant, Demers, keeper,
Chartrand, keeper and Desormeau keeper,
told nie that he wyas a dangerous man. He
broke the rules. He threw ridicule on
the Warden. He triçd to dominate. He
called the Warden by different ridiculous
nanes. He did not contribute to the gond
of the institution. He has lost ny confi-
dence and that of M. M. Mallepart, Demers,
Desormeau."

The fourth and fifth are also false.
Messieurs Mallepart and Lamarche are
both book-keepers in the penitentiary,
the first as accountant, the second as
storekeeper. They are under the im-
mediate superintendence of the general
accountant, Mr. Foster, of the* Depart-
ient of Justice. This gentleman has
often stated for years past that both M.
M. Mallepart and Lamarche were two of
the very best officers of the Dominion,
two officers whom it would be difficult
to replace. I defy the Inspector and all
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his friends to have Mr. Foster contra- ail occasions I take my orders trom the
dict this statement. If so, then the very Warden and rarry them out. 1 complained

were hstile to 0tire Warden that there was a g reat dealbest officers of the prison were hostile toshops ad princpally wit
the Chaplain, showing the fallacy of the 'Crty'8 gang in the woodshed, I received
two assertions contained in the 4th and sonietimes an order from the Warden to
5th sentences. speak to the guards about the %vant of dis-

Hon. gentlemen this is the way the cîpline, tiiey told me they had made coin-plaits several tiifes of the convictis to the
history of our public institutions is writ- Warden and that the persons were not
ten. How can you rely on such punished and that they would commence to
reports? isbeliave again as fresh as ever. My own

Then were not all those good words, opinion is that convicts who violate the rules
all those compliments paid by the are not sufliciently punishedthat this in-punity eîîiboldens thiei to continue iu their
Inspector to the late Chaplain a terrible course, and that the officers becorne dis-
blow at the Minister of Justice who had couraged by reason of their reports fL

forced this Rev. gentleman out of office being attended to. Sonetimes there is great
a few weeks before ? Let me add that neglect on the part & the officers too, fhat
the Inspector knew everything in the have frquentlythe~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~wr fororke veyhngi h instructed tire officers to, report to the WVar-
Chaplain's case. You have my word den wlat as done vrong in their presence.
this statement. Then the question 1 don't know wlether they did so or not. I
comes who is right, who is wrong-the have had occasion soinetinies to report
Minister or his servant the Inspector? olhcers, but 1 did not notice any inprove-

In ethe cae, gros ijusicement aiterwvards in these officers. There are
In either case, a gross injusticetap. The bad dis-
has been perpetrated. If under oath ciplire arises from the tact of the convicts
I would positively swear that the Minis- and oficers not being sufliciently punished
ter was quite right as far as the present when complained of."
case goes, but was he not .wrong In reply to tie Warden the Deputy stated:
in allowing this official. (the Inspector) I souîetimes reported verLally aud sone-tines o11 paper about gyreat talk in thie yard
to continue such work? and in tie stiops without any notice beng

talien, and thaït Carty had told me lie ofteu
PART II. reported convicts with the rae resuit."

Tite WVarden states lie Il received very few
I will now give your honors sone reports from ruard Carty. Sorie (iie ago

evidence of the course followed after lie reported bis whole gang. He says he
this date, the end of 1883,to more deeply sent Lbr the whole of them ami gave them asevere repriind but did not p unish tliemi."
injure day by day the administration of The Deputv statem Mat outside what he
Warden Laviolette. Allow me, gentle- as stated everyting else goes on pretty
men to ask you to open the blue book vell; but the breaches of discipline men-
at page 6. You will flnd there extracts tioned are about the @ame for tie Iast tvo
from the minutes of the Inspector during yea i efi
his visit to this penitentiary in December vere more severely dealt %vitl there would
1883, which will no doubt convince be better discipline, which is, 1 admit, not
you that some bad work was going on. as it should be. I only remeier having
The Inspector states reported officers for neglect f duty on two

occasions within six months. I saw
With respect tothe laxdiscipline which tie disorder and talking myseif. I

I have observed on this and former visits did not report the officers who allowed it
as noted in these ninutes, I have felt it to becaust it would be a daily occurrance:
be my duty to make somne enquiry from Had I made reports 1 would have caused a
the Deputy Warden and Chief Keeper in great deal of trouble without efleoting any
view of ascertaining whether they. can good. The trouble would be the ill-will of
give any cause for such laxity. As they the guards and convicts, who consider the
are. charged with the details of the admi- easie8t way to get on the beet. The breaches
nistration, and in a neasure jointly res- of discipline becanie a habit, and I did not
ponsible with the Warden for the main- like to make myseif conspicuous in endeav-
tenance of proper discipline, it were but ouring to effect a relorm, particularly as
fair to afford them an opportunity to this state of things was as well known to the
make an explanation which they may Warden and Deputy as to niyseif. 1 have
see fit to offer. Accordingly I sent for lrequently reprimanded the guards fornot
these officers, who, the Warden being keepingbetterdiscipline. Thegeneral oo-
present, made the following statenient:- duct and industry are fot as they should be.

Mr. Ouimet, Deputy Warden, eaid-«"On I think the prisoners sheuld b kept more

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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steadily at work than they are. I consider the lax discipline mentioned by the In-
the officers and convicts should be dealt spector must have been caused by
With more stringently in order to effect bet-
ter discipline. I consider there are some
mlen on the staff who- are unfit .for it. On. what the Warden states it was,
anY occasion that I reported to the Warden and which he offered evidence of
about any officer, lie took action on my during the enquiry. If I ar perritted,
report."' I will refer your honors now to the evi-

It is here asserted by the Inspector dence given by Hector Demers, who,
and corroborated by the Deputy Warden speaking upon oath in 1884, said
and the Chief Keeper, that in December 'I was pretty intimate with Father Leclerc
1883 the Penitentiary did not work well, (chaplain). On two différent occasions the
and that it was about the same for the claplain said to me that if the warden (M.
last two years, or in other words, since Laviolette) reîained here (warden) two
Mr. Laviolette entered upon his duties years more he would min himself. Wien

the annual report for 1881-82 of the Inspeo-
as well as his own ca use the Peniten-

Proved by the report of Mr. Creighton Ciary, he (the chaplain) said that neither o
lt' JulY, 1883, that then it did work well, the reports would do the wabden any good.
and "that in some respects discipline was Ihe cliaplain Paid that his report would

t injure the warden, but that it was thethan in Kingston. (See page 2 13o farden's eaud"
ven Chief Keeper McCarthy had tI Now et me give you, hon. gentlemen,

admit when under oath, during the en- the answer made at the time by the

(chplan) On two4 difeet casos h

cWarden to the two statements of his

Laioediscipiedheelwadenew

"is ewas. as good as i cold e ex- subalerns and which I read a momentStha ise t h th188.,, e paden 3. a ngo. The Inspector reports, Page 7, OfaSC en. On thi assert in tit ea s the Supplementary Report.
icpro le o the pen t f r reihet ta The Warden handed to me the following

inulys 1883,tat the n itdid wrkell, statement in reference to the foregoing fronalrnediately afer the report of the the Deputy Wardenand Chie Keepero
bspector for t8r-82, had been distrib- mlur, the Warden, must say that the state-
Uted to the public in spring and sunmer ment given by the Deput Warden and

eChnef Keeper as to the mule ofsilence, etc.,rep wi d . very o tucli takes me by surprise, as i s thead facî rischief in the prison- f4rs' ime W ad eard frotth those oficers that
ascp which he asked permission to talking was induled in by convict in

Prove during the enquiry of 1884, but genera2 3 .uch an extent. As to the
Was n. allowed to do so. The Insec- DeputyIam positive he neer eported to

tOrtheDepty ad te Cief eepr ne inwriingthat this mule of disciplinet0ir, tha ity san the Che he wL "0 loose He tol1 me, verbally, two or
relso rghtmhi the t re at niencY three Wnes at there was too muc h talk-

Of the Warden was the cause of the but i was said in no way to et me under-
moedfling down of the discipline, stand that there was anyhingextraordinary.

If s, how is it that the Warden had , He reported in sriting tharee r tour times
well SUcceeded up to the fal of 1883 hin asaien ofers o allowng ralking. Icalled

lee guards and reprimanded hemi, as it wasoaiSing the discipline to such a state of e first report against fmthse. I aintain that
Perfection as it was proven to have been there is, and there mîuet le less talking than
i then fron the bad condition in which there wastwo year agoe nse the convicts

prove ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r durin thinurnf184 u eea t suc an tent.A to the o

It Was when he enered upon his dutes in re ept I am sps oe gngs r d to
tote bept a Crunriin about and gathemiug thro gh theairt a t he could write in yard istop e. Keeperbave tofor

mis asotat teoo et fomnc three . 6A tme that ther eeas to muhv tk

tr h edeon, in is short administration asked him to watch al over, let me know
e so hovw s had doe much for the reestab- He rorte in wriin tee or notiesraiin h ••p3 th gouars ahnd e and nem oitc ased

derfeg t of discipline, but left nsuch to be fi ert ags be oatan at
ctin s itwo ve,, of bis how things were working, how con-

the fOrod the bad condto in victs were doing. ale invaiahly assured
then the etr me well, indeed, they are orderly, and

rt quite true."-(nnua Report o pmaised othe generai order of thin and I dodo .n isPage 21.) not refember an instance wlere h reported
It seems th0 to me or told me that convicts were not

\ e s that this leniency of the orderly and behaving well. I told both
in aren, if it existed, had a good effect that I would always be pleased to receive

oring good discipline, so that later information from them and suggestions.
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" It is known that when the Warden is on
his visits to the gangs, shops, etc., convicts
will behave well. in the present circum-
stance I am sorry that my two head officers,
upon whon I must chiefly rely for the main-
tenance of order and discipline, did not
inform nie of the real state of loose discipline
prevailing there."

It seems to me that this is conclusive
evidence of the facts, 1st, that the Peni-
tentiary did work well until the end of
1883, and 2nd, that the leniency had
nothing to do with the falling off of the
discipline at the time, but that the cause
was something else, probably that stated
by the Warden; namely, the bad work
some of his own staff were at, protected
by the Inspector, as the circumstances i
have related evidently show. With all
such documents before him, the Minister
of Justice took the responsibility of
affirming, on the 7th of June last, from
his seat in the Commons:-

" The impression I have received, after
very long and careful examination of the
prison officers, myself, is that the laxity of
discipline which occurre I in that institution
*as due altogether to bis (the Wirden's)
kindness of heart, and bis disposition not to
take notice of complaints made against the
prisoners by inferior officers, or made by
inferior officers against each other,"

While a careful perusal of official doc-
uments show that leniency had nothing
to do with the laxity of discipline which
occurred at the end of 1883, as I have
just shown, let me add to these state-
ments of the Warden denying the state-
ments of his subalterns, and charging
them with having deceived him, the evi-
dence taken upon oath, in 1884, on this
subject.

In the official manuscript report of
the evidence taken by the Commission-
ers, during this investigation, at page
776. I find the following question put
by the Warden to Guard Durocher:

" Q. Did you hear the Deputy make
remarks regarding orders given by the
Warden, respecting the rule of silence ?

Witness Durocher answers :
" Being absent from the prison when the

orders were read in the keepers' hall, I
inquired froma the Deputy, askng him if it
was perfect silence that was required, and
the Deputy eaid : It was not, that it was
impossible to obtain it, to stop the men
from talking, laughing and telling stories."

The rule read as follows :
" 276. Every officer shall see that the

silent system is strictly carried out. He
shall not permit one convict te speak te
another on any pretence, nor to hii upon
any matter except the work at the moment
in hand, and then only in the fewest words
and in respectful terms, as enjoined by the
Statute."

Gentlemen, it is not necessary to
take any more of your time in quoting
from public documents on this question.
I leave it to you to pronounce whether
or not the Warden was wrong in charg-
iing the Inspector, his friend the Chap-
lain, and the two chief officers of the
prison next to the Warden, with having
worked in the dark to ruin his adminis-
tration and injure him as Warden.

The history of the troubles of our
penitentiary from the beginning to the
investigation of 1884 being complete, I
will now refer to the enquiry itself, and
show what treatment Warden Laviolette
has received at the hands of the Com-
missioners, (the presiding Judge being
the Inspector himself.) First what took
place between the time the Warden
made his charges and the beginning of
the taking the.evidence.

2ND PART.

The Investigation of 188 4.

At the beginning of his defence, page
120 of blue book the Warden charges
the Inspector with having shown partiality
against him even before he had laid
charges against his subalterns. His
words are :

" During the month of May last, 1884,the
Inspector being on bis ordinary visit said
to me that he had to make a few enquires
amonget which he named one against Guard
Hector Demers at the instance of Chief
Keeper McCarthy and another against
Guard Durocher at the instance of Deputy
Warden Ouimet.

" I was surprised at the information re-
ceived, since it was the first time I had
heard that the complaints against -those
guards, which i had investigated and
settled some time before, would be enquired
into a second time by the Inspector.

" During both these enquiries my two chief
officers above mentioned indulged in attacks
upon me to such an extent that it became
evident that I was principally the party
whom those two officers nad in view. I
objected to such a course being followed
over and over again, and at last stated that
I had not been accustomed to receive blows
in my back, that I would net accept the

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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Position made to me wherein I had no
chance of defending myselfand that I would
bring charges againEt those two officers, and
ask for an enquiry, so I did, and I set to
Work and did prepare my complaint which,
1.handed over to the Inspector before lie left
aiter his visit. Let me refer vou, gentlemen,
to the minutt-s of those two investigations,
Which, no doubt, will be found recorded the
tacts I have just stated. If thav have not
been recorded the whole may be proven il
found necessary."

In those few lines is found a very
strong charge of partiality against the
Inspector. It seems that this official, act-
Ifg then as judge, left the Warden at the
Mercy of his two subordinates in a case
wherein the Warden had nothing to do.
This complaint of Warden Laviolette
was not the first one. He had already
laid a more direct charge against the In-
spector, in his reply to the defence of
his Deputy. His words were then as
follows :

" I submit, Messieurs les Commissaires,
al these facts to your serious and kind con-
Bderation, hoping that they will set up in
Your mind a presumption, until I give you
evidence of ny devotion to the duties of nyeharge, and of the tact that I have not re-
aeived from mny immediate superior officer
and fromn my subalterns that encouragement
&nd that help I had a right to expect tromthern.yý

. 1ow, gentlemen, you, no doubt, be-
Ilve that the Inspector, after he had

SO acted and after he had been so ac-
Cfsed, thought of asking to be relieved
of his functions as one of the two Judges,
tO whom had been entrusted the duty of
rnaking an investigation into the admin-
1stration of Mr. Laviolette. Not at ail.
Quite the contrary. In his letter, which
's found im the blue book, page 117,transmitting the document impeaching
hImT, the Inspector solicits the Minister
to force the Warden to have confidence,n him, to withdraw the charge and toso allow him to be his judge.

The following are his very words:
(Page 19.)

"'In vCen ot ew, therefore, of these circumetan.Ce Of the groundee and recklees etate-aents Which the Warden has made with the
conention of iplicating me in an imaginary
,. racIc againet him, and .of the position
by te OCcupy as Commissioner appointed
bY tter 1fiister to, inveetigate, among other

a , this aile ed conspirac have
to de@t that.the inister will be good enoughrect the Warden to withdrw such por-

tions of his document as have reference to
me.

"If Mr. Laviolette have any properground
for complaint against me. his own sense of
propriety ahould dictate to him that it
should be made dist:nct from the inquiry
which is being proaectted by Mr. Baillairgé
and myself.

" May I request that you will have a reply
hefore the time fixed for the re-opening of
the enquiry."

The words "imaginary conspiracy"
are worthy of notice. Please do not for-
get, hon. gentlemen, that the Inspector
was then at work investigating this very
charge of the Warden against his chief
officers, and yet he characterizes it as
niaginiary before it has been fully

enquired into.
Hon. gentlemen will not then be anx-

ious about what the report of the In-
spector will be, after the evidence is
taken, when he characterizes this most
important charge of conspiracy at the
beginning of the investigation as imagin-
ary. No doubt when the whole evidence
will bave been taken they will find the
Inspector reporting, not proven. So
they will.

After the Inspector had so written
and begged of the Minister that the
Warden should withdraw this grave
charge against him, the Inspector had
the audacity to write in his final report,
after the enquiry. (See page 152.)

"In a written document, which he (the
Warden) laid before the Commissioners, he
went so far as, in this direction, that Mr.
Baillairgé felt himselfcalled upon to addresa
a note to the Warden, demanding the retrac-
tion of the offensive expressions used towards
hi colleague before the enquiry is continued
anyjurtter.

It was quite wrong for the Inspector
Judge to ask that the enquiry against
himself should be made distinct, and
only after he had himself enquired into
the Warden's administration. Tlle charge
was that the Inspector was the first man
responsible for the difficulties the prison
was suffering trom. So that in making
this general investigation into its admnin-
istration he stood one of the defendants.
Had this official, then, possessed any
sense of propriety and of equity, it should
have dictated to him that he was bound
in honor to withdraw and leave to another
the important duty of examining into
such a case. No doubt the Inspector
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knew that such was his duty, but it
seems he also knew what awaited him,
if this investigation was conducted on
equitable principles, and by disinterested
parties. It seems, from what has been
written by men of the highest re-
spectability, that he had to be there
at the head of the Commission
to be sure that Warden Laviolette, his
supporters and his friends, would be
broken down and that their influence
would be so ruined, that they could not
succeed in having a serious investigation
which might endanger him-O tempora /
0 Mores 1/ !

The Inspector succeeded in the desire
he expressed to the Minister to be con-
tinued in his office of commissioner.
His colleague, Mr. Baillargé, wrote to
the Warden the following note :

« ST. VINcENT-DE-PAUL, 4th Sept., 1884.
" Mr. Warden,

" Inasrmuch as your answer to the
factum of the Deputy Warden contains
accusations against the Inspector who is
acting as one ot the Comnmissioners on this
enquiry,you are requested to modify it by
withdrawing therelrom the portions con-
taining those accusations before the enquiry
is continued any further."

G. F. BAILLARGE.

The Warden answered on the same
day :

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL,
Septem ber 4th, 1884.

Sir-In answer to your note requesting
me to withdraw froni ny answer to the
Deputy Warden's factum the accusations
contained therein against the Inspector
before the enquiry is continued-I have
the honor to inforn you that although I
wish to place no obstacle to the proceed-
ings of the enquiry, I cannot give an im-
mediate answer as requested, without
consulting my legal adviser.

GODF. LAVIOLETTE.
C. F..BAILLARGo EsQ.,

one of the Commissioners on the enquiry.

The next day the Warden answered:
" ST. VI.NcENT DE PAUL,

Septenber 5th, 1884.
Gentlemen-Before commencing the in-

vestigation Thursday the 4th instant, one
of you, Mr. Baillargé, requested me tostrike
out of my answer to the Deputy Warden
everything that could be interpreted as a
charge against the Inspector, one of the
Commissioners, and as the enquiry could
not be continued unless I acquiesced to
the request, and as I consider that the
good ot the Institution denand that the
ifficulties in this establishment which
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exist among the employees be settled as
soon as possible, I do consent to strike
out of that answer everything that can
touch or reacli the Inspector, and to leave
therein but what is essential to the case
raised between my ailes and myself.

" Making all reserves of right,
GODF. LAVIOLETTH.

Messrs. MoYLAN and BAILLARGE,
Conimissioners."

Then the Warden goes on in the same
document at page 120 of the Blue
Book :

" I lad already, some months before,
conplained of the conduct of both the
Deputy and the Chief Keeper. Later, I had
determined to force those officers out of
office, but I was prevented froin doing so,
;or reasons which I then found insurmount-
able."

(The hostility of the Inspector who would
preside ai such an enquiry.}

" When their conduct, during the last
enquiry, forced me to appeal to the Minister
of Justice for an investigation."

This statement of the Warden forced
one of the Commissioners presiding over
the enquiry, 1884, (,Mr. Baillarge,) to
the conclusion, (See at the end of his
report, page 220).

"That if lie, (the Warden) reported the
subject of his difficulties, sone montha pre-
vious to the time of theenquiry, his respon-
sibilitv of what nay have happened since
had been disengaged to a certain extent."

So that this Commissioner acknow-
ledges that if "the Warden reported, he
was relieved of responsibility. Why then
did he himself, as well as his colleague
the Inspector, refuse permission to the
Warden to establish the fact, as it is
shown at page 137 he did when the
Warden protested in the following
words :

"The Warden takes exception to this
ruling, as he desires to shew that the disa-
greenent between himelf and his officer
dated from the publication of that report
(1881-82) as many of them were under the
impression that the Inspector entertained
an unfriendly feeling towards the Warden."

Did they both refuse that permission
so that they might be more free to re-
port against him as they did ? But not
only had the Warden complained of his
two chief Officers, as public documents
show, but gentlemen of the highest
standing, amongst others, the Hon. Mr.
Masson, had made known so far
back as 1883, as I will show later,
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that the Inspector and his friend the
Chaplain were the cause of all the
trouble in the prison. Mr. Masson
succeeded in getting this last officer re-
lfloved in 1883 for this very reason, as I
Will have occasion to establish before I
am done. Is it then at all extraordinary
that Mr. Laviolette should have hesita-
ted in bringing charges against his offi-
'ers when he knew of the hostility of the
Inspector.

In 1885, before the Minister of Jus-
lice had given his decision Ïn re the
enauiry of 1884, I had reason to go to

ohe Office of the I)eputy Minister of Jus-
tice. The conversation fell on the
troubles of this prison. I told the
beputy that there was certainly some-
thing wrong with sone of the chief
officers That they seemed to be on
bad terns with the Warden. They
aPpeared to be negligent. The I)eputy
answered, "If so the Warden ought to
Suspend them and report. He will be
Protected by the Iepartment." Having
'hen no prejudices I thought the Deputy
Minister was right and the Warden

rong. I wrote to him t.e followingletter :
OTTAW, January 3ist, 1885.

Laviolette, Esq.,
t EAR SIR,-Having had occasion to meeth day, the Deputy-Minister of Justice, we

I hato speak of the penitentiary. I told him
d paid a visit to the institution, beforetMy departure from home and that the Insti-

ution worked weil. I added that I had re-og arked for some time past that some of the
Oflcers seerned to nie to be quite indifferent,

a even neglectful. That I had often re-larked that some first class officers were
enter g the institution, and so on.

TOethi the Deputy answered that he re-
tete it wasi so, but that the Warden had

e remedy into his hands, that lie could
etu.end such officers, report them, etc.,etc. Tîlat the Warden would always be sup-Ported at headquarters.

q iM Uit say that I believe the Deputy is
q'ite rthigt and that you were too generous.
lie vin t I might let you know thi, be-g that it could help yott.

Yours truly,
Jos. H. BELLEROSE.

fo ree days afterward I received the
leng answer frorn Warden Lavi-

"ST. VINCENT DE PAUL,
4 r IlAR M "3 February, 1885.

ceIh BELLERosE,
ti, a e recived yours of the 31st

"1 admit that in ordinary circumstances
I ought to have reported my subalterns' re-
fusing to do their duty, but in the circum-
stances I am placed mii, with the great hos-
tilitv shown to me by the Inspector, whon
I have to report to, and who bas the advan-
tage of being at headquarters, while I an far
away, it would have been, on my part, only
to increase the record against me, and help-
inîg Mr. Movlan in bis bad work.

" You know the case of the escape of
convict Fortier, whon I reported. Mr.
Moylan made an investigation. It was evi-
(lent Fortier had been helped. Please see
the report of the Inspector and say what is
the use for nie ta report through this officer.
Mr. Moylan investigated the escapes of Fau-
tereux, LeBlanc,Vaillancour in 1884, of Dori-
on. Please see the reports and say what is
the use of reporting. The Inspector lias in-
vestigated my- complaints against Keeper
Gadbois. He is all right and I an ail
wrong. I have comiplainued in January, 1884,
of J. ) , supporting my complaint with re-
ports of 25 or 30 oflicers. This officer also
was right and I was wrong. A ud that officer
couul afterwards, when I had occasion to
ieprinand hit, answer, tha, lie had ai-
ways been victorions against mue.

" In compliance with instructions fron
the Inspector, I ordered in January, 1884,
the Deputy Warden and the Chiet Keeper
to make every day, or at least every week,
a short report as to the state of the discip-
line. They both refused to do so. I did
report them. I was told I asked too rnuch
fron those officers.

" It would be too long to give you ail the
facts I could cite to prove that it was not
onlv useless to report, but that it was only
giving a chance to the Inspector to
calimniate me and accuniulate a bad
record against me.

" Look at the last annual report of the
Inspector for 1883-84, Co"ld the Inspec-
tor, when an investigation had just taken
place and the report had not yet been
made, could ho decently and honestly
write in his annutal report:-

"' It may be stated in general terms thai
the administra/ion is by no means satis-
factory.'
except he wrote those words to excite pre-
judices aaainst my administration and pre-
pare the kninister to receive favorably the
views he wouild express in his special report
Of the enquiry in view of ruining me.

" Knowing the hostility of Mr. Moyian
and the bad work lie had done in my back
at headquarters, I thought it was better for
me to wait and do both my own work and
that of my two chief officers, as I have done
for a few months past, leaving to Divine
Providence to decide when the time had
come to let know what I had suffered.

" Wait, Mr. Bellerose, and if fair play is
extended to me, the Inspector will have bis
turn.

Yours truly,
G. LÂvioLETrE."
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Is it not a sad thing to think of an
officer, having such a responsibility as
that of the head man of a penitentiary,
being surrounded by officials who, it
seems, had determined to prevent his
administration from being a success-
and the Government ignoring all his
appeals for justice, ordering that the
very officer charged with being the
cause of his difficulties should enquire
into his administration and decide
whether the Warden was right or wrong.

Is it at all extraordinary that such a
course increased the difficulties in the
prison and that from the date (July
1885) the report of the commissioners
and the decision of the Minister were
made known ; you could see that some-
thing very bad was preparing as I told
the Government from my place in this
House in March 1886. Four or five
weeks afterwards the sad news came by
wire that convicts had risen up in arms
against the legitimate authority of the
prison and the Warden had fallen a
victim to such a persecution and a
convict had been shot dead and sent
to his Maker without having had a
minute to think of it.

At the very beginning of this investi-
gation, before a single witness had been
heard, the Warden could see that his
enemies had succeeded in deceiving the
Minister of Justice. The Warden hav-
ing complained of his two first aides, ask-
ed for their dismissal. The Mini3ter
ordered a general investigation into the
administration of the prison. At page
12o in the blue book. The Warden is
reported to have takqn exception to
such treatment having been inflicted
upon him. He says:

On the 26th June last, the Conimissioners
having arrived, opened th, investigation by
sitating to ny great surprise that their orders
were to mnake a general enquiry into the ad-
ninistration of the penitentiary, so that
vithout having received one minute's notice,
I was put on my defence. My two superior
subalterns had'received a few days' notice.
During the last three or four nionths, I had
then :

Istly. To attend daily to the important
dutiesof Warden.

2ndly. To prepare my case against my
two chief officers, and attend at the enquiry
court ever1 day.

3rdly. ' o prepare ny defence for my three
vears' administration, without hiaving re-
ceived notice that I would be put under trial.
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''I had complained that my two chiet
officers were iniplicated with sonie few other
officers of the Institution in a conspiracy
against myself and my administration, be-
sides some twentv other charges I had laid
against those officers, and consequently [
had shown that I could not by any ineans
have perfectly succeeded in mv administra-
tion, and yet my adversaries obtained the
great advantage of having my administra-
tion enc uired into, appreciated and judged,
while ittvwas under such a deinoralizing in-
filuence, and before 1 had occasion to restore
it with a whole stafi of officers devoted to
iheir superior officers and united with him
by that exprit de corps, without which n>
institution can be properly managed nor
efficiently worked up according to the best
authorities in penitentiary discipline."

I am sure there is not a single gentle-
man in this House who will not cone to
the conclusion that the Minister of Jus
tice, who had not even once visited this
prison, could have ordered a general in-
vestigation into the circumstances re-
ferred to by Mr. Laviolett2, if such a
course had not been suggested by the
Inspector himself. Certainly the circuni-
stances of the case lead to a strong pre-
sumption that it was so, particularly
when you take into consideration a cer-
tain letter of the Inspector, which is
found at page 109 of the Blue-Book, and
bearing date 5th june, 1884. The In-
spector announces in this letter to the
Deputy Minister of Justice the charges
made by the Warden against his two
first subalterns, and which had been put
into his hands some three days before
(on the 3rd). The Inspector, alluding
in his letter to these charges, does so in
such terms that it is evident that he is
trying to induce the Deputy Minister to
suggest the making of a general investi-
gation in lieu of one against the two
chief officers complained of by the War-
den. So that Mr. Laviolette's adminis-
tration being enquired into after it had
been broken down by the officers he
conplained of, it would give a chance to
the latter and injure the former.

Let me read to you this paragraph of
the Inspector's letter :-

" The charges are of a general character
and singularly enough, correspond in great
ieastire with those which these same officerm
have intinated their intention to bring
against the Warden. * * * Yesterday
afternoon, upon ny return fron St.Vincent
de Paul, the Secretary of State, Mr.Chapleau
and Mr. Ouimnet, M. P., called upon mie at
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the Hotei to see if some amicable arrange-
ment could not be effected between the War-ien and] these officers *

. By the rules followed in our Peniten-
tiaries every subaltern has to lay his com-
Plaints through the proper channel,narne-
IY, through the Warden. In this casethe Warden knew nothing of what was
going on against him between his subal-t erns the Inspector, the Secretary of State,
and the Deputy \Varden's brother. The
whole work was done in perfect secrecy.
The Inspector had even kept in his handsthe charges made by the Warden againhis subalterns(and whichwere put into hishands on the 3rd of June) until he had
"et the Secretary of State and the1)eputy Warden's brother in Montrealon Wednesday the 4th of June. Hesettled this and settled that with thosegentlemen, before the chief of hisdepartment, the Minister of Justice,knew anything of what was going on. It
Was Only on Thursday, the 5 th of June,When the whole arrangements having
been Completed, the Inspector thoughtof letting his chief know of the complaints
f the Warden, by his letter of 5th .ofJune, (page 120), rnentioning at thesaine time, for the information of the

Minister, that the officers so complained
tf by the Warden had intimated to him
shat they had also determined to lay\oiewhat the same charges against theWarden Now what right had the

InsPector to do such a thing, when thosewftcers had not yet made any charges in
d except such a course was consi-
tin b necessary to prevent an investiga-lineing Made against the officials com-Plained of by the Warden, and determine
tion inister to order a general investiga-

n O the administration of the Ward-en and sohelp the accused parties outpf thedithen1t position the Warden hadplaced theni in.

qI the la)te Varden Duchesnau's en-ofY I was present as the representative
nf the cosdiplainants. Warden Duches-fau asked that the case of some of hisOficers that he wished to complain of
With at th ismissed, should be dealt
spector a sam time as his. The In-
a courseWas obstinately opposed to such

amoto. ne case at a time, was his

What caused the change in the In-

spector's mind ? No doubt this char-
itable official would answer, it was his
great love for Mr. Laviolette and his
aversion to the two officers complained
of by the Warden, and whom, by the
course followed, he protected.

I leave you, hon. gentlemen, to draw
an honest and conscientious conclusion,
one which logic and common sense
dictates.

I have now reached the time when the
different witneses were called and ex-
amined. Let me show you what has
been the conduct of the Inspector
during and after this great trial.

One of the witnesses wrote at different
times in the press, over his signature, the
following words, which he defied both the
Inspector and his friends to contradict.

''lie presiding Judge, Inspector Moylan,
has shown himisel f during the enquîiry, to
be the accuser and the umost hostile al versary
of the Warden, and at the same time has
atcted as the attorney and protector of the
Deputy \arden.

I, myself, defy the Inspector to con-
tradict the following statement of mine,
which is, that another witness, of the
highest respectability, told him flatly,
face to face, that his conduct during the
enquiry had been so partial that it had
been a gross scandai.

Witness Desormeau wrote in his letter
of the 31st July, 1885, addressed to
Warden Laviolette, the following, which
are found at pages 307 and 308.

"You know that I have alwavs been ohe-
dient to my superior officers, to the rules of
the Institution, and to the orders whih were
given me. Yo know that I have been faith-
fuil to mv superior officers, that I have done
mv utmuost to help, day and night, the good
wvorking of this Institution. If I bad not
been a good emplovee would I have been
twenty-three years mn the employ of the Gov-
ernmnent, in the Refornmatorv before 187.3,
and then in the Penitentiary for the Jast
twelve years, durng which period the Peni-
tentiary took the place of the Refornatorv ?
During so long a term of Pervice, notwith-
standing the difliculties which have existed
since the foundation of this pîison, I per-
forned my duty well, since I cau challenge
anvone to show more than five or six ver
light reports against me, and not a single
serions report, except the one made in April,
1882, which report brought on me, on
the part of Mr. Moylan, who had in view to
save the only guilty one, the then Chaplain,
Mr. Leclerc, so partial and unjust a
juidgnent, that the latter gentleman (Mr.
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Leclerc), pressed by the remorse of his
conscience remitted me the amount of the
fine which I had been condemned to pay.
Since you have entered this Penitentiary as
Warden, I have never acted otherwise than I
did under vour predecessors, and I have acted
under all your prodecessors. At the time
of the investigation agaimist Dr. Duchesneau,
Mr. Movlan thought I was an officer whon
he couldrecouinend to, and who deserved,
the protection of the lon. Minister of
Justice. How is it that to-day lie fmids me
so bad, ivhen I did nothing which I have tiot
done betore? Would it be because, at the
time of the investigation against Dr. Du-
chesnean, mv evidence was unfavorable to
the Warden, whou lie wislhed to have dis-
issed, wilîj e to-dav m v evidence is fàvor-

able to the Wardien vhiom lie hates. and un-
favorable to thIte )eputv Warden whose
cause lie was takeni up, 1 the great scaindal
of ail the iinesss who were callel at the
investigation of ast summner ?

During the investigation the Warden
tried over and over again to b2 allowed
to put such questions Io the different
witnesses examined, as would eliminate
some evidence showing the evil the an-
nual report on penitentiaries for 1881-82
had done both among officers and con-
victs, as also to show the animus which
had inspired the Inspector in preparing
this report, and flnally show that such
had been the causes of the then present
difficulties of the prison. TFhe Inspector
invariably refused to do so. At page
137 of the blue book your Honors will
find the foliowing paragraph, which es-
tablishes this fact

On the saie day, (1Gth July, 1884),
wbile the Saime witness Gantiier wasgivinr
his evidence, I, the Warden, put a question

In the minutes of the enquirv, I find 10 tiC vitness to estattîsît tle cause of theto the itfen to establisthe cauewof the
at page 287, of the nianuscript laid before great il-eeling which existed between the
the Senate that the Inspector in his de- p and te \\arden, when te Inspector
termination todiscreditthe evidencegiven "ThJe Warden in examining yesterday,
by Keeper J. 1l. 1)esormeau, affirms, in ex- Giard Demers, eicilted a reference from
contradiction of his witness' statenient that person to the Minister of Justices report

That the Minister of Justice Mr. Blake for te year ending 30th June, 1882, and in
~Vade ltt reriman te o redent Deply examumng this witness the Warden puts a
id n uot reprimand the present Dety question whicht gain brings this report inWr question. The (ommissioners have decided

Ouimet was not a practical farmier and le t/tat it is improper to make the report of thegave hii the option of remaining in lthe Minister of Justice a subject for enquiry,
service as a guard, wiich Mr. Ouimuet de- and to have oficers of inferior qrade in thisclhned to accept. institution passing.judgment oit it,inasmucl

Not so. 'The Inspector knew the as a portion of the report in question re-
facts better than any other man, but lie ceivea the sanction of the Minister and was
had to prevent his colleague, Mr. Bail- by hi presented to Parliamenît."

The Wardeni took exception to this rulhng
large, fron knowing them as they stood. in the following words:-
'he Inspector himself had conveyed the "The Warden takes exception to this

decision of the Minister (Mr. Blake) in ruling, as lie desires to show that the dis-
the following words which are found in agreement between hinself and his officers
bis minutes of the 6th December, 1875. dated from the publication of that report

5 as many of them were under the impres-
" That on account of his want of energy sion that the Inspector entertained an un-

or incompetency, the former gardner, Teles- friendly feeling towards the Warden. The
phore Ouimnet, be reduced to the position of Warden lurther adds that if the discipline
a first class guard.'' be not as it should be, it dates from the

It seens to me that there is a great publication of tbat report."
difference between the style which the th Val conies lot e add to-
Inspector uses to-day in alluding to this have tle same advantage as that which
event of Mr. Ouimet's degradation in bas been granted durin' this inquiry to
1875 and the style of lus minutes at the the Deputy Wardeu. haviu nadetirne itto lc.charges againet file Deputv, lie was allowedtieit took place. t i

'Times had changed as also the In- swer by a series of charges against
spector. Since the beginning of all thoseanswer myspctr Sne U bginngo alths praver for a special inquîry against two ot
troubles of this prison the Inspector has nuf chief officers, a general inquiry mb
always shown himself extra liberal with my administration was ordered. 1 then
the Deputy, but extremely severe, to say stand also on mny defeice. So it.is that
the lcast, with Warden Laviolette. But during the wboie time of my inquiryyefforts have beeui made to estalili factSit is written, Qten vitt perdere Deus, ayaînst mty administration.
prius denentat. Let the Inspector "Wby éhouid 1 be refnsed b prove that
nhaer forget this maxim.

HON. MD. BELLEROSE.
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ify adinlnistration is not as good asmight be desired, my superior otheer, the
enspector, is responsible for it. No oneever dreamt of making the report of theMniater a subject of an enquiry, but if/ai play had to be extended to me, I had
a Positive riglit to show what were thedifficulties which nav have prevented my
full uccess in the administration of the
bitution, and consequently I could not
or refused permission toshow that,rightlythewrongly, this report of the Inspector to
the Minister had injured my administra-tion. Sucl is the right I have invoked.

1 Could I.not even attackthis report of the
nsPector, if I had thought I had sufficient
easons to do so and even ask for an enquiry

k,ÙW tle imatter, though the Minister notowing the facts had received it, gave it
'anction and presented it to Parliament.
O"uld such a prayer be refused on theoraund that the document had been put be-lure the Parliament? or because it was re-

oeved by one of the Ministers? Certainly
•lot. It has been done again and again.'
The Commissioners having so far

succeeded in preventing the Warden
frh n enquirng into the actual cause ofthe troubles in the prison, continued tocut as much restraint as they possibly'OUld on the action of the Warden. At
Page 137 hon. gentlemen will find some
evidence of this-

On the iPth July, 1884, Gnard Lesage
gn* ' 1o Coiîpiete(I is evidence, the CoGr-

r. Moners, through the instrumentality of
fMo wlan, requested me (the Warden) as-

The Commissioners seeing tathe srope
edfb the uiry is being unnecessarily extend-
W , procedure pursued by theit&ns tked 1 eI Wardenfor a list of hist he pars* ta be examined and the nature of
Ware rcuar charges against the DeputyW'" Thi, and what each witness will prove.'SIsg. being the rule Jollowed in former

ae trons Iheld in the institution. Theoarde refuses ftatly thec l wih Me?ea3o ml wli hfabl Y-request of' the Gommissioners,
adig ther refuses to give any grounds for

follows the answer of theen:-

at er I due deference to the Commis-
thers 1 urig threpy that or a former

had ni them7e sainue enquiry, when
had then -emnand had been made to me, Itue fr n giv en the reason which prevented
honestly ing such a list. I had thenelan * tated that 1 had made no such*I@tlue that I did not even know who were

44 also 1 IWOuId cali the next day.11Þon the naated that this depended muellure of the evidence given every

Jay. I added that I had so uuch to do,
that I had to work day and night, ha% ing
to attend to my duties as Warden, prepare
my case against the two officers I had ac-
cused,and see to ny own defense. I lad
every night to prepare for the next day's
enquiry. I beg to remark that I have no
practice in enquiry making.

Let me take the liberty to state that no
such lists were given, neither on one side
nor on the other, in the Duchesnau case.
Neither were such iists given in the two last
inquiries which preceded the present one.
I may add that what lias happeued a few
days before, on the 16th of July, is in my
opinion a sufficient excuse for me not to
consent to let known to ny op onents what
I would do the next day. The Commis-
sioners will remember that when witness
Gauthier had comuplained of tle Deputy
threatening him as to his evi.
dence, three other cases ot undue
interference on the part of the Deputy, had
come to light. The Commissioners repri-
manded the Deputy, who promised that lie
would do it no more, but I can say now that
he lias done it since. No doubt this will
show that it was quite prudent on my part
to refuse to give suci ist when I knew who
I lad to deal with."

Such are thz reasons furnished by the
Warden for aot having given the list
asked for. Every one of the many
reasons given was more than sufficient
to excuse the non-compliance with the
prayer of the Commissioners, but the
extreme partiality of the Inspector and
his great dislike for the Warden suggested
to him that he should write and say in
his report, (page 137 of blue book) -

" The Warden refuses flatly to comply
with the reasonable request of the Commis-
sioners, and further refnses to give any
grounds for doing so."

As to the Duchesneau enquiry referred
to by the Warden, let me tell you, hon.
gentlemen, that I represented the com-
plainant in that case and I am bound to
say that I never gave such a list, neither
did the defendant, the late Warden, Dr.
Duchesneau. Neither were such lists
ever asked for by Inspector Moylan who
presided at this enquiry. So that the
assertion made by the Inspector, acting
as Commissioner, that the rile followed
in previous investigation, that parties
gave lists of their witnesses, is altogether
the reverse of the truth. No such lists
were given.

I will now give another instance that
will show the difficult position in which
the Commissioners placed the Warden
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during the enquiry. At page 147, the
Warden states

I also called for the rebuking of tie evi-
dence ordered bv the Deputy Warden-Rev.
T. Auclair, priest, assistant to Rev. Mr.
Leclerc, to whose testimony I have just now
referred. This witness, Rev. Mr. Auclair,
objected answering to my question to show
that some of the penitentiary officers had
been in the habit of visiting the late chap-
lain since he had been forced to resign his
position in the penitentiary, and iad report-
ed to this reverend gentleman what passed
and occurred in the penitentiary.

The witness gave for reason of his refusal
the fact that he lived with Rev. Mr. Leclerc
and could not be forced to say who came
there and what they said. The Commis-
sioners maintained the objection, and by
so doing deprived nie of the advantage of
showing that conspirators met there, or were
in the habit of visiting this reverend gentle-
man, whose hîostility to my administration
has been perfectly established.

" No doubt, this is the first time that a
witness ias been authorized to refuse
giving evidence for so poor reasons, and I
am sure it is not necessary for me to dis-
cuss the question.

If witnesses were autlhorized to refuse
giving evidence, on such grounds, very
few witnesses could be found who would
answer to questions put to tiem.

I beg to remark that the Rev. Mr. Leclerc
had himself answered to the same questions
in the negative. What objection, then,
could possibly have his assistant priest to
corroborate his evidence, if ie could do
so ? This refusal of the witness is a strong
presumption that ie could not corrobo-
rate the evidence given by Rev. Mr. Leclerc
and that ie iad to contradiet his state-
ment. Thence his refusal to swear. Ihis
shows soretiing, but not ail, of the sad
position I have been placed in for miontis
and mrronthrs past.

Whi:e my First Chief Oficer, the Depurty
Warden degraded in 1875 as I have shown
before, in the first chapter of nv defenrce,
had a brother orrtside of the Institution, an
M. P., wio could advise iii to disobey the
orders of the Chief Executive Officer of the
Instituti!oi, another important Officia[ in
tire Pen itentiary, Mr. Dagnault, Storekeeper
in connectioi vithr tie Public Works
Departmrent, and who was disnissed as
Accountant to tIis Prison ii 1880, iad
also his brotlrer-inr-law (Rev. Mr. Leclerc,
late Ciaplain) whiose hostility to ny admii-
nistration iad already caused his leaving
the lnstiturtioi, an hostility which ias now
been fully establishbed before tie Commis-
s] Oniers.

I wIll say no more for the present, as to
tihe tact of thre other conspirators having also
relatives outside. I have said erough to
show that if, with so nany difficulties in myv
way siince the very first day i took office,~I

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

have been able to manage the Institution in
such a manner as to deserve as good a com-
pliment as paid to me in July, 1883, by an
honest, honorable and nost competent gen-
tleman, John Creighton, Esq., Warden of
the Penitentiary of Kingston, I must have
fought liard and worked nuch, and must
not be altogether deprived of the most im-
portant qualifications required for my posi-
sition as Warden, such as discretion, sound
judgment and good will.

" With ail due regard to the decision of
the Commissigners I take the liberty of pro-
testing agains the decision in the present
instance, and I appeal from their judgment
to the decision of the Honourable the Min-
ister of Justice."

This needs no comment. It is evi-
dent that the Commissioners in allowing
this important witness to withdraw with-
out giving evidence, were wrong, and
that they did an injury to the Warden.

At page 156 hon. gentlemen will find
the following statement in the report of
the Inspector in re the enquiry of 1884:

" F'rom all these facts and circumstances,
coupled with the important ones that the
Warden did not report the existence or sus-
picion of a conspiracy up to 7th December,
1883, that he first swore it began after that
date, and then endeavored to prove that it
iad forni and shape ten or twelve months
before the enquiry, I conclude he was indue-
ed to believe in the chimerical idea of a
conspiracy by those men, for their own pur-
poses,whereas the evidence nanifestly shows
there was not the slightest ground for such
an imputation against the six officers."

This report of the Inspector is dated

31st January, 1885, while the Warden
in his reply, dated 26th July, 1884, to
the defense of Deputy Warden, states :

" If I have not accused the Deputy
Wardei at the Inspector's last visit, in De-
cember last, it was, amtrong other reasons,
the fear I had that the proofs were not so
strong as to convince nie; tlhey could im-
pose thiemselves and obtain victory for me
rn the circunistances I was placed'in. On
the one hand, I saw the hostility of the
Inspector, wio wou:d be yiv judge, and on
the other, 1 perceived thrat one of' my prin-
cipal officers was working in the samre way,
beng aided by sonie others My position
was a perilous one. Prudence suggested
to ne not to speak-to suffer patiently and
to ]et time furnish rme tie opportunity of
obtaining justice. I subnitted to this
necessity, but the way things have beea
working does not permit lie to delay any
longer. I thought it my duty to lodge ny
courplaints against my Deputy Warden. Hie
answer to mîry charges compels me to-day
to rnake one step more and to comrplain of
my superior officer, the Inspector of
Penirtentiaries.
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' h1lîall sav nothing about the ex-Chap- of 1883. Lastly, what Mr. Laviolettedein, .ather Leelere, for the reason that his also swore to was that some ten or twelveeparture troni the Penitentiary gives ie months before, his chief officers hadIlhbertv to ilhink nù longer of the past, except
i inending the breaches he has caused to shown very little zeal, but that they had

the - not then resisted his authority till later
Te epuy Warden declares it was when the report made them aware of the

the In ic tis las acisi iln nec ber hostilhty of the Inspector towards him,Insectrat islas vlýi inDeeinerthe WVarden. I)uring the first six rnonthsast, and that the Iispector has compelled the fist s moths
n to furiNîh those infornations which le of this year, 1883, the prison was ail that
lsi(ered as having an officiai amd confi- could be desired Mr. Creighton having

Mential characterl been ordered to visit the penitentiary
De i1 answer to this avwal from the and report, did so on the 3rd of July,P I fll sav SftY: the Iuispector's ar- 1883. Hisreoti h hepsnwarival on the 2Oth >Zovenber cro I 183.ei report that the prison was

accompany him as I usually did, in working well and that the discipline was
round'iri fie diffèrent depariments of somewhat better than in Kingston.

the f çýittlU' li ul o ;Ii.see on h le would not; 1 insisted ; Chief Keeper McCarty, one of the offi-edsaimg he preferred msking his cers charged with conspiracy, çtc., swore'Isi atoe J iad t submnit and reniitnm offce. I. Insptr and ec during the investigation, 1884, that dis-
f1ii e rMr. aboutten oclomnck, a . .routnd alone at about ten o'clock, a.m. cipline had been good until the fall of

w* iYnuiites later, the Deputy Warden 1883. (The Commissioners admit this
acCoipanyng him. Mr. Inspector in their report, see page 213 of blue

n to the othee at about one o'clock, book). As to the statement that the re-
do lot certainly pretend to contest the port of the Inspector, etc., had been the
ee.or's absolute right, in acting so, primordial cause of the troubles, the

cangh ontrary to the practical use. You Warden repeatedly tried, during the en-
)y appreciate the positiin in which quiry, to be allowed to establish the fact,

aIlîa heto d s aan îîDe prauts e but the Inspector obstinately refused him
17 toward le." permission to do so, as I showed a

moment ago by a quotation of the docu-
o that when the Inspector wrote the ments in this great trial.which I have just read from his At page 133 your honors will find that

anjort, he had before hin the statement the Warden having put the following
Wad >arges laid against hi by the question to the Steward (Mr. Mazurette)
even whic " Do voit think that after the style in

ie fe. to answer. On the contrary, whîich such reports (the Deputy's report)lie igned to ignore them and deliber- were written, t1 iat the Deputy wo'uld be in a
y changed the issue in his report position to inake a report to the Warden ork1loWing that the voluminous details of to the Departnient of Justice, slould theIhle -f~<~ iîest forvestion would neer be radr doing so arise?

i ethe public, nor by members of Parlia- It was disallowed in the following
thent, who aIl would be satîsfied with words

of the readmng of the report proper <iThe Inspector considers that the Warden
Mini missioners. I defy either the is asking unnccessary and useless questionsheister or the Inspector to show that of this wilness as to the changes about the
ai arden ever swore that the conspir- rules, regulations and discipline of the
acy h e coilîained of had began after eiitentiary: that it wvould be as much in

ecember 188ie o, hplace for the Inspector to ask a clerk or a
forr and sh 883, and later th t it had messenger in the Department of Justice how
before Shape ten or twelve months the Superior Officers of that Department

Peatedly \\hat the Warden said and re- perfor med their duty, as for as the Warden
asscrted and even swore to was to be asking general and theoretical ques-

the t i ffzen tions from this witness respecting the dutiescauste d byties in the prison had been of the Deputy. The Inspector decides if it
andof the reports of the Inspector has been wrong jor the Deputy Warden

sh lain for the year 1881-82, to have a convict employed in his office to do
the \,e in the summer of 1883. What writing or any other duties required of him
that tarden also said and swore to was by the Deputy, it rested with the Warden to'

the consPi bput a stop to that abuse if it were really anet wh en it racy became more appar- abuse."worked imischief in the fall Mr. Baillargé concurs."
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To this the Warden answered literary qualifications ofthe present Deputy
does flot allow hlmii f0 do; that 1 bave corn-

"&As to the ridicule cast on me in the plained ever silce 1 took office, and I an
above remarks of the Inspector, I have I appy to add that the Inspector's opinion
nothing to say, but I will say a word to es- has alwavs been in unison witli nile, except
tablish the fact that this witness (Mazurette) for sone tine latpl', when lie chaigel îlwrn
is a man of good education and of good iu- and expressed duriîî titis enquirv sor.,
struction, consequently well fitted to.judge doubts as to whetber it wn. an abit4e r not
whether or not the Deputy or any other I find in bis minutes of the Mai.18t2
man bas a suflicient instruction to write a folio 268
letter, keep up a correspondence, or make a
report ot the nature I have mentioned. on
Things being so, the witness was a proper ten by the Inspector befoie the event
witness to put the question to according to wbich made him hostile to the Warden
the opinion expressed by the Deputy Minis- and friendly te the ieputy Waiden and
ter of Justice in his letter to the Inspector bis associates. This event havin taken
on the 3rd July, 1884. lis words are:-

1 Unless the winess is an expert testiry- p
ing to something within his know'ledge as, as 1 have already stated.
such expert, his opinions are not receired as 'i < u> t e inftn>n cd by the 4Jarden
evidence in courts of law.' I nay add as a i/ml ai the reports wic / re made bij
matter of tact that this was not the first ihe Depuim' Varden Io j convis or
time that subalterns bave been ca'led upon ollicers a i ' oui c
to give their evidence tor or against theird Brown. Tmis is alto ether irrcgular ami
superior officers, and that they hiad to State, o1
whether or not they have done or performed ng. soner shoudd be plac-t( in a
their duties. Position w/ere le wn/d 1mrs an

Are not the Coniunissioriers doing tlat 1 y of* 4 2«'mmg w/mat iralisphcx in refcrcec
ça"m'-arc ~ ~ I fltm uatr.bcomrcis or llicr. /e JFardcn tit!l,now in my case-are not my subalterns,

even the teansters of the Institution. to bu ereJbe pul (i) ai one (o the r'rq oh-
called to give evidence for or against me, the i
chief officer of the Peniteritiarv ?BJtarentintes ie or t, b imiur.

" The Inspector states that I put zone, eutenitli, Uic r. i le oe
unnecessary and useless questions. HavingI a
made a specitie charge of want of instrue-
tion, I fail to see : how thiis quesi tion o r îoleiate au abuse wh ci 1 tlîi
mine can be considered as unnecessarv a nd
useless. But I also fail to see the necessCIi
for so many quesf ions,soie of thei relat ing ot lt cowrcs b li great and it
to natters under fbrier régime, put by the itt at
Inspector when examiing the different
witnesses on mny side, questions whîicl liad n 1
nothing to do with the charges proven M A l me ai 1 s, lil. ed M r. i-
against the IDepuity, except they were put to Ai inen da si edr ad orsOi
them by the Inspector as a menace to mnake I ba to fail cack on thé otler course, thai
witnesses fear. Let ie cite sone three or o sav aqk for bis diii's'aL as I ai
four examîples. To witness Mazurette the
Inspector asks :- tu lerr-

"Q. 'Do you know tMat you hare been tlict o ic qui , the uê

found fault w't/h by laie Warden Duches- ci t -e
neau or present Wlarden ?' A. 'I an not c l ir.

an'are.' tîce's act ini appointinglîmawrare.'?
" Q. 'Do you reomenmber my hamving spoken This) I sbould think, does not ouy

to youm about the lax discipline kept by you show partiality, but h also shows that
over the men in your charge?' A. 'I don't
remember.'

"Q. 'Has the laie or present Warden bis position te bave those witnesses, offi-
found Jault with you?' A. 'I nay huive cials of the prison, under fis control
been reprimanded sone timne ; I don't He kept, it will appear, the sword ot
renember.' a suspended over their beads.

"l'o Witness Desormeau : 'The Deputy is The arden states in bis defence that
allowed by the Commissioners to put a ques -
tion, reflecting on his morals and his
honesty ' the following question to 'itness J. B

"As to the last renark of the Inspector, Gauthier (See page 140 of the bluc
I beg to say that it is just, because I have book).
found it, and do find it now, wrong to allow
convicts to pass their whole tinte in the "Have the convicts the sane confidence
Deputy's office, (oin-i sucb writinq c as the in tpe reepus D ?"

HON. NIR. BELLEROSE.
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Objection was taken by the Inspector in
the fllowviniyg terms:

"The Commissioners consider the last
"estion an improper one, inasmuch as tke
relations of the Warden and the DepuyWarden with the convicts are not the same."

oThe Deputy being charged with the dutyOr carrying out the details of the adminis-ration which are often obnoxious to the con-"cts and calculated to inspire them with aegree of bad feelings towards the officertoh is charqed with such a duty, whereas
lhe Warden's intercourse with the convictsi3 for the mostpartof apleasant and agree-
eUe character.

To this the Warden answered
e 1 regret this objection of the Inspectorbade in the name of the Commissioners,because, even if I entertained such viewsa" theirs and believed that the duties of the

ceputy Warden are more obnoxious to
coni ts than are those of the Warden, I

nOuld fot even then admit that the Com-
friSsiOners were right when preventing mie
lost tl lowing that the Deputy Warden ladvict te respect and confidence of the con-victs ; al] thiey could have done, it seems to
evil vOUld have been to appreciate sucli
difrer ne wben it had been taken, with the
the -circumstances of the case, use it

prnagainst the Deputy more or less inproportion with the difference which inboth tni n, existed in the relations of
o hose officers and con viets. But still1flre. The dnties of the Deputy Wardenare prescribed to iii by the " PenitentiarvfAct t and by the " Runles an i Regilation~sfor governmient of the Penitentiaries."
ig look over the Act and 25 rules contain-fg th, 8pcial duties of the Deputv Warden

Inclu the 45th rmie to the 69th
no pa I find that the Depuity hias

vicPts uar duties to discharge with coni-
the xcept hie has to miaintain generallyhe P icy of the prison, for whiclh purpose
the Trada special control and direction ofre Inst: uctors, Keepers, Guar ds andOtaer servants, and has to report to theore nstrictly and promptlv, every neglect
the thf any of those otticers. Practîically
officers Deputy reports his subaltern
ter oi or neglect of duty and such subal-

.thaL
5 report conviclCts.stor cold s opinion of the Commis-Iuhierls Coul be a sound one, it would applya dess to the Deputy Warden than toao rnstructors, Keepers, Guards, &c.,

As toh less to him than to the Warden.quite the question itself, my ideas are*lone re reverse of those of the Commis-
a 00 and Having had in years past so nuchenl2eand 300 men at the sane time at iny
counplet withe experience I caught then,
Passed at th that of the three years I havetn rthe head 0f this Penitentiar ,havepa e qute other ideas. If we lcad tostated by the Çren npossibly it might be as

omnnssioners. They would,

possibly, look more to the hand which,
strikes them than to the party who ordered
the punishment. With grown up men, not
80: they reflect more; thev look further
back.

Are convicts flogged ? They think of the
Warden ordering the punishment ; they see
him present, giving orders to the officer
holding the whip. When their sufferings
are too great, to the Warden they will go
for relief, and heg of hin to be pardoned.
Are they sent to the dungeon ? They know
that the officer who locks them up bas to
do so or go. Are they deprived of light,
tobacco, remission of time, &c.? they think
of the Warden having ordered so. So it is,
they are naturally led to curse the Warden
and excuse the hand which strikes them,
or even the party who have reported then,
except lie bas ili-used tbem.

"Since ny appointment to the Warden-
ship, I have heard it many tines repeated
that an old andi most efficient officer of this
Penitentiary, Chief Keeper Cooper, though
a very severe disciplinarian and the nost
rigid observer of the rule and of ail orders
received, was nevertheless ahvays nuch
respected, and had the full confidence of the
convicts. They used to say they liked him,
because,though severe, he was good to theni,
just and inpartial. There vas no rough-
ness, no harshness in him.

Let me renark that besides sone few
special duties prescribed to hin by the rules,
viz., the looking of the cleanliness of the
prison, the keeping into efficient order, the
water suipply apparatus, the stables, the
sweeping of the chinmneys, the bathing of
convicts, the helping the steward in the
changing of clothes of the convicts, the
Chief Keeper, according to Rile 107, lias no
other duties to performni, but the duties of
general supervision of the prison, which are
also incumberit upon the Deputy Warden
by the rules."

I an much mistaken, if the objection
of the Commissioners to the question
put by the Warden is a good one. The
most they could afford to do, was to let
the witness answer and reserve their ap-
preciation of his statement. But it seems
to me to be quite evident, that when
dealing with such charges as those laid
by the Warden against his Chief Officer
it was a necessity to show that their con-
duct had been such that it evei had had
the effect of dcpriving them of the con-
fidence of convicts-that they had lost
their confidence and their respect.
Could it be otherwise when convicts
knew, as the official report of the
evidence shows they knew, that the
Deputy Warden was at war with the
Warden ? When they themselves spoke
of the Warden's party and the Deputy
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Warden's party, surely they must have
gone for the one or the other party.
This is precisely what the Inspector did
not like to see established. He knew
before hand what was the state of feel-
ings of the convicts towards the différent
officers of the prison. He knew that
strictness, coupled with equity and kind-
ness neVer led convicts to hate their
guardians, but that harshness and rough-
ness, had that effect and he himself had
written, in his minutes (March 1882
Folio 268-288.)

" The Deputy Warden (M. Ouimet) is
rough and abrupt in his manner, towards
officers and convicts."

No wonder he would not allow such
a question to be put the answer to which
he might have worked mischief against
the Deputy Warden.

It being nearly six o'clock, Mr. Belle-
rose moved that the debate be adjourned
until to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

THE STANDING COMMITTEES.

MOTION.

HON. MR.
pointment of
as follows:

ABBOTT moved the ap-
the Standing Comimittees

LIBRARY.

Honorable Messrs.

ALLAN, MILLER,
ALMON, ODELL,
BAILLARGEON, POIRIER,
BELLEROSE, POWER,
BOTSFORD, RYAN,
DE BOUCHERVILLE, SCOTT,
GOWAN SULLIVAN.
HAYTHORNE, TRUDEL, and
LACOSTE, WARK,
MACPHERSON (Sir David Lewis).

be appointed a Committee to assist His
Honor the Speaker in the direction of
the Library of Parliament, so far as the
interests of this House are concerned,
and to act on behalf of this House as
members of a Joint Committee of both
ilouses on the Library.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

PRINTING.

Honorable Messrs:

CASGRAIN,
DEVER,
GIRARD,
GOWAN,
GUÉVREMONT,
HAYTHORNE,
KAULBACH,
MCCLEAN,

MCKINDSEY,
MCMILLAN,
MACFARLANE,
OGILVIE,
PELLETIER,
READ.
TURNER,
VIDAL, and
WARK.

be appointed a Committee to sup-
erintend the Printing of this House
during the present Session, and be ins-
tructed to act on behalf of this House
with the Committee of the House of
Commons as a Joint Committee of both
Houses on the subject of Printing.

BANKING AND COMMERCE.

Honorable Messrs :

AiBoTr,
ALLAN,
ARCHIBALD,
BELLEROSE,
BOTSFOR D,
BOYD,
CARVELL,
CHAFFERS,
CLEMOw,
COCHRANE,
FERRIER,
LACOSTE,
LEwIN,
McCALLUM,
MCMILLAN,
MACINNES.

MACDONALD,
(Midland)

MACPHERSON,
(Sir David Lewis)

ODELI,
PAQUET,
ROBITAILLE,
ROss,

(Laurentides)
RYAN,
SANFORD,
SMITH,
SULLIVAN,
THIBAUDEAU,
TRUDEL,
TURNER, and

(Burlington) WAP, K,

be appointed a Committee on
and Commerce for the present
to whom shall be referred all
these subjects.

Banking
Session,
Bills on

RAILWAYS, TELEGRAPLS AND
HARBORS.

Honorable Messrs.:

ABBOTT,
ALEXANDER,
ALLAN,
BELLEROSE,
DEBOUCHERVILLE,

MACDONALD, (B.C.)
MACINNES,

(Burlington.)
MONTGOMERY,
MILLER,
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CARVELL, O'DONHOE,
1 OCHRANE, OGILVIE,

FICKEY, POWER,
FERGUSON, ROnITILFE,
l ERRIER, RYAN,
HARDISTY, SANFORD,
b'AULBACH, SCHULTZ,
LEONARI), SCOTT,
MCCALLUM, SMITH,
MCCLELAN, STEVENS,
MCDONALI), (C.B.) SUTHERLAND,
MCKAY, TURNER, and
MCKINDSEY, VIDAL,

e appointed a Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbors for the present
Session, to whom shall be referred all
B]ills On these subjects.

CONTINGENI' AccoUNTS.

Honorable Messrs

A CMILLAN,
ALEXAINDER: MACDONALD

ARCHIBAL,1  (Midland),
BRMAND, MACFARLANE,LOTSFORI MACPHERSON

AFFERS, (Sir David Lewis)
s, MILLER,

DICKEY' ODELL
-ERRIER, O'DONOHoE

EINT' PAQUET,ORTIN, PELLETIER,
("IRARI, POWER,
GRANT, 

READ,
OWLANRoBrrAI LLE,

LEONARD' RYAN,
MCCLELAN SCOr,

DONALD> SCHULTZ,
(Cape Breton), SMI- Hi

NNES (B.C.), STEVENS, and
MCK.E VIDAL,1KND.sEY,

a appointed a Committee tO examine
cuntreport upon the Contingent Ac-
sOns of the Senate for the present Ses-

STANDG ORDERS AND PRIVATE BILLS.

HOnorable Messrs:
ALMON CIAN
ARCILtALD h ICMILLAN,
ARMANiD .' MACDONALD (B. C.),
BELLEROSp MACFARLANE,
AROLD ' MERNER,

' DMILLER,

BOTSFORD,
CARVELL,
DEBLois,
DEVER,
FERRIFR,
FLINT,
GIRARD),
GLASIE R,
GOwAN,
GRANT,
GUEVREMONT,
HARDISTY,
HAYTHORNE,
HOWLAN,
LACOSTE,
MCINNES (B. C.),
McKAv,

MONTGOMERY,
O'DONOHOE,
OGILVIE,
PAQUET,
PELLETIER,
POIRIE,
POWER,

READ,
REESOR,
Ross (de la Duran-

taye),
SCHULTZ,
Scor,
STEVENS,
SULLIVAN,
SUTHERLAND, and
TRUDEL,

be appointed a Committee on Standing
Orders and Private Bills, with power tQ
examine and inquire into all such mat-
ters and things as may be referred to the
said Committee, to report from time to
their observations and opinions thereon,
and to send for persons, papers and re-
cords.

SENATE J)EBATES-

Honorable Messrs:

BOLDUC,
CASGRAIN,
DE BoUcHERVI LLE.
FORTIN,
H AYTHORNE,
HOWLAN,
MCCALLUNI,
MCFARLANE,

MERNER,
POWER,
Ross (de la Duran-
SCHLLTZ, taye),
SCOTT.
THIBIAUDEAU,
TRUDEL. and
VI DA.

be appointed a Committee to inquire
into the best means to be adopted to
obtain correct reports of the Debates
and proceedings of the Senate, and for
the publication of the same, and to
report from time to time their views to
the House.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.
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HON. MIR. ABBOTT-In answer to
THE SENATE. my hon. friend 1 would say that therc

has been a considerable quantity of cor -
O//awva, Thrusdari', 1art ist, iS88. respondence on this subject with the

United States Government and that this
'HF SPEAKER took the chair at correspondence is now in course oe

3 o'clock. heing printed and will be LA before the
H- ouse in two or three days. 1 rnay say

Pravers and routine proceedings. this genet allywith regard tothe purport of
tmy question, that I do lot understand
that a has ever been contended by the

P.EIIRING' SEA SEIZURES. Unitd States Governrnent that they had
any rht to seize these vessels, or that

INQUIRY they enead any exclusive rights In uehrit
Sea. That as not been contended thar

Hox. MR. MACDONALI) (B3. C.) I an awareof The wholc correspon-
inquired dene, however, will cone down and

wil 1)0% mny hon. friend and the Hou,*-
Whether anv answer has been received the cxact state of the question M Present

to. the question submitted in Decenber,
1886, by the Imperial and Dominion
Governments to ithe Government of lte ST VINCENT iE PAU INITEN
United States, viz.: Vhether British
vessels fishing in the open seas beyond the. TI AV.
territorial waters of Alaska wouwhl lie
exposed to seizure, and Her Majestv's
Government at the sanie tile hoound be .rt MOTION.
if sorne assurance could be given that, pend-
ing the setletent of thee question, exc Stact Floof. N t BE LLEROSE rnoved
teizures of British vesses woiul be made i
Behring('s Sea. Thi ,1,beA1r, 1

He said : I do not propose to-day to
discuss this question before the House
at any length. I merely wish to state
that correspondence of a rather volumin-
ous character has taken place on this
subject, between September, 1886, and
May, 1887. it commenced by the
Minutes of the Privy Council of Canada
being forwarded to the Imperial author-
ities and by them transmitted to the
British Minister at Washington. It will
be seen by that ccrrespondence that the
Minister at Washington demanded of the
United States Government explanations
of the seizures made in Behring Sea, and
to all those demands for explanations no
reply could be received. The subject
was postponed from time to time,
so that up to the date of this corres-
pondence in May no definite answer
was received as to the claims
of the United States in those waters.
The Government may possibly be in
possession of information after this date,
and I therefore ask this question, which
is the question put by the Minister at
Washington to Mr. Bayard.

e s e present to

its Excellencv the Governor Generai,
praying that His Excellency will cause to be
laid before this House, a copy ot letters
signed, Jos. H. Bellerose, addressed to th.
Mlinister of Justice on the 27th andi 28th
Noverber, 1887, in connection witi the de-
struction by tire of the property of Mr.
Louis Guimond ot St. Vincent de Paul ;
also a copy of the evidence taken in the
matter, and of the report made by the
Inspector of Penitentiaries after inquiry
miade and the f-acts înettioned ini rlie siatîd
letters.

Hox. MR. ABBOTT-I do not know
whether any answers were given to these
letters or not, but if they were, I should
like my hon. friend to include them in
this motion.

HON. MR. BELLIEROSE--There wai
only the ordinary answer that they had
received them.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-With that
addition I have no objection to the mo
tion.

The motion was agreed to.
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WINTER COMMUNICATION
WITH PRINCE EDWARD

ISLAND.

INQUIRv.

H1N. MR. HAYTHORNE rose to
-ail the attention of the Hoise to the irreg-n)ar delivery of mails in Prince Edward
Ieland since the setting in ot winter, andask the Governnent whether it is in contei-
plation to take efficient neans to obviatethe irregiiarities complained of.

He said : Those members of this
11ouse who have noticed the tenor ofthe motion standing in my nane on the
orders will perceive, no doubt, that it has
reference to irregularities in the delivery
of mails in Prince Edward Island. It1 as been my duty, on many former oc-
casions, to call the attention of the House
to this subject, and i was under the ap-
jrehension that I would have to trouble
the Senate at very considerable length
to-day on the saie question, but if I may
he allowed to add a few words after theminister gives his reply to the question,
1 think it will perhaps be unnecessary
for me to make any extended remarks at
ail. I will therefore resume my seat,reserving to myself the privilege of mak-hng any necessary reply after the Minister
has spoken

H ON. MR. ABg OlOT -In answer toT'y hon. friend, I would say that the
attention of the Government hasbeen directed, not only by him-difibut by circumstances, to the
tnculties with regard to the regulartran smissiog of mails to the interior fromthe crossing. It was found that, inansequence of the impossibility of fixingthny period during which the transit ofthe mails could regularly take place, oc-
aonally connection was not made. At

ary ame,tup in fact, to the 16th Janu-Trav , e regular train from CapeTheverse, which took these mails from
he rnain hine to Emerald j unction, leftCaPe Traverse at 6:30 or 6:45 in theIM*ornine

f t Finding there was a frequent
the hour o onnect, a change was made in
loqer of departure, in order to give a

er rperiod of daylight to the boats tof ro t asnd the departure of trainsCrOrm Cape Traverse was postponed until

1 I:30, giving nearly five hours' additional
tirne for the boats. It was hoped In
that way to avoid the large expense of a
special train, to take on the mails when
they failed to connect with the regular
train over the branch at 6:45. The re-
sult of that experiment was that from the
i6th of January to the 22nd of February
there were twenty-five trips made across
the Straits, out of which there were nine
failures of connection. One of these
failures was remedied, there being some
peculiar circuistances about it, by the
dispatch of a special train, so that since
the 16th january, up to the 2znd of last
month, there were eight failures of con-
nection in twenty-five trips. Now this
undoubtedly is a grie'vance, and seeing
that the mode which the Government
hoped would have served the purpose
had not been entirely successful, they
have for some time past had it under
consideration to nake some supplement-
ary arrangement ; and I have the pleasure
to inform my hon. friend and the House
that, from this time out, special instruc-
tions will be given whenever the mails
fait to reach Cape Traverse within a
quarter of an hour or so of the departure
of the train (for they are allowed that
margin to catch the train), a special
train will be despatched to bring the
mails from Cape Traverse to the inte-
rior. I hope that this will be satisfactory
to my hon. friend. I may say that the
expense of the special train, which was
employed for a couple of years, was very
heavy ; and it was hoped that without
causing great inconvenience to the
public, the expense might be avoided,
but at present it is plainly impossible to
dispense with it altogether. I just wish
to mention to my hon. friend that
although no doubt the people, being
displeased, and naturally so, at not get-
ting their mails, find a great deal of
fault with the Government about it, the
Governiment have not been remiss in
extending mail facilities to Prince
Edward Island. Since Confederation
they have opened 119 new post offices
in Prince Edward Island, and the miles
travelled in the Province increased 240,-
ooo miles : the expenses of the mail
service at the time of Confederation in
Prince Edward Island amounted to
$24,750, and in 1886, the correspond-
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ing class of expenses amounted to $77,-
537 ; that is, exclusive of the "Northernz
Light" and another little steamer which
is sometimes used there. I merely
mention this to show that the Govern-
ment have not been behind hand, and I
trust will not be so considered by the
people of Prince Edward Island, in pro-
viding mail facilities. The measure
which they adopted on the 15 th
January, in hopes of correcting this diffi-
culty, has not altogether succeeded, but
they are prepared to supplement it with
special trains whenever there is a fai-
lure of connection.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE -The state-
nient which the hon. Minister has just
made to the House in reply to my ques-
tion is, to a certain extent, satisfactory ;
at the same time it still leaves the ques-
tion in an embarassed condition. The
attempt to so manipulate the ordinary
trains running on that railroad as to
meet the uncertain arrivai of the mails
by steamer can only end in failure.
Hon. gentlemen who are familiar with
the question must know perfectly well
that whether it be by the steamer Nortli-
ern Light, or by the ice-boats which
carry the mails and passengers across
the Strait, the arrivai and departure are
and must be in the future, uncertain pe-
riods. They depend on the state of the
weather, and the state of the ice. Boats
may flnd it impossible to start in the
early morning, whereas later in the
the course of the day, when the weather
clears up, they may be able to make the
trip. When the weather is fine, and
there is not much ice running, they are
likely to start earlier ; therefore, it is im-
possible to so dovetail those two differ-
ent interests, the one to meet the con-
venience of the other, that it has been
found more satisfactory to have a speci-
al train, and not to interfere with the
running of the ordinary train. My im-
pression is, that after trying those
experiments of altering the depart-
ure of the ordinary trains, the
Department will find it necessary
in the end to fall back on the old system.
Two years ago the hon. gentleman's pre-
decessor, as leader of this House, went
through the very same experience. He
objected to the expense of putting on a

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

special train, and could not see the
hardship that was involved in the deten-
tion of the mails of the Province for
twenty-four hours. But, finding that
public opinion was against him on this
point, he made the concession of a
special train, and, consequently, fron
that time up to the commencement ot
this winter there had been no serious
complaints. I heard the people of
Charlottetown, in fact, admit that during
last winter the mails were delivered with
a better average regularity during that
period than in the summer time; and
this was owirg to the fact of the mailN
being met at Cape Traverse by a speciai
train, the mails being also carried down
to that point at a late hour of the even-
ing by special train. By that means the
merchants of Charlottetown were able to
answer their correspondents on the main
land on the following day. At present
the mails do not leave until the following
day. I do not feel that it is necessary
for nie under the circumstances, the
Minister having engaged that a speciai
train shall be ordered on all necessary

,occasions, to go into all the de-
tails of the irregularities which have
occurred since the winter set in. I nmust
remind the hon. gentleman that this ar-
rangement at the Straits can only be one
of a temporary character, because the
navigation of the Northumberland Straits,
between Georgetown and Pictou will be
resumed in a few weeks ; special ac-
commodation will then be required at
Georgetown instead of at the capes,
and what I believe myself is the one point
necessary to make these arrangements
work satisfactorily to all parties is this :
that the officers of the Dominion Gov-
ernment at the head of the Post Office
and at the head of the Dominion affairs
down in Prince Edward Island should
be giyen discretionary powers. They
are capable men. 'They are, as far as
politics are supposed to go, supporters
of the Government, yet they have
scarcely any discretion allo«ed them. I
could, if necessary, indicate occasions
on which this has been palpably the
case. If you desire to have good and
efficient officers they must be allowed
certain discretionary powers. If they
are obliged to appeal to the Departmeat,
at Ottawa on every trifling occasion, and
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are allowed to exercise no discretion,
then they cannot as efficiently perform
their duties as their capabilities would
enable them. I hope that the power of
ordering out a special train when neces-
sary will be at once made known to theheads of the Department at Prince
Edward Island. The gentleman at one
time M. P. who is now Postmaster Gen-eral and Inspector General of Post
Offices for the Province, is a gentleman
who has the public confidence in that
regard, and up to the present his discre-tionary power has been so small that he
could not order a special train, even
SupPosing that the exigencies of the
service demanded it. I should be very
glad indeed to hear from the hon. min-ister that orders shall be at once dis-
Patched that on every special occasionthese officers shall be entitled to order
Out a special train for the conveyance of
Passengers and mails.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Of course,
hon. gentlemen are quite aware of the
incertainty of the crossing of the Straits;

It depends on the state of the weather,
ot the state of the ice and the state of thetide. There is no difficultyincomprehend-
Ing the troubles which arise from thosefacts, and the Government have not
dttepted to meet them by trying todvetail the period at which the railways
Start with the period when the boats arrive,but have POstponed the hour of departure
fveni 6.45 a. m., which was a very incon-Venient hour, to I1.30 a. m., which givesto the boats 4 or 5 hours of daylight.ihat train will be fixed as to the hour of
are eparture, except that the managersthe instructed that if boats are in sightthey must wait ten or fifteen minutes orlo and make use of their discretion inallowing a short margin for the boats toeac land. If the boats do not arrive
rhe i rinary time a special train willth ediately dispatched to bring on

the nai • ['hat is the regulation, and itseTs to hme to cover the ground entirely.
hon. friendiscretionary power which my
the Raind speaks of, I .m informed by
Or the waYI)epart ment that Mr.Breckan,
disrce tonstmaster at Georgetown, has had
a trair nar powers all winter to order
was e xercisenecessary and that power

the week before last in

connection with a severe snow storm, the
mails not having arrived on timz. As
regards the change which my hon. friend
speaks of, it will no doubt be necessary
to deal with that on its merits, and, I
dare say, if my hon. friend would com-
municate the facts to me as he did me
the honor of doing the other day with
reference to this, requiring that the
attention of the Postmaster General
may be called 1o it, I have no
doubt that satisfactory arrangements will
be immediately made with regard to it,
and the authority which has been already
given to the Postmaster at Georgetown
and the Postmaster General will be con-
firmed immediately so as to render it
possible for him to exercise his authority.
No discretion will be given to him, but
he will receive positive orders to des-
patch a special train whenever the mails
fail to connect.

WHITE I)IVORCE BILL.

PETITION READ.

The order of the day having been
called.

Reading Petition No. 4, of Mary Matilda
White, of the Village of Port Dover, in the
Province of Ontario; praying for the pass-
ing of au Act to dissolve her iarriage with
David Crystal White, and that lie be direct.
ed to convey to lier certain real estate in the
said village.

HON. MR. McKIN)SEY said-I beg
leave to withdraw this petition : it was an
alternative petition, and I propose when
the next order of the day is called to file
theaffidavits of service that should befiled
in this case.

The order was discharged.
The second order of the day having

been called,
Reading Petition No. 5, of Mary Matilda

White, of the Villaze of Port Dover, in the
Province of Ontario; praying for the pass-
ing of an Act to dissolve her marriage with
David Crystal White.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY presented
to the House the certificate of service of
notice on the respondent.

The papers were laid on the table.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY moved that
the petition of Mary Matilda Vhite,
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praying for the passing of an Act to dis-
solve her marriage with David Crystal
White, be read and received.

The motion was agreed to and the
petition was read on a division.

HART DIVORCE BILL.

PETITION READ.

The third order of the dax having
been called,

Rveading Petition of Eleonora Elizabeth
Tudor or Hart; praving for the passing of
an Act to dissolve her mlarriage with Fred-
erick Levy Hart.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE presented to
the House a certificate of service of
notice on the respondent.

The papers were laid on the table.

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved that the
petition of Eleonora Elizabeth Tudor,
praying for an Act to dissolve her mar-
riage with Frederick Levy Hart, be read
and received.

The motion was agreed to on a divi-
Sion.

DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS.

COMMITTER APPOINTED.

The fourth order of the day having
been called to resume debate on motion
of the hon. Mr. Gowan, viz.:-

" That a Special Conmittee be appointed
to frame new Rules and Orders and forms
touching proceedings in divorce, and for
regulating the procedure upon applications
for divorce before the Senate, and that such
Committee shall consist of the bon. Mes-
sieurs Abbott, Miller, Scott, Dickey, Pel-
letier, Power, Macdonald (B. C.). Vidal,
Haythorne and the mover."

HON. MR. GOWAN said-As I fear
my friends opposite whom I desire to be
on this committee are still unwilling to
serve, I beg to propose instead of the
three names of those who have objected,
the names of Hon. Mr. Odell, Hon. Mr.

Kaulbach and Hon. Mr. Ogilvie, with
the permission of this House.

HON. MR VIDAL-As I intimated
when making the motion for the adjourn-
ment of this debate, I have no intention
whatever of prolonging the discussion.
I may be permitted, however, to express
the deep sense of obligation which I feel
the House ought to entertain to the hon.
gentleman from Barrie for the very full
and clear manner in which he has stated
the reasons which influenced him in pre-
senting this motion to the Senate, and
for so fairly proving the necessity for
some alteration or amendments in the
rules by which the House has heretofore
been governed in dealing with this case;
and I may at the same time express my
deep regret that our honored friends
whose names have now been removed
from the original motion have not felt
it consistent with their view of what is
right and proper to allow their names to
remain on the committee. More specially
do I regret that the hon. gentleman from
Richmond has felt it incumbent upon
him to decline this duty. His very long
experience both in the legal profession and
especially in his long Parliamentary ex-
perience, have so eminently qualified
him to be of great service to this Com-
mittee, and I feel it to be a serious loss
that the Committee will not be able
to avail themselves of his assistance. I
presume that he feels it his bounden
duty not to serve on the Committee as a
member of it, but, although not a mem-
ber, I trust that we may still have the
advantage of his suggestions and long
experience in parliamentary practice. I
would like to suggest to the hon. gentle-
man from Barrie the desirability of in-
serting in his motion the granting of
power to this Committee to employ a
stenographer. I would be much more
convenient to put it into the motion
now than to have to come to the House
for power after the Committee was ap-
pointed.

HON. MR. GOWAN-I thank my
hon. friend for the suggestion, and I
will be very glad if the House will per-
mit me to insert the words, " with power
to employ a shorthand writer."

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. McKINDSEY.
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ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENI-
TENTIARY.

DEBA'T E CONCLUDED.

The Order of the day having been
called, to resume debate on motion of
the hon. Mr. Bellerose, viz:-

b" To draw the attention of the hon. Mem-
ers ofthe Senate to the Blue- book intitul-

edi 'S uplenentary Report on Penitenti-
Sfor t e year ending the 30th June,

1886 ' with reterence to the troubles at thePenitentiary of St. Vincent de Paul and thevarions stateinents and accusations made
against him in that book, and will ask theGoverrument what course they propose to
adoPt cc connection with such statementsand accu8ations.»

ION. MR. BELLEROSE said-4t
another time, the commissioners went
even so far as to try to make it a crime
Dl the part of the Warden if he shouldreet or interview his witnesses beforehe brought them to Court.

At page 141, hon. gentlemen will findthe following charge made hy the War-
d'en at the close of the enquiry

1 During the enquiry the Cominssioners
from thown themselves anxious to know
had Coe wtnesses on my side whether they
totme to me to give me information as
wheth ir evidence during this enquiry, or
objecher I lad gone to them for the same

hact ; also, viethier I had received infor-ration froi them, or whether I had ques-tioned themn.

the Casurprised at this course followed by
durin omuissioners, because I had occasioncalling my lifetime to see or hear lawyerswing on their clients for an interviewinith their witnesses before they met them"'court, bt being quite a novice as toenquiry aking, I thought that this was
not a lowed before such courts. I enquired,
and a tld that there was no such differ-
plained to thr. Duchesneau having con-
nqiryd tht .Inspector presiding at his

andinq . is accuser met the witnesses
the suired of themi what they knew onhad dee jet of the inquiry, the Inspectordid notcsned to interfere, stating that lienot be peeanythi wrong, and it couldWards Prevented• hbat a few days alter-
(Z. Lash, E Deputy Minister of Justice
tentiary had q.,) having come at the Peni-the ij, presided over the inquirv withrenewedPeStor; that Dr. Duchesneai' had
answered t" objection, when Mr. Lash
accer savat he had no doubts that the

In ourt witnesses before he met
practice ; tr that it was the ordnary

S lie hinself am a lawyer had8

never went to court before seeing his
wituesses, to be sure what evidence they
could give ; that there was nothing wrong
in such a course, and it could not be
helped."

Allow me to call the particular atten.
tion of hon. Senators to the following
words of this charge made by the
Warden :

" The Commissioners have shown
themselves anxious to know from the
witnesses on my side-'on ny side' are
words worthy of notice."

If the minutes of the Inspector in the
Duchesneau case have been honestly
prepared, and if they have not been in-
terfered with since, they will show that
this statement of Warden Laviolette is
quite in accordance with the facts. I
am happy to be in a position to confirm
this statement of Warden Laviolette
as to the Duchesneau case. I was pres-
ent all the time this investigation was
continued, as the representative of the
complainants (four officers of the prison,
who had been unjustly disnissed by the
Warden, they said). Warden Duches-
neau twice made the objections referred
to in this Laviolette case-and both the
Inspector and the Deputy Minister an-
swered as stated in Mr. Laviolette's
remarks, which I have just now cited. So
that it seems that when the Inspector's
friends were doing his work against
Warden Duchesneau, whom he disliked,
they were right and he could not inter-
fere, but when the party complaining
against his friends is an official whom he
dislikes, as is the case with Mr. Lavio-
lette, then he feels it his duty to inter-
fere, and prevent the complaining party,
whom he dislikes, making up his case,
and allow his friends, who are complained
of, to use all means at their disposal to
make up theirs.

On the third July the Inspector is re-
ported in the blue book page 139, to
have uttered the fullowing words as a
reproach to Mr. Laviolette :

" As it is the duty qf the Warden to at-
tend, at least, every third Sunday in the
Catholic Chapel. il devolves upon him
equally aid the Chief Keeper to see thai
the filthy practice of spitting be not allowed
on these Sundays when ke is on duty in
chapel."

To this the Warden answered (See
blue book page 139, 140.
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I know of no rule by which the Warden's
duty is to attend at least once every third
Sunday in the Chapel, except the 25~th rule
which imposes upon the Warden the duty:

25th. " To see that there is an efficient
superintendance of the convicts when ai-
tending Divine service in the Chapel and
providing that should there be services in
both Chapels ai the same lime, the War-
den or Deputy Warden shall be present in
one Chapel, and the Deputy Warden or the
Chief Keeper in the other.

The Warden continues:-In this Peni-
tentiary the three tirst officers are all
Catholics, and so none of them have to
attend Divine service on Sundavs in the
Protestant, Chapel. One of the Protestant
officers is appointed to superintend Protest-
ant convicts in the Protestant Chapel.

The )eputy Warden and the Chief
Keeper are each on duty in the Catholic
Chapel every second Sunday, ad turnum.
I have attended )ivine service in the
Catholic Chapel very nearly every Sunday
since my appointment, and though I have
always taken the trouble of superintending
both oficers and convicts in the Chapel,
I never considered myself bound to do so
by any rules ; such would not probablv
be the case it orie of the three oflicers
was a Protestant."

This answer of the Warden, pointing
out the rule and showing the Inspector
the difference between the Kingston
Penitentiary, where two of the head men
were Protestants and the third was a
Catholic, while at St. Vincent de Paul
the three first officers were Catholics,
irritated the Inspector, as the reproach
he had made turned against him. It
showed his determination to injure War-
den Laviolette and protect his subalterns.
The Inspector thought he ought not to
give way, but take a surer course to put
down the Warden. He knew that the
mass of documents composing the record
of the enquiry would never be read, but
that his report would be. Having then
determined that he would have his re-
venge, he wrote at the beginning of his
report of the enquiry. (See page 182 of
blue book).

"So litile was he(lhe Warden) acquainted
with the routine followed ai Kingston, and
also in the other penitentiaries, that he was
obliged to admit, during the enquiry, he was
ignorant of the fact that 05- 4arden per-
formed dut y every alternate Sanday-a mat-
ter which Mr. Laviolette has neqlected to do
since lie eniered office. and which he appear-
ed to consider infra dig."

In other words the Inspector wrote
two false statements in a few lines.

ist. Mr. Laviolette was so well ac-
quainted with the routine followed at
Kingston, that he has been able to give
a lesson to the Inspector and show him
the difference between the two peniten-
tiaries.

2nd. Far from having neglected his
duty in this respect, Mr. Laviolette states
that not only every second or third Sun-
day, but that even almost every Sunday
since his appointment he was present in
the Chapel superintending both efficers
and convicts.

Let me again refer your honors to page
120, where a note of the Inspector may
be seen at the head of a document ad-
dressed by the Warden at the time of
the enquiry, to both Commissioners.
This note is in the following words :-

"The following document which the War-
den calls his defense. . . .

"The Warden assumes the functions of
the Comnissioners, and even of the Minis-
ter of Justice in pronouncing upon the merit
of the evidence. . . . lie decides the
whole case, and thereby leaves nothng for
the Minister to do in the prenises."

The document referred to in this note
of the Inspector was fyled at the time of
the investigation in 1884, and addressed
to both Commissioners. The Inspector,
acting then as one of the Commission-
ers, made his final report after the
enquiry, but this document (the defense
of the IVarden) being unanswerable, he
made no answer to it ; nay, he did not
even mention the document. It is only
to-day that, having to lay it before Par-
liament, as ordered by the Senate, on a
motion of mine, he feels the danger and
tries to remove it, by adding as a heading
to the document the note I have just
read from the blue-book, page 120. This
he did without even the permission or
sanction of the chief officer of his depart-
ment, who is alone responsible to Parlia-
ment for such documents. When a
member of the Commission in 1884, no
doubt he had full power to criticise this
document, but to-day, after two years
have elapsed, when the Commissioners
have made their report, which has even
been acted upon over two years ago, and
when the Commission no longer exists,
what right had the Inspector to add a
single word of comment to it ? Cer-
tainly none-except he felt the absolute
necessity of casting discredit on the

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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document, so that it might not be read,or, if read, it should be read with such
prejudice as he tried his best to create inthe ninds of those reading it. But this
can have no other effect than showing
his distrust, and the fear he has of the
facts therein mentioned being madeknown.

I was greatly surprised at the reading
Of such remarks as those contained inthjs note of the Inspector. To my mindthis note alone would be quite sufficient
to establish conclusive evidence of thepartiality charged against the Inspector
n this case of the enquiry of 1884, toany nan who might have looked over the
records of the Department of Justice.
"et Me refer your honors to the volu-mflouls,

5 record of the late Warden Du-chesneau enquiry in 1879. If this re-cord has not been interfered with youWill find there a like document fyled bythe officers at whose instance the enquiryWas ordered against Warden Duches-
rleau. The Inspector not only approved
of the accusers of this officer writing and
fYling a plea or defense, but he evenwrote for them some few pages to be
'ierted in this document of theirs, The
first words he wrote for them were :
ca The inquiry having corne to a close, Iofaril the privilege of fyling with the report0f the rceis

evidenceeaed 'gs my opinion upon the
and the last words he wrote at the endof the last page, were:

Snow proceed to examine the evidence

Torday he censures Warden Laviolette
for havng done o and writes in hisreport

calls hs dfolng which the Warden
clsbsdefense."

the e Warden assunes the functions of
of Jstic".sionoers and even of the Minister
of the ev n, pronouncing upon the mieritewhole ei dence adduced. He decides th
the M- teeand thereby leaves nothing for

e hld O do i the premises."
i hold i tny hand the few pages scWritten bY the Inspector in the Duches.

House ' If the hon. leader of the
four sheet allow me, I will send him th(
recog eth of paper so that he ma)
tor. the handwriting of the Inspec.

ee oMr. Bellerose sent one of th(eets f paper to Mr. Abbott).

HON. MR. ABBOTT- My hon.
puts in my hand a sheet of note
without any date and without any
ture, and marked page 2.

friend
paper
signa-

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-Had an
inquiry been made, this document could
have been sworn to as being in the
Inspector's handwriting. I know it is
his handwriting, because I had it from
himself.

HON. MR. AIBBOTT-
hon. friend want me to
matter ?

What does my
do about the

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I want to
know if the hon. gentleman recognizes
the handwriting of the Inspector?

HON. .IR. ABBOTT-No, I never
saw the handwriting of the Inspector, to
my knowledge, in my life.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-What is
your opinion, hon. gentlemen, as to the
course followed by the Inspector ? What
is your opinion of the man himself who
could do such a thing ? Is he a proper
man to be entrusted with any important
charge ? Is he a proper man to be en-
trusted with the dangerous mission of
reporting on the state of our Peniten-
tiaries, and on the effectiveness of each
member of their Staff ? Who could hold
his hand on his heart and say with such
evidence before him, that he is sure
that the charges which Warden Lavio-
lette has repeatedly made against this
official are not true ? Does it not seem
in this present instance, that when such
documents (a plea or defence) are fyled
by his friends aganst an official with
whom the Inspector has no sympathy,
as was the case with Warden Duches-
neau, then such documents were most
acceptable and altogether worthy of con-
sideration, while if it happens that they be
fyled against his friends by an official for
whom he entertains nothing but a feeling
of dislike, as is the case with Mr. Lavio-
lette, then the document is " An inju-
rious encroachment upon the rights of
the Minister of Justice etc., etc."

What is your opinion of an official of
such high and responsible standing who
will allow himself when acting as a
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Judge to take in his hands the case of
one of the parties to the extent of writ-
ing to help him in the struggle ?

What is your opinion of a man hold-
ing such a responsible office whose
opinion, it seems, varies according to
the love or to the dislike he may have
for the parties he has to deal with ? Is
he a fit man to be the only channel
through which the Government can be
made aware of what is going on in our
Penitentiaries and of the value and
aptitude of the members of their staff ?

In order that his report of the enquiry
might be favorably considered and that
the Minister should have no doubt as to
his love for Warden Laviolette, the
Inspector begins his report in the
following words :

" I regret having to undertake this task,
by reason of Mr. Laviolette's strong perso-
nal hostility to me, which has inanifested
itself in many ways, I shall take occasion
here to say, that I have given him no
grounds for this feeling of enimity."

Those two statements are untrue-I
defy the Inspector to cite a single word
in the evidence taken during this inquiry
corroborating the first assertiop, while I
maintain there is good evidence of the
unreliabilitv of the second statement.
Let me give you an instance. A gentle-
man of high standing was sumnoned
and appeared before the Commissioners.
The Inspector cross-examined this
witness-who answered on a question
of his :

" That lie had felt it his duty during the
previous session of Parliament to write to
Warden Laviolette, ' that he knew of a part
in Ottawa working in the dark to injure him.

This answer had a terrible effect on
the Inspector. He hesitated, and having
recovered, he told the witness to with-
draw. All such questions as 'Who is the
party ?' 'What grounds have you to make
such a charge ?' were left aside.

It is not necessary for me to add any-
thing more. I leave it to you, hon.
gentlemen, to appreciate the course fol-
lowed by the Inspector and draw the
proper conclusion.

III.

I will now take up the report proper
of the two Commissioners, (Messrs.
Baillargé and Moylan), two very poor

Hox. MR. BELLEROSE.

documents, I regret to say, as I will
presently show. Let me take as evidence
of this statement of mine 1st, the case
of the Chief Keeper, charged with having
come to the prison under the influence
of liquor, and 2nd, that of a conspiracy
charged against the Deputy Warden, the
Chief Keeper and other officers, the two
most important charges laid by the
Warden.

In referring to the evidence of J. B.
Desormeau, Keeper, who gave strong
evidence against the Chief Keeper, the
Inspector states in his comments, that

This witness gave very conflicting evi-
dence. In his direct examination by the
Warden he stated that he only saw the
Chief Keeper atclosing time, (about 5 p.m.),
yet in the cross examination by the Chief
Keeper he says that he saw Mr. McCarthy,
between 7 and 8 a.m., and about 1:20 p.m.

The evidence of this witness is in no
way conflicting.

I hold in my hands an official copy of
the manuscript evidence written by the
official shorthand writer, out of which I
read the following: In direct examina-
tion :

Q. Can you mention the dates of each of
those five or six tinies you have seen the
Chief Keeper in that state (under the in-
fluence of hquor)?

A. I remember one occasion, it was in the
month of February, during the carnival. I
recollect that on that day the Warden had
toopen the prison at noon, the Chief Keeper
havmng come too late, the Deputy being ab-
sent at the time on the day in question.

Q. Do you know if he passed the afternoon
at his duty ?

A. I only saw him in the evening, at
closing time.

Q. Do you not know if he absented him-
self ?

A. No, sir.

CRoss-EXAMINED BY THE CHIEF KEEPER.

Q. What hour of the day was it when you
saw me in that etate, on the sixth or seventh
of February ?

A. In the first place, in the morning, and
then twenty minutes after one o'clock.

Q. At what hour of the morning was it ?
A. Between half past seven and eight

o'clock.
Where is the conflict ? Is it not clear

that the witness swears, Ist, that he saW
the chief at noon, but after the prison
had been opened by the Warden, viz.,
at 20 minutes past one, as he states
later (the prison opens at one p.m.);
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then 2nd, in the morning, and 3 rd, in
e evening, at closing time.
If the evidence is not clear, whose

fault is it, if not the Commissioner's?
Did they do this maliciously to have oc-
casion to make such comments as would
please them ? It looks so.

The Inspector continues:ta le also swore, three times, distinctly,that le was not nearer than seven or eight
feet to the Chief Keeper, when in his office,
but, then pushed about his being able todtect the smell of liquor at that distance,le"Y,'we were alinost touchingr one
anotler."

Not so, let us see the official report ofthe evidence.

Qe On all those occasions was the Chief
keepePZniuch n hquor and did he appear to

nscious of his position ?A. He was not able to do his duty-I
appened to go sonetimes into his office to

et tobacco for the convicts and found him
aheeP in his chair. I found him so two orthree tines. On the other occasions lie wasmis office but not a sieep.

CaO5  EXAMINED BY CHIEF KEEPER.
Q. fow near did you cone to me (in myoffice.)

Seven on eight feet.
Was that the nearest?

A. ea'
Q. Was I imucht under the influence ofliquor ?
A. y

time, ou smelt strongly of liquor each

Q. Do you swear positivelv that I was
Ymluch Ulider the influence of liquor by
distnelig the odour of liquor fron me at adistance of seven on eight feet ?

A. Wlien you handed mie the tobacco, we
I adn sttouching one another.

that ait that in the first place I stated
feet, bnever came nearer to Voiu than 7 or 8
before bn lIV intention was to say that
IFe tobYOU got up and approached me with
distcaccot. I al W8ys spoke to you at that
"entione It sipped fron ny menory to
SPOken the tact at the beginning. Yon"")eto nie after g îVung nie the tobacco or
in giving me the to acce tt c

fthere is the conflicting evidence ? Ifait to see eesormeau never went nearer
tbut the Cheeper than seven or eightfeet e m iet Keeper went to him

togve him tobacco.
quen the Inspector puts the followingquestio to this witness (Desormeau).
Q. Do

bad re afaoi know that you have a pretty
A.to rÎn as to teliing the truth?

Let i. h
'-'ne mJention that Keeper Desor-

meau is an old officer of the Government
of over twenty years standing. It is
rather late for the honest Inspector to
find him so bad now that he has deter-
mined to have him dismissed.

A few years ago the Inspector wrote
that Desormeau and other officers of the
Penitentiary " were a body of men
worthy of the protection and confidence
of the Department."

At the time Desormeau gave evidence
against the then Warden whom the
Inspector disliked. To-day Desor-
meau is also found on the Warden's side
but the Inspector is on the other. This
no doubt explains why Desormeau, so
good before, is now so bad.

Let me now take Mr. Baillarg€s
report I read at pages 208 and 209 :

I vill first consider the evidence of Keeper
Desormeau.

He swore that lie saw the Chief Keeper
five or six times under the influence of liquor
inside the walls of the prison; but he cannot
recullect any dates nor any specified time,
with the exception of one which lie places
between the 6th and 7th of last February.
He states that lie saw him in the morning,
between the hours of seven and eight, in the
passage, and again at 1.20 in the afternoon,
when the Chief Keeper could barely walk.
He adds that the gangs of convicts were
then at work, and, further, that the Deputy
called the roll that morning and that the
Chief Keeper was absent.

The statements of this witness disclose
one inaccuracy and one impossibility ;-the
former is that the Deputy being absent on
leave, on the day which the Ch ief Keeper
was said to have been under the influence
of iiquor, could not on that day have called
the roll, as stated by Desormeau; and we
have the declaration of the Deputy hiniself
that lie was on leave on that day."

Not so. The Deputy having been
absent but one day and the witness
having sworn that he could not specify
the day, that it was at the time of the
Carnival, about the 6th or 7 th February,
that the Chief Keeper was under the
influence of liquor and that the Deputy
had called the roll. Mr. Baillargé
could not draw the conclusion he has
drawn. There is no inaccuracy in the
statements made by the witness.

Moreover it happens frequently that
officials absenting themselves are present
at the opening and leave even so late as
after mid-day.

Mr. Baillargé continues:
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" The latter (one impossibility) consists
in the fact that the evidence proves that
Desormeau was, on the day he alluded to,
in charge of a gang working outside the
walls of the prison, and that he moreover
stales the gangs were all out when he saw
the Chief Keeper; consequently he could
not possibly have been outside and inside
the wall the sain time."

I beg Mr. Baillargés pardon, the wit-
ness having been asked by the Chief
K eeper-

" Q. At what hour of the norning was
it ? What was I doing ?

A. Between half past seven and eight
o'clock I saw you in the passage, leading
to the outdoor of the yard. I met you
as you were coming in and I was going
out of the passage at twenty or twenty-
five minutes past one o'clock in the
afternoon."

Again it happens that those officers
are called in or they have to go else-
where and be replaced. Would it not
have been more honest to put some
question in this direction, rather than
draw a conclusion which does not follow
from the answers of the witness ?

Mr. Baillargé adds
" That, on one occasion lie (witness,

Desormeau), went to the Chief Keeper's
office and found him asleep under the influ-
ence of liquor, and the proof he gives is that
his breath smelt of liquor, In order to
notice it, he must have gone very close to
the ('bief Keeper ; but he states in one part
of his evidence that lie did not go nearer
to him than severi or eight feet, and lie after-
wards states that lie went near enough to
touch hini.

This shows that his evidence is self-
destructive and cannot be depended upon in
this matter.

There is certainly no conflicting
evidence. Desormeau swore that he
never went nearer than seven or eight
feet, but that the Chief Keeper went
quite close to him to give him the
tobacco, and that then he smelt the odor
of liquor.

Mr. Baillargé concludes:
" Two other witnesses, ex-Guard Deniers

and Keeper Joseph Demers, declared they
lad seen i lie Chief Keeper in liquor, and al-
though not naning the day,appeared clearly
to refer to the 6th of February, during carni-
val time, as stated by Desormeau.

The roster and night duty book show that
both the Demers' were on niglt duty on the
night of the 5th of February, and were on
rest the next day. It is nowlere shown in

these books that they were assigned any
duties on the 6th, so that it is bighly im-
probable that they noticed the occurrence
on the morning of the 6th to which the evi-
dence points."

Because the two Demers were on
night duty on the 5th, it does not follow
that they did not notice the occurrence
on the morning of the 6th. On lhe con-
trary, the probability is that they did.
They could not leave in the morning be-
fore the opening of the prison, when all
the officers were in, and they had been
replaced. They then must have met the
head officers of the institution making
the morning arrangements.

In another place in the same report
(page 179), Mr. Moylan states that wit-
ness "Durocher makes a conflicting
staternent to Lesages. He tells, 'he says,'
that the jomiting took place in
the wood-box in the Keeper's hall,
while Durocher swore that the Chief
Keeper had vomited outside the front
door."

Mr. Moylan is wrong, there is no con-
flict between the two statements. I will
give their evidence, as reported by the
short-hand writer

To witness Durocher the question is
put :-

Q. In what state did you find the
Chief Keeper ?

He answers:-
He seemed to me to lie sick and tired.

His face was wori out. In going out from
the Keeper's Hall to the vard, and in passing
by the wood box in the' Keeper's Hall, he
vomited a mout ul in the wood box.

To witness Lesage --
Q. Did you notice on those occasions on

which you say the Chief Keeper was on the
spree any facts connected with his state in
particular ?

A. One morning in particular I noticed
the Chief Keeper uînder the influence of
liquor, sick and lie was obliged to go out of
the prison.

Q. Did lie on that occasion go home or
come back to the prison ?

A. He went out at the entrance door and
vonited there and then he came in again
and afterwards went to his breakfast.

Now, where is the conflict ? Durocher
speaks of the Chief Keeper going out
from the keeper's hall, into the yard,
while Lesage mentions quite another
fact, that of the Chief Keeper going out
through the entrance or front door. Two

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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very different facts. But even if theyhad both asserted that the Chief hadgone out but once and by the same dooreven then Commissioner Moylan wasnot justified in drawing the conclusion
he has drawn. Surely any individual soSick may leave a room to go out for thepurpose mentioned and vomit one
mIlouthful before he could reach the door
especially when he has to pass two orthree appartments as is the case in thisInstance and, having gone out, continuevomiting.

Again, Mr. Baillargé remarks that wit-aess, Messenger Lefebvre being recalled,said :

"That he did not see the Chief Keeperng his handkerchief to his mouthlat he did not hear him vomit on the steps;
h'av the Chief Keeper went home afterhaving gone out, and did not return : also,that le was in a better position than Lesageto ee as the latter was between the insidedoors>',

While Guard Lesage stated that theChief Keeper a
hfeld his handkerchief to his mouth as

dooras passing by hin, vomited when on therthteps outside, and re-entered; that his
retching or efforts to vomit were loud
War en to be heard, and that he toldwarIen of the matter a few weeks after-

LIt s not at all extraordinary thatLesage heard what the Door Keeper diddot hear. The last officer had fourdoors to attend to, one on each of thefour sides of the small apartment (eightby nine feet square) of which he was theguardin. The entrance door, the dooraPPosite leading to the inside of the prison
and dinto the yard, on the right sidethe door to the Warden's office and onthe left the door leading to the Account-ant' office. This officer is continually atWork to jet ins and outs pass and oftenis calied to the door of the other officeth received orders for messages. It is
the nost probable that having to attend
have o many duties he may
and seen the Chief going outwho flot rem ark what Lesage
w vas idle, waiting for orders, swearsWas the case ? Both being amongst the
the spectable men in the prison isIr evidence to be set aside for such ainside d Lesage was between the
the doors it is true but quite near toor where doorkeeper Lefebvre was

then doing duty two or three feet between,
the two. Then why did not the Com-
missioners ask whether Mr. Lefebvre
was not sent on a message shortly after
the Chief had gone out and whether for
a certain time another officer had not
done his work, when the Chief had re-
entered the prison ? No, it seems those
Commissioners first duty was to find the
whole of the evidence defective. If so
I admit they have done their best though,
I am bound to say, they used very lame
arguments in connection with the evi-
dence as they willingly left it un-
completed to such an extent that they
had to add many links to it.

I will now take the other charge, that
of conspiracy. I open the official report
of the evidence and I read :

Storekeeper Lamarche, having taken
thLe oath, was examined as follows

BY THE INSPECTOR.

"Q. What object had you in view in
nentioning that to the Warde't (Mr.Ouimet's
statement to the witness that he desired
to become Warden ?)

" A. I had no object.
" Q. Did you do it to give the Warden to

understand that Mr, Ouimet had the am-
uition to step into his shoes ; was that the
object you had in view ?

"A. No, but I knew he wanted to be
Warden.

"Q. Then you had no object in telling
the Warden of it ?

- A. I knew that he wantedto be Warden,
and as I knew that the Warden had some
difficulties with the Deputy, I told him of it.
I knew that the Warden was on bad terms
with the Deputy, and lie asked me for in-
formation and I gave it to him.

Q. How did you know this state of
feelings ?

A. AIl the officers spoke of it. That
creates a bad feeling amongst the officers;
they do not know which way it will go.

Q. Have you made up your mind or corne
to anv decision as to wio is right or wrong
in this mnatter?

A. Yes, I considered it my duty to hold
by the authority of the institution, to help
as nuch as I could the Warden.

Q. What did you see wrong ?
A. By the evidence I have just given, I

may say there was something wrong with
the Deputy. 1 refer to tacts in 1881, and all
the facts 1 have just enumerated. I saw
sorne oflicers go very ofter. into the Chief
Keeper's office. I saw some officers,
amongst whon was Mr. Oimmet, going into
the office of Public Works. I could not swear
that they had a conspiracy.
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EDMoND DuRocaER,

Guard, Sworn :
Q. Did you hear the Deputy (Mr. Ouimet)

making any unbecoming remarks ?
A. Yes. During one of his visits, the

Deputy asked the Instructor, (Taylor) if he
had commenced to make the officers uni-
forme. He was told no. Make haste, said
he, that I may have a new suit before I am
dismissed. Later on, he told the Instructor.
"I won't be dismissed this year. I will
remain a year longer here." The convicts
heard these remarks. The Deputy told me
and two others to report everything: if he(the
Warden) does not do his duty it would be
found out later. I inquired from the Deputy
asking him if it was perfect silence that was
required and the Deputy said, it was not,
that it was impossible. Rule 276 enacts :
" Every officer shall see that the silence
system is strictly carried out."

Q. Have you remarked any private inter-
views between the Deputy and other officers
while on duty.

A. Besides what I bave stated, I have
often seen the Deputy with the Chief Keeper
and Mr. Devlin, two at a time in the vard.
These interviews were beld in the daytinie
in Mr. Ouimet's and the ChiefKeeper's office.
Five or six meetings I spoke ot were held
by Mr.McCarthy and the Deputy in the back
passage. The meetings in the yard occurred
thirty or forty times in ten or twelve
months.

I know that there exists a disagreement
between the Warden and Deputy. I firmly
believe there was a conspiracy against the
Warden. I swear positively that the decla-
ration written by con victs before the enquiry
into the charges preferred against me by the
Deputy, were false. Rule 282 enacts :

" No officer shall take the statement of
one convict against another convict, on
whici to make a report for punishment."

I should think that afortiori lie shoulid
not take the statement of a convict against
anofficer reporting him for punishment.

Q. ¶h>jat was the object of those officers
procuring theni ?

A. It was to hurt the Warden. Had the
Deputy succeeded in naking hi@ proof of
those declarations, the Warden would have
been compromised.

One day Mr. Béland asked me " Do you
make use of those littie plattornis ?" I said
not yet, but would use them soun. In reply
lie said : "I Those platforns will go with the
rest." I understood by that, that lie al-
luded to somne work by the Warden which
he considered useless.

Q. On what do you base your opinion
that there was a conspiracy against the
Warden?

A. By the dirferent means used by the
Deputy an 1 Chief Keeper, and by the
enquiry against nie, which was more or less
directed against the Warden, as also the
meetings I have stated.

HON. MR. BELILEROSE.

CRoss EXAMINED B! THE INSPECTOR.

Q. Did you conclude that there was
something wrong passing in those private
conversations lield between the tailor in-
spector and the Warden?

A. I did not hear the conversation, but I
thoughc at the time there was something
wrong

Q. What did you think was wrong ?
A. After all the reports I thought there

was something going wrong against the
Warden. Those con sations were hel d
all last spring. ver

Q. What motive had the Deputy in con-
spiring ?

A. h bave no other ground than wbat I
stated before, in relation to the enquiry
against me and those meetings and the
negligence witti which the Deputy per-
formed his duties showed me there was an
intention to injure the Warden.

Q. What motive bad Mr. Béland to con-
spire against the Warden?

A. I cannot sav, but he is against the
Warden, because lie thinks the Warden is
the chief cause of Father Leclerc's baving
left.

Guard J. B. Desormeau, sworn ; ques-
tioned by the Warden.

Q. Have you remarked that for the last
nine or ten months there lias not been a
proper entente cordiale between the superior
officers of the penitentiary?

A. Yes. There have been also frequent
meetings between the Deputy and other offi-
cers, sometimes as much as twice a day,

Q. Has the Deputy always obeyed my or-
ders ?

A. No. The Deputy lias neglected for
some time past his duties as to improve-
ments and details of all sorts as he used to
do previous thereto. Once a convict did not
wishî to work. I asked the Deputy what I
was to do with him. He made no answer.
The Deputy stayed sometinies so long as 45
minutes or an hour in Mr. Beland's office.
Those visits took place about three or four
tinies a week.
CRoss.EXAMINED BY THE DEPUTY.WARDEN.

Q. Were those meetings leld in the yard
and elsewhere, pre-arranged ?

A. Yes, because it was always the same
persons, Messrs. M. McCarthy, Devlin, Dag-
neault and Beland. I do not know what
passed at those meetings, but there was a
conspiracy, I cannot give facts. At the ap-
proach of the \ arden you would separate.
An order was given by the Warden against
such meetings. In my opinion, the object
of those meetings was what it lias led to,
nanely, the present enquiry. This conspir-
acy began about ten or twelve months ago.
The Deputy had no trouble with the Warden
until last fall. The Warden stated to you
the (Deputy), and the Chiei Keeper, in my
hearing, that there must be an end to those
mîeetings.
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Q. State in what way I refused to support'he Warden ?
re.A..Because of your being careless in per-

forming Your duties. In consequence ofYour neglect, the Warden was obliged tob ake visits which should have been madey you, both day and night.Q. DO I salute the Warden whenever Iflleet him ?
A. .Very often whîen you meet the Warden

YoU simply raise your cane-at other times
YOU give some sign of a saiute. Every time

ve (witness) met you I saluted you. You
rea ac
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but lie has lost my own. Several officers
told me they had lost confidence. I do not
think that Father Leclerc contributed to the
welfare of the institution.

CROSS-EXAMINED BY THE INSPEcTOR.

I consider that Father Leclerc in taking
the authority of the Warden did no good to
the institution.

Warden Laviolette duly sworn and
examined :

BY THE INSPEcTOR.

Knowledged me. Q. When did you first learn or discover62 enacts : " Ail officers shall salute Lîat a conspiracy existed against you?
lier when meeting or passing when A. Weil, some time in the faîl of 1883,

5) thoughi I must state that for a year past it
urred so often that you did not at- had struck me that the Deputy and the
the opening of the prison. I did Chiefeeper, and particularly the Deputy,
the number of times. were not zealous in the discharge of their

hat passed at those meetings? diîties. Laer on, very likeiy in September
ever beard anything, but from their or October (1883), the Deputy met otten
ctinz I knew they were conspiring with 8ome of the officers that have been

the Warden? named, such as the Chief Keeper, Messrs.
s-Ex&MINED BY TUE INSPECTOR. Devlin, Kenny, etc., and at last it struck ne

-lad cnspredaganettheWaren.thiat their meetingrs couid not have been forland conspired against the Warden.c
neault also. I saw i siness connected with the institution, asOthie I tol th W arde htIpbe they were so frequent and ýappeared to nieothers. I told the W arden that I per- to have a private character. By their man-hat th'e Deputy and the othier officers
liave spoken of, used to meet to- ners 1 noticed that at diffèrent imes. This

nd that it looked bad. I mentioned va8 about September, 1883.
nd the Chief Q. Would not the Deput's duties require
uld nOtosee etKepr toe h in, to go to tiie Chiief 1{eeper's office fre-uledayo thiose mien meet tog'ethierthe day 'vithut plotting any evil qî11entî?
ief to the Warden ? A. Not at tlat Lime of me day. Even
e law forbids officers to meet and convicts ioticed those meetings between the

ept for matters concerning their duty. Depity Mr. Kennv.
t the conclusion thiat have not suficint facts to say that theitthîey me oplot Deplity's intention was to step into myte Warden, because they refused to "

orders of the Warden and neglected oots. Before was apponted Warden,
ctsan thy heytaked - th ety liad some notions and tookties. When they met, they talked

ct e and ield bad conversation with steps to be appointed, and later on, iL was
oniy last fail, I was intormed that some

BY TUE WARDEN. propositions had been made, noL Lo put me
ss answers out, but to have me transferred to some

p adLut.Bindta otiier position and to have the Deputy put in
ep aid to r. Beland that ou place.olirseit too muchi about small things Are we to at u neglected other matters. I tiueti oiet it Vii e icelohr ,ates, A. 1 would not go so far, but from Lhe evi-
deilndeclaring lie was against dence of a couple of witnesses, I think theden. Several convicts told me that Depity lîad such a motive. I arn prettyeeting8 were hostile to the Warden, sure that for some montls ast tle Deputy
o th en ar .composed themn were path 1i r 'e ocmpsdtîenwr has lîad in bis mind tlîath had no responsi.

.o te Wadr.nbiiity, Lliat ail responsibility rested with the

keeper Lamarche recalled, ques- Warden and that if anything went wrong,
by the Warden the Warden was to bear the consequences.

Warden The Jack of zeai mranifested by the Deputy
d Father Leclerc endeavour to exert in luifillinghis duties led me +o 8uch a con-fluence upon the otficers c
caanno, say for ail the officers, but I foîowing order:
ron my case he did. I used to ask Inies of good

cc L, but I discontinued to do order and dicipline for officers to hold con-
¡ount of his hostility to the Warden. versation among tlemselves, besides being

Lito your knowledge that Rev. of ernicious example to convicts."
?cere was feared by most of tle Have you observed that no more testi-

IŽ5* Sveraimony in the direction of a conspiracy lias
Several officers complained ofbeen obtained fron your own witnesses than

cordt Say that Father Leclerc had the mere fact of those offcers being eeneAo. the officers generalWy, taekilg together froni time to lime?
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A. Well I claim that a conspiracy could Warden. He said to me once lie thought
beproven before the Courts bycircumiistances the Warden was an honest man, but that he
in connection witlh tacts asked of the wit- thought Mr. Laviolette was not a man for
nesses. I do not mean to say that suspicion conducting the Penitentiary, that the War-
is enough, but I mean that the interviews of den allowed hinself too much to be led b7those officers and their rernarks and gestures Mr. Ouimet, and that he did not take his
are enough to prove it. advice or that of the Inspector. On two

Q. Why have you not dismissed those different occasions the Chaplain said to me
officers or suspmded then? that if the Warden remained here two years

A. I delayed and put it off because I more he would ruin hiiself. When the
thought I was not properly supported by the first annual report for 1881-82 of the In-
Inspector, under ny oath, for a consider- spector as wel as his own came to the
able time past. The Inspector lias not Penitentiary, lie (the Chaplain) said that
given me his sympathy. neit her of the reports would do the Warden

(See page îo56, 1057, ïo05 and 1059 any golod. The Chaplain asked nie if the
of the manuscript evidence kept at te offic liad passed any remarks in reference

ole Sto lus report. On two occasions lie recalledoffce of lie Clerk of the Senate.) the fact that the Warden had boasted ot
To this sworn statement of Warden haviug made great economy in Mr. Dequoy's

Laviolette, the Inspector answered : deparîument, and said, ' What is all this fuss
" The Inspector states enpliatically that about ? The Warden lias spent some $5,000

this assertion is thoroughly taise and more than the Governnent lias voted him.'
groundless . . . . and that the authorities in lue Chaplain said that his report would
the Department of Justice . . . are in a injure the Warden; but that it was the
position to know that what I now state is Warden's fault lie did not ask lhis advice."
true and I an a nan in the habit of teling Mr. Baillargé remarks in his report
the trutlh." (page 192 of the blue book) as to the

What I have already shown, with first part of D.-mers' evidence :
what I vill have occasion to state and "That this, portion of li's evidence, is
establish before I resume my seat, will defective, inasmiuch as he tails to explain
no doubt, change that opinion of the whether the criticisins of the Deputy were
authorities of the Department, if they couclhed in offensive language towards the

have allowed themselves to be so Warden, or of a nature to undermine his

deceived, except they have determined authority.
deceived, ecettey havedWhose fault if defective? The Com-

However, to prevent aIl nisunder- missioners and no others. Why did
ing, let me teol them, hon. nm n they not elucidate when cross-examining,
froi my seat in this Ho .se, gentlemen, as they did in other instances. But
fromey setat nthesH , that I po- this was not necessary. The very facttively affirmn that the statement of Wardenththoeffcrmtpivelinila
Laviolette as to the Inspector's hostility that those officers met privately in viola-
is true, and that I am ready to swear to ivon of the rules and of the general order
ut. If the Inspector spoke the words he gi~ven by the Warden, is a presum ptiofl
believed to be true, would he have dore that they did so in a hostile spirit to the
believed to bevtrue, would he havesone Warden. Does not also such a criticism
so nuch to prevent a searching investi- show the absence of that esprit de corps
gation ? . which is essential to the good workingAnother witness, H. Demars, havng of such institutions ?
taken the oath, states : Messrs. 'l'ache and Miail say in their

"On one occasion I was unpiling sheet e
iron in the rooi adjoining the office of the 1879
Clerk of Works (Mr. Béland), and I over- the administration of this same prison.
heard the Deputy criticizing an order or a I We think it our duty to mention an oc-
requisition f rom the Warden respecting iron currence which took place soie tiie ago,
lining to be placed in the cells, and the con- in whiclh three or four under oflicers allow-
struction of small plattorns in the dormi- ed thenselves, as it were, to be misled into
tories. On anothler occasion I heard a sort of conspiracy against one of the
Engineer Devlin speaking of a requisition superior officers. . . We cou Id not pass
granted by the Deputy atter its refusal by by the incident unnoticed. or without re-
the Warden ; and moreover I heard the cording our condemnation of an offence
latter criticizing the Warden's action re- which, bein g in itself a great moral wrong,
specting men wanted in the brickvard. showed at the sane time, on the part of

"I was pretty intimate witlh Pather Le- the wrongdoers, a total want of the esprit
c!erc, Chaplain. I often went out with him de corps whicl shouldl animate a body of
driving or walking. We sometimes spoke of men who. above all others, have to rely,
Penitentiary affaire. We spoke about the soinetines in the face of great perile, upon
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th hOest dealinge towarde and generous having held meetings in violation of thewelp Of each other. .. . . We doubt the rules and of the orders given by theWisd reta * ostion nmenwhXahad proved the esves so utterly recreant Warden, do not believe and will not ad-
inteven the commonest decencies of social mit that they did wrong. But why didintercourse." not the Inspector do as he did with so

In' my opinion this appreciation of much zeal, when dealing with the War-
Messrs. Taché and Miall is more worthy den's witnesses ? Why did he not put
Of men who deal with such subjects than such questions as : Did you or did you
are the commentaries of our commis- not criticize the Warden in such and
siners. such words sworn to by witnesses Desor-

Inspector Moylan himself concludes meau, Durocher, Demers? True, one
his lame arguments against the Warden of those witnesses, on the Deputy's side,
by the following (see page 189): (Mr. Béland) swore:

"I wil f. lot "sorpa moent If witnesses stated, on this enauiry,good intenot question for a moment his that certain officers met in my office for theto say thos n all he did, but I venture purpose of conspiring against the Warden,good intentions were very often they did not tell the truth, and I would telldisdirected, to the injury of good order and them to their face they were liars."dscipline among employés and con victs, and .tO the destruction of that confidence, good- But this general answer contradicts in
bit and esprit de cor ps which should exist no way such special evidence as thatcltween a the mem bers of the staff, i- given by the witnesses on the Warden'seluding the Warden himself." side, such as the evidence of Hector

t may use the same argument and say Demers who swears he
tht noticed the Deputy meeting other officers at

tio Whatever may have been the conversa- his office, or at the Chief Keeper's, or at Mr.
«f of those officers meeting in violation Belland's store, or even in the yard, and

anthe rules and of the orders of the com. having long conversation for ten or twelvemanding officer of the p ison, whatever months. Those meetings were held with aiay have been the nature of their criti- view of criticizing the conduct of the War-
or, their conduct led to the injury of good den. On one occasion lie heard them speak-coner and discipline among employés and(ing of the Warden's administration, not

niects, and to the destruction of that con- favorably. They spoke about those plat-sho '' good-will and esprit de corps which forns and ladders in the wings, the making
the t eist between ail the meinbers of of which was stopped. He concludes from

staff. those meetings, and all the circumstances
I an surprised attending them, that it was a conspiracy

See thMr Baillarg did not organized to ruin the Warden. The War-
This.den spoke to him about the conspiracy afterThis sane Con Tissioner (Inspector lie had toid hini it bai been organized tomoylan ), commenting on the evidence, rum in.Says or of Guard Durocher who swears

ath rlWarden's evidence was quite im- " That private meetings have taken place.
the sani as it did not prove anything, and There is a conspiracy.-This opinion is bas-
by Laie may be said of the statements made ed on the tact of those illegal meetingsmers amarche, Maznrette, Desormeau, De- creating a suspicion in his mind, and also

rae Dirocher."u on the remarks made to him by Mr. Beland
th have given you the evidence of agairist the Warden. In his opinion it is

hose very men. 1 treason for an officer to criticize before con-
jude th e -eave it to you to victs the Warden's conduct.
Whihe ths appreciation of the Inspector Mr. Beland may not find this conspir-
what the eviden e the very opposite toing against the Warden, but he is charg-
to th :ience shows. The Inspec- ed with the offence and it is for his jud-

Thbewinse xnie u em ges to appreciate the circumstanceste ewitnesses examined by the Deputy swon to by the different wtnesses who
congDircr clearly to the non-existence of aj Î~Iracy. oeo hm i. ess gave evidence. His swearing that he didB1ellandà - - Some of themn, viz., Messrs.
Kenn,'hcCarthv Lynch. Blain and not conspire is no evidence against theetlad far betteropportuniesof know- circumstantial evidence given on ethe fi ve ra plot had been atching than Warden's side.O swore to the fact." Then cor-e> the charge of disrespect-

Pl id oubf those men who are com- fui remarks in the Warden. As c slained of as having conspired, and of charge wich the Commissioners affirm
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is not proven, one of the Commissioners was no bad example given to convicts
has the following at page 201. and oficers and that consequently

4th. With reference to the charge of dis- it would fot injure the discip-
respectful remarks on the Warden, although lne of the prison. I am sure
there has evidently been a want oi courtesy, there is fot an hon. Senator in this
the words quoted by the Warden in his fac- House who will not say that this is fot
tum of charges, do not appear to be of a
grave nature.

The mere fact of teling the tailor, for in- the good working of such an institution,
stance, " to hasten to make his suit of but that it is also a strong circumstantial
clothes, prior to his dismissal," and of stat- evidence of the existence of the con-
ing •' that lie was god for another year,"
is not one of marked disrespect.

The statement that the Deputy said " that The next charges against the two first
the Warden or bimself must go" was the subalterns are: i st, that of long absence
subject of much contradictory evidence, but for meals (page 202) ; 2nd, that of ab-
it appears to have been proven that sence without leave (
although attributed to the Deputy, the p
words were uttered by Léon Oumiet, one of tion of rules 45 and 46: charges which
bis relatives and not by uiiiî the Commissioners admit were estab-

The uising of the Warden's name without lished.
the prefix of Mr. although far from cour- Let me add that these charges so
teous, cannot be accounted such a great fault
as to have been made p.rt of a subject for a
grave charge. of a conspiracy. Does it not show a

It is stated by Steward Mazurette, that disregard of his duties on the part of the
the Deputy, criticised the Warden's leniency officer doing so, and his determination to
but not bis other acts.

Joseph Demers and Gauthier state that injrth
he criticised some work ordered by the
Warden, but no elucidation is made of terms e 274. Every officer is enjoined to bear
in which the criticisms were couched; in ind tiat the affairs of the Penitentiary
supposing however that they were couched cannot be eflciently carried on by the
in modern lauguage, such criticisms on Warden, nor discipline properlv inaintained,
matters important or unimportant, whether if any officer is guilty of a negleet or dis-
merited or not, were disrespectful towards regud of bis duty-.
the Warden and contrary to discipline,
especially when made in the presence of In defiance of such conclusive evi-
subalterns. dence, the two Commissioners took the

Under the circumstances stated however, responsibility of concluding their reports
the criticisms elucidated by the evidence in the following words
would hardly appear grave enougli to be
given as a reason for demanding the Dep- The Inspector-"I do not consider the
uty's dismissal. charge of conspiracy in any way borne ont

Think of one of the first officers of the by the testimony taken before the Com-
prionth DeutyXVrde enerna mssioners, and t herefore I recommend thatprison, the Deputy-Warden entering be disissed." (Page 157.)

an official visit as established by witnesses Mr. Baillargé-"This charge(conspiracy)
during the enquiry, the tailor's shop, in my opinion bas not been snbstantiated
where 20 or 30 convicts are at work, and by the evidence produced." (Page 192.)
addressing the Instructor, laughing at the Then both Commissioners paid a
Warden, defyinghim,alluding tohim with- compliment to the Warden, one of them
out the prefix Mr., in violation of Rules in the following words (Mr. Baillargé):
265 and 266, enacting that : IIt was bighly injudicious on lis part

265. No officer shall hold any conversa- to bring forward against bis chief assistants
tion with another officer in presence of a sncb charges> wlich le could not prove."
convict, except in relation to work then in (Page 219.)
hand.

266. No officer shall speak to another The other (the Inspector)
officer, by way of censure, or finding fault in " is (Mr. Laviolette's) sense of justice
the hearing of convicts, etc."th eaig fco ics ec"and veracity, as manifested in bis treatment

And then think of the Commissioners of the Deputy Warden and Chief Keeper,
reporting that this is not a mark of dis appears to be greatly at fault." (Page 189.)
respect, that it is not a grave offence, It seems to me that the only parties
that it could not injure the Warden's who deserved such bad compliments
authority, that the Dreaking of the rules were the very men who wrote tem.

HON. MR. BEIt pinl suROSF.
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It was surely most injudicious on the
part of Mr. Baillargé to appreciate the
evidence taken in the way I have
Proven he did, and after being so
wrong to have indulged in such anattack upon the Warden, while the sense
If justice and veracity of the Inspector
(judge i his own case), as manifested inthe different documents I have alludedto, but particulary in the whole of his
conduct towards Mr. Laviolette, asshown, is evidently at fault, to say theleast.

On the contrary, the conclusion ar-
rived at by the Warden on this very
sane charge (conspiracy), is most judi-
clous. It is found in his defence at page
122 of the blue book, and is in the foi-1QWing words :

DThe first charge, the conspiracy or the
pePuty Warden and others, I have fullyProven

If I open a dictionarv, I find that to cons-Preà eans to agree together, to plot, to Con-trive, etc., etc. C
I have en that for some tine past the

fouof arden, the Chief eeper, aîid some
iur or five other enployees in the peniten-
War had, by their system of criticizing the
thiren as also hie administration, and byto ir hotie conversations or renarks, triedto ruin bis authority, diminish bis prestige,
annihilate hi efforts to hake the institution
Progresse prosper, and disaffected as theyere towards the Chief Executive Officer,
upode bad impressions, by their misbehavior,tpon. the prisoners and the inenbers of the8taflf.

th ese two or three last lines I copy fromthe "nual Report of the Inspector, 1881-82,fOle 22, wherein lie uses theni to justify mypredecessor, Mr. Mackay, for bis poor suc-tess in the administration of this peniten-liary).
The charge is sustained by a good num-ber of
ers, awitnesses, anong whom Hector De-

rocher aauthier, Osborne, Desormeau, Du-
This nd sonie others.Othr hot ity of the Deputy Warden anders having been veil establisled by the

evdence of those witnesses, and also thatther dtn they had left their posts, neglectedtheir dut and broken the rules, as a so nyOrders lesy
So have Withdraw and meet together, andanothher it1 pprtunity of speaking one to'ithein elecrecy.
the es.evidence is somewliat stronger than
pase jd ence which our courts require to

Burns menton conspirators.
auhrit, whC sit cannot be denied is a goodauhoitn verbo conspiracv, says:

actual fa prosecution for a conspiracy, the
but it conspiring need not be proven,t nay be inferred froin circumstaices

and the concurrent conduct of the defend-
ants."

No doubt the Inspector entertained those
views when lie gave to Mr. Mackay, acting
Warden, before he took office, the following
advice, which I find mentioned in his Annual
Report for 1881-82, in the following terms:-

"Though il was well known to Mr. Mackay
that this organization among a portion of
the ofticers unfriendly to him existed, yet
their proceedings were so well and secretly
arranged and carried out that sufficient evi-
dence to establish guilty complicity could
not be obtained. Advised by the Inspector
to dismiss those whom he had good reason for
supposinq were in league against him, the
acting Warden did not wish to take this
course lest his action might be imputed solely
to personal motives and not to a desire on his
part to improve the e/ficiency and morale qf
thte staff."

No doubt he would have taken a different
course had he known that the duties and re-
sponsibility would have rested upon his
shouldersJor so long a period."

Why was Inspector Moylan so liberal
with Mr. Mackay, and so illiberal and so
severe, and even so unjust with Mr.
Laviolette ?

No doubt it was his great love for the
latter, and bis enmity to the former. O
Tempora / O Mores !"

The importance of the charge of con-
spiracy imposes upon me the duty of
making, before I pass to another subject,
a recapitulation of what is shown to be
the case.

The charge itself is that the Deputy
Warden, the Chief Keeper and some
four or five other officials entered into a
conspiracy against Warden Laviolette,
and that the annual report of the Inspec-
tor and of bis friend the Chaplain for the
year begnnng on the first of July,
and ending on the thirteenth June,
were the causes of the trouble.

1881,
1882,

The report of the Chaplain is dated
on the (no date) day of December, 1882,
and that of the Inspector on the 3 1st of
January, 1883. Before they were printed
it took some time. I have shown that the
very day they were distributed to mem bers
during the Session of 1883, in February
or March, the Inspector came to me in
the lobby of the Senate and asked for
my opinion on bis report. He never
had done such a thing before. No
doubt as we were quite intimate he was
anxious to know whether or not I would
follow him in this crusade against the
Warden. I read the report and wrote
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to him that I disapproved of it I also
went to the Chaplain who had generally
read his reports to me before handing
them to the Warden, but who had not
shown this particular one, and I told him
I disapproved of his also and that though
intimate with them I felt I would have
to oppose them should their reports
bring trouble in the prison. Later the
reports having been distributed through-
out the Dominion, both officers and
convicts were made aware of their con-
tents. At this time the penitentiary was
in good working order. Mr. Creighton
having received instructions from the
Minister of Justice to visit their prison
and report, did visit, on the third July,
1883, the institution and made his report
wherein he states :

'- I visited the various departinents of the
institution within the walls.-I found the
cells clean and everything in good order.
The discipline of the Institution was also
good, in many respects better than that at
kingston."

Chief Keeper McCarthy, one of the
officers charged with being one of the
conspirators, was forced to acknowledge
in his evidence that-

" Up to the fall of 1883 he was satisfied
with the discipline, and that at times it
was better than at Kingston."

Now, hon. gentlemen, let us review
the evidence adduced by the Warden on
the charge of conspiracy. Every one of
the witnesses to whom the question was
put, swore that the private meetings of
such officers as were charged with con-
spiracy were held during the ten or
twelve months preceding the enquiry.
This investigation began at the end of
June, 1884, so that ten months before
would give the end of August, 1883, as
the time or date, according to the evi-
dence, when the troubles were first per-
ceived, and when good order and
discipline began to run down, and so
quickly did it run down that this investi-
gation had to be ordered a few months
after, in May oi June, 1884, to find out
the cause. I am sorry that the Commis-
sioners have missed the mark, and that
they have not shown themselves equal to
the important duties entrusted to them,
and that their report was not calculated
to restore peace and harmony in this
institution. The Warden had to be told

that he was wrong and would have to
make his peace with those officers whom
he had charged with conspiracy and
and liquor drinking. Such a judgment
had the effect naturally anticipated.
A revolt took place.

Such are the reports of our two Com-
missioners. Such is the value of these
documents of theirs. I said they were
poor reports, worthy of the sham investi-
gation they were the coronation of. I
believe I was not mistaken. Is it not
evident that the object of all this work
has been to whitewash all that was black
and blacken all that was white, so that
after the investigation the whole staff
might be kept in office, whatever might
be the guilt of those whom the
legitimate authority of the prison had
complained against ? I may then make
use, with better purpose, of the expres-
sions of the Inspector, which are found
at page 189, and which say that these
reports
"misdirected the Minister of Justice, to
the injury of good order and discipline
among employés and convicts, and to the
destruction of that confidence, good-will and
esprit de corps which should exist between
all the members of the staff."

It seems that with such facts as those
I have related and which I had occasion
to put before the Minister of Justice, his
eyes should have been opened and he
should have done something for the
bringing back of peace and harmony in
the prison. But no, he did nothing of
the kind ; on the contrary, everything he
did gave strength to the party who had
determined to ruin Mr. Laviolette's ad-
ministration. Things went from bad to
worse, until the Minister's decision given
in June, 1885, in re the general enquiry
of 1884, made Mr. Laviolette's adminis-
tration a ruin. Convicts scorned this
decision. They sneered when the news
reached their ears that the Warden and
his two chief officers who had been at
war for months past, had been ordered
to be reconciled and make their peace.
They knew the Warden had complained
of the insubordination and impolite con-
duct of his Deputy. They knew that
the Warden had complained of the
Chief Keeper's appearance in the prison
with the odour of liquor upon him in
violation of Rule 258, enacting as fol-
lows :

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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th''If any officer cornes t( the prison with
the appearance or odour of liquor upon hin,
S'b.- . or shall fall asleep on duty . . . .
he a guilty • . . of frequenting taverns,

Convicts knew that the Warden had
charged those officers with being impli-
£ated in a conspiracy against him in
Which they themselves believed.

They had seen with their own eyes theprincipal facts which were elucidated
during the investigation. How couldthey help sneering at the decision of the

Minister?
Hon. gentlemen, let me give you an

"nstance which will show you how thingsvent on in this prison, an instance whichWill show you how subalterns acted'
towards the chief officer of the institu-
tO and yet were not punished for theirtad conduct when complained of throughthe Inspector to the Minister.

The Warden in support of his charge
against his Deputy made a sworn declar-at.o 0 stating the rough ard abrupt man-
Oer in which the Deputy Warden had

.Ovoked.him in presence of convicts onone Occasion,-a circumstance which is
t1orthy of being reported. Let me read
I o you gentlemen. In a manuscriptdocument which is found in the recordf this inquiry I find the fcllowing

Made under oath by Warden Laviolette.
lt tvas some time in April (1884) aboutte 2e that the Deputy (Mr. Ouinet) ask-
garden.or a gang of utnvit to work in his
that I did him a very short answer,
WOuld be flot see how I could do it-that I
oer inte fost happy to oblige hin. How-.paric t eo my instructions and morewhichIreey ive letter of the Departrent\vhicL I received th l9LNvniber last I
iid nlot see my way to granting hi convicts.
guard breakfast I saw the Deputy lad a
eveni wit cOnvicts in his garden. In theing I sent him a copy of the letter of thenpeotwr.f the 19th Noveiber last. I hadee sti a The next day the conviet8Were Stijl at %vork in the garden. I dropped
efi'ect th nles stating soimetiîng to the

bim tby Would be most willing to oblige
ard y lelping hii to work his

bY allowin', a fe w convictsreadi e rnust have undersîood by tethatg Iof lthe letter of the 19th November
victsthat ldot well grant him ithose con-
convicts W, would have to kee those

IOo, I The itext day, 1st of ay, at
eoQvict entered the east wing, when the
Depvts ere movin g to their celis. The
rough aas there, and said to nie in a veryner: 'You Lad no necessity to

write to me that note in that manner-vou
Lad nie notified enough by convicts.' I
asked him what le meant. He said: 'Yes,
you have been telling all the convicts that
you were to withdraw the convicts from ny
garden,' and I answered, 'I never did such
a thing. I never said a word about it to
anvone.' To this le said: ' Yes, you did;
and this will be settled some day.' I an-
swered to hi:n ' Yes, it will be settled, and
manv other things, too. You should have
understood from that letter that I was not
in a position to grant vou convicts. And,
MNr. Ouiinet, you have been badly using me
for a considerable tine past; you have been
deluding evervbodv, and there nust be
an end to that: we will have to settle that.
To this the De tv answered a few rougih
vords whicl I o not recollect at all. On
this I said, ' Mr. Ouinet, vou nust under.
stand that I do not care for you and that 1
an not afraid of voit. To this le replied.
'Nor 1 neither.' I then said,-'vou are verv
tall. but I do not care a dan for you.' As
to threatening to strike hitm I deny that, I
never did anything of the kind. I spoke
lond very likely but I didnot shout. There
vere manv convicts in the celîs . . . it is
more than I can say, if any of then heard
anything. As to officers I recollect seeing
only keeper Desormeau."

In cross examination Inspector Moy-
lan asks:

'' Did you ever make any official coin.
plaint to~ me . . . ?"

The Warden answered:
"No Sir, of course in my plea, I shall

have to show why, as I intend to do."
In his written plea at page i 14 of the

blue book the Warden states :
" If I have not accused the Deputy War-

den it was *anong other reasons , . . I
saw the hostility of the Inspector who
would be my judge . . . My position was a
perilous one . . . Prudence suggested to
me not to speak . . . to let time furnish me
the opportunity of obtaining justice."

Convicts knew also of the atrocious
conduct of the Deputy Warden towards
his superior officer, the Warden, during
the investigation, when he had written
and filed to be recorded, that the War-
den had forsworn himself, and that the
Commissioners had accepted the docu-
ment without such a defence of the
authority of the prison, as circumstances
required. Let me give you, hon. gentle-
men, a short history of this sad occur-
rence :

On the 14th July, 1884, ex-Guard
H. Demers, having been sworn in as a
witness, the Deputy Warden (Mr. Oui-
met), who knew that Demers had been
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quite intimate with some of the officers
complained of by the Warden, deter-
mined to discredit the witness. He took
exception to his being heard, in the fol-
lowing words, which are fourd at pages

135 and 136 of the blue book :
"I have to protest against the taking of'

the evidence of this man, ex-Guard Hector
Deniers, by the Commissioners in this case,
as he bas been discharged twice froin the
institution. At the last inquiry, previous
to bis disinissal, I gave incrininatingl evi-
dence against him. Consequently le is
prejudiced against me, and it was proven by
five witnesses at the last inquiry that lie
was not reliable upon oath in any matter of
importance, also it was shown at said en-
quiry that the Warden forswore bis oath of
office in order to shield, protect and sustain
this man by giving him a good character in
deflance of said sworn testimony, and the
fact which he admitted, that twenty reports
have been made against him by different
officers in the space of two yers. Conse-
quently, it can be reasonably supposed that
a league exists between my accuser and this
man, which when their cbaracter are taken
into consideration makes hini entirely un-
reliable to give reliable evidence in this im-
portant case."

To this the Commissioners had not a
word to say except that while accepting
the documents, the Inspector said : page

135.
"The decision of Mr. Baillairge and the

Inspector is that the evidence of this witness
be taken, and its merits be decided upon by
the Commissioners of the Minister of Jus-
tice."

No doubt this is a typographical error
it should read " decided by the Minister
of Justice."

After this decision of the Commission-
ers, the Warden thought it was not
necessary for him to say a single word
for the present, that it was better for
him to give to both the documents filed
by the Deputy and to the conduct of
the Commissioners, in this instance a
written answer. He did so after the
hearingof witnesseshad been terminated.
You will find his words in his written
defence at pages 135 and 136 of the
blue book. Let nie read them :

" The first objection that Deiers bas
been twice dismissed cannot be serious,
unless it be proven that such a dismissal
had taken place on account of some serious
charges proven against bis honesty, his
truthfulness, &c., &c.

The record of the case shows that lie was
dismissed because of breaches of discipline.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.

The fact that the Deputy bas given evidence
against Demers in another case, could not
prevent the latter being called to give bis
evidence ir. a case against the former. This
happens every day in the course of our law.

The next charge that Deniers was proven
at the late en quiry against him by five wit-
r.esses not to be reliable upon oath, is very
serious indeed, ifit be true.

But such is not the case, a charge of this
kind has never been proved against Deniers.
It is true five officers of the Penitentiary, ont
of eight called by Deners' accuser, have
said so, upon their oath, while the three
others testified in his favor. Those tive
witnesses are Deputy Waiden Ouimet, Chief
Keeper McCarthy, Clerk of Works Béland,
Engineer Devlin, and Keeper Lynche. But
when those five poor inen were asked their
reasons for swearing so, they could give no
legitiniate reasons. On the contrary they
showed that this infanous attack had no
base whatsoever. Demers had told thern
lies sometimes, or something else of no more
value was their answer.

"Is it, on the part of those five men,
ignorance of what an oath is, or did they
swear so under the influence of a passion
which blinded their intelligence and their
judgnent, or did they do so wilfully, in
order to destroy and annihilate a testimony
which they knew would injure tùem or their
friends. I would not take upon myself the
responsibility of deciding, but the fact is
there, it speaks for itself, whatever may
have been their reasons for so doing.

"Could conspirators have better under-
stood each other?"

I beg here to remark that those men
were the very men complained of by
the Warder, four of them especially for
having taken part in a conspiracy against
the commanding officer of the Peniten-
tiary. Besides the three who contra-
dicted the five other witnesses as men-
tioned above, 1)emers brought two
others, making five witnesses, disinter-
ested, who swore to Demers's integrity.
The Warden continues his answer as fol-
lows : (page 136).

" Deniers then brought two other wit-
nesses, Instructor Leiuc and inyself, (the
Warden).

We testified to Deners' honesty and
good character. Deniers then asked for
subpænas for outside witnesses. The In-
spector refused. Demers insisted. The
Inspector replied, it was useless to have any
other witnesses called. They have heard
enough to vindicate bis bonorability, bis
good character, and establish his veracity.
The Warden's testimony alone would have
been qaite sufficient. He could not then
allow other witnes-es to be sent for. De-
mers protested in writing in the following
ternis, which I find in a docunent sinîed
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by himu and filed in the hands of the Inspec- "ST. VINCENT DE PAUL, 19th June, 1878.tor at the end of this enquirv. I have "Mr. Hector Demers lias been employedannexed to this plea of mine, a copy of the attlhePenitentiaryduringseventeen months.
extracocument, of which the following is an I know him for a sober, steady, honest mian,

i r tcand for a good tinsnith.
biegret that havingmv accuer mnti- (Sg.) J. A. DUCHESNEAU, Warden."

a is charges against me during the "MoNTREAL, Gth October, 1884.

Yourr and having entered such charges in "I. the undersigned, testifv by these pre-
char gesC., you refuse to nier me on such sents thiat Mr. H.Demers is an honest, sober,
agais tis also ny witnesses. I protest active man, and a very good mechanic.
bad w.t ns way of proceeiing. becanse I (Sg.) F. JUsTINIEU, Director, &c."

SUCl are tbe facts (continuesthe f.'Ward ST. VINcFNT DE PAUL, 22nd Sept, 1884.
and yet MNr. Deputy Warde O m et»l The bearer Mr. H ector Demjers has
tatesen m a written dent insIet the resided i this village for a fev vears and I

reputatioi of an honest mian, thaa this man have alwavs found him an idustrious,
bas been proven not reliable under oath. honest, gober and steady man.

fore I ami finished with this part of the (Sg.) Jos. H. ßEm:aosE. Senator.
protest Of the Deputv, I beg to be permitted The Warden continues his answer to

, gve hsone few certificates vhiîchî will the protest
lons et is and what has been, the opin- Then follows a myost brutal and disgrace-
eide o enertaine L v those w ho, whether ont- n atack upon me ( he u arden)

Deme or ear enitentiary, have emîîploy- " Tht had torswore ny oath of office to
o ashield. protect and suistain tbis man iwit-Herc follows those certificates ness Deniers) by giving him a good charac-

MoNT I:',AL, 15th .Januarv, 1873. ter in defiarnce of testiinony of five of iy
The bearer, Hector Deniers, d'as in our officers, and admîitting tlhat twenty reports

w nt about thr years, during ai been made agan t hi i bv diflerent
otime we always Joumì him steady, otheers ini the space of two years."

bonest and sober. ~ u Self respect forbids me to give an answer
(Sg.) PRowSE BRos. to such a vile charge, a charge which is no

- Pless than a libel and a base attack upon myThe b ONTREAI, April 28th, 1882. cliaracter and my lionor. It is a questions earer, H. D Lers, has worked for of daiages and even something more,
ing that lue time. We take pleasure in say- whichi, at all events, cannot. he settled beforead that is condluict was always s4tisfactory thîis tribunal. It shows the poor jndgment
ntrio t we consider im bonest and indus- of the Deputy Warden and of his associates,t horou an( a very efficient workman, as also it shows their animuis towards niy-

branchg, y conversant with all the different self.sof his trade. Mr. Onimet then concludes in about the
(Seg.) R. & W. WARMENTON. sanie style. He says

The MONTRFA I 9th Septenber, 1884. "Consequently, it cau be reasonalbly sup-
Te nearer, Hector Deniers, has been in posed that a league exists between iy ac-

i yfr some years, ad we know ciser (the Warden) and this man (witness
tro , Le steayi, lionest, sober and indus- H. Deniers) which, when their character are

vr , oUr acquainitence with himu extending taken intoconsideration, niakeslimu entirelvOvera ei
pleasuIperiod of twelve years, and we take 'anreliable to give reliable evidence in this
thoro e a reco mmend ing him as a imiportant matter."

Y good miechîaniic. (the Warden) bave lived for over half a
(g) JOsEPIt JAINER & CO. century, and I nust say that I was astonish-

MONTREIL I ed to see the Ins ector, who knew the facts
I he 19s September, 1884. of the case as I have just jow reportet
Denier, eaurer them, allowing such an untruthful docu-

man' One cf the ery honest, sober, active tient, written seo disgracefuil a language,
'Il 'y et est workmen I ever bad to be received by the Commissioners, with-
ajltd found 8luch are the qualities I out stating the "facts to his coleague, and
tim he wasm u during the pretty long ', accepting such a libel to tstand part of the(Siîud ny employee record in' this case. How could my subal-

(.) EDwARD BERNIER." tern officer lavebeen permitted to maîke such
ccn VNmeCT DE PAUL, 12 thî June, 1878. an unmuerited attack upon me, his îiperior

Ploye tr Demers, hle bearer, lias been en- officer, when 1, nenaced as I an f beigro
Year ad a the Penitentiary for about one dismissed, an not allowed to show dit the
alway5 khaf. D uring tiis period I have report of my superior officer, the Ilispector,
attentelnown him to be a most hionest mari h d, wrongly or righly, been in nay way as
If isnyv co -Lis duitie- fcncec n responsile officer for the succeesfuli adulnu-(o c fni e t conscience, and ' istration of tlus Institution.
have to rAy ton tlat any person who nay spon oftis Insttution.y o im will 'not Le frustrated. So far as this goes Mr. Baillargé is all

9 g) I U. LECLERE, Priest." rght in this instance ; he could not
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know more thin he saw or what he
heard. The Inspector not having told
him about the five witnesses who had
contradicted the five above mentioned,
and who had swore against Demers, Mr.
Baillargé could not be charged with par-
tiality when he wrote in his report

When ex-Guard Demers was called for
to give his evidence, the Deputy tormally
objected thereto, because five witnesses dur-
ing a previous inquiry within the peniten.
tiary, had sworn to his unreliability on oath.
The Conunissioners recorded the objection,
but decided on recelving the evidence, their
decision being subordinate to that of the
Minster of Justice. The Deputy, however,
declined to cross-question this witness."

But Mr. Baillargé is liable to be charg-
ed with partiality and something more,
when it is considered he had before him,
written in black and white, the answer
given in writing by thc Warden to the
protest of the Deputy, which answer I
have just read out of the defence of the
Warden, wherein the Warden states that
five witnesses contradicted the five he
mentions as having sworn to the unre-
liability on oath of Demers. How could
the Minister appreciate this part of his
report (Mr. Baillargé's), when he ne-
glected to teli hirn the circumstances re-
ferred to by the Warden, namely, ist,
the fact that five disinterested witnesses
had contradicted the five interested ; 2nd
the certificates, and 3 rd, the fact that the
Inspector at the time, in a previous en-
quiry, had refused to hear any more evi-
dence in vindication of Witness Deniers'
credibility, stating :

" They had heard enourlh to vindicate his
honor and good character, and estab-
lish his veracity."

- Is it not extraordinary that all this
could not decide the Commissioners to
give this witness credit for so much, and
that on the contrary they continued dis-
crediting his evidence, as shown by the
quotation I have made fron Mr. Bail-
largé's report ? But this is not the worst
of it. They did more. Let me tell you
how. While the Commissioners could
do so against one of the best witnesses
on the Warden's side, they did the re-
verse as to one of the witnesses on the
Deputy Warden's side. The Warden
swore that Keeper L had sworn
black and white in a previous investiga-
tion. Here are his words, which I copy

fron his defense (see page 120 of the
blue-book) :

" The only witness of his accuser having
changed bis evidence, I asserted that such
was the case, under my oath."

Yet the Commissioners had not in
their report a word of blame for this
officer.

I need say no more. Any commnen-
taries of mine would be useless. Those
quotations from public and official docu-
ments speak more eloquently than I
could. I may then pass to the Chief
Keeper's case, and show why convicts
sneered at the decision of the Minister
in his case.

One of the other charges against this
officer beside conspiracy, was that he
came to the prison with the odor of
liquor upon him. Opening the official
report of the evidence taken, I find the
following statements made by witnesses
after they had taken the oath :

Messenger Lefaivre swore he
"remembered that in the nonth of Febru-
ary the Chief Keeper caie to the prison
under the influence of liquor. He was not
staggering, but it was easy to see that lie
had taken a fair share."

Guard Felix Lesage stated:
"Sometimes I sav himu a little too much

under the influence of liquor. During the
winter I nioticed him ini liquor several times,
about eight or ten times. He was in the
yard so. I heard some of the convicts re-
marking that they had rernarked it. I have
seen hun in liquor to such an extent that
many things could take place without bis
perceiving it."

Keeper J. B. Desormeau
"saw the Chief Keeper five or six times
under the influence of liquor during hours
of duty, during the jyear preceding the er-
quiry. Hne could hardly walk, could not d(
bis duty. Somnetinies lie found him asleei
in his office, being under the influence of
liquor."

Guard J. E. Durocher said:
"Chief Keeper came to prison under in-

fluence of liquor three or tour times. le
vomited once in keeper's hall."

Warden Laviolette
"saw him once-"

I said, hon. gentlemen, that convicts
had sneered when the news reached their
ears that the decision of the Minister was
that the Warden had been wrong in
complaining, and that both the Deputy
and Chief Keeper were right.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE

P-eniitenitiar-y.
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The judgment of the Minister of
Justice is in the following words. It is
found at page 223 of the blue book :--"The Warden is to be inforned that the
Dinister regrets that lie brought against theDe'PutY Warden and Chief Ëheeper tso miany
serous charges iviich he ias been uuableto Ustain, and that he gave so nuch sup.
Port to an evil systemni of spying. The
Warden will be expected to take steps atOnce to be recunciîed to the oficers in ques-
tion; while ce wil be supported in ajudi-
Cous exercise of the large powers ent.rustedt him for the adninistration of the prison,wi be held responsible for a correspond-
tng degree of good judgment which it is"1ho1gîlt hie does not sho~w in ithe predent
instance..... .Te Chief eeper is w
be infor,,ned that the Minister is pleased thataoahing worthy of reproof has been foundagin hin . It is to be hoped that lie willove the Warden that support and willingObedence %hich is due to hain''

hVas 1t not quite natural for convictsWho hadseen ail the facts to laugh at
Such an investigation and at such a de-
iofir? The outrageous conduct of both

oficers, Deputy and Chief Keeper,toWard the Chief officer of the prison,
as established by the evidence I have
oead being justified by the reportgf the Coimissioners and declared
gjud and commendable by theJudgement of the Minister. Whata farce ! Such a valuable judgment couldhave no other effect than a very bad one.Sot had. Liquor drinking becameweorious in our penitentiary. OfficersWere Met drunk at night in the streets ofMoitrea and were even taken by thePOlice. Not more than two or threeweeks ago, another case of this kind wassaOticed in the broad light of day in theSade city. The penitentiary official
had Stolen a team and left the citywith 'njuring the horses and the vehi-
cise she proprietor of the team havingtInissed his team placed the matter inthe hands of the police. The team wasfound few miles from Montreal. Steps
but the arrest of this officer were taken
officerOity settled the difficulty. This
ent Wadis said, is a protege of the pres-
InPtorden and consequently of theispector also. This would explain why
the a grave offence was forgotten and
Other ender not troubled about it.

ohe. Ecers were found drunk athomne-Eeic
a right to convicts thought they had

tO irdulge mn hiquor. Not further

back than last summer, a convict was
found lying dead drunk in the streets of
our village and the rumor was that he
had obtained liquor at one of the officers
quarters. Did the Government or their
valuable or impartial Inspector try to
find out the guilty officer ? No, gentle-
men, rumor said that the guilty officer in
this case also, was a protege of theirs.
What they did, was to take immediate
steps to have the poor convict tried for
desertion and punished for having left
the prison when he knew not what he
was about and when he most probably
had never thought of escaping. The
convict having been persuaded before-
hand that if he admitted his guilt before
the court, the Judge would be approach-
ed and lie would receive a very light
punishment, did so, and the circumstan-
ces of the case were not made known

Happy officers ! whose offences are so
carefully absolved.

Poor convicts who have to pay for
the sins of their guardians !

Convicts were jubilant when they heard
that one of the best officers of the prison,
a first-class detective, an officer of over
twenty years' service, one who had a few
few days before saved the institution
from a great misfortune, had been dis-
missed. A blast had been prepared by
convicts. Had it not been discovered,
who could say what would have been
the consequence. Unfortunately, Keeper
Desormeau had to report that Deputy
Warden Ouimet had neglected having a
watch kept on the inside of the walls !
I repeat, convicts were jubilant when they
heard this officer had been dismissed.
The letter of this officer, when he was
made aware of his dismissal, under the
pretext that he had acted as a spy, is
found at pages 307 and 308 of the blue-
book.

Convicts could not help expressing
their astonishment when they were told
that Storekeeper Lamarche, Trade In-
structor Leduc and Guard Lesage had
been pointed out by the Commissioners
for having acted as spies, as also, as far
as Mr. Lamarche is concerned, for having

" made it a practice of carrying to one who
was not his superior officer, or even con-
nected with the prison, information of what
transpired within the walls of the Peniten-
tiary," (page 223)
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and that they had been fiied and
reprimanded.

While on this subject of spying, which
the Inspector seems to have an aversion
for, and which he characterises in his
report, page 190, as "base and unmanly

and contined to the St. Vincent de
Paul Penitentiary." may I not express a
doubt as to whether he is not himself
directly or indirectly responsible for this
state of things ? As far as my informa-
tion goes, he is. One of the most
respectable men who ever held a situa-
tion in this prison, wrote in the press
and in an official letter the following
(pages 306 and 307):

"ST. VINcENT nDE PAUL, 3lst July, 1885.
G. LIAvIoLTTE, Esq., Warden.

Sa,-With a private individuial I know
well what I would have to do in a case of a
dismissai from service such as the preseit
one, but with a Government I underst-nd
that I have only got to subnit myselt and
to suffer patiently, waiting for Providence
to give me an opportunity of making known
the actions of the diflerent actors of that
drama.

You tel] me, Mr. Warden, that, according
to a defision rendered by the Minister of
Justice, you must, on account of espionage,
dismiss me from ny duties. The espionage
has but such little attraction for me that I
state as a ftact that I have refused the most
signal favors rather than practising it in the
Penitentiay.

I again state as a fact that there is so
much honesty in nie that the mîost honeyed
words cannot iiduce me to act contrary to I.

No one is better aware of that than Mr.
Inspector Moylan and his great and intimate
friend the ex-Chaplain.

These gentlemen are aware that I leave
the Penitentiary a victim of an act of ven-
geance.

They know that I leave the service because
I did not want to become t n unijust man nor
to be uted as an instrument for bad purposes

They know that I have the service be-
cause my conscience bas triuipbed over
the temptatiois to lead me in a bad way.

Therefore it is not due to espionage that I
leave the Penitentîary, but to my refusal to
assist those that wished to put trouble into
that institution.

Calniv for the present triumpls; fortu-
nate!y its reign is ordinarilv of short dura-
tion, whereas that of trnth and justice,
however late it may arrive, is not less per-
manent.

Believe me, Mr. Warden,
Your obedient servant,

J. E. DUROCHER."
Again Keeper Desormeau affirms in

bis letter to Warden Laviolette dated

31st July, 1885, page 307.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

"Mr. Noylan and the ex-Chaplain were
about the only ones who had acted, or who
had caused others to act,to their own benefit
the part of spies in the Penitentiary, both
during the time of the administration of Dr.
Duchesnau and more recently, during your
own administration. Did not one of these
gentlemen offer fivors to employees to spy
you ?

If the Warden was justified, and I
have sufficiently proved that he was, in
his conviction that the Inspector was
hostile to his administration, and that he
used all means to prevent his success,
what else could he do but prepare for
the fight, and take notes of every error
bis adversaries might be guilty of ?
Then, if his supporters were aware of
such hostility, and the evidence shows
they were, what else could they do but
prepare for war, convinced, as they must
have been, of what awaited them should
the head man of the prison, whom they
supported, be broken down by their
co)mmon enemies? " No," state the
Commissioners. (Page ri19).

" The Warden ought to have reported to
the Inîspector in order to obtain redress.

Very well, but had not the Warden
already followed that course ? Had he
not,in his letter of the 15th January,1884,
laid a complaint against his two chief
officers, and had he not then received a
promise contained in a merno of the
Deputy-Minister of Justice, dated 1st
April, 1884, page 21 of blue book, that
he would have the support of the De-
partment ? Relying on such a solemn
promise, the Warden asked for an en-
quiry against his two chief officers. What
was the consequence ? The Warden
answers in the following words (see pages
144, 145, of the blue book).

What was my astonishnent when the
Commissioners havinig arrived to begin such
enquiry, I thought, as I had asked for, they
stated at the opening, that their orders were
to make a general invest'gation into the ad-
ininistration of the penitentiary.

This put me on my trial, side by side, with
my two chiel officers, whom I had just now
charged with couspiracy and hostility to
the Warden and to his administration.

The support promised had vanished and
my position had much, very much, been
weakened. W hile mv two ch ief officers had
only tu answer to the specific charges I had
made against them and gave them notice of
some time before the enquirv began, I had
to answer, without having received one
minute's notice, for my three years' admin-
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!stration,during which (as I stated before
ki is present document) I had to face all

ods of difficulties (Page 144).
Again, when my two aides had to answer

taiv for their own acts deliberately perpe-
tated, I had to answer for my administra-
tion at the very time I was complaining that
traele acti of my two chief officers were neu-
tratizing my efforts, injuring niy adminis-

. onand menacine the welfare of the in-
thetu I repeat, Î do not complain as to
tie course followed ; such is not my inten-n, but I feel that I am bound to put be-fore ny judges all the circumstances of theCase, o that they may be in a position to say
Whether I am worthy of their protection."

Now, hon. gentlemen, I am confident
that you will find some evidence in this
as to the determination to break down
the Warden and help out the two firstsubalterns of the prison.

Again, if spying is such a pernicious
System, so mean an act that it cannot be
excused, even when it has been made
use of in self-defence and after all othermleans have been employed, what punish-ment should be inflicted on the Inspector,if the statements contained in Mr. Duro-
-her's letter and corroborated by Keeper
haesormeau that he used it, or that hehad authorized it, for mischief's sake betrue? His efforts to prevent a full in-vestigation into all the troubles of this
Prison lead certainly to the conclusionthat he had fears-and all the wry faces'ohich he may make cannot deceive anyOlle on the subject.

It happens that I personally know thatrnucInspector has not always been socilch hpposed to spying. I know of a
Plaint en one of his proteges laid a com-
Peint agamst another officer of theen-entiary whom he disliked. Anenquiry was rade. The Inspector's
pro/es could not find any evidence insupport of his charge ; on the contrarythe ffie complained of brought strongelmodence against the complainant as tothe ode foilowed to impeach him, his

was a d by spying. No punishment
Page arded. I am happy to find at
ase' in15 that the Warden refers to thisin the folowing words:

om ve never Practised espionage alone;to it, an cers under my control had recourse
pniahedforthey have not been rigorously

fu to th t, it is a kniown fact ta ti
.Aectechait of those against twhhomr it

at beter tha he Deputy Warden knows
any one else; he should not

have forgotten theresult of a certain enquiry
which has proved against him, although it
had been provoked by him."

This charge of spying against Deputy
Warden Ouimet was brought again dur-
ing the investigation I am now dealing
with, that of 1884. You find in the
official report of the evidence that Store-
keeper Lamarche swore -
" You (Deputv Warden Ouimet) have

conspired against nie and attempted to in-
jure my repu tation as Storekeeper by deliv-
ering out of the accountant's books facts
that could injure me, giving that to strang-
ers and outside the institution. And on
account of it there was an enquiry made
upon it. My position of Storekeeper was
maintained, and the facts revealed that I did
nothing wrong on that occasion. . . To
the best of my opinion, I swear that you
(Mr. Ouimet) had your information from
the accountant's book."

This is certainly a very strong case
against the Deputy Warden, particularly
when you consider how severely Mr.
Lamarche is dealt with to-day by the
Commissioners, who have not a word of
reproach for the Deputy,who had before,
and was now, convicted of the same of-
fence, spying not in self-defence, but on
the contrary in dislike of Lamarche, and
to injure him. Yet Ouimet has never
been punished, and all the strong words
of the Commissioners are for the Store-
keeper, who swears he was on self-
defence and had to take his precautions.
His evidence is :-
" Having been persecuted by the Depuity

(Mr. Ouimet), I had to take the neces-
sary precautions to be able to defend myself
in time and place."

I should think there is more than
partiality in such a course. It sounds
something worse.

Again, so late as a few week ago, in
his annual report for 1886-87, the
Inspector refers to spying. He says,
(see page 27):-

"The odious and demoralizing system of
spying. so much in vogue in the past, no
longer exists. The Warden promises that
he will never encourage this abominable
practice."

The Warden spoken of is Mr. Ouimet,
the very same official to whom I have so
often referred and who, Mr. Lamarche
swears, has spyed and persecuted him.
Is it not evident that the Inspector has
determined to protect this officer by all
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means and break down all others who
may not agree with hin ?

As to the second charge against Mr.
Lamarche, brought by the Inspector, I
defy the Inspector to show a single word
in the evidence taken by the Commis-
sioners, which could warrant such a
statement,

" Tlat this witness made it a practice of
carrying outside, what transpired within the
walls of the penitentiary.

What Mr. Lamarche swore was that
Mr. Bellerose being a public man, an
official visitor of such Institutions, he
never hesitated to answer questions put
to him on Penitentiary matters. To this
the Inspector replied (reported at page
2,265 of the record of the evidence put
before the Senate) :

c He (the Inspector) was the witnesses
superior officer, and on occasions, when
Senators and Mem bers of Parlianient called
upon him on the sulject of the Penitentiary,
lie referred then to the Minister of Justice,
before giving it to them.

Now, gentlemen, this statement of the
Inspector is not in accordance with
facts : it is untrue as far as I am con-
cerned. I had occasion to be in want
of such information. I went to the In-
spector and I do not recollect one single
instance in which he did not comply
with my request without referring to his
chiefs. More than that, the Inspector
even volunteered information. There is
still something worse, but I will keep
that for a future occasion, when I can
be asked upon oath anything which I
may be aware of.

In connection with this charge of the
Inspector against Storekeeper Lamarche,
Warden Laviolette states in his defence,
at page 147 of the blue-book :

" To a question put by the Inspector, Mr.
Lamarche answered that baving been lion-
ored long before lie entered the Penitentiary,
with the triendship of the Honorable Sen-
ator Bellerose, he had been in the habit of
paying now and then a visit to the honorable
gentleman, and it happened sometimes that
the conversation fell on sonie Penitentiarv
matters, and, that knoving the privilege en-
joyed by menbers of Parliament, he had
never hesitated to utter some words which
he would not have spoken to outiders. But
said Mr. Lamiarche: I never bail the habit
ol repeating what passed in the Penitentiary.

The Inspector seemed to lay rnuch stress
on this statenent of the Storekeeper, which

ION. MR. BELLEROSE.

I humbly acknowledge I do not consider a
vio:ation of the rules in any suich cases,
much less wlen the member spoken to is a
gentleman, as the honourable senator has
alvays shown hinself to be in respect to the
Penitentiarv officers.

During the investigation against War-
den Dr. Duiclesnjau, this officer did ail in
his power to prove that Senator Bellerose
had ill-advised his subordinate officer. Not
a single one of them which were questioned
on this matter, whether on one side or on
the other, swore anything of this kind ; on
thecontrary. every one positivelv stated that
when lie had been at the Senators for ad-
vice, he had invariably given them good ad-
vice, and told thein they lad to obey and
subnit. Sincel an at the lead oftthis Pen-
itentiary, the conduct of Mr. Bellerose, in
relation to the Penitentiary bas been such,
that i have before this regretted, and i do
now regret, thiat ny subalterns in the Peni-
tentiary have not al] gone to him with a de-
terinnation to follow his advice. I am sure
we would have peace and harmony in the
Institution and would never have heard of
conspiracy or conspiration.

I am sure the Senator would never have
advised rebellion, or encouraged insubordi-
nation, or become a party to any plot or
conspiracy.

Unlike some other politicians who will
pretend that the patronage of this institution
is theirs, and that they nust have the choice
of ofleers of the institution, the bon. Sena-
tor at the beginning of my administration
reiterated to nie what lie had said to late
Warden Duchesneau when taking the reins
of the institution, that lie, no doubt, would
have to recomnend sone of bis friends to a
situation at the prison, but he wishîed it to
be understood, that lie would never press an
appointment, that the Warden being respon-
sible for the good working of the institution,
lie considered it wrong for politicians to im-
pose upon him officers who miglit not be fit
for the service.

During my three years' administration,
not one of the lion gentleman's recommen-
dations have been entertained favorably. It
would have been quite pleasant to nie if I
could have taken at least one of his protégés
and show that iL was by no sense of hostility
or any other like motives I had set aside bis
recomniendations, but this I was unable to
do on account of the pressure which carne
froim other quarters; and yet, I have never
heard that this bon. gentleman hiad ever
taken offence at this course of mine.

As to Storekeeper Lamarche, I am bound
in honor and justice to say, that I only de-
sire that every one of my officers were such
as this officer is-steady, subordîinate, devoted
to the good of the institution, sober, ener-
getic, attentive to his duties to such an
extent thiat the General Accountant, Mr.
Foster, often stated that no better officer
could be found ; a good scholar, and above
al], trustworthy to such a degree that bis
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honsty has made for him bitter enemies the Deputy and for the witness, for their
oulde and inside the institution, as it conduCt, a conduct which in no way couldwould be quite easy tu prove,if ever it should be excused, neither tolerated, and whichmcome necessary. vas more than sufficient to prevent the good

As far as I am concerned, I should working of any institution so interfered
think that I ought not to add a word with."
More, that the Warden has superabund- The Warden further adds: page 145,
antly vindicated my position against the "Deputy Warden Ouinet and Chief
evident hostility of the Inspector, but as eeper McCarthy, when giving evidence,
to Mr, Lamarche I feel that your honors vere forced to admit that they had entered
have a right to know whether or not the to nne d t ha y had
the Inspector had any bad feelings order given to thpm. The Chief Keeperagainst this officer. For your information adding that the Deputy lad assured hin
then, gentlemen, I have to state that that his brother, A. Ouimet, Esq., M.P.
when Mr. Laviolette wrote in his defence for Laval, had advised hini not to obey a îchorder. Tyh Deputy corroborated tis factthbat paragraph I have read, namely, under oath."

with.

9 Hon. gentleen, ask of you was 1ot
to SthK Laeparche waM r truwtworthy this good evidence of the conspiracyfor hih a degree that his lonesty was made complained of by the Warden? And yet11bitter enfinie8 &c. &c.1 the commissioners state, conspiracy flotHe intended alluding particularly to proven.
Inspector Moylan. This is an important Such a sham investigation into thefact sin'e> coupled with others I have administration of Warden Laviolettealready mentioned or which I will refer presided over by the very man whomto before I am done, it explains the ex- for some time he had charged with work-
traordinary efforts made by the Inspector ing against him and in having been thetO Prevent a searching enquiry being cause of the difficulties the penitentiary
'nade iIto the causes of the troubles of was laboring under, could only have a badthis Prison, as it also explains the harsh- effect on convicts and on the proper work-,,eSS shown to Mr. Lamarche by the In- ing of the Institution. Yet it was ex-pector If Mr. Lamarche is dishissed pected at the tie that the prudence andthrough Mr. Moylan, it would be a good sagacity of the then Minister of justicething for me. would prevent the m ischief it could

fn hile the Inspector found it such a work. Unfortunately the Minister reliedgreat breach of the rules for Mr. La- a t much on his subordinates and mademarche to have done so, adds the War- things stil worse. The judgment whichden, Page 146, he had not a single word was prepared hi the Department, andOf blarne for the Deputy Warden, who whih he signed without ooking intohad done worse See pages 146 and the evidence taken, ordered the punish-
priso, a ialso e s tment of some five or six of the very best

s sho Deputy W arden a bso called ins officers of the prison, everyone of them.ther . OIfniet, Esq., M.P. for Lavai, to having always stood by the legiimatenth evidence on t side. authority of the Warden supporfing him

C rh mVite-s would prvn thegt michefitcol

den8 etnave doeo, addnst ther against the Deputy TVardenns Party, whilethngp that he had advised his brother, t as e peed the Depitf, and
hauy Wa den, noD ep umi to certain cwih eined thout and to

on the w arden. T s, witg oteer Chief Keeper's who had if seems, been
cuie~ raeurntisenquiry, con- illegitimately at war against the Warden4ai 5 e y Show that the conspiracy or plot for some time past and who by so doingbr9t Yse]fsay8 the Warden, and against had set a very bad example to the whole"5 f Th inistrafion extended beyond the Iteai-ren o himthingta thene hsr, sieongst the D uWrnpth

e tyWalde, aosdvs ofbohta ith coimeted ths Deputnyou an dh

statrtf the the C e effect of what had beenineei"spirators and amongst hostile and te e h a feto hthdbe
witnressA parties outside. • • In d eed when done. Convicts were no longer subject

itted that hmet admitted that he had ad- to discipline. You could see them gos-dioe the orad advithis brother to siping with the officers and even among
expcted thpententiary, 1, the Warden, themselves. Even cfficers were taking
have sonethat the Commissioners would up sides and betting on the results of the

etrong words of blane both for struggle between the two parties. "The
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Warden would succeed," said one. "He
will not," asserted the other ; "the
Deputy has a brother an M. P. He will
have the best of it."

That such was the state of things at
the time, I will prove by the admission
of the very men whom Warden Lavio-
lette charges with a part of the responsi-
bility for the evil. In a letter of theirs,
dated on the 7th May, 1886, and ad-
dressed to the Inspector, the Deputy
Warden and the Chief Keeper wrote
(page 337)-

" For some time back-vears, we nay
say-the convicts have been in an unset-
tted state, owing, in a great nieasure, to
the investigations that have taken place here,
which had the effect of naking then begin
gossiping with the officers and aniong
themselves, and of taking up sides and
even -betting on the result. The officers
also had or were taking sides, and ceased
to have confidence in each other, or to act
in unanimity."

It is true those officers state further on
in this same letter, that such a state of
things was the result of the too great
leniency of the Warden toward both
officers and convicts, but I have shown
that leniency had nothing to do with the
breaking down of the discipline of the
prison, since Mr. Laviolette had perfectly
well succeeded in restoring the good
working of the Institution up to the mid-
die of 188 3 -when the difficulties began
to undermine the good effects of his
administration. I leave to you, hon.
gentleman, to say whether the Warden
with such adversaries as he had all round
him working to ruin his administration,
was at liberty to rule as he could
have done under ordinary circum-
stances ? Is it not evident that
the bad example given to con-
victs by omicers of all ranks was
more than sufficient to run Mr.
Laviolette's administration particu
larly when they knew, as the evi
dence shows they knew, the hostility o
the Inspector towards the Waiden
Insubordination on the part of officer
necessarily brought insubordination or
the part of convicts, and when this spiri
of insubordination had spread over th
whole population of the Penitentiary, i
naturally led convicts to rise up in arm
against the legitimate authority of th
prison and try to recover their liberty.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

I had, gentlemen, some five or six
weeks before the revolt occurred, at the
beginning of March, I believe, warned
the Government of the danger. I had
told them the state of things in this In-
stitution, and that should they neglect to
look into it they no doubt would regret
it later, My advice was received with
contempt. I was a false prophet. On
the 24th April following the wires
brought the sad news that a general
mutiny of convicts had taken place, one
killed, others woundcd, amongst them
the Warden who was considered a dead
man. As to this sad occurrence I will
say at present nothing more but state
that the different reports of what then
happened, taken as a whole, are the re-
verse of what is true.

Should my task have been completed
with showing the truth of my assertions
repeatedly made to the Minister of Jus-
tice as to the fact that the Inspector
was not a proper person to be intrusted
with the important duty of enquiring into
any of the difficulties of our penitentiary
I could have done so in a very few
words, and so save much of your time.
The proceedings which took place in
the Commons in May 1886, about five
weeks after the rising of convicts had
taken place, show how little time it took
honest politicans to appreciate the course
followed by the Inspector in this ques-
tion of the troubles of our penitentiary.

On the 31st day of May, 1886, the
Hon. Laurier from his seat in the Com-
nions put the following question to the
Government :

" Have any s'eps been taken to have an
investigation into the causes of the recent
outbreak ?"

To this the Hon. Mr. Thompson
(Minister of Justice) answered :

"There was an investigation in the ordin-
- ary course of'justice by theCoroner's inquest,

and subsequently there was an investigation

f made by the Lispector. I nay call that a
pre limîinary investigation, becanse it is not

? intended that it should be a final one. I have
sdetertiniied as earty as possible after the

close of the session, and aCter the recovery
tof t'leWarden, . . to inake as fuil an

investigation into the affairs of the Peniten-
Ciary as can possibty be miadp.. ...

t 1 do stand coînrnitted, as the' head cf the
SDepartinient, te having a f'uit and tiîorough

investigation."
Mr. Laurier repiied
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f There rnust be a thorough overhauling
'of the whole system. Not simply by officers'f the Depa-tment, but by parties outside ofhe Deartment, who would be thoroughlylpartiai, anddeternined beforehand to giveJUtiCe wlherever justice is due, and to putthe .'ane wherever the blame ouglit to beput?,"

Then Mr. Desjardins (Hochelaga)Said:

<tihe leader of the Opposition has nen-iOned t e reports of the Inspector, and judg-hav froin the tone of those reports, he musthave feit that lie would not be in a condition
take partial y act in any enquiry that would
tho Place to find ou~t the exact truth inthoe nliatters"'

Mr Blake answered : "I must confessthat the tone in one passage of the re-T did not strike me very favorably."To this the Minister of Justice, (Mr.
Thosmpson) replied : "With regard to
that thbject of impartiality, it is necessary
Shoulde enquity (at St. Vincent de Paul)
tor.'' be made by some other Inspec-

If the simple reading of the annual
report of the Inspector brought such a
onvition to the minds of Members

th th sides of the Commons, thatthey unhesitatingly declare that he
condeInspector) was not in aquirition to impartially act in an en-tqirY t ascertain the exact truth as to
ih dhfaiculties of our Penitentiary, how
ly it that the Government,and particular-
five Or inister of Justice who had for
before hsix years so much information
thing tim, did not see it and do some-
suchi bprevent the consequences ofIsc abad state of things ? Was thesector so sure of the truth of hisstateeents when he repeatedly said th-ito4he cared for no man, whether politician
by hi en that Sir John would stand
and eve that he could defy his chiefsBe the Governement ?oetis as it may it is evident that the
that th e Government had discovered
creditedir valuable Inspector was so dis-
couid that they had to admit that he
an enOt be relied upon in so important

a nquiry which the public at large
as Investe- in, they decided to have

L avestigation at ail, force Warden
havolette to leave his command and tothis officermore of the charges laid byagainst Inspector Moylan.

Should my task have ended, I repeat,
with establishing the unfitness of Inspec-
tor Moylan to deal with these troubles
of our Penitentiary, I could have done
so without going into these details, but
I had to show also the true state of
things at this prison, before, during, and
after the investigation of 1884, the de-
cision of the Minister which followed,
and lastly, the mutiny of the 24 th April,
1886, and the connection of all these
events one with the other, to show how
legitimate were the different warnings I
gave to the Government, from time to
time, from my seat in this House, or
by correspondence, letters, etc., etc. So,
that ail the facts of the case being made
public, my devotion to what was right
should be known to refute the false as-
sertions and atrocious calumnies made
against me in the blue book, to ruin
my influence and prevent my prayer
for a serious enquiry, being favor-
ably entertained. I hope I have suffi-
ciently gone over the record of the trou-
bles of our prison to attain this end. I
could not then protract my remarks on
this subject, any further, without abusing
the constant attention which yourHonors
have given me. I feel I could
not search any more into ail those prison
difficulties without becoming tedious
I have said enough to show what the
previous investigation had been.
I said they had been sham enqui-
ries. I believe I have pretty well
established they were a sham. I said
they meant the breaking down of the
late Warden, (Mr. Laviolette). This
charge I have made good without the
help of a minute and serious investiga-
tion as promised by the Government
after the revoit. I said for years past
that the Inspector, in the circumstances
in which he was placed, was not in a
position to be entrusted with the impor-
tant duty of enquiring into the various
difficulties of this penitentiary. I have,
I hope, superabundantly shown that such
was the case. when I have not only
brought strong evidence in support of
this assertion, but also have the very ad-
missions made at the last hour, it is true,
of the Minister of Justice, whose words
in the Commons I have already quoted,
and which are :

" With regard to the subject of impar-
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tiality, it is necessary that the enquiry
should be made by some other Inspec-
tor."

I may then fairly ask of you, hon. gen-
tlemen, to draw the logical conclusion
which even common sense suggests,
which is, that if I could make up so good
a case without an investigation, with only
such documents as are of record, what
would it be if the enquiry solemnly
promised in both Houses of Parliament
during the session of 1886, had taken
place ?

Having said so much as to the diffi-
culties of our penitentiary and as to the
late Warden Laviolette's case, I will now,
with your permission, refer to my own
case and answer to the various injurious
attacks directly made upon me in this
blue book, many of which could be
brought before this House as questions
of privilege, a thing I will not do, leaving
to hon. members to see to the protection
of their privileges.

It being now nearly six o'clock, and
having reached the personal part of this
matter, I beg to move the adjournment
of the debate.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Unfortunately,
it is not the usual practice to adjourn
debates of this character where there is
no substantive motion before the House.
That practice has certainly been departed
from on one or two occasions in the
Senate, but I do not know that it has
ever gone so far as in the present in-
stance. It is certainly an indulgence to
my hon. friend to have allowed one ad-
jurnment, and now to repeat this
irregularity is highly objectionable. The
House is not very busy, it is true, but it
will be creating a precedent which may
be hereafter invoked when some other
subject of more importance to the public
is under discussion.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I will not
contend that I am not in my right in
asking for it, though I admit it must be
taken as a special case. When charged
as I have been, as a member of the Sen-
ate, one would suppose that the House
would be happy to know the facts, and
to find that a member of the House is in
no way guilty of what he is charged. As
to the precedent which the hon. Minister

says this may create, I may state to the
hon. gentleman that it has been done
over and over again, and if it is an irregu-
larity which should be stopped, why
commence in this instance ? I could
attain my object in another way. I
could state what I have to say on a
motion to adjourn.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.friend
might see the answer to what he has
just said in the benches of this House
during the whole afternoon. On more
than one occasion the House might
have been counted out, and the hon.
gentleman must see that the hon. mem-
bers are impatient of this discussion. If
my hon. friend wants to put the remain-
der of his address in the official report
1 have no objection, if the House per-
mits it, to let himi read it in a cursory
manner and hand it over to the reporter.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-In my opinion
it is an injustice to the hon. member to
look at this matter in the light when it
is taken by the hon. Minister. It is an
acknowledged practice that in the debate
on the Address every possible latitude
is allowed to hon. gentlemen who intend
to speak. It is the grand inquest of the
country on public affairs, and my hon.
friend had a perfect right to.raise all this
question in his speech on the Address,
as in fact he did, but proposed, himself,
as the House seemed to be anxious to
pass the Address, to postpone his re-
marks to a future day provided the same
latitude and the same privileges which
were his by right speaking on the Ad-
dress should be continued in this very
way. Strictly speaking, I consider he
has the same right now in addressing the
House on this subject as if he were
speaking on the Address in reply to the
Speech from the Throne.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Have I
not the right at this very moment to rise
to a question of privilege and say what
I have to say, and who would shut rnY
mouth ? Where is the rule which says
I have not the right to speak to that
question ? I have been abused and
villified. I am not even asking a favor !
I am within my right ! I could do it
in another way : I could give notice

HON. MR. BELLEROSE
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that on Monday next I will ask for acOmminttee and make my speech on that
beotn' I did not do it m that way,because 1 did not like to urge it too'fch upon the Government ; I was in
hOpes that when the facts were before
thern in the shape in which I am sub-
wa tting them, that they would see theirway towards doing something to securethe p-ng enquiry into the affairs ofthe etentiary, and the conduct of thethapector himself But if it is the factthat the louse is not interested enoughin this matter, I am sorry for it ; it shows
hO lightly the public men of this coun-
trY look Upon such serious matters as a

nia" Shot dead in a revolt in a publiceitentiary-a man sent to his Maker
lthnut even time to say, " O, God !"

to Mr. Le country is paying some $3,000aoth. Laviolette, who is an invalid, andanother sum of money to Mr. Chartrand,whose health is broken down, and hun-dreds of thousands of dollars of thePublic money are being mismanaged.

taN. MR. ABBOTT-I have nottaken the point of order ; I have made
an appeal to my hon. friend to try and
shorten his remarks and get through asSoin as Possible. I have not raised the
Pont of order in such a manner as toProvoke an argument. I merely appealtn y hon. friend that in order to put anend to this, his object can be attained byOur stting a little longer than six o'clock,$0 than he may fimish his paper to dayand get it on the pages of the officialreport b

to th MiR BELLEROSE-I desireto read the balance of my statement, and
Perhaps f Would be better to raise thePoint Of order.

SRE SPEAKER--It being six o'clock,
fow eave the chair.

AITER RIECESS.

h is M hIR. BELLEROSE resumedch, he said-I now come to the

the attakon. Mr. Bellerose's ansuer to
book c s made upon hiin in the blue
the troub0 lie becamie connected with

/es Of the Penitentiary.

In June 1884, Warden Laviolete,
having placed his charges against his two
subalterns in the hands of the Inspector,
this officer wrote from Montreal to the
Deputy Minister of Justice, a letter, (see
page 109 of the blue book) wherein re-
fering to the charges made by the
Warden, he adds ;

" I have grounds for believing that
he is acting under advice from Mr.
Bellerose. . . "

At this time I had not yet in any way,
meddled with the troubles of the
Penitentiary which for some time
past had received the attention of the
Hon. Mr. Masson as I have already
stated, and as I will establish before I
resume my seat. The only thing I had
done was that some twelve months before
I had told the Inspector and his friend
the Chaplain that should their conduct
towards the Warden bring trouble in the
prison, I should then consider it my
duty to stand by the Warden and oppose
their bad work.

It was then evidently to riise preju-
dices against me in the Department,
beforehand, that this official referred to
me in the way he did, when I had not
then even decided as to what course I
should follow in redeeming the promise
I had made in 1883 to our then colleague
(Mr. Masson) of helping him in his efforts
to restore peace in the prison-a subject
I will refer to in a moment.

As to the statement itself, it is nothing
less than a vile calumny, for which the
Inspector had not the least ground. I sol-
emnly declare that I knew nothing of the
intentions of the Warden to take such a
step. Had he consulted me about the
adoption of such a course, I certainly
would have told him not to do so, but
rather suffer than have Inspector Moylan
for his judge. That the best he could
do was to renew his charges against the
Inspector and ask for his dismissal,
urging that the Minister of Justice had
already admitted the validity of his com-
plaint when he had forced the Chaplain
out of office a few months before on the
very same ground, the complaint then
having been that both the Inspector and
the Chaplain should be dismissed on
account of their hostility to the adminis-
tration of Mr. Laviolette. The Minister
forced the Chaplain out of office, and
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retained the Inspector. Further on, I
will have occasion to refer to this very
important step of the Minister and give
a full history of what then passed.

At page 299 of the blue book to
which I have referred, in re the affidavit
charging the Deputy Warden with hav-
ing received a bribe of $300 in consider-
ation of services rendered by him in the
escape of convicts Harwood and
Williams, the Inspector says in his re-
port :-

" J. H. Bellerose swore that he had no
evidence to give on the escapes of Harwood
and Williams, or on that of Fortier. ie
solemnly ' swore' that he had neither writ-
ten to Sol. Green nor received from himn
letters, notes, or anything else. The equivo-
cating and disingenuotis character of Mr.
Bellerose's evidence is clear. He made a
positive and definite charge against nie and
when the opportunity was atforded hini to
place his proof on record, he refuses to sus-
tain his allegations." . . . . . and
although he had: explanation and evi-
dence furnished to him to show that his
charge is utterly false and without founda-
tion, he had not the manliness to make the
amende which any honorable man would teel
himself called upon to offer."

Then the Inspector concludes
" The evidence given by convict Perry,

conjoined by Mr. Bouker, by Beauparlent,
and by Sol Green, shows that Mr. Bellerose
had taken a lively interest in this special
case against the Deputy Warden."

I will in no way refer to the impolite
manner in which I am treated in these
passages by the Inspector, but will pro-
ceed at once to examine the evidence
taken in this case.

" Convict Perry stated that lie never had
any connection with Mr. Bellerose, but that
lie gave a statement respecting the escape of
Harwood and Williams to an officer ot' the
prison (Instructor Beauparlant),and that this
officer bad promised that lie would state the
case to Mr. Bellerose, and repeat to huim his
opinion. That later Beauparlant told him
that if he could prove by outside witnesses
the charge against the Deputy Warden lie
would probably be pardoned, &c., and that
Mr. Bellerose would work for lim."

Trade InstrucLor Beauparlant states upon
oath that he ientioned the matter to Mr.
Bellerose who told him not to have anything
to do with this atfair, and not to say a word
about it to convict Perry : that Mr. Belle-
rose never nientioned it to him to state to
that conviet that if lie could prove the
charge against the Depuity Warden, lie (Mr.
Bellerose) wouîld try and get him pardoned
or have his sentence shortened.

o'J w cLt e nspector refers, it dloes not
appear in the report, for a very good
reason. This individual was never sum-
moned to appear and lie never gave his

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

Chas. M. Bowker, Station Agent, Man-
sonville, S. E. R., swears that Sol. Green
received some letters from St. Vincent de
Paul, but he could not say from whom they
were.

The Inspector then puts the following
questions to Bowker.

Q. Would you recognize the handwriting
of the address of those letters?

A. I think I would.
Q. Was the writing like what is in this

letter (showing Senator Bellerose's letter to
the witness)?

A. It was in a similar hand, apparently
written with a quili pen like what you have
shown me and in the same hand. Green re-
ceived two or three euch letters.

I will remark here the extraordinary
character of the course pursued by the
Inspector in allowing a witness to com-
pare writing shown to him in the witness
box with writings he had had occasion,
he says, to see once or twice some five
or six months before, at a time when he
could not even have suspected that he
would be called to swear to the hand-
writing of the person who had sent such
letters.

Joseph H. Bellerose swears
" To the best of my recollection the first

thing I heard ir the village was thatclothes
were found in the Penitentiary grounds. The
next thing was Instructor Beauparlant, who
told me on calling to see me, that an ex-
convict had gone to him and told him that
lie wouîld like to see me about the bribery
case, I said, I have not seen the man. When
I received the affilavit, those and similar
things I have just mentioned were brought
to my mind and I began to think it was a
serious atfair, and I consequently vent to
Ottawa as Beauparlant caine to me a second
time after I had received the affidavit, when
lie showed me a paper written by convict
Perry. I read the paper, handed it back
and told this oflicer not to meddle with this
affair, as it might injure him. I solemnly
declare that I never gave Beauparlant
authority to inform convict Perry, that lie
might expect his pardon or the shortening
of his sentence if he succeeded to prove the
charge of bribery against the Deputy War-
den. C On the contrary, I put Beauparlant
on his guard I solemnly declare that I
never wrote letters, notes or anvthing
directly or indirectly to this man, Sol Green.
Solon Green never called on me on any
occasion.''

As to the evidence given by Sol. Green
t 1 hil h l h
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evidence. So that giving the narr.e Again, what amende could I make
of Ibis man as having corrobcrated corn- when I had then, as I have now, goodvict Perry's evidence is nothing short of reasons to believe that he was not doinga grave imposture, which shows what the his duty even in this second enquiry ?
d spector is capable of when he has My past experience had left me with-determined to ruin an adversary. Wit- out any confidence in this officer. Hownless Gilman who spoke of Green stated then could I take his word ?that he was a scoundrel of the deepest How could I make an amende underdye. The Superintendent of the Dom- such circumstances, on a simple assertion
,n'on Police also affirms that Green had of his that he had done his duty, when Ian unenviable and bad reputation. So had even then some evidence of thethat the coupling of my name with that contrary, and that I had good reason for
Of such a man was a mischevious act on suspicion that he was still working some
the Part of the Inspector. mischief ? It is true that the Inspector

Hon. gentlemen, the whole of this having called me as a witness, assured
evidence is found in the blue book from me after I had given my evidence that
Page 259 to page 295. I would ask the he was quite innocent, and that he hopednate as a matter of courtesy towards I would withdraw my charge against him.
ryself, I being the party suffering insult But surely I could not do so when I
from the Inspector, to read over the knew better-when I knew what he had
evidence of which I have given a syno- been about for some time past. So Ipsis, and decide for themselves whether flatly refused, and toid him that when Ior not this report of the Inspector is not a made a charge I had good reasons to do
riSchevious effort to ruin me and excite so. "What I desired," said I, " was to

i.ehng against me in the minds of the have a thorough investigation. Let him
tinister and of his Deputy, so as to des- help me, and it will be granted."troy such influence as gave me a right to It is evident that the Inspector thoughtask for an inquiry into his proceedings un- he would succeed with me as he and theder such serious circumstances. I willalso Chaplain had succeeded in 1882 withleave it to the decision of bon. gentlemen Mr. Laviolette, before they had made

n eror flot ny evidence was clearly their annual report complained of by the
equivocal and disingenuous late Warden, in getting also from me byCharacter as stated hy the Inspector. persuasive and sweet words my signature

In s to the amende spoken of by the to an amende-to an acknowledgment
dere or, as to my charging him with a that I had made a charge of which I had

pevion of his important duties in his no proof-in order that he might use it
vts 8 enquiry in re the escape of con- to ruin me in the Department, as he and

victs Harwood and Williams, I had no the Chaplain had done with the certifi-
sienty to put my proof on record cates which they had induced Wardenorder the Inspector was then under Laviolette to sign in October, 1882, andOrders to begin over his previous investi- in January, 1883. But I knew too wellgatin and not at all to hear evidence as with whom I was dealing. I flatly re-
hi MY charge against him. Then in fused to grant such a favour.
h cas e of Harwood and Williams, Permit me now, hon. gentlemen, towhatedence was I bound to furnish ? refer you to page 304 of the saine blueSureyone, particularly when I had book. There your Honors will find a

boh In e competency of this official letter of mine, dated at St. Vincent de
and i ny letter of the 20th January Paul, on the 17th September, 1885, and
rnOnth that of the 27th of the same addressed to the bon. Minister of Jus-
1 wroteo the Minister of Justice, when tice, wherein I wrote :

"I 1watrPried " I have reasons to beleve the honorable
Officer w seis b hear tat thie sanie men who have accused Kr. the Insj.,etor, in
duty on, ti t seemis now had neglected his Parliamient, in the press,;>iover their own
referred toe two im) portant occasions I have signatures, and in official documents, had
Fortir) (ecapes of Harwood and of good reasons for iavinig done so.
,wbeth J i be hie officer chosen to see "An honorable man does not accuse light-e r e hilpelf was wrong or not on ]y without good reasons.... Neither

you nor I can shut our eyes to the fact that

1. 1888.] Penitentiary. 141
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the accusers have long since proved a serious
and detailed enquiry against this sane man,
your employé."

The Inspector took the liberty of add-
ing at the foot of my letter in the blue-
book the following note, signed with his
initials :-

" The writer of this letter, Jos. H.Bellerose
-honorable by accident and courtesy-is the
onlv person who lias made accusations, in
Parliament, in the press, over their own sig-
natures, against Mr. the Inspector.

"Jos. H Bellerose seems to think that any
accusation which lie lias seen fit to make,
no matter how false, is equivalent to proof.
-J. G. M."

During last session this question was
brought before the Senate as a question
of privilege by the hon. Senator from
British Columbia (Mr. Mclnnes). The
Government admitted it was a terrible
insult to this House and that such a
misdemeanor would receive at their
hands punishment worthy of the
Senate. The Minister hirnself, in
particular, qualified this act of the In-
spector as a disgraceful act, which he
gave his word he had never heard of be-
fore. It seemed by the statement of
this Minister that the Inspector, know-
ing that the Minister could not
allow such a note to be added in a book
for which he, the Minister, stood respon-
sible, had written the note only on the
copy of the letter to be sent to the
printer, so that being printed the book
would be sent to Parliament for distri-
bution throughout the Dominion and
then, if it happened that the Minister
should be made aware of the note, after
the distribution of the book, it would be
too late, the mischief was completed.

I challenge any gentleman in this
House to say that he would keep in his
employment a man who could have done
any like thing, a man who would have
grossly abused not only the party employ-
ing him but also those for whom they had
any respect and consideration. Yet the
Inspector has been keDt in office.

Why, a true friend of Sir John A.
Macdonald, a Senator who is at this very
moment within the reach of my voice,
came to me one day at the very end of
last session, and said, "Moylan has taken
a very bad step. He must go. No
Government could keep in its service an

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

officer who has followed such a contemp-
tible course."

I myself was inclined to believe that
the Government would deal with the case
as they promised they would when the
hon. Leader of the Senate (Mr. Abbott),
said on the 14th June last :

"I mav sav, he (the Inspector) lias receiv-
ed a very severe reprimand, and steps have
been taken to mark the sense of the Govern-
nient in another way, and it is now under
consideration what further steps will be
taken on the subject."

I then waived all rights I had to deal
with the blue-book in question, and said
I would give time to the Government,
and wait until next session for their
action in the premises. The time asked
for has passed away. Parliament has
again met. What have the Government
done to redeem their solemn promises ?
Nothing worthy of mention, except that
they have circulated the book containing
the comments and remarks, which the
hon. leader of this House has justly
said constituted a " very grave and
serious offence against the dignity
of the Senate," and which the
Minister of Justice has qualified as a
" contemptible act." This blue-book
has been, during recess, printed de novo
in the appendices to the journals of
both Houses, no doubt the intention
being to keep on record those charges
against me. To this, again, hon. gen-
tlemen, I have no objection, since it has
given me occasion to furnish the whole
history of all the troubles of our prison,
and to throw on the proper shoulders
the burden which ill-will and duplicity
have for years past kept on my own.

I see now, that Inspector Moylan
knew what he was about, when he said :

"He cared for no man, whether poli-
tician or layman, that Sir John would
have to stand by him, whatever he did."

Had the Government redeemed their
word of honor when they prom-
ised that a serious investigation would be
made, language to that effect would have
been proven to have been spoken by the
Inspector on more than one occasion.

As to the insinuation that the accusers
of the Inspector, of whom I am here the
proctor or representative, desired to
have their accusations made good before
they were proved, that is simply humbug.

14A2
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The Inspector knows that it is not the
case. I have never made a complaint
without asking for an investigation.hUrthermore the Inspector knows, as Ihave already stated, that the first thing I

d at the beginning of these troubles,Was to tell him and tell his accomplices
that they were in error, and that they
ought to change their course. But, gen-tlemen, there is still more than that :Iam.not at all the party who began waragainst hii and against his associates.1 had not even a simple suspicion that
any one was at work to have the Inspec-tor or any other officer complained of,
rernoved from office, when already it hadbeen decided that one of them would
have to leave the institution. Let merelate the whole facts

Sorne time during the session of 1883,
a gentleman of high standing, a mem berf the Privy Council of Her Majesty forCanada, took proceedihgs against those
(whias with Sir Alexander Campbell,
(who wvas then Minister of Justice).
thei gentleman was no other than
be ate Lieutenant-Governor of Que-ber then a Senator, and a late ad-iser of the Crown. I solemnly declarei knew nothing of this until later, whenthjs hon. gentleman (Nir. Masson) cametm me in this very Chamber and informed
the that he had laid complaints against
Ch ns.pector and the Roman CatholicChaplain. That the Minister had agreedto dispense with the services of theChaplain, but that he would not consentto dismîss theni both, that surely Iknew at was the state of affairs atthewprison, and therefore he hoped I
put outgive my assistance in having both
also told office. The hon gentlemanabre hdme that His Lordship Bishopwabre had been interviewed and that itwas decided that the Chaplain shouldhand in his resignation. I told him that
that hl not aid him, although I knewThat the two Officers were in the wrong.Thatn thought the Minister was right inWaiting t
missal o tsee the effect which the dis-other of the Chaplain would have on the
Punishr fcial I said that no doubt the
lesson tont Of the Chaplain would be a
that the nspector. I considered
Would i retirement of the Chaplain
family, he ay injure hin, he having no

the dismissal of the Inspec-

tor, who had a family, might do him a
great deal of harm. "Give him, then" I
said, " one year's trial. Let us see the
effect of the lesson administered to him ;
and if the wrong doiigs continue during
that time, I promise you I will work if the
experience is not favorable in your direc-
tion and ask for the dismissal of the
Inspector.'

I have no written evidence of these
facts, as I have in almost every other
case that I have mentioned, but if any
member of this House entertains a doubt
as to the correctness of my statements, I
may say there is a member of the Senate
present to-day who was also approached
by the Hon. Mr. Masson for the same
purpose, a'nd that the Senator so ap-
proached referred him to me, as knowing
more of the difficulties in the Penitentiary
than he did. I allude to the hon. Senator
for Repentigny (Mr. Armand), and I
ask him to say whether or not my state-
ment is in accordance with the fact.

HON. #iMR. ARMAND-Yes; on the
occasion mentioned by my hon. friend,
Mr. Masson solicited me to help him. I
answered that it was better for him to
have the support of the hon. menber
from Delanaudiere, who resided near
the Penitentiary and knew more about
the difficulties referred to than I did.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE (continuing)
-I felt that I was bound by the promise
made to our late colleague, Mr. Masson,
who was then Lieutenant Governor of
Quebec-I felt bound to ask for the
dismissal of the Inspector, and I did so
after the inquiry of 1884, but without
success, deprived as I was on the one
hand of the influence of a member of
the Privy Council, and having, on the
other hand, to meet the prejudices which
the Inspector had succeeded in raising
in the minds of the Minister of Justice
and his deputy. Under the circum-
stances, and in view of the Inspector's
declaration that Sir John would stand by
him, I considered myself bound to make
known the facts to the Government from
my seat in this House. During the
session of 1885, in March, I warned the
Government of the danger of allowing
matters to rest. The Inspector availed
himself of every opportunity which pre-
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sented itself to persuade the Minister
that I was a terrible man, with no re-
spect for the truth, and with a heart full
of anger-that I had no manliness of
nature, and other calumnies of that kind.

At this time the press of Montreal and
Quebec published editorials of injurious
character against nie in connection with
the position I had taken respecting the
Penitentiary difficulties. It was evident
that they obtained their information from
the Departiment of Justice. I answered,
defying my adversaries to reply. They
never did reply, but they continued their
attacks for some time, as hon. gentle-
men will see, if they refer to La Minerve
of the 24th February, 1885, the Czronic/e
of 3rd March, the Shareho/der of 13th
March, and other newspapers about that
date. I answered in La Afinerve of
March 7th, the Chronic/e of the same
date, the Sharcho/der of the 27 th March
and 3 rd April, 1885, and in Le Monde of
April 13 th, 1885, &c., &c. The In-
spector's friend, the late Chaplain, went
even further, and wrote me a very unfair
letter, which I do not feel justified in
publishing for the present, but I will give
my answer to his :-

"SENATE CHAMBER,
Ottawa, Ilh March, 1895.

Rev. Mr. Leclerc, Pastor, St. Joseph, Mont-
real.

DEAR SIR,-
Yours of yesterday to hand. You say

you do not ask for an answer. I am happy
t is so, for I must acknowledge that I cou ld
not have taken the responsibility of dis-
pensing with what charity asked irom rme
in giving an answcr to it. I certainly for-
give the injurious attacks made upon me m
your letter, so much the better when I fiel
I do not deserve then. Please do not forget
that this is now three years since I advised
you to quit and go back to your old way,
three years since I endeavored to convince
you that the path you had entered into
would bring you into lamentable difiiculties,
and three years since I assured you that if
such diffic7ulties should corne I would have
to combat against you and so follow the
dictates of my conscience which then inspir-
ed nie, as it does now, that you were wrong.

It is not then my tault if sucli perversions
have realized. No one more tlan I do re-
grets that it is so.

Yon are younger than I am, it is true,
but the disease which otten keeps you on a
bed of suffering may naturally lead us to
believe that you wil1 not live muuch longer
than I will at the age I have reached. Soon,
then, we both will have to account for the

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.

good or for the evil which ive have worked
for in this case wherein justice lias a great
share We will then surely know wvhether
I have been wrong in anv thing I have done
in this atfair, or whether it is not vou who
deserves condemnation. Let us think to
this seriously, if we desire sincerelv to well
appreciate the course each of us lias follow-
ed.

I renain to-day, as in the past, your de-
voted friend in the lirnits of justice.

Jos H. BELIERoSE."

Your honors will also find in the blue
book which has forced from me these
remarks, my name repeatedly mentioned
in the different documents there printed
and an effort made to discredit me, as.
well as all my statements. The Inspec-
tor went even so far in this respect, that
the Minister of Justice, honorable as he
was, Sir Alexander Campbell, had to in-
terfere and forbid this official meddling
any more with Members of Parliament
and ordering him to let theni alone.
Many a time Sir Alexander had to renew
this order; let me cite one or two cases.

1 knew so well the determination of
the Inspector to cause my ruin, that I
was convinced thit, in an enquiry (es-
cape of Harwood and Williams) which
he had been forced to begin over again
on a complaint of mine, in May 1885,
he would try to injure me, that after he
had made his report, I went to Sir Alex-
ander Camrpbell and stated my impres-
sion. He could not believe, he answer-
ed, that the Inspector had donc such a
thing. "Well, then," said I, " will you
look into the documents and tell me
whether I am right or wrong." " Yes,"
answered the Hon. Minster. The fol-
lowing day, Sir Alexander came to me
in the Senate room and said : " You
were right, Mr. Bellerose, I have given
orders ; this will be corrected.' I let
the matter stand, and Parliament having
been prorogued, I left for home. Some
time afterwards I wrote to Sir Alexander
Campbell asking whether his orders had
been conplied with by the Inspector.
His answer was, no.

This is my letter
" ST. VINcENT nDE PAut., 27Lh July, 1885.

"The lon. ';ir Alex. Campbell, K.C. f. G.
" DEAR SIR,-N. doubt you remember

that sone five or six weks ago I stated tO
you tlat I had good reasons to believe that
Mr. Moylan had nirepresented me in bis
mîinutes cl the enq.iry in re the affidavit
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ger ofeputy Warden Ouimet. That by a
lhad Inspector sent to me at the time

n one to the conclusion that he had
ei cousiV mentioned my name then asSshouithe )eputy Warden's accuser. That1 ered tlike to see the minutes. You au-Swered that there was no object-on, but that

lou Could not believe that the Inspectorthtuld have done such a thing. I repliedthat if you would see yourselt in the matter,8Woud save you the trouble of my visit.e YOu did, and two days later you came to
and said : 'You were right, Bellerose.

0av are mentioned as the accuser, but I
1ve iven orders to strike that out at once.'depfia: 'But these minutes are kept indu Picate a copy for the Department andtI other of record for the Penitentiary.'

' arn glad to know that,' was your
ri will order that both copies be made

tit Now, I beg to be pernitted to ask
Wither your orders have been compliedorrecand whether both minutes have beenalorrected?

"I remain, yours truly,
" Jos. H. BELLEROSE."

Now, the Minister's answer is -
" OTTAWA, 29th July, 1885.

«2'h'e. -"On. J. LI. Bellerose, St. Vincent de.Paul :

orret IDEA BELLEtRosE,.-I find that the
0f the 2 the Of which you speak in your note
the W ad not been communicated to
and n,but have given instructions,

will now be done.
"Faithfully yours,

"A. CAMPBELL."

chie fsPector had not written to the
his ficer at the Penitentiary, so thatdis eMutes there might be corrected as
this rn, Had I, through ignorance of
until ans character, let the matter standhtav o-day, this document would now
beore een brought before Parliament and
of whiche Public, charging me with deedsA • .am totally innocent.

gain, mn his final report after the
that I nquiry mn 1884, I was certain
this a would be calumniated there by
bl, havi So I was, and Sir Alex. Camp-

ilarginling read the report, added a
termn: note in somewhat the following

et th ht I had told the Inspector to
l e t B e erose alon e.»

sho otthon the manuscript report Ied t the present Minister of Justice
1887, s ompson) on the 8th lune,
onif i that even if it had already been
later, I hould happen to be wiped out
f y sta e ood evidence of the truthtement

Io

At page 156 of the Supplementary
Report, the Inspector is reported to
have written in his report:

"M r. Bellerose may have assisted in
creating this false impression on the War-
den's mind, according to hie own statement,
made to me in my office here, last April.
He told me he had paid a visit to the Peni-
tentiary during the parliamentary recess,
and that in passing through the yard he
saw three or four of the officers together
who were conspiring against the Warden;
that be told the Warden, when going out,
a conspiracy was on foot against hin, but
that he mentioned no names; and that the
Warden pooh-poohed the idea, assuring him
that no such thing existed, as he stood too
well with his officers to give occasion for
the like. The reason gived by the Hon.
Senator for his belief in a conspiracy was
hie own penetration in reading men'scharac-
ter and thoughts, acquired during the num-
ber ot years he had spent in military life. I
remarked were I making an enquiry into
such a charge, I would attach very little
importance to such prool"

Whether I told the Inspector anything
of a visit of mine to the prison as he
statca, or whether I made to the Warden
the statement he refers to is very material,
since the Inspector had a good chance
of ascertaining what the Warden knew,
as also what I knew of such a conspiracy.
I had been summoned by the Commis-
sioners to appear before them and give
evidence. The Inspector himself cross-
examined me. I swore that there was a
conspiracy against the Warden, and also
that I had written to this official that he
had to take good care, that I knew of a
party in Ottawa who was working in the
dark to injure him. Why did he not
follow up this answer in the usual way ?
Why did he not ask " who is this party ?
What grounds have you for such a
charge?" No, the Inspector's mouth
was shut; after a while he opened his
mouth to tell me that he had finished,
that he had no more questions to put. I
withdrew.

How does this paragraph of the In-
spector's report agree with his abstaining
from inquiring into what I knew of the
conspiracy at the time of the enquiry ?
It seems that on this last occasion he
feared that my penetration in reading
men's character and thoughts could en-
danger him. But when away far from
me, at Ottawa, making his report it seems
he thought the danger no longer existed,
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he could then speak bravely and without
fear of receiving an answer which might
not be pleasant to him. So he did, and
wrote the words I have read.

It is only too bad that I have occasion
to allude to his courageous conduct and
tell him that my answer is still ready for
him whenever he is ready to receive it.

Hon. gentlemen, please open the blue
book at page 255. You will find a letter
of mine, bearing date 27th January,
1885, and addressed to the Deputy-
Minister of Justice. It was an answer
to his of the 23rd of the sanie month.
In this letter of mine I wrote :

" A commission was appointed without
even the Inspector knowing of the intention
of the Minister."

The Inspector, before complying with
the order of the Senate, which was to lay
this letter on its table, had the impu-
dence to give me the lie by adding the
following note at the bottom of the letter
in the blue book:

" This statement is untrue. I asked for
the appointnient of a commission fromi the
Minister of Justice as an act of justice to nie,
and decliied to visit St. Vincent de Paul,
until a proper enquiry would be rmade."

Now, gentlemen this statement of
mine in my letter, I solennly declare is
the truth. Neither the Inspector nor
any other officer of the Department
could have known the fact since the
whole affair was decided and completely
settled, between the Minister on one side
and Mr. A. Desjardins, M. P., and my-
self on the other, in one and the sanie
visit of us both to the Minister's office.

Having read this impolite language of
the Inspector, and his false statement, I
immediately wrote to the gentleman who
had acted with me in this case, asking
what was his recollection. He arswered:

"OTTAwA, 2.th June, 1887.
"'fon. J. H. I3ellerose, Senalor.

4 DEAR SiR-I recollect that in 1879 you
and I had an interview with the Hon. James
McDonald, then Minister of Justice. This
was about the difficulties which existed at
the time at the Penitentiary of St. Vincent
de Paul. We asked for an enquiry, insist-
ing on the appointrnent of a Commission
chosen outside the Departnent of Justice,
so that it would be perfectly impartial. I
could not remember all the incidents of this
interview, Lut I do remenber well that the
Minister gave the names of MM. Taché and
Miali as those who he would charge with

HoN. Miz. BELUROSE.

this work. This Minister was in this in-
stance in concert with the ion. Mr. Masson,
one of his colleagues, and according to his
advice. Not a single one of the officers of
the Department took part in this interview.

"II remn ai n, &c.,
(Sd.) "ALPR. DESJARDINS."

Any commentaries of mine are useless.
Mr. Desjardins affirms that the whole
affair was begun and finished in one
single interview with the Minister. That
no officer of the Department was called
on when there, and that it was then and
there settled that a Commission would
be appointed, and that Messrs. Taché and
Miall should be the commissioners.

With the permission of the House, I
wil! now refer to the extraordinary course
followed by the Minister of Justice, in
dealing with the addresses I moved for
in 1886, asking for documents which the
hon. Minister put on the table of the
Senate towards the end of the session of
1887, printed in book form, and erron-
eously intituled, "Supplementary reports
on Penitentiaries for year ending 3 oth
June, 1886." This is probably the first
time that the parliamentary practice of
bringing returns to addresses has been
dispensed with and the various docu-
ments asked for by different addresses,
brought all mixed up in a volume, with-
out any of the usual forms. I do not
intend taking exception to the course
followed, neither will I take up the time
of the House to show that the title given
to this book is nonsense. However
wrong may have been this motive of the
Government, I am inclined to be indul-
gent on account of the difficult position
they stood in. If you look over
the blue book you find at once the rea-
sons why such an exceptional course has
been followed. Here and there in this
book you find remarks added-as a
heading to certain documents asked for
and which it was feared would work
mischief against some of the officials of
the Department of Justice, if some thing
was not done to discredit such docu-
ments. In some other parts of this book
you find a foot note which it was found
necessary to add to ruin the influence of
the individual who had written the letter
on other documents, complaining or
calling the Minister's attention to sone-
thing wrong. In other instances such
conmients and foot notes, not being con-
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Sidered sufficient to remove the danger, during the trial of those convicts who
you Fnd important documents not asked had risen up in arms against the legiti-
for and the existence of which was not mate authority of the Penitentiary, ought
,ven suspected, added in the book to to have shaken the credulity of the
'deceive Parliament and the public. Minister. I have already referred to some
Lastly, when the real truth could not be of these facts. In a minute or two I
cfncealed by such means, then print was will have occasion to refer again to wbat
Used for certain documents while others then took place, or to what was then
were left in manuscript. said in court. Again, the different state-

All the various documents I asked for ments made through the press could not
Were printed, accompanied with remarks, but increase such doubts. In Decenber,
foot notes, etc., etc , except one which 1886, a correspondent wrote a long letter
no comments or foot notes could change in which I read:
the nature of or could put discredit upon, "I must know something of what occur-and which, consequently, was left in red then. I was called at the prison, beingrnanuscript. I refer to the evidence told that the Warden had fell into the handi
given by the different witnesses called of convicts, and was probably dead; that no
durig the investigation of 1884. This one seemed willing to take command; and

that convicts were masters of the prison andsas a dangerous document as I have they mostprobably woald succeed in recov-shown in the course of my remarks. In ering their liberty.Ieaving it in manuscript form there was " Warden Laviolette alone could tella chance of no one perusing it, particu- whether the great danger that his life was in
arly when the report of the Commis- was the consequence of a failure of his staff

stones . .to help himi; whether his subalterne were atIOrers contained a synopsis of this evi- their posts, or whether they deserted it-dence and the reader would consider "But no, * * * There are others who
this quite sufficient, not knowing that the could answer, if not to ail, to many of thoseSynopsis was prepared in view of the re- questions. I am one ot those-
Port and that the synopsis was by no (Sd.) "Jos. H. BELLEROSE.
leans an equitable one, as I have shown Consequently, I can come to no other

already. During my prolonged remarks conclusion in answer to this part of theI have given evidence of all this, but blue book, than that, whether by malice,
there iý one document which I knew not or under a pressure which he had notthe existence of which I did not ask for the courage to resist, or for some other

and which I regret the publishing of. I motives, he, the Minister of Justice, has
Wnaan to refer to the report of Deputy tried deliberately to deceive both Houses
Whihen Ouimet, in re the revolt of i886, of Parliament in particular, and the pub-
book is found at page 311 of the blue lic in general, by publishing a false report

bok egeto give the lie to all statements which
keregret to have to say that this report had been or could be made in the prem-

avetn as a whole is not borne out by the ises, convinced as he was that should he
hats, and that it is, therefore untrue. I refuse, as he did refuse, to redeem his
ann to speak in the same terms of the solemn promise that a minute enquiryar uai report of the Inspector for the would be made, neither I nor any othersYear 1885-86, as far as the revolt is con- would have an opportunity of shewing'cerned.Irge
tionoth I regret the more the publica- his guilt and might do the bad work with

those reports, and particularly that impunity, he thought, and he did it.
af the oeputy Warden, which was not I say when-asked for and so was published in con-
ircictih n Of .My previous statements in HON. MR. ABBOTT-I rise to a
addthonse, since I feel myself bound to point of order.
aorth befwhen the Minister put those re-
al eventsore Parliament, he knew, or at HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I affirm
their trut1he had strong doubts as to it.

\Vhthfulness.
Whiade i cd occurred, and the statement HON. MR. ABBOTT-These are re-

Mont Il the Court of Queen's Bench in marks which I feel bound to take notice
reat, a few days after the revolt, of and call your Honor's attention to. 1
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think it is quite unprecedented to make
a charge of that character-that the
Minister deliberately published a report
knowing it to be false and with the in-
tention of deceiving the House.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I repeat
the statement. It is a charge that I bring
before the House against the Govern-
ment.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I ask for the
Speaker's ruling as to the propriety of
such language.

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentle-
man, in my judgment,' is quite out of
order in bringing such an accusation
against a member of the Government.
Such language ought not to be per-
mitted.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Then I
immediately move for the appointment
ot a Conimittee to be composed of
Messrs Abbott, Dickey, Lacoste, Mc-
Donald (B. C) Scott and Trudel.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-You cannot
move for a Committee without giving
notice.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-It is a
matter which requires prompt action. I
have made a charge that the Minister
of Justice ,knew, or had good reasons to
know, that the report was false. I have
made the assertion and I call for the
appointment of a Committee to investi-
gate the charge. If the Government wish
to withdraw, let them do so ; when I
make a charge I do not withdraw.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I understood
the honorable the Speaker to rule that
this language was improper and out of
order, and I ask that the usual course be
followed, and the hon. gentleman called
upon to retract it.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I wish to
discuss the point of order.

THE SPEAKER-I have been asked
to decide a question of order, if the hon.
member will please take his seat.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I have a
right, under Parliamentary practice, to
discuss the question of order.

THE SPEAKER-I am appealed to
upon a question of order.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I have a
right to discuss it.

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentle-
man has used language in the House
which is decidedly out of order and I
have been asked to give a decision.
Having decided that the hon. member
is out of order, the hon. member
must necessarily suspend his remarks.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I think the
ordinary practice in the House has been,
where language has been used which the
Speaker has decided to be out of order.
to call upon the member to withdraw it,
and I submit that in this instance the
hon, gentleman should be called upon
to withdraw the language he haz used.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-In 1873,
Mr. Huntington rose in his place in the
House of Commons and charged the
Government with a great deal more than
that. I have never learned since that
time that a member had not the right to
charge the Government with something
wrong.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This is a
charge made merely in debate, involving
the personal honor of the Minister.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-It is not
the personal honor of the Minister. I
said and repeat that the Minister of Jus-
tice, when he put that report before the
Senate had sufficient reason to doubt the
truthfulness of the report. He was not
asked to give it ; he volunteered it. Why
did he volunteer to give it ? Just be-
cause I asked for another document
which showed the other way, and he
wished to show the opposite. I have
looked for the reasons why this was put
in the blue-book. It was, as I said, to
put a foot-note, a remark before certain
documents, to throw discredit on them.
In other instances the Minister mixed UP

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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documents not asked for- why, if notb deceive the public ?

t HON. MR. ALLAN-It has been said
that corporations have no souls. Whetherthe saying is applicable to the Govern-Ment or not, I do not know. It seems
to me that if the hon. gentleman hadspoken of the Government, he mightbave used the strongest words possible,but to say that an individual member ofthse ouse or of the Government isguilty of fathering a deliberate lie, iscertainly, from the parliamentary experi-ence I have had, altogether out of orderand sornething which I think the hon.gentleman, on reflection, will consider0'ight not to have been stated.

s ION. MR. BELLEROSE-The Min-bter Of Justice being responsible for the
bh. ook, I made the charge against
ci, If the House desires, let thecharge be made in the following words:"The Government, or some of them-epecially the Minister from whose De-partment that document came-had goodand Suflicient reason to doubt the truth-fulness of the document."

thN. MR. ABBOTT-I understandthat the hon. gentleman wishes to sub-'Ititute that statement for the other, ando have no objection to it as a matter ofOrder.

uON. MR. BELLEROSE-I substi-tute that-that the Government or someOf them, but particularly the gentleman*ho is at the head of the Department.

hoN"). MR. IOWLAN-I think myto friend will see that it is scarcely fairtodect one Minister of the Governmentand to throw the whole onus of this onrou. I think the hon. member is chival-rOu5 enough, as a Frenchman and a sol-dier, inot to attack a man who is not in aPosition to defend himself. Such a courseWOuld be unjust to himself and to thehiouse and I am quite satisfied that inbas wer moments he will see that hes wrong in pursuing it.

anI MR. BELLEROSE-I have no
aer but I would ask this-has not a

e f this House a right at any

time to rise in his place and charge the
head of a department with having done
something wrong ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-He has a perfect
right.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-That is
what I thought. If I supposed for a
moment it was not right, God knows I
would not do it. The hon. member
from Alberton thinks it is not chivalrous
to attack the Minister of Justice in his
absence, but I would remind him that
the Minister of Justice has not been chiv-
alrous in dealing with me. Did he not
say the party who had prophesied (that
is myself, since I had predicted in my
place here that there would be trouble,
was responsible for the outbreak, as I
will hereafter show by quoting from his
speech ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-That is a very
different thing from making a direct
charge of falsehood against a member of
the other Chamber.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I have
stated the truth and I cannot withdraw
it ; but I bow to the decision of the
Chair. There must be an inquiry to
ascertain whether I have stated the truth
or not. This is the position I hold :
either I have stated something which is
without foundation, or the Government
is doing that which the hon. Leader of
the House himself says is an abomina-
tion. If I am allowed, though it is an
abomination, I will repeat that the Min-
ister had sufficiently good reasons to
have a doubt that the report was cor-
rect. I was present at the revolt, and
saw what passed, and the Minister knows
that I was there. As I have explained,
I was sent for and urged to come, the
Warden having been shot and the con-
victs being complete masters of the situ-
ation. Mr. Laviolette must know every-
thing that took place before he was shot,
and I know what occurred after my
arrival there. If the House desires to
ascertain the truth concerning this occur-
rence let them call for a committee of
honest men to investigate the matter
and I am prepared to appear before
them. However, though I believe I am
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right, I bow to the decision of the
Chair, being one of those who accepted
cheerfully the selection of the hon. mem-
ber from Niagara to fill the position of
Speaker. If he says I am wrong I sub-
mit to his decision-though I am sure I
am right.

THE SPEAKER-I had good reason
for deciding that the hon. member was
out of order. One of the primary rules
of the Senate is that no member is per-
mitted to make taxing or unpleasant
speeches.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I know,
and I approve of that rule.

THE SPEAKER-It is well known
that the most guarded caution prevails
in this House in speaking of members of
the other Chamber. The gentleman
arraigned is a member of the other
House, more than that, a Minister of
the Crown. Ñow, there is a rule which
provides that no member of the Senate
is permitted to speak in terms of disre-
spect of a member of the other House,
which I think applies to this particular
case.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I accept
that.

THE SPEAKER-I have no doubt
the hon. gentleman was.carried away by
his subject, and probably said what per-
haps he would not have stated in a mo-
ment of more deliberation, but I repeat
that the language of the hon. gentleman
was violent and out of order. It is my
duty when appealed to-not otherwise,
because I hold a different position from
that of the Speaker of the other House,
a difficult position to some extent as my
hon. friend well knows--to point out to
the hon. gentleman that he was out of
order. The dignity of this House should
be maintained by every one of its mem-
bers, and while the rules of order are
not such as to enable the Speaker
promptly to interfere in any case, and
while he is reluctant to do so at any
time, he does not desire in any way to
overstep the authority given him. I
know that the hon. gentleman will, on
reflection, admit that scenes such as this

which has occurred to-night, tend to
brmng this House into confusion and per-
haps into disrespect. I hope the hon.
gentleman will see that I was right in
deciding, on the question raised, that he
was out of order.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Whatever
I think of the Speaker's ruling, and his
interpretation of the authorities he has
cited, I have no right to look into the
matter after his decision. I bow to his
Honor's decision.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT - I understand
that my hon. friend withdrew the charge
in the form in which it was made, and
substituted for it another form, which,
though severe and I think objectionable,
is not out of order.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I have-
already said, and I now repeat, that
though I stand by my assertions and
believe I have a right to charge the
Minister with such a dereliction of duty,
I submit to the Speaker's decision, forced
as I am by the rules of the House to
do so. This is the best time to settle
the matter. How will the Speaker and
the leader of the House fix this discus
sion for the reporter ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT---'The reporter
will, of course, report what has passed.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE - I accept
that, and I will continue.

CONCILUS1CN.

I have now given an answer to the
most important attacks made upon me,
as also to many of the calumnious asser
tions made either against the late War-
den Mr. Laviolette, or against myself
by the Inspector, in the various docu-
ments contained in the blue book I am
now dealing with. It would, no doubt,
be quite useless to prolong my remarks
and contradict seriatim every one of the
vile statements contained in this book,
Those I have selected and given you
the history of, accompanied by refer-
ences to public documents, showing
the different principles on which the
Inspector, acting as Judge, based hia,

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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cOnduct when he had to deal with afriend and what he did when he had todeal with a party for whom he had adislike, must have convinced you thatthe late Warden was quite justified iniaking the various charges he has laidagainst the Inspector before, during andsince the investigation of 1884.
No doubt, hon. gentlemen, you are

nOw convinced that in the position I tookOn the difficulties of our provincial peni-
tentiary, as well as in the defence of itslate Warden, I did what was right and
nothing more than my duty as an honestrepresentative of the people. Yet, howhave 1 been treated? The Inspectorhas b:en authorized-I am bound to say,has een authorized by his chief officerto in ure me by all kinds of calumnies.
The Minister of Justice himself has sethe bad example to his subordinates-
When he had the courage to utter such atnean and vile calumny as the one con-
taied in the following words, which Ifind in a speech of bis pronounced in theCormmons on the 31st May, 1886 :

extentdresay that political feeling to sone
agemnt as interfered with the proper man-cinedof the institution. I am strongly!Dlined to think, however, that the olitical
hnfluences have corme fron the outsi e ratherthn from the inside. I think he (the War-den has been, to some extent, at least . .qua isled. by advice from persons notqoalifien togive advice, and that he has put

tobienlin ersons who prophesied evil
and did the e present management there
good., " eir best to make thLeir prophecies

I had a few weeks before -warned thesoverrnent that uniess they would dodifiethng to prevent the evil which thetheysf uldin the prison were preparing,ey Wouid certainly regret it.No, either the Minister had goodgrOund to make such an injurious attack
hPi a member of Parliament and behindhis back or he had none. In the first
a moterh pledged his honor that
rnade icto thing mvestigation would be
after he the causes of the revoit, andmrie, hy had laid such a charge againste hy d d he obstnately refuse to re-deern his Word and give whatever evi-
dceh e Ould find in support of his

or wie was bound in honor to dob r Withdraw the charge. He didnoiter he one nor the other. If he had10 gro1 ,, 1 leave it to you, hon. gentle-

men, to qualify such a contemptible act.
Having asked for this enquiry day after
day, I am fully justified in saying that-

"It was dishonorable on the part of the
Minister to bring forward against a member
of Parliament such a serions charge, which
he is unable to prove, and

The investigation I asked for was a
natural consequence of the revolt. It
commended itself to the common sense
of every honest man. Why, in every case
where something extraordinary happens
in such institutions, an enquiry is
ordered, even in the case of a single
escape. Yet after such a sad event as
the revoit, nothing was done to find out
what was at the bottom. Why was noth-
ing done? " Because," answers the
good Inspector at page 310 of the blue
book, " the Coroners investigation was
considered suflicient." Not so, gentle-
men, quite the contrary, the Coroners
Jury having sufficient evidence to report
on the death of the convict shot dead,
stopped their proceedings, gave their
verdict and recommended that a minute
investigation be made in the following
words :-

" Considering the evidence given by
Guard Bostock, who s'ates that he heard it
spoken, and that he then believed in a rising
of convicts, and that he reported the facts to
the authorities of the Penitentiary on the
Thursday preceding the day the revolt broke
out. The Coroners Jury in the investigation
as to the death of convict Corrineau, having
given their verdict, particularly recom-
mends:

That a minute investigation be made into
the details of the revoit, so that the respon-
sibility may be put on the proper man."

A few days after, on the 3 1st May,
the Minister of Justice stated in the
Commons, as I have already read from
his speech :

There was an investigation in the ordin-
ary course of justice hy the Coroners in-
quest, and subsequently there was an in-
vestigation madeby the Inspector. I may
call that a preliminary investigation, be-
cause it is not intended that it should be a
final one. . . . . I do stand commit-
ted as the head of the Departnent to having
a full and thorough .nvestigation."

Where is the truth ?
Who is the party trying to deceive

both Parliament and the public ? What
do all the contradictions I have referred
to, and given evidence of, show ?
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Is it a good case that has to be sus-
tained by such means ?

All these efforts to prevent a thorough
enquiry into all the difficulties of this
prison, are certainly most extraordinary.
The trouble the Inspector took day
after day to show that it was not at all
necessary is also a very strange thing.
It seems to me that in looking at this
question from its natural point of view ;
one cannot come to any other conclusion
than that the Inspector has shown
hinself to be quite interested in diver-
ting it. This official having the super-
intendance and the control of all such
institutions, it seems to me that, con-
vinced, as he admits in his reports he
was, that this particular one did not
work well, he should have been the very
first one to ask that some means be
adopted to find out the primary cause,
of the mischief. But no, quite the con-
trary, the blue book shows that this
official has been at work for some years
past to prevent such a course being
adopted. The Government and their
Inspector have not been, I admit frankly,
the only ones who have worked in this
direction, others have followed their bad
example. At the time of the revoit, the
Deputy Warden's brother, A. Ouimet,
Esq. M. P. for Laval, was a substitute
to the Attorney General for criminal
proceedings in the district of Montreal
wherein this Penitentiary is situated. At
the first term of the Criminal Court
which was held a short time after the
revolt, this gentleman took immediate
steps as crown prosecutor to have those
convicts who had risen in arms against
the authorities of the Penitentiary, tried
and sentenced. In vain did those poor
men ask for time, and that Warden
Laviolette be heard as a witness, on
their side. In vain did Viau declare
that he could not defend himself
without the evidence of the Warden
who then lay on his bed of suffering,
and was declared by the surgeons at-
tending him incapable of giving evidence
even in his bed-room. Those convicts
assured the Court that they were not the
most guilty parties-that there were two
parties in the prison, the Warden's and
the Deputy Warden's party. " This
man," said a convict in open court-
pointing out an official of the prison-

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.

"this man is the cause of the revoit, etc.,
etc." Convict Viau's trial having been
called, Mr. St. Pierre, advocate, who ap-
peared for him, objected to his client
being then tried, stating that it had been
understood the previous day that his
case would not come on the next day.
Crown Prosecutor Ouimet answered that
he had made known the fact to Mr. St.
Pierre. The Court decided it was too
late to take such an exception, that a
jury had been sworn in and the case
had to go on. Mr. St. Pierre left the
court and the prisoner was left without a
defender. He was sentenced to twenty-
five years seclusion in the Penitentiary.

Why such haste in dealing with those
convicts ? They had to be kept
in the Penitentiary for some years
under' a previous sentence, so that
their trial for rebellion could be
postponed without any injury to them,
while in dealing with their case during
this first term of the Court after their
offence, it delayed the trial of other
parties outside the Penitentiary who
were under other criminal charges, and
against whom a true bill had been re-
turned by the Grand Jurors, but who
still might be-as some were-acquitted
on their trial. Yet, on account of the
time taken for the trial of those con-
victs, they had to be kept n gaol or
under bail until their trial had taken
place. The course followed did an
injury to both sides.

There is evidently something very
extraordinary about all these troubles. It
seems that the Government, their Inspec-
tor, and some of their friends were
terribly afraid of going into a minute and
searching investigation that might dis-
cover what was at the bottom of all these
difficulties this prison was laboring under.
It is evident that every circumstance
which led to an enquiry was diverted, so
that nothing should be brought to light.
I leave to you, hon. gentlemen, to air
preciate all the facts and all the circum-
stances I have revealed to you. I leave
you to draw from theni an honest and
conscientious conclusion. For my part.
I have already done so. You are re-
sponsible to God and man, as well as I
am, for the performing of your duty ii
this respect, as well as in other parts Of
the administration of public affairs. 1
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feel I have done my duty. You, nodOtit, will do yours. I leave the matter
as your hands.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.frlend in this speech, or factum, or argu-rient, or whatever he may please to callit, appears to have dealt with three
subjects to which, I understand, thequestion which he now puts me applies.
Ir the first place he has dealt with thequarrels, intrigues and squabbles of theOcers of the Penitentiary St. Vincent
de Paul. I might say also of the con-VIcts of that Penitentiary, since the hon.gentleman has quoted to us on a greatrany occasions the sentiments andOpinions of the convicts on what the

eflicers of that institution were doing.
tn the second place he has dealt withthetconduct of Inspector Moylan in in-Serting in his report a foot note whichde heard of last session, speaking indisrespectful terms of my hon. friend.

In the third place, he has attacked theeinister of justice not only with refer-ence to the administration of the affairsCf his Department, but by charging himith very gross misconduct-even takingaginsecond statement of the charge
against the Minister, as the one involvedlnu thz debate frs

No with reference to the first of
Inse iscusions, the conduct of this
tir o, of the officers of the Peniten-tiary, and the convicts of the Peniten-tiary, wOuld nerely say this : that the

le thoug has, made such an enquiry asas a d ght just and right into the factsria departmental matter. He has ar-
d at a decision on it, and thateo as been communicated to Par-ia ent and has been acted upon ; and,js Perceived by the report which has
Peen laid before the House, the
aneverary is bemng carefully managed,id everything is quiet and orderly about
dealn respect of those charges, as to thedetails Of the conduct of the officers, andtheir quarrels with my hon. friend it isernme not the intention of the Gov-
stepsn hatevpresent to take any further|

With atever
eonvict regard to the sentiments of the
their sne on the questions in dispute,oners at and criticisms of the ac-Of the officers of the penitentiary ;

their regrets at the neglect to enforce the
rule of the institution that a man should
not be allowed to enter it smelling of
liquor; and the very numerous allusions
to therm and their opinions, of which my
hon. friend cla'ms so intimate a know-
ledge neither, the Government, nor I
hope anybody else, will take any notice
of them, and I am very sorry that such
statements should find a place upon the
pages of the official report of our debates
in this House.

With regard to the second point which
my hon. friend asks about, that is to say,
the intentions of the Government in re-
spect of the foot note which has been
placed by Mr. Moylan in his report ; I
have to say, as I said last session, that it
was a most improper thing for Mr. Moy-
lan to do-that he had no right, author-
ity, justification or excuse, for adding
such a foot note to a public report ; that
the Government reprobated it very
strongly and as I stated last session,
immediately on their attention being
called to it, they had reprimanded Mr.
Moylan severely, and were considering
what further step they should take
with regard to it. They also or-
dered immediately the remainder
of the volumes containing this report
to he withdrawn from circulation, so that
after their attention was called to this
footnote, no more of those reports were
distributed. The Minister apologised to
my hon. friend in person for the in-
adevertent admission of this foot note, in
addition to the public apology which
I made in the House on the subject.
The further investigation of the matter
led to this further punishment of the
Inspector: he was entitled to an
increase of $200 in his salary, which in-
crease was withdrawn, and he was notified
that he would not receive it and the
reason fcr its being withheld. The only
further step that the Government could
have taken with regard to him was to
dismiss him ; but the offence was not
considered of so grave a character as to
justify the Government in throwing this
man on the world. They therefore ab-
stained from that extreme measure of
vindication of the honor of the Senate,
and I am in hopes that the House will
concur with the Government in thinking
that this man has been sufficiently pun-
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ished for his misconduct, which was
more a gross breach of decorum, than
conduct which could be considered
criminal.

Now, with regard to the thiid point of
my hon. friend's address, and to the
manner in which he thought proper to
villify my hon. colleague, the Minister of

-Justice, I can only regret extremely that
that gentleman is not here to answer for
himself. If he were, I know that he
would make such a reply to the malignant
slanders cast upon him, as would be at
once effectual and conclusive. That I
cannot do, for I know nothing of the
circumstances. I perceive that there
has been a degree of exasperation, pro-
duced by constant squabbles and qoar-
rels, prevailing amongst these guardians,
jailers, officials and others, including the
hon. gentleman, about the affairs of this
Penitentiary ; and that this feeling has
been increasing, apparently, for the last
three or four years ; and this exaspera-
tion seens to have culminated in the
insertion of this foot-note of Mr Moylan,
and now in the extraordinary effusion to
which we have listened these two days.
It was very improper, as I said before,
and I do not excuse it : but, in view of
ail the facts, I do not think, the Govern-
ment do not think, and I hope the
Senate will not think, that this man
should have been discharged from his
employment and thrown upon the world
in consequence of that indiscretion,
however grave it should be considered.

But as to the statements which the
hon. gentleman has made respecting the
Minister of Justice, I venture to say this
in his absence : that in so far as the hon.
Senator imputes to him any personal
dishonor, dishonesty, misconduct, or
conduct unbecoming a gentleman, I say
the imputation is utterly unfounded in
fact-that neither the hon. Senator, nor
any one else, can sustain, or has any
grounds for making, such a charge
against my hon. colleague; and that I
and everyone who knows him, including,
I venture to say, the great majority of
this House and of the country, will feel
such implicit confidence in his honor, as
to disregard and disbelieve any such
imputations as have been cast upon it by
the hon. gentleman from Delanaudiere.

I think I have answered my hon.
friend's question.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I beg to
say to the hon. Minister, that as to the

j personal apology said to have been made
by the Minister of Justice, there has
never been an apology. The only thing
which the Minister said to me when I
went to his office was that the act of the
Inspector was a disgrace to that officiai,
that he had never heard of it, and
that the footnote was put there by Mr.
Moylan and that he had never seen it;
and he sent for my original letter to
show that there were no notes on it and
the Inspector must have written it ont
the copy sent to the printer. If that is
what is called an apology, it would not
be considered one in my language.

HoN. NIR. ABBOTT -es, that is ain
apology.

Ho-. NR. BELLEROSE--In the
language of my countrymen it is not an
apology. When one is assaulted before
the public it is no apology to go into a
dark room and apologise there ? Did
the hon. Minister apologise even once
for that man in Parliament ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes. My hon
friend asks the question and I desire to
answer it.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Never
mind now. On Friday last what did I
state in this House ? I said I would
speak on the Address on this question,
because I did not know of anything that
the Government hid done since last
session which would be an excuse for
my not going further and I am forced by
the Government to vindicate myself
from the insults of Inspector Moylan-
When did any member of the Gover-
ment rise in his place and inform the
House that $200 had been taken off the
salary of Inspector Moylan, or whO
knew that he had been punished in that
or in any other way ?

HON. MR. KAULBACI-Yes, 1
knew it.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-It may
be known privately, but it has not been
made known to the public. It is a very
mild reprimand to say that no man caÀ1
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ecuse Mr Moylan's act, that it is a verybad thing,*and that an apology ought tote Made ; but let that apology be given
to the public. The hon. Minister says
ciru te blue book was withdrawn from
circulation after attention was called tothe foot note in the report ; but thehon. gentleman will remember thatehiery member of Parliament had got
beenispy and hundreds of them hadon istributed throughout the Domin-
on t regret to say that the statement
to tac son. gentleman is not accordingoeacts-. If he will look into the docu-ments of the session he will see thattey have been printed again by theorder of the Minister. The Committee
neer ordered it to be published in thedocuments ; the Minister ordered them
asr thare there. But the Minister didinre than that. Far from apologising,be1 Order that my own countrymen might
of Trade aware of Mr. Moylan's opinion
atie ,e ordered the book to be trans-
the into French and published during

istres Is that an apology ? If that
ient k of apology which the Govern-te rnakes, I nust tell the hon. gen-ld tat amongst my countrymen ithOuld ot be considered an apology. I
a honrab heard that the Minister was

and ih re man ; what I said is there,
decisf I had not been forced by theeouldon of the Speaker to withdraw it I
take Snot have done so ; but I mav
Positione other rneans to defend my

before Pa nd bring the matter again
gente rliament, for I believe that anySenatean i the Commnons or in the
Charge a y rise in his place and make a
for an eagainst the Government and askanerquîry.

to MR. ABBOTTI rise again
that the s.on of order. I do not think
given ansmple answer which I gave has
renew hiy opening to my hon. friend to

iisters series of invectives against the
o f Justice or recommence his

sPee roef the questions to which this

bul0N .s R. BELLEROSE-I submit;ty statement is true.

Iis MR. ABBOTT-I want toee remnarks of my hon. friend.

He says no public apology was given. I
find in the official report of the Debates
of last Session that I spoke as follows
when my attention was called to this
matter on the second occasion :-

"« I brought the matter more especially
under the notice of the Minister of Justice in
whose Department this officer is, and I can
assure the House that my colleagues feel as
warnly as this House can do, the gross im.-
propriety that lias been committed by the
official, inserting this note in the report
without the authority of his superior officer,
and in contempt of this House. I may say
that he bas rece-ved a very severe repri-
niand and steps have been taken to mark
the sense of the Government in another way,
and it is now under consideration what
further steps will be taken on the subject."

That was my remark on the 14th of
June last, to be found on page 377 of the
official report of our debates. The
House adjourned on the 23rd of June,
so that there was not time to decide and
communicate to the Senate what further
punishment the Government were dis-
posed to inflict upon the Inspector of
Penitentiaries, but I do not think that
any stronger language could have been
used as to what the Government
thought of the conduct of that
officiai. My hon. friend complains
that he did not know that Mr.
Moylan was punished by the taking of
$200 from his salary-in reality degrad-
ing his position. The House is only a
few days in session, and this discussion
has come up as one of the first things
before it, and I do not know what earlier
occasion my hon. friend could expect us
to take to announce to the House what
the Government has done in this matter,
in addition to that which was announced
at the end of last session. My hon.
friend also states, with regard to those-
reports, that I arn misinformed and that
I do not know. I do not pretend to say
that what I state is infallible, but I give
my authority for it. The gentlemen in
charge of the records of this House,when
I applied to him for a copy of this blue-
book, on my hon. friend first giving notice
of his intention to call attention to it,
informed me that it was impossible to get
the book, as it had been withdrawn, but
that he would send me one confiden-
tially, which he had under his private
seal. I wrote him to know exactly what
had occurred, and he then told me that
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immediately after the discussion in this
House last session, the Minister had sent
over to his Department, and had caused
every book to be gathered up and taken
away, and no reports were afterwards
issued. I do not see how the Minister
could have abstained from causing the
book to be translated. It is a part of the
rules of the House-part of the constitu-
tion, that the reports published in one
language shall be published also in the
other. I do not know how far the French
copy was circulated, and unless my hon.
friend makes a substantive statement to
that effect, I doubt if it went further
than each member of Parliament getting
a copy.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I accept
what the hon. gentleman says, but when
the Minister had caused the books to be
brought to his office, why did he order
that the same books should be printed
in the Sessional papers to be spread over
the whole country during the recess, and
why did he not give orders that that
portion of the book, which was his pro-
perty, should not be translated into
French ? Then as to the reduction of
the Inspector's salary, if the Minister
had been willing to show me that he
disapproved of Mr. Moylan's conduct,
he could have written to me that the In-
spector had been punished and what the
punishment was. At all events, he led
the public to believe that I am a very
mean man, and I believe that he is a
very respectable man.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Does my hon.
friend allude to me ?

HON MR. BELLEROSE-No, I do
not. As to the $200 reduction in the
Inspector's salary I have only heard of
it recently. The hon. gentleman only
knows what he is told, but I know what
I have seen and heard, and I am ready
to stand by it, even with the Minister
trying to deceive the House.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I must rise to
a question of order.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Then take
my words down and there will be an en-
quiry into my statements. Take my

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

words, Mr. Clerk ! This time I am with
the leader of the House. !!

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I have not
taken exception to any words of my hon.
friend-not lately at least. I simply
object as a matter of order to my hon.
friend getting up so often to address the
House. I understand that the ordinary
rule of debate is that an hon. gentleman
makes his speech, he is answered, and
then the mover is entitled to reply, after
which the debate closes.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I began,
you answered and I replied.

HON. MR, ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman spoke three times, made three
assertions of fact, which I asked leave of
the House to explain, and the House
allowed me to do so, but that is not de-
bate, and I submit my hon. friend is out
of order.

HON, MR. BELLEROSE-The hon.
gentleman spoke also three times, SO
that having the reply I have a right tO
speak four times. Nevertheless, I
submit.

The Senate adjourned at 9.35 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Briday, March 2nd, 1883.

THE SPEAKER took the chair At
3 p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved
That when the House adjourns to-da7' I

do stand adjourned until Tuesday, 20 t
March, at half-past eight o'cock in
evening.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It appears tO
me that an adjournment for so long e
period would be inconvenient. Eaie
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coles about the end of March and ifoe adjourn until the 2oth,we would find
Ourselves on. our return on the eve ofanother adjournment, without having
Sufficient time to attend to business that
-lght be on the paper. We might ad-.0urn until Tuesday week, without anyserious interference with the publicbusiness, and we would have timeehOugh to attend to any business that
Iigdt corne up to us before the Easter
the ys. I would suggest to substitute

e 13th for the 2oth.

cuON. MR. DICKEY-I entirely con-ur is th e reasons given for objecting to
thm motion in its present form, and Ia glad that the Leader of the House
bas at last taken the responsibility in thisIuptter which I think properly devolvesvPO him. It has become a most incon-venient practice in this House that pri-'ate members are allowed to bring for-oad these motions affecting the businesstf the louse ; the duty properly belongstO the Leader and to the Government,ano the responsibility should not bethron on any individual member of pro-Posing such an adjournment, nor shouldtheliouse be subject to these repeatedspons unless they come from the re-orn.sible Leader of the Senate. Thehas bdjournment of nearly three weeksras een proposed n order to enablerepresentatives of the Maritime Provincestorgo home, but there is no consideration
fgrethber return in time. They could notget back here on Tuesday unless theyleft howe in the latter part of the pre-
before th They could not reach here
mained the Wednesday sitting if they re-framer oft home over Sunday. The!amper of this resolution had in viewfrIIY the convenience of membersfio Ontario and Quebec. The Mari-
ter, not bers are overborne in this mat-take wht eig in the majority, and must
no consitever is given them. Certainly
to the e eration has ever been extended
bers. nvenience of the Maritime mem-
be for hy should not this adjournment
ab perf eWeek, and in computing that I
ment be y willing to let the adjourn-Would buntil Monday the 12th. That
week ane sirnply an adjournment for athik aet this stage of the Session Iwe should not object to it, though

I should infinitely prefer to have no ad-
journment at all. Within twenty-four
hours a member of the Government in
the other House declined to fix Wednes-
day for the consideration of an import-
ant motion relating to the Combine, on
the ground that even that day he was not
sure of, and he might have to take it for
the purpose of laying before the House
the protocols of the Fisheries Treaty. It
is at such an important time as this that
we are asked to suspend our functions
and go home for more than a fortnight.
I think in all fairness that my suggestion
ought to be accepted as a compromise,
and even in doing that I feel we are plac-
ing ourselves in a most invidious position
before the public and at the same time
perhaps exposing ourselves to a charge
of neglecting our duty in important
public matters which should come before
us in the meantime. Will the hon. gentle-
man substitute Monday, the 12th, for
Tuesday, the 2oth March ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.
friend and I differ a little in our appre-
ciation of the position of these motions
for adjournment. The Government do
not want to adjourn the House. They
have no desire to dispense with the
valuable services of the Senate. It is the
members of the Senate themselves, as I
understand it, that desire an adjourn-
ment. When any member of the Senate
moves for an adjournment, then the
Government take the responsibility and
I am prepared to assume the responsi-
bility of expressing an opinion, subject
to the opinion of the House, as to how
far the adjournment asked for is con-
sistent with the effective carrying on of
the public business. That I think is the
proper position : it is not for the Govern-
ment in this House to initiate adjourn-
ments. I do not think it has ever been
done, and I do not feel disposed to
inaugurate that proceeding myself. My
hon friend from Amherst gives this
matter more importance than it deserves
when he speaks of an adjournment until
Tuesday, the 13th, as a sort of oppression
of the minority by the majority. I under-
stood that scarcely any member from the
Maritime Provinces would go home for so
short an adjournment as I was willing to
recommend to the House, and the ques-
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tion was considered with reference to
those who would probably go home, and
it was understood that probably none or
very few would go who had further to
travel than the boundaries of Quebec or
Ontario. But my hon. friend, in making
his suggestion, is reversing the order of
things with a vengeance: he is proposing
that the majority shall be governed by
the minority, which is worse than a
minority being subject to a majority. If
any number of members from the Mari-
time Provinces desire to avail themselves
of this adjournment I see no objection
to extending it until Wednesday : that
would be better than putting hon. mem-
bers from Ontario and Quebec to tha
inconvenience of leaving home on Satur-
day in order to be here for Monday.

HON. MR. OGILVIE--I have never
seen an adjournment of this House take
place without due consideration for the
convenience of members from the Mari-
time Provinces. I do not know any
rule of the House which will prevent a
member making a motion if he wants to
do so. I am willing to accept the sug-
gestion of the Leader of the House and
substitute the 13 th for the 2oth.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I am
altogether opposed to these adjourn-
.ments on the ground that they are de-
rogatory to the position of the Senate in
the country. They give rise to attacks
upon the character of this House. I
helieve those attacks are groundless, but
to adjourn for the long period suggested
is to give to those who object to the
Senate a real ground on which to base
their objection. The grounds now alleged
are almost purelyimaginarybut to repudi-
ate our obligation to proceed with the
public business at this time of the ses-
sion, and particularly with an important
Treaty to be laid before Parliament
shortly, I think would be most in-
judicious. Mareover there are other
descriptions of business which will be at
astandstill if this adjournment is granted.
The Committee moved for by the hon.
member from Barrie, and organized this
norning, will be unable to proceed with
its business until the louse resumes.
These are tangible objections, altogether
4rrespective of the convenience of mem-

bers. I have always objected to these
adjournrments and I have heard nothing
to reconcile me to them.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The Leader of
the House takes issue with me as to his
duty to move for these adjournments. I
would call his attention to the fact that
the other day the leader of the new Gov-
ernment in Manitoba, Mr. Greenway
took the responsibility himself of moving
an adjournment of the House for a con-
siderable period.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Surely my
hon. friend must see the difference be-
tween that case and this. Mr. Greenway
declared that important public business
required the presence of himself and
some of his colleagues at Ottawa, and
therefore he asked the House to adjourn
to enable him to attend to official busi-
ness. In this case, the adjournment was
asked for by the hon. member fron
Alma for the convenience of members.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The ad-
journment can only be asked for on the
ground that we have nothing to do. But
the House bas been busy since the
opening of the session and a great deal
of work which is usually donc in the
early part of the session has been delay-
ed because of the uncertainty whether
the Senate would adjourn or not. I
know some important business was to
have come before a Comimittee, of which
I am a member, to-day, but in conse-
quence of this anticipated adjournment
it has been postponed for an indefinite
time. I am sure there is business
demanding the attention of the Senate
if we would only look after it.

HoN. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
I differ from my hon. friend from
Amherst on the point which he has
raised. He thinks the Government
ought to take the responsibility and lead
this House as it does the House of
Commons. There is a great difference
between the two. In the House Of
Commons, if the Government cannot
lead it must resign ; but in this Hlouse
we are more independent and the
Government may cxist without having
the support of the majority. Some years

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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go a Government was in power which t
had not a majority in this House.

The motion was amended by inserting i
4Y)thirteenth " instead of " twentieth,"

and agreed to.

THE INTERCOLONIAI RAILWAY

INQUIRY.
HON. MR. ODELL, rose to:
" Call the attention of the House and thethoenorable the Leader of the Government to

the action of certain persons connected withthe management of the Intercolonial Rail-Way train@, by whose directions the
Sengers leaving Halifax on Monday, the

nd t., were, in an arbitrary, eunmary
annecessary manner ejected from their
Lopman or sleeping carriage at River du
4pro .on the 28th without" any suitable
nrodation havm, been made for their acom-redation on their journey thence to Mont-
real ; no accident having occurred to thetrain or carriage, in which they held their
road and no obstructions existing on the

thlie said-I desire briefly to explain to
te 1 Ouse my reasons for putting thisnotice On the paper. Having been a

Passenger on the train to which I allude,t tay be supposed that this is a personal
lnatte atogether. I disclaim that. What
g aIn oing now is on behalf of passen-
gers generally whom I told when we got'to this difficulty that I would requireSone explanation of it. The facts are5'Mply these : 1, with some eight or nine
Pensons left Halifax on the 2 7th of
andelry. We all had paid our faresas held our tickets in the Pullman which
The do run from Halifax to Montreal.goo day was very fine, the road veryan we met with no accident ofaykind, either to the train or to the

nCariagetn which we were or to any other
arival ate train. Shortly before our
camne to Riviere du Loup the conductor
Shall h us and said : "Gentlemen, I

lq a vato ask you to leave this carriage
inquied wat Riviere du Loup." We
sined why, but the only reason as-
had b was that a telegraphic dispatch
tendeen received, asking the superin-
could ak iViere du Loup whether he
passen ake arrangements whereby the
and agers should leave that Pullmanand' it to bePassen e appropriated by theMontrers who were on their way fromcn d to the east. We objected to

his, and I suggested to a number of my
fellcw passengers that we should refuse to
eave the car and take whatever
consequences might ensue. I am
very sorry that I did not remain in
he car, for had I known anything
of the proposed adjournment I
could have spent a few more days at
home. We were then assured that if we
would consent to leave the Pullman and
take an ordinary carriage from Riviere
du Loup to Point Levis we would there
meet a Pullman ready to take us on to
Montreal. On remonstrating, the super-
intendent said " Gentlemen I can do
nothing ; there are my orders and I have
to obey them." One could not very well
answer that. The person in charge at
Riviere du Loup was absent at Point
Levis and the one to whom I spoke had
been left in charge. We discussed this
matter, and I was one of those who
went as a sort of deputation to him.
When we found that he could do noth-
ing we debated the matter a little and
then we thought as we were assured that
there would be a Pullman at Point Levis
to meet us, it would be rather like the
dog in the manger if we were to refuse
to run from Riviere du Loup to Point
Levis, and we reluctantly consented.
When we left the office at Riviere du
Loup, the first thing we heard was " all
on board for Quebec," and had to rush
down to our Pullman. We found it de-
tached from the train and we had to get
such small things as we had with us there
and immediately take an ordinary carri-
age on the train. We were put into
what I think was a miserable carriage,
very dirty and heated with a stove at
each end to such a degree that the air
was foul and vitiated. We had no
choice : we had to take that and go on
to Point Levis.

We arrived there that night, and I im-
mediately went to the office to see the
Superintendent and ascertain about our
Pullman, in preference to going as some
passengers did, directly up to the hotel
and getting my tea. 1 could not find
anyone in the office, and it being dark,
it was difficult to find the Superintendent
who was on the platform, but I found
him on the platform and I asked if the
Pullman was ready to take us on to
Montreal. le looked rather surprised
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at my question and said, "Pullman ! why
there is no Pullman." I said there must
be one. He said he did not know-that
he would enquire if there was one in the
yard. He then found somebody I sup-
pose who had charge of the yard, and he
said, " No, there is no Pullman." I said,
" There must be one, for we were assured
that it would be here for us, and I under-
stood from the conductor that something
had gone wrong with the wheels of the
Pullman which had left Montreal for
Halifax, and that it would be repaired
and made ready to take us on," and re-
peated, " The Pullman must be here."
On further enquiry I found that the
Pullman (which I was told was the "Am-
herst," belonging to the Intercolonial
Railway), had come down there, on the
way from Montreal to Halifax, and on
reaching Point Levis, four wheels were
discovered to be out of order. I said it
was a very extraordinary thing, and I
think still, that if that Pullman had
been in proper condition when it left
Montreal, without any accident happen-
ing, the road bed in perfect order, four
wheels could not have been damaged in
that distance under the circumstances.
I therefore inferred, and I think I am
right in drawing the inference, that that
Pullman was not in proper condition
when it left Montreal en route to Hali-
fax, otherwise this difficulty would not
have occurred, The telegram, I under-
stand, came first from Halifax or some-
where in that neighborhood. It was
sent to the operator at Riviere du Loup,
the person there in charge not being the
principal, who was absent at Point Levis,
sent to that station asking the principal
whether he should make this change and
whether we should have to leave the
Pullman, His answer was " Yes, the
change was to be made." He being at
Point Levis at the time, I contend it was
his duty before he answered " Yes " to
have ascertained distinctly what arrange-
ments could be made and whether the
intimation that was sent to us that a
Pullman would be ready, would be fairly
and fully carried out. Instead of which,
as I have said, when we arrived there
was no Pullman whatever to take us on,
and we had to continue our journey in
an ordinary carriage. When I found
this was the case I thought that my best

course was to see immediately what sort
of a seat I could get in that carriage.
When I got into it, I found all the best
seats occupied by persons on their way
westward. At last I found that there
was nothing for it but to take a seat im-
mediately over the trucks, and I had to
turn the seats fore and aft to make a
place where I could possibly stretch my
legs. Had I not done so I should not
even have had that accommodation. A
number of my fellow passengers went up
to the hotel to get their tea and when
they came back there was no room
for them. A carriage was then attach-
ed, and they were put into it and
they were carried in that for
a short distance-I cannot state exactly
how far-when that was detached, and
they were all again shown into the car-
riage that I was in, and in this way I may
say I was curled up like a dog on a mat,
shaken with the trucks, and disturbed
with way passengers coming in and out,
and a great deal of noise, both of con-
versation and squalling children, and in
that way we had to make our journey
from Riviere du Loup to Point Levis.

HON. MR. DEVER-You mean you
travelled all night without a Pullman.

HON. MR. ODELL-Yes.

HON. MR. MILLER - You meas
from Point Levis to Montreal.

HON. MR. ODELL-Yes, at night.
We had to leave our Pullman at Riviere
du Loup; so that we were absolutely
from Riviere du Loup to Montreal
without a Pullman.

HON. MR. DEVER-It would not
have been so bad in daytime as at night.

HON. MR. ODELL-What I want to
get at is this: by what right are passen-
gers ejected from their carriage, whether
Pullman or not, when no accident what-
ever had happened, and everythng was
smooth and in good order ? We had
our tickets-I possess mine at the pres-
ent moment, which I contend ý is a
contract between myself and the Inter-
colonial Railway that guaranteed me a
through passage to Montreal, and that

HON. MR. ODELL
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Contract was broken, and there ought tobe sorne remedy for it,

1 bac0kN. MR. DEVER-Didback your money ?
you get

"ON. MR. ODELL--With regard to
hetting back the money, I will explainthat the conductor came round withsOrne slips and suggested that thePassengers should give up their ticketsand take the slips which would enablethern hereafter some time or other, byrnaking application somewhere or othersomfetimes he said to Moncton and
SodIetimes somewhere else, and if theyWOid accept some trifling sum they
tnîght get it in that way as a compensa-tion* When he came to me, I saido t Will not give you my ticket ; I
and what as a contract between myselfand Ihoever has charge of the road,if 1 dwill not accept that slip, becausey o do I arn making a compromise with
You bY acceptmng it, and will have to
I wouldatever you choose to give me."
stil. dnot accept ; I hold my ticket
arrivedae had to submit to this until we
lies-I Montreal. Where the blame
lins" con not prepared to say, but I wish
I Conclusion tg ask a question or twowif te overnment which I hope theyWill Permit me to do, and that they willgue Me a satisfactory answer. My first
lations is : whether there are any regu-
who haor rules by which passengersticksaver paid their fares and hold theirtickets for Pulman or other carriages enroute On the Intercolonial Railway, canbe required to leave them before arriv-ng at their destination when noaicident or imjury whatever has occurredelther toth orote
which e train or to the carriage inallttetheir seats or beds have beenallOtted and under what circumstances

. ejectment can be made ?ivi hy Lno steps were taken at.vière du Loup or Point Levis to pro-
passen poper accommodation for the
fro tener ejected in an arbitrary manner
28 thFeb ullman " Miramichi " on thepuru ebruary at Rivière du Loup fortuhen the remainder of their journey
Sible foth ontreal, and who is respon-Orthe neglect

'The J e ngect ?
to say tha Partment here may undertakeat this was a Grand Trunk Rail-

way affair. My answer to that is, I have
had nothing whatever to do with the
Grand Trunk Railway ; my arrangement
was with the Intercolonial Railway and
the Intercolonial Railway was bound to
see that I had the accommodation that
I had paid for.

HON. MR. MILLER-The breach of
contract commenced on the Intercolonial
Railway.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Riviere du
Loup is 170 miles below Levis on the
Intercolonial Railway.

HON. MR. ODELL-Yes. Why this
change was made I cannot understand.
There was something behind the whole
thing that I want to get at. If there
was any damage, which they say was
discovered at Point Levis, to the wheels
of the Pullman that we should have had,
the persons who met with this accident
were the ones who ought to have suffer-
ed. Now, look at it in this light : if
they had been obliged to follow on their
journey, they would have had but one
night to spend between that and Halifax,
just as we had one night to spend under
the circumstances I have detailed on the
way to Montreal. Then it could not be
a question of miles, and it could not be
exactly a question of the number of
passengers, for if that point was raised
we were the larger number, as I under-
stood froni the conductor afterwards
there were but five passengers on that
down train. Therefore there must have
been some reason which is not apparent,
why our party who had met with no
mishap should have to give way to the
other party who had met with a mishap.
It appears to me therefore that it is a
matter which ought to be explained sat-
isfactorily to the passengers, otherwise
this night happen at another time, and
I want to know where the authority came
from and under what rules and regula-
tions such a state of things can be in-
sisted upon. I may add that, when I
stated to the superintendent at Point
Levis that there must be a Pullman there
-that one had come down which was
injured in the wheels, and we were told
that wheels were being put on, and it
would be ready for us, he stared at me
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and said " wheels ! How could I put
wheels on when there are no wheels
here ? " Now, I do not say whose fault
it is, but there does not seem to be any
means there of repairing slight injuries
to a carriage.

HON. MR. ALMON--1 am very much
obliged to the hon. member from Rook-
wood for having brought this matter
before the House. I intended, as I did
last year, to have asked the Government
why the train which I came up in was so
long delayed on the road and did not
reach Point Levis until long after the
hour it should have arrived. I left Hali-
fax on the 2oth, at the usual hour-I
think, half past one o'clock. We were
due at Moncton at half past nine. The
reason I know half past nine was the
hour is, that Mr. Kenny, member iri the
other House, wrote to Mr. Pottinger to
say that a number of other members were
going up, and that if there was a Pullman
leaving on Tuesday it would be more
convenient for them, as they would be
able to reach here on Thursday in time
for the meeting of the House. Mr. Pot-
tinger wrote down to say that he had no
Pulliman to send down, but if the gentle-
men went in the common cars that they
could get into the Pullman at Moncton
at 9:30, which would be a convenient
time to go to bed. To my astonishment,
as we were going along, I found there
was an empty Pullman behind us, and I
asked the conductor what it was. He
said it was an empty Pullman going up
to Moncton. Instead of reaching Monc-
ton at 9.30, which Mr. Pottinger said
would be a nice time to go to bed, it was
after midnight, nearer one than twelve,
and two or three members from St.
John got in. We went on and
stopped at every station along
the line: \Ir. Smith told me there was
snow on the road, but there was not snow
on the track. I took that answer last
year with a great deal of complaisance,
because it was a verdict of not guilty,
but do not do it again. Still it has been
done again. We were due at six o'clock
at Point Levis. If we had got there at
that time, we would have been able
either to have taken the train that comes
in later, and have gone on by the Grand
Trunk Railway, or crossed over by steam-

er to Quebec and gone on by the
Canadian Pacific Railway; but we did
not get in until one o'clock, and therefore
were too late for the train to take us
by the Grand Trunk Railway, and
too late to go over to Quebec,
and I was obliged to remain for the
night at Point Levis, and go over next
day to the Canadian Pacific Railway. It
has been suggested that we should make
the Canadian Pacific Railway a Govern-
ment road. It would be extremely
inadvisable to do so. Any one who has
passed over the Canadian Pacific Railway
knows that he can take out his watch and
calculate to a minute the time he will
arrive at the different stations. I would
not like to try that on the Intercolonial
Railway. The roadbed of the Intercol-
onial Railway is good, and the Pullman
car in which I rode was an excellent one;
but the constant delays, without any
apparent reason, are aggravating,
when you feel that the railway
authorities are destroying the object
of your journey. There is a
delay of twenty minutes at Truro for a
meal, and then another delay at Amherst,
only sixty miles distant, for another
meal. The proper way would be to take
breakfast at one station on the up train
and supper at the other station on the
down train. I am very glad that this
matter has been brought before the
notice of Parliament. Perhaps the reason
of the difficulties which are experienced
is that the head office is situated at
Ottawa instead of at Moncton or Halifax,
and nothing can be done with>ut tele-
graphing to head quarters-not even the
most trifling thing. I hope it was not at
head quarters the mistake was made,
that a Pullman was not sent to us.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-With reference
to the statenent of hon. gentleman frol
Halifax (Mr. Almon) who gave no notice
that he would bring before us the dis-
comfort he has been subjected to, I shall
take occasion to call the attention of the
Minister of Railways to it as soon as the
official report of this debate is published,
in order that I may give him an answer.
There is one portion of his statenelt
easy of explanation-that is, as to the
Pullman to Moncton. If my hon. friend
and his friends had been put in a Pull'

HoN. MR. ODELL
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rTan car at the point of departure, they
WOuld have been exposed to consider-
abe discom fort if they had to be turned
oul Of it at the junction.

HON d MR. ALMON-If we had, we

Joh ave met the Pullman from St.
of bn, and would merely have the troubleotheing turned out from one into theOther.

HON MR. ABBOTT-If the trainshad arrived on time there would have
Wen o scomfort, those hon. gentle-

nar -d have passed from the ordi-atary car into the Pullman from St. Johnat haif past nine.

whO t R. MILLER-The pointwich the hon. gentleman from Halifaxishes o make is that when Mr. Kennyonquired il a Pullman could not be put
o the une on Tuesday, Mr. Pottingerreplied that there were no Pullmans at
state isposa. In opposition to that
Snatent on Monday two Pullmans
genteup, one of theni empty. The hon.

asnotan complains that that Pullman
ast Put on on Tuesday to accommo-daepassengers.

frON R- ABBOTT-- I conjectureepl What nIy hon. friend says that the
Pulan s easy. I presume that the
tended t wch went up empty was in-

aen to go to St. John--to take theSassengers coning from Point Levis forot. John to their destination and the
fror pas to take the passengers coming
I do no int Levis for Halifax to Halifax.
anythin say that it is so ; I do not know
that out it, but I conjecture that
tl me ecase. If my hon. friend had
brin th yesterday that ho intended to
would h e matter before the House I
for u ave tried to get the information

As regards the other circumstances tocich aty hon. friend from Rookwood
bepar ttention, I sent his notice to theight ben, requesting that a report
tfhat rse otaned, giving all the facts.that hon. en" cannot help regrettingo such d. emen should be exposed

ch A iscofort as my hon. friends
As certami amount of discomforty is incidental to all railways.

They are dependent to a certain ex-
tent on the weather to make regular
trips and to make connections on time.
The hon. gentleman made a contract
with the Intercolonial Railway to carry
him up to Ottawa, and he should not
have been exposed to the discomforts
which he describes. At the same time,
if I may be permitted to offer a conject-
ure as to that also, the explanation is
plain. The Pullman going down east-
ward became disabled at Point Levis.
The Pullman in which these gentlemen
were coming from the East it was neces-
sary to appropriate in order to carry the
passengers to the East and give them
some place to sleep in during the night.
My hon. friend asks why should they
be made to suffer while those who were
on the car which broke down were to be
accommodated with the car in which he
was ? The answer is this : the night
train of the Grand Trunk Railway from
Point Levis usually has a Pullman
attached to it in which it was expected
those gentlemen could take their passage
to Montreal ; so that in the case of
those passengers going westward the
only discomfort would be the sitting in
an ordinary first class car from Rivière
du Loup to Point Levis while those
going the other way would have to pass
the whole night in a first class car ; so
it was a reasonable consideration that if
the western bound passengers could get
a Pullman at Point Levis it would be
better that they should suffer the dis-
comfort from Rivière du Loup to that
point than that those going down should
pass the whole night in a first class car.

HON. MR. ODELL-We had to do
that.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-But there is
ordinarily a Pullman attached to the
Grand Trunk Railway, and I do not
know why it was not on that occasion.

HON MR. DICKEY--Because the
Intercolonial Railway train was three
hours late in getting to Point Levis-too
late to connect with the regular trains.

HON. MR. ODELL-The explanation
is simply that this was the car whick left
Montreal in the morning on its way to
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Halifax. It was coming down and we
were coming up, and there could be no
other Pullman.

HON. MR. ABBOTT--Yes, I have
often travelled on the Pullman from
Point Levis, and I have frequently ob-
served that there was a Pullman for the
ordinary traffic on the Grand Trunk
Railway from Point Levis to Montreal.
As the hon. gentleman has kindly handed
his questions to me I shall send them
over to the Department and endeavor to
get an explanation for him.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps when
the leader of the Government is getting
the information which he has promised
he might also make some enquiry as to
why it is that during the past season the
mail trainshave run so irregularlyover the
Intercolonial Railway. In former years
when the road was out of order, when
there was any reasonable ground for the
detention ot trains, we expected that
they would be detained, and made a
reasonable allowance for that ; but dur-
ing the past year, not only in the winter
season but in the summer months as
well, it has been rather the exception
that the Intercolonial Railway trains got
to Halifax in time, and the general rule
has been that the trains were late.
In the face of the fact that during the
past year the balance against the road
has been something over $300,ooo, this
condition of things is not justifiable, and
I hope the hon. gentleman will endeavor
to ascertain why it is that the road is run
'n that manner. It may be that the pre-
sent Minister of Railways looks forward
to an early change in his short line, and
he wishes that the change should be so
striking as to impress the public.

HON. M R. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
must perceive that this is rather over-
whelming me with informal questions.
If the hon. gentleman desires to know
the particulars of the management of the
Intercolonial Railway generally during
the past year, it seems to me that he
ought to formulate a question and give
notice of it, and I will endeavor to give
my hon. friend a reply; but to bring up
in conversation so important a matter as
the management of the Intercolonial

Railway during the past year is pressing
the informal character of this discussion
too far.

The subject was then dropped.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

MOTI ON.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
time limited for presenting petitions for
private bills which expires on Monday
the 5 th inst., be extended to Saturday
the 24th inst.

The motion was agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.

MOTION.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
time limited for presenting Private Bills,
which expires on Thursday, the 8th inst
be postponed until Wednesday, the 2 8th
inst. inclusive.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4.40 p. nI-

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday Adarch 13th, 1888.

The Senate met at 8:30 P.m.

Prayers.

A CHAIRMAN APPOINTED.

THE CLERK made the following an-
nouncement-Hon. gentlemen it is ny
duty to inform your honors of the suddeo
demise of the Hon. the Speaker of the
Senate, the Hon. Josiah Burr Plunib,
which took place yesterday morning at
his residence at Niagara, Ontario.

HON. MR. DICKEY-After the
melancholy announcement which 'le
have just heard it becomes my duty to
make a suggestion to the House. It 15
the first occasion, I believe, on which

HON. MR. ODELL
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We have been required to perform thisSad duty in consequence of the death ofa Speaker during the Session, and there
aY Possibly be scme difficulty in them"inds of hon. members on the subject,a, there was before I looked into it in

rny OWn. I may say at the outset that Iam quite of the Opinion that the House,
legalarly met now in consequence of a
con djournment, has the power, as a
tonstituent body of appointing one of

its members to preside temporarily over
Its proceedings, and as our rules requirethat in al unprovided cases we shouldfollow the rules and usages of the House
tf Lords, I have no hesitation in sayingthat according to my present impression
We have the power which has beenofercised. in the House of Lords,o aPpointng temporarily a Deputy

Lo er untilthe Crown appoints another
the H ancellor, Who is the Speaker of
ptheOue of Lords, as the Speaker ap-POinted here is the head of the Senate.
f say this because there are precedentsAtr that laid down very clearly in May.At the same time we are placed in some
difcuty here in consequence of therebeing abundant precedents in the old
iniament of Canada, and one certainly
Parltis present Dominion in a previous
asiament, where in consequence of the
takee.of a Speaker it was necessary to
tae action as we are required to do now.
te Sa in consequence of the absence ofthheaker, because as I have explainedhereha been no case of the death of a4 r m uring a sitting of Parliarment.
thaay venture to suggest to the House
vent stead of starting out upon an ad-
possibl o assuming new powers which
it would may be questioned hereafter,
the e just as well for us to follow
t8Precedent which was adopted here in
said, th Assuming, as I have already
bein rt we have the inherent power,
a teregularly met here, of appointing
headmorary chairnan, just as if the
harn of the 1 ouse were struck down in
thj in the performance of his duty, I
much for thay do so, not perhaps so
as of e Purpose of doing business
,Ouse POStponing the meeting of the
Occasiuntil a future day. On a former
S'on, tO which I have alluded,

er beinequence of the then Speak-flg prevented from coming
0

to the House, the Senate having
regularly met as we have met now, call-
ed upon one of the oldest of its mem-
hers, the late Hon. John Hamilton, of
Kingston, to take the chair. He took
the chair by consent of the House,-and
I hope we shall do everything that we
are going to do here to-night by unani-
mous consent-the House was declared
adjourned for several hours until the
arrival of the Speaker, when they pro-
ceeded to business. I propose that we
take this course to-night-that we ask a
gentleman to take the chair for that pur-
pose. Then I shall have to state to the
House that I am taking this course and
acting in this way in consequence of
another unfortunate circumstance, the
detention of the leader of the House
owing to the snow blockade. Under all
these circumstances I take it for granted
there can be no hesitation in acting upon
my suggestion that one of the oldest
members of the House shall take the
chair and that we shall by consent ad-
journ to a future day, in order that we
may keep in line and not be open to
the charge that we placed ourselves in a
wrong or unfortunate position. I was
about to propose that Mr. Flint should
take the chair, but he is not here. Mr.
Ferrier is also absent. We have Mr.
Armand, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Botsford and
Mr. Chaffers. If Mr. Armand is willing
to take the chair I think we should fol-
low the precedent of taking the oldest
member present.

HON. MR. ARMAND-(in French)
I must decline the honor which you
propose to do me. I have not the
advantage of speaking the two official
languages, and I think it would be more
convenient that we should have a chair-
man who has a knowledge of both
French and English.

Hox. MR. ALEXANDER-From
my imperfect hearing I had not the
advantage of catching the remarks of
the hon. member from Amherst, but I
am given to understand that, having
studied the records of the House of
Lords, he thinks the wisést course would
be to nominate the oldest member of
the House as a temporary speaker.
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HON. MR. DICKEY-I quoted the
precedents of the House of Lords to
show that we had power to appoint a
temporary Speaker when there was no
Speaker, but I said there were precedents
in this Parliament for some member
taking the chair, as was done in 1872.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The first
thought that must have entered the
minds of all of us is to pay the last tri-
bute of respect to our late Speaker.

HON. GENTILEMEN--No, no;
organize first.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Then if
we must organize first the question is
what course can we legally pursue. The
Clerk«of the House, in my opinion, might
perform all the duties of a chairman as
we have nothing before us.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I quite agree
with the remarks which have fallen from
the hon. member from Amherst. We
have power to appoint a chairman. In
1872, on the occasion to which the hon.
member referred, the journals of the
House state that the Clerk of the Senate
informed their honors that "owing to an
accident on the Grand Trunk Railway,
the hon. the Speaker could not be in
attendance this evening for at least an
hour," whereupon the Hon. Mr. Hamil-
ton was requested to take the Chair.
The Hon. Mr. Hamilton took the Chair
and the House adjourned until half past
nine in the evening, when the Speaker
having arrived, business was proceeded
with. That precedent we can follow.
We can ask some member to act as
Chairman and adjourn. Mr. Aimand
having refused to act, we might proceed
to the next oldest member on the list,
Mr. Chaffers. If Mr. Chaffers declines,
I move that Mr. Ryan take the Chair.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Will Mr. Ryan
take the chair ?

HON. MR. RYAN-If the House
think it necessary to have a chairman,
and I can accommodate them, I will
take the chair.

Mr. Ryan then took the chair amid
applause.

Hox. MR. DICKEY-As we are now
organized I will simply suggest to the
House that in accordance with the view
I have expressed we should not attempt
to do any business to-night Cxcept to
adjourn. As a matter of good feeling
and propriety no one, I take it, would
propose for a moment that we should
suggest a shorter period than until after
the funerel of the deceased and the last
duties are paid in another place to his
memory. That would necessitate an
adjournment until Friday night and I
have been asked to announce on behalf
of the Government that in the pecuhar
circumstances of this very sad and sud-
den event the House would kindly take
this matter into consideration and, as no
businesscan be done apparentlythisweek,
adjourn until Monday next, at 3 o'clock.
I make the suggestion to the House for
their general concurrence, in accordance
with the precedent which has been cited.
On that occasion there was no particular
motion made, but a member was called
upon to take the Chair and having
taken the chair, this is the record-
"The Hon Mr. Hamilton took the chair
accordingly and by consent of the mem-
bers present declared the House ad-
journed " until a future period. I pro-
pose that by consent this should be the
deliverance of the Chairman : " By
consent of the members present and out
of respect to the memory of the late
speaker, the Hon. Mr. Plumb, I declare
this House adjourned until Monday the
19 th instant, at three o'clock in the
afternoon."

HON. MR. POWER-I do not like
to differ from my hou. friend froml
Amherst ; but I think that a legisla-
tive body can only speak through
the voice of its members upon a
vote duly taken, and I do not think
we are in a position to adjourn from to-
day until Monday without a vote of the
House. Of course the vote will be unani-
mous and there is no other way known
to the law or Constitution by which the
House can express its will. I hope the
Hon. gentleman from Amherst will move
a resolution to the effect of the memlo'
randum which he has just read. It muist
be remembered that the precedent to
which he has referred was a totally differ-
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ent case from this. On that occasion atrain was late, and the Speaker was ex-
Pected in the course of the evening,There was a general consent that no
business should be transacted until thearrival of the train: but this is a verydifferent thing. There are several items

-busmess set down in our orders for
this evening, and these have all to be
POstponed until next Monday. I thinkthere should be some record of the

louse to show that that was decided
!Pon. The hon. member from Amherst
I corder to keep things right and in cor-

Ifi aarlamentary form should embodyn a resolution the suggestion he has

Slion. Mr. DICKEY-I am exceed-
sugly Obliged to my hon. friends for thesuggestion he has made, It must beapparent, fromr my remarks, that we have
he Power if we chose to do so, and Ihave no objection to taking the coursewhich has been suggested. although IPrefer folowing the precedent of 1872.
1 WOulu therefore beg to move as a reso-Ittion the suggestion I have made, andin the absence of the leader of the oppo-

to I would request my hon. friend
ruotiHalifax (Mr. Power) to second the

"ONMR. M SCHULTZ-Before theInotion
a se -s put I would like to make
feuggestion : We have by motion trans-
is aed Hion. Mr. Ryan to the Chair. It
the little unfortunate, in my opinon, thatto fmotion was made at ail, for if we wish
to foldow closely the precedent of 1872, it
Would be better to have it recorded inOtr Minutes and in the official report ofthe cebates that Hon. Mr. Ryan tookthe cair on the suggestion of hon. mem-
the aou not upon a motion carried by

teI0Use.

has ben MR. POWER-That is whatsben done-

diffr* MR. GOWAN-I am sorry to
membror rny hon. friend, the senior
be veer for Halifax. I think it would
det hinuch safer to follow the prece-

at- whichas been established in the
in the 'mPly to do as was done in 1843old Legislative Council-let the

entry be by general consent. Again in
1858 a similar question arose.

HON. MR. POWER-I would ask
my hon. friend how it can be ascertained
that the general consent of the House
has been given except by question put
and vote taken ?

HON. MR. GOWAN-If no one
objects ! You have objected, and I was
going to point out to you what the
precedent has been in the past. I have
no doubt that the inherent power exists
with the House to adjourn, but what
was done in 1872 is the only precedent
we have had since Confederation, and it
would be safer to follow that, and that
the House should adjourn by consent.
A very serious question may arise
in taking any other course, and
it would be far better for us, I
think, to follow precedent ; although I
quite agree that the inherent power ex-
ists in the Senate to meet any emergency
which may arise, although not distinctly
provided for either in the rules or by
statute. The statute is very specific in
regard to who has to appoint and how
the Speaker of this House is appointed,
and I think it would be safer to follow
the course suggested by my hon. friend
opposite (Mr. Dickey).

The suggestion made in the written
paper handed in by the hon. Mr.Dickey,
was then put as a resolution, and agreed
to unanimously.

The Senate adjourned at 9:15 p. m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Monday, March, 19 th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE HART DIVORCE BILL.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, from
the Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills presented the fourth report
which was as follows :-
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THE SENATE, COMMITTEE Uoom No. 8,
FRIDAY, 161ih March, 1888.

The Select Comnmittee on Standing Orders
and Private Bills have the honor to inake
their Fourth Report.

Your Committee have examined the fol-
lowing Petition of Mary Matilda White, of
the Village of Port Dover, in the Province
of Ontario; praying for the passing of an
Act to dissolve lier iarriage with David
Crystal White, and find that the Seventy
second Rule bas been complied with la this
case.

Your Committee also examined the Peti-
tion of Eleonora Elizabeth Tudor or Hart,
of the City of Montreal, in the Province of
Quebec: praying for the passing of an ýA ct
to dissolve ber marriage with Frederick
Levy Hart, and find that the Seventy-second
Rule of Your Honorable House bas not
been complied with in this case.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
R. P. HAYTHORNE,

Acting Chairman.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Before the
report is adopted I would move, that the
fourth report of the Select Committee
on Standing Orders and Private Bills be
referred back to the said Committee for
further consideration of the same in
so far as it relates to the petition of
Eleonora Tudor Hart. I have learned
to-day, from information received since
I came here, that in the Standing Orders
Comimittee last Friday, certain facts con-
nected with the six months publication
of notice in this case did not get the
consideration or discussion that they
should have received. I am informed
that the notice required by our rules bas
been advertised in the Montreal papers
from the sixth of January 1887 to the 6th
of July 1887, also that the solicitors of
the petitioner, Messrs. Morris & Holt
of Montreal, sent the notice to the
Queen's Irinter at Ottawa, with instruc-
tions to advertise it for six months. That
advertisement was commenced in the
Canada Gazette on the 4th of Janiuary
1887, and the order was to publish it
until the 6th of July 1887, but through
some misunderstanding between the
Queen's Printer and his clerk, the notice
was taken out of Canada Gazette about
four months after, notwithstanding that
the applicant had paid for the six months.
The error was not discovered until iast
January, when the Queen's Printer
sought to make all the amends he could
by continuing the advertisement for some

six weeks longer. I an informed that
on Friday last the petitioner's counsel
stated these facts to the Committee, and
asked the Commrnittee to wait a few mo-
ments for the Queen's Printer, who was
then or his way to the conimittee rooni
to verify the fact. The Conimittee would
not wait, but at once determined that
the notice was insufficient. The declara-
tion from the Queen's Printer is as
follows :-

IN THE MATTER OF the application of Eleo-
norp Tudor Hart to the Parlianient of
Canada for a B1Ill of Divorce from her hus-
band, Frederick Levey Hart.

1, Brown Chamberlain of the City of
Ottawa in the County of Carleton, Queen's
Printer for the Dominion of Canada,

Do SOLEMNLY DECLARE that in January
1887, Messrs. Morris and Holt, of Montreal,
Solicitors for the above named Eleonora
Tudor Hart, instructed nie as Queen's
Printer and Publisher of the Canada
Gazette to publish the notice of the applica-
tion of the said Eleunora Tudor Hart for a
Bill of Divorce from lier husband in the said
Canada Gazette, and then and on subse-
quent o::casions remitted the necessary fees
for its insertion for the period rec uired by
law for the publication of such' divorce
notices, and publication of the said notice
was first begun on the eightday of January,
1887, but owing to misunderstanding
between inyself and the clerk in the Depart-
ment of Public Printing and Stationery,
having charge of the Canada Gazette, the
advertisement was removed, and for several
weeks was not inseried as ordered in the
said Canada Gazette. It was, however,
subsequently re-inserted and bas received
altogether twenty-seven weekly insertions
mîaking the full regurar six mionths required
by the rules of the Senate.

That on receiving notice on Friday the
16th instant, about a quarter before eleven
o'clock in the morning, to go over to the
Standing Orders Committee of the Senate to
explain the break in the advertisement in
the Canada Gazette, 1, at once went over to
the Conmittee Roon but found the menr
bers thereof leaving the room, and I was
thus allowed no opportunity of explaining
an error for which a clerk in the Depart-
ment of Public Printing and Stationery, of
which I am the permament head, is clearly
responsib:e.

And I make this solenn declaration con-
scientiously believing the same to be true
and by virtue of the " Act respecting Extra.
Judicial Oaths."

Declared before nie at the City of Ottawa
in the County of Carleton this nineteenth
day of March A. D. 1888.

Sgd. B. Chamberlain.
Sgd. J. M. Balderson.
A iYotary Public for Province of Ontario.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.
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It seems to me that that explanation
sh uld be sufficient to justify my motion

ing carried. The Queen's Printer isan officer of the Government-in fact
an officer of ours-and why a petition
like this should be thrown out for his
fault and for his alone it would be difficult
tO explain. I cannot see, under the
circumstances, that there can be the

he Possible objection to allowinge report to go back to the committee.1 did think, and I still think that as my
name was to the petition, and as it wasbeingient considered during an adjourn-
hent of the House, the committee might
thave done me the courtesy of allowingtie matter to stand over a few days un-Il could be present.

xON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I may
explain that I was called upon ratherunexpectedly to act as Chairman, and it
Seems to me that the statement which
has just fallen from- the hon. Senatoi
fror, Alma rather imputes hasty conduct
tO. the Committee. So far from thatheing the case, the Committee sat longenough to hear eminent counsel on thisdivorce case, and they heard one, ofthen in reply, sO that, as a matter offrct, mflstead ot acting hastily, the Com-snttee sat long enough to hear thesubject thorouhly discussed. A motion
"a Made, seconded, put from the chairand adopted hy the Committee, no one
as n0ng to the contrary, and thereupon,
Co - er busmess was before us, the
soinIittee adjourned. These are the
siple facts of the case. From thespeeches cf the counsel on both sides wegathered at the notice in this case
in henced last year, was publishedteen e Canada Gazette for seven-an weeks. It was then stopped,
thisyeare Publication was resumed
ruls of 'tThe time required under the
that rl the Senate is six months, and
CoitteWas not complied with. Theth sitee were acting decidedly within
they iPe of their duty in reporting as
flouse t f it is the opinion of this
getoat a further hearing should begîven to ths asI

but as th s case, I have no objection,
the petiti e Comrnittee reported against
seems t m ithout a dissenting voice, it
refert btO Ie that it is not necessary to

bck for further consideration.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-The notices
were certainly intended for this session
of Parliament, because the publication
did not cease until a month after we had
risen last year. The publication was
discontinued through an oversight on the
part of a public employe, and as that
error has been corrected by publishing
the notice the required length of time in
the Canada Gazette, I think the rule has
been fully complied with.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Unfor-
tunately the rule of this House requires
that the notices should be published six
months in the Canada Gazette. The
notice appeared for 17 weeks in 1887
and then ceased, and it was no proper
fulfilment of the rule of this House to
count those 17 weeks and add ten weeks
more publication in 1888. If that were
allowed, th supposed benefit arising from
publication of the notice would be nil,
because parties, supposing that the
matter had dropped, would not expect
to hear anything more about it. In or-
der to fulfil the rules ot the House the
publication must be for six months and
the application for the next approaching
session. You cannot count publication
made for a previous session as applicable
to the present session.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-It is exceed-
ingly inconvenient that a discussion of
this kind should take place upon a
report of a committee. It should have
taken place before the committee to be
a foundation for asking the House that
the rule be dispensed with. I apprehend
that the application has no locus standi
before the House. It is all wrong ; it is
not a matter that we ought to discuss
here at all. The application should
have been made before the Committee
and the Committee should have reported
upon it ; it is not a matter now for the
House to discuss or decide upon. If it
were otherwise we might, in any of these
cases, be called upon to reverse the
decision of a committee after they had
carefully looked into a matter and
reported upon it. That was never the
intention of our rules and it would give
rise to very great inconvenience if such
a course were pursued. We should
keep ourselves within the bounds of our
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various rules, and if parties wish to have
them in any one particular dispensed
with, they should take the proper course,
provided for by our rules, of calling upon
the Committee to report upon their
application and ask that the rules be
dispensed with.

HON.MR.VIDAL.-Itmay appear pre
sumptuous on my part to differ from the
hon. member trom Amherst, but I take a
verydifferent viewof the question from the
one he has expressed. It was no fault
of the petitioners that this break in the
advertising occurred. What is the n-
tention and meaning of our rules ? They
are not to fetter our hands and prevent
us doing justice. Here, through no fault
of the petitioners, but through the
neglect of a public officer, the advertise-
ment in the Gazette was not published
as it should have been. I am not one
who would furnish facilities for obtaining
divorces. My objections to granting
divorces are almost as strong as those
entertained by gentlemen who vote
against divorce on all occasions : but my
sense of justice is so strong that I think
in this instance the flouse should allow
this report to be sent back and the mat-
ter to be investigated. I do not think
it implies any censure whatever on the
committee. That committee met dur-
ing a recess of the House when a great
many members were absent. It would
have been but natural if the conimittee
had postponed the consideration of the
question until the Chairman could be
present and the hon. gentleman who had
charge of the petition was present to
make any necessary explanation. It
was acting in rather a summary and
highhanded manner to say that simply
because this advertisement was not pub-
lished a sufficient length of time, and
without hearing any explar.ation why it
had not been published the full six
months, or hearing this strong affidavit
from the Queen s Printer, to cast out the
petition and give my hon. friend from
Alma, who had charge of the petition,
no opportunity to present his statement
to the House. The hon. member
from Amherst says that this should
have been done in the Committee.
How could be have done it in the Com-
mittee ? The Committee held their

meeting in his absence, and he had no
chance to bring the matter up until after
they had taken final action. The only
method by which he can have the ques-
tion reconsidered is to act as he has done,
and he is now giving the Committee an
opportunity to rectify the mistake into
which they have inadvertently fallen. I
think the House should agree to the
motion of my hon. friend from Alma.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
the hon. member from Sarnia has ex-
actly understood the proceedings which
took place before the Committee. When
this petition came up, the meeting was
attended by two counsel-one of themn
the son-in-law of the hon. member from
Alma, who, I presume, was able to lay
before the Committee the merits of the
application quite as well as the hon.
Senator himself. It was attended also
by counsel acting for the husband of the
applicant. All the information that the
Committee could ask for was put before
them. A statement was made by the coun-
sel of the petitioner of the facts as to the
publication in the Canada Gazette, and
there was no question raised about that.
The reason why the Committee did not
wait until Mr. Brown Chamberlain, the
Queen's Printer, arrived is this: they
felt that his evidence could noti make
the slightest difference in the re-
port. They heard both sides, and
gave due consideration to all the
arguments advanced and without a dis-
senting voice, decided to report adver-
sely to the Bill, because due notice had
not been given. These being the facts of
the case, I think the action of the hon.
member from Alma is unprecedented.
I do not remember, during the 1o or 1I
years that I have been mn the House, any
report of a Committee being referred
back under such circumstances. Where
differences of opinion have arisen in the
Committee the minority have sometimes
brought the subject before the House,
but where the committee have been unaim -
mous and have heard both sides, I think
to refer the report back is quite unprece-
dented. I leave the question of order
to the hon. member from Amherst whO
has raised it, but I may say a few words
about the question raised in the Co"-
mittee. The petitioner put an adver-

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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tisement in the Canada Gazette on the4th January 1887, stating that she would
apply at the then next session of Parlia-
'ent-that was the session of 1887-for a divorce from her husband on cer-tain grounds. That advertisement con-tinued in the Gazette, I think until sometine in May when it was dropped, itappears through a mistake of theQueen's Printer.

ION. MR. OGILVIE-It was pub-lished until July.

ha ON. MR. POWER-It could not
ae been July, because it was notadvertised six months : that is admitted.
It vas about May. The advertisement
'as discontnued. The petitioner broughtSaction against ber husband in the
reaueror Court of the District of Mont-boar for a separation from bed andboard : that suit in the Superior Court
uas proceeded with. There were, Ianderstandsome 30 witnesses examined,and the whole matter was completely and
has tahly investigated, and the Judge
ad h.en the matter en dé/ibél éand his decision may be expected at al-
'lost any time. The petitioner does notlabor under any very serious grievance,because ;f the evidence which she basProduced before the Judge at Montreal
dificient to entitle her to an absolutedivorce such as she could get from Par-liarnent , then it entitles ber to separation
frorn ber husband. It gets rid of the
Poses aonable tie for all practical pur-
Parliamad she can apply for divorce to
bas be ent at some later time. Thereor aeen no advertisement in the Gazette,or anywhere else, that this petitionermOuld t ake an application to Parlia-ent tbis session. The notice which
the re-inserted in the Canada Gazette atthe be-
Januarginng of this year was dated 4 ththaY, '887 ; it was a continuation ofthe old advertisement and related, on
of pfare it only to the former session'O aliamnet T1House nt. I do not see how the
back to the consent to refer this report
be ex Committee. It can hardly
be expected that the Committee would

d rthing to deal with the petition un-der circumstances.

lioN MR. ALMON-I should n:t

have spoken on this subject, but I think
the senior member from Halifax is not
quite correct when he says that
this report passed unanimously. No-
body opposed it, but I was on the Com-
mittee at the time and I thought it rather
hard that the petition should be rejected
because there had been a clerical error
in the advertisement in the Canada Ga-
zette. The advertisement in the local
papers had been published the full six
months. Everyone knows that the ad-
vertisement in the Caqada Gazette is pro,
forma ; nobody reads it or sees it. The
party who was interested had every op-
portunity to see the advertisement in
the newspapers, and he knew that the
application was coming up this session.
I objected to the finding of the Com-
mittee, and spoke to some of the mem-
bers about it, because I felt that nobody
was injured through the error in the
advertisement which appeared in the
Gazette. I merely mention this to
show that the report of the Committee
was not adopted unanimously.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-As a
member of the Committee, I think it is
but right that I should exrlain that 1 did
not consent to this report. I did not
express my dissent, because there was
very little said about it, and I took it for
granted that the Committee was pretty
unanimous on the subject. I do not
think it fair that this petitioner should be
subjected to such a hardship because of
the error of the Queen's Printer. If Mr.
Chamberlain had arrived in time to make
the statement before the Committee that
bas just been read, I have no doubt that
I would have objected to the adoption
of the report which bas been submitted
to the House.

HON. MR. DEVER-I have no parti-
cular interest in this matter further than
the fact that I am a member of the
Committee. I sat on that Committee,
and I thought we had investigated this
matter as clearly as we possibly could.
We bad two clever lawyers before us on
that occasion, and each of them present-
ed his side of the case. The fact of due
notice in the papers having been given
had been questioned, and it was well
understood that there was a deficiency
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as to the time that our rule required the
notice to be advertised. That was not
all, however, that influenced us in our
decision. There was the fact that this
case was before the courts in Quebec,
and that at present it is being adjudicated
upon there, and we considered it would
be perhaps out of place foi us to be also
adjudicating here on a case which might
possibly be decided in a very short time
adversely to the position we might take.
Seeing that the notice was not sufficient
under our rules, we decided that the
petition should stand over. Under the
circumstances I was very sorry to hear
the hon. gentleman opposite say there
was any difference of opinion in the
Committee. It was put fairly and
squarely before the Committee and the
question was asked was there any dis-
sentient voice and there was none. The
lawyers present were men who knew
their business and I for one think there
was not a particle of evidence forthcom-
ing that was not produced on that oc-
casion.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend is in error in stating that the peti-
tion would stand over. It lapses by this
action of the Committee, and the peti-
tioner would have to apply again with all
the expenses attached to a new petition.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I entirely
concur in the opinion expressed by my
hon. colleague from Manitoba. He was
at this sitting of the Committee, and he
now states that had he known the facts
read by the hon. member from Montreal,
in the affidavit of the Queen's Printer,
he would have acted in a different way
from that which he did. As a member
of that Committee, not present at that
sitting, I say also that if those facts had
been represented there by Col. Cham-
berlain himself, or by a statement from
him under oath, I would have acted as
the hon. member from Manitoba says he
would have acted, and I would have
voted in favor of the petition being
adopted.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I have no
interest whatever in this matter, and had
no knowledge of the facts until I came
here to-day, and I repeat that I think it

is extremely inconvenient to be call-
ed upon to discuss this matter in
this way. My hon. friend (Mr. Schultz)
speaks of what he would have done had
he known the facts. Taking the facts
as they are stated what are they ? The
Queen's Printer is supposed to have made
some mistake ; but all those notices that
had been given except the last notice
which was published in the Canada
Gazette were for the preceding session
and had no connection with the pro-
ceedings of this session at all. It is
intended by putting the two series of
notices together to make out the six
months required by our rules.

The hon. gentleman from Sarnia has
done us the favor of discussing the only
question that is before the House-our
rules. Let me say again with regard to
the six months' notice and the conduct
of Mr. Chaniberlain-whether he has
made a mistake or not-it has nothing
to do with the question. These rules
are made not for Mr. Chamberlain or
anybody else, but for the protection of
the people against whom divorce pro-
ceedings are taken. The six months
notice is required for the person against
whom the application is made. The
question as to the sufficiency of the
notice given, is for the Conmittee, and
the Committee seems to have discussed
it and settled it. The rule I refer to is
the i 8th, and that rule states distinctly:-

"No motion to suspend, modify or amend
any rule or part thereof shall be in order,
except on one day's notice in writing,
speciiying precisely the rule or part of rule
proposed to be suspended, modified or
amended, and the purpose thereof. But
any rule may be suspended without notice
by the consent of the Senate; and the
rule proposed to be suspended shall be pre-
cisely and distinctly stated ; and no motion
for the suspension'of the rules upon any
petition for a private bill shall be in order,
unless the same shall have been recom-
mended by the Conmittee on Standing
Orders."

Now, I think that is perfectly clear,
and my action in this respect is simply
to protect the House fron a hasty deci
sion affecting rules which were adopted
upon careful consideration for the protec-
tion of individuals who are affected by
these private bills. The conduct or
misconduct or errors of action of any
officer of Parliament has nothing to do

HON. NIR. DEVER.
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With this ; the question simply is whether
this rule shall be suspended without
notice, and without recommendation
from the Committee ? I trust that this
House will adhere to its rules, and for
their own protection will not yield to the
suggestion which has been made, becauseI cannot help thinking from long experi-
ence that it would be a very bad pre-cedent to establish. It would be better
for the House to leave the matter where
the rules and orders have left it, in thediscretion of the Committee ; and the
Committee having passed upon it, I do
'lot think it wise for us to interfere with't.

HiON. MR. OGILVIE-The hon. gen-tleman fromu Prince Edward Island gaveUs a few moments ago various reasons
ehy this petition should not be receiv-ed, amongst others that this matterwas before the Courts in the Province ofQuebec, and it would be better for us towait until it has been decided there. I'have yet to learn that the Senate has

.ything to do with the Courts at all in
this matter.

thNN. MR. HAYTHORNE-I thinkthe hon. gentleman from Alma isattributng to me remarks which I didnot mnake.

IHON. MR. OGILVIE-The senior
tnember from Halifax said that this mat-ter as before the Courts below, and weWQUld have a decision there. The hon.gentleman from Amherst states that those
ruics are for the protection of the parties.
I WOl like to know of whom ? SomeWeeks ago I handed in to the Clerk ofthe Senate an affidavit of the service of the
whce upon the only person in the world
That s interested in having proper notice.
wa is Proof positive that the respondent
Ws lot taken by surprise. The notice

" tw for six months in Montreal
sessiojapers until some time after last
been was over ; and it would have
here Published in the Canada Gazette
duty. had the employees done their
could Now, I would like to know who
in an Possibly be interested or affected
raisedy way by the technical objectionAhsby the hon. gentleman fromAn'herst ? I have been lectured by the

hon. gentleman from Halifax as beirfg
the first to create such a precedent on a
report which, as he says, had been passed
unanimously by the Committee ; but very
shortly after wefind one ortwohon.gentle-
men standing up in their places and an-
nouncing that they would not have voted
for that report had all the facts been before
them. Another hon. gentleman states
that bad he been there he might have
voted against the report, so that it does
not look like as if it were very unani-
mous. I have been a long time on that
Standing Committee for a young member
of this House, and I know that it is
almost invariably the practice that when
a gentleman whose name is on a petition
for a bill is not present, and there is
nothing urgent about it, to let the matter
stand over a few days until he has had
an opportunity of being present. That
is a courtesy which has been extended
to gentlemen of this House hitherto, and
why this petition should have been
decided upon last Friday during the
recess, when hon. gentlemen knew I was
not here, I cannot understand. I am
found fault with for trying to
refer the matter back to the
Committee, and I am almost told
that it is an insult to the Committee.
I ask hon. gentlemen if I had any other
means of getting it before the House ex-
cept by motion to refer it back to the
Committee ? Perhaps hon. gentlemen
who know more about this procedure
than I do, might be able to suggest
scme other means, but I took the only
course I could see to put the matter
right. If the notice is wrong, it is
through a mistake of the Queen's Print.
er, who is the servant of Parliament. If
any individual in the world was to
suffer through insufficient notice I could
understand the objection that has been
raised ; but the affidavit is there, pi oving
the service of the notice on the respond-
ent, and he has been cognizant of every
movement which has been made since
the beginning of the proceedings. I am
very sorry to have taken up the time of
this House in the way I have done, but
I could see no possible way of avoiding
it.

HON, MR. READ-I am a member
of the Private Bills Committee, and I
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was present at this meeting, and it occur-
ed to me that the Committee entirely
ignored the publication in the Canada
Gazette last year ; they would not con-
sider that at all as applying to this ses-
sion, and upon that ground entirely, as I
understood it, the petition was rejected.
I should have voted for it had I had the
opportunity of doing so.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I venture to
think that the objection taken to this
motion is not well founded. I sub-
mit to the hon. gentleman from Amherst
whether the rule he has read applies to
the motion of the hon. gentleman from
Alma ? He does not move that the
rule be suspended ; he moves that
the report be referred back to
the Committee for the purpose of
reconsidering its decision, withoui say-
ing what the decision is, and that does
not appear to me to be an infringement
of this rule. With reference to the other
subjects upon which this discussion has
turned, I doubt if it would be the duty of
this House to discuss the details of
notice of this petition upon such a
motion as this. It is for the committee
to hear the facts and discuss and decide
upon them, subject, of course, to the
ultimate decision of this House. There
is one point made which seems to me to
warrant a reference back to the com-
mittee ; the hon. gentleman charged
with the petition was not present at the
meeting, and he asks that he may be
permitted to be heard before the com-
mittee before it disposes of the petition
which he presented. Then there does
not seem to have been any unanimity of
opinion in the committee about it. The
majority, no doubt, were in favor of the
report ; but there was a minority, I may
say a strong minority, against the report.
It may be conjectured also that as the
committee sat in vacation, there may not
have been a full meeting of the members.
Above all things we in this House have
to dread, is doing an injustice to anybody
in any matter coming before the Senate,
and in this case it appears to me that
there is a doubt that we may be doing
an injustice to somebody if we do not
refer this report back to the committee.
If they were right in their decision, no
injury will be done by reaffirming it ; if

HON. MR. READ.

their decision was not a proper one in
view of all the facts, no doubt the com
mittee would be unwilling to perpetrate
an injustice.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-The hon.
gentleman from Alma says he cannot pos-
sibly see that anybody but the respondent
can have an interest in the proper notice
being given. I desire to call the atten-
tion of the House to the fact that this is
a matter of public order and public law,
and as to the question of notice the rule
in such a matter ought to be very
strictly observed. I think that the
Senate should not allow this motion to
be adopted on the proposition that it is
a private matter in which the question
of notice is of importance only to the
parties interested.

The House divided on the motion,
which was carried on the following divi-
s'on.
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THE LATE SPEAKER.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Before the
orders of the day are called, as this is
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the first occasion on which we have met
since the sudaen and lamented death of
Out late colleague, Speaker Plumb, I do
lot feel that it would be proper to allow
the oPPortunity to pass without saying a
few Words on that subject. I need not
say how shocked I was, and how shock-
ed everybody was at the sudden an-nouncement of his death at Niagara onMonday last, and I feel also that I am
quite safe in saying that there is but one
epinion, there could be but one opiniontithr in this House or in the country asto the great ability of the distinguished
Man whom we have lost-as to his pro-found knowledge of political history, hisknfowedge of constitutional law, the vastinformation which he possessed on all
the Subjects which constantly agitate usand the L
feel e Legislature of this country. I
his abirtain that every one will recognize
de'btity as one of the most eloquent

ebaters we have had and the most effi-cent. He was a strong combatant inthe Political arena as we all know, andaso as we all know, he never allowedthe earnestness of debate to degenerate
wit0 personal hostility, or to interfere
Wth the courtesy due to an opponent.

sc arniability of character, his great
social quaities are recognized by every
hne• As to his career in this House,

f carme to us fresh from the struggles
the ' .but we never could detect in
held bmistration of the high office hewith *ere, any trace of the determinationwith which he had fought the battle of
Politics in another arena. He mastereddn an extremely short time the practical
as to h'e work of his office here, and
that his impartiality in administering
that Office, I am sure no one will doubt
thoscIt wavered for a moment. Under
detai, 'ircumstances I am sure, without

ining the Hlouse, I speak only the
countrent of the House and of thecountry in expressing the profound regret
sustai for the severe loss we have
by th d and the country has sustained
eagu sudden decease of our late col-

cere eand Speaker, and our very sin-
faily and earnest sympathy with hisal in their bereavement.

UoNleadr of th MR. A LEXANDER-The
ater of te bOpposition has kindly per-d Me, because of my priority in

years, to make a few remarks to endorse
what has fallen from the leader of the
House in the memory of our departed
Speaker.

We meet to-day under very sad and
solemn circumstances. The very sudden
death of our late Speaker, as also of Mr.
McMaster, at Toronto, last December.
ought to impress all of us as to the un-
certainty of human life and shouldremind
us of the grave responsibilities imposed
upon us by that Great Being above, who
in his intinite wisdom does everything
well. I think it would be regarded as
not the proper course were I merely
upon this sad occasion, to utter a few
steorotyped expressions, as a tribut2 to
the memory of the deceased. I nay
mention that I never was on intimate
terms at any time with the deceased, but
all those members of Parliament who
were, unite in bearing testimony to his
many good qualities of both the head
and heart. He possessed a most gen-
erous and hospitable nature. He was a
man of great literary research and had
a taste for every department of literature,
He was a man endowed with a love of
the beautiful in nature, poetry and music.
He was a man of talent, deeply versed
in finance and all public matters. He
was an ornament to society and to the
halls of Parliament.

Having said this much I hope that
the House will permit me to refer for a
moment to the unfortunate differences
and passages at arms which I had with
the deceased in 1885-6, arising from dif-
ferences of opinion upon public questions.
I have regretted those, and as he has
departed from this sphere here below, it
will be most seemly for me now to say
that perhaps my own imperfections
very much led to this. There is
no one without defects in his
character. I amrn most deeply sensible
of mine ; and I desire to add that it has
been a great satisfaction to me that about
a fortnight ago all differences were recon-
clied between us in a manner honorable
to both parties, and we shook hands
cordially in the presence of my hon.
friend from Belleville (Senator Read). If
not trespassing too much upon the kind
indulgence of the I-ouse I would desire
to state what occurred upon that occa-
sion. When I first entered the Speaker's
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room he dwelt upon my having so often
transgressed the rules of the House.
This I freely and frankly admitted, but
reminded him of the great provocations
to which Iwas subjected, not from hon.
Senators generally, whose esteem I prize
above all things, but frorm three or four
quarters. I reminded him how my poor
family had been brought to a state of
penury by certain parties, and my poor
deceased wife had sunk into her grave
partly from the effect of our reduced
circumstances. All that history brought
to my recollection Æsop's memorable
fable of the interview between the Fox
and the Shark. When the shark had
helped himself and all his kith and kin
plentifully, from an unfortunate victim,
the fox then steps in and took possession
of all the residue of the carcass, not for
himself but to distribute amongst his
large army of needy followers. It would
be unseemly at this solemn moment to
show the application. Suffice it for me
to add that our late lamented Speaker
was satisfied, that it was under unusual
provocation that I was led to say many
things in regard to hini which it would
have been much better to have left un-
said and we were on cordial terms since
that day.

How sad to think that he who was
amongst us only a few days ago, honored
by so many, will never again appear
inside this Chamber. Oh ! let one and
all of us profit by this solemn warning
from above, to live for the right
and the good, to live so as to wrong none
of our fellow creatures.

Happy the man who, coming to the
last scene of life's drama, can feel in his
breast that he bas never wronged the
poor, that he bas never, to serve the
purposes of his own vanity and conceit,
been instrumental in rendering several
families destitute for life. How dreadful
if the old fox and the shark were to have
their ways and actions, and questionable

shock to us, illustrative of the great un-
certainty of life. He was a gentleman
who held a very high position in this
country. Although not more than 14
years, I believe, in public life, Mr.
Plumb's great ability as a speaker, bis
genial manner and bis pleasant ways
made him of very great use to the poli-
cal party with which he was allied, and
his figure became familiar to the people
of Ontario in many of the large political
gatherings that have taken place there
within the last ten years. As bas been
happily observed by the hon. leader of
the Government, those political speeches
of bis, delivered with the force, vigor
and ability that characterized him, did
not in any degree sever him from those
of the opposite political faith with whon
he was personally associated. I have
myself very great pleasure in bearing
testimony to the manner in which he
discharged his duties when called to
this House in 1883, leaving, as bas been
happily observed, much of the political
acerbities that mark members of the
other House behind him, and suiting bis
language and views to the Chamber to
which he had been called. After bis
elevation to the Chair I think we shall
all bear witness to the impartial way in
which he discharged bis duties. Cogni-
zant of the rules, he filled the position of
Speaker of the Senate with credit to hin-
self, and I think with satisfaction to
every gentleman who listens to my voice,
and I am sure we echo the sentiment, not
only of this Chamber, but of the House
of Commons and of the country when
we say that bis death is a serious loss tO
the people of Canada.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-As one of the
old friends of Mr. Plumb I hope I may
be permitted to add my mite to this
tribute of respect that bas been paid tO
the memory of our late lamented
Speaker. He was a man of varied

work exposed to the enlightened people acquirements and rare literary culture,
of this Dominion and he was, moreover, ful ofinformation

on almost ail subjects présented to bifl.
HON. MR. SCOTT-The sentiments He bad acquired a wide range of know

that have fallen from the hon. leader of ledge such as falis to the lot of very feq
the Government in this House, I am persons. It is quite true, as bas beel'
sure will find a ready echo in the breast already intimated, that be was a man
of every bon. Senator. The death of strong politîcal predilections, but at the
the late Mr. Plub was a very great sange time it is equally true that ver e

HON. MR. ALEXANDER
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allowed his feelings to interfere with the
Impartial discharge of his duties while inthe Chair. We all, I think, shall long re-mfernber the late hon. member in
Pivate life as the courteous gentleman
and an intelligent and agreeable
cornpanion. None but those who
enjoyed access to his family circle

an perhaps adequately appreciate thetender relations that subsisted betweenthe head of the house, the fond father,and the other members of that circle.chile expressing in this way our appre-clation of the great loss that has been
suStained by the country and equally byOurseives, I trust that we are all prepared

re Joi in the expression of the deepestbegret at the loss that has been sustainedby those whom he has left behind.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (A) "An Act respecting the Yorkmarers Colonization Co." (Mr. Mc-Caîumn).

EXPENSES OF THE GOVERNOR
GENERAUS OFFICE.

MOTION.

O1N IR. O'DONOHOE moved:-
at an humible Address be presented topr xcellency the Governor-General

to thn. lat Hlis Excellency will causeng, la"d betbre this Ioue, a Return show-in The atnount it has cost Canada to
Cnan' the Governor-General's office froin
Bxc eleration to the end of the term of Hislares"- the MUarquis of Lansdowne, forFýalarencYr,,
Incidental ence, travelling and ail other
divided a penses. 2nd. The said sum so
foraarYr anged as to show the an unt

nidn 1, residence, travelling and all otherthe rait exPenges annually paid to or forGovernntenance of each and every of the
said. eneral during the tine afore-

lie aid-The notice itself contansail that i
present ~is necessary for me to state at
objecti I apprehend #hat there is no
shath n to the return asked for and I
With a erefore not trouble the HousetI reiakng any comments upon it un-tii 1 rece the information.

-ut 0bIR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
carry thiserve that it is impossible tomotion o

12 , or perform. what he

asks should be done. He requests that
an address be presented to the Gov-
ernor-General asking for particulars
as to the amount it has cost Can-
ada to maintain the Governor-Gen-
eral's office from Confederation
to the end of the tern of His
Excellency the Marquis of Lansdowne.
The end of the term of the Marquis
of Lansdowne has not come yet, and it
is impossible for the Government or
anyone else to say what his expenses will
be up to that time. I might call the
attention of my hon. friend to the fact
that every item he asks for in this
Address is to be found in the Public
Accounts and the report of the Auditor
General, and where there are so many
addresses passed, and where so much of
this kind of work is to be done, it seems
unnecessary to demand that the Govern-
ment officials should be set to prepare
over again, that which they have already
furnished with great care and in great
detail. The information asked for has
been printed and laid before the House,
and these details are quite as accessible
to my hon. friend as they are to anybody
else. It is obvious that the motion
cannot pass in its present shape, and I
would suggest to my hon. friend that he
could get all he vants from the published
returns.

HON. MR. O'I)ONOHOE-I do not
think I am called upon to go through
the annual reports or statements to find
out the information that I look for.
The country pays amply for that kind of
work, and this House is entitled to it.
If the leader of the Governnent states
that the return cannot be furnished, I
shall understand that, but it seems to me
that it is the work of actuaries, well paid
for by the country, and that it is infor-
mation that any member of this House
is entitled to obtain.

HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
does not appear to have caught the point
made by the leader of the Government
-- that it would be impossible to give a
return showing the expenditure down to
the end of the term of the present
Governor-General, because the term is
not yet ended. The motion of my hon.
friend would have to be amended in
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that regard. He can bring it down
to the end of 1887, or to the present
day, but he cannot ask for a return
which will show the expenditure up to
the end of June next.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman might withdraw the motion and
prepare one which will enable him to
bring the subject up on another occas-
ion.

HON. MR.
that the motion
be dropped.

O'DONOHOE-1 ask
in its present shape may

The order of the day was discharged.

THE NEW SPEAKER.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Before the
orders of the day are called I desire to
offer my congratulation to you, sir, on
your elevation to the chair. In doing so
I am quite sure that I voice the senti-
ments of all those gentlemen who are
within my hearing (hear hear). It is
one of the peculiar positions of this
Chamber, in which it differs from all
other Legislative Chambers in the world,
that we have not the selection of our
presiding officer, and it is rarely that the
peculiar circumstance arises where the
appointing power makes such a selection
as to meet the entire approval of the
gentlemen over whom he is called
to preside. I believe if this
Chamber had the selection of its
own officer, there is no member of its
body that would receive a larger number
ai votes than yourself, (Hear hear) and
therefore I feel that in conveying to you
the congratulation of this Chamber I do
so under peculiarly happy circumstances.
You have had a very long experience in
public life. Elected 30 years ago to
represent the most populous, wealthy,
,influential and I may say most learned
constituency in Canada-because your
election came from the County of York,

long as I have, and those who have
know you one-third of the time, will
agree with me in saying that you possess
in an eminent degree all the qualities
which fit you for the high position that
you are now called to fil[ (applause). No
one ever questioned your fidelity to the
party with which you have been allied,
but while you have been a member of
that party you have been marked in a
distinguished manner as a gentleman
possessing a fair and impartial mind. On
all occasions you have felt it your duty
to view public questions from a different
point to that of the politician, and have
risen equal to the occasion and judged
matters from ajudicial standpoint as we
all ought to do when important matters
come before us for our consideration. It
was therefore with very great pleasure
that I heard of the selection of yourself
by the Government of the day to fill the
Chair in the Senate. I trust that you
may enjoy that position. I am quite
sure that I speak the feeling of this
House when I say that every assistance
that your late colleagues can give you
will be extended to you now that you
are removed from the floor to the Chair.
You will always find that we are ready
to sustain your judgements, believing
that they will be prdmpted by the very
best motives. I trust that you may have
the pleasure of filling the Chair for the
full period for which you have been
appointed.

HON. MR. PELLETIER - I most
heartily endorse all that has fallen from
the leader of the Opposition in comment-
ing upon your appointment. The eleva-
tion of yourself to the prominent position
which you occupy has deprived me of
the pleasure of a very agreeable ieighbor,
but when I see you presiding so ably
and with so much distinction over this
hon. House I am consoled for your ab-
sence from the floor. We French-
Canadian members of this House recog-
nize in your thorough knowledge of our

the centre of our educational establish- language another qualification, added to
ments, of our University and other dis- the many you possess wLich so
tinguished educational institutions in the eminently fit you for your exalted posi-
Province of Onta >--at the period of tion. I have had frequent opportunities
Confederation you were ca!led by your to recognize your familiarity with our
Sovereign very properiy to a seat in the language, and I am sure we shall all feel
Senate. Those who ite known you as that no one can better fill the position

HoN. %; 'm. POWER
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Of Speaker, amongst those who speak the
Irench or the English language in thislouse. The courtesy that you have
always shown when a private niem-ber of the Senate is ample proof that inthe Position you now occupy the House
WiI always find in you a dignified and
capalble Speaker. (Applause.)

HO NIR. ABBOTT-It is not to be
SupPosed that on an occasion like this
the (rovernment have much to say, but
Inay perhaps be permitted to state just

ta-that the Government were gratifled
being able to induce you, Sir,to acceptthe Speakership. Their high appreciation

Ot YOur qualities has been practically
expressed, by requesting you to occupythe position which you now fil ; but ImII sure that the gratification they feeltn having obtained your consent to takeihat Position, will be very much enhanced

indeed, by the universal approbation
inh this House has manifested,n response to the remarks of my
hon friends opposite. I may just ven-ture to say this much more, that I per-sonally an glad to have an opportunity
hf expressng my gratification at yourhavîng accepted this honorable position;anId Persummgn- on my long acquaintance
and friendshi) with you, I may say thelnger it has lasted, the more I have
apireciated the high qualities wnich my
hon- friends have correctly described
frorn the other side of the H-ouse.

ge SPEAKER-I feel deeply
inatcf 0j for the all too kind and flatter-Itig congratulations which have beenaddressed to, me both by the leader ofQueb PPOsition, my hon. friend fromQenec and the leader of the Govern-grtfyt in this House, and it is especially
kindlng to nie to know, from the
frY expressions which have fallen
ently of them and which have appar-

ens met with your approval, that I
reardo Personally the confidence and

ighlas ny colleagues in this House.
oIihitas I prize the honorable position
0 deedch I have been called, it would
Scoud be a burdensome one if
enjo l not feel assured that I
There our confidence and respect.
reset only one thing which is

'Y mind and which, I think,

can scarcely be absent from the mind
of any hon. gentleman present, and that
is the feeling of deep regret and sorrow
at that sudden event which has result-
ed in calling me to fil this office.
I need say very little about the abilities
of the hon. gentleman who preceded
me in this Chair, or his character as a
public man. Ample justice has been
done to both, but I may say what I am
sure will be echoed by all the gentlemen
of this House, that we all learned to
appreciate him thoroughly during the
time that he flled this Chair, and that
he leaves both an official and a personal
memory behind him which will be long
honored and cherished by every member
of thià House. I can only say that it
shall be my earnest endeavor. trusting to
your indulgence and your support,
to discharge, so far as my humble
abilities will allow me, the duties which
belong to my position here, in such a
way, as will conduce to the proper con-
duct of business, and the honor and
dignity of this House. (Applause).

THE IRVING DIVORCE CASE.

PETITION RECEIVED.

The order of the day having been
called for the reading of the Petition of
Andrew Maxwell Irving, praying for the
passing of an Act to dissolve his mar-
riage with Marie-Louise Skelton,

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
presented the declaration of service of
the notice.

The declaration was read.

HON. MR MACDONALD presented
the exemplification of proceedings in the
High Court of Justice, and moved that
the Petition be read and received.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5:1o p.m.
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THE SENATE. THE SENATE

Ottawa, Tuesday, March 2oth, 1888. Ottawa, Wednesday March 21St, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at THE SPEAKER took the chair at 3
i o'clock. o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE WHITE DIVORCE BILL.

FIRST READING.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY introduced
Bill (B), "An Act for the relief of Mary
Matilda White."

The Bill was read the first time.
c

HON. MR. McKINDSEY moved
That the said Bill be read a second time

on Wednesday, the fourth day of April next,
and that notice thereof be affixed on the
doors of this House, and the Senators surn-
moned ; and that the said Mary Matilda
White may be heard by her Counsel at the
second reading to make out the truth of the
allegations of the said Bill, and that David
Crystal White mav have a copy of the said
Bill, and that notice be given to hiim of the
second reading, or sufficient proof adduced
of the impossibility of so doing, and that lie
be at liberty to he heard by Counsel what j
he may have to offer against the said Bill, 1
at the sanie time; that the said Mary q
Matilda White do attend this House, on the
said fourth day of April next, in order to
ber being examined on the second reading of
the said Bill, if the louse shall think fit,
whether there lias or lias not been any t
collusion, directly or indirectly, on her part
to obtain such separation, or whether there
be any collusion, directly or indirectly,
between ber and hi, or any other person
or persons, touching the said Bill of divorce,
and also whether, at the tiie of the matters
of which she complains, lie was by deed or
otherwise by lier consent living separately
and apart froni and released by her, as far
as in her lay, froni his conjugal duty.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (C), "An Act respecting the
International Convention for the Preser-
vation of Sub-Marine Telegraph Cables."
(Mr. Abbott )

The Senate adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

The Senate adjourned at 3:35 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursaay, March 22nd, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BEHRINGS SEA SEIZURES.

MOTION.

HON. MR. MACDONALI) (B. C.)
noved

" Thatan humble Address be presented to
lis Excellency the Governor General, pray-
ng that Hi1s Excellency will cause to be laid
beiore this House, all correspondence subse-
uent to May,1887, between the Imperial and
)ominion Governments and the Government
of the United States, relating to international
ights in Behrings Sea to the seizure of
3ritish vessels therein by armed vessels of
lie United States."

He said :-Some days ago, when I ask-
ed a question in connection with the Beh-
ing's sea seizures the Hon. Minis-
ter who leads the House was under the
impression that the American Govern-
ment did not claim exclusive jurisdiction
over that portion of the sea conveyed by
Russia under the treaty of 1867. The
hon. gentleman will find that the laws
referring to the seal fishery have been
extended by the American Government
to that portion of Behring's sea to which
I have alluded. That claim to exclu-
sive rights is upheld by the Judge whO
tried the seizures cases in Alaska last
year.

The Judge, in his charge to thejury, after
quoting the first Article of the Treaty, 30th
March, 1867, between Russia and tieUnited
States, in which the western boundary Of
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Aaska is defined, goe- on to sav: "Ailwhe waters within the boundaries set forth
ln titis Treaty to the western end of the
Aeutian Archipelago and cnain ofIslan dsare to e considered as conprised witlinthe waters of Alaska, and ail the penalties

e ribed by law against the killing of fur-
a . mae must therefore attach

ainst any violation of law within the
before described.

If therefore, the jury believe from theordence that the defendants by themselves
aO conjunction with others did, on orlbout the tnie charged in the information,
sel any otter, niink, martin, sable or fur-ea], or other fur-bearing animal or animais,
0S the shores of Alaska or in the BehringsSea east of the 193rd degree of west longi-tude, the jury should find the defendants
guilt and assess their punishment sep-arately at a find not less than $200 not more
tsi $I,000, or imprisonnent not more than
in rnonths, or bv both, such fine within the

Its herein set forth and imprisonment."

in. The Minister of Marine, of the Dom-
cn'on of Canada, in a minute of Council
cf September, 1886, after reviewing thisevidence, comes to this conclusion :

ct oil appear from the above information,
date Se( wîth the Report of Couneil under
dtates 1ptember 23rd inst., that the United
sole have determined to lay claim to the
Sea overeignty ot that part of Behrings
Alas ing east of the westerly boundary ofTraska, as defined in the first Article of the
Rueaty ijade between the United States andtosia i n 1867, by which Alaska was cededtO the nited States, and which includes atrmet of sea extending in its wide,L partsoni 600 or 700 iles easterly from theInainland 0fAlka

Although orders have been given from
sington for the release of two of thesi-ed vessels, yet the claim to exclu-sive jur1d*~ 0

as muurusdiction remains unsettled, andan a menace to our vessels as ever,and Tay lead to sernous consequences.
far, to rrespondence brought down sofreinMay 1887, shows that the EnglishForeign Office, the British Minister at
Dom ington and the Government of the
the Ieh h ave pressed the question of
forcible rings Sea seizures in the most
Americamanner on the attention of the

saan Government without-I regret
latter Yany satisfactory assurance by the
of the d culment of an early solution

Although thi question is an Imperialyet in itnational one in its widest range,
ver ity Irmediate consequences it is of
e-y gret importance to the Dominion

at large, as this trade is likely to assume
large proportions. No less than five
Nova Scotia vessels are now on the way
to the Pacific ; some have been purchased
by Victoria owners, and the others are
sent hy Nova Scotia owners, to embark
in the seal fishery. I noticed in a Mont-
real paper that a company is being
formed there for the same purpose. in
British Columbia, this question is of par-
ticular importance, as many small ship-
owners who went to great trouble' and
expense in fitting out their vessels, have
been partially ruined through seizures,
which, I hope, may prove to hâve been

illegal.
The se-1 fishery for some years has been

a profitable industry, vessels performing
their voyages regularly without interrup-
tion in any part of the Pacific Ocean.

In 1886, however, that peaceble con-
condition of things came to an end.
Several of our sealing vessels were
seized by armed vessels of the United
States whilst in the open sea seventy
miles from the nearest American terri-
tory and with their captains and crews
taken to Alaska, the vessels and cargoes
forfeited, the captains and mates fined
heavily and sentenced to terms of impris-
onment. For those outrages compen-
sation has been demanded by the
Imperial and Dominion Government,
and it is to be hoped that the demand
will be persevered in, and pressed with
determination.

In its novelty and extravagance the
present American claim is very different
from the opinion held by that govern-
ment in 1872, in which year Secretary of
State Boutwell, in reply to a request
by the collector of customs at San
Francisco for a Revenue cutter to pro-
ceed to Behrings sea to prevent the
taking of seals by foreign vessels laid
down the following :

"I do not see that the United States
woald Lave the jurisdiction or power to
drive off parties going up there for that pur-
pose unless they made such an attempt
within a marine league of the shore: as at
present advised, I do not think it expedient
to carry out your suggestions."

Russia first set up her claim to this
part of the ocean as a " shut sea " in
1821, and passed an edict or ukase ex-
tending its jurisdiction to ioo Italian
miles seaward from the shores of both the
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Asiatic and American continents, under
which foreign vessels were excluded from
fishing and trading within those limits.
untenable as that claim was-and it was
one from which Russia had to recede-
it was tenfold more justifiable than the
present pretention of the United States.
Russia at that time held the sovereignty
of portions of the two continents
on both sides of Behrings Sea, and
claimed jurisdiction only 1o miles sea-
ward, whereas the United States holds
the soverignty of a portion of one con-
tinent, on one side only-but seeks to
extend its jurisdiction to 700 miles sea-
ward, at some points, from the mainland
of Alaska. If, therefore, Russia with
complete sovereignty, abandoned her
claim in deference to the remonstrances
of America and England, and by treaty
in 1824 and 1825, guaranteed to those
two nations equal rights on Behrings
Sea, how much more readily should the
United States, with its far more slender
rights, abandon its pretentious claims,
and not seek, as it now does, to foster
and invite an international quarrel, to
deliberately repudiate the weighty opin-
ions of its most able statesmen, and to
place itself in antagonism to usage, and
the common law of nations.

In 1823 the United States Minister at
St. Petersburg, Mr. Middleton, in a
memo. to the Russian Government on
this question, laid down the following :-

The existence of territorial riglts to the
distance of 100 miles from the coasts upon
the two opposite continents, and the prolui-
bition of approaching to the saine distance
from these coasts, or from those of ail the
intervening islands, are innovations in the
law of nations, and measures unexanpled.
That universal usage, which has obtained
the force of law, has established for all the
coasts an Pcces-ory limit of mnoderate dis-
tance, which is sufficient for the security of
the country, and for the commerce of its
inhabitants, but which lays no restraint
upon the universal right of nations, nor
upon the freedom of commerce and naviga-
tion."

If Secretary of State Bayard could use,
and did use, such strong language with
reference to the comparatively insigni-
ficant claim of Canada to exclusive fish-
ing rights in the Bay des Chaleurs which
he stigmatized in a dispatch of June
1886, as a " wholly unwarranted pre-
tension of extra territorial authority," and

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (B.C.)

as "an interference with the unjuestion-
able rights of the American fishermen to
pursue their business without molesta-
tion at any point not within three marine
miles of the shore," what language
could be used with reference to the
American pretention to jurisdiction
extending 700 miles seaward ? Yet
in the face of those opinions of its
own statesmen as to common rights, out-
side the three-rile limit, and of the
surrender bv Russia of its untenable
claim, the United States Government
evades a reply to direct questions as to
its future course, and mearwhile
adheres to its alleged rights in the
Behrings Sea, and is, to the best of my
knowledge, preparing to dispatch a

,stronger force of armed vessels than
formerly in defence of such alleged
rights. I trust the Government of the
Dominion will in the future, as it has in
the past, vigorously and promptly press
this question to a solution satisfactory to
Canada, and that utgency will be used in
settling the claims of our fishermen for

l the great losses sustained by the forcible
seizure and dete-ntion of their vessels
and cargoes.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-MNy hon.
friend has mentioned the fact, of which
I was not previously aware, that vessels
from Nova Scotia have equipped and
sailed for Behrings Sea : but for that
remark I should not have addressed the
House at present. Evidently from what
my hon. friend has stated this claim,
which it would seem is made by the
United States Government, is not only
a restraint on but a violation of the
universal law and rights ot nations and a
direct interference with navigation and
the freedom of commerce. Maritime
and International law, I presume and
contend, are the same on the Atlantic
and Pacific and on all seas. What do
we find on the Atlantic ? We find
American schooners in large numbers
hovering on our shores along our terri-
torial rights, the marine league, and
frequently getting inside of it, and
claiming the right to go anywhere and
enter any bays where they are more
than six miles across. That is what our
neighbors claim on our Atlantic coast
and it seems absurd that they should, or'
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the Pacific, claim exclusive jurisdiction,not only with in the three miles limit,but for hundreds of miles beyond thecoast line, and even to the South ofthe Aleutian Islands. The very claim
which the United States Government sets
up now was repudiated by them in 1822,When the Czar of Russia owned Alaska.They then affirmed that the law and the
cornity of nations claimed, and their ownJurists declared that no nation couldclaim, and that Russia could not claim
more than the three mile limit on theCoast as their territorial right, that the
high seas are open to all nations and
People ; that Russia's rights could onlyextend to a marine league. That con-
tention being then held and maintainedby the United States Government, aSreaty was made by which the UnitedStates were granted the right to enter
navigate and fish in the Pacific OceanWhich must have included Behrings Sea.It seems that the Russians must thenhave claimed supreme jurisdiction overthe whole Pacific Ocean, becau.e that isthe language used, but the allusion and

te righs admitted must have been tornerican rights in Behrings Sea.because citizens of the United Stateswere permitted subsequent to the Treaty
of 1824 to enter within that sea, and also
to land and to fish. The same privi-leges in almost the sanie words, wereCofirmed by treaty to England the yearfollOwing. These are the words I think
f bOth Treaties :-

trobe contracting parties shall not be
Ocean or molested, in the Pacific
ther , either in navigating or fishing

Thn or landing on the coast."
Behris rnust refer to or at least include
States gs Sea, but I believe the United
did econtention now is that the Treaty
thatnot extend to the seal fisheries in
view Portion of the Pacific. In
United of the contention of the
owfned States while Russia
that Alaska, it seems preposteroustheye should now set up a claimMore extensive than any that Russiaever ade froni the days of Peter theGreatWh
i 7 o it is said visited Kamschatka
the a5, and Captain Behring landed in
ment 0 jacent islands. If our Govern-
s"nt'Ithe Atlantic coast had permitted""Il ars and severe measures as have

been adopted by the Alaska Seal Com-
pany-with or without the sanction of
the United States in the Behrings Sea. I
do not think they would find many here
who would approve of such conduct.
Not only was the claim of the United
States Government or the Seal Fishing
Company preposterous in its nature and
enforced with extreme rigor, but the
confiscation of vessels and cargoes and
the manner in which the crews of the
vessels that were seized were treated,
was simply barbarous. Some *of them
died from the effects of the ill-treatment
they received. This is a matter of vital
importance to the whole Dominion, and
more especially to the Maritime Provin-
ces interested in that great sea fishing
ndustry. I hope that the Government
will use all its powers with the Imperial
authorities to see that the rights of
Canada, in those waters, are not trespas-
sed upon or restricted by the United
States Government.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-It is
not my intention to enter into a discuss-
ion on the subject before the House to-
day. I will reserve whatever remarks I
have to make until the returns asked for
by my honorable colleague are brought
down, or until such time as the Fisher-
ies Treaty is before the House. I mere-
ly rise for the purpose of endorsing what
has been stated with respect to the duty
of the Government in coming to some
amicable settlement by which our fisher-
men on the Pacific coast may be allowed
to prosecute their very important indus-
try without being interfered with as they
were last year. If another year or two
should pass without such a settlement
being arrived at and the United States
Government should pursue the sMne
unjustifiable and unreasonable course
that they followed last year, the seal
fishing industry of British Columbia will
be completely destroyed. I hope that
the Government in view of the impor-
tance of that industry to the western
Piovince and the Dominion generally,
will not allow one day longer than is
absolutely necessary to pass without
having some arrangement effected by
which our fishermen can pursue their
calling with perfect freedom and secur-
ity.
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HON. MR. ABBOTT-I can assure
my hon. friend and the House that the
Government is fully sensible of the im-
portance and urgency of the question
which my hon. friend fron British Col-
umbia has brought up by his motion to-
day. Of course there is no objection
whatever to the address which he asks
for being passed, and as far as the public
nterest will permit, the whole corres-
pondence will be brought down, but I
scarcely think that at this stage of the
discussion it is safe to assume that the
United States Government are contend-
ing that they have the rights in Behrings
Sea which Russia claimed for itself in
1822. It is perfectly true that certain
lamentable occurrences there, have re-
sulted in misfortune to fishermen. It is
very much to be regretted, but ample
compensation has been demanded for
those fishermen and I have no doubt will
be conceded. But diplomatic proceed-
ings are slow and no conclusion has yet
been arrived at. So far however, as I
am informed on the matter, I do not think
the American Government has pretended
to have an exclusive right of fishing,or any
other exclusive right in Behrings Sea ; or
any greater right than international law
ordinarily recognizes, in the seas bound-
ing their coasts and territories. When
the correspondence is brought down,
and we have an opportunity of seeing
what their pretentions are, I trust that
will be found to be the case. Before
the cession of Alaska to the United
States, the highest law officers of the
American Government gave formal opin-
ions, which are of record, to the effect
that Russia had no right to the exclusive
privilege which they claimed by their
own legislation-by the ukase of 1821.,
and by their pretensions generally in
that behalf. As soon as the papers come
down, which I trust will be shortly, it
may be opportune to discuss this matter
further and the Government will be pre-
pared to give every explanation possible
on the subject.

The motion was agreed to.

TRENT VALLEY CANAL.

MOTION.

HON. MR FLINT moved:-
That an humble Address be presented to

Ris Excellency the Governor General; pray-
ing that His Excellency will cause to be
laid before this House, a detailed statement
of ail moneys paid to A. F. Wood, Esq., of
Madoc, for services and expenses in connec-
tion with his office as valuator or otherwise
in connection with the Trent Valley Canal,
from1 the date of his appointinent down to
the 1st of January, 1888.

Also. a detailed statement of ail moneys
paid him for services and expenses in con-
nection vith his services on the Murray
Canal, fron lst Decenber, 1883, to lst Jan-
uary, 1888, in order to complete the full
returu of noneys paid him for services in
connection with the return asked for at last
Session.

He said :-Last session I asked for a
return in reference to the amount of
money paid to Mr. Wood in connection
with the Murray Canal, up to the close
of No,7ember, and particularly the
amount paid to him for his services in
the month of November, 1886. A
return was brought down, but only to
the rst of September, 1883. It is stated
here in this return-" Mr. Wood has not
been paid any sum since September ist,
1883, on account of services and
expenses in connection with the Murray
Canal." Ail I can say is simply this :
I know from good authority that Mr.
Wood has received a large amount of
money since, and to ascertain for what
purpose is the object I have in view in
making this motion. I believe he has
also had something to do in connection
with the Trent Valley Canal. I know
that he bas been connected since Sep-
tember, 1883, with the Murray Canal and
I am well aware, and have it on the best
of authority, that for November, 188 6 ,
he presented a cheque at the bank for
the sum of $300, or over for his services
in November, 1883, and that is the
reason I want now to find out how much
has been paid to Mr. Wood, either on
account of the Murrav Canal or on
account of the Trent Valley Canal. I
have it on very good authority that from
the commencement of his services he
has received some $8,ooo or more. It
is necessary to know how his services
were rendered in order to obtain that
money.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There is no
objection on the part of the Government
to the motion ; but from what my ho'.
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friend has hiniself stated there has been
herefra givng the information to which

otioners the second portion of his
tion If there is any further informa-

fOr required we will endeavor to get it

The motion was agreed to

TUE LATE MR. ROLLAND.

laho IR. ABBOTT-I have the
otelanchOly duty of informing the Houserf edeath of the Hon. Mr. Rolland,recenty appointed a member of thisalOuse, W ho I regret to say has not beenIf he take bis seat or place among us.

heou h one so, I am sure that the
kn sehen it came to know him as I
real kehi and as men residing in Mont-
hi emi in, would have considered

in tnently qualified for the high
ed, and to which he had been nominat-
olleague iOuld have found in him al
morantw dn every respect equal to the
called.t duties to which he had been

le has b nfotunately that cannot be.cal aween suddenly and unexpectedlycaed ay, while not exactly a youngman, but still in the prime of life, and
ion. Mry full of health and vigor. The

Ontreal. Rolland was well known in
been a and elsewhere, as having
bun a man of first-rate capacity for
affairs and accustomed to public
many m as having himself performed
for instPortant public duties. He was,
nemnber nce, for a number of years a

Missio o.te Board of Harbour Coin-hi dutier in Montreai, and discharged
eficienc sas such with diligence and
bythe y. H1 was a man characterisedportrctest honor and probity in the

Which he ransactions of commerce,1 can carried on during his life ; and
and which reiterate the regret I felIl,
eel, that weam sure this House will
tpPortunity of ad not, all of us, the
t natel Y t knowing him more in-the beY; and that the country had nots train f te great services whichto render and capacity qualified him

'i n wi am- sure that the House

the. n here ne i the expression of
hoir 10.. Ipaty with his family inho frien dare say that some of my

mfror Lower Canada who

have known him as I have, will say a
few words on the subject before the
House proceeds to the Orders for the
Day.

HON. MR. LACOSTE (In French)
-I desire to express, as the leader
of the Senate has done, my sym-
pathy for the family of the late Mr.
Rolland in their affliction. Mr. Rol-
land was an example of what patient
industry and remarkable intelligence can
achieve in the world. He began life
in a modest way and with very limited
means. By his industry and sagacity,
and by the most legitimate and regular
means, he acquired a large fortune which
he leaves to his family. During all his
life in the City of Montreal, his character
for honor and probity was unquestioned
and his position in trade and commerce,
his great financial abilities and his large
experience led to his appointment to the
Senate. But Providence called him
before he could take his seat, and we
have to accept the decree of the Al-
mighty, but we cannot help expressing
our regret at being deprived of his talent
and experience, and our sympathy with
the family he has left to mourn his death.

SECOND READING.

Bill (A.) " An Act respecting the
York Farmers' Colonization Co." (Mr.
McCallum.)

The Senate adjourned at 4:10 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, [riday, Mzrch 23rd, 888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (D) " An Act to amend the sev-
eral Acts relating to the Board of Trade
of the City of Toronto " (Mr. Macdonald,
Midland).
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Bill (E) " An An Act fo incorporate question will be at once recognized.
the Belleville & L ake Nipissing Railway Anyone acquainted with the locality must
Company " (Mr. Flint). be aware that if they construct this pier

and put on a suitable steamer, the mail
THE PIER AT CAPE' TOR- and passenger service must take that

MENTINE. route.

INQUIRY. HON. MR. ABBOTT-I am not fami-
liar with the circumstances of which my

HON. M\R. BOTSFORD inquired hon. friend speaks as having taken place
e What progress has been made in the -ome years ago, but with reference to

erection of the pier at Cape Torn.entine, and the question which he puts, I may say
when is it proposed to have it completed ?" bth there bas not been much progress

He said-An appropriation of $150,-1 m!e with the pier. A contract was
ooo was made four years ago for the granted for it, and a certain amount of

purpose of erecting a pier at Cape Tor- work was done, but in consequence of
mentine. Immediately after this appro- the incapacity of the contractor to carry
priation a Government engineer was oit his obligations, the contract was can-
sent down to make a survey of the lo- cLlied, and the work w-as necessarily
cality, in order to estsblish the best stopped for the time being. I ani happy,
place for the erection of this work. however, to informi my hon. friend and
Since then I am not aware that anything the flouse, that a new contract has been
further has been donc than tbe dump- prepared and will be signed and execut-
ing of a few tons of stone at the ter- ed vury shortly, and the work will be
minus of the Cape Tormentine Railway. prosecuted without delay.
As the people of Prince Edward's
Island, as well as those of Westmore-i HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-It must
land, wish to have this pier constructed, be obvious that the Province of Prince
and inasmuch as a picr was built at Edward Island has a very material inter-
Cape Traverse, and a railway construct- est in this question, because, whether
ed by the Government to connect the the plan of establishing communicationi
Island Railway with Cape Traverse, and with the mainland which has been pro-
a local railway has been running now for jected by the hon. gentleman from Alber-
over two vears between Cape Tormen- ton can be carried into effect or not, this
tine and the Intercolonial Railway at pier must always be a matter of import-
Sackville, it is considered important that ance in the carrying of goods betweenl
that pier should be proceeded with. the mainland and the Island. The
From data which I had collected previ- reference which the hon. gentleman has
ously, taking the ordinary rate of trains made to the proceedngs of the Coni-
on the Intercolonial Railway at 25 miles mittee in the House of Commons is
per hour ircluding stops-which is quite accurate. Allusion was made inl
not considered very great speed-I that report to the circumstances con-
estimate that persons leaving Charlotte- nected with these two capes, and
town at say 12 o clock, would particularly to this wharf and the
arrive at Sackville, the intersection of the extension of another on the Prince
Intercolonial Railway in four and one- Edward Island side. It was assumed
half hours. That contemplates, of course, there that in consequence of the
a steamer running between the two prospective completion of those tWO
Capes, for carrying mails and passengers. branches of railway leading down to the
It was recommended strongly by a large capes, at some period or other the
committee of the House of Commons Island mails might be carried by that
several years ago, that that work should route, and they could of course be de-
be constxucted for the accommodation livered at Charlottetown at a mtuch
of passengers and mails at least. Sack- earlier hour than at present. That Was
ville is equally distant from Halifax and one argument held forth for the openinl$
St. Tohn, and when we take this fact into of this route, but as circumstances exist
consideration, the importance of this at the present time, my hon. friend fro0
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lberton, who has devoted so much of ter for him and for those interested in
of a su. and energies to the promotion the work than if it were located at Cape
presnt way, rather stops the way at Tormentine.Present by his enterprise, and probably
fror heany days elapse we shall hear HON. MR. BOTSFORDI do fot
for them On that question. It will be profess to bave any personal knowledge

aye or overnment, of course, to say of wbere tbis pier sbould be placed. I
it no to the project. If they take bappened to visit Cape Tormentine wben
vie tand carry out my hon. friend's tbe Government engineer was making a
be t e ferry, of course, will cease to most exbaustive survey. He had a party
howeveimportant as it is now. It is, wîtb bim and took information from dif
Prineer n a atter of importance to frent persons who were acquainted with
ance dward Island, New Brunswick tbe locality and after nearly a whole
tiod Nova Scotia that this communica- summer's work be made a report to the
should b eans of Cape Tormentine wharf Government that tbis was the proper sitewaI e carried into effect, and in that for tbe pier. 1 do not tbink there wasWay r ayself take a warm interest in the any influence brougbt to bear in any way
tiuccess of the wharf and in its comple- as regards the point selected. He deter-tion at as early a dlate as possible. mined it after a full netgto of tbe

eflocality and te circumstances. Now I
fRr.et wkAN-It is a tnosti do not pretend to question the experience

for tbose tbing for tbe Governnment and of tbe bon. member from Aiberton ini

Tormentine

eu onterested tbat tbe contractor tbis t nor do profess to give any
th ar t work Before information myserf. I baed my inquiry

se upon te fact tat the Government ad
trper e tbat the pier is located in the made an exhaustive survey and taken

arno ~ Pce 1havt a considerable sounading and after a full investigation
von bad selected this point as the proper site

nexamnined that coast personally, for tbe pier.

for th pier In donttik hr a

aany Inut wiel be found tbat if you
tO rnake a roper barbour you had THE AtANTIC MAIL SERVICE

better dift at a p bae minv o
lUrther an the circumstances. Now

the r we-t",,ard. Nature bas made! MOTI ON.
bar rO od barbour between the two na that exist Wilst Capt. Trott a By the HON. MR. POWER:

faioe mtereted tateyn soteactorthsmtenrdIpofstogvay

tihe . cro thTba ef m at an humble Address be presented to
beparocee tons burden, was under- Hi Excellency the Governor-General;prdese the cable between Prince Ed- pradina that Hiv Excelency wil! cause toaod deland and New Brunswick de got a be laid before teiis Houae, copies of ailhav daI Of information on the subject ad vertiseents issued since the first day of

hehda great deal ofeprec n' A pril last by the Postmaster General askingknew ahm t o eperna for tenders for tbe carnae of Mails betweenhaving t ie aery foot of the Strait, Great Britain and Canada, and also of ail
Years la enI ernPlOYed a great many tenders received in reply to sucb advertise-
that Yng Cables. He stated to me mentI.
bars that Pier was buit at the site He said :-I do not think tbat it can
Afly b by the Government it would be contended that any gentleman in this

ard Is e ta be removed. Tberefore House is premature in asking for theho f and as bend Ne Br ittle money information which this resolution seeks.
the ho f n n t on the work. If The first advertisement for tenders for
the wean gentleman who has introduced the carriage of mails between Great
havingure Wi take the time to examine Britain and Canada was issued in the
fiya ta een oye atrat mn tnd year 886. It was issued in the regularret. if I arn saying is perfectly cor-ordinary course of business, inasmuch as
it i ,Youwato get a harbour there the existing contract under wich the
thse tunae tha money to put it n mails were carried was about drawing to
Id the honspn on the wrong place, a close; and the advertisement, I think,

it gentleman wih fbnd it bet- was somewhat in the form which had
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been adopted in previous cases. It
asked for tenders for the carrying
of the mails between certain points in
Great Britain and Montreal in the sum-
mer, and Halifax in the winter, and,
went on to speak of the steamers as
going from Halifax to Portland or sonie
other port of ultimate destination. That
advertisement, as I have already said,
provided for a service substantially the
same as we have at present; but some
little time after this advertisement was
issued, there was general election for the
House of Commons, and the people of
St. John and neighborhood-in fact the
people of all parts of the Province of
New Brunswick were very much dis-
satisfied inasmuch as this advertisement
seemed to indicate that the Government
did not purpose to make St. John the
terminus of the line of steamers carrying
the mail between Great Britain and
Canada. The people of New Brunswick
were quite satisfied that the steamers
should call at Halifax ; but they did not
think that they should then proceed to
a port of ultimate destination in the
United States. They thought that
the line of steamers receiving a
large subsidy from the Canadian Govern-
ment should have their terminal port in
Canada. The fact of the elections com-
ing off im a few weeks afterwards might
have had something to do with the fact
that the Government took the same view.
I do not say that it had, but if any hon.
gentleman is suspicious of the Govern-
ment he can use his own judgment-I
only say possibly it had. The conse-
quence was that the people of New
Brunswick sent a delegation to Ottawa,
not very long before the last general
election. That delegation interviewed
the Gqvernment, and the result was a
change was made in the form of the
advertisement. The Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, on the 14th February,
gave an answer to the circular from the
St. John Board of Trade, and at a meet-
ing held in the same City-or in the
City of Portland which is practically part
of the City of St. John-the same Hon.
Minister on the same day declared that
the Government had made up their
minds to make St. John the terminal
port. I will just read the answer given
to the Board of Trade.

l"I reply I beg to state that inasmuch as
the Governnent has already decided to call
for tenders for a line ot ocean mail steamers
to run, starting from Liverpool to Canada,
touching at Halitax, and thence to St. John
as a terminal port and return, and as adver-
tisements therefor have been issued since
23rd Novem ber, I consider that the question
of St. John being the terminal winter port
tor the Canadian mail steamers, is practically
settled. I have no reason Io believe that
any change will be made from the decision
arrived at. As one who cheerfully contri-
buted to the settlement already reached, I
shall certainly oppose any attempt to change
it, by, whom»soever it may be made."

That was the position last winter-
that a second advertisement was issued
for the service indicated by the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries. During the
last session of Parliament, the Hon.
Finance Minister, in his budget speech,
made this allusion to the question :

" Tenders have been invited by the Post-
master General for rapid steam service ac-
cross the Atlantic in order to utilize our
great transcontinental highway, for we think
the time lias come when ,in the interests of the
Dominion, as fast and as good a service
should exist between France and England and
Canada, as is to be founi between either Ger-
many, France or England and New York.
If by any means we can succeed in establish-
ing such a line of rapid steamers on the
Atlantic we will not only make this a great
transcontinental highwav and rapidly de-
velop our trade on the Pacific, but I believe
we will be able to deliver the mails in Boston
an New York, certainlv in Chicago and ail
western cities, a very considerable time be-
fbre they could be delivered through anY
other chiannel.

It will be seen from this that the Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries was rather
sanguine last year. The service called
for under the first advertisement, and I
think under the second advertisement also,
was to begin on the 1st of April of th:s
year, and the tenders were all to have
been in, under the second advertisemelt,
on the 4th of July, 1887. It is a rather
singular thing, if the Government had
determined to proceed under that adver-
tisement, the tenders in reply to which
were put in on the 4th of July last, that
no conclusion seems to have been yet
reached and no agreement seems to have
been made with any line of steamers
whatever. Meanwhile we are notigetting
what the Minister of Finance or What
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
promised. We have now about the samne

HON. MR. POWER.
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service that we had under the old con- very disirable thing, but I do not think
trat ; and I think it is only reasonable it is at all probable that we shall. Atiat Parliament should be informed why line of steamers travelling at that rate ofat iS that the Government have not done speed would require a large subsidy.
inYthing, and what they propose to do They are so constructed that they burnIn the natter. a large ainount of coal each trip, and1 night perhaps be allowed to make they have but small accomodation for
have rervation on the extract which I freight. They do not I think as a rule
hine from the speech of the Finance carry more than a thousand tons of
rapidster n which he speaks of those freight each ; and while they mightSi steamers enabling us to carry the bring the mails and passengers verynails to Boston and New York. I do speedily, they would carry only a small'lot think that that is a very practicable quantity of freight to Canada, and the
thing in the winter. Mails landed at carrying of mails would be so expensive,
ealifax would not be in New York any that the subsidy required would be larger
eallien than mails carried on from Halifax probably than this country would bet5 New York by the same steamer. A justified in paying; for 1 do not really
fast steamer making, say 18 knots an see that Canada, which is not a particular
hoor, would be in New York about as wealthy country, should pay a very large
wouldas the tram going from Halifax sum of money for the purpose of having
beeh arrive there. Although there has passengers and mails landed here a dayeenno Official information as to why or so earlier than they would be underothing was done in the matter of this ordinarv circumstances. Look at thecontract under the advertisements which way the Imperial Government deals with
that tssued, there was a sort of rumor this question. The Imperial Govern-

ot tekreason why the Government did ment do not subsidize mail steamers at
parties w h a contract with any of the all r.ow ; they simply pay so much for
this r o tendered, was that owing to the carrying of the mails as freight of aequirenent that St. John should be particular kind ; and not long since thesusid rmial port of the steamers, the people of this country experienced aSubsidies dernanded by all the Com- considerable disappointment when theypaes whO tendered were too high. Of found that the Imperial Government,

itis r 'mply give the rumor for what who vere really more interested than the
't WOth. That was the rumor, and it Government of Canada in the carrying
reasonthat there must have been some of the mails across the Pacific, declined
last shy the Government did not act to offer what was considered a reasonable

inIn er after the tenders had corne subsidy for the carrying of the mails on
sus asked a, disposed to think that the that ocean. The Imperial Government
SUPPOSin ee altogether out ofreason. I contend were much more interested
PoSing hg that that is the fact--sup- in that service than the Government

Copaeat the demands made by the of Canada, yet they declned to give any-
St. Jon for carrying the mails to thing like the amount which they seemed
thenJ the re to excessive to be paid, to think that Canada should pay as a
'ake the Government should try and subsidy to a line of steamers on the
1 he Mi -est arrangement practicable. Pacific. I think, as far as we are con-
fro ister of Finance, in the speech cerned in Canada, there is no reason
seened to h i have read an extract, why we should pay an enormous subsidy
for Cana ink that the wisest course for the mere purpose of getting our mails
of fast would be to subsidize a line and passengers and light freight a day or
greyoners-what are called ocean so earlier than we should otherwise get

voyage tdO Which would make the them. What we should do is this : We
the faste0 Canada at as rapid a rate as ought to make a contract for a line of
h stesthtvesel of any of the New York steamers which can :make better time
hOur. It is tO Say, 18 or 19 knots an than those we have had,for as a rule those
which wou could get a line of steamers were some of the slowest of the Allan
for a reaound travel at that rate of speed Line-those which carried the mailsSonable subsidy, it would be a in winter. If we could get steamers like
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the Parisian or Vancouver for a reason-
able subsidy-vessels that carry two or
three thousand tons of freight, instead of
one thousand tons, and which make 15
or 16 knots and hour, instead of 18 or 19,
we ought to besatisfied. There is this other
advantage in connection with steamers
of that character, that carrying large
quantities of freight they would bring a
good deal of business to the Intercolonial
Railway ; and if those steamers should
make their terminus at St. John.N. B.,
they would give a good deal of business
to the short line railway which is now in
course of construction ; and it is barely
possible that when that line isconstructed
the port of St. John will offer induce-
ments in the way of freight which it has
not offered in the past, and which might
be sufficient to induce some company to
put on a good line of steamers making
that port their ultimate destination.

There is one point to which I wish
particularly to call the attention of the
Government, as I think that probably
this matter is now engaging the attention
of the Government : there is just one
stipulation which they ought to see is
inserted in any contract that may be
made with any company. I called
attention to the matter some years ago
in this Chamber ; and the former
Finance Minister, Sir Leonard Tilley,
caused a stipulation of the kind
that I am about to refer to, to
be inserted in the contract with the
German Company, with which the Gov-
ernment made a contract some years ago.
The stipulation 'o which I refer was this,
that any line or steamers entering into a
contract with theGovernment for the carry-
ing of the mails from Europe to America
and vice versa, should be bound to carry
freight to and from Dominion ports at a
figure not higher than the rate charged to
the port of ultimate destination. I might
explain what I mean : it has been the
practice in the past for steamers subsi-
dized by the money of the people of this
country to charge much larger sums for
freight upon the same quantity of goods
to Halifax than to Boston. The differ-
ence was so great that importers in Hali-
fax allowed their goods to go to Boston
in bond and then had them transhipped
in Boston to other steamers and brought
back to Halifax, and by so doing made

large savings on the charge for freight.
I know it has been said that no greater
freight should be charged pro ratd to
Halifax than is charged to Boston or
Portland. I do not go so far as that ;
but I think it is reasonable that the
Government should insist that the
steamers should not charge more abso-
lutely for a ton of freight carried to
Halifax than for a ton of freight carried
to Boston. That may seem a very small
matter to the hon. gentleman who leads
for the Government here, but it is really
a matter of vast consequence to the im-
porters in the Maritime Provinces. The
extra freight paid on their goods from1
Europe places then at a disadvantage
with United States importers and with
importers in the Upper Provinces. In
the winter season it places importers il
all parts of Canada at a disadvantage as
compared with the importers in the
United States. I hope then that when
the Government do act in this matter it
will be found that they have made a
contract which will provide for a good
business line of steamers which will
carry a good deal of freight and carry
the mails at a reasonable rate of speed,
and that this provision shall be inserted
in the contract to prevent the CompanY
trom charging more for freight to the
port of Halifax than to the port of ulti-
mate destination, supposing that under
the contract the steamers shall go to a
port in the United States.

I might say a good deal more about
this matter, and I might say something
as to rumors that I have heard, that the
reason why the Government had nOt
entered into a contract with any companY
was that the Canadian Pacific RailwaY
Company were anxious to get hold of
this service in connection with their road,
and that the Government in deference
to their wishes were keeping the matter
open for a much longer time than the
public interests required. I do not
undertake to say that there is anything
in those rumors, and I do not care tO
discuss the question on the basis of there
being anything in them ; I have heard
the rumors, and I have just mentionlCd
them ; and the hon. gentleman who leads
for the Ge rnment here will have a'
opportunity now to remove tliC "
pression which has beei made on the

HON. MR. POWER.
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minds of a portion of the public as to the
reason why nothing has been done in
connection with the awarding of this
mail contract.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I am
very glad to observe that the senior
member for Halifax displays his usual
industry and interest in the welfare of
this country, and I am sure the House
will admit that the hon. gentleman has
moved for this Address at a very oppor-
tune moment. We all feel the import-
ance of having our ocean service from
this continent to Great Britain conducted
so as to extend our commerce and
promote the progress and development
of the country. Why it appeared to me
that he has chosen a very opportune
moment is, that I think the Government
ought upon all such important questions
to consult the Parliament of the country.
They might with the best intention make
a very great mistake. I have listened to
the report of the Minister of Finance as
to the views entertained by himself and
the Government of this country on
the question of better mail service
between Great Britian and Canada.
It is desirable that Canada by its
enterprise and its ambition should
establish a line of steamers which would
carry the mails with as great expedition
as other lines and by such means hold
its own in competition with the great
republic south of us. I think they
ought to take into consideration the ad-
mirable manner in which the Companies
up to the present moment have carried
our mails. I do not think the Govern-
ment will be doing justice to themselves,
if from any ambition, they should ignore
or should forget what we really owe to
the Companies who have done so much
to give prominence to the Dominion of
Canada in the past. The vessels of the
Allan Line, and later the vessels of the
Dominion Linè, have made fair average
passages. We have received our mails
with as much regularity as via Boston or
New York or any port in the United
States, and I take this opportunity of
saying and I am delighted to say it in
the presence of the hon. leader of this
House, and my hon. friend before me
from Toronto, that if the Government
can in the discharge of their duty, give

the contract to our own Canadian lines,
that such a decision would give satisfac-
tion to the people of Canada. We
ought not to be ungrateful to those who
have already helped to build up this
country. Hon. gentlemen know my
sentiments with regard to the manner in
which certain injustice was done to the
Grand Trunk Railway corporation some
years back by the Parliament of the
Dominion. I don't believe in turning
my back upon the bridge which has car-
ried me over the stream.

The Government should bear in mind
with regard to this mail contract, that in
any decision they may arrive at, they
should if possible give the contract to
our own ocean lines unless it can be
shewn that the interests of the country
would thereby be sacrificed. I do claim,
atter 74 years of life, to have a little
practical judgment, and to have had some
experience, and I do not believe in
urging too much speed, racing our ves-
sels with the New York steamers. I do
not believe in racing for the sake simply
of a little applause from the world for
delivering mails 24 hours sooner at
Halifax or at Lunenburg or St. John
than they can be delivered in New York.
We know the loss of life which has been
occasioned by this ocean racing. If we
can get such Companies as the Allan or
Dominion Companies, who will do the
service creditably, I would much rather
see that done perhaps 24 hours less
speed so as to assure the safety of
human life. In what way would it
benefit the Dominion commercially, that
we should expend more money so as to
take from Bostson or New York the
carrying of their mails ! Of course we
all know the importance: of our ocean
mail service being connected with the
Canadian Pacific Railway, so that we
should be enabled to land passengers
and mails from England, Ireland, Scotland
at Vancouver at the earliest possible
moment after they have left Liverpool.
That is very important, but I doubt very
much the illusory hope that mails and
passengers can reach Vancouver as was
stated, even by leading public men and
engineers-on the eleventh day. I dare
say such could be done by lightning ex-
press trains, cui bono this lightning spc.Ai
I think that the Dominion of Canada
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should be satisfied with doing everything
from a practical standpoint, and be satis-
fied with landing mails and passengers
at Vancouver from Liverpool in a reason-
able time. If it can be done in 15 or 16
days, we should be satisfied. I think
that we ought to proceed with prudence
and care, and not be influenced by an
illusionary ambition to try to accomplish
that, which cannot be safely done.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-A few
years ago my hon. friend from Wood-
stock spoke of the Canadian Pacifi
Railway in different language from that
which we have heard from him this
evening. Ve have heard him speak of
it as a white elaphant ; as a road, the
earnings of which would not pay for axle
grease to run it, and the enormous debt
incurred in its construction would be
ruinous to the future prosperity of
Canada. I ain one of those who believe
that if we are to have the respect of
other countries we must show a spirit of
self-reliance, a confidence in our future,
and a pride in the advancement and
prosperity of our country. We should
also take advantage of the geographical
and natural advantages of the position
which we hold on this continent as the
highway of communication with Europe
from Asia, China, Japan and Australia.
The subject is one of far reaching im-
portance at the present moment, and I
believe that the time bas cone for the
establishment of the best possible lines
of steamers that can compete with the
fast lines of the United States. The
rime has come when, if want to take
passage for Europe or send light freight,
we should not be obliged to go by New
York, when owing to our superior geo-
graphical position with equal facil-
ities, we could make better time from our
own ports. As I said a moment ago, it
is a matter of far reaching importance,
and I believe at this moment, Great
Britain is looking to us to see how we
appreciate the necessity for a faster line
of steamers on the Atlantic, so that she
may correspondingly do her part in
establishing a fast line on the Pacîfic so
as to secure the vast trade and traffic
that is opening up to us from Asia,
Australia and the Pacific coast, and the
north west states of America. I do

not believe that any reasonable amount
of money spent in subsidizing vessels of
equal speed and capacity with those of
the New York lines would be misapplied.
On the contrary, I believe that the
people of Canada have a pride in the
present great development of their
country and that they are looking at this
present moment to the Government to
take such action in this matter as will
give to Canada the importance which
her geographical and natural resources
deserve in making it the great highway
across this continent for the immense
trade which must reasonably be expected
it will command. I trust the Govern-
ment, always alive to Canadian interests,
will feel themselves equal to the necessity
and great advantages of speedy transit.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.friend
in his notice, did not give any intimation
of his intention to enquire what the
Government have done, or what they
propose to do. I therefore made no
enquiry of my hon. colleague, the Post-
master General, on those two subjects,
but con6fned my enquiries to the subject
niatter of my hon. friend's address, viz.:
that copies of the advertisements issued
since the 1st of April last, asking for
tenders : and also of all tenders received
in reply to such advertisements, be laid
on the table.

With reference to that motion for an
address, I may say that the tenders are
still under the consideration of the Gov-
ernment, and it would scarcely be ex-
pedient in the interest of the public that
those tenders should be laid upon the
table, and made public at present. As
to the advertisements, if my bon. friend
desires to have them, there is no possible
objection to their being brought down,
and if he will be content with that,
there need be no controversy be-
tween us on the subject. But it 1s

quite possible that if my hon. friend
had really asked the question, what the
Government proposed to do, I might flot
at this moment be able to give hin a
definite answer ; because in point of fact
it is a subject surrounded with difficulties,
and has given the Government alreadY
inuch anxiety. There are a great rnanY

i considerations connected with it, which
have to be weighed, before any decisionl

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER.
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ton be arrived at. There is a balancepa be arrived at between the cost of anyParticular service, and the advantage
coh that service would be to the
country ; and that is a question some-what difficult of solution. It is onerather more extensive I think, than would
remarkrred trom a good many of therearks that I have heard on the flooror thrtaUouse. It is by no means-or
gr certainly not altogether, a question of
setting our mails in Montreal in aihorter time, by a day or so ; ncr is
Na question at all of our supplying

eail srk or Boston with a quickernot pssrvice. That I fancy could
at Posbly enter into the cons:der-ball O the Government. It might
of aluded to as a measure of the speed
for the vessels which ought to be engaged
object tMail service, but not as to the
serice tobe attained by a fast mailservicer We could not pay public moneyYo order that letters should reach NewYork or Boston faster by our lines thanby Othe. I may say that whatever the(overent
intend tn en propose to do, they do not

gra interfere in that direction. Thegheat question which is actually before
prove vernment is, how can they im-
generall e carrying trade of this country
The cun bothl passenger and freight ?
expense utry has gone to an enormousrailwa i n building two great lines ofrailt tboth of which practically cross
Raia nent. The Canadiar Pacifie
TrunkRas its own line ; and the Grand

Other lin s wahica its connections with
contin , also make it a trans-
countra railway. Now, what is thecn t r eekgoin to gyain by this, if it does

bomini to increase the traffic of the
t1 i , and give greater attractions

ssibeans of transportation in every
the cnay It is for this purpose that
both thotry has expended money on
rluch I Ose great railroads-quite as
as On theot, or nearly as much, on one

objects hi her ; and this is among the
by gett hich they should hope to attain
a servie an efficient mail service. If
fu'll whtch could compete success-
through the U transcontinental lines
tained hee nited States could be ob-

and atthe' refer to passenger traffic
lities for th sametime afford such faci-

3 he carriage of light and valua-

ble freight as would be advantageous to
the trade of the country-if those two
objects could be combined, it is perfect-
ly obvious that it would increase largely
the carrying trade of the country, increase
largely its attractions, and extend its
connections with foreign countries, on
both sides of it, across the l'acific as
well as across the Atlantic. These are
the objects which the Government would
propose to itself I think, in going to ad-
ditional expense in its mail service. Of
course, to attain these objects there
must be some extra expenditure. How
much that expenditure may be, is
very likely the crucial question in
connection with these contracts, and
I arn not prepared to say exactly how it
stands. It would not be the proper time
to do so at this moment ; but in reality
the Government are engaged on this
very question of how to arrive at a
balance oraverage between the cost of im-
proved service, and the advantage which
that service would render to the country.

There are two or three points to which
I would refer before resuming my seat.

My hon friend frorn Halifax speaks
of a rumor that the Canadian Pacific
Railway wishes to get hold of this con-
tract, and that the Government has been
keeping at back to please that company.
The Canadian Pacific Railway is one of
those unfortunate object of ruinor upon
which nearly imaginable difficulty is
always saddled. In this instance, as in
most others, there is no foundation for
the rumor. I can assure my hon. friend
not only have the Government not been
keeping back this matter out of deference
to the wishes of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, but that that company
and its officiais have repeatedly stated to
the Government, to the proposed tender-
ers and to the public, that they are desir-
ous to the last degree of avoiding having
anything whatever to do with the Atlan-
tic service. They think they have
enough to do in the working of their
railway across the continent, and they
have distinctly declared for themselves,
in three or four various ways, that they
intend to have nothing to do with it,
that they will have nothing to do with it ;
unless they are absolutely driven to it,
in the event of an efficient service not
being obtainable otherwise.
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I have been unable to gather from the
remarks of my hon. friend on my right
(Mr. Alexander) whether he is in favor
of a fast service or of a slow service.
The first part of his address tended in
the direction of a fast service which
would enable us to successfully rival our
neighbors south of us; but the latter
part of it deprecates such a service.
I entirely sympathize with him,
however, in his remarks on the
great companies that have served
us for so many years, and so well.
The Allan Line and the Grand Trunk
Railway are, no doubt, both deserving
of high appreciation by the country, be-
cause of their aid in developing its re-
sources. The Canadian Pacific Railway
Company is now doing its share, and all
those great companies are entitled to
that commendation : while at the sanie
time we cannot conceal from ourselves
the fact, that their object in conducting
their enterprises in the way they have
done, waa not primarily the welfare of
the country, but primarily their own wel-
fare, and the advantage of the country
was incidental to the prosecution of their
own business for their own profit. If,
therefore, it should come to a question
of money-if one line will performe the
service, which this country requires
cheaper than another line, it will be
necessary to disregard the predilections
which we would all naturally feel in
favor of our friends, who have already
been doing the service. I hope
we may see it in the hands of our
own people; at the same time
that is a subject which must be
carefully considered, and must be ulti-
mately de-cided more by the difference'
in the cost of the particular service, than
by any personal feeling any of us may
have in favor of our own citizens.

The idea also of my hon. friend from
Woodstock,as to racing and faster service,
does not seem to be justified by my view
which anybody has entertained with re-
gard to such a service. There is no idea
whatever of having racing or anything of
that description across the Atlantic.
What has been sought for by those ad
vertisements is an offer to carry the mails
upon sbips fitted to carry ma'Is and
freight between Europe and Canada, at
a faster ni mal rate than those which have

been heretofore used for that purpose,
that without pressing existing ships, or
ships of a lower power, to run races with
ships of larger power, we will have fast
ships which would cross the Atlantic in
the time mentioned in the advertise-
ments, with the, same facility that ships
now run at a rate three or four miles per
hour slower. As to reaching Vancouver
in fifteen or sixteen days from Liverpool,
my hon. friend may not be aware that
the railway company and the lines which
now exist, can deliver mails at Vancouver
in much less time than that. I should
say that twelve days is about the time,
under favorable circumstances, required
to carry mails from Liverpool to Van-
couver, and with such ve3sels as the
Government are desirous of seeing on
the route between this country and Great
Britain, the time could be lessened by
a couple of days. With good vessels six
days would not be an unreasonable time
for a voyage from Liverpool to Quebec,
and four days from Quebec to Vancouver
could be managed by the railway without
much difficulty, making it available for
people who desire these fast passages to
travel the entire distance in ten days. If
my hon. friend will be satisfied with the
advertisments at present, his motion
might pass for the advertisements, and
as soon as the tenders have been dis-
posed of all the information will of
course be laid.before the House.

Hox. MR. POWER-I think that
probably, as we cannot get the tenders,
there is no great object to be attained by
putting the employes of the Post Office
Department to the trouble of preparing
copies of those advertisements. I may
express the gratification that I feel that
the few words I have said, have had the
effect of drawing from the hon. leader
of the House a declaration that the sus-
picions of those evil minded people who
thought that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company might be in some way
concerned in the long delay in awarding
this contract, are quite unfounded. At
the sanie time, my hon. friend will sec
that there has been in the past history of
the country, some little foundation for
the suspicions of which I have spoken.
It may be rernembered that the Govern-
ment found themselves in a similar

HON. MR A1BBOTT.
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dilerma in the construction of the Cana-
erian ai. Railway itself. The Gov-
the et undertook to do the work ; then
it; an ied to get a Company to do
could then they declared that they
the C ot get a company, and
forwardnadian Pacifie Railway came
I mus dand undertook to do the work.
hadst say that the country has paid very
done ely for the work that has been
there arIowever it is to be hoped that
Positi e other companies who are in a
do iton to tender for this service and to
if th tsfactorily. At the saine Lime,
Raihaytentderof the Canadian Pacific
fair, I s pany were reasonable and
be entitno reason why they should not
Allan the to the contract as well as the
Pany. Ie hominion or any other Com-
any cm have no interest whatever indny e.. pany: I want to see the workthat isfactorily ; and I do not think
heavil country whose revenue is so
requi 'rOrtgayed as ours is should be
s dis to pay an enormous sum-a
carryig proportionate to the work, forightni the mails and light freight at

ng speed from Liverpool to Van-
the ho . gather from the remarks of
Gove leader of the House that the
cost withem are low balancing the
that the advantage; and I noticeat ith hon gentleman seems to thinkahataitWoud be a matter of very greatasantage to Canada to be able to put
fro ,ers and mails and light freight
sh'rtengland in Vancouver with the
Now wh ossible expenditure of time.
Columbia is the population of British
0 I. Not more than about 5o,-

try to exl It Worth the while of this coun-iiterest nd a sum which represents the
the Purpon mnany millions of dollars forais and e of getting passengers andthousand g t freight to that forty or fifty
a Iiiîî People-or suppose there were

they People-a day or so quickerig steam could be conveyed hy employ-lentoers of the character that I have
f the Alla rnentioned the Parisian
the A 1 an Line and the Vancouver of.hte orsiOlin Line. I think that those

th,'-e' thy thsavatgs a re quite as good as we require
Over the ocan they have this advantage
ary abouttean greyhounds, that they

e latter do ee timles as much freight
It is in the interest,

of this country that freight should be
conveyed through the Dominion ; it is
not so much our interest that mails and
passengers should be carried at such a
high speed ; there is no money in that.
There will be an advantage no doubt
when there is a large traffic through this
country and across the Pacifie, and when
the Imperial Government take their
share in subsidizing vessels on both
oceans ; but I do not see why we should
undertake to expend immense sums on
a fast service, when the mother country,
which is so much richer than Canada
and so much more deeply interested
will not expend anything appreciable.
The hon. gentleman from Lunenberg
talked about passengers from the United
States to Liverpool going by rail to Hali-
fax and taking the steamer there. Since
1872, American passengers have had the
opportunity of travelling between Halifax
and American cities, by rail, and they
have never availed themselves of the
chance, and the reason is perfectly clear.
One of those ocean steamers is a much
more comfortable place in winter than
either the Intercolonial Railway or the
railway from Portland to Halifax ; and I
do not think it can be said that in the
summer time any large proportion of
New York passengers will go by Mon-
treal either, so that there is really noth-
in the suggestion made by the hon.
member from Lunenburg.

HON. MR. ABBOTT.-My hon.
friend mentioned the necessity for a
condition in the: contract that
no more should be charged for
a ton of freight to Halifax than for a ton
of freight to Boston. Of course I shall
have pleasure in calling the attention of
my colleague to that suggestion.

HON. MR. ALMON-It has always
been a sore spot to us that it costs as
much to go from Liverpool to Halifax as
to go from Liverpool to Boston : it is
clearly legislating in favor of the United
States and against this country.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.
friend must see that it is not in conse-
quence of legislation that the freight
from Liverpool to Boston may be lower
than the freight from Liverpool to
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Halifax: that is not a matter which
legislation can regulate. If my hon.
friend desires to have a steamer running
to Halifax, and it is necessary to pay
that steamer a certain sum for calling
teere, and the steamer cannot get a
full cargo at Halifax- I am assuming for
the moment that there is not sufficient
freight to be had at Halifax for the cargo
of a large steamer-if that steamer is not
allowed to carry freight to some other
port than Halifax, the Government must
pay so much more. I am speaking now
from hypothesis, because I do not know
what the facts really are. If a large line
of steamers were subsidized to carry the
mail and had to call at Halifax with not
more than half a cargo, and if they
charged more than other vessels did for
carrying freight to Boston, they obviously
would not get any Boston trade. It is
the current rate of this port that regulates
the price of freight. A steamer calling
at Halifax must carry freight to Boston
at Boston rates or she will not get it,
and if she is not allowed to do so, and
cannot get a full cargo for Halifax, she
must be allowed so much more for going
to Halifax. On that theory the subject
is not one for discussion. My hon.
friend speaks of carrying mails, passen-
gers and freight from Liverpool to Van-
couver, but I would say that my idea
was not confined to that: I was speak-
ing not solkly of the traffic for British
Columbia, but of the trans continental
traffic.

HON. MÍR. KAULBACH.-I was
under the impression, from a remark
that was made, that it was proposed to
grant a subsidy to a line of steamers
which would not make its terminus in
Canada.

HON. 'MR. ABBOTT-Not at all.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I hope
nothing of the kind will be done, because
it would be destructive to our interests.

The motion was withdrawn.

THE WEST INDIA TRADE.

INQUIRY.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN rose to
call the attention of the Senate to the state

of our Trade with the West Indies and
Guiana, with a view of asking the Govern-
ment what course they propose to take to
further extend the saine.

He said-In calling the attention of
the House to the question that I put
upon the notice paper, my object is to
find out the views of the Government on
the subject of cultivating our trade with
the West Indies and Guiana. I am not
one of those who believe that the manu-
facturing interests have hurt Canada, nor
am I of the opinion that the manufactur-
ing interests of the country have been
so far extended that they cannot be ex-
tended further. It is the duty of the
Government ta so use the public moneys
as to further extend the commerce Of
the country wherever practicable. It is
said of English commerce that trade
generally follows the flag. We are
now getting to be somewhat of a
manufacturing country and there are
countries adjacent to this continent
which would be good customers of ours
for manufactured goods. An examin-
ation of our exports to and imports fromn
the West Indies and Guiana and of the
import and export trade between the
United States and the same countries
does not show a very flattering state of
affairs, so far as we are concerned. The
difficulty we labor under is that we have
no direct trade-no steamer communi-
cation with the West Indies such
as they have from New York,
Baltimore and Savannah. I think
therefore that we should look more
closely into those relations. Our neigh-
bors are differently situated from us with
respect to this trade, inasmuch as they
have consular agents or commercial
agents in nearly every important port 11
the world. These agents collect valuable
information which is furnished to the
mercantile community of the United
States, such information as our co0'
mercial men cannot obtain. By everY
extension of our commerce we are
making our manufactures better knOW0

abroad. That was the case where 0ur
manufacturers competed at International
exhibitions, not only at Philadelphia, but
in Australia and in England. It is tile
that some organization should be effected
by which our manufactures could be
placed before the people of the We5t

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.
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Indies and South America. An attempt
Sthat direction has been made inAustralia and New Zealand and I believe thas been attended with good results.The experience of the United States in

cultivating trade and commerce withforeign countries is a lesson which we
rngtvery well learn. I saw in thepers the other day a notice that one

'Ithur Cotton mills had made contractsWith a business house in China to sell
5OO bales of cottons, manufactured inCanada and were to have the refusal of
500 bales more ; and that five other
o'rds in Canada had received similarOrders If we are able to manufacture
Cottons of a suitable grade for theimhinese market, that will be a very
estPortant addition to the trade we are
be attaishng here. A similar result mightcoutined in cultivating trade with otherCOuntries. I am aware that a great dealaf information is necessary before we canrrive at a knowledge of what is requiredin different countries. We have a gentle-
a i' this House who, a few years ago,

n cnjunction with some other gentle-rken, formed a commission to visit theMarkets of the West Indies and makereports thereon, but Canada has very
We anged since then. At that time
We È0ssessed very few manufactures.W had none of cottons, very little ofWoolens, none of iron and very few ofiO miAnother fact should be borne
fr td : since then the facilities
ioreransportation have been greatlyIncreased We speak now of taking
Passengers from Liverpool to Vancouver
'in this dys: there is hardly a gentleman
the AtiaOuse to-night who has crossed
When it ntic, that does not remember
that took a good deal longer than

ticome from Liverpool to any of
the Atlantie ports. My first trip across
friend iC took 57 days. My hon.
that we PPosite (Mr. Power) was afraid
the Atlntght get into a way of crossing
cannotlntic too quickly : a Government

ong be dng exist and commerce cannot
a 1ine epended upon without having
are the f st steamers. At present we

rench fourth on the list. I think the
the Bre ransatlantique line is the first,
third amen is the second, the Havre
Cannot n our own lines fourth. We

no og pursue that course : if we

do we must necessarily lose a large
imount of traffic. So with regard to
he traffic with the West Indies at the
)resent time, if we want to send any of
our manufactures to the West Indies we
must ship them direct by sailing ship, or
by way to New York, Boston, Baltimore
or Savannah by steamer. If we have to
do that we cannot successfully compete
with our neighbors. No steamship line
can successfully run on any given
route unless two conditions exist :
in the first place there must be a
reasonable expectation of having full car-
goes from the home port, and full return
cargoes. We have abundance of those
products which must constitute a large
portion of outward freight-lumber and
manufactures of wood. For return freights
we usually have raw sugars, molasses and
rum, but over and beyond those articles
which form the bulk of our imports from
the West Indies and Guiana at the pre-
sent time, there are other things which
are necessary in the altered state of affairs
in Canada and which we can only buy
through the United States. Therefore,
we are contributing to maintain their
harbors and develop their trade and en-
rich their merchants in two ways. In
the first place our raw products sell for
less, as they can only be carried through
their routes, and in the next place we
have to pay more for the foreign pro-
ducts coming through two or three hands
before they reach this country. From that
standpoint I call attention to the fact that
we have at the present time no connect-
ing lines with the West Indies and are
not doing justice to ourselves. I under-
stand that a gentleman of known experi-
ence has been looking through the mar-
kets of South America, but we have left
those of the West Indies, which are our
near neighbors, to take care of them-
selves. You could almost leave this
portion of Canada and within six or
seven days go through to West India Is-
lands by means of the communication
by steam that they have among them-
selves. Their imports and exports with
us have been of a limited nature, and
not only that but a great portion of the
expoits from the United States are in
many instances, I might say the majority
of instances, the products of the Domin-
ion in a raw state.
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The West India Islands belonging to Medicines, patent ard proprietary,
Great Britain comprise six groups which $21,314.
have the following areas and populations: N usical instruments-Organs, $4,343

Area. Populat'n. pianos, etc., $8.690.
The Bahamas......5,450 eq miles 43,521 Ojîcake, $130,45 1.
Jamaica, with Turk's

and Caicos........4,424 '' 585.582
Windward Islands.. 623 " 153,035 minerai, illuminant and luhricant, $ 163,
Leeward Islande..... 479 '' 120,823 074.
Trinidad............1,754 " 178,270 Paper, $14,144.
Barbadoes ..... 166 4. 173,522 I'rovisions-Beef, canncd, fresh and

The total area 1M 12,896 square miles, salted, $133,384: tallow, $6,86; bacon,
and the population according to the last $35,692; hams, $63,493; pork, $428,-
census 1p 1,254,753. Each of the six 956 ; lard, $204.706; poultry, etc.,
groups bas its governor and council, but $1,135 ; butter, $2t4,307 ;cheese, $75,
for convenience the trade returns and 722; sundries, $81,891.
cther statistical tables are usually given SaIt, $1,231I ; seeds, $2,924 ; 50oiÇ),

for ail the groups together. The follow. $24,871I.
ing list shows the values of the chief ex- Spirits, alcoiol, whiskey, etc., $75.645.
ports from the United States io these Tobacco cigars aid cigarettes, $73,-
islands, according to the report of the 218 ; trunks, $855
Bureau of Statistics for the year ending Vegý-tables and pickles, $î10,386;
June 3oth, 1887 : vinegar, $2,661.

Anmals-Cattle, $13,579 ; horses, Wood-Board, etc., $278,o6 ; scant,
$io,66o; mules, $86,82o; sheep, $,- ling, $6, 66 ; shngles, $3 ,2o8 ; shooks
572. $i 25,386 ; staves and headings, $74,

Blacking, $3350 ; book , maps, etc., 231 ; timber, sawed and hewed, $3,249;
$ 10,082. doors, etc., $7,641 ; hogsheads and bar

Breadstuffs- Bread and biscuits,$228, rels, $2,831 ; househod furniture, $52,
877f ; oats, $59,oo ; wheat four, $,- 531 : woodenware, $5,583 ; sundrieS
702,990 ; ail other cereals and crepara- $3S,933.
tions, $424584. The total value of United States e -

Broons and brushes,$5, 5 26. Candies, portsto the British West Indies during
$12,5 Cariages and horse cars, the year was $6,465,3n;dand of this
$J 1,729. amount more than one-halfis to be cre

Coal, anthracite, $8,631 ; bituminous, dited to articles of food. Breadstuffs
$18,530. Cordage and ;ine, $29,973. alone cost over $,415,000, while provi

Cotton goods, $152,672. Fancy sions and vegetables cost more than
articles, toys, perfu ery, etc., $24,498. $,400,000. Wood and woodenvare
Fertilizers, $13,441. also constitute a valuable item in the

Fish, various kinds, $64,175. rade, the cost f the wooden comrit2
Fruits, apples, etc., $ dities in the list being about $626,ooo
Glassware, $17072. Gunpowder and The animais imported were valued

other explosives, $7,047 at $220,000; oIS at $72,000 ; and
Hay, $19,778. Ice, $33.872. India- cotton goods at $ 152,000oin round nuli

rubber goods, $4,175. bers. In ail of these commodities, and
Iron-Hinges, etc., $13,o64 ; ma- in several others enumerated in the list,

chinery, $17,656v; nails and spikes, Canada is well able to compete with the
$1 1,045 ; saws and tools, $1W4,907 ; United States, or, indeed, with any other
scales, $3,566; sewing machines, $7,37 exporters ; it is therefore highly probable
stationery engines, $1260 ; stoves and that with improved facilities for trade the
ranges, $6,444 ; wire, $3,258d; ail other volume of our exports to the West
kinds of iron goods, $23,67r. Indies wi l be largely increased. Duri,

Leather-Boots and shoes, $80,435 ; the ast fiscal year, ending the 3 oth June,
other leather goods, $1T2,365. 1887, we exported goods to these isand

Malt liquors, $10,828. valued at $82, , ail but $17,643
Marble and stone, $5,634. worth of ohich were of our own produ-
Matches, $9,863. tion; and in the same year we ipOt

HON. MR. HOWLAN.
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ed $719,152 worth from the same places.
Nova Scotia did far the largest part ofthe trade, her exports to the British Westdes reaching an aggregate value of
tri34,968, while Ontario only con-

uted $18,393 of the total. The
aggregate value of ail the goods import-ed by these islands averages about
erenty-eight millions of dollars ; their
i*ports are generally nearly equal to the

thPorts. There is a strong probabilitythat Canada will not long remain satis-sied with her presently comparatively
shal share of this large volume of trade ;
she has Most of the commodities that arerequred; ail that she needs is increased

lfor forwarding them.
enWio now give a comparative state-

tt f the shipments of the United
States and Canada to the West Indies
y uïana for 1886-87
Proru the United States. From Canada.

967,000 bbis. 229 bble3.
Mea' 2,700 tons. 2-38 tons.
Pat ' 120,000 bbls. 10 111s.
Ptat4"; 186.000 b)usý 194,C40 bit.shs

Butters- -. 3 21,000 " 153,929
h 1,250 tons. 12- ton.

lard · 500 " 1 c"MIeats...... 15,000 " 20 lbs.
Oap......... - 14,600 .1 3 tons.o P .... 3000 ' "

Itliber .. .$1,349,000 value $259,793 value.
Rnefi, .. $23,000 '- Nil.
Liqu 0 8. 1,500 tons.

Wre enc 80,000 gais. I,309 gals.IOr nc, g. 12tns.
ai '' , ton 00 15 tons.

Cotto ' 145,000
Boot*&sdhe. $980,000 value slo value.
8aws ans 214,000 pairs. 1,000 pairs.

&cd'eller t'i@. $100,000 vailue"

8.mal:- $172,000 vaue
WodWrnes $79,00 $4,785 va0l0e.. ardwe.- $280,000 " S4,710 "

if steamers were available we could'nport direct from the West Indies,
CoanG t bananas, pine apples, cocoa,
gingerUts, coffee, limes, sweet potatees,
pment, bides, lance wood, lime juice,
Woods and acco, cigars, mahogany, dye

ne n various other articles which
United gObtain largely through the
that the States. Therefore I think
they w Governmnent would be wise if
from St. subsidize a steamer running
Maritirn n lalifax, or some of our
Guianae Ports, to the West Indies anda, rnaking twenty-two or twenty-

three trips in the year. It would open
up a trade for our manufactures with
those countries and greatly tend to pro-
mote the prosperity of the country. I
do not believe that the time has come
when the manufactures of Canada should
be destroyed, nor do I believe that the
Dominion bas reached such a position
that she should give up her constitution
and individuality as a young, growing
and prosperous country. On the con-
trary, I believe that the policy inaugur-
ated in 1878 has done much to build up
the commerce of the Dominion and its
prestige abroad. The time has arrived
in our history when it is most important
that Canada should stand well abroad.
Our credit, it is true, is high, and we
are known as a country possessing a
vast public domain which is offered to the
redundant population of the old world :
so we ought to be known for our manu-
factures which bave been created by the
industry and enterprise of our people.
We should be able to place our manu-
factured products in the markets of
the world alongside of those of the
recognized manufacturing nations. With-
in the life-time of most of us the
manufacturing industries of Belgium
have developed largely. At one time
thev stood, in comparison with those of
England, as ours do now with those of
the Mother Country, but Belgium is now
able to compete in the open markets of
world with England in many of her lead-
ing industries. It is clear, therefore,
that by extending our commerce we can
develop the industries of our country.
We possess three important elements of
success underlying al manufactures ; we
have iron and coal and we have lumber.
I do not see why we should not be able
to supply aIl the woodenwares, ail the
agricultural products, the boots and
shoes, cottons and woolens required in
our own country and in the West Indies,
and escape the large amount of
insurance and freight involved in
importing goods across the ocean. Over
and above ail that, we possess
a very important essential in cxporting
many of these gocd--we Lave ice in
great abundance. The ice crop of
Maine is estimated to be worth $ i,ooo,-
ooo a year and it is used for shipping
fresh provisions. Once a trade is de-
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veloped it is almost impossible to foresee
to what it will lead. Last year the ex-
port of eggs alone from Prince Edward
Island amounted to 1,668,586 dozens,
valued at $202,739. It shows that where
there is a natural outlet for any article
produced in a country, the trade can be
developed, and how, when a channel for
trade is opened up, it tends to continue
in that channel. I hope the Govern-
ment will see their way to making some
arrangement, by subsidizing a steamer or
otherwise, by which we may be enabled
to establish closer commercial relations
with the people of the West Indies and
Guiana and to secure a larger share of
their trade.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think I
may be pardoned for rising to follow my
hon. friend since the subject is one of
very great importance to the province
from which I come. It may be sur-
prising to the House to learn that of the
$1,250,ooo exports from Canada to the
British West Indies, Nova Scotia exports
over one million, and the Province of
Ontario exports only about seventeen or
eighteen thousand dollars.

HoN.MR.DEVER-We send nothing
but fish.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-That is
nearly the truth, but I want to show that
we might have a profitable trade in other
products. If we take all the West Indies
and South America, two-thirds of the
trade is frorn Nova Scotia, and about
one-half of that is from the County of
Lunienburg. When I make these state-
ments I am sure that it cannot be con-
sidered a matter of supererogation on my
part if I venture to say a few words on
this subject of extended reciprocal trade
relations and importance, not only to
Nova Scotia, but to Canada at large.
The trade is capable of development
to magnificent dimensions if it is
properly cultivated. I have here
some statistics relative to the trade which
are more logical and speak with greater
force than any language I might use.
Every loyal Canadian must be interested
in every thing that will increase our
wealth and develope our resources. I
shall give some figures which will prove

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

interesting to you, because I am sure
you must all be interested in Nova
Scotia's material progress and desirous of
hearing of its prosperity, for the pros-
perity of one Province is beneficial to
the whole Dominion. One province
cannot be injured without the
whole suffering. Now take the
Nova Scotia fisheries : we have
been told in some places that Nova
Scotia depends on the United States for
a market. That its commercial interests
are inseparably bound up in the United
States markets ; that our fisheries would
be worthless if we could not ship our
fish to the neighboring country. Now
all this I most emphatically deny : as a
matter of fact we export more from
Nova Scotia to the West Indies
than we do to the United States, and
a large portion of our exports to the
United States go there in bond to be re-
exported to other countries. Nova
Scotia fish exports for the fiscal year
1887, are as follows :-To the United
States, largely in bond, or re-exported to
other countries, $1,358,ooo. To the
West Indies and South America $1,700-
ooo. To Great Britain $718,ooo, and
to other countries $125,ooo. These
figures I take from our Trade and Navi-
gation Report, and they ought to silence
those who persist in asserting that the
United States is the chief market for
our fishing products. They show that
our fisheries can prosper and do prosper
without the aid of the United States and
regardless of the taxes Americans impose
on our fish. I will now refer to Nova
Scotia's imports for last year from Great
Britain and the United States respect-
ively, which ought to conclusively prove
that Nova Scotia prefers the trade with
England to that with America. With
its tariff equally levied against Great
Britain and United States, Nova Scotia
imported from Great Britian $1,992,000
of dutiable goods and $1,18o,ooo of free
goods and from the United States $1,-
465,ooo of dutiable goods and only $721,-
ooo of free goods and the same trade
returns show that Nova Scotia's imports
for consumption from Great Britain, were
about equal to the gross imports frorn
all other countries put together. These
facts and figures must at least be satisfac'
tory to those of us, and to all true Cana-
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dians who desire to retain and strengthen excepting the years when United StatesOur commercial and political interest took our coal free of duty. As I saidslth our Mother Country. Canada has before, the exports to the United States
free tor and is even now desirous of was not as large as to other countries ;
Stat trade elations with the United but when we corne to deduct from that
stes, but Canadians are too loyal to a large amount of fish which goes into

destr or Commercial Union and thus to the United States from Nova Scotia to
by day our national existence, and day be re-exported to other countries, I say
United i feel more convinced that the that but a very small portion of Nova
schem States will not entertain any Scotias trade is with the United States.

In tfor reciprocal trade which does And as regard the mines, I have said
ail tend to annexation and to crush out that at no time in history of our prov-
Createur industries which have been ince, not even during the existence ofPcrat and fostered by our National the reciprocity treaty, has so much coalPolicy.

I hgone from Nova Scotia into the United
i ave shown thatas far as Nova Scotia States as now goes into Quebec

Utioncened, we do not rely upon the Therefore when we take the fish
Uni tates for a market from which which goes to the United States merelygo mport either dutiable goods or free to be re-exported to other countries
closs, and that although we are in such it shows that our largest and most im
in Neontguity to the United States, we portant export trade is not really witf
Great i Scotia take our goods from the United States, and that Nova Scoti
fet eretain in preference-that we take can live and thrive without that trade
frPe cent more of manufactured goods Among the most important articles frormUnGreat Britain than we do from the Nova Scotia are the products from thUjnitM2 Stbaateblivets.ea
becaus · I wish to impress this, forests. Of these products we senc

t e it has gone abroad, and I believe twice as much to Great Britain as w
by some supposed, or at least asserted, did to the United States ; of animals w
that h hon. gentlemen in this House send twice as much ; of manufactures w
I terce e xistence of our trade and com- sent nearly twice as much to Grea
fnrnd hn Nova Scotia depends on the Britain as to the United States, and o
of usip of our neighbors on the south agricultural and all products of the soiUS. The following figures prove also three times as much. This is from littlhat the natural market of Nova Scotia Nova Scotia, whose existence is said a
g ilot the United States. I will now times to be so wrapt up with the UniteNove you the whole of the exports of States, that without it we would be los
tO Great la for last year. We exported I am in favor of closer trade relationooo;rtotBritain to the value of $2,488,- ship with the United States than w'00 ; to the United Sae
to the W States, $2,782,ooo ; have at present ; but when it is cor
$2,228 est Indies and South America, tended that it is essential to our existenc
ooo. to 0; to Newfoundland, $697,- to have the markets of the United State
all othero St. Pierre, $130,000; to I must deny, as far as Nova Scotia i
class andcountries, $237,000, of every concerned, that it has any foundation i
frorm Nov escription of these exports fact. Nova Scotia's interests are fir
ducts of tha Scotia, except from the pro- with Canada. Our best market is ou
can sho e fisheries and the mines. I home market-Canada ; and the ne
large that Great Britain took the best to that is Great Britain, an
What wportion and by far in excess of then the West Indies-that is so fi
the reaent Into the United States, and as Nova Scotia is concerned. Th
Sotiaschi obvious-as most of Nova County of Lunenburg from whic

of whi cthef natural products are those I come is largely interested in the Weohi he United States has a surplus India Islands. The British West Indi
largest which Great Britain is the alone import about $3o,ooo,ooo wOrt
to the ronsumer and importer. And as of goods, and export about the sarr

ore coar Ucts of Nova Scotia mines, amount. The total value of Unite
than i sold in Quebec last year States exports to the British West Inday year of our history, not even Islands last year was $6,500,000
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which more than one-half was provisions,
bread stuffs and vegetables, the rest
was $626,ooo of woods and wooden ware;
of animals $220,000 ; of cotton goods
$155,000. In all these and many more
commodities Canada is able to compete
with United States or any other country.
Canada exported to the British West
Indies last year $1,250,ooo, of which
Nova Scotia contributed $1,035,000.
Ontario only contributing $18,300.
Canada can supply those Islands with
most of the commodities they require,
and can take theirs in return, and
we should not rest satisfied until we
secure the bulk of that trade.

All that Canada requires is increased
trade relations with those Island and
increased facilities for shipment. The
same renarks would apply to the French
West Indies but only to a limited degree.
We do not stand in the sanie position
in relation to the French West
Indies as to the British West
Indies, because the former are largely
dependants of France, and receive their
fish from France and French possessions
cheaper than they can get them froni
Nova Sc>tia. In fact they are admitted,
French fish and goods, into those islands
under lower duties, and yet the United
States exported to the French West
Indies last year $1,350,000, and Canada
only $50,000, principally Nova Scotia
fish. The United States gave them in
woods and woodenware $282,000 ; bread
stuffs, $500,ooo, and provisions, $240,-
ooo. We can supply all these and can
take their raw sugars and many other of
their products in exchange. We must
follow the example of the United States
and other countries and look sharply
after such markets as these which are
our natural markets

Many other articles which we can send
from Canada in exchange for the products
of those islands, and Canada is able to
supply such products and manufactures
as cheaply as they can be supplied from
the United States. The West Indies
require nothing that is produced in the
United States in the way of iron, wooden
or cotton manufactures and all products
of soil that Canada cannot as readily and
as cheaply supply. With the Spanish
West Indies we are in a rather
better position. We have better

ON. MR. KAULBACH.

facilities and better markets. We
are now by virtue of being British
subjects under the most favorable trade
relations with those islands, and the
bulk of the products of this countrY
which are sold in the British West Indies
will find a ready market in the Spanish
West Indies. When we look at the
possibilities of this trade, it is our dutY
as a nation rapidly developing in wealth
and population, production resources
and facilities to expand our trade, we
iave all the opportunities and many great
advantages, and instead of becoming
dependent upon foreign countries or feel-
ing that we cannot exist without being
absorbed into the neighboring republic,
we should and nust look for other
markets. The republican country tO
the south of us, which produces a surplus
of the same manufactures and the sane
products that we do, is not the countrY
for us to trade with. We should look
first and immediately to our sister
colonies, to the West Indies where the
Unitee States, through its consular
agents, are endeavoring to force a trade
in every direction. It behooves us with-
out delay to wake up to the importance
of extending our commerce and securing
every avenue by which the products Of
our country can find a profitable market,
and not go whining to the United States.
Thus will we prosper, maintaining our
national sentiments and self respect.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.-My ho.
friend from Alberton (Mr. Howlan)
never calls the attention of this House
to any public question that he does not
come thoroughly prepared to furnish
most valuable information to the coun-
try. He has ever shown to the House
that he has had large experience in pub5-
lic affairs, and he brings to the subject
sound practical judgment. I dot not pro-
pose to weary the House by going over
much of the ground which he covered,
with regard to the extension of Our
manufactures, the great enterprise of Otr
people, and the effect of the National
Policy in having produced more at the
present moment than our population Of
5,ooo,ooo can consume. I do not PTo
pose either to touch any of the ground
which he has gone over with regard to
extending our trade to British Guiana
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and the West Indies. That subject has
to mak oroughly ventilated. I am going
hon frie a very humble request to myen- fend, viz: that he will extend theequiry to include the Argentine

reliubi. I have taken deep interestduring a long period of sickness, in read-
'ag Up the most recent travels in thatpart of South Arnerica. Who could readWthout deep interest Muster's charming
account of his journey from the Straits
of Magenlail through the varieagatedsenery Of Patagonia as far north as thei Negro river. With all the interest-

ive thodes, with the native tribes whochae of great abundance of food by thechase of various large animals and the
regtic hshowing the aborigines of that
the red be much more wonderful than
Catai rn man of the north. And whenptain Musters came further north into
gentine iPampas or plains of the Ar-
vicint upublic until he reached the
Which Ot the grand La Plata Riverof Bue descended to the rising citieseniguenos Ayres and Monte Video, no
enlighthee reader could come to anyOther conclusion than that that portion
the aod America is destined to becomethu ade of niany millions of the

na borace 'l'en we have alater interest-
shows5 th ravels by a naval officer who

ent in thunder the improved Govern-moptineh Argentine Republic a vast
Populati as sirce been streaniing infron y, Spain, Gernany and evensOneer Ireland. May I request hon.

inmber to look at the last November
they ilof Harper's Magazine, in whichof a l flnd the most sanguine dreamsofalralizedwihr tthof that with regard to the growth
alread country Buenos Avres if not
m re' ust soon become a centre of
tages ande tbde, possessing ail the advan-
Wealth .esslngs of good Government.
conifort's already visible in the increased
populaiofd refinement and luxury of its
niflcentio When we look at the mag-
guay anprovinces of Uruguay and Para-
of the p e continuous rolling prairies
less a rpas extending over so bound-
glanc e haon,. e must all see at one
We shou b is is a country with whomtae ra e ambitious to extend ourtrade
entepilations that is, if we can by ourebri te contend against the skilledO ritain, the untiring industry

and enterprise of the German Empire
and the subtle genius, ambition and
enterprise of the United States. Why
should we of the Dominion of Canada
not enter the field and obtain our share
of the trade of such a promising, rising
country as that ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Lunen-
burg is sending large quantities of fish
there at this moment.

Hon. MR. ALEXANDER-We know
that we have to contend against the en-
terprise of the United States and their
extraordinary cleverness. One would
almost suppose that the Americans really
had more enterprise and sharpness than
the people of that glorious l[nd from
which they sprung, so wonderous is the
growth of ail the manufactures through-
out the United States. We have to
compete against that country as well as
against Germany, which is rapidly extend-
ing its trade and commerce throughout
the world, and I am sure that my lion.
friend will at once see the importance
of embodying in his question what
steps the Government propose to
take with regard to extending our
trade towards these new countries,
whiclh are almost exclusively agricultural,
and which have not yet begun to manu-
facturenany of the articles with which we
are now glutting our markets as the result
of our own enterprise. On our Pacific
Coast we have an inexhaustible supply
of valuable timber, and we ought to
afford every facility to the great lumber
merchants and mili owners in British
Columbia to induce them to ship more
extensively to Chilli and Peru and other
South Anierican ports. In fact we have
an interest in developing not only our
Atlantic trade, but trade on the Pacific.
While population is going in slowly-
much more slowly than we would desire
-into our North-West ( I do not want
to criticise, but I cannot help sa) ing that
I think the Government of our North-
West might be better administered so
as to induce many more people to go
in there) the produce from the country
is very large and must find a market. Let
us then extend our arms towards the
Argentine Republic and to other coun-
tries of South America, where the hot
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climate precludes people from producing t
such articles as are natural to our North-
ern country. Thus we may hope to see
instead of depression in trade and t
glutted markets, progress and prosperity i
and increased wealth throughout the coun-
try. By the proper, well directed energy
and well enterprise on the part of our
Government and on the part of Parlia-
ment we may be enabled to relieve the
markets which have been gluttedthrough
the enterprise of our people at home,
and the competition of our neighbors.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I differ a little
from the conclusions of the hon. gentle-
man who preceded me as to the policy
which he thinks this Government ought
to adopt to increase our trade abroad.
A policy was introduced into this coun
try a few years ago, which is known as
the National Policy. It was an Act of
Parliament which, in effect, declared
that we did not intend or desire to trade
with the outside world ; that we proposed
like the boys at school to trade amongst
ourselves-to swap jacknives, and the
Act of Parliament has had exactly the
result that those who were opposed to it
had predicted. While the hon. gentle
man was speaking, I sent for the last
volume of the Trade and Navigation
Returns, for I do not think it is quite
right that a body of gentlemen should sit
quietly in their seats and hear statements
sent abroad which are contrary to com-
mon sense. The Government have
raised up the tariff expressly for the pur-
pose of excluding foreign trade from our
country and have succeeded in doing so.
I will call the attention of the hon. gentle-
man from Lunenburg first to the relative
trade between Canada and Great Britain.
In 1873, our aggregate trade with Great
Britain was $107,ooo,ooo : I find from
the Trade and Navigation Returns that
under the happy influence of the National
Policy it has been gradually diminishing
until it has got down to $89,ooo,ooo-
a bad showing for a young country that
is supposed to be going forward.
Although it was announced, I believe,
by Mr. Tilley in his budget speech, that
the tariff of Canada was to discriminate
against the United States, and it was
represented very strongly that we were to
hit the United States in that way harder

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER

han the mother country, the actual result
has been to reduce the trade with the
nother country, in greater ratio than with
he United States. We have succeeded
n cutting down the figures with Great
Britain from $107,000,000 in 1873, to
$89,ooo,ooo in 1887 while with the
United States our trade has decreased
only from $89,ooo,ooo, to $82,ooo,ooo
in the same period. Our trade with the
West Indies has also gradually diminished
year by year under the unwholesome
influence of the National Policy. If the
hon. gentleman would like to get the
sequel of that trade, it is very well-known
that our chief imports from the West
Indies are of the very low grades Of
sugar.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-From were?

HON. MR. SCOTT-From the West
Indies.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-No.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The duty on the
best sugars of the West Indies is prac-
tically prohibitory and they are sent
to other countries. The sugars sent tO
the United States from the West Indies
are of a grade above the Dutch standard,
known as crystal sugars, which we do not
import. As as ample of the way in which
we treat the trade in those couutries, I
may say for the benefit of my hon. friend
from Woodstock, who wants to extend
our trade with Buenos Ayres and Brazil,
that in the article of melado we
imported last year from Brazil to the
value of $938,726, on which we collect-
ed a duty of over $679,ooo. of the
same article we imported $146,00
worth from the British West Indies o
which we collected $95,633 in duties.
From British Guiana we imported
$82,473 worth of Melado on which the
duty collected amounted to $54,525-
think that is sufficient to show the secret
of our inability to get up a trade with
those countries. It is quite evident that
our trade in that direction is falling Off
That was our intention in establishil$
the National Policy-to trade amonfgst
ourselves.
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"ON, MR. HOWLAN-We could
get sugar arnongst ourselves.

dON. M{, SCOTT-YeS, we can pro-duce rnaple sugar ; but for the benefit of
order te sugar refineries in Canada, insdencthat they may live in palatial re-vences, we are content to tax ourselves
thay heavily and so arrange our tariff
coonly the low grades of sugar can
Co re in, which they shall have the rightto refine, and then we give them otherconveninces so that they can combineand fix a price that the public mustPay.

bHlON MR. HOWLAN-Iook at theue book and see the amount of rawSugar we get from the West Indies !

-e •hR. SCOTT-It would takece too long to do it, because it isClase under different names. It mayabe ere i total figures, but I am nota Ow at the moment to turn it up.

S : -,\R. KAULBACH-If my
book riend fron Ottawa looks at the

Canahe will find that of the trade ofCanada last year, not more than halfWent to Great Britain, and our tradeWith th mother country was about
State00o000 more than with the United
Nat while before the adoption of the
with t Policy the balance of trade was

h the United States.

long a story ; but it is quite evident that
we have accomplished all we intended
when we adopted the National Policy-
we have cut off our trade with foreign
countries.

HoN. MR.
manufacturing
country.

MGCALLUM-And are
for ourselves in our own

HON. MR. SCOTT-If the hon.
gentleman wants a little more informa-
tion on the subject he will find from the
official return that in 1873 our trade with
the West Indies was $6,ooo,ooo, and I
see in this latest return that it has been
decreasing year by year until last year
it was $4,ooo,ooo. I think I have
established the point that it is the policy
which we have adopted that has killed
our West India trade.

HON. MR. McCALLU M-I-just wish
to say in reply to the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa, who contends that the Gov-
ernment by means of the National Policy
have succeeded in establishing a stone
wall round the trade of this country, that
I do not think it is any advantage to our
people to have a large trade if it is not
profitable. The fact is that to-day we
are manufacturing and producing goods
for own people, in place of sending our
money out of the country to employ
labour, which we now employ at home,
which I consider is beneficial to this

Ho~~MR.SCO i'îcountry. XVe have approached very
hoR SCOTT-I have given the nearly a discussion here on the question
nmgentleman the figures in round which has been debated for so manyhouldrs. It is a very large subject, and I days in the other House-that is, unre-in a thbe very glad to go into it ; but stricted reciprocity. I do not want to go

athin house I do nlot propose to into that, but if hon. gentlemen desire toenter ito such a discussion to-night. I deal with it here I am prepared to give
beyen to the effect of our legislation has rny opinion on the subject. When the
incu reduce our gross trade-that is hon. oentleman from Ottawa riscs and
$107,oo ilports and exports-from tells us that the Government by theGo laso,D0 in 1873, down to $89,c00,- National Policy have almost destroyed

year with Great Britain. this country-

hon. r MR. KA ULBACH-If my HON. MR. SCOTT-I said oLr forejan
"hen th Will take figures for 1878, trade.
dsre late Government had almostelftrfyed the trade of the country, he HON. MR. McCALLUM-When heitd that there were very much less. makes such a statement he should re-

iON'11R member that he was himself at one tinie
tt SCOTT-I am not going a member of a Government that neyerdetais now because t is too encouraged any industry in this cmntry
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but the soup kitchen industry. The
people of Canada were almost starving
while that Government was in power, and
yet the hon. gentleman and his colleagues
told the public that the Government were
as powerless to devise measures for their
relief as the fly on the wheel was to
govern the movement of the wheel. I
defy anyone to contradict me when I say
that thcre is no people to-day on the face
of God's footstool that are better clad,
better fed and better off than the people
of Canada. What more do we want ?

Ho N. MU. SCOTT-We do not thank
the Government for it. We thank our
own country and our own labor.

ION. MIR. McCALLUM-The peo-
ple of this country had a five years trial
of the hon. gentleman and his colleagues,
and found they had nothing to thank
them for.

HON. lMIR. SCOTT-I said that we
had not the Government to thank for
our prosperity : we have to thank our
own grand country aid our own energies.

IION. MR. McCALLUM--I am very
glad to hear the hon. gentleman admit
that the people of Canada are energetic
and able to take care of themselves. I
am very proud of it, but we do not gain
a living by running down our country
and its people, as hon. gentlemen in op-
position to the Government are in the
habit of doing when they speak to the
public. I do not want to make a speech,
but if the hen. gentleman opposite want
to discuss this question here, I am quite
prepared for it.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I wish to
reply very briefly to the very distin-
genuous remarks of the hon member
fron Ottawa. If he was trying to im-
pose upon himself he must have known
very well that he was not imposing upon
the House. There is not a gentleman
connected with public affairs who is not
aware of the fact that the volume of the
imports of the country now is largely
raw products. Every school boy in the
land knows that.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I spoke of the
values.

HON. MR. HOWLAN -The hon.
gentleman was endeavoring to show that
our imports have increased in value only
four or five millions of dollars since
Confederation, and he endeavored tO
show that after the inauguration ot the
National Policy there was not the same
increase in our imports as before its
adoption. He was trying to impose
upon the Htouse by making it appear
that this was an indication of a de-
clining trade, when he knows perfectly
well that the importations since the
adoption of the National Policy
have been largely raw products, and that
these have been manufactured in the
country and the $8o,ooo,ooo expended il
their manufacture has been spread
among our own people, increasing the
public prosperity. When he spoke
about the sugar industry, he knew very
well that it cost just as much to bring a
ton of refined sugar into the country as
it cost to import a ton of raw sugar, but
the value of the article imported was
different. The raw sugars are refined ifl
the country, and when placed on the
market for consumption are as valuable
as the refined sugar that we used to
import before ihe adoption of the Na-
tional Policy. The difference in value is
made up by the labor expended ia
refining the sug2r in this country. If the
hon. gentleman could have established
the fact that under the operation of the
National Policy the sugars sold in this
country are worse than the sugars we
used to import, he might have made a
point, but I do not understand how afY
mian of intelligence can rise in his place
and say that the difference in value
between the importation of refined sugars
and raw sugars indicates a falling Off
in trade. The hon. gentleman
pays a poor compliment to the
intelligence of the House when he makes
such a statement. Had he not been so
disingenuous I would not have taken the
trouble to reply to his remarks. le
must know that the diffe'ence between
the six millions of dollars for the raw
product and the eleven millions of doî'
1irs for tue manukctured product repre-
cnts the costs of manufacture, and th3t

LIoN. MR. McCALLUM.
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the five millions of dollars has gone intothe Pcckets of the people of Canada.

HIN. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
terlian May have made it clear to him-Self but I doubt if he has made it equallyilear to other members of the Senate. It

toa y objectionable for any member
wo haess an old and respected Senator,
statemas never been guilty of wilful mis-
lias bent, in such language as that which
Alberen used by the hon. member from
fie aon to my hon. friend from Ottawa.atelyac sed my hon. friend of deliber-
tely Misleading the House. What is
tAierton n that the hon. Senator from
lot o bas assumed ? He reads us aof statistics, and wants to know
prot the Government are doing towards
Wemog trade with the West Indies.
of th w that before Confederation one
o te means used to bring some of theLotr Provinces into the Union wasthat the Government of the day started

up a scheme of extended trade relations
getl the West Indies. Sone of the
gentlenen who had previously been op-Plosed to C nfdrt
West Io Conferation, went out to the
their ser .es, received handsome pay for
the Urvces, cane back and voted forion'.

1en M. HOWLAN --Will the hon.
gete an give us the year when thosesioners caime out ?

OtOe MR. POWE R-It was in 1866.
and thdelegates have been sent since;
in the W is a Commissioner at present
s it not est Indies, Mr. Simeon Joncs.

Chants oPerfectly clear that the mer-
west nd e Lower Provinces and the
ness? Ides understand their own busi-
to be d there is a profitable business
West Indne between Canada and the
the and South America, surely
be tPeople who are in the business may

trusted to find that out.

found it *.HOL N-They have

the h M . POWER-It so why is
aid aski- gentleman bothering about it
the nerchg that steps be taken to enablethey arec ants to do that business which
a good anow doIv ? If they are doing

profitable business with the

West Indies and South America now,
why not let thern alone ? But the fatc
is, as stated by the hon. member from
Ottawa, the effect of our tariff policy
has been largely to diminish our trade
with the West Indies.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-That is only
assumption.

HON. MR. POWER-There are the
f acts.

HON. MR. 1OWLAN-But they are
not facts.

HoN. MR. POWER-It is not correct
to say that we now import raw sugar
from the West Indies where we formerly
imported grocery sugars ; because we
import comparatively little sugar from
the West Indies. We formerly did im-
port from the West Indies, but we now
import largely from Manilla and other
eastern ports, inferior sugars.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Just as
good for refining.

ION. MR. POWER-That is not the
question. The question before the
Ilouse is how, can we increase our trade
with the West Indies. The hon.
member from Ottawa was perfectly right
when he said that the tariff policy of the
Government had been diminishing that
trade ; and it has dininished our trade
not only with the West Indies but the
world at large. Why the hon. gentleman
talked about its not being much less
now than it was fifteen vears ago. Take
a young, growing country like this, and
our trade, if it has increased in a natural
and healthy ratio, ought to be ncw nearly
double what it was fifteen ycars ago. If
the hon. gentleman and my hon.
friend from Lunenburg will turn to the
Trade returns of the period of the Reci-
procity Treaty, a thing which those gen-
tlemen look upon as horrible-

HON. MR. HOWLAN-What right
have you to assume that we look upon
Recprocity as horrible ? We never
expressed an opinion upon it and did
not discuss it.
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HON. MR. POWER.-The hon. gen-
tleman from Lunenbnrg at all events,
deprecated our having trade with other
countries. What opinions my hon.
friend from Alberton mav entertain I do
not krow. I understand on the best
authority that during the election cam-
paign of 1878, he was a very strong free-
trader.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-In my place
in this House I denied that statement,
and gave my explanation.

HON. MR. DEVER-WXVill the hon.
gentlemen tell nie whether he said to me
on Dock St. that he was a supporter of
the Mackenzie Government ?

HON. MR. HOW'LAN- I never told
you anything of the kind.

HON. MR. DEVER-You did.

HON. MR. POWER I think the
hon. gentleman from Alberton is a little
too fond of talking about his own know-
ledge and the ignorance of his neighbors.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I never said
a word about my own knowledge.

HON. MR. POWER I t'Ink the
better way to argue out the case is
to make no personal references. If my
hon. frierd from Lunenburg will take
the trade returns for the period during
which the reciprocity treaty was in oper-
ation, lie will find that our trade with the
United States more than doubled, and
our general trade largely increased.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This discus-
sion has taken a very wide range, and it
is not my intention to enter upon it at
all. As representing the Government I
am asked a question, and I propose to
answer it. I think my hon. friends have
taken the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
rather au grand serieux, because if he
believed that the country was in a
state of ruin he would not have said so
with a smile irradiating his face. Being
as I know a loyal and thorough Cana-
dian, he would have adopted a very dif-
ferent tone, if he had believed that the
country was on the verge of ruin. How-

ever, I dare say another occasion will be
offered for discussing this subject at
greater length before the session is over,
and I shall content myself now with
answering the question of the hon. mefn-
ber from Alberton. The Government
is very sensible of the importance of the
subject which this question brings under
its notice and has at this moment under
consideration the question of trade not
only with the West Indies but also with
South America.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

O/tav'a Monday, March 26th, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE WELLAND CANAL.

MOTION

HON. MR. McCALLUM moved:
That an humble Address e presented tO

His Excellenev the Governor General;
praying that His Excellency wiil cause to b)e
laid belore this House, a detailed statenent

of all expenditure in maintaining, repairing,
and operating the Welland Cariai for the
vears 1870, 1877, 1885, 1886, 1887
and to the first day of JanuarY,
1888, giving the namnes oi al emplOY'
ees, the anhount paid each as salarY
or wages, the number of days each was el"
ploved, keeping each monÎih separate, the
ainount of allowance, if any, for house rent,
horse hire or travelling expenses to super-
intendent, deputy superintendents, foremnen
or overseers, also the duties perforned by
each employee and how and where emploY'
ed ; if deputy superintendents, giving tha t

portion of Canal under the charge of each ; f
Ibreiei or overseers, giving on what part or
section of Canal they are employed; if lockC
masters, givng the nunber of lock; i
bridge tender, giving the nane of bridge;
if carpenters, masons, or laborer, giving the
division or portion of Canal on which en'
ployed, keeping separate the expenditure
and names of enployees on what is knOw"
as the old and tie new Canal as far as
possible.

Also copies of ail t ime-lists, pay-lists,
vouchers used in paying the employee5r

HON. MR. POWER.
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iaeZn ],each onth separate for the above
oIs0 copies of ail tenders received by the

foernmlent for the erection of the Custom
ColrSe and Post Office Building at Port

a dtSiCopies of plans and specifications and
yeaetailed sta teineut of iaterial used in, and

Alst o.
thea 0887o erecting the said buildinge in the

the M .pies of ail correspondence between
oficer ofs r of Railways and Canais, or any
tenden of this Departnent, and the Superin-

fi"etof the Welland Canal giving instrue-
n for erecting the Custom House and

s Office at Port Colborne.
plan5S0epies of ail correspondence and of
the Su .sPecifications and instructions to
the M.Prin tendent of the Welland Canal by
an iter of Railways and Canals, or byn tfficer of that Department, for the erec-'on Of wharf or dock west of the lock in'Port Coîbor

Alo a de.
Used and cetailed statenient of the material

Al st of said wharf or dock.d ro ving the purposes said wharf orvasa buiit for and what it is used for.
Wreckin detailed statement of the cost of
Cana, Ig .PUmp purchased for the Wellandber of vIn the date of purchase, the num-each y , dt e said pump bas been used inPur and dte. of such service for canal
d ses if for private purposes, giving thebte f c service and the amount received

s overnment for such service.
eo to g a detailed statement of the
dall ahvIng arnnour purchased for thedWeiand Catlthaal, and givino, the numnber ofle in eas been used and ate of such ser-Alsce eac. year.

anount rgin a detailed statement of theuse o raeceed by the Government for the
P ivat i ving armnour when used for

SsePrpose ard not for the Govern-rvice.

The motion was agreed to.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

MOTION.
LON.

loved h MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE
cf the Sel adoption of the second report
and Proceed Committee on the Debates
-The M ings of the Senate. He said
clause f sIrs. olland, by the seventh
su aies feir contract, agree to have

gs ., fthS the debates and proceed-
Citizen ane enate published in the

nber of ree Press. Last year athe re ort complaints were made that
ot satisfactmade by these papers werecon en thory, and the Committee re-

at the Messrs. Holland be

illowed to discontinue the publication
of these newspaper summaries and that
their contract be reduced by the sum of
$5oo. The second part of the report
is a recommendation that better accom-
modation be furnished to the newspaper
reporters. It must not be supposed that
if this report is adopted there will be
no newspaper reports of our debates ;
there are other reporters besides those
who are connected with the local press
who will report our debates.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I was not pre-
sent at the meeting of the Committee
at which this report was adopted.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
I may explain that there was a large at-
tendance of the members of the Com-
mittee and that they were alimost
unanimous. They all voted for this
report, except one of them, who did not
object to striking out the 7th clause of
the contract, but thought that as the
Messrs. Holland had spoken to the
managers of the Citizen and Free Press,
we ought to continue these reports, for
the present session at least. It was
thought by the Committee that we had
nothing to do with the Citizen and Free
Press, that our contract was not with
them, but with the Messrs. Holland.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It will be re-
membered that prior to the agreement
made with the Messrs. Holland in April
1885, we had not received much atten-
tion from the press of Canada and the
feeling at the time was that it would be
better to have a summary of our debates
and proceedings published in the local
press. It is quite probable that there
have been complaints as to the character
of these reports, but they have not
reached my ears otherwise than by
secondary channels. Therefore I am
not in a position to say anything as te
the correctness of the newspaper sum.
maries which have been published. If
the Committee are assured by the out-
side press that they will give summaries
of the debates in this Chamber, then I
quite'appreciate the wisdom of their re-
commendation. I do not know what
assurance of that kind has been given,
but it would be rather unfortunate, if,
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after we dropped the arrangement with
the local papers, the outside journals
should drop us also. On the 2oth inst.,
our reporters sent the following letter to
the Chairman of the Debates Commit-
tee :-

" We have received from the Citizen and
Free Press assurances that they will publish
satisfactory reports of the Senate Debates
during the present session, and we know
that the manager of the Citizen lias secured
the services of a reporter well qualified to do
the work. In the expectation that the
agreement of last year would be renewed
after the organization of your comnmittee,
both papers have been publishing summaries
of the debates since the opening of the ses-
sion. If, therefore, you wish to continue
the newspaper reports, it is ouly necessary
to instruct us to that effect."'

Mr. Mitchell, of the Free Press, ad-
dressed a letter to myself saying that he
had engaged a reporter and was pre-
pared to give any satisfactory assurance
that the reports would be faithfully made
every day. I wish hon. gentlemen would
look up the files of the local papers of
the last week. They will find there the
best evidence as to whether it is neces-
sary to continue the small payment to
the Citizen and Free Press. In the
debate on the question of the Behting
Sea seizures the Citizen of the following
morning published a very full report. I
do not kiow that it appeared as fully ir.
any newspaper outside of Ottawa.
The Chairman has said that he
believes that the reporters for
journals outside of Ottawa are
quite prepared to give reasonably full re-
ports of the debates and proceedings of
this Chamber-so far as they are inter-
esting, I suppose. If that proposition
is carried out, of course the necessity
for having local reports ceases altogether.
Personally I should have preferred had
the arrangement continued as it was
last year, but as the Committee were
nearly unanirmous I do not propose to
intervene unless it is the opinion of a
rnajority of the mnembers in this House
that the report should not be adopted.

HoN. MR. REESOR-The repcr, to
which the hon. gentleman has just re-
ferred, of the debate on the seal fisheries
of the Pacific coast, appeared in the
press of Toronto, particulary in the Jfail
and in the Globe, just about as fully as

HON. MR. SCOTT.

in the Ottawa papers, and I think that
the proceedings of the Senate would be
generally better reported if the press
throughout the country were served alike.
To subsidize one portion of the press
would give dissatisfaction to the others,
but if the matter is left entirely open, I
think it will be found that all important
debates will be very fairly looked after
and reported in the press generally.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--If I
thought that the predictions of my hon-
friend who has just spoken would be
realized I should certainly vote for the
report, but my impression is that he will
find that the inducement to publish dailY
reports must be this subsidy. If we
cannot get the work satisfactorily done
for $500, I am very doubtful if we cari
secure it by withdrawing the subsidY
altogether. The report on the important
question of the Alaska Fisheries was
very perfect,althoughgreatly condensed ;
but the debate on Friday in reference tO
our trade relations with the West Indies
was most unsatisfactory. Some of the
hon. gentlemen who spoke on the subject
were not even named, and I think sorle
were mentioned who had not spoken 3t
all. In that instance there certainly
must have been very great neglect sole-
where. I do not approve of the report.
If we can secure a fair summary without
renumeration, it would be satisfactorY,
but I doubt whether the change will
have that effect.

HON. MR. VIDAL-As a member Of
the committee, I wish to corrobrate the
Chairman's statement as to the motiVes
which guided us in coming to the dec"'
sion which is reported to the House.
Although my hon. friend from Ottawa
has not heard complaints, I may repeat
the statement made by the Chair-
man that the complaints last year were
numerous, that a great many members
complained of the inaccuracy of the
reports in the newspapers and thought
that they certainly were not worth the
amount that was paid for them. The
objection, which has been mentioned, Of
making a distinction by paying two new5'
papers and not paying the others, als
had its weight. The amount which Wa'
allowed for the service was not sufficient
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oIensation to warrant the employ-
met OfPersons properly qualified torake condensed reports ; that was a
and asiculty, but there was another,
allusi a til greater, difficulty to whichor ts made in the latter part of the

odatioat is, the lack of proper acccom-
this Ho for the newspaper reporters inreasouse. I believe that this is the mainreason for the defective character of theress.s which have appeared in thePress. ohere is a tendency on the part ofrnost t us in addressing the House toSPeak towards the Chair or the upperPar of the charmber, and it is utterly im-Possible for the newspaper reporters, inthe Place assigned to them, to hear dis-
speak what is stated by members who
the Chair their faces turned towards
self to air. have gone to the spot my-ael bOascertain how far the complaintstade by the newspaper reporters were
follo e, and I certainly was unable to
claly some of those who speak mosteary and distinctly in the House. Ifbeliev accommodation were furnished, 1ew that the reports of the Toronto
Isfactpoaper would be more full and sat-

d I do than they have hitherto been,ail g do not think it is likely that webetteret a fair report from any paper until
provide accommodation for the press is
noteaed. Iow that can be done it is
taif o decide, but it was supposed

repot f the House would concur in the
sraeptO th• Comnmittee that it was de-for the Improve the accommodation

Orks Press, the Minister of Public
t t ight confer with the chief archi-

the wsee what might be done to meet
shes of the House.

tO", Msu . ABBOT-With reference
acco g eston as to providing better
subect n for the reporters, theSie thas een under discussion here

u late ommencement of the session.
able neamented Speaker took consider-

yse est in the matter. And Iccasion as approached on two or three
ouse bY an hon. member of theacco oTIaking a suggestion for theslerne'dation of the reporters which

aer was one tobe a very judicious one,tere Ouie Which he said the reporters
to cause a tisfied with--that is to say,table to be placed behind the

clock on each side where they could sit
very comfortably and be in a position to
hear everything that passed in the
House. With the assent of the late Mr.
Plumb, I stated to this hon. gentleman
that if the reporters concurred in making
that application to the House, everything
would be done that cculd possibly be
done to meet their views; and probably
there would be no difficulty in getting
seats and tables arranged for them at the
places which they indicated. I have not
heard anything more on the subject, but I
quite feel that we should provide such
an accommodation for them as to enable
them to hear what is going on, and I
have no doubt if we say anything worth
hearing, which I assume we do, that it
will be reported to the public by the re-
porters.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the sug-
gestion would be a very desirable one if
the seats in this House were arranged as
in the House of Commons-if the mem-
bers of one political party sat on the left
and the members of the other on the
right of the Speaker ; then the reporters
whose politics were those of the majority
of the House could sit on the left hand
and hear the speakers on the right of
the Chair, while the Liberal reporters
could sit on the right of the Speaker and
hear the remarks of the gentlemen of
the Liberal side of the House. It is
quite impracticable for a reporter, placed
at a considerable elevation and at a con-
siderable distance behind a member, to
hear what that member says. I think
that the suggestion made is not perhaps
as valuable in this House as it would be
in the other Chamber.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think my
hon. friend misunderstands me. I made
no such suggestion : it was an hon.
gentleman on my left who came to me
from the reporters and stated to me that
the reporters had made such a suggestion
and I replied that if the reporters con-
curred in that suggestion I would have
no objection.

HON. MR. POWER-I think there
is that objection, which I have urged.
It was suggested at a meeting of the
Committee that a table might be placed
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close behind the official reporters on the
floor of the House, but I think the feel-
ing of the Committee was that it would
be too great an infringement on the pre-
cincts of the House admitting strangers,
as reporters are regarded, on the floor of
the House. I cannot help thinking that
perhaps on the whole the best practical
arrangement, the one that would give
the greatest satisfaction with the least
upsetting of existing arrangements and
the smallest expenditure of money,
would be to place the reporters where they
were for some weeks at one time, at the
rear of the House, on both sides of the
Speaker. In that position they could hear
everything was said, and the accom-
modation might be furnished with almost
no expense. I am quite aware that
from where the reporters now sit, at the
corners of the chamber, it is quite impos-
sible to follow the debates.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I suggested
myself to the leader of the House what
he mentioned a few minutes ago. The
change required is trifling. The seats
are now there, and all that is 'necessary
is to change them to the position desired
and to put a desk for the reporters to
write at. That could be tried, and if the
arrangement is satisfactory it can be con-
tinued ; if it should not prove satisfac-
tory there is very little time, trouble or
expense involved in making the change.
That is what I stated at the time, that the
reporters would be satisfied to have tried.
The leader of the Government said he
was agreeable, and I said that even now
if it were done the expense would be
trifling and if it was not successful we
could try something else after.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I am very glad
to hear from the leader of the House
that there is no intention to interfere
with the frame work of this Chamber
and I hope that no suggestion will be
made, or, if made, that it will be defeated,
to make any change which will in any
degree mar the beauty and symmetry of
this room.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (21) "An Act respecting the

HON, MR. POWER.

Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Rail-
way Company." (Mr. Clemow.)

MIDDLETON DIVORCE BILL.

READING OF PETITION.

The order of the day having beenl
called

Reading Petition of William Henry
Middleton, of the City of Ottawa; praying
for the passing of an Act to dissolve bis
marriage with Mary Froude Middleton,
formerly Mary Froude Wise, of the City Of
Ottawa.

HON. MR. CLEMOW presented the
declaration of service of notice on the
respondent.

Thepetition was read and received-

The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday March 27th, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE COLONIAL CONFERENCE
AT LONDON.

MOTION.

HON. MR. DICKEY moved:
That an humble Address be presented tO

His Excellency the Governor Genera5l
praying that His Excellency will be please
to cause to be laid before this House, a coPý
of the proceedings of the Colonial Coner'
ence at London, in 1887, so far as thYe
relate to Imperial postal and telegraphie
communications through Canada, togete
with any correspondence between the In,
perial authorities and the Dominion 0ha
ernment or any of its Departments on tho
subject since the date of the Conference.

He said :-The first Colonial 'Co
ference, I trust the precursor of riad
such, was held in London last year.
Among the important subjects there diS
cussed was that of Imperial Postal
Telegraphic communication throug
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Canada, a matter of vital interest to the
People of this Dominion. I trust there1ill be no objection to affording the
Whi e and the public the information

îch is asked for in'this motion.

ON· hR. ABBOTT-The Govern-lient has no objection and the papersfill be brought down.

The motion was agreed to.

PORT ARTHUR, DULUTH &
WESTERN RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL.

MOTION.

HON MR. CLEMOW moved
hourt Rule 61, requiring twenty-four
rritee otice of the consideration by a com-
ioue of a private bill originating in the

ctto Bih mmons, be suspended with re-
respe t. ill No 21, intituled : " An Act

etrn a e Port Arthur, Duluth and
way Company.''

le taid:-This motion is made with
ciew to having the Bill referred to the

nIa ee immediately, in order that it
Ian pass before the recess, as a gentle-
Work-SrO Is largely interested in the
prcedir Alexander Galt-is about toPeceed to England. I hope there wille no objection to the motion.

The notion was agreed to.

THE EASTER HOLIDAYS.

MOTION.

HoN. IR. POWE R-I have not
been in the habit, as a rule, of favoring
long and unnecessary adjournnents, but
I propose to depart from my usual rule
in this case. The position, as I under-
stand, is this: the debate on the
Reciprocity question is not at all likely
to terminate until the close of next week.
I think it is morally certain that the
debate will not terminate any sooner,
and the consequence will be to come
back here next Wednesday and have no
more before us than we have to-day.
The effect of an adjournment for a week
is to enable gentlemen who live at a
convenient distance to go to their homes
and see their families, transact their
private business and come back again;
while to a large number of hon.
gentlemen the adjournment of a week
simply means that they must remain
here idle during the recess. If the
majority of the House is willing to
extend the adjournment, my suggestion
would be to adjourn until to-morrow
fortnight.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.-I am
very sorry that my hon. friend the sen-
ior member from Halifax, with whom I
generally agree, has asked for a longer
adjournment. I could mention many
reasons why the House should not ad-
journ longer than a week.

The motion was agreed to.

THE GREAT MACKENZIE BASIN.

INQUIRY.

ON MR, ABBOTT moved: HoN. MR. SCHULTZ rose to
Tedne en thisHouseadjourns to-morrow, cal the attention of the bon. members ofJourne 2stîmnsî itdo d the Senate to the value of that part of theoureuny 28th instant, it do stand ad-4 p1riî"u~enn tna Dominion, lying north of the Saskatchewanperil %ettiVednesday, thle fourth day off ex t hî dv orhdy0 watershed, eapt of the Rocky Mountains andeven , at half-past eight o'clock inthe comprising

.He aid ackenzie Basn-its extent of navigable
e said The other House is adjourn- Rivers, LakeE and Sea Coamt, of Agricul-

3rd; l the of the tural and Pastoral Land, its Fîsheries, For-3rd ; this . evenmg of Tuesday thests and Mines, ith a view to an inquiry
.tre oy one day longer. I do into its possible Commercial and Agricul-sret ko what hon, gentlemen may de- tural value, by Comnîittee of this lion.tIle HI about tieI'OUS out ths but I place it before Hueo tirie

of the See order to elicit the opinion He said-In cahhing ynur attention to
This anate more than anything else. the subject of which 1 have given notice,

ut ijournment I can recommend, I do so with a good deal cf diffidence. Iinen qPossible that some hon. gentle- do so because I feel that a t
' rlcay desire a longer period. sideration of North-West subjects that
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we had last year and the Report which
followed their investigations, many hon.
gentleman must have felt that we had
exhausted the subject of the agricultural
and other economic resources of the
North-West. In asking your attention
to that part of Canada which forms the
subject of the notice I have put upon
paper, I wish to draw attention to that
country which lies North of the Sas-
katchewan watershed. As hon. gentle-
men are aware, the watershed of the
North Saskatchewan does not extend
much North of the banks of that stream.
In fact a cart or waggon road between
Edmonton upon the Main Saskatchewan
and the steamboat landing upon the Atha-
basca only extends over a distance of 90
miles, and for many miles these two great
rivers run almost in parallel courses, and,
indeed, the elevation is a very low one,
which forms the height of land, for
the streams that emptyinto the Athabasca
in the North and the streams that empty
into the Saskatchewan on the South in-
terlace each other. Now, taking this for
our southern boundary, I ask hon.
gentlemen to take into consideration
the resources and possible economic
value of that great tract of country lying
between the Rocky Mountains and the
west coast of Hudson Bay, which has for
its southern boundary the height of land
between the sources of streams which
unite to form the great Mackenzie river,
from those which empty their waters into
the Saskatchewan ; and when I state the
area of this part of Canada, exclusive of
the islands, of the Arctic archipelago,
to be about 1,2oo,ooo square miles, hon-
orable gentlemen will agree with me that
a country as large as the whole of
France, Germany, Austria, Italy and
Spain together, has in it it economic
possibilities great enough to warrant their
present serious consideration and an ex-
haustive investigation afterwards by a
special committee of this hon. House.

I am aware that this great region
has been classed among those portions
of our Dominion where ice and snow
hold unbounded sway, producing only
the scant vegetation of arctic and sub-
arctic life. That it is the natural
home of the reindeer and polar bear,
the hatching ground of migratory wild
fowl, and the residence of a few Esqui-

HON. MR. SCHULTZ.

maux and Chipewayan Indians who
eke out a scant subsistence by the pur-
suit of fur-bearing animais and the Cari-
boo, which Providence scems to have
designed for their especial use.

I commence then the discussion of
this subject with a full understanding
that in this practical age if I fail to
show that an incorrect estimate
has been made of the resources
of this region, if, in fact, I cannot
convince hon. gentlemen, that a very
considerable portion of the part of
Canada in question is not only fitted
for the production of cereals, that itS
forests and mines are valuable, its fish-
eries extensive, and important, then I
will have occupied the time of this
House to no good purpose and I shall
regret having done so. If, however, I
shall have made out, as the lawyers say,
a primafacie case, I hope that another
Committee may be struck as the natural
sequence of the Food Committee of last
session, just as that Committee was the
natural outcome of a memorable corn-
mittee of this House which, reporting if
1870 upon the future possibilities of the
Northwest, gave to Canada an idea of
the richness of the possessions they had
acquired and an impulse to the stream'
of immigration which has flowed continu-
ously ever since.

To enable me to place before honl.
gentlemen my views upon this subject, I
have1laid upon the table two maps,both of
which have been marked so as to ind-
cate the areas of possible cultivations
one of barley, the other of wheat;
other marks indicate the extent Of
pastoral land, and others have beeil
roughly placed there to show the breaks
(only two) which exist between navigable
water on the Athabasca River, ninetY
miles from Edmonton to the Polar Sea;
and I may here state that much of the
information these maps contain is due
to my hon. friend the Senator fron the
North-West, whose probable absence
from the House at this time is particular
ly unfortunate, but who has very kindy
allowed me to use in this House infOr-
mation of the greatest value regarding
the animais and plants and other matters
connected with this great region.

In the discussion of the resources O
this region we must class first, in this
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prac tical
that -age, as being of economic value,vial Portion of the surface which is allu-chor diuvial and rich enough in theChernfca constituents which render, un-dem favorable conditions, the grow% th ofleveas Possible. I have reason to be-lieve,f rom a number of competent au-thoritie fnot least of whom is my hon.riendte Senator from the North-lest erritories, that over a considera-ble Portion, in fact an immense area offleari
t ions~e30,ooo square miles, the condi-

earst for the growth of all the ordi-inary cereals and root crops, and this
.reags me to speak of the climate of thisis otextent of the earth's surface which
of Otherwise fitted for the production
of foden. ough for many millionsfr then. My hon. friend, the SenatoruOn the North West Territories informs'

th the assertions made by other au-ntorties as to the growth of wheat as far
lhuds atitude sixty-two degrees at aF o ay Company's post named

sare s n, is quite correct. From thegronsources I learn that barley has been'ope, at Fort Yukon and Fort Good
ble One of these places at least,Te Slightly within the Arctic circle.
conse facts would lead one naturally touonde the effects of the severe frostwhin the cultivation of these cereals,
r aen, in pricipal food of civilizedJoh and I find upon reference to Sir
ber of t lhson's work that in Octo-
at one he year 1837, the groundOf these northern pointsfeethawed to the distance of elevenfeet, while at York Factory, much far-of thr ft it had only thawed a distanceos dfreefe t in the same month, and itbe difficut t understand why this should
fut influence t keep in view the power-
Pacif c of the warm currents of the
paraCle coastand the fact that on an equal

o dete f latitude the Pacific is about
and any warmer than the Atlantic,
by the Of the ordinary maps published

erIcultural Department of thethe iernnent of Canada will show thatellel othermal lines which maintain par-Ja Courses at the south of the head ofJaes) Bl t
while aY trend rapidly northward
would going to the west. In fact it

Laurseein as though the line of the
suth to ormation, which extends

the north bank of

the Ottawa river, near this city,
thence striking the shores of Lake
Superior, and striking the east shore at
the foot of Lake Winnipeg it at once as-
sumes a more northerly than north-west
ern course, striking some of the eastern
affulents of the Mackenzie River near
Great Slave Lake and continuing thence
at about an equal distance from the bed
of that stream to the polar sea, it would
seem I say, as though in some way not
easily understood, this Laurentian range
was the natural isothermal line, or rather
the line of equal summer temperature
through the continent.

Now, it is a startling fact to assert
that barley can be grown, as well indeed
as potatoes, in the neighborhood of or
so slightly within the Arctic circle, but it
must be remembered that in this Cana-
da of ours nature sleeps, so far as
plant life is concerned, during the
winter months, be they long or short,
and that in so far as climatic conditions
affect the growth of cereals we need
only take into account the months of
June, July and August ; and when I
give from a perfectly reliable source the
average temperature at two o'clock each
day during these three months at the
following places, viz.: Fort Yucon, lati-
tude 66 degrees, June 62 degrees, July
74 degrees, August 71 degrees ; Fort
Simpson, June 73 degrees, July 61 de-
grees, August 68 degrees, it will be seen
that those conditions necessary for the
successful growth of the cereals in
these regions, richness of soil and
suitability of summer climate, are pre-
sent, and it may be well to remember
generally that the mean annual tempera-
ture of Sitka is about that of Montreal.

But there are in addition to these,
two other causes which act upon
the growth of cereals in these
regions. It is generally assumed that
the successful growth of wheat can only
be obtained by somewhat constant
summer temperature for at least one
hundred days at about sixty degrees
Fahrenheit, for I believe that these con-
ditions are not always present during the
wheat growing season in the British
Islands, fifty-nine degrees I am informed
being near the average temperature
which obtains there.

We have, then, soil rich enough and
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climate mild enough at least for three
months, to produce these grains, and the
two other causes which aid their
production are these : It must be
remembered that in the latitudes
which I have mentioned as being the
supposed northern limit of the growth
of these cereals there is present the fact
that each day of the required number
has during these three months eighteen
hours of sun-light, this being at least
three hours more of the growing influ-
ence of that luminary than is to be found
in the present average wheat belt of our
Dominion, and the shorter nights
prevent the cooling of the soil.
The other condition is one which
has generally been asserted to be
the reason why wheat and barley
cannot be expected to be success-
fully grown at all. I allude, of
course, to the deep penetration of the
frost. Hon. gentlemen will remember
that in the investigation which took
place under the chairmanship of Mr.
Roebuck, by a select committee of
the Imperial House of Commons
thirty years ago, the deep penetra-
tion of the frost was given as a reason
why crops in the country in question,
and indeed farther south, could never be
depended upon. The fallacy of the ar-
gument, drawn from what was an un-
doubtedtruth,isindeed made prominently
evident by the fact that in a country, I
mean Manitoba, where the frost pene-
trates very often to a distance of five or
six feet, 25,000,000 bushels of cereals
were produced in a vear of drouth which
extended over all other portions of Can-
ada and over the greater portion of the
northwestern United States, the cause
being simply that, while indeed the
plant received but little moisture
from above, yet this frost in com-
ing out pulverized and render-
ed the soil friable, admitting of the
deeper penetration of the roots of the
plants, and gave back gradually, as the
heat of summer increased, to the upper
crust,that moisture which was needed and
thatwhich indeed producedthe wonderful
crop of 1887. From this it can be easily
seen that the frost which was so feared
as an enemy to agriculture in these re-
gions thirty years ago, now proves to be
the husbandman's best friend, and what-

ever may be the resuit of the investiga-
tion of the Committee, which I hope
may be struck by this honorable House
for the purpose of investigating, more
fully the agricultural and other
resources of this vast region, the
frost at least I venture to predict wil
not be used as an argument against this
possible future agricultural wealth.

For the reasons mentioned, and upon
the strength of the best information I
have been able to obtain, I have reason
to believe that there exists a belt withil
the limits of the district in question at
least of 200,ooo square miles which will
produce wheat, while the whole area maY
be depended upon to produce to a
great or less extent a more hardy class of
cereal plants.

I have had occasion, during the timie
I have occupied the attention of the
House, to allude several times to the
value of the information which has beefl
afforded me by my hon. friend, the
Senator from the North-West, and I
learn with regret that, appointed at a
late period, he hastily left the very in-
portant superintendency which he
exercises over a considerable and
important portion of the Hudson's
Bay Company's trading district, it vil
be impossible for him, for part at least of
the remainder of the session, to give US
the advantage of his presence here, n
view of his absence which is caused bY
necessity of proceeding at once west-
ward on very important business, he has
very kindly given me much information
which he is willing to contribute to Our
knowledge of this region, and I will take
the liberty at this stage of giving to the
House some of the very important infor-
mation which that hon. gentleman bas
given me of the animals and plants Of
that vast region and his own and other
competent gentlemen's still more inter-
esting information of the possible trans-
portation or its products by water. 14e
says regarding animals :-The car"-
boo is the principal animal. It s:
to this northcrn region what the
American bison was to the Saskat-
chewan plains. There still rernain15

some of the wood buffalo. This an an'-
mal larger than the American bison of
the plains. They are in his opinion the
same animal, but they are larger, coarsel
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haired and straighter horned. I mention
beci Peculiarity of difference in the horns,
tecause he believes that the shape, andthe broken and crooked nature of thehorns of the prairie buffalo has been
graused by his habit of digging into thegrav whereas in the more northern
Pciel they had to contend with othero onsditio where straight horns would be

themore use, as for instance, they usethei there for clearing aside fromtheir Pathway the brush and luxuriant
idergrowth. These arimals would in

th oPinion weigh at least 150 lbs. moreplan the buffalo of the Saskatchewan
tns. In the northern regions theVetches and grasses are so high and the

ait flot being unduly heavy, they
crue not had to paw and break thecruited snow, as was the habit of the
for buffalo, and they may account
fhereeir superior size. In the countryshere these are found horses cannot be
the in Pursuit, and they are stalked in
ane sane manner that the moose and

Other large animais are.
fore tels me also that it is difficult tober an accurate estimate of the num-
be lf these animals that may yet
be t. But perhaps investigation

y may show that Soo or 6oo
Bay yet remain in scattered bands.
can not ng to the fact that the horse
difficult used in pursuit it is more
adind for the Indians to hunt them,te oldeed to find them, than it was inthe Old day of guo h

So rank Of hunting upon the plains.
coun try Is the undergrowth of this richdinty', and so difficuit is it for the In-hians to get at these animals, that per-hap5 st now eanma
of the Gnow any attempt on the part
to the overn ment to afford protection
soe re ould be useless. If, however,
White s gulation which would prevent

giptortsmen from deliberately com-
mag 'lt the country to hunt these ani-
advantar mere pleasure it might result to
atious tge At present it would be vex-
use, as t the Indians and of no great
habi tho, amimal has become in its
is t ¡much like the moose that he
iMse In a great measure to protect

been nle thinks that there has
in their very appreciable difference
years. numbers during the last fifteen

l e mentions the cariboo as being
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the most important food animal of the
country. They have another animal,
the musk ox. He frequents the barren
lands east of the MacKenzie River, and
between that and the coast of the
Hudson Bay and the Arctic Sea. His
habits are to spend the summer in the
barren lands mentioned, and in winter
he seeks shelter in the wooded districts
of the Peace River and the neighborhood
of Fort Good Hope. In the month of
April he goes back to his summer haunts.
These animals are not so numerous as
the cariboo, but are found in about the
same numbers as the moose deer. The
musk ox frequent a district farther
north than the favored feeding grounds
of the moose, and consequently the
males of these animals seldom meet. If
they did it is not improbable that there
would be a well matched combat. A
large musk ox would weigh about 500
pounds. Their shape more resembles
the buffalo than the moose, and they are
killed by the Indians by stalking them.
They are shot principally for the rich
robe that they produce, as their flesh is
not considered desirable on account of
its musky taste. The horns of these
animais are curved like those of a ram.

Standing in the same category in re-
gard to numbers is the moose. This is
the same animal which is found in the
northern parts of Quebec and elsewhere
in Canada, and is also the same which
is found on the Russian coast opposite
Alaska. Their weight is about 6oo
pounds when dressed. Their horns do
not differ from the eastern variety.

Cariboo however is essentially the food
animal of the country. Thev come from
the north in bands sometimes of many
hundreds, are easily killed by the natives,
and even yet seem to exist in al-
most countless numbers. This is to be
accoutnted for from the fact that their
ireeding ground is from Great Slave
Lake eastward, in what is called the
barren lands, where they rear their
young in what is practically to the In-
dians an inaccessible district. In large
bands during the first part of December
they seek the woods to the west. The In-
dians conceal themselves in the bush
along their regular pathways, which
are perfectly known to the Indians
and to themselves, the only errors
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being made by the fact that the
Indians may choose one pathway
when the animals by sone instinct
choose another. But they alvays travel
in these pathways both going and
coming. They travel like flocks of
sheep, in wide well beaten roads. Mr.
Hardisty states the cause of starvation,
which is often heard of, arises from the
fact that while the Indians are waiting
at one pathway the animals may have
chosen another many miles away, thus
depriving the Indians of their season's
supply of cariboo. Their horns are of
a size and shape between the moose and
the reindeer, the animal itself being
smaller and rarely exceeding in live
weight about 300 pounds. Hunters
have been known to kill oo cariboo.
Their flesh is preserved frozen for the
wnter.

The Honorable Senator from the
North-West states, also that of the food
supply of the natives of this country
as well as the servants of the
Hudson's Bay Company, fish
ranks first and pre-eminent. Next to
this is the cariboo. Next the moose,
then follow in the order of their import-
ance, the lynx and rabbits. But the
rabbits, like others of their species in
Manitoba and elsewhere in the North-
West periodically die off from a disease
which is apparently a sort of epizootic,
affecting the throat of the animal, which
is found swollen when they die. The
lynx disappears with the rabbits, because
the rabbit is his natural food. Next in
order of importance is the wild fowl, in
the spring and fall, and these in the sea-
sons mentioned are in almost countless
numbers.

Wheat grows, he says, as far as Fort
Simpson. Barley oats and potatoes have
been found to grow as far north as the
junction of the Great Bear river with the
Mackenzie, in latitude 65. At
Fort Good Hope, within the Arctic
circle small potatoes have been grown.

The spruce (poplar spruce) he says, is
the principal timber prevailing on the
Peace river. The aspen grows on the
uplands. Several varieties of the large
cotton wood trees grow in the lowlands
of the valley.

In regard to the size of the Macken-
.zie, he says it is about six miles wide at

its mouth, at Fort Simpson it is a mile
wide and thinks the river is about i500
miles from Great Slave lake to the sea.
Fifteen hundred miles from its mouth
the river is one mile wide, at Fort Simp-
son. The shallowest part, is about
five feet deep. At Fort Simpson it is
about fifteen feet deep.

It is navigable from Fort Simpson tO
the sea. There is a boat, eighty-five
by fourteen feet beam that runs fromn
Fort Simpson down. It draws five
feet of water, and is in use by the
Hudson Bay Company. They can go
down to the sea when it is free from ice
at the mouth. There are whales and
seals at the mouth of the river. Coming
up the river the boat can come up tO
Fort Simpson, in latitude fifty-nine and a
half, another boat can go down
Athabaska river from the Landing
and forty miles into Slave river, and
across Slave Lake 170 miles, alsO
up the river into Lesser Slave Lake, 170
miles. The boat is 130 feet long with
24 feet beam and capable of carrying
150 tons, Average depth of water from
3 to 1o feet. It has a carrying capacitY
with two barges of 300 tons.

On the Peace River alone there is
almost 700 miles of comparatively unin
terrupted navigation, the river being on
an average iooo yards to one mile wide.

The Mackenzie River in its general
character resembles the St. Lawrence,
and is not at all like the Missouri and
Mississippi, inasmuch as it is the outlet
of a number of immense lakes, the ex-
tent of which no man yet knows. There
is not the excessive rise and fall there is
in the Saskatchewan, Missouri or Miss-
issippi Rivers.

In these lakes he knows of the following
fish : Pike or Jack fish, White fish.
These White fish being in his opinio0
better than those of the lower lakes.

Great Slave Lake,he says, the largest of
the lakes, partakes of deep water naviga-
tion. There are islands and good har-
bours. The lake itself abundantly stocked
with fish, one large island upon it beilg
the especial place chosen for the super-
numerary men of the Hudson Bay service
to winter upon.

Fron the maps which I have placed
upon the table of this House, hon. gentle-
men will see that a rough estimate of the
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area in sqluare miles of that part of we hope, with further exploration to find,Polard, bounded on the north by the will be fdund adapted for the growth of
of S ea, On the east by the west coast wheat and barley. Now, in answer to
Rockudson Bay, on the west by the this we must quote the best of those au-
the y Mountains, and on the south by thorities that are at hand, and we find infounSaskatchewan watershed, will be Prof. Macoun's book that Senator Har-

files to be about 1,210,000 square disty's brother informed him in 1875,
is 1e•The general southern boundary that wheat ripened four times out of five
io titude fifty-four degrees, and the at Fort Simpson, below the confluence
Bagitude of the west side of the Hudson of the Liard and Mackenzie rivers, lati-
bounnety-four degrees. The western tude 62 ; and that he was informed while
tudeary on the south west is in longi- at Fort Chippewayan on Lake Athabaska
tude 120 degrees, while the north that barley ripens almost every year atdster boundary is more than 140 Fort Yukon and other points almost
aerees. From north to south I under the Arctic circle.
or counting on sixteen degrees, Dr. Dawson also bore testimonyin 1879
breadth120 miles, and with the to the good quality of arable land in therdth -aîread
aIr alady given makes Peace River district. So that on Peace,squae n square or nearly 1,21o,ooo Athabasca, Laird and Mackenzie rivers,tsre miles, and I may mention that we are to infer that there are vast areas
arhi os nlot include the great Arctic of fertile soil with a climate suitable to
arcthPelago for I have only taken the to raise all kinds of vegetables and barley
doesnot tlimit latitude seventy, which in the whole area, and one-half of it

o tht take in any of the great islands suitable for wheat.te Artic ocean. In this practical age, as I said before,
It Will be seen by this calculation that the question of the value of ournorthwest-

ies aouthern boundary from east to west ern Canada must be largely determined
breadth 1,150 miles, and the general by the extent of its wheat-growing area.
Miles might be placed at 1,050 Still it is worth while discussing the nat-
Meied iving the area I have ural animal products of the country as
a dentloned. On the west, I count giving an idea of the extent of its pastoral
Ity it if sixteen degrees, while in real- land and the value of its natural food
WouId over that. The depth, therefore, supplies, and from all sources
tsouthaverage 1,120 miles from north of information I infer that all the lakes

find team with fish. White fish are theIitietalso from the best know author- staple, but trout of various species, some
ieredt ifthe country which may be specimens of which weigh over forty

the fertile allua or diluval, that is pounds are also abundant ; pike and
3oro sandshas at least an area of carp are also common. The chief qua-
as feraile are mie, while if we take drupeds are moose, bear, buffalo, musk
that Portio lof the whole area, except ox and beaver in the Peace river region
riveorin .yg east of the Mackenzie and the Mackenzie, while in the barrenba Slave river, and a line from Atha- grounds to the east of that river the

Cumberland Y Reindeer Lake to near cariboo is particularly numerous.
,o the House of the Saskatchewan. Geese and ducks are shot in greatWest of this line it is of a differ- numbers, in the autumns and spring butsotcharacter and is equal to the more chiefly in autumn, at all the Hudson BaysOuthern regi *-'

has a r in regard to soil, but Posts, but the Indians do not shoot them
half a Colder climate. Nearly one usually for food, as powder and shot are
4ooOf the area, or in round numbers dear. Rabbits are a source of sup-

00. Square miles is of this descrip- ply in all the forest regions and indeed
for wetis one half is suitable throughout the whole region, but die oft
t wth, some of the ques- periodically as is the case further to the
ollow. naturally meet us are the South and West.
grown ; HoW far north has wheat been Moose, cariboo, white fish, geese and
grow p Whowfar north has barley been ducks are dried by the Indians for win-

hat area i0 square miles may ter use.
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The fishes of the region are of great procured than eitlier buffalo or rnoo-e and
econornic value and are one of the the country is too diflicult for white men.
staples of the country. Fhe species in
greatest abundance is whitefish, after
those come goldeyes, identical with those
in the Red River, then ")oree" or pick-
erel, them jackfish, and at least two spe-
cies of trout.

Very little is yet known of the value
of the Sea Fisheries at the mouth of the
Mackenzie but there is reason to believe
that the mouth of the Mackenzie is a
suitable harbor for fishing vessels where
whale and seal may be taken and where
there is reason to believe there are mul-
titudes of fish and o'her sea animais.

As regards the minerai wealth of this
region Sir John Richardson is said to
have been so struck with it during one of
his voyages that he seriously advised one
of the officers of the Hudson Bay Con-
pany to give up their fur trade and
devote the whole of their efforts and
resources to the developement and
transportation to England of the miner-
als of the country. To be sure little is
known of the mineral wealth of the
country, except that which shows itself on
the banks of the water courses
now in use, and we can judge
from these what the mineral wealth of
fhe region may be.

Gypsun or plaster of paris is in im-
mense quantities on Peace River near
Peace Point.

Crude sulphur is found bordering
small brooks that flow into the Clear-
water above the forks of the Athabaska.

Copper. We learn from Dawson and
from the discoverer of the Copper Mine
River that it exists in large quantities,
while coal, liginte, gold and other metals
of great value are known to exist.

The country though not thickly popu-
lated by Indians, yet has some very im-
portant food animais. Professor Macoun
says :-

The wood buffalo, when I was on the
Peace River, in 1875, were confined to the
country lving between the Athabasca and
Peace Rivers north of latitude fifty-seven
minutes, thirtv seconds, or chiefly in the
Birch Hills. They were also said to be in
some abundance on Salt and Hay Rivers
running into the Slave River, north of Peace
River. The herds thirteen years ago were
supposed to number about 1,000 ail told. I
believe many still exist as the Indians of
that region eat fish as they are much easier

HON. MR. SCHULTZ.

Hitherto the great Laurentian district,
known as the barren grounds, have been
supposed to be entirely without econornic
value but they are known to be the last
great preserve for that class of fur bearing
animais such as the beaver, otter, fisher
and mink which seek their home near
rivers and lakes. The barren grounds
too are the breeding place of many
species of geese and ducks as well as of
the chief waders, and hence it is the
preserve and summer home of nearly all
the game birds that are of value for food
or for sport. Owing to its sterile charac-
ter it will never be invaded by man and
settlers to the south may always look
forward to their autumn game harvest.

As regards the tim bers of the region,
black and white spruce of large size are
abundant in the valley of the Athabasca
and in the forest region for 150 miles
north of latitude 54 degrees. The south-
western part of the Peace River District
is of the same character. The commoi
aspen is the common tree of the dry
ground over the whole forest area but
only in the southern sections are they of
large size. Enormous Balsam Poplars
are found on all the islands and loW
alluvial points on the Peace, Liard and
Mackensie Rivers and extends north
wards to latitude 67 degrees which is
within the Arctic circle.

Nowhere on the continent of America
do the grasses and vetches thrive so
well as in the Peace River Valley and
scarcely any distinction can be notice-
between the common forest flora of
the Peace River region and that
around Ottawa and there is nothing il
the natural productions of that district tO
show that its summer temperatureis lower
than that of Ottawa. There is this dis-
tinction however, that the grasses and
other herbaceous plants are nearly twice
as tall as they are in the East, and it must
be remembered also that at Dunvegan
on the Peace River ail the plants thrive
that are grown at Toronto.

The pastoral area includes ail the
region lying west of the Laurentian dis-
trict and although part of it is like the
swamp land of Manitoba, yet the grass is
rich and luxuriant. No part of the 300'
ooo square miles is unsuited for raising
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cattle and horses, and the richness of the
gntsesr and vetches make it an easy
ilater to deep stock over the winter.

Ais regards the possibilities for cattlepart g as compared with more southern
Parts of Canada in the sanie longtitude :
Lgiond that cattle raising in thecut under consideration means
ntng the natural hay for winter use,and as the grasses are of the most nutri-tiOus kind the very best of hay can be

hd at a smali cost. All cattle must beWintered however as long as at Ottawa.as have said before that winter climate
cr siothing to do with the growth ofcereas, but it has much to do with thePe aration of the soil and fertility of
Pulverth-West is largely due to theTersing power of the frost.

oto enable me to give a relative viewf the extent of the region in question Iind the area of the various provinces
On square miles to be as follows:

new Broo ; Quebec 139,ooo;
21, wick, 27,000; Nova Scotia,t000 ; Prince Edward Island, 2,133;
ttal 409,133, or about. The extent of
is knPart of the region in question, which
land 0wn to Possess arable and pasturalo'sd,tand of this the climate allows 300,-0c square miles to be used for the pro-ductho of the cereals.

The territory of Athabasca contains
Within square miles and is wholly
than this area, and is three times largertht Xew truns NovaPri swick, Nova Scotia and
i ce Edward Island, and some idea of
fact that' whay, be gathered from the
on peac weat ripened at Fort Vermilion
gre e River, latitude fifty-three de-

F? north, on August 6th, 1875.

Year ipweyan, latitude 58.54, the
latitude August 26th. Fort St. John,
Ist 56.20, barley nearly ripe August
latitude 5 Rocky Mountain House,
1885- 56.12, new potatoes, July 21St,
cucu ittle Red River, latitude 58.30,
1875. s and wheat ripe August 12th,

rAnd ve must keep in view the in-
northen quantity of daylight in these
Plantsfo regions has upon the growth of
latitd or the length of days in northern
grotude adds rnuch to the rapidity of
does o prevents frost as the ground
shot get cooled down owing to therOtnes Of the night.

Eighteen hours sunshine is about the
average for June and July.

I learn partly from the valuable book
of Professor Macoun and partly from the
more recent and valuable report of Dr.
Dawson, and partly from other sources,
that the Mackenzie River is navigable all
the way to the sea from Great Slave
Lake, a distance of over 1,ooo miles. It
is a larger river than the Mississippi. It
has a large resorvoir in Lake Athabaska.
From Lake Athabaska to the mountains,
it is comparatively unobstructed. No
point of water is lower than six feet on
the Athabaska River south i8o miles.
It is 90 miles from Athabaska Landing
to Edmonton, and a good cart road.

In regard to the general features as
far as I know, nearly all east of the Mac-
kenzie River is Laurentian country, and
therefore is of no use for cultivation.
All on the west side is excellent land,
good for growing grain.

As to the general character of Lake
Athabaska, it is a very large lake, second
only to Lake Superior. It contains inu-
merable white fish and enormous trout.
Trout weighing forty pounds have been
taken in Lake Athabaska, and the peo-
ple of that district live almost altogether
on white fish. The three things they
live upon may be said to be geese, fish,
and carriboo. Wbite fish weigh from
four to five pounds. The lake is said to
be 250 miles long. The north side of it
is high, rocky and barren. The trees
are as fine as you will find anywhere.
There are trees on the Peace river seven
feet in diameter. Black and white spruce
grow in abundance and very large.

The grand rapid which is the head of
the sixty miles rapids partakes of the
character of the Grand Rapids of the
Saskatchewan, although somewhat worse,
while below that part of the remaining
sixteen miles, if cleared of boulderswould
give navigation, but with a rapid current.
The rapids at Fort Smith, however, are
very bad, and only a canal or ship railway
would overcome them.

L find in travels of overland Arctic
voyages of John Richardson, in his valu-
able work on the northern regions, that
on the 19 th October, 1837, he found sur-
face soil at Fort Simpson, latitude sixty
degrees, eleven feet deep, while at York
Factory at the same time of year in 1835,
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it was only three feet deep. The natural less than three (3) miles the other on
conclusion is that the Mackenzie river Slave River of about thirteen (13) miles.
valley has a much higher summer tem- Both portages would be over almost
perature than is found at York Factory. level rocky ground.

It is proper to observe in connection From Edmonton to Athabasca Lan-
with the growing of wheat, and indeed of ding on the Athabasca there is a good
all the cereals, that it is generaily the wagon road, distance g0 miles.
months of June, July and August which Fror this point the Hudson BaY
affect their growth, and given suitable Company take their heavy boats to the
soil and temperature not less than sixty head of Little Slave Lake, and down the
degrees of heat, wheat should ripen in Athabasca to Athabasca Lake.
one hundred days. The average tem- From the forks of the Clearwater
perature in England is only about fifty- and Athabasca Rivers to Lake Athabasca,
nine degrees mean heat, while at Fort a distance of i 8o miles is navigable for
Simpson in latitude sixty-two, longtitude steamers, as the water in no place at its
one hundred and twenty-two the June lowest stage is less than six feet in
temperature was 73.40 at 2 p.m. In July depth.
70.61. In August 65.87. The daily Then, going northward, the distances
sunlight length of these three months of navigable waters and broken navi
would probably be from eighteen to gation from the first point where this
twenty hours. At Fort Yukon, latitude route strikes the Athabasca to the Polar
sixty-six degrees, longitude 147 degrees, Sea is as follows
slightly within the Arctic circle the aver- Cart road from Edmonton to Atha
age mean temperature at two o'clock basca Landing go miles.
was sixty-two degrees in June. In July Athabasca Landing to the forks of the
74.84. In August 70.99. At Fort Clearwater, about 200 Miles.
Franklin latitude 65, longtitude 123, From the Clearwater to the Lake,
strawberries were ripe near Great Bear i8o miles.
Lake about the 2oth July. At Fort From Lake Athabasca to the sen
Norman latitude 65, barley, oats and pota- is 1300 miles only thirteen miles of
toes come to maturity. which, on Slave River, may be called

The limit of trees on the barren obstructed navigation.
grounds is lower on the eastern side As regards the lacustrine area of the
than on the western side by only seven district,owing to the want of surveys, very
degrees, being between 6F and 6o in the little is know regarding the area of the
vicinity of Hudson Bay and extending lakes but we know that the Laurentia
beyond the Arctic circle, latitude 67 in region on the east is filled with lakes and
the valley of the Mackenzie. ponds and we can predicate that er

The fish called Inconnu samon Me- least one-fifth of the Laurentian regiof
Kenziei, is really the Great Slave Lake is water.
trout, and which grows to an enormous While endeavoring to elicit informa-
size, even caught from 30 to 40 pounds tion from my hon. friend, the Senator
weight. from the North-West, from the works Of

Fron various sources I learn that Professor Macoun, Dr. Dawson, Sir John
three steamers could navigate the whole Richardson, Sir Alexander McKenzie,
of these inland waters. Sir John Franklin, Captain Beck, and

One on the Lower Athabasca, Lake the records left by minor voyageurs and
Athabasca and Peace Rivers up to the leaders of expeditions through this great
falîs, and Slave River to the Rapids. northern region, have been struck, a

Another on the Peace River for oo have no doubt hon. gentlemen wila be
miles or nearl to the mountains. struck with the vastness of the river and

And another for the lo.er part of Slave lake syste of this northern countrY
River, Great Slave Lake, and the whole and from the evidence I have been able
of Mackenzie River. to obtainoin tany respects the Mackenzie

These three steamers would navigate River is to the North American continent
t5a miles of inland wtcrs with only what the Aazon is to the South, th
two breaks, one on the Peace River of largest of aIl the watr courses which drain

Hon. MR SCHULTZ.
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the continent In early days of travel in
Witer from the frontier settlements of
Snothern Mississippi to Fort Garry,

Whicve Paused to look at the spring
the hwas the most northern source of
tha Mssissippi river, and standing upon
that 'Pot in northern Minnesota, I wasabout 1,300 miles from its outlet in the
Glf ort Mexico. It has been my curiousfortune also in 1870 to cross on snow-shoes
thefrozen surface of some of the smalllerStreams West of Lake Superior, which
fene toeir way through the St. Law-rence to the Atlantic coast. I was thenabout 1,200 hundred miles from the sea,ano about, I 20o miles from the sea110rthward

About 100 miles directly north ofrogers Pas3, the Rocky mountains thenteding north reach apparently the high-
it Point upon the range. The mount-ans, Br ---

thei rown and Hooker, there rearingfeir crests to the height of 15,ooofeet. It is the glaciers of these giant
tuntais of the chain which formthe sources f four mighty rivers, the

tO UPon the west being the Columbia
as the Fraser, and the glaciers of theeastn side nove down to form the
easrces of the Athabaska river to theeast and ortheast and the great Saskat-
east flowng east and south-Standing upon this spot theadventurous traveller is about 8ooriiles from the outlet of one of these
pe, and asatchewan) in Lake Winni-
Sea at e is distant from the Polar
folio at the outlet of the Mackenzie

earWing the curves that these rivers
'aidry two thousand miles. I have
soudthr the Mackenzie has its most%Outhern sources between these mighty
neorntains of the Rocky chain, and fromIar this Pon
Athabas Pomt the river is called the
ke aska, which is part of the Mac-
the DeRiver just as the St. Clair and

wetroit Rivers are parts of the St.
north ce. This river flows down in a
lake beast direction, till it flows into the
the earing its naie ; from thence to. GreatS .

iver is lave Lake the Mackenzie
bei called the Great Slave River,

i PgPart of the Mackenzie just as thehgara is Part of Our own St. Lawrence.
lak Great Slave Lake is the largest of
ts Waths inImense lucustrian district.ters, added to by the immense

drainage of this great inland sea, unite
to form the Mackenzie Rivei proper,
which sweeps in magnificent curves a
distance of 1400 miles of deep water
navigation, to empty itself through a
mouth six or seven miles wide into the
Polar Sea. Macoun's description of
this mighty river is graphic. He says of
it on page thirty-one of his interesting
and valuable work:

The Mackenzie River drains an immense
area, both east and west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and pours a mighty flood into the
Arctic Sea. Its great southwestern branch
-the Peace River-,akes its rise on the west
side of the mountains, and flows northwest-
erly along their western base to lat. 560,
where it receives the Finlay Branch, which
drains a large area in the northeastof British
Columbia. The united stream now turns
east and, after a course of nearly seventy
miles, emerges from the Rocky Mountains.
It flows through the plateau east ot the
range, in a channel 1,000 feet below its level.
Turning more to the north, it sweeps in
majestic curves through a rich and fertile
plain, which constantlv diminishes in alti-
tude as the river gets to the north and north-
east. For 770 miles it flows through a most
lovely and fertile region, receiving in its
course nany rivers, the most notable of
which are the Smoky and Pine, which drain
the district of country lyi between the
Peace and Athabasca. W hen the river
leaves the mountains, its channel is under
500 yards in width, but before it enters Slave
River, twenty-five miles north of Lake
Athabasca, it is over 1,000 yards wide.
A branch stream, named the "Quatre
Fourches" River connects it with Lake
Athabasca, and by this stream, in early
sumnier, there is a steady flow of water into
the lake, but in autumn this is changed,
and the waters of the lake flow into the
river. The author found this to be the case
in August, 1875, when there was a strong
current flowing from lake to river.

Lake Athabasca is about 250 miles long,
by some twenty-five in breadth, and receives
the drainage of a very extensive region,
which is almost wholly covered with forest.
The Athabasca River, which enters the
western end of the lake, takes its rise in the
Rocky Mountains, close to the sources of the
Columbia, and flows in a general northeast
course, till it enters the lake. In its course,
it receives the Macleod, Pembina, and Lac
la Biche Rivers froin the south, while on
the north it receives Little Slave River,
which, after a course of fifty miles fron
Little Slave Lake, empties into a little north
of lat. 55,. Little Slave Lake is an exten-
sive sheet of water lying nearly east and
west, about seventy-five miles in length and
five in average breadth. In lat. 57°, the
Athabasca receives the Clearwater-a flue
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stream of pure water which comes from the
elevated countrv east of Portage la Loche.

Lake Athabasca discharges its accumu-
lated waters by Slave River which, twenty-
five miles below, receives the Peace, and
both, inder the former name, discharge into
the still larger basin of Great Slave Lake.
At the efilux of this lake, the real Macken-
zie commences. At Fort Simpson, in lat.
61° 50' north, it receives the Laird from the
west, some of the branches of which have
their rise close to the sources of the Finlay,
far west of the Rocky Mountains. It is on
the upper waters of the Liard, that the rich
gold fields of noithern British Columbia
are located, where hundreds of miners are
engaged every summer. After receiving the
Liard, the mighty flood, increased in vol um"e
and power, flows on, without break or ob-
struction to the Arctic Sea.

I desire to close my remarks by saying
that this region of country, more parti-
cularly that which lies directly south of
it, has formed the subject of investigation
by select committeess of the Imperial
and Dominion Houses of Commons
during the last thirty years, for it will be
seen from the Journals of the British
Houses of Commons, that two commit-
tees were ordered, one of which sat dur-
ing the winter session of 1857, and the
other during the summer session of that
year. They consisted of nineteen mem-
bers, and comprised such well-known
names as those of Lord Stanley, J.
Packin, Lord John Russell, Mr.
Gladstone, Vicount Sandon, Mr.
Roebuck. Mr. Labouchere, and Mr.
Edward Ellis. This committee held a
number of sittings and examined a num-
ber of witnesses. Two draft reports,
widely divergent in character, were suh-
mitted to the committee by Mr. Lab-
ouchere and Mr. Christie, and the
discussion upon these becoming acrimoni-
ous Mr. Gladstone proposed ten resolu-
tions, two or three:of which I shall read.
First, " that the country capable of
colonization should be withdrawn from
the jurisdiction of the Hudson's Bay
Company." Fourth, "that such juris-
diction should henceforth rest upon the
basis of statute. Seventh, "with refer-
ence to Her Majesty's Government to
consider how the land capable
of colonization and attached accord-
ingly from the jurisdiction of the
Company, should be settled and
governed under free institutions."
The defeat of these resolutions, sim'ly

HoN. MR. SCHULTZ.

by the castin2 vote or the chairman, Mr.
Edward Elbs, closed the controversy and
the country till 1870. That date brings
me to a now historic committee of this
House, the result of which has been of
the greatest possible benefit to at least
the southern portion of the region in
question. Many of these hon. gentle-
men, composing that committee, are still
members of this House, and I trust it
may not be inopportune in me to read
the finding of that committee, which is
as follows :

The Select Committee appointed on the
subject of Rupert's Land, Red River, and the
North-West Territory, having considered
the matters to them referred, agree to the
following report :-

The presence at Ottawa, during the exist-
ing session of Parliament of a number of
persons recently from Red River, all more
or less personally familiar with the North-
West Territory, and its resources, having
suggested the idea, that it would afford a
favorable opportunty for obtaining reliable
information on the subjects set forth in the
foregoing resolution, the Select Comnittee
appointed for that purpose have had before
them a number of witnesses and have Col-
lected much valuable information, which
will be found appended to this report.

2nd. The vast extent of country capable
of cultivation, the favorable accounts un'-
formly given of its agricultural qualities,
and the salubrity of the climate, leave DO
room for doubt on the minds of the comnmit-
tee that the region, north of the United
States boundary, west of the watershed Of
Lake Superior, and extending north of the
northern banks of the Saskatchewan River,
is a good wheat and vegetable producing
territory.

3rd. The principal drawbacks would seein
to be distance from navigation and railwaY
communication, absence of markets for
agricultural products, occasional visits frOn"
grasshoppers, and the cold of winter. .But
the testimony of all the witnesses examined
upon this latter point tends to establish the
fact,that although the thermometer indicates
a much lower degre*e of temperature at Red
River, in winter montha, than in Ontario,
yet the cold in its effects upon individuals'
produces scarcely, il at all, more inconven'
ences in the former than in the latter coul
try.

The committee are satisfied that if nies-
sures are taken at an early date to affOrd
facilities for access through British territory'
to the Red River, it will be found to be not
only a very desirable home for immigrants'
but will materially enhance the prosperitl
and promote the best interests of this Do'
minon.

The House will at once perceive that
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the ho
coe gentlemen who composed that
them ittee, with a prescience that did

in credit, committed themselves to
have a'rs, my high estimate of which I
this a ready in the past alluded to in
indciOuse, for they were the means of
to tIhng that class of emigration to go
bese regions, who possibly could not
such h duced by any opinion short of
of 'gh authority. It must be a source
that great satisfaction to members of
houscmnittee who are still of thistinuse to learn how amply their predic-ount have been fulfiUled, that in theCountry of which they spoke the greatestaverage crop of all cereals that ever was
*1 Mano this continent was produced
es Maita last year ; and if in the

a"e spiris which obtained in that day,
eicSprto honesty to the intendmngcaigrant Pointed out the severity of theclrate and the c
Of the soil ate consequent deep freezing
growi as Possible enemies to the
gratified of crops, they must be still more
the ed to find their fears dispelled by
that t, which is now well know,
deep seveity of winter and the
Manit Penetration of the frost caused
drouthba in a year of almost universal
of to produce the enormous quantity
tat tea which it did. And I thinka the saine causes will always operate
farmer rather than the foe of the

ts dark Proud and pleased to say that inSth kest days I have never lost faithe home oalways bel oe of my adoption. I have
for cereal eved it to possess that capacity
fetal Production ; that possibility of
greate and timber, which are of the
the est use to northern men. In
You ertenegion we are discussing, ifiron i it farther south you havetity, s any quantity, copper in any quan-U , hpur in large quantities ashalt-un)petroleumn , pMarble, el 'une and sandstone,
of the )lays, gypsum, salt, all in fact
sary to nal Products which are neces-
article fan In it can be grown everyarihe Of hua yod..ith the slum an food and clothing
I its ple exception of cotton. andotS Place we hOf fax, have that abundant yieldcountrydfo the immense ranges ofWant ~ fitor sheep, that we shall neverWat for articles
ection froti s of clothing and pro-
nation to the e cold. Were the

15 eSouth of our borders

blotted out of existence to-day, we
have those resources in ourselves
which would build up a great
people in British North America. I am
glad to say that the number of those
who would attach our country to the
destinies of the United States, would
only number about a dozen between
the head of Lake Superior and the
Rocky Mountains. To these doubting
ones I would commend the opinion (as
I know no better closing to this speech),
of a great American statesman, the Hon.
Mr. Seward, as regards the future destiny
of Canadians upon this continent.
In 1886 I think it was, Mr. Seward,
then Secretary of State for the United
States, made the following eloquent and
candid allusion to Canada :

" Hitherto, in comion with most of my
countrynien" he said '«I have thought Ca-
nada would be a strip lying north of the
United States easily detachable from the
parent state, but incapable of sustaining
itself, will therefore ultimately, nay right
soon, be taken by the federal union without
materially chaning or afrlecting its own
condition or developnent. I have dropped
this opinion as a national conceit. I see in
in British North Anerica, stretching
as it does across the continent from
the shores of Labrador and Newfound-
land to the Pacific, and occupying a
considerable belt of the temperate zone
traversed equally with the United States by
the lakes, and enjoying the magnificent
shores of the St. Lawrence with its thou-
eands of islands in the river and gulf, a
region grand enough for the seat of an
empire; in its wheat fields of the west, the
broad ranges at the north ; its inexhaustible
timber lands, the nost extensive now
remaining on the globe; its invaluable fish.
eries, and its undeveloped mineral wealth, I
I find its inhabitants vigorous, hardy, enes-
getic, perfected by the climiate of the region
and British constitutional liberty. I
find them jealous of the United
States and of Great Britain as the
ought to be. Therefore, when I look
at their extent and their resources I
know that they can neither be conquered
by the former nor forever field by the
latter. They would be independent, as
they are already self maintammnng, they
would be a Russia to the United States,
which to therm will be a France to Eng-
land."

HON. MR. GIRARD-1 rise with.
much pleasure to endorse the remarks.
which have fallen from my hon. friend
and colleague from Winnipeg. The
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subject which is brought to our notice is end of our report, you will find the
certainly one that deserves the most seri- following :-
ous consideration of this flouse. It is " Although your Coninittee have refer-
another proof that we do not yet know ed chiefly to the Districts of Assiniboia
the importance of our North-West coun- Alberta and Southiern Saskatchewanit nfls
try; and now when the eyes of the world be rememibered that in the region beyond

these districts, Canada possesses the last
are directed to that portion of the remaining fur preserve of the world, all the
Dominion, it seems to me that neither fars of commerce being there found, and i
money nor time should be spared in yields three quarters of those solid in tl
publishing to the world the wealth and great marts of London and Leipsic, wiîch

. have an average annual value of seve
importance of that vast territory. It is millions of dollars. Its vast mineral wealth
time we shoild,byalt means in our power, is nearly unknown, or where known bas no'
define the exact position in which we been developed. It produces in large quaPn'
stand. Duiing the past session my hon. tities a substitnte for, if not indeed, a kil'
colleague called the attention of the Sen- of tea, so excellent in quality that onuY tlce

f , ýrejudiced in favor of' the Asiatie roduce
ate to the question of the food products has prevented its introduction into Ång .
of the North-West. A comnittee was and continental use. It ha3 extensive dis
appointed to investigate the subject, and tricts in which valuable kinds of wool aer
a report was made by that committee gcat skins may be produc"d, and wl.re

which~~~~~ ~ hsbnditite noonySoînie of the more valuable fur-betril'gwhich hs been distributed not only *s na be donesticated, protected'
throughout the Dominion but in the and increased, while its immense foresto
United States and other countries. It have ecarcely been taken cognizance of a
was understood that that investigation all in estiniating its future wealth."
was to be taken nerely as a commence- This Report is before the House.
ment and that it ;hould bte resumed by think it received the unanimous assent
the comnittee at another time. I would of the House when it was presented for
submit to the House that this is a good adoption. I know that the hon. gentle-
tine to continue that investigation. I man who has just spoken has made o
know that expense will have to be special study of the vast country. to
incurred, but if I am well informed which this motion refers, and, notwith-
evidence can be procured here in Ottawa standing the condition of his health, has
-from gentlemen who are now present in donc a great deal to bring the Nolth
the city and who can give valuable West before the public and promote the
information respecting that vast country development of its resources. I shal'
and will be quite ready to offer their be prepared to acquiesce in any action
services for little or nothing. Under the that may be taken by the 1 ouse,.
circumstances, it seems to me there whether it be the formation of a Cofr
should be no opposition to such a mittee or the adoption of any other
conmittee. No doubt some expense means for ascertaining the capabilitieso
will be incurred, but I respectfully ask the vast and comparatively unknfl"
if, since the organization of our section of the country watered by tn
North-West, the Dominion has not Mackenzie River. It appears, frorn the
taken a new stand before the world ? information which has been furnished
We have certainly doubled in impor- so far, that it is good for agriculture, rich
tance, greatness and wealth. I know in minerals, produces valuable anilal!Y
thtre are differences of opinion on this and is weil fitted for settlement.
point, but I an convinced that since we cently it has been spoken of as a suitabe
have been united to the Dominion, country for a penal colony. do
Canada has advanced rapidly in the not Lo w whether that will be carrie
esti:aation of the world. I will take the out. i do not think the policy is O
liberty of r, ding to you an extract from which will be popular. I suppose
the report of the Comm'ttee of last penal colony will be a necessity so lo
session on the Food Products of the as we have criminals, and it would
North-West, from which you will see better to send them to that country tha
that I am quite correct in saying that to foreign lands. Eventually, "de
what we ask now is only a continuation proptr supervision, many of them Cgh
of what was begun last year. At the become good and useful citizens.

HON. MR. GIRARD.
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are alike interested in ascertaininghe soure<.s of our 4orth West, and soach interest has been shown of fate in
4part of th ) o
o dout ofthe Iominion that I havecarry oubt the House will take steps to

friend the object which my hon.
and colleague has in view.

very able R TURNER---ACter the
and interesting speech of the

think iwber from Winnipeg I do not
louse arm called upon to urge upon the

"le the desirability and necessity ofIporintin8 h ythe touse ancther committee. I think
~ind Oe bas already fully made up its

urge n that subject. I would only
atterone Point in reference to the

proMP: that is the necessity of taking
ccopt action. Last session, on

that of the great distance of
uas focountry fron the capital, it

t dation to be impossible to get infor-eal f intere. 1 took, myself, a great
frged in the investigation and

Winni Upon the hon. member fromWitnseg to send for some of the
that h Ses, and I amn exceedingly Ylad
0 es did S. The report as it standsIwholly ircîtion i incompliete; further informa-
that thecessary. I hope, in fact I know,

If Ilouse will grant the Committee.
to hf 1May be permitted I should like
cot nica the followig interesting
ton to hin sent to mie for tr ansmis-
a e te Food Products Committee of
ptirpos , but received too late for that
of the. I desire them read, as the firstb especiaillbarin un tes h as a very important

he fg e subject under discussion.
e FOllOwing information was sent to

toetank Oliver, Esq., of Edmon-dtor ofthEd.
T-he fOIIOofrhe Edmonton Bulletn:

li ac ir9 information hlas chieflyton, wh rom Murdock McLeod of
theg64 on lt theyears'62,'63 and

Vice In poth Andudson Bay Company ser-
of the acerson, since abandoned,ti p th Mackenzie and about eighty

.oti. 0 1 erson River from the Are.of ted an e sumer of '63 lie accom-
tic C rmithsoion undertaken on be hailf
tOat fro a Institute, along the Arc.or t c i the nouth of the Mackenzie

OrtJ 4 Permine River. l '65 he was at
barr Musk oa -
tria ngrou a the chief inhabitant of the
bas north which occupy the immenseo lortheast-Ward of thle Mackenzie&retic ()the Lores Of Hudson Bay and the

e animal is very aimilar

to the buffalo in age and shape, but fur in
finer and longer, almost dragging the
ground ; the horns are of sonewliat differ-
ent shape, and the boss or hunp over the
shoulder is nearly two feet high, and the
flesh has a disagreeable musky flavor, esge-
cially fromnn December to February. The
Indians do not kill then for food unless
there is nodeer. A bull which Mr. McLeod
helped to kill weighed 1400 pounds dressed,
and the robe measured 15 feet froin nose to
rump. They are found generally in bands
of ten to forty. In sumnier they range on
the barren grounds and in winter come into
the northern edge of the woods. Thev live
on the moss which covers the barren
grounds and are able to root it from under
three feet of snow. Sone winters they
are scarcer than others, but why is not
explained. Whether they have merely
changed their wintering place or have really
lessened in nunbers. 'le barren grounds
on which they roani aie vast hillocky plains
of clave soil, honevconbed on the surface
in a reinarkable, manner and overgrown
by an Arctic noss of a creeping variety.
T'hey are no shrubs, willows, grass or other
vegetable growth, except the inoss, which
furnishes the food of both the nusk-ox and
the jum ping deer. T he jum ping deer, some-
times erroneouslv called the reindeer, are
the principal food on the Indians and Esqui-
maux who iwhabit the outskirts of the
barren grounds. They are a small deer, of
a dim color with branching horns, a large
one would dress perhaps 100 pounds. They
are found in herds of thousands and range
in the barren grounds im the aumnier
seeking the edge of the forest in the winter.
They are killed chiefly while crossing
streams or the narrows of lakes in their
migrations by men in canoes armed with
spears. They are not found very far south
of the northern limit of the forest. Some
seasons they are scarce, as well as the musk-
ox, but why is not known.

The nioose, too well known to need des-
cription, is found all over the forest region
to the edge of but not going into the barren
grounds. They are most plentiful in the
hara region west of the Mackenzie. They
go in amall herds of six or a dozen and
weigh from 600 to 1,000 pouuds of dressed
meat.

The elk, also well known, ranges in the
sane country as the nioose, but not quite so
far north or east. The hard region is pro-
Lably the northern limxit of the elk country,
and tliey are chiefly found near the Mount-
ains.

The wood buffalo exist in small numbers
in the open country between the Lower-
Peace and Great Slave Lake rivers extend-
ing westward from Great Slave River about
Salt River, in latitude 60, and also between
the Peace and the Athabasca. They are
Jarcer than the prairie buffalo and the fur
is darker ; but practically they are the same
animal. The herds are doubtless small, and
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it is probable that the Indiana do not carry
on an indiscriminate slaughter against them
but some buffalo meat is brought in every
winter to the Hudson Bay ports, nearest the
buffalo ranges. Mr. McLeod says that in the
winter of 1865 he helped to kill a large
buffalo bull on the Nahanni Mountains west
of Fert McLeod, but it seemed that lie must
have wandered from some other part of the
country or the Indians of that locality did
not know what it was and were afraid of
him. He was killed in February and was
in splendid condition.

Bears, black, brown and grizzley are
found as far north as the woods extend, but
are not numerous along the Rocky Moun-
tains, in the Peace and Liard River regions
where they constitute an important item of
the Indians' food supply, especially in Peace
River. This is proot of the abundance of
berries there.

The Beaver is also found al] over the
wooded country, but is not plentiful in the
very far north: and on north-east near the
barren grounds, it is also important as an
article of food.

The rabbit is, of course, found ail over
the wooded country, and is subject to
phenomenal increase and to phenomenal
scarcity. Year after year they increase
until the country is fairly overrun with.
them. ''lhe Indians can live well enough
in rich years, for even blind men can kilt
enough for themselves. The lynx which
lives on the rabbits and which the Indian
eat, as well as aIl the meat-eating fur-bear-
ing animais, increase greatly during rabbit
years. Therefore when rabbits are numer-
ous the Indians have the winter in compar-
ative abundance. Then the rabbits decrease
unaccountably, more rapidly than they
increase. One great snpply of winter food
is cut off from th e Indians themselves and
fron the fur-bearing animais as well, which
soon become scarce, either through igra.
tion or death, consequently when rab bits
are scarce times are doubly bard with the
Indians. Sometimes our abundance of deer
nakes up for a scarcity of rabbits, but

occasionally both deer and rabbits are
scarce ; then the Indians starve.

Water-fowl are pientiful beyond concep-
tion in the Northern lakes of the Mackenzie
Lakes and on the Arctic coast in the sunm-
mier season, and furnish abundance of food
to the Indians while they remain.

Fisli abound in ail the lakes of running
water. and the fisheries of Lake Athabasca,
Lake Slave and Great Bear Lake are at
least as valuable as those of the St. Law-
rence chain, while thousands of smaller
lakes especially east of the Mackenzie are
stocked with fish as well. The available
fish supply alone is more than sufficient to
supply ten times the present population of
the Mackenzie region.

The following letter was received by
me from Mr. Donald Ross, to be for-

HON. MR. TURNER.

warded to the Chairman of last year's
Food Committee:

1st. I have travelled over most of th'
northern part of British Columbia to the
head waters of Peace River, and through the
Rocky Mountains on that river to its junc-
tion witlh Snoky River by way of Leeser
Slave Lake and Old Fort Assinaboine to
Edmonton, and down the Saskatchewan
River to Lake Winnipeg. I have been a
resident of Edmonton for over fifteen years
and am partially familiar with nearly the
whole North-West.

Birds.-Mr. Moberly's list with the addi'
tion of pigeons which are sometines caugh
with nets in this vicinity, and further e0e
by the score. Blackbirds are also very thick
at certain times.

Fish.-In addition to Mr. Moberly's l
there is the chub in Peace River and it
tributaries and in the British Colurlabib
.treams.

The unknown fish a kind of chub in the
lakes and streanis around Fraser Lake,
British Columbia, these fish are full b
bones and have their ribs just undernesth
the skin, very tenacious of life as they Wl
jump ont of the bot pan after baving ben
dressed and their head cut off.

Ling or loche, a species of cat-fish, ver
voraclous, ail rivers and lakes in Britis
Columbia and North-Weet, more especia.t
the Mackenzie river where it forme qlte
an item in the food supply of that distric

The arctic or blue trout-This is a yer
nice shaped fish with no resemblance to
trout : willaverage a little overa pound in
weight. A mouth like a whitefish, and
will not take bait,-in rivers and strea'1'
flowing into the Artic.

Animals.-Mr. Moberly's list with thee
commente and additions: The wood buff
exists in the localities named ; about 1
one was killed as far west on Peace river a
Fort Dunvegan. They are quite differbe
from the Prairie buflalo, being nearly dolui0 ,
the size, as they will dress fully seven 11ner
dred pounds. heir fur is longer and fl,
than the com.mon buffalo and more reseni
bles that of the musk-ox. They subist O
mnoss and brouse. re

Both the large and small reindeer
found in the east of the Rocky Mountainee
this latitude, the large size dreseing til
hundred pounds and over; and ithe sa,
size about one hundred and twenty poU te

Rabbits are very numerous at times I1 OU&
North-West, but they periodically die
from a disease of the throat. I may f
that the prairie chicken dies Off similarly
periods of about seven years.

Lynx.-This is a very agreeably flavo
flesh, resembling a chicken in texture
flavor. .a

Porcupine.-Rocky Mountains and Viel
ity ; also in the woody parts of Alberto
Flesh superior to beaver. .rie&

Badger.-Ail over the North-W est pra
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St' d ambs-quarter is found in all
p0rth .W It througl this part of the
Pi,,,,, estI a a flavor nearly equal to

lant . arn p.-The young root of this
isoned. ti Y good eating; the old roots are
e. cel)e seed stalk when young, resen-er nflavor 1k

t hI e sap of this tree is used fur-
White-f b.y the natives to niake syrup of.

hith w h by much odds the best fish
of t stock and restock the sinaller

re otherasr * Trout, pike and pickerel
nuch better in ste upon, but wil

sreams thian ini lakes.
1 have the honor to be

Yours obedient servant

The on (Sgd) DONALD ROSS.
Cha John Schultz,irt an of the C(omnitee

e Natural Food Prodnets of the
North-West, Ottawa.

thorg ii. SANFORD - I am
troduce n sympathy with the motion

'lPeg. Ced by the hon. Senator of Win-
satisf e cannot act too promptly in
greatlg ourselves of the value of the
land state we possess in that north
knowle ess than thirty years ago our

rdge of Manitoba and the Great
was rivas quite as limited as it
0 ur schoolide. Trhe school books of
land ofal days taught us to believe it a

With aost eternal ice and snow.
the curmore intimate knowledge of
astihedy hon, gentlemen, we are
ness of d at the marvellous productive-
centres soil and the wheat-growing
prena. Of the world tremble for their su-
lm ported We find the best grade stock
srdfrom other countries improveaPecly that the three-year-old is twenty
Mother. Targer and heavier than her
tha r. The climate so health-giving
sho ecords of the Mounted Police
the n increase in the chest-measure oft in he - Force of from one toWent.Andwithm two years of enlist-
of the d with this correct knowledge
tide 0 ountry and its capabilities the
rapidit ehmigration is turning with a

Sfeye at is most encouraging. But
Orable accompanied an hon-

-orth est er of this body to theays -oretta journey occupying in those
rcre than a month. From Fortary di lfn Dakota to the bound-without dstane of two hundred miles,a vstige of civilization ; Winni-

peg or Fort Garry, a half-breed village
with a few scattered Scotch and half-
breed homes beyond, the last being some
miles this side of what is now Portage la
Prairie. This included the larger part
of the population of Manitoba. To-day
we find the two hundred miles a vast
wheat field ; Winnipeg a city with public
and private buildings, in size and archi-
tectural beauty comparing favorably with
the best in our eastern cities, and the
scattered homesteads have multiplied in
thousands, the husbandman being
rewarded with fourteen million bushels
of wheat, besides other grains, as the
result of last year's toil.

I ask hon. gentlemen, in view of the
marvellous strides settlement is making
in that North-West, the land that is yet
to become the central power of our
Dominion, is it well to lose valuable
time in ascertaining the true character
and richness of that more distant section
which will doubtless become an import-
ant factor in our country's greatness.

Four years since I was among the foot
hills of the mountains, the then terminus
of the railway. Behind me, towering in
their majesty, were the Rockies, and I
thought of the vast treasuies embodied
in her rocky fastnesses, which the hand
of human enterprise and energy
would one day bring to light : of
those vast forests on her western
slopes, enough to supply the markets of
the world : of the teaming fisheries be-
yond with food supply for a continent :
and then again my eye rested upon the
varied panorama of hill and vale and
distant plain spread at my feet. Far as
the eye could reach there was no sign
of human habitation and no sound of
human activity broke the stillness, but
as thought took in the possibilities of
the future I stood listeding like one who

e lears froi afar the muffled tread
" Of millions yet to be,

" The first low dash of waves where yet,
" Shall roll the human sea "

In fancy's ear I heard the lowing of cat-
tle from the hill-sides, the hum of busy
industry from a thousand towns and vil-
lages, the merry shout of children return-
ing from school. Everywhere quiet
homesteads dotted the plain and nestled
ainong the hillz, smoke of factories rose
thick on the air, a thousand village spires
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glittered in the rays of the setting sun,
while golden fields of ripening grain filled
the interspace and waved in the passing
breeze.

There may possibly be no realization
of this dream in our day, hon. gentle-
tlemen, but those who have watched
closely the tread of advancing civilization
in the North-West will unite with me in
the belief that there are now living those
who will see its realization. Hence
the greater necessity of learning at an
early day more definitely the resources
of this vast territory lying beyond the
Saskatchewan.

We have the splendid harbors, rich
fisheries and mineral wealth of Nova
Scotia ; the fertile acres of Prince
Edward ; the pine forests of New Bruns-
wick; the commerce of Quebec; the
agricultural wealth and growing manu-
factures of Ontario; and with the
development of this vast country, capable
of sustaining its millions of happy people,
we may justly take our place among the
nations of the globe.

Hon. gentlemen, I have much pleasure
in supporting the motion introduced by
the hon. member of Winnipeg, and trust
this honorable body will appoint a
committee of enquiry.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER--This is
one of those questions, which this Cham-
ber is peculiarly qualified to discuss in
all its important bearings and in its rela-
tion to the future of this Dominion. The
hon. gentleman from Winnipeg, Senator
Schultz, from his long residence in our
North West-and his great powers of
observation is well qualified to give us a
clear conception of all the possibilities
and probabilities of that great territory
north of the Saskatchewan extending
along the Peace River. There can be
no doubt as to the magnificence of the
heritage which we there possess, of the
great fertility of the soil, of the beautiful
banks of its rivers, a country producing
the moose and the cariboo in great
abundance,as also an abundance of other
game, with the rivers teeming with fish,
and as the learned Senator has shown
with great mineral resources. I have
not for a moment a doubt that before
the expiration of one century, even that
northern region wili be thickly peopled,

HON. MR. SANFORD.

just as we find in the same latitude in
Europe masses of the populatin
prospering in such northern latitudes.
But while we acknowledge the grcat
value of its resources, all the fertilitY "f
its soil, the capability of its eventually
sustaining a contented and prosCrOus
population, we cannot but feel that the
drawback at this moment is its distance
from the markets of the world, and we
can scarcely hope that railways will be
extended to the Peace River, until the
fertile districts along the Canadian
Pacific Railway from Qu'Appelle to the
Rocky Mountains have been well filled
up. But I am free to confess that the
magnificence of such a territory as des-
cribed by the learned Senatcr frOn!
Winnipeg calls forth from us feelings O
national pride and ambition, to go On
extending our population until we sec
many millions in our North West TerritY
ries. While holding such opinions Ifeelit
incumbent upon me at this moment to
say on the floor of Parliament that I amr
not quite clear, that the Dominion Parlia-
ment took a sound statesmanlike view
in pushing through with such rapidity the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to the Pacific
shore. It appeared to be the united
wish of our people that this should bc
done. The electors at the polls have
unmistakably endorsed Sir John Mac'
donald's policy in finishing this great
national work. It is proper that
should observe upon this occasion, that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Syndicat.e
composed of Sir George Stephen, Sir
Donald Smith, Mr. Van Horne and er
W. C. Angus have done what they un'
dertook to do in a manner most satisfac-
tory to the country. The coinpletion O
that road as a first-class railway in Otif
northern latitude in so expeditious a
manner, has called forth the admiration
of the whole world. It has even SIr-
prised the leading railway men of the
great railway centres of the United States-
''hey appear to have overcome every
engineering difficulty. They have cross-
ed the Laurentian precipices of the
Rocky Mountains with an ingenuity
which is marvellous. As an extensive
reader of the London Tires and the
leading press on this continent, I verY
much fear that, from the meagre inlai1-
gration which has gone in into Otr
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o0rthXyest and fronm the disippointment table of the Senate from time to time,
to the as generally been felt in regard that there was one man at least who had
North- increase of population in our nlot received sufficient commendation for
the doubt I cannot but express the labor he had expended in the open-
to c twhether they will be able to ir.g up of that country-I refer to Mr.

continue to run that great national Sanford Fleming. When he undertook
Work even with all the bonds and stock that work, all the plans and maps of thatPari have issued, without coming to the country, that were then accessible, wereai ament cf the Dominion for further narked "unsuitable for the resiaid, and if after doing their best to secure dence of white men." He had
Powsenger and freight traffic from our also to contend with the fault findng
shorterrtory and from the trans-Pacific that arose from the policy he had
of th they are unable to make the ends pursued in the construction of the
the Ie year meet, it must devolve upon Intercolonial Railway. He had the wis-
and mmion Parliament to act in a just dom and foresight to demand that theeeratrous spirit, and give therm what- bridges of that great highway should be
"nounthey require, even if it should constructed of iron, and events have jus-
"ount to ten millions more. If we tified the course he pursued. At thatprobl refuse to do so, they would time some of the leading railway men,aurely throw upon the Dominion the Mr. Brydges and others, believed that

wuud Working of the road, and that wooden bridges were better suited for our
that cost the country more than climate than structures of iron. Then
our amount annually. Such has been there was the report of Capt. Palisser to
Railwa xperience of the Intercolonial the effect that the result of his explora-

ay since it was completed, for the tions and the experience of others was
illiamount of twenty-two and a half that it was impossible to build a line of
erch ollars The most practical railway across this continent. I do not

unboants and farmers of Ontaro have agree with the remarks which have been
Northnd faith in the future of the made here to night in condemnation of
if te hest and British Columbia and the rapid construction of the CanadiansutheY have they must be prepared to Pacific Railway. Nothing has done more

ann is rational public work in a to bring Canada and its vast resources
sueter creditable to the country. I am prominently before the world than the
ur. the leader of the House the Hon. extraordinary rapidity with which our

to the , wil most cheerfully grant great transcontinental highway has been
comtt Senator from Winnipeg, the constructed. Everywhere Canada is
wh.ih ttee asked for, and the information better known by this great undertaking'1ich that co, ,nitaudrti
Schutz t mittee, under Senator than by any single act of the Government
have the beIl furnish to the press, will since Confederation. If they had built
îmmigratioe Possible effect in drawing the road slowly, and by piecemeal, as
shores. n more and more to our some hon. gentlemen think they should

have donc, I do not think the Dominion

li , 1 -IOVLAN bave occupied such a creditable
0oue • Mr. HOWLAN-I think the positionintheevesof theworld as she

Mernber fy nuch indebted to the hon. does to-day. It has always seemed to me
tion he hrom Winnipeg for the informa- that it was a wise decree of Providence
We take ¡oas furnished, especially when that 250,000,000 acres of land should
his health.o consideration the state of be reserved on thîs continent to receive
regaining h' am glad to see that he is the poor and down trodden of older

"a is strength and that he is civilzations. It is impossible to con-
attentionestow such care, diligence and celve the influence which this vast re-
he has bO the important subject which serve of territory has had, and will con-
since werog efore us. It is not long tinu2 t have for centuries, tionthe
ofthe Nore m almost total ignorance destinies of other lands as it was i
Whe sh st. I have often thought, sible to forsee the influence which theCountryh read reports relating to that steamship would havCwoud have ioccu ve suc the produta

h hav beenplace on e r fEre ni conteinent toe predciv
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of this continent to the crowded cities and
rianufacturing districts of the old world.
But in view of all that has taken place
in the development of this continent, one
should not be surprised at anything. It
is but recently that we heard in this
House, when the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way resolutions were under discussion,
the statement made that it was impossi-
ble for the Government to grapple
with this gigantie undertaking and
bring it to a successful issue.
We were also told that it was impossible
that this railway could pay running ex-
penses. Reports were placed on our
desks showing that other trans-continen-
tal lines had failed to earn enough to
pay expenses, and we were warned that
even if the Canadian Pacific Railway
could be built, it would not earn enough
to purchase grease for the wheels. It is
a matter for congratulation that in so
short a period after the opening of the
road we should be told by representatives
from the North-West that the crop of
cereals this year in Manitoba is 25 mil-
lions of bushels, and that the resources
of the railway are taxed to move the
vast yield of grain. It is wonderful that
such a result should be attained in so
short a period, and if so much has been
done within a decade, what may we not
expect from that great country 25 years
hence. There were many public men
who honestly believed that it was im-
possible for Canada, with its small popu-
lation and limited resources, to build the
Canadian Pacific Railway. I remember
distinctly stating in this House that we
had no option, that the country was
pledged to furnish railway commiuni-
cation with British Columbia, and this
Chamber, being the guardian of provin-
cial rights, and more especially of the
rights of the smaller provinces, felt that
the pledge must be carried out. The
Government grappled with the project
in an honest and energetic way with
the splendid resuits which have been
attained. There was at the time great
difficulty with regard to the proper
course to pursue, but the one adopted
has conferred upon Canada inestimable
benefit and also raised our credit in the
markets of the world. It is impossible
to deny that Canada stands well finan-
cially abroad. It has been regarded as

something marvellous that a population
of five millions should grapple success-
fully with such a gigantic project. We
have lived through it, and it is a source
of gratifying to every true Canadian, and
especially to those who hav2 aided I'
carrying out the undertaking, to feel that
we were not mistaken as to the capacity
of the Dominion to sustain such a bur-
den. I hope that my hon. friend from'
Winnipeg will get his committee and ob'
tain further information as to this great
country in the North-West. We want
to show the people of the old world that,
as compared with the United States, We
have a vast field for settlement. COM-
paratively speaking, the United States
has no public lands to offer to immDi-
grants. They have all been taken up by
railway companies and land companies,
and there is no country in the world, nOt
even:Australia or New Zealand, than cal,
offer such inducements to the settler as
Canada. I am glad also to know, froml
the hon. Senator from Winnipeg with
regard to the school lands, that so large
a percentage of lands in the North-west
is reserved for the promotion of educ
tion. It must be a gratification to those
who believe that a community to be
successful must possess churches and
schools, that so large a reserve of the
public lands of the North-West has been'
set aside for the education of the poPu-
lation which must ere long find a home
in that vast country.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-It is
not my intention to discuss the object Of
my hon. friend's resolution, but it Is
worth considering whether a Committe
of this kind is the very best means Of
acquiring the information he seeks. Last
year I had the pleasure of attending a
meeting of the Committee, of which he
was Chairman, appointed to gather in-
formation as to the resources of the
North West. He found it very difficult
and I have no doubt it must have beel'
very expensive to bring witnesses
from the North West. The subject Is
one that is full of interest.
None better deserves the attention
of Parliament, and whatever
the expenditure may be I have no
doubt that it will be wise to incur it il'
order to obtain accurate information as

HON. MR. HOWLAN.
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to theWh e resources of the great North-West. is one of vast importance I feel verydeie a short time ago, it was thought strongly, and I believe every hon. gentle-deirable to obtain information on the men in this House must concur in thesbject of Chinese immigration a com- necessity for the investigation.
tision was sent to British Columbia forthe Purpose. They went to the places HON. MR. KAULBACH--I wouldwhere evidence could be most easily not have risen were it not for a remark
cotained. I would suggest that a similar which the hon. gentleman who has just
course should be pursued in obtaining in- now taken his seat made with regard to
forniation as to the resources of the Mac- a committee being appointed on theoezie river country. Either this House subject of the motion before us. I was on
Or both houses should consider the the former select committee appointedlatter Of Sufficient importance toappoint on the motion of my hon. friend on my
a suitable commission, of which I would right, and I am sure I am but voicing
suggest tha the hon. member from the feelings of this House when I say

iPeg should be a member, if his that we secured a vast amount
Physical strength is equal to the task, to of information which every man
collect the necessary information. I who loves his country and hishe hnoticed that from the very outset home must have been proud to receive,bas devoted himself with zeal, energy and which must have cost the country a
atte reat ability to the work of directing great deal had we sought to obtain it by
Westin to the rescources of the North- commission in the way the hon. gentle-
to erritories. It is not, therefore, man opposite suggests, and from thesimPPose his motion that I rise, but vast extent of country to travel over it
theey to throw out a suggestion that would have been a failure. The fact is,obecti ha better way of attaining the as I am authorized to say by my hon.
ot he seeks than the one which he friend who has moved for this committee,Prses to adopt. It would be much it will probably cost us nothing except forbetter to send a commission to the the stenographers who take the evidence,North West than to bring witnesses from and the vast amount of information weGovr dstant country down to the seat of shall receive from gentlemen having athernrent· As to the magnitude of thorough knowledge of the countrythe sbject ýado

to the fond of the country, and as we shall obtain gratuitously. The Natural
fro o drm of my hon. friend Food Products Committee, to which I
at pres anlton (Mr. Sanford), I am refer, did not cost a dollar for any
There snt not prepared to say anything. witness. Considering the interest which
drea a vast difference between his that committee took in the mat-
my hb and the substantial business of ter, and the willingness and desire

e ;- utfriend, the member from Winni- of witnesses to come before them
the fr pefer at present giving all - in fact more volunteered to come and
n favor and influence I may possess, give evidence than our time would
gin • mor y hon. friend's scheme of permit the examination of-instead
away rm n rather than going of going to a vast expense for a Com-
the great Wer uds to his dreamland of mission to make this enquiry, I believe
if a com et. I hope, hon. gentlemen, we can obtain the required information
answer thmittee be appointed that it will with more success and more accuracy in
fro e. e purpose of my hon. friend the way my hon. friend from Winnipeg
better w .ipeg; but if he finds that the has suggested. As to my hon. friend'sif that Cay would be a Commission, and zeal and enthusiasm in this matter, his
I trust the'ision will suit his purpose, devotion to his country has been mani-
*7 th i s A etter mode will be selected fested ever since he came on the floor
is 'nvolvedue An expenditure of course of this House. Every man who feels
Whether it-perhapsa large expenditure. an interest and a pride in Canada as his
to*Cur a is competent for this House birthplace and his home and in the
qu uir an expenditure of that kind is a future of his country, must be proud to
lent w c , of course, the Govern- hear from my hon. friend of the capa-

cOnsider ; but that the subject bilities of our great North-West and its
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manifold resources. It is a marvellous produced, but we have made it in our
revelation. NorthWest in the inproved credit

and the financial position and status Of
HoN. Ma. P>OWER-Hear hear. Canada in consequence of the success Of

the Canadian Paciflc Railway. We have
H-ON. MR. KAULBACH -My hon. drawn the attention of the whole world

friend fron Halifax smiles. He may to our great country which twenty years
well smile when he looks back to what ago was scarcely known or thought of in
it was when he first came into this Par- the arkets of the world and to Our
liament and when 1 sorne ten years pre- gre.t North-West which a few years ago
vious first caCe into it-the adarvellous was but the home of the trapper and
growih of the wealth and progress of the Indi n. We now stand financially i 
country in the face of every difficulty- credit one of the first countries on th
progress which no country in the world globe. We can borrow money in En-

aas ever equalled, much less surpassed. gland to-day on better terns than any
As to the capabilities of this country, other colony of Great Britain. A few
my hon. friend has shown they are a - years ago the country which rny hon
most beyond what any person has con- friend trom Winnipeg has been describ-
ceived. We mlust ail feel that at ing wsas looked upon as being beyond the
the present tirne without railways it habitable zone. When Manitoba carne
would fot probably be wise ta direct into the Confederation we knew nothirg
immigration into the Mfackenzie River at ail about the great North-West and itSç
region, for nany reasons. I the first manifold resources ; it was only then we
place it is not convenicntly accessible, began to find out the enormous value
though I ar sure we must a feel proud of our new possession and the countrY
to kow, and proclain abroad, that beyond it. The people from Manitoba
Canada has such a vast extent of fertile ca e in and gave us some marvelloUS
lands, sufficient in store for generation descriptions of the North-West prairies
after generation of millions of thrifvy, from what they knew of thern which
hardy and progressive peop)le who may the shrewd Nor-Westers would have
core into this country and make it their glad y kept to theselvei but they di
home. It is a matter of pride that we not tell us haf what we know of the
have such a home so fuil of substantiaî capabilities of our great North-West-
attractions to offer to the people of the Explorations of that country have con
overcrowded countries of the Old \,orldc firmed al that hfs been toi us as to the
and to ask thern to assist us in building fertiity of the soil, its varied prodta ct
up this young but great and growing iveness, suitableness for colonization an
country. The hon. gentleman from the salubrity of the climate. 1 feel MlY-
Woodstock talks about the Canadian self that we and ail loyal Canadians are
Pacific Railway having been built too under deep obligations to my bon. frieb-ô
fast. I lîke to hear my hon. friend talk, for the eloquent, painstaking and
because he speaks with great fluency, but forcible tanner in which - he as
his rernarks are sornetirnes incongruous : placed this subject before the Hlouse,
his premises do fmot always justify his considering the p ysical weakness frotew
conclusions. My hon. friend on y which he has outerngrmous valu

Canada has such aufn vast exenhoifrtl

right has told us of the 25,000,000 I amn glad to see is giving way to retUrn'
bushels of cereals that have cone out ing vigor and renewed strength. I
this year fro the North-West. I ask, if setny s to me that Canada as been
it were fnot for the Canadian Pacific wonderfuly blest. The isotherms are
Railway, would any of those cereals have now known to take a course ore
been raised or brought out fron that favorable to Canada than to the Unit
country? My hon. friend has shown, States. It is only a short time 0

and the necessary deductions fro d his since the popular belief was that ary
facts are that we are already reCOUped place north of the 4 9 th degree of lat
for the expenditure on the Canadian tude was a frozen region and incapable
Pacific Railway, fot only in the of sustaining human life ; but wethe
development, and material wealth kno that for fertility sore of our best

HON. MR. KAULBACH.
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land is there. That the Peace River
'istrict is a table land, or plateau, with
an area of over 3o,ooo square miles, hasa rich soil and a mild climate, willProduce wheat, barley, oats, and all theordinary vegetables that can be grown
in O)ntari. It is favorably situated. Its

evation is higher by some two or three
thousand feet-a table land in themliddle of which there is this vast basin
0f the most fertile soil and most luxur-iant vegetation that can be found inany part of Canada, and so peculiarly
situated as to be surrounded by elevatedorests Which protect it from cold and
onh the droughts which prevail in many
Other parts of the continent. This vast
country has yet to be developed. It is
sOmething ahead of us-something to
te hopeful and proud of, and every-thing Which my hon. friend hassaid of t is borne out by all who
haei had the opportunity of seeing thatregn- I Myself, have gone over theCanadian Pacific Railway to the PacificCoast, and although it was the year before
lastwhien the country did not look as
PrOnising as it did last year, yet I
was anazed not onlv at the vastextent of the country, but at the fertility
Of the soil and the progress andenterprise of the people. I was sur-prised to see the fertility of the soil onthis ide of the Rocky Mountains and
alrearet success which the people had
brin -y attained in settling upon andWitging the land under cultivation.

ith regard1 to the Canadian Pacific
ha y, I do not know where we would
ofe been if it were not for the success
we that enterprise. I do not know that
Doi n.ave an existence to-day as a
The oin, if t were not for that railway.
Capaben who had confidence in the
tyPablities and the future of this coun-try and went forward in a patriotic way,fot to sacrifice themselves but believingtha Chl
up a to hey were themselves building
the wealtune, they were also building up
deserve thand greatness of the country,
ofCanadte gratitude of the people
oal tn a and I am sure that
resec e to come we must honor and
such len who showed such energy,
veace c and such indomitable perse-
tianifolddis to press forward against the

df:ficulties and jealousies they

had to contend with, not only in our
own country from a political point of
view, but difficulties across the Atlantic
in the money markets, where it was ie-
presented that the North-West was a
country hardly fit to be inhabited, and
that Dakota and Minnesota offered
greater attractions for immigrants, that
our North-West was and would remain
a vast howling wilderness, and that the
Canadian Pacific Railway would be an
incubus upon the country. All these
difficulties the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company have overcome, and we down
in Nova Scotia to-day, feel as much pride
in our national highway as the people of
any other Province in Canada. I do not
believe that the people of the North-
West look upon it with any greater in-
terest or with a greater desire to see it a
commercial success, than we in the Pro-
vinces down by the sea.

HoN. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
from Lunenburg was perhaps a little mis-
taken as to the reason why I smiled. I
was led to smile by seeing the glow of
mingled patriotism and benevolence
which over-pread his striking countenance
when he was uttering those magnificent
sentences at the opening. I did not
smile disrespectfully, I smiled in sympa-
thv with him. The hon. gentleman
before he sat down made some reference
to the difficulties with which the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company had to contend
I do not know exactly what that has to do
with the matter before the House ; still
the hon. gentleman brought it in ; and I
think that his remarks were intended
more or less for the disloyal members of
the Opposition who had spoken of the
superior advantages of portions of the
United States. That kind of reference
has been made a great many times both
in Parliament and in the press ; though
there never has been any declaration by
any prominent member of the Liberal
party tlhat the natural advantages of any
part of the United States were superior
to the natural advantages of the bet-
ter parts of Canada ; and I am
disposed to regard this continued at-
tempt to make it appear that the Liberal
party are disposed to run their own
country down, and to praise up a neigh-
boring country at the expense of Canada
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as being intended to conceal something
on the part of the gentlemen who have
made those statements. A little circum-
stance came to light not long ago which
goes a considerable way to sustain this
view. It will be remembered by hon.
gentlemen that a few weeks since a
company owning an extensive ranche in
the State of Texas became insolvent, and
it happened that owing to that fact the
names of the stockholders of that com-
pany came before the public, and that
almost all the stockholders in that insol-
vent company were Canadians, nearly
all public men, and will it be believed
that amongst all those Canadian public
men there was not a single Liberal-they
were all Conservatives. I am of the
opinion that those remarks which have
been made by our friends on the other
side to make it appear that the
Liberals were friends of the United
States, were made with a view of
covering up subterranean operations
of the character of those connected
with that Texas ranche. There are
other companies of a similar character
in which I believe there are number of
Canadian shareholders, Conservatives.
The better way is to deal with the state-
ments of public men and not to attribute
all sorts of unworthy notives and senti-
ments of which there is no reasonable
evidence. With respect to the notice
put on the paper by the hon. gentleman
from Winnipeg, I have heard it spoken
of by several hon. gentlemen as a notice
of motion for a Committee. Looking at
the notice itself I do not see that it is so.
The hon. gentleman gives notice that he
will call attention to the value of that
part of the Dominion lying north of the
Saskatchewan water shed, east of the
Rocky Mountains and west of Hudson
Bay, comprising the great Mackenzie
Basin-its extent of navigable waters,
lakes and sea coast, of agricultural
and pastoral land, its fisheries,
forests and mines ; with a view to an
inquiry into its possible commercial and
agricultural value, by a committee of this
House or otherwise. There is no motion
at all. It is simply a notice that the hon.
gentleman will call attention to certain
matters ; and I may call attention to the
tact that the notice is not in order, be-
cause it should conclude with an inquiry

either of the Government or of some
member of the House. However, I do
not object to it on that ground, and am
quite willing to consider it as being a
motion for a committee. No one ques-
tions the fact that the House is under an
obligation to the hon. gentleman from
Winnipeg for the care and labor that he
has bestowed upon the subject of our
North-West. I think that the hon. gen-
tleman has set an example that a great
many other hon. members might well
follow. Despite the physical difficulties
under which he has unfortunately la-
bored during the past few years, he has
done a large amount of valuable work,
and I think for that work he deserves our
thanks and the thanks of the country.
While I feel that, I do not my-
self think there has been a case
made out for a Committee in the pie-
sent instance. Reference has been made
by the hon, gentleman from St. Boniface
to the Committee of last year, and a re-
ference of the same sort was made by
the hon. gentleman who brought this
matter to the notice of the House.
There is one marked distinction, how-
ever, between the matter that was before
the Committee last year and the subject
which the hon. gentleman has now
brought before us, and that is this : that
we had actually entered into possession
of the North-West ; we had set up a
system of Government there ; we had
built a railroad there ; the country was
ready for settlement, and settlers were
going in, and it was a practical necessity
that we should have accurate information
with respect to that territory. Now, I
contend, with all deference to the hon.
gentlemen who have spoken before me,
that that is not the case with respect to
the Peace River country.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I desire for
a moment to correct my hon. friend and
to say that so far from that country not
having the same degree of interest taken
in it as the country immediately to the
south of it, at this moment men who
follow the occupation of mining from his
district and from the districts of many
other hon. gentlemen are trying to get
through that very pathway to the rich
deposits of gold on the head waters of the
Liard and Yukon Rivers.

HON. MR. POWER.
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HON. MR. POWER-That does notaffect my argument at all ! If there is
gold in the Rocky Mountains, I pre-SumTe that the miners will find a way to
get at it and to get it out ; but what I
was going to say is that I thought we
were going a little too fast. It has been
the way with Canada. The hon. gentle-
man from Alberton talked about hoping.
It has been a case of " hope on, hope
ever." We have never stopped to real-
ize the resuit of our expenditure. Wehave been expending millions with a
view always to something in the future.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--And wehave got the benefit of it.

thON. MR. POWER-I have readthat in Scotland, along the country
rOads, on the tops of hills are found flat
'tones comifortable to sit upon, and that
those stones are called by the country
People "rest nd be thankful." I think
rat We might once in a while at anyrate, when we have accornplished a greatdeal and have got into debt a few mil-
lions, rest and be thankful for a while,and contemplate the work we have done,and see what result follows from it before

t nging into some other expenditure
futu supposed to promise well for the
tiore. We have, for our own popula-
that and for the number of emigrants
fewt have settled in Canada for the last
few Years, and for those who may come
lan a considerable time in the future,
rai roeanough which can be reached by
lairis which are now constructed or
be .course of construction ; and it will

ante time enough when Manitoba
fai the present North-West have been

oY well settled to expend large sumsOf rtoney to develop the country furtherIorth The Mackenzie Basin is a region
byhiuis shut off from the United States
shut og own settled territories ; it is

Dunta from the west by the Roc' y
be inta ns, and it is not likely to
keept ered with by outsiders. It will
length not propose to dwell at any
have bon the various statements which

aeen made by hon. gentlemen who
fuue taken this hopeful view of the
action and who have urged immediate
or two some kind ; but there were one

small points which I think I

might be allowed to say something on.
Time is now of no moment. We have
plenty of time before us. The session
is going to be long, and the adjournment
will be short; and I propose to utilize
some portion of it for the next few weeks•
There was one suggestion which occurred
to me in connection with this matter.
There are a number of officers of the
Government who are paid very fair
salaries and whose duty it is to report
upon the character of the country.
Those officers have already reported, and
they will continue to report. I think it
rather their duty than that of a commit-
tee of the Senate to give us imformation
with respect to the character of that
country ; and further I think that,
although most of us probably have not
read the books, a great deal has been
written on that country ; and if the hon.
gentleman will take the trouble to read
what Prof. Hind and a number of others
have written on the subject, they will
have a fair idea of that region for all
all practical purposes. When we have
settled the North-West, and find it neces-
sarp to settle the country north of it, then
we can get more minute information. We
have been told that wheat can be grown
in that country. We have plenty of
wheat-growing country already ; the dif-
ficulty will be to find a profitable market
for it and people to grow it. With re-
spect to minerals, we are not badly off
in that way ; there are minerals enough
in the settled portions of the country to
accommodate the present population.
Of course, if we had reciprocal trade with
the United States, we might find a mar-
ket for some of those products, and it
might then be worth while to look for
larger supplies than we now have open.

I was rather surprised at the hon.
member from St. Boniface, after endors-
ing all that had been said as to the
character of this country, proposing to
send criminals there. It was a most
extraordinary proposition, and I can
only account for it by considering the
general benevolence of my hon. friends
disposition. He would not hurt a fly,
and I do not think he would like to
punish a criminal. It would be sending
ciiminals to a place whých is almost an
earthly Paradise. Now if I were asked
where I should send the criminals I
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would say to Labrador or to Hudson's
Straits.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-Or to
Halifax ?

HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
from Hamilton was very impressive and
ronantic in describing the scene he
beheld from the Foot Hills of the
Rockies. I could not help thinking that
there was one feature of that description
which was a little inconsistent with the
poetic spirit which permeated the bulk
of it, and that was his desire to
see tall chimneys in the scene. I
think it would have destroyed
the romance. The steeples were all very
well, but the chimneys would have utter-
ly spoiled the scene, and I hope when he
revises his speech that he will omit the
chimneys. This loyalty will crop up
every little while ; I heard another gen-
tleman belonging to the party which
claims a monopoly of loyalty in this
country, talking about the time when we
should have the independence of a na.
tion. Now, if a further development of
this Peace River country is to lead to the
severance of the tie that binds us to the
Mother Country- -

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-It was I,
and not the hon. member from Hamilton,
who used that expression about the in-
dependence of a nation, but I quoted
the words of a distinguished American.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman is mistaken : I did not refer to
that quotation at all, but to a statenent
made later I think by the hon. member
from Hamilton.

HON. MR. SANFORD-I do not
recall the chimneys : I do recall the
smoke, and I have no remembrance of
the Empire specially.

ELON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tieman spoke of factories, and factories
always recall the tall chimneys spoken
of by the leader of the Government.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend is opposed to factories.

HON. MR. POWER.

HON. MR. POWER-I am not op-
posed to them in the right place, but- I
am opposed to them in a romantic scene
at the Foot Hills of the Rockies. I was
about to say that if the opening up of
the Peace River country and the expen-
diture of noney there is to involve a
severance of the silken cord which binds
us to the Mother Country I do not wish
to see the money spent : I prefer to re-
tain the cord. I have never been a be-
liever in the independence of this coun-
try. I wish to conclude with a repetition
of the statement that I made a while
ago, that the hon. gentleman who has
brought this matter before the House
has, on previous occasions, done great
service to the country by furnishing in-
formation which we should otherwise
not have got, and I think that he deser-
ves our thanks now. I do not think
that a Committee is necessary, partlY
because the hon. gentleman's own
admirable speech has given us a
great deal of information, and partly
because each year the reports from the
different departments give us this infor-
mation, and partly because the hon.
Senator from the North West TerritorieS,
who I believe knows as much of that
country as any one in Canada, will be
able to furnish such information as the
Committee would be likely to obtain.
At the same time, if the hon. gentleman
moves for a Committee, I for one have
no particular objection to his getting it,
because, as he has informed the House
through my hon. friend from Lunenburg,
the Committee would cost very little,
inasmuch as the gentlemen who are tO
give evidence are in Ottawa at present.

HON MR. ABBOTT-I am sure that
the House, notwithstanding my hon-
friend's criticism, will agree better with
what he said at the commencement Of
the speech than what he stated in the
course of it, because he acknowledged
in the first part of his speech the
eminent services which the hon. member
from Winnipeg had rendered the House
last year, which his address of the pre-
sent year tended to add to, by the infor-
mation which it conveyed. I heartilY
agree with my hon. friend oppositei0
what he has said in that respect, and in
thz commendation he has bestowed Of
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the hon. gentlemen from Manitoba for these purposes, therefore, 1 think it is a
their efforts in endeavoring to spread a good thing that we should be acquiring
knOwledge of the enormous country of our information as we go along, in order
which they are only on the outskirts. I the better to direct our rinds hereafter

thenot propose to follow my hon. friend îowards furhering the progress of our
th senior member from Halifax country. While joining with him, there-through the criticisms of the speeches, fore, in bis commendations of my hon.heindulged in, but I am glad that he friends who have brought the subiect
d the opportunity, which he seens to under the notice of the fouse, and'ex-desire, of vindicating his loyalty. I do pressing the great interest 1 have takentot think it was necessary. I do not in this debate (although it bas reachedthinkany gentleman doubts my hon. proportions hardly to be gathered froinfrieds loyalty or his affection for his the notice given, or from ny hon. friend's

country. In making bis remarks I speech) I concur with hir, only more
toink he was indulging in what may be forcibly, in the expression oi willingness
rOnversationally called a little chaff, to concede this committee in case my
rether than presenting to the House any hon. friend should move for it. We
tier Ou argument for or against any par- have already sore very valuable infor-
tcular proposition. In fact, he ai last mation about this great country. There
cPpears to concur in the idea that a is an old book written by a former factor
coIninttee would be rather a good thing, in the Hudson Bay Company, or perbapsid he says that he has no objection to the North-Vest Company, of wbich I
'th \Vhat he does seem to object to, is have no doubt my hon. fricnd has fullhat there should be any more know- information-a work by Mr. cleod,be-ge of this country, and that it should who gives a most interesting dliry of a1 diffused through the land in the journey through the Peace River countrysapers published by this House. He furnishing very minute larticulars

YS that we know enough about our of its products, appearance and cli-
n0ntry already ; he thinks we have mate. We have also the record of

etlOugh mines, minerals and lands and Mackenzie's voyages down the great.hat Nve do not want any more. river, which also furnishes important

or information about some of the natural
IOXXTE-,R--i he produc s of that territory-for instancetowards the abundance ot petroleu s or naphtha,

HON MRor sonie exuidation of that kind to be seen,uni We ABBOT'I-At ail events, if 1 recollect right, for hundrcds of milesren abandon our country and sur- along the banks of this river, indicating

friends whoeve hav bruhttesujc

of druntender mercies perhaps some stil more valuable productshe people to the scydp of us. wsicth do not display themselves on thecak We Should endeavor surface. If my hon. friend from Win-
où' cn Jfsthe extent and character of nipeg moves for a Committee I think the.ren b I differ fromn my hon. fouse will be very glad to enable him

hon.d fren soud ov fr t.W

natiOn ecause I thhnk the more infor- to render to us this year the same kind
betterW cam get about our country the of service that he rendered last year.
Which' ) nd Particularly of a portion of it We shall be very glad to receive the

~dmitted to be s0 valuable. information which suc a Cormittecnd wate should get it fromi time to time would give us ; and the danger with
rie d as it can be obtaincd. My hon, regard to expense is mnot to be feared,
eflough frOnm Iatifax says, we have because understand it is not the inten-

l) d ant 1 minerahs for the pres- tion of my bon. friend to bring witnesses
Perhap but .hOle the time will corne, from the North-West witli re'gard to the
inI filot MY lifetime, but I hope subject matter of bis Con' uiittee, but to
and e, When We shai want more land, take the information which he can obtain

tMore minerais, more convenience in the neighborhood of Ottawa.
for fne and traffic, and more facilities
the sp ent f immigrants, and for riON. MR. SCUiTZ--It o ha-

St O r own people. For pens that w are commencing the inves-
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tigation of the resources of the countrv the influence of the warm currents
watered by the Mackenzie river just ioo water whxch lave the Pacific shore of
years after Sir Alexander Mackenzie Canada and which are twenty degreeS
discovered and descended it, and I beg warmer than the waters on our easterfl
to refer the House to the value of the shores, or whether the isoth,rrps follow
information which he acquired on that that range of Laurentian his which
voyage. The hon. member from passing north of the Ottawa river trend
Halifax says why not leave this whole northwestward and then northward to
matter to the paid officials of the Gov- the Arctic sea, I do not know, but it is
ernment to investigate ? I simply ask a fact that we have at Montreal just the
him to consider the extent of the country mean temperature of Sitka andwe havein
and (to say how one director of our the Peace river valley atDunvegan exactlY
Geological Survey with one or two assis- the mean temperature of Torontu. This
tants could possibly give us information is a country worthy of investigation. The
in regard to a country which is as large belief in the future of that great North-
as I have stated, and which you will see Western country is shared in by those of
from the maps on the table, is as large us who are its representatives here. MY
as France, Germany, Austria, Italy and hon. friends from St. Boniface, St. Kil-
Spain. It is impossible, and we have donan, British Columbia,the North West
among the members of this House Territories and myself are fot the onlY
gentlemen as fitted to ascertain people who believe in the future of that
the information from the sources country: we only represent a feeling
at hand as any paid servant that is universai in the west, and that iS
of the Government. With regard to the why whatever people in the east naY
resources of this great country of ours, feel upon the subject, you cannot find
there can be no possible question ; were to-day between the head of Lake Super-
the United States to the south of us ior and the Pacific ocear a dozen per-
blotted out to-day, we would be a self- sons who would willingly juin the future
supporting nation. We have everything ot Canada with the nation to the south
north of the boundary line that they of us. I thank hon. gentlemen for the
have to the south, with the single excep- interest they have taken in my notice of
tion of cotton, and in lieu of that we motion and the almost unanimous expres
have flax of a quality that they cannot sion of opinion from those who have
pretend to compare with. We have spoken. I take it for granted that
some of the best wool in the world; we theywish me to move for a Committee
have all that our northern climate needs, at once.
and I repeat we have in our own country
all that is requisite to make a great HON. GENTLEMEN-Yes, go ahead
nation, and the more we know of it, by a and move for the Committee.
committee or otherwise, the better it will 1
be for us in after years. Another gentle- HON. MR. SCHULTZ-If I under,
man has alluded briefly to the isotherms stand hon. gentlemen aright I am urged
of temperature, and my hon. friend from to move, and without further notice for
Halifax professes to doubt sQmewhat the the appointment of a Committee, and 1
statement as to the climatic conditions therefore beg to move, seconded by the
of the region in question. hon. Senator (Macdonald), from TorontO

That a Select Comimittee composed of the*HON. MR. POWýER-My hon. friend HnrbeMsiusAioBlu,10
has quite misapprehended my remarks :ford, Carveil, Chaflers, Ferrier, DickeY,
I did not express a doubt on the subject. Girard, Ilolan, Kaulach Leoard MG

donald, (B. C.) Macpherson (Sir David
HON. MR. SCHULTZ-It is a sin- Lewis), Merner, Miller, Ogilvie Pelletiere

gular thing that the isotherms of sum- Reesor, Robitaille,Sanford, SutherlandTbr
mer teniperature which run direct east baudeauTurnerO'Donohoe, PoirierPower'
and west when south of James' Bay Macdonald (Midland), Hardistv, GoWS"'
trend rapidly northward when you goappoint.ed inre S tthe resources of thae art of the Dominion?
west pf that point. Whether it is from lying north of the Sasatchewan watershed

HON. MR. SCHULTZ.
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a ofthe Rocky Mountains and west of the
zie B Ray, comflprising the Great Macken-
La4e8 a-its extent of navigable Rivers,
Pastorand Sea Coast, of Agricultural and
hMine ai Land, its Fisheries, Forests and

fn8 ive ob
com itte to be a quorum, and the said
hadwriter. ae power to eniplov a short-

The Motion was agreed to.

E PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
SUB-WAY.

MOTION.

,oN. MR. IHOWLAN moved:
i at n umble Address be presented to

prayn xcellency the Governor General ;
O g that is Excellence will be pleasedohe >to be laid before this House, a copy
oncernilans and Reports of the last eurvey
<CaO rng the prosed Sub-way betwee'nTraverse,
Cape Tornerse, Prince Edward Island. andrtine, New Brunswick.

The Motion was agreed to.

TORONTO BOARD OF
BILL.

TRADE

SECOND READING.

ON. tMR. MACDONALD (Midland)
"An Act te second Reading of Bill (D)
latin to anend the several Acts re-
of "g to the Board of Trade of the City

by thi.The amendments proposed
They re Biare very few and simple.

e refer chiefly to a few alterations in
the mnce to the election of members and

th ode of arbitration.

Bihe otion was agreed to and the
as read the second time.

BELLEVILLE & NIPISSING RAIL-WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

sECOND READING.

reading of i FLINT moved the second
ate the 1 (E) "An Act to incorpor-
Raiway elleville and Lake Nipissing

le sadopany."
structionof his is a bill for the con-

9elle O a railway from the city of
of the or riear it, through the valleyMoira on
Qýueensbo n to Tweed, Bridgewater,

16 g11, and Bannockburn, to

connect with the Ontario Central, if it is
possible to make an arrangement with
them, and thence on to Nipissing. If it
should not be possible to make an ar-
rangement with the Ontario Central Rail-
way Company, they ask power to take
another route. The object of the bill is
simply to endeavor to get the valley of the
Moira and its large water powers in a
position to be used.

The motion was agreed to and the
bill was read the second time.

PORT ARTHUR, DULUTH &
WESTERN RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved the
second reading of Bill (21), "An Act

respecting the Port Arthur, Duluth &
Western Railway Company."

He said-This Bill is simply to con-
firm an Act passed by the Ontario Legis-
lature at its last session

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesd 'y March, 28th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (21) "An Act respecting the
Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Rail-
way Company." (Mr. Clemow.)

ALBERTA RAILWAY AND COAL
COMPANY'S BILL.

THE 5 1ST RULE SUSPENDED.

HON. MR. GOWAN from the Com-
mittee on standing Orders and Private
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Bills presented the eighth report, recom-
mending that the 5ist rule of the House
be suspended so far as it relates to Bill
(68) " An Act to incorporate the Alber-
ta Railway and Coal Company."

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved that the
51st rule of this House be suspended in
so far as the same relates to the Petition
of Sir Alex. T. Galt, and others praying
to be incorporated as the Alberta Rail-
way and Coal Company, as recom-
mended.

The motion was agreed to.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

MOTION.

HON. MR. GOWAN-I beg to move
in accordance with the recommendation
of the Report of the Committee on
Standing Orders and Private Bills that
the time limited for the presenting of
Petitions for Private Bills, which expires
to-day, be extended to Wednesday the
i8th day of April next.

in any respect to blame for this delay;
but as there is a very simple way of get-
ting their petitions before the House, 1

would suggest to my hon. friend to leave
the order as it is, and adopt that method
for bringing in their petitions when they
are ready. The House is aware
that all that is necessary is to present a
short petition asking leave to bring in a
petition, and I have never know a case
in which it was refused where the clr-
cumstances justified it ; and as that pla1

is the one open to the two persons whose
petitions have been delayed, I would
suggest that my hon. friend should nOt
persist in his motion but leave those
petitioners to their ordinary recource by
that means.

HON. MR. GOWAN-I daresay rny
hon. friend from Toronto will see in the
solution suggested by the leader of the
House all that he wants. There are two
petitions in arrear. I have no objectiOl,
and I think it would be proper to with-
draw the motion seeing that the petition-
ers are not without their remedy.

HCN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
- -I apprehend that the motion before

h. 1
HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think it the 1-use arose Irom a bill

would be advisable, if it were practicable, have charge mysef, and the C
that the practice of the Senate in th-s finding that they could bet
respect should approximate as nearly as within the regular letter ofth
possible to the practice of the other extending the time than by all
House, and it has usually done so. We Bil to come before the Hous
have usually extended the time for re- the motion which has now bee
ceiving Private Bills in both Houses to before this Chamber. If the
the same period. Last week the time the Government wouid under
expired within which Petitions for Pri- the Bill, which I have in chargE
vate Bills could be presented to the be prejudiced by any chang
Houseof Commons and this House aiso; kind, of course there can be
therefore I think it is somewhat inexpe- tion ; but if the Bil were to
dlient to make a different rule and extend dized by it, it wouid becorn
the tite as long as we propose to do by serious aoatter.
this motion. The fact is, as was re-
marked in the other Hoise, the present. IcION. MR. ABBOTT-Of
ngof these letntions after the properti i oud hot undertake to say

has elapsed is gwowing into an abuse. action of the House wi be
It Puts off the work of the session too Bil, but I think I speak the 
long, and gentlemen who wish recourse of the House which I say, that
to this Ilouse for a renedy shouid do bt tion il bC offred to the pre
in the proper time. I do not propose to the petition, provided any r
throw any biarte on the Petitioners who ground is shown for it.
are now in arrear, bcaf se I understand
that thre ar two of tem oho r ot 'snlic motion was witdrawn.

wnic
om mittee
ter keeP
e law bY
owiig the
e, passe
n brought
leader Of
take that
, will not
e of that
no objec
be jcoPar-
e a very

course
what the
upon thit
sentinen
no objec
senting O
casonable

HoN. MR. GOWAN.
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TRE TUDOR DIVORCE BILL.
FIRST READING.

UON MR. GOWAN, from the Select
Primt e on Standing Orders and

ivate oes, presented their ninth report
Thoved its adoption.

e uotion was agreed to.

(ON MR OGILVIE introduced Bill
Ebzaben Act for the Relief of Eleonora
read the Tudor," and moved that it be

The first time.
efmotion was agreed to.

hiN MR. OGILVIE moved-
Thdt the said Bill be read a second time

thatay, the twelfth day of April next,
drs of tice thereof be aflixed on the
Oned ; andElouse, and the Senators sum-
Udor ad t at the said Eleonora Elizabethsecond ray be beard by her Counsel at theaile aoeading to mnake out the truth of theerick als of the said Bill, and that Fred-said Biii y Hart may have a copy of the

the said "and that notice be given to him of
adiduced cond reading, or sufficient proof
&Ild that he the impossibility of, so doing,

ounsel h e at liberty to be heard byle sa at he may have to offer against
ai Ele 1, at the same time ; that the

ose on ora Elizabeth Tudor do attend thisthe qaid tvelfth day of April next,recond to her being examined on the
%hallt of the said Bill, if the House
4 n "ln lt, wlethier there bas or bas notbUer arY . lusion, directly or indirectly,

t ba heative to any act of adultery
hbtain auc been committed by him to

'Iy coIlusioseparation, or whether there beterandhi ,directly or indirectly, between
noucgu, or any other person or persons,

bng a tea d Bill of divorce, or touch-
og 1 on at law which have been

and ter against him, the said bus-
of al hetl1 Eleonora Elizabeth Tudor,
othhch she e at the time of the adultery
and se bycomplains, he was by de edoras apart fr ler consent living separately
8 her aOm and released by ber, as farethersh l' fron his conjugal duty, oreuoabitin e waatthetimeofsuch adulterv,

t 0 andg autl hi and under the protec-
The authority of him as lier husband.

81(). Inotion Was agreed to on a divi-

EiCOAST SURVEY AT CAPE
TORMENTINE.

MOTICN.

That • BOTSFORD moved
an bum0ble Address be presented to

28, 1888] Railway. 2A3

His Excellency the Governor General;
praying that His Excelleacy will be pleased
tocause to be laid before this House, a copy
of the Engineer's Report apl ointed in 1884
and 1885 to survey the coast at, and in the
vicinity of Cape Tormentine, Straits of
Northumberland, with a copy of the plan and
soundings accompanying the same.

The motion was agreed to.

THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION
AT PARIS.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. PELLETIER inquired:
Has France invited Canada to take part

in the Universal Exhibition which is to be
held in Paris in 1889. If such invitation
has been made has the Government ac-
cepted? If the invitation bas been
declined, will the Government do
anything to aid the Canadian Exhibitors in
defraying their expenses or part of then ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I beg to say
that Canada has received no invitation
from France to take part in this Exhi-
bition. At the same time, if any Cana-
dian exhibitors desire to send over
articles for exhibition the Government
will do all in their power to facilitate
their going, though they do not propose
to make any appropriation of money for
that purpose.

HON. MR. PELLETIER--Was any
invitation sent through the Imperial
Government ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If my hon.
friend desires to know that I will
endeavor to find out for him by the next
meeting of the House.

THE INTERCOLONIAL
WAY.

RAIL-

AN EXPLANATION.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Before the
order of the day are called I wish to
make an explanation. My hon. friend
frorn Rookwood (Mr. Odell) made a
statement respecting some difficulty he
had experienced on the railway between
Riviere du Loup and Montreal, which
of course was perfectly well founded as
far as the hon. gentleman was concerned
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and called for some explanation from the
Department of Railways. This explana-
tion I desire to give to the Ilouse
although my hon. friend did not ask for
it, or did not place it in his notice on
the former occasion. The facts as no
doubt the House will remember, were
that my hon. friend with others was tra-
velling westward, in a Pullman, and at
Riviere du Loup was put in a first-class
car. The conductor represented to him
that he would be put on board a Pull-
mian at Levis. That undertaking was
not fulfilled. There was no Pullman at
Levis, and he was obliged to travel in an
ordinary first-class car to Montreal,which
was no doubt a great hardship to the
hon. gentleman, and a very improper
thing to occur. The train going down
from Montreal had a sleeper attached
with passengers, and in consequence of
severe breaking, that is t) say, in conse-
quence of the way the breaks were ap-
plied to the wheels, they were found to
be in such a condition that they were
dangerous, and there being no Pullman
available at Leivs the passengers were
sent in a first-class car and instructions
were given to transfer them to the first
Pullan coming west. In the meantime
arrangements were made at Levis to
have the wheels repaired so as to have a
Pullman ready to receive the passengers
coming westward. In consequence of
absolute neglect on the part of the
officiais at Levis nothing was done to
repair the wheels, and when the con-
ductor of the train arrived at Levis and
applied for the car, which should have
been ready for him, he found that noth-
ing had been done. If the arrangement
made at Levis in the morning had been
carried out there would have been no
difficulty or inconvenience beyond the
inconvenience of changing my hon. friend
and his fellow passengers to a first-class
car at Riviere du Loup, which was an
unpleasantness, but at the same time
less of inconvenience, looking at it fron
a public point of view, than having the
passengers travelling eastward sit up ail
night, as unfortunately it turned out
that my lion. friend and his fellow-travel-
lers had to do. 'The arrangement of
the Departnent was complete. There
was no reason for anticipating such a
difficulty with this car coming fromi Mon-

treal to Point Levis, and what was done
was probably the most reasonably and
proper thing to do, to subject the pas
sengers travelling in both directions to
some unpleasantness, and to give as
little inconvenience as possible to th.e
travelling public. The officiais at LI
have been called up and required
to give explanations and have
been reprimanded severely for their
misconduct which has caused such 11'
convenience. That is very little com'
fort, no doubt to the hon. gentiman, but
the Department regret that the incident
occurred and tender to my hon. friend
and his fellow travellers an apology for
the trouble they experienced. It is but
justice to the hon. member to say that
he is perfectly justified in the conmplain t

he made.

HON. MR. ODELL-I beg to thailk
the hon. gentleman for the courtesy be
has extended to me in giving this eX'
planation and I have no doubt he has
taken some trouble to furnish a satisfac-
tory answer, but I must confess that it
dots not quite meet the case. In the
first place, he tells me that every exer-
tion was made to supply the defect O
this Pullman in order that we might be
taken on. It was on the distinct under-
standing that that Pullman would be
ready for us that we agreed to give tP
our Pullman at Riviere du Loup an
travel to Levis in a first-class car. We
had to pass the night without any Pu"
man whatever, while the passengers who
were travelling eastward were accommo'
dated. There is just one point which I
wished the hon. leader of the Govert-
ment to understand. He says that every
exertion was made to have this Pullman
repaired at Point Levis.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The arrange
ment was made to have the Pullman re
paired, and the officiais having the shop
there could easily have done it, but theY
neglected their duty.

HON. MR. ODELL-The answ'er
given nie at Point Levis when 1 cOn'
plained to the person in charge that tad
Pullman was not ready was that they one
no wheels thcre and could not have

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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hady. That is the point that I would
ike to have settled. It is all very wellto tell me that the parties have beenfOund fault with for not having the repairs

and I .if information is correct-
there got it frcm the chief man in charge
theieathey had absolutely no wheels
lookeand tO repairs could be made. He
Wheel astonshed when I said that the
said " h ould have been repaired and
When how could I have repairs made
corrthere are no wheels here? " If it is
ths ect that he had no means to repair
officials nlan it is not right to blame the
on an's at Levis. I should be very sorry
onthe o mplaint of mine to throw odium
that thOcials at Levis if it is really true
the y had no means there to repair
Riviere du s. The Superintedent at
Us that du Loup who sent a telegram to
Us o ullman would be ready forWas w Our arrival was at Levis and he it
repairs should have seen that these
I have5 Were made or given us notice of it.
'uch only to repeat that I am verythe troublied t the hon. gentleman for
sobleh e has taken, but there is
tio hîng more which requires explana-

gente R. ABBOTT-The hon.eMant did not quite appreciate thewere natiOn 1 gave. I stated that there
could shops at Levis where the wheelswere have been repaired. The wheels

ontre e, because they had come from
real in a damaged condition, and

it a a have been repaired because
the ret u sall affair to make them fit for
Porti*o tnp to Montreal. It was a
dettn ef the offence of the Superinten-
an anshwe gve my hon. friend such
to give r as he did. He had no right
hav~e hold tsuch a reply : he shouldhad been the truth, namely, that they
repaird instructed to have the wheelso s.ed and that they had neglected to

the G R OD ELL-I only wanted
epartm nment, the House and the

answer vto t understand that the
ssi kiven to me was that it wasthey had e to make the repairs becauseno wheels there.

CONTIN GENT ACCOUNTS
THE SENATE.

245

OF

MOTION.

HON, MR. READ moved that the
second report of the Select Committee
appointed to examine and report upon
the contingent accounts of the Senate be
concurred in. He said : the report re-
commends that the sum of $ioo be paid
to Dr. Hurlbert for having prepared a
condensation of the report of the Select
Committee of the Senate on the existing
Natural Food Products of the North-
West Territories. The other recom-
mendation is with respect to the applica-
tion from the newspaper reporters for
better accommodation.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman has not stated what was said
about the gallery for the reporters,

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I would like
before the Report is adopted to know
what the precise recommendation was
with respect to the reporters. Do I un-
derstand that it is proposed to erect gal-
leries outside of the gallery in the
House?

HON. MR. READ-No, it is the same
thing that the leader of the House him-
self suggested to the Committee.

HON. MR. POWER-The report
does not express the opinions of all the
members of the Committee, I think. In
the first place we have some doubt as to
the entire propriety of this matter having
been dealt with by the Committee on
Contingent Accounts. There is a Select
Committee of this House on the subject
of the reporting of the Debates. That
Committee met and considered this
question of better accommodation for
the press reporters. They reported
generally that better accommodation
should be provided. The House adopted
that report, and the Committee had, as
I understood,refrained from recommend-
ing any particular scheme until the
House had assented to the general prin-
ciple that improved accommodation
should be furnished to the press. When
the House did approve of that general

(°ntingent Accounts [MARCHL 28. 18881 <f the Senate.
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principle. it seems to me, as a matter of the House would not be prepared
of courtesy and parliamentary etiquette, to hae tables placed there. Reporters,
that the matter of providing were allowed to sit there in former
better accommodation should have been years, and until an unfortunate
decided by the Committee on reporting. occurence took place which had nothing
However, it has been deait with by the to do with the position of the reporters,
committee on contingent accounts, and there was no dissatisfaction expressed by
I suppose that the matter is before the members of this House.
House, at the same time I think the
report should have properly speaking HON. MR. ABBOTT-I had the ad-
come froni the Debates Committee. As vantage of being present at the meeting
to the recommendatiou of the Com- of the Committee, and I agree with the
mittee I for one feel perfectly satisfied hon. gentleman from H. lifax that I d.
that the result will not be satisfactory. not think it was intended, or that this
It is quite clear that a reporter sitting in report contemplates any expenditure
the gallery on the left hand side of the being n,ade in connection with the pro-
Speaker, will not be able to hear and posed change. It was recommended
consequently will not be able to make a by the Committee that a temporary ar-
satisfactory report of language used by rangement should be made to have tables
gentlemen who stand on this side of the placed there, and some kind of tenpo-
House. A member cannot be heard rary enclosure put there to separate the
distinctly by a reporter sitting some con- public from the reporters.
siderable distance behind him. There
is that serious objection to the adoption HON. MR. POWER-There neyer i
of the report. Then, I think the report any public in the gallery.
goes rather further than the recommen-
dation of the committee. My under- HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friefld
standing of the decision of the Com- is mistaken; while he was speaking yeS
mittee was not that there should be terday there were at least eight or te"
an enclosure made in the gallery, which people there. At aIl events we
would involve expense, but that hope that some timeorotherourdebates
a table should be placed there for the will be of sufficient interest to bring the
reporters to enable them to determine public there. Fortunately or unfOrtu
byactual experience whether that position nately, the debates of this Fouse or the
would be a satisfactory one. That would style of the debates in this House does
not involve any extra expense, and if it fot possess that attraction and interest
turned out on actual trial that the position for the public that the debates in the
was not satisfactory, the tables could be other House do, and it has fot been the
removed to some other place. 1 think custom, and is fot likely to be the
I am in the hearing of other members of custom to have extensive reports of therf
the Committee, and I would like to ask published in the press. What is needed
some hon. gentlemen who were at the is that intelligent reporters should furfish
meeting if that was not the understanding the public with the points that each
that there was to be no permanent struc- speaker makes without undertaking tO
ture put up in the galleries, but simply detail ail that he utters. With reference
that the tables were to be placed there to the change which my hon. frield
so that the reporters would have an refers to, it would be as well that I should
opportunity of trying whether the new say what I think about it. My hO1'

plan would be suitable or not. Under friend himself is standing now about the
the circumstances I think it would be sane distance from the tables whi'h
unwise to go to the expense of erecting have been occupied by the reporters for
a permanent enclosure in the gallery. the last three weeks as he would be fr01"
My own conviction is that the only the reporters if they were placed at the
place where the press reporters can other end of the room, and the onlY 3d
be located with satifactory result is vantage that he would have if the tables
on either side of his honor the Speaker. were changed to the upper end of the
0f course, the majority of the member room would be that he would then be

HON. MR. POWER.
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facing the reporter and might have thatadvantage in being heard. So that it ap-
aeto me that the tables which we t

raey put below the bar for the t
reporters On their own representations
are about as useful to them as if they
wee Put at the other bar, and there is
bein ha disadvantage of the reporters
Which .ithin the precincts of the Houseposbis to be deprecated as much asofile. For a number of years the0 ficia Reports of the Debates of thishouse Were taken by reporters sitting in
Succeed ey, and if reporters could there
full foIn making reports sufficiently
press the official record, I think thefrns reporters would hear sufficient tofurn h Condensed reports such as thenewlpaper are wilîing to publish. 1
unti that no expense will be gone to

and satsfactory arrangement is found,
appea en only with due regard for the

rance of the Chamber.

SUBMARINE CABLES BILL.

SECOND READING.

sON MR. ABBOTT moved thesecondea ng of Bill (C) " An Act
for ecting the International Convention

the preservation of submarine cables."
a said-This is a Bill introduced toainate our law to that of England
resp other countries represented with

epect to the protection of the submar-awartelegraph. Hon. gentlemen are
Cone that there was an internationalheernce held in Paris 1884, at whichtheir ject of submarine telegraphs andtheit roetn
which tti was taken up, and in

c t was agreed that the various
sho0 ges represented in that Conference
the prjoin in making arrangements for
that ec tion of submarine cables, and
by stau country should give effect to it
England thassed in its Legislature. In
and tey took the matter up in 1885,
ofagiv a law there for the purpose
attentiog effect to this Convention. The
alleton of this Governnm.ent has been
Cffie, andthe subject by the Foreign

aratio the result has been the pre-
sInply to a Bill which gives effect

e ot Convention, and is similar in
differsespects to the English Bill. It

frorn it in this, that it does not

nake those provisions for procedure,
which, according to our constitu-
ion, do not pertain to the Legisla-
ure of the Dominion. They must
)e regulated by the Local
Legislatures, and I think the ordinary
procedure of the courts is sufficient for
the purpose of giving effect to the pro-
visions in this Bill. The details of it
will no doubt be more fully discussed
when it comes before the House. I pro-
pose to move that the Bill be r\ow read
the second time with a view to having
it come before a Committee of the whole
House on the return of the members
after the vacation.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill. " An Act respecting gaming in
stocks and merchandise." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (8.) " An Act to incorporate the
Canada and Michigan Tunnel Com-
pany." (Mr. Casgrain..)

Bill (9.) "An Act respecting the
Canada Southern Railway Company,
and the Erie and Niagara Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. McCallum.)

Bill (18) " An Act to amend the Acts
relating to the Great Western and Lake
Ontario Shore Junction Railway Com-
pany. " (Mr Vidal)

THE INUNDATION AT

, MONTREAL.

HoN. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
With the consent of the House and of
the Minister, I would like to ask the
Government if it is probable that we
shall have the report on the inundation
of Montreal very soon.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I was inform-
ed by the Minister of Public Works two
or three weeks ago that the report was in
course of preparation, and would shortly
be ready. I shall make enquriies, and
will endeavor to have it ready for pre-
sentation to the House when it re-assem-
bles after Easter.

The Senate adjourned at 4:20 p.m.
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Trade with [SENATE] the West indies.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, April 41h, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
8:30 p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RESOURCES OF THE GREAT
MACKENZIE BASIN.

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITrEE.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ, from the
Select Committee appointed to inquire
in the resources of the Great Mackenzie
Basin, presented their first report recom-
mending the employment of an extra
clerk. He moved the adoption of the
report.

HON. MR. MILLER-The report
should lie on the table for at least one
day.

HON. GENTLEMEN - Carried !
Carried !

HON. MR. POWER-The report has
not been printed and I do not think the
members of the House are now in
possession of its contents.

HON. MR. MILLER-It is against
the rules of the House to ask that a
report of that kind should be at once
received and adopted. The hon. gentle-
man should move that the report be
taken into consideration to-morrow.

HON, MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
In the absence of the hon. member from
Winnipeg, who is not at present in the
Chamber, I move that the report be
taken into consideration to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

REPORTED CHANGES IN
CABINET.

THE

INQUIRY

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE inquired:
Whether there is good foundation for the
reporte ot the public press that since the

last session of Parliament an hon. memnber
of this House, the Hon. Frank Smith, re-
signed his seat in the Privy Council because
he was not consulted in the making of cer-
tain judicial appointments for his Province ?
If so, when and what was the cause assigned
by him ? Has the iesignation been accePt-
ed, or withdrawn ? If the latter, when ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-In answer tO
my hon. friend's question I must say
that it is quite impossible for the Gov-
ernment to know what the reports were
in the newspapers about these circuII-
stances ; and, if they did know that there
were reports in the newspapers, it would
be impossible to say which of them n'Y
hon. friend refers to. He asks the ques-
tion "whether there is good foundation,
for the reports of the public press.
I am unable to answer that questOf,
not knowing the reports to which he re-
fers. But I do not propose to pass over
the question in that way. I may say iO
answer to his question, that no vacancY
has occurred in the Cabinet ; that there
has been no change in its personnel and
that unless one of these circumstances
has occurred, the matter has gone 10
further, obviously, according to my hol-
friend's statement of it, than a mere dis-
cussion, and it is not consistent with the
obligations of a Privy Councillor Or
public policy to relate conversatifls
which take place in the Privy Council of
between Privy Councillers.

TRADE WITH THE WEST IN-
DIES.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. DEVER rose
To inquire of the Government whether

tbey feel favorably disposed towards
giving better communication than noW e'
is's for the conveyance of Mails, Passenger,
and Freight, between the Dominion of Cai-
ada and the West India Islands ?

He said : - In risîng to ask
this question, I wish to say, by way
of explanation, that previous to con-
federation in New Brunswick proflise
were made to us that by confederation
our trade would become extended and
business become increased in every way.

Our merchants then traded in every
country where they could purchae
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cheapest and sell the dearest. Germany,
laance, Spain, England, Scotland, Ir'e-land, the United States, and the WVest
Ma lands were open to them. I
thny aso point out that duties on goods
che were ony nominal. But this is

nged now, and "golden dreams" ofthe
":si orth Wst," and somewhat wild, and

htphd"speeches are given instead ;
dut n"Y wish, hon. gentlemen, is not to
than t, this harmless pleasure, further
who ho say-that there are others also,Wd have interests very dear to them,and that there may be no misunderstand-
pg Of this matter, I ask permission topresent to this hon. House a memorialwhich, I hold in my hand, from theIlerchants of Saint John-through their
hoard of Trade-which reads as follows:Tait MEMRÂ

8 EeeOR1AL OF THE BOARD oF TRADE0F 8AINT JOHN NEW BRUNSWICK,
'ePectfully sheweth:

been fel or many years past the want has
e"ist for bettercommunication than now

ers'tor the conveyance of Mails, Passen-
CAi and reiqht, between the DOMINION OF

TUAT and theWEST INDIA ISLANDS.
tt it . te pinion of your Memorialists
rut beta hue of Steamers be established to
nion, ca.en at maritime port of the Dom-very larling at several of those Islands, a

pr profitable trade will eventually
Provin -not only with the Maritime
e givence ut that far greater facility will

anQAvuebe te interior Provinces of Ontario
8 a Q ebc for the importation of FRUIT,the and other West India products, and
naturaprtion of the manufactures and

Snow a rdtIons of the Dominion, than

bho 9 ine t OPening of the Megantic or
between thaiway this year, the distance
Interior cite Maritime Provinces and the
r Catri ties Of the Dominion will be very

Teal .yhortened.
the gthe Opinion of your Memorialists
arple acrf Saint John affords the most
as a te r modation, and is the best fitted
frta d. port for vessels in this trade,
safetyOhiireetness of route, ease of access,
free frohn port, from its being entirelyDrobabili ice lu the winter, and fron theWili be b y that a large annuity of freight
and h, rought to it via'the Canadian Pacifiehei men antic, or Short Line Railway, for
has enOemorialis8t believe that the timesholld 1.arrived when the Governmentruining beally subsidize a line of Steamers

e the J n the Dominion of Canada
diote and est India Islands, and thus pro.p eert to rage a direct trade, and

en ian ports a large business atdone through American channels.

That your Memorialists are credibly
informed, and have had tangible proof laid
before themn, that responsible parties are
prepared to put on a steamer or steamers of
suitable dimensions and capacity to meet
the requirements of the trade, if the neces-
sary encouragement be extended to them.

Your Memorialists would therefore ear-
nestly but respectfully ask that a sum of
money sufficient for this purpose be granted
from the Dominion finances for a subsidy
to a line of steamers to run between Saint
John and the Islands of Bermuda, Jamaica,
Barbados, Trinidad, and Demerara.

And your Memorialists will ever pray.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-In answer to
my hon. friend's question, I may say
now, as I had the honor of stating to
this House a day or two ago, that the
Government has under consideration
measures for the encouragement of trade
between Car.ada and the West Indies,
and no doubt feels favourably disposed
towards facilitating that trade, as it does
with regard to every other trade which
would be for the benefit of the Dominion;
but the matter has not yet been disposed
of.

OTTAWA RIVER WORKS.

MOTION.

HoN. MR. CLEMOW moved-

That an humble address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor General;
praying that His Excellency will be pleased
to cause to be laid before this House a state-
ment showing total cost of construction of
various works for the descent of timber and
saw-logs on the Ottawa River and its tribu-
taries, up to the 30th June last; also state-
ment showing the yearly expenditure for the
maintenance of the said works for five years
preceding the\ 30th June last, under the
different heads of re-construction, repairs,
and cost of management, at each of the
stations, with the names of river or tribu-
tary where the same was expended ; like-
wise copies of any or aIl applications,
whether from individuals or chartered
companies, to acquire by purchase or other-
wise ail or any portion of said works and
improvements on the said Ottawa River
and tributaries thereof.

He said :-The information that I re-
quire by this motion is particularly re-
quested at the present time, inasmuch
as parties are now trving by legislation,to
obtain possession of the works in ques-
tion. I am desirous of having this full
information placed in the hands of hon.
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gentlemen in order that they may be in a
position to arrive at a decision,at the pro-
per time, whether it would ge advisable or
not for the Government to dispossess
themselves of this valuable property. I
believe those works in the past have cost
the Government a very large sum of
money ; they have been very remunera-
tive, and they are among the very few
public works in the country that have
been a source of revenue to the Domin-
ion. My desire is that the Government
should furnish this information as soon
as possible in order that it may be down
before the important measure I have re-
ferred to is up for discussion in the other
House.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (44), "An Act respecting bonds
on branch lines of the Canadian Pacific
Railway."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (43), "An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Shushwap and Okana-
gan Railway Company."-(Mr. Macdon-
ald.)

Bill (36), "An Act respecting the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada."-(Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (35), " An Act to enable the
Esquimault and Nanaimo Railway Com-
pany to run a ferry between Beecher Bay,
in British Columbia, to a point on the
Strait of Fuca, in the United States of
America."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (34), " An Act respecting the
South Norfolk Railway Company.*'-
(Mr. McCallum.)

Bill (3), "An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Hereford Branch
Railway Company and to change the
name of the Company to the Hereford
Railway Company."--(Mr. Cochrane.)

Bill (37), "An Act respecting the
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Railway
Company."-(Mr. Ogilvie.)

Bill (i), "An Act to incorporate the
Collingwood and Bay of Quinte Railway
Company."-(Mr. McCallum.)

River St. Clair Railway, Bridge and
Tunnel Company."-(Mr. McCallurm.)

Bill (14), " An Act to incorporate the
Western Ontario Railway Company."-
(Mr. McKindsey.)

SUB--MARINE TELEGRAPH BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a
Committee of the Whole on Bill (C),
"An Act respecting the International
Convention for the Preservation of Sub-
marine Telegraph Cables."

In the Committee.

HON. MR. ABBOTT said-I had the
honor of explaining the principles and
cause of this Bill on its second reading,
and we have now I presume to deal with
its details. It is mainly based on the
English Statute with regard to this
convention, but in that Statute there are
various provisions relating to procedure,
the courts who shall take cognizance of,
offences, and the like, which appeared tO
us to be beyond the limits of the juris-
dction of the Dominion Parliament, and
therefore those clauses have been struck
out. This Bill defines, the offences and
prescribes the punishment, bnt it leaves
the law to take its course with regard
to trying the oflences and in-
flicting the punshinents. I propose tO
submit to the House two small amend-
ments in point of form. The language
in the American Act differs from that in
the English Act on the same subject,
and I prefer the former. In the fourth
clause of this Bill, a penalty is provided
for " unlawfully and wilfully " injurinlg
any submarine cable. The language In
the American Act is " wilfully and
wrongfully." I propose to adopt the
expression used in the American Act.
Then there is an effence which this
clause does not seem to me to cover, that
is, the wilful attempt to injure--which
find in the American act, and which I
think should be in ours. I move that
the 4 th clause be amended in accOrd-
ance with these suggestions.

Bill (17), "An Act respecting the The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. CLEMOW.
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On the 6th clause,

t ON. MR POWER - Under thethird sub-section actions er prosecutions
ftIs' persons violating the provisions

of this Act mnust be commenced withint.elve rnonths after the act complainedver I' view of the fact that those ships
of often come within the jurisdiction
gf our courts for a short time and thengo away and remain for several months
sho tire, the term seems to be too

mON. MR. ABBOTT-That is thetiee fixed by the other Acts. The ex-
trne limit of time for the commence-

suallt -a penal action is retained.
it. yt is six months, and this doubles

The clause was agreed ta.

()n the loth section.

cre' MR. ABBOTT-This Bill
on the hinces which may be committed
thliit gh seas, but does not speak of
eitled of jurisdiction to which we are
on the hl1 think we have no jurisdiction
limtse hgh seas beyond our territorial
iretes. England I presume has certain
the niions as to her territorial limits on
our egh seas which we cannot claim in
been clnial Position, and nothing has
thS said in the English Statute as to

but in the United States Act
is toftirent The language of that Act
suc this effect" Provided that in case
the tefraction is committed outside of
the territorial hmirits of the United States
com0nI on board of which it has been
StTtates.» 's a vessel of the United
afte t propose to add to the clause
" shall e Word " and " in the tourth line;
termsthaPPly to all infractions of the
ritorial ereof committed within the ter-
it tht waters of Canada." And I take

we have no power to try an
Waters. Ommitted beyond our territorial

offenrce' MR POWER-Supposing the
sel M 'a s oIrnitted by a Canadian ves-
wards n comes immediately after-is juist'a Canadian port, surely there

iction in Canada to try that

offence ? As it is now other offences
committed on board ship are tried in
Canada. An English court would not
have jurisdiction to reach the Canadian
vessel in one of our ports. Our, courts
have ousted the jurisdiction of the
English courts, and I do not see that
there is any court but the Canadian
court that could try such a case.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It seems to
me that it is impossible for one country
to try a crime committed in another
country unless it be under exceptional
legislation combined with a treaty. I
do not see how we could try an offence
committed on the high seas here, because
we have no jurisdiction beyond our own
waters.

HON. MR. POWER-The English
courts have held that they have jurisdic-
tion except within their own territorial
limits.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-But they hold
that they have jurisdiction in British
bottoms all over the ocean-that they
have jurisdiction to try an offence corn-
mitted on board a British ship anywhere,
because it is regarded as British terri-
tory.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The same
analogy extends to Canada. If a crime
is committed on board a Canadian
vessel in any part of the world, the party
charged with the crime could be tried
in Canada without any doubt. The
language of the criminal law of Canada
indicates that we have jurisdiction in
such cases anywhere within the admiralty
of England.

HON. MR ABBOTT-I am entirely
unaware of any such law, and I question
very much if my hon. friend's view of it
is sound. However, if the House will
pass this for the present, I will inquire
into the matter before the Bill is read
the third time ; but my own opinion is
that we cannot try an offence committed
beyond our own territory.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I saw no ob-
jection to this clause as it stood, but
with this amendment it will be objec
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tionable. By the clause as it stood I
have no doubt that an offence committed
on a Canadian vessel was committed, as
it were, by a legal fiction on Canadian
soil, nor matter where the vessel was, but
my hon. friend's amendment would con-
fine it to an offence within the territorial
waters of the Dominion of Canada. It
is quite clear that you are giving up the
jurisdiction which you have as to an
offence committed on the deck of a
Canadian vessel in mid-ocean.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I would like
my hon. friend to tell me what he calls
a Canadian vessel.

HON. MR. SCOTT-A vessel regis-
tered in Canada.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No, a vessel
registered in Canada is a British vessel.
It does not appear to me that we have
the status of a nation so as to be able to
prescribe any mode by which a vessel
becomes a Canadian vessel in the sense
under discussion. It becomes a British
vessel. Whether that is so or not is a
question which I propose to look into
before to-morrow.

HON. MR. POWER-If a vessel is
registered in Canada and flies the Cana-
dian flag, she is a Canadian vessel. If
the hon. gentleman limits the operation
of this Bill in the way his amendment
proposes to do, it will be practically al-
most nugatory, because the interferences
with those cables take place always
nearly always outside of the territorial
limits of Canada, and if this law is limit-
ed to interference which is taking place
within the three miles limit, it will be,
so far as Canadian vessels are concerned,
almost useless.

like a Canadian vessel in the sense re-
ferred to. However it is a very import-
ant question, and I shall have great
pleasure in looking into it.

HON. MR. DICKEY We are asked
to give effect to what ? To a convention
agreed upon, amongst other powers, by
Great Britain, and we are passng a law
to give effect to the provisions of that
convention. I admit that Canadian
ships are British vessels in one sense.
They have all the protection they are
entitled to, and are subject to the juris-
diction and have all the powers given tO
British vessels by this legislation, but we
are asked by this Bill to limit our juris-
diction.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will see that the principle upon which We
are legislating at all, is precisely in har-
mony with what I have stated. If the
passing of a law in Great Britain enables
Great Britain to punish an offence con-
mitted in this country, what is the use of
our passing this law ? If we can punish
offences committed in British waters,
there is no need for a British law.

HON. MR. ARCHIBALD from the
Committee reported the Bill with amend-
ments.

GAMING IN STOCKS BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of Bill (G), " An Act
respecting Gaming in Stocks and
Merchandise."

He said :-I was about to explain the
object of this Bill and its terms, but 1nY
hon. friend from Montreal (M.OiVe
expresses a strong desire that the second

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. reading should be posponed for a few
friend will see that is provided for by the days, and of course I should like to
laws of other nations. If the offence know what the sentiment of the flouse
is committed beyond the territorial limits is on that question. I should like the
of Canada, it will be committed on the Bill to go on, but I do not wish to aCt
ship of some nation, and all the great harshhy and with too much precipitatio"'
commercial nations have passed laws
similar to this. I have been looking HON. MR. OGILVIE-I will give e
into the subject of the registration of reason why I asked the leader of the
Canadian vessels and I do not find any- House to allow this Bih to stand 0 Ver
thing which enables us to have anything for a few days-until next Tuesday. f

HnN. MR. DICKEY.
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s lot a very long delay, and it will takeSome time for those who are interested
Ie the Bill to be prepared for it. Thistnehasure rakes a more radical changethat. most Of us are aware of. It certain-
y Wll not affect me, for I have never
fPeulatd in that way ; but it will affect,

tfht Passes in its present shape, not only
kee who are commonly designated as

Ping bucket shops, but, if I am not
uch rnistaken, it will most effectually
l nine-tenths of all the business of

legtimate brokers, and it will have the
eiteet certainly of stopping anything liketaer grain stocks, pork or anything ofat h ind which the people buy now nottO have delivery. Many persons buy

elot to have the goods delivered im-fuedatey but with the expectation of
ur delivery. I do not propose to

this the time of the House in fighting
nBil at all; I simply want to afford

to itPPOrtunity to those who are opposed
asked b do it themselves. I have been

te by several parties, some of them
Seest business men in Montreal, to
of the Bicould have the second reading
it w Bil held over until next Tuesday,
stowkl rnake such a radical change inSCk broking
kindl k , and if the House will
Pleased permit it, I shall feel extremely
doe for their sake. If the House
My duot see fit to do so, I have done
and dY, and hon. gentlemen can go on

do as they please.

Wisr0s Oif . VIDAL-I think the
withouofmY hon. friend can be met
of thout Postponing the second reading
with the î I suppose it is optional
Commit h use to refer the Bill to the

tee on Banking and Commerce.

tom R. POWER-It is not cus-
the tO refer a Government Bill toariking and Commerce Committee.

1y P- VIDAL-Then I think
comp - friend's request should bemPled With, because it is only through

sPeakin rough some other member
again the House that objections

otice 0f BIl a, be brought to the
rhamnent.

tha R DICKEY-I do not sece need take any such course as

that asked for in this matter. I under-
stand that there is no objection to the
principle of the Bill, and that is all we are
dealing with at present. We might give
the Bill the second reading now, and
defer going into Committee, whcre those
points are more particularly dealt with,
to a future day.

HON. MR. OGIIVIE.-I am per-
fectly satisfied with that course.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-While
I am in full accord with the principle of
the Bill, I think that if this measure
passes in its present form it will interfere
very n;aterially with the legitimate busi-
ness of the country. From a casual read-
ing of the Bill, while coming down from
Toronto to-day, it occurred to me as it
seems to have occurred to the hon. gen-
tleman from Montreal-that it will be
making a monopoly of the stock
exchange-that it is legislation in favor
of capitalists who have any amount of
money and credit with the banks, and
will entirely crush out those operators
with limited means although possessed
of large experience and forethought. I
agree with the hon. gentleman from
Montreal that if the Bill passes in its
present form, it will interfere with every
legitimate stock business where the
full amount of the transaction
is not paid. Should any hon. gentle-
man in this House, sec fit to buy a few
shares of the Bank of Montreal stock,
or the Canadian Pacific Railway stock,
and only pay perhaps five or ten per
cent. down, the balance to be paid at the
end of the year, it would be a great
hardship to be prevented from doing so,
and I think it would be interfering with
the enterprise and the business of the
country if we should legislate to deprive
any person of that privilege. I hope the
Bill will be postponed until Tuesday
next until we shall have an opportunity
to look into it more fully : I certainly
require to be convinced that it will not
interfere with the legitimate business of
the country before I support it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I donot
think that we are right in supposing that
any Bill introduced by the leader of the
Hlouse is certain to be adopted by the
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House as it stands. All Bills brought
into Parliament, are brought in for de-
liberation and for consideration. If
there is any legislation required
at this moment, it is just such a Bill as
that just moved-calculated to prevent
at least a portion of the panics in bank-
ing circles. Widespread ruin has arisen
from this system of gambling in stocks.
It is specially the duty of the Govern-
ment to bring in such measures. The
responsibility of such a course rests more
upon the Government than upon private
members. The Bill will be submitted
to the House and then referred to Com-
mittee of the whole for consideration
from day to day ; and, with all respect
for the views of my hon. friend from
Montreal, I do not think the second
reading should be postponed, though I
believe he would not ask for the post-
ponement of the Bill if he were not
assured that there were strong objections
to the measure. With all deference to
my hon. friend, I hope the House will
allow the leader of the Government to
go on with the measure.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
rise to discuss the Bill, because it seems
that we are taking the measure out of
the hands of the hon. gentleman who
has charge of it in entering into a dis-
cussion on the principle of the measure
before we hear it explained.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I understand
the question before the House is upon
my hon. friend's request to postpone the
second reading of the Bill until Tuesday
next. If I had found that there was a
prevalent wish to have it .postponed I
was prepared to meet it: but I see per-
fectly well that my hon. friend's wish can
be met by taking the second reading

with them, and I do not see any reasol
why we should postpone the Bill for a
week in order that they may know sone-
thing more about it. They are all fullY
informed on the subject. Before the
adjournment of the House for the
Easter holidays, I caused envelopes tO
be placed in the hands of the Clerk Of
the Records, with instructions that
copies of the Bill were to be addressed
to leading bankers and brokers in all
the large cities and towns of the Domin-
ion, which was done : and I am satisfiea
that they have not only seen the Bill as
published in the papers ; but many Of
them have received copies -of the Bill
addressed to themselves personally.

HON. MR. MILLER-I cannot see
what objection there can be to the Bill
taking its second reading at present.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Although it is
my object, and my duty to explain the
purpose of this Bill, very little explana-
tion will be needed. This question of
gambling in stocks and merchandise has
been ventilated by many of the Boards
of Trade in the Dominion. The Board
of Trade of Toronto has taken means tO
ascertain for itself the effects of the kind
of trading establishments against whict
this Bill is directed-the effects upon'
business and upon the public morals Of
the people-and I have been furnished
with extracts from the letters which it
has received. I understand that at this
moment, in this portion of Canada, there
is scarcely a town or village in which
there is not an. institution established,
which is called by different names by the
promoters and supporters of it : it 1s
called a trading agency, or brokerage
establishment, and there are other naines
analogous to it.

now, and referring it to a committee of
the whole at a later date, when gentle- HON. MR. A
men interested in the measure will be houses in some instances.
here from Montreal to defend their
interests. I may say however, that this 1ON. MR. ABBOIT-Yes, banking
Bill has been published in extenso in bouses. 'l'lie business transacted bY
every paper in Montreal, and every man those places is sirply this a
interested in this trade has read every board is put UI) in a room ; a long table
line of the measure. I have been inter- is placed in the middle of the roof
viewed by several persons who are telegraph instrument -
engaged in this business in Montreal,
and have discussed the miatter HoN,. MR. SCTl'- ticker."

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.
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YiON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, a " ticker,"t S called, is kept there ; a boy writesup the quotations of some twenty orthirty different kinds of stocks on thebltkboard and people are encouraged
of go into this place and bet small sums
stoney upon the rise or fall of those
thed The process is carried out by
With teposit of what is called " a margin "

tht.e keeper of the place, and after
sta in nine cases out of ten, as I under-
risesd the stock unfortunately falls or

-rs at all events, it moves in thespog direction for the unfortunate

I seulator, and his margin is forfeited.
Trade the reports to the Board ofarade that this species of gambling
tPPears to have an irresistible fascina-
after for those who indulge in it, and
Of d time they seem to be incapable
havinoing anything else. Even after

gng lost their last cent in this stock
and ting, they still hang round the table
t0 atte ntcker, and seem to be unable
This any legitimate business.
t0 shsort of gambling extends not only
in whares and stocks, but to speculations
duce. , pork, and other pro-
WheatThe broker will sell any amount of

a, hromn ten bushels to io000 to any
a urh s foolish enough to become
ai Purchaser and deposit the margin.
joint any number of shares in a

stock or other company on thesane conditio 5
of this kn tons. The pernicious effects
them selmd of gambling have developed
I to a most astounding degree.
by readt venture to detain the Housefro ing the letters I have received
latin every quarter of the Dominion, re-Sthemo affecting and painful instances
sh varlous Places where these bucket
distr ave been established, of ruin and
brough O the deepest and severest kind
dcie Or IOiner cla iles, mostly of the mid-
cs, rne wer l-ses. Artisans, mechan-
been t Swith small fixed incomes, have

tated, lato those places and it is
ave evid beheve it to be true as I

le as to tb ofered me which satisfies
who are athe truth of it, that the people
busaa the back of this bucket shop
the ne' actually send agents to

th usariu5 smal towns and villages
far the omanion to ascertain how
such a y an go with such, and

l, r- that they may know

when they have drained the last dollar
from him, and may close him up and
turn him upon the streets. That is, I
believe, fact, without any exaggeration ;
and it applies to many small towns in
the provinces. This evil has attracted
the attention of public men, it has been
animadverted upon very generally in the
press of the country ; and the evil has
reached such proportions that it has
become absolutely necessary to do some-
thing to check it. It is in endeavoring
to arrest this evil that we are supposed
to be likely to tread upon the toes of
persons legitimately employed in the
brokerage business. The real difficulty
in preparing a measure of this description
has been to draw a line of distinction
between the transactions which are
carried on in the legitimate business of
a broker, and the transactions which are
carried on in the way I have mentioned
in those bucket shops. It is not alone
in Canada that this distinction has
been sought for ; it has been
enquired into and received he
same solution in the United States
where this species of gambling is very
prevalent. In some places it is dealt
with very simply under the local laws.
In New York, for instance, the police
walk into these places ; treat them as
common gambling houses, and break
them up under the ordinary laws of the
State. In other places they have not
been able to dispose of them in the same
manner, unfortunately, and, consequent-
ly, certain laws have been passed in some
of the States with regard to them, one or
two of which I hold in my hand. The
distinction which I understand is a
true one between bucket shops'
transactions and legitimate brokerage
business is, as stated to me by a leading
New Y'ork broker who wrote me, without
anyprevious communication from myself,
to tell me what they thought of the
bucket shops there ; what evils they were
creating in that country; and the steps
that were being taken there to break them
up. In writing to me he tells me what
he thinks is the distinction, and it seems
to me to be a reasonable one, and I
observe it is the distinction which has
been adopted in the States of Ohio and
Illinois. He says :

I an glad to see that you have taken the
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matter of " bucket shops " in hand. Do tirely tor their own purposes ; but in
you clearly understand our mode of doin g
business ? We members of the New York instanes te cn ofnu
Stock Exchange whodo business on margin,
receive the certificate for the stock we buy,
every share, and pay for it in full. For in- sare principle as the broker's dock face
stance, we buy 100 Western Union Tele- in a house of a somewhat siniilar kind
graph stock at 80 ; we receive the certifi-
cate, which we may put in our name if we
please, and pay $8,000 in monev for it, hands were supposed to indicate the
t is bought on margin say or $1,000-for a changes in the prices of certain stocks

customer we advance tLe other $7,000. This and enough dupes were found to niake
is always done in transactions on the New wagers upon the movernents of the hands
York Stock Exchange. In " bucket-shops" n
it is never done. tThey pretend to bu y
of the customer, and seil to him, so to make thriving business till the police intervened
what the customer loses, and ot course it is But those bucket-shops are more cU
their interest to have the customer lose. Any ningly managed; they are managed SO
legisiation to suppress " bucket-shops " will as to give the appearance of actual legl'
not, I presume, hurt the legitimate dealings
in stocks, whether for speculation, tempor-
ary or permanent investmient, as practiced the customers are induced to sign, and
in the New York Stock Exchange. I have the keepers sign themselves, as "bomght
been a member here 22 vears, and think and sold notes," are prepared with refer
perhaps I am a judge, but the facilities for ence to the recise distinction 1 have
gambling which thiese shops offer to every- named
body, clerk or otherwise, who can furnish t
$5, is worse than faro ganbling." tion to seil, a bonafide intention to buY,

CD ~and a bona fide intention to, rniake de-
Then he speaks of something which livery. They actually state on the face

he saw in Montreal which, unfortunately, of them, what is fot stated on the face
is too true ; but I do not wish to go in of the notes of bona fia? transactiOfl 5

to it as I do not desire to be personal. hetween legitimate brokers and their ctms
The distinction which this gentleman tomers, that it is the intention of the
draws, and which is to be found in the buyer to take the stock, and to accePt
Acts of the States of Illinois and Ohio, delivery, which would be quite unneces
is, that in one case the purchase is made sary in a bonafide transaction. 1t is a,
with the intention of carrying it out as a illustration of the phrase, qui s'eXtusC
bonafide transaction, the seller to make s'accuse, and they only do it from the
delivery. In the other case, there is no consciousness that there is no such il
intention of making a bonafide purchase tention either to make delivery' or
or sale. The transaction is simply a take delivery, and that they violate the
wager with the bucket shop keeper that law in some degree. And they adoPt
certain stocks will rise or fall beyond a this device to try to evade the provisiOn's
certain point. The bucket shop keeper of the law, and convert that into a legit'
is personally interested that the opposite mate transaction which they think can bc
state,of things from that which the cus- enforcedwhich is obviously a mere gamb
tomer desires should take place. And it ling operation, recognizab!e by no court
is asserted, and I have no doubt is true, It is unnecessary for me to dilate upof
that there are very simple processes well the evil consequences of this species
known to the men who:manage such in- gambling. This Bill, e if it were
stitutions, by which they can make the passed in its present shape, havîng been
customer lose his money, whether the very carefull> studied, 1 think is n
market turns in his favor or not. The very far wrong. It would not prevent
quotations are, in most instances, such transactions as the hon. gentlen
entirely fictitious. They are made froin British Columbia has ncntionCd
more by conjecture than by just now. Far from it ; it would n
actual knowledge of the markets. deal îh it or touch ii an>' shale
In some places these brokers make so whatever. 1 have letters bfore Me
much money and are so wealthy that wbich 1 an told that this BilI
they can afford to have a private wire destroy the )ossibi1ity of
for thttselves, which thein caw hnvesti r wnoney in cen stocks

fom to.Te>c er uho h

Hox. MR. AD BOlT'.
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through Canadian brokers. I may saythat these are simply statements pro
tiueth by persons who desire to con-indue the present state of things, and to

Bil dc hon. gentlemen to oppose the
reads thereas, when the hon. gentlemanre .the Bill carefully, he will see thatthere t o foundation for the statementade him that there is anything in
fair a hich will in any degree affect
Therean honest brokerage transactions.
prevee is nothing in this Bill which will
number any man from buying any

nmber of shares he likes, or any
likes, Of bushels of wheat heofs con muargin, with the intention
requ repleting the transaction, and the'eured elhe
deliv eement of the intention to
satisfactseems to me to constitute a
the actrY distinction, judging by
fro N ition which the gentleman
has New York,whose letter I have read,
ion f US, and I have the same opin-sto brokers in Montreal. Where
the br ordered to be bought on margin,
the maer buys the stock, he receivesbniargin , and either advances thethebala himself, or pledges the stock forte ualancedu
sale e due. So there is an actual
and th purchase entirely carried out,
timle ane stock is in the hands for a
of th ard afterwards is under the control,

bgent of who, under our law, is the
tion f the purchaser. I call the atten-
real difficulHouse, therefore, to the only
cuuty ty i this legislation, the diffi-
titio establishing a clear line of dis-that be .etween the transactions
sactio we Wish to destroy, and tran-
think s some of which we may noto no alogether p rudent, but which we
't is probarose to legislate against, and
the discu•y Upon that distinction that
to take assIon will turn when we comecoitPthe Bill in detail before athese rteerf the whole House. With

f the s I rove the second reading

1 .
'7

1R. MCINNES (B. C.) - I
th to ask the leader of the
this Bill i isntended to apply'y to bucket shops, and not to

transactions in dealing with

MR. ABBOTT-My hon.
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friend will perceive that the preamble of
the Bill expressly declares that it is
enacted for the purpose of putting a stop
to this bucket shop business, and I may
tell my bon. friend that the preamble
simply legislates against these transac-
tions which are made under the pretense
of being purchases and sales, and alto-
gether avoids touching anything which is
a bona fide purchase and sale.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Such
being the case I am perfectly satisfied
with the Bill. I may say that I have no
information from any person to lead me
to believe that this Bill would interfere
with any private transaction, indepen-
dent of those bucket shops ; and it was
merely from reading the Bill on my way
from Toronto that I placed the con-
struction on it which I mentioned a
moment ago.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER - The
leader of the House has made such a
clear and lucid statement respecting the
objects of the Bill that I do not feel it
necessary to add one word to his able
explanation. But I may be permitted
to quote some incidents which have
happened within my own knowledge in
the country and in Toronto strengthen-
ing, to the satisfaction of the House, all
his arguments. I would first speak of a
country town which I shall not naine in
which a private banker went on for two
or three years inducing poor people, viz :
ladies with small capital, aged people,
servants and other persons of very limited
means, to place in his hands money to
the extent of $8o,ooo, promising to assure
them 7 per cent. interest. The body of
that private banker was found one
morning soon after the dawn of day with
all his clothing on, even his boots and
gloves. He had evidently committed
suicide, and lamentable to be told of
those who placed confidence in him,
many lost their all, some were reduced
to want, while others were brought to
straitened circumstances. I will ncw
speak of Toronto, called "Toronto, the
Good." I had occasion sometime ago
to invest $5,ooo in loan society stocks,
and having confidence in an old
acquaintance whom I knew intimately,
as a stock broker ; I mailed to him a
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cheque for nearly $5,ooo for that pur-
pose. I waited patiently for some days,
surprised that I had no reply from him,
when a rumor reached me that he had
been experimenting in some of the
bucket-shops of that good city. I there-
upon took the first express train to
Toronto and found he had not yet nade
any investment. I thereupon demanded
of him to hand me back the money,
which seemed to embarrass him. He
began by promising that he would restore
it to me on the following Moriday. This
scarcely satisfied me. I told him I must
have the amount within an hour ; and
after many threatenings he went to a
certain prominent bank and obtained by
some means the amount he had to re-
turn to me. A few days after that his
firm failed without any assets, and if I
had not acted with firmness,I should have
lost the whole of the money. Hon. gen-
tlemen may laugh, but if any one of you
had lost any forenoon such an amount
through the gambling spirit of a stock
broker, you would find it no laughing
matter. A prominent dignatary of the
Church observed to me, when I related
this incident to him, that while there
were many upright merchants in Toronto,
the public sentiment in regard to such
failures and dishonorable conduct was
lamentable. I am not sure that he did
not use the word rotten. I could relate
twenty such incidents, but forbear from
wearying the House,and I only desire to
add that if the leader of the House were
to pass no other Bill through his own
influence and effort this session, he
would be entitled to the deep gratitude
of the country. I trust that the House
will earnestly and unitedly support this
Bill in such a shape as the Committee
of the Whole approves.

HoN. MR. O'DONOHOE - As to
the principle of the Bill itself, I do not
suppose there will be any question, but
there seems to be a very large scope
given to the language of the measure.
The Bill goes to the extent of condemn-
ing anyone who enters into a transaction
"with the intent to make gain or profit by
the rise or fall in price of any stock of any
incorporated or unincorporated conpany or
undertaking, either in Canada or elsewhere,
nor of any goods, wares or merchandise,
makes or signs, or authorises to be made or

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER.

signed, any contract or agreernent, oral or
written, purporting to he for the sale or
purchase of any such shares of stock, goo4'
wares or nerchandise.

Now, how are the bona fides of a pUf-
chase of "goods, wares and mercha-
dise " to be ascertained ? Every 1nn
who buys merchandise does so with.the
hope of realizing a profit on it, and in 31
markets of the world goods are bought
without any immediate delivery. TheY
are bought even before they are MaO-
ufactured, bought by sample and in a
thousand ways. Even crops
are purchased while they are
growing to be thereafter delivered accord-
ing to contract. Supposing one of the
parties to a contract like this sets Up as
a defence for violating it that there was
no bona fides in the transaction, hoW 1S
the intent of the parties to be discovered?
As regards bucket shops, brokerage a
that sort of thing, I appreciate the difti
culty of drawing a line, but it would be
very dangerous to extend the operatiOn
of the Bill as far as this clause goes. 0
should like to hear an explanation f
this now, or at a future stage of the Bi
I am afraid that if the Bill is passed in
its present shape it will complicate rne
cantile transactions, not only in thls
country but with every country eith
which Canada has dealings.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-The prin-
ciple of this Bill is to avoid pure Y
gambling transactions where there is IW
intention to buy or sell or that goods
should pass, whether merchandise or aft
thing else. The object is to preven
gambling.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE -f~ow
would my hon. friend test the bona fjes
of the transaction ?

HON. MR. MILLER-By evidence'

HON. MR. KAULBACH--It res
with the parties themselves. They tst
show the bonaffde character of the trat
saction.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I quite apPre
ciate my hon. friend's objection, but
think on a scrutiny of the Bill ard col
sideration of the facts he will perceIý
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that th
he here is really no foundation for it.

waresreason why the words, "goods,
)l reaiornerchandise" are used is that

shopsy a large part of these bucket-
coto deangs are in goods-wheat,
Cttob, o h&c. They make these the

great a eir gambling operations to as
_Mes n extent as stocks. The bona

i sIf a transaction is easily tested. It
h Py a question of evidence. If, as

to odn. friend suggests, a person werepOrder goods in England, he wouldPObtbl send an order for them and if
'I ha v before a court or jury and said,
he ,e no intention to order goods,"
because d be laughed out of court,
Was ase his order would show that it
nlot o Áide transaction. If it were
largeor the fact that this gambling is
transac ried on by means of pretended

,acti.ns i goods, it would be better
altog as My hon. friend says, confine it
the ether to cks. In other words, if

goluabling were confined to stocks, it
"good not be necessary to extend it to
tinless ' wares and merchandise," but
theses it is extended to merchandise,
quotatien would simply shut off the
operations Of stocks, and confine their
like.ons to pork, grain, cotton, and the

Tihe mnotion was agreed to andWas read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

the

Call (8) "An Act to incoporate theCanada and Michigan Tunnel Com.
(Mr. Casgrain.)

Canada (9) " An Act respecting the
the Ea Southern Railway Company and
Panyre and Niagara Railway Com-

(Mr. McCallum.)
relat (18) " An Act to amend the Acts
Ontar to the Great Western and Lake
Pany» Shore Junction Railway Com-(Mr. Vidal.)

The Senate adjourned at 10.25 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, April5th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MONTREAL HARBOR IMPROVE-
MENTS.

MOTION.

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved-
That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governor-General;
praying that His Excellency will be pleased
to cause to be laid before the House, copies
o1 ail petitions, correspondence and other
documents in the possession ot the Govern-
ment respecting the Channel debt, and the
improvement ut the Barbor of Montreal,
from the first day of January, eighteen
hundred and eighty (1880), to the present
time.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, April 6th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported without amendment
the following Bills, which were then read
the third time and passed :

Bill (8) " An Act to incorporate the
Canada and Michigan Tunnel Com-
pany." (Mr. Flint.)

Bill (9) "An Act respecting the
Canada Southern Railway Company and
the Erie and Niagara Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. McCallum.)

Bill (18) "An Act to amend the
Acts relating to the Great Western and
Lake Ontario Shore Junction Railway
Company." (Mr. Ferrier.)
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BELLEVILLE AND NIPISSING with reference to Bills coming frorn the
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL. House of Commons ; and I may say that

those efforts made from time to tinle,
THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported Bill (E), " An Act to
incorporate the Belleville and Lake
Nipissing Railway Company " with an
amendment."

le said-As Chairman of the Com-
mittee, it is my duty to explain that the
amendment is a mere verbal one. It is
to strike out certain words giving power
to this Company to carry their line to
some point in the Province of Quebec.
That was the result of an error of some
person in preparing the Bill. The ob-
ject of the Company is not to go to the
Province of Quebec, but to go to some
point on the Canadian Pacific Railway,
and it read as though the line would go
to some point on the Canadian Pacific
Railway in the Province of Quebec.
With the assent of the promoters of the
Bill these words were struck out, and the
Bill as amended gives them power to go
to some point on the Canadian Pacific
Railway at Lake Nipissing or somewhere
in the vicinity.

HON. MR. FLINT moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. FLINT moved that the
Bill be now read the third time.

Hon. MR. DICKEY-This is the first
Bill that has been sent up to us from the
House of Commons framed upon the
model Bill which was prepared and ap-
proved of in that House in the last days
of the last session. I trust I may be
permitted to make a remark, not as af-
fecting the passage of the Bill, but in
reference to the improved position in
which this Bill and others which follow
have placed the passing of Bills before
the Railway Committee, and before this
House. Those of us who have had the
privilege of being here during the last
decade will not fail to recollect the nu-
merous amendments which it became the
duty of the Railway Committee to make

were made very much to our inconve-
nience, too often perhaps were received
-I will not say with obloquYt
but with a certain amount
of mild chaffing with reference
to our efforts to have the " T's " pro-
perly crossed, the " I's " properly dotted,
and the grammar of the various Bills
improved. But, hon. gentlemen, We
have survived al] that. We went on
with our efforts to get, if possible,
uniformity in our legistation-brevitY,
clearness, and especially uniformity. We
continued our efforts from day to day, Ir
consequence of those Bills coming back
to us repeatedly, session after session, in
the same objectionable form, requiriflg
these same amendments. This thing
went on from year to year, Finally, 1
placed myself, at the desire of the
Committee, in communication with the
Chairman of the Railway Committee Of
the other House, and we at last got the
House to agree to several of these
clauses, to make them uniform. We
went on patiently, step by step, until at
last we had the satisfaction of bringing
the Committee of the House of Coml-
mons into harmony with ours on the
subject ; the result was a report of that
Committee, and an order of the House
made upon that report, giving effect to
what is called the model Bill. This Bill
is applicable to all cases in which railway
legislation is required, except under spe
cial and exceptional circumstances ; and
I need hardly say to the House that the
effect of the passage of that Bill will be
an infinite relief to the Railway Commnit-
tee and to this House. I mention it as
a matter of congratulation to the Senate
and to the committee of which, during
that time, I happened to be chairmea,
Without saying anything further, or taking
credit to ourselves for anything rnore
than simply having discharged our duty,
I congratulate the House on having
passed this first measure framed after the
model Bill that has been presented tO us.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I would like
to say a word in confirmation of Wha
my hon. friend from Amherst has stated-
The absence of a model bill has beel'
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the cause of innumerable difficulties and
immense amount of labor in the com-

'ttees of this House, and in the com-
hdtees of the other House in which Iof More experience ; and the projectaf Proposing and preparing and using
all contamg model clauses whichea be adopted as a basis of
every raîlway charter, has been stronglyAdcated by myself as well as ny hon.
rnd ; and I am very glad to see thatand efforts, more especially his effortsaid the efforts of the chairman of theaiway Committee in the other House,halle been successful. This model Bill
itl diminish the labour of the Com-

anttee one-half and tend to secure better
CnMore uniform legislation for Railway

onpanies.

liOkN. MR. McKINDSEY-I wouldlike the hon. geutleman from Amherstto ay which Bill has been adopted asthe 1loçdel Bill ?

the "' MR. POWER-The Bill whichthbor0 . gentleman wbo bas jlist satdown, introduced ast session.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
Wass ead the third time as amended andPassed.

RESOURCES OF THE GREAT
MACKENZIE BASIN.

S-COND REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE.

Committ MR. SCHULTZ, from the
Reso ee appointed to inquire into the
preseu ces of the Great Mackenzie Basin,

oed their second Report and
consid and that the same be taken intoD'ieration on Tuesday next.

ea ýR. MILLER-Is there any
adoptd now the Report should not be

ue MR. ABBOTT-It may be acestsr for consideration whether it is
i noticy to put those questious, whieh') t'ce are vr sn becint hinutes The ery numerous, on the
substantial Teeis no objection to the
butaî obrequest being acceded to,
olurb serve that the questions are'nous, and I think it is a subject

for consideration whether they should
appear in the minutes.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I may ex-
plain that our object in getting these
upon the Journals of the House is to
have them translated into French. It
would facilitate the objects of our inquiry
if these questions were to appear in the
minutes.

The motion was agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.

MOTION.

HON. MR. GOWAN, from the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, presented their twelfth report, re-
commending that the time fixed for
receiving Private Bills, which expired
yesterday, be extended to the 27 th inst.
He moved that the Report be adopted.

The motion was agreed to.

ASSAULTS WITH INTENT TO
ROB.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER inquired
"Whether the Govern ment intends, during

the present session, to make the laws more
stringent to punish assaults with intent to
rob."

He said-With the permission of the
House I desire to make a very brief ex-
planation. It is assuredly cause for
general congratulations that this House
has for its leader a gentleman whose
bearing at all times makes the impress
that he is ready and anxious to right
every wrong, that he is desirous to frame
the laws of the Dominion so as to check
crime, whether in high or low quarters,
and that he is peculharly qualified from
his legal and parliamentary experience
to shape the laws of the Dominion to
secure such a laudable object. Assaults
with intent to rob, we all regret to say,
have been within the last twelve months
of too frequent occurrence in one of our
Canadian cities, Toronto. At certain
times such assaults have been so frequent
as to create a general feeling of alarm
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Under the administration of the late
Mayor Howland, Toronto was declared
to be the best governed city in the Dom-
inion and I myself am proud to bear my
own testimony, humble and insufficient
as it may be, to the fact that that city
bas merchants of the highest stand-
ing, of the highest moral integrity,
and from their standing and
integrity would grace any city in the
world. Will the House permit me to
relate some incidents which have appear-
ed in the public journals and which have
led me to make this inquiry ? I will
first refer to a case which occurred on
Jarvis street, one of the finest streets in
the city. The son of an alderman, or
councillor, proceeding home from bis
place of business one evering at seven
or eight o'clock was, what is called sand-
bagged, knocked down by two tramps
near the residence of the late Sheriff
Jarvis, and robbed of bis watch and
money on bis person. Then I come to
the Crombie case. A gentleman well
known as a prominent barrister in
Toronto retu:ning home from bis office
along a street on which there is a line of
street cars, at seven o'clock in the even-
ing, was shamefully stunned in Beverley
street by two wicked men. They
knocked him down and took bis watch
and money from him. Then I come to
the Macdonald Church case. An
agrîculturist, or some stranger from
the country, residing at a boarding
house near the Queen's hotel,
went to St. Andrew's Church one Sun-
day evening and returning home, only a
short distance from the Queen's Hotel,
was stunned and robbed of everything
he had on bis person. I come to the
Parkdale case, a case of horror and one
involved in mistery. An insurance
broker, living in that beautiful suburb of
Toronto, left his family one night to
proceed to Parkdale junction station on
urgent business. He told bis wife and
family that he would return in an hour.
Next morning bis body was found lifeless
between bis bouse and the Parkdale
station, and to this day the mystery of
his death bas never been solved,whether
it was a case of suicide or murder. I
come now to that dreadful case which
bears testimony to the lunacy of the
poor creature who could possibly have

committed such a crime. I allude tO
the case of a young man of promise 1P
a respectable cigar shop who while
standing behind the counter at nine or
ten o'clock in the morning had vitriol
thrown in bis face to destoy bis eyes. I
come next to the Wallace Nesbitt case.
The gentleman is well known to myself-
His lady is the widow of the son of Our
late lamented speaker. He was awakened
about two o'clock in the morning by a
noise in bis house. He immediatelY
rushed to the top of the staircase, and'
two shots were fired at him. FortunatelY,
the balls missed him. On descending
the stairs, he found bis silver plate inI a
bag ready to be carried off. Then, aganb
there was a highly-honored clergyman, Of
either the Baptist or Methodist church,
who, with bis wife, left their home, lock-
ing all the doors carefully, to attend at
bis church. When they returned borne,
bis house had been broken into and the
valuables removed. I do not infer fro0
all this that Toronto is a bad city, or
that its population is not perhaps better
than most of other cities, but there are
so many tramps in Toronto, whether
they bave come from New York,
Boston, London or Paris, who
should be brought to punishment,
and the hon. leader of the House, whel
he hears this statement, will, I aro
sure feel it incumbent upon him to take
steps to ascertain whether these state-
ments are correct, and with his legal and
parliamentary experience will frarle
laws to prevent such a frequent recurr-
ence of these crimes. It has beeO
observed, that there is some similarity Of
instinct between those who are guilty of
such crime and the uncrupulous presl
dents and cashiers of banks who take
the money of poor shareholders. Both
wear the same brazen face ; they are
not given to change color when caught
in their crimes. When we have caught
such a man he will stoutly charge yoU
with malignity and slander. He thinks
he can brazen it out until you succeeô
in placing the irons on bis wrists. Noe
it bas been suggested, and I thoroughlY
concur in the opinion, that if in additiOn
to confinement in the Central prison the
lash were severely used upon men whP
could for the sake of a gold watch or I
small sum of money endanger the life O

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.
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a fnsuspecting citizen, leaving perhaps
She and family without their protector.
Wholéa Penalty would I am sure have a

outra ome effect in checking these
a I hope the leader of the

lil de 'ith his ability and experiencenüvise an effectual method of check-ilg Such growing crime.

f MR. ABBOTT-Up to the time
en rnY hon. friend's notice, the Govern-

t h d flot taken into considerationthèPro prety
ati ey of introducing any legis-
puroduring the present session for the
as nOt bndicated by the question. It

b een satisfied that there is anyOneaei prevalence of this particular
the ren any part of Canada, but afteryemnarks which I have heard from
inqu .* friend I can promise him that.maLury wi be made, and any srep that

ýency foght necessary by the exi-.telf any occasion which may presentitSelf, Wiil be taken.

genleO •MR. POWER-I think the hon.ate an who called attention to thisalltter as omitted the most shocking ofaIl the tecs
our recent cases that have come to

kvelnotice that is the case of Mr.es who died in consequence of in-yes he received from foot-pads on his
Way home from business.

oit R. ABBOTT-Was that in
T0O'o ?

d n't kR. POWER-Yes, in Toronto.
the Cri know whether the provisions of

miuC nai Law are sufficient to meet
if they as as they ought to be met; but
res s , then I think a very serious
cerPsib ty rests upon the police offi-the T aoronto who did not carry outelaw as t should be carried out.

N excee MAcDONALD (Toronto)
tie fldingly regret that the hon. gen-

uir' so oodstock in making this
o a ouid have found it necessary
one Speciai reference to the City of
e ti I have too much respect for

.n i mathis hon. House to obtrude
ties which ters entirely foreign to the

ere ost before it, but I assertcircumsta POsitively that there are nostances in Toronto calling for

special legislation, in connection with
crime other than those which exist in all
large cities where masses of people are
congregated together. I regret also
that the hon. gentleman should have
found it necessary to have at-
tacked, even by inference, the gentle-
man who presides as the Chief Magis-
trate now over the affairs of the city of
Toronto. We all know how efficiently
municipal matters were conducted during
the period of office of the late Mayor ;
but it is quite unfair to say, even infer-
entially, that the affairs of the city are
now in the hands of a gentleman under
whom such characters will obtain an
amount of license that they have not had
hitherto, for I have every reason to be.
lieve that the duties of his office will be
discharged by him efficiently, and in the
best interests of the city. I think it a
pity that such remarks should go out to
the damage, even by inference, of any-
body, and I think it my duty to rise in
my place and make the statement I now
make.

BANK FRAUDS.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER rose
to enquire whether the Government
intend during the present session,
to introduce legislation with reference to
the Banks for the purpose of preventing
the recurrence of frauds.

He observed :-The House will
permit me to explain my reasons for
putting this enquiry. Parliament will
require to deal at once with a more
dangerous class of criminals than tramps.
If it is a serious matter to be stunned in
the streets by a tramp and robbed of a
gold watch, it is surely a still more serious
matter to find some morning on taking
up the daily journal, that a banking
institution in which you have placed
perhaps your all, has been secretly and
criminally plundered by the directors or
-ashier of such institution. I regret to
be obliged upon this occasion to refer to
the sad history of the Central Bank at
Toronto, some of the managers of which
have, by their criminal acts, cast a cloud
over the fair name of that city, with all
its upright and enterprising merchants,
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and as a whole it has been generally
allowed to be one of the most beautiful
and prosperous cities in the Dominion.
So many poor families have been brought
to want and ruin hy such wicked men
that I should ill discharge my duty in
Parliament, if while my health permits,
I failed to call the attention of the
Government and Parliament to this sad
state of things. To see men elected by
poor shareholders from a feeling of
confidence in their social position,-and
not unfrequently from the fact that such
directors wore the garb of sanctity while
holding high social position and occupy-
ing costly mansions-bring misery and
want upon such classes of respected
citizens, may well arouse widespread
indignation, and justify Parliament in
framing the banking laws to mete out
proper retribution to such men.

In the Central Bank matter it is now
too late to reach them, they went off by
express midnight trains-one to Cleve-
land, another to Chicago, and a third to
some southern city. They have thus
escaped the just punishment which such
conduct ought to bring upon them, hav-
ing produced so much misery and dis-
tress in quarters where they are unable
to recover from their losses. Those cold,
selfish, unscrupulous men manifest all
the instincts of the dangerous tramp,-
brazen-faced, with no feeling for their
fellow-men,-care not what widespread
desolation they may produce, generally
well-clothed, conceited, even arogant,-
ready to charge any man as guilty of
malignity and slander who would charge
them with such improper conduct. Such
men may continue to live in fine man-
sions at the top of society because they
wear the mask of religion and observe
very strictly the common proprieties of
life, and even the world as constituted
in a colony, is too much inclined to
condone crime and say " we ought to
forgive them." But I ask this hon.
House how can such men, knowing that
they alone with others, have selfishly
been instrumental in causing so much
unhappiness and suffering, approach
life's last scene on this earth without
anguish of mind, which must hasten
their end, and make their last hours
upon earth dreadful to contemplate?
And I would further ask the House

what comfort can the money thus Sur-

reptitiously and feloniously taken fro00
confiding shareholders, be to any Man ?
Why, hon. gentlemen, it can only prove
a curse to them. My object in making
those remarks here upon the floor I
Parliament is to prevent other Men
feloniously inclined pursuing such a
course, and to warn them that men WhO
follow such a course can never after-
wards have a moment's peace of mind.
How sad to think that while our country
is distinguished for the enterprise and
uprightness of its people generallY,
every now and then we find croppinlg to
the surface two or three individuals-
perhaps at the top of society-so selfish,
so depraved, so wanting in Christian
sympathy for the poor, for the old, for
children, and other innocent victi1 5 ,
that they appear like the pestilence
or the blizzard, scattering misery and
suffering. We may well, all of us, pray
to God on our bended knees that their
repentance may be something more
than a sham. If by fraudulent means
they bave retained large property, thel
should at least try to make restitution
to those they have injured.

How very sad to behold the Protestant
churches, and the well-meaning ministers
of such Protestant churches, taking. In
notice of such dreadful crime. As If it
did not concern them ! As if the dUty
imposed upon them by their Maker 10
their holy calling did not require therm
to call public attention to such crimne!
1, myself, as a humble member of the
Senate, have again and again asked the"'
in writing. Is it seemly to place at the
head of Christian institutions men con'
nected with such dreadful crime ? 1
such men were members of the Church
of Rome, the Archbishop of that church
in Toronto would summon themu tO bis
presence - would insist upon them
making restitution of the money felon"
ously taken from the poor. I would ask
the question : Is the Church of Rorne
or those Protestant churches best fulfi'
ing the purposes of their sacred mission

Havng fully expressed my views
will now in conclusion make a suggeo
tion to the Government as to the man-
ner of dealing with such criminals. 'The
remedy which I would recommend rnay
be considered a novel and rather startling

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.
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ine, it is this : that the laws should beuproved to enable the courts to have
exeusorne suitable occasion a public

Ton oin front of the City Hall in
ra of eight such criminals,

sy' four of the worst description
throwamps, such as the vitriol
directer, and say, four guilty bankOre os not omitting the two prominent
0fo ne ho mspired the burning the books

hofe evthe old banks of Upper Canada,prhseei example has led to much of theout excesses. If I have wearied this
iouse tOo frequently, referring to such
imres'set is because I have been deeplyI"pressed of my duty to God and man.1 regarded my health as being again'estoîed to me to make one more effort to

I hP crime in high quarters, and because
whiche, according to the best judgment
thec God has given me renewed
tha Usbject I have been threatened
do n shall be criminally indicted if I
pers0 ocease to touch this subject. The
vice ns ho sent to me this friendly ad.
V aoe b scarcely know the sterling purityOfthe ench in all our courts or the
tute tg honesty of the men who consti-

hejuoes of the courts.

11ha Me . ABBOTT-The bank
tentior expire in 1891 and it is the in-
legisla iOf theGovernment tointroduce

aron with reference to themn at ancarly date, before the expiry of thoseCharters ; and they further intend to haveanki haustive enquiry into the whole
that l. sYstem before they introducec egisa on, and it will no doubt
hon.friend that subject to which my

has called attention.

thaON Me. FLINT-I am very sorryshoulY hon. friend from Woodstock
hnstrave attacked the Protestant

donest5 fI Toronto in the way he has
I thnk h o not think they deserve it, and
self for he ought to be ashamed of him-
se h sai ng done anything of the kind.
opinion agreat many words, in my
If he hWthout much meaning to them.
Wise suffered by banks and other
lie sh is own business and not ours.have al do as I would do, and as I

e awys dne-instead of putting
to dray dto the banks and endeavoringdividends on it, if he had invest-

ed it in enterprises that assist in
making a country of Canada it would
have been far better, and he would not
be here to-day complaining so much
about his losses. I am sorry that the
hon. gentleman takes every opportunity
he can to give a sly cut at some persons
whom he feels desirous of injuring.

BRANCH LINES OF THE CANA.
DIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (44) " An Act respecting
bonds on branch lines of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company."

He said :-This Bill consists of a
single clause. It proposes to give to
this railway company authority to issue
bonds or debenture stock to the amount
of $3o,ooo per mile, in lieu of $2o,ooo,
the usual sum, on that portion of the
projected line between Sudbury and
Clarmont, for the reason that the line
is exceptionally difficult to build.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

SHUSWAP AND OKANAGON
RAILWAY COMPANTS BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (B.C.)
moved the second reading of Bill (43)
" An Act to amend the Act incorporating
the Shuswap and Okanagon Railway
Company."

He said :-This is a Bill to extend the
time for the commencement and comple-
tion of this railway, and to take power to
issue a larger amount of bonds per mile
for the railway.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

GRANK TRUNK RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING

HON. MR. VIDAL-(In the absence
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of Mr. Ferrier) moved the second read-
ing of Bill (36) " An Act respecting the
Grand Trunk Railway Company ,of
Canada." He said:-I may briefly ex-
plain that the purport of the Bill is to be
found in a few lines at the head of the
preamble. It is to enable the Com-
pany to consolidate, arrange
and increase the capital, and
for other purposes. The several
clauses relating to the issue of deben-
tures and the consolidation of t' eir capi-
tal contain, I think, nothing objection-
able. They will be carefully examined
by the committee to whom the Bill will
be referred. The other clauses extend
their superannuation and provident fund
scheme to all branches of the system
under Grand Trunk management. The
next clause is to authorize the construc-
tion of a line of single or double line of
rails from Glencoe to Sarnia. Another
clause is to give the Company permis-
sion to own and run steamships to carry
passengers. The last clause is that which
guards the interests of shareholders gen-
erally with reference to the increasing of
their debt and consolidating their deben-
tures and issuing debentures that it shall
not go into effect until approved by a
two-thirds majority of the votes present
and represented by proxy, at a general
meeting, in this way making very ample
provision that the rights of shareholders
will be protected.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second tirne.

ESQIMUALT AND NANAIMO
RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved the 2nd
reading of Bill (35) " An Act to enable
the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway
Company to run a ferry between Beecher
Bay in British Columbia, to a point on
the Straits of Fuca within the United
States of America. "

He said-The preamble of the Bill
explains the object of it, and as there
are no exceptional conditions attached to
it there will be no objection to its 2nd
reading

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was r,:ad the 2nd time.

SOUTH NORFOLK RAILWAY
COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McCALLUM moved the
second reading of Bill (34) " An Act
respecting the South Norfolk Railway
Company. "

He said-This Company simply a
for power to amalgamate or make run:
ning arrangements with the Grand
Trunk, Georgian Bay & Lake Erie Rail-
way.

The motion was agreed to and te
Bill was read the second time.

HEREFORD RAILWAY COMPAe
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. STEVENS (in the absence
of Mr. Cochrane) moved the second
reading of Bill (33), 'An Act to anend
the Act incorporating the Hereford
Branch Railway Company, and to change
the name of the Company to the liere-
ford Railway Company.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

LAKE NIPISSING & JAMES BAY
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. TURNER moved t'he
second reading of BiR ( m7)o "A Act
respectirng the Lake Nipissing and Jaml)es
Bay Railway Company."

He said-This Bill merely asks for a'
extension of time. The railway runs
from North Bay, on the Canadian Pacibic
Railway to James Bay. Up to this t the
there was no use in going on with the
work. Now I am happy to say thet
they have engineers out making a su
from North Bay to James Bay, and
the company ask is that the tined f
building the road should be extended,

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

HON. MR. VIDAL.
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% LINGWOOD AND BAY OF
UINTE RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL

SEcOND READING.

lion MR. McCALLUM moved the
Ic r reading of Bill (19) " An Act to

Quirate the Collingwood and Bay of
HesaiwaT Company."

to build This company ask for power
te a railway from Collingwood on

of Qr* gian Bay to a point on the Bay
ii the in or near the town of Trenton,
,r te ounty of Northumberland, or in

Countar the City of Belleville, in the
y of Hastings.

iiR re ation was agreed to, and the
wa a second time.

. VE ST. CLAIR RAILWAYBRIDGE ANI) TUNNEL
COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

>econ.MiR. MCCALLUM moved the
Secnreading of Bill (17) " An Act

Bridge and the River St. Clair Railway
Tunnel Company."

POwer tsaid This company asks for
the time b uId a tunnel and to extend
St. Carn for building it under the river
Way ir. As it does not interfere in anyY wojh any other work there will be

on to the second reading.

oill aotion was agreed to and theWa read the second time.
ONTARIO CENTRAIL RAILWAY

COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

secondrMl.- MCKINDSEY moved the
1corporade ing of Bill (14) " An Act to
o tp ,, the Ontario Central Railway

the Pur lie said : This Bill is for
'ortpose of building a railway from

anid w ope through several important
he southsettled counties in Ontario to
Pointhrn coast of Lake Huron at apciae Inverhuron. There are

auses in this Bill. It has

been drafted from the model Bill which
has been referred to here to-day, and I
assume there will be no objection to this
measure.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

GAMING IN STOCKS AND
MERCHANDISE BILL

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (G), "An
Act respecting gaming in stocks and
merchandise."

In the Committee,

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This Bill has
passed its second reading after discussion,
and I fancy the House is fully seized of
its object and purpose. We have now
merely to consider the details of it.

HON. MR. POWER-I would cali
attention to the fact that the hon. gen-
tleman froni Alma division, who seemed
to have a special interest in this Bill, is
not in his place

HON. MR. ABBOTT - Before my
hon. friend left for Montreal I asked
him if he had any special object-on to
make to the Bil when it was being con-
sidered in Committee, and he said he
had not.

On clause 1, sub-section 2,

HON. MR. POWER-Asked if that
sub-section applied to a clerk in the
office.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I dare say it
is not intended to apply to the clerk,
but I am not at all certain that it ought
not to apply. This is the form that is
usually adopted in all cases where
frequenting any improper place is made
an offence, and there is never any ex-
ception made in favor of a person who
is employed there.

The clause was agreed to.
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On clause 2,

HON. MR. POWER-I do not rise
for the purpose of making any objection
to this clause, but if there is any danger
of the Bill being abused, I think it would
arise under this clause'; which provides
that the burden of proof of the bonafide
intention to acquire or to sell such
shares, goods, wares or merchandise, and
to deliver or to receive delivery of the
same, as the case may be, shall rest upon
the person charged with an offence
under the Act. I may not apprehend
the intention correctly, but as I under-
stand it any one who buys stocks or
merchandise might be called upon to
prove the bona fdes of his intention or
otherwise be liable to the penalties that
are imposed by this Act.

HoN. MR. MILLER-My hon. friend
will see that it refers "to any such con-
tract or agreement of sale or purchase."

HoN. MR. POWER-It clearly ap-
plies to an ordinary transaction in the
way of purchase of stock, and it throws
upon the party who is concerned in it the
onus of proving the bonafides of his in-
tention to receive the articles.

HON. MR. MILLER-So it ought.

HON. MR. POWER-It occurs to
me that this might occasion difficulties
to persons who are carrying on legitimate
business.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think not. If
my hon. friend will read the clause care-
fully he will find it is in respect of a
purchase or sale, or pretended purchase
or sale of articles of which no delivery is
to be made. The party laying informa-
tion under this Act would have to estab-
lish a prima facie case, and having
established a primafacie case against the
accused, it would be for the party
charged to prove that this is a bonafide
transaction. The whole case lies with
him to show that it is a contract based
on an intention to complete it, and not
a mere speculation under the Act.

difficult point in the Act, and it has
received quite as much consideration as
it is possible to give it. It is to soe
degree an exception to the general rie
of evidence, but there is just the difficulty
pointed out by the hon. gentleman froin
Ottawa. If the broker pretends he
bought or sold stock,he alone knows froa'
whom he bought or to whom he sold,
and therefore it is perfectly easy for
him, if it be a bona fide transaction to
show it, and it is perfectly impossible for
a prosecutor to do more than make o.
a prima facie case on a contract of this
description. It seems to me that there
can be really no injury done, and practl'
cally no inconvenience caused to any
body entering into a legitimate transac-
tion, because it is not to be assumed tha't
people engaged in their ordinary legit-
mate business would be assailed under a11
Act of this kind which is obviously direct
ed at a particular class of trading institt-
tions. It is for that cause the words 'buc-
ket shops" was introduced into the prea-'
ble. Considering the difficulties of mak-
ing out a case in such transactions as are
here comtemplated and considering the
improbability of a person entering into
legitimate transactions ever being calleit
upon to show the bonafides of theml,
would emasculate the Bill to a very great
degree, if this clause were not adopteô 1S
it stands.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I am inclinled
to think that this enactment is ini
with the general principles of the criilsfl5

law. An act is proved against a persan
which, prima facie, indicates his gu.1t'
and it is for him to prove that his motive
was good and not criminal. If ths
clause were not worded as it is, we wo'0 d
have the anomaly of obliging the prose
cutor, whether the Crown or an individu5 '
to prove a negative. That is a principle
not admitted in any other part Of o
criminal code. No injustice is dont
when a person is charged with carryi"
on an unlawful business, as the knO.«
ledge of his bonafides rests entirely With
himself. It can hardly be called %
grievance to require him to show h'5
innocence.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend HON. MR. KAULBACH-To rny
will perceive that it is really the most mind you could not, in any other Way'
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M did MR. POWER-As I explained,
t dlaut rise for the purpose of opposing
the Clause and I am quite aware thatthe draftsman of the Bill was placed in a
presuey difficult position ; because, I0ne whc'hWithout such a clause as this
the Bich is before the Committee now,'fe it became law, would be almost

agreative. At the same time, I do not
herst with the hon. member from Am-
a gen aying that we are only applyingTh general Principle of the criminal law.
a pina l prmciple may be that when
the acc d face case has been made out,
dencethat h is obliged to produce evi-
acc But the was not guilty of a criminal

'akinar that is not this case. The
a Work and signing of these contracts is
the stat is continually going on in
the arkets of every large city, and

ene. M tself is primafacie an innocent
USt see thon. friend from Amherst

the ne at the case is not the same asthe Which he puts. There is just
egutent of the hon. leader of the

t this tBat no one would be likely topectb le in operation against a res-
1egitiaeboker or a man engaged inWay g business. Still if there is any
that a Preventing an abuse of the Act

uggaY hould be taken. I cannot
if the such a way myself, and I suppose
about this gentleman, who knows more

th atter than I do and who has's 1abl tubject a great deal of attention,U0 table to dvsto the ldevise a way, we will haveetecause as it is.

ont. M jbe better t R. A3BOTT-I think it willit has beeno take the Bill as it is. SinceS hae circulated through the coun-
York, Me received letters from New

g Of the real and Toronto, all approv-
neasure-

kn i ¡GOWAN-It is not an un-
nee t Prncals e in criminal jurispru-Pe to cast the burden of proof on aelikelused where the circumstances

areikt re known to him only. I
athis moment any par-
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ticular illustration of the principle, but I
know that it is not uncommon to require
the accused person to explain away the
apparent criminality of an act. It is, I
think, a very reasonable position and I
quite agree with the hon. member from
Lunenburg that the Bill would be com-
pletely valueless without this provision.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I would like
to mention a case, which is not an'un-
common one, of a person being found
in a building where he has no business.

HON. MR. POWER-Where he has
no business ?

HON. MR. DICKEY-He is pre-
sumably there for an unlawful purpose,
but he is at liberty to show, and he is
called upon to show, why he was there.
He is the only person who can prove it.

HON. MR. McCLELAN, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time,
and passed.

RESOURCES OF THE GREAT
MACKENZIE BASIN.

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTE
ADOPTED.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ moved the
adoption of the first report of the Select
Committee appointed to inquire as to
the value of that part of the Dominion
lying north of the Saskatchewan water-
shed, east of the Rocky Mountains and
west of the Hudson Bay, comprising the
Great Mackenzie Basin-its extent of
navigable rivers, lakes and sea coast, of
agricultural and pastoral lands, its
fisheries, forests and mines.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I see that
this Report contains a recommendation
that a special clerk be appointed for the
Committee. I believe that is right, but
there will be many witnesses examined,
some of whom may be unable to speak
the English language. There is only
one member of the Committee who
understands French, and it seems to me

esou
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that the Committee will require a trans-
lator. If the proceedings should be in
English, the French members of this
House may not have an opportunity of
learning what is reported. It is neces-
sary, therefore, to have somebody to
translate the evidence from oae language
into the other. It would be only right
to empower the Committee to employ
another clerk who could do their trans-
lating and help in the other work of the
Committee. I would ask the Chairman
of the Committee if it would not be ad-
visable to amend their report in that
direction.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-In a matter
of this kind the Committee will be guid-
ed by the direction of the House. It
would be very necessary to have the evi-
dence printed in both languages: still,
it is with some hesitation that we have
asked even for the appointment of one
extra clerk.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-With regard to
the report of the Committee, I have had
some discussion with the Chairman who
has explained the necessity for additional
assistance. The Committee have prac-
tically inade up their minds that with a
little assistance from the members of
the Committee who understand both
languages, the difficulty, if there be any,
of understanding what the witnesses say
would be easily got over. I think there
is not a gentleman on the Committee
who does not understand both languages,
and if there he one his neighbor at the
table may explain to him what has been
said. I deprecate, and I hope this
House will join me in deprecating, the
expenditure of any more money from the
contingencies of this House than is ab-
solutely necessary. I think from the
conversation I have had with the Chair-
man and members of the Committee that
we can dispense with any further ex-
pense on this Committee than the
nomination of another clerk. My
hon. friend from Winnipeg has
convinced me that we should have
the privilege of doing what this report
recommends, namely engaging an assist-
ant clerk for the remainder of the sitt-
ings of the Committee-about 30 days
at an expense of $3 per day. On that

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

understanding there would be lO
objection to the Report being adoPte4'
but I trust that it will not be found
necessary to go to further expense.
remember on a Committee that we had
in another place on the subject of the
North West rebellion, Mr. Blake and
personally wrote down the minutes O
the Committee, turn about, for a nufi-
ber of days, because we were unwilli"5
to put the House to the expense which
would be necessary to employ clerks tO
do that work. I have no doubt what-
ever that on this Committee there W
be no difficulty in getting over any little
trouble that may arise from the two
languages.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-No doubt
if the work can be done there is no Ie
cessity to expend money, but I do fnot
see with the Committee sitting evehl
day, that a translation can be nade*
The ordinary translators might do it if
they had time. At ail events we have e
right to ask that those reports be fur-
nished in the two languages. The Coto'
mittee do not merely ask for permisSiol
to have a special clerk, appointed, b
they name the gentleman. I would as
the chairman of the Committee whether
that gentleman is conversant with both
languages ?

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I regret
say that he is not-that is only recon,
mendation for the position is that he 15
from the North-West, that he intiniatelY
understands the subjects that COn
under discussion, and will be of matera
assistance to us when we come to ma a
our final report. He has the additiOfle
advantage of being a stenographer ad
type-writer. I quite understand ah s
sympathise with my hon. friend in th'5
matter, because I have heard that out
of the French translators is sick. If tha
is the case, and the French translatiofl 0

the louse is delayed, they cannot kee?
up with the drift of evidence that
taken, and I trust, in view of the illness
of one of the translators, that somebOdy
else will be appointed in his place Ult'
he recovers.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE--At a
events this difficulty will occur :lat
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Probaby, the report of the Com-
before it - corne before the House and,

trans t s Sconcurred in, we will ask thata alation of the report be made. We
It; if t ght to that and we will ask for
the wioe hon. gentleman believes that
session I thing can be done during the

have to submit to that.

'on. MR. POWE R-While I haveIot angt very strong objection to adopt-'nog the report of this Committee I dotlot see the necessity for it ; and I hopethat the hon. gentleman from Winnipeg
flr ot think that I say so with any de-

informaohîttie his efforts to get valuable
Imatio n before the country. Infor-CMit has already been elicited by theRMivttee to show that the MackenzieRiver yasin, including the Peace rivercountrfl în
that i i' very fertile and valuable anda lr Will at some future time supportlrge agicultural population. I think
Show evidence has been given to
ther that it possesses some fur-
agriculturces of wealth besides itsIs enotura capabilities, but I think that
8 ohno Ido not see why we shouldPurposeow to spend more money for thewhate of obtaining further information:
which h is to see the vast territory
the Caas already been opened up by
branchnadian Pacific Railway and thewell p ines in the North-West fairlyweleopled.O
get a res •iOur object should be to
tob an tespable population into Mani-
of that h e organized territories west
expend revnce ; and I deprecate the
111oney ithre of any considerable sum of
to the capaba view to getting details asorhoftities of the country to thenorth flthese territories. When weha~ve filed U hYng up the country which is now

leeding ready for seulement, and
tuen fr oury settlers to give us some re-
then it l b vast expenditures upon it,consideal be timne enough to expendto findr su s of money with a view
Ibore enm room for other settlers in theth cemote region which comes underte ayIzance of this Committee. That

the 'I feel on this subject. No doubtis vubl nati0o which has been collected
a tlat thnformation ; but I do not.d to be ere is any practicalany rained just now by spending

mroney in getting further

detailed information. Let us try to get
the country that we have already organ-
ized respectably peopled and then let us
go on further. I hope it will not be a
great many years before we are called
upon to go on, but we are not called on
now. I should not feel very much
objection to the course we have adopted,
if I did not feel that we are likely to be
asked next session, as a consequence of
the inquiry that is now being made, to
vote money for railways or other
public works in this very country, and I
think that is something which should be
deprecated in the present conditions of
things. As to the point raised by the
hon. member from Delanaudiere I think
it is well taken. As I understand it, the
official translators of the House have
enough to do just now with their own
regular business; and I do not think
that it would be quite fair to impose
upon them the additional duty of
translating the voluminous evidence
which is to be taken before this Com-
mittee. Inasmuch as the Committee
sits every day, and evidence is taken for
at least an hour, and sometimes two
hours at a time, I think that the proper
translation of that evidence will give a
clerk enough to do, and I do not think
that we have any right to expect the
official translators of the House to do
the work. If it is a desirable thing that
this report should be adopted and this
evidence should be taken down and
printed, then I think it is desirable, as
French is an official language as well as
English, that some person should be
provided to make the translations from
English into French.

HON. MR. KAULBACIJ-I do not
agree with my hon. friend. I do not
often agree with him. I believe that
the money expended in this matter is of
small importance compared with the
value of the information we will receive
from this Committee. A Committee of
a similar character was appointed last
year, which gave to this House and to
the people a mass of information, which
I believe has done a great deal of good
in showing to the world the greatness of
our country and the variety of its re-
sources. Any further information that
can be gathered on the subject I am
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sure will be gladly received by the
public. Every true Canadian has a
pride in Canada, in its vast extent and
its inexhaustible resources. From what
we know already, we are inclined to find
out more about our country. If the
information obtained should be of such
a character as to induce capitalists to
ask this House to sanction the building
of a railway into that country next year,
I say for that, if for no other reason, the
committee should proceed with its in-
quiry and collect all the information it
can. My hon. friend seems to fear that
we may learn too much about the vast
resources, great wealth, and variety of
elements which are combined in that
country to make it great and glorious ;
he fears the result it may have, that
Canada will be better known abroad,
better respected, and that we will have
greater pride in the advancement and
development of our country. Therefore
my hon. friend feels inclined to have
this vast section of the Dominion kept
in the background. There was a time
when we knew very little of that coun-
try, when it was only a preserve for hun-
ters of fur-bearing animals. We have spent
a large amount of money to open up that
part of Canada, and I am sure that every
man who feels an interest in his country
and knows anything of its vast resources
will be inclined to get all the information
he can about such an important section
of the Dominion, and we can get it with
so little cost through the energy of the
Chairman of the Committee and the
members of the Committee, the hon.
gentleman from Halifax ill requites their
industry when he endeavors to curtail
information acquired at so little expense.

HON. MR. POWER-If money is so
abundant the hon. gentleman should
endeavor to secure the construction of a
railway into his own county, a work
which has been so long looked for and
so much needed.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-We are
getting it.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
This is a busy part of the session, and all
the permanent clerks are fully employed.
That is why we have come with this small

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

request, which I am sure the House Wi1

readily grant. The hon. gentleman fromT
Halifax is always pessimistic. The other
day he did not want steamers which
would sail at a certain speed-they were
too fast, in his .opinion. He has been
opposed to every single improvement
which involved any expenditure. If this
country were left to the management Of
gentlemen like him, where would we be
to-day ? We would be confined tO a
small circle about some city like Halifax,
and the great part of the country woul
remain a wilderness.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I should be
sorry if the Houe would regard NWith

indifference the wo k which the hon'
member frem Manitoba is doing.
think it is of very considerable import-
ance indeed. It is possible that it nay
not be regarded as of immediate neces-
sity, and that might bear on the question
of translation, but it is an important
work, and the House must desire to see
it efficiently carried out. At the saime
time, that is not inconsistent with a de,
sire to do the work as economicallY as
possible. The Committee come to the
House and ask for this clerk ; the
Government think the request is not
unreasonable, and I think the majoritY o
the House are disposed to grant it. With
reference to the suggestions that are
made, outside of the report of the COn-
mittee, I do not know that it is neces-
sary to discuss them at any length, but
I wish it understood that the Govern'
ment are as anxious and determined
that justice shall be done to the French
population as any hon. gentlemen speak-
ing that language, and in this instance
it is not desired to oppose a full CO"-
prehension of everything brought befor
this Committee by every gentlemla'"
whether he speaks the English language
or not, but I am not satisfied that the
necessity for additional assistance I4

that respect is needed. I agree with "?1
hon. friend behind me that a certa'l
object must be attained, but I arn lot
at all satisfied that we have not the
means of attaining it at present. It flmy
not be attained as speedily as if we had
a larger staff of translators, but that
will be attained I am satisfied. f
understand there are already four Frenc
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translators on the staff of this House.
t rnes have been given me. But

bave urged by my hon. friends and I
these eard it elsewhere, that one of
If th translators is unfortunately iii.
f cou staff of translators is insufficient,

that erse a remedy rnust be applied, but
suggetnedy is not one which should be
coeested fromi this Committee : it must
the qefore us in another form. When
trans uestion of the sufficiency of theating staff cornes before us in aPrOper form, the Government will bePrepared to sustain the position that
Will Se h a sufficient staff and we
transa that there is an adequate staff of

ders• MR. BELLEROSE-If I un
the h anything about logical argument
the hon. member from Lunenburg and
the str mTember from Victoria furnished
hon, songest reasons to show that the
is so ember from Halifax is right. If it

Mack -ortant that the resources of the
Widelrnzie Basin be made known as

ot s POssible, that it is clear that
FrenchY the English version, but the

uted versi also should be distri-

ear. • MR. KAULBACH-Hear,

holN. 1R. BELLEROSE-Then the
mentleman from Halifax was right.

We d MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-d not oPPose that.

e . BELLEROSE-The hon.Ilnotse trom Halifax said that he didI1 t 'ethen aeeityo1
th the C ecessity of going any furtheralred k omm'ittee because enough isshow that itwl of the North-West to

te an important section of
ay on, and with that knowledge

ation, nith the work of coloniz-
res 1oe rgoes further and says that he

rech an On Why those who speak the
'ýre advanguage should not have the

81is h l atage as those who speak theo anguage. That is logic andlede 0f Sense
his er Of the * In reply to the hon.
ti or arg House I may say that if

slatio utent is that the immediate
18 the report is unnecessary,

I agree with him, because I am in favor
of economy, but if he desires to practice
economy let us have economy in every
direction. There is a great deal of the
public money spent every day not merely
for things which are of no practical
utility, but even for purposes which are
actually mischievous, and I do not see
why there should be an objection to
spending a few dollars to do justice
to the French population of the Dom-
inion. I could show in a few minutes
where money is expended for purposes
much less useful and important than
paying for this translation ; but if, as the
leader of the House says, the Govern-
ment will sec that we have fair play-
and I have never asked for anything
more-I am satified. If we get fair play
J shall rejoice very much.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B.C.)-
The hon. gentleman from Delanaudiere
is mistaken as to the opinions of the
members on this side of the House. We

do not oppose the appointment of a
French clerk, we simply have not asked
for it. The report asks for the appoint-
ment of a clerk now, and hereafter
another one may be asked for if necessary.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5.10 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Otavia Monday, 9 th April, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AN EXPLANATION.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Before
the Orders of the day are called, the
House will permit me, respectfully, to
make an explanation. It appears that in
the remarks which I had the honor to
make to this House on Friday, 1 must
have expressed myself so indistinctly that
I was misunderstood. The House will
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kindly allow me to explain wherein I was
maisunderstood. From age my hearing
has become impaired and I could not
hear the remarks which subsequently fel
from the hon. Senator from Toronto, and
my hon. friend behind me (Mr. Flint).
The hon. gentleman from Toronto, (Mr.
Macdonald) whom we all highly esteem
because his whole life has been charac-
terized by acts of Christian goodness
must have misunderstoo4 me, because
in the course of his remarks as publish-
ed in the official report, he is made to
say that he regrets that I should have
found it necessary to attack, even by in-
ference, the gentleman who presides as
chief magistrate of the affairs of the City
of Toronto.

Now, whatever my remarks may have
beei, I never intended in any way to
impugn the administration of ex-mayor
Howland, whom I have known since his
childhood. No mayor has ever made a
greater sacrifice for the interests of To-
ronto than ex-Mayor Howland. No man
has shown sounder judgment, in trying
to.correct the moral, the social, and the
criminal evils that may exist.

With regard to the city of Toronto: I
have lived in that city for a large part of
my life, and I think it will be in the re-
membrance of this House that I bore
testimony in my remarks to the honesty
and integrity of all classes generally; but
I was met yesterday morning by two
leading correspondents of the press
who just come down from To-
ronto who charged me with abus-
ing the ex-mayor and the city
It is too ridiculous after my speech
which you all heard. I have only to
name Mr. Langmuir, Mr. Macdonald, of
the Confederation Life, the President
and Secretary of the Dominion Bank-
and a hundred others I could name,who
are not surpassed in any part of the
world in integrity and in the confidence
that is placed in them, and for the
admirable management they have dis-
played in their several capacities as busi-
cess men.

Now with regard to the hon. gentle-
man from Belleville, he has expressed
his sorrow that the hon. gentleman from
Woodstock should have attacked the
Protestant Ministers of Toronto. No
man would dare to attack the Protestant

clergy of Toronto unless he had certain
reasons. I may err in judgment ; I may
have erroneous views on matters, and I
have very often been called all
sorts of names because as an
independent member of 'this House,

I take an independent course ;
but -when I see the Protestant clergy of
that city, a body of men like Dr. Potts,
Rev. Hugh Johnston, the Rev. Mr.
Macdonell of the Presbyterian Church
and other Rev. gentlemen who are
equalled, certainly unsurpassed in any
part of the Dominion for their piety and
their uprightness in the discharge of their
duty as Ministers of Christ-when I see
these men quietly acquiesce in putting at
the top of their religious institutions, men
whom I know have been deeply guilty of
wrong doing, what am I to say ? I have
appealed to them by letter, and through
the press, and when I have done so
without success, can the country be sur-
prised when I express on the floor of Par-
liament the only means I have of expres-
sing it, my regret that men whom I honor
and esteem as ministers of the Protestant
churches-should place at the head of
such religious institutions men full of
supercillious vanity and wrong doing.

SUBMARINE CABLES BILL

THIRD READING.

The order of the day having been
called for the consideration of amend-
ment in Committee of the Whole House
to Bill (C), " An Act respecting the In-
ternational Convention for the preserva-
tion of submarine telegraph cables."

HON. MR. ABBOTT said-As I pro-
posed when this amendment was carried
by this House in Committee, I have gone
very carefully again over the law, and the
authority with reference to the modifica-
tion which i then suggested, although I
certainly did not venture to propose
such an amendment to the House with-
out having first examined the question,
and satisfied myself to such an extent
that I should not have had any doubt
in my miid, if a doubt had not been
raised, by ie remarks of gentlemen for
whom I - such respect as my hon.
friends pposite ; and after further

HON MR. ALEXANDER.
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consideration of the matter, and
consultation with my colleague
the Minister of Justice, I am satisfied
that the amendment is strictly in accord-
ance with the law, and in accordance
with the constitutional principles which
govern the jurisdiction of this country.
The fact is, that the jurisdiction of any
country over the sea extends only so far
as it can protect itself upon the sea ; and
that is supposed to extend to a carinon
shot from the shores, which has been
conveniently fixed at a marine league.
To that extent every nation controls as
a part of its territory, the sea which
forms its border, but not one jot Ieyond
that extent, except in so far as its own
ships may be by a fiction of law con-
sidered part of its territory. These are
the two limits of its jurisdiction of a na-
tion-a marine mile from the shore, and
its ships, registered according to its laws,
and forming by a legal fiction an exten-
sion of its jurisdiction over the sea.
That is the principle which is established
by the clause in the United States
Act, based upon this same convention ;
and that Act contains the limitation of
jurisdiction which I moved to insert,
and which was inserted, by this House
in Committe to the ioth clause of this
Act, viz. : that the Act shall apply to all
infractions of its terms which are com-
mitted within its territorial waters or
upon the ships which belong to it-ships
having its national character. The
latter part of that I omitted from the
ioth clause, because this country has no
ships of its own with a national character,
which entitles it to a jurisdiction upon
the sea. Upon looking closely to what
has been done in this direction by this
country, I find we have a law
which provides for preserving dis
cipline on board ships owned
and registered in Canada, bu
beyond that it does not go ; and so fai
was that considered to go that the Act
was reserved for Imperial assent when i
was passed, and finally received it, afte
the discussion of the possibility of Can-
ada legislating beyond its own boun
daries. It was considered that the Ac
reached the extreme limit to which sich
legislation should go, and as it applied
solely to the maintenance of discip!Y
on Canadian ships, it was sanctioned

and is now the law of the country. We
are not without some authentic declara-
tion of the extent of our jurisdiction in
this country, in the shape of statutes
which have been passed. I did not
catch the citation of my hon. friend from
Ottawa the other night. He read an
extract from an Act on the subject, but
I did not hear citation of the one he
mentioned. I think he said it was the
criminal law. I find in two Acts passed
in 1868 an attempt to exercise jurisdic-
tion for Canada heyond its own limits.
The first is the 3st Vic., cap. 69, which
deals with the treasonable compassing of
Her Majesty's death or injury. The
seGond clause provides, "whosoever
within Canada or without, etc.," commits
such an offence shall be punished. I do
no not know if that was one of the
clauses to which my hon. friend referred.

HON. MR. SCOTT-No.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There is an-
other Act of the same year, cap. 72,
which makes provisions extending be-
yond the country. In the 8th section
of that Act, provisions are made respect-
ing any offence which has been wholly
committed in Canada, or committed on
the sea and completed on the land, or
committed on the land and completed
at sea, whether within Her Majesty's
dominions or without, or partly within
Her Majesty's dominions and partly
without : I should like to ask my hon.
friend if that is the section he read the
other night ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I arn looking it
Up-

HON. MR. ABBOTT-In -these two
cases Parliament did legisiate for offen-

tces committed beyond its territorial
jurisdiction-offences committed either
altogether beyond Canada or partly with-

tin and partly without Canada. Now
rthe error which promptedsuch legishation

as that was very soon discovered,
-for in the foliowing year the Act
t32 and 33 Vic. cap. !7, was passed, re-
ipealing the portions of those Acts which
Iapplied to offences committed beyond
the limits of Canada. So thiat in these

1-two atternpts to legishate for offences
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committed outside of Canada, the mis- promised to look into the matter; I have
take of Parliament was discovered and done so, and I am now thoroughly and
remedied in the following year. absolutely convicted, notwithstanding the

strong impression made on my mind by
HoN. MR. SCOTT-Read 32 and 33 hon. friends opposite, that the amend-

Vic. cap. 29, section io6; and then again ment before the House is a correct de-
there is the other clause which I read scription. But I am prepared and pro-
the other day, which provides for the pose to modify the amendment to read
trial of anyone who feloniously strikes or "and shall apply to all infractions of the
poisons a person in Canada and the per- ternis thereof, committed within the jur-
son dies beyond the limits of Canada, he isdiction of the Dominion of Canada,
can be tried in Canada. whether on land or at sea."

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will see that the first clause to which he
refers does not say where the trial shall
take place. It does not say that the of-
fence shall be tried in Canada, and if it
were committed beyond the limits of
Canada it cannot be tried by a Canadian
court unless under the jurisdiction of an
Imperial Statute. What has led to a con-
fusion of ideas on this subject has been
the fact that by Imperial Statutes pro-
vision has been made for trying offences
committed on board British ships on
the high seas-for the trial of such
offences in the colonies ; and it is under
such provision of the Imperial Act, that
offences of that kind are tried here, and
not under any provision of our law at
all. My hon. friend will find that that
is correct. But I do not wish to impose
upon my hon. friend or on this House
my views on the question of this des-
cription. I am perfectly content to leave
the decision of that question to the
Courts when it arises, and therefore, al-
though I do not desire that I should be
thought to participate in any doubt as to
the limits of our jurisdiction-for I do
not, as I am perfectly satisfied on the
subject-at the same time I cannot ask
that my hon. friends shall be so thorough-
ly convinced as I am, by anything I
might say on this or any other question.
I therefore propose to modify this
amendment so as to leave it
to the courts to decide what is the juris-
diction of Canada. That will leave the
further discussion of these points unnec-
essary at present; and I have only so far
discussed them to show that I did notven-
ture to bring an amendment of this de-
scription beforethe House, without having
first convinced myself that I was correctly
describing the jurisdiction of Canada. I

HoN. MR. DICKEY-I am very glad
indeed that my hon. friend has taken
time to consider this matter, because the
amendment which he suggests to a verY
large extent removes the objections which
lay in my own mind, and probably in the
minds of other gentlemen who followed
me and took the same view substantiallY
as I do of this subject ; but I would beg
to remind my hon. friend, when he tells
us that the jurisdiction of the courts Of
this country only extends to the lirnite
of the territory of the country, that we
are now discussing a bill to give effect tO
a convention agreed upon between the
great powers of the earth. I make use
of that expression because the heading
of this convention does include all the
great powers of Europe and America.
In that convention it is stated distinctly
as the object to which it shall apply (I
read now from the first article of the
convention which is in the schedule Of
this Bill) that-

" The present Convention a plies to out-
side territorial water, to all egal ly estab-
lished submarine cables landed on the
territories, colonies or possessions of one or
more of the high contracting parties."

Obviously that was just what we WOUld
expect to find in the Convention, be
cause we have already on our Statute
books enactments for the protection 0
cables, to prevent them being interfered
with inside of the three-mile limitwhich,
as my hon. friend has very properly 3aî',
comes within the territorial limits of this
country. But it was thought necessare
to have something more than that and
therefore it is stated in the forefront O
the Convention that it is intended to
apply to offences committed on sub
marine cables at the bottorn of the ocean.
lying outside of the territorial limits O

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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icountry. The arnendment made to 1
barge extent removes the objection,thiuse it brings within the scope of
withiA all acts committed at any point
Wths the jurisdiction of the courts ofuiCountry. But my hon. friend is notquite rîght in saying that we have re-Pealed certain Acts and that Parliamentjas recognised the fact that we have no
sid tion Over any act committed out-Se the country. In our revisedStatutes the Act which has been readias been re-enacted. The clause whichbnh on- friend read the other day has
narr re-enacted, and it is not in so

a scope as the leader of the
iopse seems to suppose. Section 8 ofviapter 74 Revised Statutes, 74 pro-y Whether any offence punishableby the Iawetr
Mitted of Canada has been com-
Adiwithin the jurisdiction of the
dealtîraty of England, the same shall be
dete with, inquired of, tried and
offen rined in the same manner as any'lice cornmite
'f any Courtted within the jurisdiction
bro ourt before which the offender is

thit for trial." It is stated distinctly
as if-is to be tried in the same manner
Withi tee an offence which occured
is anothe three mile limit. Then there
adver Clause which has not yet been
clear. to, which makes it still more
as follow refer to clause 9, which enacts

stricken any person, being feloniously
the sea, POIsoned or otherwise hurt u pon
of 8uch'r" t any place out of Canada, dies
or bein PoesPoning or hurt in Canada,

g "nosly 8tricken, poisoned orce hur t any place in Canada, dieseuh trokepsea, or at an; Poisoning or hurt, upon the
nce any. place out of Canada, every

e, -hûrnniitted in respect of any suc
Ma nsethere sanie amounts to nmurder

nurder or aer, or of being accessory to
inq tlmred of lager ma be deait with,

oe di tried, deterrninea and punishedwbch 's"trict, county or place in Canada inhap %uch de
ns, n ath, stroke, poisoning or hurt

!' i uch ofthesame manner, in all respects,rthat di fience had been who~lly condtted
dstrict, county or place."

Now th tClear. hat Point is 1 think perfectly
alid the ad no doubt about it before

'i p, hre .I ask what is the use ofts am ds jurisdiction and sayng by
slidm n ment, as it at first said, that it

Cri1ne i c y apply in cases where the
')COmirnitted within the territorial

imits of Canada ? We have, then, the
point established beyond all question :
we have legislation an our Statute Book
by the latest enactment in the Revised
Statutes, specific cases in which crimes
committed at sea or beyond the limits
of Canada any where are punished in
Canada. If a vessel comes into Canada
and the act is consunated here, or if
the party dies out of Canada and the per-
son committing the crime comes to
Canada he is tried in the courts as if he
committed the crime in the territorial
limits of Canada. Under these circum-
stances, my hon. friend will see that the
position he took on the former occasion
cannot be sustained, and I am very glad
indeed that he has taken this mode of
dealing with it, because it may help us
to get out of the difficulty that apparent-
ly we were in before. That difficulty
was Just this : we have laws on our
Statute Book at present meeting the
very case to which this exception is
intended to refèr in the amendment
made-meeting all cases of crime com-
mitted within the territorial limits
of Canada within the three mile limit.
We had that already and we did not
require any enactment to give us that
provided by our Statute is not so severe,
jurisdiction. To be sure the punishment
provided by our Statute is not so severe,
but it is only in the degree of punish-
ment that they differ, because when
this Bill was amended according to the
suggestion made the other day, we had
laws already on the Statute Book that
punished those crimes. Speaking of
this convention, there is another curious
thing : Article 81 is as follows -

i The tribunals competent to take cog.
nizance of infractions of the present con-
vention are those of the country to which
the vessel on board of which the offence
was committed belongs."

In taking objection to this amend-
ment the other day, I was careful to ap-
ply it in that way, and to say that we
lad jurisdiction over offences committed
on board of vessels belonging to this
country. It appears that the convention
runs in the same lines, because it applies
wholly to those cases, and it allows of
the trial by tribunals in any of the coun-
tries of which this convention forms a
part. There is another curious thing
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about it. There is an additional article
which appears to have been thought of
after the convention had been ail agreed
upon. It is the article on page 8 of this
Bill, and is headed "Additional Article."
It is as follows -

The stipulations of the Convention con-
cluded under to-day's date for the protection
of sub-marine cables shall be applicable in
conformity with Article I, to the colonies
and possessions of Fier Britannic Majesty,
with the exception of those hereinafter men-
tioned, namely : Canada, Newfoundland,
The Cape, Natal, New South Wales, Victoria,
Queensland, Tasnania, South Australia,
Western Australia, New Zealand.

Provided always, that the stipulations of
the said Convention shall be applicable to
any of the above named colonies or posses-
sions, on whose bebalf notice to that effect
shall have been given by Her Britannic
Majesty's representatives at Paris to the
French Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Each of the above named colonies or
possessions which nay have acceded to the
said Convention shall be at libertv to with-
draw fron it in the same manner as the
powers, parties to it. In the event of any
of the said colonies or pbssessions desiring
to withdraw from the Convention, a notifica-
tion to that effect shall be made by Her
Britannic Majesty's representative at Paris
to the French Mnister for Foreign Affairs.

Now the object of this legislation is to
enable Her Majesty's Ministers to give
notice to the Minister of Foreign Affairs
of France cf Canadian legislation to the
same effect as that of the great powers
in connection with this subject, so that
the position of Canada as a quasi inde-
pendent country has been recognized by
this convention itself, and my hon.
friend in submitting this Bill has logic-
ally carried out that, because he says it
is necessary for Canada to legislate. He
is quite right : it is necessary for this
Parliament to legislate on the subject to
carry out the object of the convention.
That object I hope will be accomplished
by the amendment which my hon. friend
has made to-day. I am very glad indeed to
see that the amendment is made, because
without this qualification we should be
in the absurd position of saying that we
enacting a law to give effect to this con-
vention, the very first article of which
says it is intended to apply to offences
outside of the territorial jurisdiction of
Canada, in other words on the high
seas, and we should after passing the
Bill, qualify the tenth clause snd apply

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

it only to offences committed within the
territorial limits of Canada.

HON. MR. ABBOTT - Territorial
waters.

HON. MR. DICKEY-We are saved
from being placed in that anomolous
position, and it is fortunate that time was
taken to consider the question, and that
the objection has been to such a degree
met. I do not say it could not be met
in another way, but I am quite prepared
to accede to the suggestion which has
been made, and allow it to be qualified
still further by the addition which iy
hon. friend proposes to make, that it
shall be applied to offences considered
to be committed outside of the territorial
jurisdiction of Canada.

HON. MR. POWER-I should like tO
ask the Minister whether he does not
think the amendment might be improved
by a very slight change in the wording.
The jurisdiction of the Dominion .0
Canada might be construed to end with
the three mile limit from the shore, but I
think, if, instead of saying, "the jurisdic-
tion of Canada," the amendment were
to say, "the jurisdiction of any court il
the Dominion of Canada," it would
get over any difficulty that might arise
in connection with that matter. i do
not think, for instance, that offences
under section 8, read by the hon. gentle-
man who has just sat down, giving jurWs
diction to our courts over offences com-
mitted within the jurisdiction of the
Admiralty of England, would be held tO
be committed within the jurisdiction Of
Canada. The offences referred to by this'
convention ought to be placed in the
same position as other offences cOmO-
mitted under our criminal law. I thiu'
the words that I have suggested woul
probably carry out the intention of the
measure better than the words that the
hon. leader of the House suggested. 1
was looking a few minutes ago at a rePOr
of a case tried in England of larceny On a
vessel lying in a Dutch harbour, and the
English court held that they had jurîs-
diction to deal with that matter. There
is no doubt of the jurisdiction of the
Admiralty in all waters wherever a British.
vessel may be.
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ob jcOi MR. ABBOTT-I have no
ed bOy to making the change suggest-
h by MY hon. friend from Halifax : it
in8, aways been my princiole in legislat-
Which ere an amendment was asked for,Bhidd not alter the intention of the
I have accede to it at once. Therefore
Words no objection to change these
read, a ¡Uggested, so that the Bill will
Court i 1 1thin the jurisdiction of any
Arsnt nCanada." My hon. friend from
amenr t is not content to allow the
it was frent to pass without insisting that
amlend om a consciousness that the firstalertioent was wrong that the present

keatio Of it is now offered. I would
)Pin* uggest to him whether in his
be alr the constitution of Canada can
entered by the terms of a convention

Sthe ir.to, even by all the great nations
O. fre rld ? The theory which my
withoutend propounds is this, not that
have u this convention we shoulda a right to make a law
hih g to acts committed on the
conveseas, but that because this
the highion applies to acts committed on
to Make as, we thereby acquire a right
acts. M aw which will apply to such
f his hon. friend reads in support

conve argument the first clause of the
We uton, and from that he argues that
fencest have a right to legislate for

Maintan cOmmitted on the high seas. I
unfun that that is a proposition entirely
c fonded in constitutional law. No
a ou1ntrIn can alter the constitution often trY, especially a definite and writ-
chae, as our is. No convention canc eo the jurisdiction of the courts of aCountr as defined by its constitution.herefre these high contracting parties
to acts the convention shall apply
not in Mitted on the high sea, doesin of degree authorize the Domin-

8Ig cri anada to pass a law creat-tion i es, which without that conven-
is imp could not have passed. It
positnOssib1e to maintain such a pro-not dwell fu a single moment. I will

ar faurther on the subject than to
at the jurid M- hon. friend also says

o its dietion of a country extends
lotes the "se i certain cases, and hen oe c Case of a crime commenced

andhe aroutry and completed in another;
argues from the fact that we have

a law on our Statute Book respecting
such crimes, that we have a right to pun-
ish a crime committed entirely beyond
our limits. That is a clear non sequitur.
My hon. friend cited, in support of his
argument, the case of a person struck or
poisoned outside of Canada and after-
ward dying in Canada, or a person struck
or otherwise fatally injured in Canada
and afterwards dying beyond the limits
of this country to prove that we could
make a law here to-day to punish of-
fences committed entirely beyond the
limits of Canada. Surely my hon. friend
is not prepared to sustain that proposi-
tion when it is put plainly, and separated
from the oratorical way in which he stated
it. I would remind him that it is a
principle of international law, which is
recognized not only in our coun-
try, but in every other civilized
country, that a crime partially
committed in one country and com-
pleted m another, is triable by the law of
that one of those countries in which the
criminal is found. It requiries some-
thing more than a mere theory to sup-
port a proposition of that kind, and I
think all countries have maintained that
principle of International law. My hon.
friend will find it in the United States
law, and he will find the very subject
discussed by the Constitutional writers
of that country ; and the reason given is
a perfectly obvious one. Countries by
common agreement among themselves
have settled that that shall be the
recognised constitutional right of each of
them, because without that right no man
who committed a crime in one cuuntry
which was not completed within that
country, could be tried at all. The man
who stabbed another outside of our
territorial waters, if his victim died in
Canada from the effects of the wound,
could not be tried at all, because the
death did not take place where the
wound was inflicted ; the crime was not
complete, and, therefore, according to.
strict theory, he could not be tried here.
And a similar rule would apply if the
conditions were reversed.

But for the purpose of avoiding the
possibility of a case where a man injured
in one country, and dying in another,
could not have his death avenged by
justice, laws have been passed in almost
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every civilized country which provide
expressly for the trial of such cases,
which would otherwise altogether escape
justice. In conformity with that princi-
ple, the law to which my hon. friend bas
referred me here was passed here ; and
my hon. friend will find the same rule
laid down in the laws of the United
States, and I think he will find the same
thing in the laws of England. It is just
in order that justice might have its course,
that a rule of that kind is adopted every-
where-where the crime is incomplete in
one country, all the countries in which
any part of the offence took place or was
committed is entitled to punish the
criminal.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Has my hon.
friend referred to that section of the
Revised Statutes to which I have called
his attention ? Instead of applying to
cases where the party was struck at sea
or any other place and died in Canada,
it is very different, because it says that
where the person dies of such stroke,
poisoning or hurt upon the sea or any
place out of Canada.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The clause
reads:

" When any person, being feloniously
stricken, poisoned, or otherwise hurt, upon
the sea, or at any place out of Canada, dies
of such stroke, poisoning or hurt, in
Canada."

Is that not what I have been discus-
sing all the time ?

HON. MR. DICKEY-Very well.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The converse
of that is stated also :-It continues;-

" Or, being feloniously stricken, poisoned
or otherwise hurt at any place in Canada,
dies oi such stroke, poisoning or hurt,upon
the sea or at any place out of Canada."

These are the two cases where the
crime is incomplete in either country.

Now as to the fact that this convention
is to be made applicable to the Colonies,
only when legislation is prepared for it,
these colonies have legislatures of their
own. It is a constitutional principle to
leave colonies having legislatures of their
own, to legislate for offences committed
within their borders. England may

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.

have the right, and has rights, and el-
ercises those rights, to provide for the
punishment of crime here under one or
two rare circumstances, and I think the
first clause which my hon. friend read
applies merely to facilitating the opera-
tion of that principle here. But legisla-
tion by each country is contemplated
although the convention applies to the
high seas ; the power to legislate which
is so contemplated to be exercised,.1s
the power of each country to legIs-
late to the extent of its O'W
jurisdiction over the high seas.
If my hon. friend's contention were cor-
rect, that a declaration in the conventiOn
that these injuries are injuries which are
supposed to be committed outside of the
territorial limits of any country,establishes
the conclusion that we have the right to
legislate beyond our own territorial limlits
because the convention contemplates
legislation. I say, no. The conventiOll
contemplates legislation by each country
which was a party to it, and each legi'
lating over the portions of the high seas
over which it bas jurisdiction, that 15,
the portions covered by its own vessels,
and no other. I am speaking nowO
the high seas as outside territorial waters,
and it does not follow because this col-
vention applies to the high seas that anl
nation can legislate for every offelce
against the convention committed on the
high seas. No such conclusion can be
formed upon such an article as that.
The proper conclusion is that they shall
legislate insofar as they have an
jurisdiction over the high seas,
and the limit of their jurisdiction
over the high seas is their own shiPS
bottoms. That is the true construction,
that each nation having besides its ter-
ritorial waters, a territory as it were, On
the high seas, comprised within the sides
of its own ships, is to legislate for that
territory ; and if everyone who was S
party to that convencion legislates for its
own territorial waters, and for its OWn
territories on the high seas, that is its
own ships bottons, then a complete la
respecting cables would result. SupPos'
ing these nations own all the ships fro"
which offences against the convention
will be committed, and each of thee
nations legislates in so far as its 0*0
ships are concerned, that an offence cOt'
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accord on its ships shall be punished insuch dance with this convention, then
all 1ft nslation would completely cover
does ences against the convention. It
'of th t follow, however, that any one
ship ose nations can legisiate for the

of other nations.

•
10N. MR. SCOTT-No, no.

admiN MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friendnits that : then the clause of this con-Vento hi ch provides that it shall apply
alo te .gh seas does not by that means
territo ve us jurisdiction beyond our own

o hra waters, unless we have bottoms
Our the sea which constitute part of
fnight as orial jurisdiction. I think I
dictiontssert beyond the fear of contra-
which that we have no ships on the sea
Canadions tute part of the territory of

Cy hon The only scintilla of support
that res riend's contention can have in
whc Pect, is Our own shipping Act,
on shi provides for breaches of discipline

hat Ps owned and registered in Canada.
the pree to sorme extent, give color to
I coet tions of my hon. friends ; butc n thae i
to stit at it does not go so far as

fCanute any jurisdiction on the part
tsnationa ter the high seas as part of
shis, weth territory, by means of any
not, bether registered in Canada or.
nays thtuse the shipping Act expressly

British ships registered in Canada are
have , ot Canadian ships. And we
cold gone as fat, I am convinced, as we
breaches ' when we have provided for
and rI disciphne on ships owned

m Canada.

shib not MR. POWER-Suppose that a
fror E gjstered in Canada, came here
age a ngland, and that during the voy-
honMinister was committed, does the

oeeriter hold that our courts could
arrived in .lurisdiction after the vessel

our waters ?

the R. M' ABBOTT-I hold that ifhe sho as cornpleted on the highkada under be capable of trying it ina"da Unde,. the Imperial Statute.
o. M

n. fri nd SOTT-I am sorry that
n e ntto has made so long anar-d8nn establish the fact, according

to his own view, that Canadian courts
have no jurisdiction over Canadian ves-
sels on the high seas-

HON. MR ABBOTT-I have not said
that.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I understood my
hon. friend to say it ! The whole con-
tention the other day was that as far as
crimes committed on Canadian vessels
coming into Canadian ports were con.
cerned, our courts had jurisdiction.
The Act we are now passing is for the
purpose of creating an offence, what
was not an offence before. This
necessity is called forth by the
laying of marine cables in the Atlantic.
The great powers of the world ha e
become parties to it. Other powers
were recognsed that were not there.
Canada was one of these, and Canada
was invited to adopt legislation to bring
this convention into operation and to
pass an Act of Parliament to make it an
offence to injure a submarine cable.
The very fact of this legislation being
now considered by us, is, I think, most
abundant evidence that we have jurisdic-
tion ; and I regret that the Minister ot
Justice, as quoted by my hon. friend,
should have thrown any doubt whatever
upon it. I think, where there is a mat-
ter of doubt, we ought to assert in the
broadest language that we had authority,
and let that authority be set aside if it
can be. Our authority has not been in
the past questioned. The Statute which
I quoted the other day, and which has
been in force now some twenty odd
years, clearly claims for Canada a right
of jurisdiction on the high seas outside
the three mile limit. I have no
doubt that my hon. friend's from
the maritime provinces could bring for-
ward instances where crimes have been
committed on the high seas outside the
three mile limit, which were tried in the
maritime provinces. Nobody has
doubted their jurisdiction, and I think it
ill becomes the Canadian legislature, at
this late date, to cast any doubt on the
subject. The very fact of the British
authorities submitting this Act to us is
an invitation for us to pass upon it, and
to make it an offence. If we have no
jurisdiction, we certainly cannot call it
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an offence or make it a breach of our
own laws, therefore I think our jurisdic-
tion ought not to be questioned. I
should like the language of my hon.
friend's Bill to have been very much
wider than it is. We ought to assert
that we have positive jurisdiction over
something we are passing a law for. We
are declaring it to be an offence to injure
or damage a cable outside of the three
mile limit. We are not legislating within
that limit, and therefore I think it is very
unfortunate that we should have to use
the peculiar words which are applied in
the present instance in order to bring it
before our courts. It is a case of the
highest legislature of the country throw-
doubt on its own jurisdiction.

HON. MR. MILLER-I did not in-
tend to trouble the House with any
remarks on this question, because I con-
sidered it was so clearly and lucidly
placed before the Senate by the Leader
of the House that it was quite unneces-
sary for me or any other gentleman to
add anything to his able remarks. In
fact I believe that it is almost conduct
for which I should apologise to the
House for attempting to add anything to
the able argument which the hon. gent-
leman has presented to us on this ques-
tion. When the subject first came before
the House I was rather inclined to take
the opinion entertained by the hon.
gentleman opposite (Mr. Scott) and my
hon. friend from Amherst ; but on fur-
ther reflection I have come to the con-
clusion that the position assumed by
these hon. gentlemen is untenable, and
that the position taken by the Leader of
the House is the right one. I think the
difficulty in this matter and the confusion
of ideas in relation to the subject have
arisen in consequence of the fact just
now stated by the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, that it is notorious that on many
occasionscrimes comrnitted on the high
seas have been punished in Canada. I
am myself quite aware that crimes com-
mitted on the high seas have frequently
been punished in Canada, and I could
mention to the House many instances
within my own recollection-the Salladin
pirates for instance ; but some hon. gen-
tlemen seemed not to recollect that these
crimes were not punished under any

Provincial Statute, but under Imperial
Law, which controlled and regulated
such matters within the AdmiraltY Of
England.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Why then is
it necessary to pass a law here ?

HON. MR. MILLER-I see the mDi'-
take into which my hon. friends have
fallen arises from the fact that they
ignore the existence of the Imperial
Statute under which all these crimes are
punished in any portion of the Empire.
My hon. friends have stated other cases
in which a crime was partly committed
within the territory of Canada, and
partly committed out of it, in which
punishment has been inflicted in Canl
da. That argument of the case was so
clearly answered by the leader O
the House that it is altogether unneces-
sary to say a word with regard to it. The
error into which my hon. friend has
fallen - and it is obvious to any
one who will reflect for a moment on the
subject-is that he draws no distinctioql
between a crime partly committed la
Canada and partly committed out Of. t,
and a crime entirely committed outside
of the jurisdiction of the courts of
Canada. That is a very important dis'
tinction. Now, with regard to the
remark made by my hon. friend on'y
right (Mr. Dickey), when he asks why
are we asked to legislate on this matterj
I think the reason is quite obvious, an
it does not at all militate against thC
argument of the leader of the House.
is this : We are a large and importan't

dependency of the Empire: we have a
large territory here which we gove
under a constitution granted ta us by
the Imperial authorities. The territoril
waters of our country belong to us. The
Imperial Parliament would not atteflP
to interfere or to legislate with regard .to
crimes committed within the territoria
waters of Canada. Therefore it was neces'
sary that power should be given tO Can-
ada, and that Canada should be asked tO
legislate with regard to crimes whÉct
might be committed under this Act
within thc territorial waters of Can'da.
I did not rise to prolong this argumen'
but I am thoroughly convinced that the
position assumed by the leader of th c

HON. MR. SCOTT.
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l'ouse
been ass unassailable, and it has not
anyth ailed in the slightest degree by
tlen ng that has fallen from hon. gen-

on this side of the House.

arose a MR. KAULBACH-When I
the hon moment ago it was to say what
said Wi gentleman from Richmond has

M the Mrnore effect, I am aware that
9etl taritime Provinces we have fre-
hig Seas tried Ofences committed on the
the coas ut they were oflences underpplcaono law of England, which was
bee cle to us. In this case, as hased early shown by those who pre-

fene , we attempt to create anence where we have no jurisdiction,
tion on I contend we have no jurisdi,-
ritishe high seas. Our vessels are

every ottoms and British property in
tion : an, under Admiralty protec.

and jurisdiction. We do
seas. Canadian flag over the high
cares thecarry the British flag which
tects Us anaw. It is that flag which pro-

for ad We are amenable to that
the Brili acts done by ourselves. It is

deritish flag wherever it floats, and
niation, aWe are protected against everylook fo an ss only to that flag we canthe high sea. for wrong committed on
goes utsa When a Canadian vesselthe narside Of Canadian waters, and
canada nelau, the jurisdiction of
tet , she isaBiih.rads is a British vessel to all in-

e ared Purposes, and not Canadian.
tritish Mesponsible even under thethe B erchants Shipping Act, and
Acts regul Seaman's Act, and to alltion dauating commerce and naviga-

nonia ages and injuries, torts and
Wttripire gthe ih seas as part of the

toe.

sutrised R. POWER-I am rather
Chno that the hon, gentleman fromiothinhd Should have stated that

t n ous been said on this side of
ldded Which in the slightest degree

teà er o sha e the view taken by theth r thf Government. Although
th er Of the arouse may have hadthi her be e argument, still some-theg baseen said on this side oftreat t hat is not without weight.atCand has been laid on the fact

vessels are British vessels.

I think that the same stress should be
laid on the fact that Canadian courts are
British courts, and I regret to say that, for-
getting this matter was coming up to-day,
I have not looked into it more carefully
than I have ; but I am rather disposed
to think that when any British vessel
comes into a Canadian port-no matter
whether she is registered in Canada or
in England, and a crime has been com-
mitted on board that vessel on fhe high
seas, the Canadian courts have jur-
isdiction to try that offence. Wheyher
that jurisdiction will extend to an offence
committed under this convention I do
not know. I notice that the hon. gen-
tleman from Richmond and the leader
of the House have laid great stress on
the fact that section 9 of the Criminal
Procedure Act, quoted by the hon. gen-
tleman from Amherst, dealt only with
cases where the crime had been begun
outside and was completed within Can-
ada ; or where it had been begun within
Canada and was completed outside of
Canada. In looking over this chapter,
174 of 49 Vic , I find another section to
which I do not think that distinction is
applicable. The 21 st section provides :

" Every one who brings into Canada, or
has in his possession therein, any property,
stolen, embezzled, converted or obtained by
fraud or false pretences in any other country
in such manner that the stealing, embez-
zling, converting or obtaining it in like
inanner in Canada, would, by the laws of
Canada, be a flèony or misdémeanor, may
be tried and convicted in anv district, county
or place in Canada into 'or in which lie
brings such property or has it in possession."

In that case the crime was complete,
for the property was embezzled, stolen or
converted in another country. I call the
attention of the Minister to the fact that
the section does not provide that he may
be tried or convicted for having the pro-
perty in his possession ; he is convicted
of the stealing, embezzling, converting or
obtaining by fraud or false pretences in
another country. I think the distinction
which the hon. gentleman undertook to
make does not exist.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-That is for
an offence continued in Canada.

HON. MR. POWER-No, he must
bring the stolen property in, from outside

.

,
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of Canada, and if he brings it in, he has
it in his possession while in the foreign
country ; and he can be tried for
it in the courts here. I would call
the attention of the Minister to section
32 of the same Act, which provides as
follows :-

" Whenever an indictable offence is com-
mitted on the high seas, or in any creek,
harbor, haven or other place in which the
Adniiralty of England have or claim to have
jurisdiction, and wvhenever any offence is
connitted on land beyond the seas for which
an indictment niay be preferred, or the
orfender nay be arrested in Canada, any
Justice for any territorial division in which
any person charged with having committed,
or suspected of having committed any such
offence, is or is suspected to be, may issue
his warrant to apprehend such persons, to
be dealt with as therein and here bydirected."

I tbink there is something to be said
on our side of the question.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If the House
will indulge me for a moment I will say
that I quite agree with my hon. friend
that there is a good deal to be said on
that side of the question. I do not say
at all that there is nothing to be said,
but I think all these cases which the
hon. gentleman cites are easily explain-
able. Everyone knows that every coun-
try desires, as far as possible, to join in
bringing to justice those who commit
offences, Section 21 of the Act quoted
by my hon. friend applies to persons
bringing into Canada stolen goods, and
is based on the theory that every moment
he retains those goods in his possession,
the crime is being continued. It cer-
tainly was not passed on the theory that
the man who steals in another country
can be indicted and punished here : it is
necessary that he should be continuing
the crime by the retention of the stolen
goods, or the bringing of the goods into
Canada, otherwise he cannot be indicted
under that clause. Then the under 3 2nd
clause, as to indictible offences commit-
ted on the high seas, they must be dealt
with under some Imperial Act. An
Imperial Act might authorize the indict-
ment and arrest of the person in Canada.
An Imperial Act might authorize the
punishment of the person in Canada, so
thatthis onlyprovides for the hypothetical
case of a person who may be arrested or
indicted, but it does not by any means

HON. MR. POWER.

say that a person who commits a crinfm
beyond the seas may be arrested an
tried here.

HON. MR. SCOTT-My contention
on section 8, is, that it claimed for this
country jurisdiction over crimes Co'
mitted orn Canadian vessels outside O
the three mile limit and coming nto
Canadian harbors ; that that Act i:
passed in conformity with 12 & 13 -1C
cap : 96, which relegates, as far as the
British Courts have authority ; to the
particular province or colony the PO'e
to try such cases.

HON. MR ABBOTT-That is eXaCtîY
what I stated.

HON. MR. SCOTT-We may gon
and contend that we have not the PoW
to try cases that are given to us un
the law Of 1791, with the same proPrit
and the same force of reasonlng.
claim that authority. So far as Imlper
Statute could give it they gave it tO
and we possess it.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I stated inh
opening argument that where we .
had jurisdiction over crimes committf
on the high sea it was under the IMPerl
Act. There is no Imperial Act W<
reference to this offence.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is a Po
inion Act.

HON. MR. SCOTT-We have incor
porated the Imperial Act in ourof
Statute.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
states the fact exactly as I have stateô it

The amendment was concurred 1il-

The Bill was then read the third ti10
as amended and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4:35 P-n'
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THE SENATE.

wa Tuesday April ioth, 1888.

'ockhe SPAKER took the Chair

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TIHIRD READINGS.

at 3

I1Oe LR. DICKEY, from the Com-
rborsn Railways Telegraphs and

the ,ols 1 .reported without amendment
the thllnir g Bills, which were then read

ird tirne and passed :

es rn14) " An Act to incorporate the
r.e Mc ntario Railway Company."

t •An Act respecting the
nie e Clair Railway Bridge and Tun-0 1pany." (Mr. McCallum).

S(19)c "An Act to incorporate the
Way e ood and Bay of Quinte Rail-Pany." (Mr. McCallum).

La"' (37) "An Act respecting the
CornpnPissing and James' Bay Railway

(Mr. Turner).
inc (33)" An Act to amend the Act

ay -n the Hereford Branchnain pany, and to change the
ay e ompanyto 'The Hereford
W COMPany-' " (Mr. Cochrane).

S 34), "An Act respecting the South
a ailway Company." (Mr. Mc-

3alt5), "An Act to enable the Es-.rnatand Nanairno Railway Company
rth ferry between Beecher Bay infut1h Colu ia to a point on the Straits

e.» tin the United States of
]Rill (r. Clemnow.)
and 36), "An Act respecting the

anada.(r. Frilway Company of
¡(3) (Mr. Ferrier.)
rnc tPorati n Act to amend the Actway Co the Shuswap and Okanagon
ilia' Cnpany." (Mr. Miller.)
rach "An Act respecting bondsay c lines of the Canadian Pacific

mo'Pany." (Mr. Haythorne.)

RAILWAY LEGISLATION.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I have had the
honor, as Chairman of the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors,
to report these ten railway bills, the re-
sult of a single sitting of an hour, and
in calling attention to what I consider to
be an unprecedented occurrence in the
history of this Chamber, I wish to state
that it is largely due to the so-called
model clauses arrangement made during
last session. I do not hesitate to say
that but for the change which has taken
place very recently, these ten bills would
certainly have occupied the whole of a
day's sitting, and probably two separate
sittings. At all events, I am quite safe
in remarking that the hon. leader of the
House was justified in stating the other
day that the probable result of this im-
provement would be a saving of at least
half the time of the House and of the
Committee. I also wish to take the
opportunity of stating that my attention
has been directed, since this matter was
last mentioned in the Senate, to the
desirability of putting the crowning arch
upon this improvement by, if possible,
having these model clauses incor-
porated into the general Railway Act,
so that a large amount could be saved in
the expense to the applicants for legisla-
tion, and to the country, in the printing
and publishing of these bills. I have
had occasion to mention this to one or
two members of another Railway Con-
mittee, and I have reason to hope that
something may be done in the direction
before the Consolidated Railway Act, as
amended, comes up to us. If such
clauses be not added to the Bill in
another place, this House might well
consider whether they should not be
incorporated in the measure when it
comes before us.

MORRISON DIVORCE BILL.

PETITION RECEIVED.

HON. MR. GOWAN as Chairman of
the Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills, presented their 14th Re-
port, recommending that the Petition of
Catherine Morrison, praying to be
allowed to sue in forma pauperis for a
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Bill of Divorce from her husband, be
granted.

HON. MR. ALMON-I object to this
report being adopted. It has been
proved before the Committee that she is
a pauper only because her husband had
taken away all the money and property
she had. It was likewise proved and
stated on sufficient evidence that she had
money enough of her own to have con-
ducted this suit on her own responsi-
bility if her husband had not taken it.
We all know that in cases of divorce it
is the husband who has to bear the
expense. I say that from the experience
I have, unfortunately, had on a corn-
mittee, where the husband was obliged
day by day to fee his wife's lawyer--$to
a day it was-to conduct her case. The
proof in this case is insufficient ; the
proof ought not only to have been that
the woman was a pauper, but that the
husband was also a pauper. If she liad
property left her she was not a pauper,
and if he took the money and spent it
he was not a pauper. Catherine White
may be a very poor woman, but she has
only one child. If she was the typical
widow,with sevenchildren-I believe that
is the number poor widows always have-
she would have a better claim on our
commiseration. However much feeling
we may have in our hearts, it ought not
to interfere with the justice of the case.
The husband is in the penitentiary. He
is probably a bad man, and it is likely
she would be glad to get rid of him ; but
is it fair for us, while he is in the peni-
tentiary and is not able to get a lawyer
co defend him and cannot appear here
to defend himself, that we should give
the wife exceptional privileges to prose-
cute her action against him ? I think
not. I opposed this motion in the Com-
rnittee and I was in the minority, but not
so large a minority as I was told when I
first introduced the question. Consider-
ing the two facts, that it has not been
proved that the husband is a pauper, and
that he is unable to appear and defend
himself owing to the law-very justly in
all probability-having taken hold of
him, we should not grant any extra pri.
vileges to the petitioner. No doubt the
woman would like to get rid of her hus.
band as a great many women would,

HION. MR. GOWAN.

ailbut if we adopt this principle he
that a wife has to do, is to induce .
husband to commit some flagrant crfil
-selling liquor in a Scott Act countY f.r
instance-get him put in the Peniteltl-
ary, and bring an action for diVOre
in forma pauperis. There are certto
members of this House who claim. t
have great consideration for the sanctity
of the marriage act, and there are a g
many others, who do not belong to the
same church, who think just as much of
the sanctiy of marriage as if they dis
and I feel that the majority of thi
Hruse will join with me in refusimg t
grant this dispensation to this woman.

HON. MR. MILLER-The report
has been laid on the Table and no
tion has been made with regard tO
When a motion is made with regard to
it, the hon. gentleman can divide the
House on the question.

HON. MR. READ moved that the re
port be adopted. He said-I think thht
the hon. gentleman from Halifax niWhi
have told us that the husband Of th
woman is in the Penitentiary for bigaro"

HON. MR. ALMON-I would have
said so, if I had known it.

HoN. MR. READ-He is in the Pe
tentiary for bigamy and I think it iS vell
good ground on which the wife shoto
apply to Parliament informa pauPtfts t
be relieved of such a husband.
have no means, as in the case referre
to by the hon. gentleman, to compe
husband (he being in the penitent the
to pay the expenses of this suit. In
case referred to the husband was in co0to
and the Committee did order himh
furnish a defence for his wife and he
had to supply her with means to fee
lawyer, which was only reasonnable, ho.
this instance we cannot conceive
the woman is to get at the husban
means, if he has any. The hasbus
generally holds the purse strings-hin
this case he is not here asking an
but the wife is asking a very re nab
request to be relieved from her husba'of
who is in the penitentiary for the crim
bigamy.
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yea"a MR. ALMON demanded theYeas and nays.

The louse divided on the motion,hich Was carried on the followingdivision 9

Abbott
Alexander
Archibald'
hoyd,
Clern,

o hranepergue
perrier

Phnt,*
Glasier,

Goan'Grant*
Iavt1.aytholne,Bowlan'
aulbach
Onard *lewinr,

1cCal'9

CONTENTS:
Hon. Messrs.

McKindsey,
McMillan,
Macdonald (Midland),
Macdonald (B.C.),
Mactarlane,
Merner,
Montgomery,
Odell,
Ogilvie,
Read,
Sanford,
Schultz,
Smith,
Stevens,
Sullivan,
Sutherland,
Turner,
Vidal,
Wark.-38.

NON-CONTENTS:
,oIO. MESSRS.

Guévremont,
McDonald (C.B.)
McInnes (B. C.),
Pâquet,

de, Pelletier,
Poirier,

asijoi8,- Power,ever, 'Ross (de la Duran-
Oirard, taye).

Trudel.-19.

BON. MR. McKINDSEY moved,
t he Ei ghty-second and the Eighty-

,,acrd . Ofthis House be dispensed with
the prtanle with the recommendation of
Rtand1in h Report of the Committee on
furtheng Orders and Private Bills, and
ened t¡at the Forty-ninth Rule be dis-retit. wio h to ai ow the presentation of thereferred Catherine Morrison, therein

the petition. MCKINDSEY presented
the City of Catherine Morrison, of

Of Ottawa, praying for a divorce.

OES 0F THE GOVERNOR
GENERAL'S OFFICE.

MOTION.

ht an hO'DONOHOE moved
[% ellenble address' be presented to

Y ecy the Governor General;

praying that His Excellency will cause to be
aid before this House, a Return showing the
imount it has cost Canada to maintain the
Governor General's Office from Confedera-
ion to 1st January, 1888, for salaries,
esidence, travelling and ail other incidental
expenses, so made as to show the amount
charged to each and every of them res-
pectively.

He said-When I placed this notice
on the paper, I had in view a state of
:hings which has been more or less
changed since then. I apprehended that
in the discussion of the very large and
mportant question in the Province
serious difficulties might arise in the
event of certain changes, as to the
revenue by which to carry on the Gov-
ernment of the country. I thought it
was our duty, amongst others, to see
what means could be found to get out of
the difficulty in the event of the abate-
ment of revenue, inasmuch as it had
been said that we must have recourse to
direct taxation to make up for the reduc-
tion of revenue of some seven millions
per annum. It occurred to me that it
might be demonstrated, fron figures in
our Public Accounts, if they were care-
fully examined, that there was a mode by
which that deficiency might be supplied
-a mode by which, if economy were
substituted by the Government for extra-
vagence, the Government might be
carried on to the great gain of the people
of Canada. Since I placed that notice
on the paper, a very momentous charge
has taken place in the policy of the Gov-
ernment, one that has, to some extent,
taken away the necessity, at all events
taken away the flagrance of the motion
which I propose making on this occasion,
and relieves me of the necessity of going
into these details which at present, I pre-
fer not entering upon until we find what
the Government are about to do. In
their change of front it must have struck
everybody with great surprise, and how
far that change is to go on, what is to
follow it or of its results, is not easily
determined at this moment. On this
occasion, therefore, I do not purpose
troubling the House with any details of
my plan or scheme, but simply ask that
the Government would be good enough
to grant the motion and furnish me with
the figures in order that I may be enabled
in the future to make use of them should
the occasion arise.
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HON. MR. POWER-I am under the
impression that resolutions of a similar
character to this have been introduced
in the House of Commons, and I think
adopted there. If that is the case, of
course most of the information must be
more or less accessible ; but the point to
which I wish to direct the attention of
the hon. gentleman who has moved this
resolution, as well as the attention of
the House, is this, that very considerable
sums are charged against the Governor-
General's office, for which the Governor-
General is in no sense responsible. My
observations do not refer to the present
representative of Her Majesty here ; but
I happen to be aware that some of His
Excellency's predecessors felt very keenly
the fact that they were made responsible
for extravagance which was really not
their own at ail. I hope that if the in-
formation which the hon. gentleman
looks for is forthcoming, it will be in such
a shape as to let the country see the
expenditure which is inevitably connected
with the office of the Governor General,
the expenditure for which the
Governor-General is in a sense personal-
ly responsible, and the other expenditure,
which I understand is very large, for
which the Governor Generaf is not re-
sponsible. The Governor General is in
somewhat the same position as the Sen-
ate. Hon. gentlemen who pay any at-
tention to the work which goes on about
this building, are aware that the Senate
is in no sense responsible for the whole of
the large expenditure which takes place
here, and which, I presume, is charged
to the Senate. For instance: the De-
partment of Public Works send their
men here, and spend immense sums of
money, in some cases, for disfiguring the
building. We are charged with aIl such
expenditures at this end of the building.
Take the main entrance as an illustra-
tion. Two years ago the employees of
the Public Works Department disfigured
that beautiful entrance, painting the
pillars and walls so that it looks more
like a billiard saloon than the vestibule
of the Parliament buildings. I think in
some instances there have been five and
six coats of paint put on the pillars and
and walls in this end of the
building without any instructions from
the Senate at all. It has been done

apparently at the sole whim of the pe-
partment of Public Works. I was
formed, not recently, on what I cO0 '
sider good authority, that in the tinje
ot some of His Excellency's predecessors
very large sums were charged for works
supposed to have been done in connec-
tion with Government House, for which
the inmates were in no sense responsible.
The impression is that the money was
not spent there at ail, though a good
deal of money has been wasted there. It
has been charged to Government Houser
simply to cover up expenditures nade
in other directions. I hope if we get any
information in connection with the e%'
penditure charged to the Governr-O
General's office since Confederation, that
it will be furnished in such a way as 9i
enable us to see what the Governor-
General is responsible for and what has
been incurred through the extravagance
or worse of the Government for the
time being.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I can onlysay
that the report which is asked for bY
this motion, if it is voted affirmatively
by the House, will be brought dow"'
and when it is produced my hon. friend
may perhaps find in it some of thOse
items which he says have been fraudt'
lently inserted in the charges against the
Governor General's office. It is utterly
impossible for me to discuss charges
made in such a vague way, but probablY
when the report comes down he will bc
able to point out those items, and the
charges can be discussed and disposed
of in the usual way.

The motion was agreed to.

MANITOBA EXPERIMENTAb
FARM.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ inqured:-
Whether it is the intention of the Govern

ment to establish the Manitoba ExPer"
mental Farm during the spring Of t
year?

He said-I have delayed making thie
present enquiry until now because of
seemed to come withn the scOPe j
matters which were likely to be discusse
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eYthen inisters of the Manitoba Gov-enet who wer
an1d becwho wre recently in Ottawa,
imPortaau I knew that until as the
place iscussion which was taking
ture hn another branch of the Legisla-scre ad concluded Ministers would find
catti me for the consideration of such

enquiry Ithe one connected with this
I the may possibly be asked
toba whse of a Province such as Mani-
great a hich ad so recently proved her
Sity igricultural capacity, what neces-
is the there for this : indeed it
citizens of my agricultural fellow-

e nv there that we can grow almostything that is worth growing. Why
farr,' rnay be asked, is an experimental
swer needed there at all? The an-
vailing found in the general opinion pre-
face Of there that nowhere upon the sur-the earth is there finer soil than
and y siboine and Red River valleys;

ave th grieve to say that while we
anmcete small fruits in thegreatest abund-digenoa the plurn and grape are in-
yet to a-the laîger fruits have never
Manitoay extent been produced in

at S. On the Island of Montreal
Places hault Ste Marie, both of which

not c Wlnter climates as cold
ci(s coder than Manitoba, the lus-
("ris,» teamneuse " and the " Pomme
of app of the finest kindsthis a , grOw well. Now, why is
Course am not putting this question, of

am a O the leader of the House, butreasons ling to it as one of the manytal wby we should have an experi-
alwai farrb to solve these. I had
fonys believed that the reason was to beausing theOur rapid spring vegetation,at conditio p to rise rapidly, and in

ven freezeh cold nights would chill or
b Was s their circulation, so that the

r to ph ausing the death of the
that thi thy shame, however, I may say

ati th eory was upset by beine toldirlsta thf SPrrigead Of and the sap runs down
Wh dirup, and invited to rememberrnaple tree ection the sap trickled from a

deaPrtng n cut for sugar purposes in
fa th fruit at the real cause of the
the that it trees is to be found in the

todesceni the unequal pressure ofepared ing sap on the sunny side asee, Whih Wath the shady side of the
19 i its its bark and causes

death ; but we have another reason for
desiring that an experimental farm be
established at once, and it is this. It so
happens that the immigrant entering
Manitoba from the east passes through
but little cultivated land, and hence,
when he arrives at Winnipeg he has
seen but little of the productiveness of
the soil, and is exposed at this point to
all the influences which are in favor of
his settling in Dakota and Montana,
rather than in Manitoba, and it is the
general opinion that if he had, before
his arrival at Winnipeg, passed through
or near a Government tarm in a high
state of cultivation, or if such a farm
could be seen by him say with-
in a couple of hours' drive
of Winnipeg, it would do much
to decide his remaining in Man-
itoba, rather than go south, thus
benefitting that Province, and as a conse-
quence the whole Dominion. It is also
needed for the testing of seed before
planting, the publication of reports upon
new varieties which nay be found suitable
for that climate, and to serve as a point
of distribution for imported and other
seed grains, grasses, roots, and fruits. I
believe that I am expressing the feelings
of my colleagues from Manitoba by
stating that the Experimental Farm is
urgently needed, and I trust the hon-
orable the leader of the House may be
able to assure us, and the people whom
we represent, that the Manitoba Experi-
mental Farm will be at once established.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The question
which my hon. friend puts me, undoubt-
edly refers to a very important matter
and it is now under the consideration of
the Government.

WHITE DIVORCE BILL.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the day having been
called, second reading of Bill (B) " An
Act for the relief of Mary Matilda
White."

HoN. MR. McKINDSEY laid on the
table the certificate of the Clerk of the
House that notice had been posted on
the door of the Senate for fourteen days.
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HON. MR. McKINDSEY moved that
George James Hawkins be called to the
Bar of the House to be sworn and
examined.

The motion was agreed to.

The witness George James Hawkins
having appeared at the Bar of the House,
and being sworn, was examined as
follows

Q. What is your naine, place of residence
and occupation ?

A. George James Hawkins, of the City of
Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, Law
Clerk.

Q. Look at the paper writing now pro-
duced and shown to you, marked " A,"
intituled " An Act for the relief of Mary
Matilda White," and at the paper writing
now produced and shown to you marked
" B," being an Order of the Senate, dated
the 20th day of March, 1888, both writings
being certified by the Clerk of the Senate;
also at the paper writing now produced and
shown to you, marked " C," being a notice
from the Solicitor of Mary Matilda White
that the second reading in the Senate,of the
Bill marked " A," had been postponed from
4th April to 'Iuesday, 10ti April; did you
serve copies of these writings " A" and "B"
with the certificates thereon of the Clerk of
Senate, and of the paper marked " C," upon
any person, and if so, upon whom, and on
what day and date, and at what place ?

A. I served true copies of the writings
now shown to me, marked 'A' and ' B' re-
spectively, with the certificates thereon re-
spectively, of the Clerk of the Senate, and
also a true copy of the paper writing now
produced and shown to me, marked " C,"
upon David Crystal White, in the Bruns-
wick Hotel, at the City of Ottawa, in the
Province of Ontario, upon Friday, the 6th
day of A pril, 1888.

Q. State the particular mode in which
you effected such service ?

A. I served the said copies of the writ-
ings ' A,' ' B' and ' C> on the said David
Crystal White personally, by handing the
saîme to himn and leaving the same with him,
then and there explaining to him person-
ally the purport and exigencies thereof.

Q. Do you know the said David.Crystal
White ?

A. At the time of the said service I
learned that the said David Crystal White
was staying at the Brunswick Hotel,Ottawa,
and I proceeded to said Hotel and I asked
the Hotel Clerk in the said Brunswick
Hotel to point me out the said David
Crystal White, which he did, and I there-
upon asked the person indicated by said
Hotel Clerk as David Crystal White if he
were David Crystal White and lie replied
that lie was.

Q. Is the person David Crystal White

upon whom you served copies of the writing8

marked " A," " B " and "C " respectivelY
the saine David Crystal White who is naie.
in the said writings respectively, and who la
therein st led the husband of the said Mary
Matilda 'hite ?

A. I am informed and verily believe that
lie is the saine person.

Q. Did you compare the said duplica,,
copies of the writings " A," " B " and
with the said writings respectively and a8

certained that they were true copies ?
A. I compared carefully the said copieshe

the writings " A," " B " and " C " with, e
said writings respectively and I ascertaine
that they were true copies.

The witness was directed to withdra.

THE SPEAKER nformed the HoUse
that Mary Matilda White, the Petitioner
in this case, was in attendance below at
the Bar, ready to be examined by the
Senate generally or as to any collusio"
or connivance between the parties tO
tain a separation.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY moved tha t

the examination of the Petitioner in this
matter, as well generally as in regard o
any collusion or connivance between t
parties to obtain a separation, be for the
present dispensed with, but that it be a
instruction to any committee to whon
the Bill upon this subject may be referre
to make such examination.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY moved that
the BIll for the relief of Mary Matilda
White be read the second time.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The Que
tion arises whether there has been su
dent identity of the party from wh
the divorce is sought, with respect terservice of notice. I think that behe
evidence might have been had. e
notice might have been served by sou
person who knew the respondentere
would suppose that in this place, Whe
he is supposed to be well known, dge
person who had a personal know1edt
of him would have been employe t
serve the notic2. The proof does tIo
quite satisfy me, but I do not propose to
object to the second reading of the

The motion was agreed to 0
division.
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the i• MR. McKINDSEY moved that
tee be referred to a Select Commit-
Gowcomposed of the Hon. Messrs.
Macd, McInnes (B. C.), Kaulbach,
C.), Bonald (Midland), Macdonald (B.
to r Oyd,Wark, Sanford, and the mover,

pe ortththeron with al convenient
Papers Power to send for persons,
Paess and records, and examine wit-suese ond oath, and that all persons
In th to appear before the Senate
Com matter appear before the said
have ittee, and that the said Committee
reportereave to employ a shorthand

to avi' MR. GOWAN-I do not desire
c eoid the trouble or responsibility

tee, but with serving on this Commit-
I certainwith my experience of the past
divor C an not desirous to act on a

'fidCe Committee without more certain
like an now exist. I feel that it is
ioong to sea on unknown waters

excuea chart or pilot, and I beg to be

greitob MR. ALMON-I have veryber w ojection to the practice of a mem-
like forsappoins a t' a petitioner in a case
and to cointng the jury to try it,
Port bforect evidence and bring a re-
to adore u s that we are almost bound
ought tI think that such committees
the e appointed by the leader of
cla bse. I do not think that justice
has tegot in a case where the party who
bivohe trial Of it can choose the jury.
forie is probably one of the most

fors aers that can be brought be-
foecths 1louse. It is serious in itsWhoU tt only on the person against
serious e action is brought, but it isdo Uot in its effects on society. I

ly hon.t ppose for a moment that
this case thrt is so wrapt up in
air Jury b e would appoint ans un-

Which a' ut I ask if it were a case in
WOuld the S Pound debt were involved,
. a jury enate be satisfied with a trial

nter d aPpointed by one of the parties
case the ' think not and in this

"pon. 5ame Principle should be acted

1h X Mthe R. McKINDSEY-I think
gentleman fron Halifax has

done me an injustice in placing me in
the position of advocate in this case. I
assert to the House that I do not know
the parties ; I have never known them.
I am not an advocate for the petitioner ;
nor am I opposed to the respondent.
The rules of this House, as I under-
stand them, require that a committee of
this kind, before it is moved for in the
House, shall receive the concurrence
of the Speaker ; and heretofore such
committees have been nominated by the
Speaker of this House, or with his con-
currence. If the hon. gentleman would
state any objection he may have to any
hon. gentleman named on the Com-
mittee, I could understand what he
means. I would be very much pleased
if the hon. gentleman would take
the place of some other member
who refuses to serve on the
Committee. The objection which
the hon. gentleman from Barrie has
raised, that there is no settled principle
whereby these cass can be determined,
is one which, at the present moment,
can scarcely be urged, because my hon.
friend himself is trying to bring forward
and to introduce to this House rules of
a more permanent character to settle
those questions which disturb the minds
of members going on those committees.
Those rules are not yet in operation.
They have not yet passed this House,
and therefore I cannot see why the hon.
gentleman from Barrie, whom we would
have been delighted to have on this
Committee, because he has well dis-
charged the duties of chairman on some
of those committees before-should take
the objection now in the face of resolu-
tions which he has before the House.
I believe that the hon. gentleman should
accept the position and what is now the
law, as he has been placed on this Com-
mittee to assist us until his own rules
become the rules of this House. When
they do, then the matter of selecting
such Committees will be taken out of
the hands of members like myself. I
hope the hon. gentlemen whose narnes
are on this Committee will accept the
position for the present, and when the
new rules are adopted by the House, I
shall be delighted to concur in them.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am one
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of those who have always objected to
Divorce Committees being selected by
members having charge of and promot-
ing Divorce Bills; and probably my hon.
friend might postpone his motion until
he sees whether those new rules would
apply to this case and thereby avoid the
existing difficulty which is present in the
minds of many of us. I, for one, have
said that I would never again sit on a
Committee selected in the way Divorce
Committees are now selected, not that I
consider that in this case my hon. friend
has selected a Committee that would be
objectionable. It is the principle I ob-
ject to. If the hon. gentleman from
Barrie persists in his objection to sitting
on the Committee, I certainly shall per-
sist in my objection; but I hope that
my hon. friend from Milton will postpone
his motion until such time as the new
rules come before the House.

HON. MR. MILLER-He might give
his resolution as a notice of motion.

HON. MR. DICKEY--It is not neces-
sary to move this resolution to-day.
The Bill has been read the second time,
and the question now is how to proceed
with it. I am afraid that if my hon.
friend takes the course of asking for a
Committee now there will be a slight
confusion. If the new rules are adopted,
then we shall have two Committees
running on different lines altogether,
trying two different divorce cases. I
think my hon. friend had better see what
the sense of the House is as regards the
adoption of the new rules, and if they be
adopted they will provide for pending
divorce cases, and after the second read-
ing of his Bill it will go as a matter of
course with all that notice to the Com-
mittee that shall be chosen. If the new
rules should not be adopted, he can
move for a Committee under the existing
rules, and if he cannot get the gentlemen
that are named to serve upon it he can
get a Committee that will be acceptable
to the general sense of the House.

HON. MR. READ-I have had the
honor of carrying several divorce bills
through this House, and it has always
been expected that gentlemen who had
charge of those Bills would consult with

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

the leader of the House as to the personel
of the Committee. I know that I have
consulted with him as regards the naies
to be put on Divorce Committees several
times, and I am not aware whether 111
this instance that course has been adopt-
ed. I thirik the suggestion that the
motion for a Committee for this 131
should be laid over for a day or two is a
very good one. My recollection of the
practice in those cases is that Sir Ale"-
ander Campbell, when leading the HIouse,
always expected to be consulted as tO
the selection of inembers of the Divorce
Committee.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-I think
that question can be easily settled. I see
in the report of the Select Comrmittee
appointed to frame new Rules, Orders and
Forms touching proceedings in divorce,
that the Committee recommend that In
respect of pending proceedings f
divorce the proposed new rules shall, i
so ordered by the Senate, apply to al
such proceedings only from and after
the second reading of the Bill for di'
vorce, but that until such Comlwttee
shall have been appointed, the proceed'
ings in such pending cases shall be con
tinued and thereafter conducted under
and according to the provisions of the
present rule, but in the absence of 4ifY
such order of the Senate all pendinh'
proceedings shall be continued under the
present rules.

Hon. MR. MILLER-There is 0

thing in that to prevent the hon. n'en'
ber from giving the resolution which .he
has proposed to the House as a notice
of motion for a future day. Should the
propositions of the hon. gentleman froIn
Barrie miscarry, then my hon. friend
will be able to move, when he comes to
the day for which his motion is set dowe'
for a select committee, and he will not
lose any time in getting his Bill aga'l
upon the Order Paper.

HoN. MR. McKINDSEY-The jze'
port of the Select Committee on Divorce
may not pass.

HON. MR MILLER-That is wbat
I say, and therefore by giving notice nor
for to-morrow or next day, the
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gentleman would in the meantime knowihether the new rules are adopted, and,if bot, the motion could be moved whenthe Proper time arrived, for the appoint-M f a Select Committee.

Oer MR. McKINDSEY-I would
bothsite H-ouse that the witnesses on
Ottas des of this case are at present in
averwa, and if we delay this matter it isthiniy serious thing to both sides, and IuneWe ought to be allowed to go onuoder the Old rules until the new onesCOMe into force.

1 i0Ne MR. MILLER-If we com-
you e Proceedings under the old rules
the sat go through with them underaercne rules The hon. gentleman is
taking, y in Order in the course he istakirig.

divisi otion was agreed to on a

TILlE GREAT MACKENZIE BASIN.

adlo MR. SCHULTZ moved the
lect on of the second report of the Se-
to tho ttee appointed to inquire as
ying Value of that part of the Dominion

shed north of the Saskatchewan water-
eest'east of the Rocky Mountains and

Great Muackeudson Bay, comprising the
abRenzie Basin-its extent of

of Ag Rivers, Lakes and Sea Coast,
ferieculeural and Pastoral Lands, its

, orests and Mines.
The notion was agreed to.

1FORMS AND PROCEEDINGS IN
DIVORCE.

PoRT 0F CoMMITTEE POSTPONED.

e R. GOWAN moved concur-Special n the Second Report of the
Pointed tmittee of the Senate ap-
and o rame New Rules, Orders

or rns touching proceedings inn arcea for regulating proceedings
Senat. ions for Divorce before the
si e Sa. 1 hhe Sa e have great confidence in

The C oh enlate to adopt this report.
rodttee to whom the subject ofprocedure in divorce was re-
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ferred, recognising its importance devoted
much attention to the proposed rules.
They have been carefully considered
and subjected to a critical ex-
amination in every particular.
Several improvements have been made
in the draft but the general character of
the Senate rules has not been changed.
I am gratified to be able to assure the
Senate that the matter was approached
in a judicial spirit, and I think it will be
seen that the work has been well and
carefully done and within the safe lines
of the rules originally proposed. The
altered procedure may not be all that
some hon. gentlemen would desire.
Certainly no radical changes were de-
signed, but I think it will be found that
important improvements are introduced
and made with such caution that they
should satisfy the public expectation.
Certain leatures in the present practice,
which were strongly condemned, will be
omitted from the new rules. Thus,
instead of appointing a special committee
for each bill, a Committee for the session
will be named by the House, and all
divorce cases during that session will go
before them. Such a body, carefully
selected, must be a valuable aid to the
House, and will, I believe, command
public confidence, and uniform practice
will certainly be promoted under their
auspices. The provision, also, for refer-
ence of all matters, preliminary, formal
and otherwise, now partly dealt
with in the House and partly divided
amongst Committees, will, under the
new rule, go to the Special Committee
on Divorce alone, the direct control of
the House, however, being exercisable
at every stage of each Bill of Divorce.
Other provisions in the new orders,as to
the taking of evidence and the orderly
and proper conduct of inquiries, under
certain and defined rules and principles,
will guard against unsafe latitude or the
possible play of individual feelings or
affections, which never tend to certainty
or uniformity of action or result. These
you will flnd are the mnost important
features in the proposed new rules.
There are some small alterations made,
none of them very important. One in
the respect to shortening the time for
notice. Six months was the time pro-
posed in the original draft and also the
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time mentioned in the original rules.
Having regard to the increased facilities
for communication and circulation of
information, the Committee thought
that three months at thc present day
would be at least as long as six
months at the time the rules were passed.
Another slight alteration was made : un-
der the existing rules the Chairman had
a vote as a member of the Committee,
and had also a double, or a castingvote. It
was thought expedientto change that in
consequence of the reduced number of
the Committee, and in that change also
I agree. These are all the remarks that
I consider its necessary to make. I
believe that the public looks for some
action and judging from the number of
commuications which have appeared in
the press and the number which I have
received myself, the people expect some
improvement in the divorce proceedings.
I believe that the change now proposed
is safe and will be found satisfactory.

HON. MR. ALMON-Should not each
clause be discussed in the House ? It ap-
pears to me that it would be very wrong
to ask us to adopt the report as a whole.
Take, for instance, the first clause : it
does not state whether the Chairman
shall have the casting vote. Are we to
give four persons the whole management
of all the divorce cases ? You have
already passed a resolution allowing
persons to appeal in forma pauperis,
and now, having opened the door for
such cases, you allow four persons to
conduct all these divorce proceedings.
I think this report shculd be taken up
clause by claus?, and very attentively
considered. To take them en bloc is to
force down our throats rules which may
may be very objectionable. I never saw
them before, and have had no me ns of
reading them. I think it would be
better to defer the consideration of the
report until a future day, when we can
understand better what is proposed.

HON. MR. MILLER - I presume
there can be no question at all as to the
propriety of discussing these rules one
by one. We cannot take them en bloc.

HON. MR. READ-I have strong ob-
jections to one of the paragraphs. Clause

" A " says that " Senators not mnembers
of the Committee are not to be excluded
from the sittings of the Comnittee, but
may not speak or take part in the pro-
ceedings before the Committee." NOW
there is nothing like experience in these
matters. A few years ago we had a verY
important Bill called " The Marine
Electric Telegraph's Bill" before us. It
was referred to the Committee on Rail'
ways, Telegraphs and Harbors. After
considering it the Committee agreed tO
report the Bill. A gentleman who had
been watching the Bill, and who sits
very near me to-day, left the city to go
home, considering that the Bill was tO
be reported and would no doubt becomfle
law. I was not a member of the Con"
mittee, but I happened to be passing bY
the Committee room the next day and
seeing the Committee in session walked
in and found them discussing this sane
Bill. I asked for explanations, and
learned that the promoters of the B
were not satisfied with the provision the
Committee had made the day before,
and had succeeded in having the Commiît-
tee called together again to consider the
question. If I had not had an opportu
nity to speak, the Bill would have passed
without an amendment that I desired.
asked for a delay and the result was that
the Bill became the subject of an impor-
tant discussion. By the cry of monOPOy
it was finally carried, but it was a re
served, and finally returned to Canada
with the statement that it was a mOatter
with which Parliament would have t
deal. The next session we had the
measure before us again, and CyrUS
Field and other eminent men were
present during the debate on the subject
Now, if I had not had an opportunity O
speaking on that occasion in the CoU"
mittee the Bill would have been sliPPe
through without the House understal-
ing its nature and without the discussio
.which afterwards took place. There i5
nothing like experience in these matters.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The Par
liament of the country should pause bc
fore making such a radical and sweep
change in regard to our procedure in' deal'
ing with Bills of Divorce. Have no
past decisions of the Senate in all ae
cations for divorce been regarded by the

HON. MR. GOWAN.
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country as just and correct ? Has there which they would not dare to do in the
of an any hostile criticism from the press old country. I have heard of a pro-

PnY Part of the Dominion, of the, de- minent man entering a church in which
with re the Committees of this House he had worshipped 20 years, tearingvo regward to all applications for di- down the Cross of Christ and kicking it
the tirst have come before us since out of the front door in the presence of

has year Of Confederation ? If there the congregatión.
gentlen , it is only proper that the hon.narean should mention from what HON. MR. SMITH-What has that
those dthat hostile criticism came. if to do with this question ?
satisfacecisions had been regarded as
this tory, one naturally asks why at HON. MR. ALEXANDER -Who
our ruInel t commence tinkering with makes that remark?
arnd k Of procedure when we all feel
the onow, and it is the sentiment of HON. MR. SMITH-I do.
that thurts and barristers of the country,
regarere Will be a general demand for a HON. MR. ALEXANDER- How
tiule? divorce court in a very short could I have any confidence in a man
to ccepTh is House is generally disposed who, knowing the words of his Saviour,
Of itse o ssible, the report of one could as the Jews did, seize the Cross of
thing tommittees, and I feel it a delicate Christ and kick it out of the door of the

ittee criticise a report of this Com- church ? Who could have any confidence
had nt d would hesitate to do so if I in the judgment of such a man ?
course t doubts as to the wisdom of the
couale o ey recommend. My own indi- HON. MR. SMITH-Who did that?
Court Opinion is that until a Divorce

1 such as that which exists HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The hon.
copentIand composed of three gentleman has no right to interrupt me in
nient, k judges selected by the Govern- this manner. With reference to the re-
judg own to be men of mature port of the Committee, I would call at-

ifnds fr, Possessing highly impartial tention to the sixth line which provides
unti a d.voe rm all mental infirmities; that " the Committee, unless it be other-
's.by law court of such a character wise ordered by the ,Senate, shall meet
Wiser ad established it may perhaps be on the next sitting day after their ap-
with our safer to go on a little longer pointment and choose their chairman,
had l proceedure, such as we have and foui of the Senators on such Com-
criticis which has evoked no hostile mittee, shall constitute a quorum." A
hOld i ' The House knows that I majority of four or five, with such a man
bers of the highest estimation the mem- for chairman, shall constitute a judicial
think th Dominion Senate. I do not body to decide the most important cases

that a body of men of better of divorce. In England, three honored
heart and qualities of head and judges of the Bench, such as the late
had eld be found, and if the people Judge Moss and Judge Harrison, or .the
they ected the members of this House present honored judges of our Bench,ihproud be all right. The only are appointed to discharge these duties,
that th ents that I would suggest is but that is a very different thing from
adopted Principle of election should be taking four members of the Canadianits d ad that the House should elect Senate, to discharge such fuictions.
state ofSeaker We have a curious If I had the selection of them,
state of Society in this colony - a I could select four men, or ten

o% the Society which men coming men, in this Senate with whom such
tiles cnId Country, as I do, some- questions would be perfectly safe, be-
'lien cannot understand. There are cause I know them to be men of sound
have doUPYing prominent positions who minds. A selfish ambition to serve,lance oe what the world in vulgar par- must have inspired this report, which

enhve d call " queer things." Such the House cannot adopt in the present
one things in this country shape. As the hon. member from
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Belleville has already pointed out it is
proposed also to prevent Senators, who
are not members of the Divorce Com-
mittee, from speaking at its meetings.
I wonder how the hon. member from
Lunenburg who is an eminent barrister,
could have allowed such a thing to be
inserted in the report. I beg to move
that the further consideration of this re-
port be not now proceeded with, but that
it be postponed until the second week of
the next session of the Dominion Parlia-
ment.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
intend to discuss the general features of
these resolutions. If the sense of the
House should be to take them in detail
I have no objection. But we are asked
to go further and to stultify the action of
the Senate. The House considered it
advisable that the Committee should be
appointed. The Committee have met
and considered this subject and sub-
mitted their report. It seems to me the
only question before us now, is whether
we shall discuss the rules clause by
clause, or as a whole. I am prepared to
adopt either course. The absolute and
direct control of ail the proceedings of
that Committee is with the Senate. It
cannot move without the approval of
the House. Theretore I do not see the
harm which my hon. friends perceive in
the first clause. I do not think the
Committee would debar any member of
the House, who might be present at its
meetings, frorn speaking, if he thought it
advisable to do so.

HON. MR. READ-The clause ex-
pressly says that none but members of
the Committee shall have a right to speak.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
see that any such action would be taken
by the Committee. The fact of having
the power to do so might save the Com-
mittee from being delayed or hindered
unnecessarily in their proceedings.

HON. MR. ALMON-The hon. niem-
ber has surely not read the clauses which
have been reported. The words of the
first clause are, " but may not speak or
take part in the proceedings before the
Committee." I think it is an insult to

the members of this House and al
interference with their inherent rights.

HON, MR. READ-A member of the
House might be present, and at an ifl'
portant point in the examination of a
witness might wish to have some neces-
sary explanation made.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-He could
suggest the question to a member of the
Committee.

HON. MR. MILLER-My own pos'
tion in relation to this question is wel
understood by the House. I do 'ot
think I should give any serious opposition
to the clauses. There may be one or
two points to which I would take exceP'
tion, but on the whole, I do not
undervalue the labors of the Comnittee
and the results that flow from thenl"
but what I desire is that the rights of the
House should not be completely usurpe d
by the Committee to the extent o
compelling us to swallow the Wh.le
report of the Committee without examn"'
ing it clause by clause. The report
recommends that certain rules, orders
and forms of proceedure to the Senate.
To accept these en bloc would be to
adopt a proceeding which has never been
followed in this or any legislative bod!J
before. The rules of the House are o
the most important character and conse-
quence and are never adopted except
after a most critical discussion and study'
These rules which have been reported.to
us may in some particulars require
amendment. They may be good on the
whole; I am rather inclined to thiin
that they are, but they may in some
particulars require amendment. Som
hon. gentlemen may consider that o1e
requires amendment, others may thIlk
that some other could be improveue
and if you attempt to pass thef
as a whole you may combine ai
forces and defeat the report, whereas i
they are taken up clause by clause'0
they should be, the opposition would lot
be of a very serious character, and the
rules would be got through, as the
should be, formally and solennly-'M
cause it is a most solemn proceedin1g,
so important a matter as divorce. I h0P-
the hon. member who has charge of the

HON MR. ALEXANDER.
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atter will take the course which is
that a Pursued in cases of this kind-
sidere to move that these rules be con-
shall fe Clause by clause. Otherwise I
f th kiit My duty to move a resolution

t •MR. GOWAN-I am entirely inthehands of the House, and I am de-
Would oblly of taking the course which
vlews o e fair and considerate to the
this Chase of the leading members ofdeavor er. From the first I en-ered to place in detail before the
for the full view of the matter, and
stanceat purpose I had, at my own in-

Sne prtde original rules introduced by
the Ireo. I recognize at the same time

Sfrce of the remarks of my hon. friend
to hod, and I am quite willing
Wit rlent to the course that he suggests.
h freard to what has fallen from my

ay bend from the Quinte division, I
aY quie wrong in the view I take: if so, I
sitjor ilg to recede from the po-
tlittee I hen I moved for this Com-
tors, th rerarked that at present Sena-
C otgh not members of a Divorce
the ç 0 t* rnay speak at a meeting of
tveryone ,ttee, apd I further said that
tigation "ho is faniliar with the inves-
business facts and the conduct of
againt tknows how this may militate
a stmat discovery of truth in the ex-
th ron of a witness, as also against
9uiry r and regular conduct of an in-
one, w, that rule I thought a good
won the altered form. I may be
with t e do not desire to interfere
ilttuse rights of any member of this
a diore he conduct of the enquiry in
trial, adc Case very much resembles a
ertain the Committee may adopt anerfere course of proceeding. It might
ifa in seriously with their proceedings
emer of er of the House, not a

à to .f the Committee, is allow-
ýust at Interpolate with a question
Iquiry a particular time of the

that ru'e Biut I am not at all wedded to
it if theand I do not desire to retainthe io Ouse, or any large number inan 9uitse, think unfavorably of it. Iout it dWihhing that that should be leftacter Of te ot affect the general char-
that I therules It relates to a matter

t important, but I may be

wrong in considering it so. If the sense
of the House is for it, I would be very
willing to withdraw the broad motion
which I made for the general adoption
of the rules, and move instead that the
rules be considered seriatim, so that the
House might pass on each one. I be-
lieve on former occasions the rules were
adopted en bloc. They were prepared
by the Speaker and submitted and
adopted as a whole, but, perhaps, as the
hon, member from Richmond suggests it
would be better to propose the rules one
by one, so that each may be discussed
upon its merits. I believe that the new
procedure would be a great irnprovement
on the present one, but if the House
think otherwise I am willing to submit
with due respect to their view. I trust
the subject will not be dismissed without,
at all events, fair and reasonable consid.
eration.

HON. MR. MILLER-I rise to a
question of order. The motion of the
hon. gentleman from Woodstock is before
the House, and I think we had better
decide that ; it is in the way, and then
my hon. friend will be at liberty to take
any course that he thinks proper.

THE SPEAKER-The question be-
fore the House is the amendment of the
hon. gentleman from Woodstock that the
further consideration of this report be
not now proceeded with, but that it be
postponed until the second week of the
next session of the Dominion Parliament.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-I do not
purpose occupying the time of the House
to any extent, but it seenis to me that
unless there is manifest cause, the rules
of the H ouse should not be interfered
with or changed. For my part, either
through the press or otherwise,-I have
heard no complaint made against the
system of procedure in the Senate in the
past, and 1 know this that that system
has minimized the number of divorce
cases-that the procedure now pro-
posed is better calculated to facilitate
divorce and divorce cases than the sys-
tem that has hitherto prevailed. The
very fact of bringing the parties before
the bar of this House and examining
them in the solemn manner in which

. .
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they are examined, has a most deteirent
effect upon applicants for divorce. The
change draws away from the House that
feature. It takes it to a Committee.
The moment persons who wish to obtain
divorce feel that they can go into a
Committee room, hidden away from the
public gaze, and give their evidence with
closed doors, it will tend to increase the
number of applications for dissolution of
the marriage tie. Those hon. gentlemen
who believe that it is for the benefit of
society, for the benefit of the family tie,
for the benefit of the country, may well
vote for a procedure stuch as the one now
proposed ; but men who believe that
divorce should be kept down and mini-
fied as much as possible will be
committing an error in voting for
the report moved by my hon. friend.
It is nothing more or less than the
creation of a Court within the Senate.
It is an Impeuium in imperio. That is
what this procedure will produce. I
have yet to learn that hon. gentlemen of
this Senate, while tolerating divorce, and
while endeavouring to deal with cases of
great hardship, would give a vote or
perform an act that would increase the
number of divorces in this country or
weaken in any manner the sacred
character of the marriage tie. Every-
thing is done in this proposed procedure
to increase the number. Notice is
shortened. As it has often been said, a
couple may disagree to-day. You give
them under our existing rules six months
notice before they could come before
this House. In that period their
wrath has time to cool, and
that which at one time was matter
irreconcilable between them ceases
to be so. Time assauges and cools their
passion, and enables them to continue to
live with one another. That is the state
of things as they now exist. Has there
been anyoutcrythroughout the Dominion
for increased facilities for divorce ? Let
any man put the question to himself. If
there has not been, why not let the
system we have had in the past govern ? I
repeat, that the solemn manner of bring-
ing a witness to the bar of this House
and system of examination is deterrent
in its effect. The moment you do away
with that solemnity of procedure in the
House, and take it between the walls

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE.

of a Committee room you destroy its
deterrent effect, in my humble judment ,
and I submit with the greatest possible
deference that we should do nothilg
whatever tending to increase the number
of applications for divorce. I, on that
ground, purposed taking no part in tre
discussion of the clauses of the propose.d
procedure, because if there are in this
House hon. gentlemen who want to
facilitate divorce, I believe that the
system promulgated by ny hon. friend
is better calculated for their purposes
than our rules as they stand at present.

HON. MR. POIRIER-I am sorry
we are called upon to form new rules 'l1
matters of divorce. I would miuch
rather be called upon to sign a petitiOn
to the Imperial Parliament to amend our
Constitution and the Federal Act so that
courts of divorce should be created In
the different Provinces instead of creat
ing a Court of Divorce withi0

the Senate. There are many reasoni
why a court of divorce should be institut'
ed to deal with questions which, in
many aspects, should not be left for iS
to decide. In the first case, if it is sirPly
a question of civil contract between the
parties, as the majority of this House
and the majority of the country believes
why not leave it to the tribunal
of each Province, as they are
the Provinces of New Brunswick ea
Nova Scotia ? If, as the minority Of this
House and the minority of the country
believe, marriage is a sacrament, theO
the minority ought not to be called UPLoP0
Session after Session to decide upOI .
point of law which for us Catholiis
already decided by the highest tribUn
to which we can appeal and which ha
declared that " whom God hath jo,l e
together let no man put asunder.
take the view of my hon. friend fr1o
Erie, and shall never be willing that the
step now proposed by the hon gentle ea
from Barrie, which willi facilita'
divorces in this country, sheÀe
be adopted. From what I gathere
from the debate the idea of the hon. go
tleman was to check or prevent divorces
but I am sorry to say that the effects o
the procedure will be the very OpPOs1c
There are several points in these resOlu
tions to which I am opposed-that, for
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ap o reducing the time of notice
diretsix to three months. Is that not
Othery facitating divorce ? There are
stance pointsto which I object, for in-

u the dealing with a question, which
co t Paramount importance, by abettee the majority of which shall
Portanre. If the question is of such im-

itteece as we believe it to be, a com-
rajrit Of three (which would be the
on oth y) is too little, and the restriction
or Oer members Who may have reasons
udgrpposmg divorce, in my humble

ittee -nt, should not exist. If the com-
nfay hiso srall, other members who
ought tave reasons to oppose divorce,arnd nOt abe free to express those reasons,
be left totow so important a question to
dividu to the decision of two or three in-

ais from whose jurisdiction there is
lo aPe . There is an appeal to this
kno 'f You like, but hon. gentlemen
Of comn tthe House deals with reports
divorcMttees-especially in the case of
Who bei The mIajority of this House,
very serleve im divorce, unless there are
they dous reasons, the details of which
haps ha not know half the time, or per-
Rev e flot heard, will vote for the

embe the Committee ; while other
this djr of the House are placed inSilOemnfa tba1 part inatat we should by right take
cause Wheany question of divorce, be-
Ylajority en ahquestion of law-and the
asoet' oftbis country as I have said
ee t to be a question of law-has

Of the lcded by the highest tribunal of
ferior and, the Privy Council, the in-d Couts have not the right tobehee it eve in particulars which theyore ould make it better and much
Ohis teptable. For us Roman Cath-the igh question is already decided byappeal, anst tribunal to which we canany prtad wWe are not supposed to take
'herefor Whatever in the procedure.
thus pr to have this question
Seriate r-îently brought before the
the 0 fnot desirable, and on
is nt er hand it certainly

ean gO desirable to facilitate thewhen rfor parties to set aside marriages,
ard diY Often both parties are guilty,
sacred. 1SSIve a tie so solemn and so
Port f thishal therefore oppose the re-

Portof "s ommrittee.

The house divided on the amendment
which was lost on the following division:

CONTENTS:

Alexander,
Almon,
Bellerose,
Bolduc,
Boyd,
Casgraii,
Chaflers,
DeBlois,
Girard,
Guévremont,

Abbott,
Allan (Speaker),
Archibald,
Clemow,
Cochrane,
Dickey,
Ferrier,
Gowan,
Havthorne..
Howlan,
Kaulbach,
Lewin,
McCallum,
McInnes (B.C.),
McKay,
McKindsey,

Hon. Messrs.
Leonard,
McClelan,
McDonald (C. B.),
O'Donohoe,
Pâquet,
Poirier,
Power,
Read,
Ross (de la Duran-

taye).-19.

NoN-CONTENTS :

on. Messrs.
McMillan,
Macdonald(Midland),
Macdonald (B. C.),
Macfarlane,
Merner,
Odell,
Ogilvie,
San ford,
Snith,
Stevens,
Sullivan,
Sutherland,
Turner,
Vidal,
Wark.-31.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved that the
debate be adjourned, and that it do
stand the first order of the day for to-
morrow.

The motion-was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (27) " An Act to incorporate the
Bronsons & Weston Lumber Company."
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (42), "An Act to incorporate the
Pontiac and Renfrew Railway Company."
-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (64), "An Act to incorporate the
Chatham Junction Railway Company."
-(Mr. Lewin.)

Bill (63), "An Act to amend the Act
relating to the Wood Mountain and Qu'-
Appelle Railway Company." - (Mr.
McClelan.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock,
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, April rth, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-Before the Orders of the day are called
I wish to make a statement on a question
of privilege upon a matter which it will
be found has already occupied too much
of the attention of this House. When
the hon. Senator from Woodstock the
other day, saw fit to make an attack
against the City of Toronto and the
gentleman who fills its civic chair, I rose
to refute the statements which he made.
The Mayor of the City, feeling justly in-
dignant at the way in which the matter
had been reported, sent down for full
particulars of the remarks which had
been made. The hon. Senator
from Woodstock rose to reply,
on a subsequent day or, rather, to
make explanations ; but really never
touched the matter to which exception
was taken. The fact is that the entire
remarks which called forth mine have
been eliminated from the official report,
and the question arises to what extent
the words of hon. gentlemen become the
property of this House when they have
been used in Debate, and when they
tend to make everything that is sàid by
those who answer them to amount to
nothing short of nonsense. I say that
the remarks of the hon. gentleman touch-
ing the civic magistrate of Toronto have
been eliminated, whether by his own act
or by his instructions, of course I cannot
tell ; but the result is seen in the follow-
ing extract from a Toronto paper which
shows the impression which it has created
there -

It wili be seen that Senator Macdonald
misapprehended Senator A lexander,and thàt
the latter gentleman failed to catch the im-
port of Senator Macdonald's conments in
YeDly to hirn. It is little wonder, therefore,
that the reporters who are so unfavorably
placed should be led into error. In justice
to the reporter, it should be said that Mr.
Macdonald's renarks were misapprehended

by others besides the members of the pres .
However, this opportunity of setting every
thing right is gladly taken advantage of,

The effect of this remark is, of course4
to set everybody wrong, and while I have
great sympathy for the reporters of the
press, who, in a building like ours,where
the acoustics are so bad, may occa
sionally fall into error, I am at a loss to
understand how any gentleman on the
floor of the House who can hear shodi
have failed to hear my remarks, ald
having heard me, should have failed
understand what I said. The point
wish to make is this : that the hoe
Senator did make an attack upon the
gentleman occupying the civic chair 'Il
the City of Toronto, and that the re'
marks that I made were in refutation o
his statement. I wish to say nothing
more.

PROCEEDINGS IN DIVORCE

DEBATE CONCLUDED.

The order of the day having bee-
called-

Resuming adjourned Debate on the I1"l
Mr. Gowan s motion for the adoption Of t
Second Report of the Special Committee O
the Senate appointed to frane New e
Orders and Forms touching proceedincgs 11
Divorce, and for regulating proceedings
applications for Divorce before the Sena2te_

HON. MR. VIDAL said-In risinlg to
resume the discussion of this question
which occupied our attention yesterd,'Y
I desire to announce my intention, be
fore I resume my seat, of moving an
amendment to the motion which is loe
before the House, to the effect that the
report, instead of being adopted as t
proposes, be committed to a Commutte-
of the Whole House. I am satisfie
that there is an entire misapprehenlsiOn
of the design and wish of the mrembeO
of the Committee on the part of ay
hon. gentleman who supposes for e
moment that that Committee desre
their report to be accepted as a whol
without discussing its details. 'r he
Committee, composed as it is in lart
measure of some of the most eflineît'
distinguished and practical lawyers d
this House is, in my judgment, entithei
to great consideration in criticising their
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report.
est stan Six legal gentlemen of the high-
uestIdiong, and whose views upon a

greastn of this kind are entitled to very
that Cweight in this Chamber, were on
them ammittee. Those associated withrent an laymen are men of sound judg-

iews ahI experience, and concur in the
the wholc are advanced by them, and
unani eo Committee was tolerably
no subous in agreeing on the report as
Of cou mitted to the House. I admit
there se, that on some of the details
they ea a divergence of opinion, and
but wre carried by the majority vote ;
the fult hey were adopted it was with
would bnowledge that an opportunity
clause b e given to discuss the report
Cornn.i Y clausé, and any member of the
views ttee who thought his over-ruled
tunity "re correct would have art oppor-
I fWas f pressing them in the House.
the On One of the clauses, in
1 stanc tiority myself. I objected for
Posed C the small number of the pro-
decisio ommittee. I submitted to the
When th es my colleagues, knowing that
for Consud Ject came before the House
tou h eration, I and others who
Culty in e, would have no diffi-
as to hettIng tbe sense of the House

ivorceC er the n umber composing the
or niot._ ommrittee should be increased
the o on. gentlemen well know thate or in this matter, the hon. gentle-

o o h Barrie, the hon. gentleman
An, therst the leader of the Govern-

the Seie bon. nember from Lunenburg,
. entii mienber for Halifax, and the

this 0 ean from Rockwood were on
Houe hrnittee, and others in whom the
deonce bas generally expressed confi-w were associated with them, yet

ue presented their report to the
deal wit at was the proposal made to
ae 0 tosed tSome hon. gentlemen whoOs. wo to this report are amongst
on the 2 usuaIy urge most strenuously
reports of use the obligation to adopt the
tee, haVin orittees ; yet this Commit-

tenti iven the greatest possible
grea t this subject, having taken

thîch the Pains to present a scheme
to the li thought would be acceptable
itted, whate, when their report is pre-be? o WCon iS proposed to be done withe 'ro flnSider it in order that it mayme in detail ? No, but to

give it no consideration at all - to
inform those gentlemen who were select-
ed to consider this matter, that the result
of their labor was of no value, that it
should be postponed for twelve months,
or, in other words, thrown out altogether.
Is that the treatment which this House
is disposed to accord to the labors of the
Committee, to reject their report without
examination ? I do rejoice that the
House, by the decisive vote which was
given yesterday on the motion of the
hon. gentleman from Woodstock, showed
conclusively that it was not disposed to
adopt any such plan as that suggested by
that hon. gentleman. I was somewhat
surprised at the position taken by several
hon. members of this question, but while
"surprised," may properly characterize
my feelings on the action of some hon.
gentlemen, it is too weak an expression
when applied to the position taken by
the senior member from Halifax who had
been with us on the Committee, and had
agreed to the very principle that was the
foundation of all our wurk, now stand-
ing up and supporting the proposal,
that the work of that Committee
should be all disregarded and thrown to
the winds. His action appears to me to
be utterly inexplicable. While very scant
courtesy was thus endeavored to be
shown to us, it is gratifying that the
House has sustained the Committee so
far, and affirms that the report is worthy
of consideration. I can assure the House
that the Committee is not only perfectly
willing, but desirous that such amend-
ments shall be made as the House may
deem advisable to any of those proposed
rules ; there is no desire on the part,
of the chairman or on the part of any
member of the Committee that these
Rules shall be adopted without full
discussion. That hon. gentleman is as
desirous as any of us that the Rules
shall be well and wisely considered and
framed. We recognise the importance
of these Rules. It is not like an action
that will be but temporary in its effects ;
it is something to be lasting, and to be
our guide for years, and it is therefore
all the more important that every item
should be thoroughly discussed in oider
that the best solution may be arrived at.
I consider that the very decisive vote
which was given here yesterday settles
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what might be called the " principle " of
this matter. If itwerea Bill,in place of the
"Report," I should say it was equivalent to
its passing the second reading-that the
principle is admitted, that our Rules
will be the better for being changed and
improved as proposed by this Commit-
tee. That point, then, I consider as
settled, and no longer open for discus-
sion. The essential principle of the
proposal is the change from submitting
these Bills to Special Committees to a
Standing Committee. That principle
has already found favor very largely in
this House. A number of hon. gentle-
men who have spoken have pointed out
the impropriety, if I may use the term
-certainly the inexpediency-of allow-
ing a member in charge of a Divorce
Bill to select his own judge and his own
jury in disposing of that Bill. It is
quite true that, like the hon. gentleman
from Milton, many a member having
charge of a Divorce Bill, can say he
does not know the parties interested-
that they are strangers to him, and he
merely takes charge of the Bill
as a public duty as it passes
through the House. But does not every
hon. gentleman know that taking charge
of a Bill gives him a kind of interest in
it whether the nember knows the parties
or not ; consequently the object an hon.
gentleman having such a Bill in charg
would naturally be not so much to arrive
at what is a just and proper decision o
the question, as to be successful in car
rying through the Bill which he ha!
taken in charge. The impropriety o
allowing a person to thus select his owr
judge and jury has been commente(
upon in this Houseon previous occasions
and generally admitted. I may add tha
the proposed change meets with the ap
proval not only of hon. gentlemen o
this House but throughout the countr,
generally; I know, from having seei
them, that the hon. gentleman fron
Barrie has received letters of highes
commendation, from gentlemen occupy
ing important positions throughout th
Dominion.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The
did not know what the Report would be

HON. MR. VIDAL-They knew pe

HON. MR. VIDAL.

fectly well that the hon. gentleman fro"
Barrie was proposing this essential change'
that Divorce Bills instead of being re-
ferred to a select committee chosen bY
the member in charge of such bi
should be submitted to a general
Standing Divorce Committee, who wou
have charge of all divorce billsan
matters and who could not possib Y
be influenced in the same way that
a private individual who had charge
of a bill might be. The proposal neets
with very wide and very extensive ap-
proval. Many objections have been ad
vanced against the adoption of thos
rules. I may now take notice of a fe«
of them. It is alleged, in the first place
-and it would be a fatal objectiln
there were any truth in it-that the noeq
rules will facilitate the obtaining of d
vorce. Nothing can be further fro' the
intention of the parties who have framlie
those rules than to afford any facilityfor
getting divorce, more than is absolUtelY
necessary. I question if any of n'
Roman Catholic friends have stronge
objections to granting divorce thanha
have, but this duty has been by the
Constitution assigned to the Senatej
and while many of us would be g
to leave such matters to a court O
divorce, we are compelled by our cOnlstî
tution to be judges in these nattes'
While then, it is indisputably our duty
to consider and deal with these questO 5'

f we should endeavor to faithfully ih
- charge our obligations, and do it in er.
s most satisfactory manner in our pog
f So far from affording facility for divorce
n I think the tendency of the new rules hs
d in the opposite direction. I think the
, remarks of the hon. gentleman frOht
t Barrie, on first introducing them, oug
- to satisfy every member of this plou
f that his views at any rate are not ata
y favorable to affording facilites for gettirse
i divorce ; he expressed himself as avet e

to granting it except in cases where it is
t very clearly proved that arties wer

absolutely entitled to it. These rule
e are intended to prevent divorces

too easily obtained. Under our Pres
system it is obvious that certain influencet

y may be brought to bear upon a com
tee selected by the gentleman promotou0

the bill, that may in some sense lea
r- the granting of divorce where a n
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Sand judicial enquiry into all the i
ead uances connected with it would e

N to an oPPosite decision. V
as is i a co lmittee be formed such d
Inattero proposed, to whom these
likely t Wii be referred, they are not t
siderat e influenced by any other con- c

herton than that of ascertainingbhethe r the circumstances brought
divore temn are sufficient to warrant adfvorc being granted. Instead of t
tionalrob facilties, it is putting an addi- t
divorcebstruction in the way of obtaining
Iiake e-at any rate, it is tending to t
fully e action of this House more
rinciounded on just and proper
'lcPes than under our old rules. i

has be objection was made that there
Sented en no demand, no petition pre-
eating, and nothing in the press indi-
wonder i desire for this change. I
Us r tf there is anything to sui prise
the ht Ishould like to know from
Who rsgentleman from Woodstock,
say tht this objection, if he is able to
knowta any person outside of this House
cares anything of its divorce rules, or
are anything about them ? The public
the Ot aware of or interested in
these ich guide us in deciding
the geieupons. All they know is by
"'gs in th report made of the proceed-

Ihich House and the result at
Ous re 'arives. A great many invidi-
body buks are made respecting this
ss but as a matter of fact the deci-

thats hae have arrived at on the cases
have Met cone before us in the past
count Witht general approval in the
What prthincought they do not know on
reacntiple or under what rules wetior- therun Ihthat h I h Id then, that the objec-
side for is no demand from out-
has an irmprovement in our rules
for a Weght Where does the demand
selves ange corne from ? From our-
e ogagedn gentlemen who have been
have On those cases for years and
rules, anertained the weak points in our
u provd now where they should be

this shoud How rnuch better a source
orn ousl be considered, as coming

S'de sent. ves, than that from an our-
ku snti rnent amongst people who
abou rot.ig of the rules they speakthe Iop hoid then that the origin ofProposa is such as to entitle

t to the very careful consid-
ration of this House from members
who have seen the defects of our proce-
ure and are anxious to remove them.
Another objection that was urged was
hat the proposal to do away with some
f the formalities connected with the
present management of divorce cases
vas likely to hava a very serious effect-
laiming that it was such a very solemn
hing for a person to be brought before
he Bar of the Senate-that it deterred
people from seeking divorce. Who is it
hat appears before the Bar oftheSenate?
It is generally a law student, and I do
not think that any lawyer's clerk appear-
ng before us is very much impressed
with the solemnity of his position, or that
we are very mnuch impressed with the
the solemnity of the questions that are put
to him. I am at a loss to see where the
solemnity comes in. Nothing, in my
opinion, is more farcical than
the proceedings which take place
when we have a person called to
the bar to give evidence as to the service
of notice-the running backwards and for-
wards of the Clerk with the questions,
and asking by the Speaker if the
question can be put-all this
having really no bearing on
the merits of the case, and certainly no
influence upon the applicant. Proof
that the notice has been properly served
can be just as efficiently and as properly
made before the Committee, without
taking up the time, and going through
those formalities at the Bar of the House
which must appear almost ludicrous to
outsiders. Some of the changes which
are to be made in the Rules will be more
properly discussed in Committee. The
change proposed to be made as to the
time for which the notice shall be given,
from six months to three was made in
the Committee, and was not in the re-
solutions as first introduced by the hon.
gentleman from Barrie,which shows how
clearly exempt he is from any blame with
reference to that change. Then as to
the number of the standing committee,I
have already said that it was one of the
rules where I as a member of the
Committee proposed that the number
should be changed fron seven to nine.
I felt then the weight of the objection
now raised here, that a quorum of three
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members would be too small a number
to decide those cases, and tried to have
it made larger ; but the Committee's
decision would of course be subject to
the approval of the House. It would be
very different from the finding of a
judge or Court which would be final.
I thought myself that a committee of this
kind, in order to secure a quorum, should
consist of nine, and that five would make
a quorum, but the majortty of the Com-
mittee were against me, and I made no
objection, but let it go. Then, as to the
restriction of speaking, I am not sure
about the propriety of it, but there is
something that deserves consideration
before we make a change. Of course,
all these things are subject to revision,
and whatever the House thinks best, I
am quite sure will be perfectly satisfac-
tory to my hon. friend who has proposed
these new rules. When we remember
that the proceedings are quasi-judicial,
there seems akind ofimpropriety in allow-
ing a person to speak in the room where
a particular kind of examination of a
witness is being cariied out with a view
to eliciting certain facts,who has not been
present at any of the prior proceedings of
the Committee and interject questions or
remarks calculated entirely to disturb
and disarrange the ideas of those who
are endeavoring to obtain a proper know-
ledge of the facts of the case,by the exam-
ination of the witness. I do not see,myself,
what can be really obtained by any
member not a member of the
Committee having the liberty to
speak in the Committee. I cannot
conceive of any object at all to be gained
by it. Of course if he has any testimony
to give he can be there as a witness, so
it is not depriving him of the privilege of
giving evidence for the guidance ot the
Committee. It is merely depriving him
of the opportunity of speaking, perhaps
on irrelevant subjects, in a way to dis-
turb the proceedings of the Committee,
and I can see very little objection to
retaining it as it is. At the same tine,
it is not a point of any great importance,
and if the majority of the House think
such a restriction undesirable, there can
be no objection to making a change. I
move that the report be committed to a
Committee of the whole HousE
presently.

HON. MR. VIDAL.

HON. MR. GOWAN-I desire to say
a word or two on this subject. I think
the House will see that from the first,
now and always, I have been excee,
ingly anxious that every portion of this
scheme should be discussed in all its
details. I have courted inquiry in order
that inquiry might be facilitated 1
divided the object into distinct para
graphs. I had the rules printed and a
reference in each paragraph of n'Y
speech was directel to them so that
every member of the House would have
every facility in studying each the rules
If from want of knowledge of the rule
of this House I moved, as I understoO8
was the usual course, that the report be
adopted, I had no desire-on the Con'
trary my strong feeling was to cOud
inquiry-that any gentleman who had
anything to say on the subject should bc
repressed or interfered with. When "y

(hon. friend from Richmond suggested
that the malter should be entered into
in detail and each particular paragraPh
put to the House seriatin I at once
recognized the value of the suggestiofl
and assented to it, and all that mY hol
friend from Sarnia has just now sad
with respect to my strong desire that
every member of this House shoud
thoroughly understand in all the details
the scheme that has been submitted, 1
entirely endorse. I have no ulterioV
object. I desire to be of use
respect of matters that I knot
something about. My experience o1t'
side of the House and in the Commfittees
of the Senate have suggeted it, andds
have certainly gone upon safe groundr
I may remark that it has been said there
has been no public expression in resPect
to the desirability of the proposed cbangej
I might, and at one time did inten
to trouble the House with quotations,
which are very voluminous in respect to

- this matter. Commencing, I think,b i
, July or August, and going on up to the

time that the House was called I in
self fell in with some forty or fifty itehat
which I cut out, all going to show the
dissatisfaction existed with regard to the
working of the proceedings here, and
while there was a difference of opiniof a
to a remedy, all agreed that sone rele
edy was necessary. I did not troublethe House to read these, but I heve
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themn her
ther t ere, and I will be happy to show
lin to any gentleman who is not wil-
Since t ake my statement on the subject.

loute matter was mentioned in the
all the subject hs been very gener-

po 'stussed in the press and the
eral aptiov has met with gen-
tnean approval from all quarters-I

Public appproval. In addition
tinguishave heard from a great many

o Wiued men of the country whose
eveions would commend themselves to

ner one who knows them. All with
chnvgeice speak in favor of the proposed
than I. ome would desire to go further
it II oposed and further than I think

at o e safe or prudent to go, but all
changere sPeak in favor of the proposed
Cthe • I mTay mention some of them
Jisti very Rev. Principal Grant, Chief
I'ice Wilson' Hon. Sir William
Sith , Dr. Smith of Galt, Goldwin
r1oder Judge Rose, Dr. Fraser, late
f theator of the Synod and a number

countr mOst distinguished men in theet have addressed me on the sub-Ject ryi
that is In strong approval of the change
or two proposed With regard to one
n1ade .f the po ts of change that were
origina the Committee, I myself had
but th etained the six months notice,
and stlommittee on what I thought

think sufficient grounds consi-
rprese t bree months would now
tijne the t ix months at the
assented rules were passed. I
that t with the others to the change
"n'br proposed. With regard to thereflectnhthe Committee, I think on

betterth at Possibly nine would bethiks an seven Whatever the House
0n confoper i will be willing to accept.

friends, y g with one or two of myfean i haveh have had more experience
an1o ave ad, it was thought to be anshould not . number in case there

ance. itbe constantly a full attend-
neMber oitheregard to excluding any1 the proc e Senate from takirig partbod thsedngs I never thought of it

platin as-the Inconvenience of inter
s-exa a particular moment in ati 'not ata t ion that was going on, butthat dieti at wedded to the change in

altera rI nand I arn quite willing, so
eration thoncerned, to assent to the

20 at My hon. friend from

Quinte (Mr. Read) suggests. I am
willing that the matter shall remain
precisely as it is now and that every
member of the Senate shall have the
same right to be present at the Commit-
tee that he has now, trusting to his good
judgment not to interfere at a critical
time in cross examinations. I have taken
some pains with this matter and am only
anxious that our rules shall be improved
and upon safe grounds. I bespeak for
this work of this Committee
a fair and candid consideration, a con-
sideration such as I think it is fairly en-
titled to, having regaid to the composi-
tion of the Committee, and a considera-
tion that will be without favor, partiality
or prejudice.

HON. MR. POWER--The hon. mem-
ber from Sarnia, in moving the resolution
which is now before the House, took oc-
casion to refer to the vote which I gave
yesterday. I doubt the propriety of the
reference : I doubt his right to refer in
terms of condemnation to any vote given
at a previous sitting of the House by
any member. I pass that by. If I
caught the hon. gentleman's language
correctly he said he was surprised that
any member should vote as the minority
voted yesterday.

HON. MR. VIDAL-You did not
catch it correctly, I did not say that.

HON. MR. POWER-He said that
his feeling as to the vote given by me a
member of the Committee was indescrib-
able. In order that the hon. gentleman
should not go into the Committee suffer-
ing from such feelings through any
action of mine, I wish to explain why I
voted as I did yesterday. I do it, not
through any feeling that I am suffering,
but simply because the hon. member from
Sarnia may be suffering. The reason was
this : after the speech of the hon. gentle-
man from Toronto I came to the conclu-
sion that, on the whole, the effect of the
adoption of these rules in the forrn in
which they were presented to the House
would be rather to facilitate divorce than
to render it more difficult. I did not feel
very strongly on the matter at all; but
weighing pros and cons in my own
mind as well as I could, I came to the
conclusion that would probably be the
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effect of the adoption of the rules and I
voted against it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-My hon. friend
does not take his notes correctly. I
did not say either of the two things
which he has attributed to me. I merely
remarked with reference to the vote that
I was surprised at some of those who
had voted-by no means that I was
surprised that any had voted. Then I
did not use any such term as "indes-
cribable emotion." I said surprise was
too weak a word to express my feelings
-that amazement was the word.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I certainly
concur in the views enunciated by the
hon. member from Sarnia respecting the
efforts of this Committee in endeavoring
to establish a code of procedure which
will facilitate the consideration of cases
of divorce likely to be brought before the
Senate.

HON. MR. MILLER-That is not the
object.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-The argu-
ments of some hon. gentlemen are illogil
cal from my point of view. They al-
admit that so far no exception can be
taken to the procedure. If such is the
fact, then I cannot understand why there
should be any particular cause for a
change at the present time. One of the
great reasons alleged, as I understand it,
for proposing a change is that the pro-
moter of a bill is instrumental in appoint-
ing his own committee. As I under-
stand, the practice has been that the
committee should be selected, not by the
promoter of the measure, but by the
Leader of the House assisted by
the Speaker. I believe that has been
the inv riable rule. I cannot understand
for the life of me, that a gentleman whc
is charged with the promotion of a Bil
should be considered as an advocate o:
that Bill. I contend that every gentlemar
who introduces a Bill in this House doe.
so because he is obliged to do so from
the position he occupies towards th(
party who is endeavoring to obtain th
legislation from the Senate. Therefore
I think it a grave reflection on those who
have been in the past promoters of thes(

HON. MR. POWER.

Bills. There are some propositions itn
these rules that I do not approve of nyt
self. For instance, it is intended tha
there shall be but one Committee.
course, if hon. gentlemen ar2 willing to
undertake the duty, well and good, b
difficulties will arise from various sources-
A large amount of the business of this
House is transacted by the Committees'
and unless hon. gentlemen attend their
meetings, they have an imperfect kofle'
ledge of what occurs in the Committee
rooms. Unless they attend and hear the
arguments pro and con they calo
arrive at a satisfactory conclusio •

I find that to be so mysel'
So in these cases of divorce: ho"'
gentlemen who attend the meetinS95

of the divorce committees have a
opportunity of seeing the demeanor s
the witnesses and the way evidence at
given, and are thus enabled to arrive t
a correct decision, whereas if that ev1

dence is merely placed in their hand5'
and they are not satisfied with it, discus
sions will arise in the House which Inay
not have a very beneficial effect. Vide
all the circumstances, I think it wOuîd
be highly desirable that members shoe
have the privilege of attending the ie
ings of this as they do the meetings.
other committees. However, that 15 b
matter of detail, which I suppose cat a
dealt with when the Bill is referred tohe
committee of the whole House. Ir
original intention was that the wo
Senate should stand in the positiource
jurors-thatithe selection of the div othe
committees should be made from
entire body, and that the duty of dea be
with these divorces should noty5 l
delegated to seven or nine persons. .

know how dfifficult it is now to obta1how
quorum of a committee of nine
much more difficult will it be to .ttee

1 a quorum if you reduce the con""rt is
to seven members. When the rePolje

l referred to a committee of the ehges
f House, I hope some of the chat
i which I have indicated will be iade

The motion was agreed to.

In the Committee, he
HON. MR. GOWAN moved that t

first clause be amended by strikiÎlg. C."
"seven" and substituting therefOr riiu
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'f0N. MR. ALMON-In the course t
efrvy medical experience I have ob-dere that the more diseased and

it is to l the child and the less likely
it' T ive, the fonder it parents are of t
rules, in hon. mover who proposes these
attach e same way, is all the more t
objected to his bantling because it is so
a nurrOnable. Ie tells us that he has
aPprove Of letters from persons wholetters these rules. Now all thesewttee were written before the Com-ruittee
are hcOnsidered the rules and
ar therefore of no value. I
lu a lawyer, but I doubt if this
W e could divest itself of the power
are toldess under the Constitution. We
of this C at we ay attend the meetings
We rna Committee. Of course we may.
Clothes wear Our own hats, and our own

ar are d we may eat our own dinners.
the told kindly that we may attend
Must eets of the Committee, but we
can1 t SPeak, Constitutional lawyers
the righIe if we can divest ourselves of

Ou aht to speak in the Committee.
o hPoint here Comrnmittee, a quorum

with all thall be four members, to deal
the ate divorce cases coming beforefour d As a general rule there are
rarely ha ce cases every session. and it
brought .Pens that any one of them is
is half 'mto the House until the session

ittee Over. The first divorce Com-
car a Cf this session met to-day. How
the divo0 r ttee of four get through all
the 1 tee usiness of a session ? Should
tie th rnen.se Power of severing the holiest
f the exists be given to four membersinfdivih Senate? No one esteems the

th I mdua ebers of this body morethi 1 do, but there are no four men in
Sttle al the dho should be allowed to
Ie tWOe ivorce cases coming from

Quebecgreat provinces of Ontario and
itteeto senstead of limiting the Com-that twenteven irnembers, I would preferhat s tye one should be appointed,
r., tel, firtuld be drawn from these
r the net Divorce Committee, seven
the caset and seven for a third, just as

ehl Wh th a jury. We know very
e be seven men would be whoie appointed on the Divorce

narue thee, nder these rules. I couldtlrst pla.,e but I will not do so: in the, t WOuld be invidious, and in

he next place, you can name them as
well as I can. Shall those four men
have such extensive powers ? I certainly
say, no. I have read the other resolu-
ions with a critical eye : I wanted to
fmd fault with them, and I acknowledge
hat I could not. I think the hon. judge
leserves great credit for the other rules,
but the first one is a stumbling-block.
Unless that is removed, I shall vote
against the whole bill,

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend has made this great mistake : he
says the Senate has divested itself of its
power. The Senate has not. The
Senate has direct and absolute control
of all the proceedings at every stage.
With regard to the number of the Com-
mittee, I do not feel very strongly, but I
believe that seven members would make
a more efficient committee and would
probably pay greater attention to the
Bills brought before them than a larger
committee would. I believe the inquiries
and proceedings could be better con-
ducted with the smaller committee. As
regards Senators taking part in the meet-
ings of the Committee, I do not hold
strongly to the rule as it has been re-
ported. On former occasions Senators
have not unnecessarily obtruded them-
selves on the Divorce Committees. I
am not tenacious of that part of the
clause, and I am sure if a Senator came
there having something to interpolate,
essential to the inquiry, I am sure the
sense of the Committee would be to give
him power to do so.

HON. MR. ALMON-We cannot do
that under the rules.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Yes the
Committee could. They could decide
whether they would hear anybody on a
point of law or fact. I want to disabuse
the mind of any hon. gentleman who
imagines that by adopting this rule the
Senate would divert itself of any of its
powers. We will have full and absolute
control of matters at every stage of the
proceedings: we are merely taking from
the Senate the formalities which are gone
through now before the House in a less
efficient manner than they could be done
before the Committee.
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HON. MR. POWER-I wish to ex-
press my regret that the Chairman of
the Committee should have moved this
amendment. I think it would be on
the whole more convenient if an amend-
ment came from some one else,
because the Committee were, with
I think one exception, unanimous
on this particular question. Now the
reason why I thirnk nine is
not as good a number as seven is this :
it may be remembered that one of the
objections raised to making this a per-
mament Committee was that it would
withdraw from the general business of
the Serate a large number of presumably
the best trained minds in the House.
That is a thing to be regretted ; but if
you increase the number of the Commit-
tee by two, you simply increase the
mischief. If there are half-a-dozen divorce
cases tried every session, as I presume
there will be on the average, then you
take nine of the best men of the House
and put them on divorce cases and they
will not have much time to attend to the
general business of the House. The
objections to a Committee of seven have
not very much substance in them. Some
hon. gentlemen talk of its being a very
undesirable thing to entrust the import-
ant matter of divorce to a court of seven,
but do we not see continually in the
Provinces, where they have Divorce
Courts, cases of divorce settled by one
man.

HON. MR. ALMON-A judge.

HON. MR. POWER-The gentlemen
who will be appointed to this Committee
will include perhaps ex-judges and law-
yers, men of legal knowledge and training
probably nearly equal to that of the
ordinary judges of the country; and I do
not think there is the slightest reason
why you should want a larger court than
seven members.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-This
point was argued at considerable length
in the Committee of which I was a
member. I myself was opposed to a
quorum of four trying a case of this kind,
and suggested that the quorun should
be made five. I was met by the objec-
tion that quorums of committees always

consist of one more than half of the
Conmittee. Then the natural alterna-
tive was to increase the number of the
Committee. That I think is the proper
course to pursue. That motion wa
made in the Committee and lost on
divisioñî. The objection to it in my Xfli
was that in a Committee sitting 00
cases of divorces four members wou
frequently differ two to two. It "
proposed to give the Chairman the caSt
ing vote besides his own. That in iny
opinion was exceedingly objectionable
and it has not been done. By changl"
the Committee from seven to nine the
quorum would be raised from four to five'

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-It will
be in the remembrance of the 1o0b15
that in a case which came from1 the
town of Whitby,the Vice-Chancellor gav.
a decision, with regard to the alimonY ot
the wife who applied for a divorce, that
surprised this House. That is a0

important fact to bear in mind-that
men of great legal acumen and of ver
high standing even on the bench hoto
very different opinions with regard to
such questions. I remember in tbi5
House we have had great differences O
opinion as to doing justice between the
parties to these suits. We have har
one Senator very strongly advocatiflg te
cause of the husband, another as strOrg'
ly advocating the cause of the wife'
contend that safety lies in a large cO'to
mittee, and I implore the House 1
make the Committee and its quort t
larger. I should be sorry to see thi
House leave to three or four member
one of whom might be the chairnioft
the committee, questions of such ifivpes
ance. We might bring upon ourse the
the censure of the country because
chairman might prevail in the coi'N
tee. Why should there be a quOruoof
of only four in settling .onehich
the most important questions with 'w
this House could deal. The q ohere
shoul be at least 9 or 11, and thavewould be greater safety in 13·. d Swayseen frequently one biased ni"'knbW0
numbers of others, as we have kthers
one jurymen to sway four or five 0
Some men have very strong min the
others less strong mnds : I imnPl oge
House to make the Committee
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arzzj _
and itsor t quoi'r large. There are one
dread seen in this Honse I should

ith . eeing Placed on a Committee
only four of a quorum. The hon.

haOvr of these resolutions spoke of
approvireceived letters from all quartersappl g of this movement. How
hon, rIcipal Grant judge of what the
forwarentlemen was going to bring
a 8entl as a report ? Principal Grant is
ben an highly esteemed, but not
or ae eof this bouse, cannot
body Opinions as to what this
It i -should do in the maer.
clerganproper that the name of a
0ur actia should be used here to sway
barrie eOs The hon. member from
ercsea ihose letters, to try and ex-
duct an 1uence over'you. Such con-
0f his a Unseemly : it is unworthy a manthi 18ge and unworthy a member of
rnatters ue. We are here to judge these
Cljudgourselves, from our own practi-
ed to al- ent, and we are too experienc-
Irîfluence usuch miserable argument to

s'

eOn b R. OGILVIE-I call the hon.speak eto order. Since he began to
Proper t has continually imputed im-
iRouse. 'oves to other members of this

Iog
Pute ' R. ALEXANDER-I im-Ue otives to anyone.

the CHAIRMAN - I understood
* tnember to say that the coursee hon, gentleman from Barrie

shoud ung was unworthy of him, andtake that urge the hon. member not toUne f argument.
'he

the asaendment was agreed to and
vision, as amended was adopted on

On Rule M,

edet McMILLAN- have anenhrent t d NYlde at the add to Rule M, to pro-a ay brin th mnority on the CommitteepO ng i n arergoud
,of t Wh thpo-t stating the grounds

he eo "'ev dissent from the reportItee.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-They have
that right now.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-Then it
will do no harm to insert it here. A
case is virtually tried by the Divorce
Committee, and gentlemen in the House
are not, as a rule, well versed in the
facts ; and if the minority of the Com-
mittee dissent upon any material point
from the majority, it would be well for
the House to be in possession of the
fact.

THE CHAIRMAN-I know of noth-
ing that will prevent a minority from
presenting a report.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Even if they had
not the power, the minority are here in
the House, and they have the oppor-
tunity, when the report comes from the
Committee, to make any motion they
like with respect to it or to state any
material fact.

HON. MR. POWER-It is but just
that the minority of the court shall have
right to bring in a minority report.

The amendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee, reported the report with several
amendments.

HON. Mr. GOWAN moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. GOWAN moved the adop-
tion of the report as amended.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (66), "An Act to incorporate the
St. Lawrence and Adirondac Railway
Company." (Mr. McKindsey.)
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Bill (26), "An Act to confirm a cer-
tain agreement between the Grand Trunk
Railway, the Canada Southern Railway
Company, and the London & Port
Stanley Railway Company." (Mr.Vidal.)

Bill (77) " An Act to confirm a cer-
tain agreement between the London and
South-Eastern Railway Company and the
Canada Southern Railway Company.
(Mr. Vidal).

Bill (52) " An Act to amend 'the Act
to incorporate the Maskinonge and
Nipissing Railway Company." (Mr.
Ross, of De la Durantaye).

The Senate adjourned at 5.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawoa, Tlursday, April 1211z, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair
o'clock.

at 3

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SABBATH OBSERVANCE.

MOTION.

HON. MR. MACDONALD(Midland)
moved :-

That an humble Address be presented to
Bis Excellency the Governor General;
praying that His Excellency will be pleased
to cause to be laid before this House, a
detailed Statement of all the petitions, with
the sources from which they have emanated,
from the year 1881 to the year 1888, inclu-
sive, praying for the better observance of
the Lord's Day.

He said :-In bringing the matter be-
fore the chamber in the form in which it
stands upon the paper. I do so as
being in my juegment the best way of
having it placed before the House, for
the purpose of securing definite action

which will result in the finding of a
remedy.

If the statement asked for here were
brought down this House would be
simply astounded in having in such a
tabulated form evidence of the extent
to which this question has agitated the
public mind. And if I add to the great
volume of petitions which such a state-
ment would exhibit the sources fr0o
which the petitions have emanated.
this House would be convinced,
any doubt exists on the subject,
that they came from bodies representifl
the intelligence, worth and influence. o
the country, from sources represertind
at least two millions of our populatoI'
that they came from Synods, presby-
teries and General Assemblies, fro
Quarterly and District Meetings, Evan
glical Alliance Assemblies, from Ann1a
and General Conferences, from MiSsion5
from Congregational and Baptists J"
ions, from Councils, Municipalities an
individuals, including the members
the Six Nation Indians, from manY.
these, oft-repeated year after year, praY"'n
that some remedy might be found for
what they regard as a violation of the
day of rest, and inasmuch as they 5
that the day in many places, and '0
every way is set aside, and conseq ent
to that extent hurtful and therefore elt
just to man. I say that if the statemen
asked for were brought down this tiOh
would be astounded at the facts which
would disclose.

We hear petitions read, thirk of theO
at the time, think possibly that theY
very good, then they pass out Of O
mind and are forgotten. I hold in'
hand the Journal of the Senate for 1
and what do I find ? I find o the
papers the notices of petitions for to
better observance of the Lord's daY
the number of 326 petitions, two and
some instances more are from the sehae
place, but it may safely be stated the
from 300 distinct localities from
Provinces of Ontario, " Quebec, frO
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, as well as tio
one of the Indian reservations, petitlon
were presented praying for such amertbe
ments to the law as may secure to
people the indisturbed and peacelu
joyment of the Lord's day.

It will I think readily be ad0îtt
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that thlecnsn ucalled consensus of opinion which but those of mercy and necessity. We
sessio, this array of petitions in one may boast about our institutions we please
n shlas indicative of intense feeling but until that boon-the boon of a rest-

action huld have been met with some ful Sabbath, is enjoyed by the people to
actor lhih would have been a satis- the fullest possible extent, we are not intory answer to these prayers. possession of one of the greatest blessings
formet twas done ? A Committee was which a beneficent Being intended his
the saido examine into and report upon creatures to possess in the enjoyment of

Wh petitions a Sabbath which was made after man,
and br did the Committee do ? It sat and consequently for him, not made
Was totght i its report, and that report before him and he for it, I say *the
that C e effect that in the opinion of petitioners perfectly understood the an-
for faîllmmittee the legislation prayed omalous character of the law.
Provina within the jurisdiction of the They knew that there was one law for

N0 CLegislatures. Ontario, one for Quebec, one for Nova
knew th apprehend the petitioners Scotia, one for Prince Edward Island,
forrned ; they did not want to be in- one for New Brunswick, while the law
the law · the anomolous character of of Great Britain applied to British
aIce of tn connection with the observ- Columbia.
Prayed the Lord's day. Their petitions They knew also that there were diffi-
the la for such amendments to culties in the way of assimilating these
Peaceful as would secure the laws, and those who were not extremists

sythey dsa njoyment of the day. were ready to admit that there were
jurisdicti d not need to be told that the great difficulties ; and what they wanted
Jurisdi prayed for falls within the then and what they want now, is that, aý

Tion Of the Provincial Legislature. far as possible, the laws should bE
be founnames of eminent lawyers will assimilated, and that it might be felt thabeiiiund
will beaffixed to the petitions, and it throughout the Dominion there was on(
petit oeseen that the prayer of all these Sabbath Day.

t S wil s for amendments to the law. I have before me the various Acts ir
exten not be denied that to the largest the various Provinces.
for laPwossible, the need of some uni- That for Upper Canada, in the Act

not es that which is clearly implied, of the Provinces and of Canada, not re
hope thpressed, in these petitions, and pealed by the Revised Statutes, is
'e vat it will be a matter which can titled, "An Act to prevent the profanatior
o jur Onstrated, that if this House has of the Lord's day," and is undoubtedl

vidualsinction as to companies or indi- more comprehensive than are the Act
lilar a e management of their sec- in any of the other Provinces.
Over itstirs, that it has jurisdiction That for the Province of Quebec iSay that wn roads, that it has power to intituled, "An Act respecting the sale o
Shaî no individual or no corporation goods on Sundays."
n aess cy on its or their ordinary busi- That for Nova Scotia is an Act o
bivinPon the Lord's day, unless the three clauses, and is intituled, "An Ac

ithie aw has been abrogated, I do not of offences against religion."
oin tere can be any doubt upon that That for New Brunswick has the sam

.The title, and has but one clause.
onof Petitoners feel that In the Domin- That for Prince Edward Island ibath daanada there ought to be one Sab- more comprehensive, and is intituled
for Onta'. Not ore for Quebec, another "An Act for the due observance of th
Yet , another for Nova Scotia, and Lord's day."the lar for New Brunswick, and that But none of these acts touch what ihoses.t number of men possible and the estimation of the petitioners, are gla
'ïîtenigh t be relieved from labour, ing violations of the day of rest, viol
which teOY the rest and the refreshment tions which disturb the peace of the da
wearied e Divine Being intended that and which deprive large bodies of me
And thatnen and animal should enjoy. from its Test and enjoyment. I refer

o Work should be undertaken, railroad and steamboat travelling as w
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as to the needless transportation and
handling of freight as well asto the work
of the Post Office Department. It is to
these three divisions that I purpose con-
fining my remarks, and thereby greatly
simplifying the question; and it is for
the evils growing out of these for which
I propose to ask that the Government
should find a remedy.

I came to the consideration of these
questions conscious of the difficulties
which surround them, and may say at
the very outset that personally I am not
in accord with those who refuse to listen
to anything but absolute cessation from
all labor. That with the greatest de-
sire to extend to every employée the
blessings of an unbroken Sabbath
day, I may state here that that, in my
humble judgment, is simply impossible.
He who declared himself to be the Lord
of the Sabbath, has taught that not only
should works of mercy and necessity be
performed on the Sabbath day but that
to neglect them, through any Pharisaic
pretensions, would be criminal. So far,
then, I do not sympathize with extremists.
I think it would be an act of mercy to
hasten animais to their destination,
instead of having them cooped up in the
unhealthy condition in which they are
transported. I can understand that
fruit trains (and I can imagine this trade
growing to large proportions) and other
goods equally perishable, ought to be
allowed to proceed to their destination.

The necessity for labour in the event
of snow blockades and accidents will
surely appear to most people as some-
thing which ought to receive immediate
attention.

So, in like manner, all works of mercy:
Conveying help to burning districts or
flooded districts, or in other conditions
equally needed,though not particularized.

I can even understand the need of
relieving the road from a conjested
condition, and I can imagine this to be
necessary in the interests of the safety of
life by having the road unobstructed for
passenger traffic.

Having said this much and established
rny own position, which, I take it, will
not be regarded as unreasonable, I nust
say, and say plainly, that I am at a loss
to conceive why passenger trains should
be made up on the Sabbath day. This

is one of the objections of which the
petitioners complain, and one which they
think ought to be removed ; and so fa
as those passenger trains can be regarded
as being run in the prosecution of the
ordinary business of the company or
companies, I am at a loss to conceive
how it is that the Government has not
the power to prevent the running of such
passenger trains, and, having the power,
why it does not exert it ?

What serious loss would the passenger
sustain by starting on Monday mornilg
instead of Sunday evening ? I ara nOt
prepared to admit that he would sustaî'
any loss, but I am prepared to state that
he would, in one of the most essential
elements of travelling-that of safetY-
be an infinite gainer. He would be in a
car not managed by over-worked men,
but men who had rested on the Sabbath
day-stoker, engineer, brakesman, con-
ductor ; not men who had rested oiy,
but men who had respected the day, and
therefore all the more efficient and al'
the more reliable. Rest assured that
God's day cannot be broken with impfl'
ity, and the company that honors GOd
by regarding His day, as compared with
the company that does not, will in the
very matter of accidents and consequent
loss be an immense gainer. The saine
remarks apply to steamboats, whether on
lakes, rivers or canals. I am aware that
in relation to canals there are differences
of opinion, sorme contending that it 15
better to allow vessels to pass through On
their voyage than to allow the congre,
gating of masses of men to collect, whon'
many claim do by their temporary
stay more harm than good. The
question is one certainly open for dis-
cussion.

Then as to ferry boats the law 1

some of the Provinces would clearly pre
vent such boats from plying on the Sabt
bath day, unless it could be shewn that
such ferry boats were conveying persons
to and from church, and yet this very
provision enables such ferry boats to
carry two per cent., of its passengers to
service, and ninety-eight per cent., of t
passengers for pleasure.

I come now to the question of the PO5,
office department. Here clearly there is
Dominion jurisdiction. It is in the
power of the Postmaster General tO

HON. MR. MACDONALD.
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ordler thec
th e closing of every post office in
What, somnion on the Lord's day and
WOuld bme one may be ready to enquire,
dure accomplished by sucy a proce-
ep? Why this simply : that every
Would ene in the post office department
Jivine Bjoy the day of rest which the
Impossbeing itended he should enjoy.
if We did says one, what shall we do
Just bt not yet get our letters ? dobn hat other people do, without themaru he aIl the better for the experiment."'Il the sreýad thsamne statement is repeated,

h ore only one apparently
Wel lectors can use "impossible !"
Possibl a that I can say is that it isWOrld. in the great metropolis of the6 ve ril.'t is Possible in London, with its

rt to bO of people; not a post office
postban teo seen on the streets ; not a
a letter~ de be seen on his rounds ; not
a Ietrop deivered in any part of that vast
uf religi. There, where every shade
th s belief is found; there, where
therusie Men n the world are found;
busie here men with the most pressing
us ae found ; but for letters theyof the da. las this public observance'tarveleda not sonething to do with the
r8est cs order which prevails in therst cltyh ch the world has ever seen.rel tat which has been found to be
u frelo tht en cannot be bad for us.
lre tt which has been found possi-

hthere. cannot be regarded impossible
Shis say the Postmaster-General hasirithe oP0wer to close every post office

$et by bo inlon. Let the example bede- oth fljouseseprivatio u of Parliament. WhatOf Parli wOuld it be to any memberfo hricnst if he did not receive letters
hernts i nstituents relating to depart-e felt sdWhich he could not enter ifto h disposed ? What deprivation
ro his ifa did not receive the letters
o recev Y which he was expectingthere ie? brue, I may be told thatSurely tght be cases of sickness, butceht rea should not be deemed a suffi-te depar to keep all the employeés of
or three ent On duty for one, or two,
iuld be auch cases when the telegraph

eaff for tble, which, with a dimin-
eessar e day, I admit might be

th hat harne Cro if Would it do Ministers of
they would simply lay all

official correspondence aside on the day
of rest ! Only this : simply that they
would come to the discharge of their
duties with greater zeal, with clearer
intellects, and in every respect bet-
ter equipped for the work of
the week which lay before them.
Indeed how can hon. gentlemen who
present petitions from their constituen-
cies praying for the better observance of
the Lord's day, including in the request
the closing of the postoffices, be consis-
tent unless they are ready themselves to
aid in carrying out the arrangement;
and how can they do this if they think
that exception should be taken to the
postoffices in the Commons and the
Senate ? I know that in reference to
railway travelling that I may be told that
it is a matter of contract between the
employer and the employed, and that if
a man, undertakes to work for a consid-
eration upon the Lord's day for any
company, that then the government are
unable to interfere. That of course is a
question of law which I cannot under-
take to settle. It is a question I know
upon which the public mind is
much exercised and from which
they expect from the govern-
ment some deliverance. This I know
further: that the man who voluntarily
and for gain for himself and the company
undertakes to work on the Lord's day
is neither the safest man for the
passengers or the company. The
safe .man is the man who would
not work for any company which would
make it a condition that he must work
on the Lord's day, yet who would wil-
lingly work on any Lord's day, or any
every Lord's day, when the character
of such work shewed it to be a work of
necessity. Such a man is the safest man
for the Company ; is the safest man for
the public. The great mass of the people
are looking to the Government for some
measure which will render a large portion
of the work on railroads, steamboats and
post offices now carried on, impossible,
so that hundreds and thousands now
engaged in those works may be enabled
with their families to enjoy the day of
rest.

They don't want to be told as they
have so often been that this House has
no jurisdiction. ILt has been shewn that

,
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in one department at least it has juris-
diction, let it apply that, and let the
hon. leader of the Government in this
House, with his clear perception, fully
realizing that all people of this country
are clamoring for this change, give the
assurance that it will have his early and
careful consideration, and I am greatly
mistaken if the result will not be to a
very large extent a harmonizing of all
the laws in all the Provinces on the laws
which relate to the better observance of
the Lord's Day.

I have no desire that the labor of pre-
paring this statement for which this
notice asks should be undertaken, or
that the expense of printing the same
should be incurred, my purpose has
been answered by the opportunity which
the notice has afforded me of bringing
this matter before this Chamber, imper-
perfectly as that has been done, and for
the conviction which I have that that
which for years has engaged the public
mind, is about to occasion attention.
But I have this to say-the people of
this country are not going to be longer
satisfied with the statement that this
House has no jurisdiction. The people of
this country are not going to be quieted
with that answer. The best people of
this land say let a remedy be found. The
ablest people of this country say this
House has jurisdiction. That it has in
the case of post offices is very clear.
That it has in its power to prevent
individuals or corporations from follow-
ing their worldly pursuits upon the Lord's
Day is equally certain. What the
petitioners ask for is that that power
should be exerted, and that a change
should be brought about which would be
of benefit to all the parties concerned.
To the company in mnaking their business
more profitable by their freedom from
accident, the necessary sequence of em
ploying over-wrought men. To the travel
ling community by giving them conse
quently the assurance of greater safety
To the shareholders in securingfor ther
better dividends. To our country th
enviable reputation of being a natior
which honors God in the observance o
His day. And to the thousands of ou
countrymen, who have now the alterna
tive of working on the Lord's day o
leaving their employment, the blessing

the enjoyment and the happiness of the
day of rest.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Whel I
entered this Chamber to-day it had et1
tirely escaped me that my hon. friend
from Toronto had placed this notice o
the paper. I amn sure that this House
must always listen to the views he e%
presses upon every subject with the
greatest respect. We all know that his
life has been throughout consistent.
great enterprise has been crowned With
success, and he has ever given freely to
the poor wherever they are to be foUfld
His charities have not been of a limlited
character but have been bestowed UpOtl
every church that is striving to see Go
will carried out upon earth. No Ohe
can stand higher in the esteem of the
people than the hon. gentleman fron'
the Midland division-and some were
even surprised that he allowed the firs
Minister of the Crown to place him"
this Chamber. While I say this,
deeply regret to be obliged to diff
from the views he has just expresset
When I see a man so consisten
in his past career, expressing
views so clearly and so satisfactorY t
those who agree with him, I state my OWO
views with great diffidence, but I ha*"
since my early youth travelled in Ma
foreign lands and viewed ChristiaOatl
from many standpoints. I have livea
under almost every Crown in Europe..
have lived under the King of PrUssia1
under the King of Bavaria, the EMPero
of Austria, under His Holiness at ROO
and I have seen the worshippers O
Christ under almost every governnme.
in Europe. My first visit on the con
nent of Europe was to the Dukedorn o
Weimar. I spent many months 1tedf
where Luther lived,-where he translated

- the Bible and introduced the Reforne,
- Church of Germany, and I had the haPf
- piness and privilege of living with oneO

the most distinguished ministers o
Lutheran Church, Herr Adjunctus d fr0Kl

e No such views as my hon. friend
n Toronto would desire to prevail here
f Canada, were entertained there. WC
r know that our Protestant Churcheh i
- Canada hold the views that my laid
r friend has so ably and clearlY there

before this House. They say that

HON. MR. MACDONALD.
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Shall bthat the no railways or steamboats run, i
office post offices and telegraph
boes shall be closed on the Sabbath.
Jews re on. gentleman forget that the 1
the ears our Saviour for plucking
Every. of corn on the Sabbath Day ?

ent line and verse of the New Testa-
ier ovfamiliar to him. The Jews even t

tha d e Son of God for many actsIat did not accord with their view; andif the an
cas advocates of the temperance

Perha ha ived at that period they would i
convert ave reproved our Saviour forarting water into wine at the
Chri feast in Gallilee. Yet modern
tca tians are now asking for legislation

br out their particular views. I was
holei the town of Banff, where the

and POpulation, except my own family
anA about twer.ty others (who attended

n glican chapel), were followers of
yet, there in Scotland, the post
somne sixty years ago were

half every Sunday after church for
b a hour, from 1828 to 1832;u oreur Canadian people desire to be
nor strict than they were there in the
cary u They believe that they shall best
our tout the will of God by preventing
cu'tain g population who, from their cir-
theetances, are obliged to work during
ath e in heated rooms and close
steam re, from going on Sundays by

boat Or railways or horse cars into
that Ce ry to breathe the air of heaven
boes that so mlercifully has sent them.
tatiorof tha ppear a reasonable interpre-
expresse e rehgion which our Saviour
Went to efore the world ? When I
clergy ive wit the good Lutheran
asked "h, to whomn I have referred, I
with Our "w will your views quadrate
to the s in Scotland and England as

.i Sabayou pass the atternoons of
i his infi .aY ?l" He replied. "God
ness crea ite mercy and loving kind-
hlveated man in his own image to
enj Pure and godly life here below,efoYing ail the bes
strength al t lessings of health and

I his a rrYing his Maker with him.
presentinaly life. God should be ever
ever ac i histhoughtsto guide him in

enjiand life will then be a blessing."
s th a s to be temperate in all

r we shall not destroy health.
an Ous egrading vice than gluttony.refrain from vice-from every

ice and from wrong doing - because
vice blights and destroys ail happiness
)f lfe. As our Saviour said, the whole
aw is to live according to God's will
ipon earth, and to love our neighbor as
)urselves. After having lived 74 sum-
ners I hold conscientiously the view
hat the toiling masses should be afford-

ed a reasonable opportunity of once a
week breathing the fresh air of Heaven
n the country, where the air is pure-
if this can be accomplished, without in-
jury to society. If our Saviour were to-
day on earth, some might perhaps re-
prove him if he attempted to perform
his first miracle at Cana in Galilee.
What we want is that the people shall
carry out the law in ail things, that they
shall act towards their neighbors honestly
and truthfully, fairly and justly. We do not
care about seeing a population which,while
strictly preventing the running of street
cars, railway trains and steamboats on
the Sabbath, are given up to dishonest
ways during the week,-to taking advan-
tage of each other, whenever they can,
until sharp practices become the rule.
As a friend of mine said to me once, while
coming down from the west : "The fact
is, we are fast coming to a state of things
which is deplorable. We see holy, sanc-
tified men committing the dreadful crime
of destroying bank accounts to escape
the payment of their debts." Does Chris-
tianity permit two men to take the prop-
erty of others, to enable them to live
arrogantly in parks and costly mansions,
with a brazen faced hardihood, while
their acts are almost worse than the in-
mates of the Kingston Penitentiary-
braving and outraging every sense of
right ? While they enjoy the fruits of
their dishonesty and crime, a hundred
families are dying broken-hearted in the
hospitals and poor-houses, having been
brought to want by the vile acts of such
men, who profess to be men of God.
And that is what is called the religion
of the modern world. Good God, what
a state of things ! We have men in our
midst, occupying the highest positions
who are deeply steeped in such crime.
Should they not be brought to justice
and made a public example of, as a
warning to others ?

I beg my hon. friend from Toronto to
go to Eisênach, the centre of the Luther-
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an world, and see how the Germans live.
He will not meet a German peasant who
will speak of God except as "the good
God," "the merciful God," the God of
merciful, loving kindness, who wishes all
his creatures to be happy, the God who
desires the happiness of mankind. Even
the Scotch are becoming more enlight-
ened. They are beginning in Edinburghto
take a less severe view of the question.
They begin to feel that religion does not
consist in a mere severe observance of
certain iron rules, but it lies in worship-
ping God with all our heart and soul and
strength, and loving our neighbor as our-
selves and enjoying in a lawful and inno-
cent manner all the blessings that God
has showered upon us. That is religion,
and that is the social life that will lead
man to do God's will and pass through
life happily and properly.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-I sym-
pathise sincerely with the object which
the mover evidently had in view when
he brought this question before the
House, although I am doubtful some-
what of the expediency of the means by
which he proposes to attain that end.
We are living now in Canada in a very
artificial state, and to carry out the idea
of closing the postoffices, and closing
the business of railways and steamboats
absolutely on Sunday would be almost
an impossibility. We must recollect
that steamboats particularly, and railway
trains, cannot arrive just at the particular
hour they would perhaps if the officers
could choose their own time to arrive.
They cannot command those things
at all times and it would be a very great
hardship if passengers coming off a
steamship after crossing the ocean were
obliged to remain on board until Mon-
day morning. You might perhaps deal
with the mails as you please, but it would
be a great hardship to passengers to say
that they shall not proceed on their
journey on land until the following day.
I remember not so long ago that I land-
ed on a Sunday in the great Port of
Liverpool, and the steamer from which I
debarked was not the only one which
arrived a little before noon on that Sun-
day. It would have been a great hard-
ship to say that the passengers who had
arrived from America that Sunday fore-

noon should have to remain on board
until Monday morning ; yet to land
them it was necessary to employ the
services of Custom House Officers, o
street cabmen and others connected
with such an incident. But I thinik it
is quite possible to do those things in a"
inoffensive and not irreligious way. The
time may not be long until the cities of
Canada will have arrived at such a pitch
of civilization and wealth, that their
population and traffic will not be far be-
hind those of Europe; but even if
Liverpool, that great city, I observed that
people are careful in their observance o
the solemnity of the day. I noticed i1
driving from the docks to my hotel that
in passing any church where divine ser-
vice was proceeding, the cabmen slack-
ened their pace to a walk, so that 1o
congregation would be disturbed by the
rattle of the wheels. There is a recognI'
tion of the sanctity of the Sabbath
carried out in a large city by the drivers
of public conveyances. I do n't
think, as far as I have had an OP'
portunity of observing it in my 0"
Province, that there is very much to
complain of in the observance of the
Sabbath, either in the towns, which are
of course comparatively small, or in the
country. It is often necessary with us
that the railways should be used On
Sunday. We have no way of connectinvo
with the railway trains on the mainland
unless we are prepared sometimes to
travel on Sunday ; but I have observed
on several occasions that when it does
become necessary to start a train wit"
mails and passengers from CharlottetW'
on the Sabbath day, they are so tiied
that they wait until 12 o'clock p. m.,when
the Sabbath day may be said to be over,
and the trains and passengers proceed 0'
their journey. It has often been the case
that my colleagues, as well as Myse
have been compelled to cross the straits
on a Sunday, and I have seen as Mat'
eight boats, with nearly a hundre
persons, crossing on a Sabbat -
That depends entirely on the weather.
These boats had been waiting, perhas'
for days for an opportunity to cross, aft
I have been very thankful to be able to
do so even on the Sabbath day. We
would not have chosen the Sabbath for
crossing, but when the occasion occurs,

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.
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We do
ting flot consider ourselves as commit
T he h sm for availing ourselves of it.
alOlde t gentleman from Toronto has
instance of service of ferries. As an
ng out a the great difficulty in carry-
I1ig ny measure such as he describes,I Tist state that the City of Charlotte-
a site bui·t on an arm of the sea, such
a The as is often called by the French
rivers Rivers"-a place where three
that debouch. The consequence is,
aw frries are necessary there. The
carryProvides that those ferries shall
the SPassengers free at certain hours on
thing ath day, and it is quite a common
te n oS'knday forenoon about half-past
roassen to see a considerable number
retur * ossing to worship, andMiean g to their homes by the same
of pes This is done for the convenience
to proh s attending public worship, and
Prec utio t absolutely, without proper
Uay Utn, use of ferries on the Sabbath
great hard lead to great confusion and
relMarksardship. I said, in my openingWith the that I sympathise generally
far as thon, gentleman's arguments so
bay is e observance for the Sabbath
that, atconcerned ; but it is my opinion
use lthough you may shut down the
u ay railways on the Sabbath, and you

and Pohibt the running of steamboats
of fer row difficulties in the way
that service, still you will find1ot bathough the Sabbath mightWay, i e broken in that particular

Whould be broken in others. The
Ways and profane the Sabbath on rail-
seventh da steam boats by making the
thos d y a day of pleasure, and usingnot to be veyances as its instruments, arehbiting hade religious by simply pro-
t he u from the enjoyment of

h remled uxuries and amusements.et indy 's I believe of a differ-lationo altogether. The popu-
rore r the Dominion must be
they find iniousy, taught, and whencan be h heir nmost hearts that theyof th appier by a proper observance

osatemenit than by their old line of
abbathilj bhen will be the time that the(Ou a e betterobserved in Canada.

Public IY Prohibit by law the running of.n th Sabeyances by land and water
in the Sbath, and thus effect a change

aner Of spending that day,

without improving the habits of those
who formerly used those conveyances.
The morality of the people must find a
firmer basis than an unwilling obedience
to law-when that change occurs, the
demand for public conveyances will
diminish. You cannot make people
righteous by law, any more than you can
make them sober or chaste by law.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Before
the Orders of the day are called, with
the kind permission of the House I rise
to make an explanation. During my
absence yesterday, the hon. Senator from
Toronto, whom we all respect and es-
teem, made a statement to which I
desire to refer.

The hon. gentleman charges me or
the reporters with having eliminated
that part of the debate which made an
impression upon the hon. gentleman's
mind that I had really and truly called
in question the administration of the
Ex-Mayor of Toronto, Mr. Howland, and
that I made some extraordinary
remarks with regard to the character of
the people of Toronto generally. This
is an exceedingly grave charge to make
against a man. It is a charge of dishonor
against any gentleman that he could be
guilty of eliminating any part of his
remarks which led to a subsequent de-
bate. That is a very grave charge to be
made by a gentleman of such high stand-
ing in the religious world. I know that
the House will grant me its usual indul-
gence to make a simple explanation of
what occurred.

Now, I ask if any hon. member of
this House can say that I in any way
criticised the administration of ex-Mayor
Howland ? Was there one word from
me, that in any way reflected upon the
honor and integrity of the great body of
the citizens of Toronto ? Did I not use
these words : "that no man was better
qualified to state on the floor of this
House, that the people of Toronto gen-
erally would compare with those of any
other city of the Dominion as regarding
their integrity ?" Did I not use those
words on the floor of the House, and it
is to be regretted, that through my im-
perfect way of expressing mysel then-
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hon. gentleman had in some way receiv-
ed an erroneous impression that I had
said something which could be con-
strued into a criticism of the ad-
ministration of ex-Mayor Howland
who is one of my oldest friends ?
His father, the late Sir William Howland,
and his family were among the best
friends I ever had in the world. The
Empire, which is the organ of the
Government, and certainly it is not a
newspaper that would be inclined to
speak too favorably of me, publishes from
its correspondent here a report that gives
me credit for what I said, and never for
a moment hints that I uttered a word
reflecting on the honor of the people of
Toronto. What I did say was that a
considerable number of tramps had come
into the country, whether from the worst
cities of the United States or elsewhere,
and I suggested that the Government
should try to check that dangerous class
of criminals.

It is a grave matter that a man cannot
walk up Beverly street or Jarvis street,
two of the finest streets in Toronto,
without danger of being sand-bagged and
robbed of his watch, and I suggested to
the Governnent that they should, by
legislation, authorize the application of
the lash to criminals who attack a man
and knock him down for the sake of
what plunder they may find on him.
Such criminals do not dread simple im-
prisonment. They get food and lodg-
ing for nothing. Knowing the sterling
character of my hon. friend from Toron-
to, and that he would not intentionally
do an injustice to anyone, I am quite
sure when he hears the explanation, that
I never intended to say one word
reflecting upon the administrative
acts of Mayor Howland, he will believe
me.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I have
never said that the hon. gentleman did.
I claim that his remarks were directed
against the gentleman who now occu-
pies the civic chair, but he never said a
word against ex-Mayor Howland.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
know the present mayor even by sight,
and I have not resided latterly in
Toronto owing to bad health. I am

very sorry that my hon. friend labored
under a misapprehension. I am sure
he would never have the remarks that
he did if he had not misunderstood n'e'
and it is likely that it is my fault. Fron"
age my memory is very bad, and very
often my hearing and sight are not good'
I am perhaps somewhat to blame in the
matter, but I never could have said alY
thing against the City of Toronto gene
rally because I have received the greatest

kindness from its people.

MORRISON DIVORCE BILL.

PETITION READ.

IION. MR. McKINDSEY presented
the affidavit of service of the notice an'
a copy of the notice as published in the
Canada Gazette that Catherine Morrison
would apply for an Act to dissolve her
marriage with her husband, John •

Morrison.

The affidavit and notice was read.

HoN. MR. McKINDSEY moved that
the petition of Catherine Morrison be
read and received.

The motion was agreed to.

TUDOR DIVORCE BILL.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the Day being read 'o
the second reading of the Bill intituled •

"An Act for the relief of Eleonor
Elizabeth Tudor," and that the Petitioner
do attend at the Bar and be heard bY
Counsel.

HON. MR. OGILVIE presented to
the House, the Certificates of the Cler
of the Senate, which was read at t
table.

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved tha
Samuel William Pratt be called tO the
Bar of the House to be sworn an
examined.

The motion was agreed to.

Samuel William Pratt was then ca

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.
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th le Bar of
Sworn Bar the House, and being HON. MR. OGILVIE moved:, was examined as follows That the examination of the Petitioner in

• What i this matter, as well generally as in regardandour name, place of residence to any collusion or connivance between the
.an ue W parties to obtain a separation, be for the

Ontreal, in tilliam Pratt, of the City of present dispensed with, but that it be anClerk., the Provme of Quebec, Law instruction to any committee to whom the
. Look at the pBill upon this subject may be referred, toho to you, mrpaperA 'o roduced a inake such examination.

Act fo YOU îarked cc A," intituled: An
Tudor1' the relief of Eleonora Elizabeth The motion was agreed to on a division.
dUced' aand at the paper writing now pro-
an rder ofsown to you marked " B," being HON. MR. OGILVIE moved:
March te Senate dated the 28th day ot
by th' 888, both writings being certified That the Bill for the relief of Eleonora
copiee Clerk of the Senate; did you serve Elizabeth Tudor be now read the second
with the tese writings "A." and " B " time.
the Se e certi6cates thereon of the Clerk of The motion was agreed to on a
Who natn Upon any person, and if so, u1on divis o.
Wbat lace on what day and date, an at division.
«A.,Pdcd an O. GLI
OW prrved true copies of the writings HON. MR. OGILVIE moved-
A oand ucd and shown to me marked " That the Bill be referred to a Selectteate her respectively, with the cer- Committee composed of the Honorablet nates theon respectively of the Clerk of Messrs. Macfarlane, Ferrier, McKindsey,the t nf n Frederick Levv Hart, in Boyd, Read, Sutherland, Macdonald (Mid-

ebec, up' ontreal, in the Province of land), Macdonald (B.C.), and the mover, to
pril 18 uesday, the third day of report thereon with all convenient speed,

Yoq. State the particular mode in which with power to send for persons, papers and
Sffected such ric records, and examine witnesses on oath, and

CC ervj Served i rvices? . that all persons summoned to appear before
and " B,, e s p the s tedwritings the Senate in this matter appear before the

hart "on the sad Frederick Levy said Committee, and that the said Commit-
andl y, by handing the same to tee have leave to employ a shorthand

'd there. lng the same with him then reporter.
lar' o You know the said Frederick Levy The motion was agreed to.
A. kand now the said Frederick Levy Hart

hore eareknown him -by sight for two or PONTIAC AND RENFREW RAIL-
Q. Is th' WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

Mpn Whome person Frederick Levy Hart,nlark YOU served co ies of the writ- SECOND READIN.
.s îe 8e Fredere ard "c Har respectively,u the erick Levy Hart who is nam-Who said Writings respectively, and HON. MR. CLEMOW moved the

'%id E eiein stvled the husband of the second reading of Bill (42), "An Act
d teiza eth Tudor? to incorporate the Pontiac and Renfrew1.Dij8 the same person.

Copies f ou compare the said duplicate Railway Company.
th said e writings " A " and " B " with He said-This Bill is for the construc-

hat thWere t respectively and ascertain tion of a line of railway to connect with

of . P are rue Copies? the Canadian Pacific Railway. It is a
said r t aeg the said opis short Bill and the Company ask for no

at they w,rrespectively, and I ascertained special privileges.

The true copies. The motion was agreed to and the
witness was directed to withdraw. bill was read the second time.

ta SPEAE O PN' ILthat EAKER informed the House CHATHAM JUNCTION RAILWAY
tiner in t<h"-ra Elizabeth Tudor, the Peti- COMPANY'S BILL.
beo this case, was in attendance
the gente Bar, ready to be examined by SECOND READING.
Or ýc e generally or as to any collusion
obt ance between the parties to HON. MR. LEWIN moved the second

a separation. reading of Bill (64), " An Act to incor-
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porate the Chatham Junction Railway
Company."

He said :-This Bill authorizes the
Company to purchase the present Chat-
ham Branch Railway from the proprietor
who, I believe, is a private individual,
and to extend the same to the banks of
the Miramichi River; also to extend a
small branch up to the town of Nelson,
which is also on the banks of the Mira-
michi. It is one of the ordinary railway
bills from the House of Commons.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'AP-
PELLE RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McCLELAN moved the
second reading of Bill (63), " An Act to
amend the Acts relating to the Wood
Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway
Company."

He said-This is a very short Bill,
the object of which is ro extend the
time for constructing the first section of
the road.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

BRONSONS & WESTON LUMBER
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. CLEMOW moved the
second reading of Bill (27) "An Act to
incorporate the Bronsons and Weston
Lumber Company."

He said-This Bill is to incorporate
certain gentlemen carrying on business
in thîs city. They ask no special privil-
eges, and as there is nothing unusual
about the Bill, I presume there will be
no objection to the motion.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There aresome
features in the Bill to which I would like
to call my hon. friend's attention before
the Bill is considered in Committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (16), "An Act to incorporate the
Chinook Belt and Peace River Rail9eý
Company." (Mr. Sanford.)

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, April 13th, 1889·

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 1
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL 1NTRODUCED.

Bill (G), " An Act for the Relief of
Catherine Morrison." (Mr. McKindsey.

BRITISH COLUMBIA EXPERI'
MENTAL FARM.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.) inqulr
ed :-

" Has the Government selected the *te
for the British Columbia Experimen
Farn ? If so where, and when wil l it
established ? "

He said-Over two years ago the
Parliament of Canada passed an
providing that Experimental Far
should be established in each of the
seven Provinces of the Dominio, an
also providing for the establish'e
of one or more in the North-Wer
Territories. A few months a fte
the Act was passed the Governmeil
deputed Professor Saunders, whO is
charge of the Central Experiment?
Farm, to proceed to British Coulob
and make a selection of a suitable ste
for an experimental farm there. To n
personal knowledge, he visited sevard
of the most suitable places on the Islad
of Vancouver and also on the nainlan 9
He visited the thriving and prosPerothe
settlement of the north arm O .
Fraser River, the farm lands in the
mediate vicinity of the City of '
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Westminster, the Coquetlam, Maple
thee, and the Agassiz settlement. All
Fraser ces are on the north side of the
line r iver and immediately along the
On th the Canadian Pacific Railway.
the se outh side of the river he visited
Suaettement of Hope, Chillewhack,
the yLangley, and the south arm of

uni raser River known as the Delta
ton ¡ pality, where, I have no hesita-
tural saying, one of the finest agricul-
found settlements in Canada is to be
was i or Saunders first visit

that thhe fall of 1886. We were atth that time in hopes that only a veryfe onths would be allowed to pass
a far selection would be made and
PasseI established, but another year
the a and nothing was done, and
despacedworthy gentleman was again
ilar l edto the Province, on a sim-
that I 'hion, and revisited all those places
several ave mentioned and, 1 may add,
ince, n Plates in the interior of the prov-
The last v 'neighborhood of Kamloops.
188 7,aavisit he paid was in December,
selectid We were then assured that the

'oeratiowould be made and that active
but I Would go on early this spring,
done, regret to say that nothing had been)as far as IaPresent tire T m aware, up to the

on That is why I have put
y hon. co on the order paper. I hopeconsi coeague from Victoria will notthat der fe-g

that in Me sectional or unkind if I sayby aro judgment the most suitable
theProfe any of the sections visited by
a the lo sor for that desirable institution,
followWer valley of the Fraser, for the

oWe lng reasons : The valley of theoner Fraser is the most central andClirnate in ity in the province. ItsWhat e ara Medium between the some-tad warrner chmate of Vancouver
the interio e more severe climate of

Sthe el. It is a mistake to speak
prov eh Of British Columbia :
scr e as an area of 341,-We 4uare ls

e ave dirile and consequently
Parts of Briferent climates in different

' sn the c sh Columbia. The climate
that of the is different entirely from
Phim that cinterior and consequently I
Phicaly the îmatically as well as geogra-ail odds th wer valley of the Fraser is
WOuld be te most suitable because it

21 taken as a means between the

two extremes. Another reason why I
consider that section of the Province the
most suitable place for the experimental
farm is that the largest body of good
agricultural lands to be found in the pro-
vince, is in the valley of the lower Fraser.
We have nearly three quarters of a mil-
lion of prime land all of which I believe
at no very distant day will be very largely
covered with choice orchards, something
for which the climate and the soil pecu-
liarly adapt it. A third reason why I
claim that it would be more suitable than
any other locality in the Province is that
it is on the line of our trans-continental
railway. The incoming settler could
visit it without being put to any unne-
necessary delay or expense and would at
a glance see the farming and horticul-
tural capabilities of our young Province.
For these reasons I think I am
justified in stating that the locality which
I have mentioned extending over a dis-
tance of some 6o miles, is the proper
place for the proposed farm-in fact
any of the places I have named I con-
sider would be admirably adapted for it.
A few days ago, when my hon. friend,
Dr. Schultz br>ught a similar matter be-
fore the notice of this House, hon. gent-
lemen will remember that he laid par-
ticular stress upon the necessity of es-
tablishing this Experimental Farm in
Manitoba, in order to test the capability
of that country for fruit growing. Un-
fortunately, up to the present time, as I
understand, nearly all attempts at fruit
culture in Manitoba have been a failure.
In that respect I am happy to say that
British Columbia is entirely different,
and I have no hesitation in saying that
as far as the hardier fruits are concerned
-apples, pears, plums, cherries, goose-
berries, strawberries and raspberries-we
can challenge the world. I believe that
there are no finer fruits grown, or can be
grown anywhere, not only as to size but
as to quality.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Grapes?

HON. MR. McINNES-I am not
quite so sanguine about the success of
the grape culture in our province. It is
true that in many portions of British
Columbia we grow grapes, but I am
satisfied that if the same attention and
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care were paid to the cultivation of the
vine as elsewhere, and proper selections
were made, it would be at least equal to
the most favored portions of Ontario.
Of the eight experimental farms that the
Act to which I have referred provides
for, I believe I am correct in saying that
only one has so far been establishad,
namely, the Ottawa, or central one. A
great many people in my province are
becoming somewhat restive and discon-
tented in consequence of the delays that
have taken place in making a selection
and beginning actual operations on the
farm. They are so far away from the
the seat of Governmnent, and not aware
of the slow process of doing things here,
that they cannot understand why it is
necessary that two or three years should
be occupied in making a selection after
the visits of the very able and
competent gentlemen appointed by
the Government to select the site.
Some of the extra restive and dissatisfied
spirits are cruel enough to say that the
Act was only passed on the eve of a
general election for a political purpose,
and doubt very much whether the farm
will be established at ail, or, they say, if

for that purpose. The answer which I
have to give to the inquiry is as follows:
The site for the Experimental Farm for
British Columbia has been selecteô
adjoining the Agassiz station on the
Canadian Pacific Railway: three hundreô
acres of land have been purchased frol
the Agassiz estate. Preparatory work
will commence on this farm as soon as
practicable.

HON. MR. McINNES-This year,
presume from that.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I suppose 0

HON. \IR. McINNES-I
to hear it.

am delighted

THE COMMITTEE ON DIVORCE

MOTION.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that
the Select Committee on Divorce be
composed of the Hon. Messrs. Dickey
Gowan, McFarlane, Kaulbach, Ready
McClelan, Haythorne, Ogilvie and
Macdonald (British Columbia).

it is establisneu i will be Ueiayeu unt i
the eve of a general election I hope HON. MR. HAYTHORNF I
such is not the case. I do not believe to draw the attention of the leader
it is the case, but I am merely stating the Government to the circunstace
what a number of those naughty people that amongst the names mentioned lo t

in the far west say and think. In order one member of that committee beloh3g
to remove that doubt from their minds to the medical profession. As fas
the Government should lose no more my experience in serving upon "
time than is absolutely necessary in committees goes, 1 have found thatt
making the selection and establishing greatest assistance is to be obtained frOil'
the farm. Having called the attention members of that body, and seeniS W
of the Government to this matter I hope me that the selection-though Ido 'lot
that I will receive the answer from the pretend to find fault with i be
Minister that a selection has been made better if a member belonging tO
and that active operations will begin learned profession were induded ifl the
forthwith. list subitted to the House.

Ho-\. MINR. ABDCTT-I arn sure rny Ho.x. MR. ABBOTT-I can orlY éd t
hon. f-iend will regret the strictures he that in framing the list I endeavOured t

as passed on the Government when Icause the committee to be d o
make the answver that I arn about to give hon. gentlemen who are experienceba
to the question. The Government, as such matters, the most of whol e
he correctly states, took great pains to been a long tine members of the frlOtoi
ascertain where the best place for the men of cala, good judgaent, whoe
Expeririental Farrn was, and b believe probably give to the new rules a tte
thev decideci upon a tract of ýerritory start, and put theni in a correct grv
whiCh as been described by the hon efor future work. It did ot occur to i

gentlemanas the best in British Columbia that there would be any special ava'

Hox. MR. A-sINNES.
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tn having a medical man on the
arise lte If an occasion should
th for nedical advice, I presumegot the difficulty might be easily
could ask eI do not exactly see how I
those the House to strike out any of
namie names and substitute it for the
difficf a nedical man. I should have
Whouty in selecting the gentleman
the nuname Should be struck out. If
sho huniber were a little more elastic I'dcl e ave great pleasure in adding andav geat ddnot ocu gentleman, but I confess it did
Consulted to me. i may say that I have
nlen in thiquite a number of hon. gentle-
of this C o use as to the composition
as far asnIreittee and have endeavored,
stood as b coud, to meet what I under-
as to thbe their wishes and judgment
the Cte mernbers who are to compose

nmittee.

SECOND READINGS.
bilt (66), "An Act to incorporate the

Cmp arence and Adirondack Railway
coiii • (M) " r. Bolduc.)

certai " An Act to confirm a
Grand agreement made between the
Canada, trunk Railway Company, of
(oan e Canada Southern Railway
Stan? hy, and the London and Port
vidal.7 Railway Company. - (Mr.

tain a 77, " An Act to confirm a cer-Ondagreenent made between the
oanf and South Eastern RailwayWay gd'y, and Canada Southern Rail-mpany."-(Mr. Vidal.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

apital 23), "An Act to reduce the
r. gstock Of La Banque National."

de bil 1), "An Act respecting thedonald ank of Canada." (Mr. Mac-
-l' idland.)

The Senate adjourned at 4:10 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, April i6th, r888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (42) " An Act to incorporate the
Pontiac & Renfrew Railway Company."
(Mr. Clemow).

Bill (77) "An Act to confirm a cer-
tain agreement made between the Lon-
don & South Eastern Railway and the
Canada Southern Railway." (Mr. Vidal).

Bill (66) " An Act to incorporate the
St. Lawrence & Adirondack Railway
Company." (Mr. Bolduc).

Bill (26) "An Act to confirm a cer-
tain agreement between the Grand Trunk
Railway of Canada, the Canada Southern
Railway Company, and the London &
Port Stanley Railway Company," (Mr.
Vidal).

THE IRVING DIVORCE BILL.

FIRST READING.

Bill (G) "An Act for the relief of
Andrew Maxwell Irving," was introduced
and read the first time.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
moved :

That the said Bill be read a second time
on Tuesday, the first day of May next, and
that notice thereof he aflixed on the doors of
this House, and the Senators sunnioned;
and that the said Andrew Maxwell Irving
mav be heard by his Counsel at the, second
reading to make out the truth of the allega-
tions of the said Bill, and that Marie Louise
Skelton nay have a copy of the said Bill,
ani that notice be given to lier of the said
second reading, or sufficient proof adduced
of the impossibility of so doing, and that she
be at liberty to be heard by Counsel what
she nay have to offler against the said Bill,
at the sane time; that the said Andrew
Maxwell Irving do attend this bouse on the
said first day of May next, in order to his
being examined on the second reading of the
said Bill, if the House shall think fit,
whether there has or bas not been any
collusion, directly or indirectly, on his part,
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relative to any act of adultery that may have
been conmitted by her to obtain such sep-
aration, or whether there be any collusion,
directly or indirectly, between her and him,
or any other person or persons, touching the
said Éill of divorce, or touching any action
at law which niay have been brought by hini
against any person for criminal con versation
with ber, the said wife of the said Andrew
Maxwell Irving, and also whether at the
time of the adultery of which lie complains,
she was by deed or otherwise by his consent
living separately and apart from and released
by him, as far as in him lay, fron ber con-
jugal duty, or whether she was at the time
of such adultery, co-habiting with bin and
under the protection and au'thority of him
as ber husband\.

The motion was agreed to on a
division.

THE SPEAKERSHIP OF THE
SENATE.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

HON.
move

MR. ALEXANDER rose to

That an humble Address be presented to
fHer Majesty ; praying for the amendment of
the British North America Act, so as to
enable the members of the Dominion Senate
to elect their own Speaker.

After some remarks, by permission of
the House, the motion was withdrawn.

LA BANQUE NATIONALE BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BOLDUC moved the
second reading of Bill (23) " An Act to
reduce the capital stock of La Banque
Nationale."

He said-This Bill provides for a
reduction of forty per cent. It has been
carefully studied by the Committee on
Banking and Commerce in the House of
Commons, where the following has been
introduced as a third clause -

" Nothing in this Act shall be construed
so as to lessen or impair the liability of the
shareholders to the present cieditors of the
bank."

It will be seen that every precaution
is taken to protect the interests of the
creditors of the Bank. This step was
necessitated by the Bank having suffered

a series of losses during the depression
in the lumber trade.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (51) " An Act respecting the
Federal Bank of Canada." (Mr. Mac-
donald, Midland).

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (ii) "An Act to empower the
Merchants Marine Insurance CompanIy
of Canada to relinquish its charter an,
provide for the winding up of its affairs.
(Mr. Ferrier).

Bill (53) "An Act to make further
provision respecting the Brantford,
Waterloo & Lake Erie Railway Co'
pany." (Mr. MacCallum).

Bill (25) " An Act to confirimi the
charter of incorporation of the Great
North-West Central Railway CompanY.
(Mr. Clemow).

Bill (22) " An Act to incorporate the
the Great Eastern Insurance CompaniY O
Canada." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (74) " An Act to amend the Act
to incorporate the Kincardine and Tees'
water Railway Company. (Mr. Read')

The Senate adjourned at 4:07 P.m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Tzesday, April 17thi, ISSi

THE SPEAKER took the chair at

3 o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

YORK FARMERS' COLONIZATION
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Co '
mittee on Banking and Commerce, the
ported Bill (A) " An Act respectiltg
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With Farmers' Colonization Company,"
ori *amendments. He said-This Bill
altrgioný in this Chamber and the
suggetns proposed are made at the
thesh on and with the concurrence of
The on. member who has charge of it.
f e .Petition asked for a reductionpital, but ndrafing the Bil, the

this n ernployed to do so, overlooked
a Billery important matter. He copied
other passed last session in which theIothr matter referred to occupied the
Whole ill, that was to allow shareholders

o take land for part of their stock or
this th it. In order to comply with
th e preamble has been amended by
theasdition of a few words, and a clause
redeen introducEd to authorize the
teration of the stock. The other al-
beforon or amendment is to provide that
share any lands are conveyed to any
stockh er of the Company in lieu of his

iade> ere shall be a regular estimate
thoe and a schedule of the value of
be a ands preserved, so that there may
eralh assurance to the shareholders gen-
wen that the rice has been obtained
there .he stock was surrendered. I think
requeil nothing in the amendnmîents to

Ire further consideration.

tO N 1. LRIcCALIUM moved that' the anendments be concurred in.

lhe otio was agreed to and the
Passed. en read the third time and

ARANTINED AT
CISCO.

INQUIRY.

SAN

be ordered into quarantine as though she
came direct from an infected port. On the
arrival of the Parthia an order was made
and passengers who took passage at Van-
couver for this city were quarantined as
though they iad come the entire distance
from China.

If this dispatch is correct, and I fear
it is only too true, I look upon it as an
outrage perpetrated by the authorities of
San Francisco. To quarantine a vessel
with a clear bill of health and only three
days out from a British Columbia port
where there were no infectious or con-
tagious diseases, such as small-pox, yellow
fever or cholera, appears to me to be a
most extraordinary and unprecedented
act on the part of one friendly people
to.vards another. If this report is cor-
rect, I hope that the Government will at
once take such steps as will liberate the
passengers from British Columbia and
elsewhere, who are now in quarantine at
San Francisco on the said steamer and
resent in a proper manner the gross in-
dignity offered our flag and people.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I can only say
that we have received no information of
this kind whatever, and if anything of
the sort has occurred, as soon as the
facts are known, of course proper steps
will be taken in regard to it.

THE WHITE DIVORCE BILL.

cONSIDERATION OF THE COMMITTEE'S
REPORT POSTPONED.

FRAN- The order of the day having been
called,

Consideration of the Report of the Select
Commnittee to whom was referred the Bill

NI Ion the relieftof Mary Matilda Whiîte.
the R. McINN ES (B. C.)-Beforeteorders of ti; I.KULAHsi-h
Perrnnkis r of the day are called, with the Hoid . MR. AULBaCH sate
attentio to the House, I desire to call eviene which a anio ha o
In the O ot dispatch which appeared

ichtawa Free Pess of yesterday,hon. mebes. think there has been
and yestenday, negiect somewhere, but to whom it

San reads as follows
arthia ncisco. April 16.-The steamer should be attnibuted I cannot say.

ne betwe the Canadian Pacific steamship
ehed been Chma and British Columnbia. the order of the day Fe discharged, and
ha eYesterday. A general quarani- the same be taken into consideration on

pr thereeen declared against all Chinese Thursday next.eththere vas nuch comment as to
ritlab coi vessels which lately arrived at
acouver i,,a from1 China and cleared at HON. MR. McKINDSEY-I do not, lean bill of heaeh would think it in the public inteest that this
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evidence should be published at ail. I
have had charge of the Bill, I was a
member of that Committee, and I am
satisfied that the evidence was conclusive.
The report of the Committee, which I
presume will be adopted to-day, will be
acceptable and there is no necessity for
the publication of the evidence. I would
ask, therefore, with the liberty of the
House, that the hon. gentleman should
go on with the conzideration of the
report to-day, and that the evidence in
the case should be suppressed as not
being in the public interest.

HON. MR. ALMON-I have a very
great objection to that course being
adopted. I am not going to vote on
any question without having the evi-
dence before me. We see now the evil
of having a small committee. This
Divorce Committee having met and
come to a conclusion, they are going to
force us to vote on a subject of which
we know nothing. I do not think that
such an outrage on justice should be
permitted in the i9 th century, If the
evidence is not submitted, I shall have
to act on the principle that until the
petitioner is proved guilty I must pre-
sume ber innocence, and I shall vote
against the report being received. It is
all very well to talk to us about the
evidence not being fit to be read. Sup-
pose we were to expurgate from the
Bible the objectionable parts, does any-
one imagine that the world would be the
better for it ? We had a Bill before us
a couple of sessions ago of a most dis-
gusting character-the Charlton Seduc-
tion Bill-and I am sure there can be
nothing in the evidence in this case more
fllthy in its details than that measure.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It is be-
cause of the objection of the hon. mem-
ber for Halifax, which I know to be
shared by other members, that I ask the
consideration of the report to be delayed
until the evidence is printed. I am quite
ready to go on with the order myself,
but knowing that the feelings which he
expressed are entertained by other hon.
gentlemen, I shall press my motion that
the report be not taken into considera-
tion until Thursday next,

HON. MR. McKINDSEY.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Is it not possible
for the hon. member who has charge O
the Bill, with the permission of the
House, to withdraw it altogether ? That
would end the difficulty.

HON. MR. POWER-That would bc
very irregular.

HoN. MR. McMILLAN-It WOUl
be making little of this House, after the
presentation of the application and the
consideration of the case by the Col'
mittee, if the Bill were withdrawn at thi'
stage, mere particularly as this is the
first case of the kind that we have had
in this country. I think it would be as
well to print the evidence for the con
venience of members of this House, an
let it be known to the country that the
Senate will not be trifled with. If Y1"
take that course you will effectually stoP
such applications.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-I must say
that my only object is to prevent the
evidence going to the country. I asked
that the report be adopted now in order
to prevent the printing and distributtO'
of the evidence.

HON. MR. MILLER-I cannot agree
with the suggestion of the hon. member
from Sarnia. I have heard something
about this case, and it has reached the
stage of being reported upon by the
Committece to whom the application 'a

referred. There are reasons why the
petitioner should not be allowed to
withdraw the Bill in this case. I thin
that the action of the House should b'
deflnitely taken upon it. I understan
that the Bill is to be rejected, and there-
fore it would not be right to withdra
the report of the Committee at
stage.

The motion was agreed to.

MASKINONGE AND NIPISSIî
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BIL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved the
second reading of Bill (52) "An Act tO
amend the Act to incorporate
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Maskinonge and Nipissing RailwayC0rnpany.)>

aie said-This Bill is merely toarnend an Act of last session. The
chandment is of a very unimportant
nenacter,' merely naming certain gentle-in as incorporators, and also extend-
ilg the time for the completion of theraiîway.

The motion was agreed to, and theBilwas read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bih (70) " An Act to incorporate the
(Mr.real Ishand Railway Company."(M.LacosteRal.a

Tobi (79) " An Act to incorporate the
Railwa Gynpsum and Colonization

y Company."c (Mr. Howlan.)
tta (75) " An Act to incorporate the

a ,, and Parry Sound Railway Con-
P •nY-' (Mr. Clemow)

The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.

THE SENATE.
Ota

owa, Wdnesday, April 18th, 1888.

T' SPEAKER took the Chair at 30cl ock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ROYAL VICTORIA COLLEGE
BILL.

PETITION RECEIVED.

et .R. ABBOTT-I beg leave to
t esent on. Flouse to be allowed
of Inre a petition praying for an Act
treal, oration for a college at Mon-
that last e grounds of this Petition are,
for the e Year a large donation was given
higher e tablishment of a college for the
tio ucation of women in connec-

ithin th McGill College, Montreal.
e1ver ofte last three or four days, the
utention t donation has intimated his

giving a very much larger

18, 1888] of Trade Bill. 327

sum which, with the other, is intended
to establish a college on the same prin-
ciple as Girton College, Oxford ; and it
is desired to obtain a charter for this
college. The time has expired within
which such petitions can be presented,
and for that reason I beg permission of
the House to present this Petition.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
As anything pertaining to education
comes within the perview of the local
legislatures, I would ask the hon gentle-
man have we the right to interfere in
this matter ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-In reply to
my hon. friend, I would say that, as a
general rule, we have nothing to do with
that here. It is not intended that this
shall interfere with education ; it is
simply to create a corporation for the
purpose of carrying out this higher edu-
cation of women, and as it is intended
to establish preparatory branches in
Mantoba or in British Columbia, it is
necessary to come to this House, as the
charter cannot be obtained in the local
House authorizing the establishment of
a subsidiary college outside of the Pro-
vince of Quebec.

HON. MR. MILLER-The question
raised by my hon. friend will be better
corsidered when the Bill is before the
House.

The Petition was received.

THIRD READING.

Bill (23) " An Act to reduce the cap-
ital stock of the Banque Nationale.'
(Mr. Bolduc).

TORONTO BOARD OF TRADE
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL from the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce, reported
Bill (D) " An Act to amend the several
Acts relating to the Board of Trade of
the city of Toronto, with certain amend-
ments." He said-I nay briefly explain
the natnre of the amendmient which has
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been made by the Committee to this Bill.
There were foui clauses which, in the
judgment of the Committee, as advised
by competent authority, were considered
to be ultra vires and it was thought de-
sirable that they should be expunged,
which was done, and the clause which
has been read at the table was subse-
quently inserted. I may remark that
that clause has been submitted to the
consideration of the leader of the House
and others competent to deal with it.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
moved that the amendments be con-
curred in.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
moved the third reading of the Bill,
presently.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENITEN-
TIARY

MOTION.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved:

That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor-General;
praying that His Excellency wili be pleased
to cause to be laid before this House, a copy
of a letter of the 31st March last, from the
Honorable Joseph H. Bellerose, in re the
burnina, of Mr. Louis Guynond's property
at St. eincent de l'au].

Also, copy of a letter of James Devlin,
Engineer, on the saine subject. Also, a
copy of the different solemn declarations
accompanying the above-mentioned letters.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I have no ob-
jection to the address if my hon. friend
will add, " and all other documents and
correspondence relative to the same
subject."

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I
no objection to the amendment.

have

The motion was agreed to.

BRANTFORD, WATERLOO AND
LAKE ERIE RAILWAY COM-

PANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McCALLUM moved the
second reading of Bill (53) " An Act to
make further provision respecting the
Brantford, Waterloo and Lake Erie Rail-
way Company."

He said-This is a Bill to enable this
company to build a short piece of their
railway, about iS miles, from the City O
Brantford to some point on the Canfada
Southern. Brantford being largely 1'
terested in this railway, has granted a
bonus of $2 5,000 in aid of the extensiofl

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

GREAT NORTH-WESTERN CEN-
TRAL RAILWAY COMPANY

BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. CLEMOW moved the
second reading of Bill (25) " An Act to
confirm the character of incorporation ?
the Great North-Western Central Rail
way Company.

He said-This Bill is for the confirm"
tion of the charter granted to this rail
way company by virtue of an Act passeô
in 1886. This Bill is necessary at the
present time, because capitalists in E'
land consider that it would be better to
have this Act ratified by Parlianlent.
They do not seem to understand that
the Act giving the Government authoritY
to pass this charter is sufficient of itselfî
and this Bill is merely a confirmation f
the grant to the company in 1886.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

EASTERN ASSURANCE
PANY BILL.

COM-

SECOND READING.

Bill (22) " An Act to incorporate the
Eastera Assurance Company of Canada
(Mr. Power) was read the second tie
without debate.

HON. MR. VIDAL.

328
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kINCARDINE AND TEESWATER
RAILWAY BILL.

SECOND READING.

ra I MR. READ moved the second
the Act tf Bill (74) " An Act to amend
andc T to imcorporate the Kincardine

eeswater Railway Company."
lie

presentsaidThis is a Bill for which I
to hav ted a number of petitions asking
WOUld the charter extended so that it
OWen run through Southampton to
the saOtund I have a map here for
have a tsfaction of the House, and I
have bo a list of the subsidies which
Prise een given in support of this enter-
subsribnd of the stock that has been
believe 1d The only thing required, I
a littl, is that they would like to have

fl arnendment made in the House
0f rllons struck out.

aT he rotion Was agreed to, and the
Ihl has read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 3.45 P'.

THE SENATE.

Ota ThWa2 Yursday, April 19th1, 1888.

3 o'c1k AKER took the chair at

Prayers and routine proceedings.

JUNCTION RAILWAYCONPANY'S BILL.

TUIRD READING.

1ee R DICKEY from the Com-4. O Raiw'' rmteCm
:.arbiors re ways, Telegraphs andCorporate eorted Bill (64) " An Act to

rjOlTane that
Copan >>eChatham Junction Rail.

lie said:L with amendments.
cnist .e amendments to this

Unctio » n triking out the word
tht clause 0fn the title, preamble and
foh stance Bill. It is done ato ig re Ohe promoters for therporate arasons : This is a Bill to in-

new company with power to

acquire the railway originally known as
the Chatham Junction Railway, connect-
ing the Town of Chatham with the Inter-
colonial Railway by a short line of some
eight or ten miles. This Bill not only
gives them power to do that, but it also
empowers them to extend the line to the
Miramichi river, and in another direction
to accommodate the Parish of Nelson, so
that it has a different position from a
mere junction railway. I see no objec-
tion to the Bill and I think it may be
read the third time at once.

HON. MR. LEWIN moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'AP-
PELLE RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported Bill (63) " An Act
to amend the Acts relating to the Wood
Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway Com-
pany," with an amendment.

He said-The amendment is intended
merely to fix the time for the completion
of a portion of the line, consisting of
fifty miles, between the Canadian Pacific
Railway and Fort Qu'Appelle. By the
Bill as it stood, that date was the last
day of July next. That period has been
extended, I believe, at the suggestion of
the promoters, to the 3 oth September,
in order that they may have an oppor-
tunity of completing the line which is
already partly built. There is another
reason why there is objection to that :
as the Act originally stood they had
until 189o to complete the road and
they only asked that the time be extend-
ed to the last of September next. I see
no reason why the amendment should
not be concurred in and the Bill read
to-day.

HON. MR. McCLELAN moved that
the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.
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MASKINONGE & NIPISSING RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HoN. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported Bill (52), "An Act to
amend the Act to incorporate the Mas-
kinonge & Nipissing Railway Company,"
with an amendment.

He said-This is a necessary amend-
ment, and the necessity arose from the
fact that the clause which we have
amended repeals the section of the Act
which fixes the time for the commence-
ment of the work. It left no time for
the commencement of the work, and it
only required that the work should be
completed in the seven years specified.
It therefore became necessary, unless the
ground was to be covered by this Com-
pany without anything being done, that
the Bill should be amended so that the
work should be commenced within two
years from the date of this Bill and com-
pleted in seven years. The amendment
is not only necessary, but was made
without objection from the promoters.

HON. MR. ROSS (Laurentides) moved
that the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

CHINOOK & PEACE RIVER RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. SANFORD moved the
second reading of Bill (16), " An Act to
incorporate the Chinook Belt and Peace
River Railway Company."

He said-The promoters of this Bill
propose to construct a railway from some
point on the Canadian Pacific Railway,
either at Calgary or its vicinity, to go
North-West to the Red Deer River
country, the Saskatchewan and Peace
River.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

THE WHITE DIVORCE CASE

REPORT OF THE COMMITTE ADOPTF
0

The order of the day having been
called-" Consideration of the ReP0

of the Select Committee to whon
referred Bill (B) for the relief of I
Matilda White."

HON. MR. KAULBACH said- he
evidence taken by the Select Comit9ithe
in this matter has been placed i1 1
hands of hon. gentlemen ; therefore
shall move the consideration of it 90
The Report of the Committee, as h0
gentlemen will remember, is that the
preamble of the Bill has not been rov
ed, and they accordingly recolle. s
that the Bill do not pass. There iS
further special report, under the circoîth
stances, chat there is no ground for the
allegations made against the ResPOn,
dent. In consequence of the pecbee0
nature of this case, it must have er
within the knowledge of the Petit 01
that there was no foundation for the ae
ations in the Bill and the Committee hto
therefore made another recommenda
wihch we do not wish to establish *g
precedent-that the Respondent ha.<f
been brought here without any JI
cation shall be paid $20 for his trave i
expenses. We estimate that thatnses
about one third of what his eSP' the
have really been. We think, underthat
peculiar circumstances of the case,
we are justified in making this rect be
mendation. I move that the rePor
adopted.

HoN. MR. McINNES (B. C) e

fore the adoption of the report thing
to bring before the House some With
that has come under my notice e.0-
respect to this report. It will be rerOn.
bered that on Tuesday last the ba5
Chairman of the Committee who ort
just moved the adoption lof the r' ha
asked the permission cf- the HlouseUtil
its consideration be postponed 1Ot
to-day because the evidence was the
before them. I am informed, 0 ted
authority of one of the most reP 0ofr
members of the Senate, a strong Su' 0 4
ter of the Government, that that re of
was in the hands of at least One
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on0y i
last. ï summers on Monday evening
sponsiblo do not know who is re-
Queen'se for this, but I suppose it is the
I d printers, whoever thev are, but
disgra claim that it is a sha'me and a
abroae that that evidence should go
cd and be placed in the hands of
this r and demoralize the youth ofoUritry.

adu great deal of the evidence that was
very le on that Committee was of a
to d .W order, but in order to elicit and
to be tu tice between the parties it had
the féetaken and I fully sympathize with
by re igs and sentiments expressed
other d n- friend from Halton the
at athat it should be suppressed, or
Commt confined to members of the

aki"1ngtte or Senate. When he wasspkrieg that appeal to the House toeipress the evidence in the case it was
0 in ret and handed from boy to boy,
Ottwa their teens, on the streets of

Who were hoever the parties may be
Governt responsible for this I hope the

and en will give them such a repri-
as Will prevent a recurrence of it

fur. it

to lhe MR. MILLER--With regard
has jus natter which the hon. gentleman
th. RSt brought before the House-that
the pt talthough not presented to

th ao te day before yesterday when
for) aPtion of the Report was askedo a t t e time in the hands of boysnt e streets of Ottawa-it is a state-ret 1 presume he would not make ex-Was n good authority. If the evidence

lsot beady for distribution in this
stand h ore to-day, I cannot under-
the hands of bMonday last it could be in

oys in the streets.
MRN. Mcy B.

ho ' nIcINNES (B. C.)-Thea"eteman on whose authority I
.habere staternent is present in the

or hetr th did not learn from
t hihr the evidence was in thethe r which it has been distributed to

Ofs fiters of the House, but certainly
Sears we in the handsof a boy of fif-
y to lr ot only had an opportu-'te o ,ad it hirsef

aonrable ifo, but gave it to my,lures i rmant, who read it, and
i is precisely the same as

that before us now. If it is necessary, I
suppose the hon. gentleman who is my
informant will have no hesitation in
corroborating what I have stated.

HON. MR. MILLER-I take it for
granted that the statement which the
hon. member has made is correct. It is
incumbent on the Chairman of the Com-
mittee, or whoever has control of the
printing bureau, to see how this breach
of faith has occurred, and to find out if
possible who is to blame. With regard
to the suppression of this evidence, I
think it is one of the most absurd things
that could possibly be asked for. It is
preposterous to expect this House to
adopt or reject the report of the Com-
mittee without seeing the evidence upon
which it is based. It is expressly under-
stood by the rules of the House that the
evidence must be before the Senate
before hon. members are called
upon to vote upon the report
of the Committee. This is not an
ordinary committee of the House. It
has functions of a judicial character dele-
gated to it ; it has been instructed to
take the evidence in the case referred to
it and to report it to the House, and
without the evidence the Ilouse is not in
a position to form a judgment upon the
case. What would be thought if we, on
the simple report of a committee, without
seeing the evidence, should be called
upon to act in a matter of such import-
ance without knowing the reasons why
the committee came to the conclusions
reported ? The idea is so absurd that I
am surprised it should find support from
any hon. gentleman. It is still more ab-
surd to ask us to adopt a report of this
character without having the evidence,
when the report itself states that the evi-
dence is laid on the table of this House.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I may tell
my hon. friend that the evidence was
presented with the report and laid upon
the table.

HON. MR. MILLER-The second
clause of the report says :-

2nd. And in obedience to the 78tli Pule
of your Honorable House, your Commiiittee
report to your Honorable House herewith
the evidence taken down in writing of the
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witnesses heard on oath before your Con. interest of public morality. In the first
mittee, together with that of the Petitioner, place, the report was to the effect that
wihom, incompliance with the instructions the preamble of the Bill was not provee'
from vour Honorable House to that effect, ths
your 'Committee have examined upon oath, I had charge of the Bill. I was o1
as well generally as in regard to any collu- Committee. I heard the evidence.
sion or connivance between the parties to was satisfied, the petitioner was satisfl .
obtaina separation, and also all vouchers the solicitor for the petitioner was Satie
adduced before your Corimnttee. fied, that the preamble was not provei

Now, it is always understood when and the report of the Committee co'»
evidence of this kind is placed before only have been to that effect. Thereforel
the House that it is printed for the use I did not see any object to be gained. b
of the members, and I do not see how a sending to the public evidence wh C
member could be asked to give an was, to my mind, after I had seeli jt,
opinion on the question without seeing unfit for publication. There could b
the evidence. It is unfortunate that it only two objects for opposing that n
is of such a character, but I think we tion, either to send the report back o
have cases as bad almost as this in which the Committee for the purpose
the evidence has not only been printed, bringing in a report that the divor
but has appeared in the journals of the should be granted, or of send be
House, and I cannot understand why the evidence which was taken in tha
hon. gentlemen are so squeamish about case to the public. Therefore, in thit
it. It is no worse than the evidence view of the case, I moved in the interes
which is often taken in Courts of Justice. of public morality that the evidenc
I do not understand on what principle should be suppressed, and that te
the Committee recommend the payment port of the Committee be acce'pted
of $20. I presume the Committee are the the House. I have not heard anyar
best judges of what should be done and ment against that course, which 1 thi
I do not undertake to pass an opinion would prevent the injurious effect o tter
upon it, but it is certainly unusual to country which I anticipate in this at 0 to
recommend a payment out of the con- if the evidence were allowed to go i
tingencies of this House, to the respond- the public. I heard what was given
ent in a divorce case. I do not th*nk evidence, and I conceived that it shbc
there is any precedent for it. However, be suppressed, and might prolperly st
I do not intend to take any exception to suppressed, where the report w-as agalter
it, but I an much surprised that hon. the petitioner and where 1, as promo
gentlemen desire to have this report cf the Bill, concurred in the report.
adopted without placing the evidence in
the hands of members. It is just such a HoN. MAR. SCOTT-While there iS ,
case as this, where hon. gentlemen might great deal of force in the observa ic-
consider it unnecessary to print the evi- made by the hon. gentleman frol e *
dence, that precedents are established. mond, and while it may seem paraye
In another case a similar request might cal that this House should adoPt a the
be made and a similar course adopted port of a Committee without havî>ig .
on the strength of the precedent laid evidence on which it is based before
down in this instance. From what I yet I venture to say that no judical tf
have seen of the evidence, I think the bunal in the world except the Senate ce
Committee could come to no other con- Canada would have permitted eviden
clusion than the one which is reported to go forth to the public such
to the House, and which we are asked appears in the foul and disgu
to confirm. papers that were c rculated in our bo

yesterday, I think it is a humiliatiotted
HON. MR. McKINDSEY - I am disgrace to this body to have perflm sa

strongly inipressed, after what I have that evidence to go to the printer.- the
heard from the hon. gentleman opposite, if such a thing were likely to recur l s
with the idea that the motion which I future it would be far better to abo
made the other day to suppress this evi- divorce out of this House altogether tr'
dence was strictly correct and in the put it in the hands of some judical

Ho.. MR. MILLER.
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oralihyat will have some respect for the
of thistY 0f the boys and girls and women
Prevent un>.try and will adopt means towit sth r minds from being polluted
Wuth iuch filthy, disgusting trash as was

u lif Oi ands yesterday. I never indy we t so humiliated as I was yester-
boa en I took that paper out of my
away. a part of it and I threw it
readin oe ladies appeared as I was
feig it and I blushed for shame-I
that Inanhood horrified. I repeat
of this Oubt if any tribunal on the face
forth oeath would have permitted to go
the in e public such filth to pollute

en ds of the boys and girls and
ill any hwonen of this country.

tribuna bon. gentlemen tell me that the
usually before which divore cases are
Such ev brought would have permitted
rlean to sence to go abroad ? Do you

f it.say that a judge, who would
and tee duty to hear such evidence
tion oder it to a jury in the investiga-

red tuch a case, wculd not have or-
îng gi e court to be cleared while it was

ehe cotns I have an experience in
and I h f Canada of over 40 years,

vthy cae been familiar with some
'nteres that have had to be, in the
aythin f justice, investigated. When
filthines s approaching in foulness andtob the evidence in this case wast0 be herately or dthe iudge presiding immedi-ose WhOe that ail the parties, except
istrati o were charged with the admin-Court and thjustice, should leave theeoud ere in secret conclave the
e0ntraryuld beheard. Here, on the
td by thos aul papers were circulat-this . courOusand yesterday ail over

disgacu and I do say that it
We gi to this assembly, andPlsi ear of it from the

a countrye different churches of
Spportun I do trust that
sf anythin ty Will be taken, in the eventented to tnore of this kind being pre-toeasur of s1s body, to adopt some· onfine i tUc evidence has to be taken,
ho 5 givn witvhin the four walls where

• gene do not think there is anVce Who an within the hearing of my
to re cases of td not be prepared to say,
if e nvest. at kind necessarily hadPOssible t ated, that this body ought,etak the opinions of the

gentlemen who are appointed to inquire
into these foul and filthy questions. It
would be better to do it, even though
we made a mistake. The evidence in
this case, as I understand, led to the
conclusion that the preamble was not
proven and that the Bill should be thrown
out. The feeling of the House, under
ordinary circumstances, with other Bills
would be to throw them out on the same
kind of a report. Therefore, why should
it be necessary that evidence of such a
disgustng nature should have to be
published ?

HON. MR. MILLER-I cannot help
admiring the virtuous indignation of my
hon. friend from Ottawa, and the some-
what theatrical exhibition which he has
favored us with ; but I do not think he
has touched the argument, nor do I
think any hon. gentleman has touched
the argument which I have advanced
here, and which involves the principle
that where we are called upon to pass a
solemn judgment upon a most important
matter that we should do it without
having a tittle of the evidence before us.
In regard to the first reason which my
hon. friend has adduced why I should
move for the printing of the evidence
that I expected to have the report of the
Committee rejected and that it should
be sent back to them again for re-consid-
eration.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-We did
not expect the House to pass upon it
after the preamble had been reported by
the Committee as not proven. The
matter would simply have dropped there,
as I understand the rules of this House.
If the Committee had reported that the
preamble of the Bill was proven, it would
have been a different thing, then the
evidence should come to the House, and
should go to the other House also.

HON. MR. MILLER-That is exactly
where my hon. friend is wrong. That
is where he mistakes the duty of this
House and the duty of the Committee-
especially the duty of the House in pas-
sing on the action of the Committee.
Does it follow that because a committee
may reject the preamble of a Bill tiat
this House is going, without knowing
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the reasons on which they have done so,
to accept that report ? Where would
legislation be if that were the case ? My
hon. friend must know how absurd a
position the House would place itself in
by adopting a principle altogether
antagonistic to every idea of a judicial
proceeding. It is unfortunate, perhaps,
that this evidence has to be printed. My
hon. friend does not seem to apprehend
that we are passing a solemn judgment
with our eyes shut and with nothing to
justify us but the action of the Com-
mittee. I know that the Committee is
not absolute in its finding-that its re-
port establishes nothing until it is re-
ceived and adopted by this House ; but
we are asked to adopt the report without
knowing any of the reasons on which
the judgment was arrived at. I agree
with ny hon. friend that it is unfortunate
that this evidence should be printed and
spread abroad, but I do rot see how it
is that it has got such a publication
as niy bon. friend from Ottawa has
announced, when the order was that only
one copy for each member of the Senate
and one for each member of the House
of Commons should be printed. The
fact that one or two boys may have got
hold of it is unfortunate, but we have a
rule of the House already on this sub-
ject. The question was fully considered
some years ago ; was it then decided
that all such evidence as this was not to
be printed ? Nothing of the kind. It
was decided that it should be printed
separate and apart from the journals of
the House in which it had formerly ap-
peared. Such evidence was printed in
the journals of the House of Lords, when
that House had control of the subject of
divorce. I am sure that in a great con-
munity like England, they had frequently
cases in which the evidence was as bad
as anything we have ever had in this
country, and there the evidence was
alw-ays printed. I do not see where the
danger is that this evidence will be scat-
tered broadcast over the country to the
extent which my hon. friend predicted.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Over 500 copies!

HoN. MR. MILLER-The disgrace
to the Senate is, not in sticking to our
rules, we have other causes for disgrace

Hox. MR. MILLER.

perhaps than acting independentlY >
the discharge of the duty before us no
There is another reason why this eVI
dence should be printed. This won
is evidently guilty of something wO0
than untruthfulness. 'According tO bet
own sworn testimony before the Co
mittee, she did not deserve a divorce, ard
it is well that there should be a recOl
against her should she go elsewhere to
seek a divorce, in order that it can b-
referred to. If the Bill had been witht
drawn yesterday in the House, it mißer
have been said elsewhere that the ratter
had not been fully considered in the Sel
ate, that the Bill had passed its seCO"
reading and had miscarried in somne Wa
before the Committee. That line O
argument might perhaps be used elsh
where, in another country, if she sougb
a divorce there. If My hon. frief
wanted to have this Bill withdrawn, wh
did he not take the proper course a
ask the Committee to report that the
promoter of the Bill had desired it tO
withdrawn and recommend to the NO
that he have leave to withdraw his
My hon. friend (Mr. McKindsey) shake
his head.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY - They
could only report the facts.

HON. MR. MILLER-I beg MY nh
friend's pardon, and I tell hii thathich
course, the Parliamentary course, W. the
I would have adopted had I been
promoter of the Bill is this : when 
the preamble was not proven I e to
have asked the Committee for leavece
withdraw the Bill and then the evidece
need nluA come before the 119
at all. The conduct of rny hon. frhat
involved the necessity of puttiog t a
report on the table and the necessit er
the publication of the evidence un
the rules of the House; therefore
cannot see why the hon. member dOttawe should make such an
nant tirade which, in My OPl'o ,
is of very little consequence fot
deed, because this report ca io
get a wide publication. It is the fau th
the members of this House and If t.
other House if it does get a wide P ted
cation, because the only copies pl r
are the copies for each member and
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the archi
think th es of the House, and I do not
I4 l dptthe alarm and disgust so viv-
Ottawa eie by the hon. gentleman from

agination except m his own fertile

ansor MR. DICKEY-I would like to
the ho at has been said and to call
clause n gentleman's attention to the last
this effect. : eport. That clause is to

o th od Committee recommend thatdoi .rdelit be paid the sum of twentybn ts() to Cover ail costs incurred by
e Charged 'natter, and that the said suri

By o contingencies of the Senate."

e ation, I may state thatcase for nd that leave was given in this
fa "rpa the petitioner to proceed in

th 0 GENTLEMEN--This is not

iothr e R. MCKINDSEY-That isher case altogether.

lt ' R. DICKEY-Then I shouldthis reo OW what is the authority foremrnendation ?

tha MR. McKINDSEY-So far astat, cIs o h rp
a opposed the report is concerned, Ito the res o any allowance being madereferred toPOndent. Although it is not

te 0 statn the report of the Commit-
the that ed distinctly in the Committee
th nticet did not come here underthis liouse appear which was issued by

for th, to defend this action, butl3 operty be Purpose of protecting histhe ,l ecause there was a clause ina tr oh asked this House to order
t.ak from Ofthe property to be madeiter. That c respondent to the peti-rt as preteause was struck out whentesya POesented to the Committee. TheProN rty, appeared solely to protect his

titi ne and he was subpœnaed by thean ittee, and exammîned before the Com-
tIl 1 belle attended there two days,tioter forev he was paid by the peti-lot th. 13 attendance ; therefore I doail1"ln h e bah

to4wance fo as any right at all to thiste his attendance before the

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I may say
that I share very fully in the senti-
ments of indignation, and that sense
of humiliation that have been ex-
pressed by the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa ; and I am not shaken in my
views of this question by the elaborate
arguments advanced by the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond. The object which
he says we have in view in carrying out
the rules of the House is, that such evi-
dence shall be submitted to us, can be
effectively attained without subjecting us
to the humiliation and the shame of
having such objectiorable matter printed
under our authority. The hon gentle-
man has said that it is necessary for
every member of this House to be able
to form his own opinion as to whether
the report of the Committee is correct
or not. I admit the soundness of that
proposition, but I do not admit that it is
necessary in order that hon. gentlemen
be able to form an opinion on this ques-
tion, that we should be subjected to the
reproach of having evidence of this char-
acter published. If it is necessary that
the evidence taken before the Commit-
tee should be before the House, the
manuscript of it might be submitted
when the Committee make their report
to this House, and might they not
then report to the House that the
evidence is of such a character that they
recommend the suspension of the 78th
Rule, and then let the evidence remain
unprinted in the custody of the Clerk of
the Committee for a week or a fortnight,
so that any member having doubts as to
the wisdom of the decision at which the
committee had arrived, may have an op-
portunity of looking into the evidence
and satisfying himself as to the facts. In
that way we would attain the object
which the hon. gentleman had desired
without exposing ourselves to the un-
pleasant position we are placed in to-
day. When any matter of this kind is
referred to a committee to take evidence,
what is the object of the House in doing
it (I am speaking now of evidence of
this particular character, objectionable in
its features)? If the object is to obtain
evidence of that character, does the hon.
gentleman mean to say that witnesses
should be examined at the bar of this
House, and that those questions should

Wh77ite [APRIL 19 1888] Dvr e 11ç-
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be put to the witness in the pre- fot at ail share in the fear expresseô by
sence of the whole House and of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa as W
strangers? Surely he does not mean the wide spread circulation of the Pri
that; and yet, what gentleman ed evidence now before us, but there is
acquainted with the proceedings circulation enough, and hon. gentle' r
in a court of law and the value of know that when once a document O
testimony, but knows that the very look that kind gets into a printin office W
and tone and manner of the witness in have lost ail control of it. Everif0fh
giving his answer to a question are one copy of it is preserved by those Who
almost as important in their bearing put it in print, it can be reproduce
upon the case as the words he may utter. indeflnitely. This was the danger IfLre
I hold that when the House delegates to a saw the other day when I recom
committee a duty of making an investi- that the gentleman in charge of the
gation of this kind, it announces to the should wîthdraw it. I f agree e
whole world by the reference that it a great deal of what has been said bl
has confidence in those gentlemen whom the hon, gentleman from Richmond as
they appoint as having ability and in- to the importance and necessity Of
tegrity to inquire properlyand sufficiently serving the record of the proceedifgs
into the whole matter ; and while I do the Committee and of the Fouse
not mean for a moment to contend that dealing with this matter; consequentîy
the House is bound to accept their do fot now think my suggestion t
decision, I assert that their decision is made that the Bill should be entire >
entitled to very great consideration. I withdrawn, was a good one, I thik
venture to say that before, we should is well that it should be on record tht
reject their report, we should be able to the House refused to grant the pra e
show very strong reasons why we believed the petition because the preamble 'n
the committee have not acted wisely in proven.
connection with their investigation. We
delegate to the committee power HON. MR. MILLER-What
to take this evidence for the very was that the more correct course tdae
purpose of avoiding those unseemly prevented the publication of the evi
exhibitions on the floor of this would have been to have got the recoin
Chamber, and when they have by the mendation of the Committeethatte
authority delegated to them obtained it, promoter of the Bil shouldhave
we should be satisfied, generally speak- to withdraw it, and then the evl
ing, that the evidetnce is of a reliable evidence could not have ben laid by)
character. At the same time, as I have the table.
already stated, there might be thb pre-r
caution taken of having b the evidence in HoN. MR. VIDAL-The rule reuI

writing before is, subject to the examin- d the production of the evidence bnfoe

ation of any memer who has any dout the louse, but it did not require te

as to the wisdom of the action of the be printcd. If the Committee had 0
Committee. I do hope that in the thought of recomm nding the susepode
future we shah neyer have occasion to of the rule rTquiring the laying Io re
speak of a matter of this kind again. I evidence on the table, It wou d h
trust that the Committee that is now obviatcd the necessity for haVrg o hat
appointsd as a standing committee to printed. I think however it full aee. It
act on such cases will sec that it is their it was flot withdrawn althogether,~~r
bounden duty to protect the moraas of might in that case be surmised thad for
the country, and that in cases where cvi- vas some ground for the application
dence of this disgusting character is divorce, whereas now, we shaîll have
brought before them, they will take the trust the decision of the House Put to

precaution to make ins their report a record that there was no ground figortl
recommendatio to the Flouse flot to application at a, as is clearly set
require that the 7 8th Rule be complied in the third clause of the report t
with in that particular case, or that such wrd. Your Comittee further des be
evidence shaîl be put into print. I do express their opinion tgat, tordiae t

HON. MR. VIDAL
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e PrOe duced, there ie no ground what- read very little of this case. It is not
Reepondent alegations made against the very wholesome or palatable reading.

I think . . I do not want it to be supposed at all
should g t is very desirable that this that I insist upon the publication of this
this J-go on record as the decision of evidence or any other ground than the
nan frouse, clearing the character of the conscitious conviction that I am vindi-

fletom a Most injurious and improper cating a principle which should be dear
LlegatiOn. The adoption of the report to eveiy man connected with judicialWould I presume be the end of the case, investigation.

and ete ern if th heobetr remarks chiefly with the
!iitte ""pressing on the new Com-

flg t sdivorce the propriety of arrang-
taken i thould evidence of this kind bein the future some steps shall beeall that such objectionable testimony%hall ot be printed.

MR. McKINDSEY-It is notplrs tention to ask the House to sup-
aSked record of the evidence ; all I
it. T o suppress the publication of

The record should remain here, and
rusertiber that I never asked the

rt of thdo anything but adopt thethat th e Select Committee declaringta thae preanble is not proven. I do
'the record be destroyed.

that the R. MILLER-I do not think
varies his epl aati of my hon. friend

o flotosniti o in the slightest degree.
oever the House to suppose,

secial re at I had any desire that this
cept 1 in ort should be published, ex-
t0 be a vvindication of what I consider1s th very important principle. That

grete Ony motive I had in view. I
as tuch as any member of this

perhaps, at these indelicate, and,
filth tateinn many cases very

ore D. ents, made by witnesses
get any ivorce Committees should
aealt with Publicty ; but the House

1 dProviethequestion sometime ago,sided that where the Committee
Ii d the jue evidence unfit to goeco.en Journals they should make aVitu endatiotu f th n to the House and in
thi et shlt recmmendation the evi-
th s case e printed by itself, as in

divorc think the gentlemen on
ony to tCh f lmittees will bear testi-r befoeact that they very seldom

lot eray cOn e of those Committees
den al tcircutances, and I would

e of tadnit how little of the evi-
22 hose cases I read. I have

HON. MR. ALMON-I should not
say anything on this question, only I
was very anxious that the report should
be published before I gave my opinion
about it. The Committee appointed
to try this case are not the sole
judges or jurors ; they are sent
out to investigate the state of the case
and report it to us and to get us
to approve or disapprove of the
ruling they have given. The evidence
in this case is very disgusting, but that is
partly owing to the manner in which a
number of the questions were asked-
asked in a much more coarse way than
they may need have been. I am per-
haps reflecting on the Committee, but
that is my opinion from readng it over.
A medical man has often to get inform.
ation on a delicate point, but I do not
think he puts his questions in the coarse
way they are put to the petitioner in this
case. I should have been ashamed to
ask a female, when alone with her in
private consultation, the questions that
have been asked of the petitioner in this
case. The questions could have been
put in much more professional language
than they were ; and I think the reason
that this evidence is so disgusting is partly
owing to the nature of the case and per-
haps a little to the way in which the
questions were asked. Then, with regard
to the evidence being circulated broad-
cast through the city of Ottawa on Mon-
day, I was going to say, if the affirmation
had not been made by an hon. gentle-
man with proof, that it was not the case.
There is a law which prevents the publi-
cation and circulation of such literature
throughout Canada, and which provides
a punishment for any person who offends
that law, and if a printer has taken a
copy of this evidence and published it,
he makes himself amenable to the law.
If those copies were not given to the
members of the House of Commons, but
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merely to members of this body and
have been made public, it is either the
fault of the printer, or of the members
of this House themselves. I think,
however, we are getting very straight-
laced, because it has been said on high
authority, "offences must cone, but
woe to him through whom they come."
I think the very disgusting nature of
this evidence, if it gets abroad, will have
the effect of preventing any other woman
from coming here with a petition for a
divorce on the same ground that this
woman did. As far as she is concerned,
her fame is blasted throughout the coun-
try, and it will likely have the effect of
making her leave the place, and it will
haie a moral restraint on tho3e who read
the report.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I would
not have offered any remarks were it
not for the reflection made by the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa against the
character of the Senate. He said, in
effect, that no court or judicial body
could be found to have acted as the
Senate of Canada has acted in its place.
While I concur with the hon. gentleman
as to the inexpediency of publishing
broadcast the evidence in this case, I do
not agree with him when he says that
no other body in the world would have
allowed such evidence to be published.
I beg leave to differ from him there, and
if any hon. gentleman is curious, and
doubts what I say, I invite him to go
into the newspaper record room and look
over the files of the London newspapers
for the months of November and
December, 1886, and there they will
see daily reports in the morning journals
of a divorce case which was then pro-
ceeding from day to day, reported at
full length, speeches of counsel,
evidence taken, and everything about
it. It is not to be supposed
that such a thing as that would
be done daily without attracting
the attention of many religious and phi-
lanthropic persons who thought precisely
as the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
thinks on these matters. It can be seen
by anyone who takes the trouble to turn
over those files of newspapers that the
evidence was there published from day
to day and read by young and old of all

classes ; therefore I do not think it Can
be justly said that the Senate of Calae
is the only body in the world, as state
by the hon. gentleman, that would Per-
mit evidence of such a character tO
made public. I make these remarks'
because as a Senator myself I do
care to lie under the imputation of being
one of the only body in the wcrld Which
would permit such an offensive public-
tion. If it has been published it has
been done against the wishes, I an sure'
of pretty nearly every individual here
under the rule of the House. For
part, if I could shirk the reading of sUCb
abominable stuff without failingnt
performance of my duty as a Senator,
should do so. I hope I shall ne
have to read a similar report aga10

HON. MR. SULLIVAN-I suPpos
never before in this history of the SeOate
has a case awakened such obscene nter»
est as this one. I regret exceeding 
that it has been my duty-because
consider it a duty when members Of the
Senate ask me to assist them in arrivi.
at a conclusion-that I was obligcd
any way to be connected with it, and
regret exceedingly that the world " flthY
should be employed with regard tOce
suppose, a great deal of the evideljje
which I gave. Hon. gentlemen
understand that this was a peculiar Ctr-
Had the hon. gentleman who 1itro
duced the Bill or the legal gentlerth
who was conducting the case taken the
trouble to consult a physicians eveo
ordinary talents, he would never hae
introduced it here, and he would ba
doubted the propriety of bringing S¢
case before even a legal tribuUal.
would at once have thrown it tP but
have nothing more to do with it; ght

not having done so, and having brO he
the case before this body, it becarne
duty of the Senate to consider it
demand that examinations which are the
obscene or filthy in themselves. 70ol.
pure all things are pure, and any.t a
gentleman who will consider it, Vi
philosophic mind, will not find hi
rity ruffled by such evidence.

HoN. MR. MILLER-The Words
used were "indelicate and even ll's
I did not allude to the hon. gentle

HON. MR. ALMON.
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but to other evidence al-

Me R. SULLIVAN-I want the
rno concounderstand that there could be

a ton1 1 arrived at without these
it is inatons and the use of these terms.
that the dissemination of this literature
gentlehe fault lies. I saw, myself, some
copies een at the hotel reading some

SCOn is just before I came up here
agreeablng it over and having quite an

able meeting. a

11* MR. MCINNES (B.C.)-When ?

no MR. SULLIVAN-This after-I sup I was corning up tq the Senate.
opie'P\hthey had got hold of sone

wehnnten, so many copies are printed
It is 0., Prevent thern getting out.
Senate Me of the things which the
prevent fust, in its wisdom, try to
Possit it can do so. I find it im-
'witho 0to arrive at a just conclusion
a ud ot getting a copy of the evidence,
likely thrneany Senators having copies it istheir friendswill gratify the curiosity ofeven aends by allowing them to have
regard to tpse 0f the evidence. With
riend fro e questions put by my hon.
etirel tish Columbia, they werelecesy relevant and were such as were

Sary to elicit the truth and arrivethey Proper and enlightened opinion;
ed and I didt possibly have been avoid-
uestions wh not hear him ask anyproer Aich could be considered

pay M b s to the respondent getting
kort at allack, I wish that part of the

cue pt dl events could be expunged,any. 1 ado not think he is entitled to,lot satisfieed him at the time if he was
.ce that the divorce should take

rtisfied s e said he was perfectly
relief tSo dlivorce would seern to be

etherefore him rather than a penalty.
e ncidee think that that part of the
disus Ould be expunged. If thise neas'll ead to the adoption of
Wh erstand h hough I am at a loss to
th treby this o i can be arrived at-
bee otsi evidence can be kept fromvain blic, then it will not have

ii x
POIRIER-The conclu-

sion to be drawn from this discussion is,
the sooner we get rid of jurisdiction over
these matters the better. The Com-
mittee are to blame for having printed
the report of the evidence.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-The Com-
mittee are not to blame for anything of
the sort.

HON. MR. POIRIER-They 'are to
blame for having it printed in the way it
is.

HON. MR. KINDSEY-No.

HON. MR. POIRIER-I understand
that we are judges in these matters, and
that we cannot judge if we have not the
facts before us. On the other hand
there is a law of the land for preventing
the publication of obscene literature,and
if the newspapers were to publish the
evidence in this case either in extenso or
in part, it would create such a scandal
in the land that the editor would certain-
ly be liable to a heavy penalty.

HON. MR. MILLER-In the case of
a parliamentary report ?

HON. MR. POIRIER-The question
has been considered and decided alto-
gether in one way. My hon. friend from
Richmond knows that if the newspapers
were protected by law in publishing such
a report, the facts would be such that
public morality would condemn it. I
have never seen anything in print, even
in the literature of Eastern Countries
such as India, where such disgusting
facts have been laid before the eyes of
the public. If these divorce cases are a
necessity, and if we have to take action
upon them, it would be better for us
to vote blindly than to have such evidence
printed and sent to the country. Do you
know what we are conspicious for just
now ? Just on account of our jurisdic-
tion over these subjects. I have myself
been visited by citizens of Ottawa and
members of Parliament, asking me to
give them that obscene and, I will say,
that filthy report of the evidence to read
and enjoy. I say that this is not at all
creditable to our body, and I am con-
vinced that although the giving control
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of these matters to legal tribunals in the
different Provinces might increase the
number of cases, yet as there would be
less public scandai, there would be a
great gain attained by the change. In
England the House of Lords have
divested themselves of authority over
these cases and given the jurisdiction to
a special tribunal. Divorce seems to be
a necessary evil in this country. Just
look at what takes place in Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, where the Supreme
Courts have jurisdiction over these mat-
ters. There may be more divorce cases
than in the other Provinces, but there is
certainly much less scandal. If it is
considered desirable that divorces should
be granted, we should aim at abating
these scandals, because it is in the scan-
dal that the evil lies. This repoit of
the Committee has certainly been circu-
lated outside of the Senate. I thought it
my duty as an honest man to burn my
copy. I should have been ashamed to
to show it to anybody, even to my most
intimate friend The report has circu-
lated in the city and it will circulate in
the country : 300 copies have been
printed : it has gone into the hands of
the printers and others, and copies will
be procured and sent everywhere, caus-
ing great scandal. Such scandals are to
be regretted and when a motion is made
to appeal to the Imperial authorities for
an amendent to the British North Amer-
ica Act to have this jurisdiction taken
from us, I shall certainly be one of the
first to sign it.

HON. MR. MILLER-That would
not require an amendment to the con-
stitutional act.

HON. MR. POWER-I think it is
very much to be regretted that this dis-
cussion has not taken place with closed
doors, because it will do more to whet
the appetites and excite the curiosity of
the public throughout the country to see
this evidence than anything that has
taken place heretofore.

HON. MR. MILLER-Thank the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa for that.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The debate
should be suppressed.

HoN. MR. POIRIER.

HoN. MR. POWER-I think it wou1l
be desirable to suppress it. The ne*W
paper reporters will not spread the polso,
abroad, and the best way is to SUP
press it from the official report. Sonie
250 copies are printed for the use of the
House of Commons.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Printed, but
not distributed.

HON. MR. POWER-As these cOPoe
for the House of Commons are yet 0l
distributed, I think the best thing we cal
do now is to see that they are destroye&
That will be the best way to prev O
the circulation of them. As regarc
members of the Senate, of course eacb
gentleman takes care of his own putY
I think it is the duty of every miefibe
who has control of a copy of that e
dence to destroy it. I regret very mb
that copies of the evidence should have
got abroad ; but where so many printef
and others are able to cast their eY.
over it and have it in their hands, it '
almost impossible to prevent its circt1a'
ting to some extent. I am sr
that so much warmth has been exhiblt

ed on the subject. I sympathise vei1
largely with the hon. gentleman frolo
Ottawa, but at the same time I do t
know that the Committee deserve a
very strong terms which he used; ;.
while the hon. gentleman froi t
mond is technically correct, I sub'
that there was no necessity for prilteng
this evidence. My view is this: ».teO
the Committee reported, they report
the evidence: it was laid on the Table, athe
it was generally known throughoue
House that the Committee had bas
unanimous in their report. There rA'
no objection to it, and there was no te
son to suppose that the report was n
proper one and one that should
adopted. It was generally underst M
that the evidence was of a pecu o
disgusting character. The coPyerkls
the evidence lay on the Cela
table, and if any hon. gentle
had a doubt as to the propriety Oft
report he could have removed 1
reading the evidence. I do not0 ,j 0
that it is necessary to make any ifit
that this debate be suppressed, but the
is necessary I would move that
debate on this report be not publish
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pened MR. McINNES (B.C.)-I hap-
Commit be a member of the unfortunate
aho0  ttee that tried this case. I was
o t ortunately the only medical man
that I Caommittee. I regret exceedingly
the H Was the only one, and I am sure
Juilior se omin my regret that the

eer mber for Halifax was not a
t ne of that Special Committee, andthe Stay Yof that Committee but also ofthe eanding Divorce Committee which

feW da er of the Government struck a
en arYs ago. I consider that medical

as law as necessary on that Committee
the l es. In putting my questions to
ated t • did so in a manner calcu-

but to ehicit the truth and nothingtde truth, whereby the Committee
Just abled to arrive at awith nd proper judgment, and even
carpin espect to the characteristic,
from Crticism of the junior member
Of the eifax as to how the medical partinktence was taken or conducted,hn the House will agree with me
and that ay It was entirely uncalled for

tit evinced an uncharitable and
¶Unprofes is.position, and I may add
adit sOnal discourtesy. I frankly.. d ithat under ordinary circumstances
tiont an ordinary witness, the ques-

hiehcate f have been put in a more
case, butr, but this was no ordinarythe questamost extraordinary case, and
rdinaryns ad to be put in an extra-
r1th andmanner in order to elicit the

Position ex se the gross fraud and'this attempted to be perpetratedthenbce of ae The character and in-tehe 5  ode qeues-
tie best for witness largely determine
ins Such or mode of putting ques-

uture I hwas the fact in this instance.
avail hpe the divorce committee
es themselves of the valuableb ned Oemthe highly cultured and

at le er from Halifax, and there-
etues ato sonme extent, lessen his

rted for n the reports are sub-
leve theonsideration. I may sayat the at it was upon my advice

nation bittee asked that a medical
all tonsibe made, and if any person.eged Pobjet' for a great deal of the
toecially ctIonable evidence adduced,

b r Y hon. friend from Kings-e o G Svan) and my other hon.do iengarry (Dr. MacMillan), I

am the responsible person, and I am pre-
pared to take the responsibility. This
case furnishes abundant evidence of the
necessity of relegating all such cases to a
properly constituted tribunal-which I
claim the Senate is not. I hope my hon.
friend from Ottawa, who spoke with such
warmth and feeling, will not allow another
session to pass without bringing in a Bill
to establish a Divorce Court which will
apply to every nook in Canada. We have
Divorce Courts in the Maritime Provin-
ces and British Columbia, and I have no
hesitation in saying that the moral stan-
dard in these provinces is equal to what
it is in Ontario and Quebec, and in pro-
portion to the population we have just
as few divorce cases, or applications for
divorce. It is a mistaken idea in my
judgment, to think that the establish-
ment of such a court would be the
means of increasing the number of
divorces. I mention this because if we
had a properly constituted tribunal, be-
fore which these cases could be tried, no
questions of a disgusting cnaracter such
as, in the interests of justice, were brought
out during this investigation would never
have been published. The Judge would
order that the Court to be cleared-al-
lowing none but those immediately in-
terested to be present, and the evidence
would be taken there in a manner far
better I submit than it could be taken
in a Committee of this House and I
believe the ends of morality and justice
would be served much better than by
the course pursued from year to year in
the Senate. When I referred a moment
ago to the copies of this evidence being
in the hands of boys only 15 years of
age in the streets of Ottawa on Monday
evening last, I distinctly wish it to be
understood that I do not attach the
slightestest blame to any member or
officer of the Senate. It was after the
copy left the Senate authorities and went
to the Queen's printer that the copy I
have reference to was struck off and I
have every reason to believe that
many other copies were in the hands
of the public on Monday evening. I
refer to it because I think it is
too bad that this House should be asked
to postpone the consideration of this re-
port of the Committee from last Tues-
day until to-day, when all the printed

.

,
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evidence was in the possession of Ottawa
boys of tender years for days before they
were laid on our desks; but I wish it
distinctly understood that I am not re-
flecting upon any officer of the Senate.

HON. MR. WARK-I do not rise to
discuss the question : I heard that the
evidence was of a bad character and I
did not open my copy. I merely rise to
make a suggestion that the Committee
in future, when such objectionable cases
come before them, ought to be author-
ized to make a preliminary report setting
forth the fact to the Senate, and asking
permission to eliminate from the report
such matter as ought not to be printed.
I think that would meet every difficulty.

HoN. MR. MILLER--Must not the
evidence go to the House of Commons,
where the re ort is in the afimtive ?

woman of direct and wilful perjury and
the Minister of Justice may find it nece
sary to take some criminal proceed"Ye
against her so as to prevent in future a1
woman, upon Ler own unsupportedkid
statement, bringing a bill of this k"'
before the Senate.

HON. MR. MILLER-It is not his
duty to do so.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-Whether it 'e
the duty of the Minister of Justice or
not I do not know ; probably the leade
of the House can enlighten us of' the
subject, but if there is any way of britlg
ing that woman to justice for the crin'e
she has comnitted, I think the peopl
will demand it and the country
uphold any party who will find it l'5
duty to institute criminal proceedings

-. HN.MR. MNACDONALD (B. C-)
HoN. MR. CLEMOW-I do not Hon. gentlemen will see tbat as

desire to be drawn into this discussion, BU was fot opposed on tbe seco
but it must necessarily engage the atten- reading, no one would take the respof
tion of the Senate at this time. It is sibility of stoppiiig h at tbat stagO I
part of the duty we have to perform as there bad been an atterpt to stop
members of this House, and I see no that stage tbere would bave been ani
way in which this matter can be decided cry and a demand that it should b'
except upon the evidence brought before lowed to go to the Comrittee It ha"
the Committee. I think where the mis- ing been sent to the Committee, thel
take was made was on the second read- bad but one straight course before the0l;
ing of the Bill. On that occasion it they were bound by certain rules an
would have been well if the Bill had regulations, and they were bound t
been thrown out upon the ground that out tbeir inquiry according tO
adultery was not charged as part of the rules. XVen the report was brough' '&
offence ; and, as far as impotency was tbe House, wbo asked for tbe evidence
concerned, if hon. gentlemen will look Not tbe Cornittee, but tbe House, b
at the authorities in England they will fore tbey could coe to a decisl9n
find that lapse of time was a bar to the tbe Bill. Hon, gentlemen bave Sati"
introduction of a Bill on that ground. a great deal of virtuous indign
As the matter now rests, we have to wbicb bas been entirely lost. TheY fr
pronounce upon the facts, and I see no get that tbe Committee were bound by
way that hon. gentlemen can come to a the rules of the House to do e
decision except by the reading of the what they did do; and the asl)csionte
evidence taken before the Committee. the bon, gentleman from Ottawa on
If that evidence was not before us, unless action of the Comrittee was verY
we had the opportunity of being and entirely uncalled for. The
present in the committee room when gentleman from Sarnia theorizes a -
the witnesses were examined, it wbat ougbt to be donc in this ,a b
would be utterly impossible to arrive We are fot dealing with theorylaî
at a satisfactory conclusion. But there with absolute facts governed by
is one point that has not been brought rules and regulations, and we Id
forth by any hon. gentleman as yet, and only one course to go by. With rega .
that is, the evidence is of such an extra- to tbe evidence, there are sonie ue9
ordinary character as to implicate tbe, in the report of it for this reas0fl, qC'

HOHN. RMR. McMNNES.
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t ---
af t a ttried to certain members

ittee which were asked by
9estior e petitioner. There is one

Onsk attributed tD me, which I did
cone at all, but which was asked by
the rec or Ptitioner. With regard to
th ommendation of the Committee
dentt $i0 should be paid to the respon-
sde t arose in this way : when the re-
ehalfeh came down here in his own

Onfer ane was summoned by the petiti-
fee, ' se only paid him $i as witness
had been old the Committee that he
downe at great expense in coming
Olly t sorne $40, and that he wished
expene have money enough to pay his
an ordes home, some $20, and we made
the a e, after some discussion, for half

!Tlont of his expenses.

Srise tMR. MACDONALD (Midland)
good deato speak on this matter with a
sy1Pathy 'f diffidence. I am in entire
Ottawa a th the hon. gentleman fromture of t the injurious effect of litera-
1 am O kind upon young minds, and
When accord with that hon. gentleman

Pu he Says that steps should be takentoPuish sevrî
such Iteratuerely those by whose means
laviaure has obtained circulation.
how h sai that, I am at a loss to see

the House could have pronouncedde'lce ase without hearing the evi-
the cor Very Painful, and " filthy " was

as ithat was used, as this evidence
Chae's On4 e of the things that this
'lot know that adjicate upon. I doas had e reading of the evidence

ay ow ,ny deteriorating effect upon
onld ntbd. I hope it has not. IStated, like to feel, as it has been
een .tat members of Parliament have

get c g after me in great numbers
'lot regar es Of the evidence. I would
tave een it as a compliment at all. Ilean, aked for it by one hon. gen-

ked professional gentleman, who
nterest, an as a matter of professional
! the a Without thinking I promised

I ha P that I had after I had read
atter and been since thinking over the
's perisshall ask the hon. gentle-

think if to destroy my copy,1 tiSe de f every member of this
CoPies that roys is copy, and if the 250
anOst the re upstairs for circulation

members of the House of

Commons are also destroyed, we will
have shown our repugnance to the cir-
culation of any such literature. Now,
as to the general question, the story of
Sodom is told in the Divine record; the
story of incest is told there ; the story
of aldultery in the worst form in which
it has ever been recorded is told there, and
what effect has it produced but that of ab-
horrence and aversion. It makes all those
who read it repugnant to the commis-
sion of such crimes and fills the mind
with loathing and disgust. As this is
the first case of the kind that has ever
come before this House, while it would
not be well to have the evidence in such
a form that it should goeven extensively
before those who have access to the
records of this House, it ought to be
preserved as a precedent, and it does
appear to me that the case will have a
deterrent effect. I do not believe that
we shall ever have an application of the
kind again ; therefore I think the ex-
punging of the record would be, from
that standpoint a great mistake.

Ho-. MR. McKINDSEY-The hon.
gentleman should not forget that he voted
the other day not to suppress that evi-
dence.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland>
-I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon, but
I have made no statement inconsistent
with anything I have stated from the
beginning of this case to the present,
and rose with the greatest possible diffi-
dence to speak about a case on which I
would rather be silent.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I may say
that the hon. gentleman from Victoria
has in his explanation of what was done
by the Committee, relieved me of a great
deal of what I had to say. In that
Committee we took care, as in a court of
justice, that nobody was present in the
committee room but those who had a
legal right to be there. We also took
care that none of the evidence should be
circulated, and that only one copy should
go into the hands of each member. More
than that, we took care that it should
not get into the hands of the members of
the other branch of the legislature, unless
it was necessary, in order that they should
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adjudicate upon this matter. As far as
the Committee are concerned, we took
every means, I think wise and prudent
means, to prevent unnecessary publicity
of this evidence. Therefore the leader
of the Opposition was unjust in the
charge he made against us. I scarcely
believe that he meant to censure the
Committee particularly in this matter
but condemned in a general way the
dissemination of such literature. As re-
gards the language in which those ques-
tions were asked, it is very well for pro-
fessional men who can sometimes put
those questions in a way that even law-
yers could not do to criticize them ; but
it must be borne in mind that it depends
largely on the character of the witness.
Sometimes we have to use very plain
language to draw from the witness the
proper answer. We found that to be the
case with the witnesses we had before
us, and, therefore, I think the reproach
of the hon. gentleman from Halifax (Mr.
Almon) as regards the manner in which
the questions were put is not justified.

HON. MR. ALMON-There is a
difference of opinion on that point.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-If the hon.
gentleman had been there, he would
probably have been of the same opinion
as we were. It was a delicate matter,
and it was only a strict sence of absolute
duty to have the evidence properly be-
fore the House that necessitated these
questions being put. We found in this
matter that the woman who brought in
this petition, did so knowing that the al-
legations were false, and that she had
nothing to justify it, and we have report-
ed to that effect ; and under these pecu-
liar circumstances, having made a speci-
al report, we felt that the respondent be-
ing brought here without reason to jus-
tify it in any way, that part of his expeses
should be paid. It was humiliating
enough to have been brought here under
such circumstances without being put to
a heavy expense. As far as the hon.
gentleman promoting the Bill is con-
cerned, there was no desire on his part
or on the part of the petitioner to with-
draw the case from us ; in fact it was
pressed to a conclusion, and we were
obliged to take the course that we have
taken.

HoN. MR. McKINDSEY-I do not
think that the hon. gentleman is justified
in saying that.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I say that
there was no desire manifested on the
part of the promoter of the Bill or the
counsel for the petitioner, to withdraw it
and they pressed with all zeal, the adVoe
cacy of the petitioner's rights. I do 'lot
blame my hon. friend for it, and I an
sure all the Committee have done their
duty fearlessly and with every desire that
no further publicity should be givenl t
the evidence in this matter than WOU
bring it fairly before the House.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I regret vel
much for some reasons this debate h
reached the length it has, because I feeC
certain that the result of it will be to
stimulate public curiosity as to the PrfO
ceedings on this Committee and giie
them a publicity which, perhaps, they
would not otherwise have received ; bu
I do not think that the debate has been
altogether useless. I consider it is 
that the attention of the Flouse shoUld
be called to proceedings of this descrîi
tion and that the minds of every mefnibt
of the Senate should be set to work t
discover, if possible, some mode o
avoiding the circulation even an1Oflt
the Senate, and necessarily afterWa
amongst the members of the Househad
Commons, of such evidence as we b-
placed before us yesterday. I syrnP ct
ize very strongly with those who Obi""
to the printing of such a mass of prun
stuff as was taken before the Committe
and if it had been practicable I should
like to see the circulation being redticed
as far as possible to a minimum. n3eat
the question is not one without a 8eh'd
deal of difficulty. The members Of
House are judges of this question't bt
tween these two parties. They constitt
a tribunal, and they are obliged tO pr
nounce their opinion upon the facts.
any hon. gentleman chooses to take the
report of the Committee and rest
opinion upon that, it is matter betWe
himself and his conscience, and his On>y0
If he tihnks he has such confidence it
the Committee as to be satisfied Wt
their decision, I do not say he has 'lot
perfect right to do so; but on the o0

HON. MR KAULBACH.
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han, th
iito those who desire to go further
prono ters upon which they must

ust hance such an important decision,
eviden ave the Opportunity of seeing the
nied thtitself. They cannot be de-
to Point opportunity. That seems
0f the to the necessity for the printingse ence, because, although I
dnye favor the idea of laying the evi-
the eviUpon the table, and in case where
Ig th ence should not be printed, caus-
days, report to stand for a week or ten
to altor time as may be necessary,do so t every member who chooses to
ail, to read it for himself, I am not at
p ertain that that would answer the
is not ec arn not at all certain that it
noun, lcesary., if this House is to pro-
have a Oinion at all, that we should
every e ence in such a position that
trene ien er can see it without the ex-
Over aionvenience of having to read
for ha single copy placed on the tableWhere use of aIl. It is possible that
Where petitions are not contested, or
Contes the report of the committee is not
disOested, there might be some mode
tIecessar by which it would be un-

cal to print the evidence, and
,Rg coin attention of the new Stand-
1hey hnaIttee on Divorce to that point.
S the heard this debate and they
ber of thirnportance which every mem-
4ot presumlouse attaches to it. I do
Which thte tO suggest the mode in1 think at result might be attained, but

tendi is quite practicable, and Ii Order tto their consideration. Now,
rnay not at an erroneous impression
Practc o forth to the public as to the
and ce of this House in this respect,
tis unplease extent of the circulation of
e What are kind of literature, let us
i about te facts. We heard some-
et beiou housands of those docu-length andg CircUlated throughout thetningd breadth of the land, con-
the omen, girls, and boys; butccpies fact is this : A number of
ie s sf e S ent to give to every mem-

ber of the one copy, and to every
COpy ' h e ouse of Commons one, he eprinted and taken charge ofliersterk Of this House. That Ibr c to be the fact, and the num-or every bedin the first instance is oner ev etner of the Senate. The

others are retained under lock and key,
if the Bill is dismissed in this House,
and they go no further. They
are destroyed, or placed in such
a position that they cannot be
made use of ; so that the utmost
number in circulation in this particular
instance is a copy for each member in
this House, and there the publication
stops ; so that the hon. gentleman from
Acadie must see that if there has been
any circulation given to it in the press, it
can only be what members of this House
chose to give to the public. I am sure
that every hon. gentleman is sensible of
the impropriety of giving such matter
publicity. Every member has his copy
of the evidence, and I am sure that
when he has read it, it will be destroyed.
It has been said said that it was seen in
the hands of boys on the streets. I hope
this is a slight exaggeration. I have
no doubt that the hon. gentleman did
see it in the hands of a boy in the street.

HON. MR. McINNES--I did not say
so ; I said an hon. gentleman told me
he saw it.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do not wish
to convey the impression that the hon.
gentleman from British Columbia said
so ; but I meant to convey that an hon.
gentleman told him he had seen it in the
hands of a boy.

HoN. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-I said
this: that I was informed on Tuesday last,
about an hour after the hon. gentleman
from Lunenburg asked that the report of
the Committee be postponed until to-
day, by an hon. gentleman who was here,
that he saw it, and that he had got a
copy of it from a boy fifteen years of age
on Monday evening, and he asked me
if I had seen it. I told him then I
thought it was my duty to draw the
attention of the House to the fact. He
said to m2, " I am afraid if you make it
public you may get the boy discharged."

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-That agrees
with what I have said-that in all proba-
bility one boy had a copy ; but this
House can hardly deal with a proba-
bility of that description, when the
probability would contemplate a violation
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of the rules of the House and of the
duties of its officers and printers. What
we know from my hon. friend is that one
boy had one copy, and not that copies of
this document were circulated broadcast
throughout the city. If, however, one
boy had one copy, that is a violation
by somebody of our rules. Probably the
boy himself purloined it ; if not it might
have obtained from the printer's office
in some improper way. I hope that the
members of this House who constitute
the standing Committee on divorce will
look into the matter and see if that
any precaution can be taken to prevent
an occurrence happening again. After
all, the circulation broad-cast of thou-
sands of copies amongst the women and
children and girls and boys of this
Dominion, resolves itself into this : that
84 copies-perhaps I may be a little
wrong in the figure-of this paper have
been circulated in the Senate, by giving
one to every member who is himself a
judge and is entitled to see the evidence
before he renders judgment upon the
facts.

HON. MIR. MILLER-About 6o
copies have been issued.

HON. hMR. ABBOTT-I did not in-
vestigate the number. What I am in-
formed is that the number issued was
exactly the number of members of this
body, the men who are the judges to de-
cide the case. If more have been issued
it is contrary to the rules of this House,
and the practice should be stopped. If
the Bill passes this House the members
of the House of Commons will become
judges in their turn, and they also must
have a copy each of the evidence if they
desire .it, and it would be impossible,
without depriving them of their character
of judges, and without deprividg us of
our character as judges, to avoid the
necessity of issuing them.

I observe in this report a recommend-
ation to pay the respondent $20. I
think that is an objectionable feature in
the report, and I would be verry sorroy
to see such a principle adopted, if it is
to be drawn into a precedent. I do not
intend to move to amend the report in
that respect, because I am imformed
that this man, who was brought here by

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.

a sumnons from this House or fromn the
Conmittee, was without means and
would have been unable to reach hOn.e
again if he had not been given thi
amount. Therefore I shall say no ort
upon that subject beyond the hope that
respondents and petitioners will not t
led, in future, to believe as a rule tha
they will have their conduct money.

Now, as to the suppression of this
debate in the report, I am perfectly sat
isfed after the expression of opinio n
the House that the newspaper reporters
wil curtail what has been said, and W
publish nothing that may attract an
particular attention beyond the fact that
this matter has been discussed, and that
a strong expression has been made USe
of by the House in favor of the greatest

iossible privacy in such matters, and te
precaution which the House has taken
in order to prevent such evidence frot
going to the public. I do not think O
debate should be expunged fromf1 tbe
Senate Debates. The discussiol
been instructive and as the official rePort
does not form a popular mediumI .f
communication with the public, t
it should probably remain a record
our Debates for reference hereafter.

HON. MR. DEVER-I just got 'Oe
copy of the evidence as, I presUmno
every member of this House got a coP'
I have been applied to by two * hat
bers of Parliament for the use of oot
copy, but I felt it my dutY 1
to comply with their request. to
have got the copy still, and I intend
either destroy it or keep it ; and I tr
the niembers of this House will act '
the same way. I desire to say jUst o
word more, and that is that I was P
sent at the cormmittee when the evide st
was given by those parties, and I I ti-
say I was led to believe that the Peta
tioner had proved her case when she
got through with her evidence. I W
certainly under that impression, the
would not like to assume that other
members of the Committee were
under that impression. If it had no0

been for the great service of the -e
gentlemen who were called upOn,.tte
who were members of the COmml"i tt
and had given such assistance. as
other gentlemen could have gie '
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eason to believe that the Commit-
fee have been impressed with the
was that the evidence of that woman

tblisuthful, whereas it was clearly-es-
that hed by these medical gentlemennott tnStead of that being the case it wasteo be credited. I do trust that whenthe n e
divorw comnmittee is formed to consider
ofthce cases that it will be the pleasure
to Pl Government, as well as their duty,
or twee on that committee at least one
fessio gentlenen of the medical pro-fsin.

reporte Motion was agreed to and thewt as adopted.

re9iIÇ aMIR. MILLER-Now that the
th irt has been adopted I presume it is
the ntention and wish of the House thatthe copies for the House of Com-I be destroyed ?

ins~ '". ABBOTT-If any special
Inove thIs needed to that effect, I
Clerk that it be an instruction to the

kossess ondestroy all the copies in his

1i th R- POWER-I think the rule
s arte 12 copies should put on filePart Of the record.

do "R. MILLER-The motion
des nt

to be t apply to the number necessary
to th Put on the record; it applies only

t Con ps intended for the House

The 'Otion was agrecd to.
MONTRE AL ISLAND

BILI

SECOND READING.

RAILWAY

econ rR. L ACOSTE moved the
cor g of Bill (70) " An Act to
opan e Montreal Island Railway

a Said This is a Bill to incorporate
Islan uild a railway around the
to be iny ontreal. The Company askPriPlested with the ordinary powers

eges of a railway company.

.MR- ABBOTT-There is no

19, 18SS.] I'y Co.'s Bill. 347

objection to the second reading of the
Bill, but I would call the hon. gentle-
man's attention to the fact that it is a
local Bill and it is not declared to be a
railway for the public advantage of
Canada.

HON. MR. LACOSTE-It is not
necessary that in a Bill of this kind this
clause should be inserted, if this railway
is to be amalgamated with the Canadian
Pacific Railway or Grand Trunk Rail-
way at any time.

HON. MR. ABBOTT--My hon.friend
has taken power to do it but I do not
understand that it necessarily follows.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time..

TOBIQUE GYPSUM AND COLON-
IZATION RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. HOWLAN moved the
second reading of Bill (79), "An Act to
incorporate the Tobique Gypsum and
Colonization Railway Company."

He said-This is a Bill for the incor-
poration of a company for the manufac-
ture of gypsum and to build a railway.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

OTTAWA & PARRY SOUND RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved the
second reading of Bill (73), "An Act to
incorporate the Ottawa & Parry Sound
Railway Company."

He said-This is a company who in-
tend to build a railway from Renfrew to
Parry Sound, through various townships
in the lumbering districts where it is
greatly needed for the prosecution of
that important tiade.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (39) " An Act to amend the Re-
vised Statutes of Canada, cap. 97, re-
specting ferries." (Mr. Abbott).

Bill (65) " An Act respecting a certain
treaty between Her Britannic Majesty
and the President of the United States."
(Mr. Abbott).

The Senate adjourned at 5:25 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, hriday, April 20tl, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the chair at
three o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills, reported from the
Committee on Railways,Telegraphs and
Harbours without amendment, were read
the third time and passed :-

Bill (53) "An Act to make further
provision respecting the Brantford,
Waterloo and Lake Erie Railway Com-
panv. (Mr. McCallum).

Bill (25) " An Act to confirm the
charter of Incorporation of the Great
North-West Central Railway Company."
(Mr. Clemow).

DESTITUTION AMONG
INDIANS.

THE

INQUIR V.

Hox. MR. GIRARD inquired-
Whether any measures have been taken

by the Government, and, if so, what
measures, to put an end to the state of
destitution in which the Indians of the
North-West Territories find thernselves,
and whether it is true that the Indians of
Lake Ste. A nne are entirely destitute and
are dying of hunger?

He said-In seeking this information,
I have no desire to accuse anyone, but
simply to bring the matter to the notice
of the Government and of the public.

The Indian question has engaged the
consideration of legislators for nY
hundreds of years; everyone has tried
to improve the condition of the Plot
Indians, and I think the result at w1h11h
we have arrived is not satisfactory. The
Indians are in the position now that tbe5
occupied perhaps 200 years before, and
why ? Each of us may have his ohat
opinion on the subject. I believe that
the policy adopted in dealing with the
Indians was not a wise one-that the
emancipation of the Indians should hae
taken place sooner, and they shou
cease to be treated as minors in any P
of the Dominion. The present genet
tion should be the last one to occtPi
that position ; we should lead thefm't
understand that they must assuie
the responsibilities attaching tO the
position of civilised men. As long 0
this is not done, I think we will t
arrive at a satisfactory conclusion'
dealing with them. They are naturaely
indolent. We must teach then to wO
Perhaps if at the present time the Ind
reserves in various parts of the coulte
were divided up amongst then, the
would be induced to work, and WO"d
not suffer as they do to-day in sonme Pat
of Canada, and especially in the Nort-
West Territories. They must learn t
work ; they must understand that
they will no longer be kept
the people of the Dominion
pensioners. They have been 1011
enough kept that way. They are inttel
ligent generally, and if the ways an
means of making a living were give'l t
them they would be as ready to utili
them as any other population of the
Dominion. Two years ago I wais
British Columbia, and saw the indtlstr'
schools there, which commanded 'o

admiration. Young half-breeds ans
Indians were taken into these schoOl
very young, clothed and fed, and hen
they left them were able to make ther
own living. I think the Governmelnt Of

Canada should adopt the sane PO"
throughout, and teach the Indians the
to work. It should be the duty Of to
Indian Department and its officials ch
see that those people are trained in suto
a manner as to enable themti
make their living, so that thel
may cease to be any longer a charge

3AS
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MhPOri the Public. In some portions of
Canadarth est, as in other parts of
good and ie crops last year were not
ed there n me places it has happen-
case Were no crops. That was the
ton. 8Ethe district surrounding Edmon-

ust haveryone who has read the papers
iiled ave observed that destitution pre-
ai ext among the Indians there to suchaPeplent that in some cases unfortunatePeOPle have died of starvation. I think
tea overnment is bound to devise
Must to prevent such destitution. They
ndiansnd work of some kind for the

arnOunts of Instead of spending large
of prov money for the transportation
west ovisions from Winnipeg to the far
deal bthe indians, it would be a great
the ter to use this money to teach
the ans how to work, to provide
then With seed in the spring and teach

the a assist them to make provisionor loe winter season. We would thentaringer hear of our friends the Indians
call thodeath I do not hesitate to

eo lon ndians our " friends," because
will be as they have enough to eat they
not b loyal to the country. We should
tuat rprised at their present unfor-
children ntion we have kept them as
hat , and as long as they are kept

yent fthey will look to the Govern
cndi food. In their present
of takn they have no regular way
notrPaent fua living. The fish are
country thin many sections of the
aOUnd tey he crops have been deficient
the b have nothing to live on. Of
With bund which once furnished them
riti aundance of wholesome and nu-
ound o0od, only the bones can now bethose In the Plains. If we do not giveliving fo dians the means to provide a
do ? yr themselves, what are they to
Onsequen ot know what may be the

There a if they are allowed to starve
toch han d adage that " an empty
ot hsten as no ears ;" hungry men will

tion of th reason. I know the condi-
nge .ndians causes apprehension

f Canad liends who live in that part
danger b a. There is no immediate
"0 time iut the Government should lose
ter' The giving attention to this mat-retnain Indians will not much longer

rfvig.9iet while their children are
•No doubt the Government

have given orders that they should be
looked after. We know how important
it is to keep faith with the Indians;
either promise them nothing at all, or,
having given your promise, carry it out
strictly. It seems that in some places
the Government made promises and
only partially carried them into effect.
In proof of this I call your attention to
the following which I find in the Ed-
monton Bulletin :-

o" Enc uiries made respecting the amount
of provisions and supplies furnished the
Lake St. Ann Indians by the Department
shows that although it was agreed in the
fail that they wou d require and would be
furnished thirtv sacks of flour and 1,500 Ibe.
of bacon per month during the present win-
ter, together with 40 blankets and 250 yards
of serge, the actual amount of flour fur-
nished during the three months past was 50
instead of 90 sacks, with 250 lbs. of bacon
to each 10 sacks of flour, except on one oc-
casion when 400 lbs. of bacon was delivered
with 10 sacks of flour. That is, instead of
receiving 4,500 lbs. of bacon in three months,
as promised, they only received 1,400 Ibe.
less than one month's allowance for the
three months. The blankets pronised were
on the way to the Lake this week, but the
ý erge promised lias not yet been heard of
there.

I know how hard it is to get supplies
to these people, but having undertaken
to do a certain thing, let us carry out our
undertaking. They do not understand
that the white people cannot keep their
word : they have naturally respect and
consideration for the white people, and
cannot understand that they will deceive
in any way. I think the Indians in some
parts of the North-West wish to be eman-
cipated themselves. At different meet-
ings which have taken place, and where
the question has been debated, instead
of asking for treaties the Indians of Lake
St. Anns and other parts of the far west
would rather have lands given to their
tribe-lands on which they could live.
I wish to call the attention of the House
to another extract from the Edmonton
Bulletin. It is as follows :-

" Louis Hamelin, trader, arrived froin
Lesser Slave Lake on Wednesday last, l8th
January. In Peace River, where there are
no fish, there is a great deal of hunger, and
the Hudson Bay Company are compelled to
furnish food to a number of the more help-
less Indians around Dunvegan. It is pro-
posed to bring as many of this class as
possible to Slave Lake so that they may live
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on fish. A number are now gathering at
Sturgeon Lake, south-west of Slave Lake
towards Sioky River, where the fishery
beuirs in January and where they will be
abÎe to support thenselves for the rest of
the winter. There is no sickness among
the Indians now, but last winter about 150
died at Slave Lake alone fron measles and
whooping cough. Regarding the letter
received from Slave Lake in tfe fall by W.
Anderson, Indian Agent, to the effect that
the Indians and half-breeds there would
have no dealings with the Canadian Govern-
ment and did not wanit to make any treatv,
Mr. Hamelin knew nothing. It certainly
had not been sent with the knowledge or
consent of the majority. At a meeting held
this winter to discuss the matter at which
some thirty heads of families, half-breeds
and Indians, were present, the conclusion
was reached that the issue of scrip to
Indians as well as halt-breeds would be more
acceptable to ail parties than an ordinary
treaty with the Indians and an issue of scrip
to the half-breeds alone. Mr. Hamelin and
Donald Ferguson were appointed to repre-
sent the meeting in the natter, and to say
that the people were ready now to enter into
sucli an arrangement. Aboutthree-fourths
of the population at the Lake are half-
breeds, and the remaining fourth Indians."

Under these circumstances, I think
the Government will feel that the time is
not far distant when it will be necessary
to give these Indians lands for cultiva-
tion. It is the only way to put an end
to trouble on the subject and at the
same time to give the Indians an oppor-
tunity to become useful subjects to the
Dominion. I would now like to read to
the House the result of a meeting be-
tween the assistant Indian Commisisoner
and some chiefs of these Indians. It
was held early in March at Edmonton.
Many ofthem complained not only ofdes-
titution, but that they were actually starv-
ing. A young man said he had lost his
wife and two children by hunger, and as
he was now alone he could manage to
support himself. Alexander, a great
chief among these people, said :-

"You were sent word last spring about
sickness on the reserves. On my own re-
serve many have died of sickness and hung-
er. Medicine is no use without food. Thirtv
have died on my own reserve, and fifteein
besides. Five of my own children have
died, most of them grown up. I sent word
every day, but you would do nothing for me.
You think what I say of the sickness is not
true. I tell you in your ears you lie, when
you say vou take the part of the sick chil-
dren. 'Mr. Jim, had been used to working
for the whites. This winter lie could get no

HON. MR. GIRARD.

work. There was no gane and no fishand
lie had nearly starved to death depending lo
the Inilan Department. He did not go
the whites to seil his country. They Caue
to hin to buy it, and now they wvould Do
pay the price."

Another Indian said-
" You do not expend as nuch this vest

as before. When we could help ourselvi
you helped us more; this year we canDO
help ourselves and you help us less. p
you promise to give us three meals a d
until the ice is gone, or is this increase &
food to be for only one day ? When wege
that you will help us we will thank you-
On another occasion the same Assistant
Commissioner was about to intervieW a
chief named Pakan, when the follOw'ne
conversation took place:

Commissioner-I have come for the POr-
pose of havin a talk with you.

Pakan-I do not want to talk with yO'
The Government and yourself are no ore
to be depended upon than a pin. It is '
talk we want, but gub.

Comibssioner his is not what I
pected when I came to see you and Yont
people. I have corne all the way from
gina for the purpose of having a~ talk 1

5t
you and your people. Could we not tuee
your bouse ?

Pakan-No. IfVucarne ,
Commi :oner-Why? If you

my bouse at Regina and wanted to se.e 
on business, I would ask you to come ln'

Pakan-liee, hee, hee. I started f.
here three years ago, on business of ilnPoet
ance, and on my arrivai af Regi na I i t
stand outdoors in the rain ail nght ti
the next day, at the Government housey Al-
though you drove right in front of me t
times during the day.

Commissioner-H ere is a piece ai too
and a little tea you had better take hon'e'

Pakan-Sugar is what I want, 80 tha b
may have the taste, for vour talk Wl
only sugar-coated words without any tasthe
If you have anything to say speak to
councillors.

I could go on quoting extracts Of tis
character from the files of this paPet
but I have read enough to show YoUb to
something should be done-enougti.
convmce the Government that the ta
has arrived when they should adOpt
policy more in accord with moder
views. It surely is possible to do
thing for these unfortunate Indlians. W
want to people our Dominion, and arc
expending large sums of money Y
ear to import settlers. These

are in the country with their fanhiyli
they are intelligent naturally and O1
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nIeed e
t0 supucation and to be taught how
way suport themselves. If there is any
I1 dia improving the condition of the
i ite dit should be done. For my part

Govern to draw the attention of the
rec ment to the subject whenever I
Shoul any information which I think
await be n their possession. I now
anS With respect and confidence the
'Squir of the Government to ny
Part 'yt I arn sure that on their
What they are disposed to do
the nde can towards civilizing
are no ans and keeping them, as they
ofethe , arnong the best and most loyalThosee Queen's subjects in Canada.
owneea have no policy of their
care except to see that we take good
per protect, and if we give them pro-
feel certec ion and assistance we may
subjects ain that no better or devoted

a f the Dominion can be found
"eant part of Canada. But in the

Ift e should not let theni starve.
's tecessary to expend money toýav' their lives

take acti let us do so, and let us
should on before it is too late. We
ereoexe rt ourselves to the utmost to

partof the cause of cornplaint on the
to mnake tndians and at the sarne time

8ng. hern, if possible, self-support-

eader . ALEXANDER-Before
elir Ofh hthe House replies to the

el"Siry Whih has just been made by the
e. to adedman from St. Boniface, I de-T his i one or two observations.

such a qgrave enquiry, coming from
etlen.man The enquiry cones fromthe Noth who, from his residence in

atian est-trom his intimate ac-
diaebwith the condition of the

as eVer tae from the deep interest hetrbes, adn in the well-being of thosehich had bs knowledge of the changes
ven ofl bceen brought about from the

nCOpetevîized men into that regionhen we furt to speak with authority.)
quiry is frother consider that that en-overrne a warm supporter of theascerti tnt, Who has made it his duty to
rhristian s f , and is moved now by
than, to n pathy with the poor red
the$tribes this appeal on behalf of

S 'hIf Indians at Lake St.Which believe lies north

of Edmonton towards the Peace
River, I say that such an appeal must
be effective with the Executive Govern-
ment. When, hon. gentlemen, we come
to regard the the history of the red man,
goirig back beyond history and all tradi-
tion, we cannot remain unmoved as to
our solemn obligations to protect them
from want. We know little of their ex-
istence beyond the time when Prince
Rupert in the reign of Charles Il. was
instrumental in establishing the Hudson's
Bay posts Ihroughout that lone land, for
the purpose of opening trade with those
tribes of Indians, purchasing their furs
in exchange for rifles and powder, blan-
kets, cottons, etc. etc., to enable them to
endure the severity of their Arctic win-
ter. When we come to look at the posi-
tion of those tribes, and to reflect that
God has placed those Indians there
(and they may have existed there for
thousands of years ; for we know
nothing of their past history.)
No historian has ever been able to throw
any light on the question of how the red
men came to be transported to this
northern continent from some other part
of the globe. Everything is a mystery
regarding them. When the white man
first appeared he found them scattered
over those broad prairies-prairies cov
ered with the buffalo, their rivers teeming
with fish-their forests abounding with
moose and other large animals constitut-
ing abundance of food for them, and, we
may add, that the position of the red
man before the advent of the white, was a
happy one. The Indian had no ambition
beyond obtaining his daily food. From
all that we can gather from tradition the
red man believed in the Great Father
above. His spirit ever looked up to his
Manitou, and when the European races
appeared the Indian tribes looked
to the kings and queens of Great
Britain to protect them against
injustice or wrong,that might come from
their influence or presence. We have
all read the works of the earliest travel-
lers-of Palliser, Mackenzie and Lord
Milton, as also of the officers of the
Hudson's Bay Posts, which paint the
Indian living from generation to gener-
ation in melancholy solitude, but appar-
ently contented with his lot. They nev-
er wanted food, so numerous were the
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buffalo which never appeared to dimin-
ish in number. But what a change is
brought in their condition by the advent
of the white man with bis pretended
civilization ! with the blighting influences
of bis vices? Of course the territory
must be used for the white races of the
earth, coming like a torrent to supplant
the poor red man, and to disturb all bis
hunting grounds-disturb his paradise
upon earth. Surely a solemn duty rests
upon the Queen and upon the Parlia-
ment of the country, to see that every
treaty with those native tribes shall be
faithfully carried out on our part. And
that, so far as we can, no red man,
whether under treaty or no treaty, shall
be allowed to starve. The simple obliga-
tion rests upon us to see that the red
man shall not suffer from famine. The
hon. gentleman from Kildonan, as also
my bon. friend from Lisgar, have every
session called the attention of Parliament
to this subject. The Senator from
Lisgar bas devoted much time and
energy to obtain information with regard
to these vast regions in our North-West
upon the Saskatchewan, the Peace and
Mackenzie Rivers, to see how we can
best throw in a vast population ,there,
while we should take every possible step
to prevent the Indian from suffering. This
House and the country are indebted to
the hon. gentleman from St. Boniface (Mr.
Girard) for calling attention to-day to this
subject ; it is just such a question as we
should expect to emanate from a gentle-
man whose kindness of heart and Chris-
tian sympathy have prompted him to
touch the subject now. He, along with
the Senators from Lisgar and Kildonan,
feel it a solemn duty, that while the
Indians have no representative in Parlia-
ment, and no one to speak for them
authoritatively except themselves, to now
raise their voice, as they have always
done, to call our attention to the subject.
I will not say anything more because t
would be wearying the House, but per-
haps I may be permitted to relate an
anecdote of a scene which once took
place between an Indian chief and the
late Bishop of Algoma-Fauquier-who
performed the duties of bis mission with
little salary, and travelled the whole
region north of Lake Superior, and
westward to the Lake of the Woods.

I have the anecdote from the moth
of the late Bishop, who was a war
personal friend of mine alil bis ife'
On that occasion he went up tO the
heights beyond Port Arthur to neet
tribe of Indians who with their chief ha
assembled for that purpose. lie "
anxious to spread the mante Of the
Anglican Church over them. 'he
Church of Rome had not reached tha
particular tribe although they hhô
christianized many others and wheni the
Anglican Bishop came there to reVe
the glad tidings of our Christian Faith
he met a very enlightened Chief towho
he observed-" What are your views t
religion ? What is your view of the net
world ?" " Oh," said the Chief, &We
hope to have our hunting ground
in the next world." " Yes," said the
Bishop, " That is very well for the
good ; but what about the next wor ,

for the bad ? What about the bell?'
" Hell? " said the chief, " Hell neer
could be for the poor Indian, it bas been
made for the white man. The Indiao
lives as God constituted him, clothed i
his native simplicity. He lives i the
love and fear of God, except when there
happens to be a conflict between the
tribes. But as regarding the white n11
it may be necessary to have a hell fo
him-for those white men who rob th
poor, who bring families to ruin and
misery that they may have the means W
satisfy their avarice, and feed theif va1

ity and pride, residing in costly nfl'
sions. Hell may he necessary for sU
men, but not for the poor untutor
Indian."

HON. MR. MAcDONALD (B. C.)'
The question before us is one O
very great importance. No more hns
portant subject can be brought before tl5
Parliament, or before the Governmnento
the country. It is a question that aPPea
to our sympathies and to our sense ,
right and justice. We are usurpers an
occupiers of the land of these Poa
Indians; we have displaced themn in
great may parts of the country and bave
taken their domain from them, n'Ot
right but by might. I am sorry that
this enlightened age the law of Engla
justifies an act of that kind. If a tel'
tory is discovered by a European Po

TcN'. MR. ALEXANDER.
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ey claitm is at their own, take posses-
t1On tf t and give back a small portion
ts an aorigines to keep them quiet
"uesict Of charity. In regard to the
quit efore the House it is a most

opposedone to deal with. I am entirely
bg pauperizing the Indians as is

ng as one in the North-West, and so
ails te system of feeding them pre-they will continue beggars andInusrs on Our hands. Nothing but
which thShools, and a system by

liig se Indians will earn their own
ste wil do any good. T he
the Indwhich now prevails with

ver ansI am sure, must be
theinssatisfactory to the Government
agenstves. They employ a number of
duty it is roughout the country, whose
Perjods t to issue a few rations at stated

a to the Indians and write up an'Iai report.oneoUntruthf o. Some of the agents are
leadthe and nake falsereports and mis-
that this overnment. Before I was aware
Prepared aotion was coming up, I had
direcion a question myself in the same

itsh Ci relation to the Indians of
to the Golumbia. I would suggest now

a Overnent that they should take
schools once to establish industrial

the 'het er in farming, fishing, or
e de irection for the behefit of

i Unsatis an, b ecause the present system
gentr actory and injurious. The hon.
forwardan who has brought this subject

oe f tserves our gratitude for havingthe c f the Indians in that part of
starvintry to which he refers, are
er , ent ey Must be fed by the Gov-
earn the until Placed in a position to

liwn h g.
the lon R. SCHULTZ-I am sorry
hs cho sgentleman from Woodstockthj8 hosen to
ths subjectto gve a prominence to

bh. ' Which I am quite sure
tho igentleman from St. Boniface"ery geaot end, and must have been

Y ho curprised at. I understand
hi dut- cOlleague in the discharge of
before his he has frequently done ittO the h18special duty in the absence
tr call attesenator from Edmonton-

said to en to certain reports of dis-!he ind, xist at Ste. Anne's amongst
not hi ce n thn' notice that he simply asks

ce the question of the Govern-

ment whether this distress prevails there
or not. I am not aware of the fact. I
do not think that he is aware of the fact,
except from the source that he gave to
the Ilouse, viz., a small paper published
at some distance from the spot. I have
only to say, with regard to causes of
starvation amongst the Indians, that
many years ago when the buffalo roamed
the plains of the North-West, strange to
say, cases of starvation occured even
then. So long as we have dealings with
the Indians we will always find isolated
cases of destitution among them.
They will continue to be in danger of
being in that state until the wise, humane
and far-seeing policy inaugurated by the
right honorable the ex-Superintendent of
Indian affairs works out its legitimate
purpose. I believe that the Govern-
ment are trying to do their best to
wean the Indians from the chase, and
make of them agriculturists and depen-
dent upon the same source of supply as
the whites and half-breeds. I have said
that these cases of starvation have oc-
curred before, and will occur again, and
they arise from the same cause. Twenty
years ago the Indians of the plains were
in a state of starvation ; an extremely
cold winter had driven the buffalo south
of the Missouri, and extensive spring
rains had so swollen the rivers that the
buffalo could not get back north to their
summer feeding grounds, and hundreds
of Indians suffered the pangs of
starvation in consequence. Could any
Government under the sun have
helped a case like this ? We have
learned from the far north that where
the caribou take the place of the buffalo
to the south, they come in hundreds and
thousands from the Barren Grounds
and the Indians lie in wait for them,
and in a few days kill enough of them
to furnish their winter supplies. At
last, through some strange freak of those
animals they took a course different from
the one they were accustomed to, and
they entered the woods further to the
north or further to the south of the ex-
pected place, and then there was starva-
tion amongst the Indians during the
winter. What Government can protect
the Indians against an incident of this
sort? It has come under my notice
incidentally, that one of the causes of
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starvation which now exists amongst
the Indians is this : Since the
buffalo ceased to he the food supply
of the Indians they have had to fall
back on the rabbits and fish. It so
happens that·there are no large fishing
lakes nor streams near Ste. Anne's,
and this is one of the years in which
by some strange law of nature the
rabbits, which usually exist in thousands
and are easily caught by the squaws and
children of the Indian camp, are suffer-
ing from their prevalent disease, and are
now at their minimum ; and this cause,
together with the fact that certain cli-
matic influences caused the loss of the
crops to the white settlers in that neigh-
borhood, as well those of the Indians, is
quite sufficient in my mind to account
for the possibility of distress existing
there. But I do not for a moment be-
lieve that the editor of this paper knows
more about the state of affairs amongst
the Indians than theGovernment through
their agents ; and I am quite certain
that humane as he seeks to appear to be,
he has no stronger desire than the leading
officials of the Department to relieve all
legitimate cases of distress which exist
amongst the Indians of the neighbor-
hood.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think this
discussion, valuable as it is, affords
proof of the inconvenience of having a
long debate upon a question. In the
House of Lords, which is our model, it
is permitted to a gentleman asking a
question to explain the purport of it, and
that is no doubt convenient ; but debates
upon it are restricted, though not en-
tirely prohibited. Had I known the
range which this debate would have
taken, I should have been prepared to
go into many details about it, and to
answer many remarks upon the subject
matter of the question, which at present
it can hardly be expected I should be
able to do. But there are certain points
in the discussion which I may remark
upon, and there are certain facts relating
to the agents and their management
which I know, and which, I have no
doubt, many members of this House
know. It is very well for hon. gentle-
men to say that these Indians must be
fed-that if they are starving we must

HON. MR. SCHULTZ.

supply them with food; and for other
hon. gentlemen to say we msut cease
pauperisng these Indians, that we rut
feed them if they are starving, but that
we must not give them charity. Th'
bears upon one of the difficulties WhIC
the Government experience. If those
hon. gentlemen who address these
sentiments to the House were to set
to work and prepare a practicable
scheme by which they could prevent the
Indians from starving and at the sa0
time not pauperize them, they Wou
confer an enormous benefit on the c0u
try, and it would be very advantageo
to the Government, for I can assure those
hon. gentlemen and the House that there
is no subject in connection with tlie
North-West that attracts the attention O
the Government more, and gives it fore
anxious consideration than this probeie
of the Indians. They have taken such
steps as, in their opinion, will gradil.
wean the Indians from the life of 'e
providence to which they are accustoe
cd ; to. teach them industrious habi's,
and to educate them to the extent
providing for themselves ; but I rea
believe that of all the savage or se
savage races in the world the NO.
American Indians are the most criin
ally improvident. In warmer clinmat
where savage or semi-savage people t
the natural products of the soil, and
fruits and nuts indigenous to the count
are very frequently sufficient ear.
support them throughout the Y e,
They have a climate more temperato
so temperate in many instances as
give them all the year round the cro
which grow naturally in the sol athe
upon the trees, to support them. e
North-West where these Indians live
have a climate six or seven months t
the year, during which it is impossib ad
obtain anything from the sol ¡n
difficult to obtain anything .s
any other way. The anflco'
even, to a certain extent fro,
ceal themselves for protection ft g
the weather, and are not to be got
during the wnter seascn. Notwithst
ing this, and speaking from some e
ledge of them myself, these unfortuI't
Indians though one day living in P e-
and more than plenty-in abunda he-*'
will not take the trouble to provide t
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Selves even with the food lying at theirnatufor the wants of the next day, and
srally they fall into these periods of
a lition and hardship, which
would more prudent disposition
The unable then to avoid.
Whoe hon. gentleman from St. Boniface,
hirn interest in the Indian tribes does
ernancit, suggests that they should be
sune t gie. That would mean, I pre-
they gve thern separate farms. If
longot the titles to those farns, how
long would they keep them ? How
prop OUld they be expected to remainthe liber of the ground, if they had
if lbe hadof disposing of it ? And even

ehots d the titles to their farms I dothanee that they would be any better offan th are under the present system.
a piece of ho is disposed to cultivate
apart for ound, can now have it set
ducts of himself, and can have the pro-
the yf it for himself if I understand
state tem rightly. I am pleased totheir tha they now have schools for
seed chidren, they are furnished with
chose and agricultural implements if they
taught ho workand learn, and they are
Way thew to use them. And in these
to ead thGovernment is attemptingcivild em towards making more
aId usi,, provision for their wants,
What thegmore reasonable foresight for
Work they require, and they get whitthead Y can or will undertake fromend0 ining settlers. I ask those gentle-
treattnt make suggestions as to the

ange f the Indians being entirely
one withat more than that can besuccessh ,ny reasonable prospect of

Wuulld be to o give them the property
to Place it in the hands ofeInda'ors would go round among

few glasses and buy their farms for alie that i whiskey ; and in a country
nVet s WOuld be impossible to pre-Wes trch a Practice. In the North-untrace Of the finest lands in that
r, ade aced at the disposal of thete f they can have the exclusive
e prodtA Portion of these lands, anded 0 ut f their separate portions%credthe befiO then just as effectually, andkept for Of what they raise upon them

ithey O nselves just as effectually as
• entlea the soil. I assure theen from St. Boniface that if
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he can make any suggestion for the im-
provement of this system, and if the hon.
gentleman from British Columbia can
show how these Indians can be supported
without being paupers-if any hon.
gentleman can tell us how we can keep
them from starvation without giving
them food, and if we give them food
how we can avoid continuing them
in their habits of what one hon. gentle-
man calls pauperism, it will help us out
of these difficulties. The course the
Government is taking is what I have
stated. They are endeavoring to lead
these Indians into more provident and
industrious habits by all the arts known
to them. They cannot be forced into
them. They might be made serfs and
forced to work, but that would be fcreign
to our institutions, and would be prac-
tically impossible to be carried out. I
do not see myself in what way the policy
can be altered for the better, and I should
be thankful to receive any suggestions.
At the same time, I feel that it is a sub-
ject which any hon. gentleman is quite
justified, and is to be commended, in
bringing before the attention of the
House and of the Government, and I
hope every hon. gentleman who is within
reach of my voice, and every one inter-
ested in the prosperity of the country,
will consider this problem and will en-
deavor to find a satisfactory solution for
it.

Now as to the question which my hon.
friend has put to me, this is the answer
which I receive- from the officials of the
Department, and upon some enquiry
which i have made, I have no doubt it is
correct.

As soon as the Department of Indian
Affairs was informed of the alleged desti-
tution among the Indians,especially those
of the Edmonton and Victoria districts,
the Assistant Indian Commissioner for
the North-West Territories was despatch-
ed to the aforesaid points to make
enquiry into the matter, and take such
steps as might be necessary in the prem-
ises, and the result of his enquiry showed
that the reported destitution was very
greatly exaggerated, and where it was
found absolutely necessary, instructions
were given for the issue of such additional
supplies as would meet the case.

As regards the Indians of Lake St.
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Anne, owing to the failure of the fisheries
at that point, and the poor hunting sea-
son, they were somewhat more destitute
of supplies than is usual ; but there is no
truth in the statement that the Indians
at that point were perishing from hunger
or of their being entirely destitute.

The information in the possession of
Department from authentic sources goes
to show that throughout the North-West
Territories generally, although hunting
was poor and fish were scarce, there was
no such thing as actual starvation among
any of the Indians in the Territories, as
the Department, through its officers,
issued sufficient supplies to prevent the
exstence of such a condition of things.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (4) "An Act to amend the Act
respecting defective Letters Patent, and
the discharge of securities to the Crown."
(Mr. Abbott.)

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-I rise
to a question of privilege. I find that
in this morning's Citizen there is a
synopsis of the debate which took place
on the White divorce case yesterday.
I will read what the paragraph
in that report has attributed to me

" Hon. Mr. Mclnnes (B.C.) said it was
sonetimes as necessary to have medical
men in the Committee as it was lawyers. It
was.upon his advice that a medical exam-
ination vas made, and he was the responsi-
ble person for its being public, and after
some further remarks lie went on to say that
it was necessary for once and forever to
delegate such cases to a responsible
tribunal."

It will be seen, hon. gentlemen, that
I an made to assume the responsibility
for the publication of that evidence.
Now, the tacts were quite differ-
ent : my feeling was to prevent
as much as possible that evidence
from going abroad; I only want-
ed a sufficient number of copies
printed to enable the members of this
House to render a just and intelligent
verdict on what was adduced before the
Committee. I rise merely to repudiate
the idea that I am responsible for the pub-
lication of the evidence when my feeling
was to snppress it as much as possible.

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

HoN MR. WARK-You said Y11
were responsible for the examination.

HON. MR. McINNES-Yes, and I
take that responsibility; but I certainY
never said I was responsible for the
publication of the evidence beyond what
was necessary for the use of Senators.

The Senate adjourned at 4:30 p.'

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, fonday April 23rd, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE DECEASE OF HON.
THOMAS WHITE.

MOTION.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I regret to
say that I have the melancholy dutY o
announcing to this House the death o
the Hon. Thomas White, Minster O
the Interior. The hand of death has
been busy lately with our public n'el"
but I venture to say that there is '
one who has departed from us who v
cause a greater void amorngst us tha1n
my lamented friend and colleague Mr.
Thomas White. There is scarcely aPy
phase of public usefulness in which hb
has not distinguished himself during bi
comparatively short life. The settle
ment of our country, the progres s o
education, the great cause of temperance,
the advancement of religion-in fact,
the general welfare of his fellow-subjects
throughout the land of his birth has
claimed his constant attention, and have
all experienced benefits in a large degree
from his unfailing assiduity, his patielncj
his industry, his vast store of acqilir
knowledge, and his readiness to listen
with open cars to every cause tha
deserved the support of Christian nlen
and good citizens. In the midst bO
occupations such as these, he was able
to advance himself to the
rank in the service of his cOuJntr'
The position he held in the Ministry,
the Dominion was one of the rnost "
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Portant them. It involved an'Mnes amngistrainse amount of work, great admin-
facttial ability, and great patience-int those qualities which have dis-tinguhede hin both in his public life
sing is private career. While thus pres-
sitiorward into the highest public po-
Part tough a steady adherent of the
he a which he had attached himself,
sonaelr aroused any feelings of per-
bis nnimosity. That was foreign to
self n nature and he so conducted him-
for it his career as not to give occasion
ft Ove the part of others towards him.
1oppnture to say that among his politicalO-t'onents he w aurn shewill find as many sincere

do noa s among his political friends.
not in f propose to describe-I could
tail 0 fact succeed in describing in de-
hi' te eservices which he has rendered
those ntry. The best eulogium for
ags of evices wil be found in the feel-
part Of tvery man and woman in every
Pty o e Dominion. There is not a

fiy or atwnv
dousehold town, nor a village, nor a

eh0of in this country in which the
ented asmas White will not be la-not bri as a national misfortune. I can-

farfi t yself to speak of his bereaved
consolathis great trial, but if it is any
have ouation to them to know it, they
the whol rnest sympathy, and that of
th have country in the irreparable loss
tribute sustained. I move that as alate 0f respect to the memory of the
of theInorable Thomas White, Minister

anterior, this House do now ad-
1Pitil "ed that it do stand adjourned
in the adnesday next, at three o'clocke fernoon.

ý1R. SCOTT-I rise with feel-
e deepest sorrow to second the,ade by the leader of the Gov-
n this House, and to join my
ribute to the many virtues that
umrlerated belonging to the de-
1tesman. I am sure that myid's words will find an echo in
thot every gentleman present.
thirty years the late Mr. WhiteIding Place among the journal-nada. During that long time

mnind and vigorous pen pro-
hichy day many of the leading
h Ch influenced the current of

is native country, and when

ten years ago he entered parliamentary
life, he stepped at once to the front rank
of the statesmen of Canada. The long
training he had had on the press, his
intimacy with ail the public questions
that agitated this country for more than
a quarter of a century, was so great that
he was at once recognized as one of the
leading men in the House of Commons,
and when the fitting time carne that his
party were called upon to select a head
for the most important bureau in the Gov-
ernment-that is, the Department of the
Interior-Mr. Thos. White was selected
as the best man to repair any mistakes
that may in the past have been made. I
desire hear to bear witness to the ability
with which he discharged those duties
and the fairness which at aIl times
marked his conduct in dealing with
the multifarious questions that came
before him. While to-day his country
deeply mourns his loss, it will in
future be reconciled, but we cannot lose
sight of the touching allusion which my
hon. friend made to the place where his
loss is most keenly felt. To the fond
wife who for 35 years was his constant
companion, it is indeed irreparable. The
children who have grown up about thern
have lost a fond father, for I believe
there are few men who are nearer in
touch with their own family than the
late Mr. White. He participated in ail
their pleasures, and in ail the little
amusements of his younger children.
He was essentially a family man, one
who took joy within his own house, and
if to-day it is any consolation to them in
their great grief to feel that they have the
sympathy of the Parliament of Canada
in bearing up vith the great sorrow they
have to sustain, I am sure that we ail
cheerfully extend it to them. His
memory will long be rernembered, and
the people of Canada will feel that they
owe a tribute of gratitude to him for
many of the acts which he performed in
the interest of his country.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-As one
who had the happiness to enjoy the
friendship of the deceased during the
long period of 30 years, I could have
wished I had known that the hon.
leader of the Senate was going to make
this motion, and that one might have
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had time to collect one's thoughts, in
order to express them properly on so
melancholy an occasion. As the leader
of the House has observed, the death of
Mr.White not only brings sorrow to his
own family, but to a large circle of friends,
who valued all his good qualities of head
and heart. He had friends everywhere
who were warmly attached to him from
the beauty of his character, from his
manly simplicity of heart and manner,
he was during the whole of his life so
upright and good. The name of Thomas
White can only be remembered as one
whose has passed through this life with-
out a blemish in his character. He rose
steadily by his industry, by the cultiva-
tion of his mind, by his usefulness in
every sphere of life, not only in connec-
tion with his church and with all the
various institutions of the country, but
also in discharging :the .duties of a
minister of the Crown. His loss is a
public loss. His departure to another
sphere is not only mourned by his own
family, but by us all. We all feel as if
we had lost a brother and a kind friend,
whom it was an honor to know, While
occupying the highest position, he had
no vanity or pride. He was always
accessible to the poorest applicant, and
served all impartially and fairly. All
endorse the views so beautifully ex-
pressed by the leader of this House. I
am sure that many will testify their feel-
ings of sorrow by accompanying the
remains of that amiable, good and
Christian man, and pay the last tribute
to his memory to-morrow.

HON. MR. ROSS (Laurentides)-In

French-In rising to address the House
I desire to add my humble tribute to the
memory of our late friend, the Minister
of the Interior. The eulogies which have
fallen from the lips of the proposer and
seconder of this motion are certainly
not exaggerated : on the contrary they fall
far short of the truth. Mr. White merited
in the highest degree the warm expres-
sions of respect and friendship to which
we have listened, and the regret which has
been expressed here and which will be
felt throughout the country wherever the
announcement of his death is made.
Assuredly there are few public men who

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER.

have rendered their country greater ser-
vice. His loss is cruel and irreparable'
cruel and irreparable to his family, cruel
and irreparable to society, irreparable to
his party and a veritable calamitY to
the country. There is no man in public
life whose death would evoke more
universal sentiments of regret and the
country will for a long time feel the gri
which is shared by every one of us here
to-day.

The motion was agreed to
House adjourned at 3:30 p. m.

and the

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 25th Apri,

THE SPEAKER took the chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

VICTORIA COLLEGE, COBOUgG.

PETITION PRESENTED.

HON. MR. SANFORD presented the
following Petition:-

To the Honorable the Senate of the Do11411
ion of Canada, in Parliament Assembled

The Petition of the undersigned officers 0
Victoria College and University,

Humbly sheweth:-
That in the year of Our Lord one thou

sand and eight hundred and forty-one, ble"
the fifth year of the reign of ler M e
Queen Victoria, an Act of the Parliame1
of Canada, dated on the twenty-sevent 0 '
Auguet, in the said year, was passed, inc
porating the Upper Canada AcademY of
Cobourg under the name and style s,
"Victoria College;" and that this '
lias been and is still borne by said Colla
since enlarged to the full privileges 10
university ; and this name is borne uJp'
the diplomas of about two thousand grad"
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ates f hth 4tjth'
tha " institution, and is cherished as
sad stu,, lma Mater, by several thou-
before ents; that a Bill has been laid
anoth Your honorable body asking that

eR e aOndege be incorporated under a
ind ng.Ye embracing the same words

dttri,8 5 ginig rise to co'n fusion and to thie
Theent Of Our college and its graduates.

ra t Your petitioners do humbly
8Ucthlat Your honorable body wil take

fringeasutres as will secure to us without
l g e te privileges which we have

Il eour petitioners, as in duty bound
pray.

le aid .the privile . might perhaps state that
toa C e of using the name of " Vic-
at the r ge was granted by the Queen
and h request of the late Dr. Ryerson,
du as been continued by the Collegerng the las forty-seven years. The,
age is tenderc of the progress of this
toria olabbeviate, and the Royal Vic-
centollege at Montreal which has re-
tjit apphied for an Act of incorpora-
doubt ld, in a very short time no
«t ' ave its name abbreviated to
thctoria College," hence the prayer of

Th Petiti0 n

e ion was laid on the table.

a pO MR. SANFORD-I have alsoa0 ettiot, fro
tUniverst romt the graduates of the

tit sron the same subject ; also pe-
Canada o the Methodist Church of
Meth. -ad the several presidents of the
promi.st Conferences of Ontario, and
varionsent members and pastors of theChurches to the same effect.

T he petitions were laid on the table.

TiIRD READINGS.

the Crollowing bills were reported from
and llarb ttee on Railways Telegraphs
and Passe ours and read the third time

d ithout debate

A 74), "An Act to amendTeeswateoporate the Kincardine*'- er ailway." (Mr. Read.)

the
and

Chl (16 " An Act to incorporate the
o elt and Peace River Railway

(Mr Sanford)

Bill (75),
the Ottawa
Company."

"An Act to incorporate
and Parry Sound Railway

(Mr Clemow)

MONTREAL ISLAND RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. DICKEY from the Com-
mittee on Railways Telegraphs and Har-
bors reported Bill (70) " An Act to
incorporate the Montreal Island Railway
Company " with several amendments.

He said: This bill, on the face of it,
would appear to be a strictly local bill,
as it is confir.ed to the Island of Mont-
real, and this amendment has been made
for the purpose of bringing it within the
purview of our legislation.

Section 21 of the general Railway Act
provides that all railways connecting
with either of several important railways,
among which are the two mentioned in
the preamble of this bill, the Pacific
Railway and the Grand Trunk Railway,
shall be considered to be works for the
general advantage of Canada; but there
is no mention of the fact of this railway
forming such a connection in the pre-
amble of this bill, and there was there-
fore no foundation for our legislation,
unless that was placed in the preamble.
Accordingiy, in order to obviate the dis-
agreable situation of legislating for a
strictly local matter, we were obliged to
insert this amendment in the preamble,
in order to bring it within the scope of
our own powers.

HON. MR. POWER-Inasmuch as
the amendment is one of very serious
moiment, and the Bill is one which re-
quires some consideration, I should sug-
gest that the usual course be followed
and that the amendments be taken into
consideration to-morrow.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-As my hon.
friend Mr. Lacoste, who has charge of
this Bill, is not present, perhaps it would
be well for the hon. gentleman from
Halifax to move that the amendmerit be
taken into consideration to-morrow.
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HoN. MR. POWER-I do not desire
to be placed in the position of assuming
the responsibility for the bill, but in the
absence of the hon. gentleman from
DeLorimier I move that the amend-
ment be taken into consideration to-mor-
row.

The motion was agreed to.

TOBIQUE GYPSUM & COLONIZA-
TION RAILWAY

THIRD READING.

Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the
Tobique Gypsum and Colonization
Railway Company," was reported from
the Committee on Telegraphs, Railways,
and Harbors, with certain amendments.

HON. MR. DICKEY-There are
several amendments to this Bill. The
first is an amendment in the preamble,
and in the enacting clause as to the
course which the railway shall take. As
it came up to us from the Commons, it
provided that the railway should becon-
structed from a point on the New Bruns-
wick Railway called Perth, up the River
St. John to the mouth of the Tobique
River, and thence up the Tobique River
to a point called Plaster Rock. The
promoters have since ascertained that in
order to carry that out they would have
to pass through a mountain, involving
very heavy tunnelling, in order to get o
Plaster Rock, which is the next point of
junction. This requirement that they
should pass up the River St. John to
the mouth of the Tobique River, and
then up the Tobique River to Plaster
Rock, should be struck out, in order
that the road might go directly
from the place called Perth, the
commencement of the line, to
Plaster Rock. The second amendment
applies to the first meeting of the com-
pany for organization, which, for con-
venience, they have provided shall be at
Woodstock, the capital of the county,
instead of at Andover, which is to be
the future place of the annual meeting.
The next amendment is substituting the
first Tuesday in July for the first Tues-
day in June as the date of the annual

meeting, to which I think there will bc
no objection. The fourth amendrent
applies to the clause which limits the
commencement of the work to a periOd
of a year from the time of the passif'
of this Act; but as the next secion.
states that this Act shall not corne inta
force until a proclamation shail issue
to that effect from the Governor i1
Council, it became obvious that it wa
necessary to apply the time limit fro"»
time of the coming into force of the Art'
Consequently we made the amendrnent
at the instance of the promoter of the
Bill.

HON. MR. ODELL moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed t, and the
amendments were concurred in.

The Bill was read the third time and
passed.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (i) "An Act to empower the
Merchants' Marine Insurance Comnrly
of Canada to relinquish its charter, and
to provide for the winding up of its af-
fairs." (Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (4) " An Act to amend the Act
respecting Defective Letters Patent a
the discharge of securities to'the CroWn'
(Mr. Abbott.)

INTERNATIONAL FERRIES
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (39) " An Act to
amend the Revised Statutes of Canada,
chapter 97, respecting ferries."

He said-This Bill is to alter, in re9

pect to international ferries, the laf to
be found in the Revised Statutes. That
law is restricted in two senses, the ont
that a license shall be granted after
public competition, the other that it
shall be granted for a terni of have,
years. These two restrictions have
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en found inconvenient, rendering
fite t hardly workable. In the
be Pace, an international ferry mustcmped on by some person or some
neigha. which has the authority of the
It req ring nation as well as our own.
servieuîres also large preparation for the

eriense. The right of taking out the
entirel imply neans to confine it

Yde one set of persons who have
helusioe necessary preparations to the

dition t0f everybody else, and, in ad-
tunity fto that, gives rise to an oppor-

yon hOd levying blackmail on the per-fonnd ing the license ; that in effect is
On whosbe the operation of it. A per-

ed tOse icense is expiring is threaten-
tho uh competition in tendering, al-
have athe person competing may not
an r e any preparations or obtained
Country gration in the neighboring

e"ý th en the time is too short,
with ferries could not be conduct-

the eficiency if the person running"'could only
period f secure the privilege for

to aendo th ve years. It is proposed
ga tin he Act so as to permit thecgrse it a lease for ten years, of

corseltio proper restrictions as to can-
laws or ofor violation of the Customs

sioOfy any other law of importance
really te Such cancellation. That is

Yý the Object of this Bill.

oeto R.i e SCOTT-This Bill pro-
the h rake a very important change
ada andaonal ferries between

Very exta ·the United States, givingnent rdinary powers to the Gov
pro , mernoving those franchises also

ave been, competition, where they
t centurY, afOr more than a quarter of

grant and allowing the GovernmentYears. fnopoly practically for ten
the Propal to see the advantages ofsb.cO sed charge: I think the whole

atever tistake. We have no rightbtweenr CO grant licenses to ferries
e have a da and another country.

*aters, bet Perfect right within our ownOther etween
h Or On n one province and an-b e chany navigable water onbut qiose to institute a ferry;

1ia that ne contrary to international
Ogt to one nation should claim the

any kindexclusive authority to craftkind to control the business

between that country and any other.
What would be thought to-day of pro-
posing a ferry between France and
England ? Yet that is what we
are practically asked to do here.
The attention of the Government has
been called, as I am personally aware,
to the great importance of giving
this matter consideration when it came
up before Parliament, because it has been
found under present exigencies to work
very badly indeed. It gives, what we
ought certainly to avoid at the present
time, monopoly rights at important
points. We are now on threshold of ab-
olishing monopoly rights. We are called
upon to abolish a monopoly granted by
Parliament, under special circumstances,
and we are giving a consideration for
doing so. Yet we are asked to create a
ferry monopoly for ten years at such an
important point as Sarnia,where, I do not
exaggerate in saying, the traffic amounts
many a day to over 1,ooo persons; or
between Windsor and Detroit where on
some days the traffic is over 5,000 per-
sons; or between Kingston and Cape
Vincent, or between Prescott and
Ogdensburg. You may say it is only a
ferry between Toronto and Lewiston. If
the Government have a right to say that
one person shall carry all those who cross
from Windsor to Detroit, then
they have an equal right to say
that one vessel shall have a
right to carry all the passengers going
from Toronto to Lewiston. We are on
the eve of freer relations with the United
States, I understand. That seems to be
in the wind, as somebody stated the
other day in the other House. I notice
that a proposition is placed on our table
to make certain articles free on condition
that the United States will reciprocate.
I think it would be a very retrograde
movement on the pait of the Govern-
ment of the country to tie up such
important highways as the ferries
between the two countries. We allow
the railways to cross and re-cross ; they
do not get exclusive rights. There may
be a dozen railways crossing at one
point. Why should there be restrictions
upon steamboats ? As matters are now,
it is utterly impossible to work such a
law. My hon. friend talks of levying
blaokmail; that is just what is done and
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will be done under the present system.
Mr. Brown has a license, for instance,
from the Government of Canada to ferry
between Windsor and Detroit. The
owners of a steamer in Detroit have to
make terms with Mr. Brown and nobody
else; otherwise they will lose halff
their traffic, and so it has got to
be a close corporation on one side or the
other. I am not aware that in the
United States they adopt this exclusive
policy. I do not think they do. In
many cases in the State of New York it
is the municipality that has the right to
grant this ferry. It is, to a certain ex-
tent, I know as far as the city of
Ogdensburg is concerned. I might call
my hon. friend's attention to a case
which was probably brought under his
own notice where the important traffic of
the Canadian Pacific Railway was for a
time absolutely imperilled between Og-
densburg and Prescott, because the Can-
adian Pacific Railway were sending their
cars across the St. Lawrence by a vessel
which was carrying at less rates than the
ordinary ferrymen were charging. An
application was made to the courts of
this country for an injunction, and for
days there was no travel. It had to re-
sult finally in a compromise. Unless
Parliament in granting its charters to the
great railway corporations, the Canada
Southern; the Grand Trunk Railway,
the Canadian Pacific Railway and others,
aie able to constitute them independent
ferrymen, they cannot pass a bill of this
kind. As far as the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company are concerned, at Sarnia
and Port Huron they do their own ferry-
ing. At Windsor and Detroit,where the
traffic, as everybody knows, is of gigantic
proportions and increasing every day so
fast that there are two charters before
this House at the present moment, one
for an underground railway at Detroit
River and the other for a bridge during
the winter season-we propose tying
up business between those important
points by granting a license to one per-
son and for a term of ten years. I can-
not believe that the Government of this
country have really thought seriously of
the consequences to flow from taking any
such power and granting any such au-
thority. Unwittingly and unknowingly it
may have been represented to them by

HON. MR. SCOTT.

some report that this was a proper thio
-that they would exercise better C011

trol over the licensee, and if he were
good and desirable man that he wOto
by having a longer license, be enabledc
invest more money in his vessels a
plant-and that they have not consideW
it in the wider sense that internatIOter
traffic ought not to be the subject afee
of a ferry. It ought to be free-as
as the traffic between England a
France. In olden times in this countre,
when our traffic with the United Stat
had not assumed the vast proportiosite
has since reached, one could
understand how it was necessary fe
stimulate somebody to put a
thousand dollars into a boat but w
the traffic of to-day that is wholly
necessary and wholly uncalIed f
There ought to be the freest pOss
trade between the two countries fo
as the ferries are concerned. I sho
hope my hon. friend would not fo
this Bill through until he has an o
tunity of further considering it, to
perhaps consulting his colleague ar
whether it might not be wise tO t ton
the matter open to public compe t'rf
and have no restriction upon the
traffic between the two countries.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. hap
has taken ground very much wider ti
this Bill covers. Every argument s
he has used against this Bill, or De
every argument, is practically an
ment against the whole ferry systei er'
I am not prepared, nor is the Gov 
ment prepared, to say it will give 'Pl
entire control over ferries. That cOco
it seems to me, is a very beneficial she*
trol. The control which is establise
by issuing a license is not merely for
purpose of obtaining the small reef
derived from it, but for the purPose c
ensuring that the interests of the Pt
are properly attended to. An
power oý control which the Governt
acquire by taking ferries under the'
jurisdiction, is in reality to enable ¡e
to do many things which are defi .l,

section five of this Act respecting
Section five enables the Governretblic,
regulate in the interests of the poseo'
that the vessels shall be of proper hae
quality and description. TheY
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the
Cha ght to limit the tolls and rates
Or red o passengers, with provision

'0uct o ng them ; to regulate the con-
annul p'ersons conducting ferries ; to
duty tor the nse if they neglect their
ties fo vie pubb, and to impose penal-
Act. Th ation of the provisions of the
Portant ese seem to me to be most im-

eIt Of rovisions, which the govern-
blae f te country would be greatly toventu t ey were to give up, and Ia far we to say that if they were given up
that Wyse onopoly than the monopoly

ould ehon. friend is talking about
bOl enile ow

Organized Powerfui companies would
elîde all which would be able to ex-
Pleased co Petition ; to run when they
thsed T charge what tolls they
h e Thus the ferries would be atOf th eGoany's discretion, if the policy

al eer ent were to be abandoned
il bef it respect to ferries. The

the Pri the House does not touch
ent hav.le or policy of the Govern-

alters teg Control of ferries ; it merely
ct tay bde .n which the ferry con-

r e for Whice given and the extent of
asons which it m ay be given; and the

EPear to C I give for thesetwo changesnot iie to be good ones ; but they
etnd' any respect bear upon my hon.

apo gument nor does his argument
the 1mprove m He says " do not letese lisuPOi the mode of giving outetablICenses or provide any mode ofthe .nn e price, but let us abolish

Irenpreanr systern altogether." I
te Pareto d, nor is the Government
the 1eensin admnit that the annulling of

SPublicg system is in the interest of
p great, nhe modifications are notP?0veent and I think they are an im-

t Q the old system.

taI 1en tSCOTT--Have the Gov-
ya Ofthts country the right to dic-

ues the disd.n the ferry after it
I ted vidig line between the

ti woer w eaand Canada? They have11tra vires atever. They are wholly

' ABBOTT-My hon friend
answer I shall give to that.
'reat a knowledge of constitu-
bnself to imagine that there

about it. The license is

simply inoperative as to the power to
carry passengers across an international
river by itself. It is like building a bridge
over an international river. The same
objection which my hon. gentleman
friend makes would apply to the Sault
Bridge. The charter for the Sauk Bridge
is of no value from this Parliament,
except as authorizing a Company to
undertake it with the assent of the
United States Congress.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not go as
far as the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
goes, for as the hon. gentleman who has
just sat down says, Canada can control
the ferry steamers carrying passengers to
and from its own shores within its terri-
torial waters. Canada can say " You
cannot start from a Canadian port unless
your vessel is of such a character and
with such accommodations."

I concur with the hon. gentleman who
leads for the Government here in think-
ing that it is not desirable that these ferry
steamers should be removed from the
jurisdiction and supervision of the Gov-
ernment; but I think the spirit of the ob-
servations made by the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa is perfectly proper, and it
is the right spirit. The hon. gentleman
from Ottawa takes the ground that there
should be no monopoly in the ferry
business. I think that it is undesirable
that there should be a monopoly in any
business. But the leader of the House
apparently left out of sight the real point
of the objectior. of the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa, and that is that the monop-
oly or exclusive right of ferriage exists
only for five years under the existing
law while this Bill proposes to extend it to
ten. If a party has held an exclusive right
to ferry at Niagara, Sarnia or Windsor
for five years, he can not get a renewal
of that right without public competition.
Now, I think it is clearly a most. unde-
sirable thing that the Government should
come in and say that they can with-
out any public competition whatever,
award a contract for five years,and, in the
case of a ferry between this country and
the United States, award it for ten years
without any competition. Ten years is a
very long time in the life of the country
now, and to give to any company the
exclusive right to ferry at any of those

. .

,
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important points for the long period of
ten years is, I think, a very unwise step.
It would probably be found that in less
than five years very grave inconvenience
may arise from that exclusive right. I
do not mean to say that the Government
is actuated by any unworthy motives,
but Governments are only human, and
in ail probability they would retain their
favorites in office as ferrymen. The
hon. gentleman has told us that the
present system gives occasion for black-
mail. I do not see why the Govern-
ment, instead of proposing to give a
monopoly for ten years, should not have
taken the ordinary precautions which are
taken in other cases to prevent blackmail.
The same difficulty about blackmail has
arisen in the cases of contracts for
Government works. The Govern-
ment got over that by caus-
ing persons who tendered to
deposit certain sums of money
as evidence of their bona fides. Why
cannot the Government do it in this
case ? If it is supposed that parties are
likely to tender for these ferries for the
mere purpose of levying blackmail, why
not compel them to make a respect-
able deposit with the Government, and
that difficulty will be got over ? I hope
that the Government will take the sug-
gestion of the hon. gentleman from Ot-
tawa into consideration. It is a very
important matter, which affects the every
day business of great numbers of people
and the step is decidedly a step back-
ward.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time on a division.

THE FISHERIES TREATY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (65), "An Act re-
specting a certain treaty between Her
Britannic Majesty and the President of
the United States."

He said-The subject which this Bill
presents to us is one of incalculable im-
portance to the Dominion, more particu.
larly to certain important Provinces of
the Dominion, and I venture to think
that it is a measure which is peculiarly
adapted for disposition and discussion

HON. MR. POWER.

in this House, because it is a ntio
matter. It is a matter into which the
ments of party do not seem to me to ente
in any degree, and I feel when I apPr o1
it, and place it before this House.a
propose to do, that I am dealing W.tof
subject which is becoming the dignita
this House, and that it will receive the
the Senate the consideration whiche
character of its members, its importate
the absence of faction, the abse
of any such disturbing element, t0
enable this House to give it. Ï
such tunctions as these which at
performed in a large degree by Senat
which are of greater importance evo
than ours, and I feel confident that 'bd
Senate of Canada on this occasion,
similar bodies elsewhere, will be fouP
equal to the task which is imposed upo
it. I feel confident that this House d
give to this measure that careful
impartial consideration which it dese th
and that the conclusions which
House will arrive at upon it, will bee
as will be justified by the friendly se 5t
ments which we ought to feel and thc
feel towards our neighbours, and byg tte
desire which every member of the Se
must experience for a peaceful soli
of the difficulties and disputes
have troubled us in this country, aro
our relations with the United States t
so many years. I venture to thinb
every member of this House is pro bf
as well acquainted with the histoery
this matter as I am myself and v2rY j bc
more so ; at the same time I sheUî '
unable to present to the House t»r
upon it,as I desire to dowithout vento
upon a short sketch,recalling to the rn
of members of the House in a the
summary way the facts with regard et
difficulties that have arisen betwect to
and the United States with respe in
our fisheries. Without having any 109
tention of wearying the House by a g5t
discourse on this subject, I wo0ul Jth
refer to the series of treaties an acte
series of events which have char of
ized these difficulties. We knOherc
course that before the war of 181' riri-
existed a treaty which gave great PtY..
leges to the United States fisher. cemuch greater than have existed sIl ht
n fact an almost community of ri en
fishing between them and the fishe
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ýre unt. By the war of 1812, as s
vin. rt tain contended this treaty was

ons cancelled, and similar discus-
Iav had culties to those which we s
War eh since commenced after the 1
the o 18, and lasted until t
Was eaty which is now in force t

Passed trnIati n f t 8h12. Between the ter-
the ra t of the war and the making of
stantlyay, difficulties and disputes con e
ed thaose The Americans contend-

oce the war had not destroyed the
fding ; the Treaty ; that it was still
fshin' that they had the free right of
selv1  ong our coasts as we had our-
these ri and they endeavored to enforce
ed to rits, that is to say they endeavor-

th ractice what they claimed theye right to do, by their fishermen
niseqn Withmn our territorial limits, in

9uent ence Of which there were fre-
essels seizures Made of their fishing

point Of re the Treaty of 1818.
eaty f 8act immediately before the

yo 818 much bad feeling existed
an Our neighbors on this subject,
1on as d e very much in the same posi-of 1818 au g 1886-7. By this Treatyrghts ahicnition was attempted of the
should bich the United States fishermenoasts, ad entitled to exercise along our

and I would like to recall to the

guage Of the House the precise
twh ta at reaty. By its terms,
that v-- are very short, it was declared

It . 8agre between the high contract-
d8tatet the inhabitants of the said

Ith th al have, forever, in com-
k. eety, the lbe ubjects of His Brittanic
Inlath 1 erty to take fish of everyf tPart of the southern coast of
ý Ito the Ra which extends from, CapetheOrthernea Islande, on the western

Ot Cape east Of Newfoundland; from
o thres to the Quirpon Islands;
flnthe Othe MIagdalen Islands; and

b Ountoaete, bays, arbor, and creeks,
I,îjor, to 'o l the southern coast ofaloie an td through the Straits of

eél dth asthecen orthwardindefinitely,
ha ~Y 0f th~ "Wthout Prejudice, however,

iv roha l eu of he Hoefh dto en'Pa s; and t at the American
set a also i have liberty, forever,th baybure fish in any of the un-e athern harbors, and creeks of
toqst ai herPart of the coast of New-

t 4 )Lab% aebove descricoso -
i dOr L rbute decrbed, and of the
>rtion or, but so soon as the same,0 hereof, shall be settled, it

hall not be lawful for the said fishermen to
ry or cure fish at such portion so settled,
without previous agreement for such purpose
with the inhabitants, proprietors or posses-
ors of the ground ; and the United States
ereby renounce, forever, any liberty here-
ofore enjoyed or claimed by the inhabitants
hereof to take, dry or cure fish on or within
hree marine miles of any of the coaste,
bays, creeks or harbors of His Britannic
Majesty's dominions in America not includ-
ed within the above-mentioned limite: Pro-
'ided, however, That the American fisher-
men shall be admitted to enter such bays or
harbors for the pur pose of shelter and of
epairing damares tierein, of purchasing

wood, and of oltaining water, and for no
other purposes whatever. But they shall be
under such restrictions as mai' be necessary
to prevent their takino, drying or curing
fish therein,or in any otier manner whatever
abusing the privileges hereby reserved to
them."

The limits to which a part of this
clause refers are limits with which we
need not deal now-limits within which
certain privileges were granted to the
United States fishermen ; but that por-
tion of it does not now necessarily come
under our consideration But while
granting the privileges mentioned in the
treaty, it declares that in using them the
fishermen shall be under such restrictions
as may be necessary to prevent their tak-
ing, drying or curing fish within the pro-
hibited limits, or in any manner whatever
abusing the privileges thereby reserved
to them. That was in 18, and for
thirty-six years we lived under the regime
of that treaty. During that period, grad-
ually the same class of difficulties arose
as those which we had experienced be-
fore 1818, only they were more pro-
nounced in their character, inasmuch as
there was a more definite law which
we claimed was habitually infringed
by American fishermen. For those
thirty-six years the questions which
have agitated these two coun-
tries were constantly under discussion.
It was contended by the Americans that
the territorial limits defined by the treaty
of 1818 extended only three miles be-
yond the shore, and that in measuring
that distance the sinuosities of the bays,
harbors and creeks were to be followed,
while we contended on the other hand
that the bays, etc., were not to be
entered at all, but that the three mile
limit was to be calculated from a line
drawn from headland to headland of
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these bays, harbors and creeks. This
contention grew from time to time, but
only assumed very definite and decided
proportions somewhere about 1840 or
1841-some twenty years after the treaty.
There is no doubt disputes had been
constantly going on with respect to this
and other disputed points arising out of
the treaty ; and on several occasions the
United States had insisted on its views ;
but the dispute only reached a definite
and decided form about the period re-
ferred to. At that time and afterwards,
however, their pretensions as to this and
other points, were urged and persisted
in, and formed the subject of frequent
diplomatic correspondence between the
two countries ; and finally the dis-
putes reached a point where it
became obviously necessary that
some definite decision should be
arrived at upon them. Seizures of
vessels were again constantly made ;
again the same exasperation was felt in
the United States, especially amongst
the fishermen, as to what they thought
were the improper restrictions imposed
by Canada, and as to the mode in
which those restrictions were enforced ;
until finally the difficulty was terminated
by the Treaty of 1854, ordinarily known
as the Reciprocity Treaty. This treaty
granted amongst other things free right
of fishing practically such as existed
under the Treaty of 1783, and of course
while it lasted, all our relations were
amicable, and there was no difficulty or
discussion on the subject between the
two countries. But in 1866 this treaty
was terminated by notice given by.our
neighbours themselves. On that occa-
sions it was feared, that the exercise of
the strict rights of Canada or of
Great Britain under the Treaty of
1818 would be attended with un-
pleasantness so great and so marked,
as probably to create grave dif-
ficulties between the two countries; and
our public men set themselves to en-
deavour to discover some mode by
which such difficulties could be avoided.
They hit upon the license system and for
a time licenses were issued under which
American fishermen were permitted to
fish, and permitted certain other privil-
eges, under several statutes of our own
Legislature in 1868-69-70 ; but the use

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.

of this system rapidly diminished, an
finally the license proved to be Of no
particular value as protecting our rig
At first, upon the termination Of he
Reciprocity Treaty, the American fisrt
men considered these licenses iilP
ant to them, and they took then outthe
large numbers, but each year ne
number dimnished, and it finally beca
apparent that the license system Was te5

working satisfactorily, the old disP"
and difficulties began again to arise
disputes and collisions occurred CO
stantly ; vessels were seized and forfeitto
for infractions of what we contended .
be the meaning of the Treaty of 18
and infractions of the treaty were ot
wise indicated under the laws which h
been provided for that purpose by GT
Britain, Nova Scotia and ourselves.
again these difficulties culminated o
1870, in precisely the sanie Stateand
things that we had before 185
that we have had before our eyes o
1886 and 1887. Again there caWe
end to them by the making of the
ington Treaty in 1871. The Washilln
Treaty was one of very great importa.
in other respects besides the fisher ho
its ternis are familiar to everyone e
hears me, I have no doubt, as 1nd
made within the memory of us all .
we know the result of it. It is uInrlts
sary for me to refer to the fact f
duration or the result of the arbitrat'p
which was entered into under it betw
Canada practically, and the United St
That of course is a matter Of to
recent history, that it is unnecesary
follow it through its details. utI
1885 this Treaty was abrogated, a n
began to find ourselves in the Pos
we occupied up to 1854, and tr1ey
and in 1870, before making the Treaty
of Washington. When that
terminated it was agreed that the
dent of the United States to
recommend, or otherwise endeaVO
procure, the appointment of a c
sion, to consider points of din ,0
between two countries, and he did So
the winter of 1885; but his reconroerit1
ation was rejected by a large Ina
and riothing was done. Then eå
menced again our difficulties tr
collisions, our efforts to protectf the
legitimate rights, which opponents O
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r ern nent at that time contended were
that tefuehed with sufficient severity,tir ermen were allowed to fish
th Ourwaters without being disturbed,
no obsa cruisers were useless, and that
Our fishies being in reality interposed,UStes were open to all who choseieren e The Americans were of a
tw year opinion, and during those
inte U the agitation went on
urin thnited States. more particularly
-ur Govere year 1887, and every act of

ghts nednment in vindication of our
Charged ner the the Treaty of 1818, was

of against us as an arbitary exercise
of ship') and as a violation of the rights

ll th rPpn between friendly countries.
their Privileges which they claimed for
for thei f hg1 vessels, they claimed also
tir Co ng vessels. They renewed

ed larntion with regard to the bayshich abours. In fact the whole dispute
etwea prevailed at various periodstOe seus, and the United States, onittern ects were renewed with more
ent oe tan ever. That State of thingsInterview util after an informal personal

chas. $ etween Mr. Bayard and Sir
ap -o inpPer. Plenipotentiaries were

eur if ibr the two countries, for the
Cich W ossible, of framing a Treaty
edq . rd a settlement for this'he Coestion between the two nations.that missioners appointed underthe Tareeement have arrived atUs reaty which is now before

is that tr in the Bill, andou to reaty which I an about to ask
ti aj.ofirir or take the first step in
tine the Blby reading for the secondeor il, passe
entrtis. Theaed in the House of

trusted i e gentlemen who were
ne y oft thsiportant duty were

s f thf as great distinction in
P fora t qualities essential to itstisl! ance aqî
si ide 0f thas Could be found, both on
a Ph Ch Atlantic and on the other.

, a ver aberlan is a well known
I>O1its hve prominent politician. HisPO ato ave t always met with the ap-

itics ¡ gentlemen on either side of
that differncengland. .There has beentherA that eof opinion with regard to

hot farraps may indicate that he
Parte Wrong upon the whole, sinceto hs atone timne or another ob-

iewvs. At all events, he is

a thorough man of business, an able
and clearheaded man, and he has
shown throughout his conduct in
these proceedings in the United States
the greatest possible zeal for the
interest and welfare of his country,
in which phrase I include Canada.
Sir Charles Tupper was eminently fitted
for the position he received on this in-
ternational question. He is recognized
on both sides of the Atlantic as posessing
unusual ability and energy ; he repre-
sented one of the most important of the
two provinces most largely interested in
the fisheries ; and he is thoroughly con-
versant with the subject. He was ac-
companied by the Hon. Mr. Foster and
the Hon. Mr. Thompson, one of them
from his own province, a man whom
everybody recognzes as a gentleman of
eminently judicial mind and great legal
ability, exceptionally well qualified to
deal with all the questions which could
possibly arise before such a Commission;
while Mr. Foster, though not a lawyer,
from his residence in New Brunswick,
from his position as Minister of Fisheries
and his special familiarity with the sub-
ject, also eminently competent to discuss
and dispose of the subject matter of the
reference. Mr. Bayard has shown him-
self to be, so far as his administration of
his section of the Government is concern-
ed, a liberal minded, intelligent and mod-
erate man ; and I happen to have the
great, good fortune of knowing Mr. Put-
nam,one of the Commissioners,than whom
I think no more able, sensible and honest
negotiator, could have been appointed
on the part of the United States. I do
not know Mr. Angell, but I have every
reason to believe from all I have heard
of him that he also was a man eminently
fair in his disposition and well qualified
to judge what was fair between the two
parties. It is to this body we are indebt-
ed for the Treaty now laid before you,
and I propose just to glance at its pro-
visions in connection with the Treaty of
1818, to which it is nothing more than
the interpretation and sequence. The
Treaty itself, declares with reference to
perhaps the most important point in it, its
connection with the Treaty of 1818.
The first clause establishes, or provides
for the establishment, of a mixed Com-
mission, to mark out the limits of the
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waters which are to be British waters
in the future, according to the
interpretation agreed upon by this treaty,
of the treaty of 1818. The second clause
simply provides for the constitution of
this Commission, and the third clause
describes the method of delimitation, in
accordance with its interpretation, I take
it, of the treaty of 1818. In addition to
this limitation created by the Act, there
is a specification of a number of bays
which exceed ten miles in width, which
are nevertheless to be included in British
waters under the delimitation to be made
by the Commissioners.

There are ten of these bays, and they
include all the important bays over ten
miles wide at their mouths, in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick, with the exception of Bay
St. George ; and they also include some
of the bays in Newfoundland. I should
say, however, at this point, that New-
foundland was also represented in this
negotiation by its Attorney-General, in-
formally, of course; but he was there as
an advisor or assessor for the representa-
tives of Great Britain; and I have heard
as yet no disapprobation from New-
foundland of the terms of the treaty, so
far as that colony is concerned. The
result of this definition as to what is to
constitute British water is this-that as
respects ten bays, comprising ahl the
principal bays in Canada, with the ex-
ception of St. George's Bay, all of which
bays are more than 1o miles wide at the
mouth, and all other bays not more than
io miles wide, or if wider at the mouth
than io miles, that portion of them
within the points when the bay is 1o
miles wide remain British waters. The
fifth paragraph of the treaty contains a
provision with respect to bays which are
more than 1o miles wide, but which,
nevertheless, United States vessels could
not enter under the three-mile limit
conceded for by themselves. It is to
the effect that nothing contained in the
treaty shall be held to include in com-
mon waters any interior portions of any
bays, creeks, or harbors that cannot be
reached from the sea without passing
within the three miles mentioned in
the first article of the treaty of 1818.
That, as I understand it, and as it has
been explained to me and I think rea-

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

sonably, is to cover the case of a bal
more than ten miles wide which h as
island or islands in its mouth, and
could not be entered by United
vessels, independent of this treaty,
der their own interpretion of the lh
without coming within three miles o tish
shore; because of course a BI
Island is the British shore as uch
the mainland; and a bay fifteen had
at its mouth, which if this clause j
been omitted, could have been ente
by foreign vessels, though there mig
an island more than three miles ted
at the mouth of it, would be preVen
under this clause from being so entel
That is to say, an American vessel, COs
not enter such a bay without pa bd
within three miles of some shore, elthe
the main shore or the shore o
Island: and this provision is inne
ted to avoid the possible ista'
pretation that inasmuch as .de,
a bay is more than ten miles wde
they could enter it. If they could co'
have entered it under their oWcOlt
struction of the treaty, then they can e
enter it under this treaty, although t
mouth of the bay may be more tha'
miles wide. That is the constructîbe
which I understand, and believe tohb
the true one, of this clause, about Wi 5

there has been a good deal of diSc
sion. The 6th, 7th and 8th clauses
with mere formalities as the mode *s

in which the delimination of the lie
to be decided. Article 9 is as fOllow

"Nothing in this treaty shall interruý
or affect the free navigation of the Sr
Canso by fishing vessels of the l5lii6
States." p s
The i oth Article of the treaty p ter
that United States fishing vessels e ,
ing the bays or harbors referred to
Article one of this treaty, shall conhfi
to harbor regulations common to 15l
vessels of Canada or Newfound the
The Article goes on to deal With
four cases justifying the entrance O te
sels into one of our ports under
treaty of 1818. It says: o '

They need not report, enter, o
when putting into such bays or bar
shelter or re airing daimages, nor .
putting into the same, outside the
eetablished ports of entry, for the Pur e;
purchasing wood or of obtaining ;00
except that any such vessel remnain19
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tw«ba fourdaya t 4-ur hours, exclusive of Sun-
rt agal holidays, within any suchthere& Or 0 nmun icating with the shore

elear 1TI'y be required to report, enter, orfro d no vessel shall be excused hereby
o"mefer due information to boarding

Th -
clear object of this is plainly to make

fu at when they come in for these
with PUrposs they need not be dealt
latter as trading vessels. In effect the
thi Part Of the paragraph amounts to
than .that if they stay in the port longer
fied in necessary for the purposes speci-

dedthe treaty of 1818, then they shall
Te et with as ordnary trading vessels.
follCowsnClusion of this Article is as

Th 8saio
har fhora l n be liable in such bays or
¡heren fort omPulsory pilotage ; nor, when

'.i agn e e purpose of shelter, of repair-
r tIlin ats, of purchasing wood, or of

a deater shall they be liable for
SoObnnage dues, buoy dues, liglit

t ort hr similar dues ; but thisiaite shall not permit other charges
tio ent vWith the enjoyment of thein of Octoered or secured by the Conven-

Th.bas 20, 1818.
r Which lies to the four purposes

authorid erican fishing vessel are
treaty e to enter our ports by the

epr •8 It is merely to remove
rfor n, that a vessel entering a

repairin or the purposes of shelter, or
or obta nidanages, or purchasing wood
urposes .ng Water-which are really

tipi ustifiable on the broad prin-
co'1pulso umanity-shall be liable for

hich rey pilotage or any of those dues
takin ar imnposed upon trading vessels

POv des Use Of those ports. Article 11i,.United S
thnots, b tates fishing vessels entering
teOrth-eas and harbors of the eastern
wh ~O 8 ofa $en coasts of Canada or of
et Nelfoundand, under stress of

re 4, or Other casualty, may unload,
b o e S'ip or sell, subject toor When as and regulations, allfish on

'e s e uchî unIoadfng, transhipment&NP4ire tnade n ece8sar as incidental to

a44 plppayrepîenise outfitsp rvisionsira cases damaged or lost by disaster ;slhowed e Of death or sickness shall beP g f crews ,lfacilities, including the

as'his prov
cit 80es, bision is practically new, so far

retha t 1n reality it amounts to no
&ort after a is, that a vessel entering a

24 casualty of some sort, so

serious as to necessitate its being unload-
ed in order to make its repairs, shall be
allowed to unload, reload, tranship or
sell. The object of this is plain enough:
there is no doubt there is a concession
in it, but it is one which humanity would
suggest. It is a reasonable concession
There is no infringement of the rights of
our own people possible under this clause.
It can only apply in case of serious
casualty to a vessel at sea, and most
persons would consider that friendly
relations with our neighbours would
reasonably impel us to make this conces-
sion in the case of a vessel suffering from
a maritime casualty. The concluding
part of the article is as follows :-

Licenses to purchase in established ports
of entry of the aloresaid coasts of Canada or
of Newfoundland, for the homeward voya«e,
such provisions and supplies as are orqi-
narily sold to trading vessels, shall be
granted to the United States fishing vessels
in such ports promptly upon application
and without charge, and such vessels,
having obtained licenses in the manner
aforesaid, shall also be accorded upon ali
occasions such facilities for the purchase of
casual or needful provisions and supplies as
are ordinarily granted to trading vessels;
but such provisions or supplies shall not be
obtained by barter, nor purchased for re-sale
or traffic.

HON. MR. POWER-Will the hon.
gentleman be good enough to explain
those words " on all occasions ?"

HON. MR. ABBOTT-As far as I
understand it, I shall be very glad to do
as the hon. gentleman asks me : I was
about to do it in any case. As I under-
stand it, on all occasions when a vessel
has a right to enter a port under the
treaty, having previously obtained this
license-it may purchase such casual or
needful supplies as are ordinarly granted
to trading vessels. These are not sup-
plies incidental to the fishing of necessity:
they are not such supplies as a fishing
vessel would require for fishing purposes,
because that kind of supplies would not
be ordinarily granted to trading vessels.
This therefore would simply entitle a
vessel holding a license of this descrip-
tion, to purchase such casual supplies as
a trading vessel might purchase-medi-
cine, food and supplies of that descrip-
tion, but not bait, seines or supplies for
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fishing purposes, because the supplies
referred to in this article are those which
are ordinarily granted to trading vessels,
and do not include such articles. The
next article confers upon fishing vessels
of Canada and Newfoundland, all the
piivileges on the Atlantic coast of the
United States which are by the treaty
granted to United States vessels on the
coasts of Canada and Newfoundland.
The 13 th article provides for the con-
spicuous exhibition on every United
States fishing vessel of its official num-
ber on each bow. It might and probab'y
would be useful in the issuing of licenses,
and it is probably for that purpose, and
for the purpose of afterwards identifying
any vessel that might commit offences
agairst our laws, that a number is re-
quired to be put on each bow. Article
14 relates to penalties. Article 15 is a
very important one indeed, providing
for the extension of trade under certain
conditions as follows :_

"eWhenever the United States shallremove
the d nty from fisl-oil, whale-oil, seal-oil and
fish of all kinds (except fish preserved in
oil), being the produce of fisheries carried
on by the fishermen of Canada and of New-
foundland, including Labrador, as well as
Irom the usual and necessary casks, bar-
rels, kegs, cans, and other usual necessary
coverings containing the products above-
mentioned, the like products, being the pro-
duce of fisheries carried on by the fisher-
nen of the United States, as wehl as the
usual and necessary coverings of the same,
as above described, shall be adrnitted free of
duty into the Dominion of Canada and
Newfou ndland.

I presume that that is a condition
which needs no explanation and which
everoone will approve of.

And apon such removal of duties, and
while the aforesaid articles are allowed to
le brought into the United States by British
stlbjects, without duty being re-imposed
thereon, the privilege of entering the ports,
bays and harbors of the aoresaid coasts of
Canada and of Newfoundland shall be ac-
corded to United States fishing vessels by
annual licenses, free of charge, for the fol-
lowing purposes, nanely:

1. The purchase of provisions, bait, ice,
seines, lines, and ail other supplies and out-
fits;

2. Transhipment of catch, for transport
by any means of conveyance.

3. Shipping of crews.
Supplies shail not be obtained by barter,

but bait may be so obtained.
The like privileges shall be continued or

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

given to fishing vessels of Cana ad 0b
Newfoundland on the Atlantic coasts of
United States.

This article would bring about a s
of things very similar to that which P
vailed under the treaties of 1854 d
1871, with this exception, that it th
not give to United States fishernien te.
right of fishing within the prohibk0c
limits. That is the distinctnd
between this arrangement a
the treaties of 1845 and 18be
It appears to me that this section rnay
advantageously referred to by the ho'e
member from Halifax as confirming
interpretation I put just now upon
tion i 1-the latter part of the sect.ie
inasmuch as the right of buying supP
granted by that section is one of the th
sults of the issue of a license, hile to
right of buiying supplies applicable the
fishing purposes only accrues aftersremoval of duties, and those supplie b
evidently not the kind of supplies Wh!c
are contemplated by Article 11 as b
the usual supplies granted to tra
vessels.

HON. MR. MILLER-There is

doubt about that.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon.
tleman has not dealt with the 14 th
cle, which is an important one.

gefr
ArtI

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It did t
seen to me to be necessary to go 1

HoN. MR. POWER-It makes a yen
important change in the procedure.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The 14 th se
tion is as follows :- in

The penalties for unlawfnlly fishir, 0 ,
the waters, bays, creeks, and har ,y
referred to in Article I of this Treat, aD
extend to forfeiture of the boat or vesse d
appurtenances, and also of the supplies .
cargo aboard when the offence was cornivto
ted; and for pre aring in such weateb
unlawfull fish therein, penalties Oba for
fixed by t e court, not to exceed thos -0,
unlawfully fisbing; and for any othe ,
tion of the laws of Great Britain, o0
or Newfoundland relating to the rig or
fishery in such waters, bays, creekÊ the
harbors, penalties shall be fixed bY for
court, not exceeding in all three dOll&io •1d
every ton of the boat or vessel conlCichi
The boat or vessel may be holden for
penalties and forfeitures.
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The
s p Peedings shall be sumnary anddetcepensive as practicable. The trialaeeiin Ppea]) shall be at the place of

ef the d, unless the judge shall, on requestOther P ece, order it to be held at someaient, ce edjudged by him more conve-
tiredofthItyefor costs shall not be

her sh peasonable bail shall be accepted.the"albe po
t ýe oence per appeals available to

Ual day be Y; and the evidence at the
udgro e used on appeal.the oent of forfeiture shall be reviewed

«nti Governor General of Canada inodlan overnor in Council of New-nd, before the same are executed.

fake Corse the intention is obvious to
or tanto classes of offenses, one so

other tob as .to involve forfeiture, theis liie be visited by a penalty which
Provisted to $3 per ton. The otherto the is of this clause refer principallyohd dProceedings which, as everyone
Eted esire, are made as sumnary and

visi as tpracticable, and there is a
Itue reieedae judgments of for-
ocil bvIewed by the Government in

exarnat efore they are executed. This
to bring ot_,fthe treaty seems to me
do soethe least I intended it to
%de froe changes which have been
prevailedm the state of things that

propose uder the treaty of 1818, .and
o fust to look cursorily at one

of treat e more important provisions
haebeen , m'ore especially those that

rights aimed to be a surrender of
.ntain asOf this country, or Greataith reas representing this country,a theard to the fisheries. The first,ai the on about which most has been

creeks ane delimitation of the bays,enrteided harbors, and it has been
i to th at by fixing the ten miles

Cati.g the width of a harbor, as indi-
e ia point from which the threeve ea rement should be made, we

th at argely our rights over the
at tht Oiur coasts. Now I maintaine .~ fl sots

a1s 1y bsh o, and I think it may
:ei up 8 . not only that we have

buted thhg that we have ever
b that w e were entitled to,
etled wh have got a difficulty

is Mh t, Imight have been decided
'he iit Our disadvantage. What
bayor whiOf the width of a bay oror hrbo is not to be a commonr under international law ?

Now, I defy any gentleman to point out
to me any positive determination of that
question. Writers on international law
speak of it in various terms. Some of
them say that it must not be a very large
bay ; others give various other approxi-
mate descriptions of what should con-
stitute a bay belonging to a nation.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Chesapeake
Bay, for instance.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.
friend is now speaking of a bay which
our neighbours have determined to keep
to themselves, and to exercise exclusive
powers over. Whether they are right in
theory, as a matter of international law,
is another question. Another writer
describes national water as the extent
over which a nation is able to maintain
control. He does not define it. It is
generally conceded to be as far as a can-
non shot can go from the shore, which
has been conventionally recognised as
three miles. But the Russians have lately
been contending that as a cannon shot
can now be projected more than three
miles from the shore, the limit should be
correspondingly extended. So those
persons who follow Mr. Vatel and others,
who have assumed three miles as a con-
venient limit for the rights of nations,
may find that limit too narrow. However,
the limit broadly stated by Vatel is that
the right of a nation over the sea adjoin-
ing its coast really extends just as far as
it is able to maintain control, That
principle, it is true, civilized nations
nowadays do not hold as a rule : although
the United States have broached very
extensive theories about their rights over
the sea. They have gone so far as to
contend that war vessels cannot cruise
within so many miles of their coasts, and
I think have complained of war ships
coming within twenty miles of them.
They have laid down the doctrine in its
broadest form with regard to their
bays, the Chesapeake being one of them.
They claim the entire jurisdiction
over them all, whatever may be their
width, but that has not been, and
is not now, the rule usually followed by
maritime nations. A great many of the
important and leading nations of the
world have agreed among themselves as
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to what is to be the size of a bay which
shall not be a common bay-which shall
be the territorial property and under the
jurisdiction of the nation within whose
territory it practically extends. We our-
selves before the treaty of 1854 spoke of
the ten mile limit as being a reasonable
limit. We proposed after the treaty of
1854-I am not sure whether we did not
before the treaty of 1854-to take that
as our limit.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The United
States were willing to concede the ten
mile limit.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Atter the ex-
piration of the treaty of 1854, Great
Britain declined to enforce the seizure
and forfeiture of ships taken at a greater
distance than three miles from the shore,
even within any bays, harbors and creeks,
using the language of the treaty of 1818,
and it was only after remonstrances by
the Government of this country, claiming
that the ten miles was the proper limit,
that Great Britain was disposed to
concede that it might be ten miles, but
it did not and would not order its ves-
sels to make seizures governed by that
delimitation, always confining them of
late to the distance of three miles from
the shore, whether in or out of a bay or
harbor. That is the way the question
stood as between Great Britain, Canada
and the United States when this treaty
was entered upon. Our own Govern-
ment contented for the ten miles ;
England and her law officers followed
the doctrine very much of the United
States in that respect. The law officers
were not disposed to place any territo-
rial limit to the width of our bays. They
said we had a right to have the lines
measured from headland to headland,
but though that opinion was given
many years ago, it was never acted upon
by Great Britainby enforcing its territorial
jurisdiction beyond the three miles. We
ourselves contended, without any cen-
sure or reproach that I have ever heard
of, that the proper delimitation should
be ten miles.

HON.. MR. SCOTT-The Americans
have been willing to concede that,

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The Americans
have contended that it should be 51%
miles : that is their diplomatic COntea'
tion, found in reports to the IBriti
Government and in the diplomatic Cor
respondence which was constantly takif%
place between the two countries excePt

whiie the treaties of 1854 and 18
lasted. That delimitation of ten
was one which was recognized elsewhere.

I-ON. MR. BOTSFORD-In the
north of Europe.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There was a
convention between England and France
in 1839 with respect to this questiofi. t»
which the limits were fixed at ten ni
and there was a treaty between Englad
and Germany in 1858 to the same effecf
making the limit ten miles. There W
the north sea convention betweenl
land, France, Belgium, Denmark, Ger
many and the Netherlands by which the
limit was fixed at ten miles, so c
practically all the great nations
Europe have agreed (with the except out
of Russia apparently and Austria,
Austria has not much to talk aboUt
the way of sea board) and have beonif,
parties to conventions fixing the deiJl"
tation at ten miles.

HON. MR. McINNES
that mean following the
the shore ?

(B.C.)-s O
sinuosities

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No drawna
lines from headland to headland whhat
the bay is 1o miles wide. That atiO0
is agreed upon by all the leadingna
of Europe except Russia and Ausaty
and what is agreed upon by this tre
The Americans yielded so far as itg
abandon their pretention that the lia'
should be 6 miles-that is to say, a
rine league from each shore. Enge'd
abandoned it, as she has done in the
conventions since 1839 ; and all .
European nations practically had had
doned the theory, that the limit s
be less than 1o miles, and the treaty F -

that limit. It does precisely what
land, France, Germany, Belgiun,
mark and the Netherlands had do a bY
fore the plenipotentiaries settled what
the consensus of the greatest cornoie
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a bs of the world, for 50 years pasttie ben agreed upon as the delimita-
tf bays, harbors and creeks. I ven-

way tosay that that was a reasonable
to cmto settle the question - a way

eas di end itself to any man who
by n sposed to settle the disputed point
Parti impartial arbitration-by third
dence.s I hose judgment he had confi-
two nati it had been possible for the
gether ions themselves to have come to-
by an it could not have been contended
that y reasonable man in either of them,tioo t adopt ten miles as to the delimita-

eialOf hose bays-following ail the com-
ized o maritime nations of the civil-unworld-as a solution, was anything
the orthy -f dignity, or derogatory to
Parties ' of either of the contending

.Pa ois

saar . RSCOTT-My hon. friend
aovre, suppose, that the American

years agoend offered that twenty-two
si'ce , and have offered it repeatedly

seenit M. ABBOTT-I have not
n1any castated, I have seen a great
the ases in which they contended for
letters omes limit : I have seen it in thetherf their greatest diplomatists, and
to have son of importance who seems

astcountenanced the idea that that
wVas Mr. fyair view of the treaty of 1818,
an unce ebster, though he only gave
do nortain sound on the subject. I

Opio Pretend to say that different
Oone in d not exist, but I do say that

polic declare that it had been thet oced the United States Governmenttoncede the ten miles limit.

repa MR SCOTT-Yes, yes, as IPrePared to show !

besioN MR ABBOTT-That cannot
for 8aid with propriety. The principal
contende te United States Government

und Was that the three-mile limit
and harb ow the sinuosities of the bays
Ons ors. Whatever isolated express-
ithf uttinion MY hon. friend may find

n 1en Iutterances of some leading states-
general annot say, but that was the
PolitiCal Principle which governed the

relations of the United

States with England. It was the
principle to which they attached
themselves and with which we had to
deal. As respects the other portions of
the Treaty, I see no need of saying any-
thing more of them than I have said
already. It has been contended that we
are granting to the United States privi-
leges with regard to the Straits of
Canso which are entirely new, and
which they never had before. I
do not find that statement justified
by what I have read of the history of the
Straits of Canso. I find as far back as I
have found any reference to it, that
American vessels were allowed to pass
through the Straits of Canso as a species
of highway from one portion of the
Atlantic to the other, which it would be
unfair and unjust to deprive them of.
In the discussions which have taken
place, based upon the reports of our own
Privy Council and our own Government
for many years past, it has been recog-
nized as a practice which should not be
invaded, or destroyed, or disturbed, that
there should be this highway through the
Straits of Canso, and in that respect I
imagine there has been no concession.
There is no fishing there. There has
been nothing more thar. a neighborly
concession of a shorter route from one
part of the ocean to another, to a neigh-
bor who we may hope will always be a
friendly one.

The tenth clause of the treaty, which
speaks of the harbor regulations, settles
a disputed point that was at one time
disputed, though I doubt if it has been
so of late, that fishing vessels entering
our harbors, under their rights, must
confcrm to harbor regulations. The
other points as to trading and as to the
obligation to obey the laws with regard
to Customs, I remarked upon as I passed
cver the terms of the treaty, and I think
I may venture to dispense with saying
any more on that subject. There is
another matter, however, in connection
with the treaty, which is involved in an
agreement entered into for the purpose
of enabling matters to remain in statu
quo, until legislation of the two countries
shall decide upon it, which is character-
ized as the modus vivendi. This gives
certain privileges to United States fish-
ermen during the time necessary for the
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discussion and ratification of the treaty
made by legislation in the two countries.
I need not perhaps refer further to that
than simply to indicate the conditions on
which they may do so for a period not ex-
ceeding two years from the present date.
It is merely a temporary arrangement to
prevent further irrritation and trouble
while the treaty is under discussion in the
various legislative bodies. I have
nothing more to say on this measure
than simply this : It appears to me to
be a moderate, a reasonable compro-
mise of the former pretentions of
both parties. It does not go so
far on either side as jurists have
contended it should ; it does not give us
the extreme limits of right which our
representatives from time to time have
felt it their duty to claim, and properly
to claim ; nor does it go the length of
the claims which the United States di-
plomatists and jurists have made on be-
half of their country, with regard to the
same subjects. It appears to me to be
such a compromise as would probably
be made on points that are in dispute,
when people are really and sincerely
desirous to live in harmony together, and
to arrive at some mutual point, apart
from both their extreme pretensions,
such as will restore to them their
amicable feelings, and re-establish
that harmonious and friendly in-
tercourse between them, socially,
politically, and commercially, which
they desire to prevail. 1 sincerely trust
that it will have that effect. I claim
nothing more for it. I hope it may be
ratified, when the time comes, by the
Senate of the United States who now
have it under discussion, and I hope it
will be ratified by us. In order to show
our good faith, and the sincerity of our
desire to have a termination to the la-
mentable disputes and quarrels between
the two countries, which have been car-
ried on for a period of over a century at
short intervals, I hope hon. gentlemen
will agree to the second reading of this
Bill.

HON. MR. SCOTT-In rising to
make some observation on the Bill now
under discussion, I desire to express my
concurrence in the sentiments expressed
by the hon. gentleman who introduced

this question before the House. I qtlit
share his views in the appeal he nae
to this Chamber to consider this subje
wholly apart from the political aspect-.t
is, as he properly observes, one 0 .
very large character, and one deserviIn
the careful consideration of this or o
any other body to which a similar B
might be submitted. At one tnie 1
thought that we might be embarrass
in discussing the details of this quest .
I do not think so now. I do not thi'
that anything we say here will have the
smallest weight in either ratifying hr
rejecting this treaty'ht Washington.
motives that will influence the Senate
the United States in either ratifyg
this treaty or in rejecting it a
wholly foreign, not alone tO t
action that we might take here to-day'
but also, strange and paradoxical as
may seem, are foreign to the merits
the treaty under consideration. 1
not think they are considering to day
they have the subject up at Washington
now) the merits of the question. There
are motives behind that which influelîce
the Senate of the United States. I sha
briefly summarize some of those motives?
and first I may say that I think it 15
pretty well understood that we are her
performing a sort of perfunctory eOr
confirming a treaty which will nOt
ratified on the other side of the line,""
not, at all events, by the United Sae

Senate as at present constituted. .41
gentlemen are aware that it requires e
two-thirds vote of the Senate to ratif

this treaty. They are also aware froni
the public press of the day that the
majority of the Committee on Foreigt
Affairs, to whom this treaty was subrult.
ed, have already reported agaifstl5t
The Committee on Foreign Affairs.
said to be divided politically-that.1s'
the Republicans who are in the majoity,
reject the treaty, and the Democrats aP
prove of it, standing by the administra
tion of President Cleveland.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-With a
majority of one.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes, but unless
a portion of the Republican vote is ob-
tained to support the treaty, it m1ust ba
quite apparent to hon. gentlemen tîe

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.
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at Present tan
piset it cannot be adopted by that

has naIrle particularly as the Senate
Opi nteady expressed a very hostile

Wll reOn this treaty. Hon. gentlemen
Prmember that a year ago, when it

e re Posed that this question should
tterfeed to a joint Commission, the%ter carne '

and th th up in the Anerican Senate,
Senate then, by a vote of 35 to' Io, the

residentclared that the United States'
Ilg any, was not warranted in appoint-
had ouch Commission, and that he
obtaint the authority to do it without
hieve thg their previous consent. I be-s that that contention could not bet orted that is the latter part of it,

tas resident of the United States
tutiontteowered, under their consti-
out nsto appoint this Commission with-

rut I sisubmitting it to the Senate
hos Iti a ply quote that instance of the
very attitude that was taken from the1elited inning by the Senate of the

uenc States. Now I come to the
defeat th which I think are at work to
litical OIs treaty. There is first the po-
admine, as an embarrassment of the
liritedration of the President of the
the treates If the consideration ofPresideY were deferred until after the
tha idential election, it is quite probable
Sthe de aspect of the House might in

well congree be changed ; but it is pretty
States nceded by the press of the United
forCed ant at present if the treaty is
Jected i a vote is taken, it will be re-
thirdsvott cannot command the two-
suPport te* It may possibly obtain the
POne its Onfthe majority, who will post-
that fut csideration for a future day,
of this ture day being the second sessionOngress next year.

for tha VOWLAN-We have pro-iddfrtat.

stating R. SCOTT-I an merelynle tiat the contingencies are. Butu1ess th0  - Cnigece
a consideose Motives of the Senate have
gress i e support outside of Con-
position ust be clear that it is a risky

I. Wl fuven for the Senate of the
iill b ates to adopt. But I think

0f thfond, when I draw the atten-
tu oube se to the consideration

to advert,t Of Points to which I propose
bat there is very considerable

sentiment outside of the Senate of the
United States sustaining it in the attitude
which it now takes on this question.
One of the first was the opposition to Mr.
Joseph Chamberlain as Plenipotentiary.
Mr. Chamberlain had rendered himself
very obnoxious to an important element
in the United States. After he was ap-
pointed to the delicate and important
position of Plenipotentiary, he had the
very bad taste to go over to Ireland, and
at Belfast deliver a speech whi:h was
highly objectionable-

HON. GENTLEMEN-Oh! oh! oh!
oh !

HON. MR. SCOTT-1 am speaking
the truth. I am speaking what the world
knows, ar.d, I may say, what the British
press has condemned. If hon. gentle-
men choose to turn over the files of the
London papers, the Manchester Guar-
dian, and I may say the whole press of
Great Britain, except that portion of it
immediately favorable to Lord Salisbury,
they will find that Mr. Chamberlain has
been universally condemned for his
utterances, and that he has been told it
was highly improper that he, entering
upon a delicate diplomatic task, should
publicly utter such'sentiments as offended
not alone the Irish-American element,
but the educated native American ele-
ment, who recognize that England's
treatment of Ireland is not in accordance
with the views of the nineteenth century.
If hon. gentlemen chcose to look at the
papers of yesterday they will find that no
less a man than Mr. Depew, a gentleman
spoken of as one of the coming candi-
dates for the Presidency of the United
States, rose in his place on St. George's
day in New York and snubbed Mr.
Goldwin Smith, because he dared to
introduce the question of Irish politics in
an obnoxious manner at the dinner of
the New York Club. This gentleman,
who has not a drop of Irish blood in his
veins, holds those views on the Irish
question, and I tell the hon. gentleman
from Woodstock that Mr. Jos. Chamber-
lain rendered himself wholly unfit for
the delicate position he had undertaken
when he made his speech at Belfast and
subsequently reiterated his expressions
at Islington.
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HON. MR. ALEXANDER-1 say,
without fear of contradiction on the
floor of this House, that the conduct of1
Sir Joseph Chamberlain in Ireland did
not in the slightest degree affect the
manner in which the treaty was settled
at Washington.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I tell the hon.
gentleman, yes. Was it not a most un-
seemly sequel to that speech that he was
the only English gentleman who has
crossed the Atlantic Ocean in the last
ten years who had to be met by a strong
detective force when he landed in New
York, and taken in charge and escorted
by them to his hotel ; that he had to be
guarded by a large body of men on the
train, and wherever he went ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Not in
the United States.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes, in the
United States. Sir Joseph Chamberlain
was never without a guard of detectives,
so strongly had he insulted a large ele-
ment in the United States, not alone
Irish Americans, but fair minded Ameri-
can citizens who felt that Mr. Chamber-
lain was not the man to be entrusted
with a mission of that delicate nature
when he had the bad taste to speak,
after he had been appointed a plenipo-
tentiary, in the manner he had done of
the Irish people. Mr. Chamberlain also
compromised the position of Canada.
If the hon. gentleman from Woodstock
will turn up the speech delivered by Mr.
Chamberlain before leaving Engiand,
and the references to the question of
Commercial Union with the United
States, he will find that he said that
England would not tolerate it for a
moment-that England would object to
a large unrestricted traffic under this
Fishery Treaty, and that the Commission
would not entertain it.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER - Mr.
Chamberlain did not say so. Mr. Cham-
berlain never used those words.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I will turn up
the file of the paper and read it for the
hon, gentleman presently. It is quite
within the memory of hon. gentlemen

HON. MR. SCOTT.

that Mr. Chamberlain, at a dinner .0
England, just on the eve of his coiflifl¶
to Canada to fill the delicate position at
Plenipotentiary, announced openly tha
Commercial Reciprocity was not on
of the question that he would alloW .t
be discussed on this Commission becanu
England would not permit it. 1 state
that as a fact.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-He Wa
then speaking as an English statesrOal.

HON. MR. SCOTT-He was speaki1
of this country, on the eve of his deps
ture for the United States on a nO
delicate mission. He ventured to make
that statement in advance that he was o
open to any consideration of Commerde
Union. When he came to Canada bc
said Commercial Union was a siroP
"fad," and that there was not a stoß
man in the United States but Eras t
Wiman who held views favorable tOthe
But when he came to enquire intO
movement he found that ErastusW"N
spoke for very many more than himsead
I feel that if this very delicate matter
been entrusted to Sir Charles TuPPId
and Mr. Bayard, our position Wot
have been very much improved--t
to-day there would be very much l-
difficulty in carrying this treaty at W
ington. Certainly Mr. Joseph Char
lain could not advise Sir Charles TuPs
on any points in this question.. t
Charles Tupper was familiar with
through his whole life. Mr. Chaiber
lain had but one mission-to mO
things pleasant for the manufacturers o
England,-and that is what he tried to
carry out.

Now I come to the third and mostn"
portant reason why, in my judgrnenlý
this treaty cannot be ratified by the Sea'
ate of the United States, and here 1 er-
say, before I go further, that in the Ult
ance I am giving expression to now 1d
not profess to speak for any party o do
any gentleman in this Chamber. With
not profess to speak for the party bable
which I am allied. It is quite pro5ob
they would not endorse my vieWs
many of the questions as to which 1
given utterence. I am speaking .y 'r
dividual, honest and candid opiniO"S%
this question. They are merely rY 00
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though~
iuJch ts, and they are worth just so

the oth that ground. I say that while
oer causes I have adverted to have

Chief Catedly had their weight, yet the
has beae th ·pposition to this treaty
the tenthe irritating nanner in which
force duy. Of 1818 has been put in
There ir th the past two years.
treaty il be main reason why this
treaty bf 8e rejected, because the

odiff was ,which this proposes to
C Wsiderats wholly unsuited even for

circurtion mii the year 1888 ; that the
stanc es of 1818 and the circum-
that the f d888 are so widely different
for a 0 not even offer a fair basis

vernn treat I approve of the
use it is îtreaty as far as it goes,

18' It i eralizing the treaty ofth circu s necessary for us to consider
siderhtstances, and we have to con-

tha this riatter has been discussed
tro a 1 ly different standpoint
rs, e aire simply one of the

ell cs the treaty and we may just as
4kes, der what view the other side

out it wat are their opinions
Raugy our p order that we may fairly

tubect r Psition in reference to the
the year ow to-day, we must go back
ade at p .1783 when the treaty was
as rnade aris. At that time provision

Canste for the share that the Ameri-
ee was t3 colonies, (as their independ-

Whthose fish recognized) should have
at they , eries. I will brifly read
t ars afte ere from the treaty made

ItC s aer the revolutionary was:
ledta t e hat the people of the Unit-
onU the ,eetd te right continue to enjoy, unmo-tks t digt to take fish of every kindk8 rand Iank, and on ail the other
see aornewfoundland; also in the Gulf of

here the'.and at all other places in the
er at any e abitants of both countries

tttha th b retofore tofish; and

f' y kin ave the liberty to take fish of(otidand on such part of the coast of New-butaId a dBritish fishermen shall useIr k " dy or cure the same on that
%k allothe on the coasts, baye andta, isa 'O! ElieBian Majestyes

I her AInerica; and that the Ameri-s4r f ue shall have libertv to dry and
I rndcre O cf the unsettled bays, har-o1 Cree<8 cfshe,, and Lab Nova Scotia, agdalen
%&tue reîh - abrdor, so long as the saie

ain "settled; but se soon as the
.ot be er of them, shall be settled, itaf for the said fishermen to

dry or cure fish at such settlement, without
a previous agreement for that purpose with
the inhabitants, proprietors or possessors of
the ground."

The only deprivation that they sus-
tained then was the right to cure their
fish on these parts of our coasts that
were inhabited ; where settlement sprang
up that right ceased. In all other par-
ticulars they had equal rights with the
provinces to share in the fi-hing.

In this treaty there was no three-
mile limit. There was no headland
question. There was no refusai to
trade. They could come in and trade
with the people just as much as they
liked. That lasted until the war of 1812.
It continued down for 35 years, and then
a treaty was made. In that treaty no
allusion whatever was made to the
Fisheries question ; the Americans
believing that their rights continued as
under the former treaty, frequented the
fishing grounds, and for a time enjoyed
the privileges of them. England sub-
sequently intervened, and refused them
the right. Negotiations took place, with
the result that the treaty of 1818 was
agreed upon. Now, in order to under-
stand the question, just go back to 1818
and consider the condition of things.
England in 1818 was relieved from any
European embarrassment. Napolean
was a prisoner at St. Helena, and Eng-
land was all-powerful at sea and on land,
having conquered ail the enemies that
had for a quarter of a century been
worrying her. At the time of
the treaty of 1818, what were the
conditions of the provinces, and
the then emancipated colonies of the
United States ? American vessels enter-
ing the provincial ports were liable to
confiscation. Provincial vessels entering
the ports of the United States were liable
to confiscation. No trade existed be-
tween them. The law passed the other
day by Congress at Washington, in a
state of irritation, the Non-Intercourse
Act, was mild in its character compared
with the condition of things which
existed in 1818 when this Treaty was
made. Great Britain did not permit
provincial vessels to carry trade to the
United States, nor did she allow Ameri-
can vessels to trade with the provinces ;
yet hon. gentlemen would seem to justify

, 
y
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the application of the Treaty of that day
to the year 1888, when the whole subject
matter of the relations of the two count-
ries has, I am happy to say, undergone
an absolute revolution. The Treaty of
1818, as the historian when free
from prejudice will picture it, was
a victory of a strong power over a com-
paratively weak one. It is just such a
treaty as Germany would have made
with France after the capture of Sedan.
It was a treaty of a great power made
with a weak power. I say it was a treaty
unworthy of the great power that dic-
tated it, and wholly unworthy of being
looked upon as forming the basis of a
negotiation in 1888. Some hon. gentle-
men smile. I dare say it is a very
radical doctrine, and it offends the sensi-
bilities of a great many hon. Senators ;
but I am speaking substantial truth-
truth that will be admitted as sound
doctrine before another quarter century
goes over. It is a doctrine which may
be unpalatable just now, because we are
living under unwholesome conditions;
but I ask any man to take up the trade
relations which exist now between us
and the United States, and the relations
which existed then, and say, if a new
treaty were to be made to-day with no
knowledge of the past, would it be pos-
sible to form a treaty such as the treaty
of 1818 ?

HON. MR. ALMON-That is an
argument in favor of the adoption of the
new treaty.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes, and i sup-
port the new treaty most heartily.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Hear! Hear!

HoN. MR. SCOTT-My only objec-
tion is that it was not made part of our
constitution long ago, wholly irrespective
of the action of the United States ; and
I say that even should the Senate of the
United States throw out that treaty, I
trust that the Government of this conntry
will put it on record as part of our law,
and as our interpretation of the Treaty
of 1818 until a better day shall dawn. I
say, speaking in the interest of the peo-
ple of this country, that is the true
principle to-day, wholly irrespective ofI

HON. MR. SCOTT.

what is done on the other side of the li0e
that we should, at all events for the Pr£*
ent, attach that interpretation to
treaty of 1818. Would it have have
possible for the two countries tO the
lived under a strict enforcernent Of the
provisions of the treaty of 1818 to
present time ? I say emphatically ter
it would have been an
impossibility. Down to 1830 t
were no trade relations of any
between the Provinces and the lnltU
States. There were, all along our frOn'
tier, on both sides, armed forts. Peocci
did not cross. There were no Shad
things as ferries in those days ; WeThed
no intercourse with our neighbors.hatedl
were a strange people whom we ha.
and they hated us. A most anti-natio
feeling prevailed between the twO CO
tries, and it continued down to 1
President Johnson's ProclamatiO'n O
the 5 th of October created a partial'
ciprocal commercial intercourse betw
the two countries.

boi'
HON. MR. MILLER-Does nY the

friend cite this as an authority for
statement that fell from him just -ih
that before that proclamation Brit
vessels had not the right to enter Af0e
can ports ?

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I say that Pro
vincial vessels were liable to confiscati

on entering ports of the United States.
it

HON. MR. ALMON--I prestlIne -

would be the same with any vesse co
ing from a British possession.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The relatio"
between the two countries vere that
strained-th t is the modern termf7tbe
trade between the Provinces and t.
United States was practically abolished
Of course the laws were not eifothat
rigidly. I do not pretend to sayxceP
hon. gentlemen cannot point out e] ab.
tions ; but the laws were so utterlY y
horrent to the people that they were
enforced. No doubt vessels did 90
and we had a sort of illicit traffic betw to
the two countries, but it was contrary
the law of the land unless it was done.0
British ships. The British Gover to
did not allow any Provincial vesses
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Th l trade with the United States.
Chan COntinued until 1830, when a

crtOok Place, and reciprocal inter-
easiere with the United States became
of . Since 1854, with the exception
dui eriod Of six or seven years,
United S time our relations with the
naturl States have been growing more
this ai 'ore pleasant and more friendly,
the R at of 1818 was in force. When
adopted Treaty of 1854 wasVelope , e know that it led to the de-
de gr ent Of trade to an extraordinary
to th between the two countries. As
rnay 9question of unrestricted trade, it
feet ng to know what the ef-
We Wrhen the law was relaxed and
neihbe perrnitted to trade with our
9f thisors on the other side. The trade

18 country with the United States
Port 53-that is the united trade, im-

ions a exportsamounted to twenty
O1 f dollars; in 1854, $33,00o,000;

$ ; in $2,o00o ; in 1857, $46,ooo,-
55,oo, 59, $48,ooo,ooo ; in 1863,

1865 oo ; in 186 4 , $67,ooo,ooo ;. in
th4 1861 th0)0; in 1866,$84ooo,ooo.hat in86 th e treaty was repealed. So
to 1 e short period, comparatively
Sted S4 to 1856, our trade with the

to 4tates sprang from $20,000,000
o04,so 000..Hon. gentlemen can

be pinion as to what the effecttwolcoue to-day, when the traffic of thewtcountWith what ries is gigantic as compared
aiowed 't Was then, if trade had been

reo pursue its natural lines and toother. 'stnctedly from one side to the
t it wouldOuld not be $84,ooo,ooo,SCharles b four times $84,ooo.oo.

riefl , gives Tupper, in quoting that
arat th e aggregate trade for ten

bing the su m of $63o,8oo,ooo, in
taro is eatter before the House of

a" eXtrao . The figures certainly teach
"f this couinary lesson of what the tradewould gountry with the United States

angd free , if permitted to be inter-
from the tariffs.

it R B'OTSFORD-Vhose fault

rspa as tfe· treaty was abrogated ?
ern ent it were the fault of the
f Of Canada.

of the• SCOTT---I am speakingeffect has been. It takes

two always to make a quarrel, and I am
not going to detain the House by detail-
ing the causes that led to it. I bring
this in merely as an illustration of what
the moment we had anything like free-
dom of trade with the United States, the
trade of this country reached.

HON. MR. MAcDONALD (B.C.)-
Where would the revenue come from
with unrestricted trade ?

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Was this
country more prosperous then than it is
now ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Relatively to the
times, the country was more prosperous.
The masses of the people were better
off. We had fewer monopolists ; of
course we did not have men who could
scoop in a million dollars a year under a
favorable tariff. We did not then pay
two cents a pound to a Redpath for the
sugar we consumed, and we did not pay
so much to the cotton lords and iron
men for the articles we used.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-We paid
twice as much for the commodity.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-In returning to
the Treaty of 1818, hon. gentlemen
must not suppose when I apply the
words I have used to it that they have
not been used by a gentleman who has
probably become conversant with the
sentiment of the United States during
the last four months. Sir Charles
Tupper, ir speaking on that subject,
embodies what the sentiment of the
United States is to-day. In his speech,
justifying the position that Canada would
take if she approved *of this Treaty, he
says:-

" We stand in the position that instead of
being alone with the whole United States,
President, Government and people all
again't us, all denouncing us as adopting a
harsh and barbarous interpretation of an
old, antiquated treaty for the purpose of
forcing reciprocity upon them, we occupy
the vantage ground."

Those are the views of Sir Charles
Tupper.

Ho.. MR. MILLER-Sir Charles
Tupper does not admit that.
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HON. MR. SCOTT - Sir Charles
Tupper recognizes that that is the feeling
of the United States, and you have got
to consider that in dealing with this
question, it is not a matter that Canada
can of her own mere moton enforce or
carry out.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-We have
half the say, anyway.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It came to an
end in 1866, and this protection which
my hon. friend described then began,
but, as he admits, it was not enforced
with such strictness as on former occa-
sions. We had not then the National
Policy; we had not a high tariff; we had
not the customs laws developed to the
condition they are to-day ; and so the
old treaty of 1818 was not enforced with
the same strictness that it was in 1886
and 1887. However, a relief came in
the Washington Treaty of 1871, and
that lasted until July, 1885, and was
continued until the end of that year.
Then we were again back on the treaty
of 1818, which was wholly unsuited to
the condition of things that in the mean-
time had grown up between Canada and
the United States. What was the
policy of the Government then ? It
was announced that the National Policy
was to be one of the levers that was to
bring about reciprocity. It had not,
however, succeeded. Then it was deter-
mided that we should put the screws on
the United States-that we should en-
force this old and barbarous treaty, and
that we should insist on having our
pound of flesh-that we should carry out
the treaty of 1818 in order that we might
force the United States to admit Canad-
ian trade into their markets. In order
that I may not exaggerate that, I would
like to point out how this treaty of 18 18
was enforced during the years 1886 and
1887. Before I come to that part, how
ever, I desire to furnish proof of my ar-
gument that this treaty, such as it is, is
a series of concessions-concessions
that I freely and cheerfully approve of
concessions that are properly made, bu
on another occasion when an attemp
was made to claim for the Plenipoten
tiaries engaged on the other side very
great credit for obtaining concession
from the United States, I dissented fron?

it entirely. I fail to see where the cO
cessions have been made on the partre
the United States. The concessions
all on the one side. Had we gained a"
thing specially I suppose Mr. Chain'
lainwho has been interviwed several tiDes
would have told us where the gains we'f
Sir Charles Tupper, in an elabor3
speech in another place, failed to te" ,
where the concession were on the
of the United States. There were soe
beautifully rounded sentences as to te
position which Canada and the VI''
States will occupy under the new
but he cannot place his finger onfa
gle concession that has been tna
the other side beyond perhaps defin 1 .
certain bays from which American
ermen were to be excluded. Bey
that single definition of those partic.
bays I see nothing that the Unt
Stated were not willing to concede
years ago. Now, so far as the deliln'e
tion of the three miles and of the
miles and the reservation of certbthe
bays is concerned, I said, when b¡s
leader of the House was makingt r
speech, that I would be able tO Pt the
hand on the authorities showing tha-t
United States so far back as twe,,tY c
years ago, were willing tO skeM
those terms with Canada. This us
blue book that the Government .h
given us affords a great deal of informa
on this point. If hon. gentlementhere
turn to page 178 they will find a
a despatch from Secretary Bayaw
to Mr. Phelps, in which he *

closes certain protocols. He say

I now enclose the draft of a memoran ,
which you nay propose to Lord Iddee -
and which. I trust, will be found to con S,
a satisfactory basis for the solution of? eas

ing difficulties and assist in seuring 8ati
sured, just, honorable, and, therefore, PVeir
ally satisfactory seulement of the 10sheo
ed question of the North Atlantic fishefItb~

- I am encouraged in the expectation,to'
the propositions embodied in the men oe
dum referred to will be acceptable .b

Majesty's Goverunient, because, rtbd
rnth of April, 1866, MYr. Sewardy Wf.
Secretary ot State, sent forward to -

t Adams, at that time United States'ml
t in London, a draft of a protocol wh.ic
- substance coincides with the first arIo

the proposal now sent to you as yl
see by reference to Vol. I of tlie ïo
States' Diplomatic Correspondence for
page 98 et seq.
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81 d tha -
. u at, in a published instruction to
6 th rited en er Majesty's Minister
,,t6he tates, under date of May 1l,

er i • E of Clarendon, at that ti'e
a4 ir8ajesty' 8 Secretary of State for Foreign

c9p th aPPrved them, but declined to ac-
Ol, whicProposition of Mr. Seward's

rIorandu h s r.ot contained in the
Youratt . fow forwarded.Of tee ttention is drawn to the great value8rthee three

.ldef r propositions, as containing aArtie to t nd practical interpretation offorcer Ofte Convention of 1818, the en-tw ent ofeCo0, Gove lvhich co-operatively by theoe -rnmnen it may reasonably be
0f Irrita'I efficiently remove those causesithero hon Of which variant constructions

ro have been so unhappily fruitful.
oif es at the adoption of a width of'

ahe baye tnoutb asa proper deinition
tied Y'sinWhich, excepto certain spe-

th 8 ats, the filhernen of the United
he xa ,peOt tO take fish, I have followed

DIn i urnished by France and GreatOte 2nd their Convention eigned at Paris
t 0 n f Angust, 1839.

s MR. MILLER-That refers to
'M inediate proposition.

SMsta . SCOTT-Am I not right
eatng that the American Govern-'Ilade this proposition 22 years ago ?

eor MR ALMON-I should likead's to know if that was Mr.
4aprovedindividual opinion or if it was
huOses of Co by the President and both

ongress ?

ent s' MR. SCOTT-This was a docu-
way th by Mr. Seward in the same
Were at recent diplomatic documentstwen Sent 'l

entsy-two le made that proposition
etoa Years ago. He was willing

dehlitataPPoint a commission to fix thea1d Itadd tat three miles and ten miles,ys to bl on to that to allow certain
aleurs e na ed, such as the Baie des

Pro an ays claimed by Canadaprotocb y as Canadian bays. Theet, i are found on page i8o at full
ecited ad' which the treaty of 1818 is

ere shold the proposition is made thata defiOuld be a joint committee to fix%0 that e the boundary of three miles,
ut tha u d flot be subject to theaid also at ha risen on that subject,that as ft agree on the ten miles, so

r1ed thi as the ten mile limit is con-
S treaty has gained nothing for

uç, There is no concession there, be-
cause, as I have read from a State paper
written twenty-two years ago, which was
renewed lately, we were asked to put that
interpretation upon it, but the Govern-
ment of this country would not agree to
such terms.

HON. MR. MILLER-We were asked
to agree to that protocol.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am speaking
now of the question of defining the three
miles limit and the ten miles limit. I
am showing that the only concession
which can be pointed to in this Treaty
is this particular one relating to the ten
miles, and that that offer was made to us
22 years ago, and afterwards repeated.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Why did
you not accept it when you were in
power ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-That offer was
again renewed in 1886.

HON. MR. ALMON-By whom?

HON. MR. SCOTT-By the United
States to the British authorities, and by
the British authorities transmitted to
Canada for our concuirence. At page
215 of the correspondence relative to the
fisheries question hon. gentlemen will
find this despatch from Secretary Bayard
to Mr. Phelps referred to in an Order-in-
Council, dated the 1st of February 1887
in which the Minister says :

With regard to the proposal for a settle-
ment which accompanies Mr. Bayard's
letter, the Minister subnits the following
observations :

ARTICLE I. The Minister observe that, in
referring to this Article Mr. Bayard states
that he is " encouraged in the expectation
that the propositions embodied in the
memorandum will be acceptable to Her
Majesty's Government, because, in the
month of April, 1866, Mr. Seward, then
Secretary of State, sent forward to Mr.
Adams, at that time United States' Minister
in London, the draft of a Protocol, which,
in substance, coincides with the first
Article of the Proposal," now submitted.
In regard to this statement, it is to be
remarked that Article 1 of the memo-
randum, although, no doubt, to some
extent resembling the Protocol submitted,
in 1866, by Mr. Adams to Lord Clarendon,
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contains several most important departures
from the ternis of that Protocol These
departures consist not only in such con-
paratively unimportant alterations es the
substitution in line 1 of the word " esta-
blish " for the word " define," without any
apparent necessity for the change, and in
other mnor alterations in the text, but also
in such grave changes as that which is
involved in the interpolation in Section 1
of the important passa e, in which it is
stipulated . That the Lays and harbours
from which Anierican vessels are in future
to be excluded save for the purposes for
which entrance into bays and harbors is per-
mitted by said Article, are hereby agreed to
be taken to be such bays and har ors as
are ten or less miles in width, and the dis-
tance of three miles from such bays and
harbors shall be measured from a straight
line drawn across the bay or harbor in the
part nearest the entrance at the first point
when the width does not exceed ten miles."
Almost the language used in the pres-
ent treaty. What does the Order-in-
Council say ?

"As ' the administration of a strained and
vexatious construction of the Convention of
1818,' as ' unjust and unfriendly treatment
by the local authorities,' as ' unwarranted
interferences (frequently accompanied by
rudeness and an unnecessary demonstration
of force)' with the rights of United States'
fishermen guaranteed by express treaty
stipulations and secured."'

Then it goes on to state the case of
the Baie des Chaleurs. But the Ameri-
cans were quite willing to concede
certain bays, as I have shown. Our
Government declined to meet the
Americans, and yet it took from the 12th
November to the 15th February, sitting
day by day, to approve of the protocols.
If hon. gentlemen have any desire to
look at the entertaining diary which was
kept at Washington, they will find that is
the way it runs, and in the end we get
what the United States Government
were willing to concede to US 22 vears
ago. If the people of this country could
speak on this subject, what would they
tell you ? Not alone that they would
have approved of the Government of
this country accepting the interpretation
of the United States, but that they would
have been heartily glad to have gone
much further, considering the friendly
relations that exist between the United
States and Canada. Now, to satisf)
hon. gentlemen on this point, there is
no mawkishess in the United Statel
about saying that they have got conces

HON. MR. SCOTT.

sions, and they do not hesitate to defie
where the concessions are. ShortY
after the treaty was signed by the Pe1"
potentiaries, Mr. Angell was interviewe
and what does he say? He says :--

"I want to point out a few of the bene
which I think we have gained, when th
treaty as submitted by the commissi» 1
adopted by all the nations. The chief so'rce
of trouble to our fishermen hitherto
been that when they ran within three rie
of the Canadian shore for shelter, they we
obliged to sail their vesseld at times quite r
distance to sone custom house, and eate
and clear. By the treaty of 1818 our vesse
were accorded the privilege of running
port for four objects-shelter, repairs, WW
and water. But this section of the trea
was so encumbered and lunbered up b
laws of the Dominion Government thut
>,rivilege was entirely stripped of its v a

bsby the new treaty, wvill all be ta"
off, and charges for dues, pilotage, fees, et
have all been dispensed with. zVheO
vessels ran into a port in distress they e
not allowed to purchase a single arti'"'.
food or sell a dollar's worth of their e ajd
This is now changed, and they can sel1 &s
buy food and get all casual Pnd needfuî i'j
plies the same as other vessels. TheJuadn"
procedure was one of the greatestannoYhie%
and troubles to our fishermen ; now 'or
all simplified and made inexpensive.d 0,gid
merly our fishermen did not know an te
no tell when they were within the tb
mile limit. This es to be rectified, 50 re
they will all be able to know their wehe
abouts by charts and buoys. We leflt:e
matter of selling bait optional, as 0Ur'.a.
say they don't have to buy bait to bCy
while the Canadians do'have to bt1Yt oPr
bait. For this reason we left that po.1 to
tional, as we might wish at some t
restrict them from buying.

It being six o'clock, Mr. Scott
the adjournment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

fuo

BILLS. INTRODUCED.

Bill (59), "An Act to grant cert
powers to the Nova Scotia Telepbole
Company (limited)." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (90), " An Act to amend the Ie
vised Statutes of Canada, chapter the
respecting punishments, pardons an
commutationof sentences." (Mr.Abbo

Bill (47), "An Act to amen'd the
Adulteration Act, chapter 107,, o tr.
Revised Statutes of Canada."
Abbott.)

-------------
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to (83)," An Act to amend the Act
ProvePorate the Moncton Harbor Im-

Bill (g Company." (Mr. Poirier.)
solidate Ari Act to amend the Con-
2o th evenue and Audit Act, chapter

e Revised Statutes of Canada."Abilott.)
Provii (01) "An Act to make further
s tosit respect g the granting of a
Port Ra the Chignecto Marine Trans-
or. AbbwaY Company," (Limited.)(kîî <bott )

the la(48) ,An Act further to amend
Ilial C respecting Procedure in Crim-

.Bill • (Mr. Abbott.)
ISbet "An Act to incorporate the

(vr. cademy of Prince Albert."
B il vie.)

relati (46) "An Act to amend the Acts
West tO the Manitoba and North-
(Mr. Gr ailway Company of Canada,"

Southys(4) "An Act to incorporate the
cK. estern Railway Company." (Mr.

r e3) "An Act to incorporate the
Corpetroit Winter Railway Bridge

T Yhe* (Mr. Sanford.)
Senate adjourned at 6. 1o p.m.

THE SENATE,
-Pursday, April 26th1, 388.

oclock. PEAKER took the chair at 3

prayers and routine proceedings.

OYAL VICTORIA COLLEGE
BILL.

(lioNz FIRST READING.

V> ) .n A BBOTT introdu:ed Bill
Ctoria Ct to,,incorporate the Royal
Trhe billoîege-"
Iol was read the first time.

tSt rul'R. AB BOTT moved that the
this bil. suspended so far as it relates

the aOten t POWER-I wish to call
e fact tho of the hon. gentleman to

l Out this bia question has been raised
Siion I tham not now speaking

Pitn 'tO the measure. I simply

wish to direct attention to the fact that a
question has been raised as to the pro-
priety of legislating on this matter in
Parliament, on the ground that the Royal
Victoria College is an institution
to be situated in Montreal, and
the legislation in connection with
it should therefore naturally fall within
the jurisdiction of the Quebec Legisla-
ture. I presume that the ground upon
which it is proposed to introduce the
Bill here is that there shall be branches
or affiliated schools in the North-West
Territories. I have some doubt as to
whether this Parliament has the right,
even under these circumstances, to legis-
late on a matter of education, for this rea-
son that, as I understand it, the branches
are to be m the North-West Territoies and
British Columbia. Now British Colum-
bia has the right to deal with matters of
education, and I think the same is
true with respect to the North-West
Territories, that they have legislatures of
a certain kind which are authorized to
deal with the matter of education, and it
occurs to me that a very strong argument
might be made to the effect that the
proper course for the promoters of this
measure to pursue would be to get their
college incorporated and established by
the Legislature of Quebec, and then if
any further legislation was necessary, to
get that legislation from the province or
territory in which the branch was to be
established.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The bill will
be printed and before the House at the
second reading. I am quite aware of
the important question which the hon.
gentlemen refers to and it may require
serious consideration by this House.
Probably we could better arrive at the
point after that which the bill desires to
obtain is before the House. If my hon.
friend will allow the bill to go to the
second reading we can discuss the
question then.

HoN. MR. POWER-I thought it
was only fair to the hon. gentleman to
call attention to the objection that might
be raised. I think it is better that the
objection should be made now than to
spring it on him at the second reading.

The motion was agreed to.

,

. .

g
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THE FISHERIES TREATY.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The order of the day having been
called :

Resuning Debate on the motion of the
Hon. Mr Abbott for the Second Reading
(Bill 65) Treaty between Her Britannic Ma-
jestv and the President ot the United States.
-(fionorable Mr. Scott.)

HON. MR. SCOTT said-Before I
continue my remarks I desire to call
attention to a report of my observations
in the Citizen of this morning, in which
I am credited with saying :

" If the negotiations had been carried on
by some other persons than Sir Charles
Tupper and Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, Can-
ada's interests would have been much better
served."

I never made such a statement. What
I did say was that the interests of Can-
ada would have been much better served
if Mr. Joseph Chamberlain had not been
appointed, but I said I thought if the
matter had been left to Sir Chas. Tupper
and Mr. West that the chances for
the Fisheries Treaty being ratified would
certainly have been improved. If hon.
gentlemen wish to refer to the paragraphs
in the London papers to which I advert-
ed yesterday they will find Mr. Cham-
berlain's speech at Belfast in the Times
of the 12th of October, and his speech
at Islington in the issue of the 26th
October. I do not wish to weary the
House, but if I were to read particular
parts of those speeches I think I should
be amply justified in the observation I
made yesterday-that it was indiscreet,
to say the least of it, after Mr. Chamber-
lain had been selected to discharge the
duties of a very delicate office, to make
a political speech, that was not at all
justified under the circumstances, and
certanly not from his then delicate
position ; that he distinctly challenged
an element in the United States that
exercised a very considerable influence on
the political questions in that country ;
and that he also undertook to speak
for Canada as to what was best
for this country in reference to
unrestricted trade with the United States.
He took occasion-I think in his speech
at Islington-to say this speech at Uls-

ter had been commented on by the
Toronto Mail and he dealt Wit
the exception which the Toronto ted
takes to this objection to unrestrict
trade with the United States, stati
that if that last tie were broken it wouh
mean the separation of Canada fro' e
mother country. I do not prOposehat
weary the House by dealing with whO
question now. Hon. gentleman the
wish to pursue it further can find.
reports to which I have called attentO01
My contention yesterday was that in1Pr
portant concessions had been made
the United States Plenipotentiaries
not hesitate to say so-that the coIces'
sions were of such a character that b
Canada made them years before al .c
casion for the treaty would have ceas '
and I called attention to State pape
which had passed between the two co all
tries twenty-two years ago nWha
the proposition was made that a j01a'
Commission should be named to fie
delimitation of the three miles limrit,.
of the ten-mile limit. My hon. frien
spoke qs if the ten-mile limit was for 0

first time brought under the noticeo
the Commission. That is not the. cae

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. frie"
mistakes me. I do no deny that ti-
ten-mile limit has been a subject Of
cussion for the last year, but what 1 t
exception to was the statement that
ten-mile limit was offered to us 2 the
ago by Mr. Seward. That 1s
point.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I have got It
before me the state paper, which the
Senate of the United States havet 5
before them, in which the proposi och
and the replies go together. It is 
easier read than ours is. Ours has
compiled according to dates. gere
the protocol in 1866, and the sar
protocol is found in our own paPgr.
The proposition is in a paper fro0'
Adams, the American Minister.

HON. MR. MILLER-When was that
proposition made ?

HoN. MR. SCOTT-That is the P

position made in 1886, quoting
other.
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MR. MILLER-I defy the hon. t
kttd a get any proposition of that

at any time in the previous historyofthis question.

be GN MR. SCOTT-It is quoted as
S very slightly varied from the one

'ich I have adverted.

VoN. It. MILLER-There is not about the ten mile limit at all.

was MR. SCOTT-Assuming that it
erafade i 1886, the Canadian Gov-asent declined to accede to it. Their

Overnto It will be found here in thethe nt answer at page 216 of
9uite k. t is quoted as if it were
leetnds d at that time because it

. It and goes on to say
Ashif lOv ion Wauld involve a surrenderrep 'g igte which have alwaye been

and the exclusive operty af Can-
enIds of uld make common fishing
b oof aiterritorial waters which by the
rotiG have been invariably regard-

gtk an bGreat Britain and the Unitedate ,f a the adjacent country.
ýhJn;ý%forinstance, of the Baie des

tj1 a Peculiarly well marked and al-
fost t ked indentation of the Canadi-

Pointe , ten mile line would be drawn
,d ai the heart of Canadian terri-
tra entraseventy miles distant from

41 bw~ tice or mouth of the bay.
th on'd be donne in epof tbe fact that,>pr IMperial legis. ,ration,à this iation and udicial in-

SaeO partof t 11 bay bas been declared to,
al Sta, territor of Canada. See)o *t* P 14 and 15, ic., Cap. 63, and

rts, . ,, , Sup. Court of Canada

tIles ." iy honton ofh O friend adverted to the
kien pf the ten miles limit being

ýranCeP because it had been settled by
C n Great Britain. In the Order

ireC We find .
e conet.n with France in 1839 and

*etn co avention- with other Europeanlentprch cited by Mr. Bayard as
t lirie t for the adoption of arry ont is r do not, the Minister submits,

t is reasong.
ctee quite clear-nothing could bede4bjtMat the Government of Canada
4 wa a oteY decaed that the ten mile
,Wth .ot ta be fixed
ofathe'n to thions were doubtless framed
h eosts to e-ographical peculiarities
4d17 l. 0heir w ic the related. Theyîobject the dZehiche t definition of boun-

25 , owing to the configura-

ion of the coast, perhaps could not be
eadily settled by reference to the law of
nations and involve other conditions which
ire inapplicable to the territorial waters of
janada.

That is found in the Order in Council
of February, 1887, and it is perfectly
clear that the Government understood
that the Americans were then certainly
willing, without the intervention of a
treaty, to adopt the ten-mile limit, as I
showed from one of the papers I read
yesterday-they were willing to add
certain bays which were not defined,. but
which Canada had a right to claim. I
contend, therefore, that before this
treaty was entered into at all the Ameri-
cans were willing and anxious to appoint
a joint Commission to define the three-
mile limit and lay down the ten-mile
boundary almost in the terms of the
recent treaty, and also to exempt certain
other bays which were not named, but
which are now named in the treaty. I
think I have made that clear, at all
events. I will now go on and read the
opinions of Mr. Bayard and the Presi-
dent of the United States as to what
they have gained. This is in answer to
an interviewer of the Herald: Mr.Bayard
says :-

" In the treaty 'ust concluded and submit-
ted to the Senate, ' said Secretary Bayard,
" the United States have secured practically
everything we bave been contending for. I
don't hesitate to say that if Canada had
conceded to American fishermen in 1886
one-fourth of the rights that are secured for
them by this treaty, there would have been
no trouble at all, we would not have had a
singlecomplaint,because no grievance would
have been left. Every difficulty that the
American fishermen has bad to contend with
has been removed by this treaty. The
terme of the treaty explain themselves, and
if any further explanation be needed it is
provided in the accompanying message
which the President communicated to the
Senate. In that message the chan es
which will be brought about from the
condition of affaire with which we have
bad to contend in the past, are very
lainly pointed out. Generally it can

bestated that no fishing ground of any
value whatever to American fishermen
bas been conceded to Canada by this
treaty. There bas been some adveres
comment u pn the delimitations particular-
ly specified in regard to soie Canadian
baye, but in these nothing bas been lost.
Egmont Bay in NorthumberlandStrait is
perhaps the largest bay forwhich the lines
of delhmitation are specially stipulated in
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the treaty, but there is no flehing whatever
in that bay. Experienced navigators say
that during the past twenty-one years no
fishing vessel bas been in that bay except in
transit for some place else.

Of all the baye and creeks thus conced-
ed to Canada the oniy one which contains
any bait or fishing is Chaleur Bay. Ameri-
cans do not want it, and could never use it
for fishing purposees and under the treat it
will be at their disposal for all the uses tbey
will want to make of it. They can enter it
at amy time, as they can enter all other
Canadian points and baye, for water, wood,
ahelter and repaire.»

Mr. Bayard, in his position as Secre-
tary of State, in communicating to Con-
gress the various papers connected with
the treaty, and the President of the
United States in sending this treaty to
the Senate, speak very much in the same
terms, and make it perfectly clear that,
at all events, the President and the Sec-
retary of State, and one at least of the
Commissioners, consider that very im-
portant concessions have been granted.
One of them states that had those conces-
sions, or a part of them, been made, the
recent treaty would have been wholly
unnecessary. Now, hon. gentlemen, in
view of all these concessions-in view of
the fact that this treaty is a fair and lib-
eral interpretion of the treaty of 1818-
Wby is it that the Senate of the United
States hesitate to adopt it ? We are go-
ing to adopt in Canada, and we are very
glad to do it.

HoN. MR. POWER-No. I am very
sorry for it.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I am very glad
that the treaty is to be adopted in Can-
ada. I would only desire it to be more
liberal and it would have my support in
an equal degree. I am one of those who
believe in the comity of nations to the
greatest possible extent. I say that all
these concessions are secured to the
United States, yet why is there this hesi-
tation about adopting it ? I yesterday
adverted to one or two of the causes :
one was the political question, the other
was that Joseph Chamberlain was one of
the plenipotentiaries. Hon. gentlemen
may possibly dispute that staterment, but
I have watched the current of events
closely, and I have come to the conclu-
sion that that was a very important ele-

HON. MR. SCOTT.

ment, one, at all events, potent e
to bring about the rejection of this 1 t'
Those two reasons have probabl l
great weight and influence, butha
the main cause of the irritation agai
this treaty ?

HoN. MR. ALMON-Pure Ces
ness.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The main
is set forth in the book, that Cone
now has before them : that is,
Canada has put in force within the
two years this harsh and exaspeOI,
treaty of 1818, which was wholly uns'
to the age in which we live. I thi
was unworthy of this country. i
the Government have taken upon th
selves a grave responsibility in insis
on their pound of flesh under the
of 1818. The Senate of the tio
States have of course a great deal. It
formation on that subject which is
before us. Hundreds of thousands o
complaints have gone there that e
not hear of, no doubt many o
grossly exaggerated, but a vast nu e
of cases that have been brought bee
Congress in which appeals have e
made, and have come through DoW'
Street and travelled back to Canada W
been a matter of discussion witht
Government. Some of them no
have very little foundation, but it is
possible where there have been so
hundred complaints, so many ves
allowed shelter in a storm.

HON. MR. MILLER-Not one-
have never made such a pretentiOl•

HON. MR. SCOTT-There ratt
standpoints from which to look
matter-our own standpoint, and M
standpoint of the United States.

HON. MR. MILLER-I would hk
to ask my hon. friend-

HON. MR. SCOTT-I beg'the
gentlemen not to interrupt Me- 1
going on. I say we should rega rte
from the standpoint of the United St
and see what has been influencing
It is conceded that there are *
concessions in this treaty fron0
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teaty
tratio of 1818 and the adminis-
not b President Cleveland does

ayad ditate to say so, and Mr.
Ya tre Oes not hesitate to say so. It

Zý% trealY under which two nations can
hyt i tndly relations, and I ask

Stat hat the Senate of the United
see will not adopt it ? I fail

ay of nere there has been any giving
e cause -material point on their part.

4er Is that people have gone week
*88 tt during the season of 1886 and
ith Government of the United

0% the pat arrowing details of cruelty

t ead Of the Canadian people-not
Opr Ian People, I scorn to say it,-

dian son on the part of the Cana-
eir nment-oppression through

GENTLEMEN-Oh, oh, oh!

y a ghk. SCOTT-Hon. gentlemen
0f Whatbut time will disclose theI am saying

or iu. me
e nt - McINNES (B.C.)-Is the

ih,, i h our vessels receive intre tea any less cruel than the
ount reTived by American vessels

vernment ?

, R. SCOTT-Granted that it4d in Wrongs do not make a right.
seizeM hand a list of American

Canad' detained and warned offto ian waters. This is a return
at the regular official channel
'of gton. It commences with the
5th t ý; a B. Putngam in 1886.4t ase is that of the David J

the s8 eheve it has been stated
e UPPlimentary Estimates now

t -sing tl nt there is a resolution
to pay the expenses of this

9.e Fgal expenses amounting to
aOf de are to recoup, after two

that h $a all the worry and annoy-
ai e been developed during

afi -amun back down and pay thatof th 0 nft Of Tlnya
te people O oney at the expense

i.e off iciou5  Canada simply because
a ,sted on unakman in the Department
4, 4 thes ling this seizure. I have
o ,se two pages, which includes

yai of which have beenrePOtted to the United States,

of cruel and harsh treatment of vessels,
ordered off in a gale, not allowed to get
provisions, and one case in which they
were not allowed to bury their dead,
and other cases of equally great hard-
ship that I can understand might have
occurred between two nations that were
hostile towards each other-and even
then when hunger comes in between
two armies fighting, the advance sentries
will exchange rations with each other.
What undignified conduct 1 How con-
temptible it is ! Could there be anything
more irritating to a proud people like
the United States than acts of the kind ?

HON. MR. POWER-I would like my
hon. friend to explain which was the con-
temptible thing ? Was it the seizing of
the vessel or the letting of her go ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-There was no
justification for seizing her ; then letting
her go and giving up the money and
paying the costs. The idea of puttng
men on board to guard the boat-just
treated as if they were pirates.

HON. MR. POWER-They were not
far wrong.

HON. MR. SCOTT-My hon. friend
says they are not far wrong ; but if our
fisheries are to be kept up by any such
stringent regulations, the sooner they are
abolished the better. It is just the result
of the policy of Canada.

HON. MR. ALMON--Oh! oh!

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gen-
tlemen laughs, but those things could
not occur under the present treaty, and
I do not think so ill of the fishermen of
the lower Provinces that when in their
own homes and on their own banks with
the three miles limit preserved to them,
with the ten miles bays reserved to them,
that they are afraid of any fishermen out-
side. The fact is, the fishermen outside
are largely Canadians. We see in to-
day's paper that President Cleveland has
draw attention to the fact that at
Gloucester and other American fishing
ports Canadian fishermen are being
shipped on board vessels carrying the
United States flag and he directs atten-
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tion to the fact as an infringement of the
Act of Congress against the employment
of foreign labor.

HON. MR. MILLER-What about
the harshness shown to these men?

HON. MR. SCOTT-You are treating
these men harshly.

HON. MR. MILLER-But those men
returned home from Boston, what about
their treatment ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is just reprisal;
during the last two years.

HON. MR. MILLER-Oh. oh, oh !

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I say that the
conduct of Canada during the past two
years has been one of reprisal and aggra-
vation. That is the opinion of the
Senate of the United States from the
information they have to go upon. You
may say the information is exaggerated,
I daresay it is exaggerated, but
where there is so much complaint,
it is not possible that all the cases are
false. It is not in the nature of things
that it is all false. Take the case of
thefennie Seaverus :

On Thursday, 26th October, while on my
passage home from a fishing trip, the wind
blowin g a gale from south-east and a heavy
sea runing, I was obliged to enter the har-
bour of Liverpool, N. 8., for shelter. Im-
mediately on coming to anchor' was boarded

b Captain Quigley Canadian of cruiser "
eror 'who or ered me to go in shore atonce

and report at Custom House,to which I repli-
ed that such was my intention. He gave me
permission to take two men in the boat with
me, but they must remain in the boat and
must not step on shore. I asked Captain
Quigley if I could, after entering, visit some
of my relations who resided in Liverpool
and whom I had not seen for many years.
This privilege was denied me. After entering
having returned to my vessel, some of my
relatives came to see me off. When Captain
Quigley saw their boat alongside my vessel,
he sent an officer.and boat's crew whoordered
them away, and at sundown he placed an
armed guard on board our vesseI who re-
mained on board all night and was taken oft
juet before we sailed in the morning.

I complied with the Canadian laws and
had no intention or desire to violate them in
any way, but to be made a prisoner on board
my own vessel and treated like a suspicious
character grates harshly upon the feeling of

H ON. MR. SCOTT.

an American seaman, and I protest kg
such treatment and respectfully ask
my own Government protection fror"
unjust, unfriendly and arbitrary treatfl

So it goes on. I do not desire to
tain the House with all those readi0e
There was another return brought do
subsequently. We must endeavor *11
put ourselves in their place ; they
consider these charges all true, as et
party will consider the case from its to
standpoint. All of these cases appear
have occurred in one year. 0
would like to turn to Sir Charles Top
view of that kind of thing. What
he say since he has been at Washingtna
In his speech, in alluding to Article
of the Treaty, he is reported as fOllo

I may say, Sir, with reference to th
a great deal was made of the apparent I
tice of snbjecting vessels obliged to 2a
For humane purposes, such as vessels 'or
tress and vessels under stress of Weathat
come under the clause of the treatyt Ph%
lowed vessels to corne in for those four J'-
poses.

Sir Charles does not deny that
were such cases. He continues :

A great deal was made of the diffi ik
that were thrown in their way, and te b
structions that were placed
Canada in the way of their exercis3 1

enjoying those privileges that the of
1818 clearly and distinctly provid 0
should enjoy. I think, sir, that th"i.0.
and the people of this country Wll -id
with me that it was not undesirable.1 the
interests of good neighbourhood, a
interests of the good re utation of ooO
for humane and frien lv considera¤ os
vessels in distress, obliged to put 'nýif1
ports for shelter, and especially where
had under the treaty right, a right to
in under such circumstances, that wee. ti
reniove any obstructions or hindrances th
la in their way. It was ur ed On
other hand, that in the Unite tb tb
fishing vessels were not treated 'W .
same stringency that those vesele 0
which under treaty right are perr -
corne into our waters for those four P o0
and evidence was placed before theFO
mission to show that in the port of
land the course pursued was a more <1110
course than the stringent regulations
had been used in Canada.

He does not attempt to defed
regulations. He says :-

" The collector of that port w h.
collector for 10 years, was exai
gave his testimony as to the tre
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the Doa -.

R vessels in the United States
e was asked:

t0IJec'htÀe you have been deputy
etour et er or not, there have ben

Ig ves cases of Dominion vessels,includ-
d if t aged in fishing, in that port,

.iore thve failed to re rt, though
te beenn twenty-four >urs, havecllui5 t een imnposed for such failure

the ter f your service?'

If tanewer was, as I remember:
loie eere any instances of Domin-

a twent yaih'g to report when lying more
Il overlOkur hours, their presence bashe 1 fron Ythe port officers. I do
>he here nerr a uingle instance

tn 0o reere a penaliy was imposed, and
4cou0cord obisan such payments in

'at is in -ce.a ce n thirty years in so important
ude Portland. He continues :-

ght fa i r circumstances we felt thattortugecti Siry allow vessels that had noin 4 j~i'o With th e shrvsescming
lreste, or vessels caming in under stress

er take shelter on our coast, thatfo ""'ght fairlye
Apein f exempt them from reporting

id Otwenty-four hours provided
lPeentedo touch the shore. It wasle nte that in înany cases the previous

cols had invlved reat hardship and
ote T , hat the custom bouses were
or wherethe outlying portions of thet to rea leth shelter was obtained, and
ot house1l long enough ta o Up to the

.e0r WuI and ta, maire the neces-
al Port involve a very serious

at th " ht prevent them etting to sea
i Oceive ae they would eire. I do
th ets y very great injury to ourte likely ta resuit wbere

fesselprivileges are only extended
ouiahich are not permitted at all tothae huîate with the shore. ' he momentte oRenae maunication with the shore,

lepalt' Orn tyare icumbent upon them to
ptiot are lbe tito the pains and0 dby this Act ifbey do

and ink this House will agree with
'ii agree ,'eve the people of this countryon torel me that it was a wise pro-

tea gret hrieve them of what they found to
hardh )ad yo aid in aflectingthe r v o aie very tase im pres ion

gent thre People do not understand how
elte necessity was for guardingredheter

tse Charles Tupper's speech be-
'iews 's In harmony with my ownthe rfe l oes not stand by or justify

ett os the Department for
s y Years on the contrary, he

w at Ott cofntrast of what the author-
eity y and were doing for the last

1ela. , i relation to Canadian

HON. MR. POWER-Our fishermen
do not want to force themselves on the
fisheries of the coast of Maine.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I maintain that
whether it is a fishing vessel or a trading
vessel, it is a most inhuman thing to
deny thern the right to come in for
shelter.

HON. MR. MILLER-I defy the hon.
gentleman to put his hand on one case
where an American vessel has come into
a Canadian port from distress of weather
and was refused shelter. I defy him to
point out an instance.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman need not get angry.

HON. MR. MILLER-I do get angry
at the hon. gentleman to make such an
aspersion against his own country.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am not making
an aspersion ; I say these are the evi-
dences that the Senate of the United
States have to guide them. I am not
saying that they are true ; on the con-
trary I qualified it and said at the
beginning of my remarks that many of
thern I considered were untrue, and
many of them were greatly exaggerated.
We are not afraid of the truth. This
is a free country, and what we say here
is not going to have a feather's weight
at Washington. At any rate let us say
what is right, let the consequences be
what they may. Here is the evidence,
contained in this blue book, that is
before the Senate of the United States.
The hon. gentlemen from Richmond
'says that there are no cases of hardship.

HON. MR. MILLER-I did not say
that.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The evidence
the United States Senate has as to cases
of hardship will be found in this book.

One case is mentioned in which the
crew of a vessel had lost their seine and
were out of provisions, yet this vessel in
distress was not allowed to land and
repair damages or buy provisions. The
next case is that of the "Walter R.
Raymond."
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HON. MR. MILLER-A fishing ves-
sel.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not care
whether it is a fishing or trading vessel.
It is all the same from my standpoint.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-There is a
great distinction.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Under the pro-
posed treaty vessels can come in and get
shelter.

HON. MR. READ-They could under
the treaty of 1818, also.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-Certainly
they could.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Then your own
officers are to blame that they were not
allowed to do so in these instances. I
will refer you to a case in point, which
was brought before the Government of
this country, and which they referred
back to the treaty of 1818, and said it
was against the conditions of the treaty
that the provisions should be granted,
and the officer was perfectly right in re-
fusing it.

HON. MR. MILLER-Quite right.

HON. MR. SCOTT-But the hon.
gentleman has denied that there is any
case on record of vessels having been
denied the privilege of landing for re-
pairs or getting provisions, and I quote
this case. The hon. gentleman seems
to think that the fishermen down in his
locality are a kind of hot bed people
who cannot stand competition and re-
quire protection.

HON. MR. MILLER-The hon. gen-
tleman does not seem to understand the
question.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I trust I can
comprehend, at all events, what the laws
of humanity dictate.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-Will
the hon. gentleman allow me to ask him
one question ? Providing we were in
the place of the Americans, and we were

invading and infringing upon the rigbt
of the treaty of 1818, and we were gd
into American waters, does he cOIton
for one moment that the United
Government would not enforce the tre
to the very letter and exclude us ?

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I dare saY t
would.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C)-
your contention is that it is infanouS t
the Canadians to defend their ownl right
under that treaty ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-It would il' tbethstfirst place depend on the relations
exist between the United States
Canada at the particular time. It Il'
depend on whether they were friendly Of
otherwise. Considering the frictil ot
at present exists, the probability is e0$
they would exact the terms of the
to the letter. Is that any justifi etto
that we should exact it to the 1
under the comity of nations or l'
interest of good policy on our P t
Both parties are at fault, no doubt t
I conceive that in a matter of this
importance we ought to be able to exe
the right hand of friendship as far oit
they can. It is their interest, 0 O
our intere3t to do it. The vast bod
the people of this country want tO betbe
the best of terms with the people of tb
United States. Let anybody look atth
relations we hold with the United S
to-day ! A stranger coming to this
tinent would not know where the US a
States ended and where the DOralige
began. Travellers on the railwaY tho
carried right across the boundary ' t 0<
same cars, and but for the inspection of
their portmanteaus by the CIst
officer they would not be aware t
they were passing from one cOtiou
into the other. We have rece0
taken away the monopoly rights e
the Canadian Pacific Railway In a
North-West, and a few years Wle
number of new railways crossing 0
wards and forwards between the
countries. Is it not a fact that to th
notwithstanding all the restrictioniler
Government throw in the way of 1Ii-
course between Canada and the t0 i
States, that the trade between the
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thatithe is enormous-only equalled by
dath Great Britain, and at times ex-
d te trade between Great Britainanr Canada. It is day by day enlarging.

%n geat railway lines have their ter-r'n th nited States. The Grand
West at Clway has its terminus on the
lad.a Chicago and on the east at Port-

ortla Are flot New York, Boston and
s vi nd used more than our own ports

I nter Ports by the Canadians ? Have
ail W eading merchants their offices

cros street Do our people not
nt he line and wherever the two
en e corne together so closely as

acrosthe a bridge to be thrown
ard t river theie a bridge is built

betrntanother indissoluable bond
suspeniothe two countries. Take the
0 panies ge at Niagara, and two

leeking fo are now before Parliament
der the Or charters, one to tunnel un-
bridge river and the other to build a

iectge Over the river at Detroit to con-
eth two countries. We have re-
rail chartered a company to construct

,%Pol*Y with one terminus in Minne-
th band another in Montreal, to cross

tef ail th Sault Ste. Marie. In
opQle of th. ese facts, I say that the

~ey e iScountry want to be on the
ited Stterms with the people of the
nited Sates, and the people of the
ied tates want to be on the most

Iaveour terms with us. Politicians en-
tional pto keep us asunder-the Na-
tected 0 icy on this side, and the pro-

eep Ofopolists on the other side try
Ovi bus apart for purposes of their

Ple, dt take the great body of the
%Ple'f 0 YoU nean to tell me that the

gran wht er country would hesitate
er this tat are called concessions un-

Dant theaty ? They would be glad to
ey far d and more, and the day is not

tWeen histant when the relations be-
%ch c countries will be very
w had than they are at present.

e two counrestricted trade between
swept aw tries all this rubbish would

of thwy at once. I will take the
Mary E. Whorf,"

tuat t 1r886 lost seine off north Cape,
oya epIsland, and not allowed to
ie and a lirs on shore, causing a broken

an beOng delay. Ran short of pro-
-À cand ha denied p ivilege of b tingto obtain fromn another

Or the case of the "Newell B. Hawes":
" Refused privile ge of buying provisions

in ports in Bay St. awrence, andin conse-
quence obliged to leave for home with half
a cargo. Made naibor at Sherburne, N.S.,
in face of storm at five p.m., and master im-
mediately started for Custom House five
miles distant, meeting captain of cutter
Terror on way, to whom he explained
errand. On returning found two armed
nien from cutter on his vessel. At seven
o'clock iiext morning was ordered to sea,
but refused to go in the heavy fog. At 9
o'clock the fog lifted slightly, and though
the baromefer was very low and a storm
imminent, vessel was forced to leave. Soon
met the heavy gale which split sails, caus-
ing considerable damage. Captain of Terror
denied claim to right of remaining in harbor
24 hours."

The Nellie M. Snow
was not allowed to purchase provisions in
any Canadian ports or to re-fit or land and
ship fish, consequently obliged to leave for
home with broken trip; not permitted to
remain in port longer than local Canadian
officiais saw fit.

The Charles R. Washington,
master, informed by collector at Ship
Harbor, Cape Breton, that if he bought
provisions, even if actually necessary, he
would be subject to a fine of $400 for each
ofience. Refused permission by the collect-
or at Sourie, Prince Edward Island, to buy

rovisions and was compelled to return
ome 10th September, before close of fish-

ing season.

Does my hon. friend approve of that ?

HON. MR. MILLER-Yes.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Then we can-
not argue this question we are so far
apart.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)--Why
did the United States Government abro-
gate the treaty of Washington ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Do not talk to
me of the treaty. Sir Charles Tupper
was ashamed of the treaty of 1818. He
gives the American view of that treaty,
and he does not repudiate that view. He
says it is the view of sixty millions of
people, and it is a view we cannot ignore.
We may talk as much as we like in this
Chamber of what our rights are, but we
cannot ignore the opinions of the sixty
millions of people on the other side of
the line. The hon. gentleman from
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Richmond challenged me to find any
case in which vessels were refused the
privilege of buying provisions.

HON. MR. MILLER-No, I did not
do anything of the kind ; I said where
they were refused shelter.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Do you mean to
tell me that a fishing vessel running out
of provisions ought not to be allowed to
run into our ports and buy ?

HON. MR. MILLER-Of course;
they agreed to the bargain that they
should not.

HON. MR. SCOTT-You go for the
pound of flesh, like Shylock. I do not
agree to that, and I do not think the
people of this country will agree to that
doctrine. Here is a case in point

The John M. Ball,
"driven out of Gulf of St. Lawrence to avoid
fine of $400 for landing two men in the Port
of Malpeque, Prince Edward Island, was
denied all supplies except wood and water
in same port.'

The Cynosure
"was obliged to return home before secur-
ing a ful cargo, not being permitted tc
purchase provisions in Nova Scotia."

There is a list here from which I am
reading, of sixty-six, and there are one
hundred and forty-eight in the othei
list. They all appear to have been in
the one year. One of them, that of the
Neponset of Boston is as follows

"On 27th of August 1886, anchored in
Port Hawkesbury, Cape Breton, and im
mediately reported at Customn House; being
short of provisions master asked collecto
for permits to buy, but was twice retueed
The master expressing his intention of see
ing United States Consul at Port Hastings
Cape Breton, three miles distant, the Cus
toms officer forbade his landing at that por
to see the Consul; he did so, however, saw
the Consul, but could get no aid, the Consu
stating that if provisions were furnished th
vessel would be seized. The master hein
sick, and wishing to return home by rail, a
the suggestion of the Consul, he lande
secretly, and travelled through the woods t
the station three miles distant."

HON. MR. MILLER-Very likely !

HON. MR. SCOTT--Perhaps it i

not true.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Hear, heCr

HON. MR. SCOTT-I hope it is Do
true, but you cannot make the peOj)
of the United States believe thatta
those cases have no foundatioi, Tha
they are all fabulous and fictitous. ve to
is their information and you have
look at it from their standpoint. the
would be all right if we were in
position of a dictator to do as diâ
thought proper. But some cases
come before the Government and S00
had to be filtered through DoNg
Street, and I have no doubt that Do
ing Street was annoyed. If hor-
gentlemen will look through the
respondence they will find there to
letters which show the irritation
which these cases gave rise, beca
that is not the way that England tr
other nations and I have no doubth
was very harassing and annoying t hC
Imperial Government to receive sUfr
perpetual communications on the
ject. In 1886 those laws were st
ently enforced and additional laws We
passed. In 1887 we, by an Act,,e
Parliament, made the laws more se
and rigorous than they had been befo'
If hon. gentlemen will refer to pag e o
they will find at the bottom an Act pa
by this Parliament to amend the Ac t
pecting fishing by foreign vessel-'
was reserved by the Governor-Gei"e
for Her Majesty's approval. The th
section is as follows :-

" 3. Any one of the officers or PeBbip,
hereinbefore nientioned may bring anyr of

- vessel, or boat, being within any harboti"
Canada, or hovering in British waters af

r three marine miles of any of the coasts, b
creeks, or harbors in Canada, into po.r tb
search her cargo, and may also exam1n
master upon oath touching the cargo'%O
voya e; and if the master or persoi n'1

t marnldoes not truly answer the que b
put to him in such examination, he 0

Sincur a penalty of $400.00; and if such
e vessel, or boat is foreign, or not "av
g according to the lawe of the Uni' fotOb
t dom or of Canada, and (A) bas been e
d fishing, or preparing to fish, or to have bhn
o fishing in the British waters with'in

marine miles of any of the coasts, la
creeks, or harbors of Canada, not ict
within the above mentioned lirnitsj ter
a license, or after the expiration 0d t b
named in the last license ranted to

S ship, vessel, or boat under the first Seca
of this Act, or (B) has entered such

HON. MR. SCOTT.
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U"Pose f0 permitted by treaty orOr by anv law of lhe Ui*ied
e o ada for the tie bein i

fce .*pvessel, or boat, and the
and ngang, a arel, furniture, stores,

argot thereof a Il be forfeited."

these at provision is in the treaty, buttea ords in italics are not in the
ayY haspuo entered such waters for
nd of the not permitted, &c.," to the

egdOusle section. Now I say that was
1818-oth7' Putting in force the Treaty of
de18-tis treaty that we have hearddnunced eernmenteven by a member of the
,per nt I am sure if Sir Charles
ý.8heri bd been at the head of the
doe es Department, knowing as he

rnuch of the subject, this would
graph ofccurred. I will read a para-
At 0f Sir Charles Tupper's speech.
the5 of the Official Report I find

& batOuld be thought of Canada if an
doca or a United 8tates fishing vessel

yeAgn'e "Le to use the word American,
to as it is a term we have as much

0f tein oUr neighbors; I prefer to speakad Pthe ape n the United States,
a k f tlje as Canadians, and when I

onot bei whole continent of America 1t0 the efilate to apply the term American
8tatem ;bupte of bot Canada and the Uniteddaif &bV *hat would be thou ht of Cana-bckere88eI othe United States ,oaded with>ere drt 1Or 0f any other description,

i1n by Stress of weather, ad per-t to a ng condition and compelled
9f , n anadian port, and if, insteadPa ab Ing odtenadcmpr e

Pa g e d tranship her cargo or selltard fr îDg the duty and go to a marine
tbr,, vre'n'r we aid: No, ou niust
y Oue eard the whole of your cargo,oUr lshintoCud you are not allowed to bring

r ¡ OCanada.
tat r htebe. DO you not refuse a vessel

Pr8ir Cee
"J" of ig I say that under the

'¡retat.o we could refuse. Under the
tto 'nlod tf that treaty, they had no

tio e yn whir cargo and transhi o
thOn COUt ehs say js that in ,,ki.ng
Of e weln-ti nundoubted conces
or b Wre only acting from the dictatestitVand ry and with a due regard to the'

orld. ePutation Of our country all over

tey ar' endorse those words. I say
er e uite uniform with what I my-Should e as to the treatment which

ýess_-t xtended to a fishing vessel ine int eat they should be allowed to
0 Our Ports to obtain supplies

and men if necessary, and to bury their
dead if necessary, and be met as a ves-
sel of another country would like to be
met in a friendly land. The report con-
tinues :

Mr. Mitchell. But I ask the question, did
you not refuse it in one case ?

Sir Charles Tupper. No, I did not re-
fuse.

Mr. Mitchell. You would not, I know«;
you are too warm-heated.

Sir Charles Tupper. If my hon. friend
really wants a frank answer-and he knows
how frank I desire to be on ail these occa-
sions-I will tell him. I said: Under this
treaty you have no right to do it, but we
will allow you to do it when the application
is made.

Sir Charles Tupper does not object to
it. My hon. friend from Cape Breton
does object to it.

HON. MR. MILLER--I object to
nothing of the kind.

HON. MR. SCOTT-My hon. friend
checked me for saying that fishing
vessels in distress wanting provisions
should have the privilege of coming in
and buying those provisions at Canadian
ports.

HON. MR. MILLER-I object to
that.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not think
that Sir Charles Tupper's language will
at all indicate that he endorses what my
hon. friend says. My hon. friend is
from a fishing district and speaks on the
subject as one who takes a warm inter-
est in the question there. When that
statute was passed there was a warning
sent to all officials down in the Lower
Provinces-a circular signed by Mr.
Johnson-in which the very language of
the treaty of i8i8 was introduced-
" shelter, repairing damages, obtaining
wood and water." Instructions were
sent to the officials to adhere to that
treaty.

HON. MR. MILLER-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. SCOTT-My hon. friend
says " hear hear." He endorses it. I
am sorry that a man with a heart in his
bosom would endorse such a treaty. I
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am sure that the people of this country
will not endorse it or anything of the
kind. They would view it as any man
of sense would--as the historian of the fu-
ture will view it-that a strong nation at
the point of the bayonetcompelleda weak-
er power to make that treaty. As I said
yesterday, it was such a treaty as Ger-
many might have demanded from France
after Sedan! The future historian
will denounce it as he would many other
acts which occured a century ago, acts
that might bring a blush to the face of
any of us. We do not seek to justify
what took place a century or two ago.
We regard men now more from the
standpoint of brothers, but more particu-
larly people like the Americans who are
descended from the same stock, who
speak the same language and whose laws
are the same as ours, whose books are
quoted in our courts and ours in
theirs, who have investments all over
British territory as Englishmen have
investments in the United States-two
countries allied and tied together
in every possible way. It is
preposterous to apply the Treaty of
1818 to people under these conditions.
The moment you give to the Customs
officers discretionary authority to enforce
such a barbarous act as that, we all know
how the customs .officials would act,
particularly in remote places. Our cus-
toms laws are an oppression to every one
who has to fight them all over the Dom-
inion. They are becoming worse and
worse and more tryannical every day.
The time will come when we will have a
better system-when we will have an
appeal from the decision of the customs
authorities. I will refer now to the case
of " Laura P. Sayward." There the
Captain makes affidavit that he was
short of provisions water and oil to burn
and went to the inner harbor of Shel-
burne. He says :

On going ashore I found the Custom
House closed, and hunted up the Collector
and entered my vessel and asked permission
from him to buy 7 lbs. sugar, 3 lbs. coffee,

1 to 1 bushels potatoes, and 2 Ibs. butter or
lard, or pork and oil enough to last us home,
and was refused.

I stated to him my situation, short of pro-
visions and a voyage of 250 miles before,
and plead with hin for this slight privilege,
but it was of to avail. I then visited the
American Consul and asked his assistance

and found him powerless to aid me in1
matter. The Collector of Customsheldi
papers until the next morning, althou
asked for them as soon as I d I
not buy any provisions, say about one
a-half hours alter I entered, but he re
to give them to tue until the next o
Immediatelv on Teceiving my paPe" '
Thursday morning, I started for 0
arriving on Sunday. I think the treat
I received harsh and cruel, driving in
and crew to sea with a scanty suPP
provisions, we having but little flourdoitwater, and liable to .be buffeted for
before reaching home.

One would think that it would not be
too much to allow a man to buy thoC
triffiing supplies, but it could not bc
done : it was contrary to the Treaty
so the official in charge refused toi
him. He said it could not be d l>p
unless he telegraphed to Ottawa andtt
had no doubt if influence was broUgd be
bear in Ottawa these things coul bc
bought. However, the telegram did
come and a fair wind coming UP "
day the vessel left. Now in that C
the action of the official was endorsed
Ottawa-highly approved. There
another case, that of the " Jennie
verns." The action of the officials I
that case was endorsed at Ottawa-
was thought worth while to pass
Order-in-Council on the subject.
following is the manner in which i
dealt with :-

The Minister further observes that )i
reference to the " Jennie SeavernsCat
Bayard complains of the conduct of Cg
Quigley, of the " Terror," in p ,ooithe Captain of the "Jennie Seavernes Pol
landing to visit his relatives in Liver it
N.S., and in forbidding his relatives tO. ,
him on board bis vessel, and in plat0 1

guard upon the ''Seaverns " while she ,
in port. These complaints are based t 0e
the affidavit of Capc. Tupper, of be
" Seaverns," a copy of which is tta i
The statements of Capt. Quigley au
first officer, Bennett, are submitted in rePy'
and seems to afford ample proof tb
violence or injustice was doue to the
echooner.

The Minister is of the opinion,, heo
the Captain of the " Jennie Seavernis 501ell
nothing to complain of. He came In 11
for shelter and this was not denied bi"O
was requested to report at the Cist
with which request he, upon lS Otber
evidence, willingly complied. rhe r
precautions taken by Capt. Quigl
simply to ensure that while shelter
being had the provisions of the conyen
and of the Customs law were not viola

HON. MR. SCOTT.
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bU. is he was not to be allowed to
te Provisions or to get anything

all eythan water, so that that policy at
Ior in is approved of by.the Gover-
that council. It was just such açts as

oe shch Prompted the United States
Intercou a year ago to pass the Non-

perorse Act--passed as Sir Charles
Uesu tels us with a very general con-

approval both Houses and with the
States suf the people of the United
'rhe suftering under this irritation.
or falses m entioned here may be true

said be ey cannot all be false. As
Portion ore, I hope there is a large
cases hav hem false. We find where

,ver,, een referred to Ottawa the
whe ent have sustained the officials

therefored out the treaty; it cannot be,
great ie, al false. That it made a very
to be rpression on the United States is
Sard sOund in the fact that Secretary
'78 arized all these at pages

79 of the volume. He says:
Tbhe seaso gi ..the C so0f 1886 for inshore fisbing o
aid anadian coats ba come to an end,
t n -no lack of vigilance or promp-

e '1el fe eizures can be ascribed to
Ion- Tf the Marine Police of theoisesb The record of their operationsOnn vilabuta single Auterican vessel

enot f the inhibitions of the Con-
ntie i 1818 by fishing within three

tifresie8 of the coast. The numerous
ouchor i ehave been of vessels quietlyro eCharD established ports of entry,t h arge hch up to this day, have

& iiteiarticularized sufficiently to allow
Q011det 'gent defence. Not one has been

havy abter trial and hearing, but
ge bee fined without hearing ortt 'for technical violations of ailegedr Iftlregh aoulations athoug ail com-

.led toteges have been simultaneously
aitt tane ben 1.n no instance has any
an .ority,e ® offered to Canadian

rritatin en when exercised with useless
'his ' provocation.
Cir is the statement of the man that

og a fai 1 -upper has spoken of as
are th, rminded, liberal man. Thosethe repç Ords he uses in summarizing

ear 18grs Sent in to him during the
tbe . 6 That despatch sent to the

due seas nister at London was inleticy 8 transmitted to His Excel-
the by him to his Council and

Per ounced upon it. With that
4tet fore theM what do the Govern-

s country say to all that

irritation which the Government of the
United States have been suffering under ?

They distinctly affirm the principle
that they will have their pound of flesh
under the treaty of 1818 in this year of
grace 1898. I ask you could anything
be more irritating or exasperating thrown
at the people of the United States than
that attempt of ours?

The Government now are only too
glad, through the instrumentality of the
Commission, to give away what
thy ought to have given 2 years
ago-what they ought never to have
claimed. Had the Government of this
country acted in a fair and liberal spirit
and on a just interpretation of this treaty
of 1818, it would not have been necessary
to have the treaty of 1888. The Ameri-
cans wanted no more than they got and
we ought to have given it to them with
some degree of grace, not in the manner
in which it has been done. Now let us
take, in contrast with that, the opinion
of one of the Provinces of the Dominion
before she came into Confederation, let
us take the opinion of Prince Edward
Island. What was their view of the
treaty of 1818 ? It would appear that
this treaty was practically abrogated by
the independent Island before it became
part of the Dominion of Canada. And
their attention was called by the Gov-
ernment to the infractions of the treaty
which they were premitting and the
Legislative Councial were called upon
to report upon the case-to state why
these infractions of the treaty were per-
mitted. It is referred to Council and the
following is the report: -

Your honor entertains doubts as to the
legalityof the practice under the provisions
ofthe Treaty of 1818.

In reply, the Council asks permission to
state:-

I. That the existence of the practice
referred to by your honor was mentioned in
the Council s Minute of June 1, in the
present year, addressed to your honor in
reply to a despatch of Earl Granville's,
wherein hie lordship desires to be informed
whether certain statement8 concerning the
fisheries in Prince Edward Island are cor-
rect; as a copy of that minute was forward.
ed to the colonial office, and its receipt has
been acknowledged, but no comment made
on its contents or any intimation given ta
this Government that a change of system,
with regard to foreign fishing vessels, was
contemplated, the Council had aesumed that
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the explanations offered by then were sa
factory, and that no change affecting t
Island would be carried into effect at p
ent.

IL. Lest it should be supposed that
people of this Island alone, of all the Mi
time Provinces of British North Ameri
have deliberately, and with the conniva
of their local Government, carried on
illegal but lucrative business, the Cou
remînd your honor, for the information
the Secretary of State, and the prac
referred to in your honor's minute, h
until a recent period, been permitted in
Straits of Canso, that the New Brunsw
railway has transported large quantities
fish of foreign take and that J
Majesty's representatives could not fail t
cognizant of the practice of transhipp
cargoes and eupplying foreign fishin g
sels; moreover, no attempt at concealm
thereof was made in the summer of 1
durin the visits of two Vice-Admirals
severa Commanders of Her Majesty's sl
to Charlottetown Harbor; consequentlý
is not surprisinE that merchants and tra
in this colony s ould regard the practice
ferred to without suspicion of its illegal

V. Having thus acquitted themselve
their duty, and caused the law to be car,
into effect, though at a sacrifice to t]
fellow-coloniste, which will be little un,
stood or appreciated elsewher e, the Cou
feel bound to protest against the policy
re-adopted. That policy may have been
suited to the circumstances of the colo
fifty-two years ago, but the Couneil
tures to think, is inapplicable at
present day,when free trade principles,wh
a British nation has declared to be the
ciples of common sense, form the basii
the British commercial code. Fairly ste
the old policy revived, demands from
people of Prince Edward Island the ex
sion from their harbors of their best cust
ers-customsers who have employed
colonial marine in importing sait for t
use; the colonial mechanics w manufac
ing their barrels; customers who h
purehased their clothing, their provis
and their sea stores in the island mark
These men are to be expelled until the f
million citizens of the United States
cumb to the pressure put upon them
four million colonists, and consent to
cede reciprocity in exchan ge for free ac
to the fishing grounds and harbors of
;colonies. The Council submit that this
not the principle on which the Cobden tr
was based. It wae not held by its au
that because France declined to reci prc
with England as fully as the latter des
therefore England should tax or exclud
wines of France, until she consente
remove her protective duties froin iron
cute . If little can be said in fav
the revived policy of 1818 in an econ
cal point of view, etill less can be sa

HON. MR. SCOTT.

tis- its favor politically. It is essentiallye
his policy of exclusion enforced by the ar
res- ships of Her Majesty's fleet, and ther but

tends seriously to estrange a friendl q
the proud and sensitive nation, whose cit. to
ari- freely admit the rights of Great Britahe
ca, prevent them from fishing within the tr-
nce miles limit, but who assert that their ar
an goes of fish taken without that liiit tbe

icil not contraband, and that to refuse
of right of entry at such Colonial casfr

tice houses is unfriendly, and they affirm
ias, Iegal ; and this view of the case baselOt
the taken by an eminent Queen's Couns1re
ick or the Prince Edward Island bar. h the

of Hon. Edward Palmer, who agrees wli
Her Attorney and Solicitor-General in he
o be view, supposing the cargoes of fis ske>
ing which entry was sought to have been aset
ves- within the three miles limit, but t .
ent that for cargoes taken beyond that li01r
869, ti right of entry cannot be refused. o
and VII. The Council would also urg
hips the notice of the Secretary of State, the
y it policy of pressing an odious systeni upo-
lers unwilling people. They assure Lord
re- berley that their fellow colonists are eOtbv

ity. siastically loyal in their attachent to
s of Majesty's person and family, and are 0to
ried rious for their adherence to British.i 1 h
heir tions ; their trade connections with
Jer- United States' citizens bave not under, t,
ncil their loyalty, nor persuaded them that
now ter political institutions than their o t
well ist elsewhere; and the Council subinî0 t,
nies the policy of exclusion will lack one b,
ven- chief elements of success, if it does lo
the tain the moral support of the peo>P ,
iich whose supposed benefit it is undertakel•
rin- goiy
s of I am glad to observe that nY
ted, friend opposite (Mr. Howlan) Was
the ÍtIw

clu- of the signers of that paper. thes
,om- worthy of him, born down byt
the and inheriting the broad views he

heir sesses. I am sure that he will a
tur- with me that it was the true policy for
lave Dm oHad
ions the Dominion to pursue. Wak1
cets. lowed that policy we should very th
orty have just such trade relations to-daY W9
suc- the United States as we think are ber
, by conducive to our own interests, whetcon- treaty
cess restricted, as under the old t laf
the 1854, to the natural products, or e. to
was ed, as some gentlemen now dere It h
eaty be, to unrestricted trade with to
the Republic. Had we adheuoted

ired, the views which I have just c
e the I think we would stand in a very .fOg
d to better position to-day than we do, tate
and in the estimation of the United S01ic1

or of at least before the world. Ours
omi- towards the United States has
id in aggressive. There has been aggre
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on their
fri part as well as upon ours. The

adb as been developed both there
gether re, and I think we are not alto-
Versy. amlss in the general contro-

tio - -1878, when this glorious
dOwn th Oicy was inaugurated, we laid
it oe Proposition that the object of

te obtami reciprocity with thered thtates We were going to'orethen, asi
mentf and according to the state-

ho ar ose who spoke in those days,Wasare still Ministers of the Crown, ito be accomplished in three or four
lawtha e PU on our Statute book a

that whenever the United States
t'atlral Cose to reciprocate with us in
prot tproducts we would do the same.
hasn tilme to tirne the United States
the Pet On the free list in that country
4 thi articles that we have mentioned

lit of ours.

R. MILLER-Some ot them.

articles t.SCOTT-Some of those
ed to at we have. Attention was
e andhe fact very recently in another
gati t Overnment disclaimed any

lst a n their part to put on the free
ttes Y f those articles until the United

law acoformed to the full letter of the
lst, Put all those articles on the free

ente The press of the country com-
defens On this and said it was a wholly
fter it ble and foolish position to take.

t Irad been discussed for a fort-
tenoer sr Charles Tupper fortunately
a te j atnd returned to the House

e at once admitted that the Gov-
t raep made a mistake and that
acti Fosterous to defend such an
thas is Orthwith an Order-in-Council
the fre utting these very articles on

he eit There was no delay:
40One, a t was mentioned it was

te o though his colleagues and the
O Of the Government had one

0f d exdaled against the propriety
reiedong this very thing. They qua-

of ver the grammatical construction
apparenWord " may." It was discussed
.any tWith a good deal of force that

the all " meant " ail : " of course
the sputIl was a ridiculous one and
but thPPorters of the Government felt it,

,iht felt it more keenly after a fort.er Sir Charles Tupper candidly

admitted that it was a mistake, and it
was rectified. They now propose to
repeal that old act and create a new list
and in that new list they leave out a
number of the articles that were inserted
in the list of 1878-some very im-
portant articles, for instance coal.
For the benefit of somebody down in
Nova Scotia, the people of the Dominion
have to put up with the deprivation of
soft coal from the United States. Then,
again, for the benefit of some counties in
the West such as Kent and Essex and
one or two more, corn is taken out of the
free list, under the absurd pretention that
it is for the benefit of the farmers of the
country, when the majority of the farmers
would prefer it on the free list.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Not much.

HON. MR. SCOTT-My hon. friend
represents a county which is in a sunny
land, where corn ripens. Unfortunately
we cannot grow corn down here and we
have to pay duty on the corn we import.
Ontario cannot supply the corn that is
required for home consumption, never-
theless a duty is imposed on imported
corn to keep up the price of corn raised
in West Ontario.

HON. MR. READ-It increases the
price of whiskey.

HON. MR. SCOTT-A good deal of
the whiskey manufactured in Canada
goes to France to make Cognac brandy.
Gooderham & Worts and other distillers
draw a good sum in rebates for the duties
they pay on corn. They get the rebate
when they send whiskey to France to be
converted into pure Cognac brandy. It
is unfair to the people of this country
that an article like corn should be ex-
cluded when it is so useful to the farmer :
yet the farmer has to be taxed seven
cents because the duty affects a few peo-
ple in West Ontario.

HoN. MR. MILLER-What has this
to do with the question ?

HoN. MR. SCOTT-1 am showing
where the aggression is, and I have a
right to do so.
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HON. MR. MILLER-My hon. friend
says he is talking on the question of ag-
gression and that he has a right to dis-
cuss the tariff of the country. If he can
discuss the tariff, he can discuss every
conceivable subject of a public nature
that bas at any time engaged the atten-
tion of the Parliament of Canada. As
the hon. gentleman bas rather defied me
in the position I have taken, I say he is
out of order in the remarks hc has just
riow been making on the tariff.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am sorry that
my hon. friend should feel so keenly my
taking this latitude. I conceive that the
latitude is not unusual and that on a
question affecting the two nations their
tariff and our tariff, their laws as affect-
ing us and ours as affecting them, are pro-
per subjects for discussion. Those are
the questions which will be coupled with
the subject at Washington, and they are
the questions that agitated the House of
Commons The huge volume that we have
from that House shows that the discus-
sion was not confined to the fisheries
clauses, but embraces al] those questions.

HON. MR. MILLER-My hon.friend
is not speaking to the point of order.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-1 am speaking
to the point of order and I say I am not
travelling out of the record when I speak
of the general policy of Canada towards
the United States in connection with the
fishezies question, because it is an inci-
dental one. You cannot discuss the
fisheries clauses except from the broader
point of view. I take the ground that
to put in force the treaty of 1818 at this
time is a mistake. I am proving that it
was a mistake, and to do that I have a
right to quote just what I am quoting,
and I am sure that this House would
not adjudge nie out of order.

HON. MR. MILLER-I merely made
a remark intended for the hon. gentle-
man alongside of me : I did not intend it
for the hon. gentleman's ears, but he turn-
ed round on me and said he was in order.
I say he is not in order, and I am sure
that every one who is familar with Parli-
amentary practice will agree with me that
in discussing a question so irrelevant to

the one before the House he is nt '0

order. However, I do not wish to P
the question.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. geitW
man bas been carping at my remTarks

HoN. MR. MILLER-The hon.
tleman is not justified in making suI br
statement.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The hon. iiWy
ber is seated behind me, and he bas 'e
tainly challenged a great deal that I h8e
said, and I have had to turn routnà
several occasions to answer him. I1
speaking from my own standpoint a
am wholly and individually respOnsi
for my utterences. I may be wrong
dare say I am in many of the views
take. I am not educated, as the IO
Province people are, on the fisheric
question, although I am glad to find t
my hon. friend from Prince Edw 0a
Island (Mr. Howlan) 18 years ago t<
exactly the same view I am taking n O

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I will exploo
that by and by.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Another grog
for irritation is our conduct in connfect
with the Wreckinglaw. It is notorious th
the United States have been ready to .n..
us half way on that question. It * ise
of the question that is being consid;
to-day at Washington, and we hae
right to consider it at Ottawa. *
Wrecking law is a disgrace to us
people. We know that there is a
ing offer to us at Washington-that
are prepared to meet us wheneverW
are prepared to meet them, A Bil
introduced in the House of Co B
to put the wrecking laws of the
countries on a better footing, -ivto
authority to the Governor in Counc
allow this to be accomplished. e
was the fate of that Bill ? The Gover'
ment put its foot down and said " 40*
shall not pass : there are a few ne bi
this country who own tugs and tie
must be protected" and so a law thata
disgrace to this age remains 011 O
Statute Book.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Will the
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ho%, gentleman explain what he meanst'dsgrace ?

lioc MR SCOTT-I say it is a dis-
and an f one of our vessels is wrecked

an Anierican tug is near by, it can-
ot throw a hne to save it.
Roe, M

It the fact. CCALLUM-That is

In. i. SCOTT-My hon. friend
Sel, y OWn two or three tugs him-

on' MR McCALLUM-That isttg personal. This House will takeateement when I say that I do not4 tbe value of a pin in a wrecking
R tout I would like the hon. gentle-

tlgrac explain what he means by thea'ýce.

gaetaR. SCOTT-I say it is a dis-

eighb 'we should refuse to meet our
,ter ors half Way. Here is a line ofthe er 1,0 00 miles in length in which

sttlOy s.of both countries are con-
sh arp , where every year great

Svesses ccurring, and where Ameri-a Canadin distress cannot be assisted
-an tug or a Canadian vessel

4 riss cannot be assisted by an
tug even to the extent of

Out a hawser.

R. McCALLUM-There is
.Nel ian or divine, to prevent one

4tst' uig assistance to another in
Would like the hon. member
an Instance of where a vessel

esel, S mfay fnot be helped by another

etti 'e SCOTT-If my remarks
ig to ariSome to the House I am*ii% o'tdown.

oGENTLEMEN-Go 
on, go on.

Or' by the 'SCOTT-I do not want to
s. l avor of the House by any

.Cueti claim the right to deal with
Ch I hofrOml the standpoint from
ri 1ot he been discussing it. You

up the ii it .properly by merely
sheries clauses one by

one as they stand here. You have to
judge them by outside circumstances.
It is just these causes of irritation-the
wrecking laws-the refusal to meet the
Americans half way-that have caused all
this trouble. I say it is not the senti-
ment of the people of this country ; it is
a mere fraction of our people, that
endorses those laws. If the great masses
of the people understood the question
they would not permit it for a moment.
I propose to bring my observations to
an end with just this remark, that I
cheerfully support the Treaty ; that I
would have been very glad to support it
had it been wider ; that I fear it is offer-
ing the hand of friendship too late ; that
had the offer been made two years ago
we should have been on much better
terms with the United States. I trust it
is not yet too late, that if the Treaty is
put off for six months there are circum-
stances that will lead to our having this
Treaty recognized and adopted in Wash-
ington. It would at all events be
burying the hatchet to that extent; we
would he on better terms for making
another treaty. But even if it does not
pass at Washington I hope that the
Government of this country will in the
future live up to this Treaty no
matter what the line of the U i-
ted States may be-that they will
interpret the treaty as the Commis-
sioners who sat at Washington inter-
preted it. I hope it is not true that we
are getting ready our cruisers to go down
and carry out the same lne of conduct
in the coming season as in 1886-87 if
this treaty is not confirmed. I trust
that whether the treaty is rejected or
not at Washington this will be our inter-
pretation for the future of the treaty
of 1818.

HON. MR. MILLER-Before pro-
ceeding to offer any observations to
the House on the important question
under consideration, I cannot refrain
from congratulating the Senate upon
the marked change which has taken
place in the views of the hon. gentlemen
who has just addressed it on this
question.

To-day, the hon. gentleman, I am glad
to find, is one of the most hearty and
outspoken supporters of the treaty. He
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is not only in unison with the treaty, but
he is sorry it does not go further in the
direction of concessions. He endorses
fully the arguments of Sir Charles Tupper
in'every particular, and quotes him as an
authority against that gentleman's own
friends. I congratulate the House and
the country that my hon. friend occupies
this position to-day, because it is such a
contrast with the views he held of the
treaty such a short time ago. Not only
are his opinions of a short time ago
diametrically opposed to the opinions
which he has given expression to on this
occasion, but I can say with truth that
his expressions of to-day are equally
inconsistent with his expressions of yes-
terday evening. The hon. gentleman,
on a previous occasion, when the subject
of the fisheries treaty incidentally came
before us, when we had no papers to
guide us in connection with it, and when
it was, in fact, improper to discuss it,went
out of his way to assail that Treaty in
most unqualified terms, as a treaty in
every way unjust, as a base surrender of
our rights forced upon Canada hy the
Imperial authorities, in short, as a treaty
which Canada would never herself have
assented to, and even used the strong
and unseemly words that the Treaty was
a farce and a fraud. That is the lan-
guage which my hon. friend ventured to
use in this House when the question
first came before it in the Debate on the
Address. I ask the House and the
people of this country what confidence
can be reposed in the opinions advanced
by the hon. member, when they are
proved to be so clearly antagonistic to
each other within so short a period?
No reliance or confidence whatever can
be placed on the opinions of an hon.
gentleman, who only a few weeks ago
indignantly denounced this Treaty as a
farce and a fraud and to-day declares
he approves of every word of it, and in
quoting from the speech of Sir Charles
Tupper, one of the plenipotentiaries, who
framed it, says that he agrees with every
word that hon. gentleman uttered in
submitting it to Parliament. I cannot
understand how, within so short a time,
the hon. gentleman could have been so
completely converted, unless it has been
by the able argument of the Hon. Fi-
nance Minister ; but if so, it is a pity he

HON. MR. MILLER.

did not wait to get information be
giving utterance to such extrerne.1
guage against the treaty. My hon. t
has not only made a complete somlelf
on this occasion, but he is guiltY o
correct statements with regard tO In
important portions of the treaty, tldo
not intend to follow the hon. gent the
in the wearisome task of discussing be
mass of irrelevant matter, so foreign to
question, which he introduced int otO
debate for, in fact, half of his speech
no connection whatever with the subjet
before the House ; but I may point hO
two or three remarkable instances of h
utterly unreliable are the statementsOf
that hon. gentleman before I prbSCd
to answer some of his a
contentions of another character. y
will first refer to what he said yes .ch
in relation to the Treaty of 1

8 18, e
he has denounced in such strong
violent language, a treaty contracted ,gt
seventy years ago by two of the fore e
and most enlightened nations O
earth. Referring to that treatY wh'é
was signed by the United States, as bt
said, under compulsion and at thePta
of the bayonet, while the truth is It
negotiated, after a war between ,
Britain and the United States in sat
in which Great Britain was nev e
posed to have had the best of it, [ the
we all know that in consequence .bo
cowardly manner in which the neisbhet
ing republic acted at that timle, t»
England had her hands full in mreO
one quarter of the world, when, thin 0
they had a good opportunity perhaPs la
revenging what they considered Ooi
wrongs - joined with the enem? of
England, when the armies and naVeO
the latter were fighting in deIt
of the liberties of Europe- f0¶rt
was under those circumstancesteaty
years after the negotiation of the to
of 1814, that this treaty was entere that
between Great Britain and a countl et-
claimed at that time to have got t thfro
of us on sea in the previous war. . ,6d
fore say my hon. friend was not JIht bc
in referring to that treaty in the 1ig 1 -
did-as a treaty forced upon a weak¢g
try at the point of the bayonet r
reverse of the comparison in soe 11 t
pects would be nearer the truth.
in referring to the treaty of 818, bc
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negotiated at a period of almost
that COurls that it was not a thing
ti.,Otueldt be defined at the present
8lah a t WOuld be impossible for
as to reaty to be negotiated in 1888
thate of ·ts provisions. Admitting
eter taireaty is one that could not be

snotied to-day, does it follow that ita proper treaty for the times and
.dr? 3.n¡nces i which it was negociat-

" t lustrating his view of the treatyClont ressct he said,: "Why even the
ti les had not the benefit of the naviga-
to the . colonial vessel could not go

Uited lorts Of the United States or
ter t tates' vessels could not en-og ae Ports of the colonies without

ey habe to seizure and confiscation.

.n Sufferare, permitted to do it onlyion laws • *Speaking of the naviga-
lato tof Great Britain and also initd Sta the navigation laws of theolitia tates, he said that such was theperiod and cOmmercial blindness of theiiegotatd.ring which that treaty was

t dotvat the vessels of one country
ell the b isit the ports of the other. Ihe A. gentleman that long beforelih erican Revolution and the estab-
louth of Of the great republic to the

'essels (tus-long before that, colonial
t at she hon. gentleman admitted

Cess toAl vessels. of course had ac-
tsels to Brican ports and American

rights rh ports) I repeat, had the
t oa, precisely the same rights in

0freat B .nrican ports that the vessels9f that ritain herself had, and in proof
'but a v11 quote a very short author.

_Wlanid ein good one, the history of
er1rg the 18th century by Lecky.
t B the commercial system of

Page between 1763 and 1778 he
''le ree 299, yol. 3.)

Ith re *ee assuredly no other colonies
ta. OWevr0 bfavorably situated. They

Wb ct, efore the passing of the
die ne a real and genuine grievance,
i1a aion o e pr.parin the way to the4etr e pire have already,
le t.n Vlume, enumerated the chief'O-aof theCol importa Commercial code; but itrlleal that the true extent or
so l that 1 e rshould be clearl under-
toi0 . lrepetiti, .us the reader wYlf excuse

% iny narrative. The
se act'e av'i0ot, like Ireland, excludedreas tation Act. and they had no

26 O complain that their trade

was restricted to vessels built either in
England or in the plantations, and manned
to the extent of two-thirds of their crew by
British subjects. In this respect they were
on an exact level with the mother county,
and the arrangement was supposed to b
very beneficial to both."

That is an authority I presume which
the House will be disposed to accept.
It is a complete refutation of the illus-
trations which the hon. gentleman gave
to this House, and one on which he
placed a great deal of stress as to the
illiberality of the commercial system of
Great Britain in relation to her colonies
long before the time of the negotiations
of the treaty of 1818, and even before
the revoit of the American colonies.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I spoke of the
policy after the revolution. And I read
to the hon. gentleman American autho-
rity which declares that colonial ships
had not the right to enter American
ports : if colonial ships were registered
in England I suppose they would have
the same right as British vessels.

HON. MR MILLER-Hon. gentle-
men know that to follow down the navi-
gation laws from 176o to the present
time and present them to the House in
this debate, would involve an immense
amount of labor and sorely tax the pa-
tions of hon. gentlemen but, according
to the authority I have quoted
just now, the colonies were in exactly
the same position as the mother country
with regard to their shipping. It is
very easy to quote a particular act and
without quoting another act before it or
behind it that may materially modify it,
draw a wrong conclusion, and I will
show to the House before I am through
that the hon. gentleman is one of the
most unreliable men with regard to his
quotations of authorities in debates.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I gave the
authority from the official document.

HON. MR. MILLER-Dealing with
the question of the hon. gentleman's
misquotations yesterday, in alluding to
this treaty he said that really the Gov-
ernment plenipotentiaries deserve no
credit at all for procurng the delimita-
tion clause of the treaty-that the same

.

,
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arrangement regarding delimitation
was offered to us over 20 years
ago, and he cited as his authority
a paragraph in Mr. Bayard's despatch to
Mr. Phelps in November of 1866, which
said that in substance a similar proposi-
tion had been made to the Imperial Gov-
ernment while Mr. Seward was Secretary
of the United States and Mr Adams was
American Minister to London. This hon.
gentleman declared to the House with
a great flourish of trumpets : " After
all the great credit he said " taken
by the Government and the plenipoten-
tiaries in this question of delimita-
tion it amounts to nothing ; we
were offered a similar delimitation
over 20 years ago which to-day we
make such a boast of having secured by
the Treaty made in February last at
Washington." I say that my hon. friend
in the most triumphant tones made that
extraordinary and incorrect statement to
the House. I am going to show to hon.
gentlemen how dangerous it is, in a dis-
cursive address, such as that of the hon.
gentleman's, without order or system, to
mislead the House by quoting authori-
ties, which he has not taken the time
to examine or verify, in a debate of this
kind. I hold under my hand the very
best authority on this question. After
looking into the authority quoted for this
ridiculous assertion of the hon. gentleman
I think that the safest and the proper
way for my hon. friend would have been
to have verified it by reference to the
original authorities, before making such
a rash assertion to the House.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I had it in the
Order-in-Council.

HON. MR. MILLER-The hon. gen-
ileman got very much confused, when he
was asked to verify his citation, and
dropped the subject at once, as a child
drops things when they get too hot foi
his fingers, and quietly glided off into
another course of misleading argument
on another branch of the subject. We
have the Adams-Clarendon despatches
and everything in connection with ther
in the diplomatic correspondence of the
second session, 3 9 th Congress, volume
i, of 1866-67. Here is Mr. Seward's
despatch to Mr. Adams, who, I have

HON. MR. MILLER.

just now said, was United States Milist
to the Court of London at that time.

restilre"I send you a copy of a very su e
letter from Mr. Richard D. Cutts, w ]Pur-
haps you are aware, was employed a
veyor for marking, on the part of the O
States, the fishery limits under the Rirti
City Treaty. Mr. 1. utt's long fan"'rets,
with that subject, practically and theo
cally, entitles his suggestions to resirt or

"It is desirable to avoid any Col isiD tbe
nisunderstanding with Great ritaina q o[

subjeet growing out of the termifl01t'w »f
the Reciprocity Treaty. Wîth this
enclose a draft of a protocol, which Y0 u,
propose to Lord Clarendon for a tel r
regulation of the matter. If he shoul d
to it it may be signed. Wlien signed in
desirable that the instrictions referred e
the concluding paragraph should atOefb
despatched by the British Government* tbe

" As the fishing eeason is at hand 's1
collisions which might be apprehende
occur when that season advances. s

One would observe in writing thî tt
spatch to the American Minister ati
date, Mr. Seward did not poit res
that there was anything harsh or Un did
onable in the Treaty of 1818. IFe t 0f
not think that the just enforcemlei
the Treaty of 1818 would be a.nY tbhe
wrong on the part of Great Brital'. 0
principal difference between us the d
regarding the question of the head ste
limit. The principal question il i
until the abrogation of the treaty 0 1i
between the two Governments, th
fact the construction to be placed 0
headland question. In reference to ho
the other features of the treaty, and 'Os
my hon. friend terms its semi-barb r b'
piovisions, the United States neventeo'
fore Mr. Bayard's extraordinarY e
tion within the two last years, Ma tfo
complaint whatever. Now, let 1e -
the attention of the House to the P t
col submitted to the British Govern the
by Mr. Seward in 1866. HIere isade
authority on which my hon. friend
his startling assertions to this }{ouse

HON. MR. SCOTT--No, the autht
ity I quoted is found on page 221 O
correspondence.

HON. MR. MILLER-Tell mew
despatch it is.

14t•
HON. MR. SCOTT - It Is

Bayard's despatch.
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M MR. MILLER.-The hon.
orier admits that his only warrnant
of i sassertion is Mr. Bayard's despatch
to g tovember 1886, but it is very hard
theh itout of the hon. gentleman. And
1886 hon member on that despatch, in
22 , ventures to say to this House that
dYears ago a similar offer of a
was Ion of the in-shore fisheries
protoMade? I defy him to find in the
Adam osubmitted by Seward through
Aadein tuClarendon that that offer was'fld in 866.

th!oit MR SCOTT-I gave the au-raty for everything I said.

the MR. MILLER-Here is what
ar sn gentleman quoted from Mr.
(ri espatch of 1886

the ra encouraged iu the expectation thatrn4 POsitionS enbodied in all the inemo-Ile reterred to will be acceptable to
1bonthaJesty a Government, because, in the8ecretary April, 1866, Mr. Seward, then

dat e, aof State, sent forward to Mr.
l l'ond8 t that tine United States Ministersubte ", the draft of a protocol, which inthe ce coineides with the first article of8e e now sent to you, as you will8 teDirence to Volume 1. of the United

ge 9, otic correspondence for 1866,

T in My hand that volume of
ptldennited States diplomatic corres-
the ce, and page 98, and I will readtat tiotocol which was presented at
to the b he Arnerican Government
wronly Imperial Government, and
prable construed by Mr. Bayard. The

' nleo this protocol sy -cwherea8 . i'tolsays
Ventioerbe in the first article of the con-
ret Bri e the United States anddot, on thea concluded and signed in Lon-lared the 2th of October, 1818, it was de-Or e foree a United-States hereby re-ta t ver an liberty hertofore enjoyedtak 11ed b~ nhbete dry, y the inhabitants thereo to

%iarie 9r cure fish on or within three
reekor harbof any of the coasts, bays,

eer on in Arors of His Britannic Majesty's
Sl-iaoit merica not included within

there digltS heretofore mentioned,' and
tio eent ofren ces have arisen in regard to

the G he above-mentioned renuncia-
a¡Yi er Mavrment of the United States

t, eg aJesty the Queen of Great Brit-phe isun'9eually desirous of avoiding fur-
ne d drtdig, have agreed to ap-

in do hereby authorize the appoint-
P Ouro zed commission for the follow-snamnely :

I will now read the first clause of the
portocol of 1866. I ask the House to pay
attention to it, because if hon. gentlemen
will compare it with first clause of the
proposal of Mr. Bayard in 1886 they
will see that there is not a word in it
about the ten mile limit at all. There
is a provision for the general delimitation
of our coast under the treaty of
1818 but in that protocol there is
not a word about the ten mile
limit ; there never was such a pro-
position from the United States Govern-
ment at any time before November 1886,
which would in the delimitation include
bays ten miles wide. Now what does
the protodol of 1866 say :

(1) " To agree upon and define by a series
of lines the limits which shall separate the
exclusive from the com mon rights of fishing
on the coasts and in the seas adjacent of the
British North American Colonies in con-
formity with the first article of the Conven-
tion of 1818."

There is no proposition made
in this protocdl which refers to the
ten miles, and it concludes in this
way :-

" The said lines to be regularly numbered,
duly described, and also clearly marked
on charte prepared in duplicate for the
purpose."

Now let me read what Mr. Bavard's
proposition was, which was the first offer
of settling the limits of our bays and
harbors on the general terms of deiimita-
tion agreed to in the Treaty now on the
table of the House, that is, so far as the
ten-mile limit is applied to our small
bays and harbors. The first part of the
clauses is very much the same. To a
certain point the House will see that the
words are almost identical in the propo-
sals of 1866 and 1886.

1. To agree upon and establish by a series
of lines the limits which shall separate the
exclusive from the common right of fishing
on the coasts and in the adjacent waters of
the British North American colonies, in
conformity with the let Article of the Con-
vention of 1818.

Here comes in the addition, for the
first time found in the despatch of any
American minister offering us the ten
mile limit which however contained no
specifie proposal in regard to our large
bays :

"'< Except that the baye and harbors from
which American fishermen are in the future
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to be excluded, save for the purposes for
which entrance into bays and harbors is per-
mittedby said article, are hereby agreed to be
taken to be such bays and harbors as are
ten orless than ten miles in width, and the
distance of three marine miles from such
baye and harbors shall be measured from a
straight line drawn across the bay or barbor,
in the part nearest the entrance, at the first
point where the width does not exceed ten
miles: "

There is the introduction of this ten
mile limit for the first time in any pro-
posal of the United States. Mr. Bayard's
proposal then concludes with the precise
words of clause i of the protocol of 1866.

So the House will see when my hon.
friend says that 22 years ago an offer
was made to the Government of Canada
similar to that which has been described
by the treaty of Washington signed last
February he did not know what he was
talking about and his statement was
wholly inaccurate and ridiculous.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do no. think
my hon. friend is warranted in making
that statement. I refer to the work
from which I quoted page 215.

HON. MR. MILLER-Mr Bayard
might have been justified in saying that
the first clause of his proposal was in
substance similar to Mr. Seward's pro-
posal in 1866-that is a charitable judg-
ment to pass on his misleading words,
but in regard to the ten mile offer he
was altogether wrong. I will now read
the second clause of the first article ot the
protocol of 1886 which says: -

, To agree upon and establish such regu-
lations as may be necessary and proper to
secure to the fishermen of the United States
the jrivilege of entering bays and harbours
etc.'

The other clauses of Article i with
one exception, are substantially the same
and Mr. Bayard may possibly have felt
himself justified in making the reference
in which he declares that the protocol
of 1886 was in substance the same as
Mr. Seward's. But the point which I
am here arguing, and about which my
hon. friend made such a flourish of
trumpets yesterday and with regard to
which his evidence and authority
were altogether misleading in regard
to the ten mile limit. Now, I defy
any gentleman in this House to find a

HON. MR. MILLER.

state paper which before that of Mr.
Bayard's, ever contained any offer with
regard to that ten mile limit. But 1

would like to add that if my hon. friend
had the information before him, and iwa

5

acquainted with the particulars of thi
matter, on finding out his mistake sholuld
he not readily desire to correct it? But 1
am sorry to say that the hon. meine.t
from Ottawa still seems to adhere tO
and not to admit that he is wrOl$'
against the clearest evidence tlt
could possibly be submitted to al
body of intelligent gentlemen. The
first authority, the official docurnent
of the United States, the cOuIni
which he contends made that proPoS
tion, is not capable of dispute. I wOua
like to believe, and I do believe yet, th
it is want of acquaintance with the stof
ject that has induced my hon. frien t
make this wild assertion ; but there b
something more that I cannot pass by
without referring to it. The hon. geo'
tleman has read that despatch of t'
Bayard's. He was very well acquainItec
with any clause in that despatch ehlC
he imagined would serve his purpOs
in this discussion. I would presuro
that as a lawyer or even as hi'
intelligent man, desiring to inforrn he'
self, he would be inclined to read tbe
answer given by Lord Lansdowne, tWoch
three pages afterwards, to that despatC
of Mr. Bayard's. In His ExcellencYj
despatch on the subject to the CololoPoUt toMinister, in which he clearly points b
the Colonial Office the error into vhîc
Mr. Bayard had fallen, when he said '0
substance even that the protocol Of lir
with regard to the delimitation O bue
bays bore any similarity whatever to t
protocol of 1866. I cannot understaer.
why the hon. gentleman passed it Ove
It is past my comprehension, and I le
the House to solve the riddle as theY
may. I cannot understand, bcwee
how a gentleman of his legal traiin
could take the trouble to get up authori
ties so innumerable as he did to-day,
points not at all connected with the
cussion, and ignore this despatch. ton
bound to presume that the hon. gentýg
man would not wilfully and knowl i
conceal what Lord Lansdowne said- e
reference to that very paragraph, i
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had k
Ldown of its existence. What does

SLansdowne say ?
the overnment does not ye,.X to that of
With thed States in its Jesire to reduce'
interfee narrowest limits the occasions for
ter o wernce ith the fishermen of the lat-
tht er and should it prove to be the case
tuent Of CI O prospect of the establi8h-
reltio!Oser and nutually advantageous

respectbetween the two countries either
commerialf e fish trade and fishing or of

'ert a.inly intercourse generally, it will
teka1tý'be desrable that etepe should be

Csen deternne beyond dispute the pre-
a te which divide the waters in which

ght oh 6f ihermen have the exclusive
ht of esh ing from those in which thatro O on to fishermen of all nations.

ob ion. tr the appointment of a mixed
to whicb, thie duty shud,

s 0f the Concurrence of the Govern-ws the powers interested, be entrusted
ear 1866, b ayard points out, made in the
td formed the the American Governiment
reeentu aesubjet of negotiations which

le<j eventll>1 superseded by those which
app !0the treaty of 1871, and to the

o, hicht of the Halifax Commis-
the suesio' however did not deal with
bIl 0  fofthe limite of the territorial

l r canada. If Mr. Bayard had sim-
randeverted to the Adame-Clarendon meno-

arag"rap f 1886, Onitting the concludingthe timje bto which objection was taken ai
P- aryar rd Clarendon and which as

'r fot page two of bis letter points
hihe hOtco ined in the emorandum

garded e now submnits, I should have re.orent hre hopefully than I do at this
o11g ar -r prospect of an understanding

om encat before another fishing sea-
ThOentuences8

Poe article however of the Draft
die o0w submitted by Mr. Bayard,Ad her respects following closely the
.thaarendon memorandum, differs

Ouesio omemoranduur ,not only in the
aloo the final paragraph oftfie latter,

raft, A9 inthat it adds (see Mr. Bayard'staut sti ele I, Sub-section I) the impor-
r ¡ ation that the Bays and Harborsfture tceh Arnerican Fishermen are in thefo ic te excluded save for the purposesbra i etrance into the Bays and liar-af8ed Penitted by said Act are hereby

r'lbors e taken to be such Bays and
'is -i as are ten or less than ten

the can there be a shadow of doubtthis }{ounds Of any hon. gentleman in
ted th , after the authorities 1 have

probosal at there never was until the
i1886 Was subrnitted by Mr. Bayard

as in , any such proposition ever made
foy On friend so loudly contendedYesterday and for the purpose of

depreciating the services
the plenipotentiaries, in
terms of delimitation.

rendered by
securing the

HON. MR. POWER--The despatch
which my hon. friend has just quoted
repudiates on behalf of Canada the pro-
position to accept that ten mile limit
and contradicts the hon. leader of the
House.

HoN. MR. MILLER-If 1 had for-
gotten that, I would thank the hon.
gentleman for reminding me of it, but i
have not, and will show the reasons of
the repudiation. I will show the House
very satisfactorily, I think, that it
was one of the most insulting
propositions that could be made
That proposal of Mr.Bayardof course had
to be accepted as a whole, and it was
not only most insulting but it asked us
to concede every important point in dis-
pute between the two countries on the
construction of the Treaty of 1818. I
will come to that just now. Let me see
first what was the opinion of Mr. Cutts,
of whom Mr. Seward, in his despatch to
Mr. Adams, of April ioth, 1866, speaks
as a person whose opinion is entitled to
much respect. I will ask the indulgence
of the House to read some paragraphs
showing his opinion of the question of
what the three miles limit ought to be :

1. " As to the construction of the renun-
ciatory clause of the convention:

" nder this clause Great Britain has
contended that no American fisherman has
the right to fish within three marine miles
of the entrance to any ' bay,' which ' from
its geographical position may be properly
considered as included withn the Britis
pesessions,' and that the entrance to such
ay must be designated by a hne drawn

from headland to headland."
. * * * * *

" According to this construction so un-
defined and indefinite, the Baye of Fundy
and Chaleur, or any extent of the sea ly.
ing between distant headlands, may be re-
served under the name of bay, for the ex-
clusive use of British fishermen.

The United States are firmly opposed
to such a construction, believing it to be
totally unauthorieed by the language of
intention of the contention, or by the~right
acquired by usage. In the opinion of this
Government, repeatedly announced at dif-
ferent periods, the American fishermen
have a clear right to the use of the fishing
grounds lying off the provincial coaste,
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whether in the main ocean or in the in-
land seas, provided they do not approach
within three marine miles of such coasts,
or of the entrance to any bay, creek, or
harbor not more than six miles in width;
and to such bays only does the renuncia-
tory clause in the first article apply. They
object to the British construction on the
ground that, if such arms of the sea
as the Bays of Fundy and Chaleur, or such
curves in the coast as the Bav of Miramichi,
or such part of the sea included between
headlands as the wide indentation on the
coast o1 Cape Breton, lying between Cape
Northt and Cape Percy, were the " bays"
renoiiced, there would be an inconsistencv
if not a clear contradiction in the very next
sentence of the article which authorizes
American fishermen to enter such bays for
the purpose of shelter and of repairing dam.
ages." It can hardly be contended that
" shelter " can be obtained in the Bay ot
Fundy, an arm of the sea forty miles wide
and one hundred in length, or that either
shelter, wood or water can be obtained, or
damages repaired, in the curve of the coast
between the headlands of St. Escumanac
and Blackland Point, designated on the
chart as the Bay of Miramichi. It is object-
ed to also for the reason that it would per-
mit the drawing of lines anywhere in the
Gulf or on the coast from headland to head-
land, any one of which could be made to
embrace, at one sweep, many bays, creeks
and harbors, besides a portion of the high
seae, and from which the American fisher-
men could be kept an indefinite distance,
and be thereby sdriven from the fishing
grounds."

That is the opinion of the experienced
and confidential United States officiai
in his letter conveying the protocol to
Mr. Seward, which my hon. friend cited
as his authority for one of the most
sweeping and wholly unfounded state-
ments I ever heard in this House. I
said is it possible that all the practical
business men in the Maritime Provinces
and everyone who ought to be acquaint-
ed with every phase of this question had
never before discovered what my hon.
friend had found. Such a statement
was never made anywhere in any legis-
lature or on any platform or in any place
because it could not be made.
Il think, therefore, it will be evi-
dentlto the House that in taking authori-
ties from my hon. friend a great deal of
caution has to be used, especially when
it, is done in such a way that it is
impossible to keep up the track of
his discourse because he flits from
one question to another, having no

HoN. MR. MILLER.

relevancy to that before the Hou1 se.
The hon. gentleman from Ottawa
has taken a great deal of trouble to-day
to represent the conduct of this country
as barbarous and disgraceful in cOnse-
quence of our enforcement of the treaty
of 1818. That was a treaty entered 1'
to, as I said just now, by two of the
most enlightened and advanced POwers
on the earth. It was a treaty quite Col'
sistent with the subject, a treaty which
although strict in some of its provisions'
which I am not sorry to have been relaxed'
was nevertheless a treaty that was quite
within the competency of Great Brita10
to make, and quite within the range o
international comity.

It was such a treaty as does not de
serve to be stigmatized in the way it has
been to-day.r

I will now refer to the question put to
me by the hon. member from Halifa0-
He calls to mind that notwithstanding this
offer of the American Government made
through Mr. Bayard in 1886, reg'ardini
the ten mile limit, the Canadian Gover-
ment rejected the proposal then made
If I had nothing to answer W
that but that in rejecting it WC
got all they offered and very much more,
we got all our principal bays-st1ch hi
the bays des Chaleurs, Miramici!
Chedabucto, &c., as enumerated iP
article IV. of the treaty-with One
exception, delimited specifically and WC
got by the general ten mile delinitatioP
of our bays and harbors all that we C0
sidered necessary in regard to the interest
of our fishermen. But I would like to
ask the House what they must think O
my hon. friend if he would ask the
Canadian Governmen to accept the
proposition of Mr. Bayard?

HoN. MR. POWER-I should no
ask that.

HoN. MR. MILLER--Why did r11

hon. friend interrupt me and try tO 'e
the impression on the House that the
Government had been guilty of .sonle
indiscretion in rejecting that propositofl

HON. MR. SCOTT-They rejected
the ten miles.

HON. MR. POWER-1 say they were
right in doing so.
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Wh . MR. MILLER-My hon.friend, s
ep er he intended it or not, left the r

hepression n nmy mind at all events that r
coi~nsidered Eguilty soe the Government were

rejectio soe indiscretion in their

int R. POWER-It was not myontQf to do so.

oth R. MILLER-What are the
read provisions of that treaty ? I will

tWouso Of then, and I will ask the
inthe what Government would dare,
of ce face of the public opinion
entearnada, for one moment, to
Propi the unjust and insulting
States o ade to us by the United
tieles .Govlernmnent. There are six art-
read t1' Mr. Bayard proposal. I will
a o of them. The proposition I
cquaing t read, as every one who is

was e with the blue-book is aware,
e bmitted by Mr, Bayard in No-
Ient th 1886 to the Imp al Govern-

States rugh Mr. Phelps, the United
tion ""ster in London, in connec-
osath his ten-mile delimitation pro-

90est fr the settlement of the fisheries
paragr' I Will read now the fourth

a .---Thefishint vessels in the
e 8 tats hall have in the establish-

ajesityrts Of entry of Her Britannic
ame Dominions in America, the
*YSels mereCial privileges as other
îbgthe ofth nited States, includ-a d e Purchase of bailt and other supclies,

lu to th privileges shall be exercis esub-
eat of thesame and regulations, and pay-
'1rbed forsame port charges, as are pre-. r other vessels of the United

hat is ththe Un i at the treaty engagements
engagented States-the solemn treaty
aside nts of 1818 should be swept

lited Stat the fishing vessels of the
r p es should be allowed to visit
sseis the same terms as trading

Whole tr at We should give up theof threaty and give up our contention
transport right to purchase bait and

rplistheir fish in bond and buy
iS the ,,as Commercial privileges. What

&XrILl Paragraph :-
Mta¡ . The Government of Her8tesl 1la.8 etY agree to release ali Unite

a 1eiliîig yihu vesses now under seizure
o report at Custom Houses when

eeking shelter, repairs or supplies, and to
efund ail fines exacted for such failure to
eport. And the High Contracting Parties
agree to appoint a Joint Commission to
ascertain the amount of damage caused to
A merican fishermen, during the year 1886,
by seizure and detention in violation of the
Treat, of 1818, said Commission to make
iwards therefor to the parties injured.

That is, the Canadian Government
without any evidence, on the dictation
of a Foreign Minister were to admit that
everything they had been doing was
wrong, and to pay all the money incurred
in costs whether the case justified it or
not. Now, I ask, is there any Canadian
from one end of this country to the
other who would justify for a moment
the Government in accepting such a
proposition as that for the settlement
of the fisheries question ? It is absurd,and
it is like all the other charges which have
been brought against the Government in
connection with this question, when
truth and fact and argument are brought
to bear upon them they appear to be
nothing more -than the ravings of
partisans, who, on a question of this
kind, where patriotism should be the
guiding motive for every gentleman who
has the serious duty devolving upon him
of protecting the interests of the country
against a powerful neighbour, we find
the opposition throwing obstacles in the
way, and even where they dare not di-
vide Parliament on the question, doing
all they can to vilify and blacken their
own country and its Government, and to
exasperate the people of the United
States against us ; and making speeches
such as that my hon. friend made here
to-day, which may be quoted in the
Senate of the United States hereafter
as the utterances of an ex-Cabinet
Minister, holding up the Dominion in
the worst possible character, as harshly,
disgracefully and unjustly imposing and
carrying out the restrictions of a serni-
barbarous treaty.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

AFTEB RECESS.

HON. MR. MILLER resuming the
debate said:-When the House adjourn-
ed I was endeavouring to controvert
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some of the positions assumed, and to
reply to some of the reckless statements
made by the hon. gentleman from Otta-
wa upon the question before the House.
There are other portions of his speech,
however, I feel I cannot pass over in si-
lence. The hon. gentleman has assumed
such an attitude in relation to the Mari-
time Provinces-because that attitude
can only be in relation to those Provinces
which have a material and local interest
in the Fisheries-such an attitude to-
wards them and towards the Govern-
ment in regard to the manner in
which the treaty of 1818 was en-
forced in our waters, an attitude so un-
favorable-so disgraceful, to us, that if
he was here in the interests of the Amer-
ican Government and the American
fishermen, he could not put a more
unfavorable construction on the conduct
of our people and the Government of
Canada in regard to the manner in which
the provisions of that treaty were carried
out, I say he could not have done so
more effectually than he did it to-day. I
will not in dealing with this portion of the
subject, trouble you with any lengthy
historical account of the fisheries ques-
tion from the date of the independence of
the neighboring Republic. The history
of it has been so clearly laid before you
by the leader of the House, that hon.
gentlemen who have paid attention to
his statement must be satisfied and must
have obtained a comprehensive view of
the case. The treaty of 1783 contained
the first regulations made between the
Imperial Government and that of the
United States in regard to our fisheries.
That treaty, as hon. gentlemen are aware,
was of such a sweeping character, was so
inconsistent with the sovereign rights,
both on land and in our territorial
waters, of the people of British North
America, or, rather, of the Maritime
Provinces at that time-a treaty entered
into under circumstances of partial com-
pulsion, perhaps, on the part of Great
Britain, at a time when she was not in
the position in which she afterwards was,
to vindicate the rights of her subjects in
this part of the world. That treaty was
repudiated by England after the war of
1812, which had, of course, abrogated it.
During the treaty of 1814, the treaty of
Ghent, the English Plenipotentiaries
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were instructed to have the fisberis
question put upon a proper foundidnt
but the United States plenipotentiae1
also received instructions from their G
ernment not to make any concessions
renunciation in connection with the StlP

ulations of the Treaty of 1783. rhe
matter was therefore allowed to sta
over until 1818, when, after a good dee
of friction and irritation between the
two countries, on account Of
poaching of United States' fisherWe
both on land and sea that it becamC
so intolerable a grievance that the
perial authorities insisted upon a neto
and explicit treaty with regard
our fisheries. Hence the Treaty of 181'
the treaty which the hon. gentleman
Ottawa has denounced in such
measured terms before the House to I'
That treaty was enforced, for years afte
its negotiation, by the Imperial Govern
ment in a way which it was not of coua
enforced in later times. Then the Ilope
rial Government contended that the three
mile limit was a line to be draWn frol
the headlands of our coasts. The Vnite
States Government did not contradictO
controvert very strongly in the outset the
position assumed by the British GOver
ment at that time in their construc
of the headland question ; subseqUen
they did undertake to set up the contthetion that the three mile limit was, as to
leader of the House stated yesterdaythe
be measured from the sinuosities Of
coast, and not from headland to hea
land. The difficulties which had arise
out of this construction of the treaty, a-
the controversies between the two Go'
ernments regarding their rights, endedi'
the signing of the reciprocity treatY o
1854. That treaty for some years, 1P
1866, left in abeyance the different o
tentions of the two countries with reg8
to the construction of the treaty of 18i
Subsequently, in 1866, when that treaty
was repealed, the same difficulties occt
red, although the license system had bee'1

resorted to, but United States' fisherin'
soon ceased very generally to take O
licenses, although only fifty cents a tb
for all the rights they obtain under tbis
Bill, including our inshore fisheries
sides, which under no circumstance
this treaty can they obtain ; and Ch'
ada attempted then to enforce
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ers -rgts by placing armed cruis-
Waters. ur coast in our fishing
adian The Contention of the Can-
tha th overnment at that time wasgon reserve portions of the fishing
thehd should be measured from
contento ands of the coast, but that
b the I was abandoned practically
87o e iperial Government, for in

àritish miral Wellesley, then on the
tructed rth America Station, was in-
oreh ythe foreign officer not to en-

contente treaty of 18 18,according to the
adl peons of the Canadian Government
tiOns tople, and he received stric t injunc-
'rder that no vessels should be seized
taugtht treaty that were not actually
ttliles fVolating its terms within three

o9 f the shore. I quote now from page
ayard d blue book a dispatch from Mr.

t, Which ated Washington May 20, 1886
in hi find the following language:-

'% te of 26th May, 1870, Mr. (after-
I dter ward) Thornton, che British

Capital, conveyed to Mr.e rsof theretary of State, copies of the
ec e yî8e, ifoyal Admiraltv to t e Admiral
'I'ng a command of the naval forces

ofeies in maintaining order at the
& ada.,,the neighborhood of the coasts
a thes orders directed the protection

et and Il ishermen, and cordial co-opera-
4 oncOcert with the United States forcet ricanh seaine service, with respect to

th% in tih ren in those waters. Great
ined with arrest of American vesselsh .as 1olation of the Canadian fish-

oritih au ,erupulously enjoined uponeIOraeti8h eU orities, and the extreme im-sel~A cf c
the d to eecOmmanding officers ofships
atte t r odtect the fisheries exercisin

that ° t scretion in paving especiah o esrd Granville's* observation,*Ore deel should be seized unless it
et oeand could be clearly proveditfe offt 'Of fishing had been com-
Thiot land.e vessel captured within three
,14 Ceduthn was still more explicibly
te e, 1870 e Mr. Thornton, on the 11th

don ure,' Wrote to Mr. Fish:
Pt &Ih thtA .~ee, quite right in not

i~l4 ,'If the a aral Wellesley, on the re-S the ther lnstructions addressed to
ad rte u ltim, wili have modifiedWit tO' thao the officers under his com-

94te Vi attey mnay be in conformitk Confir@nOt the Admiralty.
I alette on of this, I bave since re-

ated tte r3O0m Vice-Admiral Welles-elved 3 th ultimo, informing me he
f lier Mtrtion to the effect thatMajesty's ehips employed in

the protection of the fisheries should not
seize any vessel, unless it were evident and
could be clearly proved that the offence of
fishing liad been committed, and the vessel
itself captured within three miles of land."

This understanding between the two Gov-
ernments wisely and efficiently guarded
against the manifest danger of entrustin
the execution of powers so important and
involving so high and delicate a discretion
to any but wise and responsible officiais,
whose prudence and care should be commen-
surate with the magnitude and national
importance of the interest involved, and I
should fail in my d uty if I did not endeavour
to iipress you with my sense of the abso-
lute and instant necessity that now exists
for a restriction of the seizure of American
vessels charged with violations of the Treaty
of 1818, to the conditions announced þy Sir
Edward Thornton to this Government in
June, 1870.

The charge of violating the local laws and
commercial regulations of the ports of the
British Provinces (to which I am desirous
that due and full observance should be paid
by the citizens of the United States), I do
not consider in this note, and I will on]y
take this occasion to ask you to give me full
information of the official action of the
Canadian authorities in this regard, and
what laws and regulations having the force
of law, in relation to the protection of their
inshore fisheries and preventing encroach-
ments thereon, are now held by them to be
in force.

But I trust you will join with nie in real-
izing the urgent and essential importance of
restricting ail arreste of American fishing
vessels for supposed or alleged violations of
the Convention of 1818, within the limita-
tions and conditions laid down by the
authorities of Great Britain in 1870; to wit,
that no vessel shall be seized unless it is
evident and can be clearly proved that the
offence of fishing has been committed and
the vessel itself captured within three miles
of land.

That was the state of things existing in
1870, before the negotiation of the treaty
of 1871 ; so that it will be perceived-
and I wish hon. gentlemen to bear in
mind this important fact-that as early
as 1870 the Imperial Government, or the
Government of Cauiada, did not venture
to enforce exclusive rights in the waters
of our coasts outside of the actual three
mile limit of the sinuosities of the shores.
The difficulties which arose in this point
previous to the treaty of 1854, and also
previous to the treaty of 1871, were left
in abeyance, and were got over by the
negotiation of the two treaties I have
named. The treaty of 1871 was different
from the treaty of 1854, which was cor-
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rectly styled " A Reciprocity Treaty."
The treaty of Washington merely dealt
with the question of the fisheries, and it
is quite familiar to every gentleman who
has given any attention to this question,
but neither treaty ventured to grapple.
with and settle the vexed headland
question.

In 1884 the United States Govern-
ment gave notice to the Imperial Gov.
ernment of their intention to abrogate
this treaty, and then we were thrown
back on the state of affairs which had
existed before these two treaties were
signed. Now, it is contended, that after
the abrogation of the Treaty of 1871 in
1885, the manner in which the Govern-
ment of Canada carried out the terms of
the latter treaty-" the harsh, inhuman,
and barbarous treaty"-was the cause of
the irritation which existed in the United
States in reference to Canada. I think
I will show from authority which the
hon. gentlemen on the Opposition
benches cannot very well dispute, that
there is no foundation for the charges of
harshness brought against our Govern-
ment in enforcing the treaty. I think I
can show that not only was the conduct
of the Government of Canada void of
any cause for irritation, but it was of a
highly conciliatory character throughout,
and in every instance they tried to im-
press upon the people of the Lower Pro-
vinces moderation in regard to their
rights, and care and prudence on the
part of the cruisers in their enforcement
of those rights. The treaty expired on the
ist of July, 1885, and the Treaty of 1818
might then have been enforced against
the United States fishermen ; but did
the Government of Canada-the Gov-
ernment that had according to the mem-
ber from Ottawa, been guilty of so much
cause of exasperation and irritation-did
they immediately, as they might have
done, enforce the treaty ? On the con-
trary, although our Government allowed
the expired treaty to remain in favor of
United States fishermen in force, so far
as regards the free fishing in our waters,
without demanding any money compen-
sation, as was granted in 1871 to the
amount of nearly ahalf of million of dollars
yearly, they permitted the United States
to enjoy all its privileges without any
consideration whatever on simply receiv-
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ing a promise from the Presidetb'
Government of the United States t
they would recommend to Congre
its oext meeting the appointme.i at
Conference to settle the quest'o 1
issue between the two countries. the
the meantirme we had to pay the
duty on our fish entering Stat
markets ot the United for
without getting any compensationisP
our generous concessions. The Ca adri-
G 9vernment offered to allow the e
cans to use our coast fisheries,
without any compensation wate
rather than xisk the possibility 
collision between our cruisers in pr
ing our rights under the circurnstaInj.
i ask was this generous concessiont te
procated in any way ? The onrIY thb1
they would give us was a promis
the whole subject of the fisheries st
be referred to a convention for a
ment, to which the President .

his Government would ask the
ate to agree, a promise theY
never able to carry out. $t
this generous concession - thee to
of a Government who were dispo0 the
rigidly enforce the treaty? .t al
contrary, I think I can point tO t
act of generosity, as an act of
nimity on the part of our Goverer the
which proves in the strongest imannT
desire of the Imperial and D0o1reo
authorities (it was done on the .t
mendation of the Imperial author t
to avoid anything that would ruir
risk of causing irritation in the rn , the
ing of our just rights. Here I ,nt
conduct of the Canadian Gover 0 ble
at the starting point of the late t - eé
between this country and the I
States in regard to our fisheries ) orte
ask again, could there be conduc v
friendly, and is it right that the G .to
ment should be charged with a des tte
irritate the people of the United hat'
when they so generously made that 
portant concession ? But in * . tru6
was that concession met ? It i lot,
that the President and Govef fi
of the United States perfor o the
good faith their portion .On ¢
agreement. A recomnendationete
sent by the President to the Sed
that a Conference should be apl. 0
for the purpose of settling the diop
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Us. But what reception did thatfndation meet with from thef that great nation ? The simple
lOn1 Made by the Government of
'Itry that the differences in dis-ween the United States and Can-ad be virtually referred to arbi-
'as scouted by the Senate as not
'f consideration, although, as a
hens hen men have differences
het ves they are very glad to
ý an o a tribunal which wouldSnd justly settle them. But at
itset the United States showed
Ition to Concede nothing-not
Yaeet Us in a proper spirit, and re-
't seasonable proposition which

hoUld have found acceptance
ecAfter their refusal it wasecesary to protect our fish-

>at cruisers were placed uponthe and it has been thethe Maritime Provinces all
in the past two years thattreathe enforcement of the termsreaty was a just cause of com-nd regret by the fishermen of

e pvery gentleman from the
harovinces knows that the treatyarshly enforced ; on the con-Was nOt enforced as rigidly as it
e ve been. It was a treaty

Y w ed into by our neighbors,
we bound by its terms as

Int wre It was a treaty
er dwith their eyes open, and
mt isputed even in most of its
ient Provisions because no

Up th of the United States had
vance dextreme pretentions which
he tw Up by Secretary Bayard
Igation years that expired after

one of the Washington treaty.
ndUh suppose from what my
1in thas cited that the treaty was
hat the harshest possible manner.afe the facts ? Under the pro-ngae treaties which existed be-gland and the United States in
tOude isheries the greatest possi-
n on as allowed to American
T he oUr coasts and in our har-
Saacustoms laws were rarely
theayIst then, and they did al-
bt Peased within our territorial
Was W hen the treaty was abro-

ecessary that the privileges

which they had before enjoyed of almost
complete exemption, I may say, from the
Customs laws of the Dominion should
cease-that those laws should be enforced
and it was because these people imagined
that they could violate the laws of Canada
as they had done while the treaties was in
force that so many of them were seized
for infractions of the Customs Laws of
the Dominion, and properly seized. It
will be remembered by the House that
when the concession of free fishing for
the full season of 1885 was granted to the
United States fishermen the Opposi-
tion press of the country, from one end
of the Dominion to the other, denounced
the Government for granting that con-
cession which was in the interest of peace
and good neighborship between the two
nations, and which our people, in the
simplicity and generosity of their hearts,
imagined would produce an effect on the
Government and people of the United
States. I say not only in reference to
that concession made to the United
States at that time, but also in reference
to the manner in which the treaty was
carried out and enforced by the Govern-
ment of Canada, the press of the Oppo-
sition all over this country was
continually during those two years,
hurling denunciations at the Govern-
ment for not enforcing with suffi-
cient strictness and rigour the treaty
of 1818. I shall take one or
two sample papers which fairly illustrate
the views and complaints put forward
during all this time by the Opposition
press of the Dominion, and views which
I have occasionally found expressed in
Parliament. I will show you from lead-
ing organs of the Opposition what they
considered really was the loose and lax
manner in which the treaty of 1818 was
enforced - not the harsh manner but
the lax manner in which our
rights were protected. I take the
Montreal Ilerald which, on this ques
tion, for many reasons is perhaps better
acquainted with the question of our fish-
eries than most newspapers, because the
gentleman controlling it has had
a large experience of the subject and is
himself, perhaps, as well informed on it
as any man in the Dominion. What
does the Herald say in July, 1886, as to
the manner in which Canada was en-
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forcing the treaty ? In an article head-
ed " Wholesale Robbery of the Fisher-
ies," the Herald said :

"It is nearly time that the country was
told how the question of our fisheries stands,
and what the Government is doing. The
present position is most unsatisfactory and
cannot continue. We hear of some seizures
of American schooners and we find that the
orders under which they were made have
been rescinded or changed. This is contra-
dicted by the Government and yet it appears
to be the case. In the meantime the Amer-
icans are stealing our fish by wholesale and
by shutting their ports against Canadian
fishermen, are practically annexing the
fisheries bodily. The bait caught by Amer-
icans in Canadian waters is withheld from
Canadian buyers, and so that nothing ma7
be wanting to properly cap the matter, it
appears that some of the merican fisher-
men who are stealing Canadian fish and de-
fying Canatian cruisers are bonused by the
Canadian Government. The story is told in
an article which we copy to-day from the
St. John (N. B.) Telegraph, a journal which
although in opposition to the Government,
backed then up v.gorously when some two
months ago they seemed to be adopting a
olicy of boneet protection of the fisheries.
ow this policy of protection has collapsed

the statements of the inhabitants of Char-
lotte County, N. B., sufficiently ex plain. If
anything more huimiliating to the anadian
people as ever come un der public notice
we have failed to see it."

In the St. John Telegraph of June
1886 a memorial appeared an extract
from which I will read :-

" We the undersigned fishermen of Cain-
pobello in Charlotte County, N. B., beg
eave to lay before vou the intolerable

grievance we are lab6ring under by the
unrestrained and overwhelning invasion of
our fishery grounds in Passamaquody and
the neighborine waters by boat fishermen
froni the United' States."

It goes on to say-
" And now th#t the line fish are beginning

to strike in and in some degrees reieve us
from the hardships we have suff'ered all
winter, the fishing ground is covered with
their boats and they add insult and mockery
to the injury, they are doing us. Ruman
nature can stand no more, and we therefore
claim protection from our Dominion Gov-
ernment as a necessary condition to faithful
allegiance."

A writer in the Telegraph, referring to
the Memorial says-

< As mentioned in the Petition the United
States fishermen in these waters carry every-
thing h a e high hand, mocking and
deiing us andý doing precisely as thsy

wish.' M
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Now, is this consistent with a
interpretation of the terms of the t th
It is quite the contrary ; it is eVideottbô
conditions of the treaty were e at
by our cruisers in a lax and uIs
tory manner, at least in the
of the men most interested in thewa
eries. Then again I find the f0 g6
in the Montreal Herala of July 8

Within the past week it has beeo*w
mitted in the Government press tbaterf
States fishing vessels in great 9
have been taking mackerel in the 1
waters of Prince Edward Island, Cap
ton and Nova Scotia proper, and aties
best and best known fishing loca
every instance. That is to say h
just~where they expected to be, ad ¢
their operations would be the IDosbe1iiI
ous to the interest of Canadian 0is
The cruisers seem to have taken part i

pains not to be there or anywhre o
and; so here, as in Charlotte tbi

N.B., the foreign fishermen had eVerw
their own way and violated the tres
impunity, and about as long *
pleased.'

These are the views that we h
during these two years by, one 0
ablest and most representative O1gaos
the opposition on this question .a W
were the views generally inunciat se t
sent forth to the world for thos 0
years through the whole OPP tbO
press of the Dominion yet we fir t
gentlemen when it suits thei
tactics wheeling round and tck'n il

ground that the treaty was enfOr' 90
such a harsh manner that it L ai
the ill-feeling that existed in the ge
States towards this countrY. . to
again the Montreal Herald referrta e
the enforcement of the Custora M
gives a quotation from the Nfeo ;oo
Herald, which ought to be ahb
authority against United States
men, as follows •

" We cannot see that any fault
found with our Government for ei' b
laws, where it is entirely in the rig8 tPd
although their strictness may catnflhbr
inconvenience to the United Sta tib
men, they know on1 too we
produced it. The ýerald itseltherd
those fishermen that ' it was on
mand the fishing treaty was Dt eO6
and on the express ground that the,,
dian fisheries are worthless to therp.

Remember those Customs siezures bd
the chief cases which the hon. 1 Of
from Ottawa considered were caS
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extreme harshness and cruelty that
;enerated them one by one on the

ence of Anerican fishermen, a class
Shi whose veracity does not stand

sor f Those of us who know the
t~ kippers in command of most of
det .hooners are aware that their evi-

t is given i such a matter of self inter-
1hO the rnost unreliable description.
ý Ontreal Herald goes on to say
the* of the complainte now going out

same fishermen, and of their
teefforts to poach on Canadian
tbe reminder is altogether timely.

'be"" erno decveubt that Congres wasthtfuly eCevedbythose who spokie for
he an fishermen, and every day thegain tng iore thoroughly exposed."

188 the Montreal Eerald of July,
bc7 eclares-

e Oints are stili made in the Mari-
et nilivnces that the waters within the

ear ih it are poached as they werea ,nd tat no seizures have been
a Last year though

an waters swarmed wit Ainerican
Stessels only ope seizure was made,

elattre by good luck than good man-

Ya after all the only seizure made that
tewas onfe for the violation of the
4a % Of. the treaty of 1818. There wereby aselzures for violations of the Cus-

unws, because as I have said, the
trferty So long enjoyed from Customs
4 ence by the American fisher-

tnhi ufider both the treaty of 1854bity that of 1871--such immu-
Sbel- granted them led them

ati QVe they could come in after the
e ho Of those treaties and act as

Dts adcted before, smuggling in our
t ved defying the laws to which our

ai tesels were all subject. Then
%r qhe Ierald, August 5 th of 1887,

te 1.g from some Maritime papers
the trty Of the cruisers in discharg-

uties says :-
t this it appears that long immu.

in at thde the American captains bold,
e favoraankee vesseIs are swarming

lel rbepoints, with one Canadian
biebd Wh watch them. Itis ail of a
it that thhen men have come to the be-

there 1s some secret inderstanding
1  , thee Governments in London and

ertb ects of which is to practical-
,elare that intention to the Canadi-
eo Government in earnest about

D i.tOn Of the fisheries would conduct

their operations as Mr. Foster is reported by
the journals of both sides to be managing
those of Canada."
So lax indeed was the enforcement of this
treaty that not only the opposition papers
were complaining, but papers friendly to
the Government raised their voices and
asked for more energetic action. And
yet, in the face of this, we have the hon.
member from Ottawa, on the most un-
reliable evidence that he could submit
to the House-the statements of
interested United States fishermen-
arraigning the Government as guilty
of the most inhuman and barbar-
ous conduct-of conduct not fit
for the age in which we live or a
civilized nation. Such is a specimen of
the inconsistency with which these hon.
gentlemen act, attacking the Govern-
ment at one moment for not enforcing
the treaty with rigor and strictness, and
at another time for exceeding their duty
and being guilty of harshness and cruelty
'n the administration of the law. What
can these different ~ and contradictory
charges against the Government mean ?
They can mean only this-that the
papers and the public men who resort to
them are not governed by a sense of
justice or a desire to aid the Govern-
ment in a difficult and delicate crisis,
which in any other country in the world
would unite both political parties for the
common weal. We find those gentlemen
no matter what the Government might
do or have left undone to enforce the
treaty and carry out the wishes of the
people of Canada in protection of their
interests-we find them blaming the Gov-
ernmen as much for taking one course as
for taking the other.

We have heard a great deal of con-
cessions that have been made by Can-
ada in the treaty which is now before the
House. In order to form a just and
proper conclusion with regard to that
subject I would just call attention for a
moment to the relative position and con-
tentions of the two respective Govern-
ments during the last two years. Our Gov-
ernment contended for the strict interpre-
tation of the treaty of 1818; it contended
for the headlands, holding that conten-
tion it is true while it did not practically
attempt to enforce it ; it contended that
the only advantage which the American
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fishermen were entitled to under that
treaty was to visit our harbors
for shelter, repairs, wood and
water. Upon the abrogation of the
treaty of 1871 Mr. Bayard, ab I have
just said, took a position which no other
Secretary of State had ever taken before.
He contended first that under that treaty
the United States fishermen should be
allowed to purchase bait. He contended
that the prohibition to buy bait extended
only to the inshore fisheries and did not
extend at all to those fishing grounds
which were common to all nations, and
that therefore as the bait was not required
for the inshore fisheries of Canada but for
the deep sea fisheries beyond the jurisdic-
tional waters of the Dominlon, they
had a perfect right and were not
excluded by the terms of the treaty
of 1818 from entering our ports
and buying bait for these deep sea
fisheries. That was the first contention
and a most important one it was, be-
cause it was the contention on which
largely turned the award in our favor in
the Halifax conference in connection
with the Washington Treaty of 1871.
They also contended that under the
commercial arrangements which grew
out of the mutual concession of both
nations in regard to the navigation laws
in 1830, that their fishing vessels not
having been exempted in these arrange-
ments, were entitled to commercial
privileges-that is they were entitled to
visit our harbors, buy bait and supplies,
and tranship their cargoes over our
territory to their own markets. This was
a most important contention, as I will
show the House presently. Mr. Bayard
insisted also on the right of United States
fishing vessels shipping seamen within
our harbors. These were the principal
contentions put forward by the United
States Government, besides the three
mile limit question, which they argued
should follow the sinuosities of the coast.
On every one of those contentions, as I
shall show the House to its entire satis-
faction, the United States have given
way and have conceded much more than
we did. What have wc conceded in this
treaty ? First, with regard to the head-
lands, it is admitted and well known to
every hon. gentleman that the head-
land question was practically given

HoN. MR. MILLER.

up many years ago, by the
ernments of Canada and e tidg
and that the instructions fro W
Imperial authorities, which I have;
now read, were that no seizure Sb
be effected and none were effected
the seizure of the Washington I
outside of the three mile limit fo.o
the sinuosities of the coast. It is
that we, in words, held a different, aho
extreme constructionjust as nien
vindicating their rights in a disPute
the highest ground they can, and are
pared to yield moderately, but it h0
thing to claim our right, and anotherr
enforce it. We did not attempt to
force it, and the Imperial Govers to
thought it would not be wise for e
enforce the strict interpretationwe 1i
for. What concession did we ionio
this point? We made no concess i
giving up the headland question; -i
was a right long in abeyancey.t
practically non-existent, which we d
not attempt to exercise-what valese
it to us ? I have heard hon. g- t'
speak of the concession of the e 5
tion of our shores as a base st>
of the rights of Canada, but we r
made no concession whatever.
contrary, we gained. Under the y
of February last, if this Bill becoîetcd
and the treaty is ratified by the
States we will have secured to us id
yes treble the waters that we WOu 0
dared to have exercised jurisdictiog
before the treaty. We have
as the Baie des Chaleurs and Mirat0
Bay, which are expressly allude td in
Mr. Cutts in his letter to Mr. SeW 'tis
1866, when he says that if the 1.
construction of the headlands q i
were admitted, the monstrous cîo
would be that these bays must belc
to United States fishermen. But, s
to say, we have these very bays 11d
others given up under the treatY
the other day at Washington : " the
instead of conceding anything O0 e
headland question, hon. gentleoe« 0-
see that if the treaty becoies l
have obtained an actual title todPý
or treble as much water area as We .s1
to exercise sovereignty over to
Uuited States fishermen under the .o
fo 1818. Yet we are told by a Porto
the press of this country that we
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base Surrender of the fishing lCanada by a delimitation which
secures to us nearly ail the aluable fishing grounds on the o
st COast Of British North Amer-
'at is the position which we oc- t
.gard to that question of the s
On. The American Gov- t
and the American Plenipoten-'e up their claims in regard to
d our largest and most valuable
dacceded to the ten mile limit inrdinary bays which they had re-
. on ail occasions previously.

,i an undisputed title to larger
'rOunds than we had before.
with regard to the contention of tard on the bait question we stand
,ii better position. Gentlemen
'e followed the correspondence
passed between the two Govern-
thring the last two years, will

rar what firmness Mr. Bayardard the claim that the United
•herrnen were entitled to pur-

ult for the deep sea fisheries, and
t were not precluded from buying
the deep sea fisheries under theh 18, which referred altogether

'shore fisheries. We know how
rItY and firmly that was urged
*ayard, and those of us who
oe fishing districts know well
l Of that claim. What has been
Sthat question ? The United
GOvernrment have completely
te• and given up their contention
i on0Portant point. Is that no
have ha right they had contended

heard hon. gentlemen speak
eoncessions made by Canada,ave certainly made concessions,
tere anywhere such an aban-
t Of any principle contended for
cOniplete abandonment of that,hich was urged with such per-
andprtGo Pertenacity by the United
rOvernment ? I may state

rt . to this question of
Ptai - Important a factor was

Scntg the award of $5,50oooo
ntention before the Halifax

ce, which was appointed to settleres of value which the Unitedsherrnen had obtained under the
)fi 1.7 by the surrender of oursherles to them and other privi-

eges, that the contention held by the
American Commissioners was that Can-
da was entitled to no compensation for

any excess of value, as none existed,
because under the treaty of Washington
he United States fishermen had not
ecured the right to purchase bait, and
herefore we were entitled to no com-
pensation on that ground.

HON. MR. McINNES-If they had
io treaty rights to purchase bait, it was
no concession on their part.

HON. IVIR. ABBOTT - Mr. Bayard
claimed the right after the abrogation of
he other treaty of i818.

HON. MR. MILLER-The point I am
desirous of illustrating is this : the value
which was attached by the Commission-
ers at Hal fax to the privilege of getting
bait in our waters. It was only when
Sir Alexander Galt frankly declared
before that conference that the view taken
by the United States Commissioner
was wrong and that the treaty of Wash-
ington did give them the privilege
of buying bait in our harbors that the
judgment among the Commissioners
turned against the United States, and it
was chiefly in consequence of that ad-
mission of Sir A. Galt that the award of
$5,500,000 was given to Canada. I
will quote now from a statement of the
Minister of Justice addressed to His
Excellency the Governor General:-

Before concluding bis remarks on this
subject, the undersigned would refer to a
passage in the answer on bebalf of the
United States to the case of Her Majesty's
Government, as, presented to the ialifax
Fisheries Commission in 1877: " The vari-
ous incidental and reciprocal advantages of
the Treaty, such as the privileges of traffic,
purchasing bait and other supplies, are not
the subject of compensation, because the
Treaty of Washington confers no suchrights
on the inhabitants of the United States, who
now enjoy them merely by sufferance, and
who can at any time be deprived of them by
the enforcement of existing lawvs, or the re-
enaciment of former oppressive Statutes."

I wish hon. gentlemen to pay attention
to this and observe the value which
was attached on both sides to the
privilege of purchasing bait in our har-
bors at the date of the Halifax Confer-
ence. It was when the Canadian Com-
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missioner admitted that the privilege of that the inshore fisheries of
buying bait on our coasts was conceded had now become worthless tO
by theWashington Treaty that the United United States fishermen and theY
States Commissioners admitted privately fot desire to use thcm, but thad
that their case was gone, and ic was provision in the Treaty of 1818 dih
largely in consequence of the correct in- at ail have any reference to the pUrc a
terpretation placed by Sir Alex. Galt on of bait for another fishery-the deep
the terms of the Treaty of Washington fishery, which was a fishery ope b
that the large award was given, indicat- common to ail nations. Thot w8 à
ing in the strongest possible manner the ground which Mr. Bayard tosk,
extreme importance and value attached which he strenously contended fo
to the privilege. And yet by the treaty along. That contention he gave UP
before us, they have abandoned this con- the value of it 1 have just o Cbeen
tention in to/o and for ail time to coneh; ing to show to the House. ssnto
with that treaty signed they can neyer be There was another contenthe
able to set up again. Xnhether that the A erican Government set te
treaty is ratified or fot I contend that one of very great value h
they will neaver be in the same position the v. It was this : that Opurc'
to set up their extreme contention on the altered commercial relatio td
the subject as they did before. tween Great Britain and the IPeIth

commonto al natins.mTat wa

States brought about by the aomfl
HON. MR. DEVER-Of purchasing arrangements entered into in 8f or

bait? fishing vessels were entitled v tP
Ou have abaneds. c mercial privileges-they were ent1l.

t ton all time to com enter our ports and get such sHPPouse. cf
they wanted; that the rne et

HON. MR. DiEVER- not I 8 ten flot on ot having excluded fishilge 
get leave in the future ? the priviltges granted to one class

vessels should be granted to the other1
HON. MR. MILLER-Of course un- that is both to trading and fishing ve,.

der conditions set forth in the treaty on The importance of such aplqls

the table. is understood by every gente
"bifrom the Lower Provinces. tneos

HON. MR. DEVER-It says nothis: That United States' fishing reb{
ice, seines etc." had the right to go into our hcl aish

HON. MR. MILLER-Of cho purchase suplies, tranship thei
d ondi set foLLR f in the tre from Our ports to ports of the al

friend will have patience I will coroe to States. It was of course an trogan
that. What I am desirous of doing now untenable claim from which theygnited
is to show to the House that the Ameri- receded. It would enable the à
can Government contended during the States' fishermen to come to our ha
last two years, since the abrogation of and make them a base of operatid bf
the treaty of 1871 that they had a right every respect in our fisheries sid'
to go into our harbors and purchase bait side with our fishermen. It wo ctc
for the deep sea fishery independently able them when they had a paying fe'«
of any treaty concession. to come into any of our ports, in a

hours, and tranship their cargoes tO
HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-On own markets and then run out tO sea

what did they ground that claim ? alongside of our fishermen and take,.
other catch, whereas if they had to ble

HON. MR. MILLER-They ground- their flsh home they would not be h
ed it-I if must repeat myself-on this to make more than one catch,
construction of the Treaty of 1818. It with the use of our ports theY the'à
was contended that the privilege of make two or three. It was giviug9 one
buying bait which was denied to them two or three fares instead 0 ,ect
under the Treaty of 1818 was bait for which of course made a great diferl
the inshore fisheries of Canada, and to those foreign fishermen. It

HON. MR. MILLER.
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...... ........
a" a concession of incal-
advantage to them, and it
renuously urged on theirUrmng all the controversy of
two years. What would have

e condition of our fishermen if
Itention had been acceded to ?
vould have found the foreign
111 using our harbors on the same

o Of equality with our own fisher-id catching fish in waters adjacent.oast, and shipping their cargoes
0 the very markets from which
erimen are excluded by almost
'Ory duties. It would place our
Under a decided disadvantage
advantage which we feel badly
at the present, but which would,en ten times worse if our rivals
fo al owed all the privileges con-
'nd y Mr. Bayard-the purchaseand transhipping of cargoes andRing of supplies in our ports.

h tings have been given up byYard. Then the right of shipping
i Our Ports was another claim

been given up. In fact, all
h 'Ound assumed by Mr. Bayard

0flStruction of the treaty of 1818
virtually abar.doned. Still, we
tntold that they receded from
c eir claims ; and that all the

cessions have been made on ourthat we, and we alone, havefroma our contentions. Can
gcbe more unfair than
8oCh a construction on the treaty ?
bot evident that instead offldessions being on the side

a they are very important
as the side of the United
onwell. I say the concessions

our side are no injury
utenPle, but if we had concedeci
"tedtions of the United States
O)ed have been of the greatt to their fishermen and the

asnjury to ours.a asserted by the hon. member
Ed a that such was the opinion of:iWard Island after the repeal of
rferocity Treaty, not then a part of
et oeration, in regard to the en-
et Othe treary of 1818, that they
e an the terms of the treaty at
'en to aowed the United States

27 t comne into their harbors,

purchase supplies and tranship their
cargoes, and accorded them every privi-
lege denied them under the treaty
of 1818. Hon. gentlemen will sec what
a lucrative business might possibly spripg
up to that little province by such a
course. Canada was enforcing the terms
of that treaty with a view to compelling
our neighbors to give us some adyan-
tages for the concessions they desired.
We were enforcing strictly, and very
strictly too, under a gentleman who, at
that time, was considered one of the
most energetic heads of any Department
in the Government-I mean the then
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, the
terms of the treaty, with the hope of
compelling the United States to recon-
sider the question and give us a new
treaty. The enforcement of the provi-
sions of the Treaty of 1818 from
1867 to 187o had the effect of at
last bringing the Americans to their
senses, as the enforcement of it
since the termination of the Treaty of
1871 has had the effect of bringing the
present Government and the people of
the United States to enter into negotia-
tions for a new treaty. But while we
were enforcing the law and excluding
United States vessels from our ports,
what a lucrative trade the small pro-
vince of Prince Edward Island might
have carried on by allowing the foreign-
ers to buy supplies, etc., and you can
readily understand it was a great tempta-
tion-a temptation to encourage that
illicit trade, which I am sorry to say they
did not resist. But with regard to this
matter, I presume my hon. friend from
Alberton (Mr. Howlan), than whom
no man in this House more thoroughly
understands the question before us in
all its phases, and whose known ability
the House will have the benefit of in
giving his views on that subject before
the debate closes. He will deal with
this matter, and I shall not say anything
more on the point. I do not contend
that we have not made important
concessions in the treaty before us. It
was inevitable that we should make con-
cessions. It was expected when we
entered into the convention with the
United States-it was expected if any
understanding was to be corne to that
there would have to be concessions on
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both sides, but I think it is unfair that
use should be made of any concessions
to prejudice the people of this country
against a government who have been so
fortunate as to obtain a satisfactory settle-
ment of a vexed question in the interests
of peace and of all concerned. With
regard to the gentlemen who
negotiated that treaty, I presume
it will not be disputed - in fact, I
have heard it admitted unequivocally
in this House that no man could have
been selected better qualified to repre-
sent Canada than Sir Charles Tupper,
and I have no doubt that no man was
more instrumental in bringing about the
conclusion of this treaty than he was.
But I may say I believe the two gentle-
men who were associated with him, Mr.
Chamberlain and Sir Lionel Sackville
West were also as true as he to the
interests of Canada. As the hon. gen-
tlemen from Ottawa has taken Sir
Charles Tupper, in a rather equivocal
sort of a way, as his mentor in the
argument he addressed to the house
this evening, he ought to be ready to
take Sir Charles Tupper's views equally
with regard to the tribute he has paid to
both those gentlemen in the direction
which I have just mentioned. Sir
Charles Tupper has told us that if these
two gentlemen were distinguished Cana-
dian politicians selected from either side
of the House of Commons, they could
not have been more zealous, more firm,
more patriotic in the enforcement of the
rights of Canada than they were on that
occasion. I do not think it was fair for
the hon. member from Ottawa to pursue
the course he has taken in discussing
this question. He admits that the
Treaty is in the right direction. He
approves of it to-day although he did
not in the beginning of the session-as
far as it goes, but it does not go far
enough for him,

I presume to please some hon. gentle-
men we would require to give everything
to the United States that they want, regard
less of the rights and interests of our own
people. But I ask this House whether
there is to be found anywhere such a
spectacle, in larger arenas or in larger
Parliaments as the hon. gentleman's
action from Ottawa presented to the
Senate. In the Parliament of Great

Britain, could such a scene have beo
presented as that hon. member's co
afforded yesterday ? While adnhote
that the Treaty is a good treaty, the
gentleman has done everythng
disparage or withdraw all credit
the Government and from the P l
potentiaries who negotiated it.
that the course that would beP
in either House of the British
ment ? Supposing a difference
same kind had existed for years
between France and England, an o
countries had selected two or thre
their ablest men to settle that di o
and after long and patient inves tC
and discussion of the question in -Pe
they had submitted to their resrlr
countries a treaty satisfactory and c
ted to heal long existing sores. gs
that treaty was placed on the table bo
of the House of Commons, does the r O
gentleman suppose that any memni bis
that illustrious body would rise ibe
place, and while congratulating ,ty,
country on obtaining such a o
would at the same time be guilty ,er
want of generosity in detracting "aie to
possible way from the merits iste5

those who negotiated. While lit'ed
to the phillipics which were de f
yesterday by the hon. gentlemflan thc
Ottawa against Mr. ChamnberlaisuC,
idea which forcibly occurred, I ar ob
to the mind of every gentlemanat
hears me, was that no violence t
spirit would impel any member o
body to indulge in such an unge<bo
attack on any of the mernbers
negotiated such a treaty. It is Wellgo
that although Mr. Chamberlain cg
Mr. Gladstone, were fornmerly P. tbC
associates, there are no two ien IfIj
House of Commons more antag tioo
to each other on the greatest qu
which engages the attention 00
the British Parliament; there ge
two men more at variance on 1t0

question-men who have sever
ties of a lifetime, no doubt .*w thl
regret and deep feelings of pain ol1 t Of
sides ; yet what do we find the 1 of
the Liberal party saying of the .
Mr. Chamberlain on this coml"atte
Do we find any pettY a
to detract from the value of th i-
which he was partly Instrurentalio

HoN. MR. MILLER.
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e 8.Not he ; he paid the
n 08's b Plinent to Mr. Chamber-
e abiltY, and he gave him every

er in whitcraise for the successful man-
estion. he dealt with that vexed

1ltish sta hat is the way in which
94estions 'esmen treat each other upon
nationl nVolvmg national interest and

hery onor - questions in whicha ierg of patriotism as well as ma-
that fIterests are involved. I am sorry

e oave not yet risen in this Parlia-
-to h sanada to the same high levelaly e e standard which is invari-
et n s n chd the Imperial Parlia-
th th le Occasions as the present.thoU e at it Will be admitted that al-Onextremne men on both sides de-

t1try bis treaty not only in this
t4ost 'nut in the United States in
re% -& easured language, still, the
Die tng, sensible, moderate peo-

s t. People who desire to
lith Uive i peace and amity

Ple whO great neighbor - the
Cn ry athO have the welfare of thejority f heart, the vast overwhelming

atuatedb the people who are not
fthis Ty strong party motives approve
ited. reaty, and although it may not be
n ot fately ratified, I believe the day
the adistant when it will be adopted

th fore nate Of the United States.
the hot Passing from the remarks of
4ted thgentlenan from Ottawa who

in teopinin of President Cleav-
te, a smitting the Treaty to the

ite d Salso the opinions of two of
agard  States Plenipotentiaries with

ted tthe advantages gained by the
r'l jtes by this Treaty, was it not

getlelen ask that those distinguished
ine l Would put their side of the

thOre their ost favorable light
eth ' og n People ? They know

0f the con which has been aroused
the he ry by the false represetation

prv¡ er i which we carried out
ieyb a Olof the treaty of 1818.

of thering a eeate subject to deal with
e th -gnitey treaty at all to the peoplethe t r lted States. It is natural I say

th, etrgestident should recommend in
Com, and thanguage and that Mr.

isin- "Id the other United States
Ple, thedhould represent to their

h antages the United States

have obtained, in consequence of the
great danger that this treaty may be
defeated from political causes which
have no relation whatever to the
treaty itself. The same may be said with
regard to Sir Charles Tupper who was
obliged to use an argument before the
House of Commons in defence of what
he had done as a party to the treaty. He
endeavored to make the strongest argu.
ment he could ; at the same time not
saying too much, because a man occupy-
ing the high position he does, knew that
every indiscreet boasting word that would
fall from him would be readily taken up
and used against us when the final dis-
cussion comes on in connection with the
ratification of that treaty in the United
States Senate.

I had some authorities to quote on
other points that have been taken by
some of the opposition papers and in
Parliament in regard to this treaty, but
I fear I am wearying the House, and I
shall try to bring my remarks to a close,
leaving much of the matter in the notes
in my hands to be dealt with by those
who will succeed me in this debate. I
have already spoken too long and cannot
venture to try the patience of the House
much longer.

HON. GENTLEMEN - No, no;
go on.

HON. MR. MILLER-To sum up
briefly, the leading and princi-
pal features of the Treaty under
consideration are - the delimitation
clauses; the concessions to United
States fishermen it undertakes to make,
relative to the entry of our ports and in
obtaining therein of certain supplies,
under the terms of Articles X. and XI. ;
the concessions contemplated in the
event of the United States placing our
fish on their free list ; and lastly the
modus vivendi provided for the space of
two years. I have spoken in reference
to the first, and I need say no more with
regard to the delimitation clauses of the
Bill. The privileges granted to United
States fishermen under articles ten and
eleven meet, I think, with the general
approval of the House-even as acts of
humanity and good neighborhood, and
require no argument to recommend them
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to the Senate. The same observation is
equally applicable to the other two feat-
ures of the Treaty, which I have just
specified, and which have not been
challenged or opposed, and are not
likely to be challenged or opposed, in
this House, after the full and clear ex-
planation and argument of the hon.
leader of the House when moving the
second reading of the Bill. Under these
circumstances I do not feel justified in
repeating arguments to which I could
add nothing new. It has been said
in the press and elsewhere that the
plenipotentiaries should have insisted
ùpon commercial advantages in return
for any concessions made in connection
with our fisheries. There are many who
doubt that would have been at all
a wise course if it were possible, but
the answer to that question is con-
clusive : it was not possible. The
plenipotentiaries, even if it were desir-
able, had not the power to enter into the
consideration of any commercial question
whatever ; they were bound strictly by
the terms of their appointment to -a
settlement of the controversy between
the two countries in relation to the fish-
eries alone ; but in order to show that it
was the wish of the Canadian plenipo-
tentiaries that some such arrangement
might possibly be effected in connection
with that settlement, I shall read the
proposition made to the Conference by
Sir Charles Tupper shortly after its com-
mencement. It is as follows:-

«' That with the view of removing ail
causes of differences in connection with thE
fisheries, it is proposed by Ber Majesty's
plenpotentiaries that the fishermen of both
countries shall have all the privileges
enjoyed during the existence of the fishery
articles of the Treaty of Washington, in
consideration of a Mutual arrangemeni
providing for the greater freedom of com
mercial intercourse between the Unitec
States and Canada and Newfoundland.,

" The reply of the American plenipoten
tiaries was as follows:-

"' While continuing their propsal here
tofore submitted on the 30th ultimo, an(
fully sharing the desire of Her Britanni,
Majesty's plenipotentiaries to remove ai
causes of difference in connection with th
fisberies, the American plenipotentiaries ar
constrained after careful consideration t
decline to ask from the President the author
ity requisite to consider the proposa
conveyed to them o, the 3rd instant, as
means to the desired end, becaus

HON. MR. MILLER.

the greater freedom of commercia st
course so proposed would neces 8  the
adjusîment of the present tari a atio
United States by congreesol5 1 a
which adjustment the American n'en'-
tentiaries consider to be manifestly i the
ticable of accomplishment thro'sK ces
medium of a treat under the circe"1iXrica
now existing.. or could the uta
plenipotentiaries admit that such a r' .
arrangement as is proposed by er be
nic Majesty's plenipotentiaries col 8 of
accepted as constituting a suitable bs
negotiation concerning the rights and
leges claimed for American fishilg vess.
t still appears to the American P os

tentiaries to be possible to find au ter
ment of differences by agreeing on en u of
pretation or modification of the trestl r
1818, whieh wili be honorable Wo b0th P'rJ.
ties and remove the present causesbe
plaint, to which end they are no* h co0
have been from the beginning of th'
ference ready to devote themselves.l

So that question is set at rest. io
if it were the desire, as it evidentlY tish
the desire of the Canadian and t3le
Plenipotentiaries to endeavor tO
the fishery question by some such
as was negotiated in 1854, it was in
sible for the American Plenipotentiae
to listen to any such suggestion, anld theYý
were obliged to give up all thOughtsO
coming to any arrangement of that'kd

There is another point which has:
raised in many places and it ishS
what is the necessity of our passinm jg
Treaty before we know that it i5 g
to be adopted by the United Stat
There is a necessity even in the face
the possibility that it will not be ra'fhi
at present by the United States. g
treaty undre any circumstances Must
ratified first by somebody. We
country have not the objections hc b
îst in the Republic to the treaty, aosy

i of course, we have made many ego
cessions. There is an absolute h 01l
sity that the Bill on the table sot
become law, for althoug t tae
pass now in the United S 5ce
it may be ratified within the .ttio
two years-or during the next si 0
of Congress and in the mead tbjo
modus vivendi has been provi t bhich

e treaty, to exist for two years, but <atil
e can have no effect and no operation g,-
o it is ratified by this Parliament. Theit ie

ing season will soon commence. prOVô
a necessary that the modus vivendé Pot
e ed by the Treaty-which is Of '
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value
than the paper on which it is

Act ef until it is confirmed by an
51ust O Parliament of this country,
I fact me into force immediately, and
United at present, I understand that
license States fishermen are applying for

Vend. in connection with that modus
arîia which they cannot obtain until

ere ent makes it the law of the land.
t fore it is plain there is a necessity

to e ould ratify this Treaty in order
lediable the modus vivendi to comeldiately into operation.
0f theeded to refer to some other clauses
tlei treaty, but as many other hon. gen-
as it Wish to speak on this question,and
the go unot a pleasant thing to have all
xhautOid run over, especially after the
over Stve speech of the leader of the
very nncent, I shall curtail my remarks

propUch within the limits which I had
cessi to do. With regard to the
onnects made to our people in

territOn with the delimitation of our
rial waters, it will be observed that

the t .rtant feature of the Treaty on
a it e is that under no circurnstances
if te ademplated by the treaty, even
to vantage of free fish were given
atende Inder no circumstances is it
shore that the right of using the

sIrrene fisheries of Canada is to be
tited eed t the fishermen of the

which States. That is a reservation
any othas never before been made in
the la t reaty,and I would say also that

thate hnvention is the first conven-ith al thas had the courage to grapple
*818' N e difficulties of the treaty of
the co other convention ever had
questio rage to grapple with the headland

t% on thWe only give up, under the
lcho ,the clause of the treaty under

Sht t expect to get free fish, the
fall k.durchase bait and fishing supplies

0f Our r , sipping of crews,and the use
ýashiarbOrs, either for supplies or
% ,t of the catch of the foreign

eir to the their own market. With re-li b ie treaty of Washington of 1871,
ite11 thatI the recollection of hon.gentle-t was d When that treaty was negotiated

e then ounced by the opponents of
the rig Overnment as a base surrender

>het j. iar Of Canada ; but I ask to-day
fth, -having the first conception of

in relation to this subject,

would not gladly hold up both hands for
the renewal of that treaty of Washington ?
I recollect when the treaty of 1871 was
before the House of Commons, that one
gentleman, respected by everyone who
knew him, the late lamented Mr.
Patrick Power, then member for Halifax,
the father of my hon. friend of the
same name, who now so ably fills a
seat in this Chamber, was the ony
man who had the courage, the hon-
esty, the patriotism, to cut himself
away from the ties of party, and in
one of the ablest speeches delivered on
the question vindicated on every par-
ticular the treaty which the Government
had negotiated. There was a man who
rose above the trammels of party and
justified the Government for obtaining a
favorable treaty for the country, thoughhe
did it against the wish of every member
of his party.

It has been said by some hon. gentle-
men that the treaty on the table of the
House is the resultof pressure brought
by the Imperial Government on the
plenipotentiaries. I am sorry to hear
such a remark made, and made in such
a manner by any hon. member in this
House. I cannot forget how much we
owe to the British Government in con-
nection with the protection of our fisher-
ies. I cannot forget how much we owed
in our infancy, and still owe to the pro-
tecting arm of the Empire; nor can I
forget as a Nova Scotian tL.t when our
province was small in population and
weak in all the resources necessary to
protect the invaluable heritage of our
fisheries, to what quarter we looked for
assistance in our hour of weakness. We
looked to the Imperial Government, and
it was granted-granted without grudging
and with a readiness at all times that
showed their willingness to protect our
rights. And when I recollect also what
we owe to the power of England in other
respects, [ cannot listen with indifference
or silence to such remarks as were made
in this Chamber-the last place in
which they should be made after
the generous treatment on all occasions
of this country by Great Britain. If war
should grow out of the firm assertion of
our rights, on whom would fall the brunt
of the battle ? On the Empire of neces-
sity. And yet we are told that Great
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Britain had no right to have her interests
consulted by us. I cannot agree to any
such proposition for many reasons. We
would have no fisheries to dispute about
to-day but for the watchful care of Eng-
land in the past. How long would the
United States refrain from enforcing
on us Mr. Bayard's construction of
the Treaty of 1818-how long would
our powerful neighbor to-day recognize
our rights if we had not all the resourc s
of the greatest Empire in the world at
our back to defend these just rights at
all hazards ? Besides, we stand to-day
one of the first maritime powers of
the earth, although only a depend-
ency of the British crown. We stand,
I say, high up on the list of the
great marine powers of the world.
Our ships float in every sea and
are found in every corner of the globe,
and they are there protected: how ? By
the power and prestige of England. Our
flag-the flag of the Empire-secures us
everywhere from insult and injustice far
more fully than did the proud boast
of the Roman of old, " I am a
Roman citizen," secure the subjects
of that vast empire in the days of its
greatest power and glory frorm wrong or
indignity.

I feel I have trespassed too long on
the indulgence of the Senate, and I will
only say, in conclusion, that I think this
Treaty will be regarded by all reasonable
men on both sides of the boundary line
as a fair, compromise ; as a treaty worthy
of the approval and support of men who
are desirous of affecting a just and
amicable arrangement of a vexatious
difficulty of over a century's standing. I
believe it will be looked upon as well
calculated to remove all causes of irrita-
tion between the two great English-
speaking peoples of the world ; that
it will be the means of more fully de-
veloping the intercourse, which should
exist between them ; of cementing the
ties of friendship and amity, which it is
so desirable to cultivate, and for these,
and the other reasons I have endeavor-
ed, however feebly, to present to this
House. I give the Bill before us my
hearty support.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Since
the period when some of us entered pub-

lic life-1858-I may say that we have
seldom in our experience in the uppe
Chamber of the legislature, ay
more able exposition upor to
question than the addressi ch
which we have just listened with sI stor
benefit and pleasure from the Se
from Richmond. The hon. genteho e
has come prepared to cover the "' 4
ground. He has come fully prepatite
with many documents, to substducedj
every argument which he has ad toch
and I do not require tO
any one of the points in costio.
tion with this great fishery que
He has spoken of the great care terest
commissioners to protect our inter t
at Washington. He has spoke
the admirable manner in whilc.
Chamberlain discharged his dut es t
commissioner at Washington, andlts
admit that the hon. member for
was somewhat unfortunate in his al
made to the British PlenipotentiarY, -1.
Chamberlain is avery distinguished nid
berof the British Parliament. In Engatle-
he is regarded by all men as a ge
man of practical mind-a man be
raised himself to a high position, £ ad'
was a prominent member of the the
stone Cabinet. I need not fOllo' <«tb
hon. gentleman from Richmnondhich
regard to the friendly manner in hrd
President Cleveland and Mr. Iure
performed their duties, and I a1 Zs
that their reception of our comis IISStiobe

at Washington showed a dispositioa bout
fair and reasonable, and to bring a f-
that which we all desire-a proPe r*es.
ing of amity between two great c0on pie
Of course, we must expect that the pdest
of the United States, the shre to
people in the world, are not agOIogo
surrender any of their rights. *gaue'
that Mr. Frye, the Senator from . the
very often expresses opinions hICb
Senate of the United States Of
appear to us a little warlike, but n sh
large experience are not troubled bY
patriotic ebullitions. The Comni toi
ers remained two months at Washive
working patiently day after day to£-
at a conclusion which would bead
factory to both countries. As Can'làelss
we know that it would have been ued
for Mr. Bayard, or any other to sof
States Commissioner, to agree

HoN. MR. MILLER.
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theic would not be accepted by
the ',ate of the United States. Of all t

Ponublic questions which we are called
so i1 discuss, there is not one which
aPPro ratively demands that we shall

a the it in a calm and temperate spirit
sch aone now before us. In discussing
PartS question we must lay aside all
questionsiderations. On a great national
With thn like this, affecting our relations
up Unted States, we are called

ose public men to lay aside party
future rations and look merely at the
Counit advancement and progress of this
th "Yand see how we can bring about
ret elations of amity between the two

e oftglish speaking races upon this
ie Of te Atlantic. We all rememberg f Burke's memorable sayings, that

the 9tanimity is not perhaps the least of
Caalialties Of a statesman," and we
of ians, although only five millions

Pli e can afford to act with magna-
thrty- Perhaps we have observed that
lest Republic do not always mani-
they hat lagnanimity towards us that
tL h d but we will not dwell upon

Ch agree with my hon. friend from
onsi0rd that after months of mature

arivedration the Commissioners have
atisfaat a treaty which will be deemedt ctory b
tate by the people of the United

rhe dhe people of this Dominion.
th rUestion really is what would be
'hat suIt of a defeat of this Bill, and
ig it OUld be the result of our accept-
rt q do not hesitate to answer the

tuto,, etion. No one desires to seeInited irritation between the
.ow h ates and ourselves. We all
14teroyW our interests are deeply
are blo n' We are a kindered race. Theybr sOd of our blood, and Lord Salis-
are noWs his wisdom when he says they

erct going to war with the great
atter at Iepublic for such a simple

sibiti'as this. We have heavy respon-
f th rown upon us as members
keadin Anglo-Saxon race-namely of

cvil. tig Christianity with its blessing of
low lion over the whole world. We all

ire aow complicated the affairs of the
4 1 e are, if complications should arise
ca e e tngland and other powers, and

e expect that Lord Salisbury's Gov-
the re gomg to enter into a war

United States with whom

Britain has a large and most profitable
rade ? It does not imply that the people
of England do not value their colonies ;
theyare always readytodefendus, butthey
are not prepared to embroil themselves
with the United States because of this
small fishery question. Then again we
observe that the Americans, by their great
care and good management of their
fnances, have reduced their war debt,
and in a very short time the Chinese
wall of duties which they found it neces-
sary to erect between themselves and the
world will be almost entirely removed
and soon we shall see our lumber, our
fish, barley and other products finding
their way to their markets. If we only
go on managing our affairs frugally, hon-
estly and with wisdom, and not waste-
fully, governing our country well, so
as to promote the happiness of our peo-
ple and cultivating relations of amity
with the United States, we may say that
we have a great future before us. As
the hon. gentleman from Richmond
says they have made reasonable conces-
sions at Washington, and I do not
think that the fact of the Americans
being allowed to fish at a certain
distance from our coasts will diminish
the fish in our waters. I believe that
under this treaty the fisheries of our At-
lantic coast will continue to be as good
in the future as they have been in the
past. Then what sacrifice are we making
in agreeing to this treaty ? God forbid
that we should ever become a part of the
United States. The point is this-that
the wisest policy for us to pursue is to
govern our own country wisely and well
-cultivate friendly relations with our
neighbors, and we will swell our popula-
tion and extend the empire. None of us
would desire to become part of the United
States. Who would desire to see our
judges elected and our civil servants
changed after every Presidential
election ? We do not desire such
constitutional changes in this coun-
try. I cannot believe that there is
one member of the Senate who
will oppose this Bill. We have a noble
inheritence, magnificent rivers and lakes
and our great North-West-a territory
capable of sustainng fifty millions of
people. Our true policy is to cultivate
friendly relations with the United States

.
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in every way,-not that we are afraid of
them. I think the hon. member from
Ottawa was a little unfortunate in some
of his remarks, and when he reflects
to-morrow on his statements about Mr.
Chamberlain I think he will regret that
he made them. My hon. friend alluded
to Mr. Chamberlain's visit to Ireland;
why should not a member of the
Imperial Parliament go to Ireland and
endeavor to reconcile the differences
there ?

HoN. MR. DEVER-What did he go
there for ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The hon.
gentleman asks what did he go to Ireland
for. Has not the empire a deep interest
in conciliating the Irish? Is not Lord
Salisbury endeavoring to get the land-
lords to accept lower rents and the
laborers to give up drinking habits so as
to be able to meet their honest debts?
We are proud of men like Mr. Chamber-
lain. He has risen through the industry
of his father and himself to a posi-
tion amongst the highest noblemen
of the Empire. Mr. Chamberlain is a
practical man, sincerely interested in
promoting not only the well being of the
Empire at large, but desirous to see our
Dominion prosper as part ofthe Empire.
I am sure that no member of this House
will oppose the Bill or desire to see it
rejected.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-When
the leader of the Government intro-
duced this measure in the Senate I
thought that he acted with excellent
judgment in the appeal that he made,
that patriotism should prevail over party
spirit on this occasion, and for rny part I
have no intention whatever to vote or
speak on this measure in any other light
than that which the hon. gentleman
suggested in his speech, of which I very
much approve. I am quite aware of
the great difficulty the Commissioners at
Washington must have experienced in
effecting what they did effect in regard
to the treaty which forms the subject of
the bill now before the House. Quite
unlike any other bill which comes before
the Senate it is the subject of foregone
conclusions. The gentlemen who carried

HoN MR. ALEXANDER.

that treaty to the result which it ha
far reached were not exactly nast to
the situation. They had not onf
carry out the views and contention
of their respective governments an
those they were supposed to rePr'e
but they had also to submit and a
to conditions which had to go
what one might call a Court of ievle
and there before the United StateS
ate the question rests for the Pr tha
because I cannot entertain a doubt
so far as the Parliament of Cana is
concerned, the Bill which the floe'"¿
asked to read now the second ti'fler
meet with no serious obstruction;i se. '
theless I feel bound to say that in i the
ing to the remarks which fell frOlne
hon. member from Ottawa I was2
much disappointed with some of the
particularly his allusions to the unfitha
of the British Commissioner, Mr-
berlain, I share very much in the O
ions of the two gentlemen who preidtb
me in their views of the fitness O
English Commissioner. The resUIt
think what we ought to look at
treaty has been agreed to by the to
missioners and has been laid befOretole'
Parliament,which so far has proved bfot
ably acceptable to all the parties -ot
whoni it has been laid. We the
speak yet of the course whicht e
Senate of the United States Wl tat
on this matter, hut I fully exPec tell
before long-perhaps not in .f r
-that treaty will form a basis 0 ited
future arrangements with the '' of
States on the much vexed question
the fisheries. The hon. gentlemllan 'oo
Ottawa made use of some express ne
with regard to the British Comm s Sr1.
which seemed to me very extraor e
He described him as attended fro0 bd
day he landed at New York unti
left the United States by detecti *O
and escorted by police. If that we d
I think it reflects very favorablY Id-
on the British Commissioner, W o .
ing in a foreign country, where h11
pointment was so unpopular as to %i
such a guard necessary for his Pe fe<
safety should leave that country rt hc
weeks later successful in the effOr,,,to
had put forth to do his duty ot 9
Canada and Great Britain. er
Commissioner entering a countrY
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n h unfavorable conditions should leave
tion scccessful is to my mind an indica-

cf ahis capacity and fitness. But if
fron escort as the hon. gentleman

Ottawa describes was.really neces-ohe could not pass a heavier reflec-
than 1the people of the United States
cessa t say that such an escort was ne-
natio to protect the envoy of a friendly
to I never shared in the objection
begi treaty. I remember when at the
dicten'g of the session some heavy in-
gentlnents were laid against it by the hon.
agaientan fron Ottawa, I protested

Sont them and read from American
ti extracts which completely nega-en the idea that the American fisher-
nWer invariably treated harshly and
oftelan- y i British waters. I haveofter been appealed to as a Canadian in
ins, Countries, as to what the real bear-

ay sthe question were and I have al-
gard thid that the case of Canada as re
and tha Treaty of 1818 was unassailable
Oceat the charges laid against her
as 1 k and public men were, so far
not new, without foundation. I do
Of ispute that there may be cases
pointedual officers, perhaps recently

with t and imperfectly acquainted
ateir duties, hesitating as to what

theCular course they should follow. If
blaw nt too far they were hable to

o*ne .as taking an extreme view of
en ''n rights; if they did not go far

Uay they incurred blame in another
Con remissness. That is the natural
appoi1eence you expect from men newly
ence as to office and without experi-
fo a to the duties they have to per-
the yet I think it will be admitted that
ably Officials, on the whole, credit-
not i Performed their duties and

In a harsh manner. That is
'Perience of them. But I think

etdia oesired to form an accurate
earty 0est'Anerican opinion, apart from

ftrther o we must look a little
of A illand than the immediate circle
has berican politicians. Some allusion
Political nmade by gentlemen here as to
ion Influences at work on this ques-
fIuences beieve that those political
hbercs were exerted long before Mr.

Ca ertoam, the British commissioner,
teaty thIs country, and long before thisS linally agreed upon-that, in

fact, the wire-pullers who hoped and
intended to influence the next election
for president went down at a very early
period long before the arrival of the
British Commissioner, to influence the
fishermen of New England against any
treaty that should be made. It would
be a long story to enter upon the causes
which have given rise amongst the Unit-
ed States' fishermen to this jealousy of
British rights, and yet I think it might
be told in a very few words. These men
have been bred in a school of monopoly
and they know perfectly well that to ad-
mit the products of the Canadian fish-
eries to enter the market, enlarges the
supply and reduces their profits and for
that reason they are unwilling to admit
Canadian fish to any such privileges of
free entry as they had enjoyed under the
Washington Treaty. On the other hand
they are only too ready to avail them-
selves of any opportunity of filling their
vessels inside the English waters if they
can do so with impunity. That,in a few
words, is the cause of the jealousy of
American fishermen against any renewal
of the treaty such as we had in former
times with the United States. But
without doubt it is a very difficult thing
to negotiate a treaty with the Unit-
ed States, and having accomplished it,
it is also a very difficult thing to
carry it into effect, because there are
so many parties to be satisfied on these
points, and not only so but we may see
an illustration of this in the result of the
Treaty of 1818. One would have sup-
posed that the terms of that treaty being
so clear that they could not be misinter-
preted. One would think that there
could be no double interpretation of such
plain language as is found in that treaty.
Four rights are reserved to American
fishermen : they are enumerated with
great precision. They are told what they
may do and what they may not do, is
expressed in the phrase " for no other
purpose whatever." Yet we find in the
course of time a new interpretation is put
upon this treaty. The question of buy-
ing bait is put out of the category in
which it was originally placed,
and it is by American diplomatists
held now that because the Americans
have discovered new methods of fishing
and bait is not necessary for use in the
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inshore fisheries-that the restrictions of officers is flatly denied, and a case
the Treaty of 1818 do not apply. In hardship suffered appears instead.the
former times the system of fishing was just mention these thing to shoW se
quite different, the best fishing then was difficulty there is dealing with such cae
within the three mile limit, and mackerel That is only one of quite a nrber.
were taken with the hook and line, and Then again the same thing occurs *ves.
for that purpose bait is essentially the American Government theml2se e,
necessary. On that subject the hon. We find the are eonstantly putting er
member from Alberton can give informa- interpretations on treaties. If I er'
tion of a practical character. Besides the disposed to criticise the treaty unfavich
bait used on hooks it was largely used bly I could point to one provision Whîd
by the American fishermen to attract I think it ought to contain : it shat
fish around their boats and it was then have been provided in the treaty that
essential for their inshore fisheries as enjoying any rights on the shores O
well as for their deep sea fisheries. The British North America every Anerica
modern way is to fish with seines. After fisherman should be compelled to s
large quantities of mackerel and other mit to all local laws and regulations d
fish are taken at a haul, and bait is not enacted to which Canadian fisherk
required, but the deep sea fisheries bait were themselves liable. Let us justt
is still necessary, as is apparent from the the case which happened on the C
case of the David Adams ; in order to of Newfoundland, I believe, in the Wla.
get that the conditions of the Treaty of of 1886. The Americans were catc
18i8 were infringed, and thus the master herrings. They clearly infringed the teoand crew got themselves into trouble. of Newfoundland. They worked her-I think that is a typical case. There are seines from the shore, and they tookd'absolutely conflicting accounts of it given. rings with seines at a time they bad t0
If you read the accounts of the case ci right by the laws of Newfoundland so h
the David J. Adams, as given by the to take them, and moreover they -¡¡e
Canadian authorities, you would say that on a Sunday. Those things were itlega
there could be no defence made. That but according to the American's st t
vessel was seen in the harbor wrongfully ment of the case you find that the Ais
remaining there forty-eight hours. The ican Minister holds that Arnerican las'
master bought bait and ice and waited to ermen are not at all bound by thet
obain more, but seeing the steamship of Newfoundland. They demand a
" Lansdowne " approaching, tried to es- pound of flesh. They said "We P" sh-
cape, but was stopped. Besides this much for our privileges under the afgjh
offence against the Customs laws of re- ington Treaty as a result of the biae
maining over twenty-four hours in port Convention, and we are not going toe
without entering at the Customs and debarred of our full enjoyment of t
buying bait, the same man, it is alleged, privileges by any local laws whatever f
had the name of his vessel and the port think it would have been a wise thfbeog
from which he hailed covered with can- conduct of that kind could have e,
vass during the whole tine that he was guarded against in the future by a spe
there. When he was boarded by the cific clause of this treaty. I feel hthe
officer of the " Lansdowne " he said he reluctant to criticise at any lengt Ot-
had no bait on board. Notwithstanding remarks of the hon. gentleman frorn¡t-
that, when search was made, bait was tawa, but still there are one or twO P9
found on board ; then he said it was to which I cannot refrain from allras
stale, yet there were competent men there and I do so because he referred, toW aO
who declared those were fresh herrings the close of his speech to a minute
taken on board the day before. You Council of the Province of geo-
would have thought that those facts were Edward Island, dated be.fore Csld
quite sufficient to condemn that vessel, federation, when Prince Edward it o0
yet we find when'the case becomes the controlled its own fisheries and t
subject of diplomatic correspondence, it happened that I brought that biecaue
assumes quite a different appearance. of council down to the House, becthat
Every point alleged by the Canadian from it I intended to demonstrate

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.
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treaassertions made with regard to ill
ductnent, dislike and unneighborly con-
Arne which have found their way into
so g rican statements, had no foundation
sr0 as the province of Prince Edward

furth was conceried, and I intended
h er to have shown from it that theurarge of disloyalty which is sometimes

S.against Canadians had no founda-
frien fact. Incidentally my hon.
are gefomn Richmond, whose remarks

ldgenlerally exceedingly precise has
his8 ne to notice slight inaccuracy of
refer · an sure quite unintentional. In
fish ng to the circumstances of the
SO eres question which ensued after the
ton Xr V War and before the Washing-
eftoreaty was adopted he spoke of the
States of Canada to keep the United

t fishermen out of Canadian waters.
oethink the hon. gentlemen over-

of th the fact that after the cessation
the e1 first Reciprocity Treaty and after
deaose of the war against the Confe-
weretes, the United States fishermen
thee adnitted to certain privileges upon

a syten of licenses-annual licenses,arsthat sYstem prevailed for several
r Until I think 1869. In 1870 the

whch ce of Prince Edward IslandPerae up ·to that time had co-
Cana with the Governmert of

a , dopting the same rate of license
Which act Precisely following the course

Canada pursued-

,MR. MILLER-I overlooked
r g that fact, but my hon. friend will

liot ta t hat all American fishermen did
e Out licenses.

waoa MR. HAYTHORNE-That
the Very good reason for abrogating
Arn cerise system, but nevertheless the
duri cans fished in Canadian waters
priv those years, and enjoyed all theeges which
und which they had possessed
last e Reciprocity Treaty. In the

inut Yearýthe year to which this
the ote of Council referred-187o,
to Canadian Government ceasedOf Prie icenses and the Government
the nlce Edward Island, observing that
IlslalePring was approaching and the
r cOMrnunication had not yet been
the Vedfrorn Ottawa with reference to

urse the Canadian Government

intended to pursue, caused telegrams
to be sent making enquiry as to what
was to be done. They found that a dif-
ferent course was to be adopted by Can-
ada. Meanwhile the same course was
pursued in Prince Edward Island as had
been followed in previous years. These
things which had been carried on during
all the period when licenses were granted
continued to be carried on that year.
The attention of the Imperial Govern-
ment was called to it, and an attempt
was made to put a stop to it in Prince
Edward Island. We, on our part, con-
sidered that the system which prevailed
was most advantageous to us. We were
unwilling to part with our American cus-
tomers. They had been good customers
to us, and in dealing with them we were
doing precisely what Canada has done
in previous years. Being advised by the
law officers of the Crown that in con-
tinuing to permit American fishermen to
enter our ports in the manner we had done
under the license system, we were con-
travening the terrns of the treaty of
1818, we gave notice to the American
Consul that United States fishing vessels
could no longer be permitted to enter
our ports for other purposes than those
mentioned in that Treaty. That is how
Prince Edward Island came to be carry-
ing on this lucrative trade to which the
hon. gentleman from Richmond refers.
Doubtless he had not remembered that
the same course had been pursued in
Canada for several years. The hon.
gentleman from Ottawa had in conclud-
ing his remarks of yesterday evening
expressed himself with regard to the
proper course to be pursued towards
Canada and the United States on the
matter of the fisheries, in very high flown
language as I thought, but still I con-
ceived that it did not very widely differ
from that which had been expressed by
the Executive Council of Prince Edward
Island nineteen years before. Was it
very unnatural that I should tell the hon.
gentleman that if he perused a pamphlet
I had placed in his hand he would find
sentiments as liberal as those he express-
ed last night ? They were sentiments
that I am not ashamed of, and was not
ashamed of then. I hold the same
sentiments to-day. There is no doubt
something to be said, from a national
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point of view, against allowing American
vessels to tranship cargoes in Canadian
ports. Some importance has been
attached to that. At the present
time it may not be desirable to
grant that privilege; but a single
colony and a small colony like Prince
Edward Island, at that time controlling
herown fisheries, different ground to that
taken by the Dominion. When we were
representing the colony of Prince Edward
Island it was our first duty to see to the
interest of our own province : when we
became members of the Dominion of
Canada, while we do not lose sight of the
interests of our province, we have also to
consider the interests of the Dominion
and if in some particulars we have to
make a sacrifice of our
provincial interests to those ofthe great
Dominion, we have to do it with the
best grace we can. We cannot carry
everything our own way, and we have a
fair claim to say this, that when we con-
ducted our own fisheries we conducted
them the best way we could for our
own interests. When we became mem-
bers of the Dominion of Canada we had
to look to the Dominion to conduct
those fisheries in the best way, and make
those treaties which are necessary in
regard to them on the best terms that
can be had. In this minute which has
been alluded to by the hon. member
from Ottawa, and incidently by the
member from Richmond, there is one
paragraph which I wish to read, just
because it is my answer to those who
assert that the loyalty of the people is
doubtful. I maintan that our loyalty is
not dead, it is not even asleep.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I maintain
that, too.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-The
Executive Council of Prince Edward
Island make the following statement in
the minute to which I have referred :

" The assure Lord Kimberley chat their
fellow Colonists are enthusiastically loyal
in their attachment to Her Majesty's person
and family, and are notorions for their ad-
herence to British institutions; their trade
connection with United States citizens have
not undermined their loyalty, nor persuaded
them that better political institntions than
their own exist elsewhere."

I have merely read what strictlY c'
firms the assertion which I make the
the loyalty of that Province and the
loyalty so far as I know of evely/hat
connected with it was unshaken. ca'
we said then we repeat to-day and
tinue to affirm. One or two gentlie
who preceded me referred to recept' 0

on various occasions of the British Coi
missioner. I had intended to say '
thing on that point, and as sormle
gentlemen referred to the receptiolh i
Canada and the United States, peraP5
I may be permitted to refer to a Vetl
recent reception in England and I t for
perhaps the House will pardon rn"r s
asking them to listen to a few renaeft
made by Lord Granville on a very r ent
occasion, because more than one etin' ,
Canadian is referred to in his
marks and they are interesting tO0
Canadians on that particular ground- to
the ioth inst. a banquet was given,
Mr. Chamberlain at the Devonshire. b
and Lord Granville was in the chai1ri or
it were possible for Lord Granvilleo
any of Mr. Gladstone's late Governih,
to find substantial fault with Mr. Ch
berlain's conduct as a Commissioner
Washington, or with his conduct il
way either as an individual or as havg
agreed to an imperfect or improper
vention, those gentleman and s
others who were there present- for
stance, Mr. Childers and several more
would not have taken the opportun iy
of expressing their approval of his Cour

in the manner they did.
Lord Granville said :-
"« It appears to me that if we maeke Ot

observations this evening in clore acc:d
ance with this sensible and practil the
guage, we need niot fear to aggravate hs
risk of non-ratification, which, I trustbaf
been exaggerated. (hear, hear.) bi
little doubt that the course most favor
to Mr. Chamberlain for me to take thisg ieb
ing would be to state ail the criticisn'm of
m>ght be made against the provisiO e
this last Washington Treaty, and thug,
give him, with bis great powers of d.e be
and with the complete mastery whic 8tja
must have obtained over a compli r1i'
question, an opportunity of making a
liant reply. (Laughter and cheers ) ber
cannot take that course. Mr. Cha" a je«
very properly stated at Birmingham afiom
days ago that he was precluded from .
into the detailq of the negotiations,a&ou
certainly would not be very becomfg n

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE.
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b algun cOunter to that decision. I may
tied o say that I understand that the

ktd r whic h he and bi@ colleagues
4at wa tO go as far as possible in the

d f friendly facilities to the vessels
sit ermen of the United States as was

b eutn with what the Government of theht8 of thdeemed to be the undeniable
0ito f the colony. (Cheer@.) It le 8aMis-

tograe to have this oportunity of
no 4tulating a late colleague-with whom
l od ier, but with whom I acted loyallv

Ia i.Y for several years-upou the
h~ieb ,letion of his work in a matter upon

aot re entirely agreed. (Cheers.) I
Qther ijretend, however, that I had not

&î.,Ucemente to le lere.
ha thestrongest political convictonodver had has been the importance of

%bd thations between the United States
ardfis country, (cheere), whether as
he othe Peace or war, or commerce,
>Ie aerinnumerale interests interlac-De-pe anOther which birid toeether two

the saowof different nationahtv, but of
( e lood, origin and character.

SOnbene of the two matters on which
4*een the monattacked during miy
l O Public life was my share of respon.

ehiei r another Treaty of Washingon,ithp regarding the A labama aime g and
iti 5ne to be one on which I look back

te greatest satisfaction as to its generaltog t(Cher. Whatever we may have
to at the time,or have thought sinceis 'Ouren technical and legal position,
tiostible to overrate how the depre-

t 0 .he Alabama at the time of a
41 atioral crisis had, not withont

Srive the iron into the souls of the
pts ans. (eear, hear.) All previous at-

erpe tw rttle the question hadfailed. Wetratter e of the risk of stirring in
t. buttwe resolved to make the

d an y aag for negotiations was con
r3 8 ij aFe with con su mmate tact

Carrie Ohn Rose. These negotiations were
doni0 l by Lord Ripon, and Sir John

. o0n th PSupported b{ eminent men,
Oied e late Lord Iddes eigh patrioticallyhie» eregardleRs of the political différencese reparated him from our Government.

rd sel d invaluable outside aid trom
edin îrne. Attacks upon the whole

ercotinuons with one re-
s 1ePtpio at of the late Lord

ot, bute It required no intellectual
.ve to . the moral strain was rat to

h.t 9 give the same answer nig¶t after
-8at'e House of Lords to the most

t coint appeals on behalf of the honor ofatione.Y for the breaking off of the ne go-erae . e result, in one sense, was th e
settlefe diplomatic triumph, but it was

ttesandtnt satisfactory to the United
0tor of ourfetfy consistent with the

ntry.bn
Ia think may be said confidently,

in the future. Perhaps there may be
objections taken to it at the present time
but I hope not. I hope party feeling
will be sunk on this question and that
patriotism will prevail, and that we may
set a good example to our neighbors,
the United States, in leaving politics out
of the case where the peace and har-
mony of two great neighboring nations
are so intimately concerned.

HON. MR. DICKEY moved the ad-
journment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (46) " An Act te amend the Act
relating to the Manitoba & North-West-
ern Railway of Canada." (Mr. Girard.)

Bill (15) " An Act to incorporate the
Nisbet Academy of Prince Albert." (Mr.
Ogilvie.)

Bill (62) " An Act to incorporate the
Grenville International Bridge Com-
pany." (Mr. Ogilvie.)

Bill (50) " An Act to incorporate the
Ottawa, Morrisburg & New York Rail-
way & Bridge Czmpany."

SECOND READING

Bill (90) " An Act to amend the Re-
vised Statutes of Canada, chapter 181,
respecting punishments, pardons and the
commutations of sentences." (Mr.
Abbott.)

The Senate adjourned at 10:40 p.m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Pbriday, April 27th, 1888.

THE •SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (22) " An Act to incorporate the
Eastern Assurance Company of Canada."
(Mr. Power.)
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MERCHANTS MARINE INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
ported Bill (i1) 1' An Act to empower
the Merchants Marine Insurance Com-
pany of Canada to relinquish its charter
and provide for the winding up of its
affairs," with certain amendments.

He said: The amendment which was
made by the Committee is an alteration
of Clause 4, as the Bill was sent to the
Committee. It however contemplates
having the same effect as that clause,
but it is expressed, the Committee think,
in a more desirable manner. As it
came to the Committee there was a
section in it which provided that the
directors might declare the act of incor-
poration relinquished and the company
dissolved. It is quite clear that a declara-
tion of the directors would have no effect
at all, inasmuch as it derives its existence
from Parliament, and the authority of
Parliament will be necessary to bring the
existence of the company to a close.
There is no alteration in the spirit of the
clause ; it is merely substituting for that
clause more desirable and correct
expressions. That is the only amend-
ment to the Bill.

HoN. MR. FERRIER moved con-
currence in the amendments.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

BRONSONS & WESTON LUMBER
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING..

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce, rèported
Bill (27), "An Act to incorporate the
Bronsons & Weston Lumber Company,"
with certain amendments.

He said-The Committee have given
a great deal of attention to this Bill, and
I may remark that it is with the full con-
currence of the gentlemen interested in
the Bill, and those in charge of it in the
other House and in this House, that

these changes have been made.
are with the object of bringing the
more fully into conformity withhes
general tenor of our legislation i.
matters. The first amendment in
fourth section is rendered necessarYW
cause, as the Bill came to the COMInite
it provided that the Company might <
stock in any other business, whichWo
considered a very objectionable feathe'
and that clause was stricken out.
Company are only allowed to take St
in the business of other companies
lar to their own. Clause "A" th
rendered necessary to provide that the
transaction there authorized should
carried out m a proper and unifoti
manner with those of other COe

panies enjoying the same privilîby
The insertion of the words, .

registered letter " is merely the lThe
tion of an accidental omission.
9 th clause, as it came to the Comlmitte
was to the effect that at any time
the passing of the Act the meeting o
shareholders might be called by the P
visional directors. This was thought Oht
jectionable, and the Committee thosohe
it better to have it expressed that as .
as a proper amount of stock is subscr the
and deposited in the bank, then.
Company might go on with its org
tion. The last clause is entirely
out and another substituted for it es
is substituted accomplishes the satme
ject, merely varying the terms of th
pression. As it came to the Conmn'tec
it provided that the Company's Cla ith
Act, except clause i1, shal applY a'uf
out incorporating it. The CoPia-Y
Clauses Act does apply without legis
tion. The amendments may ap
voluminous, but they are not very
terial, and they are made with the
of bringing the Bill into harmonYiofl
our other legislation.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved that
the amendments be concurred in. the

The motions was agreed to and e
Bill was read the third time and pas

REPORTS ON PRIVATE B

TIME EXTENDED.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved th t
time limited for receiving report
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ate Bills, which expires this day, be
lydned to Wednesday, the 9 th day ofMa ext.

The motion was agreed to.

NOVA SCOTIA TELEPHONE
COMPANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

readiN. MR. POWER moved the second
cert g of Bill (59) " An Act to grant

Pwers to the Nova Scotia Tele-
e Company (limited)."

thi . Mi. McCLELAN - Before
sire t is read the second time, I de-
0f it call the attention of the promoter
Scot BOthe fact that while it is a Nova

Bti h 1, it also confers rights to ex-
Wickt oto the Province of New Bruns-
the , and I wish to call his attention to

.ion rther fact that a year ago-the ses-
0f N before this last one in the Province
gn Brunswick, a similar charter was
Coae there, to the New Brunswick
coanY, and it may be that powers
fiet rred before this enactment will con-
securedfewhat with the privileges already
a d by the New Brunswick Com-

t Pr, and it may therefore be necessary
ap eent a conflict of power and per-

elaa good deal of litigation, that some
fact the added to this Bill stating the
Priv¡ at it shall not conflict with the
Lega es already conferred by the localature of New Brunswick.

Sta MR. POWER-As I under-
leg.ot-thi Bill, it is the outcome of a
0 M ation between the Bell Telephone

Phon any and the Nova Scotia Tele-
Charte Cornpany The latter had a
authorr fromr the Nova Scotia Legislature
Sc 0t zaifg them to do business in Nova
were The Bell Telephone Company
charter.lo doing business under their
have The Nova Scotia Company
Cn ought out the Bell Telephone
liewInys rights in Nova Scotia, and
sandtnswick also ; and, as I under-
s Pa e Principal object of this Bill is

honley to enable the Nova Scotia Tele-
which hsbpany to utilize the property
the been transferred to them by

Company. Of course if the

Bill needs amendment, it can be made
in the Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbors.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I imagine that
the hon. members at this stage have not
the facts before them to debate the Bill,
and I think it would be better to allow
it to take its second reading and go to
the Committee to be investigated there.

HON. MR. McCLELAN-I do not
desire to prevent the reference of the
Bill to the Committee but I thought it
only proper to call the attention of the
hon. gentleman who has it in charge to
the fact.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

MONCTON HARBOR IMPROVE-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. POIRIER moved the
second reading of Bill (83) ' An Act to
amend the Act to incorporate the
Moncton Harbour Improvement Com-
pany."

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

NISBET ACADEMY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, in the absence of
the Hon. Mr. Ogilvie, moved the second
reading of Bill (15) " An Act to incorpo-
rate the Nisbet Academy of Prince
Albert."

He said-I might say in explanation
that this Bill contains no new or un-
usual provisions. It is simply for the
establishment of a college in the North
West Territories, and comes under the
jurisdiction of this Parliament. The
provisions are merely for the establish-
ment and proper conduct of that insti-
tution.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not know
whether the attention of the leader of
the Government has been directed to
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this Bill. It is a measure as to which
the same question arises that arose in
relation to the Bill that the hon. gen-
tlemen had read the second time
yesterday, only the question in this case
I think arises in a clearer form. This
Bill provides for the establishment of an
educational institution in one of the
territories, Assiniboia I think, and edu-
cation is a matter which is left to the
local Legislatures.

HON. MR. VIDAL-In the Provinces.

HON. tMlR. POWER-The question
is-I arn not prepared to answer it
myself-whether under our Constitution
the territorial legislature is not the pro-
per authority to deal with a subject like
this. I do not know whether the atten-
tion of the leader of the House has been
directed to it or not, but it is a subject
of some consequence, because educa-
tion is purely a matter over which the
local legislature has jurisdiction.

HON. MR. VIDAL -I should not
have ventured to make the statement
that it was within the jurisdiction of the
House if it had not consulted with the
leader of the Government and obtained
his opinion to that effect.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My attention
has been called to the point which the
hon. gentleman from Halifax has raised,
and I may say that while it is quite true
that the Lieut, Governor in Council may
make certain rules with regard to legisla-
tion on educational matters, there is no
exclusive authority with the Lieut. Gov
ernor in Council to make such provision
and I consider that the Dominion Parlia-
ment is not ousted in its jurisdiction for
making any regulation legislation which
it may think proper for those schools.
I fancy we shall have a debate on this
question ultimately in connection with
this as well as the other charter before
the House, and as we want to get or
with our fisheries debate, perhap!
it would be as well to let this Bill take
its second reading with the understand
ing that it does not compromis(
the House in any way and we wil
discuss it mure fully at another stage.

The motion was agreed to, and tht
Bill was read the second time.

EION. MR. POWER.

MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST
ERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MLR. GIRARD moved the
second reading of Bill (46) " An Act to
amend the Acts relating to the Manito0
and North-Western Railway ComPaeY
of Canada."

He said-This is certainly a very
portant line-one of the most irfl)Ptt.
ant which has had its existence 1in the
Province of Manitoba, and, with the
Canadian Pacific Railway, is ete
ing the line of civilization not 0
throughout Manitoba, but, I
add, without fear of contradicios
throughout the whole of the North et
Territories. The proposed amendtuc
is not very extensive. It was prov*
by the charter of the company that t
should construct 50 miles of theif roe
each year ; and as at the present ti
the demands of trade do not require
much, the company ask by their 3Î
that instead of So miles a year as Pro'
vided by their charter they shall con
struct only 20 miles.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY mov' e
second reading of Bill (54) "An Ac
incorporate the South-Western Rai
Company."

HON. MR. POWER-I think it ou
to be understood that in allowInlg ae
second reading of this Bill to take P
without any explanation, no member
committed to the Bill.

haie
HON. MR. McKINDSEY-- li

moved the second reading withouther
- planation, which can be made at ano the

stage, in order that the debate On to
1 Fisheries Treaty may be allowed

go on.

The motion was agreed to, and
Bill was read the second time.
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IT WINTER RAILWAY
GE COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Of MR. TURNER, in the absence
econd 'On. Mr. Sanford, moved the
to reading of Bill (31) " An Act to

kailorate the River Detroit Winter
Way Bridge Company:" ,

are said-As hon. gentlemen are
lty' there is sometimes great diffi-

r er in tha steamer crossing the Detroit
ti of the winter months, and the inten-
r Sch e Company is to build a bridge
the rav' a way as not to interfere with

irgation of the river.
hil we rnotion was agreed to, and the

as read the second time.

E FISHERIES TREATY.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

Ied, Order of the day having been

SDIebate on the motion of the
g 65 r. A bbott for the Second Read-

5) Treaty between Her Britannic-,a..nd the President of the UnitedOorable Mr. Dickey.

t R. DICKEY said :-When
tig te adjournment of the debatetoht I did not intend nor do I nowiýu foruse' long the attention of the
fro * he same time, coming as I

eply i 'le of the Provinces most
tat nterested in this measure, I feel

I.1 ris tence might be misconstrued,
tio th contribute my mite of infor-

f not e iscussion on this measure.
tp roose to follow my hon. friend

tag or tawa in the discussion of thetj O ithe wrecking law, but I shall
the trea Yself as nearly as possible to
it ased felf and to the ratification of
sh as]ni or in this Bill, and I shal do

ortest 8o . Iny observation within the
paty rssible limits. Referring to theOt y regret that my hon. friend from

dl, wiqadeas undertaken to make some
p0et 0d observations upon the con-
ttr. ss. Chamberlain one of the

og Gters, and I feel it my duty to
redts ii use that from examinationr t Of the convention as well as

from the testimony given by Sir Charles
Tupper, his co-commissioner, I think we
must be all satisfied that that gentleman
gave a loyal and conscientious support to
the claims of Canada on that Commission.
If a tithe of what has been stated against
Mr. Chamberlain were true, it is most
fortunate that our interests were peculiar-
ly represented by Sir Charles Tupper.
My hon.friend in discussing this measure
I am sorry to say has viewed it exclusive-
ly from a party standpoint and he has
not confined his objections to the Bill
but has gone further and attacked the
conduct of the Government in re-
ference to the the protection of these
fisheries by stating that one of the chief
causes for expecting that the treaty
would be rejected by the United States'
Senate was the irritation produced by
the harsh measures adopted by the Gov-
ernnent of Canada. The facts are these :
That the Treaty of 1818, as contended
by my hon. friend from Ottawa (and I
agree with him), was not enforced, ex-
cept for a short period--for six years-
during the last thirty years, and the rea-
son for that is obvious. During a large
portion of that time the Treaty of 1818
was subject to the modifications of other
treaties which interfered with any steps
being taken to prevent parties enjoying
the use of those fisheries : I allude now
more particularly to the Reciprocity
Treaty and to the first Treaty of Wash-
ington. I may tell my hon. friend how-
ever that he is under a wrong impres-
sion if he supposes those were the only
years in which the treaty was enforced.
For many years previous to the Recipro-
city Treaty there were frequent seizures
and some condemnations of vessels in the
Vice Admiralty Court of my own Pro-
vince. The result of that was that it creat-
ed some friction and irritation, and led to
some correspondence which resulted
finally in the adoption of the Recipro-
city Treaty of 1854, and, I may say to
the House, as a fact that has not been
adverted to by any previous speaker that
it is a singular coincidence that all those
three treaties came to an end in conse-
quence of action taken by the United
States Government, and the termination
of them was in no way the result of any-
thing done by this country. I will show
before I sit down, I think, that so far
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from these treaties being from time to
time cancelled or abrogated by conduct
of ours producing irritation owing to the
manner in which the treaty was enforc-
ed, it arose from entirely different
causes. I will take the first treaty-
that of 1783. That treaty gave to the
citizens of the United States privi-
leges in our coast waters in com-
mon with the inhabitants of Canada.
It did not stop there : It did more
than give to the people of the United
States privileges which we had ourselves.
It gave them the privilege of landing and
curing their fish upon the coasts of the
various provinces of Canada. That
treaty was, perhaps fortunately for us,
abrogated by the war proclaimed by the
United States against England in her
death struggle on the Continent in 1812,
so that the abrogation of that treaty
was due entirely to acts of the United
States Government and people. It is,
perhaps, some little consolation for ail
the misery and suffering caused by that
war that the result was the abrogation of
a treaty which wuuld have placed us in
a very false and invidious position as re-
gards the waters and soil of the Domin-
ion of Canada. Had it not been for that
we should possibly be to-day in the posi-
tion that we occupied previous to 1812
and we should have the singular specta-
cle of finding all our waters open to citi-
zens of another country having all the
privileges that we possess ourselves. So
with regard to the treaty of Washington.
That treaty continued for about twelve
years and was then put an end to
by a notice given, which the United
States Government were perfectly enti-
tled to give according to the terms of the
treaty at the expiration of the time.
They gave a noticeat the earliest moment
for the abrogation of that treaty, but
with regard to the Reciprocity Treaty,
the circumstances are somewhat peculiar
and I may mention to the House how
that treaty was annulled. It was not
abrogated in consequence of any harsh-
ness or supposed injustice on the part of
our Government,who were simply acting
upon our treaty rights. Duriing a por-
tion of the time I believe my hon. friend
from Ottawa was a member of a Govern.
ment which held power for five years,
and it is just to that Government to say

HON. MR. DICKEY.

that the abrogation of the treaty Wte
way due to any harsh conduct On that
part but solely owing to the fact te
notice was given by the United ith e
Governrment to punish the people o
country for the sympathy theY o
extended t:ward the south
the unfortunate civil war. I anf
situation to give the very best POs
evidence of that, because it becaxe0
duty some twenty odd years ago toXe
ceed to Washington for the PurYW_
of endeavoring if possible tO r
if anything could be done to allow 0
Nova Scotia coal to be adrnlitte eise
terms of reciprocity if nothingut do
would be. I had a letter of introd erc bo
to the late lamented Chas. Sumflner
received me with the utmost kin r0
and consideration. In the course ted
various conversations Mr. Suiner s f
to me in the frankest manner . f the
course you know I am Chairnian 0o
Committee on Foreign Relations brog'
can tell you that notice for the ath
tion of the treaty was writtenl Wl t
own hand and I will tell you for e
was done to punish your country uth in
sympathy you extended to the SO tri
the late rebellion." That is a histci c
fact which I feel perfectly jus dri0o
stating in my place here although wbol
the lifetime of that eminent rnan ret
premature death was a matterO felo it
to the whole civilized world, te
right to keep my mouth shut 11,
subject. I made no mention of ogo
except to my intimate friends in isi
country, but it is a fact well knoasth
Washington at this day that that te'
sole cause of the treaty being ab ge
But for that fact, possibly it nig 0%t
been in force to-day, and we shou os
have been troubled with these uDjo
controversies about comrercia bo
and unrestricted reciprocity. dVe &
have been living, no doubt, 1 854.
under the reciprocity treatyf tbO
There was no mention rade of
times of the tens of thousan bl00
Canadians who had spilled thek god
on the banks of the Rapahannld 0 09
Mississippi, in the wilderness, an 0¢
the mountains of Tennesse, but bad
some outspoken people in C
pressed sympathy in favor of th'
these touchy and high-sPiritd
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reented-
Of fct it in that way, and, as a matter
treat that was the sole cause of that"tY b
toldus eing abrogated. My hon. friend
on *esterday that he approves of the

UnitedS1o s which have been made to the
agted .tates in this treaty, and there I
i wt him, but I cannot agree with
ret ten he goes further, and expresses
ore at those concessions were not

ag, .general. It is only two months
thi. snce the hon. member denounced

anreaty as a surrender of the rights of
soeda and I am glad that his second,

ferent ought has brought him to a dif-
colelus onclusion altogether. In that
j-a'on I entirely concur with him.tepPr,,v
thi th of these concessions, and I
0Ie aik treaty we are now discussing is

do i e honorable to both countries.
si ant wish to import into this discus-
ther Ything that will give rise to fur-
crde ibate. I will give credit where
there - due, and at the same time where
ena a difference of opinion I shall
will Or to express it in a manner that
this tre provoke controversy. So far as
ut us aty is concerned these concessionswer in a different position from what
ttere asked to be placed in when the

the trWas submitted in 1886. Then
ceesi ost that was spoken of was the
sheriesion of our right to control the
iles w ithin bays exceeding six
tat the mouth. Well, gentle-

thatleank You for nothing; we hadth4ee ready. The limit on each side of
hole Marine miles would cover thetreaty 1trance of each bay, but by this

S 'e have an enlargement of that
de that Mr. Bayard, who certain-ttherves a great deal of the credit

died to the making of this treaty
odi ha prniple and proposed as
ous bation Of it that the width of the
es i ays should be extended to ten

ced<n lstead of six. That is a step in
Rested .. At the same time he sug-

theln his protocol that he submit-

toh er thIngs which were not quite
es greeable and he asked that
a a rvisions should be adopted
th Oe as a tentative measure totil ahe Place of the existing law

Srila definite arrangement could
Sshalbetween the two countries,
docum show presently by quoting

'lnen1ts themselves. Speaking as

regards these bays I have mentioned those
which under the treaty are admitted as be-
ing within the jurisdiction of this country.
W have altogether, besides that expan-
sio.n of the principle which the Americans
were willing to concede twenty years ago,
a list of some ten bays which are placed
beyond the catagory of ten miles or any
distance at al], because all these bays are
laid down as bays which are under the
control of Canada and some of them in
which the Americans formerly claimed
at all events to have fishing rights.
Among these bays are the Baie des
Chaleurs, Egmont Bay, Miramichi, St.
Annes, etc. All these ten bays are
placed within that catagory without
regard to their width, while in six of them
the line of delimitation is to be three
miles seaward from headland to head-
land. The Placentia Bay alone I
imagine is somewhere about twenty
miles wide. When we are told that we
received no concessions I do not wish
to go into the point at all, but it is
only fair to the Cornmission that it
should be known that those bays
are secured to us, and it is fair to the
American Commissioners to feel and to
know that they were never willing to
consent that we should have the exclu-
sive right, certainly not to any greater
extent than bays six miles wide. I may
perhaps be permitted to say with regard
to the Chief American Commissioner,
Mr. Bayard, that he has fully sustained
his hereditary name by the chivalrous
courtesy which he exhibited in discus-
sing all these international questions,
and in yielding only where he could not
get a better bargain for his country, and
at the same time consenting where
he could not honorably help himself by
yielding to the claims that were pressed
upon him by the Commissioners from
England and Canada. As regards the
other American Commissioner, I have
had the pleasure of a long acquaintance
with him. Although he came from the
State of Maine and was supposed to ad-
vocate the interests of Maine and Mass-
achusetts on that Commission, he acted
in a high-minded manner and approach-
ed every matter connected with these
international proceedings in a judicial
spirit. Something has been said of what
was proposed by Mr. Bayard in 1886. I
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have his letter and his protocol here and
I shall ask leave of the House to call
attention to one or two paragraphs of
that protocol. It asks that this shall be
one of those arrangements which are to
modify the Treaty of 1818 for ail time
until a definite arrangement can be arxiv-
ed at. Article four is as follows :-

The fishing vessels in the United States
shall have in the establehhed ports of entry
of Her Britannie Majestry's Dominions in
America, the same commercial privileges as
other vessels of the United States, including
the purchase of bait and other supplies; and
such privileges shall be exercised subject to
the same rules and regulations, and payment
of the same port charges, as are prescribed
for other vessels of the United States.

Now you will see that an enormous
stride was made in the demands of the
United States. They demanded conces-
sions entirely outside of the Treaty of
i8i8-far away beyond it. Article 5 is
as follows :-

The Government of Her Britannic Maj-
eety agree to release all the United States'
fishing vessels now under seizure for failing
to report at Cuetom Houses when seeking
ehelter, repairs or supplies, and to refund
all fines exacted for such failures to report
And the High Contracting Parties agree to
appoint a Joint Commission to ascertain the
amount of damage causeed to Amercan fish-
ermen, during the year 1886, by seizure and
detention in violation of the Treaty of 1818,
said Commission to make awards therefor
to the parties injured.

That is another stride that was taken
towards getting full control of our fish-
eries. Not satisfied with that they wanted
to have a joint control of the seizures
with our own Government and our own
officers. Article 3 is as follows :-

For the purpose of executing Article I of
the Convention of 1818, the Government of
the United States and the Government of
Her Britannic Majesty hereby agree to send
each to the Gulf of St. Lawrence a national
vessel, and also one to cruise during the
fishin season on the southern coasts of
Nova cotia. Whenever a fishing vessel of
the United States shall be seized for violat-
ing the provisions of the aforesaid Conven-
tion by fishing or preparing to fish within
three marine miles of any of the coaste,
bays, creeks, and harbors of Her Britannic
Majesty's dominions included within the
limite within which fishing is by the terme
of the eaid Convention renounced, such
vessel shall forthwith be reported to the
officer in command of one of the said na-
tional vessels, who, in conjunction with the
officer in command of another of said ves-

sels of the different nationality, shal lw
and examine into the facts of e the
Should the said commanding officere .
opinion that the char g e not suB.tj"e*
the vessel shall be reeased. But Ilhou
should be of opinion that the vessel.s sbe
be subjected to a judicial exaininatol the
shall forthwith be sent for trial bef, bO
Vice-Admiralty Court at Halifax. e 1ho01d
ever, the said commanding alicers 1o0e
differ in opinion, they shall name therfi
third person to act as um ire between the0,11
and should they be unable to agree hal
the name of such third person, thedeter
each name a person, an iit shall be l
mined by lot which of the two Persons
named shall be the umpire.

So, that unless the officer comiflanth
the United States vessel agreed that bhe'
case should be tried at Halifax, the
sel went scot free. No doubt theseP r
posais were made by Mr. Bayard in Ps
fect good faith. He naturally Want h
mnch as he conld get on behalf O
own people, but I do say that the bave
tion of those propositions would 1 of
been most degrading to the peoPc o
this country, and it is fortunate
considering these propositions Made
a year before the meeting of this c ef
tion, the proposais were made by a of
tleman who was perfectly consciouhinb
the responsibility that rested uPon to
in this matter, and who was preP a ho'
discuss the subject and corne to i tbe
est conclusion, which was done f get
Bill now before the House. coo*
those circumstanes, this treat y. ts
before us, and I do say that I hi et 0
a measure of peace and concord .atio
the two great English-speaking t
of the earth. of

If, unfortunately, the anticiPati'o
my hon. friend from Ottawa sl 9
prove correct, and this treaty shu ha
be ratified, we will at a]l event ced
tbis advantage-that there wili be P
upon record the conclusions of the
vention, which widl furnish a st 0
point in all future negotiations, a star.
point as regards various princniplesu
no gentleman acting as Plenipoten, b-
under a proper sense of his respo,,de
ties, could refuse to accede to. , it f
these circumstances, I think we ha
well congratulate ourselves that WC ha
arrived at the conclusion which wec ey
I frankly admit we have made coo
sions. Undoubtedly we have. grl
otherwise could we have got

HoN, MR. DICKEY.
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sable compromise without conces-
hav0 on both sides. In doing that we
:ill secured a measure which, I trust,

o TInee with the approbation of both
aread and, at all events-it having

o received the approbation of the0o e Of Commons-I do trust it will
ordflend itself to the good sense and

eeling of the Senate of Canada,

DerL MR. POWER-I think it is
toWaPs only fair that some voice should
r e raised in opposition to this treaty.
Opdthe time that the debate was

Uti thby the Leader of the House
hase present moment every speaker
ado eclared himself in favor of the

e~oPtion O
expre of the treaty, and I may
circ, rMy regret that, under these
beet rstances-as all the speakers have
there ltavor of adopting the treaty-
nto h Ould still have been imported

thieh discussion an amount of temper
shal an thankful to say is not very

al this House. I was much pleased
ei suppose almost every hon. gentle-

teo pleased-to hear the voice of
ore - gentleman, from Ricmond once
e a this Chamber. It is now some
lis - since we have had the pleasure

g a fing to that hon. gentleman mak-
er P eech of any length, and we were

shglad to hear him once again.
of b f us who had been in the habitgla , ng him in former years were

ho hear him again, and members
Non ave only been a short time in the
ýjtt pwere I know pleased to hear

t4at I k for the first time. But I feel
aY be allowed, without at all

the 'g tO Criticise in an improper way
r duct or the language of any mem.t0 e

8etle express my regret that the hon.
pran from Richmond should haveptted himself to adopt a tone with

t to the hon. gentleman from.
to a, Which I think was very much
folu depiored. The hon. gentleman

rettottawa expressed views with
he ~tthis treaty which are not at all

till thene as those which I entertain;
rte gentleman did it in a

donUs and parliamentary way; and
is 0 think that there was anything

l 1epr teh to call for the strong terms
Seon which were dealt out to
y t e hon. gentleman from Rich-

mond ; and I have no doubt that that
hon. gentleman, on thinking over the
matter, probably feels now that his
language was stronger than was neces-
sary-that he allowed himself to be
carried away into using stronger language
than his deliberate judgment would
approve.

I expressed an opinion on this treaty
at the opening of Parliament. Some hon.
gentlemen rather criticised me for having
done so, and perhaps I was mistaken in
so doing ; but I have not seen any rea-
son to change the views which I then
expressed. I think that the treaty does
not really amount to very much one way
or another. It is not all bad ; but on
the whole the balance of advantage does
not rest with us, and I thnk that it
would be better for Canada that this
treaty should not be ratified.

I do not propose to go into the his-
tory of this matter at any length ; but we
have to talk a little of the history in
order to judge whether. or not the bar-
gain that we have made is a good one.
What was the position of things at the
expiration of the Washington Treaty ?
It was this : we were thrown back on
our rights under the treaty of 1818. The
Washington Treaty expired on the 30
June, 1885. It was the duty of the
Government, seeing that this treaty was
to expire in 1885, to have taken early
steps to provide some arrangement for a
modus vivendior for some satisfactory con-
dition of things which would begin when
the Treaty ended. That was their duty,
irrespective of the Imperial Government
altogether ; but what is the fact ? The
fact is that the Imperial Government, in
the month of May, 1883, almost immedi-
ately after the American Government
had given notice of their intention to
abrogate the fishery clauses of the Wash-
ington Treaty, sent a despatch to the
Government of Canada asking them for
their views as to what was to be done
upon the expiry of the fishery clauses of
the Washington Treaty. This Govern-
ment did nothing. That is the general
rule I believe-that the leader of the
Government never does anything when
he can possibly remain inactive. His
motto, as everybody understands, is not
to do to-day what can be put off until
to-morrow, even though the putting off
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involves serious consequences. The
Imperial Government, at the end of 1883
or beginning of 1884, sent a further
despatch to the Government here urging
them to take some steps in this matter.
Still nothing was done; and nothing was
done during the whole of 1884 by the
Government of Canada. At length,
in response to a final despatch
received somewhere in the begin-
ning of 1885, this Government did
begin to act ; and what did they do
then? Having done nothing for nearly
two years, the Government of Canada
said then " It is too late for us now to
do anything ; we have not time to
negotiate, we shall propose that the Unit-
ed Stat s fisherman shall enjoy a season's
fishing for no consideration whatever." I
am rather surprised to find from the
correspondence whcih is laid on our table
in this blue book, that the Government
of Canada seem to have thought that
they had done a very clever thing when
they had done that. The Committee of
the Privy Council in August 1885 say :-

" The Committee desire to state to vour
Excellency that such arrangement is per-
fectly satisfactory; and they further beg to
express their hig h appreciation of the able
manner in which Her Majesty's Minister at
Washington, Sir Sackville West, conducted
the negotiations."

Now, in as much as the negotiations
had for result the giving up by Canada
of a season's fishing for nothing, one
can hardly see that it required any great
skill or ability on the part of the British
Minister at Washington, or that there
was any reason for the Privy Council to
congratulate him on his distinguished
services in giving away our fisheries
for nothing for a whole season. What
was the natural effect of this conduct of
the Dominion Government? The Do-
minion Government gave up to the
United States' fishermen, without any
consideration, the fishing from the first
of July, 1885 to the end of that season,
which would probably be about the be-
ginning of November. They not only
gave it up ; but they expressed satisfac-
tion at the giving of it up, and congratu-
lated the British Minister at Washington
on being able to arrange with the Amer-
ican fishermen to come into our waters
and fish without compensation. The

natural effect was to make the
States Congress and fishermen
that it was not the intention of the Cs
adian Government to enforce their
under the Treaty of 1818 at all. thoe
conclusion would naturally be that thing
rights which were given up for no the
were of very little value, or thathth-
Dominion Government doubted ad it
er those rights really existed ; andit
would certainly leave the impres ne
on the minds of the fisher the
of the United States and, have
politicians of that country that, as did
just said, the Government of Canada det
not propose to enforce their rights t1 1
the treaty. I have always felt that this
was a grave blunder on the part Of
Government. It is said that, thI3
done with a view of promoting t
feeling. My theory as to the best
to promote good feeling between na
as well as between individuals, is
each nation shall maintain its .
rights, while it respects the gof
of others. That was the positO 1
affairs at the close of the year 1885e s
think that this Government had n sh-
grave mistake in giving up a season n
ing for nothing; and that they ha
guilty of neglect of duty in not acting O'
the suggestion of the Imperial Go e
ment and taking some steps to pro'e
for a state of things which was tO f the
into existence at the expiration O
treaty. after

I feel bound to say that 8
the close of the fishing season OGovero-
the conduct of the Dominion *oi.
ment does not, in my humble. OP"" c
seem to be open to any very seriOus ch
demnation. This is the opinio b
I ventured to express at the

,well1 0
ning of last session as ',w he
at the beginning of this- t i
Dominion Government having î0.nd
motion, did act pretty energetically b1e
promptly. They fitted out a reasOna
number of cruisers, and they is' thos
structions to the captains Of be
schooners and caused warnings to
sued to United States fisherm1en 1«s
that was the way the season of I -ghts
begun. During that season, theriil
of Canada were vigorously and her'
enforced, and the United States they
men did not like it. I SUPPse
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fed it S
ere so much the less, because they

they en by surprise. The fact that
41?an been allowed to fish without
rcau terference the previous season
and e em to feel the more surprisedt asperated when the rights of this

he t Were vigorously asserted in 1886.
haveaduct of the Government in 1886

ed Of ways, taken as a whole, approv-
the [; and I may say that the leader of
sion overnment in opening the discus-
sayi unthis Bill was hardly justified in
the that the Opposition had accused
right overnment of not enforcing our

.ati. There may have been oc-
de b statements of that sort

Irres Y irresponsible persons and
Papesible writers in opposition news-be; but I do not think there has

Ch any statement of an authoritative
tiacter mriade on behalf of the opposi-
po that the Government had not

lilay y enforced the i ights of Canada.
dct osay, while admitting that the con-

fas o the Government, on the whole,
o Orthy of commendation, that it

thata pear from the correspondence
to th e the enforcement of our rights
foreie fisheries and our rights to exclude

n fishing vessels from our waters
er the fishery treaty of 1818 was

regula .e enforcement of the customs
%ei ats against United States fisher-

WoWas in some cases a little harsh.
fe regulations were in a few cases

seraed in a way that I think led to
Ido 'aion that was only natural ; but
ett 0 ht say that the Government were
0f the wrong in endorsing the action

in ker Off ers on those cases. Still, I
an er a vessel came in to let a

Poli re, that it was a mistaken
evra tO seize the vessel. There were

the 1ocases where vessels were se;zed by
lflder -fiers, and afterwards released

r instructions from Ottawa. In
%le cases there was a little too much

aI the part of local officers, but it
eulatioys m carrying out the Customs
usive n8and not in enforcing our ex-

8. shery rights under the Treaty of
0bliRed t Wish to say, and I regret to be
0cur i0 say it, that I am not able to

en te e view expressed by the hon.
citthfronm Ottawa as to the line of

the ter t we should have adopted on
ination of the Washington

Treaty. We did adopt his line for six
months, and the result was unsatisfac-
tory in the extreme. The hon. gentle-
man spoke of the comity of nations. I
think the comity of nations in a very
good thing, but I think justice and the
maintaining of our own rights are better
things. We should uphold our rights
and respect the rights of others. A
one-sided comity is not a desirable
thing. While the hon. gentleman tells
us we should have exercised the comity
of nations-not the comity of nations,
but something stronger than that
- towards United States fishermen
on the Atlante coast, the same Govern-
ment under whose licenses those fisher-
men were sailing, were seizing our
fishermen in the open sea in the North
Pacifie hundreds of miles from land, bring-
ing their vessels into port and confiscating
them, with only the slightest pretense of
legal right to do it. I do not myself
believe in that one-sided sort of comity.
If our friends to the south of us display
reasonable comity to us, we should be
prepared to reciprocate and do a little
better, but I do not think that all the
comity should be on one side. No
doubt the United States fishermen
thought that the conduct of our cruisers
and of the officers in our ports was exas-
perating, but the conduct of their cruisers
and officers in the waters of the Pacific
was much more exasperating. The
exasperating conduct on the part of the
United States was not confined to what
was done in Alaska ; because under the
Washington Treaty which had just
expired, they had contrived to render
some of its provisions almost nugatory
by most unfair devices. That Treaty
provided that our fish, preserved as well
as fresh, should go into the United States
free of duty. The United States author-
ities got over that provision by putting
a duty on the packages in which the fish
were contained. Could anything be
smaller, more exasperating and more
opposed to the comity of nations than
that ? Then they tried to impose a duty
on seal oil, on the ground that the seal
was not a fish. It is perfectly true that
the seal in strict language is not a fish ;
but the intention of the negotiators of
the treaty was that seal oil should be ad-
mitted free. It is a very good thing tu
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be Christian and to be philanthropic,
but I doubt if Christian philanthropy is
the best quality that a Government can
possess when dealing with a people and
a Government like those to the south
of us. It might be better to possess
other qualities.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Which
serve a better purpose.

HON. MR. POWER-Amongst the
extracts which the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa read, was a letter of a collector
of a port in Maine who had not for a
number of years-some thirty years, I be-
lieve-seized a Canadian vessel. But the
hon. gentleman must remember this ;
that our fishermen did not want to go
and fish on the coast of Maine. Why
should a vessel be seized there ? The
Americans had no fish that we wanted
to catch. The reason why those United
States vessels were seized on our coast
was to prevent then from fishing in our
waters; and, as our vessels did not want
to fish on the coast of Maine, there was
no reason for seizing them, such as
existed in the case of American fisher-
men on our coast. I think the hon.
gentleman qualified what he said by
saying that he put the case as it appeared
to the people of the United States. That
is, of course, one way of looking at it ;
but, on the whole, it would have been
better not to have taken that view,
because my hon. friend must have seen,
if he had read the reports of our officers
on the complaints of those United
States fishermen, that in nearly every
instance the complaint proved to be
unfounded. I think that we should
cultivate the most friendly relations with
our neighbours to the South. I admire
their enterprise, their intelligence and
their hospitality as much as any man
can admire them ; but there is one
thing I cannot do-I should not be
prepared to believe that anything
was a fact on the ground that it
had been stated by an United States
fisherman. That may sound rather un-
christian and uncharitable ; but if hon.
gentlemen had been present at the sit-
ting of the Commission under the Wash-
ington Treaty in Halifax, in the summer
of 1877, they would have formed a very

HoN. MR. POWER.

low estimate indeed of the reliabilitY and
veracity of the United States fishertnem
American witnesses by the score .zna
proved there, under the cross-examlo
tion of the British Consul, to have
the most outrageous falsehoods, ad
made statements with hardly a sh tate
of foundation. Undoubtedly the s
ments that have been made in connas
tion with the present difficulty were 
the same kind of statements which ca
before that Commission. It seems toid
forgotten, when urging that we sho
open our fisheries to the United Sta
fishermen-that we should do that
let then fish alongside our fisherll"
-that it is a neighborly and proper t
to do, that the United States Gov
ment collect a duty of $2 a barrel on
our fish, and that surely our fisherf
cannot be expected to compete succe
fully in the United States marke ,tb
rivals who have a bounty of $2 a bar
The only way in which our fishert0 e
could be put in a position to CO11Pom
with those of the United States tj
give them certain advantages over eni
rivals, and those advantages were give
the vigorous enforcement of the t
of 1818 ; and the consequence .
enforcement has been that the
catch of mackerel and other fisa
fallen off considerably, with the n as
consequence that the price of fishho
been increased to our fishermen. the
Finance Minister laid great stress O that
strong feeling of hostility to Canada
existed in the United States 111 s
quence of our enforcement of our reg
under the Treaty of 1818 ; but
gentlemen must not be led awa bly
what they see in the newspapers al'I
what they hear. There is a good
of feeling amongst the fishermen Of of
England: there is a certain amou a-
feeling amongst the politicians at the
ington who are anxious to capturetb
votes of the fishing population ando re
Irish population; but amongst the that
body of the people I arn satisfie in
there is practically no feeling at or
connection with our enforcenent 0

rights under the treaty. Once Yo an'
away from the politicians who are
dering, if I may use the expression, td
Irish vote, and from the NeW Eger
fishing population, there is reallY
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Safeeling on this matter in the Unted
fer fr I aM sorry to be obliged to dif-
aed fro the hon. gentleman from Ottawaonfrorm the Finance Minister upon this
sh sIl I think it only right that I

ou express my dissent. We enforcedAs ir hts during the season of 1886.

an l m e, We did not enforce them in
lnstr 'roper way. There were certain
la tances where the strict letter of the
littleed not have been applied, where a
coidl ore good feeling and a little more
havlderation for human nature wouldeno been better ; but, on the whole, we
Ue ;ced nothing but our rights ; and the
the States, or a large proportion of
the friticians of the United States, and

en nds of the New England fisher-
ch ade a great ado about it, and

hatr1  Official correspondence ensued.
of t correspondence-a large portion

ath bt any rate-is contained ine lue book which most hon. gen-
e have before them, I presurne.
to gone over a great deal of that

bias inPondence with, I hope no undue
to l favor of those who carried on the

arsndence on behalf of Canada;
s ahfar as my humble judgment

Of that ink that any unbiassed reader
tt corresponderce will feel that both

had d e law and as to the facts Canada
ecidedly the better of the dispute.

loear.GENTLEMEN-Hear, hear.

t • MR. POWER-And more than
of Our most of those cases the opinions
the ,rGovernment were submitted to
rstanperial Government ; and in every

aci , or almost every instance the
at anour Government was approved

rkerY rate ratified, by the ImperialCire, ment ; and I think under those
dsatif fances we have no reason to be

qver With the conduct of ourat an ynMent. I do not propose to read
but I tIngth fron that correspondence ;
ter 1 tnk that the report of the Minis-

f arme and Fisheries in the case
age;David J. Adams" which begins at

the M6 f theblue book, and the report of
je sl"ter of Justice on the same sub-SreCoghie begins at page 144, will be
ablZedt by every one as being admir-

ectesfulpapers, and establishing very
Y the case of the Canadian

Government on most of the points at
issue. At the close of the fishing season
of 1886, the American Government, not-
withstanding the exasperation which we
are told existed throughout the whole
country-told by the Minister of Finance
in very strong language-made proposals
for a readjustment of the existing state of
things. They became anxious for a settle-
ment. I do not propose to deal with
those proposal at any length. I may say
that, after a good deal of correspondence
had taken place, the views of the United
States on this fisheries question were
embodied in a despatch of Secretary
Bayard, dated i5th November, 1886.
This despatch will be found at page 177
of the blue-book, and I shall have occa-
sion to refer to it hereafter. The views
of the Canadian Government on Secre-
tary Bayard's proposal are to be found at
page 214 of the same blue-book ; and I
may briefly say that the Canadian Privy
Council declare that the proposals of
Mr. Bayard are not acceptable.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-And give
the reasons.

HoN. MR. POWER-Yes, and they
give the reasons. That was the position
of the Governmrent at the close ot the
year 1886. Last session hon. gentlemen
will remember that the supporters of the
Government were most vigorous and
energetic in their approval of what had
been done by the Government ; and the
Finance Minister used the very strongest
language on the subject. He stated, in
reply to the threat coming fron the
United States, that they would pass
measures to put an end to commercial
intercourse between that country and
this-and I could not help admiring his
boldness-that we were prepared to meet
that state of things ; that, on the whole,
perhaps it was better that that state of
things should come, because it would
teach us to rely upon ourselves, and
would serve our own railways and har-
bors, and that after awhile we shoild do
verywell without the United States. That
was the attitude assumed last session by
the supporters of the Government, but
before the close of the session the
Finance Minister had some correspond.
ence with Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State
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for the United States, and that corres-
pondence has been submitted to us.
That correspondence taken in itself is
of a very satisfactory nature. Any one
who read Mr. Bayard's letters would
come to the conclusion that that gentle-
man was not only anxious that the trade
relations between this country and the
United States should be put upon a dif-
ferent basis-that the element of reci-
procity should enter largely into our
trade relations-but that he expected to
be in a position to carry out his own
views and wishes on the subject. The
Minister of Finance, who had been just
about that time making our protective
tariff much more protective,expressed his
strong sympathy with the desire of Mr.
Bayard to have freer trade relations
between the two countries, and went to
Washington, as he tells us, and had in-
terviews with the American statesman.
I can only say that I can readily under-
stand, after the correspondence which
had taken place, the grave disappoint-
ment which Sir Charles Tupper must
have experienced when the plenipotenti
taries met at Washington last November
and when the British Commissioners
were met on the very threshold of the
negotiations by a distinct refusal on the
part of the United States plenipotentiaries
to deal with the trade question at all,
the reason given being that this was a
matter that came within the jurisdiction
of Congress and with which the Executive
could not deal. That was a very cogent
reason ; but it strikes me that it was the
duty of Mr. Bayard, when he found that
that state of things did exist, to have ac-
quainted the British Plenipotentiaries with
the condition of things, before the con-
ference began. I cannot help feeling
that Sir Charles Tupper or the Govern-
ment should have been made aware that
the American Government were not pre-
pared to deal with the trade question at
all We have now got down to the time
when the conference began, or nearly so ;
and if I may be allowed to say a few
words as to the circumstances under
which this treaty was negotiated, I shall
point out one or two circumstances
which. I think, were unfortunate. I do
not wish to be understood as attributing
any serious blame to the Government of
this country in connection with the mat-

ter, but I think that the time for m
the treaty was not wNell-chosen. It d
not seem to me that there was anY n
sity-any urgent necessity-for ma
a treaty or attempting to mlake
treaty just when the attempt was madh
because it will be observed that althou9
difficulties had frequently occured dr
the fishing season of 1886, comparativ
few difficulties occurred during the seasot
of 1887 ; and the reason was that the
Dominion Government, as I understa
it, during the latter season, while enfl'I
ing our rights under the treaty of a s
did not enforce as rigidly and with
little consideration for the merits
individual cases, the customs regulation
which had caused so much ill-fee
during the preceding year. So that I
not think there was any urgent necessi
for making the treaty at the time it
made. The time was ill chosen beca
it was within the year previous to te
Presidential election in then
States ; and everyone admits that it WouVd
be difficult to get a Republican maiajo to
in the Senate of the United States
ratify any act of the President, no miatteh
how good it might be, for fear that sch
ratification would assist the Dermocrati
party in the election in Nover il
I think for that reason the time Wasthe
chosen ; and then, notwithstandingbeen
very vigorous language which has the
used by some hon. gentlemen here,.
selection of the British plenipotent
was not a wise one. It may be aV
fortunate thing that what may be .c
the local politics of Great Brital e
Ireland should interfere with Imp.ust
negotiations, but the fact is there Jent
the same. The Imperial Govern the
could not have selected a man out o t
House of Commons or the House
Lords who would be more obnoxous
the Irish people.

HON MR. ALMON - H0 wo
William O'Brien have answered ?

HoN. MR. POWER - If my)' hO0
friend and colleague has nothing o
consequence to interject than a rernie
of that kind, it would be better to let
proceed.

HoN. MR. ALMON-Then whY
you abuse Mr. Chamberlain ?

HoN. MR. POWER
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n MR. POWER-I am not abus-
gente r Chamb:erlain. I appeal to hon.
aenTemen as to whether I am abusingCebne I am simply stating that Mr.
hitserlain had by his conduct made
rinan- more obnoxious than any other
r 1 n the British Parliament to the

UiiteÞdeoPle in the old country, in the
not es and in Canada. I am
thin aying whether he had done any-
n'ot rong to bring about that result oro8. 1earn simply stating what is a re-

th -rih fact. Now we all know that
the eli vote is a very important one in

nOans i the United States. It is
inn" that if Mr. Blaine had succeeded
1ietting a couple of thousand moresecvotes in 1884, he would have

the .jded in becoming the President of
nited States.

equ MR. HOWLAN-I suppose anhai dnumber of Scotch votes wouldhaVe done just as well.

theMR- -POWER-All people have
the Irional feelings : it happens that
t thrlsh vote is a very influential vote
is; e United States, just as the German
beeld 1 presurne that if a man had
wa selected as plenipotentiary who

tnoxious to the Germans in the
been th States the result would have
Irishe same, except that as a rule ourPiticPeople take a more active part in
that i than the Germans do. The fact
Plenie r. Charmberlain was the principal
Calcu ttentiary on the British side is
ljniteted to prevent the Senate of the

States from ratifying the treaty.

• O R. BOTSFORD-No.

that 9s MR. POWER-I do not say
should be so, but that is the fact.

thj MR. BOTSFORD-I do not
the de WIll have a feather's weight in

sion Of the matter.

opiti MR. POWER-That is the
Who havo mly hon. friend ; other people
ete equal opportunities of judging
gentl ' a different opinion. The hon.

ryt a froi m Ottawa referred to two
berlain Udclous speeches that Mr. Cham-ritade-that is injudicious looking

at them from the American point of
view; but there was an observation made
in one of those speeches, if I am not
mistaken, which went to show that Mr.
Chamberlain was not the man to send
out as a plenipotentiary, for another
reason altogether. This gentleman who
was coming out as principal plenipoten-
tiary on the English side, talked of him-
self as coming out to hold the balance
evenly between the two countries. He
was not to be the advocate of the rights
of England or Canada, but simply an
umpire between the two ; and in that
respect he was the sort of Christian
statesman that we bear about sometimes,
but he was not the sort of man we want-
ed. That was not the sort of men
the United States put on their board.
Mr. Bayard did not go into the confer-
ence with the feeling that he was ready
to give England or Canada all that she
had a right to ; and the other American
plenipotentiaries did not go there with
any such idea at all. They went there
to make the best bargain they could for
their own country ; and I do think that
our own plenipotentiaries should have
gone there actuated by the same feeling.
I have no doubt that Sir Charles Tupper
went there with a feeling that he should
make the best bargain he could for
Canada ; and I presume he did the
best he could, handicapped as he
was. I am satisfied that if we had
had three commissioners like Sir
Charles Tupper we should have had a
better treaty. This treaty is the result
of a protracted bargainmng between the
two countries. There was corre-
spondence and there were negotiations ;
and, finally, as the result of all that,
comes the treaty. Now, in order to see
who has got the better in the negotia-
tions, let us see what each party has
contended for and which has receded
most from the position taken up, and
then we shall be in a reasonably good
position to judge as to who has made
the better bargain. The American con-
tention is to be found in a despatch of
Mr. Bayard, to which I have already
referred. I may mention, in a general
way, before reading Mr. Bayard's pro-
posai, that in the end, whatever it may
have been in the beginning, the conten-
tion of the Americans was chiefly this-
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that while they were not allowed to fish
within the three-mile limit, still if their
fishermen were fishing outside the
three-mile limit, their vessels had a
right to be treated when inside of
that limit just as if they were trading
vessels ; and that they had a right to get
bait and supplies of every kind just the
same as if they were trading vesSels.
The contention on the part of Canada
was the other way. I shall just read
what Mr. Bayard said, beginning at the
foot of page 178. In his despatch of the
1 5 th November, 1886, he says :-

" The present memorandum also contains
provisions for the usual commercial facili-
ties allowed everywhere for the promotion
of legitimate trade, and nowhere more fully
than in British ports and under the commer-
cial policies of that nation. Such facilities
cannot with any show of reason be denied
to American fishing vessels when plying
their vocations in deep-sea fishing grounds
in the localities open to them equally with
other nationalities. The Convention of1818
inhibits the 'taking, drying or curing fish '
by American fishermen in certain waters
and on certain coasts, and when these
objecte are effected, the inhibitory features
are exhausted. Everything that may pres-
umably guard against an infraction of these
provisions will be recognized and obeyed by
the Government of the United States, but
should not be pressed beyond its natural
force.

No construction of the Convention of 1818
that strikes at or impedes the open-sea fisli-
ing by citizens of the United States, can .be
accepted, nor should a treaty of friendship
be tortured into a means of such offence,nor
should such an end be accomplished by
indirection. Therefore, by causing the
same port regulations and commercial rights
to be applied to vessels engaged therein as
are enforced relative to other trading crafts,
we propose to prevent a ban from being put
upon the lawful and regular business of
open-sea fishing."

That expresses his view on that point.
Now the protocol which has already been
referred to by the hon. members from
Richmond and Amherst, contains six
articles. The first article contained a
proposal for the settling of the question
of territorial rights, and Mr. Bayard's
proposition was that " the distance of
three marine miles from such bays and
harbors shall be measured from a straight
line drawn across the bay or harbor, in
the part nearest the entrance, at the first
point where the width does not exceed
ten miles."

Then, in the same first article there
are propositions:

" 2. To agree upon and establishl r
regulations as may be necessary and
to secure to the fishermen of the Pted
States the privilege of entering baye a
harbors for the purpose of shelter and Of
pairing damages therein, of pur ,e
wood, and of obtaining water, and to a
upon and establish such restrictions as
be necessary to prevent the abuse of the Pr
vilege reserved by said Convention to
fishermen of the United States. ibe

3. To agree upon and recommxnend g.
penalties to be adjudged, and such proce t
ings and jurisdiction as may be necessaryas
secure a speedy trial and judgment 1 ri s
little expense as possible, for the viola .y

of rights and the transgressors of the ibiy
and restrictions which may be he
adopted."

The second article provides that : the
" Pending a definite arrangement OD .

subject, Her Britannic Majesty's Gove 1
ment agree to instruct the proper cooa
and other British officers to abstain frt
seizing or molesting fishing vessels O the
United States, unless they are found Wia
three marine miles of any of the coasts,bi.
creeks and harbors of Her Britannic Or
esty's dominions in America, there fishin e
to have been fishing, or preparing t the
within those limits, not included witlL of
limits within which,. under the treaty
1818, the fishermen of the Unite f8 hberY
continue to retain a common right of ,,
with Her Britannic Majesty'e subjects.

There is also a provision for the crea
tion of a Court, to be conposed 1n Ie
first instance of commanders of '0 .
United States and one English war-shiP
and that if they were of opinion thatt
vessel should be subjected to a jd th
examination, she should be sent fOrthwlat
before the Vice-Admiralty Court
Halifax.

The fourth article is as follows
"The fishin vessels of the United St*'

shall have in t e established ortsof e
of Her Britannic Majesty's Dominion
America, the sane commercial privilegd
other vessels of the United States, 1 01clu
the purchase of bait and other suPP"b-
and such privileges shall be exercise aod
ject to the same rules and re ulations' r
payment of the same port charges, as
prescribed for other vessels of the tjn
States."t

Then is a further provision that te
British Government should release
tain American vessels then in custo' •

I think attention has not been difti
to the fact that only those vessels in

HON. MF. POWER.
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CiIsody for having failed to report at the
renitotm House when seeking shelter,repairs 0
If r or supplies were to be released.

ove a not mistaken, the Canadian
riment have released all those

ve8s. There was also provision for
otsing the damages in such cases.

eOting has been done about it. I have
reas what the United States proposition
has, In order to fortify the view which Ihave taken, I may be allowed to read what
,r view of the late Secretary of thegeasury of the United States, Daniel
RInning, was. In a report to the

Use of Representatives, dated the
,oth January, 1887, he said

of t 'Iondemnation does not, in the opinion
bio Department, justly rest upon the

Er s lIo of Canada because she has upon
to tetute books and enforces a law similar
per e foregoing, but because she refuses to
4,it Arnerican deep sea fishing vessels,
hera8 ting and using the ocean, to enter
%d4 "crts for the ordinary purposes of trade
iiQey Commerce, even though they have

Sa pted to ish within the territo-
to lit of Canada, and intend obedience

adofr rquirement of the Cus;toms laws,
ach every other law of the port which.il, essels seek to enter. American fish-

e veeels duly authenticated by this
%4'artnient, and having a permit ' to touch
Ctra4de,' should be permitted to visit
0 dIan ports, and buy supplies, and enjoy
a %aY Commercial privileges, unless such
O ?ight is withheld in our ports from
the a an vessels. The right is denied by
r 1 y Council and the Governor Gene-
gro of the Canadian Dominion, upon the
abr'Qd that it would be in effect a pro tanto

gation of the Treaty of 1818."
oToe Secretary of the Treasury gocs

ç"Th'say :
the Tbi Department bas had occasion in
o eizet,and may be compelled in the future,

as Weil and prosecute to forfeiture foreign
owi, làdomestic vessels violaiting in our
ther pots, the Customs law, but 1 believe
ther never has been in the past, and I hope

pnever will be in the future, such
th ate spite displayed by the officers of
et vernment, as has during the last
en1 er been exhibited in the Dominion of

h toward well meaning American
ier en. Congress has forbidden the

Or eaithis Department to prosecute even
an 10 asian of tariff law unless eatisfied of

ethtl intention to defraud.'"
ere it will be seen that it was the
e that was exercised by our

fitos officers in the cases of some
vilatetn, who may have not meant tothe law, which the late Secretary

of the Treasury resented most. However
there is this to be said ; that while there
may have been occasional cases where
innocent men have suffered, I imagine
that in the majority of cases the inno-
cence was not real but assumed. It may
in certain cases be better that ninety-nine
guilty men should escape than that one
innocent man should suffer. Still I think
that, in dealing with foreign fishermen
and protecting your own treaty rights,
that is not a good rule to adopt.

Now what was the Canadian view ?
That will be found laid down very fully
in the Minute of Council approved by
His Excellency on the first of February
1887. It will be found at page 214 of
the blue book. On Mr Bayard's first
proposition, as to making ten miles in-
stead of six the width of the bays which
were to be the exclusive property of Can-
ada, the Committee of the Privy Council
make some observations. The hon.
gentleman from Richmond last evening
read a portion of those observations ; and
it may be remembered'that I asked him
to read what followed, I shall just read
what came immediately after the quota-
tion, made by the hon. member :-

" This provision would involve a surren-
der of fishing rights which have always
been regarded as the exclusive property of
Canada, and would make common fishing
grounds of territorial waters which by the
law of nations have been invariably regarded
both in Great Britain and the United States
as belonging to the adjacent country."

Then the Committee go on to refer to
the Baie des Chaleurs, which fortunately
has been made our property, and the
Committee proceed to say, and it is
clear from other portions of the corres-
pondence, that it has always been
insisted that the bays were the property
of England no matter how wide they
were ; so that it will be seen that the
Privy Council disapprove altogether of
that proposition of Mr. Bayard's.

As to Article 2 they say that it is
entirely inadmissible, because,
"ILt would suspend the operations of the
Statutes of Great Britain and Canada, and
ot the Provinces now constituting Canada,
not only as to the various offences connect-
ed with fishing, but as to Customs, harbors
and shipping, and would give to the fishing
vessels of the United States privileges in
Canadian ports, which are not enjoyed by
vessels of any other class, or of any other
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nation ; such vessels would for example, be purchasiug other supplies, in the harborsO
free from the duty of reporting at the the Dominion."
Customs on entering a Canadian harbor, and The Committee proceeded to add:-
no sateguard could be adopted to prevent cgf
infraction of the Custom laws by any vessel "From the above enumeration of so e
asserting the character of a fishing vessel of the principal objections to which the P,
the United States." posals contained in Mr. Bayard's memor

dum are open, it will be evident to bOle
HON. MR. KAULBACH-Is that the Excellency, that those proposais as a yl
ouh MR. tra BAC I icense? thewill not be acceptable to the Governfl3 dftouch and trade license ? Canada. The conditions which Mr. Bsy1 ,

has sought to attach to the appointm e
HON. MR. POWER-This article does a niixed commission involve in every r

not refer to that. Then on page 2 17 the assumption that upon the mnost lP
the Committee say that- aut points in the controversy wlic ead

arisen in regard to the fisheries on the
" It must, however, be borne in mind that ern coast of British North America Catesshould no' definite arrangement,' such as is bas been in the wrong and the United Sta

looked forward to in the proposal, be arrived in the right. The reports which have
at, these extraordinary concessions,although ready been submitted to Your Excelle .
applied for pending such a definite arrange- and communicated to Her Majesty's Go o
ment, might remam in operation for an mentnpon thissubjecthavebeensufficieke
indefinite period, and that the Article would. show that the position which bas been t3 r-be taken for al time to come as indicating up by the Canadian Government is onht
the true interpretation of the Convention of fectly justiiable, with reference 10 the rig bV
1818, although the interpretation placed expressly reserved to British subijectsh sl
upon that Convention by the Article is, as a treaty, and that the legislation, by wh'i
matter of fact, diametrically opposed to the has been, and is now being sought toeenitb
construction which bas heretofore been in- those rights, is entirely in accordance
sisted upon by successive Canadian Gov- treaty stipulations, and is within the co
ernments," petence of the Colonial Legisiature." b8V10g

When we comne to look at the treat "It is not to be expected that atter of
Wen nd t ook at t e ebodyis earnestly insisted upon the necess'tY. hwe shall find that its language embodies strict maintenance of these treaty rig 1l

substantially the proposition of the and upon the respect due by foreign Ves
United States. The Committee conti- while in Canadian waters, to th e runi to
nue legislation by which all vessels reortn.

those waters are governed, in the ab6s
" As to the Article III the Minister sub- moreover, of any decision of a egal tribUD

mits that it is entirely inadmissible. It to show that there has been any strainlI
proposes that Her Majesty's Courts in the law in those cases in which it bas
Canada shall, without any show of reason, put in operation, the Canadian Govern ,,n
be deprived of their jurisdiction, and would will suddenly and without the justificao
vest that jurisdiction in a tribunal not supplied by any new facts or argu er-
bound by legal principles, but clothed with withdraw from a position taken uP Ui' ty
supreme authority to decide on m-nost impor- ately, and by doing so, in effect, plead g0
tant rights of the Canadian people." to the whole of the charges (f Oppre88

"4. Article IV is also open to grave ob- inhumanity and bad faith, whicl, In
jection. It proposes to give the United uage wholly unwarranted by the circnot
States' fishing vessels the sanie commercial stances of the case, have been made aga
privileges as those to which other vessels ot it by the public men of the United t
the United States are entitled, although "Such a surrender on the part of Ca%0a-
such rivileges are expressly renounced by would involve the abandonment of e o
the 'Freaty of 1818, on behalf of fishing able portion of the national inheritanc.e
vessels, which were thereafter to be denied the Canadian people, who would ce ffer
the right of access to Canadian waters ex- visit with just reprobation those whot
cept for shelter, re pairs and purchase of guilty of so serious a neglect of the
wood and water. It has already been point- committed to their charge." 0«r
ed out, in previous reports on this su ject, I think that anyone who reads Oi
that an attempt was made, during the nego- the Treaty will say that just the th
tiations which preceded the Convention of a nd Fis
1818, to obtain for the fishermen of the which the Minister of Marine
United States the right of obtaining bait in eries spoke of in such strong langitte
Canadian waters, and that this attempt was language which was endorsed by
successfully resisted. Your Excellency will whole Privy Council of Canadai1j
observe that, in spite of this fact, it is pro- taken place, and that we have abando
posed, under the article now referred to, to . gen.
declare that the Convention of 1818 gave Just the things which that hofn.
that privilege, as well as the privileges of man said shoùld not be abandotl

HoN. MR. POWER.
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al.The o.gai hon. gentleman frorn Richmond
thed, and I think the hon leader of

'arfouse also claimed, as a very singu-diseature of this Treaty, and one which
otirguished it favorably from every

.Jr that had been made with the
triesd States with respect to our fish-ier, that the inshore fisheries were not

ens Up to the United States. It hap-
Penl that the American fishermen and
tlareeope who represent them have de-
about uat nowadays they do not care

Purse sOur inshore fisheries. They use
Pate eines to catch mackerel in deepdater and they fish on the banks for
hod They never suggested that theyhrud be allowed to catch within the

Aher. "'e himit; so to say that the
the ecans did not get something which

nY did fot ask for-

io. • MR MACDONALD (B.C.)-k 4ayard asked for it.

elio4 MR. POWER-I defy the hon.9otlerMan or any other member of thispOuse to point out in this corre-
for thence where Mr. Bayard claimed

ith Americans the right to fish
treat ithe three-mile. To say that the
theris to be distinguished from every

eritreaty because it does not give the
a Cur'can what they did not ask for is
with Co mmendation. In dealing
the a matter of this sort we have to take
two al correspondence between the
hearsa ries. We cannot take the
oth y statements of fishermen and
Caler unofficial persons. I just wish to
the tretention to two or three points in
ill theia to show which party succeeded
before Contention. I have tried to put
'lhe you the claims of both sides.

totws of both are embodied in the
read. e papers from which I have iust

illI amnot going to read the whole
ofar . I shall read the termination

At he three
ete Ithree marine miles mentioned in

, shaO bthe Convention of October 20,Ve al e Ixieasutred eeaward froin lowrtefotmark; but at everv bay, creek, or
in thi'bot therwise speially provided for
hall8 reatv, such three marine miles

!iàe dra neasured seaward from a straightth W4 naroes the bay, creek, or hafbor
proit Pa, nearet the entrance at the firgt

Wh"" the width does not exceed ten

That is exactly the -same as the prop-
osition of Mr. Bayard, and Mr. Bayard's
proposition was copied, just as this is,
from the agreement made in 1882 with
iespect to the North Sea fisheries, to
which England, France, Belgium, Hol-
land, Denmark, Germany, and I think
Sweden, were parties.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-But he
did not propose that by himself.

HON. MR. POWER-That was the
proposition made by Mr. Bayard and
that proposition is embodied in the
Treaty with qualification-and I stated
at the opening of Parliament this
year that, while I did not say that we
had got anything by the Treaty, I did
think that the provisions which the
Treaty contained with respect to the
three mile limit, constituted on the whole
a satisfactory compromise. We have
there what the United States representa-
tive proposed. Under article four we
got something a little better than that.
We have the Baie des Chaleurs and
some other bays which would not, under
article three, have come within the ex-
clusive jurisdiction of Canada.

HON. MR. DEVER-Some of them
had been included before.

HON. MR POWER-England always
contended and Canada always claimed,
as appears from the report of the Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, that the
three miles were to be measured from a
line drawn from headland to headland
no matter how wide the bay was-that
the whole bay was British territory.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-But they
never exacted that.

HON. MR. POWER-I am ready to
admit that no seizures have been made
in those large bays since 1866; but
previous to the Treaty of 1854 such
seizures had taken place; and I am
quite wilhing to admit that on the whole
Articles 3 and 4 of the Treaty are satis-
factory. I think the proposition of the
American Secretary of State was not an
unreasonable one, and it has been adopt-
ed, although hon. gentlemen will notice
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that our Government had contended
that it should not be adopted. It has
been adopted in the Treaty with certain
modifications. Article 9 says that-

" ARTICLE IX.-Nothing in this treaty
shall interrupt or affect the free navigatio~n
of the Straits of Canso by fishing vessels of
the United States."

This, as is claimed by the Presi-
dent of the United States, is the first
official recognition of the right of the
United States to use forever the Strait
of Canso. When speaking of this pro-
vision at the opening of Session, I said
that I had no doubt that such a claim
would be set up by the United States ;
and now we find the President making
the claim, that England has recognized
in perpetuity the right of the United
States vessels to navigate the Strait of
Canso, which is less than a mile wide in
some places.

Difficulties may arise from that as I
said before. If we wished to bridge the
Strait, for instance, it would be contend-
ed that it was an interference with the
free navigation of the Strait by United
States' vessels.

HON. MR. DEVER-We can bridge
the St. Lawrence.

obtaininc, water, shall they be liablefo
harbor Jues, tonnage dues, buoy dues, .
dues, or other similar dues; but this en s
eration shall not permit other charte
inconsistent with t he enjoy ment Of
liberties reserved or secured by the convefl
tion of October 20, 1818."

Any hon. gentleman, who corPae5
the language of the treaty with Mr.
ard's proposition and the doctrine lai
down by Secretary Manning, will e
that this and the following article pracw
cally embody an acceptance of the doc-
trine laid down by the United States
authorities. United States fishing veseic
are allowed to do the very things wh
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries an
the Privy Council said would be OPen
to great abuse and tend to nake the
Treaty of no value. Hon. gentheilel
will see that if United States vessel
are allowed to corne into our bays aLn
harbors, without entering or clearing Wte
are practically giving them a right tO th
inshore fisheries ; because you canthe
have a cutter at every port, and the
United States fishermen may corne i
and are not obliged to report. The
may say that they are coming in for Wod
and water or some other thing alloe
by the Treaty ; but practically when Y""
corne to operate this Treaty it wdle o

fo d l i -l tt srrende
HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend UL "" -'L&iVQ1 L

has adverted to a foolish bargain made our inshore fisheries.
some years ago by Canada : that is no
reason why we should endorse another HON. MCF - tics
foolish bargain to-day. must report to the Customs authori

Article io of the treaty is as follows:- within twenty-four hours.
" United States' fishing vessels entering HON. MR. POWER-They cat

the baye or harbors referred to in Article I
of this treaty shall conform to harbor regu- main for twenty-four hours certainlYan
lations comnmon to them and to fishing ves- if there was a cutter at the openui. flot
sels of Canada and Newfoundland." every harbor to see that vesselsdî

" They need not report, enter, or clear, abuse h
when putting into such baye or harbors forr
shelter or repairing damages, nor when
putting into the same, outside the limits of This article provides that they ne
established ports of entry, for the purpose report at the Custom House, so thIt
of purchasing wood or of obtaining water; lose the control we had over theni bef0 çe;
except that any such vessel rernainng more and it will be seen that this I the
than twenty-four hours, exclusive of Sun-
days and legal holidavs, within any such ti wi the
port, or communicating with the shore Fîsheries, in his report adopted the
therein, may be required to report, enter, Privy Council, decîared would be e
or clear; and no vessel shall be excused pr.ctical nullification of our exdlusv
hereby froni giving due information to fishery rights.
boarding officers.

" They shal not be liable in such bays or Article iî says tenU5

harbors for compulsory pilotage; nor when IUnited States fishing veRselo en ro
therein for the purpose of shelter, of repair- the ports, baye and harbors of the esste

HngoN.e r KAUL AC •rR
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tef Newfoundland under stress of wea-
trrother casualty, may unload, reload,
and rp or sel], subject to Customs laws
4al e.ulations, ail fish on board, when such
r Ing, transshipment, or sale is made
r nary as incidental to repairs, and may
d enosj 'utfits, provisions and suppliesd aged or lost by disaster; and in case of
fa àor Sickness shall be allowed ail need-
Cpe acilities, including the shipping of

permission to transship simply
American fishermen to use our

t as a basis for fishing operations.
P'instance a vessel fishing in St.
o rge's Bay comes to Port Mulgrave
eathe Strait of Canso and ships her
atch to Boston or Gloucester by rail,

goes out and gets another load,
as if she had not this right she

pld be obliged to go home. ThisPsviege enables an American fishing
tael to make two fares for every one

t could be taken before.

o N. MR. KAULBACH-That is
r1 Y in case of casualty.

ION. MR. POWER-It is easy totake Out a case of casualty. On the
ed April 1886, the Privy Council adopt-
be report of a Committee, which will
pbe tund at page 38 of the blue book,
a ing out that this right to transship

d not be allowed to United States%ermen at al. This eleventh article
o On to say that,

Krt lcenSes t3 purchase in established
v adof entry of the aforesaid coasts of

or- a or of Newfoundland, for the home-
4r Va ge, such provisions and supplies
&hal r orinarily sold to trading vessels,v e% granted to United States fishing

tio11 such ports promptly upon applica-
and without charge."

the tgentlemen will notice that was one of
t 1 ngs which the American negotia-

Stat cOntended for, and that United
4othes' fishing vessels get licenses for
Dos .ng, which put them in the same
the 'ton as trading vessels and enable
the to get provisions and supplies for
g Omeward voyage; and when we

Sfurther we find that
iach sels, having obtained licenses

ordednianner aforesaid, shall also be ac-
the uon all occasions snch facilities for

dÞ rchase of casual or needful provisions
tradiuPPhies as are ordinarily granted to

g vessels ; but such provisions or
29

supplies shall not be obtained by barter,
nor purchaaed for re-sale or traffic."
Under "supplies" they will probably
claim to class bait and fishing gear.
Hon. gentlemen will observe that a
licence once obtained-and it is to be
had free of charge-authorizes the hold-
er " upon all occasions " to purchase the
provisions and supplies referred to ; so
that the privilege is not to be confined
to the homeward voyage exclusively.'

HON. MR. HOWLAN - Ordinary
trading vessels do not get bait.

HON. MR. POWER-They may get
bait to sell. As far as we have gone with
the treaty, the Amzricans have got sub-
stantially what they asked for. Under
article 14 they have not got exactly what
they asked for, but there has been a
very serious inroad made upon our
system of legal procedure. I d not pro-
pose to deal with that article at length
now, because I have already spoken at
some length, and there will be a chance
to discuss the bill in detail at the com-
mittee stage. The hon. gentleman whe
leads the House said, or, if he did not,
the statement was made by a gentleman
in the other House in a position to speak
authoritatively, that instead of bringing
vessels charged with offences to the Vice
Admiralty Court at Halifax the Vice
Admiralty Court is to follow
them around and hold a sitting
wherever a vessel is seized. I think that
that is a most undignified proceeding on
the part of such a court, and that the
Privy Council were perfectly right when
in the report which I quoted a while ago
they condemned any serious interference
with the regular course of proceedings
in the courts of the country. The
articles which I have spoken of go into
operation at once: I mean that they do
not depend on anything to be received
from the United States in return. As
soon as the United States Senate ratify
the Treaty all the articles down to and
including 14 become operative. If they
choose later on to let our fish in free of
duty, they can get certain other privi-
leges which seem to be not an unreason-
able price for the abolition of the duty.
I think I have shown, perhaps not in as
neat a way as I should have done, that
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this Treaty gives to the United States
substantially everything that they asked ;
and I have yet to hear what the Treaty
gives to us. Not the Finance Minister
in the other Chamber, not any of
the other Ministers who spoke on
the subject, nor the hon. leader of
this House, nor anyone who has followed
him, has been able to point out what the
United States have given up to us ; what
consideration they are to pay for what
we surrender. I have already stated,
and there is not much doubt about it,
that the Americans are not particularly
anxious to fish within the three-mile
limit.

HON MR. BOTSFORD-That is a
mistake.

HON. MR. POWER-They have not
asked for the privilege, and they do not
appear to be anxious about it. Under
these circumstances, in giving up what we
have abandoned, we give up the only lever
we had to get free fish for our fishermen.
Much has been done by the treaty for
the fishermen of the United States.
What has been done for the interests of
our fishermen ? There is not a provision
in that treaty which involves any
substantial benefit for our fishermen.
It is provided that under certain circum-
stances United States fishermen shall
take out licences. Where does the
money go ? It does not go to our fish-
ermen ; it goes into the Dominion Trea-
sury ; and there is not one provision in
this treaty for the benefit of our fisher-
men. The Americans get substantially
all that they asked for. They have
given us nothing in return. When we
give up so much to the United States,
what might we have expected to have
got from them ? I think we might have
expected a provision that our
fish could go free into their markets ;
or, if that could not be done, some
provision might have been made
that our fishermen on the Pacific
coast should be dealt with in the same
way as the American fishermen on the
Atlantic ccast. That would have been
reasonable and proper. Another thing
might have been done. The United
States, in consideration for all they were
getting, might have given up some of

HON. MR. POWER.

the objectionable privileges which the'
enjoy with respect to the shores Of at
Magdalen Islands and Newfoundîan
There is nothing for us in the treal
proper ; and the modus vivendi, whicb is
to last for two years, gives the Areri
everything that they could expect, O
gives us nothing at all in return.

HON. MR. MAcFARLANE-EcePt
their money.

HON. MR. POWER - The licefle
fees, of course. We have had experience
of license fees before, and the experie-lst
was most unsatisfactory. There is ot
one point in the Bill which doest he
appear in the treaty, that even i the
United States Senate reject this tr
still the modus vivendi may continbeC-
operation. That is exceedingly objted
tionable. I think that if the this
States Senators refuse to ratifY tad
treaty, as I hope they will, We aad
better abandon the modus vivendi as
enforce our rights in a reasonable wa10
they were enforced during the year 18 te
One of the reasons why I hope tha ac
treaty may be rejected is that if it
cepted, we get nothing, and its provis
will be looked upon as a sort of - be
for all future negotiations. It w ar
considered that we get all that we
entitled to, and in future dealinlgs i
the United States, we shall be placee
a much worse position than we have
in the past. I admit that the Go
ment of this country are just now appa
ently in a somewhat awkward post1o
They are, I presume, being urged byeW
Government of England, which s5 ette
to be a stepmother to Canada tO .
this fishery question, and there are the
tered threats of non-intercourse ihatnO
United States; and I do not know th
the whole I very much blame our Gove h
ment for trying to push the treatythroe
at the same time, I believe that
wiser and more dignified course for
Parliament to pursue would be to re hts
this Treaty, and to see that Our rc
under the Treaty of i818 are enfo 8
as they were during the season '0 r
-in a firm but not exasperating n'in
-with the hope that at somle lateget
perhaps when there is no presistae'
election pending in the United
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we shall be able to negotiate a treaty
ith that great country in which all the

TÈreessions shall not be, as in this
aty, on the part of Canada. If the

t ter were not of such serious moment
Ur People, the conduct of our Gov-

aeiT"ent night afford us not a little
wh sernent Unmindful of the advice
poich Shakespeare puts in the mouth of
qolo nius to beware of entrance to a
tharrel, but being in to bear it so that
toeopPonent may beware of us, they
the 0 steps to prevent our getting mto
to xistmg difficulties, but rather seemed
tr to hasten and aggravate the process

Words ieral use of " wild and hurling
have'. and now, that the diflicultiesarisen, those who were the loudest
aigl boldest in defying our powerfuleighbor are the most urgent in calling
Wod Canada to swallow all her brave
Woreds and to make an ignominious sur-detenr of rights which should be
defended to the last. I, for one, hardly
plaeted to find the Minister of Finance

P¡Yg the part of Falstaff or ancient
th in any encounter. If we are, in

lUpposed interest of peace and good
to eat humble pie, as the Minister

rtesS, let us acknowledge the true cha-
lead rof Our occupation, and not try to
trthe unwary to suppose that this
bty is anything on the part of Canada
alth a capitulation. As for myself,
bri Ough I am a man of peace, I cannot

1 rnyself to vote in favor of the
nure.

in • MR. HOWLAN-I certainly
rho h congratulate the hon. gentleman
ate bas resumed his seat on the temper-
th anner in which he has discussed
î lquSestion before the House, but after

Ispe iflg closely and attentively to his
ch from beginning to end it brings

t'Y Iind the couplet fron Hudebras:
do not like you Dr. Fell,

e reason why I cannot tell."
g e have before us a question of the

the est Magnitude that has arisen since
nothorganization of this Parliament-
Whi hMore or less than a difficulty
Wee bas existed for a century bet-
Pweo about one hundred millions off te speaking the English language.re was nothing more done dur-

ing the present session than the adop-
tion of this Treaty, it is something
that Parliament may be proud of.
In approaching a question like this it
was necessary that some able men should
be appointed who thoroughly understood
the matters to be settled. It was not to
be assumed that any settlement of a
question like this would be reached
without difficulty arising on both sides
and without concessions being made.
It would be almost out of the question.
Why an arbitration at all if certain points
were not given up on both sides ? Here
we have the result of the labors of two
of the best men who could have been
selected from amongst ourselves, one of
them the Minister of Justice, an able
lawyer, who was counsel for the Ameri-
can Government during the Halifax nego-
tiations, and was, therefore, thoroughly
conversant with their view of the sub-
ject. He, perhaps more than any other
man in Canada was fully cognizant of
all the points arising out of the con-
tentions which have been raised
from time to time, and enunciated
by the American Government. We
had also Sir Charles Tupper one of the
cleverest men in public life in this coun-
try, who for many years led the Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia, and was cognizant
with all the questions relating to the
fisheries, which necessarily came under
his purview while he was a member of
the Government there, and since then
as a member of the Dominion Govern-
ment. There was also the Hon. Joseph
Chamberlain, an able British statesman.
I am perhaps as strong a Home Ruler
as any gentleman in this House, and love
my native country, and would go as far
to serve her as any hon. gentleman, yet
I fail to see in any way how the Irish in
the United States have any bearing on
this question, quo ad Mr. Chamberlain.
It is a fact that will not be disputed by
any person who is at all cognizant with
the views of the Irish people, that
there are no truer friends to
those who are kind to them. Then
why should the Irish people of the
United States have unfriendly feeling
towards Canada? Canada has not been
unkind towards Ireland. In this very
Chamber we have passed resolutions of
sympathy with Ireland and have also
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sent them large sums of money, and I
ask why should the Irish people of the
United States wish to revenge themselves
upon Canada, for any wrongs which they
may consider Ireland has sustained at
the hands of the British Government ?
Simply because Mr. Chamberlain was
appointed a plenipotentiary by a Govern-
ment over which the people of Canada
have no control ? I dismiss the remark
of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa as
unworthy of notice. Not only has this
question occupied the attention of the
people of the United States and Eng-
land and Canada, but it had also engag-
ed the attention of the French who had
occupied beforehand the fisheries that we
speak of in regard to the Maritime Prov
inces. During the occupation of Acadie
by the French it is a well known fact
that above everything else they valued
the fisheries of New France. It must be
known to those who pay attention to the
early history of Canada that the great
castle of Fontain bleue was built on the
proceeds of permits to fish in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence. We know that the
town of Louisburg was built and fortified
for the purpose of protecting the fisher-
ies that then belonged to France; and
we know that after the "unpleasantness"
which took place between England and
the revolted colonies forming the United
States, it was not English troops which
were the means of re-taking Louisburg
for the second time, but American troops,
or colonial troops, as they were called
then, from Newburyport, under Generai
Pepperall, and it was one of the reasons
why the Americans thought they had
secured a right to those fisheries. After
the War of Independence it is a well-
known fact that the great Edmund
Burk and others of that day admitted
that the colonies had been harshly
treated and that perhaps after a
time-after they had recovered their
senses, they would come back to their
allegiance to the British flag, and a cer-
tain portion of the public men of Great
Britain were in favor of treating the peo-
ple of the United States not altogether
as aliens, but with a certain degree of
indulgence. We know that durýhg these
troublesome times some who were termed
United Empire Loyalists came from
Maine and Massachusetts, and many of

HON. MR. HOWLAN

them settled in Nova Scotia. Thosebo
came from the State of Maine and thoe
who remained at home were not forele
in a state of enmity towards each o0 t'
as was stated by the hon. gentleman
Ottawa, who thought that there was
intercourse between them. It is ard
known fact that a considerable the
existed between Nova Scotia and the
ports in Maine and Massachusetts, ad
that a packet sailed regularly frorn 
York to Halifax. When the Treaty bY
1783 was made, not exactly as stat
the hon. gentleman from Amhersti, to
ican fishermen were only pernitte t
land in certain places, while those Plthe
were unoccupied ; but as soon ast
were occupied then the permit cea to
And he states that if the Treaty was
be framed to-day with the present con'
ditions of affairs, with the great gro
of the American nation, it would be
of the question to have such a treatbat
that of 1818. Such a statement as
shows that the hon. gentleman pa to
little attention to the question, at
use a nautical phrase, he is ent e
sea on this question. The British .
ernment asked the America the
ment to make a statement of whatte,
wanted and it was upon that statent
as made by the American Govern'n
that the Treaty of 1818 was frarros
Why was it framed in such te s
Why did the Americans not
for more than they did in 18 8?
do they ask for more now ? The 4 e
tion is easily answered. In 181 5e,
Americans had as many miles O 0
coast as we had, north of Cap Hatt
and they had virgin fisheries like *r
but they have destroyed those fIs het
until they are completely run Out. en o
that time their own fisheries had bed for
they are now they would have askethei
access to our fisheries. But, no d
own fisheries were as good as ours,'tle'
they did not want them. If hon. ge the
men take the plan that was beforet the
plenipotentiaries, they will find th bal
banks lying off Nova Scotia and those
which gives rise to the fishing .ontfi
banks are, after all, a most inPi-
portion of the question the Corna"s ad
ers had to consider. A good deaf boit
been said with regard.to the sale O Cl-
and the inshore fisheries, and a
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deavrh
anor bas been made to show that if
a n rican vessel is allowed to come in
tradi Purchase ordinary supplies for a
toý avessel that therefore she is going
doesrhase fishing supplies. But what
Particle treaty say with regard to that
shiar point ? It states that

Sfog vessels shall have the right to go
r0Uiech supplies as trading vessels
of18re, and for no others. The treaty
late 1 was thoroughlyunderstood by the

ane niel Webster. The broad views
ticularertaimed with regard to that par-

er eime are well known, and he
aices comTplained in any of his utter-
",tes or writngs of the constructions
Puth Pon the treaty by the British
the orties, for the simple reason that
te teaty was framed, arranged, sys-
fri end, and dictated almost by the
then rO the United States. That was
trea o n, and the only reason, that the

Une s aeas it is. Well, we have
date from that time to the present
the Fd if you take up the reports of

shing Bureau of the State of
an fisah sets-that gives a report of
knd claPorted into the United States
toas Ught on the United States

rs and the fish caught on the
accordial coasts-you will find
that 8 19 to those figures for ten years,

far as mackerel fishing along the
'ery n Coast is concerned, it is a
liear s.fimlportant item. It being now
i & clock and I have some further
eakr tonake I would ask that the

ilreer eave the Chair until after

LLS INTRODUCED.

C (78) " An Act to incorporate the
r tsn ire Insurance Company."(M.bOtSfOrd)

i (32) «An Act to incorporate the
Iya.,, late Glass Insurance Com-

Power.)
llw (86) «9Ctistruci "An Act to authorise the

b0he Itoiv of bridges over the Assini-
4?rai 'yer at Winnipeg and Portage
Du for Railtvay and passenger

q% .(Mr. Girard.)

AFTE U RECESS.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-When the
Speaker left the Chair I was about read-
ing to the House the exports and im-
ports of fish in the United States, both
home catch and foreign catch, so as to
give some idea of what the matter in
dispute was as regards value between
both nations. I have here the report of
the Boston Fish Bureau for January
1888 and they give there the catch of
all fish imported, those which are foreign
caught as well as those which are home
caught. I will read first the return with
regard to mackerel, beginning with the
year 1878 :-
New England catch ofmackerel.for ten years

com aring the North Bay with the shore
catc, as reported to the Boston Fish
Bureau.

1878 ........ .
1879 ...... ......
1880 ...........
1881 .........
1882............
1883 .........
1884 ............
1885 ............
1886 ..... ..
1887 ............

Shore.
134,545
209,803
342,373
291,178
378,963
198,019
458,439
302,271

16,915
70,814

Bay.
61,923
10,796
7,301

470

28,666
19,637
27,672
63,083
17,568

Total.
196,468
220,599
349,674
391,657
378,863
226,685
478,076
329,943

79,998
88,382

Total bble..2,503.229 237,116 2,740,345

An extraordinary fact in connection
with the mackeral catch for the last 30
years is this, that whenever there has
been a difficulty between the two
countries the mackeral seemed to have
been well informed on the subject,
because they kept on the inside of the
limit of the inshore waters. It was the
case in 1853-4 at the time of the first
treaty ; it was the case again in 1870-1
and again in 1886-7-the mackeral left
the American coast and came to ours.

HON. MR. DEVER-I suppose they
will leave our coast now that the Ameri-
cans are coming down.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I will now call
attention to the other great item of our
fisheries and that which is the most im-
portant to our people the question of bait.
To understand the bait question
thoroughly it will be necessary for to
hon. gentleman to remember that
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off the Novia Scotia coast
within a measurable distance, are the St.
Peter's Bank and the Green Bank which
are nearer than the banks of Newfound-
land. An American vessel leaving a
New England port can carry bait suffi-
cient to go on the ground, but the bait
will not last in a fresh condition suffi-
ciently long to enable her to fill up and
go home to port; but if she could buy
bait in some of our ports, she could take
up her lines in the evening on the fishing
bank, reach port by morning and get
back before evening to the fishing
ground. Thus the most important
question to the New England fishermen
has been this one of bait. Without it
they are unableto carry on deep-sea fishing,
and have only the fishery of the banks
of Newfoundland which is exceedingly
dangerous. Of the number of vessels
that have gone there every season it has
never been known that the whole of
them have returned in any season ; it is
called the fisherman's graveyard, and
none but the most hardy and intrepid
spirits go to the Grand Banks, and most
of those men are Canadians from Nova
Scotia and particularly the Island of
Cape Breton. It has never yet been
known in the history of that bank fish-
ing that the same number of men and
vessels that went out returned to port.
Still they pursue their calling because it
is a necessity of the fishing business that
every year the men shall earn wages for
the support of their famihies.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B.C.)-
Is the fishing extra good on that bank ?

HON. MR. HOWLAN - Yes. Of
course it is a totally exposed place and
they have to fish in 8o to 120 fathoms
of water. Once their anchor is down
it is not easy to get it up ; they have to
stay there until the vessel is loaded,
and in heavy gales of wind vessels have
been known to go down.

HoN MR. KAULBACH-Are you
referring now to the Grand Bank ?

HON. MR. HOWLAN - Yes.
the fleet that visited Grand Bank
year there were 145 men lost

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

Of
last

kishing Losses,

Railing Port

Gloucester ...
Provincetown .
Beverly ......
Newburyport
Portsmouth ...
Sedgewick ....
Others.

Total ........

Season 1887·

863.43
367.13
94.05

8.78
43.82
55.06
15.15

1,447.27

$62,900 6
25,000

8,000
1,000

-

500

$97,400

HON. MR. KAULBACH-ChieiY
United States vessels ?

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-Altogete
United States vessels. I do flot t j
that we do any Grand Bank fishing a
I do not think that we do any Wl
fishing there at all.

HON. MR. KAULBACH - We
very little.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I aml .sof
what acquainted with the fisheries 0
Norway, Scotland and Ireland, and 1 j
not think there is any fishery in the worl
where the risk is so great as on the bana
of Newfoundland. I have here theWo
catch that comes into the United S but
markets, not only the home catch,
the catch from our waters, and 'et
going over all the different items, Ine
take that which stands next as a
chantable fish-the codfish. The tO
domestic receipt, home caught, an10tIhat
ed to 141,792 quintals, and Withih-'
were 35,112 quintals of foreign with
total, 176,9o4 quintals. In dealing hot'
this question the other night, the the
member from Ottawa stated thoid th
great proportion of our fish was s ar si
the United States. Those who are 9
all acquainted with the fisheries aÎ that
foreign market for fish, are aware par
the fish which come from Canada, Par
ticularly fron the Baie de Chal- the
fron Lunenburg, are worth more i e
markets of the world than these l. gy
States caught fish. The great 5 $ter$
of fish caught in the United Stats s their
are for home consumption. . Wit and
6o,ooo,ooo people, and their greir fisb
extensive arteries of commerce, the
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are sent to ail portions of
Countrny o alpotoso the
fres t and sell for more in a
far an In a salted state. But so

as the West Indies, South Amer-
Or Mediterranean markets are

fisherned, they are supplied from the
for te of Canada. I have digressed

houe Purpose of placing before the
hch, the exact value of the fisheries,

haa we have been told, were given
Put thad would entail ruin upon us. I
Puthe s frankly the facts before the

gOuse for the purpose of placing themal Possession of a knowledge of the
id f those fisheries which, it was

l.f we were about to be robbed of.
th eave that subject, I may say

apear athe whole fishery question
a fa t me almost in the position of

el sy quarel. The father and the
a h SOn went into the forest and madea Orne for themselves. After the son
ho goe out for himself upon another
9oaretead, the father and he had
dii. ed and required to make a
appor' of the spoil. It has always
si to me that although these

are ours we should not forget,
that th will not permit us to forget,
assisted People of the United States
which us in gaining the fisheries,
f thi have formed the subject

S recnt arbitration. It is a
looke mPortant factor in the case,
It is i at from several standpoints.
OUr t'oPortant that the flag which covers
e d is found perhaps in a great-
tes.e in the harbors of the United

the , f carrying to foreign markets of
n World their products than perhaps

We th er flag in the world, and whilst
the anee a very large commerce with
e alr d are willing to be neighbors as
the ays have been, there is no doubt

nibt bworld that the fact enunciated last
as tol Y t hon. member from Amherst,
corr to hin by Charles Sumner, is

Wash. I can endorse it. When I was
alnostngton in 1869, Sumner told me

nst e sanie words. It is an open
abone that I am not so well satis-

14 theu Whether we were not to blame
er e course we took at that time.

ar a nation with which we were
theý hdy terms. We had traded with

a 'ad intermarried with them, and
oment of excitement they had

quarrelled among themselves. Some of
our people espouse the cause of the north,
some the cause of the south. There
was this to be said, that while they did
not expect the sympathy of people on
the other side of the Atlantic they did
expect some sort of regret from us that
family dissensions had so increased, that
a storm had swept over the country and
deluged almost every hearthstone with
blood. They did think that they were
entitled to our sympathy, and that was
why the treaty was abrogated. It is true
that like begets like. Little individious
distinctions were draw about articles of
commerce, and one thing after another
occurred to cause vexation and annoy-
ance and formed just grond for com-
plaint. For instance take this very fish-
eries question. After the repeal of the
Reciprocity Treaty the Internal Revenue
laws of the United States, forbade any
fishermen from buying salt or barrels,
and the latter had to be stamped and
registered in the Custom House, so as
to prevent the fishermen from buying
barrels made in Canada. Then the
next thing that came up was with regard
to tins containing lobsters, and so it went
on from one thing to another until we
put our cruisers on to protect our fish-
eries. It has been stated here that no
such step have ever been taken before.
Those who had read the history of
Nova Scotia are aware that the legisla-
ture of that Province in 1837
appropriated £500 to put cruis-
ers on for the protection of the
fisheries. We put those cruisers on, and
instructions were issued to the com-
manders, copies of which I have had the
pleasure of reading. I have also seen
the instructions given to the commanders
of American ships, and in all êases they
were on both sides that they should be
very careful in carrying out what was
considered the law. In the first place,
when the American gunboats were sent
to the fishing grounds, they were in-
structed wherever they met one of their
vessels to notify them that they must not
get inside of the three mile limit, and
that if they did they must take the con-
sequences. It has gone on that way
until we have found a means of settling
this difficulty amicably. We have heard
a good deal of talk here about the head-
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land question. That has been an open
and vexed question: neither nation has
tried to carry that out strictly. By this
treaty we have settled that. Now
bear with me a moment, while I
describe to you a master of an Amer-
ican fishing vessel. Probably bis father
had been a fisherman - and this
description will apply alike to our Cana-
dian fishermen or perhaps in a greater
measure than to the United States fish-
ermen-he bas served his time before
the mast of one of those fishing vessels
until he bas accumulated a little money,
going to the Grand Banks and mackeral-
ing in the summer. By bis industry
and temperate and careful habits he bas
so impressed a merchant that he is able
to take care of a vessel that he is placed
in charge of one, and all bis earnings he
puts into that vessel, owning perhaps
one-sixteenth of it. That vessel is bis
home-his everything. It is not only
bis past and present, but it is bis future.
He knows that if he is successful in bis
voyages it advances him until he be-
comes owner of the vessel and is able
finally to retire as he bas seen others re-
tire. I point this out to show you how
careful these fishermen are not to get
into trouble. After living for 30 years
where a large number of American fish-
ermen frequent during summer season I
may say, and I do say it with due con-
sideration-that taking any other body of
men as they are I doubt if you will find
any that are better behaved under all the
circumstances connected with the matter,
and when you find fault with those fish-
ermen with whom you are finding fault ?
It is true that the navigation laws of the
United States, which have not been re-
pealed since they were passed in 1876,
are very illiberal as compared with those
of England. They require the master of
a vessel and two-thirds of the crew shall
be American citizens. Any man who
bas had anything to do with vessels in
the United States will tell you that this
law is almost in abeyance. It is not
going too far to say that two-thirds of the
men who manned the American fishing
vessels are Canadians, and that being the
case,it is onlyanother proof of the fact that
we have a hardy school in which to train
our fishermen. It is only another proof
that the protective policy which this

HoN. MR. HOWLAN.

Government bas pursued towards the
fisheries of the last few years bas had 0
beneficiail effect. My hon. friend thato
Lunenburg will be able to tell yOU tba
fifteen or twenty years ago to seeg
American fleet was to see the handsom
vessels afloat. I was surprised two y
ago, in passing through the S
of Canso, to meet a sail of
or twenty vessels frorn Lunenbuf9l
which were larger and handsomIer th
those from the United States. We
been enabled to build up our fishery
enploy our hardy fishermen under t
policy of the Government. But there
a large portion of our people who bah
no way of making a livelihood u te1
they go on those vessels because tbel
get larger wages. I mention this for tht,
purpose of showing that in a gre
majority of cases the people that ve*
American fishermen are simply relations
of our own. When the address in le
to the Speech from the Throne was
fore the Senate the leader of the OPP.
sition went out of bis way in the absenct
of any papers, to make most
rantable assertions on the subject a
Treaty, and when I smiled he al
flew at me and told me that I .
vote for anything proposed by the/hef
ernment, no matter what it was. • tha
I spoke of the delimitation he said tho
the portion of the Treaty which refers
the delimitation he said that the rKas
of fishing smacks as he called the1O"O
one or two tons would have to get he
charts. I could not help laughing W k
I remembered that a fishing
would have to come 6oo miles and
several barrels of salt and prov1Sios
for her crew of twelve to sixteen ha 0
and that such vessels were usuallY
8o to 100 tons burthen. to

Now, there is one fact with regard
this delimitation. I have told hon- ge"
tlemen how these fishermen-ow
their vessels-how necessary it 's *
them to know where this three mile 11<
is, and how necessary it is for us to ko
it. We are not disposed, as a Cana t-
people, to be unkind or ungenerou tes
wards the people of the United - in
We are not known to be wantlOg
humanity or hospitality, but we s
directly upon the letter of thelaw
our rights, and we are compelled to
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4 ow were those men able to tell, or
nd ud any man tell, whether he was

te f the three mile limit or not until
t s ,defined ? and to settle that ques-

the dia one Of the points brought up in
ettrPute. Is that question not in a

there Position than it was before ? Is
ed any doubt or difficulty about it,

it? what is the proposition to settle
friendbe .proposition is to take a

equiPPedship of each nation properly
ta d for the purpose of surveying,
lin g soundings, and laying down this
be O demarcation, so that there will

els ore.f those difficulties regarding
an rights, regarding the bays of

'ho and those of Newfoundland.
ter f iho are acquamted with the win-
sthang of Newfoundland will under-ther the value of having those bays,pre ail this frozen herring is caught,
PrOPerny defined. If an American fish-

e hntures into any of those bays,lt n have his chart on board, and
eatig the law, and the line of demar-

Caeifn he finds himself arrested for
il i Out of his limits he knows that he
tikkself to blame for it. But there are

t n it is difficult for any fisher-
iltO tell whether he is within three
,DU the shore or not. Night comes

d d e hauls his jibs to the windward
fin'y rifts Perhaps next morning he is
he Mies from his fishing ground, but

ar teli by the soundings on his
ie is - ctly where he is and whether

itnsde or outside of the three mile
When e hon. gentleman from Ottawa
th speaking on the Address took
bti eounity to make a loud and

t atta k upon the Treaty, with-
hi1 thJapers beng before him. I told
uIor etthat when this treaty was laid

d the table of the House, that I
s e ready to reply to him; that itno timue that what en to discuss the question.

Rbtien was the result ? The hon.
e the" speech was telegraphed all

e a 1 Uted States, and I have before
g4 tht fIm a friend in Washington
of that r. Scott's speech was the
y the Senate of Canada on the
t Question. I say it was a dis-

.thY hon. Senator, before the
in laid on the table and before

Wth a aYthing about it to discuss it
ay le did. Will those different

sets of opinions which were uttered by
him.last night be telegraphed all over
the United States as being the views of
the Senate of Canada? No one con-
siders for a moment that they will ; it
will be very clearly given forth that the
opinions first uttered by the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa on this subject were
the opinions of the Canadian Senate.
Here is the hon. gentleman's speech in
big letters in the New York Herald, pub-
lished the morning after its delivery, as
also the remarks that were made by the
hon. gentleman from Halifax. I contend
that such a course as that certainly
does not accord with the patriotism for
which the hon. gentleman is usually
distinguished. But while he tells us
that it is robbery on the part of Canada
to assert her rights, he tells us in the
same breath that we have given away all
our rights and disgraced ourselves ; and
the most amusing part of his argument
is that Mr. Chamberlain came over from
England for the purpose of doing-
what? Watching ovei the rights and
interests of the manufacturers of Eng-
land. What the manufacturers of Eng-
land had to do with the fisheries on this
side of the water is a thing I cannot
understand. But the people of the
United States had his speech the next
morning. Here it is as telegraphed to
the New York Herald:-

« AN INCONGRUoUs DOCUMENT."

Canadian Members of Parliament Oppose
It as Conceding Too Muck.

OTTAWÂ, Ont., February 24, 1888.-In the
Senate to-day, referring to the fishery treaty
clause in the Governor General's speech,
Senators Rose (Quebec) and Sanford (Ham-
ilton) both said that they looked upon it as
a means by which the vexing fisheries
question can be set at rest lorever.

Mr. Scott, Opposition leader, said he
could not accept the solution of the fisheries
question provided by the Chamberlain treaty
in spirit suggested in the Governor's speech.
The friction between the two countries had
been intensified by an incongruous docu-
ment concocted in Washington. Instead of
sending to England for a diplomat who
came out with ihe sole object of insurin
peace between Great Britain and the Unit
States, the honorable and;chivalrous course
for Canada would have been to have granted
freel and voluntarily these concessions to
the United States, and to have told the
people of that great country: " We want to
deal with you, we want to trade with you,
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without the intervention of British plenipo-
tentiaries." Who could say authoritatively
where the privilege granted under clause il
ended ? The language of the clause was so
dubious that he believed before twelve
months it would be found that the interpre-
tation of the clause would give rise to most
angry contention.

It was doubtful how the United States
Senate would deal with the Treatv, particu-
larly in view of its recent action on the ex-
tradition question. In throwing ont the ex-
tradition Treatv the Jnited States Senate
had lowered itself morally in the eyes of the
world.

"Mr. Power, of Halifax, said that, looking
at the treaty as a whole, it was not one
which would be viewed with much satisfac-
tion by Canadians. Canada had given up
a good many privileges which Anerican
fishermen had been anxious to get. He
looked upon article 13 as only proper. The
American fishermen should certainly carry
with them some indication of their character.
Article 14 was not unreasonable, and article
16, if it ever went into effect, would not be a
bad thing. He regretted, however, that by
the concessions the Canadian Government
had made they had thrown away the only
lever bv which reciprocal trade with the
United 'States could be secured."

Now, almost on the same morning we
have the opinions of another New York
paper stating almost exactly the opposite.
I do not understand how it is ; if this
treaty is not acceptable to the people of
Canada and not acceptable to the peo-
ple of the United States, to whom can
it be acceptable? On the same date
the New York Tribune says :-

"It is a feeble and incoherent com pro-
mise, and Secretary Bayard bas failed to
vindicate the honor of the nation. Nearly
all of Canada's outrages can be repeated
under the treaty with impunity ; Canada
with her custom regulation deliberately bar-
rassed our fishermen, to force us to remove
the duty from fish. This was their objec-
tive point and will be a gain. The provision
for tonnage dues gives Canada uew facilities
for operating against our fishermen. The
treaty will be as unpopular in Canada as
in New England. It does not offer a basis
for a permanent settlement. It should be
rejected by the patriotic Senate."

These are the opinions of a -very
popular and influential paper in the
United States and we also have the
opinion of the leader of the opposition
in this House. But a change has come
over the spirit of his dream, and when
I laughed at one or two of his remarks,
.1 thought I would be annihilated,
because I dared to offer an opinion.

But as the hon. gentleman went aà1or-
he showed clearly he did not
stand the question he was sP bc
about, or if he had studied it Oub t
had not such a knowledge Of itaset
from a correct opinion. He thene
on to find fault with another Pdtu
of the treaty. Last year we refusedto
allow American fishing vessels tO re
in our harbors more than 24
without reporting to the customn a
rities. This year we have alloW.
and I am very glad of it, and I thIk
is a very proper thing under alto
circumstan-es ; but what are we to
We are told that if we allow th t
come in through stress of weather
they will fish inside of the three
limit and do all sorts of illegat "
To me it is begging the question hair
that a fishing vessel will come ntO eathd.
under pretense of stress of Wh3
The hon. gentleman does not know 1

"stress of weather " means ; he has
too long on the placid waters. o
Ott wa to know the real meang s4
stress of weather. In the Gulf f op
Lawrence heavy gales of wind cOI1'
without a moment's notice, and to
always seemed to me to be ver bd.iitb
see a fishing vessel off the harbor *,
the certainty of being blown out to
and not allowing her to take refuge
f ew years ago we had what was kilo s'
the Yankee gale, which strewed 25 d
ing vessels along the coasts and ste 1
the loss of a great number of lives
the hon. gentleman would alloW rther
fishermen to go to a watery grave , 1 to
than permit American fishing vess
enter port on distress of weather.
surprised at the fact, and the only Wae
could account for such a vieW Wassd
hon. gentleman's total ignorance
want of knowledge of the sibject he
speaking of. The result of the gt
1853, to which I referred a morne le
was that 75 out of some 250 fishing
sels, for want of shelter in stress ') o
ther were strewn along the coasts, a"
will read you what was said by d .
the poets of Prince Edward Isla"
" In that wild gale,
When some seventy sail, eY
Off Cape Ann-schooners go pre

white- ah
Were caught in the hurricane Out

bight,

HON. MR. HOWLAN.
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Orth Cape and East Point light; I was a younger man I used to heartheir best to round the cape, lawyers giving legal opinions freely, and
'dered, and ttrewe the o" one day I asked a legal friend of mine

why he, a lawyer, gave his opinion in that
wayfor nothing. "Mydear fellow,"hesaid,

mber myself seeing several men "a lawyer's opinion is not worth anything
One after another after being unless he is paid for it." We are asked by
hore. That was but one case what manner of means are we to know
called stress of weather, from that a vessel is in distress when she
re is no escape. Then take comes into harbor ? The hon. gentle-
of a man taken sick at sea. man may take it as a given fact that the

he treaty of 1818 you could master of a fishing vessel with 10 tO 20
un ; you must take him away men on board never seeks a harbor

Orne other country for a doctor, unless he is compelled to through stress
an dies in the meantime. I do of weather or from want of supplies.
if those cases were put pro- Every hour of fishing weather is worth

fore the people of Canada that money to him ; he must be on the
d have assented to any such ground while there is fish to catch, and
Of foreign fishing vessels, and I as the crew shares in the venture as well
as'this treaty is concerned it is in as the captain, if a man is lazy and not
Ct nothing more than an act of willing to work he is very soon put
on Our part. But we are told ashore, Every day adds to the expense

h regard to this question of fish- of the vessel. Every man on board is
s being allowed to go in and interested in having his time turned to
r harbors that we allow them to the best advantage, and every father on

To trade ? If a vessels fly- board is anxious to have his earnings to
imerican flag comes in with his credit when the cargo is discharged.
Cotton or sugar she can buy But the hon. gentleman says, how do
she wants. Now, they are you know when a vessel has the right to

come in and purchase not come in to be discharged ? If she loses
hing vessel can buy, but neces- her masts or main boom or sails, or
lies to take her on her home springs a leak, or goes on a rock, she
Every vessel is allowed to come must be discharged, unless she can get
harbors of Canada without on to a marine slip. All these
to the customs official if she things the custom house officer
stay longer than 24 hours. At is cognizant of and reports. He knows
such was not the case when we that if a vessel comes in in trim, with

dues, harbor dues and other tolls her sails and rigging all in order it is to
but it is not so now. If an land a cargo. If she has no cargo on

fishing vessel comes in to buy board, he knows at once she is on a
she imerely buys the necessaries mischievous trip, and she is placed under
res, and goes away, and there surveillance, and if she does not report
g mre about it. Is it to be to the Customs House before 24 hours

that the masters of those elapses she is liable to seizure. But I
ho own them, and who have was amazed by the hon. gentleman from

flgs of a lifetime perhaps in one- Halifax when he said in his speech on
the venture, will run the risk of the Address that the $1.50 per ton which
vessel for the purpose of do- was paid by the American fishermen on

? Of trying to evade the law, their vessels, permitting them, he said
full Well that behind them their to come within the three mile limit and
erirnent will not protect them thereby get six hundred or eight hundred
ng the law-knowing full well barrels of mackerel, necessarily placed
eY break the law their ship will the fishermen of Canada in a false posi-
.and confiscated. Still we are tion. There is nothing of the kind in
if we let those vessels come in the treaty. He told us even that the

Les that they should not be al- American fishermen did not value the
transship their cargoes. When inshore fisheries ; that they considered
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them useless, and that if we were to open
the whole of this delimitation to them
over the Maritime Provinces, not one
American fishermen would go inside of
it. At the same time he has told us that
for $1.50 per ton, an American fisherman
could come in and take six hundred
barrels of mackerel, on which he would
pay no duty, while our fishermen would
have to pay a duty of $2 per barrel.

HON. MR. POWER-I did not say
that.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I cannot help
that. I did not make the speech, and
here it is in the official report on the
table

"But the modus vivendi proposed by the
British plenipotentiaries after the treaty
had been signed is more objectionable by far
than the treaty itself. It provides that for
a period not exceeding two years the Amneri-
can fishing vessels shall be allowed to pur-
chase bait, ice, seines, fines and ail other
supplies and outfits, to tranship their catch
and ship crews; most important privileges
which will enable the American fishermen
to compete with our own fishermen in our
own waters; and what is the consideration
we receive for that two years' grant ? It is
a license fee of $1.50 per ton. Canada has
had experience of license fees already. In
1869 and '70 we had those licenses, but they
were found so unsatisfactory that the Do-
minion Government refused to continue that
system any longer. It was then found that
as a rule American fishermen did not pay
the fees, and-supposing they now pay-a
duty of $1.50 per ton would amount, on an
ordinary fishing schooner of eighty tons, to
$120; and the same schooner, if she were
fortunate in her venture, would probably
catch-if she were after mackerel-from 600
to 800 barrels of fish, the duty on which.
would be from $1,200 to $1,600, so that
while the Americans under the present
arrangement pay only $120 license fee, our
fishermen would pay on what that vessel
caught an immensely larger sum. In the
case of codfish the aisprportion would be
almoet in the same ratio."

HoN. MR. POWER - If my hon.
friend will excuse me, he said that the
license was te allow the American fisher-
men to come inside of the three mile
limit, but the treaty does not say se.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Then what
do you pay $1.50 per ton license for?

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

HON. MR. POWER- The
vivendi says that for certain purPoit0
that license shall be paid, but it do0ie
include the going inside the three0
limit. The hon. gentleman had be
read the Treaty.

frieod
HoN. MR.HOWLAN-My hon. .c

has done either one of two things bis
has either attempted to impose UPOf the
own ignorance, or to impose o0 ho.
ignorance of the House. The ,,
gentleman's statement is entirelY de
leading, because the $1.50 per tonle11
not permit an American fishing ,ew
to come in te catch fish, but te Pr
ice and bait. It is such ideas as
spread broadcast over the country it
leads people te wrong conclusion' io
seems to be a sort of fixed opin.n of
the minds of people of this porto
the country, that if a man cornes
the Maritime Provinces he must tbe
sarily know all about the fish. Ot
fisheries. On the same prmciple d be
who lives near a court house Woui of
supposed te have a good knowledg e j1
law, or near a college of medicine Say,
must be a doctor. My hon. friend d
in the first place that the America d
not want the inshore fisheries at
and will not pay a license ta st
the privilege. In theri.
breath he tells us that an Ain
fishing vessel can by a payment Ore
dollars license fee come into our insbo
fisheries and secure a cargo worth 1
dollars.

frie04
HoN. MR. POWER--My hon. .ter

persists in stating that I said the 0 he
States fishermen would go inside ' 0.
limit for those fish. I did no mei'
What I meant was that the AlTier1

16
fisherman after getting his bait
take his purse seine outside of the '
and get his 6oo barrels.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I Wdl* .-
the hon. gentleman's words agamre
(quotation from Official Report
again). It is just on such statene pot
this fault is found with this Treaty.es
we were told also that we would ha
great source of trouble and annOY t
we allowed those vessels inside o y
three mile limit at all, and would
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' ed that this gentleman was liberal
a ews and ideas-he would not

li the vessel inside of the three
a even if the Captain was dead or

ay sm 0all-Pox on board-not on
V nsideration. He would send a

th from the Straits of Canso to BostonIr1th 0u
boud. t bread or light or matches on
tothe When these facts were brought

t notice of the Canadian Govern-
the e-they did what they should do under
cn cumstances. But does not Ameri-

Shernan going to our ports to buy
of the gleave money among the peopleO aritime Provinces ? Does it not

oforoly lead to giving work to some
Oalt foreign ships, to the carrying of
0f bare to Our trades people the making
" erce ls and other articles of com-

ie R . DEVER-If the treaty for
nothin 70 years was virtually worth

.er how does it comes that the
those an were not permitted to enjoy

Pivileges.

fri1 MR. HOWLAN-My hon.
not asks me if the treaty was worth
the '9for the last 70 years, why were
the fsericans not permitted to enjoy

% iheries ?

tty ' I DEVER-You said thistY aad nothing in it for the Ameri-
ere axed Yet for 70 years the Americans

excluded fron our fisheries under it.

yon R. HOWLAN-Then why do
nothin Pain of the treaty if there is

"" g4 in it?ý

Mot R. DEVER-I say there is

e h 1ng in it. I made a note where
>orm gentlemen said the treaty is
We are thing and that consequently
Elving g ving nothing away. If we are
Ar ericnothing away, why were the

r nFs excluded for 70 years from
'S'e 'Which were worth nothing ?

ri tMR. HOWLAN-We were told
wer b g which was very fully an-

lra dy the hon.' gentleman from
on tha dwith regard to the allega-

ich ae were offered in 1886 that
ccepted mn 1888. That was

told us by a gentleman who was a
member of the Government when the
Halifax convention took place. He was
a very influential member of that Gov-
ernment-the Secretary of State through
whom all the correspondence came. He
had Sir Albert Smith and other advisers
and Mr. Davies of the other House and
Mr. Doutre the celebrated Counsel on
behalf of the Government and if they
could then have got this concession
that they were contending for all
along why did they not accept it ?
We were told there were hundreds and
thousands of cases of harsh and cruel
treatment under this treaty. One would
think that the people of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island were all turned out and drilled
and equipped with guns at every port,
in every harbor, and along the shores
for the purpose of shooting American
fishermen. I have no doubt that the
tales told by the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa will go broadcast through Ontario
and people who read it will say what a
terrible people they are down in Nova
Scotia. There was, Senator Scott said in
the Senate the other day, that hundreds
and thousands of people were ill-treated
on the coast of Nova Scotia, and it was
not gainsayed inithe Senate. Then they
take the hon. gentleman's statement in
contradistinction of the treatment of
Canadian fishermen in the United
States, that there were no seizures of
Canadian vessels in American harbors,
and no harshness. It is just about two
years ago that a fishing smack belonging
somewhere about Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, having made a good catch of
mackerel on the outside fishery ground,
sailed for Portland, and opened up her
hatches, and was doing a thriving busi-
ness. By twelve o'clock the same day
the vessel was seized and the mackerel
confiscated for not reporting to the
customs. The idea that you can go
into any port in the United States and
evade the customs laws is absurd. All
I can say is that I have gone in there in
a vessel and the anchor was hardly down
before the customs officer was on
board. I remember the first time I
went to Boston we anchored in a
wrong place, and $400 of a fine was
demanded of us. We are told that that
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is nothing at ail, but these crnel barbarians
down in the Maritime Provinces who
rob, shoot and destroy are the ones who
are guilty of ail the cruelty. Then the
hon. gentleman referred to the memorial
of 1870 from Prince Edward Island,
which I signed, and very properly at the
time. They were my opinions at the
time. and are my opinions now, namely :
the freest intercourse should be afford-
ed to American fishing vessels. In 1870
Prince Edward Island was a separate
province, an independent colony-at ail
events during certain months of the year
we were a very independant colony,
when there were no means of getting to
or from it, and we had to deal with
this matter on its merits
It is because I did that then I should
refuse to do it now. Ail I can say is
this the experience since then up to now
convinces me I was right and if I wanted
to be convinced what greater influence
could be used than the fact that Sir
Charles Tupper and the gentlemen who
were with him came to that conclusion.
Now behind this matter altogether,
I take it there is no person in Canada
but believes that is necessary in the inter-
est of good Government and the repu-
tation of our people for hospitality, that
we should on the very best terms
possible with our neighbors, and if we
have found a way to do that surely we
should follow it. We are told that if the
treaty does not pass in the United States
the modus vivendiis there. Everyoneknows
that in the short period there will be a
political convulsion in the United States.
At the same time there will be no such
convulsion here and it is impossible to
carry treaties unless you are willing to
meet the views of those with whon
you have to arbitrate ; and there-
fore I say that if we settle these differ-
ences in that way, even supposing that
the United States do not ratify the
treaty there is one thing to be said at ail
events, and it must not be forgotten, that
west of the State of Massachusetts there
is very little interest taken in the
fisheries question. Last year and the
year before I was in Washington and
spoke on the subject to a good many
public men all of whom agreed that there
were only some 6oo,ooo people interest-
ed in this fisheries question, but they

HoN. MR. HOWLAN.

added " nevertheless, we do not wat to

have our people trampled on.» h foa
we say now ? There is a door OPe e
you ; if you do not pass the treaty to
is a modus vivendi to give you tile 9
struct the people and to develo
more healthy public sentiment. toîted
such a sentiment prevails in the t
States I think that they will see
there is no foundation for the chae
that the people of Canada have aC e
an unkindly manner towards the Pe
of the United States. It will be
that we have no wish to be othe <i
than friendly, because we say to the' tb
give you two years more to ratify ? I
treaty": does that look like injustice
is the answer of the healthy Pt 1o
sentiment of Canada to those who,
political purposes, have worked t,1here
excitement in the United States.
fore so far as that point is cod
this Treaty is a gain. My honf. fthe
says if we lose nothing by givia9 C.
Americans this Treaty, why have «
cluded them from these cOnceÔed
since 1818 ? Weil we have not ex
them. There was a treaty for tenY ý
and that was extended for twO Yer
Then we allowed them to comne rle t
license and at last for riothing. Wod
told that we have given away a gwe
deal. What have we given away? g5 9
have established an imaginary liî s t
fixed line of delimitation. That IS o
thing : there is no give away there. e.
the contrary we have increased oupo-,
age and acreage of water. But sup
we have given something away?

HON. MR. DEVER-Then Yo
given away something ?

HON MR. HOWLAN---Tae
ground if you will . we allow tfor
ple to come inside the limit
per ton.

HON. MR. POWER-No, we
e ot

1HON. MR. MILLER-They Wree
allowed to come inside the thre
limit under any condition.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-TheY to
allowed to come in under a .iceno t<o
buy bait, ice, seines, etc., that s
years.
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to al• MR. POWER-But they are
Owed to fish there.

thal' MR. HOWLAN-I did not say
ai eY are, but my hon. friend from

says that they are.

that .' MR. POWER-I never said

%o' MR. HOWLAN-Here is the
he rentleman's speech which he admitsrevised himself.

ho MR POWER-The speechnot say it.

the . MR. HOWLAN-What are
8ey g to pay the $120 for ?

tht Ge M. POWER-I do not feelarn called upon to give the hon.
nWiWh information as to the methods

eh the Americans fish ; but I pre-
80 nto an American schooner would
hter 1u0rth Bay for instance and with
and th se seines catch 6oo barrels of fish,arkeen send them to the United States
ecudedomn which our fishermen are

"ued unless they pay duty.

th 0  MR. H1OWLAN - What didtehu
*hich gentleman mean by the remarks
f hiec fnd in his published speech and
;0V h quoted a few minutes ago ?
ree the right of fishing inside the
hen ine what they pay $120 for ?

,ýlause ave fault found with thes foeit regard to the mode of treat-
t eandue in case of breaking the

ttewe have listened to a good deal
tio - t about marine law in con-there is ith that. It only shows that
~se br "basis for argument. If a
e roaus the law she is to be tried.

ere, and allof procedure is pointed out
frinds this thing is done in a spirit

'*ish an d d·and fair play, showing the
tO e tesire of the people of Canadathey Vthe very best understanding thatsCa corme to under the circum-use a do not wish to weary the
'hich anY longer. The very viewsrthe lasbeen placed before us here
eto t two or three days with refer-14 thi te treaty have been taken up

aper. The Herald takes them

up item by item and says there is no
ground for them. It says in the face of
the facts made by England if the fisher-
men now take the law in their own
hands and break the laws they must
submit to the consequences ; neither the
public sentiment nor the Government of
the people of the United States shall be ex-
erted on their behalf because Canada has
shown a friendly spirit. When the ques-
tion bas come to be decided before a
tribunal it has been found that the state-
ments that appeared in the press had no
foundation in fact. In that respect at all
events we have put the question beyond
a doubt. The fisheries question has
always been a source of annoyance, and
to think that after this arrangement bas
been made that American vessels will
come in and break the laws is an assump-
tion which is not warranted. It is dero-
gatory to the ability of those who framed
the treaty. In fact no intelligent man can
come to the conclusion that the treaty is
so loosely worded that it is susceptible to
any such interpretation. . So far as I am
concerned I am glad to see this settle-
ment and that *e have got rid of these
annoying questions between both coun-
tries.

HON. MR. DEVER-No.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-My hon.
friend does not want to have a settle-
ment. He seems to be dissatisfied un-
less there is to be a row over it. I say
it will be satisfactory to all who are inter-
ested in this matter, and I have no doubt
that out of this friendly settlement will
spring a better feeling between the peo-
ple of the United States and ourselves
and that for many years to come no blue
books will be published containing this
angry correspondence which bas been
passing for some years between the two
Governments. It is a consolation to
our Governmeni to know that this treaty
meets with the approval, at all events, of
the ablest writers in the United States
and also of the people of Canada.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-So very much has been anticipated
that I intended to say, that my remarks
must necessarily be very brief, and what
bas been said bas been stated so very

,

.
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much better than I could have put it,
and the ground has been so amply
covered that if I reiterate, as I must
necessarily do to some extent, some
things which have been said I am quite
sure I will have the indulgence of this
House. Last evening, as I listened to
the Debate, not being mixed up in any of
the political strifes in this Chamber, if
there have been such, and perhaps able
to judge of the Debate with a little more
calmness than those who have been so
mixed up with them. I am free to
confess that I failed to observe in the
remarks of the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa any cause for the exhibition of
temper which they then called forth.
With that solitary exception I listened
to the admirable speech, as I am sure
the House did, so instructive in its
character, of the hon. member from
Richmond. I regretted also this after-
noon that I was compelled to leave the
House while the honorable the senior
member for Halifax was on his feet,
because he said some things before I left
on whicn I had occasion to differ from
him. In the first place*the hon. gentle-
man said he would not give credence to
American fishermen. Now, I think that
a very unfortunate statement. It is just
such statements going out and evidenc.
ing that we have no faith in the people
on the other side of the line that make
the framing of treaties more difficult. I
am ready to assert, though I do not know
much about American fishermen, that,
placed under precisely the same circum-
stances with our own fishermen, their
veracity will be quite as good as that of
our own fishermen. I know something
about American merchants, and I know
that there are no higher toned or more
honorable men on the face of the earth,
and it may be regarded as a safe rule that
if you find the standard of one class of a
community to be high, you are likely to
find the same rule pervading all classes.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-They are
nearly all Nova Scotians.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-The hon. member from Halifax also
said that there was no feeling among the
people of the United States in reference
to the enforcement of our rights.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD.

HON. MR. POWER-I did nOt 0$
that.

1took
HON. MR. MACDONALD- tica

down the hon. gentleman's iden, 0
words : he has very likely forgotten
I took down the words verbatim.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. g
tlemen will find that the officiai rel[o-
has not got it down that way. rta
said was that outside of a c
limited sphere-outside of NeW E go
and outside of certain politicianse
were looking for the Irish vote, ther
very little feeling.

HON. MR. MACDONALDtatiW
happens that I heard the represenetatl
in congress for Maine and conse _ e
the representative of the Maine fish
use these words at the Boston ban the
and they are simply indicative O_0ire
kind of feeling that pervades that
country .-

" It is impossible for a feeling togroellte
be developed in this country-..the gb
States-such as has been alluded to tO4obw*
and in which we ail most cheerfUI1 Y tb
while there is being held over vesse ,,,0 to
United States, authorized by Our 0e
touch and trade, Euch a bar barOus 1 ,ili
that which is unknown to any
nation for the last forty years." O

That will give some kind Of -ect.
the feeling that exists upon the su io
Now I am free to confess that ror-r
perfect sympathy with every hon 0S
ber who describes the treaty of 18 o
a disgrace to our country. There iSM
such treaty existing to-day betWee f
two civilized nations. The
1783 was made when England was
when it was impossible for her toie

the questions which would liaei
fishing advantages of the An g0
fishermen. The treaty of 181 shat
made when she was strong, but 1V jb$d
had gained in strengtlh she teo
lost in magnanimity. I CO
that there is not an e Ai .d
nation on the face of the eart to
that could go to any other n
make a treaty and say it shall
only of these four clauses, viz.-to 1
for wood, water, shelter and repais to
there is any other classificatiorl t
what these clauses mean I cann
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ases believe it is well understood that
have arisen where vessels have

re dnto Port for coal and have been
td sIfMply because coal was not in-dlcated .n the Treaty. Now that may

it i r i t may not, but I am told that
0f clcase. I am not going to speak
you of bd nations, but I will talk to
treat arbarous nations. There was a
ýtatesade in 1854 between the United

lolatedd Japan, a kingdom that had
eltnta Itself from the rest of the world

kinats oriy for 300 years. What are the
0fdes that Treaty ? Article two pro-

i ater particularizing the ports into
br ovesses might enter, that they can

eOal anded with wood, water, provisions,
ties r "Ither articles that their necessi-',a hayrequire as far as the Japanese
Article thern. That is a pagan nation.
other e Sx Provides that if there be any
uem o of goods wanted or any busi-
there 'ch Will require to be arranged,ti0on shall be careful delibera-

settle tween the parties in order
des sucb matters. Article 9 pro-

er tt if at some future day the
ether a ent of Japan shall grant to any

advant on or nations privileges and
th ages. which are not herein granted

thereof tnited States and the citizens
)tsae e privileges and advan-

Ùted ' 111be granted likewise to thean states and its citizens without
that ufttion or delay. Now, I main-

aties f e were to take these twot and by them judge of the Chris-
eight o Paganism of the two, that the

cer neevidence, as far as Christianity is
. Tret, would be in favor of Japan. If
fss to Y of 1818 is so faultless, I am
es% we dnderstand what great advan-

t 0is e rve from parting with it, but
t asecau I believe it to be a

e I fSecretary of State has de-
fco I of mconsistencies and full

n it hities and constructions LJlaced
irritatich have lead to constant strife

tt n, that I for one hail with
th eer. tPeriod when it shall pass away
t fact i was greatly impressed witht th ir connection with this treaty
hlf a esident of the United States
""Self 8ays that he it was who availed

unt.e oPPortunity of opening upatit for'tlns with our own Govern-
3ehsettlement of this long and

vexed question. I think therefore that
we have it placed on record that the
President himself took the initiatory step,
and in reviewing the treaty he speaks o'
as being full and ample, making all the
provisions that their fishermen could
demand and being based on such prin-
ciples of equity as were likely to secure
for both countries a long and abiding
peace. I do not at all join in the state-
ments that have being made about the
Commissioners. I do not at all join in
any of the detracting sentiments which
have been uttered in reference to Mr.
Chamberlain or any other of the distin-
guished men who have had a part in
the framing of this treaty. I noticed
that Mr. Chanberlain himself says "we
have gone to the very root of the irrita-
tion," and he says " every case of seizure,
fine and condemnation which has been
brought up during the year 1886 and
1887, which thereatened to disturb the
peaceful relationship of both countries
has been thoroughly examined," He
tells us that if thisý treaty had
been in operation in the biginning
of i886, of all these cases of interference
with American fishing vessels there would
not have been six-I do not believe there
would have been two-and yet it has
been claimed that nothing has been set-
tied, that Canada has conceded nothing
in order to secure friendly relations with
the United States. Reference has been
made, and I think unfortunately, to the
American blue books as being unreliable
authority. I think these statements are
exceedingly unfortunate, and particularly
coming from this Chamber. It was
only the other evening in the other
Chamber, that our own Trade and Navi-
gation Reports were brought into dis-
credit when compared with the Trade
and Navigation Reports of the United
States, because a great discrepancy was
found to exist between these two reports
as to the matter of exports from British
Columbia; it was contended that the
American reports were the more reliable.

Now I think it a great pity that dis-
credit should have been attempted to be
thrown even in this matter upon the
American blue books which are, I take
it, quite as reliaable as our own. For the
seizures under the treaty of 1818, I do
not think the Government is responsible.
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If the treaty is to be interpreted
literally, and the Government in fulfill-
ment of the law carries out the law
literally, seizures must be made and fees
must be imposed and condemnations
must take place. I an only glad that
this treaty provides a remedy whereby
these in all probability will likely be
swept away for ever. I wish to say that
so far as the treaty is concerned it has
my most hearty concurrence. Opportu-
nities for great achievements come
very slowly, and come very rarely in
the history of individuals, and rarely
in the history of communities, and
rarely in the history of nations.
A great opportunity has reached us.
Men have sat down and approached
irritating subjects with a calmness, with
a patience and with a consideration
which must command the attention and
the admiration of all men who will judge
their efforts impartially, and I look upon
this treaty as the harbinger of a better
state of things, as the openng of a
brighter day, as the cenenting of a close
friendship and the continued increase of
commercial relations of those two great
English speaking nations of the earth. I
know it has been said by some of the
enemies of this treaty, "XWhy cannot you
renew the treaty of 1854?" The people
of the United States would not renew
the treaty of 1854. It bas been said,
" Why not renew the treaty of 187 1 ?"
The people of the United States would
not renew the treaty of 1871. It is said
that that treaty had with it a money
compensation ; it had been said that
these fisheries were worth $5oo,ooo a
year, and you are giving away
$5oo,ooo a year. It is quite true
that that treaty brought $5oo,ooo
a year, but it brought no confidence,
no kindliness of feeling and no friend-
ship. We have heard the arrangement
described as a swindle. I have it des-
cribed as a fact that the Canadian
Commissioners outwitted the American
Commissioners, and that the five and
a-half millions was a downright swindle.
This Treaty brings with it the feeling ol
friendship, the feeling that the policy is
magnanimous, a policy cemented by
friendship, and it is worth infinitely more
than $5oo,ooo a year-many times told.
I simply rose to say how heartily I

HON. MR. MACDONALD.

approve of this Treaty, how earnestl
wili give it my support. I know t %
been stated that the Treaty Of t
should have been used as a leve
extract from the American people o
mercial advantages. If the TreatY
1818 is, as I believe it to be, an.1tne
treaty, if the Treaty, as I believe it i'
is a treaty that does not do us credI.e
the Treaty is such a treaty, as I y
in the advancement of that co
which has been prevalent amt
nations for so many years,
should have been abrogated e
ago. Why should we seekch is
advantage, while removing that W d
wrong to secure that which is goo t
hold that our own policy in this fou!S
will make any subsequent actios of
with the United States infinitelY
easy, and that when we have a darl
the magnanimous policy we nay
expect them to adopt it towards U e
do not know that I have anythin1 0O-
to add beyond stating how fully to
curr in the treaty, and how glad I
see the day that it is presented toh
Chamber, regarding it as I do ce
most important step that has taken 1, the
in the present century in cemrient119 to
bond of a friendship between these
great nations, which will be not
strong but abiding.

haPPHON. MR. POIRIER-I arn
to see that the hon. member fr'rontyis
land,after having agreed that the he
a necessary one, has not abuse dt&
ernment for having proposed itst ho
tion. He is, I believe, the firs 1$

gentleman on that side Of aitted
House who has frankly adtrestys
that the treaty, being a goOd :
the gentlemen who brought it t
deserve credit for it. But I Wohd
qualify the treaty of 1818 in sIcd it
words as have been used in reg te
I find a great deal of difference bete
the arrangement then made betwee l1d
two great English-speaking peoP fo3 5
the arrangement that has existed o
years in the land where the i
flourishes with the civilized natie Cr
Europe. We must remember t
cumstances in which the trea ty l
was passed. England had just b
caped losing her North American
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,%buring
bnited uring the Napoleonic war the
a States had invaded us, and it

Canadrough the patriotism of the
the ns that this country was saved to
the rtish Crown. The condition of
Englvince was perilous then; and
but Under the treaty of 1818 had
buthis Purpose in view : To protect,

loan aenal solicitude, a colony in its
it d Y England knowing then, as

tesd ènow, the value of our fisheries,
MUab nowing that we were utterly
%simpl e to defend them, having no navy,
aS y PEut mn such words of protectioneriesd effectually secure to us our fish-

fte for ail time to come, and here are
uch rY words which have elicited so<& rrobation

'dever te United States hereby renounces
ed byliberty heretofore enjoyed or

d Vre 0  inhabitants thereof, to, take,1'4Ies &n"' f on or witîîin three marine
arbors any of the coasts, bavs, creeks, or

nJI rer iis BritannicMajesty's dominions
its not included within the above

er dhowever,that the American
4pie "Ihal b admitted to enter suchi
%tid r harlors for th upse of shelter
fogrepairing dame therein, of pur-

0Other
o od ndo o tainin water, and iert * rpose whatever."

rrea J gentlemen will see that that
ort affords us all possible protection

Such e guarding of our fisheries except
notiveOncessions as are dictated by
ci hes Of humhanity. Those motives

ndanbity which have been so com-
reay are to be found here in the

to ty af 1818. England contracted
s bytn always by us, to protect

re for at Treaty which was to en-
"trusO ever. She guards us from the

Caseoo of Our neighbors, except in
i civiliza'humanity and for purposes

t so lo. Therefore this Treaty is
tcruel a one nor so uncivilized a

Rently as has been stated by some hon.ternen I
r os -. It is a Treaty that England,

.0, to of all nations, and knowing
tie for tect her colonies wanted at that
ad Our very existence. But I will
ad 1 tî Treaty to be now antiquated,
8a further admit the necessity of

ey that t and admitting it, how can we
esent doe Treaty which is before us atif We toes not come in proper time,

IRte tha the old adage " It is better
f1,4 Inaiever ? " The hon. gentlemanifax, in his remarkable speech

said that if we had had three Commis-
sioners like Sir Charles Tupper we
would now have a different treaty. I
would like to ask my hon. friend what
sort of a treaty he would desire to have.
We would have a different treaty: how ?
More stringent against the United
States ? More liberal ? More protective
of our fisheries ? Or one that would give
them away ? But what was Sir Charles
Tupper to do in the United States ? Was
he and his colleagues to take 65 millions
of people and hand them over to us,
hand and feet bound, with their presi-
dent for us to destroy on the altar of our
country ? That was not their commis-
sion. They went there to arrange a treaty,
and that treaty was to be nothing else
but the treaty of 1818 applied to the pre-
sent state of civilization and to our mu-
tual present requirements. They did not
go there to give every thing away nor to
take in every thing ; they went there
simply to meet this cry of barbarity which
does not in reality exist. Did they
succeed ? How was the treaty of
1818 to be modified in order to apply
to the state of civilization that now
exists ? Supposing the Commissioners of
1818 were to sit now, how would they
frame their treaty in order to protect us ?
I believe that the treaty as proposed to
us here is just the treaty of 1818, but ap-
plied to our present status of civilization.

A great deal has been said of conces-
sions by us, and that no concessions
were made by the United States. Before
going to that, I will ask this hon. House
whose fault it is that we are under the
necessity of negotiating a new treaty ?
Which nation has forced the other to fall
back on the treaty of 1818 ? Is it Cana-
da or is it the United States? Hon.
gentlemen know that the reciprocity
treaty of 1854 was abrogated on the de-
mand not of Canada but of the United
States. After the treaty was abrogated,
what were we to do? No war had oc-
curred between England and the United
States, since 1818, and therefore the
treaty was still in existence, for unless a
war occurs a treaty is only abrogated
by another treaty. It is still in exist-
ence, and therefore we had to fall back on
it. The United States had our fisheries,
they had our markets, and they wanted
more. Then came the Washington treaty
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of 1871. That treaty was to exist for
ten years, and on two years notice by
any of the contracting parties, it was to
be abrogated. Who was it asked for
the abrogation of the Washington
Treaty ? The United States again.
Everything had been running smoothly
under that treaty. We were satisfied
with it. The Americans had no reason
to be dissatisfied with it, but they wanted
not only to enjoy the golden egg, but to
possess the hen that laid it ; and they
demanded the abrogation of the treaty
which they had a right to do. That
was under the terms of the Washington
Treaty. But what happened ?
It happened that this Government
in its desire not to treat our neighbours
with inhumanity and barbarity, but
with a true desire to deal with them
liberally, granted to the United States,
poor as our country is, a gratuitous gift
of half a million dollars in money-that
is to say, a six months' privilege of fish-
ing in our waters,which had been valued
at over a million of dollars a year. We
gave this wealthy nation in this way-a
nation whose coffers are overfiowing with
money-a gift of half a million dollars, to
show that we were not barbarians, but on
the contrary to induce them to corne
into peaceable negotiations with us. That
did not satisfy them. Proposals were
made but were not accepted-they were
refused by the United States-that is,
by their Senate. The present Demo-
cratic Government and the Executive
stood by their word, but it was of no
effect. After this free gift of six months
fishing, the Americans having abrogated
the treaty, and not having corne to any
other arrangement, what were we to do ?
Nothing but what they would have done
in our place-fall back on the treaty of
1818 and protect our fisheries. There-
fore, if we take into consideration what
preceded and brought about these con-
sequences, it is clearly apparent that
the acts of rigor which we exercised
were not made in a spirit of provocation
and not even in the spirit to force our
neighbors into concessions, but in a
spirit of self-protection. We cannot afford
to give, gratis, over one million dollars a
year to our neighboring country. It was
the duty of the Government to act as
they have acted, and what have we seen?

We have seen first,the Government clafi'
ored against for their gift to the UIthed
States and we have heard said that the'
had no right to give away our fisheries
six months for nothing. What dO %
hear now ? We hear all over the c9tha
try, even from the same gentlemen b
the Government have acted in an the
civilized and barbarous way towardshave
United States. Those opinions the
varied and changed according to ale
places, the times and the individ
There are in fact as many opinlîosthe
there are individuals constitutng
loyal opposition to Her Majesty's ee
erniment tot capita tot sensus ; and e
in the same individuals there are
vellous differences of opinion. e
the Government have finally
a treaty which has been s
as that of a friendly countrY
another friendly country, such as o
exist between neighbors, a treatY
mutual concessions. But again Pe 5 ?
say there were no mutual concessefl
That the Canadian surrendered eIes
thing and got nothing in exchangeI ha
true that viewing the little extract oha'
read of the treaty of 1818 there are
cessions in only one way : but to
what concessions have been granted
one side to the other we must suPC.t-
the contentions of both parties to beto
ten. Now what were the conten 0sf
of the Canadians ? The contentons the
the Canadians, as put down i.ca05
Treaty of 1818 were that, Amen f
had no right to corne within the i
ourterritorial waters except for certain the
down purposes. There was also t.
difference as to the three mile "
That three mile limit had actuallY b
conceded to the United States in wgs
whenthe entrance to theBayofFundy en
granted to them. Many hon. geltlefths
will remember that from 1845 the In00ac
of the bays wider than six miles ha
tually been given away to the
States. a

As the hour is late and the debt
cannot be closed to-night, I beg tO nle
the adjournment of the debate t ,
Monday, and that it will be the firs
der of the day.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 10 P-n.

HON. MR POIRIER.
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THE SENATE.
Otta

Otawa, Afonday, April 301h, r888.

3'p SPEAKER took the chair at

?rayers and routine proceedings

BILL INTRODUCED.

Wt'l (K) "'An Act for the Relief of
am. Henry Middleton. (Mr. Cle-

THIRD READINGS.

MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
boue on Railways Telegraphs and Har-fol r8s, reported without amendment thet. ig Bills, which were then read the

tcim t're and passed :
rel. (46) " An Act to amend the Acts
Welatg to the Manitoba and North-
(Mr etern ][ýMr. Railway Company of Canada."

to bi (83) " An Act to amend the Act
,iarcorporate the Moncton Harbour

lanovemlent Company." (Mr. McCle-

BANK OF UPPER CANADA.

MOTION.

ehe order of the day having been
etThalt a se

e at eect Committee be appointed to
of al to11 1t, and report on the disposition

he remainin assets of the Bank ofCanada (which, according to the
fI ate 1or John Rose, Minister of Finance,

Pwardt March, 1869, would amount to
s 4id es Of half a million of dollars). The
f4ono lemittee to be composed of the

. ,1 M essieurs: Abbott, McInnes,
and donald, (Midland), De Boucher-

adte mnover.

o' MR ABBOTT said: Before
this n. friend (Mr. Alexander) puts
duty motion I shall. feel it my
there o cal attention to the fact that

I-, are strangers in the Chamber.
hat e'served already during the pres-

in eor and it is a matter of history
*lnrection with this Senate, that

motions of this description have been on
more than one occasion made, apparent-
ly with a view of placing upon record
charges against gentlemen for whom we all
hold the highest respect and esteem and
of causing the circulation of those
charges by means of the reports of our
Debates throughout the Dominion. I
do not, for my part, think it is advisable
(and I hope the House will be of the
sane opinion as myself in this respect)
that facilities should be given to the
promulgation of these thrice repeated and
thrice refuted charges by these means.
I therefore call your attention to the fact
that there are strangers in this Chamber.

The Chamber was accordingly cleared
of strangers.

THE FISHERIES TREATY.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the day having been
called.

Resuming Debate on the motion of the
Hon.Mr Abbott for the second reading (Bill
65) Treaty between Her Britannic Majesty
and the I5reaident of the United States.

HON. ML POIRIER said-When I
left off on Friday, I proposed toshow that
both countries had made concessions. I
will now commence by referring to those
which have been made by Canada. We
relied on the treaty of 1818: we claimed
that the Americans had no right to enter
our bays and harbors for the purpose of
fishing,thus makinga distinction between
trading vessels and fishing vessels. We
claimed that fishing vessels had no right
to enter our bays and harbors for any
purpose whatever, except for shelter,
repairs, wood and water. Now, by this
treaty we exempt them ; ist-When
entering our harbors for any of the above
four purposes, from reporting or clearing
at the custom houses ; and we also
exempt them from compulsory pilotage
and harbor dues, buoy dues, and like
dues, when not remaining more than 24
hours and not communicating with the
shore. This they had no right to claim
by a strict interpretation of the treaty of
1818. I will ask any hon. member of
this House, especially those who com-
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plain of the harshness of the treaty of
1818, if those concessions should not be
made. They have been demanded by
the President of the United States, who,
in ail these controversies has shown
himself friendly to us. In one of his
correspondences he said that "no
feature of the Canadian administration
was more harassing and injurious than
the compulsion on American fishing
vessels to make formal entry and
clearance on every occasion of
their temporarily seeking shelter in our
ports and harbors." I believe from a
humanitarian point of view, Canada was
bound to make this concession, espe-
cially when, through this concession, our
fishermen lose nothing. If the fishing
vessels remain in our bays or harbors
longer than 24 hours, or if they com-
municate with the land,they will have to
be dealt with as ordinary trading vessels,
but not otherwise. 2nd. We allow them
to obtain licenses and facilities for the
purchase of casual or needful supplies
such as are ordinarily granted to trading
vessels, but on their homeward voyage
only. This is a concession which indi-
cates the spirit which actuated our com-
missioners. The Americans are not
allowed to purchase provisions and
supplies i. any case for the purpose of
using them to catch our fish : they are
only allowed to buy them on their home-
ward voyage. I think the concession is
really beneficial to us, because it affords
our people on the coast an opportunity
to dispose of goods, provisions and
supplies which cannot be used as against
our fishermen. The more we can sell
to the Americans, when the articles sold
will not be used against us, the better
for our tradesmen and our population
generally, and therefore this, which
appears to be a concession, is really
a benefit conferred on our own people.

Another aspect of the case is this: our
vessels trading in the United States have
got that privilege, not only on every
every commercial voyage, but on all
occasions of buying supplies and pro-
visions ; and therefore it is not only meet
but equitable that we should grant to our
neighbours that which is granted us by
them.

3rd-" Under stress of weather or other
casualty they may unload, reload, tranship

HON. MR. POIRIER.

or sell, subject to Customs regulatons o.
laws, ail fish on board, when such sry
ing, transhipment or sale is Dacde neCes
as incidentaI to repairse." s m

This, hon. gentleman will admit,
another humane concession and othte
else. It is not in accordance With
spirit of the age that two neighbour
friendly countries should dealso ser e to
and regidly towards one another .

allow cargoes to perish for want of lic
ses to tranship such cargoes to the coul
try from which the masters of the ves
hail. This is such a concession as shou
be granted. o ro i

4th. IlThey may replenieh Otilfts ds
sions and supplies lost or dainag di'
aster." dto

This is a great concession m adbut
the fisherman of the United Statese it
our fishermen will loose nothing bhic
It is another humane concessiOne 1 f
those who have regarded the Treatybe
1818 as being to harsh will admit tO
just and meet.

5th. " In case of death and sickness
shall be allowed aIl needful facilities in
ing the shipping of crews." . whieh

Another humane concession
everyone will read ly grant.

6th. The free navigation of the, Str'
of Canso is not to be interfered With.ti
great deal has been said againss 1 a
clause. I will ask any hon. gente if
in this House or in the other loutcS

we could have prevented the AmIerlre
from passing through that thorOUg the
through which all the nations O
world pass. I will ask hon. gent eaty
if we could or should have anYh trtat
with the United States by whic tost
country was not treated as the have
favored nation ? They would lot
submitted to it, and although they la
no right to the use of the Strait Of C .
they have custom for it, they have P
scription in their favor.

HON. MR. MILLER--WOuld the
hon. gentleman allow me to add on e.
mark ? It was simply necessary tOeat,
tion that the Gut of Canso in the Tre'
because by the delimitation of Cke
bucto Bay they could get into it.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The de5Cl
tion of Chedibucto Bay goes fro etoD•
mainland to the Island of Cape 13r
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the ulo R. POIRIER - Therefore
WOUld have been shut out.

ioN R. DICKEY-Yes.

therO MR. POIRIER-In the Treaty
Pert i s o alienation by us of any pro-
si n the Strait of Canso. The Treaty

Ora hng in this Treaty shall interrupt
ý¾aoct the free navigation of the Strait of
Bt4te8 ,, flshing vessels of the United

Ithere is not a word of grant there;
leftas y says that the navigation will be
inthi It was before. We give them
in the1 g by this; we simply continue them
for e Privilege the have enjoyed hereto-
1 soa ctossing through thisstrait, because
iosl thOtreaty with the United States
la t have been possible without grant-
the g, the privilege of passing through

orldt ait Of Canso, with the rest of the

*jth. 'the right of being tried at the spot
rot at ,, Ofence was committed and

or s the Admiralty Courts of Halifax
adrit John or Quebec. This, 1 will
Co ''8 not very dignified for our
~stanbut in view of the circum-
by tces and of what was complained of

p shermen of the United States, I
ths our commissioners had to grant
noth Concession ; but again there is
wilg sui it by which our fishermen
te er. It is simply a matter of in-
willaOnal courtesy and our fishermen

t Ot be injured by it. These are all
have Iessons I find in this Treaty that
they en made by us to the Americans ;

oubtre seven in number. There is no
er' they are very valuable to the

u, th 's; but are they detrimental to
that s the question? I see none
the are. Our fishermen will not fare
rothi Orse for them. They will lose
kept ng by them. Our fisheries also are
.a secure. Our national inheritence
therotected; and one of those clauses,

d econd in this enumeration, is
to our flY very favorable, nay valuable
Concess ermen, under color of being a

lesio0 n made to the United States.
did the United States grant us

We 11g, and if so, what did they grant ?
Treat anadians were standing by the
AppieYOf 1818, strictly interpreted and

Such was not the case with the

United States. They have challenged
that Treaty. They have deemed it
obsolete ; they have maintained that the
temporary arrangements we have since
made with them, the commercial arrange-
ments of 1830, the Treaty of 1854, the
Washington Treaty of 1871 superceded,
as it were, the Treaty of 1818, and that
practically it did not now exist.
They maintained that they now
stand before us in the sime
position as we stand towards them
-that is, that the privileges accorded by
them to our trading vessels ever since
1830, were to be extended by us to their
fishermen. Now, supposing these pre-
tentions to have been written down, they
have receded from them; and we will
now see where and to what extent. 1st.
The Americans have conceded to us the
right of excluding them from buying
bait. I need not go into any length to
show the importance they attach to that
concession. The hon. gentleman from
Richmond the other day gave us a very
elaborate and exhaustive view of this
question, showing us what price the
Americans put on the privilege of buying
bait from our fishermen, in our harbors.
To give another example of the import-
ance they attach to the purchase of bait,
which my hon. friend has forgotten to
mention, I will point to the fact, that in
one instance, in Newfoundland, where
the Americans were refused in one single
port the privilege of buying bait from our
fishermen the Americans made a demand
on the English Government for $25,-
ooo. By this treaty they have
abandoned that pretention ; they
allow us to prohibit them from buying
bait from our fishermen, and therefore,
to a great extent, to deprive them of the
fisheries of the high sea, as the hon.
gentleman from Prince Edward Island
has shown the other day, which fisheries
they cannot well carry on without fresh
bait, and that bait can only be had in
the ports of Nova Scotia and Newfound-
land. That concession alone, I imagine,
is worth all the concessions we have
made to them.

HoN. MR. POWER-Does my hon.
friend contend that under the treaty of
1818 the Americans had the right to buy
bait ?

,

.
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HON. MR. POIRIER-No, but my
hon. friend has not followed my argu-
ment, or I have not expressed myself
clearly. I said that they contended
that the treaty is practically out of date
now, and has been superseded by other
arrangements, and they start from
another standpoimt.

HON. MR. POWER-They 'did per-
sist on that ground.

HON. MR.'POIRIER-Yes, but they
are receding now. 2nd. For years they
maintained that they had the right or
should have the right of transhipping
their cargoes. We have refused them
that right, except in case of calamity ;
therefore it is another valuable concession
by them to us. For if they could use
our ports to effectuate the transhipment
of their cargoes you know the con-
sequence. They could immediately un-
load and lay in new supplies and start
again to the fishing banks, set their nets
and have a double advantage over that
which is accorded to our fishermen.
Therefore it is a valuable concession
which is refused to them, and therefore
accorded us.

HON. MR. McINNES-It is the con-
cession of a privilege they never before
possessed.

HON. MR. POIRIER-That was a
matter of controversy. Where one party
recedes from the position he undertook
to hold, and grants to the other party
his point, it is a concession.

3rd. They are refused the privilege of
transshipping their crews, except as we
have seen, in cases of disaster, death or
sickness. In the latter emergencies, I
maintain that they should have been
allowed that privilege irrespective of
the Treaty of 1818 ; and I think our
Governmentought tohave and practically
I believe they have allowed the Ameri-
can fishermen to transship their crews in
similar circumstances. Such concessions
are of a humane and civilized nature,
and should in practice be adopted
irrespective of any treaty.

4 th, they have ceded us the right to
prohibit them from fishing in bays ten
miles wide at the mouth.

HON. MR. MILLER-Would I
hon. friend say, in view of the treatinoe
accorded the other day to our fisherrer'
in the United States, and our labohat
going in there to find employrnent,
it is harsh on our part to refuse AmerîcO
fishermen to ship crews in those vese

. the
HON. MR. POIRIER-Even cn i

face of treatment of that kind, whic
unwarranted on the part of the A
icans, we should respond by an acyr-
generosity, and allow American fi te1
men to transship crews. I SaY trel
grant us their being restricted fr0e
entering any of our bays ten miles w to
at the mouth. The held heretOforede
the right of entering all our bays e to
than six miles, that is they adher
the three miles limit, strictly, accor f
to the indentures and sinuosi tie
the shore. This the minister of Eng
had practically conceded, not ot' ,
their despatches to Admiral Wellesle
1870, but from the time the Amers
were allowed the privilege of enterin' -g
Bay of Fundy, in 1845, when the i b5
were narrowed down to six miles-. rbis
was not a pretention, it was a privl g
actually enjoyed. After 1845, the
structions from the British Goverint
were positively that no American ve
should be seized or interfered wit hO eJ
ther out than three miles of thes at
nor outside of any bays six miles Wl"
the mouth. What does this treaty do
It takes away from them that privile
and all our bays under ten miles in i
are protected to a distance of three ilri
out from that time. This is a gra
concession made by the Americans.

HON. MR. POWER-Will the bon
gentleman be good enough to let us hadc
the authority for the statement so n

HON. MR. POIRIER-I have eo
got the book or the page, but I have t
reading the question over, and have
ted the points down in my notes as
read them.

HON. MR. MILLER-The author tYt
is clearly given that England would nre
conced to our claim more thai thM
miles from the coast. The instructions
to Admiral Wolesley are the authoritW
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When he a o
Stationewas commanding the American

frieN' MR. POIRIER - My hon.
this d will admit my honesty in making
of it te ment, for I have taken a note
have rom official documents, though 1

eot noted the page.

noN. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-Is it
lowea act that the despatch merely al-
havitn erican vessels to enter without
fo a any authority for doing so and
taten ndefinite time ? There was no
o time, and that Order-in-Council

b0h d e reversed at the will of the Brit-vs ernmnent.

that MR. POIRIER-The proof
ve cOuld be reversed is that it is re-
Will a bythis treaty. The Americans
tiO oW have to abide by the conven-

dt a Hague, which enlarges the
y fori bays which cannot be entered

e gn Vessels to bays ten miles wide.
are under the same footing as the

ter nations of Europe in that res-

In o MR. MILLER-And threejle' t) the seaward.

M'R.i POIRIER-The distance
ne; three miles seaward from that

plai of erefore we have nothing to com-
der than that respect, when we con-
h je .rctically before this treaty,

iles ee could come within three
te iles the shore, and inside of bays

5th twide at the mouth.
autule.Americans further grant us

t Y Of concessions-that is, they
Will aithe privileges we grant them.

9w ask any hon. gentleman inalth if the Americans have not
tefrade concessions, and if those

ea.lly I'ons are not in substance practi-
Oinore valuable to us than the con-

re al I eade to them, which latter
ty, as 1 hst al in the interests of human-

lherefave already shown ?
%Ve re., behieve our Commissioners
entt thcongratulations, for the arrange-

dth have arrived at, and I will
berl.se congratulations to Mr.

obo a- Mr. Chamberlain mayoxous to some people, but all

will admit he is a very able diplomatist ;
and when the mission of a diplonatist
ends so satisfactorily as it has in this
case, I believe he is himself very little
open to attacks such as I have heard
made against him in this House and in
other places. I find .also that in the
negotiating of this Treaty, efforts were
made by our Commissioners to secure
Reciprocity. Of course we all wish
that we had reciprocity or more com-
mercial intercourse &c., but we are also
aware that it was impossible for our
Commissioners to deal with that ques-
tion. The Judicial Committee of the
United States decided in 1885 that the
President of the Republic has not the
right to form any treaty by which the
existing tariff of the United States would
be changed or abrogated ; therefore
it was not within the jurisdiction of the
Commissioners, and we must, conse-
quently, not take that element into con-
sideration. We must consider what the
Commissioners went there to do, what
they could do, and what'they have done.
I was exceedingly gratified in reading
the offers made by Sir Charles Tupper
to the Commissioners for reciprocity, to
find that in his offer for free fish and
free oil, &c., the three-mile limit is not
sacrificed. Hon. gentlemen will remem-
ber how things were under the treaties
of 1854 and 1871. The Americans had
the privilege of our shores, and in the
latter period especially, with the use of
those destructive engines called purse-
seines, they destroyed our fish on a large
scale. They were doing with our
fisheries what they had done with their
own ; and our fisheries would not have
lasted many years if the practice had
been continued. They would continue
to take all the fish they could catch in
those purse-seines, aud select from them
the mackerel only, and throw away the
herring and other valuable species of fish
into the water to rot and to scare the
other fish. I think it is a matter
of congratulation, that if we are ever to
have reciprocity of trade with the United
States,our three-mile limit will not be sac-
rificed. I am specially interested in the
three-mile limit question. Hon. gentle-
men will know that the class of men who
in the Maritime Provinces are engaged
in fishing-the toilers of the sea as they
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are called-are a class, a large proportion
of them, that I am here supposed to
represent, more particularly the French-
Acadians. They are not the people who
amass wealth out of the fisheries. They
make a living out of it, a bare living if
you like, but it is.a living, and I am glad
to see that that portion of their national
inheritence has not been wrested from
them. Once they were farmers, and I
have read an English tourist in 1745
writing of them and saying that their
culture of the soil was of a high order.
I make no bitter reminisences, I am just
relating facts. They were deprived of
those lands from which they derived a
thrifty livelihood in the Counties of
Annapolis, Hants, Colchester and Kings,
and they had to resort to the rocky
ocean shore for a living, where for one or
two generations they have existed by
toiling on the sea, and on what fish they
could catch. They lost during that
period their traditions in improved agri-
culture. A very great number of them
now get their living by fishing, and I
should be very sorry if that portion of
their heritage, the only one left some of
them, was to be given away to the
United States. Undoubtedly the same
argument applies to other nationalities
as well as the French-Acadians ; and I
have the same solicitude for them as for
my own people. But I am here to re-
present them, more particularly and I
congratulate the Commissioners on not
having given up the three miles limit to
the fishermen to the United States.
Are we, for the sake of customs arrange-
ments, to give away our wealth ? We
might as well ask the United States to
give us their plantations in Flo-
rida, their oyster beds in Balti-
more-to give us their wealth
in exchange for tariff modifications.
There is no comparison between giving a
privilege of such an inferior nature and
something so substantial. The Treaty of
Washington, if it were to have existed
many more years,would have ruined our
fisheries. This treaty, whatever its destiny
may be, will give a wholesome turn to
matters, as far as our inshore fisheries
are concerned. Throughout I am happy
to say that our Commissioners have come
to a satisfactory arrangement. The ar-
rangement is a fair and reasonable one

So say President Cleveland and Secr
tary Bayard. It is not a surrender onthe
part of the Canadians, as sorne Of 0 lf
politicians have announced in the Pr
and in Parliament. It is not a giveftbo
by the United States of the wealth O t
Atlantic to the Canadians, as the te
satiable fish merchants of Glouces
have been clamouring. Nor is it
diplomatic triumph of one of the
countries over the other. It is
triumph of sound common sense
unreasonable and selfish ambitions'
is the triumph of good neighborb te
the triumph of civilization. If the V Jo
States have got the better-which 1
not admit-is it not in the natur
things that the wolf quenching his la
in the same brook as the lamb b .t
choose the upper part ? The an bîto
of the lamb in that case would
secure peace with the wolf : there ner io
be its triumph. In the same mann ecr
this treaty our triumph consists in s ed
ing a fair arrangement with the oot
States. If the United States do
adopt this treaty, all the worse for t
we shall have done our share in n
liberal advances and concessions. hel
if, after rejecting that which is jus' pd
should, relying on their numfbers the
wealth, attempt to force throUg . her-
lines which delimit our legitilate in .
itance and prey upon our natura 5eh
stance, it will not be our fault if, btejc
their fleet, and in sound of their A the
cities, they hear, nearer and nearer,
mighty voice of the British cannon-

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)- gsed
at the opening of the session exp g
myself pretty fully on this subject,
finding no occasion to change the o
that I then entertained, it was 'lot
intention to take part in the Prea'
debate, but in the course of this Wbi'bl
sion statements have been made esS
in my judgment, were utterly groUl to
and fallacious, and which ought tht
go unchallenged. I must confess
it is with a great deal of diffidence do
so after the eloquent, learned anave p
sioned speech to which we t thor
listened. If my views were fot libt
oughly grounded, according tO ony Of
at all events, I would, like Ag po' 0

old, be almost persuaded by the

HON. MR. POIRIER.
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tlean who has just addressed the
When The hon. leader of the House,
the kintroducing the Bill, made precisely v

thl id of speech that I expected he t
Uvere very rnuch the same as that de- t

lou bY Sir Charles Tupper in the
e of Commons-and I may also f

Wardvery much like that which after- r
fro fell from the hon. member c

e ichmond They were all able a
St es, for these hon. gentlemen never i

Of el sPeak without infusing a spirit
Ubjee tuence and enthusiasm into every t
bein that their great and well stored

adit are brought to bear upon. I t
ech frankly, that they were able s
d frds the ablest apologies I have t

tlia Or the wrongs inflicted upon the
apol ruent and people of Canada-
b ýiles for what I consider the

0f ate surrender to the United States
arge and valuable portion of our in-

hoa be, as i believe, I will be able to t
ately ifore I resume my seat. Immedi-

yoafter the leader of the House hadeb, the floor was taken by the hon.
rerie er for Ottawa. The House will

Id lober bis terse, eloquent, forcible
the ical speech on this very subject

t S ebe on the Address in reply to
Oeech from the Throne. On that

I took the liberty of congratu-
d id upon it here in the House,

ree.Privately, and I know that he has
omred mnany letters of congratulation
dPeOple living hundreds, yea thous-

rsedf riles from Ottawa. I was sur-
ally ,and not only surprised, but actu-
ithPtned, when the hon. gentleman,
planatgving the least intimation or
Sve o why he had changed

last e * on the subject, rose
tio , ray and discussed this ques-

fr a oran entirely different standpoint
Wee at which he had only a few
he W., ao. In his speech of last week
0f P18 eased to characterize the Treaty

g t as harsh and barbarous, and
f.reed the Government with having en-

lurly , a1886, in a harsh, unneigh-
a toud brutal manner, totally con-

; the Spirit of the age in which we
le ard he added that it was owing to
as etry manner in which the treaty
enig reed that all the friction and ill-

a rdanifested in the United States
aInada and Great Britain arose.

Vhen the treaty was abrogated by the
Jnited States in 1885 I did find fault
with the Government of Canada, but on
otally different grounds from those men-
ioned by the hon. gentleman from Otta-
wa. I blamed them, in the first place,
or not giving the United States Govern-
nent to understand, immediately on re-
eiving notice that the treaty would be
brogated, that the very day the Wash-
ngton Treaty expired the Treaty of 1818
vould be enforced, not only in spirit, but
o the very letter of the law. If there
vas :one thing more than another
hat tended to produce the present
tate of feeling towards Canada over
his fisheries arrangement, it was the
act that the American fishermen were
illowed access to our fishing ground
without compensation or consideration
'or the whole of the fishing season of
1885. There is no denying the fact that
hat had a tendency to lead the people
)f the United States (especially their
fishermen, and I am inclined to think
that it permeated all classes and prevail-
ed even at Washington) to believe that
the people of Canada were either afraid
or would never attempt to enforce the
Treaty of 1818. Instead of censuring
the Governnient for the manner in which
they enforced the Treaty of 1818, I only
blame them for not having enforced it
more fully and strictly than they did. I
take issue with the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa on that point. It would have
been much better if the Treaty had been
enforced to the very letter. In dealing
with the United States we have had over
a century's experience of them and we
know that their tendency is to stretch
out their mighty arms and draw closer
and closer to them everything they can
touch until it is completely absorbed.
They have undoubtedly designs on our
territorial waters-they look with covet-
ous eyes on our invaluable fisheries and
hope at no distant date to have free
access to all our fisheries, and that, too,
without the smallest compensation.

HON. MR. ODELL-Like the Devil-
fish.

HON. MR. McINNES-Yes,the simile
is not a bad one. Let us take a retros-
pective glance of the history of the
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United States and what do we find ? We
find that they have been the most grasp-
ing and aggressive among the nations of
the earth barring one. I do not know
that we ought to quarrel with them on
that account : I think they came by that
disposition naturally and honestly-they
inherited it from their mother, Great
Britain. When the thirteen colonies
revolted they occupied only a narrow
strip along the Atlantic, and their terri-
tory extended westward only to the Alle-
ghany Mountains. They had no posses-
sions whatever on the Pacific. At that
time Britain owned, in addition to the
provinces and territories which form this
Dominion, nearly one-half of the State of
Maine, the whole of Ohio, Indiana, Illi-
nois, Wisconsin and Mnnesota, and on
the Pacific coasts the upper or northern
half of the State of California, Nevada,
Idaho, Oregon and Washington Terri-
tories, and last, but not least in impor-
tance, the Island of San Juan. What
impression can any loyal Canadian
have who opens the history of this
continent and reads those facts and
who sees on the map of North America
the changes which have been made to
our disadvantage by British diplomacy?
If there is anything that is calculated to
arouse to its very depths the nature of a
true loyal Canadian, it is to see how we
have been despoiled upon every occasion
by the crass stupidity ofthe supercillious
diplomats of England whenever brought
in contact with the astute and ever
successtul American politician. Instead
of standing upon their dignity and rely-
ing upon the justice of the claims and
protecting our inheritance then, as in the
days of yore, they have allowed our ag-
gressive neighbors to force us back from
one vantage ground to another until
to-day we find our domain confined to
northern and less desirable portions of
the continent.

HoN. MR. ALMON-Hear, hear.

HoN. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-I am
happy to think I have the approval of
the hon. junior member from Halifax.

HoN. MR.ALMON-I always thought
that California belonged to Spain : I did
not know that it belonged to England

HON. MR. McINNES.

until the hon. gentleman informed ts
the fact. However I am ignorant, te
the hon. member has a great deal5 0s
knowledge on the subject than 1 Ps

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)
junior member for Halifax is a
ready and willing to give advice.
information to the House, but in thi j

in every other case, the hon.gentle a
at sea-like a ship withou. a rliable
floundering among the billows and Wbt
to be engulfed at any moment.
I said was, that Northern Caîlo
belonged to Great Britain, and I Say
still. I would recommend the 0o
gentleman to read Bancroft's FHistolri
North America, which will enlighteni"o
on this and many other points of s
lar kind upon which he does not apsti
to be well informed. That exhaSt
history gives the facts I have referrrhi
Let us now look at the manner ln teir
the United States have extended the
territory southward. We find ol tbe
south that they took Florida fron
Spaniards.

HON. MR. ALMON-Bought it

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-'
took Louisiana from the French.

HON. MR. ALMON-Boughtit

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-'
took Texas-will the hon. gentleme»
they bought it ?

HON. MR. ALMON-No; but 1
they bought Florida and Louisiana.

HoN. MR. McINNES (B.C.).-Oot
conclusion of the Mexican war tb the
that portion of California to which
hon. gentleman alluded, the Sou
part of the State.

HON. MR. ALMON-I always U d

stood that Lower California was pad

Mexico.

HON. MR. McINNES-The
gentleman's understanding is not
times what it should or might be*

ho
at

HON. MR. POWER-1 must ask the
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lrder to call the hon. gentleman to
e nd allow the hon. member from
t estmninster to continue his speech
presortofpropriety. It is altogether

tioPtOPer for anyone to interject interrup-
doi ags the hon. member from Halifax is

olMR. KAULBACH-Unless the
t 1ember who is speaking objects to

else sherruption I do not think anyone
SOuld do so.

t • MR. POWER-I want to hear
ePeech without interruption.

o' MR. HAYTHORNE-Other
o gentlemen wish to hear the hon.
terptifrom British Columbia without

obb MR. McINNES-I have no
8yt.lon to any relevant interruption or
faets ing that has a tendency to elicit

rleess tI do object to unseemly mean-
tendeInterruptions, which are simply
îeoref to throw me off the track and

Wob e. I think that any person
fra Occupied a seat in this HouseSalrpength of time will not be at all
Iliior at the course which the hon.

eCa rnber from Halifax is pursuing,
it a it is a habit with him-in fact,
C% Pears to be his nature-and he
relie t depart from it ; and unless he
doir, hmself in the manner he is

r a e Would either have an explosion
e of spontanious combustion.

MR. ALMON-Hear, hear.

friak• MR. McINNES-He is too
an altogether for this sedate body,
either h'er seerms to be easy except when
the e1Tself or someone else is singing
tyPrases of the Tories. He is a

ory of the 17th century.

ol* ,-.ALMON--I feel cheap

]MOt M
errito t he MCINNES-Among the

%elf es they have acquired I should
041, e Alaska. By fair means and by
territoeans they have extended theirtor in every direction. I mention

'n Orjer to show that the British

Commissioners upon this occasion ought
not to have yielded one iota unless they
got something in return. I would ask
the House to recall the disgraceful treat-
ment which Canada received from the
United States in 1866. At that
time we were living on peaceable
terms with our southern neighbours, yet
for many months they allowed a horde
of marauders to be armed, trained and
drilled in their country and knowingly
allowed them to leave their shores to
invade our country-to plunder and
murder our citizens. Yet we are ac-
cused of treating the Americans harshly
and inhumanly. Canada never resorted
to such barbarity. A few years after-
wards the Alabama claims were settled
and the British Government were com-
pelled to pay 15 millions of dollars as
compensation for alleged losses sustained
by American citizens, and let it be said
to the disgrace of the United States that
after they paid every claim that had
a semblance of justice in it, over seven
millions still remain in the Treasury of the
United States instead of, like honorable
people, banding it over to those to whom
it belonged. In striking contrast with
their conduct, and to show that they are
not the high-minded Christian people
that they pretend or claim to be, look at
the manner in which the Chinese Govern-
ment acted recently when a sum of
money was awarded them for the settle-
ment of the just claims made by Chinese
citizens who had been barbarously and
brutally treated on the Pacific coast and
neighboring territories a couple years ago.
China made a demand upon the United
States and a large sum of money was
paid over. The Chinese Government
non-Christian as it is, finding that
it had in its possession nearly
$0oo,ooo in excess of the amount
required to settle the just claims of their
countrymen in consequence of the losses
sustained, like honest people handed it
back to the United States. They did
not retain it in their treasury as the
United States are retainirg about one-
half of the fifteen millions awarded them
for the settlement of the Alabama claims.
In 1862 when Slidell and Mason were
so unceremoniously and unlawfully taken
from a British ship, a tremor of excite-
ment and indignation passed through
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the entire nation and a prompt demand
was made by the illustrious statesman
then at the head of the British Govern-
ment, Lord Palmerston, that the United
States should immediately give up these
men. The United States at this particu-
lar time was taxed to the uttermost.
She required all the strength she could
command to suppress the rebellion in
the south, and prudently gave up those
men. But when these Alabama claims
to which I have just referred were being
arbitrated upon, no off-set claims for the
Fenian raids of 1866 were put in,or if put
in they were not allowed. Why were our
just and equitable claims ignored on that
occasion? We had lost a number of
valuable lives, and a great deal of prop-
erty, through invasion of our country by
a horde of ruffians from the United
States. Why were not our claims put
before the arbitrators, or if put before
them, why were they not insisted upon?
I fear that Britain or British statesmen
had but one reason for such a
neglect of their duty - a reasorn
which I scarcely feel disposed to
give, but it can be easily understood.
Now, hon. gentlemen, after this slight
digression, I will return to the treaty
again, and call your attention to the
cruel treatment which Canadians have
received for the last two years, and are
still receiving from the United States on
the Pacific coast. In 1886, three British
Columbia schooners, which were plying
their vocation in Behring's Sea, were
seized by a United States cutter, and in
1887, six more, all of which were taken
to Sitka, Alaska, where they remain to
this day, and some $113,000 worth of
furs which they had on board, were con-
fiscated then and there. Any person
looking over the map of the North Paci-
fic will find that from America to Asia,
following in the line of the Aleutian
Islands, is something over 1,200 miles
in width ; and from the Aleutian Islands
on the south to Behring's Straits on the
north, it is nearly 1,5oo miles in length.
All these British Columbia sealing
schooners were seized from 50 to 150
miles from shore. Notwithstanding that,
they were seized as infringing upon the
alleged exclusive right of the American
people. What do we find on the Atlantic
coast, in almost the same latitude ? We

HON MR. McINNES.

find that American vessels have fre
cess to Hudson Bay and, the
evidence given by Professor Dawsol
other day, before the Mackenzie
Committee, he stated that AmerJ
fishermen and traders had act b
established trading posts up in C hat
land Sound and Hudson Bay, an
they were bringing United States gre
in there without paying duty, th the
coming in direct competition V1  g
Hudson Bay Company and defrae the
the Customs of Canada. Contras -
courtesy we extend to them on fht
lantic, and I ask you to cornpare teD
with the treatment that our fishe
and sealers on the Pacific received
them, and no person within the sreat
of my voice will say that Our thini
ment of our neighbors has been anyte re
like as harsh as the treatment we haveir
ceived and are still receiving ft

hands. In replying to the Speech TreaY
the Throne, I found fault with the gr-
inasmuch as it did not include the tat
ing Sea dispute, and I stated then t the
knew it was the intention Oht it
Canadian Government, at least, that
should be dealt with, for all the Pare
in connection with our western fiS for
had been in course of preparation the
some four or five months before 0.
Commissioners met in Washingt
However I found a few days ago 1 tr
discussion which took place in the o f
Chamber on a motion for a retue
correspondence, that the Right 1hot it
Leader of the Government stated. to
was not a matter exclusively belon os-
England or to Canada ; that oth r
tions were equally interested in10
Behrings Sea open to all nations.
I scarcely think that that is at all that
or reasonable. While it is true et
ought to be open to all nations-
owing to the fact that the onlY the
contiguous to that sea are Canadad 0
Unitedt States and Russia, theY t.
deeper interest in it than all other na .d
I therefore contend thatit was the a to
en duty of the Dominion GovernGoe-
have pressed upon the Imperial d Gti
ment the great interest involved >corl
no fishery treaty should be satiS ff th
and complete without disposing5 of the
Behring Sea difficulty as well asetheJ
Atlantic fisheries. I find in a
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etu brought down on Saturday last
n House of Commons, that the

Bayecan Government state through Mr.
by that no demand had been made
costhe British Government for the
withsteration of that matter, not-
ure standing the fact that these sei-

the ook place nearly two years ago.
ward nited States Secretary puts for-
with as a plea for not before dealing
an the ratter, that failing to receive
he protest from the British Government
sitiomagined they concurred in the po-

assumed by the United States.
Whatev, whatever the pretensions, orteleer rights Russia might have had to
tav' exclusive right of fishing and the
d.gatiOn Of Behring Sea, certainly it
does ot apply to it at the present time. It
0f th not apply to it since one-half
of te surrounding territory became part
tested nre States, and no people pro-
the ahsore strongly,and justly so against
the urd pretentions of Russia than
is on nited States. Now, the boot
ogthe other foot ; now they want to
ret the firm position they took on this

destolr before Alaska became theirs,
ci, de that they have obtained a quit
8htir oeed from Russia to exclusive

contaif the B ehring's Sea and all that it
ao th That absurd pretension I do

a hnd c can be seriously entertained,
and thaim again that this Government
biaeth Imperial Government are to
9 and at the question was not taken

the At, dIsposed of at the same time as
o akantic fisheries in the treaty we are

th e aeed to ratify. I will again call
to Wh.tetion of the House to a matter
da aCh drew attention a week or ten

rteargo, viz. : the quarantining of the
kailwar Parthia of the Canadian Pacific
was i Steamship Line. Although it

rancisy a telegraphic despatch from San
tect Co , yet I was satisfied it was cor-

.ttet.d thought it my duty to call the
tie soti Of the Government to it at the
ta t$o that immediate action would be
psen liberate the poor quarantined
a . "gers. Since then I have receivedandy Of the Vancouver Daily News

&i sdvertse, in which the followingcO dPublished from the San Fran-

iecoF1 ancIsco, April 19. - The San
Board of Realth, after inviting

Capt. Webber and J. D. Spreckles to be
present at their meeting to-night, secretly
decided this morning to postpone their nieet-
ing for a week, but neither of those gentle-
men were notified of the change, and
consequently were at the Board room at the
appointed hour. They are now determined
to secure the release of the passengers and
crew by a writ of habeas corpus, and have
engaged Mr. Milton Andros, a celebrated
adniralty lawyer, to prosecute the case.
The outrage committed on the saloon pass-
engers and the stewardess, by forcing them
to leave the Parthia and go aboard the hulk,
is causing severe comment in the city. The
captain and chief engineer are kept prison-
ers on the Parthia, while the ship's doctor
is allowed to go ashore. Party politics, not
opposition to the Canadian Pacific Steam-
sh ip Company, is the cause of these arbitrary
measures. The Parthia is a favorite steam-
er with intending passengers, and sails on
Saturday at noon."

I ask is this a specimen of the peace,
good feeling and friendship that we are
to experience from the signing of this
Washington Treaty ?

HON. MR. ALMON-It has not been
ratified yet.

HON. MR. McINNES-I took the
trouble, the other day, to sum up the
time that it took the " Parthia " to get
to San Francisco, after leaving the small-
pox infected ports of China, and I found
it was not possible to leave China,
calling at Yokohama, Japan, and then
proceed to British Columbia, and there
unload and reload, and then down to
San Francisco, under 24 or 25 days.
So that the plea of quarantining her on
the score of small-pox being on board is
perfectly absurd. Now, if that is not a
case of hardship-unless that can be
considered an outrage on the people of
Canada, I ask, in all conscience, what it
is ? Is that treating others as you would
wish others to treat you ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD-That is
a matter for the Imperial Government to
take up.

HON. MR. McINNES-Do not the
Canadian and English vessels float the
same flag ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD-But it is
an Imperial question.
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HON. MR. McINNES-I claim that
it is much more a Canadian than an
Imperial question, and the sooner the
people of Canada assert their just rights,
in having the exclusive power of negotiat
ing all treaties pertaining to questions
purely Canadian, the better it will be for
us.

HON. MR. MILLER-With
power would we enforce them. ?

what

HON. MR. McINNES-I shall deal
with that in a short time. I can say to
the hon. gentleman from Richmond that
according to the treatment we have
received from Britain in the last 25
years, with her mighty navy which she
once boasted of, she is to-day I beieve-
and I am ashamed to acknowedge it-a
source of weakness instead of a tower of
strength to Canada and her true inter-
ests.

HON. MR. ALMON-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. McINNES - The hon.
gentleman may say hear, hear, but if not,
why were those seizures allowed to be
made in Behring Sea in 1886 and 1887
when British ships were lying idle in Es-
quimalt harbor ? Why were they not des-
patched to protect us against these out-
rages ? Will hon. gentlemen tell me, if
the United States was a fourth or fifth
rate power, that they would be allowed to
do that with impunity? No,Britain would
not tolerate such indignities to the flag.
A demand would be made, and if they
did not accede to it, the power of Great
Britain would immediately enforce it.
The opinion has been expressed here
and in the House of Commons that this
treaty is not likely to be ratified by the
United States Senate. I quite coincide
in that opinion, when we take into con-
sideration the fact that the United States
are on the eve of a Presidential election,
and that the Canadian Commons and
Senate will ratify the treaty it a few days.
Under these circumstances, the Ameri-
cans can well afford not to ratify it. They
have got us committed to this treaty,
and they can at any time they please ap-
point a commission and ask Great Brit-
ain and Canada to join them, and will
they go back to the treaty of 1818 ? No,

they will begin where they left Off here
We cannot recede from that, s th
they have everything to gain and noththe
to lose by postponing or rejecting
treaty.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (B.
After two years the Treaty becomues
unless ratified by the United States.

ioN. MR. McINNES (B. C.) rd
a very dangerous thing to look ftrW
even for two years in a matter like tbl
especially when dealing with the peP *l

of the United States. I claim ther'
was a most unwise thing for the Go"ti
ment of Canada to have submitted
Treaty for discussion befre theY toa-
what was done with it at Washigthis
We have been lead to believe that
Treaty is a final settlement of the be
tion. Sir Charles Tupper in his a
eloquent and persuasive manner asrite
us that this Treaty is going to bhear
peace and harmony, and we wil go
nothing more of any dispute bet the
the Americans and Canadians abouel,
fisheries from this time forward.
I have heard that eloquent gentlente
make so many brillant and unwarraera
predictions that I am beco'ingtiel1
skeptical. The hon.gentleman is entake
too sanguine and imaginative to be ta
as an authority on questions of
national importance. I have ca11
to instance one or two the
that must be fresh in ake
memory of every hon. gentleman. Con-
his predictions with respect to the
adian Pacific Railway. Take hifs $
dictions with respect to the tariff, or
you will find that he is not governe o
actuated by any fixed principle' e h'
policy-other than expediency. 0t

proved himself to be one of the le 0 '
vacillating and unreliable of publictni
second only to Day after T6- little
(Sir John Macdonald), so that very blic
credence is to be placed in his P elf
utterances. Could I persuade .OYg
that this treaty (with all its humnI'iaide
concessions), would be final,I wo2l al
disposed to say, accept it; but whee
our experience, which extends o r
century, goes to prove that the A eU
cans are only paving their way tO treaty
a still greater demand, and this tr
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onlyab a cc pted and respected just
ne gg a suits their purpose, and not

auran longer, we may regard this as-
not'ce Of a final settlement as vapouring
gainese. I ask again, what has Canadaed by thjs treaty ? The last speaker
'eured to show that we had gainedeth ng, but he signally failed to define

t4,t ain something. The hon. gen-
oured to Richmond also endeav-
cnees . show that there were mutual
it 10ns made by both parties-that
intoj b amnicable arrangement entered
to have yet to see and have yet
Unear the first concessions that the
tha the htates have made. I remember
stated On. gentleman from Richmond

t tId also the hon, gentleman from
aededt the United States had actually
Pleni to the request of the British
the b entiaries that the delimitation of
Six. 7s should be ten miles instead of
con ask, how can it be considered a

ever n on their part ? Theyctrtes Possessed it only as a matter of
-% stra Y, They had the same rights

bar r ming and sitting beyond
there f this H ouse ; they are allowed

rOn sufferance, and are liable at anyb ,th"ing cal e attention of the Speaker
t Qlled to the fact, to be turned

of bse claimed that the delimitation
that n "as enlarged to ten miles, but is
been ay greater concession than has
iorthegranted to and adopted by all the
O.nessi nations of Europe? It is no
%; c 5 orn, and I ask, what will it cost

rati ed trY to enforce the treaty if it
fte ?To follow the sinuosities

tovin toast in the Maritime
culd ces, thousands of miles in extent,

et reqare a much larger marineenforce this Treaty than the
le i.of 1818 where headlands formed
. th"Q and I laim that when we give
1 a dlands, we give up nearly all.
ther st as well to give up the right
t for th' shores. It is almost impossi-

h4er os country to place a sufficient
the Cheri cruisers down there to protect

Sc tes, to say nothing of the enor-
to • Poaching will go on from

r a ay Y Armerican vessels in spite
0thi n do, consequently I look

SItok dreaty as so much waste paper.
•tL denown a statement made by the

lernanfrom Richmond that it

was very well to set up the contention
ofthe headland theory,but inthevery next
breath he says it is another thing to
enforce it. Does not that imply that it
will not be enforced by Great Britain,
or that we have not the power or
the ability to enforce it? I think
that if it means anything at all
it means that. He also, in his grand
peroration, said that the British flag which
was the emblem of security and justice,
and was to be found in every quarter of
the globe,would protect us and all British
subjects wherever found who asked for
the protection of the flag. I ask has it
been done within the last two years ? Has
it been done within the last twenty-five
years ? No-and while I believe that in
the British people there is the valor and
the chivalry of their glorious ancestors,-
I am forced to believe that British states-
men have degenerated ; that Britain is
now governed by a debauched and dege-
nerate aristocracy.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Oh ! Oh
Oh !

HON. MR. McINNES-Hon. gentle-
men may " oh ! oh ! " as much as they
please, but any one who has watched her
foreign policy-and particularly her
home or domestic policy-must be con-
vinced of the truthfulness of the state-
ment I have just made. If it was not the
fact,they would never allow such outrages
to be committed on British subjects in
Canada. This treaty would not be so
objectionable provided we got something
in return-if we got unrestricted recipro-
city or commercial union.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Hear, hear.

HoN. MR. McINNES-Hon. gentle-
men may laugh. I heard a great many
people laugh in 1878, when Sir John
Macdonald stood up for the first time in
Parliament to propound the National
Policy. He was laughed at by a large
majority of the representatives of the
people in Parliament and he was laughed
at by the people of this country : it was
treated as a huge joke; but what was
the fact ? In less than one year that
policy carried the country by an immense
majority and hon. gentlemen may laugh
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but I can tell them "unrestricted reci-
procity with the United States is on the
increase," it has taken hold of all think-
ing and unprejudiced people in this
country-as no other question has ever
taken hold of them-it is abroad, it is in
the very air-and whenever there is a
general election it will carry the country
just as sure as the National Policy
deception carried it in 1878.

-ION. GENTLEMEN-Never!

HON. MR. McINNES-I contend
that if we are not to be dissected and
divided and parcelled out as we have
been in the past by our neighbors to the
south of us, the only salvation that I can
see for us in the future is thorough com-
mercial union with the great and mighty
republic.

HON. GENTLEMEN-No, no, no.
You are talking annexation.

Ho-. MR. McINNES-No, I am too,
loyal a British subject to look to annexa-
tion. I say that commercial union is
the very thing to prevent annexation.
The hon. gentleman from Halifax may
laugh, but before the reciprocity treaty
of 1854, and for some time previous,
what was the condition of affairs ? Why,
you would hear annexation spoken of as
a popular thing-it was discussed in the
family, it was discussed on the streets,
in Parliament, and I am not sure but in
the pulpit, too ; and some of the honored
and leading public men of to-day, whose
names I will not mention at present,
signed and forwarded to Washington a
memorial asking for annexation. A few
years after that treaty was brought intc
operation, you could travel from one end
of this country to the other and would
not hear a word in favour of annexation
Why? Because the country leapt fror
a position of commercial depression to
one of commercial prosperity such as i
had never known before. Reciprocit
acted on trade on the same principl
that the transfusion of young, vigorou
blood into the veins of the old and feebl
acts upon them-immediate commercia
activity and energy ensued.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-Nationa
policy again.

HON. MR. McINNES-But it ad
tionalseclusion the hon. gentleian 2 to
cates. I say that it gave an imPe
trade such as it had never known ha
and will never know again until We
a somewhat similar commercial a'rr
ment with the United States. Take
volume of trade that immediately b
up and continued to increase 7.t **
year during the eleven years that u
in force. It more than quadru tt
that time-fron 20 odd millions
up to 84 millions of dollars, and
that to a very great extent the pr
this country has made, and the prthe
that it is still making in spite Of te
stacles thrown in the way, we O «

largely to the impetus that was 
trade and commerce and otir ge tbo
prosperity by that Treaty. But rs.ol
is not an unrestricted reciprocity rs
tion we are considering, I will not
that particular phase of the Tre th
longer, but dismiss it by calling '1Of

tention of the House to the opini ot
one of the most respected and
honored British statesmen, and We

see what he says on the subject b tbt
stricted reciprocity, and remernher bc
was on no other occasion than gaî o
was congratulating Mr. Chamnber tot
his success. I have reference to
Right Honorable John Bright
said :-

fie had never addressed a meetinl1 <jlI
hall that was in such entire sympa3toly
its object. They could honestly cong o0
Mr. Chamberlain and hope that he nIg bis
may other occasions render services It$I!'
country. He liked the wordingfor hie tfiougfit that EngliSmn hAd 0<J
to cal ail people on the other Sidet,
Atlantic " our kinsmen," and that .1
men were entitled to look upOn a tno 0

enemy to mankind-not merely l do &5
thing to excite anger, disord er o
between America and Great Brita"I'«h
were other guestions besides tered• 60

t question which ought to be coe ericainstance, the commerce of haneriled
Canada had built high walls and
them ' tariffs." These walls Preven

s dom in trading. The Canadianhat
these barriers to be abolished.

l very sensible wish, and he W Pe 0i
certain it would be acco nia*
opinion was that, if the ecOl 0,11
were so strong, there would be a

l hardly resistible to get over the eo ÎO
that it was better for Canadians tOb

HON. MR. McINNES.
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ith oliticll]y with Great Britain than
Derial y United States. Be considered Im-

r* impossible. The scheme
to ask tter than a dream. He would like

e col . dvocates of federation whether t
With ies were likely to link themselves
leiter.upid foreign policy of England,
S t0o quasrrels and wars with peoples
-ro es away. He had, however, the

cogl in the reat future of the
tre On Co lnes, which e hoped would be t
other ned by amicable relations with thethe i ountry. Might they not hope for

hiereet and noblest federation-under
fited Governments, it might be, but

aY urace Bym pathy, freedori of indus-
on I tmunion of fnterests-a federa-
rhl perpetual peace that would lead the
%d . that better time that ail hoped forÞer ved in, aIthough it might not be

their rmortal eyes to behold it ?"

toese are the words of an ex PrivyConillor.

h .iON MR. ALMON - Was that
rght'5 disease ?

frie MR. MILLER-Does my hon.' end recollect another celebrated speech
he h Bright in which he declared that
this a vision before him ; that he saw

theeOntinent from one end of it to the
48 asOVerned by one flag and prosper-

Pr other country in the world
ide d, or something to that effect,

r.lt.y Proedicting and desiring theiti On of those colonies to the
-It' States ? We all know what Mr.
nght's desire was.

that MR. McINNES-I did not see

had giPeech and I was not aware that he
but th 1e, utterance to those sentiments,

e tY are in harmony with those I
a 8t read to the House. But it is

etpresser likely that these views were
l*ee when he had not the mature
th e ce and intimate knowledge of

ee th Iercial relations existing bet-
lie n United States and Canada that

1 the Possesses. No doubt he spoke
on. e Occasion referred to by my

tat a end in the same manner
great many English statesmen
i e colonies, without being in

ation of the facts. I believe that the
n reOf this country lies in the freest

er atons with the United States, if
Aititti asume a position to which ouros, Our great and varied re-

ources, and the genius of our people
entitle us, it will be by throwing in our
ot commercially (not politically) with
he United States. I say this at the risk
)f being called a pessimist, and other
epithets which a great many politicians of
small calibre mAke use of when they have
io other arguments to offer. I say that
he progress in every branch of com-
merce, in arts, science and civilization
made by the United States is marvellous,
and the world's history has no record of
any other like it ; that they are making
rapid progress, while we, comparatively,
are only progressing at a snail's pace.

HoN. GENTLEMEN--Oh! Oh ! Oh I

HON. MR. McINNES-Yes, and be-
fore this session is over I believe I can
show that financially, numer.cally and
commercially we are not progressing in
anything like the same ratio as the
people of the United States are. That
mighty nation is adding over two and a
half millions to her population annually.
She has wiped off her gigantic debt in-
curred, not in the improvement or de-
velopement of her country, but to save
the nation. I say she has nearly wiped
that out of existence in a manner that is
unparalleled in history, and the great
problem her state men have to solve to-
day is not how to raise a sufficient
amount of money for ordinary govern-
mental purposes and great national im-
provements, but how they ican dis-
pose to the best advantage of the enor-
mous surplus. With a public debt de-
creasing at the rate of over a hundred
million of dollars a year,with hertrade and
commerce extending in every direction,
and with taxation now only about one half
what it is in Canada-I say in the light
of these undeniable facts it is the boun-
den duty of every Canadian to ask, yes, to
demand the same policy and the same
free and unrestricted intercourse that
caused such marvellous growth, such
wonderful prosperity, and such a bles-
sing to so many of our fellow-beings.

HON. MR. SMITH - Their tariff is
higher all round than ours.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-There is a
good deal of " Yankee Doodle " in this.
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HON. MR. McINNES - I am not
singing boodle ; I leave that to the party
to which my hon. friend is allied; they
know that and very little else I am
afraid that boodle has a great deal to do
with the politics and legislation of our
country.

HON. MR. MACCALLUM-Don't be
afraid-it is a bad thing to be cowardly.

HoN. MR. McINNES-I agree with
the hon. gentleman that it is a bad thing
to be cowardly, but I don't think that it
can be applied to your humble servant,
and would here take the liberty of say-
ing, and that without boasting, that in
my veins flows British blood-in my
veins flows the blood of an ancestry who
for many generations past have fought,
bled and have died by sea and land in
order to make Britain what she is : their
blood has consecrated Alexandria,
Waterloo and many other battle fields ;
and if occasion should require it to-day,
following their impulses and traits of
character, I would march forth as quick-
ly to battle as I would march out of that
door in the defence of the just rights of
Canada.

HoN. MR. MAcDONALD (B. C.)-
Sensational !

HoN. MR. McINNES-It is not
sensational, for I deeply feel every word
I say. This reminds me that every
speech delivered by Government support-
ers on reciprocity and on this Treaty has
been nothing but sophistry and senti-
ment. They appeal wholly to sentiment.
I believe in sentiment as I believe in
everything else in its proper time and
place, but I abhor the sentiment and
hypocritical loyalty that only corne fromn
the lips. Can any one party in Canada
be accused of disloyalty or greater loyalty
than another ? No, I emphatically deny
it. Even in the rebellion that was
occasioned by the misconduct, and
criminal inactivity of the Government,
did we not find as many Reformers
marching up there and sacrificing their
time, their health, and as many of them
their lives as Conservatives ?

HON. MR. MAcMILLAN-No.

HoN. MR. McINNES-I say resa
some of the hon. gentlemen in this r
to my personal knowledge, had sOO&
there who received their first baptisi har
powder and were wounded in
miserable rebellion. I am alwaYs
clined to be a little suspicious when
gentleman has no other argument. to the
against unrestricted reciprocity Wit .
United States than sentiment. I th
we will find in the golden rule that e
laid down that he who does not pr tha
for himself and his family is worse
an infidel. It is our duty, I submit,' hts
to guard and protect our own just rig
even independent of sentiment, tO
mother country. Our first duty Is to d
true to ourselves, true to Canada ,d
afterwards true to the mother coUt j
I feel proud of our noble Queen'ean
am sorry she has not of late years d she
surrounded by better advisers. I4a
been, the interests of the colonies
especially Canada would not have . i
steadily neglected. As an illustratiM
have quoted to you the speech O {
Bright. Not only he, but hundres ble
others tell us as plainly as it is Po
to do so, that they have no Parti
use for us; that we do not noW c
bute much to the commercial inPo st
of Great Britain, and we are at libeli
any moment we feel so disposed, to tee
our departure. Let any Canadians te
man stand up in this House or int
other Chamber and give utterance to
statements made by Mr. Bright, »
couraging us and asking us, as plal tii-
language will permit, to become pc 1
cally a part of the United States, le
ask what would be the result ?e1t.
would be hounded out of Parlia ,
Still, it is the sentiment of E to
statesmen, and that of itself Ou o bok
convince every hon. gentleman ho 
paid any particular attention tO taed the
duct of the British Government Great
treatment we have received fro y
Britain, that we must relyupon rOeUe I
and if we do rely upon ourselveè1 th
contend we must, we have a
essential elements to make this a y,
and prosperous country. I o d
in conclusion, that the statenents Iwof
here that this treaty is going to te.
with all the friction and ill feeling beta
this country and the United Sta'es'
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that 't,,le ti .ill settle this vexed question for
the h ,s Utterly misleading in view of

history 0f the past conduct of the
bl;ed States. As far as I have beento gather from history, we cannot
ttaie to one single nation that hasneted to any great eminence, either in

gocerne Or modern times, that was
le, <<and actuated by the golden

*onl Do unto others as you
yh others should do unto you."

b&e ave, without a single exception,>h guided by the law of nature-a law
'eeh pervades all animated nature from

1they lowest form up to God-like man
JntedW that might is right. And the

to the tatesappears to be no exception
'ient general rule. Speaking of the treat-
.Stat e have received from the United

y late years and the want of sym-
et¡nd interest taken in us by Britainndt me very forcibly of the present

'rtean o affairs in Great Britain and
*d e It appears that the whole time
Up ýitergy Of English statesmen is taken

ton, this long and vexed Irish ques-
"'othn hey appear to see and care for
eynd dbeyond that, to see nothing
elnd benying the people not only of

iiist r Ut of Scotland and Wales their
goerngts-a representative form of

itainent. When we consider what
%hen i and has been for centuries-
esr know that she owes her great-

the ncipally totheScotch,the Irishand
frent elsh-that her conquests in the dif-
due to tuarters of the globe are nearly all
ealthe unswerving loyalty and un-

he valer of these people-then
Iliost e consider these things, it is al-
ln ,ncredible that any people could be
oppresateful to their benefactorb as to
gr them, to treat them with the
tn cruelty and even brutality in
44d th stances. In the highlands of Scot-
wayey are evicting and driving them

other M their native heath and for no
9f 5. rpose than converting that part
a nter d into a deer forest. To even

Pl0ber degree is this true of the de-
an, state of affairs in Ireland.

untl inhunanity to man makes
ple og thousands mourn." The

her Of those countries have made
thethat she is and instead of giving

S.faithe degree of freedom, liberty
r play she grudgingly gives her

colonies, she is doing nothing but
expending her strength in prepetuating a
state of affairs that is a disgrace to the
empire. I have listened as attentively as
I possibly could to the apologetic
speeches, of the supporters of this treaty
and I have failed to see that we have
gained one single advantage by it. On
the contrary we have lost that lever by
which we could at least have secured
reciprocity. We have abandond for-
ever the headlands. This reminds me
that of all the treaties between the United
States and Canada, only on one occasion
did Canada receive anything like fair
play :that was in 1876 when the good and
noble old man, the Hon Mr. Mackenzie,
was at the hcad of affairs in this country.
He persistently refused to allow a British
statesman to go on that Commission.
He said, and truly, that it
was purely a Canadian ques-
tion, and that no person could do as
well as a Canadian who understood the
American character better than the
English did, and he insisted on it. Not-
withstanding all the pressure that was
brought to bear, the noble old man was
immoveable, and the Home Government
had to yield ; the consequence was that
we got a treaty that was fair and honor-
able to Canada. While I believe that
Sir Charles Tupper was ready and willing
to do all he could in the interest of
Canada, I am of opinion that his judg-
ment was warped and biassed by the
influence of the Imperial Government,
and possibly the dictation of the leader
of his own Government, but certainly
from across the water, and was induced
to sign the treaty. I believe it was his
duty as a true Canadian to have with-
drawn from the Commission at that par-
ticular stage of the negotiation when our
rights were about to be abandoned, and
the vast majority of the people of this
country would have sustained him in that
action. I can view this treaty in no
other light than that of a complete sur-
render-an unconditional capitulation.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I must ask
the indulgence of the House in speaking
on this question, as I am suffering from
a very severd cold. I simply rise becaus,
I consider it a most important question
affecting the -interests of the province
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from which I corne, and particularly of
the county in which I live. It is unfor-
tunate that we have not confined our-
selves, in this debate, to the question
before us-thac we have not kept strictly
to the treaty itself, and have not followed
the good example set us by the leader of
the House in discussing the question
really before us and nothing else. We
have drifted away from it and dealt with
a variety of subjects which do not con-
cern the Fisheries Treaty at all. It is
unfortunate for hon. gentlemen who
corne alter those who have discussed
matters which are wholly irrelevant to
the subject before us, that we shall feel
obliged to confine ourselves to the ques-
tion before the House. However, I wish
to say a few words in reply to my
hon. friend from New Westminster
I am surprised that he calls himself a
true British subject after the sentiments
he has uttered to-day, and the desire
he has expressed to unite himself more
intimately with the nation alongside of
us - that great and mighty republic
which, politically and morally, according
to his description, is of such a despicable
character. He has compared it to the
devil-fish, with its tenticles out in all di-
rections feeling for and absorbing all it
can get. It is with the nation he thus
paints that he would ask us to blend our-
selves-that he would ask us to unite
with in closer relations, politically and
socially.

HoN. MR. McINNES-I did not say
politically.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman cannot repudiate that position
after his remarks to-day.

HON. MR. McINNES-I repudiate
the political part of it. I do not repudi-
ate the commercial.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend has talked of commercial union, a
policy which would bring us under the
control of the United States and rende
us liable to the taxes which the United
States would impose upon us-is nol
that a political question ?

HON. MR. McINNES-No.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hO0-

gentleman would ask us here to be 8sat
ject to any tariff that the United t te
might trame and to any taxes that t
might impose upon us. I am surPA
knowing what the inevitable cathat
quences of such a policy must be, it.
the hon. gentleman would advocate

HON. MR. McINNES- rise to

question of order : the hon. gent te-
has attributed to me motives and s e.
ments that I never entertained or Ineadc
I simply stated that in my opinion 0f e
a policy would have the reverse that
tendency to annexation. i stated olicY
distinctly, and I advocated the P
because it would prevent such a uni1'*

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-MY foll
friend may draw his own inferencle
what he has said. I am drawing e
ent inferences from the staterments
has made. I say that the policY W

he advocates would place us in a e
able and humiliating position. w
loyal British sentiment of this coultrY0d
too strong to have its tariff framled y
taxes imposed by a foreign country- ,
would place us in a despicablech
humiliating position, a position Whb1
diametrically opposed to the one 4
which we have for some years now Mr.
and prospered, a policy which evert
Blake in the last general election d
venture to oppose. It was a P ,
adopted by the people in 187 later,
confirmed at the polls four years the
when Sir John Macdonald went toe
people a year previous to the timew
he need have gone. It was a last
which was again confirmed at the
general election, a policy wbic,
raised Canada from the state of P ed
ism, with her industries all pralY
and when soup kitchens aboun
throughout the land.

HON. MR. McINNES-It
which-

is a 'Pohcy

HON. MR. ALMON-I rise tel
question of order: the hon. gentîe
is interrupting my bon. friend fsit
Lunenburg, and I insist that he shaer t
down and permit the hon. merober
continue his speech.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.
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p MIR. KAULBACF-It is a this negotiation on terrs as favorable as
e which has raised the laboring we have secured. The hon. gentleman
cor0fortr poverty to prosperity and says we have abandoned everything by
W · The hon. member frorm New this treaty-that we have abandoned the
wh hnster brings up two questions headland contention. I would like to
aothave no possible relation to one krow how we have abandoned that? Al
sub' er. They are distinct and separate the nations of Europe abandoned that
fisheects' le has talked about the seal theory long ago. We have not attempted
theres on the Pacific coast as though to maintain the position which we daim-
bef , anything to do with the subject ed underthe treaty of 18i8, because we
the fe the Hlouse. I want to know what neyer exercised it.
to d seal fisheries of Behring's Sea have
e1 With the treaty which we are dis- HON. MR. McINNES-Did we not

tiong to-day ? The seal fisheries ques- exercise it Up to 1844?One Of international relations.
fIo~<HON. Ma. KAULBAcH-No:; we

gene •IR. McINNES-The hon. neyer seized a vessel in any of the large
Man must know that if they had bays.

Sea tto stop sealing vessels in Behring
ayhy have the same power to stop HON. MR. POWER-Excuse me, the
a r kind of fishing, and they have hon. gentleman is mistaken.

says wehv badndeertigb

stllio R KAULBACH-It is a
high oof the right of nations on the
la seas-a question of international
tion4ween nations, not merely a ques-
Unite tween Great Britain and the
all th States. It is a question between
Ui tee nations of the world and the
been States, and if an attempt had
thi Made to import that question into
been taty the consequence would have
Would h at nO satisfactory conclusion
bot have been reached, and we would

ose before us to-day a treaty which,
o 1erng all things, is just to the'

Withh. We have secured peace
adna nor by this treaty, and the dis-,ore thges under which we suffer are
tages an compensated by the advan-
hav ich we derive. Concessions'
fe hen made-mutual concessions.
nt ave by this treatv secured a settle-

to our n amicable terms, not dishonorable
Ivee Country, of a question which has
States and harassed both the United
riegt. and Canada for some time, our
hob¡.ators have done a service to the
the 1 ion which will be appreciated by
n PeoPle for all time to come. I do not

tion that I need pay much more atten-
becauso the hon. gentleman's remarks,
the ti, after the character he has given
ed * Inted States I think he has answer-
it i3 ,Own argument and shown us that

rtunate that we have come out of

HON. MR. ALMON-Order, order.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman cannot show me where a ves-
sel was seized under the cirsumstances
to which I have referred. He cannot
point to a case in which a vessel was
seized in one of our large bays, under
the sanction of Great Britain, or by our
own vessels. My hon. friend spoke of
the manner in which treaties with the
United States have been negotiated, but
he forgets that virtually Canada makes
her own treaties now. She has the
power of Great Britain with her to see
that these treaties are maintained. See
how the Mother Country has stood by
us in enforcing this Treaty of 1818 ?
Every position claimed by Canadian
statesmen has been sustained by the
British Government. I ask my hon.
friend to go through the correspondence
in this blue book, and show me if he
can, where Great Britain has failed to
stand by Canada in all her claims during
this controversy with the United States,
within the last two years ?

HON, MR. McINNES-The last two
years ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Yes, or
since it has become a vexed question. My
hon. friend cannot show me one instance
of the kind.
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HON. MR. McINNES-Will the hon.
gentleman show me how Great Britain
has stood by us to our advantage ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Will the
hon. gentleman take up the correspond-
ence between the two countries and see
if the representations made by the Can-
adian Government have not been carried
out by the Imperial authorities?

HON. MR. McINNES-Let the hon.
gentleman show it himself.

HON. MR. ALMON-One at a time!
One at a time !

HON. MR. KAULBACH - Let the
hon. member show we where Great
Britain has declined to sustain Canada !

HON. MR. McINNES - If the blue
book is full of such facts, let the hon.
gentleman show me one instance in sup.
port of his statement ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I defy the
hon. gentlemen now to put his hand on
any part of the correspondence, on any
representation made by Canada as re-
gards her rights, where Great Britain has
not stood by and sustained her in every
particular !

HON. MR. McINNES - Take the
correspondence by the Canadian Minis-
ter of Justice and Minister of Marine
and Fisheries.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Does the
hon. gentleman mean to say that their
views and representations were not sus-
tained by Great Britain ?

HON. MR. McINNES-We do not
get anything.

HON. MR. KAULBACHI -- I
is an unwarrented assertion. We k120<
that where treaties are made concesi
must be made on both sides. Does
hon. gentleman mean to tell me thatgr
can go to the United States adi
everything that we claim as ours
legal right under that Treaty ? It
be monstrous to suppose it. The
ment we submit this question to ar
ment we know that we must make
cessions, and it would not have b'
honorable to our side if we had had
back grasping everything that e
demandad under that Treaty Of1 818'
We had a right to contend for a to
we delieved we were entittlerne
and to get as favorable a se . the
of the difficulty as we could, but Ifey
arbitration a compromise was neh-
and the settlement arrived at was bic
able to both nations, not only honorathe
but one which will redound to
prosperity, peace, harmony an 'ed
will of both countries. My hon. fehalesasked us to believe that Sir Charlf
Tupper was under the influence
Downing Street while at Washingtonther
that he was influenced by the o ,
plenipotentiaries and did not exercsethe
free and independent judgment as tthat
rights of Canada. When he takes of
position he throws back in the face
Sir Charles Tupper the announceOther
which that gentleman made in ano.
place that he was under no restraght
that he yielded nothing that he thOutha
was in the interest of Canada and t
he was sustained and encouraged
defending our rights, and had the Uritish
mous support and approval of the -i
representatives.

HON. MR. McINNES-I say they It being near 6 o'clock, Mr. Kulbac
were not. moved the adjournment of the debate.

HoN. MR. ALMON-May I ask
which hon. gentleman has the floor?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Conces-
sions have been made, but we expect
when we submit a case to arbitration
that we will not get all that we claim as
our rights.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (30), " An Act authorizing of
Town of Kincardine, in the Coint
Bruce, to impose and collect cert1in< «.
at the harbor in the said town(.
Miller.)
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reli (91), "An Act to amend the law
d ,to fraudulent marks on merch-

iz.i(Mr. Abbott.)
(62), "An Act to amend chap. 32,

r A atutes, respecting Customs."

thRi (93) "An Act further to amend
th peedy Trials Acts,' chap. 175, Of

Revised Statutes." (Mr. Abbott.)
'ýBiî (82) "-An Act to incorporate the»tapoîiS

(4r. aoys Atlantic Railway Company."oyd.)
th (106) " An Act further to amendItidian Act, Chap. 43 of the Revised

Abbott.)
(67) "An Act to incorporate the

Stea o, Chippawa and Niagara Falls
)Mr boat and Tramway Company."-

Macdonald, Midland.)

MORRISON DIVORCE BILL

SECOND READING.

the . McKINDSEY presented
that rtificate of the Clerk of the Senate
seo the notice of the day fixed for the
the d reading of Bill (H) " An Act for

elief of Catherine Morrison," had
for , Posted on the door of the Senate

Ourteen days, as required by the rule.

Mo RL McKINDSEY moved that
of the cpherson be called to the Bar

use to be sworn and examined.
motion was agreed to.

tothe Robert Macpherson was called
ste Bar of the House, and being

as examined as follows :--
4ccu is your name, place of residence
A. oberption ? .
ttawa -rt Macpherson, in the City of

]i e County of Carleton,carpenter.
ogs you serve copies of the paper
g now shown to you, and marked

jet fo' B ,» and being respectively <'An
an e relief of Catherine Morrison,"I th %n 0rder of the Senate, of date April

of , 9 and both bearing the certificate,Jo ye rk of the Senate thereon, upon
l, aTindson, for erly of the City of'pl B ndj if 8o, at what date and Bt wbat

own served cobies of the writings now
e tlarked " A " and " B," res pect-the e4,ith the certificates of the Clerk of

ate thereon, upon the said J. F.
Ot On Tuesday the 24th day of Aprili 0' the Warden's office in the Peni-

tentiary of Kingston, in the Province of
Ontario, where he is now serving a term
for the crime of bigamy. I knew the said
John F. Morrison well, when living in the
City of OJttawa, as the husband of Catherine
Morrison, the Petitioner.

Q. State the particular mode in which
you effected such service of the writings
'<A" and <"B," reepectively, on the said
John F. Morrison.

A. I served the said J. F. Morrison with
copies of the said writings " A " and ' B,"
respectively, personally, by handing the
sane to him in the presence of the Warden
of the Penitentiary at Kingston, and stating
at the sane time that such were so serve
upon him for the purpose of acquainting
him with the proceedinge for divorce now
before the Senate of Ottawa.

Q. Is the person J. F. Morrison, upon
whom you served copies of the paper writ.
ings marked < A " and " B," respectively,
John F. Morrison, the husband of Catharine
Morrison, of the City of Ottawa, in the
City of Ottawa, in the County of Carleton,
Province of Ontario ?

A. The person, John F. Morrison, upon
whom I served copies of the paper writings
narked " A " and " B," respectively, is John
F. Morrison, the husband of Catharine Mor-
rison, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province
of Ontario, and the personfrom whom the
said Catharine Morrison now petitions for
divorce.

The said Robert Macpherson was
directed to withdraw.

THE SPEAKER informed the House
that Catharine Morrison,the petitioner in
this case, was in attendance below the
Bar, ready to be examined by the Senate
as well generally as to any collusion
or connivance between the parties to
obtain a separation.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY moved-

That the examination of the Petitioner in
this matter, as well generally as in regard
to any collusion or connivance between the
parties to obtain a separation, be for the
present dispensed with, but that it be an
instruction to the Select Committee on
Divorce to make such examination.

The motion was agreed to on a
division.

HoN. MR. McKINDSEY moved, that
the Bill for the relief of Catharine Mor-
rison be read the second time.

The motion was agreed to on a
division.

The Senate adjourned at 6:20 p.m.
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THE SENATE.

O/taua, Tuesday, ist Ifay, z888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NISBET ACADEMY BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. GOWAN, from the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, reported Bill (15) " An Act to in-
corporate the Nisbet Academy of Prince
Albert," without amendment.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of the Bill.

HoN. MR. POWER-I think that I
called the attention of the House to this
Bill at an earlier stage, and I wish to
direct attention to it again now. It was
understood that the matter might be dis-
cussed at this stage. This Bill incor-
porates a number of gentlemen under
the name of trustees of the Nisbet
Academy of Prince Albert. The first
clause tells us what they are incorporat-
ed-

"For the education of the youth of both
sexes in the varions branches of liberal cul-
ture and classie and scientific knowledge,
and for the imparting of moral and religious
instruction in harmony with the principles
of the Presbyterian Church in Canada."

The second clause states that the
corporation may acquire and enjoy lands,
tenements and real and moveable prop-
erty for the purposes of the Academy.

Another clause says that the principal
and first male assistant of the Academy,
together with the three members of the
Board of Management, nominated by
the Board annually for the purpose, shal
constitute the Executive of the Academy,
to whom shall be entrusted the reception,
academical superintendence and disci-
pline of the students and of all persons
within the Academy.

Now it appears from the Bill that it is
a purely educational measure, a Bill
which provides for the incorporation o
a high class school at Prince Albert. It

is not proposed that there shalf the
branches of that school in any the
provinces or any other territory than t
territory in which Prince Albert is s
ated, so I think it is a purely local bl
Under the British North America At
the subject of education is a local niatt.
I do not mean to say that it is not p
ble under the strict letter of the laesdic-
this Bill might come with in the jutid of
tion of this Parliament, but the spir.*t
our legislation ever since Confederationi
since the passing of the British doca
America Act, has been to leave edUc
tional questions with the local authoreni
and the territories have now reprens
tive institutions, not of course .the
complete a form as we have 1nt

provinces, but still they have repreiedl<
tive institutions, and they are authOEer
to deal with this matter, and it s et
to me that for this Parlian'
to undertake to deal with a matter li
that which constitutes the subject of
Bill, is to act in contradiction to to
practice that has been adopted, an
the spirit of our constitutional law% .
find that, in the North West Terr d
Act, chap. 50, Revised Statutes, t e thi
ferent sections from 11 to 16 git
various powers of the Governors-in'ctiol
cil of the several territories, and se
14 says :-

" The Lieutenant-Governor in 
shall pass all necessary ordinances
spect to education." sanie

And then sub-section two of the
section says: ol

" The power to pass ordinances cO
ferred upon the Lieutenant-Gover to
by this section is hereby declarh 7
have been invested in him from t that
May, 188o." Then it is laid downti.
the Governors-in-Council of theseal be
tories shall have such powers as shrl'
conferred upon then by the Goh ti
in-Council of the Dominion, wit shI
qualification : "But such power were
not at any time be in excess of the Pf the
conferred upon the Legislatures o n
several Provinces by the ninety-s -iSb
and ninety-third sections of the
North America Act, 1867." which

Now the 93rd section is the one the
confers upon the local legislatur
right to deal with education. Aspcil O
derstand it, the Governor-in-CoU O
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toiminion has authorized the terri-
such Governments to incorporate bodies
tis has that which seeks for incorpora-
fl they the Bill before us ; and although

very ;Present matter the question is of
principle consequence, still, as the
sing oge is one of moment and the pas-

tnis measure may be hereafter
Well th as a precedent, I think it is
de at the House should not finally
the th it without having considered

question with some little care.

>hihq .MR. ABBOTT - The point
tur iny hon. friend raises is one whichCons entirely on the construction of the
thi tutional Act. His proposition is

While he admits that the Dominion
loÏritent has jurisdiction over the
it h est Territories, he contends that

aelegated that power to the Lieut-
%tteovernor in Council by the Revised

oUs> , chaP. 50 ; and his argument
Inent go sO far as to say that the Parlia-
that Of Canada has divested itself by
subjet f any jurisdiction over these

oCtr , and has vested the Lieutenant-
Territor in Council of the North-West
Ver tries with exclusive jurisd:ction

sitio r in order to sustain any oppo-
ent of thf Bill. Now, the abandon-

Presm o. Jurisdiction is never to be
Pwer The abandonment of any
etralanted by the Constitution to the
Witoutauthority is not to be assumedIwitbout sm

go, a noe specific ground for doing
I find none in the clause which

true triend cites. This clause, it is
in giv"es the Lieutenant-Governor

ordinancil fosuch powers to make
orth es for the government of the

eonfers est Territories as the Act
eted thupon him, which are not to

tUe d Powers of provincial legisla-
tishn er sections 92 and 93, of the

we a orth America Act, with which
that a.familiar. Section four, says

thall leutenant Governor in Council
ect Pass all necessary ordinances in res-

iO education, with provisos as to
e flt h ols. Now this is not exactly

edairst place an ordinance respectingtha It it goes much further than
to it reates a corporation, and gives
Woldwers to hold property which it
Iain t Possess under the law of mort-

which prevailed under the law of

England on the 15th July, 1870, which is
the law of the North West Territories.
It goes so far as to give to this corpora-
tion which it creates, the power to hold
lands in mortmain, which, it is not con-
tended, the Lieutenant Governor in
Council could give-or at all events,
there is no express authority to the Lieu-
tenant Governor in Council to exercise
such power, and if he holds it, he does
not hold it to the exclusion of the juris-
diction of the Dominion. I hold with
respect to the constitutional point, that
the conferring of power to pass ordinan-
ces concerning education, does not
confer on that body any exclusive
jurisdiction over institutions for educa-
tional purposes, and that if there be
jurisdiction in the Lieutenant-Governor
in Council to pass such an Act as this it
is jurisdiction concurrent with that of the
Dominion. Neither this House nor any
branch of the Legislature of Canada
should, or 1 hope will, hold that the
Dominion has divested itself of its legis-
lative authority over the North West
Territories, by creating a body of this
description vested with the administra-
tion of the Territories. I contend there-
fore that this subject is one which has
not by any law, or by the Constitution,
been vested exclusively in the Lieut-
enant-Govenor in Council of the North
West Territories, and it involves the
exercise of a jurisdiction which is not, at
all events, confined to the Lieutenant-
Governor in Council, and for which I
hold the interposition of this Parliament,
the supreme authority for the North
West Territories, is necessary. I under-
stand frorn the Law Clerk of this House
that this Parliament has passed several
acts of this description since the creation
of the Government of the North West
Territories. As a matter of precedent,
as well as of theory as to the jurisdiction
of the Dominion Parliament, I think this.
Bill ought to be allowed to pass.

HON. MR. SCOTT-1 am really not
in a position to express an opinion on
this Bill. I was not aware that it would
come up to-day, and 1 am not equal to
the passing of an opinion on the
constitutional question raised by
the hon. member from Halifax. The
Bill is in its last stage : it comes from
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the other House, and I
will be no objection to
stand.

presume there
allowing it to

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I am willing
that it should have every possible dis-
cussion. Does my hon. friend ask that
it should stand over?

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Yes, for a couple
of days.

HON. MR. VIDAL-There is no
reason why we should postpone
the third reading of the Bill. Sim-
ilar powers have been given to other
corporations in the North-West Territo-
ries. The paramount jurisdiction of the
Dominion Parliament over the North-
West Territories has been held to be un-
questionable.

HON. MR. MILLER-After hearing
the argument of the leader of the House
I have no doubt that, although certain
authority has been given to the Govern-
ment of the North-West Territories, still,
as the hon. gentleman has said, I cannot
see that any legislation which has taken
place excludes this House from interfer-
ing. In fact those Territories have not
yet received such a form of Government
that this House could not at any time
sweep it away. When a regular sys-
tem of constitutional government,
such as prevails in the older Prov-
inces, is established in the Ter-
ritories, then the question of
education must go to these Provinces;
but as it is now, everybody will admit
that this Parliament would have the
power at any moment of sweeping away
the whole governmental system of the
North-West Territories and establishing
in its place some such system as pievails
in the Provinces. That being the case,
this Parliament cannot have divested
itself of the power of legislating on any
and every subject with regard to these
Territories. Because if we had gone that
far, and established a settled system of
provincial government in the Territories,
then the question of education would,
of necessity, go to them as a matter of
right ; but not having gone so far that
this Parliament could not sweep away
the system now in force in that country,

HON. MR. SCOTT.

and establishing a system such
have in the Provinces, I do not tho
that the Territorial Governmfent
exclusive jurisdiction over the subject
education.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I agree With the

hon. member from Richmond that
these North-West Territories been
into provinces there would have beel
question whatever about the jurisd
but I ask the House to permit nie to
attention to this fact : In 1883 we
an Act to create the Society of the
Fathers, giving them precisely the
powers.

1ON. MR. MILLER-If my me
serves me, we passed two or three 1id
giving partly educational privileges
party privileges of another character.

HON. MR. VIDAL-This Bill t
privileges of an educational characer
As recently as 1886 we passed * th-
Act incorporating the Sisters, the
ful Companions of Jesus, givimg to
similar powers. It seems to ne blY
odd that when the PresbyterianAsse thf
ask for an Act of incorporation 0 ,
same character they should ieet Wl
this opposition.

HON. ML MILLER-I do notthi
that is the ground of opposition at ail

HON. MR. SCOTT-I have not pass
ed an opinion on the subject at all.

HON. MR. POWER-I think it
only last year, or the year beforet
the North-West Territories recei he
ditional powers-powers beyond
which they had enjoyed befre-jp
the district which had formerly 0 'h
called by the general name of the
West Territories, or at least a large to
tion of that region, was divided In
four Territories, each of them haO d,
legislature of its own of a certlm., the
so that the question is not now t
same position as in 1883. I n'a'
think there has been any change
since 1886.

HON. MR. MILLER-To What do&
my hon. friend allude ?
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0f • MR. POWER-To the divisionre North-West into four Territories.

3R MILLER-For the pur-
Of representation in the House of

I0urnons'

ON. MR. POWER-Yes, and it
years remembered that some three
teý ago we introduced the sys-
local o electing members of the
this pCouncil. I did not say that
to do arliament had not the power
1 the at they are asked to do : I said
the Co t was contrary to the spirit of
of nstitution and to the general drift
i otr peious legislation. The matter

itklf ne f any special consequence in
1he course.

O motiOn was agreed to and the
as read the third time and passed.

RULES OF THE HOUSE.
MOTION WITHDRAWN.

cal eOrder of the Day having been

1Ilat a Select Committee be appointed to
f 4a the Rules of the House, with a view7I&y eing Such changes, ij necessary, as

qQa .ure greater liberty of speech on
i of great public importance.-The

able 1 mrittee be composed of the Honor-
eowl eurs Abbott, De Boucherville,

ca illier, Almon, Kaulbach, McInnesth .eacdonald (Midland), Bellerose and

]r in MR. ALEXANDER said:-
.ot fihat transpired yesterday I couldaiO to obst

this oobserve that the members of
de.c i'yse have not very much confi-

the n y judgment. The leader of
tOuse, whom we all honor and

irct sO highly, expressed views in that
larg l. When a gentleman of the
Of te legal and parliamentary experience
Cou Leader of this House takes the
Ink eWhich the hon. gentleman from
and ogan took yesterday, one of my age

a 'ny limTited experience might well
oi 4fore proceeding further with

great f the same character. The
alWa respect which I feel, and have

ous felt for the members of this
and especially for its present

ier, lead me to conclude that it is
Theto withdraw my motion.e rnotion was withdrawn.

CENTRAL ONTARIO RAILWAY
BILL

MOTION.

HON. MR. READ-Before the Orders
of the Day are read, I move that the pe-
tition of the Central Ontario Railway
Company, praying for the passing of an
Act amending their Act of Incorporation,
reported upon by the Select Committee
on Standing Orders and Private Bills on
the second day of April last, be referred
back to said Committee for further con-
sideration. I may say that this petition
was not reported favorably on, and I am
informed that it has been taken under
consideration again and favorably re-
ported upon by the House of Commons.
This motion is simply to refer it back to
our Committee to see what action they
will take upon it.

The motion was agreed to.

THE FISHERIES TREATY.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The order of the day having been
called :

Resuming of adjourned Debate on the
motion of the Honorable Mr. Abbott for
Second Reading (Bill 65) Treaty between
Her Britannic Majesty and President of the
United States.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said:-Yes-
terday before six I was following the
hon. member from New Westminster in
his vagaries over the British North
American Continent, even to the
Alleghannies, and I think it is well that
it happened to be six o'clock; otherwise
I might have very imprudently followed
the subject much further than it deserved.
My hon. friend was contending that
England had not been loyal to us; that
she was indifferent and supine as regards
her British North American colonies,and
he made assertions which to my mind
were not in the interests of Canada.
My contention then was, as it is to-day,
that England has always stood loyal to
her colonies, and if the colonies were as
truly loyal to England, the empire would
be strengthened instead of weakened.
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Such speeches as my hon. friend made
yesterday, advocating commercial union
with the United States, and other mat-
ters irrelevant to the question, tend to
weaken Canada in the estimation of
England and in the estimation of the
people of our own country. I say such
remarks cannot tend to strengthen the
British Empire or benefit the Dominion
itself. Feeling strongly, as I do, that
such aspersions, as regards England's
consideration for her colonies, should be
promptly met, I shall have occasion to
refer to several cases in point that have
come to my notice. I will first refer my
hon. friend to what occurred in 1779, in
his own Province, and I will read from
Stanhope's life of Pitt-Vol. 2, page 49.

HON. MR. McINNES-My conten-
tion was that it was only within the last
25 years that England was not true to
Canada.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I am very
glad that my hon. friend, for his own
sake, should confine it to 25 years.
Those concessions were made more than
25 years ago, and therefore my hon.
friend did not confine himself to the
action of England within the last 25

years. If I were to go over his speech
of yesterday I believe I could show that
in several cases he went back to the
year 1845. I am glad that he feels him-
self corrected as regards the limit within
which he endeavored to asperse the con-
duct of Great Britain with regard to her
British North American colonies. About
ioo years ago Spain claimed all the
Western coast of America from Cape
Horn up to 66 degrees north latitude,
which took in all of Bîitish Columbia.
At that time the seal fisheries were con-
sidered of great importance. Some
Englishmen residing in India came
across in vessels and landed at a place
now called Vancouver where they com-
menced a trade to supply the Chinese
market with those furs. In 1789
two Spanish men-of-war were sent
up to take possession of the
British vessel Iphigenia which they did,
and confiscated her and all the furs she
had taken. What position did England
take on that occasion? In the most
positive terms England demanded a sur-

HON. MR KAULBACH.

render of that vessel and when
ment met, with great enthusias5n the
passed a large amount of money forrt
purpose of sustaining the rights 
ish trades in these waters. fhee
case which shows plainly that Eng
had not at that time lost an inte
her colonies. Then I would refer
hon. friend to the Oregon difculty ad
will read from the History of Eng0
by Molesworth, section, volumtie, 5jf
169, a quotation frorn a speech Oil
Robert Peel which shows the feef
then manifested in England with reg
to their colonies.

HON. MR. McINNES-What 1
was that ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-That 0
in 1845, for which you asperse Englan
conduct :-

There rises in the far west horizon
cloud, snall indeed, but threateninlg 1to
storms. Ministers were lately called uleter-
declare that they were prepared and dy.
mined to maintain the rights of this cou to
I own to you that when was called P 4
make that declaration I did recollec Wy

satisfaction and consolation that the to
before I had sent a messa e of Peac
Ireland. I deprecate war wit earnesta
but if it should come, I pray that every P
throughout the franme of the Empae
be found beating in harmonion1 dUt
Ireland ranged firmly on our side. 1opir-
whether, considering what is now tra ,
ing, the vindication of the honor a .
terests of the country will not be ver 0
mitted to other hands, but whoms0eVlace
may be committed, I shall take n'y
beside them, encouraging thei by ev6Y
support I can give in a just and hono
cause."

Those were the sentiments Of S
Robert Peel in the British 1- Of
Parliament. We have here another
ference of the same character :- or

" A dispute had arisen betwee e
Government and that of the United 8oa
of America on the subject of tie
Territory, situated in North À -t
beyond the Rocky Mountains. Pr ot
Polk, in his inaugural address, in 1is ed to
this territory unquestionably belo , 8 to
the United States. ' Our titie, said e-
the country of Oregon is clear and anq
tionable, and already are our peoPle e th
ing to perfect their title by occuPY'nR &b"O
their wives and children.' The clner'
asserted was one that the Englib0'e'
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W5a by no means prepared to admit.
C en '' of all parties here were firmiye5 l"flO1ed that the country belonged toi

D by right of discovery and by right
t, 'es. In both Houses the representa-

ri th Government announced its
un ition to maintain the title of thisi

laur'to the disputed territory. In the
eSe01e of ComMons the Prime Minister thus

O thi-ded a temperate and judicious speech
We h important and exciting question:
hieh . e a right to this territory of Oregon,

%l am Clear an unquesticnable; we desire
t5e 8 ee.ble adjustment of the differ-

at8 e en ourselves and the United
e'ery à butif, after having exhausted

effort to obtain it, our rights
Prepar vadedwe are resolved and
Lord Clrto imaintain them.' • • •

4rd aendon, i the Upperllouse, and
Þ pe John gRuss in the Ler wreaia

the sed their determination to strengthen
tiationd' of the Government in these nego-
ariee o ti n the consequences that might

etou O er

erte are the utterances of other
kobet nen in Parliament, as well as Sir

Wro h, el, which I will not quote, but
Engln ch nay be seen the interest that
Col-.and has always manifested in her'enies. Even some years ago,
tion the Afghan boundary ques-
Yere was in dispute, when we
it M. excited over the trouble which
ou t make on our western coast, we
a aat immediately when a Russian

EsqOf war entered the harbor of
adi.alt, so vigilant was the British
thtalon that coast, that he followed
the eeito the harbor, showing that
nproth of Canada would not remain

in ted in that portion of the Do-
so am sorry that I have taken

thi ubch time with these matters, but
tl nove anything else it is import-that tt O have the feeling go abroad

oi1e, ngland has lost interest in her col-
y i$and at the same time to counteract

isa sPression that may exist that there
peopltiinent of disloyalty amongst her
irrelevTalking about matters totally

ouse a to the question before the
ilon 'ituch as the fad of commercial

lity 0 ' t not at all becoming the dig-
COnvey th isbody and is calculated to
tuatey the impression that they are ac-

e't .y unpatriotic feelings. I do
i .anieve that any sensible man

-ada who talks of commer-
the tOnI can be loyal to his Queen and

Pire. It is annexation in a domino.

It means that congress shall make our
tariff and impose the taxes. It means
the Munro doctrine-Canada's absorp-
tion. I have so far digressed from
the question before us, but I am de-
sirous, as far as I can, to briefly discuss
the important question that is now
before us. In the first place, I must re-
fer to the remarks of the hon. gentleman
from Midland. I think that hon. gentle-
men endorsed this proposed treaty, and
approved of the construction which our
Government put upon the treaty, of
1818. He also, I think, endorsed the
manner in which the Government,
through their representatives, protected
the rights of Canada for the
last two years : but, at the same time,
he denounced the treaty of 1818. He
said it was barbarous that it was not
according to the genius and civilization of
the present day, and I think he said also
that it was un-Christian. Now I differ
from my hon. friend. I think his posi-
tion is untenable and I think it is a
slight upon our honor. If my hon.friend
had considered it of that nature he ought
not to have endorsed the construction
put upon it and our maintaining our
rights under that construction for the
last two years in the way we have done.
If it was so inhospitable and so un-
Christian a treaty as he says it is, he has
by his silence endorsed the Treaty itself.
I contend that that Treaty was a contract
entered into at a time in which we made
great concessions-extraordinary conces-
sions. If England had only comprehend-
ed the great extent of the privileges given
to a foreign country I do not believe
they would have been granted. After
the war of 1812 any rights that the
United States claimed were abrogated,
yet I consider that, in a most conciliatory
manner, England granted to them very
large concessions. We gave them the
right to fish from the lower part of
Labrador all the way up to the North
Pole under that Treaty. We gave them
the same to Magdalen Islands, and
what was more important than all-
the right in parts of Newfoundland not
only to catch fish but to land and dry
their fish. It provoked indignation at
the time, even in Nova Scotia, but it
was a solemn contract, not made at the
mouth of the cannon, but conceded in
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the interests of the then contracting
parties after volumes of correspondence
and a careful discussion of every question
at issue. The bait question was dis-
cussed, and that claim of the United
States was not allowed. The treaty
itself is so plain, the wording of it so
clear, that even at the present day there
is no ambiguity or uncertainty about the
language. It manifests on the face of it
that we give the American fishermen
hospitality and shelter; that we conceded
to them, at that time, all that they asked
-the right of shelter on the coast for
their vessels and the right of coming into
port and repairing their vessels when
damaged. We conceded to them the
right to obtain supplies of wood and
water, and the tone and spirit of
the Treaty are so plain, that it is clear
they were to have nothing else-that
they knew it, and in no way can they
claim anything further under it. To my
mind there can be no question about
what at that time was conceded by this
Treaty. That we had the right to make
this Treaty is clearly shown by the his-
tory of events. We find that in 1815
and mn 1817 England sent her men of
war to our coast to seize all foreign ves-
sels that were in the harbois or shores
fishing or at anchor and let the owners
of them prove that they were in no wise
trespassing upon the rights given to
them. I have brought these facts before
hon. gentlemen to show that this Treaty
is not of the barbarous and un-Christian
character that my hon. friend supposes.
I shall have to refer to some remarks
from the hon. gentleman from Ottawa,
the leader of the Opposition in this
Hduse, and were it not that he stands at
the head of a large body of gentlemen who
we might presume entertain his views
I should not refer to his speech at all.
When the hon. gentleman spoke in the
debate on the Address, he could not
plead ignorance of the nature of this
Treaty. He was in a position that I was
not in at the time; he came here
after having read every article of
the treaty, and after having
given it all the consideration it was
entitled to, and he denounced it invio-
lent terms. He called it a base sur-
render of Canadian rights, and I, not
having seen the treaty and not having

HON. MR. KAULBACH

any official knowledge of his cont
felt a little startled at my hon. frier
denunciations and the emphatic n'an
in which he condemned everybodY C.d
nected with it. I at once rose and 5a&
to the House, that, coming as I did f
a part of the country where the fishel
were of vital importance, if the Vie 1 or
my hon. friend were correct I shof 0d
when the question came properly be
us, support him in denounicing d at
Treaty. But my hon. friend sai
first :-

Mr. Chamberlain came to this count'y
negotiate a treaty. He came in ob d the
to British sentiment, in obedience to
desire ofBritish statesmen, that thoseCoP'
of contention and trouble that had beel p
ping up from year to year between t
countries should be removed. le ce
here with a desire that the trade rel.,'
between the two countries should coonlet-
and that Canada should go under ifil
sary in order that peace should preivalr
say it would have been far more ct'e,
and far more it accordance with the ifnl,ments of the people of this country bd
that has been conceded in that treay L soi&
been given by us voluntary, and we trade
to the Americans : "Is We want thiW on
with you, and if you wish to put tblo g:~
struction on the treaty, do not go îeni-
the form and farce of submitting it t'O Pon
potentaries over whom we have no
trot",$ 10

The first portion of my hon. friel

remarks I approve of. If he were
out on a mission of peace in the inter 0Ut

of the empire I am sure he cane e
for a laudable purpose, but that he cad
here, that the interests of Canada shothe
be swamped I was not prepared at
time to conceive. My hon. friend, cect
tinuing called this treaty an abjt
surrender of ourrights, and subseque
in reply to the mover of the resoltîOP7
he said :-

I should like the hon. gentleman fro t
la Durantaye, after I have sat doi,'re
rise and point out where the concessione &s
on the part of the United States if selv
show them he will confer a favor on M
and others who, like myself, do not
see our country sacrified.

Now I have proved already, as rced
this goes, that the treaty was no.t t
on this country by Great Britainý-tho
Great Britain has always supportet ai4
all our contentions under the treaty
was ready at any time for the last two Y
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aadterial by us and give us moral and i
rance support, which was of great im-ycun in a matter of this kind to a j

agge . country confronted by an
Sr Csve and powerful neighbour.
other 'upper has told us that the
Prted Plenipotentiaries cordially sup- 1

tat Waand stood by him and everything
ot.as done received their hearty sup-
aties Canada virtually makes her own

that ten0w and we have the assurance
at ore strength of the British Empire is
th ack to sustain us in maintaining
friee treaties. Then we have my hon.
the . sYang that we have abandoned
the nstruction which has been put on

headland question for nearly ioo
bYthe ore-that it had been recognized

ead dations of the world what the
the 2d question meant-that it meant
tar Of the ocean included within the

ho. freadlands of a country. But my
the lend did not take that position
UPOnit er day : he goes back entirelyat and Mstead of saying that the

tions 0f the world conceded that ques-
Uo ch cOntends that we are asking too

derian 'l the time-that we have been
Coaststhng a greater area along our sea
that ian we are justly entitled to and
ethe ad in consequence provok-
that t Unted States. He says
0Uer O neighbors feel aggrieved
he the extreme demands we
et%. ade and that this to a large
to b as prevented the treaty which is
ne afore us being ratified by Congress.
hutytal again, " I have not yet seen a

and generous concession made.
Oit inW hon gentleman present point

hat particular the United States
dheeconcessions to Canada ?"

a v0aPld in another place that it was
the ne surrender of our rights-that

toa 'sOns were all on our side.
Bays h e Jumps " Jim Crow," and

ugý we had not made concessions
eatr and that he supported the

Zen With ail his heart. Such state-
of tZ Onning from a leading member
ate PosiOuse, placed him in an unfortun-

ion Ption d tend to render his
11Q1. son this question, at least, of no

t'd lie apronounces himself now a

the treaty, yet by the course he
4Y and b as proved himsdf to be its

32 s language is calculated to

ntensify the ill-feeling which, he says,
exists in the United States on this sub-
ect. I shall not refer to what he said
ibout the distinguished British statesman
who supported Canada's rights in the
settlement of this question, because the
anguage which he used is not only dis-
creditable to himself and unjust to the gen-
tleman against whom it was directed, but
t is calculated to injure the cause which
he professes so heartily to support.
Every phase of assertion and disingen-
uous argument was used to destroy the
treaty and to discredit the gentlemen
who framed it. The hon. genleman also
referred to the irritating way we exercis-
ed our rights during the past two seasons
in the protection of our fisheries. He
cited many cases from this blue book,
and I only wonder that he was unable to
find a solitary case during those two
years in which a seizure was made that
could not be justified. I consider that
the officers of the Government must have
acted with very great prudence and cau-
tion to have avoided makirig one im-
proper seizure, and the Government and
their representatives deserve to be com-
mended by this House for the prudent
course they have pursued. One improp-
er seizure might have offected our rela-
tions with the United States in a manner
producing very serious consequences
to ourselves, but my hon. friend should
know that of all those cases mentioned
in the blue book, not one has ever been
investigated in the United States. They
were sent at once to the British Minister
at Washington no matter how reckless
or unfounded the assertions were, and
these have been collected and made a
grievance on the part of the United
States Goverment. My hon. friend
from Ottawa seemed to endorse every-
one of those statements and give cre-
dence to them by citing them here.
It was not fair and it had a tendency
to injure the position of the treaty in its
consideration at Washington. I will
now read one of the instructions given
to the Government officials. They were
strictly cautioned not to exceed the
limits of their power :-

« It cannot be too-strongly urged upon you
nor can you too earnestly impress on the
ofiéers under your command, that the
services in which you and they are engaged
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should be performed with forbearance and
discrimination. The Government relies on
your prudence, discretion and firmness in
the performance of the special duties en-
trusted to you."

These were the instructions given to
the officers in command of this small
protective fleet, and I am sure when we
consider the manner in which these
American fishing vessels entered our
harbors and the feeling they exhibited-
their determination to override our rights
-it is a matter of surprise that more
seizures were not made than were effect-
ed. I tell the hon. member from Ottawa
that if he had known the feeling in Nova
Scotia during the years 1886 and 1887,
and had heard the complaints which
were made down there by our fishermen,
he would think differently on the subject.
The complaint was that indulgence was
shown to American fishermen which was
not fair to our people, and that the laxity
of the Government gave rise to many
violations of our rights, which to our
people was inexplicable. Instead of the
feeling (which my hon. fr.iend tried to
excite in this House and intensify in the
United States) that we had exercised
our rights in a tyrannical and bar-
barous manner, and had not exercised
common humanity in maintaining our
rights, the feeling was quite the reverse.
It is not fair that my hon. friend should
allow himself, from any motives, to be
drawn away from the facts of the case,
and if he is honest in the desire he has
expressed to have this treaty ratified, he
could not take a course better calculated
to defeat that end. I shall now refer
briefly to the propobed treaty itself. We
must ask ourselves, before we consider
what concessions we have now made,what
the United States claim under the treaty
of 1818. I will ask you whether the extent
of our shore fisheries is larger and better
and more defined under this proposed
treaty than before or not. We have before
us what the United States claimed. They
contended that we had no exclusive right
beyond the three miles limit following the
sinuosities of the coast, or in bays more
than six miles wide. It is true within the
last year or so they were willing to extend
those bays to ten miles. They said that
this was a concession that they were
willing to make to have the difficulty
settled. They claimed also that their

HON. MR. KAULBACH

fishing vessels, when entering Ouh
bors for the four purposes men t
in the Treaty of i8i8, should n
be subject to our custonis laW%,ws
they should be entitled to Pu"
bait and make our harbors a basle
supplies and transship their cargo ,bes
ship crews. These are rights that it is
set up and contended for. NO" at
quite evident that there have been t at
concessions made on our side ; bu,
the same time the United States Go
ment has come down from the ed
it took and by this Treaty has aardd
that the contentions made by Mr. teat
were not justified. Whether this
is ratified or not, we have the adflý1bq
made that they claimed more than
were entitled to, and we have thei
mission as to what our rights rea h1 cb
They have taken a position fromWh
they cannot recede. We have :na
tained all our rights and privi aitl
this matter except those which hurd<
would dictate to us to surrender, adht
should not consider them in the lie:
sacrifices. I am in this positiOn I the
I come from a Province to where
fisheries are of vital importance- fIing
is no other interest, except the e
interests, which is of equal i1poich f5
to us. I come from a county W" o
populated by a people inured tO toi
the seas-people for whom I ha'l i
affection, whose interests blend wi
own, and whose rights I arn pre that
to defend, but not to such an exten
even in their interest I would OPe t
treaty which I believe is for the bpîe
of Canada's coast fishermen and Pt
generally.- I have to rise abov .
own personal interests and affectn
I would surrender them all, if -e
to do so, in order that mutul we
and right should prevail.t thi$
find Secretary Bayard admittingth tre
treaty is a fair interpretation of tbe
of i8i8-a fair, just and equitale lote
pretation. Then where are al
contentions that they had set 1P? the
abandoned. Then I have before ys
President's message, in which lhe
that this treaty is framed in e4ul.g s
confers reciprocal benefits. Co
this does, from the Executive of ti
United States and the Secretar sttrf
and their plenipotentiaries thi
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e Ported as it is by the great
venatic party in the United States,
4 it should be thrown to one side

dians nof no effect, I ask have we Cana-
%aintai ganed a moral victory and

Ionor fed Our rights and privileges with
èresidnd dignity to ourselves ? The
9tibjent message to the Senate on the

dbt Of the treaty leaves no room for
Caads to the justice and right of thet ia interpretation of the conven-

1818. He says, for example
right of our fishermen under the

tof 818 did not extend to the pro-
an dianf distinctive fishery supplies in

e1P lad PO ts and harbors; and one item
4i,7dt be essential, to wit, hait, war.

dnit enled them by the explicit and
Words of the 'treaty of 1818, en-

el by the course of the negotiation
Sdecisions which preceded the

n that treaty."
referring to the article on the

Oi f the admission of Canadian
the Prthe United States free of duty,

if sident said
oil the addit
Q whale a'On0 to the free iist of fish, flsh-.

and geal OH, etc., recited in the
o% o' Oof the treaty is wholly left to theiti Congress; and in connection there-

e tCanadian and Newfoundland right
lili te sales of bait and other fishing

S ed n their ovn juriediction, je re-d-Adthe right of our fishernien to
'4 tibrchase these things is made con-

this treaty, upon the action of
. the inod ification of our tariff

Caad
t caoa can without injury to the in-

Oi her own fishermen, stand uponhe s recognized by the new treaty
titt etent of the American Senate de-

be accept it, and in that case it
4 t tovituallY impossible for the Presi-
%ItevProclaim the non-intercourse act.
aty s rnay happen - whether this
ts o uld be rejected by the United
>a o, we stand in a position in-

i y better than that which we
tie a r ago, when the people

> the ited States were exasperated,
%et ey put Upon their statute books

OOn-intercourse with us. To
tete the effect of such legislation

S*- in and put in force, is
w Powers of imagery. Does

afterpe that the United States
al fes this, attempt to put in force

ation when this Treaty is

backed by a majority of the people? I
think not. Therefore, whatever may
come of this, we may thank Great Britain,
our plenipotentiaries, and more particu-
larly we may pride ourselves on having
a representative Canadian at Washington,
a man of Nova Scotia who has been
faithful in this matter, who has always
been known to be true to his country, a
loyal subject, one who never talks
Commercial Union and fads of that
description, a man who is loyal to his
country in every position at home and
abroad, and never sacrificed the interests
of his people. I may refer to the
proposition which Mr. Bayard made a
year ago when he wanted to have this
question settled. He took the positions,
and he stood on all the rights to which
he had a shadow of claim, further than
that he made suggestions which our Gov-
ernment were obliged to repel with right-
eous indignation. He asked us to
surrender the right to adjudge any
dispute in our own country-he
asked us to take suci' cases out
of the hands of our judiciary and place
them before a tribunal, one member of
which was too be the officer of a foreign
vessel. We are asked to give the United
States fishing vessels commercial privi-
leges-that they should not be subject
to our customs laws-to give them, in
short, rights to which even our own
fishing vessels are not entitled in
our ports, more than that he asked
us, to admit that American fishing
vessels had a right under the treaty
of 1818 to purchase bait in our ports
-that we should give up all vessels
under seizure for infraction of the cus-
toms laws and let the question of dam-
ages for their seizure be referred to a tri-
bunal for sttlement. That, to my mind,
was imposing too much on the common
sense of our people. Let us compare
this proposal of a settlement, made a year
ago, with this treaty. We find that after
all, while we have made some conces-
sions, none of them are concessions which
we should hesitate to make, especially in
view of the fact that we are not infring-
ing on the rights and interests of the
people of the Lower Provinces, or
our great fishing industry. The first
article of the treaty deals with the
shore rights ; on that we have made no

. .
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surrender. I will not take up the time
of the House by commenting upon it.
Part of Article 3 deals with headland
rights which, as we never actually
enforce them, we lose nothing by con-
ceding. It is true we claimed the head-
land rights, but as we never exercised
them we cannot be said to have aban-
doned anything substantial. On the
contrary, we gain not only bays ten
miles wide, but we have got besides all
the important bays, I believe, in Nova
Scotia ; I cannot speak of the other pro-
vinces. I have made inquiries of the
fishermen and they tell me that there is
nothing in this article that will affect
their shore rights : in fact, in many
places it extends them beyond the limits
they supposed they would have. In
order to leave no doubt on the sub-
ject, Article 5 provides that even in the
case of bays which are more than
ten miles wide we have exclusive juris-
diction if they cannot be approached
without coming within three miles of
the coast of any island that nay lie at
their mouth. By that, I believe, we
gain many bays. We have gained the
Bay of Chedabucto. In order to get
that we permit, what we had always
granted before, the free navigation of
the Straits of Canso. We have not lost
anything by that because it has always
been regarded by us as in our in-
terest to be, as a highway for ves-
sels of all nations. If we had not
done that, I doubt whether we would
have got Chedabucto Bay included in
the exceptional privileges secured to us
under the ten miles limit.

HON. MR. MILLER-That is under
the specific delimitation.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Yes, there
is another important thing here : that is
with regard to entering bays and harbors:
the American fishing vessels are required
to conform to harbor regulations, a mat-
ter of very great importance to us. The
Americans contended that they were not
liable to those regulations, and many of
them came into om ports and interfered
with our rights. These aggressions gave
rise to grievous complaints on the part
of our fishermen. These American
fishing vessels came into our harbors in

HON. MR. KAULBACH.
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a most reckless manner, regard 5 'i

tirely of the rights of our shore ishe
In fact, they seemed desirous oe
what injury they could. Whenefl
found nets set, they would run
them and carry them off to sea. f the
plaints of this conduct on the par
American fishermen was m-ade .
year to year, but no redress was ob 1e
I remember bringing this natte' 1 wi
the Government of Canada, but tbe
to discover a means of havingfi$g
wrongs righted. The American ,r
vessels must now, under this treat b
form to our regulations, and Wl r 5bôO
permitted to injure and destrOY bo'
fisheries or fishermen's nets. Myt.
friend from Prince Edward Islaad r
Haythorne) thought that we h th
taken proper care to include this. le
treaty, but if he refers to Artid
hie will find that it is n i ci
within its terms. The net see
provides that American vessels .. flfo
shelter in our ports, or entering.! ii
any of the four purposes ment or
the treaty of 1818, need not rePe
clear at the customs unless theyt se
longer than twenty-four hours. e
to me that this is only a humane r er
tion, especially when the custOnh ere
might be a long distance from. yhech
vessels are. This is a concession os
not even the fishermen on oure iser
would object to. I must say for t Io
men of Nova Scotia that they are
generous and noble race of nien· iV
are improvident sometimes : ffie0
away their last cent to helP & rigbts,
They like to stand on their JUs the
but you will hardly find arnolrgco
whole fishing population on t0 5 t
one who would refuse to do wh i)
and fair, or what hospitality Or
would dictate. Then there is the
tion of certain fishing vessels fr Y
when they come into our harbol1  the
of the four purposes specifie i 9
treaty of 1818. There is noAs to tb
reasonable in this provision. ASo10
exemption from light d.ues, d
think we charge any-in any coas
Canada, certainly not--on t erent
Nova Scotia. It may be riCe9

Newfoundland. I believe thel oY the
large revenue from light duef
protection of their harbors.
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t% R. MILLER-We have no v
4 dues either.

t MR. KAULBACH - In t
titleYtU are quite correct. Then r

Corge en allows fishing vessels which e
In under stress of weather, or in i

'lad. casUalties, which necessitate un- i
ylj to transship the cargo, to re-

PPlie outfits, obtain provisions and i
a, .to rep ace those damaged or i

Case of death or sickness to o
are tiotnen. You will perceive that they t

Mic given a right to transship under t
arcrnestances. It is only when they

obe Into repair damages, if they
p4r, Obliged to, in whole or in t

transoad the vessel, that they
?ce g hip. My hon. friend from
t th dward Island took the view

Old ss Of a bowsprit or a topmast
transscOnstrued as sufficient ground

t nShipping, but I contend that 1
It Only have the privilege in case
%krIecessary to unload the vessel to
ih epairs or when they have some
ih thould be injured by delay.

ich , this is a great concession%, a ake to the American fisher-rd . While I admit that it would be
bd rin the interest of our fishermen

egîeUs if we did not allow them such
t stS Un der any circumstances, at
-ke e time it does not allow them to

e 'Dur Ports a base for supplies.
%d hu IS dictated by common sense
ppealikty, and while to many it may
tn a gree giving the American, fisher-

a rat advantage, I do not believe
f it. own fishermen will disapprove
d obt vessel can come into our ports

ora such provisions as are neces-
SRee the home voyage: that does

l to be unreasonable. They
Plie ake our ports a base of

.ythi thecause they cannot procure
eyarthat is to be used in fishing.

uc1h re Only allowed to procure
tequirppes as a trading ves-
toirleres, Such as molasses, tea,

ly afine or something of that kind.
dinCan oly get such supplies as abue, a Vessel may require to carry them

t hin for no other purpose. I doad I dey can take advantage ofeat, a 1tdo not see anything in thisIlat wch would enable them to

iolate the rights secured to our fisher-
nen. They cannot, under cover of this
rivilege, engage in smuggling, because
here is additional protection against that
ow ; each vessel must have its register-
d number conspicuously displayed on
ts bow. This enables our officials to
dentify them and obviates the difficulties
vhich might exist when we extend and
ncrease the causes for which those
essels may enter our ports. It furnishes
additional protection against the viola-
ion of our laws,either the customs laws or
hose regulations which are applicable to
nerchant vessels. We have also made
great concessions with regard to penal-
ies. I think these concessions are right.
Latterly we have left a great deal to the
liscretion of the judges. Even the pen-
ilty for illegal fishing is not confiscation
of the vessel's outfit and catch neces-
sarily : that, as well as other penalties, is
argely in the discretion of the judge.
Then, I think it is a wise provision which
is made for the summary disposal of
cases which may arise : they can be tried
and settled on the spot, if it happens to
be a place fitted for holding an investi-
gation, or in the nearest port, in the most
inexpensive and summary way ; and for
lesser offences, such as buying bait, we
make the penalty very light.

We give a further advantage to the
United States in this matter, t: show our
desire to do them simple justice, and not
to punish vindictively or take advantage
of them in our courts-we give them the
right of appeal, a privilege which is not
granted to the Government of Canada. I
think the terms of this treaty are liberal
and generous, and we have shown a
desire to concede everything that we
could honorably concede without sacri-
ficing the rights of our own country. We
do not give away our inshore fishery
rights at all. We have privileges under
this treaty which we did not have under
the reciprocity treaty of 1854, or the
Washington treaty of 1871. Under this
treaty we preserve our rights to all our
inshore fisheries, which I feel is a matter
of vast importance to us. Their great
value cannot be estimated, and far beyond
any estimate in dollars and cents. We
have retained those rights, and we only
concede the privilege of getting bait and
fitting out with supplies, on the condi-

, .
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tion that they give us free fish.
I believe that we gain largely even in
that, but our deep sea fishermen are now
beginning to feel that if we can retain
the bait for ourselves we can afford to do
without the American market. It is only
one particular kind of fish that the
Americans want, the fat mackerel, and we
find that by protecting the fisheries in
the way we have done during the past
two years, the American catch bas been
short, the demand bas been greater than
the supply, the price of fish has gone up
in the United States market, our fisher-
men get a better price, and the con-
sumer in the United States pays the
duty. It is a noticeable fact also that
outside of the waters of Canada valuable
fish have not been as plentiful as they
were before the abrogation of the Wash-
ington Treaty. The fish seem to be
desirous of being preserved within the
territorial limits of Canada, to avoid the
indiscriminate slaughter that was carried
on along the coasts of the United States.
They seem to have an instinctive desire
to keep away from the American fisher-
men and have during the past two years
frequented our shores in large num-
bers. If the American fishermen had
the right to come within our three mile
limit, the same destruction would be
carried on there that bas ruined the
fisheries of the New England States. We
must all feelthat the encouragment of our
fishing industries will be the means of
having, on all occasions a source from
which to draw mariners for the defence
of our country if we require them,
there are no men so inured to toil and
hardship, and no men better acquainted
with a sea-faring life, and a more noble,
industrious, brave set of men cannot be
found. They are devoted to their
country and loyal to the Crown, and no
men are more susceptible of a patriotic
feeling than the fishermen of Nova
Scotia.

HoN. MR. McCLELLAN-Will the
hon. gentleman give us an opinion as to
the powers of the United States fisher-
men to discharge cargoes and forward
them by rail overland in certain cases of
distress under this treaty ? Can they
forward their cargoes to the United
States by rail?

HON. MR KAULBACH.
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HoN. MR. KAULBACI-- ce
so. As I read the treaty, when fod
tain purposes have the right tO by
their cargo they can also forward i
rail. Under this modus vivendia tb.
it was a very prudent course to adOPt

HON. MR. POWER-H-Iear, h

HON. MR. KAULBAC--I am It '
glad that I please my hon. friend*".
to prevent any trouble that rmlgh - r
wise arise in the course of protecti t
rights-trouble which might irrtt pt
neighbors in such a manner as tO
vent finally the passing of the Treaty ,
was to my mind a very wise and J he
ous policy. I wish, myself, that e
terests of the deep sea fisherrne" gle
better protected, for this Tre.ty 9
the United States fishermen a ghe do
vantage. We have more than *riC
vessels engaged in the deep sea berg,
in the County of L 0n < ;f
and to us the question
bait is one .of deep and vital dstr1'
tance in connection with that iu bha'
The Americans, under this Treaty1
the privilege of coming into our
Bait cannot always be got d
by our own fishermen, an,,f tl%
Americans come in, and instead
ordinary price of two dollars a ,b
they will buy it at any cost. CI

Americans have been known9 colo
under the Washington Treaty, to scb
into our ports and buy herrimgs 00t
prices that our fishermen cou co
compete with them, because theY
not afford to pay such prices ers
competitors, on account of the t 01
cans having their own markets nlo
for home consumption but for caugh
The duty which is put upon fish a
by our fishermen was equal tO a
to the American fishermen, who
afford to give almost any price * .
rather than be without it. dolt
against our deep-sea fisheries to
but that interest is not the onlYhe
be considered. There are the
fishermen along the shore who a
able to fit out a vessel at a cost o
ooo ; they must live on the litti he
they occupy and the few nets tha< t<ey
have along the shore, and it is Of 00
importance to them if instead
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th barrel for herring and the other
si or tey can catch, they can realize five,

en dollars a barrel.

d Rol '. POWER-Five, six or ten

r MR. KAULBACH-Yes. I
eard the Americans have given as
ts ten dollars a barrel for bait at

l'hen there are other interests.
Dopers, barrel makers, or stave
nd the nmen who furnish supplies
se vessels are all anxious to have
lerican fishermen corne in and get
's fron our traders. Therefore,
;h the deep sea fishermen are to
extent losers by this treaty, it can
ntinue for two years at the furth-
2ause, if the treaty is not then
d by the Americans, in the inter-
the large industry that we have
a Scotia, we must at once cancelrevert to the Treaty of 1818.
by keeping this matter in abey-

Intil after the next PresidentialI, t will have the effect of passing
'ty iu the United States, it should
tlyadheredto. Ifhowever,theGov-
it should corne to the conclusion
e United States, regardless of the
Lnd benefits they are getting under
:aty, which they had not under the)f 1818, are determined to reject

I say we should cancel the
I and tell the Americans that they
get bait or supplies, or the tran-
'nt of their cargoes or any other
'es which they have not absolutely.d ufnder the treaty of 1818. It is
at the $i.5o a ton license fee
1 to Anerican vessels is a mere
:'inPared with the great privileges
giving them under this arrange-
[t May bé asked what our fish-are to get. I am not undmindful
erent to this, neither, I think, are

'vernrment who have always stood
rshermen. I hope the Govern-
i endeavor to extend their mar-Otir sympathies should be with

beople, and they should be pro-as far as possible in their rights in
'ng for them an ofiset to the ad-
es which the American fishermen
under this license system. Theantage which our deep sea fisher-

men are under at the present day must be
quite apparent to any hon. gentleman
who takes the trouble to investigate the
subject. The Norwegian fishermen are
competing keenly with our people in the
different markets. We have the French
fishermen coming to our coasts and
catching largely our fish, and selling them
under a bounty of $1.75 per quintal;
and under this privilege they can com-
mand all the markets into which our
people ventured in Span, Portugal, and
the Mediterranean ports. Then the
Americans, on the«other side, with their
subsidized line of steamers running to
and from the West Indies and Brazil
have an advantage over us again. We
are hanpered, surrounded, and handi-
capped by other countries by way of
bounties, and it is the duty of our
Governnent to do all that is in their
power to further extend our trade with
the West Indies and Brazil and other
countries that would afford a market for
our fish. I think our Government have
done more than justice to the United
States. They have done equal justice to
a large proportion of our own fishermen,
and as far as I can see the only interest
that will suffer under this Treaty is the
deep sea fishing interest. The leader of
the Opposition has shown from statistics
the advantages that the Reciprocity
Treaty of 1854 afforded to both coun-
tries, but the largest gain was to the
United States. They placed more goods
in our market in twelve years by nearly
'oo millions of dollars than we did in
theirs. That was paid for by the money
of this country which went over to our
neighbors to pay for the labor of manu-
facturing the goods that they sold us. I
may say, however, I am ready at any
moment and I believe the Govertment
are anxious to secure reciprocal trade
with the United States in the
products of our fisheries, farms,
forests, and mines. After the abro-
gation of the Treaty of Washington in
z885 did we at once return to a strict
enforcement of our rights under the
Treaty of 1818 ? No, we were willing
to allow American fishermen to enjoy
the privileges which had lapsed a whole
year for nothing, rather than by a sudden
termination of their privileges be the
means of creating unfriendly feelings.

,
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It was suggested to us that by making that in the interests of humanity
that concession we would show our international comity, she has offe
generosity and such a manifest desire to great concessions to the United eV"e
act fairly, and more than fairly, towards We have this as a vantage groun CeO
our neighbors, that they would recipro- though nothing comes of it. Inf 8I
cate in the same manner. I believe we can fall back on the treaty othat by the concession made that year, backed not only by the power of .

together with the fair, proper and pru- Britain, but by the support of theted
dent protection of our fisheries for the dent and the Executive of the et
last two years, we have brought about States, and by the large independy,
this Treaty. Our fishermen thought it element and the great Democratic sted
was a great surrender, an important who will be in sympathy with us. In tilit
concession to the United States fisher- of having a nation unanimous in hos
men, to grant them the use of our to us and ready to go to ar
fisheries for nothing for the season of this question, we will have he l
1885, and the Opposition denounced the bulk of the intelligent American Peop
Government for having surrendered our with their President and Executive d
rights regardless of the interests of our ing that the treaty as offered by Ca hJs
own fishermen. Had we not made that is a just and generous settlement d of
concession the Americans would have difficult question. I should be afraf<
said we had not given them time to what the consequences would be fe C
consider the question; and had we refused to grant terms such as these
yielded to the demands of the Oppos- have before us. We settle this % th
ition and stood upon our rights, had tion with peace, with honor, and 1
we defied the Americans and excluded advantage, under this treaty ; aknothem from our fishing grounds, believe that when our fishermen 
the Opposition then and to-day that their rights and their inhelteced
would have been denouncing us of the shore fisheries will be prote rnt
for endeavoring to exasperate the forever, whether this treaty passes of hat
Americans and irritating them so as it will be a means of encourag1ng twil
to prevent the ratification of any treaty great industry, and the GovermeneVery
whatever. In submitting the treaty to feel that it is their duty to make
the Senate, President Cleveland gave it effort possible to give us more extenean5

his hearty endorsation. " The treaty markets for our fish and by that nTie
meets my approval," he said, " because largely advance the prosperity nlota s
I believe that it supplies a satisfactory, of that industry, but of CanaUs
practical and final adjustment, upon a whole.
basis honorable and just to both parties, feat
of the difficult and vexed question to HoN. MR. DEVER-After the h «5
which it relates." When, therefore, in of loyalty and other subjects whichicb
the future, if the Senate should reject the have had during this debate, and stion
treaty, Canada excludes American fishing have had no relevancy to the qiestîr-
vessels from entrance within the three- before the House, I think I may as the
mile limit for any other purposes than mission to apply myself directly to ton
shelter, repairs, wood and water, it will subject under discussion. The q' ect
be impossible for President Cleveland to is, shall we accept this treaty, or reion
enforce a non-intercourse act, for he has it ? That seems to me, is the qUeSt4 o
admitted that the exercise of these ex- to be debated here to-day. For "D Pt
clusive rights by Canada is "hon- I feel that if the Treaty of 1gg i
orable and just to both parties." binding, I cannot see how this treatY k
Even if this treaty should be be binding either. The parties whO e·
thrown out by the United States, I think one treaty will certainly break aba the
there remains to us a very valuable con- I am one of those who believe thsettle-
clusion arrived at by the Commission. Treaty of 1818 was a fair deed Of se
Now we know txactly what the Ameri- ment of property and privileges belo n lC5
cans admit are our rights, and Canada to the Maritime Provinces. A Y ge po'
will be in a position to claim to the world. man looking on the map of those P

HON. MR. KAULBACH.
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byamUst see that the fishing grounds a
r belong to the inhabitants of w

to pfrovmes. For the first time in t
a eb I heard the Treaty of 1818 called tr
lobrous treaty in this House. I can g
4ever beck for fifty years on it, and i
br fore did I hear it called a bar- gMay treaty. On the contrary, I al- p

tood it to be a contract se- t
as the fi§heries to those Provinces, t
batura so as any other portion of their o
thatr t wealth. In fact history tells us w

tl se fisheries were the cause of the c
ei 7%ettlement of the country. In the d
enchrhood of 300 years ago, some p

ad~h adventurers sailed up the Bay of s
ly tentered the river, on St. John's p.
en te 24th June-hence that river in y
fth 11runswick is called St. John. Some t
Stese Frenchmen afterwards settledas XOa Scot iq in the place now known
that ynapolis. They considered then
*ere 0 va Scotia and New Brunswick a

Cad e country and they named it
1t gr the land of abundance from

,rii a supply of fish. Those fishing
settlegs were the great inducement for
ated ent. New Brunswick was separ- 1
1 rom Nova Scotia in 1784. In
oiseEnglish of Boston took Anna-

arrV and in 749 ot. er Englishmen
built th In Nova Scotia and afterwards
,X I e town of Halifax now the city
>hc ai. The Bay of Fundy into
WIth auns the river St. John is teeming
r kin ds of fish-cod, pollock, her-

at sackerel, salmon, &c., &c. It is
ad .source of wealth to Nova Scotiae8es. ew Brunswick for its fishing privi-

bure We now call around to Shel-
oth verpool, Lunenburg, Arichat,

Pint er Places in Nova Scotia, and
r out the great employment and re-

tl'g Oln Which is found there in fish-
warruits. Then go on and see Prince

rl a, Island, the north shore of New
&r., k, the Baie des Chaleurs, &c.,

rs of thare we to be told that the har-
Oea ose places, are now to be thrown

SUPplies aasis to obtain bait and other
that ist are worth nothing ? I think
aentet he tern used by certain hon.

thten the other night in the debateawt ealy y and virtually we were giving
il Dthing. We are giving away those

Ze to that Our own fishermen will
Scompete with in the surrounding

nd adjacent waters, with the same bait,
ith American fishermen, a privilege
hey never had before, except under
eaty by which they gave us a quid pro
uo. I would simply say here that
ndividually I would scout the idea of
iving those privileges to the American
eople. I think it a shameful act
hat can only be justified on
he ground of expediency, the expediency
f being at peace and on good terms
ith near neighbors such as the Ameri-
an people are to us. But let me now
eal with some of the inconsistencies of
revious speakers on this subject. The
enior member from Halifax is not
leased because the American fishermen

were kept at bay. He is now not pleased
because we make reasonable concessions.

HoN. MR. POWER-I never said I
was not pleased because they were kept
at bay.

HON. MR. DEVER-The hon.gentle-
nan was very much displeased because
our cruisers kept them at bay during the
ast year or two.

HoN. MR. POWER-Not at all; I
ilways endorsed the cor.duct of the
Government on that point.

HoN. MR. DEVER-Then I beg the
hon. gentleman's pardon ; I misunder-
stood him. As to Mr. Chamberlain, I
have no doubt he did the best he could
for his sovereign and his country. The
hon. gentleman from Midland thinks the
treaty of 1818 a more barbarous treaty
that should be altered. Others might think
that the Ashburton treaty was a more bar-
barous one. Hon. gentlemen are perhaps
not aware that under that treaty between
Great Britain and the United States, we
gave up a large portion of New Brunswick
which, from that day to this, we claim
had been improperly given up. But we
never sought to reform that treaty. We
never fell out with our neighbors about
it, though we often felt and had reason
to feel that we certainly did not get our
rights under that treaty. I hardly think
that my hon. friend would want to give
up any of his well earned property
because some people might believe they
ought to get the use of a little of it. T
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think he is too wise and fair a man for
that. Now, what are the privileges that
these Americans want ? They want to
get on a level with our fishermen by
acquiring a base of operations which
they cannot get along without. We
know that the privileges ws have in the
Maritine Provinces of supplying bait
places us in a position that gives us a
monopoly of the fishing interests of
those provinces, and the surronding
waters. Imagine the position of fish-
ermen attempting to catch fish with-
out bait. Now, if we choose, in our own
interest to refuse bait to American fisher-
men, it is easily seen that the operations
of American fishermen would amount to
nothing as compared with our fishermen,
and their right to fish on their own
ground besides. But talking of the bar-
barity of the Treaty of 1818, might we
not retort by saying that the Americans
are quite as barbarous in not giving us a
share of the coasting trade, a pursuit that
we could follow with great advantage on
account of the facilities we have in build-
ing and fitting out small wooden craft
for which our country is well adapted ?
But I hardly think that the American
people, notwithstanding the fact that we
are next door neighbors, and could do
this trade better than they can, consider
it very barbarous they do not concede
these coasting privileges to us. Might I
not ask, is it not as dishonest to try and
break the Treaty of 1818 as it is to break
the terms of any other written document
without giving consideration for it ? This
is precisely what our friends are trying to
do-to break the terms of a treaty which
was solemnly and fairly entered into,
signed and witnessed as a fair conveyance
of the rights of British subjects, residents
of the Lower Provinces of this Dominion.
But I might say to my hon. friend, with
referrence to the generosity with which
he and many other hon. members in this
House are overflowing, that generosity
sometimes takes strange flights. It
indul ges, I am told, in free love and in
putting apart what that good Book,
which is said to be the voice of Deity,
says, " What God hath joined together
let no man put asunder."

HoN. MR. POIRIER-I would like
to ask the hon.'gentleman if that free

HON. MR. DEVER.

love has any connection with
smacks ?

thi
HON. MR. DEVER-To wind UP.t is

debate, as far as I am concerne, .
my opinion that this treaty is one o i
pediency. It is not such a treatY as
my opinion the people of this Do0nif0 r
would voluntarily give if it were no
a desire to be on good terrns 'With
neighbors, and if it were not for the
that after all, to carry out and
our rights under the treaty of . to
we necessarily have either to subroitd
the position of the Mother Country'c
inasmuch as Great Britain finds t
pedient not to carry out the old tr
as I think it should be carried out, he
better to make a concession tO
United States for the purpose of in00
taining friendly relations, though, astt
individual in this Dominion, I fee å
if I had the power I certainly W.0 9
regret giving up such great concess
as those people are about to obtain
us under this treaty. My hon.h f5
from Prince Edward Island-h t' 0

always competent to speak On.c
fisheries question, and whose exPer£e
in the fisheries is almost historical, at
of course, everything he says on this qU,
tion is entitled to a great deal ofoh
sideration-said one thing the l
night that I think is rather illogical.c
said that Daniel Webster never 0

plained of the treaty of r818 . Pa01

Webster was a good authority ; he . %
capital lawyer, and I daresay he et bc
true patriot in his own countrY, Ye
never complained of the treaty Of e
then, I ask, how is it his successors
so anxious to abrogate it ?

HON. MR. HOWLAN- Vhter
say with regard to Daiel Wth the
this : that he never found fault Wby the
construction placed on the treatythe
treaty by the British governient

regard to the headland question.

HoN. MR. DEVER-I think th
hon. gentleman said that Danie Of
ster never complained of the trebtr
i818, and I mean to say that if W0e
never complained of it it cannot
very barbarous one.
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wa' •MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
tan ishe Bay of Fundy closed to Ameri-
n 68hermen under the treaty of 1818 ?

se N. MR DEVER-It was sub-
isnt to that they got the privilege of
ar g in the Bay of Fundy. An
Statnem ent was made with the United
clained to that effect, formerly we
fishin the exclusive right of
that there. He also said
advanamerican fishermen have no-
preltenge over ours. Now, I do not
autho - to be a fisherman or any great
tilte't s onfishing, but I cannot recon-
reasUcI a statement with my mode of

an lng How any hon. gentleman
Say that the fishermen of the United

i te$ aving the privilege now of fish-
Wfr aters that they could not fish in

$1,5o on payment of a small license of
a 0 Per ton on their fishing vessels as

fist the $2 a barrel duty we pay on
"IO the United States.

a M•R. HOWLAN-I said nothing
at the kind, and there is nothing
are Of the kind in the Treaty. They
no tto fish in waters that they did
t T in before. There is nothing in
er t reaty by which on paying $1.5o

ra~ile ey can fish within the three-

tha • MR. DEVER-- I am stating
Wit ey could not fish in our waters
'heout paying. Here is the object.

for, t Our bait which prepares them
lflg.

1oN' MR. KAULBACH-Where?

ad •N MR. DEVER-In the deep sea
their suronding waters. They can cast
of Our s nets and seines right outside

their N. MR.
now nets and

HOWLAN-They cast
seines outside of our lines

MR. DEVER-In case of a
aking a catch of 6oo barrels, if
'Ur fishermen go to the natural
'ith those 6oo barrels, he has to

Of $2 per barrel. There is
Now take an American vessel

of the same size paying a license fee of
$1.5o per ton, you will see that the
American owner pays only $i50, as
against the Canadian paying $1200 for
going into the same market.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Not at all.

HoN. MR. DEVER-Yes, that is the
position. An American vessel of ioo
tons pays only a license fee of $15o, and
has to pay no duty on its cargo of fish
on returning to market.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-We get
that $150.

HON. MR. DEVER-Yes, we get
$150 out of the $1,200. There isnouse
trying to gloss this over ; it is just as well
to let our American friends know where
we are being pinched, and that they are
getting a capital bargain for which they
ought to be very grateful, instead of
pretending they are not going to pass
this treaty through their Senate. They
ought to be more straightforward. That
is the position we are in. In case this
treaty does not pass during two years,
their fishermen can fish by payment o
$1.50 per ton license, and we can average
their vessels at 1oo tons per vessel. My
only regret is that we have not appointed
a Committee of competent and careful
members of this Senate-six or seven of
our most experienced men to figure the
thing up, and then we will have the com-
mercial aspect of this treaty in such a
light that if we consent to it we would be
knowingly consenting. But this slipshod
legislation and discussion that have been
going on here for the last three or four
days cannot be legislation or discussion
that we ought to expect on a grave and
important question of this kind, one of
the most important perhaps that ever
came up in this Parliament except possi-
bly the great Pacific Railway Debate.
The hon. gentleman says also that there
is nothing given in this Treaty to the
Americans. If that is so, why is it that
we refused them those privileges in 1818,
or during these seventy years only when
they paid for them by another treaty of
reciprocity? Surely it is something to
give them a complete equality with our
fishermen in the surrounding waters, and
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then be met in the face with a duty of
$2 per barrel against fish caught by our
fishermen ? He says that they have
ruined their own fisheries. Well that
should be a good reason we should not
permit thern to ruin ours. The question
is not that they are going to take some
of our men in their vessels and give them
employment. We do not want our men
to be hewers of wood and drawers of
water for the American people. The
real question is that American fishermen
catch cargoes of fish that virtually belong
to our people, carry them into the
markets of the world and get paid for
them, whilst we merely get the privilege
of being conimon sailors on board their
crafts. That is not a position that I
would feel disposed our people should
hold in this country, especially in
connection with rights and privileges
that properly belong to us. I have no
desire that this Debate shall continue
longer.

THE SPEAKER-It being six o'clock
I now leave the Chair.

AFTER IRECESS.

HoN. MR. DEVER said - When
six o'clock was called, I was going
on to say that I hoped better faith
would be kept this time with us by Amer-
ican fishermen than under the Treaty of
1818, though I cannot see that I have
any reason to expect it, Those fishing
grounds, as far as I can remember back,
some fifty years, have always been looked
after by the British Government Com-
missioner, Moses H. Perley, of New
Brunswick, a gentleman whose son is
here at Ottawa in a very prominent po-
sition. Mr. Perley was a man in whom,
speaking of the Lower Provinces, the
people had the most implicit faith for his
integrity and manhood in lookirg after
their interests in those fisheries. It
strikes me now, as it also struck me then,
that to exercise our rights in the fisheries,
we will still have to continue a police
force for the supervision of then. I
think it will be much worse now, inas-
much as the Americans will feel they have
almost an equal right to mingle with our
fishermen and occupy those grounds at
their pleasure. If this be so I fear that the

HON. MR. DEVER.

troubles of the past will not ceasetat
ill feeling and difficulties arising outd'
men anxious to secure the reOar
arising from their pursuit will necess
make it a troublesome matter to
after. If we cannot secure the co-o
ation and good faith of the Vntsd
States it strikes me that ail our effort
will be fruitless. I am not dispOs at
think that the American people e i
much variance with ourselves 1i the
desire to carry out in good faith all t
requisites of this treaty, but from
experience and from the experienc
our people in the past certainlY t
opinion our fisheries should bc keP
exclusively for ourselves. Our fishilb
stations and harbors you will see W bc
as valuable for the great fishing grou
of our coast and the deep sea fishing
the banks of Newfoundland
stations to retire to and get suPPlC
and to use as a means of sally1 c
forth in case of necessity-as mc
so as those bases of operatiish
Gibralter and Malta are to the 3ritd
Government. Those who owna
occupy those places will always have a0

advantage thatwill overshadow ail othe
Now these privileges given to Amerî ai
fishermen, though some speakers have
spoken very lightly of them, look Veth
much to me like parties who OWd
coal and iron in one neighbourhoo
giving their coal to their rivals tO s
their iron when it could not be smeve'
with advantage if the coal were nOt glveCt
In making a remark on some statefleots
which fell from the senior member frOg
Halifax, I took one note, and, thog
he corrected me in another, I think I ae'
correct when I say that the hon. getcs
man was not pleased with those ch
sions, though he must know that they
were given with reluctance by our
missioner, Sir Charles Tupper, a math,
whom we had the most undoubted this
though fate had been against him In hles
affair. We know that Sir C sa
Tupper is a man of undoubtedpatriotie
and that if he failed in obtaininOurand ~ ~ aingBut
rights it was not his fault.
I trust that hon. gentlemen a
both sides of this House, and espe t
on the opposite side of politics wi bo
make this a government question, the
cause as I said hefore it is one O
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Ost important that we have ever had
fe Ore us in this House, and therefore I
att that in making a merely political
tack on the government or supporting
a nfr the sake of party is trifling with

shreat question. We give the American
ernien a free pass into our fishing
Ud by allowing them to purchase

and giving them other privileges.
do.l. gentlemen will see at once that in
th g this we give them precisely what

th . Want to enable them to carry on
beir fishing against us. I want .this to
Vi COnIpletely understood because it is a

Ital Part of this treaty. It has been
itd that it is a compliment to sell bait ;a a compliment I admit. It is like givingaarY Our overcoat and getting kicked for
Oar kindness. I do not feel that we have
atiy right to compromise this matter,

f ,t is done by our representatives ande'el that it is our duty to look upon it
i * good faith, seeing that our repre-

cirtatives did all they could under the
unt stances--that, taking everything

iseo account, it is better that a comprom-
IseShould have been had, than that mat-

rs ahould have gone on from bad to
twrse, and finally terminate badly be-
seen us and our neighbors. I do not

that I can say much more. I knowthere are other speakers who will give
Views, and that this question will

looked on with the most anxious
Sng by hon. gentlemen in this House.

linow conclude by saying that in
e Opinion this treaty is one of expedi-

cy) because we cannot be angry with
e we wish to look on as friends

opeople who have their hands stretched
out at all times to help the down-trodden

ta he world raising them from the
barism and bigotry of the past. J

th therefore vote for the treaty

a tgh 1 believe it an unfair one,
aet us hope that brotherly feeling

al always be maintained between us
ait that whilst we both are satisfiedOiur respective flags, and institutions

fil ever associate with each other as
'ls and brothers almost of one

t ONMR. MACDONALD (B.C.)-
t flot. my intenlion to deal with

bee' question at any length, it has
o80 well analyzed and discussed

by hon. gentlemen of this House.
The subject requires no persua-
sion, no sugar coating to make it
palatable to hon. gentlemen, and I think
the Leader of this House must feel very
much gratified at the reception which
it has had at the hands of those mem-
bers who are conversant with all its fea-
tures, especially those from the Maritime
Provinces. Even- the hon. gentleman
from Halifax, on rising to discuss the
treaty, said that as no one op-
posed it he would do so. That cer
tainly was a most cogent reason ?
He furnished about the strongest
argument in support of it in saying so.
He had to admit that many of the clauses
were just, right and proper and though,
perhaps, he would vote against the
Treaty as a whole he could not condemn
all its details. All shades of politicians
in this country admit now that the Treaty
of Washington was a wise and just mea-
sure, and everyone would willingly see
that treaty renewed to-morrow, if possible;
but at the time that Treaty. was before
the House, and before it was ratified,
what was said about it by the Liberal
party and the Liberal press ? It was
denounced in the most unqualified
terms, and the Government were con-
demned for surrendering the rights of
Canada. And what does all this show?
It just shows this, that everyone who can
find fault is not qualified to be a states-
man - that many who give intelligent
opinions in opposition are not qualified to
give an opinion on a far-reaching national
question, and that it requires, in ruling a
colony like Canada, a firm and mature
judgment, coupled with experience.
Although the ministry of that day
were heavily censured for assenting to
that treaty, yet what have the results
been ? That their experience and judg-
ment have proved to be wise and bene-
ficial for the Dominion. The hon. gen-
tleman from New Westminster, in speak-
ing about the rapacity of the Americans
meant, I suppose, to show that they were
not entitled to any concessions from
Canada. In that I fully agree with him,
but at the same time it is necessary that
we must have intercommunication with
our neighbors. They are on our bor-
ders, and we are on the sea together and
must exchange commodities and have
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international trade. That being the
case, we must arrive at sone means of
living together harmoniously. Therefore,
a treaty of this kind was absolutely ne-
cessary. Now, what do we give to the
United States ? In my opinion, we give
very little indeed beyond the concession
of the article of bait, and if we, under
this treaty, can only get a rebate, the
duty remitted from our fish and oil,
the treaty will be the most perfect
ever ratified between the two
countries. If the hon. member
from New Westminster had deferred his
speech a little longer, until he had heard
the able speech of the hon. gentleman
from Lunenburg, I think he would have
changed his opinion, but I am afraid he
is falling into the habits of his adopted
country. In that country we know that
the salmon does not rise to the fly, and
on this occasion the hon. gentleman
failed to iise to the fly or to take the bait.
1 regret that the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa is not present to-night, because I
intend to refer briefly to the speech that
he made here. He has been taken
severely to task for the difference
between his opinions now, and those
expressed by him at the opening of the
session, on this Treaty. I differ from
any of those who have censured him. I
commend the hon. member for having
been open to conviction. On this
occasion he has risen above party on a
great international question, and I
commend him for having the courage of
convictions. At the time he first spoke
he was not so well informed as he is
now. At present we have his mature
judgment, which is the better and the
more reliable of the two, but when I
say that, I take issue with him on his
unjustifiable attacks upon the policy
adopted for the protection of our fisheries
and of our rights during the last two
years. If there is one thing more than
another in the modern history of Canada
of which I am proud, it is the plucky
and determined spirit shown by Canada
in the defence of our rights on the
Atlantic coast. The government acted
in the most commendable spirit. If they
had not taken those measures what
would have been said ? There would
have been a howl of agony throughcut
the land that they had surrendered our

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B.C.)

rights and that we had been tranPl ha
by the Americans. They would ba
been censured severely, and justlY so
home, and despised abroad. But
justice on our side what did we do? W
maintained our cause in the face of s5 ty
millions of people. We had
vantage ground, and the An1eric
knew it. If we had not right e Ou
side we could not have maintained r"
case, but having law and the .Ir
support of England behind us, we in1a
tained our ground. It is only the
flinching manner in which the Treaty
i818 has been maintained that m{aha
the present treaty at all possible. Ifsus
had been allowed to fall into d have
and been surrendered, we would have
abandoned our rights to our fisheri'
and our territorial waters. There 15
question about that. If we had give0

an inch, an ell would have been takel'
and we could never have recovereô Out
rights. The hon. gentleman frot
Ottawa, in speaking on this quest b
pleaded as if he had been retaied
the people and fishermen of the VJit
States. He spoke as if he had
addressing a jury and trying to get tha
damages for his clients. I believe
nothing will justify the hon. gentler
in the position he took in condernîthe
the policy of the Government for tW
last two years. If harsh rness
were used, who threw
the gauntlet ? Who abrogated
treaty, and who refused to re
it ? Not Canada, but the United Stat
Who held out the olive branch, an dra
fered to renew the treaty for anothef te
without any money consideration ? hol
Government of Canada did. WhO a
out the olive branch now and provde
modus vivendi for two years to sho
neighborly feeling towards the PeOPlt O
the republic ? The Governament Of
Canada does. The fishermen Of re-
United States were opposed to the re
newal of the treaty of 1871• Thl
thought that without it they could '
where they liked, use our ports as tIIY
liked, and put us at defiance, as he
tried to do in 1886 and 1887· The
treaty of 1818, I consider, is the bul Tht
of our rights and of our whole case.eat,
treaty was not a menace to the innol, to
but only a terror to those who tri
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break th
hen di e law. If the American fisher-

that trd not interfere with our rights,
by., ety could not hurt them. They
itd t111y to keep to their own waters.

I do the present treaty we retain first
Ca do riot know exactly the geographi-
therestion of the bays and waters down
as tcolntrol of our territorial waters
I as of our larger bays.
riever leve that the Bay of Fundy
<f the came under the provisions
f t etreaty of 1818, the coast

"< theoa Scotia forming only one
inainta' headlands of that bay, but we
of eyain control of other larger bays and

the thry bay up to ten miles wide, and
So ihe-mile limit all round our coast.
14 nothat way, I can say we have given

tone -ting at al]. The only important
aesion, as I have said, that we have

velas been to allow these American
akd to corne into our ports
ad, purchase bait. All the other
suppli ages of buying food and
taii es I should, instead of cur-
,.hgo extend. I do not see why it
he Ot be done, but the framers of

eth 7, of course, knew the operation
f 1t etter than I do, and I am per-
Misi WIling to abide by what the Com-

'Ders at Washington have done.

MR. ALMON-I notice when
M my feet that there is a sort of

r pervades this room, and it is
red :-" Here is another of those
nes getting up, and Halifax at
we are to have two and a-half
)fweary platitudes made up of a

Of lewspaper editorials and the
rd of the House of Commons.
1 have the treaty, or the seperate
of it, read over to us again and

-a document that a good many of
W a good deal better than our
4M. We will be stuffed with
s and bored to death with modus
. Hon. gentlemen, I intend to

bing of the kind. God, who de-
fluency of tongue, gave me a

h eart. I feel as the surgeonn he brings up a prisoner to be
e triangle to be flogged. i put
on Your pulse, I see you have

as Much as human nature can, Out of the goodness of my
Sal not going to follow the ex-

ample of many of my friends and detain
you longer. I wish to avoid repetition,
but I cannot do so in some cases.
I must again compliment the Leader of
the House on the very argumentative
manner in which he brought the sub-
ject forward, dealing with the points
alone and placing everything fairly before
us. I think that is one reason for the
unanimity which pervades the House on
this subject. I must likewise compliment
the hon. gentleman from Richmond on
the eloquent way in which he brought
forwird his facts. The eloquence did
not disguise the facts : the facts sprung
out strongly through the eloquence and
impressed themselves more favorably on
us. I must likewise give my meed of
praise, which the hon. gentleman who
has just sat down gave, to the hon. mem-
ber from Ottawa. He evidently at first,
before he looked into the treaty, taking
his inspiration from Grit papers, regarded
it as a sacrifice to the United States of
what we ought to hold dear, but, on
hearing the speech of the leader of the
House, and on his own second thoughts
and reading, he came to the determina-
tion that he was wrong. He was like
the Tower of Pisa-he was not con-
tent to stand up straight, but he leaned
a little backwards. He thought the
Government had not done enough, but
should have given a little more to the
United States. I was pleased with him
but I must find fault with some of his
arguments. He thinks that it was treat-
ing an American vessel in an unfriendly
manner to refuse to sell ber îo lbs. of
sugar, 4 Ibs. of coffee and a bottle of
kerosene oil : but what did that vessel
corne into port for ? Does an American
fishing vessel come into any port for
such supplies as 10 lbs. of sugar, 4 lbs.
of coffee and a boule of kerosene oil ?
No. That vessel came in as a smuggler:
there can be no question about that.
She was bona fde a smuggler, and if her
cargo had been exammed you would
have found packages of tobacco put away
and .perhaps a small keg of wooden
nutmegs, and a barrel of ligneous hams,
with which the poor ignorant blue-nose
is often cheated by the cute Yankee.
There is another speech which pleased
me very much : that of the hon. mem-
ber from New Westminster. He put
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me in mind of my youthful days: the
first time I ever went to a circus I was
very much surprised to see the clown
riding on two horses at a time. It gave
me a great deal of pleasure, and as I
say it reminded me of the clown at the
circus, when I heard him call the
Americans at one time the devil-fish and
at another time the great and glorious
epublic.

HON. MR. McINNES-I never made
use of the expression devil-fish. That
was made use of by an hon. gentleman
near me and I said the simile was not
a bad one.

HON. MR. ALMON-Well, polypus.

HoN. MR. McINNES-I did not use
that word either.

HoN. MR. ALMON-As I said it put
me in mind of my youthful days when I
first saw the clown riding two horses and
my sight being bad I was not sure but I
had mistaken the hon. gentleman from
New Westminster for the hon. member
from Toronto. But when I found the
senior member from Halifax booming
both of them I though it was one and
the sane person. Some people have
said that instead of leaving this matter
to be settled by a commission we ought
to have left it to arbitration. If the
House will permit me I will read you
what Mr Jay, the American Minister at
Vienna, says about arbitration:-

" The award by the Belgian Minister of
$5,500,000, in addition to the duties remitted
by us estimated at $4,200,000, in the face of
the unimpeachable evidence cited by Mr.
Secretary Evarts in hie despatch of Septem.
ber 27, 1878, seems to have been regarded
in England as a signal triuniph for British
and Canadian diplomacy. The prompt pay-
ment of that award was approved by the
American people, notwithstanding the rule
laid down by the Vattel that "if the arbi-
trators by pronouncing a sentence evidently
unjuet and unreasonable should forfeit the
caracter with which they are invested,
their judgment would deserve no attention ;
but that singular award and the steps which
led to it, inay help to explain American
reluctance, ehould any be exhibited, to
further arbitration on the fisheries question."
That does not seem to us Canadians,
who have still some of the old blood in
us, to be right. We believe that when

HON. MR. ALMON.

we leave a thing to arbitrationi t
party decides against you, you. ot
repudiate the decision because it
what you wish, but this is the 1'i.
and those are the sentiments that
win Smith thinks our destiny is to
us into. I think he is wrong. Se
ing we had consented to this, al the
the matter to arbitration, we mut
leave it to be settled by the CoO' pie
sioners. When five millions of P of
make a bargain with sixty milli".stbe
people in that way it does not gl e
weaker party fair play. Asipe
Canuck dealing with a cute
can hardly agree with Hudibras :-

" Doubtless the pleasure is as great
Of being cheated as to cheat."

I think we do not exactly go 0 k
that in the full sense. Supposehae 1
at the different treaties that we haVe
with the United States in our Inei
and even go back to history. Thur-
treaty was that of Bourgoyne ousa-
goyne's troops were six or seven t es that
and they surrendered to four tis withot
number of Americans. He wasbl
suppliesand ammunition and waS niaI
to surrender. Gates, who col Elnde,
the Americans, had been an nteraß
officer: that made him a gentle
He had lived some time in ale tat,
aide de-camp to the Goeernor, ayoutf
of course, confirmed him in his rfore he
gentlemanly principles, and there 90
did not drive a hard bargain witb
goyne. This is the treaty - arrui

"A free passage to be granted to t'e- 00
under Gen. Bourgoyne to Great Brith'n'
condition of not serying again 1 ta
America during the present .CoDt 5 for th
that the port of Boston is assignee troo
entry of transports to receive odr
whenever General Howe shall s90Ord

Now we know what happened. . <c
gress began to think that if the-"'
weresent to England they would doger
son duty, and the soldiers doing ga
duty there would be sent out, a
they annulled the Treaty with 1 0*
goyne and kept his army prisOflers
peace was proclaimed. t

We now come to the next treat - f
the time the Loyalists were driven Oie
ihe United States-a thing that
happened in history before- 0 el
property was seized, and meln,
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Mdthe ehildren were driven out at
Woenl of their lives, but

o e.reaty of peace was made the
the BrisOners of Congress promised

ld tish Commissioners that they
te atus their influence with the sepa-

given bt to have the value of the land
doe ack to the Loyalists. Was that
o ucNot a sixpence of it was ever paid.tUch for Goldwin Smith's friends.d then come to that story of Maine

kohe red hne on the map: that we all
O*ýthat is in history, But perhaps

friend say that our Americans
R ealt differently with others.
r did they treat the French ?

8 the war with France English
%ateere treated as prize by the French
og r bottoms taken in and a

t.rer of American vessels were cap-
be by the French and confisacted.

th rican Government demanded
ppaPyIent of a sum of money to com-
ealy the parties for their losses, and

earl e reign of William IV. a war
the too Place between France and
out. fited States and would have broken

if te British Government, thorugh
t IV., had not interferred and

re e question left to arbitration. A
thsesu Of money was granted for
Can r oses Or was paid into the Ameri-

reaury but the persons in whose
on eAmerican Government got that

t have not received a sixpence of
1et n the American Treasury now
tara the balance of the Alabama
an' e then come to the Newfound-
ilto aseo Some American vessels went

Ul4a. Port in Newfoundland-and I
"W Vite the attention of the hon.

to this farom Midland (Mr. Macdonald)
day. "fat-they fished there 'on Sun-'

R e People of Newfoundland, be-
yh, fed with the same feeling that

fr ,iend has given expression to,
e p the nets of the foreigners.

Serican Government brought a
e t st them for damages, and I

tOe # the British Government paid that
to tak te parties who ordered the nets

ltop~le n up were not magistrates, but
1lam o, like my hon. friend from

"U*. diIsapproved of fishing on Sun-n that instance the British Gov-
dol4;K Paid Eeveral thousands of

HON. MR. MILLER-Did not the
British Government make us pay that
afterwards?

HoN. MR. ALMON-Why should
they make us pay it ? Newfoandland is
not part of Canada. I am afraid the
British Government had to pay it them-
selves. Now we corne to the three-mile
limit question. It is mentioned in
the papers, and not denied that the
American Government claim a nine-
miles limit on the coast of Florida, and
vessels have been captured for fishing
within that limit. According to the
American view of it, the limit begins at
three miles on our coast, and grows wider
as you go South, until it gets to be nine
wide when you reach the Coast of
Florida. Then we have had to listen to
attacks made upon Mr. Chamberlain
because, when at Belfast, he made a
speech against Home Rule; from which
some hon. gentlemen inter that he is not
a fit and proper person to be appointed
to represent Great Britain at Washington
in the framing of this Treaty. I depre-
cate the introduction of this question of
Home Rule here. On a former occa-
sion, when it was brought up in this
House, I was one of seven who voted
against the Home Rule resolutions,
though 1 was urged by friends of the
government not to oppose them. The
objection to Mr. Chamberlain was
made by the hon. member from Ottawa,
and sustained by my hon. colleague from
Halifax. I think that they showed very
bad taste, and it seems to me that even
if William O'Brien had been appointed a
plenipotentiary I should not have object-
ed to his appointment if he had acted as
Mr. Chamberlain did in the interest
of this country. Having said this
much on that subject, I will now
refer to the reasons which have been
advanced for refusing to confirm this
treaty, and to its principal opponents.
The triumvirate who oppose it most
violently are William O'Brien, who came
over here to abuse the Queen's represent-
ative and "to run him out of the place,"
as he said; then there is Erastus Wiman
-for God's sake I do not wish to give
his name tô anybody else--but Mr.
Wiman comes on here and wishes us to
put the making, not of our treaties, but
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of our tariff in the hands of the Ameri-
cans and take what they give us as a
bone which they throw to a dog to gnaw
and keep the flesh for themselves. The
other man is Goldwin Smith. I do not
know that Goldwin Smith and William
O'Brien are in a league, but they are
acting in much the same way, and
stranger things have happened than
having a covert agreement between them
to ruin British authority in Canada.
What has Goldwin Smith recently done ?
At a meeting of St. George's Society in
New York the other day he made a
speech in which he asked Englishmen
to forswear their allegiance to the
land of their birth and deny their
Queen-that as they lived in the
United States they should become
citizens of that country. I must infer
from this that if Goldwin Smith resided
in Turkey he would think it his duty to
turn Turk and be circumcised. Would
not William O'Brien support him in his
disloyal appeal to his countrymen ?
Goldwin Smith is a Benedict Arnold
without courage, a Judas Iscariot without
remorse.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-I do not
propose to detain the House very long
by any remarks I shall make on this
treaty, and I pledge myself that I shall
not be guilty of reading ancient history.
As far as this treaty is concerned I shall
deal with it according to my knowledge
of its provisions, and I may at the outset
say that I do not consider this treaty a
surrender by this country or by the
United States. I consider it to be a fair
settlement of a vexatious question of
long standing, and when at the begin-
ning of this session, the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa told us that this treaty was
a farce and a fraud, and the other night
during the discussion, that he was ready
to accept the treaty as far as it goes, he
.teemed to me to be exceedingly incon-
sistent. He did not tell us then,
shat it was a farce and a fraud,
or how much further he wanted
it to go. He spoke of reciprocity in
wrecking. He said that the wrecking
laws on the Statute books of this coun-
try were a disgrace to the Dominibn. I
asked him to point out where the dis-
grace was, and he failed to do so. He

HON. MR. ALMON.

forgot that he was a member of the
ernment that passed the Order-in ,mg
cil to protect Canadians in this et
question, and I tell hon. gentlenaOn
in my opinion that was the olLY en
measure I ever knew the Goverlnie0
which he was a member, to give to
country during five years they 0
power. Yet he goes back on it
and says it is a disgrace to the coDn
The hon. gentleman stands to-(day i bi
anomolous position of having g e'
sanction to what he termed, i a
ginning of the session, a farce
fraud. He spoke also about con.n
union and unrestricted trade Wit
United States. Well, I live within 0
forty miles of the city of Buffalo 'je
am at home, and from my experienceof
treaty of 1854, which the hon. gent of
considered was the cause of an ,
prosperity and progress in this coU0e
it is my opinion that the treaty We je
now under consideration in this
is much more favorable to Canada tbo
was the Treaty of 1854. Under
stricted -trade, which the member fo
tawa wants, what are we to get ?
offered us the American market
market of a people who expOrt a9 Of
tural products alone to the IvalUto
$522,ooo,ooo, and only importe 1O
that country last year $14,O0oo'o tgo
agricultural produce. Offering .1 to
American market is like asking .ld
take coals to Newcastle-when aPPth
to agricultural produce. Does nt0
hon, gentleman from Ottawa know in
the Americans are our comPettorsd
every market in the world to-day' get-
there is not a particle of use in Ourdge-
ting that market for agricultural pro that
I have lkeard it said in this g1Iotise of
the Americans abrogated the Tre ttbe
1854, because of our sympathy w s
South during the rebellion. t s
the avowed reason, but tbe"f
not the correct one. We gave theu
more than sympathy ; we foundtte f
96,ooo Canadians to fight the ba tho
the north, and that was more 1s 5

mere sympathy. The real qnest ' is
this ; they thought they, could d' is the
country into annexation ; and that
object to-day, because they know 13
could get commercial union they
swallow us up.
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MR. MCINNES-No, no.

gLR. McCALLUM-The hon.
'%0, eman from New Westminster says
to o," but we know that they ab-
th Dhthe treaty of 1854 because they
ti t they could drive us into annexa-

ack we had nothing for it but to fall
Rentl the treaty of 1818. Some hon.
th eren have said that our treatment of
bar er'icans under that treaty was
'e to us. But what were we to do ? Were

Witho 'l0w them to take all that we had
oueeany effort on our part to protect

tie o"th Then when we became par-
ab e treaty of 1871 they not only
bUt t td it, when it suited them,

ey did not carry it out honestly
hav~e freas in existence. We were to
c ee fish, but in order to evade the
al dProvisions of the treaty they put
the y On the tin cans in which
als towere packed. They promised

lt use their influence with the State
a. atures to obtain for us the free

th gaon of the State canals. Did
o tve us that ? Hon. gentlemen

wOuld ey did not, and I doubt if they
than th ry this treaty out any better
do 1 ey did the other. If they
Whel consider it will be a fair treaty, but
tai hon. friend from New West-
ker here gives credit to Mr. Mac-d ie and the Mackenzie government

ralys that he did not allow any Im-treatyhrepresentative to negotiate that
but an e forgot that it was not a treaty
f th a ation-it was the after birth

he W ahington treaty of 1871, and
ck o anxious to give credit to Mr.

to .enzie for it that he would leave us
4 'fer that this arbitration was

are aty. We are asked why
out e not allowed to negotiate
'Weltol treaties? Supposing Canada
ad k 0-1orrow to negotiate a treaty,
Statenocked at the door of the United
ask 'Dl any other power they would
Ca 1%0 are you ?" "Oh, I am from

" Well, who is Canada ?"
e a colony of Great Britain !'"

efsenfd Great Britain here" would

th reply. And suppose we
e he Power to negotiate treaties

orcehave we the army and navy to en-
dema ? Wherever of late vears

'flterests have been involved,

re haye always been consulted by
Great Britain in treaty negotiations.
My hon. friend from New West-
minster has told us that British
statesmen are degenerating. I wonder
if the British people know there is such
a gentleman as my hon. friend in exist-
ence ? If they did, they might send for
him to govern the British Empire. The
hon. gentleman from Ottawa said that I
have an interest in tugs. Well, if I have I
do not know that there is any harm in it,
or that I should not speak of this wrecking
question. I say that so far as the wreck-
ing question is concerned, the Govern-
ment of this country have carried out
the law in a most humane manner. He
told us they were not allowed to assist a
vessel in distress. I asked him what he
meant by a vessel in distress and he
could not tell me. A vessel may be in
distress when she loses her rudder, or if
a steamer, when she breaks her machin-
ery, or when she starts a leak, or when
she is out of fuel, or has lost her spars or
canvas; or with everything .working she
may be on a lee shore with a strong wind
blowing, and if she is a sailing vessel
and cannot work off it, then she is in
distress, and I know of no law, human
or divine, which prevents any man from
going to the assistance of a vessel in that
position, or to save human life. It is
when a vessel goes ashore in this
country and becomes a wreck, that she
ceases to be in distress and is re.
quired to employ Canadian appliances
to release her. It was under such
circumstances that the Mackenzie Gov-
ernment passed an Order-in-Council se-
curing such work for our Canadian
wreckers ; and of course the Americans,
as is usual with them the moment their
interests are touched, wanted reciproc-
ity, because that reciprocical privilege
would be worth more to them than to us.
There is a law on the statute book of
this country since 1867 which offers to
the Americans reciprocity in wrecking
and reciprocity in coasting unitedly, and
when they give us both together we
are prepared to meet them, but they
never will meet us half way. I agree
with my hon. friend from New West-
minster that they are aggressive. In
1866 they abrogated the treaty of 1854;
they also allowed men to drill and arm
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themselves in their country for the avow-
ed purpose of invading Canada. Bands of
men were drilled night and day in
Buffalo and other cities for the purpose
of invading this country, and they put
us to a great deal of trouble. During
the rebellion in their country, when there
was a raid from our side of the border
down at St. Albans, it will be remember-
ed that we had to foot the bill, and I
say that on every occasion they got the
best of us if they could. I do not think
that this Treaty is all lovely, but it is as
good as we can get, as far as the Ameri-
cans are concerned, and it is not so bad
if they will carry it out in the proper
spirit. My hon. friend from Ottawa told
us that he wanted the duty taken off
corn, because he says that corn takes
the place of the coarse grains of the
farmers of this country. That is the
very reason why I want to have it kept
on, and I am an agriculturist myself and
have not got a glucose factory, or a
starch factory to supply with corn. I
say let us leave well enough alone ; I
think reciprocity in agricultural products
with the United States would be runina-
tion to this country. My hon. friend
from New Westminster talks about the
marvellous prosperity of the Americans. I
say that man for man we are to-day bet-
ter off than they are. Man for man, in
every way you may take us, we are equal
to any other people of the same number
on the face of this globe. We have a
great and glorious future before us, and
we must work out our own destiny in
this country and see that we prosper n d
go forward and establish a strong, an
intelligent and loyal British power on
this North American continent.

HON. MR. VIDAL-At this stage of
this protracted debate it will be almost
expected that I should commence with
an apology for trespassing on the time of
the House. I have no desire or inten-
tion however, to make an apology upon
this occasion, for I think the subject be-
fore us is one of such vast importance
that it is entitled to receive from this
House all the time that may be required
in order that every member may express
an opinion on the subject under our
notice. I labor under some disadvan-
tages, but I also enjoy considerable

advantage in having hstened to t,
speeches which have already bee
livered on this question. The
vantages are in the first place thit gge
question has been so very ably disuU
by many gentlemen that very lite CO
be said by me to throw additional gt
upon it. It as been so lucidly, coriP
hensively and well explained by the ho
minister who introduced the measrthet t
the hon. gentleman from Richiofndb
hon. gentleman from Alberton and o
I might name, that there is really noef.
further required to enable us tO td
stand the necc ssity for the treaty, its
and the desirable results which et
expected to flow from it. I must cone
however that I have been much pUhad
by the arguments which we have.rid
from several members. My hon. ued
from New Westminster, for instance, ge
us a very emphatic and lengthy ad
and said a great many things with b geb
I fully agree ; but honestly I am the
to say that when he came tO -à
end of his speech I did not kro., al
I do not yet know, whether he is falt
able to or against the treaty. It aP
to me that some of his remarks wei'e0'
such a nature that either construct 0

may be put upon them according Or
prominence is given to one argurnen
the other.

HON. MR. McINNES-I do
think the hon. gentleman need be u
any doubt in the matter, because 1 de
scribed the treaty in very plain termn 5
being an unconditional surrendef d11
abandonment of the rights of Canad8.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I an ga
have the doubt removed by gettil .

the hon, gentleman this emphatic bad
claration that he thinks it is a verl y
treaty which ought not to be adopte
us. The hon, gentleman said a tMo.
many things which I think were no
uncalled for, but very unjust in reph
to that noble British Empire of Iehit
we form a part. He spoke of the trCtt
ment which we have received fro0a 1t
Mother Country as being 0'
hurtfl-as if the Home o sG
ment had acted quite re r
of our interests and ignore Out
claims up in them as rulers of the

HoN. MR. McCALLUM.
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«Our frî
tt efathers Now, I do not think

i the circumstances are fairly looked
suth there is the slightest ground for

tt harge. The hon. gentleman for-
ire; t e are only a part of the em-

Ce. e forgets that if the empire be-
ntioinvolved in a difficulty with another

et and war was the result, it would
ada buct merely the Dominion of Can-
ou btt the British possessions through-
Great eWorld, and it is no wonder that

Geatoritain in negotiating with foreigna hOUld be careful about doing
posn. to jeopardize the peace of those

es s1ons and involve herself in at hee With other nations. I allege
adian has been careful of Can-

ich tnterests and those concessions
hv he hon, gentleman finds fault with
t h en ade on our account. If

re had been trouble with the adjoin-
a r epublic on account of difficulties
bad og between us, suppose Great Britain
had )t yielded on some points and war
tuf[,sued, who would have been the

iniffs ? Would not Canada be the
ho pal sufferer ? Would it not be our
t and our cities and our commerce
et oUld be destroyed ? Great Britain

itrs would not be injured in that way
BrIitatall; consequently, I think the
th% Government in making some of
ech concessions have acted not so
to from the feeling that she desired
the 1tteet her own interests as to protect
was ts of the colonies, of which she·the rightful guaidian. Otherwise,
th e upon the strength of her arm and
Wihhtnes of her cause, she would
jf boUit hesitation have drawn the sword,
pwere necessary. I have also been

Sledby the remarks of the hon. gentle-
-çi thrOm Hlifax. I am sure it must

41an h recollection of the hon. gentle-
Ow he spoke of the treaty when it

thon rt ought under our notice. He
saw a great many things in it that'

C 'ery destrable. He said that while
ld'e he taken a little less than we clairn-
eed th ebe reached a sort of understanding
Of taat a a desirable thing in the intereets
te [again on Article 4] " as far as

.. %R$b oesI deem it satis1Nctory
[agn oAr les 10 n that

good in pri*nciple but liable to be
D#t- in " Article 13 is a very pro-

. « 14ci~deed," Article 14 alo seems a
at1i -I1OBabîe 'provision" and Article

,kftlt:ver omes into opertion will be

I think there were some other remarks
of the same character, but these are suf.
ficient to show that he thought this was
in some respects a good treaty-that a
great many articles in it were unobjec-
tionable, and now when the hon. gentle-
man gives his final verdict on it he de-
clares that the treaty is so objectionable
that he hopes it will not be ratified.
Now what does that mean ? What does
its rejection mean at the hands of the
Senate of the United States and with the
idea that that rejection would be the end
of the treaty-that we should hear no-
thing more about it, although I am
happy to believe that that will not be the
result ? What would be the result of its
rejection ? What position would it leave
us in ? And here I may observe that
the real intent and meaning of the treaty,
the feature which ought to have occupied
our minds principally in discussing it,
has not been very clearly and strongly
brought out : I mean the actual neces-
sity for a treaty on account of the pre-
sent condition of affairs, and the happy
result expected to flow fromits adoption.
In all the reading which I have under-
taken in connection with this matter, no
single passage has pleased me more than
the sentiment expressed and the illustra-
tion used by Secretary Bayard in one of
his letters to Sir Chas. Tupper, and I
will now read it to the House :-

« The gravity of the present condition of
affaire between our two countries demands
entire frankness. I feel we stand at 'the
parting of the ways.' In one direction Ican
see a well assured, steady, healthful rela-
tionship, devoid of petty jealousies, and fill-
ed with the fruits of a prosperity arising out
of a friendship cemented by mutual inter-
ests, and enduring because based upon jus-
tice; on the other, a career of embittered
rivalry, staining our long frontier with the
hues of hostilit'y, in which victory means
the destruction of an adjacent prosperity
without gain to the prevalent party-a mu-
tua], physical and moral deterioation which
ought to be abhorrent to patriote on both
sides, and which, I am sure, no two men
will exert themselv s more to prevent than
the parties to this unofficial corespond'
ence.
I do not think that picture is at aIl over
drawn. It is quite true that this is à
longstanding quarrel, and that occasion.
ally it has bien patched up to a certain
extent by a tenmporary arrangement, but,
at intervals It re.ppears as a catise a(
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serious contention, and each time as the
respective parties are growing in power
and influence it was getting less likely to
be settled without resort to the final
arbitrement of war. I think Secretary
Bayard's view is the correct one, that
we do stand at the parting of the ways ;
we occupy this critical position,
that by the rejection of this
treaty and the fallng back on the old
treaty of 18i8 and carrying it out as we
would feel bound to do, our action would
lead to most disastrous results. How
can any hon. gentleman say in the face
of such a prospect that they would like
to see this treaty rejected ? I cannot
understand that this is the real feeling of
any man who is a lover of his race or of
his country-that any man could look
forward to such a prospect and venture
to say that a treaty which will prevent
such trouble and secure peace between
two great nations should not receive the
sanction required in order to bring it
into force. The remarks of the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa also appear to
me to be be in themselves very contra-
dictory. Without my reading from the
reported debate all the strong condem-
natory words he used, it will be remem-
bered when the treaty was first brought
under our notice here-he introdued it
himself in the debate on the Address-
he said it was a most objectionable
treaty, it was a sacrifice of everythg we
had claimed ; there was not a thing that
we contended for that was not
given up, and he left the im-
pression on the minds of those who
heard him that he regarded it as an out-
rage on Canada. But I am happy to
say that without having announced any
change of opinion on further examina-
tion and reflection, he has apparently
been led to change his mind, for his last
utterances have been very satisfactory
indeed-admitting that the treaty is a
good treaty ; that it ought to be accept-
ed, and saying it ought even to be made
more liberal than it is. I hope that my
hon. friend from Midland will not think
that I am animated by any unkind feel-
ing if I venture a friendly criticism. The
hon, gentleman, while very properly
commending the admirable address
which was given by the hon. gentleman
from Richmond, qualified his approval

HON. MR. VIDAL.

by expressing his regret that the bo'
gentleman had exhibited so imuch
per. I am quite sure that this re
must have originated from a misa
hension on the part of my hon. il
Had he been in this House six Or "g
years ago when the hon. gentleman fte
Richmond, prior to occupancy o. j
Speaker's chair, more frequently sti'cs
the Senate with his energetic utteranc
he would have recognized that theratea
nothing at all unusual, in his alm _st.
manner. He always'speaks with to
ness when he has anything particuI¶ ai
bring before the House, and so far
there being any exhibition of tePn
there was scarcely anything more than
little righteous indignation which
justifiable under the circumstances.
do not mean to say there was any t"-
tention on the part of the hon. 9 e
man from Ottawa to mislead the hat
on a most important matter, but
led to it was his reading fron ti
books that such an offer relative to
shore limit as is contained 'n this trea.d
had been made 20 years ago. 14 e
it apparently on very good authoritY.
course the trenchant crilicisn of the hos
gentleman from Richmond quite dig.
proved it, and convinced the
that no such offer had been made, th
that the first time it was done was In the
course of the recent negotiation"5 foe

result of which is the treaty nowbd
us.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I gave the 1o"'e
my authority.

HON. MR.. VIDAL-I beg the care
gentleman's pardon; I examined that
fully the Senate debates, and 1 find
the very authority he quoted gives exp9
sion to the surprise felt in the statene0
being made that the proposed ten .
limit of bays was connected with or Cd
bodied in the protocol sent th Eng
twenty years ago. But I do not
to re-open the question, because -d
sure the hoi). gentleman from Richrno
has made it very plain to the 9
House that the statement was errone
All I desire to do is this : to eXpress1
opinion that the hon. gentleman flable
Richmond was not rightly 1'iu
to the slightest imputation of un
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and I think the House is exceed-
debted to him for the very able

cid statements with which he
ed all matters connected with the

One reason why I feel it to be a
express my views on this occa-that hitherto, with the exception

'On. friend on my right (Mr. Mc-
), the speaking bas been large-
fned to members from the mari-
cvImces andveryproperly so. They
the east and the west, are perhaps
lrlediately interested in the fish-
lestion; at the same time"the Prov-
.Ofntario from which I come and
eting I think was not fairly repre-
by the hon. gentleman from

tkes a deep interest in it. and I
' it is not right that I, as one of
resentatives of Ontario, should
express my strong objections to
f the statements which have beenelative to the action of our Gov-
tand people in connection withsleries. Just imagine the effect

e statements made by the hon.
1an from Ottawa would be likely

On persons who receive them as
rithOut any question ? One would
1, to read his speech, that the

ans are the most heartless and
)rable people imaginable. Why,
1 the name of common sense was
tances after circumstance, incid-

er incident claiming to illustrate
eat harshness, unreasonableness
elty on the part of Canadians in
g their rights under the Fisheries
mTentioned to the House ? What
object ot it ? What was to beby representing our countrymen

g guilty of these outrages ? I can-ierstand why they were referred
ail. Of course the whole
Of the hon. gentleman's

S Was finding fault; with the Im-
Government for sending Mr.
'erlain, with Mr. Chamberlain for
Iarks at Belfast, with our Govern-

not having obtained reciprocity,
.everything and everybody con-

With the management of our fish-
wish to record my solemn

against such statements being re-by the world as true. They are
'arte staternents by angry men,1P Without examination, and with-

out any opportunity being afforded of
refuting them.

HON. MR. SCOTT-They are what
lose us the treaty at the present time.

HON. MR. VIDAL-No; that is not
the reason why the treaty will not be ap-
proved in the United States. The fact
is, the American Government know very
well that those charges are not true.
What are the facts ? Referring to the
official statements, we know that in 1886
there were 780 visitations of fishing ves-
sels by our cruisers, and in 1887 there
were 1362 visitations. Altogether, in
these two years, there were over 2100

cases of visitation of fishing vessels by
the officers of our cruisers. Of course
if there was any wrong-doing with
any of them by our officials, com-
plaint would have been sent
to Washington very quickly. How
many reports do we hear of as having
gone to Washington, out of the whole
2,100 visitations ? The total number of
complaints, or even enquiries, coming
from the United States Government to
ours with respect to supposed or claimed
wrong doing on the part of Canadian
cruisers with those vessels which they
visited, was thirty-two. When these
came to be examined, and the Canadian
answer was sent back, how many do hon.
gentlemen suppose turned out to have
foundation in tact ? One case alone in
which the evidence disproving the charge
was not quite satisfactory to the United
States Government, and upon which they
wrote back the second time to ask for
additional information. Now, when it
is seen that only one case out of 2100

came to be a matter of sufficient impor-
tance for controversy or correspondence
between the two Governments how can
we admit for a moment that the prosecu-
tion of our rights under that treaty was
carried on harshly and cruelly ? I con-
tend that to bring forward " ex parte "
statements of men claiming simply that
wrongs have been done to them, wthout
any supporting evidence whatever
because we have a right to regard them,
as the hon. gentleman himself admitted,
in some cases as exaggerations
and of some he went the length
of saying they were probably not true,
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-- was entirely unneccessary and inex-
pedient. Is the character of our people
to be maligned because those fishermen
choose to make such charges without
foundation ? I say no, so far from any-
thing being harsh and cruel on the part
of those representing Canada during
this long course of years, I take
the ground and maintain it
that there has been nothing but
fair, upright, kind and neighborly deal-
ings on the part of Canada towards the
citizens of the United States ; and I
maintain that there has been on the part
of the United States towards Canada,
whenever opportunity offered, much
wrong doing, un-neighborly acts, and
aiding those who were doing us an
injury.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER--We even
allowed them to use our fisheries from
the ist of July for a long period for
nothing.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I stated that
there were over 0oo cases officially
reported at Washington. I read from
the Congressional Record.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I am not disput-
ing the accuracy of the hon. gentleman
in giving these statements, but I am
challenging the propriety of his reading
them here and giving them to the world
as truth.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The world al-
ready possesses them, because they are
discussed in the American press.

HON. MR. VIDAL-The world is
not in possession of them as having their
truth admitted by the leader of the Op.
position in the Senate of Canada. No
doubt the hon. gentleman has said that
he speaks only for himself and not for
any party ; but he cannot divest himself1
nor his utterances of that official char.
acter attaching to his recognized position
as leader of the Opposition. His state-
ments are of greater importance than
any statement I, or any other private
rnember of this House might make. The
very fact of his having occupied the
position he did in the Mackenzie gov-
ernment, and is now occupying in this

HON. MR. VIDAL

House, gives his statements a
and authority such as should mak
more careful in giving forth to the
with his approval or support, stat
containing such gross charges
our people. I have said that the cO00
of the United States towards us throUl
out has not been a neighborly one- the
us go back for a moment tO $
troubles of 1837. We had th
rebellion in our country, and a
many of our dissatisfied people the
over to the United States. There.
were received with open arms and-
ed by many citizens-they organiW
military force, numbers flocked t
standard, and they were ad g
openly to drill and gather arms ads
unition and do various acts threatý 0 c
to Canada. Were they interrlPthboriq
stopped by the United States an
ties ? Was there any indication t
United States had any right feecl
wards Canada moving them to dic#
tenance and suppress the effortsO o
rebels and their associates to come
and destroy our lives and pr
Quite the reverse. I personally kflO}
an incident which shows what the
ing on the other side of the line *
On the River Detroit, on one f the
islands a few miles below the city
name there was a camp of those Stt
and sympathizers. The United too
authorities at Detroit professed aso
to prevent them from doing
injury in Canada and to disarm e
How did they do it ? They t
steamer, put a large quantity O v
visions and arms on board, and vel Mo
men, and sent it down to the 19
When the steamer reached the
the crew were overpowered and
steamer was captured. It was a
easy way of supplying these men
provisions, arms, and ammunltion' to
cover of an ostensibly friendlY ac
Canada. Was the abrogation Of
treaty of 1854 an indication of f
feeling towards Canada? Qt the.
reverse. Were there any acts on
part of Canada that justified the A
tion of that treaty ? It had grely
moted intercourse between tbe
countries, and conferred greatbChi0

on both sides of the boundar li
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
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bat the le did not tell us, however,Uitebenefit of trade received by the
rcei tates was about ten times that

by Canada, but both were
yenefitted. Now, why was that

4 ogated? The hon. gentleman
to ttwa intimated that it was due
.ith th nfluences than those connected
the fisheries-that it was owing to

%taes lng.of the people ot the United
%g against Canada because of the

st they supposed we had donethe. There is no doubt that a
g of that kind did exist,

it? Was there any ground for
ol. . contend there was not.

4e i ' my hand an American Maga-
d ~hich a writer, an eminent man

'reWIth the fishery question and the
thty of 18 54. He explains clearly that

O rst Instance the United States,
ei;ilOunt Of the difficulties which the
he Wr had brought upon them, found
a thace of produce materially affected,
iuto the the way our produce was going

ge to cOuntry was a great disadvan-

t rthe r people and required to be
t theacted in some way. In addition

t e states that a feeling was very
atagainst Canada on account of the

e at this country was believed to
8 in the St. Alban's raid, mak-

appear to be a very essential
to * .Now I have taken the trouble
Alban, 'ne that question of the St.
there forraid. 1 found no foundation

O tfhe accusations brought against
11 t rendliness which led them to

gtie that Treaty ? I hold there was
dJa of the kind. So far from Cana-

'fig aid and encouragement to the
'e Othe Northern States, we did the

rterse. The St. Alban's raid. was
« the by men in Chicago, soldiers
or nOffederate army. Some twenty
t twet yfive of them went to

a some eighteen or twenty
e th of the boundary line.

tel travelled through Canada,
'ere not in uniform and they

Qtit as Private citizens, attracting no
rz 1o0 one could suppose that they

"trs led by a captai, or would
%pn their mission was. They ac-

their object without the
Goverment or people knowing

about it or having anything to

do with it. They openly, in broad day,
robbed three banks in St. Alban's, and
escaped with their plunder to the Cana-
dian side. They were followed, arrested
and brought before the judges on a
demand for their extradition. The trial
was a very long one and well argued. It
occupies the whole of this book which I
have in my hand, a record of the pro-
ceedings in the case. It contains a vast
amount of legal argument by eminent
counsel, pro and con, as to the course
the United States pursued in trying to
get the prisoners extradited, and by the
Canadian lawyers who defended them.
But the point to which I wish to call
attention is this, that in the evidence it
was clearly established that Canada had
nothing whatever to do with the matter,
and did not in any way countenance or
assist the raiders, and that they were
confederate soldiers who acted under the
direction of their own officers and only
found refuge in Canada after the offence
was committed. When the case came
to be tried they were not extradited, and
why-just because the law did not allow
it. It was tried before one judge who,
after hearing long arguments, decided
that he had no jurisdiction and dis-
missed the case. The men were im-
mediately re-arrested and tried before
another judge. The proceedings before
him were voluminous. The United
States were represented by eminent
counsel; our own government was ably
represented by counsel who assisted in
the prosecution in order to secure the
extradition of the raiders, and the prison-
ers were defended by my hon. friend the
present leader of this House, and others.
The defense sustained their position,
which was that the Canadian court under
the Extradition Treaty had no right to
hand over the prisoners, and they were
therefore discharged. Was there any-
thing in the whole proceedings to lead
the United States to attribute to Canada
unkindly feelings or a desire to aid the
enemies of the United States? I ay
there was not. The government further
showed their friendship to the United
States by paying the .$5o,ooo which had
been stolen from the St. Albans
banks back to the United States. The
did everything they could. My hon.
friend who last spoke mentioned also a

,
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matter-the very large number of Cana-
dians who joined the United States
army-which shows how little cause the
United States had to find fault with
Canada. There was undoubtedly in this
country some feeling in favor of the
South, which was openly manifested in
some of the newspapers; but no act on
the part of the Canadian people or their
authorized representatives in the Gov
ernment justified the complaint made by
the United States that Canada had lent
countenance and aid to their enemies,
and that they therefore on that account
looked upon us as an unfriendly people.
Then a little later came, as we all re-
member, the Fenian raids. Just re-
verse in imagination the position of the
two countries : suppose that we in Can-
ada had allowed men to congregate, arm,
drill and prepare to make inroads upon
our neighbors-suppose that we allowed
them to proceed to the border and cross
into the neighboring country, not only
without molestation or hindrance, but
with cheers of encouragement, what
would have been thought of our con-
duct ? The United States Government
would have so strongly resented it that
it would have led to war. Yet, all
this was done against us on
the other side of the line. The
Fenians openly armed and drilled for
the avowed purpose of attacking Canada.
They collected arms and munitions of
war and openly announced what their
intention was. Was anything done to
prevent them from invading this coun-
try ? Nothing worth mentioning and
the consequence was that they crossed
over into Canada and some of the best
blood of our country was shed in repel-
ling the invaders and a great deal of pro-
perty was destroyed. Did the United
States ever make reparation or even
offer an apology, or propose to compen-
sate Canada for the large expenditure
she had incurred in sending volunteers
to the frontier to meet the enemy at the
different points where they had entered
the country ? On that contrary when
this claim was urged to be considered in
the settlement arrived at in 1871, they
refused to recognize or acknowledge in
any way our just demand for a settle-
ment. Does not this show that the feel-
ing nstead of being one of unfriend-

HON. MR. VIDAL

liness on our part towards them the
reverse ? Then again there was alnOf
very small thing, but it shows the
ing: when the insurrection took
in the North-West and it was a
for us to send up troops to qut
they had to go by steamer tO
William. At Sault St. Marie theO
half a mile of a canal, in the State
Michigan, connecting the navigayjnO
Lake Huron with the navigation Of dr e
Superior, and our American frien
fused to allow us to send trooP0
military supplies through that t
Yet they knew that the difficultY "hat
Red River valley was nothing like
one could call war ; it was only aac
trouble among our own reople. i
was another instance, as late as 1870' -
which our neighbours showed the rie
position to deal with us in a hi h
manner. Another incident to whiC by
hon. friend has alluded is WOrt
mention. Under the treaty of 87 us
the convention which followed givr
$5,500,ooo for the use of our fish ere
it will be remembered that our Stat
to be admitted into the United 0 ld bC
free of duty, but although that eo""hic
supposed to admit the packages Inat so;
the fish were enclosed, it was. 'oto
they said, "l you can bring i f
fish free, but you nust pay ar
duty on the tins in which they
packed." Was that an act of fri
ness or good neighbourhood ?
was just like their whole dealings WI tbh
unfriendly from beginning to end.
climax I think is reached by the ib'
Intercourse Bill which was passe te la<
lieve unanimously, and becamle tioO
of the land, to be brought into o ,, ro
at any moment by the Presidents Pd
clamation. It is a law which oneb .
suppose that no nation whd eOact
emerged from barbarism woul
There was nothing to justify the b-o<
of such a Bill as that, and it shoWS .eç

embittered the sentiment of the c
States must be against us, and as
tend without any cause whatever. e
from having any reason to comp 1 ta
us, I think we have good grOunar
cumplain of their unfriendliness to
us. When did we ever nieet the ba
a disposition to be unfair? W tr
from the very first shown a desiretO
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Qything that might reasonablyas necessary to establish friend-
OUrse with them. I hold that

so far from being open
stigma of unkindness or acting

uInfriendly spirit towards our
s, south of us, has or.
'trarY done everything that
it and friendly people'could do
ain good relations with them.
ee will hear no more of ourIrovocation to the Americans,
there is no justification for any
:atement. Among all those
of cruelty towards the fishermen
England which have been made,
17 man to show a case in which
coning into our ports under
weather or having sustained

Was obliged to throw her fishd, because permission to land
1s refused It never has been
*ustOM house officers have even
the law to be ignored under

cumnstances and permitted the
be brought ashore and sold,
he Treaty gave them no right to
n nO case have fishermen been

With cruelty. Though I feel
l trespassing on the time and
Of the House, I should like to

a little further on them to
tt the main question which is
fore us, as to what the United
a-'n and what they agree to give
'hat we claim and what we agree

11P under this Treaty, to
!ther it is, as we allege, ahonorable treaty. I claim that
1g that has been said in its favor
d bY its terms. I claim that noth-
been surrendered which is con-

the honor, the dignity, or therest of either side. It is in my
.t a Wonderful proof of the diplo-ill and patriotic wisdom of the
* that were engaged in framing
.ourse we do not, in this House,
lustify Mr. Chamberlain or prorePutation against the chargestve been made against him. The
act that he succeeded in nego-
1i8 treaty is his amply sufficient
Ion. It shows that he was the

in the right place and it is
I any other man in public life
Britain could have met with

greater success. 1s it any fault of his
that when he arrived at New York de-
tectives were required to protect him
from outrage ? Did he ask for protec-
tion ? No such thing. It simply shows
what ought to be felt as a burning dis-
grace to the people of the United States
-that a man like Mr Chamberlain can-
not land in safety in New York without
such precautions because of the violent
hatred existing against England amongst
a certain element of the population of
that city ; it shows the existence of a
class of evil-minded men amongst them
who have been pandering to their
vices for their votes. It is well
known that they permit a class of men
to live amongst them free from restraint,
who openly advocate the use of dynamite
and the dagger in order to accomplish
their political aspirations, and that, I pre-
sume, is why detectives were required
for the protection of Mr. Chamberlain.
It was not that Mr. Chamberlain asked
for them, but the United States authori-
ties, knowing the character of. some of
their own citizens, felt that such precau-
tions were necessary for the preservation
of their own character. At least they
thought so ; whether such an escort was
really needed or not, I cannot pretend
to say. Now in connection with this
treaty, let us look at the original claim
of the United States. That claim was a
very wild one: it was "an immemorial
and prescriptive right to the fisheries" up
to the very coast. That was urged when
the Treaty of 1783 was made. It was,
however resisted, though to a certain ex-
tent, modifications of it were adopted in
that treaty. There is one thing to which
I would invite attention in connection
with this "prior right" that was claimed,
that it has never been urged since
then, although there are some who
to this day assert that it is an in-
alienable right. They base it upon the
fact that when New England was British
territory they all used these fisheries up
to Labrador together, and therefore they
should continue in the use of them ; but
nothing is clearer to any ordinary mind
than the fact that when the revolutionary
war came and the independence of the
United States was acknowledged, the
thirteen colonies ceased to be any longer
British territory, and the same with the
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respective coast fisheries. The fisheries
along our coast became British fisheries,
and were no longer open to the United
States citizens, upon whom the Crown
had no longer any daim for services. I
wish to call the attention of the House
to just one word that is used in the 1783
treaty, which shows that even then what
was conceded to the United States was
not admitted by Great Britain or claimed
by them as a right-it is called a "liber-
ty" to fish in and use bays and inlets and
their coasts which were then unsettled.
It is well to bear this in mind,
because a "liberty " is very dif-
ferent from a "right." That state
of affairs lasted up to the war
of 1812. War, it is universally conceed-
ed, iPso faco sets aside all then existing
treaties between the contending nations.
There has to be a new arrangement and
a Treaty again made. My hon. friend
from Ottawa spoke about the Treaty of
Ghent, 1814, and said that it contained
nothing about the fisheries, because the
United States considered their claim was
recognized and it was not necessary to
mention it. Now nothing could be more
contrary to the facts of the case. The
truth is the United States Commissioners
were directed by their instructions to
press this claim to the fisheries-to press
for obtaining certain rights, but their
demands were so excessive that the
British Government would not listen to
them at all, and that is why the fisheries
are not mentioned in the Treaty of the
Ghent. Immediately following it when
the British enforced their rights and
seized vessels of the United States fish-
ermen it was found that this state of af-
fairs could not be allowed to go on-
that it would lead to very serious
complications. Then came the con-
vention of 1818 which forms
the foundation of all the present diffi
culties on account ot the variety of ways
of interpreting its clauses, and which is
still in force. It is well that the specific
terms of the treaty of 1818 should be
aoticed. There again you will find tha
the word "right " is not mentioned. I
ie there stated that the United States
" renounce for ever any liberty hereto
"fore enjoyed or claimed by the in
"habitants thereof to take, dry, or cure
"fish on or within three miles of any o

HoN. MR. VIDAL.
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"the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbo's
"his Britannic Majesty's domnIo nc
"America." They recognisedt t
that they had only a liberty and 
inherent right. This clause raise t
great question of what is meant by ce
bays, &c. Now, I don't know wtlen''
it has so struck other hon. gen that
but it strikes me very forciblY to
there is no necessity for go a
lawyers or any of the authorities tr,
constitutional and international It i
find the true meaning of these terrns
meant a three mile measuremnent Iih¢
ing the sinuosities of the coast
was the necessity or sense of in
the words " bays, creeks or harb ý
There was no necessity whatever g e
treaty meant that it was to fo id
sinuosities of the coast. It wOUe
been sufficient, in that case, to have
to be measured three miles frOan Ï
coast, that would have followed a0l 4
sinuosities, and the other words dte
be superfluous. Now, at that tilne,
only way of defining the limit frornht,
the three miles should be measur
bay was to draw a line from h
to headland across its entranlce 0
matter how large. That this
the case clearly understooda
will perceive who will lookoritis
the matter and read the authli*ce
For instance, the Lord Chief
of England in deciding a cr
case clearly affirmed the principle the'$
line drawn from headland to head
this manner included waters which
within the jurisdiction of the crf th
law, that line being the coast line O 1
bay. Again, the Judicial Comm1h8
the Queen's Privy Council, the
legal authority in the realm, in pldei
a case between rival marine tel-
companies, decided that Conce
Bay, Newfoundland, over twenty l
wide at its mouth and extendin8g.
forty miles inland, was whollY .tiP
British dominion, " being clearly
the territorial jurisdiction of Englan
her dependencies." Then we kfl the

t the United States authorities a
sane rule to the ChesapeakeD,

- and other bays, We also kno*
- Daniel Webster recognized that to b

true way of interpreting the
f x8î8. Consequently that CanadS
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etO that interpretation was quite
4y cnd proper. Here we come to the
te encession made on each side by

pb tsent treaty. The United States
1av n the six miles limit claim, and

the trconceded that the interpretation of
1aty shall be the ten miles limit.
%_ remnark that these miles are marine

Ss'ta so it gives us a little wider stretch
Mal toemiles, ten of the former beingth eleven and a half of the latter.
te 0f surrender of course what lies
e f three miles from that ten mile
8 th'o is that surrendering any-

'tted is really important to us ? I
th not: I contend that it is not

the h 3uarreling about, and moreover
eW f sih Government has taken that

aic rnany years past and under its
a esse ere has not been any seizure of

it 1 fishing outside of the three mile
le the coast. At the same time it

sure toa very difficult question, and one
tle use strife and trouble if not

tider th hen several important bays
an ten miles are conceded to us.

spe on.friend from Ottawa in
thoI8 of this treaty said that

tiede bays were given up and men-
pecially the Baie des Chaleurs.

een ' •SCOTT-Not in the re-
celtea te.

> . VIDAL-No, but when
Addgrof the Treaty in the Debate on
erhiess, With a copy of the Treatythi the hon. gentleman said so.

iii the DR SCOTT-I may have said
I ebate on the Address.

%ehttrn TMR. VIDAL-But the hon.
en h an had the Treaty in his hands

e rade the statement.

te% MR. SCOTT-No. I had theofI the Citizen, but not the official
he Treaty.

lriaMR. VIDAL-The hon. gentle-
th%, the treaty before him in which
this d'es Chaleurs is excluded from

etherit is recognized as being alto-
h Property.

HON. MR. SCOTT-That was a mis-
take.

HON. MR. VIDAL-We thus get rid
of a very difficult and vexatious question
which might have led to trouble. There
are many other points that I should like
to deal with but I feel that I am trespass-
ing on the patience of the House. I
could show that other concessions in this
Treaty are concessions of very little
value to us and some of which ought
unquestionably to be made, and while I
do not accept the statement made by
some hon. gentlemen that the Treaty ot
1818 was a barbarous and outrageous
treaty, I admit that it was not one that
would be made in 1888. There has
been such a growth of ideas, acknow-
ledgement of rights of other nations, and
increase of commercial intercourse, that
I am quite well aware that the Treaty of
18 18 is not suitable to the circumstances
of 1888. Long before this Treaty was
framed, I stated openly to people with
whom I have conversed about. it, that
Canada's insisting upon soie of the
rights which were legally and literally
hers under the Treaty of 1818,
was demanding that which should be
given up without any hesitation,
because they were contrary to neighborly
feeling, and were susceptible of being
harshly used towards fishermen in trouble
and distress. Consequentiy I feel that
in surrendering such merely technical
rights we are not giving up anything that
we could desire to retain. The arrange-
ment that has been made allowing ves-
sels under certain circumstances to come
in and purchase ice, bait, seines, etc., is
also a wise and judicious arrangement.
It may be observed that it is not to be
permanent until such time as the United
States think fit to admit our fish into
their markets free. As soon as tbat is
done it will become permanent. Mean-
time is it not a good policy to give the
United States fishermen a kind of fore-
taste of the advantages they would enjoy
under the treaty in order that they may
be convinced that the adoption of that
treaty is to their interest as well
as to ours ? It shows the foresight
and good judgment of the Commission-
ers who negotiated this Treaty that they
thus provided against the difficulty of get-
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ting the Treaty ratified at present by the
United States Senate ; and it is hoped
and believed by a great many who de-
sire the continuance of good will and
friendly intercourse between the two
countries, that Congress will soon see
that this Treaty is worthy ot being
adopted. It is well known that the
United States Senate will not reject this
Treaty because of its supposed demerits.
The hon. member from Ottawa made
that very clear to us. He told us in dis-
cussing it that the Senate would not be
influenced by what we said here, that
they were guided entirely by party feel-
ing-that they were not willing that the
authorities now in power, the President
and the party to which he belongs,
should have the credit of accomplishing
a thing so good and beneficial to the
country and that therefore they would
oppose it. That kind of opposition does
not seem very creditable to legislators,
and I am sorry to say it
is not confined to Washington.

HON. MR. POWER-The majority
in this Senate are something the same.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think that is an
imputation on the integity and character
of the whole Senate which the hon.
member ought not to make, and should
take back very promptly. There is one
satisfaction, nobody will believe it when
he says it.

HON. MR. POWER-No, not in this
House: it is an unbelieving generation.

HON. MR. VIDAL-1 will now make
some rernarks with respect to the feeling
about the treaty in the United States,
and the advantages which I think will
be derived from its being assented to by
this Parliament, by England and by
Newfoundland, even if rejected by the
United States Senate. I think a very
grnat advantage will be gained, and I
do not consider by any means that its
postponement by the United States
Senate will be of any serious con-
sequence. In the meantime observe the
advantageous position in which it will
place us. We have now taken a position
in which we have the cordial approval
and firm support of the British Empire

HON. MR. VIDAL.

The whole empire stands at our back
and acknowledges our present Position
is right and will put forth its utroost
strength to enable us to maintain i.
Then, instead of meeting in the United
States a nation universally hostile tO us
what do we find ? We find that the
larger portion of that nation holds the
same approving view of this treaty ash e
do. How do we know that ? -TbeX
Senate does not represent the Populal
tion ; it is not a representative body, an
being composed of only two meinbers
from each State, is a very different thing
from representing the large body Of the
people. We have in the last presidU
tial election the true sense of the major
ity of the people in the United State'
and therefore, when we have the Pres.
dent and his advisers-

HON. MR. MILLER-And the 1ouse
of Representatives.

HON. MR. VIDAL-They have no
I think, expressed themelves upon it, bt
I suppose it will be the same. We hae
the President and his Cabinet, and the
Democratic party, the majority of the
country, taking the same view that 'e
do, and I am persuaded that the World
at large, outside, exercising an independ
ent judgment on this treaty, wilI say that
Canada in adopting it,. is do'in that
which is just, kind and wise.
then, the approval of the whole WOrle
we can well afford to wait until such tide
as the political party feeling may subeidr,
when the Presidential election 15 0 t
hoping that the United States Senate
will come to the same view as ourseles
and ratify this treaty, so well calculat t
to produce lasting good. Moreover sa
isfaction with the treaty is not con
to the Democratic party. Hon. ge .
men will remember that one of thechi
missioners, Professor Angell, of Michi
gan, is a member of the Repub sai
party, and what does he say ? .ie sathathe
openly at a public meeting that it Slat
interest as well as the duty of the
of the United States to adopt the treaY

te 011l1
You may be sure that he is nOt the i
Republican who entertains that vie the
contend therefore that in assenting cb s
treaty, we are only doing that Whr h
right, and which is conducive to Our
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Pace and prosperity, that in making thefew trifling concessions which we do, andthe United States in making the few
Sh ig concessions that they grant-for

o d that there is a fair and honorable
concession on both sides-it will be thereans of perpetuating that amity and

fldship, that familiar and pleasant in-tercourse which have existed between us
sO long, and which, I trust, will neverbe broken. As belonging to the same
race, speaking the same language, in-
terested and proud of the samegrea men-warriors, statesmen ,poets,Philantrophists of former days
a Ought never to be separated by strifeand when the happy time comes, whenthe Whole world will do away with Customlouses, our amicable relations will

oubtless be more complete. With my
r ent feelings and views, however

withsant and desirable our intercourse
With Our neighbors may be, I trust Cana-
di"' will always feel it to be a higher
Privilege, and more conducive to our
ProsPeriety and satisfactory to oureires and aspirations, to continue asge re now, an integral portion of the
eut British Empire.

o1 N. MR. CLEMOW-I do not wishO Prolong this debate but I think it is
threessary, seeing there are only two or
thies gentlemen who have addressed
ecs -louse, to say a few words in refer-
thce to it. In the first place, I thinkthetheouse must feel a debt of gratitude

o the hon. gentlemen from the Maritime
siiovinces for giving so clear an expo-
hton Of the effect which this Treaty will

rie on the fishing interests of the
are itme Provinces. Of course theyprore interested in this question thani3 obably any other section of the Domin-

the b though being of course a part of
Or 1 omnion we are all interested more
largeess. The fishing interest is very
thin and important, and therefore any-
of n that can be done for the purpose
linan.nProving it will receive the
the ious sanction of Ontario and
As Other Provinces of the Dominion.
see understand it, the great question
0f 8s to be with reference to the treaty
pr' •.8 Well, I commence upon first
underples. The treaty of 1818 wasertaken by the American people, an

astute and clever race, who never sign a
document that they do not intend to
carry out ; and therefore I think, as far
as that treaty is concerned, they have no
reason to find fault, whether the terms
were too stringent or not. After once
ratifying the treaty, it became the law of
the land, and they ought to be compelled
to abide by its provisions. whatever they
may be. I should like to ask hon.
gentlemen, supposing the effect were in
the opposite direction-and we know
that treaties have been made that have
not been altogether palatable to the
British Empire or to Canada-what we
might expect ? The Washington
Treaty, you all know, was not
in any degree palatable to this
country ; but, still, we were pledged to
comply with its provisions without mak-
ing any kind of difficulty with reference
to it. The British people have always
made concessions in every treaty. I
know myself that they made very im-
portant concessions to the Americans
during the existence of the Reciprocity
Treaty. At one time, by order-in-coun-
cil, our government allowed the vessels
of the Americans to traverse our inland
waters here when they had no more
authority to pass that order-in-council
than I had myself. I was then engaged
in the forwarding trade in this section of
the country. I took legal advice and
found from the best authorities that I
could seize every boat of the Americans
that came into the city of Ottawa, not-
withstanding that the government of
Canada had passed this order-in-council
and allowed them to come. That
shows that our government is al-
ways willing and desirous to make
every concession. You all know at
the time of the abrogation of the Reci-
procity Treaty how it was brought about.
The American people at that time were
desirous of renewing the Treaty, but a
most extraordinary combination arose in
Montreal, brought about by a gentleman
who acted as the American consul, a Mr.
Potter. Delegates met in Detroit and
when they were about considering the
subje -t of a rernewal of the Treaty a re-
port was received from Mr. Potter of
Montreal, through his agent, Mr. Wood,
of the Telegraph Company, saying that
it was not considered in the interests of
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the American people that that Treaty
should be renewed at that time. They
abrogated that Treaty of their own
free will, and they have no reason to find
fault because the Treaty is not in exist-
ence to-day. At that time, I confess, the
people of thiscountry were rather anxious
that it should continue to exist, but
the experience gained since then
ought to convince the people of Canada
that they found a happy deliverance
from having that treaty renewed at that
time, because I believe that there was a
feeling in the United States that if the
treaty were not renewed it might possibly
affect the allegiance of the people of this
country to the Empire and lead them to
seek a political union with the United
States. They thought the abrogation of
the treaty would have that effect and
consequently the treaty was not renewed
on that occasion. I believe something
pretty nearly similar to what is occuring
at the present time happened with refer-
ence to that question. It is an extraor-
dinary coincidence that a Mr. Wirman,
connected also with a telegraph company
-and those telegraph company's pos-
sess a large amount of influence, inas-
much as they control a great portion of
the correspondence of the country-ap-
peared on the scene, and the same diffi-
culties occurred then that have occurred
lately with reference to the extention of
the Fisheries Treaty. We acted with
every consideration to the A merican peo-
ple. At the abrogation of the treaty.
instead of putting it into force without
consideration, we gave them time for re-
flection, but it had no effect. This coun-
try has done everything that possibly
could be done, with honor and justice to
ourselves, to maintain friendly relations
with our neighbors. It is said that the
Americans are a very honorable people,
and that they desire to manifest that
sense of justice in every way. I am per-
fectly willing to admit that they may be
honorable and, as my hon. friend from
Midland says, perfectly straightforward
in all business transactions, but from my
experience of them, I would just as soon
have whatever is done with them com-
mitted to writing, and in such a way that
it will be binding. They are an astute
people, willing to carry out their contrats,
but I think they should be bound in

HON. MR. CLEMOW.

thay way. It seems to me that
this laudation of the American peoP
is directed more as a kind of
censure, if it can be so
plied, upon our present Government
Some hon. gentlemen seem to exult in
trying to make it appear that our neigh
bors deserve every consideration, while,
on the other hand, they try to accuse the
Government of committing all sorts o
actions to try and make an impression
that they are causing the irritation in the
United States, and that the Governmient
and people of that country are perfectly
free from blame. My confrere fr0Po
Ottawa, at the opening of the session, as
you are all aware, spoke of this treaty a
a complete surrender. The other daY
he used a different kind of argument and
considered that we were not givig
enough to our neighbors, and he said,
believe, that what we are getting to-day
could have been had some twenty years
ago. Well, it is a most extraordina'
thing, if they were prepared to give O
what is asked to day, that the Senate .
the United States will not ratify thi
treaty at the present time.

It does seem to me to be an extraor
dinary anomaly. I believe that the
American people are desirous of gettin
all they can. They will make the bes
bargain they possibly can for their Own
people, and of course you cannot blanie
them for that ; but I think amongst Our
selves we ought to be more patriotic, an
we ought to show that our public cneh

tO a n u c bare just as honorable and just, as. 1the
inchned to discharge their duties in b
interests of the country as are the Publi
men of the United States. I cann
understand this constant decrying of Our
public men. I cannot understand why
it is that on all and every occasion cer
sure is attempted to be heaped upon Ou
public men for alleged acts of Ornsstd
or commission. We all know that, te
or three years ago, when the ]FsherY
Treaty expired, there was a sentitet

aIttha~throughout the country general he
extreme measures should be taken for ti-
purpose of protecting the rights and Pr"
vileges of our fishermen, and therh eret
no parties in this country more ve t
in urging the Government to carry tb,
that idea, than the gentlemen on
Liberal side of politics in this cou
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o atter what is done on the part of
the Government there is some way of
inaking it a crime, whether they do what
the hon. gentleman opposite says they
Ought to do, or whether they take a
different course. So it is in this case.

ou nay depend upon it, if the Govern-
rnent had not acted in the way they have
dorie they would have been censured
fo ot doing it, and I think they would

entitled to censure, because, in my
opinion, they have provided ample
protection for our fishermen and for
the Preservation of our fisheries. When
the gentlemen from the Maritime
Provinces say that.the Treaty now before
Us is satisfactory to them, that it will inure
to their advantage and will settle long
Pending difficulties, why should there be
any hesitancy in supporting such a
Mfeasure ? I think the other day it was
al"1ost the unanimous sentiment of this
Senate to support this Bill; but since
this discussion has arisen we find some
gentlemen taking technical objections
to this and to that clause of it,
'lot for the purpose of showing the clauses
are wrong in themselves, but with a view
tO disparage the acts of the plenipoten-
traries who were engaged in making thistreaty. Our representatives at Washing-
ton applied themselves with all the zeal
and knowledge that men could apply
tlernselves with for the purpose ofsecuring a Treaty that would be satisfac-
tory to the people of this country, and

have the satisfaction of knowing that
rn. Chamberlain acted in perfect accord

wlth then. We have heard from Sir
harles Tupper that he was well satisfied

Wth Mr. Chamberlain. We have heard
t 8tated here that Mr. Chamberlain was
not a Suitable gentleman for the position
h Plenipotentiary. I do not think we
og e anything to do with the antecedents
havMr. Chamberlain, or what he may

e done or said in Ireland or elsewhere.
ahen he reached this country he at once
*dPPlied himself to the discharge of hisduti

ses at Washington, and I think he
tio discharged them with such satisfac-
iavn that the people of this country will

-%j cause for gratification that the
reaty has been as successful as it is.
e re all anxious that that disputed
estion should be settled, and

*ben the time has arrived for a
34

settlement of it, I think it is
very wrong for any public man to inter-
pose difficulties for the purpose of
making it worse than it is. The Ameri-
cans have told us that one of the reasons
why a feeling was engendered against
the Canadian people was the sympathy
shown by a portion of the people of this
country with the southern States during
the war. There may have been a few
people in this country who sympathised
with the south, but I defy any man to
say that the Government of Canada ever,
by word or deed, did .anything to en-
courage or assist or sympathise with the
southern disturbance. But how was it
on the other side of the border during
Fenian raids and the rebellion of 1837 ?
We know that arsenals were allowed to
be robbed, and men were supplied
with money and arms for the purpose
of invading lower and upper Canada.
Why not use that as an argument?
Hon. gentlemen opposite. ought to
point that out as grievance to the people
of Canada, and I certainly can feel how
along the border both in Upper and
Lower Canada the sympathies of our
people would be to a certain extent in
favor of the south. This question has
been well argued and a great deal of
information has been obtained ; and I
for one feel deeply indebted to the gen-
tlemen from the Maritime Provinces for
having made their case so ably and so
much to the point. I think we under-
stand more now of the fisheries question
than we ever did before. Our fisheries
are a valuable inheritance, and it is one
that we ought to protect with all our
power. A great deal has been said about
the right of the American fishermen to
enter the three mile limit, and that upon
paying $1.50 per ton on their vessels
they can come in and fish as much as
much as they like. As I understand
the treaty, they have no such right ;
therefore it does not interfere with the
legitimate prerogative of the Maritime
Provinces as far as inshore fisheries are
concerned. That remains as it is, The
Americans have secured the right, as I
understand, to purchase bait for
the deep sea fishing. That no
doubt will be a benefit to
both parties, inasmuch as those who have
the bait to sell can sell it to advantage,
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and it will not interfere in any way with
the inshore fisheries. I understood ny
hon. friend, Mr. Dever, to find fault with
the treaty because, as he says, it hands
over the inshore fisheries to the Ameri-
cans on payment of $1.50 per ton license
fee ; but I am very glad to find that my
construction of the treaty is as the hon.
gentleman from Prince Edward Island
has stated.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time on a
division.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on the Bill.

In the Committee, on the seventh
clause,

HON. MR. POWER-This clause is
the one which provides for the granting
of licenses :-

"7. The Minister of Marine and Fisheries
and any officers of the Government of Cana-
da whom lie may authorize for that purpose,
shall grant promptly, and upon application,
and without charge, licenses to United States
fishing vessels to purchase in established
ports of entry of the aforesaid coasts of
Canada, for the homeward voyage, such
provisions and supplies as are ordinarily
sold to trading vessels."

That portion of the clause is clear
enough and easily understood. It pur-
ports to give the Americai fishing ves-
sels the right to get for the homeward
voyage the sane kind of supplies that
trading vessels may get. But I would
call the attention of the leader of the
House the latter portion of the clause
which provides:-

"And any such vessel, having obtained a
license in the manner aforesaid, shall also be
accorded upon all occasions such facilities
for the purchase of casual or needful pro-
visions and supplies as are ordinarily grant-
ed to trading vessels."
I think that that extension of the right
is a very objectionable feature indeed.
It allows a vessel to come in claiming to
be on her way home, and get a license
under which she is entitled to get pro-
visions and supplies, and having once
got this license, whether she goes home
or not, if she cornes into any other
port of the Lower Provinces she is

HON. MR. CLEMOW.

entitled without any question being
raised to get those supplies. In
the other Chamber the question ws
asked I think, both of the Minister of
Justice and the Minister of Finance,
what was the meaning of that? What
that provision covered ? And neither
of those gentlemen, as far as I can
learn, gave any satisfactory exPlanea
tion of the meaning of that paragraPh.
While we may be called upon to pass
the treaty, I think the Government who
have charge of the measure should tell
us the meaning of it, because as I read
this latter part of the clause it practically
nullifies the limitations which are in the
former part.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I should like
to ask my hon. friend if the provision in
the Act is not an exact counterpart of
number 1 ? I do not suppose the
hon. gentlemen expects us to accept One
part of a treaty and reject the other?

HON. MR. POWER-I was not ask-
ing anyone to reject the clause; I Was
simply asking a member of the Govern-
ment in charge of the Bill to tell us what
it means.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-There t
is, and let the courts determine.
think it would be improper for us tO n
terpret it.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I shall e'
deavour to give my hon. friend as good
an explanation as I can; but it nust 1e
borne in mind that my explanation e
not be conclusive. We must corne for a
final explanationof it to a court of appea1
but to my mind it does not present 0y
great difficulty of construction.
object to be obtained by this liceise 1
the right to a fishing vessel on its home
ward voyage to get such supplies an
provisions as are ordinarily sold
trading vessels. That is the first p
The second part must necessarily
with something else. It describes the
provisions and supplies which a sch
may obtain under this license, whica
must be a license under its hone'wd
voyage. And it is the same license,na
it is only on a homeward voyage it
be obtained. It speaks of provis'0
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and supplies as casual and needful
suPplies; it is qualified in the same way
as supplies granted to trading vessels,
and can do us no harm. I think it is
not the same thing as the first ; it is
sOmething less broad than the first.
It refers to such casual or small
incidental supplies as a vessel may
need-not a full supply. Not a full
Outfit of supplies as a trading vessel
mray no doubt obtain on its home-
Ward voyage. The only reasonable
gOund upon which we could take ob-
jection to this clause would be that it
gave something more than the first part
of it, and it is quite plain under Article
XV that there are supplies which we do
not want to sell on such occasions. Under
such a license, the right to buy that kind
Of supplies is only to be obtained after the
duties have been removed from fish oil,
Whale oil and seal oil, etc. What we
Would desire not to sell under this clause
Of the treaty is what is mentioned in Ar-
ticle XV-bait, ice, seines, supplies and
Outfits for fishing vessels. There is
nothing in clause XI which would auth-
Orize a fishing vessel to buy such sup-
Plies as are peculiar to fishing ves3els.
t 's only such supplies as are usual
or trading vessels, and those

8UPPlies for fishing vessels we
do lot desire to sell to our neigh-

ors until the duty is removed.
If rny hon. friend or myself had drawn

is clause, we might perhaps, desiring
tO know more of its meaning, put in
SOne expression to make it clearer.
That is the way I should construe it
"QYself, that on all occasions a fishingVessel may obtain those small and
unirportant supplies of the class usually
Obtaied by a trading vessel; while in
orderto buy supplies necessarily incidental
to "shing, they must await that period
When the United States removes the
duty from fish.

The clause was agreed to.

0 n the ioth clause.

l'ON. MR. POWER-I think that
thls clause is one that calls for some

ttie remark. It proposes that the
"staiWay of carrying on legal business

is country shall be altered for the

purpose of meeting the convenience of
American fishermen. The stipulation
that a case of infraction of the provisions
of the Treaty shall be tried or heard by
the proper Court of Vice-Admiralty at
the place where the boat or vessel
concerned is detained, just means this,
that if a vessel should be seized for
instance down in Aspy Bay, Cape Breton,
then the judge of the Vice-Admiralty
Court has to go down with the officers of
the Court to the eastern shore of Cape
Breton for the purpose of trying the
case, instead of having it tried at the
place where the Court is situated. If,
about the same time, another vessel is
detained at Digby, then the judge and
officers of the Court have to be trans-
ferred from the extreme east of Cape
Breton to the western part of the Prov-
ince. While I believe in speedy trial, I
think that this provision that the Court
of Vice-Admiralty shall become a sort of
itinerant court is not a very dignified
one. Then the third sub-clause of this
clause is rather peculiar. It provides
that an appeal shall lie at the instance of
the person accused only. I cannot see,
when a question before the Court of
Vice-Admiralty is merely a question of
law, why the Crown should not have the
right of appeal also.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The plain ob-
ject of this clause has been to facilitate
as much as possible of trial in this
summary manner so as not to detain
the vessel. The object is a good one.
I am convinced that the gentlemen who
settled it and who understand perfectly
the management of the Vice-admiralty
court of the Province, would not do any
thing which would place the court in an
undignified position.

HoN. MR. POWER-The Americans
would not put the court of Alaska in
that position.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-With regard
to the appeal I do not think there is
anything inconsistent with principle
laid down here. The Crown never takes
an appeal; it is the defence.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-The clause
itself provides that the court is not
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necessarily held where the vessel is
seized, because it provides that the judge
of the court, may, on application on the
part of the defence, order the case to be
tried at some other place more con-
venient.

HON. MR. POWER-If the defen-
dant wishes the change to take place the
judge can do so ; but the Crown is
obliged to go to trial at the place where
the vessel is seized. It is like every-
thing else in the treaty-all in favor of
the Americans. '

The clause was agreed to.

On the 14 th clause,

HON. MR. POWER said-I wish to
direct the attention of the Committee to
something in this 5th sub-clause. It
provides :-

" This section shall cease to bave any
force or effect if the treaty is rejected by the
Senate of the United States, and if by pro-
clamation the Governor-General declares
this section to be no longer in operation.
The day from and after which, in such case,
this section shall cease to bave force and
erfect, shall be a day to be named in such
proclamation."

Now this is a provision that is not
beyond our control. The Parliament of
Canada have a right to deal with the
matter referred to in this sub-clause ; and
I think that the proper course for this
Senate to pursue, if they have due regard
for the dignity of this country, is to strike
out all the words in the sub-clause after
" The United States " so that the sub-
clause will read this way-" This section
shall cease to have any force or effect if
the Treaty is rejected by the United
States." In that case we shall by pass-
ing the Treaty have shown our desire to
live on terms of good-fellowship and
good neigeborhood with the people to
the South of us, and we shall at the same
maintain our own dignity by saying that,
if they reject the Treaty, then we are
not going to allow them to enjoy
for wo years all the benefits
which they will get under the
treaty, which are given to them
by the provisions respecting the
modus vivendi I think that if the Senate
of the United States reject the treaty, we

HON. MR. DICKEY.

shall best consult our own dignity and
the interests of our fishermen and of the
Maritime Provinces by deciding that the
modus vivendi shall not continue in
operation after the rejection of the treaty
by the United States. The hon. gentle-
man from Sarnia told us first that it
would be a calamity if this treaty were
rejected by the Senate of the United
States. He was animadverting on a
statement of mine, that I hoped the
treaty would be rejected by the Senate
of the United States, and in doing so he
pointed out what a very serious rnis-
fortune it would be if that were tO
happen. Before the hon. gentleman had
got through with his speech, his better
judgment asserted itself, and he said that
we would show our good feeling towards
the United States by now adopting the
treaty, even though the United States
Senate afterwards failed to ratify it. ln
order to show the hon. gentleman's latter
view was the most correct, I shall take
the liberty of reading from an article in
the New York Nation, one of the leading
newspapers of that country. The paper
says that the treaty will probably not be
ratified by the Senate, and the writer
goes on to add :-

" Meanwbile the irritation that bas existed
during the past two years respecting the
fisherv dispute, bas been much quieted by
the negotiation, and it will consequently be
much easier to keep the- peace than it bas
been heretofore. For so much we ougbt to
be thankful."

Now I move that all of this fifth sub
clause after the words " United States
at the end of the second line be stricken
out.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I an OP-
posed to this amendment. I think we
have conceded a great deal to the United
States by the modus vivendi, but if the
Government consider it in the interest Of
this country, in case the United States
do not adopt this treaty, and if there
should be a prospect in the future, by
some short process, of accepting the
treaty, I do not believe it would be wise
for us to say that if the United States do
not accept this treaty it must fail. BY
that means the Government would be
deprived of any discretion in the natter.
They might think that by delay in l
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Scinding this clause, probably a better
judgment would be arrived at by the
United States, but if this amendment
were adopted they would be obliged to
renew the same process, which seems to
be so irritating to the United States, in
seizng their vessels. I think it wise that
we should leave this matter entirely
'I the discretion of the Government, and
if they believe it is in the best interests
0f the country to continue that treaty,
they should do so, though I do not think
It is in the interest of the county from
Which I come.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
Wil.l Perceive precisely what this clause
is intended to do, and precisely what the
effect of his amendment would be. It
rnu1 st not be forgotten that this treaty
cones before the United States Senate
at an unfortunate period for the careful
and impartial consideration of its merits.

HON. MR. POWER-That is what I
Said.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-We all know,
and it is unnecessary to refer further to
the fact, that they are almost in the
agonies of a general election for Presi-
dent, that the strife of party is very
strong and fierce, and there are many
considerations which would weigh with
the Senate and public men in the
Unflited States, in respect to the ratifica-
tion of this treaty, entirely outside of its
rnerits either with regard to that country
Or With regard to our own. Now, if the
on. gentleman's amendment carries

what will be the result ? If the Senate,
as is reported, has rejected the treaty
this afternoon, the Treaty of i818, and
the fisheries laws as we have had them
for the last year and the year before,
will be in full operation to-morrow; and
all Our machinery, which, according to
several hon. gentlemen on the other side,

as caused so much exasperation and
'11feeling in the United States,
and according to some other gentlemen
on that side has been the cause of so
tiuch barbarity and cruelty being prac-
tied by us-all these objectionable fea-

tures of our fisheries laws will come in
force to-morrow morning. I would ask
thi8 House in the interest of peace and

harmony is it desirable that such a state
of things should take place ?

HON. GENTLEMEN-No, no.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Is it not rather
desirable, seeing the chance or probabil-
ity of the United States Congress coming
to a different conclusion on this treaty,
when they shall be in a position to con-
sider it on its merits only-that our Gov-
ernment should not resume its measures
for the protection of our coast fisheries,
which I maintain it would be bound to
recommence if the laws were so amend-
ed? Is it in the interest of this country
or in the interest of peace and harmony
that it should recommence these pro-
ceedings, and renew the bad feeling
which has existed for the last year or
two-without any fault on our part I
maintain-as a result of the enforcement
of our rights after such long periods of
abandonment of them undér the Treaties
of 1854 and 1871; and so render it
absolutely impossible for us to again
reach the point we have at this moment
gained, that is to say a moderate fair and
reasonable adjustment of the differences
between the two countries, by construc-
tion mainly of the Treaty of 18 18 ; under
which we believe, and we think that the
people of the United States will also
believe, we can live in harmony, and do
justice to our respective peoples. I
think therefore that my hon. friend
should not press this amendment. He
should allow this clause to stand as it is
and so leave the Government, in the
event of its seeing the prospect at an
early day of arriving at the solution which
this Treaty offers to all these difficulties,
to abstain from puttng an end to the
modus vivendi and allow an oppor-
tunity to our representatives, and
the Government of the United
States, and the Government of
Great Britain jointly with ourselves,
to resume the consideration of this
Treaty on a more favorable occasion, and
peaceably re-pass it and put it in force.
It is for the purpose of attaining that
object, of avoiding for the moment the
irritation that would result from protect-
ing our fisheries, that the Government
desires to have this provision in the
clause.
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HoN. MR. DICKEY-I think this
modus vivendi clause is one of the best
provisions in the Treaty and that the
whole effect would be impaired both as
respects the fishermen of the United
States and ourselves in the interest of
comity and good will if this clause were
ixiterfered with. Let the Committee look
for a moment at the intention of the
clause. It is provided that licenses may
be granted during any period of the in-
terregnum which shall pass between the
15th February, 1888, and the 15th Feb-
ruary 1890 for the purpose of giving
liberty to these people to fish. Those
licenses are granted under this clause
and I believe I am within the truth when
I state that at present applications are
being made for those licenses.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, that is so.

HON. MR DICKEY-That being
the case it is not wise that the licenses
should be left to go into operation and
we should get the benefit of them, and
the people who choose to take them out
should get the benefit, and that this
trouble should be reduced to a minimum
if there should be anything of the kind ?
If the clause is left as it is what will be
the effect ? Licenses would be applied
would be applied for and issued. The
treaty may not be ratified to-day, or to-
morrow, or until the Presidential election
is over, but it may be ratified next year.
In the meantime the licenses are in
operation, and peace prevails, but if you
strike this out, ipsifado then that modus
vivendi is struck out ; it is destroyed ; it
is no longer a portion of the treaty, but
it is well provided that it shall not die
but shall survive until the Governor-in-
Council shall declare by proclamation
that it shall be no longer in
operation. What better mode could you
contrive to keep this treaty in suspense
until these ratifications can be exchanged,
because we must all bear in mind that
this is not a treaty until the exchange of
ratifications between the two great powers
-- between London and Washington-
and until that takes place, and until we
give them an opportunity to take a sec-
ond sober thought on this matter, we
provide that this particular section of the
treaty shall be in force and shall continue

in force until the Governor in Council
shall declare by proclamation that it is
no longer in operation. I think it is
perfectly plain, and if we desire any
benefit from this, or that any effect shall
be given to the modus vivenai, we can do
it in no better way than by this clause-
that it shall remain in force until it is
declared by our own Government to be
no longer in operation. What will the
advantage of that be ? We shall have in
the meantime the licenses. These ves-
sels will, in the meantime have taken
out licenses, and these licenses
shall remain in force for a year and, if
renewed, for the two years that intervene
between these two periods. I do not
think, therefore, that there is any objec-
tion to the clause as it is, but, on the
contrary, if you adopt the amendmient
you will make the clause what it ought
not to be and destroy the whole effect
intended by the plenipotentiaries when
this was recommended by the English
and Canadian Commissioners and ac-
cepted in the same spirit by the Arien-
can Commissioners.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I am of quite a
different opinion from the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax as to our powers to do
this, because it is a part of the treatY.
It forms part of a solemn contract signed
by Mr. Chamberlain and Sir Charles
Tupper : we cannot possibly change it.

HoN. MR. POWER-The hon. gen'
tlemen who leads the House has not
made that allegation. If the hon gen-
tleman looks at the Schedule of the Bill
he will see this:-

" The treaty having been signed, th
British Plenipotentiaries desire to state thst
they have been considering the position
wbich will be created by the inWiaed$t
commencement of the fihe ing a
the treaty can possibly be ratified by the
Senate of the Uited States, by the Panri&
ment of Canada, and the Legislature of
Newfoundland."

That is not the state of things now.
The hon. gentleman who leads the
House has informed us that the United
States Senate has rejected the treaty-

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I say it ha
been reported that the Senate of the
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United States bas rejected it. I do not
1ow that the treaty bas been rejected.

t
HON. MR. POWER-This modus 1

di was to provide for a state of
things that might exist until the treaty
Was disposed of the United States Senate.
The amendment will not interfere with
that. The Government have put this
SUb-clause into the bill thenselves ; and

8Iply wish to strike out the addendum
they have made to it with respect to the
Ptoclamation of the Governor in Council.

on. gentlemen have told us that we
hGd better leave the discretion with the

oflverniment. I think the conduct of the
GJvernnent in connection with this
fisheries question during the past has not
been such as to inspire confidence or to
tduce us to Put such power in their
bads.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Oh, oh.

HON. MR. POWER-Hon. gentle-
[uen, who are now so desirous of sacri-
ficing Our interests for the sake of peace,
Were twelve months ago full of fight and
fire and telling the United States to
come on, that they were ready for war
Or for non-intercourse.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-We were
ready to protect our rights.

HON. MR. POWER-Now the same
hon, gentlemen wish to go as far the
Other way, and even though the United
States say that they will not adopt this
treaty, these gentlemen ask us to give

emr under the modus vivendi all they
ask for. To day the Government are
fll of peace and good will. We do not
know whether in a week from this they

not mnake as sudden a change as they
did With reference to their statutory offer
Of reciprocity to the United States. I

not think that a Government who
ho* So little consistency on a question
df this kind should be entrusted with this

iscretion; and, further, I feel that if this
treaty is rejected by the United States

enate we stand in a very good position.
e do not propose to enforce the
ustoms regulations as they were en-
rced during the season of 1886. The
Ouse tust remember that nealy all the

complaints made on behalf of the United
States fishermen were made in respect to
he manner in which the Customs regu-
ations were enforced during that season.
)wing te the dissatisfaction which arose
out of the enforcement of those regula-
ions, the instructions given to our officers
were modified, and during the season of
1887 there were almost no complaints.
So we are in this position : if this treaty
is dropped altogether, we go on and en-
force our rights in the same reasonable
way in which we enforced them in the
season of 1887. By assenting to this
treaty we show that we are anxious to
live on good terms with our neighbors,
and the natural result of that will be, as
the New York Nation says, that the
irritation which bas existed for two years
will be quieted, and consequently it will
be easier to keep the peace than hereto-
fore. I can see no evil to arise from the
adoption of this amendment. I do not
think we should go d->wn on our knees
to anybody, no matter whom.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I have list-
ened with surprise to the remarks of the
bon. gentleman. It will be remembered
that during the late general election there
was not a constituen:y in the Maritime
Provinces where there was a fishing vote
in which complaint was not made of the
action of the Government in preventing
the Americans from purchasing bait.

HON. MR. POWER-In the county
of Halifax it was not so.

HON MR. HOWLAN-Did not the
hon. gentleman say so in his speeches ?

HON. MR. POWER-No.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-Did not the
hon. gentleman make a speech at Her-
ring Cove to that effect ?

HON. MR. POWER-I never made a
speech at Herring Cove in my life.

HON. MR. HOWLAN - Well in
Antigonish ?

HoN. MR. POWER-No,' the hon.
gentleman is altogether mistaken.
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HON. MR. HOWLAN-Well, I can
say this, that in Nova Scotia, wherever
there was a fishing vote, the complaint
against the government was that the
Americans were not allowed to come in
and purchase bait. Now when a means
is found to permit them to come in and
buy bait the hon. gentleman is finding
fault.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think
we are allowing this question to run into
party lines again. To adopt the amend-
ment would be to deprive the modus
vivendi of its conciliatory character and
to replace that character with a spice
of retaliation. Now, in this matter re-
taliation is about the very worst thing
that either the Parliament of Canada or
the Congress of the United States in
either branch can adopt. What does
retaliation mean ? It means war ; not
war with cannon, rifle and sword,
but commercial retaliation. And
should such a thing take place
and supervene instead of the
conciliatory spirit which pervades the
modus vivendi, I think we should incur
very great danger. Another point is
that even should the Senate of the
United States ultimately decide not to
adopt this treaty-there would still re-
main some chance-some probability
that an alternative might be found and
suggested by them, but if in the meantime
the modus viveudi is abrogated, by that
fact that the Senate has refused to accept
the treaty, we should renew all the old,
bitter feelings which have unhappily ex-
isted for some years past, and which one
object of this treaty is to prevent in the
future.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I hold that the
hon. gentleman from Halifax mis-reads
the document which has been given to
us. I contend that a fair reading of that
document does not give the power to
bring this short of two years. By our
legislation we cannot interfere with it.
By what other way can the intimation
be made to Canada that the United
States Senate has rejected the Treaty
except by official proclamation ; we can
only get these things through officiai
sources. Until it has been signed we
have no right to issue that proclamation.

If the United States take off the duties
there is power to issue a proclamation tO
do that.

The amendment was
a division.

declared lost On

On the title.

HON. MR. POWER said-We ought
to amend the title and make it " a cer
tain capitulation on the part of lier
Brittanic Majesty to the United States.

HON. MR. MILLER from the Con
mittee, reported the Bill without amend"
ment.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
41st rule of the House be suspended in
respect to this Bill and that it be read
third time presently.

HON. MR. POWER-I might object
to that but I shall not : I shall return
good for evil.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed
on a division.

ADULTERATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (47), "An Act tO
amend the Adulteration Act, Chap. 107
of the Revised Statutes of Canada."

He said-This is a Bill which 1s
mainly for the purpose of removing a
difficulty that has occurred in enforcing
the Adulteration Act. As it stands Ot
the statute book, that law makes it pena
to adulterate food. It has been held iD
a case which was tried in Lower Canada
that baking powder, which is an ingredi-
ent used in making food,was not included
in the term " food," and the main object
of this Bill is to amend the Act so as tO '0.
clude ingredients of food. So that the
expression " food " will include eyve
articla used as food, or ingredients us
for mixing with food for man or cattle

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.
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REVENUE AND, AUDIT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

1 oN. MR. ABBOTT moved the
econd reading of Bill (87) " An Act to

amend the Consolidated Revenue and
Adit Act, Chap. 29 of the RevisedStatutes of Canada."

lie said-There are two purposes
ich form the principal objects of this
b: the one is to increase the emolu-

"ýents of the Auditor, and the other is to
give him a share in the superannuation

ad, which at present he is not entitled
t?• These are, in fact, with the excep-
ti Il Of two or three amendments calcu-
ated merely to facilitate the working of

e Department, the objects of this Bill.
he Auditor is one of the most valuable
ffcers we have, probably the most im-Dortant officer in the employment of the

rovernment. Every one on both sides
9f this House knows with what impartial-
lt7, integrity and c pacity he has con-
thucted the affairs of his department, ande large volume laid on the table of this

ol0use shows the extent which his
!ork has reached. As to having a share
a the superannuation fund, it is only
Ust that it should be given to him.

he motion was agreed to, and the
ill Was read the second time.

?ROCEDURE IN CRIMINAL
CASES AMENDMENT BILL

SECOND READING.

l0N. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-OtId reading of Bill (48) "An Act further
amend the law respecting ProcedureCriminal Cases."
lie said-This Bill is for the purpose
remnedying a difficulty that has arisen'2 ider the existing legislation. An Act

t Passed last session which was in-
ed to prevent appeals in criminal

from any judgment or order of a
In Canada to any court in England.

tlice the Bill was passed we find thatthere has been a decision in England
ther such language has been construed

th to mean some court created forespecial purpose of hearing such ap-

peals, and that under the forn of words
that we adopted, though really the
Privy Council is a Court of Appeal in
England, it was held that it was not such
a Court of Appeal as the prohibition of
our statute applied to. We now amend
it so as to make it clear that the appeal
does not lie to the Privy Council or any
other English Court of Appeal, whether
constituted expressly or not.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

DEFECTIVE LETTERS PATENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that Bill
(4) "An Act to amend the Act respect-
ing Defective Letters Patent and the
discharge of securities to the Crown," be
read at length at the table. -

He said-This bill has only reference
to one of the objects mentioned in its
title. The difficulty has arisen in this
way. All bonds of the description men-
tioned in this Act have been registered
in Ontario and stand undischarged al-
though there has not been an instance
where the registration so standing, has
beenfound to be of any importance. Great
difficulty has been found in gettmng rid
of these bonds. Persons have been
obliged to come to Ottawa to get them
discharged. The evil is very prevalent.
The Act on the Statute Book with refer-
ence to this registration is amongst the
list of bills made by the Commssioners
for the codification of our laws which
should be repealed upon legislation
being passed by the Ontario Legis-
lature with reference to these bonds.
That provision has been made in Ontario.
So there is no necessity any longer for
preserving the effect of these registra-
tions, and they secure no liabilities
which the Crown is entitled to recover.
The object is to clear property unjustly
charged with those registrations and leave
'the law to be settled by the Act of the
Legislature to which I have referred.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read at length at the table.

HON. MR. POWER-The Bill does
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not seem to carry out the statement
made by the leader of the House ; be-
cause it expressly reserves the bonds
which went into operation previously to
the passing of the Act. I understood
the hon. gentleman to say that they were
of no use and that the object of the Bill
was to get rid of then.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The effect of
the third clause is to discharge those
liens which have been created only by
registration and it preserves the right of
the Crown to those which have been
implemented by the issuing of a writ. I
wish to amend the Bill to provide that it
shall take effect from the rst July next.

HON. MR. POWER-I gather fron
what the hon. gentleman said just now
that it will be necessary to repeal the
existing statute, according to the recom-
mendation of the Commissioners who
revised the statutes, and why should not
that be done in this Bill?

HoN.MR.ABBOTT-I should be very
glad if any legal gentleman from Ontario
would give us some information on this
subject. I understand that the Bill has
been very carefully prepared and I have
a note from the Minister to say that it
answers exactly the purpose for which it
is desired, and I take it for granted it
mus.. do so.

HON. MR. POWER-It does not
necessarily follow. Two years ago a
bill came up respecting the fishery
question, which was to do exactly what
was required, and it was found on inves-
tigation that it did not do what it
purported to.

HON. MR. ABBOTT--I am disposed,
if my hon. friend desires it, to postpone
the third reading until to-morrow.

Ordered that the Bill be read a third
time to-morrow.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (62) " An Act to incorporate the
Grenville International Bridge Com-
pany." (Mr. MacMillan.)

Bill (32) " An Act to incorporate the
Dominion Plate Glass Insurance Com-
pany." (Mr. Power.)

HON. MR. POWER.

THIRD READING.

Bill (go) " An Act to amend the
Revised Statutes of Canaada, chapter
181, respecting punishments, pardon'
and the commutation of sentences," was
passed through Committee of the WhOle
and read the third time and passed with-
out debate.

THE IRVINE DIVORCE 3ILL.

SECOND READING.

The order of the day being read for
the second reading of Bill (1), "An AC,
for the relief of Andrew Maxwell Irving,
and that the petitioner do attend at the
bar and be heard by counsel

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
presented to the House the certificate
of the Clerk of the Senate that nOt ce
had been posted upon the doors of the
Senate according to rule.

The certificate was laid on the table.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
presented to the House declaratiOns -t
prove the impossibility of complying W
the rule of the Senate requiring persont.
service of notices upon the responderk

The certificates were read by the C
at the Table.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Mgidiad)
moved that this House is satisfied wîth
the proof adduced of the impossibilitYte
complying with Rule 76 of the SenSteo
requiring personal service upon the Pt
from whom the divorce is sought Of the
notice of the second reading and a COPI
of the Bill for the relief of Andrew
well Irving.

The motion was agreed tO 0
division.

The SPEAKER informed the HOUS?
that Andrew Maxwell Irving, the PCt'
tioner in this case, was in attenda'c
below the Bar, ready to be exaninec bl
the Senate generally as to any to
or connivance between the paties
obtain a separation.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midad)
moved, seconded by the Hon. Mr.d,ý
that the examination of the pet1tio
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Matter as well generally as in regard
any Collusion or connivance between

t Parties to obtain a separation, be, for
present, dispensed with, but that it

en Istruction to the Select Com-
1e On Divorce to make such examina-

ne motion was agreed to on a

ON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
%Oed that the Bill for the relief of

nd Maxwell Irving be now read the
%C'd time.
ne motion was agreed to on a divi-%rOi.

o1.MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
a'th't the said Bill be referred to the
et Committee on Divorce.

e motion was agreed to on a divi-

BILLS INTRODUCED.

6il (61) "An Act respecting the St.
hki'nes and Niagara Central Railway

e4'Pany. (Mr. McCallum.)
Te Senate adjourned at 11:45 p.m.

THE SENATE.
r Wednesday, May 2nd, 1888.

e'cý SPEAKER took the Chair at 3

?rayers and routine proceedings.

SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY
BILL.

THIRD READING.

iON, MR. DICKEY from the Com-
a On Railways, Telegraphs ands, reported Bill (54) " An Act to

r0 'Porate the South-Western Railway
CPany," without amendment.

•M1R. MILLER moved that the
in read the third time.

MR. POWER-When this Bill
read the second time and referred

ine Committee it was the understand-
th at any objection to the principle of

il might be considered at the third
8. I do not think it is desirable

that a bill of this character should be al-
lowed to pass without some special men-
tion of its character in the House. The
Bill is ostensibly a private Bill; but it is in
reality more a public than a private
Bill. Substantially this is a Bill which au-
thorizes the Canadian Pacific Railway to
build a line from Montreal along the
south shore of the St. Lawrence to con-
nect with the Rome and Watertown
Railway in the State of New York at a
place called Massena Springs. The op-
position to the Bill arose from the fact
that another Company had got a charter
to build a road over practically the same
territory.; and the position of affairs was
this ; that when the people of the district
through which this road is intended to
pass asked the Directors of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company if they would
construct the road, they declined at that
time to do so. That being the case, the
other Company which now has the work
underconstruction,undertook to build the
road on the faith of the declaration that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
were not going toundertake it and in view
of the fact that Parliament at its last
session had refused to pass a Bill
similar to the one now before this
House. If that Bill had passed last
year there would have been no serious
injury to anyone, because up to that
time the company who are now building
the road had not expended any consid-
erable sum of money in the work. As I
understand the position of the matter to-
day, it is this : the other company, who
have received no aid from the Govern-
ment, have expended a large sum of
money on the road, and that expenditure
will be rendered almost useless by the
passing of this Bill. The probabilities
are that, owing to the passing of this
measure, the company who are con-
structing the road will be unable to dis-
pose of their bonds in the English mar-
kets. That is a state of things which
calls for some attention. The road un-
der construction, will, I think, be able
to do all the business that is to be done
in that part of the country; and it is not
contended that the second road is neces-
sary for that purpose. It is said that
there are some small districts south of
the St. Lawrence which would be better
served by the road undertaken by the
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Canadian Pacific Railway Company than
by the road under construction, that is
all. It is to be regretted that we should be
guilty of something like a breach of faith
to the people who have spent their
money on the road. They have gone
on with the work with the reasonable un-.
derstanding that no other company would
be chartered to go over the same ground
for at least a reasonable period ; and an
amendment was moved in committee
to the effect that this bill should not go
into operation for two years. I regret that
the hon. gentleman who moved that
amendment in committeeisnotnowin the
House; because I think it is an amend-
ment on which the sense of the House
should be taken. This danger presents
itself to the country now : the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have got from
this country up to date, including the
guarantee now before parliament, some
eighty-three millions of the public money.
The other great company has not for a
great many years received any appre-
ciable assistance from the government;
and I do not think that it is consistent
with our idea of British fair play that we
should assist in handicapping the weaker
company in their competition with one
which has received such an immense
sum of money from the country. Apart
altogether from the fact that it seems a
sort of breach of faith to pass this Bill
to-day, there is another consequence
which may follow and which is still more
serious. It is not at all improbable that
the Grand Trunk Railway finding that,
as they conceive, there is no opportunity
of getting anything like fair play from the
Parliament of Canada, may, instead of
contnung to compete with the Canadian
Pacific Railway, form with that company
a combine that would be most unfortun-
ate for the interests of Canada. For the
reasons I have given, I think we ought
not to read this Bill the third time, or, if
we do, we ought to amend it in the sense
in which it was proposed to be amended
in the Committee.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-I claim
permission of the House to offer one or
two observations upon the third reading
of this Bill. I am prepared to endorse
some of the views expressed by the
senior member for Halifax. Everyone

HoN. MR. POWER.

who is familiar with the history oft
Dominion during the past ten Y.
must bear evidence to the great injuice
which has been rendered to the G'2 d
Trunk Railway. I have often ventto
to call attention to the injustice dorca
the Grand Trunk Railway. The G
Trunk Railway was our first greattr
line. The shareholders of that
pany invested several millions of POUlt
in the road, for which they have Ter
received one farthing interest., to
took stock in that railway corporation
chiefly upon the assurance of Lord Eln
and the Government of the day that the
would get eleven per cent. or tweir
per cent. interest upon t
money. The stock was taken in
good faith by the capitalists
London. The Grand Trunk R
Company have endeavoured throu
years of adversity to carry on their Woe
I remember upon one occasion, of
Sir Alexander Galt was Ministed
Finance, that if he had not ad at
$ioo,ooo to the company they cou
have cleared the snow from their
in the winter. After millions of dotht
of British capital had beep sunk I.nit
enterprise, the Gcvernment conceive 
to be in the public interest to con
the Canadian Pacific Railway, exteP
from ocean to ocean. My opinions UP.
that policy are unchanged. My OP e
was that in that matter we should .
haste slowly. Washington, the firstthat f
dent of the United States, said let its
you ·wish a country to ros «Wprogress be gradual-advance wi Ur to
dom and prudence, and endeav afe1'f
build up our country honestly and
without throwing too great bUrd
the people.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-- thi0!
my hon. friend supported the Bil in
Committee.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-. thox
the hon. gentleman for giving me'c
opportunity of explaining why I so a
The directors of the Canadial P w
Railway, Sir George Stephen, Sir
Smith, Mr. Van Horne and Mrid l,
Angus took the contract to bul leteô
Canadian Pacific Railway, and cotr
the road in a most marvellous UIa
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risplayed such financial skill, en-
tt veng talent and wonderful admimis-

Power that they surprised the
*d It was proper that Her Majesty

Steph Confer a baronetcy on Sir George
fro en, who, I am proud to say, comes
'i. mY Own county, in Scotland,-from

ri te twenty miles of where I was born,
State Deveron side. While the United8toes trunk lines to the Pacific involved

" uch disaster to those who undertook
Ir Our Canadian Pacific Railway has
a undertaken and carried through in

stly way without trouble to the
4vernment, or without imperilling the
botal Of those who took their stock or
th% We cannot praise too highly
de men, and the country having en-

ned suc Government pohicy, the Par-
'ent are in honor bound to supplement
frther their aid to the Company.

ry one will remember Grip's cartoon
\a nagnificent photograph, of thetOdhtock Senator, warning the country

fter the completion of the road,
ot calls would he necessary ? Has

lion mY prophecy come true ?
tgentlemen laughed when I

h that prophecy, but we know what
a bn the ction of Parliament since.
* aInatter of course, Parliament must

it . nue to aid that national work. And
d18 sad reflection and is sadly to our
seatedit that in doing so we are doing

8a injustice to the Grand Trunk Rail-
O .'hich has built up 'the Province of
ri , at the cost of its shareholders
duc The London Tmes once repro-
bd my remarks on that subject.

Atrwhat are we obliged to do to-day ?
k ail sustaining the Canadian Pacific
at G Y to tap the Grand Trunk Railway
Ji Guelph, Barrie, London Woodstock,

tf0rd and every important point
consshout the country, how can we

fently refuse to grant this Bill,%kdfor.

1 •MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
"VU Why Oppose it now?

t MR. ALEXANDER-I say on
th eN Of Parliament that having.given
to anadian Pacific Railway a charter

aP te Grand Trunk Railway at so
t Points, we are bound to do some-or other for the Grand Trunk in

the future, and it is for Parliament to say
how that is to be done. Let it not be
said that a blot shal rest on the history
of our country by doing wrong to any
railway company ; no man should leave
a cloud on his past reputation of wrong
doing to his fellowmen. I had the honor
of voting with the hon. member from
Lunenburg to-day, and I felt that I could
not consistently vote otherwise.

HoN. MR. POWER-I beg to move
an amendment that this Bill be not nôw
read the third time, but that it be
amended by adding thereto the following
clause :-

" This Act shall not come into operation
until the first day of July, 1890, and the time
hereinbefore limited for the commencement
and completion of the railway shall be cal-
culated from the said date as if this Act
were passed on that day."

· HON. MR. MILLER-I arn happy to
say that it will not be necessary to an-
swer the eloquent though not very argu-
mentative speech of the hon. gentleman
from Woodstock, for that gentleman has
much more ably and eloquently answered
himself than I can ; but I wish to make
a few remarks in reply to the hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax. I attended the
committee before which this bill was
presented, and I may say that after the
fullest and clearest discussion by able
professional men and others on
both sides, the committee had
no hesitation in coming more
conclusively than I have known them on
any subject previously before that com-
mittee, to a decision on this case. The
hon. gentleman from Halifax has stated
that this bill was rejected in the House
of Commons last year. I take issue with
him on that point.

HON. MR. POWER-A similar bill
was.

HON. MR. MILLER-I beg the hon.
gentleman's pardon, it was not ; but
supposing it was before Parliament last
year, and is this year presented again
and is passed by an enormous majority
in the lower House, what conclusion
would anyone form on the action of the
House of Commons on those two occa-
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sions ? The only reasonable conclusion
would be that the members of the House
of Commons had more information this
year on the subject than they had last,
and were able to correct the error which
they admitted they had fallen into when
the Bill first came before them. It is
said that we are interfering with
the rights of other companies
who have taken this ground and
are about building a railway in the
localities through which this line is run.
Even admitting that, isit to be contended
for a moment that in the old settlements
of Canada a monopoly is to be set up
with regard to railway facilities when we
are abolishing monopolies in every direc-
rection-more particularly when we are
abolishing the monopoly which the Pa-
cific Railway has under contract with
the Government, and which gave them a
great advantage in the way of guarantee-
ing their loans ? It is not in the mouth
of the Grand Trunk Railway to com-
plain of a monopoly in eastern Quebec
when public opinion is about to sweep
away the monopoly in Manitoba which
was solemnlyguaranteedby contract, and
the country is about to pay a consider-
able sum for, doing so. Another point
I wish to present to the House is this,
that it is not as a local line that this con-
nection is required. The Canadian
Pacific Railway has now a very large
trade with the northern railway system of
New York, and they have during the por-
tion of the year to transfer their trains by
ferry to Brockville and then down to
Montreal, making a circuitous route in
winter time, which during some months,
is often impraticable because of crossing
of the St. Lawrence. What the desire
is, not the local traffic for this district,
but to have a short line from Montreal
connecting with the railway system
of northern New York and then with
the western system of railways of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and also with
the Short Line in the Maritime Prov-
inces. This was the chief object in de-
siring this line and the Committee were
I may say unanimous in supporting the
charter.

HoN. MR. POWER-Nineteen to
seven.

HON. Mr. MILLER-Not On t
point I think the division to which 14
hon. friend alludes was the division 00
the amendment which he has nOW P
posed ; but on the other the Commi
was almost unaminous. With rdto
this amendment I look upon it as tan
mount to defeating the Bill. The
ject of it is to give the Grand Trunk W'to
way time to complete their Une a to
make connection with the American
tem by which they will have a decided
vantage over the Pacific Railway c
pany if they can prevent them fromi co'
mencing their work before two years
think it is the first time that it hasC
come under my notice that we are
to prohibit a corporation to whOmb WC
are giving a charter to construct a puble
work, from proceeding with the W«
until after the expiration of two
It is so unreasonable a proposition t
do not think my hon. friend will
many to support it in this House.

The amendment was declared 105t a
a division, and the Bill was then re
third time and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (59) "An Act to grant
powers to the Nova Scotia TelePhope
Company (Limited.) (Mr. Power.)

RESOURCES OF THE GREA
MACKENZIE BASIN.

THE COMMITTEE PRESENT THEIr
REPORT.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ, from the
lect Committee appointed to inqu on
to the value of that part of the DO02ý
lying north of the Saskatchewan 1 w
shed, east of the Rocky Mountams9
west of Hudson Bay, and comprisinga-
great Mackenzie Basin, its extent 0f .se
gable rivers, lakes and sea coast, ofa
cultural and pastoral land, its . third
forests and mines, presented their ilto
report, and moved that it be taken
consideration to-morrow.

HON. MR. POWER-I would as
the hon. gentleman move for its CU"e
eration at some later date. The evdc'N

HON. MR. MILLER
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'a nOt printed, and we are not sufficiently
conversant with it to form an opinion on
the report.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-The evidence
118.been on the table of the committee

!04 for the last three weeks for exam-
%tion by any members who wished

t read it. I do not see, under
b cIrcumstances, that there should
of any delay beyond to-morrow.Course if it is not reached to-morrow
on the orders of the day, it will have to

eain over for another day. Under
e circumstances I would ask the

reOuse to sustain my motion, that the
report be taken into consideration
to'rAorrow.

th RON. MR. BELLEROSE-I believe
hat the time is too short; the evidence
h nt been translated yet, and I told

th on. gentleman that I would oppose
unatr eport being taken into consideration

we had the French translation of it.

1ON. MR. SCHULTZ-As a matter
course the hon. gentleman willunder-St8.id that the report, which is a shortOne, does not comprise al! of those

PaPers. The report itself, I suppose,will
Presented in the votes and proceed-

in French and in English, and they
to be all distributed to hon. gentlement orrow.

The Motion was agreed to.

?RAUDIULENT MARKS ON
CHANDISE BILL

MER-

SECOND READING.

oON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-Od reading of Bill. (91), "An Act to8 akend the law relating to fraudulent
hi8.rks On mlerchandise."

lie said-This is a Bill introduced in
consenquence of a convention which was
nte. d mito by several European nations,

fort 'cluding at the time Great Britain,
Ste purpose of adopting a uniform

on a with regard to fraudulent marks
tInechandise. We have, as hon. gen-
one know, a statute on that subject,
3of the chapters of our Revised

Ste, but England has now passed,

Lnd these other countries have, I believe,
also passed laws based upon this conven-
ion and pretty nearly uniform in pur-
port, intended to carry out the design
of having universal protection to
trade marks. This Bill is intro-
duced for the purpose of carrying
out the terms of that convention
respecting which there is, I believe, to
be a supplementary convention held, to
which representatives of the colonies will
be admitted. It would be impossible
for me to give even an introductory
explanation of it. The only way in which
it can be really explained, and the
differences which exist between it and
the existing law can be made plain to the
House, will be when it is taken up in
Committee.

The inotion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of Bill (92) " An Act to
amend chapter32 of the Revised Statutes
respecting the Customs."

He said-This Bill is voluminous,
comprising a large number of pages and,
I may say, an immense number of altera-
tions in detail of the existing Customs
Act. This Bill is in the same position as
the one which has just passed through
the second reading, only the repre-
sentation which I then made, as
to the possibility of discussing it
now, applies with greater force to this
than to the other measures. It will be
altogether out of the question to attempt
to go into a discussion of the bill at this
stage. I think it would be to the ad-
vantage of the House to take those
details up when the bill is before the
Committee of the W hole H e. The
Minister of Customs has printed a series
of notes, pointing out the origin and
cause of every change proposed to be
made in the law, and those notes will be
distributed to members of the House
this afternoon.

HON. ML SCOTT-I have not had
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an opportunity to thoroughly examine
the bill, but on its face its seems to give
additional powers to the customs officers
to make thorough inquiry into all goods'
imported into the country. That seems
fair enough on the face of it, but there
are more than ordinary powers given to
those officials, and we know very well
from past experience that they are a
very zealous lot of officials, and that
heretofore there has been rather a pre-
mium on their zeal. That has led to an
exercise of their powers in a way which
has savored somewhat of tyranny
in this country. For a people who
profess to be free, the tyranny of
the Customs Department is not equalled
in any other country-that is taking into
consideration the view we have, as a
people, of the mode of collecting duties.
I have, on a former occasion, dfawn at-
tention to the importance of having an
independent tribunal, because I think it
is rather a farce that when an officer
makes a seizure you have to appeal to
his superior who, in 99 cases out of 100,
sustains him : and if you appeal further
up still, he is further sustained. We
know that in a case which was recently
before the Supreme Court-the Ayer
case-the Customsauthorities undertook
to say they had a right to go back six or
eight years and we know very well that
the disclosures made there were such as
to reflect on the honor, dignity and in-
tegrity of the officials employed, that
every possible means was taken by the
Customs officials to induce perjury and
bribe men to swear to what was false
and to corrupt witnesses from the
other side, and to such a degree
was that carried that the opinion so
far expressed-1 do not know
that the case has been settled in the
highest court and it may still be sub
judice, and I therefore desire to speak
with some hesitation-but from what I
heard of the case I am convinced that
the course taken by the officials of the
Department was not such as recomended
itself to men of good sense as being fair,
right and honest. What we want in this
country is a tribunal easily
reached where, when a well grounded
objection is taken to the action
of the Department, the case should
be tried before that tribunal and not

before one nominated by the Minister
himself. It seems to me that it ecouîd
be possible to acomplish that, and ud
that is done there will be very great da
satisfaction. Our customs laws now ave
become exceedingly elaborate and Inult r
tudinous. The articles that cone uner
the purview of the Department have and
creased so largely of recent years, ad
the system of imposing duty,a
valoren and specific, on many article
being so complicated, it requires a ver'
astute arithmetician to make up the dut
on them. There is first the se
then the advolerm, and then th
pro rata precentage. I think ths,
is the way that duties are collected re-
sugars and other articles, so that it ri-
quires very special information,
not possible that all the officials at every
port of the Dominion can be equalI ly,
informed on these important points»
What I feel is that there is an absence
uniformity in the various ports wherc
these articles are entered. That ought
not to be the case ; an article ought to
pay the same duty at one port thati
pays at another. That is the intention
of the law, but unless you have nen O
equal judgment at all these ports I do
quite impossible to carry it out. thir
not propose to go more fully ito can'
but I think it is a point worthy Of Co-
sideration by the Government. It wObl
relieve them of a great deal of trouade
and of many attacks which are to
upon them, no doubt many of then the
properly made. I quite appreciatet
fact that people importing goods t thmisrepresent facts, but I feel that at thevarious ports of the Domimion there
ought to be absolute uniformitY. That
has not been secured in the past red
notorious that goods have been entet a
at one figure 9at one port and . t

different figure at another, ndI ay

because they are in a different te
gory, and there is no way, as betwe<
the Government and the subject o
arriving at what the importer ougbt *
pay, unless there is an indePendha
tribunal over which neither party r l
control, which will adjust the matte
dispute.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-My honc ui04'
will find that some of the di

HoN. MR. SCOTT.
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*hich have been experienced in the
Working of the Customs Act, more espe-
c8aly those he mentioned in the first
Instance, are removed by this Bill. In
the first place, the time during which,
"'1der the Customs law, the Department

7'Y follow up the goods is shortened, if
UIY hon. friend's figures are correct, to

ut one-half. With respect to uni-
frity, I do not know that much more
n be done on that subject. I believe

d ere is a provision in the Bill to en-
oeaor to effect greater uniformity, but,
a matter of fact, the difference

.value depends more on the ap-Praiser than on the interpretationOf the law, and that it isÜrPossible to attain uniformity be-
4use the appraisers differ in judgment.Put appraiser at one port may
l0 a different value upon an article

toe the appraisers of other ports so that
dei uniformity which my hon. friend

sires, and which we would all like to
t, s Iore diflicult of attainment than

honaps One would suppose from my
trib friend's speech. The independent

ual is also a very difficult matter, as
og7 hon. friend who has had a great dealO "eperience in these matters knows'VerY wel is
Court of u It is impossible that another
the Justice should be established for

turpose, but the tribunal which the
a provides for is expanded, I believe,
atittle by this Bill, but it does not con-
cornte an independent tribunal. It is
interPosed of public officials who have noaerest iu the matters they are called to
edîicate upon. These men are
topthes i the matters that are referredo teu, which judges would not be.
not rever, perhaps my hon. friend will
sion equire from me any further discus-
befof this point until we get the Bill
kint us with the explanation of the

Ister, and have such discussion as
I be thought necessary when it comes

bous in committee.
b ihe motion was agreed to and thebi Was read the second time.

Y TRIALS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECCND READING.

e • MR. ABBOTT moved the
%eod reading of bill (93) " An Act fur-

34

ther to amend the Speedy Trials Act,
chapter 175 of the Revised Statutes."
He said-This bill is for the purpose of
extending to the new districts in the
Province of Ontario, and to British Col-
umbia, the provisions of the Speedy
Trials Act. I think there is no alteration
in the act beyond that.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

ANNAPOLIS ATLANTIC RAIL
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH, in the ab-
sence of Hon. Mr. Boyd, moved the
second reading of bill (82) " An Act to
incorporate the Annapolis Atlantic Rail-
way Company."

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of Bill (106) " An Act
further to amend the Indian Act, chapter
43, of the Revised Statutes."

He said-This is a Bill to amend the
Indian Act in several particulars, but the
principal object is to amend the law with
regard to the admission of half-breeds to
treaty privileges and the retiring of half-
breeds from treaty privileges, making
their lands open to assessment for
municipal taxation, providing for more
stringent regulations with respect to the
sale of intoxicating liquors to Indians,
and also providing for the disposal of
fines collected in British Columbia for
selling intoxicating liquors to Indians.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

BUFFALO, CHIPPEWA & NIA-
GARA FALLS STEAMBOAT
& TRAMWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
moved the second reading of Bill (67)
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" An Act to incorporate the Buffalo,
Chippewa & Niàgara Falls Steamboat
and Tramway Company."

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

ADULTERATION ACT
MENT BILL.

AMEND-

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the whole on Bill (47) " An
Act to anend 'The Adulteration Act '
chapter 107, of the Revised Statutes of
Canada."

In the Committee, on the first clause.

HON. MR. PAQUET said (in French)
-This Bill which we are about to ex-
amine demands the most careful consid-
eration of this Chamber because it is in-
timately connected with the public
health. I wish to draw the particular
attention of its honorable proposer to
the fact that for several years we have
had a law on our statute books on this
important subject, the object of which is
to protect society against frauds, unhap-
pily too common, among certain dealers.
To accomplish this purpose Parliament
voted for several years, to 1884 inclusive,
ten thousand dollars anually. In 1885
the sum of fifteen thousand dollars was
appropriated for the same object; in 1886
twenty thousand dollars; in 1887 twenty-
one thousand five hundred dollars, and in
1888 the appropriation in the estimates
is twenty-five thousand thousand dullars.
Now let us see, by the official reports,
what results have been obtaned from
this expenditure. The official report
dated the i ith October, 1882 (page 7),
says :-

'Of three hundred and twenty-four diff-
erent samples submitted to the analyst, 210
were pure, 101 adulterated and 13 doubtful
or of an inferior quality."
Here, therefore, we have fraud establish-
ed in the proportion of fifty to one hun-
dred. The report of the following year,
1883, says (page 7) with regard to con-
ditments :

" When it is borne in mind that over 900
tons of spice and condiments are annually

HON. MR. MACDONALD.

entered for consumption in Canada, of which
two-thirds are imported unground t be
mani ulated at Canadian spîce mifraude
fact that the consumer is seriouely defraudb
is clearly manifest. Of the samples ere
mitted for analysis, 64 per cent.- -
adulterated. These contained foreign fBinor
ceous substances to an extent varying re
20 to 50 per cent. It would appeary ,t
fore, that a very considerable proportion
what ie purchased by the consuiner
pepper, ginger, mustard, and other like gOOr
diments, is, in reality, ground peas or,
and that this fraud upon the consumer jepa
petrated througlh the agency of Can in
spîce milse. T he question likeljy tO ,iriee Of
tee public md is whether some kind0

supervision is not desirable to set limits
the growing evil."

Let us examine the subsequent yea
and see, always taking our facts fr00

the same official sources, what resUît
have been obtained ? In the repot O
1884, page 1o, we read the followlg:

"In former reports I have stated all thc
I can suggest as a remedy to the systeo
adulteration of spices and condimentr
system of license inspection and forfel
of adulterated goods, involving the de o

tion of the shf adulteratiOn fOut
onthe premises, miglit control thi jelu'~

universal fraud which bas received no :
from its exposure, and in return stands
One genuine spice-thirty-two aduites
and one doubtful.

No improvement has been found il, grod
coffees; twenty-two samples out Oftt
four were found adulterated."

We do not find here, then, any sts
factory progress ; the results continil e
fail short of the attempt. Notwithstal'
ing the increase of the approprIato
from $1o,ooo to $2o,ooo in i886, the
report states (page 12) the fo0îO eing at

c tateo0ent
h tIt ie obvious, from the above s chiefi

that the practise of adulteratiOn i8'00
now asformerl in the hands of the "
and spice grin er. Several convictioo t.
penalties enforced from these *lc try
• • • . So far, it appears tha Ohs
samples are as generally adilterated Xteo-
of the cities of the Dominion, and the efiCi
sion of the Act will probably rove bene tre
to the country at large. n large ce5tf
this will suggest the appointmnent
general district inspector.

It is easy to draw a conlusion froo
these premises. Where the surnI aPro
priated for a measure of such irn nece
is manifestlyinsufficient,even ifIt at all
sary to double it we should not he the
niggardly if we wish to accornp-g b8
desired end; otherwise there W
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failure, and I would urge the government
to see to it without delay. From the
facts which are here established, and the
reasOns I have given, I believe that the
rueasure which is now before us will not
RCCOmplish the desired result. I hope,
e en, that the hon. member who has
?harge of this measure will complete it ;
a nOt to-day, at least as soon as possible,
above all by doubling the severity of the
PunisShment where an offence is repeated.

an understanding with the Provincial
authOrities could be arrived at, whereby

es would be refused to persons
a nd guilty of engaging in the adulter-
aton Of articles of commerce, I believe
that there should be no hesitation in
' ng so. Let us remember that we
*Quld take measures to preserve the firstal blessings-the public health.

1 0N. ~MR. ALEXANDER-This istquestion in which every member ofth ouse must take a very deep interest.
ro ?ne can live in my section of the

in Vince of Ontario without feeling that
th regard to articles of food and drink

ere is too much adulteration. When
rio into the cities and towns we meet

People who bear the evidence of
Whpaired health from some cause, people
lea are industrious, who rise early and
aeaproper lives, and still their health
rpears to be affected. I know that

cau health has been affected by some
tat8 and I did not discover until lately
tha t 'ml'ust have proceeded from the
'41terated food that I took.

lOt . Mk. KAULBACH--Might ithave been in the drink?

Ito a• MR. ALEXANDER - I go
a City which I will not name, and

Potke of the beer of four or five differeu
withoreweries of that city, and I say,
beM .t fear of contradiction, that thai
the is calculated to injure the health ol

PeOple who use it.

N. MR. DEVER-Do not drink it.

eo" MR. ALEXANDER-It hastne a sad feature of modern societjnat 'oney nust be made by anl
be Men go into trade who hav

fe sweeping out shops, and thei

whole and sole thought is to become
wealthy, even though at the sacrifice of
the health of their custoniers, by selling
them adulterated food and beverages.
You can scarcely purchase good Mocha
coffee in this country. The coffee which
is sold in the grocery stores is adulter-
ated with chicory.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps the
hon. gentleman adulterates his coffee
himself.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER - The
country is deeply indebted to the Gov-
ernment and to the leader of this House
for introducing a Bill the object of which
is to prevent the adulteration of articles
of food and drink. I would punish the
brewers who make unwholesome ale. I
would have three-fourths of such brew-
eries shut up. If the samples of beer
were examined by competent men ap-
pointed by the Government, I -am satis-
fied they would find in them strychnine
and other poisonous articles. Look at
the number of cases of delirium tremens
and sudden death. Look at the num-
ber of poor creatures who walk down
York, Queen and King Streets in To-
ronto with blighted health. We never
saw that in the days of early settlement,
in 1832, when Canadian whiskey could
be obtained for three York shillings a
gallon. There was no delirium tremens
then, no bad health. Men took freely at
that period what they wanted without any
apparent great injury. We speak of the
civilization of the present day, but it is a
somewhat spurious civilization-a civiliza-
tion to make money by any means,
honest or dishonest. The Government
can render great benefit to society by
strictly enforcing this Adulteration Act.
I believe I was the first to introduce an
adulteration act in the Parliament of
Canada. If some of the merchants

f who make money by the sale of articles
injurious to health were punished, it
would be a great public gain. I dispise

. those merchants and brewers who make
money at the sacrifice of the public
health.

HoN. MR. POWER-I wish to say a
e word with respect to this clause. The
r hon. gentleman from Woodstock has told
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us that all coffee is adulterated now. I
was going to ask him what antidote he
found best to counteract the evil effect
of adulterated coffee. The point taken
by the hon. member from La Valliere
(Dr. Paquet) is that while the law is good
enough it is not carried out in such a
way as to render it very effective. That
is a question which the leader of the
House has to determine. There is
no object in passing good laws,
and afterwards amending them, where
they are found defective, unless they are
properly enforced. That is the real
difficulty about the Adulteration Act.
I quite agree with what the hon. gentle-
man from Woodstock says about liquor ;
I think a great deal of the injury that is
done by liquor drinking in this country is
because most of the liquor sold is not pure
but adulterated with the vilest materials.

HON. MR. DEVER - For twenty
years we have hardly missed a session
without having a bill of this character
before us for the purpose of altering the
law in some way to enable the Depart-
ment of Inland Revenue to complicate
business that comes under its purview.
As the hon. member from Halfax says,
it is perfectly useless to pass bills of this
nature unless they are directed by com-
petent, trained business men. I do not
care about expressing it, but still I can-
not get over the fact that whilst the
duties on spirit are so high, it will
be " extended" with water ; that is
the secret. The hon. gentleman from
Woodstock stated that many years ago
there was no such thing as spurious goods.
That is quite right : it was not worth
while then to adulterate, because goods
were cheap. As he stated, whiskey
in Canada was then worth only three
shillings a gallon ; now the same quality
is being sold for $4 a gallon. It is pre-
cisely the same whiskey, only a little
stronger, I suppose; the difference in
price is the duty, and, hence, dealers in
these goods naturally tryto reduce them,
and that is the secret of " extension."
With reference to coffee, I do not see
why it should be adulterated. There is
no duty of any consequence upon it.

HON. MR. MILLER-There is no
duty at all upon it.

HoN. MR. POWER.

HON. MR. DEVER-Yes, there is;
three cents a pound, and ten per cent.
ad valorem on imported ground coffee.
It is a great pity that an article that we
all consume every day should not
pure. There is no reason why it should
not be so, because the very best O
Government java can be purchasedib1
England for 17y or 18 cents. Perb
landed here. Now coffee ought to y1e
a fairly remunerative profit at about 27
or 30 cents per lb. Instead of th"'
parties dealing in the article charge 40
cents a pound. The best ground coff
imported into this country was wianu
factured in Boston at one time.

HON. MR. SMITH-Manufactured
it was not grown there.

HON. MR. DEVER-I do not adV'
cate at all the importation of gro0U'
coffee.

HON. MR. SMITH--Even the greeo
coffee does not come from England.

HON. MR. DEVER-I say that co
is now adulterated, and worse than ta
it is roasted in the cities in Canada the
put up in canisters and sent all ove! has
country, and by the time it is used Ith-
lost its aroma and is comparatively Wo
less.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B.
It is not poisonous, though !

HON. MR. DEVER-Coffee shou
be ground in every locality where it i
used, to have it fresh and satis .
In fact it should not be more than fhav
eight hours toasted and ground, to have
it good. Green coffee can be kept dry
length of time, provided it is dlter
condition. I know that spice is a 4 1 1
ated very extensively, and so clelbut
that it is almost impossible for any
experts to detect it. Cream of tarta
the ordinary baking sodas are also ext.
sively adulterated. It is perfectl yrads
possible to put a stop to these f
until more competent men . tese
the Department to examine nto asse
questions. There are men who are
to be experts in these matters Who
not experts, and it is a matter of
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portance to the public that we should
th e a close inspection and analysis of

ese articles. I do not think there is
y reason why we should not have asPure food and drink as any other country

eth world.

MR. GIRARD-I confess that
ti somewhat alarmed by the informa-

tgOl laid before the House by Hon. Mr.We uet I did not know that such frauds
te daily committed in various parts of

he h ominion. From the information
figas given it would appear that over

Per cent. of all the food sold by the
iaccer s is adulterated, and when so much
heabtheen done to injure the public
41, I would like to know what the

Vernment are doing to prevent it. I
WOUld ask the leader of the Government
if nprosecutions have taken place to

parties found guilty of such
ses? The law provides that those

Commit those adulterations should
aPiunished. If the provisions of the
dealre carried out, there would be a great
ing to do in the way of punish-withose who adulterate liquors, which,
With the assent of the Government, aredistributed throughout the Dominion.

t is Possible for the leader of the
as ternment to give us any information
of F the operation of the Adulteration
like Oods Act in the past year, we should
side Very much to hear it. I do not con-
idor that the public will recieve any
thane protection from this proposed law

they have received in the past.

We MR. ABBOTT-The law whichhe ave already in our statute book is, intem ain, a good law. It has been ad-
oith from the laws of other countries

tle sane subject ; nevertheless, it is
ti of conparatively recent introduc-
ly inand has not been in force sufficient-
d 'ng to master all the details of these
rdInterations. In answer to my hon.

,a I ay tell him that a great dealfoce done towards acquiring in-
lar ad 0 1 as to the modes of particu-
tion adulterations and as to the detec-
a cO f them ; and for that purpose
ap etent staff of analysts has beenP'nted. The Chief Analyst, Mr.
eacarlane is a man of great skill and
eper1enice, and is very competent for

the position he fills. The Dominion has
been dividéd into districts for the pur-
pose of food analysis, and in each dis-
trict there is an analyst, in some cases
with assistants,who take samples from all
dealers for the purpose of analysing them
and, so far as possible, punishing those
foundguilty of committing thoseadultera-
tions. There have been, in several of
those districts, quite a number of prosecu-
tions during the past year, many of
which have been successtul. Although
it is no doubt true, as stated in some of
the reports, that no great diminution in
the proportion of adulterated articles of
food has yet been arrived at ; still
additional precautions are every day
being taken to provide, in the first place,
that articles which are sold shall be cor-
rectly designated by the marks upon
them so that the people may
know what they are buying ; and
that persons who violate the law with
regard to the making of their
goods shall always be punishèd. The
results of the examinations made in
1886 are to be found in the report of the
Minister of Inland Revenue, and I would
commend that book to my hon. friend if
he feels any curiosity on the subject. An
enormous amount of information has
been compiled in it, which all serves
towards the end of making the Act, year
by year, more efficient. It was in conse-
quence of the failure of one of those
prosecutions last year that a clause in this
bill was introduced. This contains noth-
ing more than remedies for some small
defects which have been found in the
exercise of the powers conferred upon
the Government by the Act upon our
statute books, and one of them is the
one I have just referred to. A judge
thought proper to refuse to recognize
baking powder as food ; therefore, al-
though the baking powder in question
was proved to be adulterated in a high
degree, he refused to convict the person
who was selling the mixture, because he
considered it was not food within the
meaning of the Act. My hon. friend will
see that we are endeavoring to remedy
that difficulty which might occur in other
things as well as baking powder, by pro-
viding that every ingredient for mixing
with food or drink is comprised within
the term food, and, if adulterated, the
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perpetrator is subject to punishmentjust
the same as if it were bread that was
adulterated. We can punish, under this
Bill if it become law, every person who
adulterates any article which is used in
the manufacture of bread, just as we
could punish any person who adulterates
the loaf itself. I do not presume to say
that the judge was wrong in his decision ;
still the distinction which he made
appears to me to be a very fine one.
However, we take the most practical way
of mastering the difficulty; we come to
Parliament and ask them to make clear
that which certainly was not clear before,
in order to assist us in enforcing this
Act.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I quite agree
with my hon. friend that the decision
given turns upon a very nice point, and
I am rather surprised at the judgment,
because when the ingredient that has
been spoken of is incorporated with the
food it really becomes part of the food
and is eaten. In view of that and of the
tendency to require the utmost strictness
in this matter, is this amendment not
susceptible of slight improvement. Sub-
section A of section i reads -

" The expression 'food' includes every
article used for food or drink by man or
cattie, and every ingredient intended for
mixing with the food or drink of man or
cattle for any purpose whatsoever."

Would it not be better to say " every
ingredient mixed or intended for mixing
with the food.' That would prevent any
nice distinction.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think the
judge based his decision upon this dis
tinction, that baking powder was not a
nourishing ingredient, but rather some-
thing which was intended to have a
mechanical action upon the dough of
which the bread was made-that is to
say, it was not the baking powder the
person who consumed the bread would
eat, it was the part which was made light
by the mechanical action of the pow-
der. Now, " every ingredient mixed
with food," I fear, would scarcely be
applicable, because after it is mixed with
food it passes beyond the purview of the
act-it becomes identified with some-
thing else ; and in that case, if it be food

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

and not merely something which is cal-
culated to produce a mechanical action,
it is food, and the food itself becomnes a1
adulterated food. But where we can
detect and seize and punish the adute.r
ation, is before it is mixed-when it is
prepared or offered for sale to be nixed
-it is at that stage we can seize it, and
the Minister has taken that view in pre
paring this clause.

HON. MR. DEVER-I think t
leader of the eovernment did not repY
to the question of the hon. gentlemnanl
from St. Boniface. He asked was there
any return made of the number of sen
ples of spirit and wines analysed by the
Inland Revenue Department under til
law? I repeat the question on the grOU'n
that there is a very unjust opinion abrod
with reference to drink generally. I anr
one of those who believe that there is t.
such thing as adulteration of spirt,
I know that the popular cry is

spirit is adulterated. That being the case,
I hold that this Department,when it 1n
dertakes to examine samples of various
kinds of food and drink, should sats
the public mind as to whether spirit 19

adulterated or not. If it is a fact WC
should know it ; if it is not it should th
announced to the public. I bold th"
any adulteration that is to be found il-
spirit, is simply an adulteration, or iat
ter, introduced carelessly, by parties Who
do not handle it cleanly and nicely-that
is the only adulteration found in sPi r
I do not know any drug that is cheaper
than distilled spirit. I am speaking dO
in the presence of educated media
gentlemen who are competent to contra-
dict me if I am wrong. I say that there
is nothing in the shape of drug, Or
medicine that wil accomplish the
object that drink is intended for,
which can be as cheaply .t
duced as the article of spirit itse
But as to the making of spirit, I feel tthe
it is the duty of every man who has the
knowledge to contradict the false state
ments that are sent abroad about it beng
made with drugs.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I thinko
answered my hon. friend fror Manito
that there is a carefully prepared re.
published every year, showing the.ana ys9
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of enormous number of articles made
inose districts, giving the exact result
t eery case. With regard :to liquors,
thnlfk my hon. friend is not very far

*r0 ng when he says that liquora, as atleare not adulterated. I have in my
, d the report for last year, which, nodOut, rny hon. friend has received.

IOI. MR. DEVER-No ; I never
oked at it.

"ON. MR. ABBOTT-Then I think
'4Y hon. friend should not blame the
theerniment for not making it public to

country.

lI. MR. DEVER-I say that the
arp&tment cannot show that spirit is

Adlterated with anything poisonous.

ÏON. MR. ABBOTT-The Govern-
nt analysts say, in this return which I
hdimy hand,that inthe great ernumberOnstances liquors are not adulterated,

it does not pretend to show to the
utntry samples which are adulterated.
i Simply a business like report. I

th that, as the hon. gentleman says,
he adulteration of hquors is very rare.The reports for some of the districts show
at there is no adulteration at all in

hes and spirits. In Nova Scotia there
h been one case found.

it MR. DEVER-What is found

tell M. ABBOTT-I could not
that y hon. friend the exact substancep"e was found in it ; but out of 22 sam-of wines and spirit examined at the

ere of the public analyst at Halifax, 20a found pure, one doubtful, and oneidulterated which was a small portionw¡eed. In the laboratory of New Bruns-
Wa k, when analyses were made of 18

fo ples of wines and spirit, none were
adulterated. That is the general

fg f examninations in a large majority
f cases-that there is no adulteration

Of*nes and spirit, and that is a fact
te the Government have communi-

tO the country by circulating in
InrIense nurnbers those reports.

HON, Mi. BOTSFORD-The hon.
gentemen ought to read the blue-book.

HoN. MR. DEVER-The hon. gentle-
man bas no necessity to read the blue-
book, he knows well all they can put in
it, if they tell the truth.

The clause was agreed to.

HON. MR. McINNES, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were reported from
Committee of the Whole, read the third
time and passed without debate :-

Bill (87), "An Act to amend the Con-
solidated Revenue and Audit Act," Chap.
29 of the Revised Statutes of Canada.
(Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (48), "An Act further to amend
the law respecting procedure in criminal
cases." (Mr. Abbott.)

OTTAWA, MORRISBURG & NEW
YORK RAILWAY & BRIDGE

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING

HON. MR. READ moved the second
reading of Bill (50) " An Act to incor-
porate the Ottawa, Morrisburg & New
York Railway and Bridge Company."

HON. MR. SCOTT-If this Bill
brought before us, for the first time, the
proposition to build a railway between
the city of Ottawa and the State of New
York, to cross the St Lawrence at or
near Morrisburg, I assume there would
be no objection to it. I desire to call the
attention of the House to the Bill which
in my judgment, is very misleading. It
professes to ignore entirely a charter
that is still in existence for a company to
build a road over exactly the sarme
ground. There is difference in the title
in one word. The Company already
chartered is a Company authorised to
construct a road to be known as the
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Ottawa, Waddington and New York
Railway and Bridge Company. In this
Bill the word Waddingtori in the title is
altered to Morrisbrug. Two years
ago the minority proportion of the
directoýrs of this Company failed to agree
with their co-directors. A proposition
was made at a meeting, at which all
were not present, to allot to individ-
ual directors a large amount of stock.
They simply allotted to each other stock
for the purpose of voting. It was not
professed to be:allotted on any considera-
tion, and it was therefore clearly illegal.
A meeting of the shareholders was sub-
sequently called, and at this meeting a
contention arose as to which stock ought
to prevail, the stock which had been
formally subscribed and on which ten
per cent. had been paid, or the stock
which the directors had undertaken to
allot to themselves. Scrutineers were
elected, and they reported two to one
the Board of Directors elected upon the
original stock, ignoring entirely the stock
allotted by the directors for which no
value had been given. That led to a
fight in the Company which ought to be
settled in the courts of law and not in
the high court of Parliament. The pro-
moters of this Bill are the parties who
allotted to themselves stock. They
failed to obtain possession of the prop-
erty of the Company, and they now
come to Parliament to ask for a new
charter, entirely ignoring the existence
of the charter now on the statute book ;
and it is rather curious that while this is
advocated on the ground that it is a new
company it has no reference to the exist-
ing company; whereas in the House of
Commons, when the question came up
before the Committee, they reported on
the Bill as to the notice, the singular
comment :-

" The Committee have alseo examined the
petition of the Ottawa, Morrisburg and New
York Railway and Bridge Company, for an
Act of Incorporation and find that notice
was only published in the Canada Gazette
and one newspaper in the town of Morris-
burg."

Of course it runs through several muni-
cipalities :-

" But as the petition seeks virtually to
revive a lapsed charter, and as the pro-
moters declare that the proposed measure
shall not interfere with any vested rights,

HON. MR. SCOTT.

and it is clearly in the interest of the seo*
tion of the country, etc., they advise th$'
the rule be suspended."

I have in my hands the charter Of the
Company, granted first in 1882, and sub-
sequently amended in 1884.

HON. MR. MILLER - Has the
petition been before our Standing Orders
Committee ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I believe it has,
but I am not aware of how they dispOsed
of it. I find that in the Act of 18841
the Company were allowed three yea
within which to begin, and six years
within which to complete their roact
That would bring the completion doeW
to the year 1890. This is the first tirne
I have known Parliament to intervene'
in effect, and repeal an existing charter
on the ground that the work had .nOt
been completed before the tinle limited
by the original charter. These Partie
ought to be relegated to the courts
the country and let the question ha
decided there. I am unable to see w
other ground, except the report read fro
the Committee, actuated the House O
Commons in passing the Bill. ProbablY
the better plan now would be to a
the Bill to take a stage, and the m1 atter
can be considered in comrnittee.
thought it my duty to call the attention
of hon. gentlemen to the Bil in order
that they might understand the imOPOrt
ance of the question when it is again
returned to the House.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Ias the
Company which has the charter over this
ground done anything towards Con
struction ?

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I am not in a
position to confirm or deny it, but thee
is a statement, I understand, which Whl1
be placed before the Committee, in whias
it is alleged that the sum of $34,490her
been expended in one way or anothe
A good deal of money has been excteOd
ed in connection with the plans o
bridge. It is proposed to cross, the t
Lawrence River, and it requires
sanction cf the Governor in COUth
before the plan can be adopted byth
Company. The first, second and thir
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Plans were condemned ; finally the loca-
tion Was changed and, after a year

Pired, a bridge plan was approved by
the Governor in Council. Then delays
took Place on the other side, where the
sanction of the Government at Washing-
ton was required to this bridge plan.

eilg a bridge connecting the two
countries it was, of course, necessary
that the sanction of the Secretary of War
should be obtained. In this way more
delay took place, and I am informed
that a very considerable sum of money
bas been expended in that way.

H ON. MR. McCALLUM-We adopt-
ed this morning charters for free railways
over the same ground where another
ornpany had expended some $400,ooo,d I Wanted to see what these people,
ho have the former charter in this case,

have done. They have held their char-ter for years and now they come here
and claim that no other company shouldget a charter.

oIN. MR. SCOTT-The answer to
that is that the promoters of the original
liil are promoters largely of this. They
th e got a charter. I do not approve of

er coming to Parliament to get a new
charter. They profess to say that their

arter has lapsed, and granting a new
.arter does not affect any otherinterest.

BThe motion was agreed to and theBih was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

» Bill (78) "An Act to incorporate the
eystone Fire Insurance Company.'(Mr. Botsford.)

ASSINIBOINE RIVER & BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

s ON. MR. GIRARD moved theecond reading of bill (86) " An Act to
athorize the construction of bridges overe Assiniboine River at Winnipeg and
eOrtage La Prairie for railway and pass-eier Purposes."

He said-The title of this bill explains
the object of it. The difficulties so long
existing between the governrment of
Manitoba and the authorities at Ottawa,
respecting the railway monopoly there,
-is now happily settled, and it will be a
matter of gratification to the people
of Manitoba to see renewed pro-
gress and prosperity returned to that
Province. The construction of the Red
River Valley Railway and the hranch rail-
way from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie
involves the necessity of building bridges
one across the Assinniboine at Winni-
peg and the other at Portage la Prairie.
The work will be done under the super-
vision and according to plans prepared
by the local officer known as the Com-
missioner of Railways for the Province
of Manitoba. The plan, before being
adopted, will have to be submitted to
the Governor in Council for their
approval, and it is well understood that
the bridges will be constructed in such a
way as not to obstruct the nàvigation of
the river.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

MONTREAL ISLAND RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-In the absence
of Hon. Mr. Lacoste, moved concurrence
in the amendments proposed by the
Select Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbors to Bill (70) "An
Act to incorporate the Montreal Island
Railway Company."

HON. MR. POWER-There is this
singular feature about the amendments
that have been made to this bill, that
without them the bill is not one that we
could have passed, and the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors
have undertaken, by the amendments
which they have proposed, to bring this
bill within the jurisdiction of the Parlia-
ment of Canada. I think the mere
statement of that fact goes to rshow
that this is not a bill which should
come here. The British North America
Act. in its 91st and 9 2nd sections under-
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takes to point out what subjects
shall come respectively within the
jurisdiction of the Parliament of
Canada and of the Provincial Legisla-
tures; and amongst the matters which
are placed within the jurisdiction of the
Provincial Legislatures are local public
works and works not extending beyond
the limits of the Province. This Mont-
real Island Railway, looked at simply in
the light of the provisions of the ninety-
second section is purely a local work. It
does not extend beyond the Island of
Montreal, and it is intended for local
purposes. It is a fact, as stated by the
Chairman of the Committee in reporting
the Bill, that this local railway in going
around the Island of Montreal inevitably
has to cross the tracks of the Canadian
Pacific Railway and the Grand Trunk
Railway ; and it is contended by the Com-
mittee that that fact makes this a work
for the general benefit of Canada. Now
I think that must be regarded as a very
flimsy sort of argument. It is true that
this Parliament by an act passed in 1882
undertook to declare that any railway
which crosses or connects with the Grand
Trunk Railway or Canadian Pacific
Railway amongst other Railways, should
be held to be a work for the general
benefit of Canada; and I admit that,
looking at the letter of the British North
America Act, Parliament had the
power to pass that Act ; but I contend
that the spirit of the British North Amer-
ica Act is altogether contrary to that
legislation. Such a work as the Mont-
real Island Railway is as local as any
work can be ; and to say that by simply
mentioning in the preamble of the Bill
that it is a work for the general benefit
of Canada, you can bring it within the
jurisdiction of the Dominion Parliament
is a great abuse of the letter of the law.
I think it is a Bill that comes peculiarly
within the jurisdiction of the Legislature
of Quebec, and that it ought to be left
there.

HON. MR. MILLER-Do you think
this is the time to raise that objection,
after the second reading.

HON. MR. POWER-Yes, I think
it is an objection which can be raised at
any time. It is an objection which might

HON. MR. POWER.

have been raised more properly at an
earlier stage and it was raised, but the
Bill was allowed to go to the Comnittee
with the understanding that the objec-
tion would be discussed later on. I
have not the slightest objection to the
Bill itself. I know nothing about it, e%'
cept that it seems to me to be infringing
upon the jurisdiction of the Local Leg-
islature, and that we ought to leave the
Bill there.

HON. MR. DICKEY-When this Bill
was before the House on a former occ
sion, I stated frankly that if it stood UPO"
its merits, without any mention regard-
ing the situation of it, I would consider
it a purely local railway, for the reasOn
that it was a railway confined to the
Island of Montreal, but I added further
that the Committee found it necessary
to make this amendment, otherwise the
Act could not have been passed at all,
and why was that amendment made? I
will state the reason why. It was rend-
ered necessary by the legislation which
is on our statute book-section 120 O
the Railway Act provides distinctly that
the Intercolonial Railway, the Grand
Trunk Railway, the Canadian P'
cific Railway and several others
are hereby declared to be works
for the general advantage of Can-
ada, and each and every branch line
of railway, now or hereafter connecting
with or crossing the said lines of railwaYq
or any of them, is a work for the general
advantage of Canada. Then it goes on
to provide that every such branch line
shall hereafter be subject to the authOr-
ity of the Parliament of Canada. The
reason of that is perfectly obvious-that
a railway crossing two of our great inter-
colonial arteries would not be subject to
the legislation of this Parliament uniess
it was declared to be a work for the
general advantage of Canada and ivsS
brought within the purview of our legIs-
lation, apart from the section of the
Confederation Act which my hon. friend
from Halifax cited, because these loCal
works confined to the Provinces are local
railways, and it is only when they ae
declared to be railways for the benefitO
Canada that they come within our juris
diction. The preamble of the' Bill wa
inconsistent with the enacting clause
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The enacting clause declared it to be of jurisdiction by the insertion of
n'ot Only a work for the general those words, since by the law it
advantage of Canada, but it gave the does come within our jurisdiction.
Comnpany authority to cross the It is a good deal the fashion nowadays
tracks of the Grand'Trunk Railway and to insist that the Dominion Parliament
the Canadian Pacific Railway. In what has too much power and the local legis-
Position would the railway be, and in latures not enough. I like the constitu-
what Position would the public be as re- tion as it stands very well. I think the
gards their protection, if-this were treated division between the two jurisdictions, if
s5 fIply as a local railway? This House a little better defined, is in principle a
Would have no control over it, unless it good one, and I do not approve of any
was declared a work for the general ad- provision of the constitution more than
'antage of Canada. It was necessary, I do of this one, as adapted by our Rail-
for this obvious reason, that when it way Act, which requires that when a
Crossed these railways. this Parliament local railway crosses or connects with
should have control over it to see that any one of those great Dominion railways
life and property were protected so that it brings itself within the jurisdiction of
there should be no such things as colli- the Dominion, and for this reason we
Sions , and that our control should be have in our Railway Act, and we propose
kept over that line which thus crosses to lay before this House shortly a bill
those two great railways, which are par- elaborating and improving it, a
heularly mentioned in the Railway Act. complete system of law for the
t *as because this section of the Rail- regulating of traffic on railways, for the

Way Act had previously declared that regulation of their rights and the rights
any local ine must inevitably be so if it of the public, and if we did not place
c1nected with or crossed either of these small railways which crossed these great
knes, that this becomes a work for the arteries under the jurisdiction of this
eneral advantage of Canada. In this Parliament, we should have this curious
%nstance, this island railway crosses both anomaly that we would have one line of
unes, and therefore it became absolutely railway regulated as to traffic and
necessary that, if this Bill was passed and as to its obligations to other rail-
received its second reading, the line ways, and as to all the details of its
should become a work for the general management, by the Government of the
advantage of Canada, and have power Dominion, while the railway connecting
to connect with or cross these lines ; with it and crossing it, and exchanging
Strange to say, the Bill did not state the business with it probably every day,would
fact that the application was that it should be regulated by an entirely different sys-

treated as a work for the general tem of laws. Its obligations towards our
advantage of Canada, so the amendment railways. might be different to any degree
Was made. imaginable. Its obligations towards the

public might be different. The nature of
HoN. MR ABBOTT-My hon. friend its transactions in exchanging traffic with

Ch s just spoken has made the fact other lines, or in connecting with other
elear that this is a Bill which, under our lines, might all be different. Now that,
SYstern, comes within the jurisdiction of I conceive, especially with respect to
the Dominion Parliament, because it railways, is a state of things which ought
crosses the Canadian Pacific Railway not to exist. The working of railways and
an d the Grand Trunk Railway, two rail- the carrying of traffic is dangerous to life,
WayS referred to in the section of the managed as you will, and dangerous

haclway Act that has been cited. If it to property and it would be very unfor-
ad not, it would have been quite com- tunate if the chance of difficulties of

betent for the Dominion Parliament to many descriptions, in addition to the
it within the jurisdiction of the danger to life and property, were to be

foinion by declaring it to be a railway increased by placing two railways cross-

fl th advantage of Canada, even if it ing each other under two entirely dif
not cross those lines, but in this ferent jurisdictions and two entirely

'atInce there has been no assumption different systems of laws. I think, in
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this respect, the provisions of the Rail-
way Act are very judicious.

to the cause why such arrears have been
allowed so long to remain uncollected.

The motion was agreed to.
The motion was agreed to, and the

Bill was read the third time and passed. DEFECTIVE LETTERS PATENT
BILL.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (72) " An Act to incorporate the
New York, St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway Company." (Mr. MacCallum.)

Bill (84) " An Act respecting the
Thousand Islands Railway Company."
(Mr. Read.)

The Senate adjourned at 5:45 p.m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Thursday, May 3rd, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

HYDRAULIC LEASES AT
OTTAWA.

MOTION.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved-
That an humble Address be presented to

Hie Excellency the Governor General;
praying that His Excellency will be pleased
to cause to be laid before this House, a
statement showing names of all lessees of
hydraulic water lots at the Chaudiere Falls,
Ottawa, with copy of leases, the date of issue
and conditions thereof, and the term of years
granted, with rate payable therefor per an-
num or otherwise.

If any of said leases have expired, and, if
so, whether they have been renewed, and
upon what terms, and for what extended
period of time.

Likewise statemient showing amounts out-
standing and due, with the names of lessees
so in default, and the cause assigned there-
for. Also any correspondence with the sev-
eral lessees in reference to such default, as
well as any correspondence or instructions
issued for compelling the payment thereof
by legal process, and copy of ali reports
Irom the Department of Inland Revenue as

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the third
reading of Bill (4) "An Act to amend
the Act respecting Defective Letters
Patent and the Discharge of Securities
to the Crown."

He said :-The little hitch which
occurred yesterday in regard to this Bill
was caused by my want of informatiofn
on the subject. for which no one but nl'Y
self is to blame. The Act to which I
referred in the discussion, and on which
the discussion arose, was an Act of the
Dominion of Canada, which provided
that since Confederation preciselY tbe
rule which is embodied in this B'11

should obtain with regard to those
bonds. The effect of this Bill, there-
fore, will only be to discharge the
lien created by registration previOus
to Confederation The law of Ontario
has been aniended, and there is an Act
upon the statute book which provides
that since 1866 the rights and claimso
the Crown shall be similar to those O
subject against subject ; but the la,«
which prevailed before 1866 gave a pri
vilege upon registration of these bonds,
which privilege ceased to exist after the
passage of 29 and 30, Victoria, the Act
which is mentioned for repeal in the
table of tbe consolidators of the laW,
which I mentioned yesterday. but
whether it be repealed or not, it bas DO
bearing on the particular subject Iatter
of this Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time, as amende'
and passed.

ST. CATHARINES & NIAGARA
CENTRAL RAILWAY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. MAcCALLUM moved the
second reading of Bill (61) " An Act to
incorporate the St. Catharines and
gara Central Railway Company.»
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le said :-This Bill is to amend the
charter of this company. They have
built about twelve miles of the road, and
this amendment to their charter is to
enable them better to carry on the work
Of construction.

The motion was agreed, to and the Bi!l
Was read the second time:

The Senate adjourned at 6 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday May 41h, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 O'clock.

to a proportion which would bring it
into harmony with the reduction in the
stock:of the Company. I see no objec-
tion to the amendments, as they only
ask for this amount of capital, and under
the circumstances, the amendments may
be concurred in without delay.

HoN. MR. MILLER, in the absence
of Hon. Mr. Boyd, moved that the
amendments be occurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill, as amended, was read the third
time and passed.

BUFFALO, CHIPPAWA AND NIA-
GARA FALLS STEAMBOAT

AND TRAMWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Prayers and routine proceedings HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and

THIRD READINGS. Harbors, reported Bil (67) "An Act to
incorporate the Buffalo, Chippawa and

.Bill (31) " An Act to incorporate the Niagara Falls Steamboat and Tramway
River Detroit Winter Railway Bridge Company" with amendments.
Cornpany." (Mr. Sanford) He said-I may explain that these

amoiints are rendered necessary in order
Bill (62) " An Act to incorporate the to prevent this Company from having

Grenville International Bridge Com- power to take any portion of the park
Pany." (Mr. McKindsey) which is now weIl known to the country

as the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls
ANNAPOLIS ALANTIC RAILWAY Park. In order to prevent such a dese-

COMPANY'S BILL, cration of what may be called, not
merely an international undertaking, but

THIRD READING. one which certainly commends itself to
Y-. the sympathyand support of every person

.'ON. MR. DICKEY from the Com- in this Dominion, it was absolutely
luittee on Railways, Telegraphs and necessary, as there might be a doubt,
larbours, reported Bill (82) " An Act under the language of the Act which
UIcorporate the Annapolis Atlantic Rail- gave very extensive powers, whether theyWay Company," with amendments. could expropriate any part of the Park

to lie said-I may explain with regard to make that plain. It has been so made
!0 these amendments, that the first one plain by the proviso introduced into this
is to reduce the capital stock from the . After being introduced, the amend-
anlOunt mentioned in the Bill ($2,ooo,- ment met with the support of the pro-
000) to $i ooo,ooo. This was placed moter of the bill, in order to pro-
' the Bill under a misapprehension as tect thaý property which, although

tO the requirements of the Company, it belongs to Ontario, may be con-
end I see no objection to this amend- sidered in every extent and for everyent The next amendment is one purpose international pooperty. An

ich was necessary to make the clause amendment is therefore made to this
Cotformable to the other, by similarly bill to protect any part of it from enpro-reucing the amount . of paid up capital priation. That is the sole object of this
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amendment, and I think it ought to meet
with the concurrence of the House.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
moved that the amendments be concur-
red in.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
as amended was read the third time and
passed.

BILLS ASSENTED TO.

HONORABLE SIR WILLIAM JOHNSTONE
RITCHIE, Knight, Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Canada, Deputy Gov-
ernor, being seated on the Throne.

THE SPEAKER commanded the
Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons, and
acquaint that House "l It is the Deputy
Governor's desire that they attend him
inimediately in this House,"

Who being come with their Speaker,

The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
read the titles of the Bills to be passed
severally as follows :-

An Act respecting the Port Arthur, Du-
luth and Western Railway.

An Act to incorporate the Canada and
Michigan Tunnel ny.

An Act respecting e Southern Railway
Company and Erie and Niagara Railway
Company.

An Act to amend the Acts relating to the
Great Western and Lake Ontario Shore
Junction Railway Company.

An Act respecting Bonds on Branch Lines
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating
the Shuswap and Okanagon Railway Coin-
pany.

An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company of Canada.

An Act to enable the Esquirmalt and
Nanaimo Railway Company to rui a ferry
between Beecher Bay, in British Columbia,
and a point on the Straits of Fuca within the
United States of America.

An Act respecting the South Norfolk
Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating
the Hereford Branch Railway Company, ana
to change the name of the company to the
Hereford Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Lake Nipissing and
James' Bay Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Collingwood
and Bay of Quinte Railway Company.

HON. MR. DICKEY.

An Act respecting the River St. Clair
Railway Bridge and Tunnel Compan

An Act to incorporate the Western t
Railway Company.

An Act to inco.rate the Pontiac and
Renfrew Railway Company.

An Act to confirm a certain Agreement
made between the London and South-East-
ern Railway Com pany and the Canada
Southern Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the St. Lawrenlce
and Adirondack Railway Company.

An Act to confirm a certain Agreement
made between the Grand Trunk RailwaY
Company of Canada, the Canada Souther
Railway Company and the London and Port
Stanley Railway Company.

An Act to reduce the Capital Stock of
Banque Nationale.

An Act to incorporate the Chinook Belt
and Peace River Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Kincardine and Teeswater Rnilway
Company.

Au Act to incorporate the Ottawa and
Parry Soind Railway Company.

An Act to aimend the Act relatin tO
Manitoba and North-Western Railway
Company of Canada.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Moncton Haibor Improvement Co'
pany.

An Act respecting a certain Treaty
between Her Britannic Majesty and the
President of the United States. OfAn Act to amend the Revised Statutes
Canada, Chapter one hundred and eigtY'
one, respecting Punishments, Pardons afl
Commutation of Sentences.

An Act to amend the Adulteration Act'
Chapter one hunddred and seven of the
Revised Statutes of Canada.

An Act to amend the Consolidated ee
venue and Audit Act, Chapter twentrY-nie
of the Revised 8tatutes of Canada.

An Act further to amend the Law repect
ing Procedure in Criminal Cases.

To these Bills the Royal Assent was
pronounced by the clerk of this H:{ou5e
in the words following :-" In lrer
Majestry's name, His Honor the DePuty
of His Excellency the Governor Genera'
doth assent to these Bills."

The Deputy Governor was pleased to
retire, and the House of Commons with
drew.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (6o) "An Act to amend ChaP,
of the Revised Statutes respecting the
Department of Public Printing and Sta'
tionery." (Mr. Abbott.)
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Bill (ro8) "An Act respecting the ad-
vertising of counterfeit money." (Mr.
Abbott)

Bill (20) " An Act relating to the Up-
Per Ottawa Improvement Company."
(Mr. Ilaythorne.)

Bill (102) "An Act -especting the
Central Ontario Railway." (Mr. Mc-
kindsey.)

The Senate adjourned at 4:05 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, Mcy 7th, 1888.

,VTHE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
Oclock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MORRISON DIVORCE BILL.

"ION. MR. DICKEY, from the Select
C0Imnittee on Divorce, reported Bill
('l) "An Act for the relief of Catherine
Morrison," with certain amendments.

lie said-I may explain that thearnendment is the addition of a clause
ivig the custody of the child to the

!other, the Petitioner, to make the Bill
' accordance with the petition, the

Preamnble and the evidence. It would
be a cruel thing to refuse the motherthe custody of her child, seeing that the
husband is a man of bad habits, and is
actually in the Penitentiary for bigamy.

dOu. MR. McKINDSEY-The evi-
ence in this matter has not yet been

PUblished or distributed, and I suppose
&OUI the recent decision of the HouseYoU Will not allow me to have the report
tdopted to-day. I would therefore movethat it be taken into consideration on

ednesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION PLATE GLASS INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce,
reported Bill (32), "An Act to incorpor-
ate the Dominion Plate Glass Insurance
Company," with certain amendments.

He said-In explaining the amend-
ments made by the Committee to this
Bill, I have only to observe that it was
thought desirable that the amount which
was required to be paid in as capital
before the Company commenced busi-
ness, shall be deposited in one of the
chartered banks, which is the ordinary
provision in such Bills. Further, that
the notice required to be given to
shareholders, instead of being merely by
circular, shall be by registered letter ad-
dressed according to the addresses in
the stock books in the Com.pany. An-
other alteration is that the word " five "
should be changed to " ten," that is,
that the shareholder shall have held ten
shares to qualify him for the position
of director. These are the only altera-
tions made in the Bill.

HON. MR. POWER moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and -the
amendments were concurred in.

HON. MR. POWER moved the third
reading of the Bill as amended.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

KEYSTONE FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAI, from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
ported Bill (78) " An Act to incorporate
the Keystone Fire Insurance Company,"
with certain amendments.

He said :-I might explain that the
amendments are precisely similar in
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character to those which have been
agreed to in the other Bill with reference
to the depositing of money in a chart-
ered bank and notice being given by
registered letter, instead of by circular,
and doubling the qualification of di-
rectors.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved that
the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

MILL REFUSE IN THE RIVER
OTTAWA.

MOTION AND INQUIRY.

HoN. MR. CLEMOW moved

That an humble Address be presented to
Hie Excellency the Governor General;
praying that His Excellency will be pleased
to cause to be laid before this House,a copy
of the Report of H. A. Gray, Esq., Civil
Engineer, who was appointed to ascertain
the position of the Ottawa River in refer-
ence to sawdust and elabs that have been
allowed to be deposited in that river from
the mille at the Chaudiere and elsewhere.

Whether it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to adopteuch steps as may be deemed
necessary to prevent the obstruction of the
said river in the future, by prohibiting the
depositing of sawdust, slabs or mill refuse,
so that no further damage may be sustaimed
in that respect to the navigation of that im-
portant river and to the health of adjoining
localities ?

He said-The information sought to
be obtained by this motion is important
in several respects. As you are aware,
there is at present a Statute prohibiting
the depositing of slabs, sawdust
or other mill refuse in the rivers
of this country. For some un-
explained reason, the saw-mills at the
Chaudiere at this city are exempt from
the operation of that Act. For many
years large quantities of saw-dust and
mill refuse have been deposited in the
Ottawa and have caused that river to
become almost unnavigable. In conse-
quence of this being reported to the
Government, they appointed a gentleman

HON. MR. VIDAL.

last year to make a thorough examina-
tion of the river, and I am desirous O
obtaining the result of that examnation
in order to ascertain whether the river i1
as bad as has been reported. It is stated
that there is a depth of thirty to sixty
feet of slabs and saw-dust and mill refuse
in the different bays of the Ottawa River,
and these deposits of course are. very
sernous obstructions to the navigatiotl.
In addition to that, it is detrimental tO
the health of the people in this neighbor-'
hood. Last year, owing to the decomPos-
ition of these immense banks of saw-dust
and refuse, disease was very prevalent
here, and I think it is one great reason
why steps should be taken to remxove
these obstructions from the river. It wil
cost the Government, even now, a very
large sum of money to dredge the
Ottawa and make it navigable in the
future. I know myself that for years
past barges drawing from three to four
feet of water could hardly ascend frorn
the foot of the locks into the canal basin
owing to the accummulation of this ni,'
refuse in the river. Therefore I think it
is high time that steps should be taken
to prevent the recurrence of this n"'
sance in future. I thought it my duty to
place this notice on the paper in ordertO
bring the matter under the consideration
of the government. I may add that
hese accumulations of saw dust have
had the effect of totally destroying the
fish in the Ottawa. When I first calne
here forty years ago, there was abuI'
dance of fish in the Ottawa river : the
fish have now entirely disappearer*
While we are endeavoring in the Lower
Provinces, to protect our fisheries, .
certainly are doing quite the contrary 10
this section of the country, because the
throwing of these large quantities of h-'l
refuse into the river is certainly annhi
liating the fish in the Ottawa. I an
sorry that my hon. friend, Mr. Scott, 1a
not present because I feel satisfied thit
if he were here he would second thîs
motion.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
has put upon the paper a cornbiled re
tice-notice of motion for an addr
and notice for a question, both Co'
prised under the same head. t onliY
call his attention to that ; it is a litti
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regularity of which no one desires totake advantage. With regard to the re-
port Of Mr. Gray, he is a subordinate
Official of the Department and he has
tnade a report to the Chief Engineer,

ho has obtained other information be-
sides that contained in Mr. Gray's re-
DOrt, and is preparing a careful report onthe Whole subject. The - Governmentbave been giving very careful attention
!G this muatter, and think it of too much
'nPortance to bc left entirely to the
rePOrt of an official. They think it

rving of an enquiry by competent
Persons, with power to take what evid-
el1ce may be required in that respect.

Or that purpose they have determined
o ask this House to appoint a Com-
'n1ttee of its own members, skilled in
abi matters, as far as may be practic-
de enquire into the effect of the
anposit of slabs and sawdust in the river

atd report on it to the House. I may
te" rny hon. friend that the law is amply
dfecient for the prevention of such

deposits There has been some relaxa-
io for a long time past under an Order

Council, because a good many difficul-
tisexist in Ottawa as to the disposal of
sawdust. Where timber is sawn by
and POwer the mills consume the sawdust
tin gost mills have facilities for deposi-

in the neighborhood without in-
die g any great expense, but the Chau-
ha e Mills are peculiarly situated. They
Inor rneans of burning the mill refuse
rech ve they any place which can be
Wh ed without considerable expense,
th ere sawdust can be deposited. However

e facts only show that there are diffi-qulties to be considered as well as theýeon of removing the evils which
oa • s hall move for the appointment
rifattero ittee to enquire into the

Me R. ALEXANDER-I think
tht ave reason to congratulate ourselves
that e have now one competent to lead
res Ouse--a gentleman who feels the
ber Isibility of his position as a mem-
anO the Government. The country
friendthis House will thank my hon.

.bje fron Ottawa for bringing up this
that t We have all felt for a long time

e ere is no reason why the lumber-Or those who run the mills of the
36

country, should not burn their slabs and
sawdust. It is not reasonable that our
enterprising lumbermen should make all
the money they can out of lumber, just
as the grocers do out of their business,
and throw the refuse into the rivers ?
Why should the lumbermen not be re-
quired to burn all their sawdust. As an
old farmer of the country, I burned up all
the refuse on my farm: why should not the
lumbermen burn all the refuse which they
create? Nooneknows better than my hon.
friend from Ottawa that this grievance is
a matter that the Government ought to
have dealt with long ago, but they are too
much occupied in studying how to retain
power, %nstead of devoting their time and
attention as they ought to the great
interests of the country. Th'eir time is
too much taken up in considering how
to manipulate constituencies and keep
themselves in power, while they are
neglecting the great interests of the
country.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD--What has
that got to do with the question ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The
poor old gentleman from Sackville, who
is nearing the portals of the grave, as I
am, is always ready to support that which
is wrong-always ready to raise his poor
voice, not knowing how soon he may be
called to render an account elsewhere-
goes on to the end in his old way. God
help him ! The health of Ottawa, of
Montreal, and of all the cities along our
rivers, depends upon our preserving the
waters of the river pure. Yet, the
venerable Senator-

HON. GENTLEMEN-Order, order.

HON. 'MR. ALEXANDER-I pity
him: Like the senior member for Hali-
fax and the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
(Mr. Scott) who spoke about hallucina-
tions when, in the interests of the people,
a humble member of this House, called
attention to wrong doing. Such mem-
bers will crop up to prevent responsible
members from doing their duty in Par-
liament. The hon. gentleman from
Sackville does not seem to feel the re-
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sponsibility of his position. There
is no excuse for the saw mill
owners not burning their sawdust.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I was very glad
to hear, as I was entering the Chamber,
that the leader of the Government was
about to bring this matter to our notice
to-morrow by naming a Committee to
enquire into it. It must be apparent
that year by year the Ottawa River is
being filled up, not alone in the vicinity
of the city, but at points distant 40 or 50
miles from Ottawa, where the bays are
being gradually closed up by the saw
dust. The swift current in the spring of
the year is insufficient to remove the
large deposit of saw dust and rubbish
which accmulates during the summer
season. We are quite aware that it is a
very large interest that is affected by this
subject, and as the saw mills are
now constructed there may be
a good deal of difficulty in
getting rid of the saw dust in
any other way than by throwing it into
the river. On the other hand, it must
be apparent that the large profits deriva-
ble from the lumbering industry will
amply justify such a change in the con-
struction of the mills if necessary, and
warrant a very considerable expense
being incurred in order to get rid of this
mill rubbish without allowing it to go
into the river. The public interests are
largely affected by the practice that has
being going on for years ; and it will no
doubt cost a large sum of money to place
the Ottawa River in the condition it was
before saw-dust, slabs, and rubbish were
thrown into it, from the saw-mills. I am
glad to hear that the hon. gentleman is
going to have a Committee appointed,
and I trust that it will have a good result.

HON. MR. ALMON-I am glad to
hear that the saw-dust nuisance is likely
to be inquired into. I notice that the
sausages one gets all through Ontario
have a peculiar dryness about them,
which, when I have elquired the reason
why they are so different from the succu-
lent sausages we get in the Lower Prov-
inces, I am told is attributed to the
sawdust. If the sawdust nuisance can
be abolished, it will be a great advantage
to the people of Ottawa.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.

HON. MR. ABBOTT - After lny
explanation, I presume the hon. gentle-
man will not persist in his motion.

HON. MR. CLEMOW -After the
explanation of the leader of the hoUse,
of course I shall withdraw it with the
consent of the House.

The motion was withdrawn.

EMPLOYMENT OF A. F. WOOD-

INQUIRY

HON. MR. FLINT inquired
of the Government whether A. F. W the
Esquire, of Madoc, is still employed b tb
Department of Railways and Canai se
valuator or arbitrator on the Murray aCa
or on the Trent Valley Canal, and whet
lie is till to be emploved in said capaci
at a large outlay or monies for services Su
other expenses?

He said-It may be remembered that
last session I moved for a return Of th"
expenses paid to A. F. Wood in connr-
tion with his employment on the Mur'
ray canal. I asked for it in detail, ant
my reason for so doing was, froli wht
I have learned, I supposed he bad re
ceived a larger amount of rnoney t hg
he should have done for the monthhi
November, 1886. It appears that ths
return, instead of coming down to 1886I
stops in 1883, sometime about Se
tember ; consequently there was nothul
for 1886. This led me to inquire, a
I againasked for further informationi ili
ferencetothe Trent Valley Canal. Ifoun
out that there was something in con 4
tion with that, and I at last obtaine ie
having been requested to do so by 5oace
gentlemen in connection with the ple
where Mr. Wood resides, I have takeli
the pains to look into the matter, so
as the figures are concerned, rny'e
and I find that at the h o
Mr. Wood was employed, the 24 th o
August, 1882, on the Murray cana,
he had remuneration of $1 oper day for
travelling and hotel expenses each d tha
the term actually employed. f ie
in 1882 and 1883, Mr. Wood recetie

(according to the vouchers seUn
$711.3o, as expenses on the day at
Canal, and he puts in thirty-ne
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$3 Per day hotel expenses, which sur-
Prised me from the fact that in our part
0f the country the highest hotel rate is
a Per day ; and very few of them charge

More than $i per day. I do not know
Of any hotel in the district, except it be
at Brighton or at Trenton, that charges
More than $i per day. For other ex-
Penses he put in the balance. This
anounts, between salary and expenses-
tu thirteen dollars and sixty-eight cents
Per day for fifty-two days. Having found
0.1t that the return was not as complete
as it should be, I made an
apPlication to the House for a

!irther statement, and having obtained
1 found that it was for the same data,and that the total amount paid Mr.

WOOd up to January ist, from the time
.k Was appointed, I found he had re-

tived $b,889.9o. Putting the two sums
tOgether, it made over $9,00 1.20 paid to

is gentleman in five years and two
'nths, during which time he professedhe employed upon those two canals.

t think it is a very large sum for anyone
get under the circumstances, consid-
ot1ng the fact (I have it on good author-

lty) that he expended only some five
'Ys altogether out of the village oftadoc in November, 1886, for $2 18.55.It seems to me that while this gentleman

a at home attending to his own busi-
toss, it is a very large amount of money
tO receive from the Government for the
ullall amount of service he had rendered

the public. From the date of his ap-
tnent to the first of January last, five
e and two months, it is equal to

54.85 per month, or just $5.95 perq during that period, during which he
0nly employed at short intervals. I
Y stat also with reference to this mat-

nhat Mr. Wood is a member of the
rro Legislature, and has received

'g that time some $4,ooo
ess . 'ndemnity for attending the

ths ons of the Legislature. Putting
r dhole together, it will make $8.44

Dera for 312 working days, or $219.37
month, or $2,632.48 per year. I

Sstate further that Mr. Wood is a
8.rc of the Peace, and does a large
he unt of nagisterial business, for which

get Well paid. Mr. Wood is also
gort for one of those loan companies inUto, and receives a considerable

sum for that. He is also a grain buyer,
and speculates in grain ; so that, taking
it altogether, he is making a pretty good
thing out of the whole, and particularly
out of the Government. There is some-
thing very strange about ft to my mind.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Is he a
Tory or Grit ?

HON. MR. FLINT-He has been
both.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Like a
good many others, he belongs to the
Party of Purity.

HON. MR. FLINT-I think this
gentleman is about fit to belong to the
party of purity, if there is one. In 1882
he received from the Trent Valley Canal
$711.30. It strikes me that taking
everything into consideration there is
something wrong in connection with this
large amount of money which is paid
over to this gentleman I do not come
before you with any personal feeling
against Mr. Wood, but merely to satisfy
those of his constituents who have asked
me to look into this matter. I think it
is about high time that the Government
should look into this matter and see if
there is something wrong which should
beremedied. We are paying out too much
of the money of the country lor such
slight service. It is not Mr. Wood alone
but there is another gentleman perform-
ing these services and if he is paid at
the same rate, it will amount to some-
thing like $19,ooo during the past five
years for the Murray and Trent Valley
Canals, and I would not give much for
either of them. I am quite satisfied to
leave the matter with the Government.
My object has been to bring it to the
notice of the Government and leave it
to them to make such calculations and
reductions as they please, and also to
see if something cannot be done in refer-
ence to this matter and save such a large
expense for the purpose of supporting
those two gentlemen and this one in
particular.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-In answer to
my hon. friend, I have to say that this
gentleman is still employed as a valuator
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on those canals and he has reported to
the Department and the Department
reports him to be a valuable and useful
officer, quite entitled to proper remuner-
ation for his services. I may say, how-
ever, that my hon. friend appears to
make out a case against this gentleman
requiring further enquiry, and I shall
call the attention of my colleague at the
head of that Department to the remarks
which my hon. friend has made, as soon
as the official report is published. It
certainly will lead to enquiry, I promise
my hon. friend.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (N) "An Act to amend the Do-
minion Lands Act." (Mr. Abbott.)

THE GREAT MACKENZIE BASIN.

THIRD REPORT ADOPTED.

The Order of the day having been
called.

Consideration of the Third Report of the
Select Committee appointed to examine and
report as to the value of that part of the
Dominion lying north of the Saskatchewan
watersbed, east of the Rocky Mountains and
west of Hudson Bay, comprising the Great
Mackenzie Basin-its extent of navigable
rivers, lakes and sea coast, of agricultural
and pastoral lands, its fisheries, forests and
mines.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-In mov-
ing the adoption of the Report, I
have very little to add to the report it-
self except to bear testimony as Chair-
mian of the Committee, to the zeal and
energy of my colleagues comprising it.
Our sessions were held almost daily,
sometimes indeed twice a day. Although
all of our members belonged to one or
other of several of the Standing Com-
mittees of the House, and some hon.
gentlemen were Chairmen of these Com-
mitLees, yet I can truthfully say that
everyone gave what time he could to
the investigation, and honorable gentle-
men especially from the east and west
coasts contributed materially by their in-
formation, advice and suggestions to
whatever measure of success the Com-
mittee has attained in carrying out the
instructions of the House.

Having said this much regarding iy
colleagues on the committee, I now de
sire to say regarding myself that I s
always feel regret for any action of mine
which may have induced this honorable
House to appoint such a committee if
this report, which seems to have attracte
much attention, ieads to any hasty actiOn
on the part of the people of this COu'
try. That the Mackenzie Basin is .
region of great resources, of vast POssl-
bilities, no one, I think, who wil read
the evidence submitted with the report
last week, will be inclined to doubt ; and
yet I would regret any attempt to coloq
ize any portion of this vast region iitli
the prairie region to the south and t
province of Manitoba shall have a Very
much larger population than at present.
I would feel averse to the grant!n
of any considerable portion of this rIC
domain to aid new railways, and . de
precate the granting of new rai
charters at present with that end.
view. It is sufficient I think,
in the meantime to protect
its present natural resources and
leave the development of the coulntry St
least till after scientific exploration bs
fully determined the extent and valueo
its mineral and other resources, an
experiment shall have determined .the
kind of craft best suited for the naviga
tion of its sea coast and its great river
and lakes. Immediate eflorts should b
made, I think, to ascertain the depth 9
these rich petroleum deposits below the
surface indications. Action should'
think, also be taken to prevent if possib
the use of poisonous baits for fur-bearîl
animals, and prevent the annihilationf
certain kinds which have a large com e
cial value and are easy of capture. Thee
measures, with the inspection O
different mouths of the Mackenzie .
and the obtaining of more inforinato
regarding the salmon fishing Of the
region, seem to me, with more mo
tion regarding our whale, seal, Wd'r
and porpoise fisheries, the Most pro"'
nent matters for immediateconsideratîon

Some important points have
necessarily overlooked in the preparator
of a Report which treats of so vast te
ritory, and one of these is the qgueg!o
of the air and sea currents as affecken
the climate of a portion of the Mackew

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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e Basin. At least three important evidence is not yet in print it may be
ttaternents of fact have been inadver- convenient to briefly touch upon a few
"t'y Omnitted in the Report which have of the subjects which have not been
are ascertained by the evidence ; these alluded to in the report.are, the rain-fall, the snow-fall and the For instance, I have already stated
ttIPerature of the great volume of water that while the causes of the ocean and

fOrn the south discharged by the Mac- air currents which affect the climate of
thze into the Arctic Sea, as affecting the region are differently given, yet all
Treat avigation of the adjacent sea coasts parties agree as to the effects produced

ing these in the order of the by these winds, and one high authoritylast, first, I believe the evidence will bear stated that an important factor in the
thatut, when printed, in the statement degree of heat, which certainly extends

sorne leagues out at sea the temper- far down the Mackenzie Valley, has inaire of the water of the Mackenzie, great part its source in the AmericantnXed as it must have been at that dis- desert, lyirig to the south and south-tR',ce Out with sea-water seventeen to west. He assumes that the air currents
twenty degrees (Fahrenheit) warmer than are there super-heated and naturally seekthe Polar Sea water not so affected. The a northward and a northeast direction,
fe ence also, I think, will bear out the just in the same way as super-heated sea
athbat throughout the valleys of the water in the Gulf of Mexico produces
Lak:basca, Peace, Hay, Great Slave the Gulf Stream whose effects are well

e Liard and Mackenzie Rivers, the known to modify the climate of the
erl is ample for vegetation and British Islands and the west coast

y distributed during June, July and of the European continent, -and the
Asgut, the three growing months. super-heated water of the Pacific in

regards the snow-fall the the China sea produces the Japanesepvdence has been more or less of a sur- current, which modifying the climate
hige to the members of the Committee; of the southern portion of that Empire
at Up the Peace River it is less than strikes our western and northwestern

Savoronto, while as far north as Great shores, modifying its climate, just as the
Ste Lake it does not exceed that of Atlantic current does on the west shore

tau, or Ottawa, and is proportion- of Europe. The same authority states
telY less further south. As regards the that this caldron of super-heated air,

cuetion of the influence of air and sea produced by the sands of the great Am-
Ctents on the climate of the basin, erican desert, is also the cause of thescientific witnesses differ from hurricanes in summer and indirectly the
e ther regarding the causes of those cause of blizzards in winter, which prove
th ets, but agree as to their effect on so destructive to human life and the
ever mate, and it is noticeable that labor of the husbandman and artizan

resident of the district mentions along that highest watershed on the con-
ti outh-west as the prevailing summer tinent, lying between the waters of thefurth* This air current is called, a little Missouri flowing south, and the watersBater to the south of the Mackenzie of the Saskatchewan and Assiniboineasi the " chinook wind " and it would ultimately flowing north, and makes its
of to as certainly modify the climate track so devastating in Montana, Dakota
the north and extreme north, as does and Minnesota. And it is worthy of note
of tJapanese current give a temperature that the tenor of all the evidence obtain-
hi 1 enty to thirty degrees (Fahrenheit) ed by the Committee shows an utter
,e9atr to the water of the Pacific sea absence of summer severe storms, and in
ofthea Dove that of the Atlantic sea coast great measure of winter storms in thehMackenzie Basin. As regards causes

ie oof the sea currents, the Committee has
notable gentlemen will have ob- not thought proper to express an opinion,

e that the report refers them to the it being sufficient for the objects sought
tvadece itself for information regarding by them to ascertain the fact that not

ith Other points of interest connected only is the temperature of the water ofthe NIackenzie Basin, but as that the west coast of Canada much higher
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than that of the east, but that the tem-
perature of a considerable portion of the
Arctic coast in the neighborhood of the
mouth of the Mackenzie is also affected
to a very considerable degree.

Some idea of the extent of the fur
trade of the Mackenzie Basin has been
attempted to be conveyed by the report,
but it must be remembered that the list
therein only comprises rich furs of com-
paratively light weight, and the reason of
this lies in the fact that many other
articles of trade with the Indians are not
encouraged, because the cost of trans-
portation of the trading goods necessary,
to far distant ports on the lower Macken-
zie, is very considerable, and many of the
articles which the Indians have for
trading purposes are too heavy to admit
of the long transit back again to their
shipping point at York Factory or Win-
nipeg. These articles include what might
be bought from the Esquimaux, viz.,
whale oil, seal oil, porpoise oil, the tusks
of the walrus and narwhal, which
I am told furnishes the finest of
ivory, specimens of which are
lying in the committee room for
inspection by hon. gentlemen; whale-
bone, spermaceti, and other whale pro-
ducts, and the antidiluvian ivory some-
times dug out on the frozen coasts ; all
of which articles would immediately be-
come commercial products, were supplies
sent in to the head of Great Bear Lake,
the Lower Mackenzie and at other places
on the Arctic coast by ship from Behring
Straits and sea. And it must be remem-
bered that few of the great rivers of the
world afford such a continuous stretch
of deep water navigation as the Mac-
kenzie, as was stated by witnesses and
embodied in the report-the navi-
gation reaching into the very heart
of this rich fur country, and
tapping coal, lignite, sulphur, salt and
petroleum deposits of enormous value.
The opening up of this vast region either
from the north by steamers or from the
south by railways is a matter which in my
opinion should not be hurriedly entered
into without a very serious consideration
of its probable results, and not at all until
weknowmoredefinitely byscientificexplo-
ration, exactly what the country contains.
For instance competition might offer
inducements to the Indians of the region

HON. MR. SCHULTZ.

that might threaten the extinction of
some kinds of fur-bearing animals, inany
species being more easily captured tha0
others, and in the general interest of Can-
ada, and indeedof the world itself, whose
last fur preserve this region is, it shOuld
be our object toendeavor to prevent sucb
a catastrophe. Therefore I believe
that it will be expedient for the GoVern-
ment to make the right of trading In
certain districts a matter of revenue to
themselves. This could be done, b
leasing certain trading areas not required
for other purposes, say for 'instance the
barren grounds, which in addition r
being the special home of the reindeet
and musk ox, is also, from the nurber o
lakes and streams and the fish they Col-
tain, the favorite haunt of the otter and
mink, and such other fur-bearing anils5
as seek their prey upon the banks or in
the waters of lakes and streams.
beaver necessarily is only found in lake'
streams and woodcd districts, but the
northern and eastern portion of this Wood'
ed area will not be required for rnan1
years,and a tract of 200,000 square tie
might, with judicious limitation of the
number to be annually taken, reserlch
for this peaceful and busy animal whic
has the good fortune to be Canadas
emblem, but has the misfortuneto have
a very rich fur covering and juicy flesh O
delicious flavor to an Indian's palate.

The wood buffalo should be Pr'
served as far as it is possible t do
so without interfering with the I'
dians of the district, who, not havifn
been yet treated with and not in receipt So
far as I know of any gratuity from theGoV
ernment, would be jealous of any inter'
ference in the right of capturing whe
they can. Fortunately for the eo
buffalo, unlike his former prairie brother,
he is not easily found, from the differ-
ence in his habitation, and when found
is by no~means an easy prey, 1nasturter
as with his powerful frame and straighte
horns he forces his way through bhe
thick undergrowth of the region in W
he lives, faster than a horse can folio«
him, and much faster than an Indian O
foot. And it will be acknowledge
hon. gentlemen, I think, that fe his
them have ever seen a specimen t ht
robe; even I, who for twenty-e
years past have known of his e
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ence have never seen more than half a
0zen skins. Evidence given before

the Committee goes to show that if this
sPecies can be crossed with the domestic
COe in the same manner, as Major Bed-80n)s experiment of the prairie buffalo
Cross has done, no cattle would be
ttter for the pastoral area of the

great Mackenzie Basin, inasmuch as
e flesh is quite as good as that of dom-
stic cattle, while the necessity for winter

.tabing would in a great measure, if notentirely, be done away with. Again, so
ar as I know he is the only remains of

a species now almost extinct in the world,
and it behooves our rulers, in my opinion,

take into serious consideration anytneasure which may in a year or two be
POs8ible for their protection, preservation
and increase.

In reverting again for a moment to the
great question of the furs of that coun-

y this unlike its other resources,
's a present wealth, requiring no develop-

ent, for development might possibly
ean the destruction of some of the

SPecies, which should be protected if weare to enjov the benefit of this great pos-
sIOn and, as I said before, to make it a

tource of revenue to the country. Now
th incidentally given in evidence

at the United States derives a revenue
of about $6oo,ooo yearly from the
mount paid by the Alaskan Seal Com-

laany and by its revenues from timber,
qutd, and I believe, fish, although I am

ntquite'sure as to this last item. As
1 laid before, it is given in evidence thatoooo of revenue is derived from adOiain which cost the American

ernm .ent $7,20o,ooo some years ago.
e is is a very fair interest upon the in-

btnlent. In our own fur country, wee an area many times as great, and in
if Possible products, except in the case

the sea otter and South sea or fur seal

OPimny etimes greater, and in my
frolon we too should reap a revenue
I that which is so valuable an asset.

WOuld not be improper now for Can-eda toexpect to derive a very considerable
reenue from the right to trade in those
hio ns of the Dominion, and there

lidit -be attached to the agreement a
ta tion as to the yearly catch of cer-

,lcies of furs.
Wi now take the liberty of directing

the attention of hon. gentlemen to some
of the specimens and maps which illus-
trated to the committee some portions of
the evidence of the witnesses. They are
worth an inspection and may be seen
now, or in Committee Room No. 17,
after the House is adjourned. They
have upon them short descriptions show-
ing whence they came, and by whom
furnished, and in connection with the
report which we are now discussing and
the evidence to be printed hereafter their
inspection is important. At this stage also
I take the liberty of reading some extracts
from a letter received this morning from
Charles T. Bell, Esq., Secretary of the
Board of Trade of Winnipeg, to whomr
the committee had sent a list of ques-
tions, and I very much regret, in com-
mon with other members of the commit-
tee that we had not the advantage
either of Mr. Bell's presence before us,
or of the communication to which I
will refer. Among other things it shows
that very fine wheat can be* produced
upon ground wherein the frost remains
up to the 1st July. He also makes a
comparison between Duluth No. i hard
wheat, and our own No. i Northern
wheat, very much in favor of the latter,
and going to show that Manitoba wheat
is the best in the world.

Mr. Bell has been good enough to
forward the specimens of grains which
lie upon the table, and which serve to
illustrate, and I think fully bear out, the
statement he has made. As hon. gentle
men may wish to speak on this motion,
I feel that I cannot presume upon the
forbearance of the House at this late
period of the session, by going into sub-
jects of interest more extensively, and I
shall conclude my remarks upon this oc-
casion by saying that the members will, I
fully believe, feel quite satisfied if they
have been instrumental, even in a slight
degree, towards showing Canadians the
richness of their vast domain, which is
an empire in extent of resources in all
that is necessary to make a nation great.
Parts of it (this part) we do not now need
for colonization,but it is well to know what
we have in reserve, it may be called in
bank parlance a "rest" to drawupon in the
future, while we need meantime scientific
exploration and investigation to followthis
brief Senatorial examination, I am
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satisfied that the more we know of it the
prouder we will be of this great Domin-
ion, which possesses everything in
itself really necessary for the needs
of northern men, and should foster
and encourage that natural feeling
of confidence in our own resources which
is calculated to increase the patriotism
of our people and prepare them for that
high place among the nations, which, in
my opinion, is Canada's ultimate destiny.
If there are those who question this, then
to these doubting ones I would com
mend the opinion (as I know no better
closing to this speech), of a great Amer-
ican statesman, the Hon. Mr. Seward, as
regards the future destiny of Canadians
upon this continent. In 1864 I think it
was, Mr. Seward, then Secretary of State
for the United States, made the follow-
ing eloquent and candid allusion to
Canada.

" Hitherto, in common with most of my
countrymen," he said, " have tbought Ca.
nada a mere strip lying north of the
United States, easily detachable from the
parent state, but incapable of sustaining
itself, and therefore ultimately, nay right
soon,to be taken by the federal union wit.hout
inaterially changing or affecting its own con-
dition or development. I have dropped this
opinion a@ a national conceit. I see in
British North America, stretching as it does
acrose the continent from the shores of
Labrador and Newfoundland to the Pacifie,
and occupying a considerable belt of the
temperate zone, traversed equally with the
United States by the lakes, and e~njoying the
inagnificent shores of the St. Lawrence
with its thousands of islands in the river and
gulf, a region grand enough for the seat of
an empire-in its wheat fields of the west, the
broad ranges of chase at the north ; its inex-
haustible timber lands, the moet extensive
now remaining on the globe; its invaluable
fieheries,and its undisturbed mineral wealth.
I find ite inhabitants vigorous, hardy ener-
getic, perfected by the climate of the region
and British constitutional liberty. I find
them jealous of the United States and of
Great Britain, as they ought to be. There-
fore, when I look at their extent and their
resources I know that they can neither be
conquered by the former nor forever held
by the latter. They would be independent,
as they are already self-maintaining; they
would be a Russia to the United States,
which to then will be France and Eng-
gland."

I will only add that when this distin-
guished member of the United States
Government wrote this he knew little of
our great North Land, and I feel con-

vinced that if he had, his opinion would
have been, if possible, still stronger.

I now beg to move, seconded by
Hon. Mr. Girard, the adoption of the
Report.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE- Before
the question is put I beg permission to
remark that the evidence taken before
the Committee has not been translated
into French or distributed, and the
speech of the hon. gentleman itself shoWS
by the references he has made to the
evidence, that it should be before the
House before we are asked to vote.
must therefore take objectionto the adoP
tion of the report to-day, and ask that
it be postponed until the evidence is
fore the House in both languages. There
are members of this House who do lot
understand English at all, and theY
should not be asked to vote with their
eyes shut.

THE SPEAKER-I
this objection is fatal to
the Report.

presume that
the adoption O

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I see no rea-
son why the discussion should not go on
to-day, even though we do mot adOPt
the Report.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE--I do 'lot
nuntilsee how the discussion can go on

we have the evidence before us.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-Both RePort
and evidence are on the Table.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE- do 't
speak of the Report : I speak Of the
French version. The discussion
go on until we have the French versio"
before us.

HON. MR. GIRARD-The custOm"
the past has been to waive the translatiofl
of the evidence taken before Conmmittee
until the work can be done. If we iste
upon having the translation conphete 0
all cases before discussing measures he
we would put a stop to all legislatiot
I do not think my hon. friend eXPCCe0
that we should delay the adoPtiolk it
this Report until it is too late to taas
up this Session. We will have the tra"5

HON. MR. SCHULTZ.
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lation of the Report, no doubt, in good

1ON. MR. POWER-This case is
So rfewhat distinguished from ordinary
Cases in this way; that shortly after thisCormnittee was constituted the Chair-

an came to the House and on
behalf of the ' Committee asked
that they might be allowed to em-

oy a short hand writer and also a clerk
for the Committee. My recollection is
that at that time the hon. gentleman
fron De Lanaudiere suggested that in
Order that the French version of the
eVidence might go on pari passu with
the English version, or nearly so, some
Peson should be employed who was
eOnpetent to translate the evidence into
?rench. I took at that time the same
View that the hon. gentleman from De-
4naudiere did; but the House, unfortu-
nately as I thought, did not concur in

view, and thought that the work
n'ight be done later on by the perma-
tent Officers of the Senate. The fact is
tha during the session at any rate, the
existing French staff of the house have
a mnluch as they can reasonably be ex-Pected to do; and it is to be regrettedthat sorne one was not employed toPrepare a French version of this evi-
dnce. If the hon. gentleman from De-
thnPaudierrsists in his objection tothe adoption of the report, I do not
thnk we shall be in a position to

Pt the report this Session at all;
Cause the evidence is very vol-

d fnous and it would take half a
tozen men working constantly from this
Sthe end of the Session to make the

rench translation. It is to be regretted
that the suggestion of the hon. member
tas not taken at the time the Commit-
tee began its labors ; because, if it hadbeen, we should now have the French
84 Well as the English version. I may
rtnhark that the English version, although
ptbas been type-written, has not been

ers' d., For most purposes the French1 n is n the same position as the
sh version: The latter has not

cou distributed for general perusal. Of
see ste'any one who wishes to see it can

at In the Clerk's Office. If we are to
for the printing of the French ver-

On before adopting the report I am

afraid we shall have to wait until next
session.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I should like
to call the attention of the House to the
fact that the report, the adoption of
which is moved, is it not one which would
require us to wait for all the evidence.
The report does not make any recom-
mendation which is to be at all affected
by reading the evidence in either
language, or in both languages. The
report referred to in the motion states
certain facts which have been elicited
by the Committee. There is no recom-
mendation that any action should be
taken which would be affected by the
necessity of looking at the evidence. If
we are to undertake the task of having
the evidence printed in both languages
before we adopt the report I am afraid
we should be here until the middle of
the summer. After all the labor that
my hon. friend has performed and all
the zeal he has displayed in the matter,
I think we might adopt the report itself,
for the reason I have already stated-
that there is no recommendation in this
report upon which action is to be taken
which would render it necessary to wait
to see all the evidence before coming to
a conclusion. It would be a graceful
act to the hon. gentleman who is Chair-
man of the Committee to allow the
report to be adopted, and we can read
the evidence afterwards when it is
printed.

' HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I agree
with the hon. member fron Halifax, and
the hon. member from Amherst too, that
probably if the objection is persisted in
the report may be left over until next
session. To this I may add also that
the hon. gentleman and the whole House
will agree with me that if they are in
such a position the fault is not mine be-
cause I notified then of what might be
expected at the very beginning. I said
there ought to be a French translator,
that the translation should go on at once,
and I gave notice that unless the trans-
lation was proceeded with promptly I
would raise this objection. I willnot do
like other members: I will not persist.
The House has often been courteous to
me, and I see that there is a general de-
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sire to have the report taken into con-
sideration. I waive my objection,
but I only ask this, that it be
posponed for two or three days until the
report of the committee is in French and
before the House. It will be ready in
two or three days, and I ask the House
to grant this. If there is any objection
to that I will waive it also.

HON. GENTLEMEN-No, no.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think the re-
quest of my hon. friend from DeLanau-
diere is reasonable, that the report should
be in French as well as in English, and
I would suggest that the motion be al-
lowed to stand until Wednesday.

I1ON. MR. TRUDEL-It is hardly
necessary to call attention to this fact
that the objection of my hon. friend is a
high compliment to the importance of
the report. His main object, and the
object of the House, is to have these im-
portant facts known all over the country.
A large portion of the population speaks
the French language only, and it is of the
highest importance that the French press
should be put in a position to see this
evidence. For these reasons, the sugges-
tion of my hon. friend is a good one.

HoN. MR. POWER-This discussion
brings up a matter of some consequence.
I find that while in the English minutes
this report is given in extenso, in the
French minutes we are told "See
JournaL" I think it is a very incon-
venient thing. Even though it might
not have been convenient to translate
the appendices of this report for the
minutes, I think the report is not of such
length that it should not be translated.
The French members have exactly the
same right to information on these
subjects as the English members; and I
do not see why they should have to wait
for the journals while the English mem-
bers get the information in the minu-
tes.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I understand
there, is no intention of postponing the
publication of the French version. I
believe it is now in the hands of the
printer and will be on the order paper

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

very soon. It will probably be laid On
the table to-morrow.

HON. MR. GIRARD-Now that the
House is in possession of the report, 1
think it would be well to adopt it to-day'
It is with pleasure that I rise to second
this motion. The work of the COl'
mittee has been of a very important
character, and I am sure that the results
will be received with pleasure by the
House. The investigation has been
diligently and intelligently conducted-
We have taken the evidence of many
old Hudson Bay Company's officers, and
also of very respectable parties who have
been living there for a long time. Until
now, that part of the country may ie
said to have been unknown. We did
not know that we had in that northern
region such a vast reserve. It will prove
of great value to the whole Dominiol'
but at the same time I would not advise
anyone to settle there who expects to
make a living by farmmg. While we have
our rich Manitoba lands and the praille
lands of the west, I think it would tbe
very imprudent for anyone to go to the
Mackenzie Basin to farm. Nevertheless
we have in that vast country somne veq
fine lands, especially in the valley of tbe
Peace River. It has been proved bY
the evidence taken before our Cool-
mittee that almost any kind of farl
produce which can be raised here t
grow in the Peace River country. At
the same time, it would be betterfor
those who desire who take UP
farming lands in the North-west
to locate nearer the railway linfeo
At the same time, I would o
hesitate to advise the descendants Ofthe
French voyageurs, who have never bee'1

afraid to encounter hardships, to.
that country and carry with thei cv
ation and progress. They would, n
there opportunities of locating mincet
lands and developing the magnificen
fisheries of the great northern lakes.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I rise tO
question of order. I have waived n'y
objection so far as the evidence is COD-
cerned, but it was understood that un
the report of the Committee wasd Pub
lished in French the debate wou
adjourned until Wednesday. I do
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*Îsh to lose time, and I think we should
bave this matter settled now.

IION. MR. DICKEY-In justice to
rnyself, I may say that when I made the
suggestion to my hon. friend opposite,
to Which he so courteously responded,

fws not aware that the report of the
ommditteehad not been printedinFrench.

haed I known it, I should certainly notave recommended that the discussion
should go on to-day. While I am de-
sirous that the utmost courtesy should

. extended to my hon. friend from
Winnipeg, who introduced the matter.

.ar equally aware that it would only beair and right to the French members of
this louse that they should have an op-
portunity to read the report in their own
language. The matter should stand for
a day or two until the report, which isnow in the hands of the printers, can be
Ptinted and distributed.

.N0N. MR. MILLER-Have th2 Com-
nettee instructions to report the evidence
to the House ?

"ON MR SCHULTZ-I do not re-
Collect with regard to that. I rise, how-ever, With the consent of my hon. friend

om St. Boniface, to move that the de-
be adjourned until Wednesday.

ad MY hon. friend from DeLanaudiere
aOwed the debate to go on, his French

ends would have had the additional
advantage of seeing in the official report
thOour debates, the remarks made by

ose taking part in the discussion, but
tnder all the circumstances I think it
eratd be as well to postpone the consid-eration of the matter until Wednesday.

HON. MR. GIRARD-My intentionwas to put the question before the House,
cPecting that any subsequent discussion

thîd be postponed until such time as
tbe brench copies of the report would

etore the House.

HiON. MR. BELLEROSE-I rise to
s9estion of order. If the discussion
tiogo On , then I must waive my objec-

11ON. MR. MILLER-I think the
oncession made by the hon. gentleman

is very fair and reasonable. It is found
that the report is not on the French
copy of the minutes, it certainly should
be on the French minutes at the same
time that it is put on our copy. How-
ever, I do not know that there were any
instructions to the Committee to report
to the House, but certainly if it is printed
in English, it should also be printed in
French.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved the ad-
journment of the consideration of the
report until Wednesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

FRAUDULENT TRADE MARKS
BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE OF THE
WHOLE.

The order of the day having been
called for Committee of the Whole
House on bill (91) "An Act to amend
the law relating to fraudulent marks on
merchandise."

HON. MR. ABBOTT said :-I do not
know that it is necessary for me further
to explain the general features of this
bill, after the short explanation I gave
when the bill was read the second time.
This bill is the cutcome of two or three
conferences between the different com-
mercial nations, the first of which was
held in Rome in 1883, the second in
Paris in 1886 ; and the results of these
two conferences were submitted to the
Colonial delegates in England in Janu-
ary, 1887 ; and, as I said, this bill is the
outcome of those conferences. It is
proposed to replace our act respecting
offences against the trade mark law, and
it makes practically no change in
the principle or theory of the
protection of trade marks. It syste-
matises the mode in which the proprietor-
ship of trades marks in goods is protectf
ed-the mode by which the violation o
these people's rights is to be hereafter
punished, and improves, I venture to say,
the system which prevailed under the
present Act, more particularly in this,
that it gives a complete definition of the
various classes of infringement of the
trade mark law, and it confines the
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punishment of the violation of trade
marks, to trade marks which have been
registered; whereas under the former law
it was an offence to abuse trade marks in
use though not registered.

I move that the Bill be referred to a
Committee of the whole House pres-
ently.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps before
we go into Committee ,the hon. minister
will tell us whether or not this Bill is
substantially a transcript of the English
law.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Very nearly so.

The motion was agreed to and the
House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole on the Bill.

In the Committee.

On Section 6,

HON. MR. POWER-Does the Eng-
lish Act throw the burden of proof on
the accused ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The English
Act makes exactly the same provision
with regard to the burden of proof after
the fact has been established. I think
the language is as nearly as possible a
verbatim transcript of the English Act.

The clause was agreed to.

On section 20,

HON. MR. POWER-I see that sec-
tion 20 provides that " this Act shall not
exempt any person from any action,
suit or other proceeding which might but
for the provisions of this Act be brought
against him." Is not that rather a
sweeping way of putting it, because sup-
posing that this Act had not been passed,
then a person might he liable for some
offence against the existing Trade Marks
Act which is different from the proposed
one, and as I understand it, under this
section one might be liable under this
Act and under the preceding Act, if
this Act has not the effect of exempting
one from a suit which might he brought
against him only for the passing of this
Act.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I confess to nOt
understanding clearly what kind of suit
it is intended to exempt a party frOm.*
If my hon. friend desires to have a fur-
ther explanation of the clause, it might
stand over until the third reading.

HON. MR. DICKEY-My under-
standing of the section is that it enables
a party to get a civil remedy by action
or suit notwithstariding the punishmlents
that are given on indictment or surmmary
conviction under this Act.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-That would
seem to be the explanation of it : how
ever, we will let the clause stand until
the third reading.

On section 21.

HON. MR. POWER-I hope this;
clause will not be so interpreted, especi-
ally in the City of Ottawa, as to applY to
persons who represent by signs and ad-
vertisements that they are grocers or
tailors, &c., to their excellencies or to
the royal family.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The offence i
falsely representing that any goods were
made by a person holding a royal war
rant, for the service of Her MajestY, or
any of the Royal Family, or any GOvern-
ment department ; but a man professing
to be tailor to His Excellency, or grocer
to His Excellency, would not cone
within the law, because they do not pre-
tend to do so under royal warrant.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-I remler
an incident of a man advertising hirmself
as tailor to Her Majesty. It might no
in former days be considered as a
thing pecuhiar, but certainly in those
days it would be considered absurd.

HON. MR. YIDAL, from the C10
mittee, reported the Bill withOut anY"
amendment.

THIRD READING.

Bill (93) " An Act further to amren
the Speedy Trials Act, Cap. 175 of the
Revised Statutes." (Mr. Abbott.)

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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CIIGNECTO MARINE RAILWAY
BILL.

SECOND READING.

'-ON. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of Bill (i10) " An Act
respecting the Chignecto Marine Trans-
Port Railway Company."
. ie said--This is a Bill which I am

given to understand will require and re-
ceive a certain amount of discussion in
this House, I want to have that discus-sion at such time as the House thinks
Proper, but I scarcely see any reason whyit should not be referred to the Railway
CoImittee in the usual way.

HON, MR. SCOTT-It is a Govern-
1flent Bill, and it is not necessary to
refer it to the Railway Committee.

RON. MR. ABBOTT-It is only a
Government Bill in this sense, that I

ani noving the second reading ; it is not
a Government Bill.

'iON. MR DICKEY-It refers to an
egreement of the Government.

'iON. MR. SCOTT-The Govern-
ent are giving this Company a subsidy
$125,ooo a year.

'ON. MR. ABBOTT-Like many
Oter Railway Companies this Company
,Wl receive a subsidy on certain condi-tions,@ but that does not constitute this a

(overient Bill. The purpose of this
tUeasure is simply to continue the
Period for the completion of the railway

to 18 9o with a possible further delay
th twenty-four months, on condition
att the Company pays a monthly pen-
ac of $5 ooo to the Government for

r .month during which the workterams uncomplcted. The next clause
f the Act is simply to correct an error

the previous Act.

h ON. MR. POWER-Would the
On. gentleman state the amount of

a subsidy provided by the existingstatute?

'ION. MR. ABBOTT-$16o,ooo or$170,0 a year for twenty years. No

portion of it becomes due, however, until
the railway has been put in a state of
efficiency and actually performs its work.

HON. MR. POWER-As the leader
of the House has said, the House is
fairly familiar with this measure. It is
one of those measures which have no
merits of their own. It was passed first
in 1882, just previous to the general elec-
tions of that year. It remained quiescent
for a period of four years. Then, during
the session previous to the last election it
was re.vivified-it was near dying, but it
was necessary that the prospect of this
important and magnificent public work
should be dangled before the eyes of the
electors of Cumberland and Westmore-
land, and the project was brought before
their notice again previous to the last
general election. I think it is generally
understood that there will shortly be
another election in the county of Cum-
berland; consequently it was thought
necessary that this marine railway should
be brought prominently before the eyes
of the electors of that fine county during
the present session. It is understood,
I believe, that the Minister of Finance
proposes to retire from the duties of that
office which he finds rather onerous, and
confine himself to the duties of High
Commissioner in London.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-I do not
think the hon, gentleman requires the
Chignecto Railway to sustain the County
of Cunberland. It is competent to elect
a successor to Sir Charles Tupper with-
out that.

HON. MR. POWER-I shall not
pretend to say that it is necessary, but I
know that for greater surety some things
are done, which would not be done in
the ordinary course of things. This
measure of itself has no merits. It was
at one time proposed to build a canal
through this isthmus, but the canal com-
missioners did not report favorably on
that project. They did not think that
the commercial advantages to arise from
the construction of the canal would be
at all an equivalent for the expense that
it would involve. Then the canal
scheme having been dropped, (it was
understood that it would cost some six
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or eight millions), this scheme made
its appearance before the electors
of Cumberland in 1882. All that has
been done in connection with it, as far
as I know, is that the engineer has pre-
pared plans. I presume there has been
some writing in the newspapers on the
eves of two elections, and there have
been some Bills passed through Parlia-
ment,and some discussion on those Bills.
But as to actual work there has been
none, and I do not think there has been
any substantial progress in the money
markets of the world. The money lend-
ers of London and New York, although
not always as cautious as they ought to
be in railway projects, have been shrewd
enough to see that there are no merits
in this project, and have declined to lend
their money for the purpose of its pro-
motion. The canal scheme was drop-
ped. There was very little to be said in
favor of the canal, and still less in favor
of this railway. If it were successful its
principal effect would be to interlere with
the ordinary railways which cross the
isthmus. There is a railway running from
the Intercolonial Railway to Cape
Tormentine, which is not very far
from where the terminus of this
ship railway is to be ; and there are rail-
ways running from the Intercolonial Rail-
to the Bay of Fundy. In fact I think
there are two railways from the Intercol-
onial Railway to the Bay of Fundy shore,
and two roads also, from the Intercolon-
ial Railway to the Gulf of St. Law-
rence shore; and the only effect of
this measure if it were successful, would
be to take away from the traffic of those
railways. The general impression
amongst men who know anything about
shipping is, that the transporting of a
vessel over this ship railway would strain
the vessel to a considerable extent ; and
it does not appear from the evidence
which has been taken in connection with
this matter and the canal, that there
would be any great advantage in getting
a vessel to the head of the Bay of Fundy.
The navigation from that point to any
point in the United States is at some
seasons of the year rather difficult and
unsafe. A vessel which, for instance,
was at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Is-
land, bound for the United States, would
under ordinary circumstances, prefer togo

HON. MR. POWER.

through the Strait of Canso and out into
the Atlantic rather than to go over thls
railway and down through the upper
waters of the Bay of Fundy. AnybodY
who knows anything about the locality
where this ship railway is to be, or who
knows anything about the volume of trade
that passes between the Gulf of St. LaW-
rence and the Bay of Fandy, knows that
this undertaking would not pay i any
way ; and I think it is very much to be re-
gretted that when there are so many
much more deserving schemes calling
for assistance from the public treasurY,
the Government should propose-
because this work is to be located chieflY
in the County of Cumberland-to lend
something like $3,500,coo to an under-
taking such as this. As it has passed the
Commons, I presume the Senate Wl"
pass it also. It always does pass Govern
ment measures by large majorities; but
I can only hope that, although the Senate
does pass the Bill, the moncy lenders O
New York and London will continue to bc
as doubtful of the value of this schefmie
as they have been in the past, and that
the country will never be called upOn to
pay this subsidy of $17o,ooo a year.

HON. MR. WARK-If the hon. gent-
leman thinks this scheme has no nerit,
I cannot discuss the merit with hin-
The promoters of it think there is a great
deal of merit in it. I know they have
spent a good deal of money on it which
they would not have spent if there Was'
no merit in the project. The gentlernan
who is promineritly connected with it
was a contractor for the building of One
of our railways. He has spent a grea
deal of time and money in railway buhe
ness in South America, and I think be
is perfectly satisfied that this is a feasib
scheme and that it will be productivete
benefit to the country. It is nOt the
county of Cumberland alone that wil1 b
benefited; it is intended that this rail
way shall take the place of the Ba'e
Verte Canal with much less expense.
am acquainted with the promoter, an
believe he is desirous of accomP
the work.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is unfrt.
nate that the hon. gentleman froinX1iSJ
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ax finds it difficult to discuss any ques-
hOn here without importing into it some
band of party politics. It is rather toobad that a question of this magnitude
should be trifled with in the way my hon.
&iend has attempted to do by seeking to
'Onyey the impression to the
louse that this is a mere
election scheme. He -said, this
Project remained quiescent troin 1882
to 1886. My hon. friend from York
as given the hon. gentleman from Hal-

ifax the reason for that. The promoter
Of the scheme, a man of strong convic-tions, and of undoubted engineering

hbility, Mr. Ketchum was in the market
Of London from year to year trying toget the money for this scheme without
sUccess. In the year 1882, Mr. Ket-
Chum, on behalf of this unincorporated
COrpany entered into a written agree-
naent with the Government, which agree-

ent is incorporated in our Statutes to-
Y, that this work should receive a cer-

aUn subsidy of $ 15o,ooo a year for a
Period Of 25 years. Mr. Ketchum has
hpent, I may state from the papers I
ale seen, and from what I know ofU111, for I have met him frequently in

London, some $2o,ooo or $3o,ooo,-in
factalrnost imperilled his fortune in try-
ilg to float this scheme, and had suc-
Ceeded in bringing the matter to such
a Point that the capitalists in London
WoUld, if a certain change were made inthe agreement, enter into the undertak-
d g. It took him three or four years to
do that. He came to this Government
th 1886 and proposed this change, which

, Pctalists desired, to theGovernment.
e capitalists said, " the subsidy is too

b a we prefer a much larger subsidy;
ut you can not give us a larger sub-

Sldy, narrow the time down to twenty
Years instead of twenty-five, and give us
sh subsidy equivalent to that for the
a rter period." They estimated that

t is now to be found on the pages of
ital records of Parliament: these cap-

Iasts stated that they required $187,-
00 for twenty years to make it equival-en to a subsidy of $150,ooo for twenty-

to Years. The Government consented
y t period being shortened. They

Pced the matter in the hands of an
Otuary who reported that the equivalent

not $187,ooo, but $170,000 for

twenty years, and they consented to
make that change in the agreement, not
increasing the total amount one farthing,
but increasing the annual payments for
a shorter term of years.

That was the change that was made,
and the Government in that operation
offered to give them a very much small-
er subsidy than they expected. Then he
went to London with that. That is now
about two years ago. He remained
there for the two seasons, and at the
last was blocked entirely-although the
time for completing this work was by his
charter up to 1889, he found it was ut-
terly impossible and came home in des-
pair. After he had got here two or three-
months, a communication was made to
him by a capitalist who was fortunately
an engineer, who stated that he had seen
those papers on a former occasion, when
he could not do anything, becau3e his
capital was locked up in South America.
Hav ng made a fortune in South Amer-
ica, he returned to England, and at once
applied to Mr. Ketchum to ascertain if
he could still have the work. Mr. Ket-
chum at once put himself in communi-
cation with him and to show the sincer-
ity of the applicant, and as a tangible
proof that they were anxious to take up
the project they paid his expenses to
and from England because this unfortu-
nate gentleman, Mr .Ketchum, had spent
the greater part of his fortune in this
project and was utterly in despair.
Naturally and necessarily he declined to
go over again until he got this offer.
He went over immediately. Before go-
ing he came to the Government here to,
know if he could, under the circum-
stances, get an extension of the time to
carry out his project. He said, " we do
not ask for any more subsidy, but simply
for an extension to carry on the work."
That has been frequently done in our
legislation, but the Government said, "if
you do we must put you under a penalty
for every month beyond the extension of
two years." He said they would sub-
mit to that, after communication with
the gentlemen in London. He went
home to negotiate with these parties a
month or two ago, and he sends out
word that everything is proceeding satis-
factorily. The matter comes before this
House in this way. An offer has been
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made, the bonafides of which is vouched
for by the travelling expenses of Mr.
Ketchum being paid to the other side of
the water, and the matter is proceeding
satisfactorily, so that there will be no
difficulty, it is apprehended, in carrying
out this project, unless indeed this Bill
should be treated otherwise than pre-
vious measures of a similar character
have been.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-What is
the estimated cost of the work ?

HoN. MR. DICKEY-I will state
that presently. My hon. friend from
Halifax has adverted to the old canal.
I repeat the statement which I made
two years ago, that this Baie Verte Canal
was the product of the public opinion of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for the
last half century and more. It was
always insisted that this work was a
practicable one-that it was a necessary
work because it connected the waters of
the Gulf of the St. Lawrence with the
waters of the Bay of Fundy; because it
saved 6oo miles in getting around to St.
John's and other ports on the Bay of
Fundy and the matter was in abeyance
for a great many years. It was finally
taken up by the Mackenzie Govern-
ment who sent and had a
thorough survey of it made and
the cost was estimated at not less than
ten millions of dollars. They said " that
is rather too much money, we feel bound
to do something, but this is too much,
and we cannot go that far." The reason
why they took that course was one very
honorable to themselves. They knew
that this last project of the canal was the
result of an understanding at the Quebec
Conference, which was the foundation
for this Confederation. It was distinctly
understood there that this Baie Verte
Canal should be constructed. There
had been no canal in the Maritime Pro-
vinces, except a very small one in Cape
Breton of a mile or two in length, and it
was distinctly understood and agreed-
and I am speaking in the hearing of-,
members who know what I state is cor-
rect-in my presence (for I was one of
the delegates) that this should be done.
The Mackenzie Government took up
the matter in a fair manner and

got an estimate. The estimate Was

much more than we expected. Then
the matter slept until about i88o when
this project was started by Mr.Ketchurn.
He said " I will undertake to get a Marine
Transport Railway which will afford a
quicker and better mode of transit acros
the Isthmus than we propose in the
original Act. " An estimate was made Of
the cost of that and it was just one balf
of the cost of the other to the comnpany
building it-not to this country becale
all we have to do with it-and that is the
point iust now before us-is the annual
subsidy we are to pay to aid these gentle
men after they have established the work.
We agree to pay a certain subsidy. WC
pay not one dollar until the whole wor
is completed and handed over to the
satisfaction of the Government engimeer,
and after that we will pay a subsidy O
$17o,ooo a year so long only as that
Marine Railway continues to do its work
to the satisfaction of the Governmen
Engineer, and whenever it ceases to do
that the subsidy ceases. In the expendi-
ture of this $5oo,ooo they have not
asked for one item of assistance
in the shape of relief from duties or ant
thing else, while the duties on the materi-
als ,that will require to be brought '0
and the machinery and the endless things
which are subject to duty would pay
for three or four years of this subsidY-
Under these circumstances it seemls to
me that it was impossible that a bette,
bargain could have been made than thlt
which has beeen made. My hon. friend
says he feels such compassion for Our
particular part of the country that he is
afraid it will interfere with the railWay
to Cape Tormentine. There will be a
little rivalry I daresay, but we have got
beyond that point were we are afraid Of
rivalry between the different modes
of communication-between a marine
transport railway and an ordinary rail
way to another point. But I will lve
my hon. friend from Westmoreland to
discuss that. He is doubly intereste
in the railway and can tell us whether it
will have that horrible effect on the ine
with which he is identified. MY hon
friend thinks it is very doubtfu
whether this transport will be ce
good when it is construCto
I can only put it this way to

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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the 1 ouse : 1 take it for granted thatgentlemen who are going to embark on
this undertaking, in spending five mil-
th0ns of dollars,will satisfy themselves, as
theX have already done, that it will be of
lilMiense benefit to the trade and navi-
ation of the country-that it will at-

tract a large amount of traffic, sufficient
to recoup them at all events for a great
Portion of their expense, but they do not
thirik it is quite sufficient to recoup them
for the whole, and therefore they ask for
this subsidy. Then the hon. gentleman
saYs he is afraid that this system of
tIsportation will strain the vessels.
is is to some extent a new project but

. 18 really as old as the Weaverton canal
ni Cheshire, England-as old as the
canal which crosses the Alleghany Moun-
th'ns to the Ohio river. By means of
this Baltimnore Canal they have hadthe experiment tried. They take
'IP these enormously loaded barges,
hlding thousands of tons weight, by
hydraulic force, just as it is proposed
here, and land them on a short railway
a'nd carry them across, and by the same

Ydraulic force deposit them in the water
aond away they go. They do the same
'Dl the Weaverton Canal, in England,
Sud I suppose the House is aware of the
b4gnificent project of Colonel Eades,
oY which he propose. to take the vessels
Onr, flot such a place as this, but overenormous mountain range between
14ke Nicaragua and the Pacific-vessels
the times the weight of the largest ofthese, because it is proposed to confine

. transportation of vessels on this
PJigriecto Railway to vessels not exceed-i oo 1 o000 tons in weight. Therefore the
%tter has been settled as a problen inkience; and as to the hydraulic power,

as settled nearly half a century ago,
en the Britania Tubular Bridge was

tohed from the surface of Menai Straits
its Position so that the largest vesselsould pass beneath it. In fact, it isWh cult in these days to settle limits to

what could be done by science and
g11ineermng skill.

ON- MR. POWER-And public11lOney.

oN. MR. DICKEY-Of course it
requires public money also. We have

37

spent millions in constructing the Can-
adian Pacific Railway. That, indirectly,
is a benefit to the Lower Provinces, but
we willingly consented to pay our share.
It was settled twenty-four years ago at
the Quebec Conference, that we should
be entitled to this short route. The
isthmus which connects Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick is sixteen miles wide,
an isthmus by which it was once said by
the late Joseph Howe, that God and
Nature seemed to leave it there as a
means to get access by the Intercolonial
Railway to Halhfax. It is a flat isthmus,
in no place higher than fifteen feet above
tide level. It is perhaps the only place
in the world between two great waters
which is only fifteen miles wide in which
such an experiment could be tried in
the same way, because it requires that
the line to transport these vessels shall
be perfectly straight. There could be
no considerable curve because the ves-
sels could not be transported if there
were any. It requires a perfectly straight
and level line and the reason why this is
perfectly level is because at the highest
point there is no cutting that would ex-
ceed 15 feet, and the greater part of the
distance it is a dead level. The experi-
ment will be tried under the most favor-
able circumstances-circumstances which
would warrant, if anything, a successful
issue. My honorable friend has express-
ed a hope in his concluding remarks
which would relieve us all of great em-
barrasment. He hopes the money lend-
ers of England will not entertain the
project. I do not see why, although
my honorable friend comes from the
other side of the province, he should
have such an antipathy to this scheme.
If this work should not be constructed
no harm will be done, but if this Bill
should pass, as I am sure it will, and this
work should go on, we shall have at all
events the honor of introducing into this
country a scheme which, as has al-
ready been stated, has rever yet been
tried on a large scale-that is the
carrying of vessels overland, and
we shall have done that without any risk
whatever to this country, because we are
only asked to authorize the Government
to continue the subsidy which they have
long since agreed to pay so long as the
enterprise is successful, and they shail
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not pay one dollar until the work is
thoroughly completed and approved to
the satisfaction of their own engineers.
Now why, under these circumstances,
should all this rhetoric be wasted in ob-
jections to this undertaking? My hon.
friend rakes up the old bug-bear of the
navigation of the Bay of Fundy. The
navigation of the Bay of Fundy-and I
am speaking in the hearing of hon.
gentlemen from New Brunswick.and the
western coast of Nova Scotia who can
correct me if any statement is erroneous
-instead of beingdifficult and hazardous
is one of the safest in the world. It is a
well lighted arm of the sea: it is subject
to fogs,nearly as much so as the southern
coast of Nova Scotia.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-More.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-More perhaps
or less, but at all events it. is equally
subject. They all lie in the same
current of fog, but when I look at the
accidents that have happened there I
can appeal with confidence to hon.
gentlemen who know something about it,
that there are fewer accidents there than
on the southern coast of Nova Scotia.
The House will see that the object of
this Bill is to enable vessels to pass from
the Gulf of St. Lawrence into the Bay of
Fundy and so down the American coast,
the best lighted in the world, instead of
going down by the east end of the gulf,
then turning south to get into the
Atlantic by this narrow Gut of Canso
and so out and then turning west, sailing
along the iron bound coast of Nova
Scotia, and so on down towards the
West Indies or towards the American
ports. The saving in distance to St.
John by this route as I have stated is
6oo miles and to American ports some-
thing less-perhaps four or five hundred
miles. At all events it is an immense
saving in distance, and we shall have
the merit of having accomplished this
great work without a dollar of expense
to Canada.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I remem-
ber when, 25 years ago, I was in the Legis-
lature of Nova Scotia this question came
up, of the construction of the Baie Verte
Canal. It was approved of generally by

HON, MR. DICKEY.

both Houses of the Nova Scotia Parlia
ment. Therefore, to a large extent, I
would be in favor of a canal, but this
kind of an amphibious structue-tO
enable vessels to go over land and %ater
-- is a mode of transit which seanen and
captains do not approve of. I do not
want to say anything that may mar this
pioject. No doubt Mr. Ketchurn is anI
able engineer, and has the earnestness
of conviction in this matter, but the pro-
ject may yet be a failure as far as prots
are concerned. I have no doubt that
this money could be raised, when we
guarantee for twenty years a payment Of
$I 7o,ooo annually, as the whole cost at
the furthest will be five millions of dol'
lars. I think, under the circumstances,
that any capitalist is safe to invest In
the enterprise. He runs a chance tO
make a profit. At all events it Wl
not be a great loss. I am very
sorry I did not hear my bo
friend from Alberton speak on ths
matter. I want to know how this
supra terra construction will conflict
with his submarine tunnel. Will it fi'
crease the chances of that project ? or
my hon. friend from Queen's CountY
may tell us something about it also. t
is quite evident that this will not bene.E
any part of Cape Breton or Nova Scotia,
from Pictou east, and along the Sout
shore. If there is any benefit to accrue
to any section of the country it nlust bc
to the portion of New Brunswick and
Quebec lying on the Gulf of the St. La-4
rence.

HON. MR. DEVER-And Prince
Edward Island.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-If we
to have this submarine railway it wil be
of no use to Prince Edward Island. The
progress of mechanical science is th
great that there can be no doubt that the
undertaking can be carried into el4
and my hon. friend from Amherst had 110
occasion to extend his remarks tO show
that it could be accomplished. We
lieve it is perfectly feasible.
have been so surprised at the engtee'
ing skill in many quarters that *
may consider this a trifie. We hnY
constructed a railway across the continC
There are no engineering difticuîUe
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about this Marine Railway but I have
'ery goat doubts as to whether the profits
Of the undertaking will be equal to the
tXPense we are going to put upon it. I
.l 'lot wish to say anything that would
Interfere with the success of the enter-
Prise : at the same time, I hesitate to
Iay anything that will induce capitalists
tc go into an enterprise from which I
believe very little profit can accrue.

i¶ON. Ma. BOTSFORD-I certainly
lhould not have troubled the Senate
Wth .naking a speech on this question
had it not been for the course adopted
by the hon. member from Halifax. He has
ettempted to belittle a scheme which has
been considered, in the view of the dif-
ferent provinces, as one of great import-
ance to the best interests of the Domin-
iot and before I sit down I will refer
to SOmtie of the reports which have been
iade on that question, which I would

nlot have done but for the disparagingtemarks of the hon. member from Hali-
<e My hon. friend from Amherst has
Correctly stated that one of the induce-
'Qents held out by the delegates who

%seibled together to accomplish con-
eration was the scheme that had been

Utider discussion in the different Legis-
latures of the country so long, of getting
a canal between the waters of the Bay of

nIindy and the Straits of Northumber-
nd. That project was held out by the
a1iference as an inducement to New
rnswick to go for Confederation. I

recOllect distinctly that it had a great
tOn many persons when that ques-

nl camne up for consideration. There
as I Wide difference of opinion in New
runswick with respect to the benefit

ich that province would derive from
.aOnIfederation, and one of the strongest
f guav ents . made by gentlemen who
it ored union was, that if we obtained

t e had the pledge of the delegates
at the Baie Verte canal would be con-'atrUcted and that canal had been one of

]aeivorite projects of the people of New
nswick for three-quarters of a century.

hese circumstances ought to influence
pl.med bers to endeavor to have that
bege carried out if possible. But
Wh'e 1 proceed to deal with the benefitsticI Ilight result from the communica-n between the two waters, I will refer

to the question of a comparison between a
canal and a marine railway. I have seen
communications from some of the most
celebrated engineers of the world upon
this question, and they lay it down as a
maxim which cannot be disputed, so far
as their opinion goes, that a marine rail-
way in a locality such as is contemplated
here is far preferable to a cana--that it
can be more readily worked, that it can
be built for less than one-half the cost of
a canal, that experience teaches there is
no danger whatever in the working of it
and in transporting ships of any size, if
your hydraulic engine is sufficiently
powertul to raise vessels of any weight
or size ; but in this scheme I think the
limit is a vessel of a thousand tons, which
is quite ample for all the purposes of the
traffic that would pass over this
railway between the Gulf and the
Bay of Fundy. The benefits which
would be derived from a communication
between the two waters are such that
they have been acknowledged by the
Board of Trade of all the principal cities
in the Dominion, to which I will refer
presently, because this work is one of
very great importance indeed, if practic-
able. Hon. gentlemen knowing the
geography of the locality would hesitate
to say what amount of traffic would pass
over this railway, provided a communi,
cation could be obtained. The traffic
now is very large, and the gentlemen
who have taken this into consideration,
and who will very likely invest their cap-
ital, have had an opportunity of ascer-
taining what the present traffic is and
what the probability of its increase will
be, provided this communication is
established between the two waters.
Therefore, they have not gone into this
enterprise with their eyes shut. They sent
down an engineer to examine the locality
and obtain correct information. Statis-
tics of trade and commerce have been
furnished them from the first, and they,
taking all this into consideration, are wil-
ling to go into this enterprise.
I ask hon. gentlemen to consider the
valuable fisheries in the Gulf; and
there is no question the product of those
fisheries will eventually go to the sea
board of the United States if the com-
munication is short. Instead of going
around the coast of Nova Scotia, a por-
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tion of which is dangerous to navigate,
they would have an opportunity of go-
ing by this route and communicating
with the sea board of the United States
by a journey of i 20 miles, whereas un-
der present circumstances, they are
obliged to go round by Nova Scotia, a
distance of 5oo miles from all ports
north and west of the isthmus. Of course
from the north coast of Prince Edward
Island the distance saved would not be
so great, but the distance saved, generally
speaking, from ports north-west of the
isthmus would be about 5oo miles.
From the time I first went into the
Legislature of New Brunswick this ques-
tion was one which was considered by
all of great importance. The Leg-
islature of New Brunswick made three
different surveys and paid for them.
Captain Crawley was an engineer in
the army, and there were two
other surveys made. The Legislature
of Nova Scotia, if I remember right,
incorporated a company to construct this
work and they entered into the import-
ance of it and were willing to aid and
assist the undertaking. The Legislature
of New Brunswick, as I have said, spent
a considerable amount of money in
ascertaining the practibility of building
the canal, and the information which
was obtained from these practical
surveys was that the canal could be
constructed for a certain sum of money
according to the depth that was required.
After Confederation the Dominion took
this question up and sent engineers to
make a survey with a view to carrying
out the pledge made at Confederation.
The deputy engineer made a survey and
then the chief engineer went down,
examined the locality and made his
report upon the survey which had been
made by his deputy. He reported that
it was practicable, and that the canal
could be made fifteen feet deep by
making use of the high waters of the Bay
of Fundy. His estimate of the cost
was about eight millions of dollars.
Subsequently to that, Messrs. Gzowski
and Keifer were appointed by
the Government to make a further sur-
vey, and they recommended a different
route to that which had been surveyed
by the Chief Engineer, and estimated
the cost at about $5,ooo,ooo. The route

HON. MR. BOTSFORD.

recommended by Messrs. Gzowski and
Keifer is that which is now adopted by
the parties who are undertaking to con-
struct the marine railway, that is froi.
Misquosh to Tidnish-and as the hon,
member from Amherst has remarked, the
country from sea to sea is remarkablY
level. The distance is about 17 miles
from the navigable waters of the Straits
to the navigable waters of the Bay, and
the highest point between the two waters
is fifteen feet at the height of land. The
route is almost in a direct line so that
there is no place where such facilities
are offered for the construction of a mag
nificent work like this.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

AFTEB RECESS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (45) " An Act respecting the On;
tario & Quebec Railway Company.
(Mr. McKindsey.)

Bill (73) "An Act respecting the
Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Rail-
way Company." (Mr. Stephens.)

Bill (69) " An Act to confirm a Ort-
gage given by the Central RailwaY to
the Central Trust Company of N4e
York, to secure an issue of their debei
tures."

CHIGNECTO MARINE RAILWAY
BILL

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. BOTSFOR) rose to re-
sume the debate on second reading a
bill (ior) " An Act respecting the Chig-
necto Marine Railway Transportation
Company." He said :-Previous to re
cess I had referred to the opinion 0f

celebrated en:ineers in various parts of
the world with respect to the comPn
son between marine railways and cana
stating what I had seeni
communications from them, a
which they had expressedro
decided opinion, having seen a.prord-
of thit isthmus and having been info
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ed as.to the geography of the country-
lhat in their opinion a marine railway

cross the isthmus under those circum-
stances would be preferable to a canal.

ý8iflce I made these observations it struck
ne that it would be better to give the
Wlitten opinions of these gentlemen,
r'fOngst whom were, Mr. Fowler, one of

the Most eminent engineers in England,
'&nd Mr. Eads, of Mississippi fame, and
Others, and I went to the Library, which
ts my excuse for detaining the House,
to obtain the pamphlet containing these
Written opinions ; but among the multi-
Plicity of pamphlets which have been
Stored away I could not find it. But I
believe that'every hon. gentleman who
hasconsidered this question in its vari-
Ots lights, and has had an opportunity
bO Consulting the opinions of these cele-

'rated engineers, will admit that, if they
are to be depended upon, the cost is a
1not important feature in the construction

this great work for establishing com-
"ucations between the Gulf of St.
4wrence and the Bay of Fundy. A

rnarine railway can be constructed with
4reater facility and at one-half the ex-
P1ense of a canal of 16 feet draught of
Water, which would be required to
*ecoInodate the commerce between
Mointreal and Quebec and St. John andGorts along the United States coast.
*a SUning that to be so, if hon. members
Maike enquiry about it they will be satis-cd that the opinions of these celebrated
tnen are creditable and worthy of belief.
If that be so, then all the arguments
S the Opimons which have been given
u Mercantile men, by Boards of Trade,

' POliticians, and by commissioners
aPPointed by the Government, in favor
of the Baie Verte Canal must apply with4reater force to the construction of this
sarine railway across the isthmus, which

to le affected by the Bill now before
ead Without further comment, I will

thinka few of the authorities, which I
arri. must weigh with your honors if you

ave at the conclusions which I
teports reached upon reading the

arit of those engineers, that a
ne railway would be more

clent and less expensive than a canal.
m Wa8 in hopes when this Bill came up,

eis arhament had twice passed upon
question-and I believe in this

House there was no division on the Bill,
and it was admitted that this great work
could be accomplished.

HON. MR. DICKEY-On the last
Bill there was a division, for I was then
doing the business for the Government,
and the minority against it was seven.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-Parliament
having already passed on this question,
one would suppose that they would be
willing to carry out that policy; but it
seems that the hon. gentlemen from
Nova Scotia have particular objections
to it, the hon. gentleman from Halifax
especially saying that this meausure has
no merit. I will read in the first place
from an authority as valuable as that of
the hon. gentleman who made the first
objection-the report of the Commis-
sionets appointed by the Dominion Gov-
ernment to report upon the canal system
of the Dominion in 1870 ; an they took
a great deal of pains to exiamine the
localities for the proposed canals on
which they had to report ; and the follow-
ing is a portion of their recommendation
with respect to the Baie Verte Canal:

" It would be difficult to point out all the
advantages which would resuit to Prince
Edwards Island, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, by the construction of the Baie
Verte Canal. If the 900 ton propeller could
deliver western or Canadian products at
Halifax or St. John, these places would be-
come cheap depots for such products.
Assorted cargoes of fish, hoops, shopks,
lumber, etc., would be made up to these
port@ for the West India Islands and South
America, and could bring back return car-
goes from these countries, of sugar, coffee,
hides, tallow, etc., to be again reshipped as
return cargoes for Canada and the United
States by the inland propeller and thus de-
livered at lees cost by such means than by
any other possible route."

That is part of the report of the Royal
Commission appointed by the Dominion
Government. The Dominion Board of
Trade was so strongly impressed with
the importance of the canal that it ad-
opted the following resolution :-

'I Resolved that in the opinion of this
Board it is desirable that the Dominion Gov-
ernment be recommended to construet at as
early a day as possible the Baie Vere Canal.

The Canal commission, 1871, says:-
" The Ontario and Quebec merchants eau

supply the firms of St. John interested in
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the West India trade, with the description
of merchandise for which there is an ever
ready and renumerative market in the trop-
ice, and in that same way get back sugar,
molasses and other West Indian and South
American produce, which is now supplied
indirectly to so large an extent through the
United States."

It goes on to say
" The Baie Verte Canal is regarded by

them as indispensable to the extension of the
commercial relations of Canada with the
British and foreign West India Islands."

The Canal Commission in their re-
port of 1871, says :-

" The growth of intercolonial trade de-
pends on cheap transit since the merchan-
dise passing between the Maritime Provinces
and Ontario must be of a bulky character,
requiring large vessels and rapid despatch
tobe really profitable. When a propellor
can go direct with a cargo of coal or other
products of the Eastern Provinces, to Kings-
ton and Toronto, and there get a return
freight of flour, barley and other western
products, international trade will have en-
tered on a new era."

The Dominion Board of Trade says:
" Internal navigation and the effects of

the canal system of the Dominion on the
generai commerce. If the Baie Verte Canal
is possible of construction, the work will be
highly importaut, and in its results of a
truly national character in all its aspects.
The city of St. John, N. B., as well as other
places in the Bay of Fundy, would be
brought 430 miles nearer Montreal, Quebec,
or Toronto, for the water borne vessels than
at present."

These are collected from all parts of
the'Dominion, and express that decided
opinion. I will now give the opinion of
a gentleman, who is respected, I think,
by the hon. member from Halifax. I
will give the opinion of one of the most
distinguished sons of Nova Scotia-
Judge Haliburton, who is known through-
out the world as the author of "Sam
Slick." He says :-

" By the construction of the Baie Verte
Canal, the long and dangerous circuit of
Cape Breton, in the navigation between New
Brunswick and the St. Lawrence will be
avoided; and the Canadian produce sent
to Nova Scotia and her sister provinces.
The resources of Gaspe,Bay Chaleur, Prince
Edward Island and the country bordering
on the Restigouche and the Miramichi are
neither generally known nor easily devel-
oped on account of the communication with
these placea being tedious, dangerous and
expensive. A canal will obviate the diffi.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD.

culty attending the navigation, and render
the intercourse between the colonies Uo
British America, safe and expeditious. I
will also have a powerful influene.e in cement-
ing their union, by creating a reciprocal
dependence upon each other, by facilitatin
the means of friendly intercourse an
increasing their commercial relationis."
The views of Haliburton have been ablY
set forth and maintained by the Boards
of Trade of Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal, Quebec and. St. John, and
reaffirmed by the Dominion Board of
Trade, pressed on the Governnent by
Canal Commission of 1870 and accepted
as part of the canal system of the country.

HON. MR. POWER-Would the hone
gentleman allow me to suggest, as he
has directed some of his remarks specî-
ally to me, that Haliburton's staterient
was made long before there was any
railway at all, and those declarations O
the Boards of Trade were made befare
the Short Line kailway was constructed-
Goods coming from the Upper Provinl
ces would not go round that way now.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I was goinfl
to comment on that and on the hon-
gentleman's remarks about railways. It
is a work which Sir Hugh Allan, Gzowsk'i
Calvin, Gavreau, Jardine, Shannon and
Keefer declared " was essential to give
unity and completeness to the Canal
system of the country, and was
Canadian in design and must proVC
national in its results." Those are
men whose opinions are worthY Of
consideration. As I have said, if the
opinions of these emirent engineers are
to be relied on, the marine railwaY W'l1
prove as advantageous as the canalh and
it can be built at a much less cost. The
hon. member from Halifax adverted to
this marine railway interfering with the
various railways. I do not look UPOl

it in that light ? What we are trying tO
accomplish is a communication by water
between the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the
Bay of Fundy and by way the Bay
Fundy to the coast of the United States
and the sea-board cities. What We c

seeking is to develop the fisheries 0t
the Gulf shores, because it is manifest tO'
everyone who knows anything about thi
geography of the country that comflUnî'
cation across the isthmus niust
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'ost advantageous to the in-
terests of the Dominion. In respect to
this great work interfering with the rail-
Ways already constructed I do not see
even if it should in some cases interfere,
that this magnificient work should be
stOPped because local and private inter-
ests are interfered with. I am a
shareolder in the railway mentioned by
the hon. member from Halifax as one of
the reasons why he should not construct
this grand work-the railway between
Sackville and Cape Tormentine-but do

ou suppose that my views of the great
ltnPortance of having water communica-ti')n , or communication equally good,
b1etween the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
the Bay of Fundy, can be influenced by
rY private interest in a railway ? It
should sink into insignificance, and that
16 the view I take of it. Now, what is
the object of the Bill before us ? Is it
t Mlmake an appropriation of $170,000 ?
that has already been decided upon by
the Parliament of Canada and received
,he.sanction the Governor General. This

Snply a Bill to give certain capitalists
tak are prepared and willing to under-
tke this work one year more-simply
Oie year more. If they require a longer

PiOd they pay a penalty. Surely under
te'se circumstances it is worth trying the

ePeriment. When we view this ques-
tionà Upon general and great principles
cnnlected with the interests of the

hole Dominion is not worth while
o try that experiment. So far as my

knOledge goes, a considerable amount
of roney has been expended by private

ividuals in ascertaining whether it
ld be constructed favorably, and I
lot aware that any inducements have

beell held out by the Dominion Govern-
%ent or by individuals connected in any
*Y With this work to British capitalists
ttake stock and build that line. They
4 had an opportunity of seeing the

stics of trade in the public records.
ey have had also a survey, made by

kopetent engineers, of the route, to
.W if it is practicable and if any

hfineering difficulties are in the way.ey sent out an engineer-not relying
"P01 the intimations they may have
reCived from other quarcers-and his
report is favourable. Now, I cannot con-

've Who can make an objection to an

experiment like this when the, Dominon
Government pay not one farthing
unless the work is completed and in
operation, and I venture to say that no
man who is acquainted with the locality
-no inhabitant of the Dominion who
knows the volume of trade and com-
merce that is carried on between the
River and Gulf of St. Lawrence on the
one side and the Bay of Fundy on the
other, will venture to say what might be
the traffic by this route if it should be a
success I venture to predict that if this
work is a success in a very few years
afterwards there will be a double track,
the commerce will be so great and the
advantages so decided to the Dominion.
But at all events, I do not see why, un-
der all these circumstances, the great
expectations which arç held out to the
Maritime Provinces to have a Baie Verte
canal should result in disappointment
when we can accomplish a work which
is at least equal to t. e Baie Verte canal
-I do not see why the Senate of Can-
ada should step in and interfere and re-
ject this bill which does not impose any
additional burden upon the people.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-It guar-
antees on a large amount of capital.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-I support
this bill and believe it may return out a
most advantageous measure for the in-
terests of the whole Dominion.

HON. MR. DEVER-I regret exceed-
ingly that I have to differ from my
young friend from Halifax, because I
never like to be one of those who make
so great an opposition to one individual.
It would appear from this debate that
there is only one member from the
Martime Provinces who opposes the
measure, but I attribute that to the fact
that the hon. genrieman is a Halifax man
and Hal.fax, I always understood, was
against this canal. If I remember well
under the Mackenzie Government there
was half a million dollars placed in the
estimates for a work of this nature, but
through the power and influence of
Halifax, represented in that Cabinet, a
commission was appointed.

HON. MR. POWER-There was no
Halifax man in the Cabinet then.
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HON. MR. DEVER-Mr. Jones was.

HoN. MR. POWER-No.

HoN. Mit. DEVER-Well he had
large influence with the Government.
Owing to the influence of the City of
Halifax, a Commission was appointed
and two of the Commissioners brought
in a majority report. I regret exceed-
ingly that my young friend was not fair
enough to state that there was a minority
report too, in favor of this canal, one
that equally divided the influence of the
country as to the desirability of this
work. However the point is this: This
canal or ship railway, if it can be carried
out-and I trust it will-will be a won-
derful benefit to the commerce and trade
of the eastern shore of Nova Scotia.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Not the
eastern shore of Nova Scotia.

HoN. MR. DEVER-Yes, the eastern
shore of Nova Scotia, the Straits of
Northumberland, Prince Edward Island,
the Baie of Chaleur, the Gulf of St.
Lawrence and even the St. Lawrence it-
self as far up as Quebec. If hon. gentle-
men will allow me to draw a picture of a
greater str.etch of water, in the Ottawa
here, where barges and crafts of various
kinds have to be taken to the St.
Lawrence.

HoN. MR. POWER-That would be1
a curious barge route.

HON. MR. DEVER-Well, it is a
barge route. Just imagine you had to
go from here to Montreal before you
could get into the St. Lawrence and then
ascend the St. Lawrence by Kingston
instead of going across by the Rideau
Canal. That is about similar to the
route of which we are speaking. Instead
of going across the isthmus, a short
distance to the Bay of Fundy and thence
down the coast of Maine, a vessel has to
go around by Cape Sable and follow the,
shore of Nova Scotia to St. John, thence
proceeding to the ports of Maine and
Massachusetts. Another illustration is
the trade going around Cape Horn to
get to the North Pacific, instead of
going by way of the isthmus,

or Panama Canal, when finished.
In fact it is going around the peninsula
of Nova Scotia some five or six hundred
miles, whereas the same trade and colOn
merce could be carried by this propose
route at Baie Verte, which is only sixteel
miles across, from water to water.

HON. MR. POWER-Will my hon.
friend be good enough to give us sone
figures to show what the trade is that he
wishes to go around, and then he will be
in a better position to judge of the value
of a railway ?

HoN. MR. DEVER-The fishifng
trade, oats, barley, potatoes-the whole
trade of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and a
very large portion of the trade of the St.
Lawrence itself would naturally go in this
direction, and would perpetually continue
to increase, in my opinion. I wou,
also say that I think my hon. friend is
somewhat inconsistent. He is strenU-
ously in favor of free trade with the
United States, yet when an opportunity
is given to increase our trade with that
country he is the first man in the H0use
to try to obstruct the measure.

HoN. MR. POWER-Where is the
free trade ?

HON. MR. DEVER-Why the coast-
ing trade. I think the matter has beel
debated by my hon. colleague froiP
New Brunswick so forcibly that it is
hardly necessary I should say any more
than to add that for twenty years since
Confederation every succeeding Goveru-
ment has favored this measure. To give
my own private views on the subject, I
would prefer that a canal should be col-
structed, if we had the means ; but ima-
muc has the several Governments have
failed to see their way clearly to take
hold of this scheme as a Government
work and construct a canal, I think It
will be wrong on the part of the Mar
time members to oppose a neasure
now which offers such fair terms as this
marine railway has brought to us,
will, therefore, support the Bil.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I was fot
very much surprised at the tenor of the
remarks of the hon. gentleman who
introduced this Bill.
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'iON. MR. BOTSFORD-The hon.
4tr. Abbott introduced it.

liON. M. ALEXANDER-! beg the
the. gentleman's pardon ; I allude tothe hon. member who was addressing
the 1 louse when I entered the Chamber

hon. gentleman from Sackville
kn every position which he takés in this

'Ose, he is always distinguished by a
eOble and disinterested principle. Heer, when any independent members
ieth is House endeavor to express theiriew8 in the interests of the people, rises

questions of order. He is always
endy to give assistance to those who are

.eavoring to aid the Government in
"n what is right. He appears to-night

eh supporter of a bill of a public
aracter. He speaks of the marinetlway bill as a bill of public interest.Whla bill which is going to benefit the

e. Dominion-to benefit Quebec,
itano the North-West and BritishtooluMbia. It is to bring a large trade

tthe Bay of Fundy-into the Gulf of
e 4awrence and to the Baie des Cha-

-'. We are to have steamers and
Iaesels from New York City, from Port-
land and Boston, and everywhere com-

over this marine railway. I be-
ethis railway has been characterized

a mnany members of the press as
!oirnOst stupendous job. I am not

th g to characterize it as such-because
se projetcor, Mr. Ketchum, is a per-
toal friend of my own; but with regardtthe hon
bill on. gentleman promoting the

9 and the members of the
,Overnment prompting the bill atthtie when the country is loaded

a debt of $228,000,000, it is not to
b lOoked upon as the hon. gentleman
fr0 4Sackville views it, as a mere trifle.
t ileve the hon. member lives near
t4t section. He lives, perhaps, on the
b-to territoy through which this railway

O be built ; and because he lives there,
Course this railway is a public benefit.

to thie call attention of hon. gentlemen
i Point ; I have often blamed Sir

iohn Macdonald because of his acced-
rag to the wishes of different members of

shlam1ent in these matters ; but it onlyOWs to us that I have blamed Sir John
'1hcdonald very unfairly and unjustly.ere is such a pressure from righteous

and just and good men like the hon.
gentleman brought to bear upon him
to aid such works as this, that I can quite
understand how the first minister is
ground, surrounded as he is, and crush-
ed and pressed by such men as the hon.
gentleman from Sackville, has to submit.
How can we blame Sir John ?

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-The hon.
gentleman accuses me of trying to in-
fluence Sir John and the Government
with respect to this work. I state, on
my sacred honor, that I never had one
word with Sir John or with any member
of his Government with respect to this
work from first to last. I look upon it
as a public work, and never attempted
to interfere in any way.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I merely
desire to add a few words. If we are to
carry on this Government in the public
interest, such gentlemen as the hon.
member who has just taken his seat must
give up all those selfish interests-build-
ing marine railways here, building rail-
ways there, and everywhere ; we must
act in the public interest. It is the
cultivation of this selfish spirit on the
part of every county and every province
that has brought about that general
demand upon the Government ,which
they cannot resist ; and I am free to
acknowledge that I blamed Sir John
Macdonald often very unjustly, because
they threatened " if you do not give
us money for this work or for that
work, we will vote against your Govern-
ment; if you do not give us money for
all the railways in Quebec, we will vote
against you ; if you do not do away with
the monopoly in Manitoba, we will vote
against you; if you do not give us com-
peting lines, we will vote against you ; if
you do not give us a harbor here, and a
breakwater there, we will vote against
you." Where is the country to end if
we have not a Government that will be
supported on its merits by an independ-
ent body of gentlemen such as those by
whom I an surrounded, who will put
down their foot upon this slavish system
and declare that we will simply vote for
that which is in the public interest ? Let
us crush all selfish demands: let the
Senate enoble itself by taking this posi.
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tion : If the the House of Commons
choose to adopt all those visionary
schemes that cannot be of any benefit to
the country, and will only increase the
burdens.of the people until they break
up confederation, let the Senate, an
intelligent noble body of men, inde-
pendent in fortune, independent of
the people, with no elections to meet,
stand ready to-day and say " we will from
now, henceforward, vote only for that
which is in the public interest. We will
put down all the selfish claims of Quebec,
of Ontario, of Manitoba and of the Mari-
time Provinces, and of the hon. gentle-
men who comes here, I fear with very
weak claim upon the attention of the
House. If there is any claim brought
to the attention of the House which is
weak, with a country in debt to the
extent of $228,000,000 it is this claim
which is now before us. It is lament-
able to see a gentleman like the hon.
member from Sackville in the sear and
yellow leaf-proably he and I may
never return to the floor of this House
-advocating such a scheme as this,
which the whole ccuntry pronounces as
a job.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-The
hon. gentlemen's remarks show that he
does not understand this matter at all.
I think he scarcely knows where the
Bay of Fundy is, or that he is
9cquainted with the isthmus that divides
the St. Lawrence from the Bay of Fundy.
I am quite satisfied that if he knew the
benefits that would, in all probability,
flow from the construction of this impor-
tant work, he would not deal with the
question in the way he has done. What
are we asking for ? It is not new legis-
lation by which we ask the Senate to
commit this country to the expenditure
of a large sum ot money on a work ol
doubtful character. We are simply asked
that the legislation, which the hon. gen
tleman assisted in passing througa this
House in previous years, be so amended
as to enable the Government to carrj
out their part of the contract in good
faith. The scheme of constructing i
railway is a good one and the gentlemar
who is promoting it, Mr. Ketchum, haý
committed himself to carry it out. Ho
has worked in season and out of sea

son, has spent his money and has 0
his arrangements so far complet1.
that he is satisfied that he W'
now be able to put the ok
under construction, and he asks es
what? To grant him an additional s1f
ofmony. Not at all,but merely togivehbe
one year's extension of time to enable
him to carry out the pledged. faith 0
Parliament, upon which he has been UP
to this time conducting his arrangeients
Would it be just, or fair, or honest 0he
the part of Parliament to refuse? the
legislation we are now asked to pass ?
am not going to dwell on what wil1

the ultimate benefits to be derived froG
the completion of this work. The hon-
gentleman from Sackville bas shoWn t
opinions of boards of trade and of leg''
lative bodies as to the benefits of that
proposed work. It is well known thot
the construction of the Baie Verte Cana"
was one of the works pledged to the
Maritime Provinces when ConfederatirI
was entered upon; and the construction
of the railroad is merely an expendiure
of one-half what it would have cost I
ha*d the original scheme of the Cans
been carried out.

HON. MR. DICKEY-That was all to
have been paid by the Governrent?

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE---
the only persons that possibly can suffe
will not be the Dominion governr'esk-
because the governiment incut no ris-
If the work should prove to be a faIre'
as the hon. gentleman from Halifax pO
phesies it must be, then we pay noth»¶
If they fail after a year, and the iO b
does not answer the purpose for wh
is designed, and will not transpor es-t

sels safely on the waters of the St. L9f
rence and Bay of Fundy and vice vers"

f the country is not committed to any
thing. But I say we are bound to keeP
our pledge to the gentlemen who fr
engaged in this work, and if it were fot
no other reason, I say it would be avhact
of injustice to those gentlemen wh hAve

I spent their time and money .in br
a the scheme to the position it is noui
à to refuse this legislation ; and 1 s
s alter very much the opinion I have
e tertained of the good faith of this henre-
- if we were to be led astray by the r

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.
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rks of the hon. gentleman from Hali-
faÎ and other gentlemen who entertain

4ile feelings towards this project. It

te been well known that the feeling of
Shon gentleman from Halifax, does

ot represent the feelings of a great body
the people of that city on
question. The hon. gentleman

.nois very well that the late Judgehburton was a warm advocate of the
4e Verte scheme half a century ago,

even after Confederation, when
jasagements were being made for carry-
-ithe scheme into effect, he had his
D4Ïwhich had been prepared by him-

Self and Mr. Fairbanks, and eminent
*1ieer, and I was pressing verysthe gly Upon the Government of the day
t easibility of the scheme. I am quite

fied that very few hon. gentlemen in
t*h lo5use will refuse to sanction the

uhich is now before us, and which
errnly believe is a measure that will be
the interests of the Dominion.

' i MR. HAYTHORNE-As the
*Ork Which this Bill refers to was sanc-anded by Parliament several years ago,Andwas preferred to the rival work, the

e Verte Canal, it seems to me, the
tter the House has to decide this

't'lng is not the merits of the rival
rk% but whether they will give the

a Who hold this Act of Incorpora-
t What they ask for or not. For my
( part, I should have greatly pre-

d on this occasion, as on a former
O that the point we had to
de las in favor of the canal rather

Of the railway. I remember the
the question was before the House,
s WS disposed myself to prefer the canal

ne rarinerailway, for several reasons.
tUe 0• those reasons still remains, and

he 1s, that although several years
ai elapsed, this project still wears the

eaf experiment. The last time it
fore the House it occupied a bet-

PoSition than it does now, for at that
a gentleman of some notoriety in

Al&iCaptain Eads, had a fair pros-
et ore the people and the Govern-

o t Of the United States of carrying
ork of this description,namely the

%rtyng Of communication between the
tic great oceans of the globe, the Atlan-

aLnd the Pacific. In that way his

undertaking was also a rival to the more
homely yet more substantial work that
was under the protection of the celebrat-
ed French engineer Delesseps; we hear
very little now of that proposed ship rail-
way ; still it appears that the gentlemen
interested in this measure are not pre-
pared to let it die a natural death,
although no sod has been turned, as
far as I know, and no preparations
have been made for construction
further than taking levels of
the neck of land which separates the
Gulf of St. Lawrence from the Bay of
Fundy. Whether the hon. gentleman
from Halifax has divined the real and
true reasons which have given a new im-
petus to this measure or not, I cannot
undertake to say; but I do not think I
could very properly oppose this measure
now. Its principle has been adopted,.
and I hardly think that Parliament would
under those circumstances refuse a con-
cession of this sort to any individual who
was about to make a bona fide.attempt
to carry out a public work of this de-
scription. True, I would have preferred.
a canal there, and perhapg very little has
been said about the great difficulties
which beset this undertaking. Not only
will difficulties of access be experienced
at both its terminii; the cradle on which
the vessels must be placed in order to
lift them from their own proper element
on to the lines of railway must, of course,
be in still water and well protected
from heavy seas and all dangers
of that kind ; but supposing this
to be successfully accomplished, then
we have another experiment to try
in the shape of conveying a loaded ship
of considerable burden over a line of
railway nineteen miles in extent. The
country there is particularly favorable
for such an experinent as this, for we
must admit it is an experiment, conduct-
ed on a large scale. My hon. friend re--
ferred several times to the success of
railways of this character which were de-
signed rather to convey barges than sl ips,
but I conceive that the lifting of a barge
and placing it on a railway constructed
for the purpose is a far less serious
undertaking than the lifting of a steam-
ship of eight or nine hundred tons, con-
taining a valuable cargo. I do not pro-
fess to offer an opinion as to the effect.
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on the vessel, but I have heard owners
express the opinion that they would hesi-
tate long before trusting a vessel of theirs
in such an experiment. Under or-
dinary circumstances, if we were deal-
ing with the waters of a region far south
of us, and which are not frozen for several
months in the year, and not incumbered
with ice until late in the spring-some-
times until the month of June, and which
renders other ports in the vicinity un-
available for commerce until within a
neasurable distance of the longest day,
the scheme would appear more feasible.
It is well known that the commerce of
Prince Edward Island is conducted, to a
great extent, between Summerside and
Shediac. There we have communica-
tion by steamer through the open season
.of the year, but some years the port of
.Shediac is so blocked with ice that that
commerce does not commence until a
late period in May; and the entrance of
this artificial harbour where this delicate
operation of taking a ship out of the
water and placing her on the rails is so
near Shediac, we must expect very similar
circumstances to prevail there. As to
the interest which Prince Edward Island
people have in this scheme it is possible
that they may send their craft over the
ýrailway if they are bound to ports up the
Bay of Fundy, or to the ports of Boston
or New York. I believe that on
the whole, it will be better and safer, if
the head waters of the Bay of Fundy
which are perhaps rather shallow and
difficult of navigation, do not present an
insuperable obstacle; but this I will
say, that certainly this proposition for a
marine railway does not occupy a very
prominent position in the minds of the
people of Prince Edward Island. No
doubt many of them have heard of it,
and many of them would be prepared to
ask " what has become of that scheme ? "
We can tell them what has been done
during late sessions of Parliament, but
what has been done since we do not
know. There is one aspect of this
proposal which I regard with some satis-
faction, because looking at the arguments
which have been used in favor of it, as
urged by some hon. gentlemen who tell
us that in adopting this measure the
House was fulfiling, on the part of the
.Dominion, an undertaking given previous

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE.

to Confederation that a work of thiS
kind should be completed; only at thst
time it took the form of a canal. When
the proper time comes, it will afford the
hon. gentleman frorn Alberton and
myself an admirable opportunityros
claiming the fulfilment of certain ter?,5

of Confederation as between the Doin
ion Government and our province ; a
as the expense is so small an ôbject.in
comparison with the necessity of carry1
out Dominion obligations, whether r
or imaginary, I think we shall have .%
pretty strong argument to adduce to
favor of requesting the Government tO
do all that can be done to carry out the
real terms confederation which were
made so many years ago with the PrO1

ince of Prince Edward Island. In tha
light I am rather disposed to hail thS
afternoon's debate with some satisfactiorl
and I hope before the end of the sessi n'
when I shall have an opportunity Of 05k
ing the leader of the Government s0
questions with regard to what he Pro*
poses to do with respect to comuinU
tion with our island, we may hear the
same arguments advanced that e
advanced in favor of this railway.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I do not pro
pose to detain the House by making "
speech on this Bill, but I wish to put
myself right with regard to its pos
I had not been spoken to by any Of n'y
colleagues on the subject, and I was a
aware that it was a Government bîw
My stating that it was not a Governrnt
bill did not arise from any disinclinatoo
on my part to support the Bill, but fro
the fact that I supposed somebodY teP
resenting the promoters of it would tae
charge of it. I have ascertaned sU3cc
I proposed the second reading t
that it is a Government bill, and 1 ar
quite as prepared to support it in y t,
pacity as a member of the Governrne-
as I am disposed to support it as a Pth
vate member of this House. Noe'. Wr

reference to what has passed, the inthe
mation which my hon. friends fro' hre-
Maritime Provinces have given WI rha
spect to the Bill, supplemented b ren'
this House already knows about i
ders it unnecessary for me to enter city
any explanation about it. The d c
which the hon gentleman from
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Ward Island has just referred to, hasen deait with by engineers. I do not

Itonsnd to be able to decide those ques-
It s yself, but the Bill as I understood

rt When I voted for it some years ago as a
d ember of the other House, and as I un-

erstand it now, is the result of a favorable
arrangement by the Government of the
CoUntry, for a mode of crossing this pen-
1thera. As hon. gentlemen are aware,there was an informal understanding
tt there should be a means afforded of

in1 the isthmus, which was in the
t, Instance intended to be a canal.

canal was estimated at first as cost-

Iat.$500oooo ; but on further investi-
oion it was found it would cost $10,-

ooo, and we are making a very valu.8 exchange for the canal in the con-
thetiOn of this railway, if it will perform

e service for which it is intended, as I
no doubt it will, considering the

ePorts of eminent engineers on similard'istructions elsewhere. But in whatoid Of a position would we be placed
e were to refuse now to sanction this

We certainly must have consider-

t hen we passed this charter in 1882,
It Was for the advantage of the coun-

be¡to pass it. Parliamenf, must have
eed then that it was a work for theakyantage of the country.

11ON. MR. POWER-For the advan-
tage Of the Conservative party.

a10ON. MR. ABBOTT-When the last
lcd Was passed, accompanied by the

tentures between the parties, the
adIIse Mnust have believed it was for the

nl'atage of the country. My hon.
ed ys we are asked to pass it be-

se there is to be an election. I think
it hon. friend ought first to show that
I 'lot a Bill that should pass on its

ein and then if he wanted to have a
rg rat the Government, it would be ap-

ate to say that they are promoting
a il before tbis House which is of no
el -Iunply because there is to be an
e 'On. Before he can make that

etson to the passage of the Bill, he
i first show that it is not a good

he. -In itself, and then he may
t .In a position to attribute what

Butves he pleases to the Government.
bu f the Hjouse believed in 1882 and

then again in 1886, that this was an
advantageous arrangement for the coun-
try, and saves the country a large
amount of money in fulfilling its obliga-
tions to Nova Scotia, what change has,
taken place-what bave we learnt and
what has been told to us, to lead us to
believe that it is no longer advantageous
to the country? The Company now
desire no further priveleges from us than
we voted to have in 1886, expect an
extension of time, which 1 think is almost
unprecedented for this House and for
Parliament to refuse where the object
to be attained is to be an advantageous
one to the country. I say we should
stultify ourselves if we refuse to pass this.
bill. We could only do it on the ground
that it was not an advantageous thing to.
do; and this, after having twice
pronounced that it was an advantageous
thing. Under the circumstances I hope
the House will grant the small favor
asked by this company-an extension for
a year, and a further extension if neces-
sary, upon terms which if it is not going
to be a successful enterprise will not im-
pose any burdens upon the country.

The motion was agreed to and the biil
was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (30) "An Act authorizing the
town of Kincardine in the county of
Bruce to impose and collect certain tolls
at the harbor in the said town." (Mr.
Read.)

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (106) " An
Act to further amend the Indian Act,.
chapter 43 of the Revised Statutes."

In the Committee,

HON. MR. POWER-There was no.
explanation given of this Bill at the
second reading, and I think the Minis-
ter ought to tell the Committee what the
Bill proposes to do.
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HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The object of
the Bill is really to regulate details. It
deals with no special principle, but is
constructed for the purpose of facilitat-
ing the operation of the Indian Act as it
stands. Sub-section one, of section 13,
which has been substituted for sub-sec-
tion one of the former Act, makes a
slight change in the form in which
the withdrawal of half-breeds from
participation in grants shall be
made. It is proposed to mod-
ify the existing Act in this way:
that a half-breed shall be premitted to
withdraw from a treaty on obtaining the
consent of a Commissioner or the Assist-
ant Commissioner; and then this with-
drawal, if carried out, is necessarily made
to effect his minor children, as reprsent-
ing him. The sub-sections which are
added to section forty-three are intended
to facilitate and make valid the transfer
of lands which are sold for taxes, that is
to say lands not belonging to Indians, but
lands which have been in the hands of the
Government orof someindividual in trust
for the Indians, which the Government
have a right to sell, and having agreed to
sell, they have passed into the hand of a
third party, but without being fully paid
for, or conveyed by deed to the pur-
-chaser : The price being for the benefit
of the Indians. In such cases there has
been difficulty in giving titles to pur-
chasers under tax sales, and this is to
enable that to be done in a proper man-
ner. Section ninety-four is changed in a
very slight degree. It is to extend the
penalties for selling intoxicating liquors
from the person who actually sells, as is
the case at present, to the person who
sells either by himself or his agents,
which, of course, everyone will recognize
is a proper amendment. I think the
rest of the Act with the exception of the
erasure of the word " stipendiary magis-
trate," is exactly the same as a former
Act except that the order of it is changed.
There is a clause added for the purpose
of enabling the penalties or forfeitures,
instead of being paid over to the Minister
of Finance, to be paid to any provincial
or local authority for local purposes.

On the fourth clause,

HON. MR. POWER-I think it is

quite right, no matter how little is sold
to the Indians, that the person who OWO
the liquor and benefits by the sale Of
it should be punished ; but I wish toa
the Minister whether he does not think
the penalties are too high-that the
weight of the penalty tends to prevent
convictions. I know that it has been out
experience in the lower provinces, where
the penalty for selling liquor to Indians
is found too large.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I understafld
that it is absolutely necessary to impose
severe punishment in those cases because
the offence is very prevalent, and it is
very difficult of detection. It is rnuch
more difficult in this extensive tract
country than it would be in one of the
older provinces ; and, after all, the ii'
prisonment is for a term not exceedii8
six months and not less than one monthi,
so that the magistrate would have it il
his discretion to punish within thOs
limits. So also with the money penalty-
The maximum fine is $3oo, and $50 the
minimum, and $5o is about the penalty
inflicted on persons for selling liquOr
without license in our own towns.

Before passing this clause I should
like to strike out in the i ith line the
words "stipendiary magistrate." They
have been left in I imagine, by accident,
because there are no longer any stipefl
diary magistrates in the North West.

HoN. MR. POWER-Whatharm Wil1

it do to leave the words in ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Because there
are no stipendiary magistrates.

HoN. MR. POWER-May they not
have stipendiary magistrates in sone o
the Provinces.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There are no
stipendiary magistrates in the North-
West Territories of Manitoba.

HON. MR. GIRARD-I think the
penalty cannot be too much under stuch
circumstances. Any one who will go jntO
a reserve to sell liquor to the Indians
cannot be punished to heavily. This is
not a new provision of the law. The
same penalty was imposed by the old
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which is amended by this Bill.-
Nd'one can do so much harm to theIridians as the man who gives them

4 1uor. The offence should be punished
n0t Oly by fine, but by expulsion fromtho I0cality where the offence was com-

tted, or from any Indian reserve either
.anitoba or the North-West. To

8vie liquor to the Indians is to- destroy
'Il hope of improving them. If they are

'pt free from the influence of intoxicat-
tfg drinks they are intelligent and dis-
PaOed to be honest and upright. It is
Ol? when they take liquor that they be-
cOe bad and depraved. I would direct
,attention of the leader of the House to

e provision here for recovering the
Penalty In certain parts of theoninion the evidence of the informer
inust be corroborated by the evidence of
%nother witness: in other parts the evi-
dence of the informer alone is sufficient.
Sometimes the informer may not be
ktlo)n a credible witness as he gets half
the fines : that is a temptation to him to
Tcure as many convictions as possible.
'there should be a witness to attest
the credibility of the informer, other-

1se there would be a danger of
Perjury. We make laws for the peace
and order of society, but with a provision
like this in the law you will cause trouble
amlong the Indians. I do not ask that
the Bill be amended, but I am sure the
leader of the House will accept my
suggestion, or at least will consent to
Anend the clause by striking out the
Words "Province of Manitoba," and add
to the seventeenth line, after the word

*Perso," the following: " which fact
will be attested under oath by a person
knowing the informant."

liON. MR. MILLER-The defendant
c"oUld show that the witness was not aCredible person; then evidence would
erequired that he was a credible

Witness.

"ON. MR. ABBOTT-Not only that,but there is a clear distinction made
here between the single witness, that is
to say the informer, and the informer
corroborated by another witness. He isrequired to be a credible person.
It neans that the magistrate
'rnust satisfy himself that the informer is

a person who can be depended upon. It
is obvious that he might know him to be
a credible person in many ways. He
might be a person holding such a posi-
tion as would justify the belief that he
was a credible witness-for instance a
constable or somebody holding an office
to which no one but a trustworthy per-
son is appointed. It would injure the
bill to provide that only one particular
way of ascertaining the credibility of the
informer could be availed of. If it is
left to the magistrate's discretion, and
the responsibility thrown on him-not
m'.king this an exception to the general
rule-the magistrate will take care to as-
certain that the witness is reliable. Then
as my hon. friend from Richmond
said a moment ago it will be quite
competent for the defence to
show that he is not a credible
witness. If there is any objection
to his testimony it will be competent for
the defendant to show that he is not such
a person as falls within the language of
this section. I think it would rather
impair the value of this clause if we were
to alter it in any respect. It is true that
Manitoba is better settled that the North-
West Territories, but there are large
tracts in Manitoba where it might be
difficult to find corroborating witnesses
to such facts. I am sure the hon. gentle-
man would regret more than anyone else
if justice were defeated in Manitoba by
requiring two witnesses to prove an
offence that might be effectually proved
by one.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-In any case, it
would have to be left to the discretion
of the magistrate, because the law requires
that the informer shall be a credible
witness, and the magistrate must satisfy
himself on that point.

HON, MR. POWER-I do not know
what Justices of the Peace in Manitoba
and the North-West Territories are like;
but unless they are of a superior charac-
ter to those in some of the other pro-
vinces, I do not think much should be
left to their discretion. These cases, as
I understand, are to be tried chiefly by
magistrates ; they do not come before
judges, and I doubt the wisdom of leav-
ing much to the discretion of the ordi-
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nary magistrate. I rise principally for
the purpose of calling the attention of
the leader of the House to the fact that
the amendment which he proposes, is'
not an amendment which should be
made ; because this clause of the Bill
does not refer solely to the North-West
Territories, but to provinces as well
The Indian Act deals with the Indians
all over the country and with the selling
of liquor to Indians. Take the Province
of Nova Scotia ; as a rule, the liquor is
sold to the Indians in towns : in all the
towns of Nova Scotia there are stipen-
diary magistrates, the very officers before
whom the case would be tried, and to
strike out the words, " stipendiary mag-
istrate " in this clause, would interfere
very seriously with the course of justice
in these places, while leaving it as it
is, can do no hari in the places
where there are no stipendiary magis-
trates. I think it would be better not to
meddle with the clause as it stands.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Does my hon.
friend say that there are sipendiary
magistrates in New Scotia ?

HoN. MR. POWER-Yes.

HON. ML MILLER-We havepower
to appoint them in Manitoba.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, but not
in the North-West Territories. I spoke
under instructions from the Department
of Justice but there]may be some mis-
take and I would allow the clause to
remain as it is and at the third reading
I would propose to strike out these
words if it should be necessary.

HON. MR.SCHULTZ-I quite concur
it the Bill as it is. I believe if there is
an error likely to be committed we are
on the safe side in the provision. We
must recollect that we are not dealing
with the Anglo Saxon or Gallic races.
We are dealing with a people who
are pure Mongolians, and we all under-
stand the effect of liquor on that race,
how utterly it demorilizes them and how
hard it is to keep them from it whenthere
is an opportunity of getting at it at all.
Therefore, I would rather see the pains
and penalties in this clause doubled than

changed, and J am quite sure the hol-
member from St. Boniface will agree
with me, because we were both membe
of a body which enacted the first prohib-
itory liquor law in the North-West Terrl-
tories. I am not lawyer enough to knor
what the meaning of the word "lintox-
cant " is exactly, that is what percentagc
of alcohol must be in the liquor to rnea
that. I ask this question because thr
liquids in use in the Indian country are
numerous. In the early days Perry
Davis' pain-killer was very much in user
when the Indian could not procure
whiskey. Now, the medical memb rf
this House know that this pain-kilcr
consists of two parts of tincture of caP
sicum, one of opium and one of cainpho
None of these separately can beCaui
intoxicants, yet you have all hci
that in social gatherings in1 the
North-West, where they fail tO get
liquor, one of the beverages se
around is the Pain-killer cocktal
Then red ink is sold to the Indiansi
tincture of ginger also containing of
course a large proportion of alcohol, and
Eau de Colonge has been used, e
as Radway's Ready Releif, extenssl
by the Indians in that way. I wis
know whether the word "intoxicati
would cover such articles as make
dians drunk and furious such as P
Davis' Painkiller.

HON. MR. POWER-The word ..
toxicant " is defined in the original Act

" Ail spirits, ftrong waters', sPit.ct
liquors, wnes or fermented or ComfPou kIJl
liquors or intoxicating drink of any or or
whatsoever, and any intoxicating liqio
liquid or fluid, and opium and any pre auy
tion thereof, whether'liquid or solida n 5ad
other intoxicating drug or substance,
tobacco or tea mixed or compounded ori
pregnated with opium or other in hether
drugs, spirits or substances, and w
the same or any of them are liquid.or so

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.
There is one objection to making th"
penalty too high. It fills Our jai and
the fine is too great, it is not pa fat
the offender goes to jail. Now it isen
better to have the fines paid than tO to
these people to jail, where we havubli
feed and maintain them at the P
expense.

HoN. MR. POWER.
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The clause was adopted.

On the 132nd clause.

HON. MR. POWER said-This is a
clause. It provides that the penalty

whîch under the existing law would be-
101g to the Government for the use of

e band of Indians, may by the Gover-
nr n Council be paid to any provincial,

nlnicipal or local authority. If the
Vernor in Council make a general re-

elation to the effect that in any Pro-
n'lce or Territory these fines shall be

Nd to any municipal or local authority
is a proper provision ; but if the

th Vernment are going to step in and say
at in the case of particular fines moneyI be paid to the local authorities I

aeirk it is undesirable. It is not advis-
able that the Dominion Governor in
Cttncil should interfere in matters ofthat sort.

haON. MR. ABBOTT-The Indians
S110 claim to the money. It is a fine

d for a breach of the law and they
e no claim to it, and the provision

4de by the Governer-in-Council would
endoubtedly be a general one. The

.ernor-in-Council would never dream
tiintervening in every particular convic-

• It would be a general rule such as
t4y hon. friend speaks of.

The clause was adopted.

. MR. OGILVIE, trom the com-
e reported the bill without amend-Illent.

YORK ST. LAWRENCE &
OTTAWA' RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

eON. M. McCALLUM moved the
reading of bill (72) " An Act to

&1Porate the New York, St. Lawrence
ttawa Railway Company."

a e said-This is a bill to incorporate
l ý1PanY to build a railway from' a

ni Ottawa to the town of Brock-
or to a point on the Brockville,

tport and Sault Ste. Marie Railway.
38

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

THOUSAND ISLANDS RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. READ moved the second
reading of Bill (84), " An Act to incor-
porate the Thousand Islands Railway
Company."

He said: This is a Bill to merge two
railways into one. There is some little
opposition to it but as it is to be referred
to the Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbors the subject can be
dealt with there.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I do not think
there will be any opposition to my hon.
friend's bill, but there may be opposition
to some of its clauses. It is an extra-
ordinary measure. It is a small com-
pany, incorporated by the Ontario
Legislature which absorbs a large
company, which I think has
been incorporated by this Parlia-
ment. A company owning a charter to
build a line a few miles long absorbs a
company chartered to build a railway to
James Bay. It is not the larger includ-
ing the smaller, but the smaller including
the greater, and there are clauses which
confer upon this company, so formed, a
vast number of powers which I know our
ordinary charters do not contain, and I
doubt if our House would sanction when
its attention is called to it. With this
remark the Bill may be read the second
time and referred to the Committee on
Railways.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

THE GREAT MACKENZIE
BASIN.

MOTION.

HON. MR.
adoption of

SCHULTZ moved the

the Fourth Report of the Select Committee
appointed to examine and report as to the
vaue of that part of the Dominion lying
north of the Saskatchewan watershed, east
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of the Rocky Mountains and west of Hud-
son Bay, couprising the Great Mackenzie
Basin-ita extent of navigable rivers, lakes
and sea coast, of agricultural and pastoral
lands, ita fisheries, forests and mines.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This report, I
understand, provides for a certain addi-
tional payment, the engagement of the
clerk, about which there were some few
words at the beginning of the session.
I think my hon. friend makes out a very
good case for the additional payment,
and I hope it will not extend beyond the
time he mentioned to me-some fifteen
days.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-Yes, it will
be about 15 days.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. SCHULTZ-My hon.
friend from Richmond suggested that
there had been a want of proper refer-
ence on the part of the Committee to
enable us to print in the third report the
evidence submitted with it. If it is pro-
per for me to do so, I should lke to
to have the evidence, which was sub-
mitted with the third report and made a
part of that report printed.

HON. MR. MILLER-In looking
over the report I find no instructions to
the Comrmittee to report the evidence.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I suppose the
evidence has been laid on the table of
the House.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ moved that the
evidence submitted with the third report
of the Committee and laid on the table
be prnted in French and English.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 1o p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 8th May, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at 3
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (86) "An Act to authorize the
construction of bridges over the Assi"a
boine River, at Winnipeg and Portage
La Prairie for ferry and passenger Puf'
poses."

ST. CATHERINES AND NJAGAFA
CENTRAL RAILWAY BILL

THIRD READING.

HoN. MR. DICKEY, from the COD'
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs ad
Harbors, reported Bill (61) " An Act
respecting the St. Catherines & Niagara
Central Railway," with certain anied'
ments.

He said-This Bill is to make the
powers given by Provincial Acts of the
Province of Ontario, applicable to tb
and to bring this Bill under the oPera-
tion of the General Railway Act. The
first amendment is in the third clase•
This portion has been struck out, "a8d
it is hereby declared that the said Po
visions trom section 14 to section 39'
both inclusive, " have been to the extent
aforesaid, applicable to the said railway
from and after the passing of the
Act of the Parliament of Canada, i t
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reig"•
That gives them the power which the'
ask to be brouglht within the operatt'o
of this section of the Railway Act, bU
they went further and desired us tO gi
that Act a retroactive effect, so as to a'
ply to proceedings which were had be
they had that power. This was opel'
the objection of being obnoxious ret<'
active legislation, and it was struck OUI
The next amendment was of the sare
character and occurs in the 6th claus'
where it stated, with regard to these
powers, that they shall be in ali respects
deemed and held to have been Ilel
valid and binding in the sane mia0ne
So, to make it conformable, we , b
out the words "and to have been. sA
clause has been added stating that noth
in this act contained shall interffere

any litigation heretofore had or
now pending. These two last am
ments were agreed to by the gentl
who had charge of the bill in the 9 .
of Commons, and who appeared
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fore Us, and I apprehend that logi-
ICIlY they will support the other
arXendnent which is of a more sweeping
Character. There is an amendment also
" the title of the bill, made necessary
Y the fact that there is already on our

statute book an Act passed only last year,
*'th Precisely a similar title, and to pre-Vent confusion it was thought better to
Make this a bill to amend that Act, so
they will not clash. Therefore, the words
StAct to amend the Act respecting the
St. Catharines and Niagara Railway
b- 1nipany" now form the title of the

l1oN. MR. McCALLUM moved the
'COncurrence in the amendments.

The motion was agreed to, and the
ainendments were concurred in.

.1N. MR. McCALLUM moved the
third reading of the Bill as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the
'Il was read the third time and passed.

THE SAW-DUST NUISANCE.

MOTION.

.*ON. MR. ABBOTT-With the per-
rIlssion of the House I am prepared to
tlOve for the committee, which I suggest-
ed Yesterday, with respect to the saw-dust
'lhlsance in the Ottawa. I may say that
the session is so far advanced and the
eeaon is so far advanced that there is
'lot Much time to be lost. The Govern.
aetit have power under the existing law

to do what is needed and what wil
be done will depend largely upon the
." 'rt of the proposed committee. I

an reared to move for the Committee
f theHouse is willing. I therefore

r4ove
Thatp, t the Honorable Messieurs Smith, Scott
],&tier, Miller, Ross, (de la Duranta e)

or. s , Clemow, fotaford, H ay
tee teize to enquire into and rport upon thq

thte t and effect upon the Ottawa Iver, o
,.fepOsit therein of saw-dust and othei
e pe of saw-mills upon its banks, thi
,àlP>iency or necessity for preventing sucl

Posit and the measures r uis'te for tha
with power to send for persons anc

I hope the hon. gentlemen who are
mentioned in this Committee will con-
sent to act. I have not had time to con-
sult with them, but I have named gentle-
men, representatives from every part of
of the country and who are familiar with
the lumbering business.

HoN MR. POWER-I do not rise
for the purpose of opposing the appoint-
ment of the Committee. I think that
the purpose for which the Committee
is to be appointed is a very good one. I
merely rise for the purpose of calling at-
tention to the fact that this work which
is proposed to be delegated to a Com-
mittee of this House is really work which
the Government should do themselves ;
and I do not think it is desirable that the
responsibility for this work should by the
Government be thrown on a Committee
of this House. The Government have
a department under whose jurisdiction
this work would properly come. They
have engineers and other officers who
are in a position to make the proper and
necessary investigations : and they ought
to have, if they make the proper use
of their time, ample opportunity
during the recess of Parliament to make
the enquiry which is necessary. But it is
simply a piece of the practice which the
Government have pursued ever since they
came intopower. Whiletaking the salaries
which a grateful country gives them for
their supposed services, and while
largely increasing their expenditure and
the staff in all the departments of the
public service, they have made a practice
whenever any important work is to be
done-work in which any enquiry of an
elaborate character is involved-of ap-
pointing either a commission, which
costs a large sum, or, as in this case, a
Committee of this House, which fortun-
ately will not involve much expense. I
think that practice of the Govern-
ment is to be deprecated. The
Government are a Committee appoint-
ed by Parliament for the purpose
of discharging, particularly during recess

f duties which cannot be performed by
r Parliament ; and I think the Government
e ought to do that work instead of delegat-
t ing it to committees of Parliament and
d paid commissions. If the various mem-

bers of the Government, during recess,
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instead of floating about all parts of the
Dominion, and visiting the Old Country
-again at the expense of a grateful
country-really attended to their duties
here in Ottawa and looked after the busi-
ness of their departments as any private
business man would look after his affairs,
then we should not have the appoint-
ment of those committees and commis-
sions, but the work would be done cheap-
ly and efficiently by the various depart-
ments, whose duty it is to do it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I regret
exceedingly that the hon. gentleman,
whom I had the honor on some occa-
sions-not always-to cal my leader,has
considered it his duty to disapprove-

HON. MR. POWER-I don't disap-
prove.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I under-
stood him to disapprove of the commit-
tee named by the leader of the House.

HON. MR. POWER-I have not dis-
approved of it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER - I am
sure that no action of the government
could be conceived in better judgment.
We have in the Senate several members
who have had large experience in lum-
bering on the Ottawa and other rivers
and they are far better calculated to deal
with this question than the members of
the executive government. If the mem-
bers of the executive had to deal with it
they would have to send for those very
gentlemen whom the leader of this
House has named on this committee,
and I have no doubt that in a very short
period of time they will be able to deal
with the matter in a practical way. They
know from past experience, why the saw-
dust and slabs have been thrown into
the river and they will cheerfully aid the
government and the country will approve
of the action now taken by the leader of
the Senate.

HON. MR. DEVER-I really think
there is a good deal in what the hon.
gentleman from Halifax has said with
reference to this Committee. Every
gentleman in this House must admit that

the members nominated for this Com-
mittee are highly respectable and worthy
men, but I fail to see that such men cal
be competent judges of the work requir e
in so short a time as will elapse before the
prorogation of Parliament. Inasmuch as
they are not engineers-though it is true
that there are one or two of then who
are citizens of Ottawa and familiar with the
locality-it strikes methat the Government
would be the proper parties to make
this investigation, having officials here,
and having engineers who are competent
to investigate such matters and report
scientifically to Parliament or to the
Government, so that the proper redress
can be had. Besides it cannot be
denied that there are members in the
present Government who are only fit for
such duties. I believe that there are
members in the present Government
who could be very properly delegated
for the purpose of investigating this mat-
ter. I also think the public servants, eri
gineers and officials might give a very
efficient report. Without a sctienific re-
port of that kind I am impressed with
the idea that no report emanating fron'
the members of this House will have
that force necessary to give weight to
the finding that may be reached.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-With regard
to the remarks of my hon. friend the
senior member for Halifax, I do not pro-
pose to go into a discussion of the verY
broad subject which he broaches in crI-
ticizing the action of Ministers in, as he
said, wandering about the country amlus-
ing themselves during vacation. I hope
my hon. friend'at some day-at no, dis-
tant day-will occupy a similar positiOn
himself, when we shall have an opPortU-
nity of criticizing him, and I hope for
his sake not with more justice than he
has criticized my colleagues on this Oc-
casion. However as to this Comm1ittee,
and the duties of the Government, I do
not believe that the members of the,
Senate will sympathise with my ho'
friend in his objection to this mode O
ascertaining tacts connected with subjects
of this description. To my mind the
members of the Senate are by
their position and experience in sUch
matters, eminently qualified to examine
into questions of this description. A

HON. MR. POWER.
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body like this has peculiar facilities for
Obtaining evidence. This Committee
Consists of gentlemen who will be fairrepresentatives of the different sides in
the discussion that is likely ta take place
as ta what is ta be done about this saw-
dust, and we shall have the advantage
Of their conflicting opinions, and their
assistance in eliciting evidence,' and in
getting witnesses ta speak on both sides
Of the question ; and oI hearing from
tbem all the arguments pro and con.
-think in that respect, and in the authen-

tic Way in which we can place evidence
taken by us before the public, we enjoy
Pecuhiar advantages for this investigation,
and that we can do it really much better
than any Minister can. And the opinion
of this House, while it will not relieve
the Ministers of any responsibility, must
necessarily be of great aid ta them in
com1ing ta a conclusion as ta what should
be done upon the evidence that the
Committe would take. On that point I
do not think my hon. friend will be sus-
tained by.this House.

HON. MR. ALMON-I would like ta
know if the Honorable Mr. Glasier is on
that Committee, because I think he
knows more about lumbering and saw-
raills than any other member in this
House. Anything he would say on that
subject would have great weight with me
1n any vote that I might be called upon
ta give.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I have great
Pleasure in asking the House ta allow
Ine ta amend the motion by adding the
name of Mr. Glasier.

The motion was amended accordingly
and agreed ta.

PONTIAC AND PACIFIC
TION RAILWAY.

JUNC-

MOTION.

lioN. MR. TRUDEL moved-
That an humble addrese be presented to111 Excellency the Governor-General;

praying that Hie Excellency will be pleased
to cause to be laid before this House, copies
Of all Orders-in-Council, resolutions, corres-
Pondence or other documents on the subject
of the granting of any subsidy or aid to the
Pontiac Pacifle Junction Railway Company.

He said : A few years ago a subsidy
was granted ta the railway company
referred ta in this notice of motion.
After a certain time there was a change
among the parties interested in the rail-
way, and one of the conditions of the
subsidy, if I am well informed, was that
some prior debts or salaries should be
paid. Statements have appeared in the
press and I have myself received letters
from parties who claim ta be interested,
ta the effect that these prior claims have
not been paid. My abject in moving
for this return is to ascertain if any such
condition was attached ta the transac-
tion.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-There is no
objection ta the motion.

FRAUDULENT MARKS ON MER-
CHANDISE BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the 3rd
reading of Bill (91) "An Act ta amend
the law relating ta fraudulent marks on
merchandise."

He said-There was a point raised
last night in connection with this Bill, as
ta the construction of the first paragraph
of section 20. I have examined it since
with same care, and I think there is no
question that it will bear the construction
suggested by the hon. member from Am-
herst. The intention is that while of-
fences against this Act may be punished
by prosecution or indictment, the pros-
ecution or indictment of the offender
shall not prevent a person claiming ta
be damaged, from having a civil remedy,
If my hon. friend thinks it will make the
language more clear ta insert the word
" civil " before the word " action," there
is no objection to making the amend-
ment. I move that the first paragraph
be amended by inserting the word "civil"
in the first line before the word " action.»

The motion was agreed ta and the
Bill was read the third time as amended
and passed.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the third

ZZ=Z:ý
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reading of Bill (ro6) " An Act further to
amend 'the Indian Act,' chap. 43 of the
Revised Statutes."

He said-In respect to this Bill also,
I am obliged to my hon. friend for call-
ing attention to the objection to the pro-
posed amendment in the fourth clause. I
have consulted my colleague about it
and we are satisfied that it will be better,
and in fact necessary to leave in the
words "stipendiary magistrate," and not
strike them out as we proposed to do
last night. I therefore move the third
reading of the Bill without amendment.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE TUDOR DIVORCE BILL

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

The Order of the Day being read for the
consideration of the Aeport of the Select
Committee on Divorce, to whom was referred
the Bill intituled ; " An Act for the relief of
Eleonora Elizabeth Tudor," together with
the evidence taken before the said Commit-
tee.

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved that the
report be adopted.

He said-I thnk it is quite needless
for me to say much, if anything, about
this bill. It has been printed for some
'time, and every hon. member is pretty
well acquainted with the subject, more so
than with most bills that are brought be-
fore us. I could go on to speak about
it for a long time if there was any neces-
sity, but I am quite satisfied that we
never had a Bill of Divorce before us
that was so perfectly clear and deserving,
and so certain to pass.

HoN. MR. GOWAN-In dealing with
bills of divorce, the Senate is engaged
in one of its most important duties.

To sever the sacred tie of marriage is
a serious act, and the most careful con-
sideration of each case is incumbent
upon us all. Not merely because of
the operation upon the marriage status
of the parties concerned, but be-
cause Parliament. unlike a Court of
Justice, is not tied by fixed limits, but
may bring in view considerations of

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.

expediency or public advantage when
making a law ; may, and I think should,
have in regard the effect in relation tO
morals and the well being of society.
With confidence therefore of beilg
patiently heard I desire to contribute niY
quota to this discussion. It may not be
of much value, but I can at least say the
subject has been carefully and anxiously
considered.

In the evidence appended to the re-
port of the committee, there is a copY of
the exemplification of certain proceeding
before the Superior Court, of Quebec
District, of Montreal. I venture to think
it should not have been called for, but
appearing it cannot go unnot1ced,
if now unchallenged it might grOw
into a dangerous precedent.
learn that the counsel for the respoId'
ent claimed and pressed for the produc-
tion of this exemplification under the
old Rules 74 and 75 of the Senate. In
my humble opinion they did not warralt
any such claim, and the proceedin
brought up was not contemplated by, or
included in those Rules.

The practice under these Rules,
founded on any legal principle, was in
respect to the question of collusion or
connivance, the production of the jUdg
ment recovered, etc., a sort of test that
the petitioner had endeavoured to obtain
the redress open to him by action at law.
I do not present an argument at length
on the point, for the Rules are no longer
to have force, and it would scarcely in-
tcrest the House.

I must say I am at a loss to kiOe
what purpose the respondent could have
in respect to the exemplification put In-
The judgment of the Court it is true aS
against the petitioner in that action. he
cannot be contended however, that the
judgment could bind parliamentwhether
for or against the petitioner or in aIny
way control its action in finding upon
the facts or granting relief. The cour
below had no power touching divorce;
that belongs under the constitution W
Parliament.

But there it is, and may lead tO the
notion that in passing the Bill, we shouîd
be overruling the judgment of a cou'
or acting in opposition to it, no
could be more unfounded.

I think it should not have been befOre
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,t Cormmittee, but as it has been re-
P<>11ed I deem it but respectful to make
a kW observations touching the matter.

I for one do not for a moment chal-
ege the correctness of the decision in
zePect to the subject matter dealt witb
under the law, the court was bound to
adlninister ; nay more, I would feel
'ttongly inclined to accept it with respect
8 Some aid to "the conscience of Parlia-r9ente if precisely the same questions

and With the same evidence which were
fore the Committee had been passed

laPon by the Court below. But that we
6rO -Was not the case. One or two
Prninent points of difference may be
botced ; they will be sufficient to illus-

te the position. The law under which
oe Court acted, and by which it was

nound, may be found in the code name-
articles 188 and 189:

188. A wife ma demand the separation
the ground of te husband's adultery, if
e bis concubine in their common

9. Husband and wife may respectively
nd this separation on the ground of

ilL-usage, or rievous insult com-
by one toward te other.

188 only covers adultery by hushand
er particular circumstances, " if he
p bis concubine in their common

habtation."»
'tticle 189 possibly admits of judicial

bYtPansion, " grievous insult committed
One towards the other." It might
aps be contended, would include an

of adultery wherever committed. i
not say it would, and I do not find

y case in the Lower Canada Reports
I 8Upport of such construction. In-

d the only case I found under
d ticle 188 is Stark vs. Massey. The
dsecîiont in that case does not throw any

upon the general subject, and
baes ta statements made by the hus-

h being admissable as evidence.
l'ecase between the parties to this

*as, before a court with a speciallyited jurisdiction-separation de corp
ofend lirnited in respect to matrimonial

elce s specified. A court limited as to
.and otherwise.

t is not so in respect to bills of divorce
Oie Parliament. In all such casesjYlament to use the words of Lord

laOgha, "is engaged in making a
and as Lord Thurlow said in the

Addison case, "governing ourselves by
the exercise of our own wisdom and dis-
cretion."

The Honorable Senator from Ottawa
in 1887 strongly expressed himself to the
like effect, namely, that Parliament in
such matters is governed only by indivi-
dual judgment and opinion of members
in each particular case.

I took occasion last session also to
express my opinion in this House as to
the paramount power of Parliament in
cases of this kind, but will not weary the
House by repeating it, but I may add
the views I expressed have since been
endorsed by the highest authority in the
country on Parliamentary Law, Dr.
Bourinot, the learned Clerk of the Com-
mons.

The Senate, as constituent of Parlia-
ment, is possessed of this case and Par-
liament I maintain in passing a law
touching the status of the parties is not
limited or restrained-any law it may
deem in the interest of morals, and the
good order of society. In this therefore
it differs from the ordinary tribunals.
Another material point of difference is
this. No testimony given by a party to
a suit can avail in his or her favour (Code,
Art.1232) in the Courts in Lower Canada
and neitherof the parties to the bill before
us were thus examined in the Court be.
low. The Court would have no power to
take their testimony. Before the Com-
mittee of the Senate there is no such re-
strictions and the petitioner did give
evidence. The respondent though
present did not offer himself as a wit-
ness. In proceedings before the *Im-
perial Parliament, and in suits before the
Divorce Court both husband and wife
are competent witnesses on bills
of divorce and suits for dissolution
of the matrimonial tie. In Can-
ada they are admitted as witnesses
in legislative proceedings, and the
rule has been invariably acted upon.
The rew Rules of Proceedure retain the
principle, re-cast in Rule Q. Thus the
Court below had not and could not have
had the benefit of hearing the parties on
oath, but, as I said before, the CominIt-
tee of the Senate in making inquiry is
not so crippled in the endeavor to reach
the whole truth. And I venture to. ex-
press the belief that if the evidence
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which was before our Committee could
properly have been before the Court
below and entered into judicial consid-
eration, the findings upon the facts would
not differ-at least that is my impression.

I might further illustrate in this
direction, if necessary, not that I
deem the action of the Court
any obstacle to the power of our
making a law under the constitution,
but to show that relief granted to the
petitioner upon the evidence before us,
would present no conflict of decision,
such as there actually was, however, be-
tween the action of parliament and de-
cisions of the Superior. Courts of Upper
Canada, and that upon purely legal ques-
tions, since Confederation.

The hîmit of authority and duty of a
court of justice in deciding a contest
between parties and that of parliament
in legislation, which may determine the
status of parties or otherwise, is essen-
tially different, and I for one have found
in the facts, reasons against establishing
a divorce court.

In the enquiry before the Com-
mittee I learn that it was urged
that there was no proof of adultery
by respondent till after the petitioner
departed from her husband, and it was
contended this was a sufficient answer
under old Rule 84 of the Senate, which
says: " In all unprovided cases refer-
"ence should be had to the rules and
"decisions of the House of Lords."
The contention I learn was that this rule
makes it obligatory upon us to follow the
principles recognized, and sometimes
acted upon, in the House of Lords in
respect to granting or withholding relief
upon bills of divorce.

This seems to me to be an entire mis-
conception of the scope and object of
Rule 84, which relates solely to practice
and procedure, and is on its face merely
directory. A rule having the substantial
effect contended for would be bad and
would be out of place in " Rules of
Proceeding." Under the Constitutional
Act of Canada Parliament has no restric-
tions ard none can exist except imposed
or enacted by Parliament itself.

The Senate and the House of Com-
mons can each regulate its own pro-
cedure, but neither body nor both bodies
together could diminish or control the

substantial action of Parliament or thb
constitution would be at an end.

In shaping action or legislation once
Bill of divorce, upon facts in evidence
before us, we naturally look to the IlOuse
of Lords hoping for light, and to
what others have done in cases 51lt
to those in which we are called upon tQ
deliberate and act. But we have never
bound ourselves to accept their decisiOfl
as authorative and conclusive. We
low " precedents " where they fl
mend themselves to our judgment an
we decline to follow therm where
they do not, and rightly so, for thn
decisions of the House of Lords 011
bills of divorce have not the weght
that attaches to the decisions of the ree
ular legal tribunals. The majority de
termines, and in the minority on a
may be found men of learning, wisdo 0

and experience, expressing opinions a
verse to the determination, more in
cordance with the eternal principles %
trLth and justice. The " precedent
in the House of Lords reach back for
some 200 years, from 1858, when tbe
Divorce Court was established, the
precedents abound during times not con
spicuous for purity in social life, or wbe
legislation exhibits any marked' effort for
promotion of morality. The manners
and customs, if not corruptions of class
fashioned opinions, and the higher Mothe
tone and the controlling power of the
healthy public opinion of modern tiffle
was in those times little known. In leg
islative dissolution of marriages, the Pro-
visions of a divorce bill were, howe
in the discretion of a majority, wb
could adapt them to particular cases a
enact as to the majority seemed melet.
must say one does find old cases becfOr
the House of Lords where it is diiii
to reconcile the decisions with Christ"%n
ethics and occasionally some indication
appear of notions and sentiments (due
probably to a highly artificial cond 1.
of society) not in unison with our si
common sense views of right and wrong

We never have accepted the I ters
dents" of the House of Lords in ma
of substance as our rule of right, nor are
we bound to follow their actions or sha
our decisions to square with theirs.
have our own to refer to and eleve
these are at the suit of women.

HON. MR. GOWAN.
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The cases referred to before the
CormmJittee, it was argued, were " prece-
dents" showing broadly that adultry
cOrmnnitted after separation of husband
and wife would not support a bill of
divorce by wife for that cause. After
e.xamining the cases I am unable to ar-
tIve at that conclusion. There are

.precedents " it is true, but paticular
circumstances: have been allowed to
IYIodify. The strongest case cited could,
I think, be plainly distinguished from
the case before us, in facts, circum-
stances and other elements.
b do not propose to trouble the House
kJ going into a dry examination of the

md (none of the House of Lords' cases
Were within the last fifty years). I have
referred to the point because one, if nottwo of my honorable friends, though
strongly convinced of the moral right of
the Petitioner to relief, feel pressed by

precedents " in the way, they feared,
Of granting it. The " precedents " of
the House of Lords referred to are
anterior to 1857. When the law was
changed and thereafter regulated under
statutory enactment, providing for the
establishment of a divorce Court. In
loking at these " precedents" the differ-
ence between the legal and social con-
dition as well as public sentiment in Eng-

ad and in Canada must be taken into
account to be of any assistance in guid-
Ing discretion. And with permission of
the House I would make a few brief
remnarks in this connection.

With respect to divorce in England
One is struck with the marked, and I
inust think unjust discriminations made
between the sexes in respect to matri-
tIonial offences. and the prejudices
Which existed and still exist against
equal right of relief to the woman as
well as the man.

They have been much modified in
recent times it is true, but they yet re-
Main and find expression in the statutes.

I am not aware of such prejudices
ever existing in Canada, not in Ontarioat all events, and I can find no indica-
tion Of such in the several Divorce Acts
0f the Parliament of Canada; but the
reverse, as an examination of our prece-
dents and the grounds upon which

vorce acts were passed as set forth in
te preambles, will clearly show.

The subject of divorce passed to the
Parliament of Canada, in the distribution
of legislative powers under the constitu-
tion, absolutely and at large.

Looking to England we find that ac-
cording to the practice if the Imperial
Parliament, at one time divorces were
granted only at the husband's suit-the
first relaxation was, I think, not till
i8oi. It was a flagrant case,
but the wife's bill would have
been rejected had not Lord
Thurlow supported it with his high
authority-and no little skill for he had
no authority to refer to, perhaps,was con-
tent to use any argument to prormote the
cause of justice-and so strong were the
prejudices of the age that Lord Elgin
taking his stand on precedent was at first
prepared to disregard the wife's claim for
relief, but in the end gave way as " he
was satisfied that the divorce asked for
under the special circumstances should
be granted. " Another ex-Lord Chan-
cellor, Lord Loborough, admitted the
objections to the bill were in a great
measure removed by Loid Thurlow's
speech, but the Duke of Clarence
opposed the Bill solacly because of the
petitioner's sex. The Bill passed and
became law, but another woman a few
years afterwards was not so fortunate.
Her bill for relief was opposed by
the Bishop of St. Asaph. The husband
had been guilty of the most shameful
profligacy, and as his Lordship observed
" under no sudden impulse of passion
but a deliberate abandoment of an ami-
able and deserving wife," but the Bishop
nevertheless thought " on public grounds
the bills should be rejected." This was
in 18o5 and is one of the set of rrece-
dents we are invited to follow. A more
objectionable decision, bottomed on pre-
cedent it would be hard to conceive.
The Right Reverend Prelate however
carried his motion, for the "hoist " but
by a bare majority of three. Strange
decisions have been given there. More
than Too years before a divorce was
granted " to continue the succession of
peerages in the male line. It stands a
a "precedent " in the House of Lords.
In 1817 there is a case which shows the
marked prejudice against the woman.
General Dyot had obtained an Act of di-
vorce in the previous session; his late wi fe
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promoted a bill expunging certain words
inadvertently left in the original Act af-
fecting the marriage settlement. On
reference to the Chief Justice of the
Common Pleas, and one of the Justices,
they reported that "it was just and reas-
onable, the mistake should be corrected."
In committee, however, words were in-
troduced so injurious to her character,
that she prayed to be allowed to with-
draw her bill. General Dyot asked that
it should proceed as altered; deciding
for the divorced husband in the dispute.
The Lords refused to let the Bill be
withdrawn.

The case of Mrs. Dawson in 1848, is
equally significant. Hçr husband's adul-
tery was clear. He had frequently
whipped her, using at times his horse-
whip. She ought, undoubtedly, to have
obtained a divorce from her wicked and
cruel husband, but the Lords rejected
her bill on six occasions, because in
their opinion it would "tend to relax ne-
cessary safeguards."

Indeed, till very recently, a woman's
bill had slender of success, though it was
never actually denied that, in exceptional
cases, a wife would be entitled to relief.
But " the tone of sentiment " amongst
ihose she had to appeal to was largely
hostile.

In time a better and purer feeling was
awakened and in 1832, I find Lord
Eldon supporting a bill promoted by
Mrs. Moffat, changing is opinion in spite
of his admiration for precedents. He
used language that must have grievously
wounded the cars of my Lord of St.
Asaph, if within hearing of his voice ;
and shaken many a venerable precedent.
Lord Eldon is reported to have said,
" he had yet to learn that a woman had
not as good a right to relief as a man
under the circumstances which gave rise
to bills of this description."

With a view to redress the crying
injustice -of the divorce law a Royal
Commission issued in 185o. A report
was submitted in 1853, a Bill for the
establishment of a court of divorce was
introduced in 1854, which allowed dis-
solution of marriage to a husband for his
wife's adultery, but not to her for his
adultery. It met opposition and was
abandoned. In z856 a similar Bill was
introduced, but with a provision allowing

HON. MR. GOWAN.

divorce to wife where husband was guilty
of incestuous adultery. This Bill was
amended in Committee but afterwards
abandoned. In 1857, for the fourth
time, a Bill was introduced which after-
wards became law.

When the bill was before the Parha-
ment strenous but ineffectual attemTPts
were made in both houses to make the
right of divorce given to wives corresPond
more nearly with the husband's right
to a dissolution of marriage.

" At the instance of Lord John Manners,
with the concurrence of Lord John Russelit
the Commons inserted a clause giving. the
wife divorce when her husband' commltt
adulter in the conjugal residence. we
the Bi] returned to the Lords this provis""
was eut out, notwithstanding the supportO
Lord Chancellor Cranwortl. Mr. 016de
stone, also, though he strongly op sed the
Act of 1857, wau of opinion that i drcý
was granted at a1i, it should be on , the
principle of equal justice to both sexes-

Lord Lyndhurst also proposed arnend'
ments in the Upper House endeavour-
ing in vain to extend the wife's power of
obtaining divorce on her husbands
adultery:

witeh four other peers, he protesWt
" Withtfou

against the Bill, because, among other
reasons, the relief given to the wife 1 s pr
tial and unjust " as contrasted with tb>'
afforded to the husband; because n dis
tinction is made in Scripture between the
offence of the man and of the womia; be
cause " the whole tendency and spirit of the
Christian religion is mnanifestly calculAte t
raise women to equal rights and equaI ft
ponsibilities with men.G

And the eloquent words of Mr. Grdi
stone speaking upon the bill must briig
conviction to every unpre udiced niind.

"bFor my own prIIua ys assrt
the princ ple of equal rights. It impos
sible to do a greater misochief than tO be'
now, in the middle of the ninetth
century, to undo with regard to womank
that which bas already been done o1
behalf, by slow degrees, in the precat the
eighteen centuries, and to say th he
husband eball be authorized to dismnliBs b"'
wife on grounds for which the wiie shal no
be authorized to dismiss the busbanld, 1'
there i e one broad and palpable resul
christianity, wbicb we ouglit to reads

recious, it is that, it has placed the ealO
od Almighty upon the equalit o

and wornan with respect to everYt ir thst
relates to those rights; and I will ol d
utmost resistance to any attempt i
this House to adopt a measure 'wb!O
believe, would lead to the degradationo.
women."
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Ah i these are grand and noble senti-
%** worthy of a Christian statesman.
"'Jcould hear them unmoved. But

PeNdicies prevailed and the partial and
%ntprovisions towards the wife were
ftained.
Tjhus up to the last moment the legis-
)Vt Power or the Lords could be ex-

c'Vised in granting divorce in England,
Wt see a narrow and unjust sentiment pre-
'k'ed on this subject. Outside of mere
PrOcedure could we look for pure light

he precedents they established, much
righbroadly accept them as our rule of1

Though a divorce court has been
ttablished for England, parliament still
entertain bills of divorce in Irish and

er cases.
1 noticed but one application suc-

'es8fu1 by a wife has been before
Crh1amTent since 1857. An Irish

Y the year before last obtained an act
divorce from her husband, a coarse

1411ken brute, from whom she had
euffered many cruel indignities, and
%n1Qst whom adultery was proved

act was passed to dissolve
e arriage. I refer to this
e as showing a healthy change in senti-

oftt; for thirty years ago under the rule
ee House of Lords her appliction for
ef would have been promptly rejected.

The author of a recent book on Private
Legislation (1887) remarks on this
: " According to former precendents

crulety and adultery proved in z886
'u*d have been wholly ineffectual to

Pi cure a Private Divorce Act. But inth18 instance the House of Lords exer-

ted i old jurisdiction in the spirit of
t Legislation of 1857."
Indeed only in four cases before the

ease of 1886 have divorce acts been
d on application by women. The

nflg was against them and reform
j 1Oves sSlowly where manners and class
th<gences largely mould lines of
thght. As a Canadian I rejoice
at .a different and a better
p'iment prevailed here. The

iaiainent of Canada since Confedera.
tk (1867), has passed thirty divorce

eleven are in favor of women whose
b8bands were proved to be guilty of

!tery, and of the eleven some seven
Scas in which acts for the dissolu.

tion of marriage could not have been
obtained if the principles and precedents,
acted on in the House of Lords, had
been entertained and acted upon by the
Parliament of Canada.

We never, I repeat, accepted thern as
our rule of right and we have not fol-
lowed them.

Part of the Empire-in confederation
under a common sovereign-yet with a
constitution similar in principle to that
of the United Kingdom, we Canadians
have the making, moulding and develop-
ing of the law. Their recognition or
rejection of principles which shall prevail
in our community, and to us it belongs
exclusively to enact and declare as a Par-
liament in all that concerns the welfare
and good government of Canada; one
iota of this power, I for one, am unwil-
ling to surrender abate.

I would again emphatically reassert
the position that we are not restrained
in our action under the British North
America Act, for we have not imposed
any restrictions on the exercise of our
power in making a law touching divorce.
We act according to our " wisdom and
discretion » upon the facts and circum-
stances in each case and in legislating
consideration of what is just and what
will best guard public morals and the
interests of society must ever be our
guiding star.

I was anxious to go somewhat fully in-
to the matter as the points I have touch-
ed upon have not before been discussed.

Precedents in the House of Lords be-
fore the formation of a divorce court,
1887, go to establish these propositions.

First. That a husband agreived only
by adultery might obtain a divorce almost
as a matter of right.

Second. That a wife has no title when
she is agreived only by adultery.

Third. But that the provision of a di-
vorce bill being in the discretion of Par-
liament that Parliament might mould
and adapt its relief according to the exi-
gency of the case, and take care that
justice was done-its power being su-
preme.

If there is no precedent to fit the case
now before us and be followed, the facts
in evidence justify us making one in
granting the relief asked and every prin.
ciple of morality and justice appeals to
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us to declare that relief should be granted
to a woman under circumstances such as
these.

The preamble of the Bill in this case,
reciting the petition, sets forth the facts
and the prayer for the dissolution of the
marriage of the petitioner andrespondent.

The Committee find she has proved
the allegations of her petition, and estab-
lished the adultery charge. The evi-
dence before us abundantly shows that
finding just and right.

I do not propose going through the
unsavory details. I will notice only one
or two points which struck me in con-
sidering the evidence.

If we permit ourselves to look at the
exemplification at all, in connection with
the statements made by respondent's
counsel, what does it disclose ? This,
that the petitioner and respondent were
parties to a proceeding in the court be-
low, wherein adultery was charged
against the respondent. The respond-
ent was therefore apprised of such a
charge, and might well conclude
that in the application to Parlia-
ment for divorce, like evidence
would probably be adduced. His
character was at stake, none could know
better than himself what passed between
him and his wife, what she could testify,
and would before Parliament have the
right to testify, what witnesses might
speak to, and yet he has not attempted
to impeach the testimony or explain
away, if he could, the statement of facts,
and the inferences from them. The
respondent was present during the whole
enquiry before the Committee, he would
have been willingly heard, I have no
doubt, but he did not offer himself as a
witness. I cannot understand the
position of a man under such circum-
stances, challenging facts or denying the
correctness of reasonable inferences
from them and hoping his mere
denial would be accepted. The
petitioner in her evidence speaks
of the facts, conduct and language
used between her and the respondent,
between them both, and which could be
only known by them. Has she spoken
the truth ? If not, why did he not go
in the witness box and deny or explain
if he could. He had the assistance of
able counsel, but he did not offer him-

HoN. MR. GOWAN.

self as a witness. In my mind this Co
lend to but one conlusion. He coul
not on oath contradict what his 'lfC
testified to, or deny the facts and infe!-
ences from the facts in evidence. Whot
reasonable mind could accept bare den
under such circumstances.

I think we should be prepared tO
acceptprima facie, as correct, the finding
of the body, the Senate specially aPPOiIt
ed to make the enquiry, their verdict On
the evidence is properly entitled to great
weight. I do not find the evidenceof
the petitioner shaken in any mate'
point under a severe cross-exanainaI'
The Committee were favorably ir er
with the manner in which she gave ber
evidence, at all events, she was belieWd
by the Committee and they have repOrt
accordingly.

Another point ; the evidence of a
ness who would seem certainly not tO
be a willing one against the respon
shows that some years ago and 'dr0g
the time the parties were living togetle
as man and wife the respondent w
met in a house of ill-fame, conIg
of a room in which the gas was turn
down. He was going out at the ti0ae
the witness was going in. And the frt-
of being there at that time is corro ost
ed by one of the unfortunate Womennho
was an inmate of the house. She kne*
the respondent having seen him on sev
eral occasions in houses of ill-fame whe
she was. And he seemed to know the
girls of the house. "The same as any
person else that came in." It Wl
borne in mind the house was in his 0
city. For what purpose are such hout ?
visited by men such as the respondere
What was his purpose in going thot a
If it was any honest purpose, 00Y
guilty purpose that brought hi, pat
did he not go in the box and excu sion
himself. If he did not on that occaslO
commit an act of adultery why didbc
not deny it on oath ? I say the con in
of the respondent on this occasion,
connection with other facts provedWtogo
have been fair evidence of adulterytO o
to a jury from which they mightn,
unreasonably draw an inference of gu
and that a court would not feel boundtO
set aside their verdict. Are we to 1
less weight to the verdict of our
jury, so to speak, chosen from Our0
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WOuld be but to beguile common
oes13e, if when men's actions point to but
0"' conclusion a mere technical denial

accepted against it.
r irect evidence of acts of adultery is
Lo practicable and is not required.
cs Stowell in his judgement in the
e Of Lovedon said
SIt je a fundamental rule that it is notseary to prove the direct fact of adultery;

ne4g e'if it were otherwise, there i not
we abe ain a red in which that proof

tri every case almost the fact is inferred
Scircumtances that lead to it by fair

"c as a necessary conclusion ; and un-
s0t " were the case, and unless this wereSi no protection whatever could be84en t1

mbAarital right8.
at are the circumstances which lead

1 n h a conclusion cannot be laid down
diveesally ; because they may be infinitely
of Iea by the situation and character
en (à rues, by the etate of general man-
ita, ada termany other incidental circum-
thetes), apparently slight and delicate in

lves but which may have mosAti..
rtic bearings in decisions upon the

Inu ar case.
d~le onî7 general mIle that can be laid

ta IUpon the eubiect le, that the eircua-
ces Must be iuch as would lead the

ta iscretien of a reasonable andjust
ct othe conclusion.

the arhe facts are not of a technical nature ;UFO ar acts deterininable upon common
lundsof reason; upon uch subject the

the oal and legai interpretation muet beearne )
Then *as to another point. SeveralWo r acts of adultery were proved by

wOnien of ill-fame (particeps criminus).
eeomen who bore this testimony

Were certainly living in sin, but they
ie cOmpetent witnesses, and, though

thng an immoral life, it does not follow
ey would perjure themselves, their

Pre eter for veracity was not impeached.oa . Committee was able to form an
W'rion as to their credibility, and theywere believed. They seem to have been
tiling witnesses. In such a case as

Of s esot to some such evidence seemed
essity, for " in re lupanari testes

F1nares admittentur."
rorn the statements of the Petitioner

Oth Oath not contradicted, and in view of
Other facts in evidence, I say the Peti-

Ler Was right in leaving such a man.
tin could not with any selfrespect con-
tie to live with him as his wife. Thereil anple proof of his adultery, and

nothing in her conduct to deprive her of
the relief she asks, to be separated from
a man living a disreputable and sinful
life. She left him it is true, at his
brother's house. (He had no establish-
mtnt or home of his own) but not with-
out good and sufficient cause. Why did
the wife leave her husband ?

A valid answer may be found in the
evidence. The long suffering neglected
wife had her suspicion for years, they
kept growing upon her. She evidently
fought against them, she made up her
mmd slowly she says. At last her suspi-
cions ripened into conviction of her
husband's infidelity to ber, when her
mind was made up she left him. This
was shortly after the birth of
her youngest child, and I think any one
who fairly consider the evidence must be
convinced that she could come to no
other conclusion, and that it was a duty
to leave him. I do not care to refer to
the condition of her bodily health, and
what it suggested, but look at the gross
neglect of her husband for years, the
neglect ot his children which she tried.
to hide from the little ones, the fact of
his staying out night after night, till fin-
ally it became the exception when he
stayed at home. The remarks and ad-
missions he made, the stories he told of
his experience with women, the gratui-
tious remark that he was a thorough
blackguard, that his life just suited
him, the vile thing he said to his
wife early one morning on awak-
ing, did she not rightly consider all.
these as showing his uufaithfalness and
reasonably conclude he was leading an
evil life and would continue to do so,
and that he was actnally doing so up to
a fortnight before the hearing one of the
unfortunate women examined proved.
Who then could say she was wrong in
leaving him? No virtuous woman
could act otherwise. It was a duty to
leave him. As he said to her himself it
was the only thing she could do.

Why does he resist the relief sought ?
Why does he fight inch by inch? Why
does he try to down the imploring cry
for relief of the woman he was wronged ?

I know not his motives. I cannot
think they spring from a roused con-
science or the remains of a lingering affec-
tion. Is his nature incapable of seeing
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that no right minded woman could con-
done conduct such as his-even if she
could forgive ?

What should we be doing then if we re-
fused to pass this Bill ? What, but saying
to avirtuous,injured woman: You are to
remain to your life's end under the
dominion of a profligate man who could
only desire to retain bis hold for unworthy
purposes. Under the dominion of a
shameless man, who uncovered bis evil
doings to its wife and flaunted bis
impurities in ber face.

Is the maintenance of a decent society,
the preservation of purity in family rela-
tions a matter of slight concern ? Are we
to allow mere technical regulations, if
they exist, to block Parliament in making
a law, in the interests of morality, and
for the relief of an outraged wife? Will
the Senate of Canada affirm by its
decision that adultery may be practiced
with impunity by husband and father in
our Christian community, in the midst
of our Christian homes.

Hon. gentlemen, there is but this
alternative, we must either allow the
proved adulterer to go forth triumphing
in the impunity given to a vicious course
of life, or we must free this woman from
a relation which can now have no sanc-
tion before a pure God, and from which
she is entitled to be freed by every law
human and divine.

HON. MR. MAcDONALD (B.C.)-As
a member of this committee I have given
a great deal of consideration to this case,
and although my sympathies are entirely
with the petitioner, I feel constrained to
vote against the bill. The evidence of
the wife goes to show that she left ber
husband on suspicion, and on suspicion
only. It is true that there is evidence of
neglect on his part, but there is no evi-
dence of actual guilt. The question
was put to ber, " did he ever confess to
you that he had been guilty of infidelity
or adultery ?" She said, "no, not in
these words-he never confessed himself
guilty." I think bon. members will fail
to receive as evidence of adultery the
statement that this man was seen coming
out of a bouse of illfame. It is no evi-
dence to my mind. I am not a
member of the legal profession, yet I
should not take it as evidence. There is

no doubt that this man is a thorough
blackguard and deserves no symPaty'
but the question is, did the wife, havÎg
left ber husband on suspicion only, Con
duce to bis adultery ? Of course ,t
only evidence we have of adultery, is two
years after the wife bas left ber husband,
and we had ample evidence that two
years after that time he frequently CO-
mitted adultery in bouses of ill-fame-
From precedents read by the Chairaa',
who stood with me in this matter, as *e
both thought alike, I came to the Con-

clusion that this divorce should not be
granted. The wife having left the h'O
band on suspicion, conduced to bis be1
guilty of adultery, and there is no P
of adultery until two years after the seP
aration had taken place. I shall, there-
fore, vote against the Bill.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-I was also a member of that Con-
mittee. There are occasions on whic
I should hesitate to speak on any que'
tion of law. As a layman I should re
gard it as presumptious, but I find ny'
self in a Chamber where every bon.
member is vested with judicial rights
in a Chamber composed of bon. ge'
tlemen supposed to be grave men, ln
of wisdom and good sound judgemnelt
who are supposed to be capable of 'W.
ening to the evidence, and upoI t
evidence submitted to them forng
their judgment. I find myself 'ai
Chamber where I am not called UPo<
to pay attention to precedents any fuo
ther than where they are in harnonl
with the judgment and understanding O
that Chamber

Talking about precedents- asked a
question, which it behooved nle as 1
layman, in the Committee, whether tbe
was a precedent analogous to this c
and I received an answer in the negativ
-there was no such case.

HON. MR. GOWAN-Plenty.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-Nowth t
is only when we are confronted with
difficulties which presented themse
to those who sat down to construc< t
British North America Act-it is only
occasions of this kind that we are
pressed with the difficulties byW

HoN. M. GOWAN.
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they were surrounded, with the delicate
"tanner in which they approached their
duties, with the respect with which they
tudied the prejudices of those whom

that Act was intended to affect. Hence
. find that this Chamber is con-

Stltuted not in defiance of, but
"1 deference to the people of
Quebec living amongst us and-speak-

,t1g another language and having
relgious convictions upon this point.
'1his Court was constituted, I say, not in
defiance of, but in deference to that large
section of our country in order that their
religious convictions might not be con-
filicted with and it was constituted in or-der that petitioners,either men or women,
rnight find relief in this Court, which un-
der the law of Lower Canada they are
Unable to find. Therefore it appears to
'ne to be absurd-and I use the expres-810s very carefully and not offensively-
to say that we are in danger of coming
în conflict with the Courts of Lower
Canada when the very testimony that

a admissable and the result that could
bobtained and secured were so disimi-
.at-when the very person who was in-
Jured by the law of that Court was un-
able to' speak in ber own behalf-when
ber nouth was closed about the cruelty
She had experienced, about the infidelity
Of her husband, and yet we are told we
are not to come in conflict with the

oWer Canada courts.

RoN. MR. MACFARLANE-It is
tue that in Lower Canada the Petitioner
"' this case could not be called to prove
ter own case, but she was called, never-
tbeless and examined-she was called
by the party who is Respondent here,and the evidence was given by her before
the judge who tried the case.

iON. MR. MACDONALD - The
uestion, know, I proposed in the

t r1nittee and I received for a reply
.hat the Petitioner could not be heard
I that Court in her own behalf.

."oN. MR. MACFARLANE-Thatla correct.

liON. MR. MACDONALD-I am
told by the respected Chairman of

a Coittee that I am correct. If

that is correct and if that is the material
evidence we have to rely upon and that
evidence could not be given, what is the
use of settingup a plea that there is a dan-
ger of our coming into conflict with the
Lower Canada Court ? Now the hon.
gentleman who has just sat down (Mr.
Macdonald, B. C.) tells us that there was
no proof of adulteiy. When the Apostle
Paul stood before Agrippa and spoke
about events that revolutionized the
world, he said these things were not
done in a corner. But do not such
deeds as we have been speaking about
seék the darkness ? The eminent jurist,
who has just spoken, read the opinion of
one of the most eminent men that ever
addressed a court, that if mere acts of
adultery were only to be taken in evi-
dence, not one case in a hundred would
ever be discovered and not one in a hun-
dred of such parties would ever obtain
relief. I am astounded, I must say,at the
remarks of the hon. gentleman from Brit.
ish Columbia, that there were no proofs.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (B.C.)-
I say so again.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-Let us note the facts : for thirteen
years this woman endured constant
cruelty. The physician, who was called
upon to describe the circumstances
under which she labored, spoke about
her as being hypochondriacal; is there
one woman in a thousand that would
not have gone mad-a woman whose
husband began to desert her eight
months after they were married, absent-
ing himself every night week after week,
month after month and year after year,
so that his presence in the home
became the exception and not the rule.
At the time, when, if there is any tender-
ness in a man's heart, when she had yet
barely recovered from ber confinement
and from the distress caused by her
mother's death, he came in in the most
infuriated manner and told her that that
moment her father and mother were in
hell, scratching out each other's eyes-
this, on ber return from the funeral. I
say, grievous as that is, it would not be
enough to entitle her to a divorce.

HoN. MR. POWER-Hear, hear.
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HON. MR. MACDONALD--I am
glad that the hon. gentleman agrees with
me, but I take the whole combination of
circumstances. He said on one occa-
sion, when she was speaking about his
late hours and grievous conduct, " You
do not understand what is meant by an
"English gentleman." Was there ever
such a perversion of such a word ? It
contains within itself I take it, its true
meaning, gentleness, consideration for
others, consideration for the wants and
wishes, unselfishness and unwillingness
to offend, or hurt, or wound the feelings
of anyone, and above all, to provide for
one's household - in every one of
which qualities the respondent was
stranglely lacking. He was not possessed
of one of them from the beginning to the
end. He was seen in a house of ill-
fame seven or eight years ago we are
told. It has not been contended that he
posed as philanthrophist. It has not
been contended that he went there for
the purpose of reclaiming those women.
There is no evidence that he has ever
been engaged in anythmg of that kind,
and one woman who was questioned as
to the object that brought him there
replied that he came there as all
the other gentlemen, and that he knew
the women as the other gentlemen knew

harlots ? Now there has been a great
deal said about her leaving him. I ven'
tured to say in the Committee, and 1 re-
peat it again, that while it may be true
in a sense that she left him there was
another sense in which she was driven
from him. The only analogous case
was that of poor Joe. The policeman
said " Move on ?" He said " Where ?'
and the policeman :,aid " Move On'
He had beneath his rough exterior a
kind heart and in the performance o
his duty he told this poor little walf
to move on. Respondent had wasted
his wife's means in riotous living, like the
prodigal of old, and when the money was
gone and she sought refuge with his
brother what did that brother do? j{
told her to move on-move on. Where ?
Wherever she liked to go-he wanted
her to leave his house and home.

HoN. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-Eave
you reference to the husband, or to the
husband's brother ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD-You
have not been listenng.

HON. MR McINNES-I have, and
I understand it, but I want the other
members to understand.

them. Wv e can draw any inference we
please from that, but that is her state- Hom. MR MACDONALD-TheY ail
ment in reference to that case. My hon. understand it. I speak plainly enougl*
friend from British Columbia (Mr. Mac- I bave said tbat be made tbe 51range
donald) has spoken about adultery that mistake to ber of saying that she did nOt
was committed only two years ago. Now understand what was implied b being
I ask any hon. gentleman in this cham- an English gentleman. Now, the bc
ber if any man who has led a pure life- only one word by which a man a1
who has passed through the community, described who takes from ber home
through trials, and its troubles- pure and confiding woman, wbom he

promises to love, and whom be speed.1îy
HON MR. ALMON-And tempta- forsakes-whose money, under the Pise

tions. of protection, of guardiansbipq be spced
ily takes and speedily wastes -

HON. Mr. MACDONALD - And neglects bis home and bis wife a
temptations my hon. friend says, which I cbildren-who prefers tbe Company
cheerfully add-will any one tell me that prostitutes to tbat of the woman whOnl
if only a single case be cited where a be bad promised to cberish, and deeper
man should make such a terrible lapse still, takes tbe pbotograpb of bis youflg
that in so short a time that would be his daughter, bursting into womanbood, to
normal condition, and that he should be be known and respected in the very be5t
living there all the time-that even circles of tbe city in wbich sbe lives, an
when this evidence was going on, the un- shows it to a common barlot, and saY5

willing witnesses who were brougbî Ithat is my daugbter" Tbere is OI'y
proved that be was consorting witb one word by whicb such condUCt Can
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be described, and happily he has8aved us from supplying it, for he t
-as . furnished it himself, and that t

a low blackguard. If I never
had an opportunity of recording one

Vote in this Senate but the oneg am
about to record-if there never was
nOtIer act in my life that it would be

ln My power to perform-if I had anydoubt at all of the advisability of my
Coming to this House, the opportunity
which is afforded me on this occasion of
rehieving a pure and a good woman from
a bad and undeserving man, I should be
glad of the opportunity which my being
a nemaber of this House affords me in
enlabling me to cast that vote.

l'ON MR. DICKEY-In rising to
address the House upon this question,

certainly do not intend to imitate my
n11. friend who has just sat down, in the

declamatory style that he has adopted
on this occasion,-a style which would
e better suited, I think to the expe-

rience of some of us who have been
Paying attention to actions for breach of
PtOmise or seduction before a court and
Jy My hon. friend stated very frankly
at the outset that he pays no attention
to Precedents.

1 oN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
I never made such a statement.

110N. MR. DICKEY-I took down
the hon. gentlemen's words, " I pay no
ttention to precedents," speaking about

tbo3e cases that have been cited by the
on. gentleman from Barrie.

là liow. MR. MACDONALD-Will the
On. gentleman read the words that Iused, which followed ?

tON. MR. DICKEY-I did not takethemn down but I heard that principle
it nounced by the hon. gentleman ; and

was quite in conformity with the hon.
gentleman's address which followed, be-
Cause his remarks were an appeal to anaudience which one would suppose wastOt Capable of judging the question on

merits. It is not our custom in this
ikuse in dealing with a grave subject
whhl1his, and it is certainly not the style

'I shall venture to presume to ad-
39

dress to this House. I shall rather imi-
tate the hon. gentleman who introduced
this discussion and who stated that it
was a grave and serious matter to sepa-
rate man and wife. My hon. friend who
has just spoken speaks of it in a light
manner, as if it were to be discussed as
a mere matter of feeling and sympathy.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-No, No.

HON. MR. DICKEY--The hon. gen-
tleman says no, and I say so too; it is
not to be discussed in that style, and if
we once cut ourselves adrift from those
precedents and decide these matters as
they impress gentlemen, without studying
the evidence taken before the Commit-
tee, then I think we are entering upon a
road that may lead us in a direction that
we know not of. If we cut ourselves
adrift from the moorings of old time
precedents, which have hitherto governed
us, I should like to know what we shall
have to restrain us, or how our consider-
ations are to be governed in reference to
a case of this kind ? My hon. friend
who has just sat down, professes to pay
great deference to the religious convic-
tions of a portion of the population of
Quebec, and he proposes to himself as
the best mode of paying deference to
those convictions, that this divorce
should be granted without reference to
any principle or any precedent at all, ex-
cept the mere impulse of the moment ;
and that impulse, whether it is to be
governed by our sympathies for a pretty
woman (I dare say that may have some
influence on my hon. friend) or from
other considerations, but we are to dis-
cuss a serious matter like this, as if it
were going to a jury, to get high dam-
ages in a case of seduction. The hon.
gentleman from Barrie has announced
his doctrine upon this subject, and he
says in the course of his speech, that we
are not to be governed by the principles
which obtain in our great prototype the
House of Lords; yet ivith singular in-
consistency my hon. friend has been
citing precedent after precedent which
has been decided in that very body, and
very properly, and I may say with regard
to that, I do not know that I should
have made my observations on the ques-
tion at all, but when a gentleman of legal
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training and very large legal experience
propounds such a principle, it rather
startled me, and I was very glad to find
that in practice he does not follow out
the principle he lays down for others,
because he has cited precedents, and he
is quite right in doing so, to carry out
bis own views whether for or against the
Bill. My hon. friend says that the deci-
sion given the other day in Quebec upon
this very question, a decision upon the
same issues, upon the same evidence,
except with regard to the woman, as to
which we know nothing except what has
been stated in the Committee on the
one side, and the hon. gentleman from
Midland on the other-but substan-
tially on the same evidence, he says that
these two decisions do not conflict, be-
cause they were upon entirely different
questions, and in that respect my hon.
friend is right because one was a ques-
tion of separation from bed and board

provisions. While upon that subject let
me read exactly what the judgmnent of
the Court says with regard to it. It is
given in the form of considering that So

and so is the case. Now what is the
language of the judgment :-

Considering that the adultery on the part
of the husband not accompanied by this ag-
gravation cannot authorize a separation.dC
corps unlese it constitutes by its publicit
and by the other circustances under which
it bas been committed a grave insult to the
wite.

Considering that in the present case.no
act of infidelity in the conjugal habitation
has been alleged or proved against the de-
fendant.

Considering that it does not appear frorn
the evidence adduced that the defendant,
prior to the desertion by the plaintiff fromn
their conjugal domicile, in the autun of
eighteen bundred and eighty-four (1884
had rendered himself guilty of adultery.or
of any act whatever committed under CIr
cumstances which constitute a grave insult
to the plaintiff.

merely, and the other is for a total sep- The judge knew perfectly well he bad
aration. Practically my hon. friend's nopower, if this evidence was to be be-
contention is this : that although the lieved that if there had been grievoUs
evidence was not sufficient to warrant insult prior to the desertion of ber bus
the judge in giving a separation from band she was entitled to relief, but he
bed and board, yet it is sufficient to give says he does fot believe it. But he con'
the higher measure of relief-a total tinues
separation from the bonds of matrimony. Considering that the acte of jnfidelity and

even the acte of adultery committed since
HoN. MR. GOWAN-My hon. friend the said date by the defendant, even

will allow me to correct him. I did not ing them perfect> proved (wbich je fa
make the assertion he supposes. I alluded from being the case) have not the saIne
particularly to the qualified jurisdiction force whicb tbey would have had if theplaintiff had flot hereelf previouslY aban'
of the court below ; for the code says doned ber husband and bad not releed t?
that a wife may demand separation in return to bis domicile in 8pite of the solo'
regard to the husband's adultery if tâtions wbich be had made to ber9 thai:
he keeps bis concubine in his der these circurntances plaintif bas onl>

bous. Iventredto sow he erself to blame for what bas bapened;
ouse. I ventured to show theof deendant.

distinction between that case and Considering further that thee acte have
the case which is now before us. not had publicity in them8elves and have

not been accompanied by circUmsntanc e

HoN. MR. DICKEY-But the hon. natueof
gentlemen stated distinctly there was iof te arnes
another cause for that separation, any &d attorneys wbich bave give pub Icli
grievous insult which was given to the to these acte which otberwîse would bave
wife ; and he knows perfectly well that remained secret; that in setting spies UPOP
that was ground for that judge to go on. te dfe to b ard in b>' &ebis

witbout credit or reputation, and by sP'es
HON. MR. GOWAN-I stated also and detectives of low position, and b> pU

that there was no case of that kind in liehing the result of these inquiries for the
Lower Canada. ose of creating a judiciai lic

he been eedulo.usly taken up by the p
HON.MR.DICEY-esin he re8s, the plaintiff, ber agents and attoTfl"Y'9HON. MR. DICKEY-Yes, in theconide

code of Lower Canada that is one of the publiciti to these acte of the deferdats,-

HON, MR. DICKEY.
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are themeelves responaible for the notoriety
which bas resulted therefrom since the
cornmencement of the litigation ; and
00nelidering that when the plaintiff instituted

Cer action she had not even then obtained
tbe doubtful proof which she has since been

eble to procure through the metbods already
'ndicated and condemned.

Considering that the plaintiff has in no
".aY established by proof her other allega-

one of outrage, ill-usage and grievoususult, and has no right to obtain the
neuclusions of ber complaint, doth maintain

te defense and dismiss the plaintiffPs action
r l purposes of law, witlh costs.

That is the judgment of the court. It
1 founded on common sense. It ad-
dresses itself to our common feelings and
't is directly in line with the decisions of

the 1 ouse of Lords which I do not
wonder that my hon. friend shrinks from
quoting here.

1 ON. MR. ALMON-Does the judge
say what he thinks of the respondentexhibiting his daughter's photograph in
a brothel ?

11ON. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend8POke of that, and he did not attach
'oUch importance to it, and I do not sup-
Pse he does. I suppose we may start
Wlth this consideration : it is contended
011 the part of some gentlemen that this
question is to be decided as a mere
r4atter of feeling-as a mere matter of
8Y111athy-that we in our sovereign
ileasure as a constituent branch of Par-
lianent are to decide this question justaCcording to our own feelings and with-out reference to precedent or to history
O divorce cases in other places.

t ON. MR. ALEXANDER-We aretu decide it as Christian statesmen.

lioN. MR. DICKEY-It is very for-
tut'ate we have so many Christian states-
raen to decide it, but I prefer to be
guided in this matter by fixed principles

feel not by the fleeting passions andfeeligs of the moment. In discussing a
,'atter of this kind I think we should
ook upon it in that light entirely, and
tht we should decide it in such a way
a it rnay be fairly quoted hereafter as

Precedent I think the hon. gentleman
fr>U1.Barrie will agree with me in thatPosition1 atall events, and in doing so,how

are we to act ? We have the whole juris-
diction of the Parliament in this matter,
based upon a single word-one single word
in the Confederation Act, and thatword
is "divorce," We have hitherto pro-
ceeded, in legislating upon that subject
upon the lines which we found prepared
for us by our great protoype, the House
of Lords. We have constantly had those
decisions quoted to us, and we have
been as constantly guided by them.
Now, what is the principle with regard
to them ? The principle is, in England,
as I hope it is here, that no separation
a vinculo matrimonii shall take place
unless adultery has been committed. I
hope that will ever be the governing prin-
ciple here. And what is' the other co.
relative principle connected with that ?
That is a good ground for the separation
of the wife from the husband, but the
two cases stand in an entirely different
position inasmuch as it is not of itself
pure and simple a ground for separating
the husband from the wife. 'The rule
upon that subject is laid down distinctly
in this way, and by an eminent judge
whose authority I am sure my hon.
friend will accept-no less than the late
Lord Chancellor Elgin who says:-

(Mre. Addison's case McQueen p. 597).
"I muet retain the opinion that upon appli
cation of the wife on adultery of the husband
for a divorce, the application resting on
that simple and distinct ground, ought for
the sake of securing the morale of the pub-
lic to be resisted and refused."

That is when it is on the sole ground
of adultery.

HoN. MR. ALMON-Hear ! Hear !

HON. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend
from Halifax may laugh, but it is the
law of the land, and it is the law, I ap-
prehend, that will guide us here.

He adds -
" It is to be considered that the adultery

committed by the wife and the adultery
committed by the husband are entirely dif-
ferent in their consequences. The adultery
of the wife might impose a spurious issue
upon the busband."

That is the reason of the distinction
given, and I apprehend there is no per-
son will question the soundness of that
reason. In another case, that of Mrs.
Teush, a case decided by the same emin-
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ent judge who stated in language almost
as strong as has been used here to-day,
that he never recollected a more favor-
able representation given by a woman,
but yet on general grounds of public
morality, he felt it to be his painful duty
to give the negative to the original mo-
tion, and he moved that the Bill be re-
jected, and that was carried.

HON. MR. GOWAN-Will my hon.
friend allow me to remind him what the
Bishop of Asaph stated in that connec-
tion. His ground was that it might injure
the woman's position with respect to ob
tainmg alimony in the court.

- HON. MR. DICKEY-I am quoting
from McQueen's practice, House of
Lords, page 602, and the comment of
the author of that work is this -

" The fact of this remarkable case strong-
ly exemplifies the disinclination of the Leg-
islature to countenance or encourage Bille
of Divorce at the suit of the wife. The
merite of Mrs. Teush's claim-wae in some
case weakened by her delay in making the
application."

As it is here, because she has allowed
a couple of years to elapse before taking
any step at ail.

HON. MR. GOWAN-You will find
on page 603 what the Bishop of Asaph
said. He said -

" He could not understand how the lady's
circumetances would be improved by a dis-
solutionof the marriage,which would involve
the loss of the alimony, awarded to ber by
the Spiritual Court. The Right Rev. Pre-
late concluded by noving that the Bill be
read a second time that day three months.

The Earl of Carnarvon dissented from the
R:ght Rev. Prelate. He thought the cir-
cumetances of the case ought to induce the
House to assent to the Bill."

HON. MR. DICKEY-If my hon.
friend refuses to recognize the authority
of the House of Lords, I suppose I may
be excused for not taking the dictum of
the Bishop of Asaph, or accepting his
peculiar views on this subject. I am
taking the decision of the House of
Lords, and the grounds on which the
Lord Chancellor gave his decision.
There are cases however, where the wife
can get relief for the adultery of her hus-
band, and what are those cases ? They

HON. MR. DICKEY.

are cases where the respondent is guilty
not only of adultery but of cruelty and
desertion of his wife. That is the prin-
ciple laid down by the English precedents
we have, and if after that she is obliged
to separate from him and goes to her
father's home, and he, after that, cOmX-
mits adultery, then it is considered she
is entitled to relief because she. had a
sufficient ground for leaving himn. It
was not a desertion in the proper sense
of the word ; but simply that she was
forced to leave him by his cruelty and
violence and in this decision the legal
definition given to that cruelty and deser-
tion is this, that it should be such a
would enable her to get a separation
from bed and board. It must be Of
that description altogether apart frorn
adultery, before she has a locus standi io
any court of England, or before the
Imperial Parliament, that we are told now
we are to pay no respect to, before she
can secure a divorce. That is the law,
and she has no case at ail until that Is
done, and after that she can prove
adultery and get relief. There is
other case where she can get relief at
once, and that is in the case where the
husband not only committed adultery
but incest by committing that adultery
with his wife's sister, whon he
could not marry. I refer now to a-
other case to show the obstacles
that are thrown in the way of the WjfC
obtaining such a divorce and to show fte
distinction that is made between the twO
cases. That is a very singular case, a
very hard one indeed, the case of Mrs.
Moffatt. She married. in 1819 (see page
658 of McQueen on Divorce) the hUs-
band dissipated and committed adultedl
on the night of the marriage. The child
was born in 1821. He kept his debauc,
up and the wife returned to the father's
house and applied for a decree of separ-
tion, in the Spiritual Court. There wad
no opposition to the Bill, but Lord
Brougham opposed the measure and it
was rejected on a vote of sixteen to ni
in the House of Lords. Then there if
another instance in which the wife maY
get relief in which the husbond comiTts
bigamy aud marries another wo¤nan,
These two exceptions prove the rule, that
the wife's position is eutirely differds,
from that in which the husband stan
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0W we are not trying this case by
declamation, let us see the evidence and
see what there is to justify the wife in
leavng her husband. Was she treated
With violence, was she treated with cruel-
!y ? Had she nothing to eat ? There
is evidence here distinctly that her hus-
band paid the bill for their board in his
brother's house.

HON. MR. LEONARD-Out of her
1t oney.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I have no
doubt it was out of her money, and you
imay call him a rascal for doing so, but
she is not entitled to a divorce because
he spent his wife's money. The point
is this: she not only left of her own
accord ,but without his authority.

HoN. MR. LEONARD-She had
Plenty of money of her own.

HON. MR. DICKEY-She did more
'When he went,as a husband ought to do,
and asked her to return she refused to
return. The evidence is to this effect :-

Q. "I ask you to say yes or no, did he
akyou to return and live with him? A.

e id Q Did he write to you after you
left ontreýal? A. He did. Q. Did you
replv to those letters? A. I considered
that he had no right to write to me. Q.
What did vou say in that reply ? A. I said
that any further communication between us
Would have to go between lawyers or some-
thing to that effect."

Here we are asked to decide this
question upon sentiment and sympathy,
and this woman says: "I decline to
have anything more to do with
you ; you must consult my lawyer."
She is asked again " did you refuse to
return to him or reply to his letter ?"

od her answer is " I refused to reply to
bis letters any further." Now that is the
evidence that she gives. Then she is
asked by the Chairman in another place
With a view of finding out whether her
husband had treated her with personal
violence or in any way that would justi-
fY her in leaving him: " Q. Did he ever
Il treat you? A. I have told you that I
have received no personal violence from
hirn, but I have received some very un-
kind remarks." This does not stand
Alone, because this evidence of the wife

as to the treatment she has received is
confirmed by another witness who cer-
tainly must be considered an impartial
one-I allude now to the testimony of
the respondent's brother, and next to
the testimony of Annie Boyle.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-I would like to call the hon. gentle-
man's attention to a portion of the evi-
dence on the first page, since he has
made a great point about her leaving her
husband :-

" Q. Was there any particular reason for
your residing there at that time and not in
a house af your own ? A. Yes, he had no
home to offer me. Our house which was
next door was let at the time, and he had no
business and no home to give me."

HON. MR. DICKEY-That is one of
the objections. No doubt my hon.
friend is perfectly right to call my atten-
tion to it : I intended to speak of it my-
self. That is the first objection she had
to the man, that he had not money
enough to buy a house to live apart from
his brother and father. That is the
secret at the bottom of the whole thing,
and she went on and brooded over that
and got into a condition-not that I
profess for a moment to justify her
husband in keeping away from her-
that as the respondent's brother and
others say the home she speaks of, which
was the only home he had was made so
unpleasant that he had to ge out for
company, and he went to the St. James'
Club to play cards. I hope that is an
uncommon thing, but at all events it is
not an unknown thing.

HON. MR. GOWAN-Will my hon,
friend think I am pressing him too much
if I call his attention to an opinion of
Lord Eldon, in the year 1832-an
opinion directly the opposite to that
cited by my hon. friend from the same
authority.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I do not pro-
pose that the hon, gentleman shall have
another speech in the middle of mine.

HON. MR. GOWAN-I do not want
to. make a speech, but I desire to pre-
vent my hon. friend from falling into an
error.
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HON. MR. DICKEY-Annie Boyle,
who was a house-keeper where these
people all lived was examined as to the
terms on which these people lived,
and her evidence is as follows :-

" Q. On wbat footing did tbey stand? A.
'lhey seenied to be on the kindest terme any
time I saw them. Q. How did Mr. Hart
treat his wife ? A. In my presence I think
the kindest that I have seen men treat their
wives. Q. How did she behave and act? A.
She was kind to Mr. Fred, and if Mr. Theo-
dore or Mrs. Theodore would say anything,
I would bear ber frequently taking his part
in Chestnut Hall. Q.. What was Mrs.
Frederick Hart's disposition and character
and behaviour towards ber busband ? A.
In my presence they were always kind to
each othe-. I never saw ber unkind to Mr.
Fred nor Mr. Fred unkin J to ber."

This is the person whose violence to-
wards his wife has been spoken of. One
of the charges made aganst the respond-
ent was that he took no interest in his
children, yet we find the following in the
evidence of this witness who lived seven
years in the house.

Q. Do you know whether Mr. Fred. Hart
was fond of his cbildren ? A . Very fond
of them indeed, as far as any person from
outside could see. Q. Did he appear to treat
them as a father should treat his children ?
A. For anything that I saw of him, I saw
hlm treat tbem well."

The brother confirms that, as hon.
gentleman will see if they think proper
to consult the evidence. He is asked
distinctly " Did you ever hear any coin-
plaint from her as to the treatment she
received from her husband ?" He is the
brother-in-law and knows all about the
difficulties between them. He says "No,
I heard no objection that she ever made
except his staying out at night and play-
ing cards." That is the whole trouble.
It is most unfortunate that he should
have done so, because it led to this un-
fortunate woman leaving her home and,
in the language of the law, to conduce
and contribute to that man's falhing after
she had so left him alone to take care
of himself. Under these circumstances,
she had a different course before her. If
she had any cause for desertion, such as
beating, violence, cruelty of any kind,
she could have complained and found a
remedy. She could have applied to the
court for a separation from bed and
board. She would have been entitled to

it, but she did not do that. This thing
drifted on until, being separated from1

his wife, he got into bad habits. It has
been said, and there is no doubt about
it, that there is proof of adultery in 1886

and 1887. I have no manner of doubt
of his guilt. The judge who tried the
case had sone doubt, and perhaps had a
better opporrunity of judging than I
had, but speaking from the single fact
that this man refused to put himself in
the box and contradict the witnesses
brought to prove his guilt, we have a
right to assume that those witnesses told
the truth, and that in the years 1886 and
1887 he had been guilty of the offence•

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-The hon. gentleman states distinctly
that she made the house so disagreeabl
that ber husband had to leave it. I Wl
call the hon. gentleman's attention to the
evidence of the respondent's brother :-

" Q. You say that his wife constantly
complained to you about hie keeping la
hours? A. She did constantly. Q ad
she round for that complaint? A. Cer-
tainly she had. He did eep latehours.
Q. Were you very much astonished ? A· ,1
coaiplained to my brother myself about rt.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-That is
not denied.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I have stated
that aiready in stronger language, because
I have quoted her words that he welt
out of the house to play cards and spend
the evenings away from hr. He got
into bad habits, which was very disas
trous to the hapoiness of the family ; but
I am afraid if every man who stays out
late at night, and plays cards even for
money, gives ground for a divorce or for
the wife abandoning him to his fate,
we shall have a good many applications
for divorce. There is testinony to show
that so long ago as eight or nine years
this man was seen coming out of a house
of ill repute. What is that. evidence ?
It is to this effect, that he was'seen about
the door and was supposed to be C0r-
ing from that house. The chairman
examines him as follows -

dgQ. Then y.ou are perfectly Positiv thaB
this was Mr. Hartwho i8 sitting bere? A'
Yes, I am pretty positive that that ws iEr.
Hart. Q. Have you any doubt of it '*
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1 do ot know, a he and hie brother resem-
ie each other pretty considerably, but I

understood that it was Mr. Fred Hart."

This is a man he had only seen once in
his life and to whom he had never spok-
en, and yet that is the evidence that is
relied upon. It does not show anything
ike the offence charged against him ;

there is no evidence whatever that it
erne to the knowledge of the wife or

COuld in any way have afforded her
ground, even if she was suspicious, to
justify her in leaving him. Now the
WOman who kept that house is asked as
to his being there, and to a certain ex-
te,, she confirms the statement that
urt was there. The evidence is as
o>llows

Q- When was it you firet saw Mr. Hart?
About nine or ten yeare ago.

Q. You said lie was with other gentle.
rien at that tine ? A. Yes.

Ye And lie came in the evening ? A.
Q. Did lie have any connection with any

Woinan in the bouse at that time ? A.
ot that I knew of.
Q. Hle sinply came in in the eveningw'ith other gentlemen, stopped for a tinie,nd went out again ? A. Yee.
That is all the evidence : there is nct

the slightest proof of adultery.

lioN. MR. KAULBACH-She never
saw him until about two years ago.

iON. MR. DICKEY-It is not won-derful that a woman brought up as this
lady was-because I am told she was a

Y--should brood over her troubles,
keep in her roorn, and make things
utnpleasant Another witness stated, I
think it was the Respondent's brother,that when she scolded her husband or
attacked him in any way, he simply said
nothing. Unfortunately he took to late
hours, she deserted him, and I say she
1a not entitled to relief, because if an
adultery was committed afterwards, she
1in the eye of the law contributed to itherself and must take the consequences.
Under these circumstances I think the
]âill should be rejected. I would not
have risen to speak had it not been for
the fact that the hon. member from
barrie cut himself adrift from the oldestablished precedents which have
been handed down to us from genera-

tion to generation and which I hope will
ever guide us in our deliberations.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER moved
that the Debate be adjourned until to-
morrow, then to be the first order of the
day.

The motion was agreed to.

At 6 o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

PUBLIC PRINTING AND STA-
TIONERY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (6o) " An Act to
amend chapter 27 of the Revised Stat-
utes respecting the Department of Pub-
lic Printing and Stationery.

He said-This is a bill which is in-
tended, like others we dealt with yester-
day, to re-arrange the existing law in
some respects. There is nothing new in
it at all that I am aware of, and the par-
ticulars of each clause I think would be
best explained when we take it up clause
by clause in Committee. I may
say that most of the amendments
are mere amendments of routine. For
instance the first amendment assigns
fo the Clerk of the Printing Committee,
some work which was assigned by the
existing Act to the Clerk of the House,
whereas the Clerk of the House has
nothing to do with the printing, and the
Clerk of the Committee is specially
charged with it. Then it makes sone
further alterations which exempts books
for penitentiaries as well as books from
the library from duty.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

COUNTERFEIT MONEY ADVER-
TISING BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT'moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (1o8) " An Act res-
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pecting the advertising of counterfeit
money."

He said-This is a Bill creating a new
offence. There is a practice, which is
rapidly growing through the whole
country, of offering for sale, and in some
cases advertising counterfeit bills. It has
been a very common practice in the
United States, and it was there called, I
think, the " Sawdust game."

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Green goods.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, and green
goods. Purchasers were defrauded by
being shown a bundle of genuine notes,
which on examination were found to be
so like the genuine, that the purchaser
was induced to buy ; but by some means
the genuine notes are smuggled away
and a parcel of the same size containing
saw-dust or rubbish is put in its place,
and the purchaser very deservedly is
swindled. The practice is one that
needs some legislation, and this Bill is
for the purpose of punishing anyone who
sells or advertises any such counterfeit
money.

HON. MR. POWER-It is almost a
pity that this Bill does not provide some
punishment for the man who buys.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think it
provides against both seller and buyer.

HON. MR. POWER-The Bill, of
course, is a step in the right direction,
but the leader of the House will
see that as a rule the people
who circulate these goods are in the
United States and the people who write
for them are as a rule in Canada.

HON. MR. MAcKAY-Not always.

HON. MR. POWER-As a rule I said.
It may be said that the person who pur-
chases and gets instead of counterfeit bills
a little sawdust or blank paper is suffi.
ciently punished by losing b.is money,
but I think there should be some addi-
tional punishment.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

CENTRAL ONTARIO R AILWAY
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. READ moved the second
reading of bill (102) " An Act respecting
the Central Ontario Railway Company.

He said-This bill asks to change the
terminus of this line. An Act was
passed last year fixing the terminus at a
point between Pembroke and Callandar
Station. Now the company wish tO
build the line to Sudbury. Another
provision is to enable them to issue
bonds to the amount of $3o,ooo a mile,
instead of $2o,ooo. They find that the
route is a very expensive one to build.

The motion was agreed to and the bil
was read the second time.

THE FERRIES BILL

IN COMMITrEE.

The House resolved itself into
Committee of the Whole on bill (39)
"An Act to amend the Revised Statutes
of Canada, chapter 97, respecting fer-
ries."

In the Committee, on the first clause,

HON. MR. POWER said-There was
a good deal of discussion on this 1311 at
the second reading. Has the Govern-
ment anything further to say aboutit?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do riot know
that there is much more to be said. The
Bill makes two important changes, which
do not cover much ground, and theY
were thoroughly discussed at the second
reading. The first clause is to render
public competition unnecessary.

HON. MR. POWER-That is the es'
sential one : that covers the whole

ground. It struck me that the reasO
given by the leader of the House for
making this change in the law was
very satisfactory, and I thought that Phe
sibly the hon. gentleman had, since the
3econd reading, fortified himself With
reasons which would appear more Con-
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vincing. I regret that he is not in that
Position. Monopolies are bad in
themselves, and very strong reasons
thould be given for creating or keeping
a ery ahve. We are now about paying

very heavy price for getting rid of one
Gnolpoly, and it is unfortunate that thetovernment while freeing one portion of
the country from a monopoly of one kind,
ohould take steps to fasten monopolies
of a somewhat similar character on other
Portions of the country.

1ON. MR. ABBOTT-Of course I
atn Unable to answer the hon. gentle-

en as to the monopoly he speaks of :
al not aware of any monopoly that is
ing got rid of at any expense whatever.
ar aware that an important monopoly
being got rid of, but not at all at the
ense of the country. However, we

that later. I cannot improve this clauseIi aty way. I have talked the matter
Over with my colleague and he assures
ie that the experience of the Depart-

r4nent in this respect is precisely what I
stated on a former occasion. Public
competition in a case of this kind
eQounts to nothing more or less than
this-thataperson who wishes togetmoney
forwithdrawingfrom competition,puts ina
tender at a lower rate than the regular
feryman without the slighest intention
Of fulfilling it, and the sole result is to,
Put the person, who has incurred great
ýePense to prepare to carry on the ierry,

a Position of paying blackmail to get
rid of pretended competition. It gives a
'ast deal of trouble, and is of no benefit
to the public. This matter has been
discussed at considerable length. I can
assure my hon. friend that it has not
been done without careful consideration.
'fat any place there are two persons
Who have the necessary equipments, theclaims of both will be considered, andthos2 who have confidence in the Gov-ernment will believe that they will do
their best to see that the best man gets
the license.

censON. MR. VIDAL-Could two li-
trses be issued ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It is not usual.

HON. MR. VIDAL-There are two at
Sarnia.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This clause
only applies to the international ferries.
It does not apply to ferries between
Provinces, where public competition is
required.

HON. MR. POWER-I might suggest
to the hon. gentleman that the possibil-
ity of blackmailing could be avoided by
requiring each person tendering for the
ferry to make a deposit, as is done by
persons entering into competition for the
construction of railways and other public
works.

The clause was adopted.

On the 3rd clause,

HON. MR. SCOTT-This is the clause
that I brought under the notice of the
Minister when the Bill was up for second
1eading. It is in reference to ferries
between Canada and a foreign nation.
I maintain that it is contrary to the
policy of nations to establish a ferry of
this kind. It requires the combined action
of the two countries, and that is an ex-
ceedingly difficult thing to do. The traffic
between this country and the United
States has assumed very large propor-
tions at Sarnia, Windsor, Prescott and
other points, and it would be a very seri-
ous block to public traffic if the Govern-
ment were to tie up these ferries for ten
years. All I have to say is that a better
and wiser Government will have to untie
it and buy out the lessees. I was ad-
vised a year or two ago that the policy
of the Government was to be changed,
and that it was intended to throw open
the international ferries, because a very
serious abuse had been introduced in
consequence of keeping up this mono-
poly. I can understand the Govern-
ment having absolute control over inter-
provincial ferries, as to giving licenses,
but I maintain that between Canada and
the United States, where we have this
enormous traffic, it ought to be left open
and free to public competition and should
not be taken charge of by the Govern-
ment. It would be far more convenient
and satisfactory. It is time the Govern-
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ment gave up the right to establish these
monopolies. These rights have been
handed over to municipal authorities at
times for a term of years. The town of
Prescott had the right at one time, and
I believe the town of Sarnia has absolute
control over the ferries there. I do not
know whether Windsor has or not, but
if an election were to come on in a few
days, Windsor would be given the right
to control the ferrying there also. That
ought not to be the case ; it ought to be
left as free as the traffic between the two
countries. There ought to be some
fixed principal as to these international
ferries.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Does it
not require the united action of both
countries ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes, and that is
where the log-rolling will come in. It
resolves itself into a double-barreled
arrangement, and results in a man on
either side getting a license from his own
country and these two, having acquired
a license, combine for a monopoly of the
ferry.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-That would be
the course whether the Government
gives a license or not. The ferrymen
on either sides will get a license, and
they can unite and then there is a com-
bine. A man with two or three valuable
ferry boats on this side and a man with
two or three valuable ferry boats on the
other side may combine; then what
becomes of the protection of those who
cross if there is no license system ?
With regard to this international ferry,
we will not grant this license except
under certain conditions, and the
licensee puts himself under certain
control.

HON. MR. SCOTT-But the point is,
you give it to one person for ten years.

HON, MR. ABBOTT-Yes, on cer-
tain conditions with regard to public
convenience, public comfort, and safety ;
and as to the rate charged to passengers.
I must submit to the House that these
are the most important conditions pos-
sible to impose on ferrymen, and if ferry-

HoN. MR. SCOTT.

men are not to be registered and licensed,
where does the Government get its au-
thority? Without this control, a monOP'
oly could be established by the construc"
tion of large, powerful boats that wu
break down competition ; and the owers
would just charge the people what they
pleased, cross when they pleased, and do
exactly as they pleased. This.gives th
Govenment the entire control, and
venture to say that this policy which has
exiso d for many years, even during the
time of the hon. gentleman's Govern
ment-

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
men misses the point : you are tying uP
the ferry and giving it to one person only?
because you say " a ferry license " The
regulations nay be made, although it 's
perfectly open to competition ; so long
as you will allow anybody to ferry, s
ject to regulations, it is all right. ey
objection is to giving it to one person for
the long period of ten years to the exclU'
sion of everybody else.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Is there
anything in the bill to prevent smugglils

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, there is a

provision for the cancellation of the
license if smuggling is permitted. r
advantage of this long term systemlis
that it secures better accomodation than
the mere transitory license will procure
Ferrymen will not get up valuable an
handsome boats for this*service under
license for two or three years.

HoN. MR. READ, from the Corn
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRA1
PORT RAILWAY BILL.

IN cOMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself intO a Con'
mittee of the Whole on Bill (101) "An
Act respecting the Chignecto Marin
Transport Railway Company."

In the Committee.

HON. MR. POWER-There was so
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discussion on this Bill at the second
%ding, and I had the misfortune by the
fw Observations I made, to provoke a
hamParatively long discussion; and as I
tha no Opportunity to say anything at
tha time, mn defence of my position, on
e mtion to go into Committee I shall

'nture to say a few words on this point.nOtice the hon. gentleman who leads
"Ir the Government here, and the hon.
gentleman from Sackville, seem to thinkthat, because in 1882 we passed an Act
'tch made some provision for the con-
r etion of this railway and because in

6we ratified that first measure, there-
We were bound as a matter of goodItto give this further measure that is

ed for now. I think that is not at all
achir way to state the position. This

eme was brought before Parliament
b 1882. Certain provisions were made
p the Act which was then passed,
Proisions which were alleged at
that tirne by the promoters of thisathemîe to be sufficient to secure the

ncstrion of the work. Parliament
d done then, as I understand, all that

wah asked. Four years went by and
ing was done. The leader of the

Ouse and other hon. gentlemen rather
there poohed my profane suggestion that
the was some connection between

ose bills and elections shortly after the
ing of the bills. I can only say that

th coincidence was a striking one, and
act that nothing was done under

et er Of those measures was calculated1inake one more suspicious that it was
tOrnething more than a mere coinci-ence. What is the position now ? The

rooter of this measure, flrst got what
e asked, and then came four years after-

*'Id% and said that the encouragement
!hat the country gave him in the first
nstance was not sufficient-that he

W*anted a little more, or that he wanted
ndsubsidy arranged in a different way

he work would go on. He got what
easked, but the work has not gone on,

the fact that there has been no be-
t n fng of the work goes to show thatthere is very little merit in

.18 scheme. This gentleman has had
d Scheme on the money market in Londn, and I presume in New York forYears, and the fact that he has been un-kule to float it is the best evidence, that

in the minds of practical business men,
it has no merits. There is this further
fact, which is a very important one, that
when in 1882 we passed the first meas-
ure providing for the construction of this
railway we had an overflowing treasury.
That was the time when hon. gentlemen
opposite used to boast of the difference
between those days and the previous
days when the Liberal party were in
power. But times have changed since
1882. The largest deficit of the Mac-
kenzie régime has been very considerably
exceeded under the present administra-
tion, and for the current year we have a
deficit. There is a prospect also of a
deficit during the coming year ; and the
Finance Minister, the very gentleman
who secured the passage of this measure
in the first instance, who I imagine se-
cured its passage in 1886, and who I
presume is at the back of it now, has
declared that owing to the extreme strin-
gency and the scarcity of money
in the Dominion Treasury he is unable
to give the usual grant of $1o,ooo to the
Dominion Exhibition, which was to be
held this year in his native Province.
There are other reasons why we should
not vote $17o,ooo a year to this under-
taking, which is at the very best an ex-
periment. No hon. gentleman can point
to any instance where such a ship rail-
way has been tried on a large scale.
Why should a poor country like this, that
cannot afford $1o,ooo for a Dominion
Exhibition, pay $170,000 per year for
twenty years for the purpose of trying an
an experiment which has not been tried
anywhere else on a large scale. When
we say that the scheme has no nierits-
that it has no commercial value-an hon.
gentleman quotes to us what was said
by writers fifty years ago.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-No.

HON. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man read from Haliburton's history
which was published some fifty years
ago. Things have changed since then.
When Haliburton wrote his history there
were no railways in the country. Now,
there is the Intercolonial Railway which
does. not pay, and the object of which is
to bring the products of the west down
to the sea-coast and to carry the products
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of the coast back to the west. Suppose
you construct this ship railway and it is
successful, as the hon. gentleman drew a
picture of this contrivance, carrying over
it freight from Montreal to St. John,
what will it be doing ? It will be
simply doing the work that we have built
the Intercolonial Railway to do, and the
work which we are now subsidizing the
Short Line Railway to do. Why should
we cut our own throats in that way, and
having spent money to build the Inter-
colonial Railway, then spend more to-
morrow for the purpose of assisting an
undertaking which will only take the
business away from that railway.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It will
never do that.

HON. MR. POWER-Then if it does
not do that, why are we to build it ? We
are building it then simply for the pur-
pose of enabling American fishermen,
who may happen to be in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, to get into the Bay of Fundy
by a shorter route than they now have.
Are we to spend $3,ooo,ooo of public
money for the purpose of enabling
American fishermen to find a shorter
and an easier way from the fishing
grounds to their own ports ? I
hardly think the hon. gentleman would
seriously; propose to Parliament to pass
a measure of that sort. One fact was
adverted to by the hon. gentleman from
Prince Edward Island, but it was not
dealt with at all by any hon. gentleman
who supported this measure, and that is
the fact that during the whole winter
season this work would be of no use
whatever, because that portion of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence is practically inac-
cessible to vessels until about the flrst of
May ; and then during six months of
the year you would have this contrivance
running in competition with the Inter-
colonial Railway, with the Short Line
Railway, with the railway from Shediac
to St. John, with the railway from Tor-
mentine to the Intercolonial Railway,
and the railways from Amherst to Pug-
wash, Wallace and the Joggins. We
have spent money enough on those
railways ; and there is no reason
why we should spend more money in
the County of Cumberland to provide a
competing work. There is another

HON. MR. POWER.

feature in connection with this schernle;
we have never had any indication that
there is, anywhere outside of twO count
les or beyond twenty miles from the route
of this railway on either side, any deste
for the construction of this work at a
The way in which assistance should b
sought for works of this character is t
there should be first a sense in the Pulb
lic of a reasonably large district that sUc
work is of value to the public.
if it is a work to be carried on by a
vate company, some responsible pers be
should form a company and subscrib
some money, and show their willin1Ir
to put their own means into the un
taking. Then it is a proper and legite
mate thing that they should conie t.
Parliament and ask that in view of t
private undertaking of theirs being

considerable value to the publc, The
should receive public assistance.
very first requisite is absent in this COe
There is no strong sense in the e or
Provinces that this work is desirableOf
necessary. There has been no assoc thei
of persons who have subscribed the
own money and shown their faith inth
work. It practically amounts to
that there is in this case a prother
whose name has been mentioned hel
several times, who, no doubt, .hon
believes that this undertaking is a
able one ; and I presume there are
political promoters who think thatf the
dangling of this work in the eyes Ofalhe
electors of two counties will be of'.
in election time ; but no practica' tir
ness men have gone into it and put this
money into it. The promoter ks as
scheme comes to Parliament and as th
to give him the money to constructthet
work-for I hardly hesitate to say
cheap as money is to-day, this gra
$17o.ooo a year for twenty years e the
secure anyone who should advancek
money for the carrying on of the intr-
even though it never realized $1o ith
est on the cost. That is wher t
danger is. If the people who are COP
structing it were running any risk fro
its failure to pay, then I should say t
there was no danger, as the work
not be constructed.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD--Tbe Pr
moters run all the risk.
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"ON, MR POWER-At the rate at
hic money is to be had now, this

O oo a year is equivalent to a capital
thatcient to construct that work, and all

hecompany have to do is to con-
ttrct it, and the capitalists who advance
the money run no risk, because they havefoe security of the Dominion of Canadato the re-payment of their money, even

ough the work never pays $i of inter-
e It just comes to this : it isone of those
C as where the work is comparatively of
nlue ; it is not asked for by any large

body Of people, and it is a case where the
ntry takes all the risk of trying a very

e5sive experiment where the pro-
lities are not in favor of success.

h 'ioN. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend
as stated that this work is an experi-
t, and that the experiment has to be

hed at the expense of Canada ; but he
thsurely not paid attention to the fact

tthe work at first is certainly at the
"Pense of the gentlemen who find the

ey. It is not in any sense an ex-
Perment at the expense of Canada. The

". gentleman says that it is a pro-
t for the benefit of the Co-unty of

belaýnd, and he entirely ignores the
th.efit of thatwork to other portions of

ominion. Surely he has taken a
h 9 narrow view of this question when
tconfines it to the County of Cumber-

the . It happens to be the portion of
Omfinion which holds the ground

which this railway shall pass, but
benefit of it is not confined to that

nty. The ultimate benefit of it will
ave a much more far reaching

ect, because it extends to the whole
sothern coast of the Province of
e Brunswick, and the whole north-
.and western coast of Nova Scotia.

'Ils Is a work which is contemplated to
Over the isthmus in order to make

be not only for the county of Cun-
nd, which may be beneted by it

a very smnall and limited ser se, but to
the benefits of it to the trade, naviga-

foand traffic of various other portions
the Dominion. It is said also that

ere is at present no association to
ry Out the work. What does that

bin4l? ýIt means this. That until ihe
ti is passed there can be no associa-
'on. There can be no capital subscribed

and no steps taken to carry out this pro.
and no steps taken to carry out this pro-
ject.

HON. MR. POWER-Why?

HoN. MR. DICKEY-Because my
hon. friend knows well enough in no
market of the world can you ask for
capital until you get the necessary legis-
lation. The gentleman that my friend
has referred to is merely the promoter of
the bill and if this legislation is not
granted his work must fall to the ground
and he must lose all the money that is
put into it. The trouble is, I am sorry
to say, that in its geographical aspect
this work is unfortunately confined to
the county of Cumberland and is not a
project to make a railway over any por-
tion of the Dominion which exists near
Halifax. That is really the trouble of
my hon. friend in the matter, because
when the Dominion, in more troublous
times, when money was scarcer and in-
terest was higher, when large expendi-
tures were asked for Halifax, to extend
the Intercolonial Railway to that city,
my hon. friend's voice was then not
found to object to that expenditure and
he would not object to it now-

HON. MR. POWER-No.

HON MR. DICKEY-He would not
object to this expenditure if it were im-
mediately beneficial to Halifax, but be-
cause, as he says-and says I apprehend
untruly-the expenditure is confined to
the county of Cumberland, it should not
be incurred.

HON. MR. POWER-I did not say
that.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is an expen-
diture of public money for the purpose
of establishing a means of communica-
tion which happens to be, by the mere
fact of the geographical situation of the
country, through the county of Cumber-
land, but it will ultimately benefit to an
immense extent the trade of this whole
Dominion. That is the question which
is before the House, and I am sorry to
find that my hon. friend, after allowing
the principle of this question to be deter-
mined on the second reading, without
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even asking for a division, is now endea-
voring to throw obstacles in the way of
this great work-this great experiment,
as he calls it, but if it is an experiment,
it is to be tried, not at our expense, but
at the expense of the people who find the
money in the markets of London. It is
only after the expenditure of this five
millions of dollars that Canada will be
asked to contribute one dollar to recoup
those people for the expenditure they
have incurred. Under these circum-
stances, it seems to me-I will not say,
a factious opposition, but an unrea-
sonable opposition to this Bill, be-
cause if this work is constructed,
it will benefit the whole Province of
Nova Scotia, except perhaps the County
of Halifax, because my hon. friend thinks
the expenditure would be useless unless
it is extended to the city of Halifax.

HON. MR. POWER-I
ed at such an assertion !

am surpris-

HON. MR. DICKEY-That is really
the point in this matter. My hon. friend
has talked of competing communications.
As I said yesterday, we have got beyond
the mere question whether it will be
necessary to have more than one means
of communication to the great American
coast and from that to the West Indies
and South America. My hon. friend
was not prepared to make the same ob-
jection to the expenditure on the Short
Line Railway, which was to be a com-
peting line, to a certain extent, with the
Intercolonial Railway which termnates
at Halifax.

HoN. MR. POWER-I made that
objection.

HON. MR. DICKEY-He made the
objection, but in what manner ? Per-
haps in the feeble manner that he
expressed yesterday when he opposed
the second reading of this Bill. The
Bill has been read the _second time, and
it is beyond the power of my hon. friend
to say now that it should not become
the law of the ]and. The faith of this
Parliament and of the Government of
the country is pledged to the carrying
out of this great undertaking, but if is to
be the success that it will be, as I hope,

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

I wish to make it quite clear tO the
House that it is not to be built at OU
expense, because the whole five nillioe
of dollars must be expended before t
experiment is fully tested and carn1

out. After the declaration of this HOUse'
at the second reading of the Bill, itan
unparliamentary to oppose it now' ant
I trust that the House, in goimg intO
committee, will not object to the further
progress of this Bill and will carry it ot
in perfect line with the legislationf
1882, confirmed by the legislation
1886, and now asked to be corfirrn0
nerely for the purpose of enabling thbe
to take what has been granted to Ot
companies under similar circuio'
stances.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-MY hoD•
friend from Amherst has paid the ho
member from Halifax a compliment thst
I could never pay him myself-that '
that he is standing up for the interests
Halifax. I always thought that the senior
member from Halifax was so blinded by
partisan feeling that he did not see whÎt
was in the real interest of Halifax: MY
hon. friend from Amherst looses sight o
another fact-that this railway is for the
general benefit of Canada by virtuThe
crossing the Intercolonial Railway. the
statute says that any line crossimg
Intercolonial Railway is a work fcr the
benefit of Canada.

HON. MR. DEVER-My hon, friend
from Amherst has demolished the argu-
ments of the hon. member from Hao
with the exception of this one: he seens
to make a point that the waters by .h
this work is to be approached will
frozen six months in the year. The
objection applies to the Rideau
and other canals of the Dominion.

HON. MR. POWER-We are not
dealing with the Rideau Canal nOW·

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Even the
harbor of Halifax freezes sometimes.

The motion was agreed to and, the
bill was referred to a Comnittee O
whole House.

HON. MR. PELLETIER from the
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COnimrittee reported the Bill without
cnendmnent.

LION. MR. ABBOTT moved the thirdreading of the Bill.

')N. MR. POWER-I wish to say just
e or two words in reply to the charge of

.rOWness which bas been made against
fin connection with this measure. I

fnot actuated by the narrow feelings
'ch have been attributed to me ; and
enture to say further that if it could

e shown to the satisfaction of Parlia-
tn'et that a scheme such as that which
ha3 been advocated by the hon. gentle-
ca 1 fron Alberton, (Mr. Howlan) was

tam of success and could be success
0f y Put into operation by the granting
thaa subsidy of the same amount as
et Proposed by this measure I should

auPPort it ; because that scheme meets
R ant which is recognized all over the
ountry. It carries out a pledge which

tio not made in an informal conversa-
amongst delegates, but a pledge

ach was in the statutory agreement
edte When Prince Edward Island enter-
athe union . I do not think I am open
at all to the charge that has been made

ainst me. My objection to this meas-
's that 1 look upon it as being simply

e tter waste of money.

The notion was agreed to and the Bill
as read the third time and passed.

CJSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN CoMMITTEE.

I*he Hlouse resolved itself into a Com-
ttee of the whole on Bill (92) "An

Stat to aiend chapter 32 of the Revised
utes respecting the Customs."

lasthe Committee, on the fourth

thl c. MR. POWER said-I think
Slause calls for some observation.

th I well known the administration ol
few Customs Department during the pasi

W years has been such as to attract anotice deal of public notice and thai
t'OtIce has not always been of the mosi

favorable character. When I say that, I
do not mean at all to criticise unfavor-
ably the present Minister of Customs. I
think he is a gentleman who devotes
his time to his Department in a manner
wihch is not only highly creditable to
himself but which affords a good example
that many of his colleagues fail to follow.
But the Minister of course is only one
wheel, as it were, in a large and com-
plicated body of machinery; and he is
more or less powerless ; and the impres-
sion that one gets of late years is that,
the importer, the man who pays the
duties and furnishes the money that
runs this Governmental machine is
regarded as a public enemy. That
is the spirit in which the Cus-
toms law is administered; and
one object of this measure is to
enable the Government to get that public
enemy more completely under their con-
trol than he is at present. This 4th
clause contains a provision which, I
think, is of that tyrannical character. It
provides :-

"If the owner, importEr, or consignee
refuses or neglects to pay the said duty and
additional sum within six days alter notice
so to do has been served him personally or
by leaving the same at bis domicile or place
of business, the goods shall be seized and
forfeited."

Now in the existing law there is no
time limited. The whole effect of this
is to render the law more stringent. The
new clause also provides that the twenty
per cent shall be reduced to ten per cent,
and that if the duty and the additional
sum is not paid within six days, which is
a very short time, then the goods shall
be seized and forfeited. It strikes me
that six days.is altogether too short time.
If the importation happens to be a very
large one, I think it is an extreme meas-
ure to forfeit the goods simply because
the importer may not be in a position to
pay the duty and the increased charge
within six days after he gets notice to do
so. I think perhaps some of the busi-
ness men in the House can make sug-
gestions which will be of more value than
anything I could propose, but I am sat-
isfied the time ought to be extended.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I was about
t to move a slight amendment to this
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clause. However this clause ought not
to have been the subject of attack,
because it makes a very important change
in favor of the importer. Under the
former law the penalty imposed was
much larger.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon.gentle-
man will remember that I objected to
the last part of the clause.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.friend
would not condemn the Act, I hope,
because one portion of it may not be
such a modification as he desires, if all
the rest of it is more valuable than the
existing law. The Act on the Statute
Book provides that there shall be levied,
in addition to the duty, a sum equal to
one-half the duty so payable, and if it is
not paid that the goods shall be seized
and forfeited. Under the existing law
the goods may be forfeited if the import-
er refuses to pay on the account being
presented to him. This clause, while it
reduces the amount of under-
valuation, which would justify a
forfeiture, reduces very largely
the penalties, and I am prepared to
move an amendment to this clause, to
increase the amount fined, as the test of
improper under-valuation, from ten per
cent. to fifteen per cent. The merchants
have made representations that ten
per cent. is too small a margin, and
while twenty per cent. was con-
sidered too large, we have agreed,
on the representations of one or
two of the Boards of Trade to make this
fifteen per cent. instead of ten per cent.
I understand that with that alteration
the Board of Trade of Montreal and the
importers who have taken a lead in the
movement, are satisfied. I propose to
move that in the fourth line of the new
section eight, the word " ten" be replaced
by the word " fifteen." The penalty is
largely reduced by the latter part of this
clause.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps as the
hon. gentleman has gone so far he might
alter that other portion which limits the
time to six days.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I hold here
some long communications received both

HON, MR. ABBOTT.

by the Minister and myself from the
merchants and they do not complain of
the six days' term. It will be a perfectlY
well known delay, and whatever ama
may fail to pay he never fails to pay his
duties. I do not think we could alter
that advantageously.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-The clause is framed, I have no doubt,
to protect the Customs, and at the sale
time to protect the honest importer.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The mode of
determining the true value for dutY 15
not fixed in this section. It only Prs
vides for a case where the true value 15
underrated.

HON. MR. MACDONALD The
question will arise, and it will be a very
embarrassing one indeed, if the duty has
to be determined in the case of the hon
est importer by the Custom House O.
cer, if the importer has bought goods 1
the open market and at a fair price, an
if he is to have ten, twenty, or twenty-fie
per cent. added to it, he will be plac I
in a position of great embarrassmnent.the
is putting a very arbitrary power in the
hands of the Custom House officers.
apprehend that is the mode of reasolll.
of the hon. member from Halifax, andfr
so, his point was very pertinent. For
example, those of us who are at all con
versant with business, know that a
sudden change of twenty to twentY-
five or forty per cent. may take Place
in the price of any comrndity
in the course of four or five weeks. The
very fall in price would be an induce-
ment for an importer to go in and buy
at the reduced price. Then if the qu
tion of value was to be raised, and if the
ad valorem and specific duty, or what*
ever it may be, was to be placed n1 a
price that prevailed six weeks befoe'
the whole object of the purchase is de
feated. The clause ought to be hO
franed that unless it can be shoWn te
there is an attempt to defraud or deceivt
the penalty cannot be imposed ; Whe.
the importer buys in good faith this 01at-
ter of adding to the price ought not t'
be a power put into the hands Of the
Customs House officer.
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HON. IR. ABBOTT-I do not know
that there is any object in discussing
this question, at this particular stage of
the Bill, because this clause has nothing
to do with it. The question my hon.
friend is discussing is the valuation of
goods for duty, and that is disposed of
by a chapter of the Customs Act, com-
rhencing with section 58, which defines
the mode in which the value for customs
duty shall be ascertained.

ON. MR. MACDONALD,(Midland)
-The question raised by the hon. gen-
t.elyan from Halifax about the six days
tihe is important. The six days are al-
tOgether inadequate to enable one to
secure the necessary proof, or to be pre-
Pared to combat the position that may

.taken by the customs officer, and I
think the point that has been raised
ought to be met. I should say the time
should be at least a fortnight.

"ON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
is dealing with another portion of the

ct. That is when the value is fixed,
there is an appeal to a tribunal created

the Customs Act, if the importer
bks is goods are not properly valued.

at does not interfere with the six days
qt ail. The importer, if he is dissatisfied
tith the decision as to the undervalua-
tion, may appeal and discuss it in otherways , and the six days only count from
the time when the amount of the penalty
la fixed.

t'ON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-

enan has spoken as though at the pres-
t time it was open to the Departmento forfeit the goods immediately. I do
'lot think that has been the result in
Practice, because I find in this note fromthe Oepartment that no limited time is
8pecified within which the said payment
ranst be made. So that as it
toW stands the importer has practically

ost unlimited time to get money.
What I contend is this, that when we
COnsider the large sums that are in-
'Olved, and the not very rapid way in
do b oUr people in the Lower Provinces
dhicusiness, to say that, unless the duty
and the importer has calculated uponthe additional duty which he per-
hPs has not calculated upon are paid

40

within six days the goods shall be for-
feited, is putting too great a power in
the hands of the Customs Department,
and I agree with the hon. gentleman
from Midland that the time should be
at least double that.

HON. MR. DEVER-Yes, under any
circumstances.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will admit at once that if the duty is due,
and no time is fixed for payment, it is due
on demand, and there is no doubt the
customsofficer could demand it and if it is
not paid on demand he has the right of
forfeiture. We must remember that
when the importer goes to enter his
goods he is ready to pay the duty, and
the small additional penalty created by
this clause is not sufficient to prevent
him from paying it within six days after
the penalty is fixed.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I think this
clause is intended to meet a very com-
mon practice. A person importing may
have a couple of invoices, and he enters
his goods on the lower invoice, and when
he is detected, he is required to make
an additional entry, and has six days
allowed in which to pay the penalty. I
do not think he should have an hour,
and in a great many cases this clause
will prevent such a course.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon.gentie-
man would make an admirable customs
officer, because he seems to take the
ground that the importer must neces-
sarily be a scoundrel. That is just what
the merchants of this country complain
of-that the department takes the ground
that all importers are anxious to defraud
the revenue.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I did not say
anything of the kind ; but I do know
that those frauds are perpetrated on the
customs, and the object of this clause is
to prevent such frauds.

HoN. MR. POWER moved to amend
the clause by substituting ten days for six.

The motion was lost on a division
The clause was then agreed to.
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On the fifth clause.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The want of
uniformity in the charges, which was
complained of at the second reading of
the bill, is largely caused by articles be-
ing placed in one category by a customs
of1icer in one port, and in another cate-
gory by an officer in another port, and
this is to give the Board of Customs
power to decide under which category it
should come.

HON. MR. POWE R-The Committee
will observe that when a difference arises
as to the rate of duty payable on any
goods, then the question is to be decided
not by an independent tribunal but b>
the Board of Customs. The Board of
Customs is to be composed of the Mini
ster of Customs and some of his subor-
dinates ; so that the rate is to be fixed
by one party, the dispute is to be settled
by the same party, and the importer has
no say in the matter. It may be con-
tented that this will make the law more
workable, but it seems to me that the
Governor in Council was a more inde-
pendent tribunal for an aggrieved party
to appeal to than the Board of Customs.
I do not think this is a step in the right
direction.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman must allow us to assume that the
officers of this department will be guided
in some degree by a sense of justice in
administering the law. I must confess
that I myself have noticed the feeling
which my hon. friend speaks of-that
merchants and customs officers are very
much inclined to look upon each
other as natural enemies. I thnk
the present Minister of Customs
has done a great deal towards
removing that feeling and has shown
a disposition to meet the views of the
merchants in every possible way, consis-
tent with the requirements of the law-
For instance he has sent down his depu.
ty to consult with the merchants of
Montreal on these regulations. Should
the importer be of opinion that the rate
decided by the Board of Customs is
wrong, he still has an appeal to the Gov-
ernor-in-Council, so that the same tribun-
al will ultimately dispose of it that did

formerly, with this advantage, that the
Board of Customs is more speedy In
decisions than the Governor-in COunci
could be expected to be.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-I do not think there is anything to be
apprehended under this particular clause.
The first decision must be made. bY
some one, and in this case it provides
where there is no previous decision in
the matter by any competent tribun
or there are decisions inconsistent with
each other, somebody must make the first
decision, and there is an appeal ultiln.
ately to the Governor-in-Council i
necessary.

The clause was agreed to.

On the 9 th clause,

HON. Mp. POWER-I submPit that
the latter portion of this clause is obje
tionable, and I submit it for the consd
eration of the importers who are in the
House. Section 41 of the Act is struck
out and the following substituted

"41. No entry shall, exce t in cases
which it is otherwise provideiherein, or
regulation of the Governor-in-Counci." e of
deemed perfect unless a sufficient invOic
the goods to be entered, duly certified 11
writing thereon as correct by the Peid
firn or corporation fron whom the d to
goods were purchased, has been produced
the collector, and duly attested as reqU 6 j
by this Act, and in the case of c0 nsig or.
goods, verified by the oath of the consignor.
Now the Department is not satisfied t
all the penalties imposed upon importersô
they do not happen to do things accord
ing to the views of the Departrment a
here they undertake to say that the COn'
signor in a foreign country shall (that
oath to the invoice. It seems tO mne the
a provision of that sort inserted in the
middle of a Bill like this is a sort Of a
trap for the unwary. A nerchant iî'

ports goods from England, and it ha'
pens that the shipper in England des
not know of this most unreasonbo
requirement of our law, he forgets te
verify his invoice by oath, and then the

goods are stopped and cannot be en'
tered.

HON. MR. MACINNES (Burlington)
It is only in the case of consigned good'
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HON. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tlemen from Halifax will see that there
is a difference between consigned goods
and goods that are sold. When goods
are sold the purchaser knows the price,
and can swear to it, but when a consign-
Or sends out goods to be sold, the con-
Signee does not know anything about
the price.

.ON. MR. DEVER-Then how is he
9oing to make oath in that case ?

H1 ON. MR. ABBOTT-The consignor
.ows the price, and he can swear that

,t Is correct. That is the law now, and
it has been the law for a long time. As
lill be seen by the Act, the Governor-
îl-Council may order the making of such
an oath, and that was done long ago.
The consignor must now, under that
Prder-in-Council, make affidavit to the
'lvoice of whatever he sends out to the
colsignee, but this will be more gener-
ally known and observed if inserted in
the Act.

lION MAcINNES'(Burlington)--It is
a Protection to the honest importer.

The clause was agreed to.

On section ten.

hON. MR. ABBOTT-This clause
as it stands is precisely the same as it
Was before in respect of the damaged to
rusted goods. Under the law as it stood
1o duty was refunded for rust on iron
or steel except on polished Russia iron
anld Canada plates. That resulted-from
the constant demands which were made
on the Customs department for refund
0f duties on that description of goods, soeasily damaged ; but it generally turns
out that after all, the damage does not
amounit to much, as the rust may
Usually be removed by a little oiland sandpaper. The rule has been
adopted in the United States that noreduction of duty is allowed on damage
for rust. This subject has also been
discussed between the Minister and the
'riporters of Montreal, and in conse-
qluence of their representations he has
·cOue to this agreement with them, with
Which I believe they are satisfied ; to add

to the exception here, polished steel
goods of any kind-that is steel goods
which have a polished surface and which
are more valuable and more likely to
rust than ordinary iron or steel bars. I
am told that it was a common thing for
claims for damages to be made on a
whole cargo of iron bars-a claim made
on the Insurance Company and a claim
made for refund of customs duties while
after these claims have been paid im-
porters have allowed the iron to lie out
in their yards in the rain until sold. I
propose to amend this clause by adding
after " except " in hne twenty-nine,
" manufactured articles composed in
whole or in part of polished steel." This
I thirik will meet the wishes of the im-
porters.

-The anendment was agreed to.

On the i2th section,

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
This section provides for the appoint-
ment of in appraiser and asssistant ap-
praisers ; I think it ought to be stated
there also that these appraisers shall be
experts. Men are very often appointed
to positions in the Customs who are ut-
terly ignorant of the value of goods, and
hence arise all the difficulties of working
out the Act. There ought to be some
qualification other than that of mere
political attachment, and I think it would
be a very safe addition to that clause if
you would put in these words " who
shall be experts."

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I understand
it is the practice invariably to select ap-
praisers for appointment from men ex-
perienced in the different trades.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
Under the clause as it stands it is not
obligatory.

HON. MR. ABBOTT--The only
change that is proposed is that an assist-
ant appraiser may be appointed where
the duties are too heavy for the appraiser
alone to discharge.

The clause was agreed to.
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On the fourteenth clause,

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
The law is not altered in the particular
aspect to which I have called the atten-
tion of the House.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The new
clause is practically to the same effect as
the existing law, providing that the value
is to include any drawback in another
country. It has been contended that as
the section now reads, sections sixty-one
and seventy-one conflict with it. Of
course it is quite proper that where a
foreign country allows a drawback on ex-
ports for this country, the drawback
should be added to the value in estimat-
ing the value for duty.

IION. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-On the class of goods with which I
am familiar no such practice obtains as
allowing drawacks.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There is a
drawback allowed on certain articles ex-
ported frm some countries-sugar for
instance.

HON. MR. POWER-As the law now
stands, the customs cannot follow the
imported article back of the country
whence it was imported into Canada. If
an article is imported into England from
Germany or the United States, and there
is a drawback on its export from either
of these countries; if a Canadian hap-
pens to get a good bargain of it in Eng-
land, why should the Customs authorities
be allowed to go back of the selling price
in England, and make the purchaser pay
the same duty as if he had paid a higher
price for the goods.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If we had a
free trade system, it would be a different
matter altogether, but we are living in a
protected country. We protect aur man-
ufacturers, and if we frame our law in
such a way that foreign manufacturers
could underbid ours by means of draw-
backs by passing goods through a foreign
country, the consequence would be that
all the sugar that would come to us from
the United States would come by way
of Liverpool.

HON. MR. POWER-If we are to get
sugar from the United States, then I
think that the way the hon. gentleman
suggested would be a very good one, be-
cause British bottons would get the
freighting of the sugar to Liverpool, and
other British bottoms would get the
freighting back to Canada, and then the
Canadian importer would get sugar a
little cheaper than he would by getting
it from the United States direct.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If the hon.
gentleman admits our protective systern
to be correct, then he cannot get out o
the propriety of this change in our Cus-
toms law.

HON. MR. POWER-If the protec-
tive system is one to make things dear,
then it is an objectionable system. The
hon. gentleman has given the article of
sugar as an illustration, but the rule 15
not by any means confined to sugar.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No, to any ar-
ticle exported under the drawback systern.

HON. MR. POWER-There are other
goods which are bought in England after
being imported from continental coun'
tries, and they are sold at reasonable
figures in England, owing to the draw-
back granted in the country of produc
tion. Now, why should you trace the
goods back to the continent in order tO
make the importer pay a little more dutY ?

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The hon-
gentleman will see that although the
sugar is imported from the United States
to Liverpool, it does not alter the pater-
nity of the sugar, and the customs author-
ities, having a rate for that sugar, Wil
not alter it. The sugar will have to be.
the cost of freight across the Atlantic,
the insurance and handling of it at Liv-
erpool supposing it as a grade of sugar
called No. i A or B or C it still has its
value for duty and sending,it over to Liv
erpool will not alter its value. The sane
thing applies to cordage or other rnient
facturs which are exported under draw
backs.

not
HON. MR. DEVER-Surely it s1

asking too much to calculate the dutl
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OI the value of the article in the market
Where it was imported from ?

HoN. MR. SANFORD-I look upon
tat clause is being absolutely necessary
foW the protection of the legitimate trader.
dawe fncontinually that there are
drawbacks on certain lines of goods
which in many cases are equivalent
to the freights, and those who
Seek to do business in a legitimate
Way are forced out of the market
by those means. The Customs De-
Partment and the merchants are con-
stantly in difficulties from the fact that
Weare given to understand that certain

rawbacks bave been granted upon cer-
tan goods and then told to secure cer-
t duties upon a price which is perhaps
ten or fifteen per cent less than we are
paying on, and which is the legitimate
Price in the market Under those cir-
Cumstances the Government can only
aPly one principle in settling all ques-
tfOns of this kind.

RON. MR. DEVER-What is the use
Of a mlerchant going to a foreign market
,d buying goods at a reduced price if

e is not allowed to enter then at a bona
/41e price that he paid ?

The clause was adopted.

On the 16th clause.

lioN. MR. POWER said-This clause
strikes me as being on the whole an im-
provement on the existing law. At pres-ent when the importer is dissatisfied
with the appraisement made by a
Customs appraiser he gives notice to the
collector and on receipt of this 4 otice
the collector selects two discreet and ex-
Perienced persons who decide the mat-
ter, and they transmit their decision to
the Commissioner of Customs whose de-cision is final. That was a very lop-sided
sort Of justice.

lION. MR. SCOTT-This is about as
OP-sided.

th-oN. MR. POWER -No, because
e importer has a right to select one
Pe rienced and discreet person familiar

W1t1 the goods in question, the collector

selects a second, and these two, together
with one selected by the Commissioner,
deal with the matter. Although I do
not think it is the best tribunal, still it is
an improvement on the existing one. I
wish to make one or two observations
as to the mode in which this Customs
Law is carried out. I had occasion to
bring the subject to the notice of this
House in connection with an importation
from Europe to Halifax. In that case
the importer appealed from the decision
of the appraiser at Halifax. The Minis-
ter referred the matter to whom ? To
the Dominion Appraiser. He sent the
importer's communication to the appraiser
who reported that, although the case was
as clear as could be, (the present Minis-
ter of Finance, having seen the corres-
pondence, admitted that the case was
perfectly clear on behalf of the importer),
the local appraiser was right.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-Was that the
dynamite inatter ?

HoN. MR. POWER-Yes, as a result
of further correspondence,the appraiser's
own decision was sent to him for revision.
It indicates that the Minister cannot help
being controlled by his own subordinates.
It has occurred to me that instead of
having these tribunals within the Depart-
ment there should be an appeal to some
independent tribunal outside. If a ques-
tion as to the construction of the
Customs Law comes up, why should not
that question be decided say by the
Judge of the Exchequer Court or some
one of that character, instead of having
it referred to the officials of the Depart-
ment, who are wedded to the ways of
the Department and who, giving them
credit for being às honest as the sun, still
look at everything through the Customs'
spectacles ? Why not have a more inde-
pendent tribunal than exists now ? I
think that if the Government should pro-
vide that in these cases the appeal should
be to an independznt court outside it
would be a vast improvement.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The mer-
chant would have to wait for his goods
all summer?

HoN. MR. POWER-In most case4
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the goods are delivered before the mat-
ter is settled. The importer gives secu-
rity and gets possession of his goods. I
rather think that was what was done, in
the case to which I refer.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think my
hon. friend from Halifax is quite right
in suggesting that this is an improvernent
on the old system. As is now proposed,
it is true that the Minister, or practically
the Department, names two out of the
three arbitrators, but the two first named
arbitrators must be merchants. The ex-
perience of the Department is that when
arbitrators from the trade are named,
they work fairly well together. Take for
instance the iron trade ; there is not
much likelihood where two iron mer-
chants are named to settle a matter, that
they will go against the interest of their
trade. It is practically a log rolling
matter ; experience has shown that it is.
Half a dozen importers of the same ar-
ticle come by turns to be arbitrators to
settle disputes, and each takes care not
to decide too strongly against his neigh-
bour, for fear that he might suffer in the
same way himself at another time. But
the third arbitrator is an officer of the
Department, and an expert ; and will
correct this tendency. And I am in-
clined to think that this provision will
prove satisfactory. An entirely inde-
pendent tribunal is not easily established ;
I do not know that the importers would
like to be referred to a court of law in
every case of dispute that might arise.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-It works very
well in the United States where it has
been in existence for some time.

The clause was adopted.

On the i9 th clause.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Under the law
as it stands there is no power given the
collector or officers of Customs to ex-
amine a warehouse in which goods are
stored in bond, and the result has been
more than once, within my own personal
experience, that when the warehouse
cornes to be examined-for instance
when wine is stored there-it turns out
that the casks are full of water. This

clause gives power to examine the goods
in bond, to see that they are not done
away with.

HoN. MR. POWER-This new clause

says that the collector
" Or other proper officer of Customs

at all times have free access to anyar
house wherein are stored goods stbject t
duty. No lock or other tastenmng placer
upon any such warehouse or upon, oU
in any premises necessary to be passe
through in order to obtain access to sUch
warehouse shall constitute a bar to the eUr
trance of such collector or other prOPý
ofticer of Customs in the performance ot'
duty."

I think the hon. gentleman will see

this in an arbitrary power to give to
ordinate officers of customs. The coto
lector is the only person who ought tO
have a right to enter any warehouse u'
der such circumstances.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT - But these
goods are really in stores in the Custorn·

house. They are called bonded ware-
houses, but they are really parts of the
custom house, and there should be the
freest possible access provided for every
person whose duty it is to look after

these matters.

HoN. MR. POWER - It is a verY
objectionable thing that a subordinat'
officer of customs should have the right
to break into a store.

HoN. MR. DEVER-He does .ot
break into the store : he merely goes into

the warehouse.

HON. MR. POWER-He may break
a lock or other fastening placed on anY
warehouse or premises necessarY to
passed through in order to obtain access

to the warehouse.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-It would be

no warehouse if he could not do that.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. frieTld

will see that it would be impossible
any large port for the collector tO go ana
examine those places for himself- In -
small port where there is not much but'
ness, it would not be so difficult, but
surely a collector ought to be entitled tO

HoN. MR. POWER.
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Send a confidential officer to inspect any
Part of the custom house.

HON. MR. POWER-Limit it to a
confidential officer and it will be all
right.

h ON. MR. ABBOTT-Bonded ware-ouses are always considered open to
the customs officials. There are two
sets of keys, one of which is kept by the
Custom house officers. A man who
Would put a bar or lock on the door of
One of those warehouses ought to be
deaIt with summarily.

. HON. MR. DEVER-I have had con-
siderable experience in these matters,"'d there is nothing wrong about a col-
letor deputing to a subordinate officer
the riiht to go into a warehouse. I
think it is right and proper that there'
should be access always to these private
Warehouses. I have a strong suspicion
that these private warehouses want a
9ood deal of looking after.

The clause was adopted.

On the 21st clause,

liON. MR. POWER-This is another
f those sections increasing the penalties,

It adds the following words at the end of
8ection 99 of the Act:

iAnd unless payment is inade within
t'rty days, sucli vessel nay, after the expi.
atiOn of such delav, be sold to pay such

Penalty and any expenses incurred in de-
Inin1g, keeping and selling such vessel."

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Oh no.

HON. MR. POWER-Well if she takes
a vessel in tow for a mile or so the master
under the present law incurs a penalty of
$4oo. That is rather large for the
offence, and for fear that should not be
enough, unless payment is made within
thirty days (and the man may be as poor
as Job's turkey) the vessel shall be sold.
I do not wonder that the American
fishermen were irritated at our customs
officials.

HON. MR. ABBOTT -This is a
favorable clause to the importer. If the
customs officers had not this power they
would have to bring an action and keep
the vessel until after judgment and sale
under execution, and so make expenses
which would exceed the penalty. An
inexpensive process is provided by this
Act. * It enables them to sell the vessel
if the master does not take steps to relieve
the vessel from teizure. If a lawsuit is re-
quired he can have one. He can seize
his vessel on the ground that it is wrong-
fully detained, but unless he takes some
steps within thirty days the vessel may
be sold.

HON. MR. POWER-It says "unless
payment is made within thirty days."

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If he seizes
his vessel and proceeds to prove that it
is wrongfully detained, the thirty days do
not run.

Â S M HO WN Th XT lI41

Oo VN. R%. - s) ca &use
ow, what is the offence for which refers to the case of a vessel which

the Vessel is deemed forfeited. Section arrives, say at Halifax, with a cargo, and
99 is as follows after discharging her cargo she gives to

îIf any vessel departs froin any port or the Customs a list of ail the provisions
thace in Canada without a clearance, or if etc., on board. She is chartered to go
the Taster delivers a false content, or does to the Straits of Canso and load. After
net truly answer the questions demanded of clea r ai a Canso load w h u er

or if, having received a clearance, such clearing at Canso, loaded with lumber
Vessel a(lds to her cargo or takes another for example, if it is found that there are
'e88el in tow or perforns any work without goods on that ship that were not entered,

tha%-n1g nientioned in the reports ontwar ds, she would be seized. A case occurred
a intention so to do, the master shall incur ast year in which liquors were found on
d PCnalty of $400; and the vessel shall be

etained in any port in Canada until the board.
t sad penalty is paid." The clause was adopted.SQ that if a schooner takes on board a

barrl of water after she has cleared she On the twenty-third clause.
1. hable to a penalty of $400 under the
existing law. HoN. MR. ABBOTT-This has refer-
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ence to facilitating transactions with re-
gard to bonds.

HON. MR. POWER-It does notseem
to me that it is a very bad thing, if a
vessel having no dutiable goods on board
fails to report.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-She is bound
by law to report.

HON. MR. POWER-The object is
to prevent goods being imported without
paying duty. If a vessel has no dutiable
goods on board why should she be treat-
ed in this way if she fails to report ?

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-This is a very
good law, it protects the innocent owner.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Who is an inno-
cent owner in the eyes of the Customs
authorities ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The man that
obeys the law.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think the clause
is abitrary and tyrannical. There may
be no collector at the port, yet a vessel
without dutiable goods on board is lia-
ble to a fine of $400 if she enters the
port.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-How is a
Custom House officer to know whether
she bas dutiable goods on board or not
unless she reports ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Suppose my
hon. friend is down salmon fishing and
runs into a bay and some officer wanting
to make a haul seizes the boat ? That
bas been done. A gentleman from the
United States, fishing in the Lower St.
Lawrence, happened to run into some
little place where there was no collector.
It took two or three weeks be ore he
could get it released.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do not know
of any such case ; I do not know that
when I have been down there fishing, I
always reported.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The case re-
ferred to was that of Sir Roderick Cam-

eron. The vessel sprung a mast, called at
a port and got a new mast. She had to
run in again at Moisie, and there she Was
seized,

H-ON. MR. DEVER-How far Was

the Custom House from the port where
she entered for repairs ?

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The Custoi
House was where she went, and she
should have reported. This is a very
good clause.

HON. MR. SCOTT-In my OPinion
it is a very arbitrary clause.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-Where there
is no custom officer there is alwayst
preventive officer and it is his place to
report to the customs. I an sure the
ignorance of the customs law will not
exempt a man from complying with the
regulation.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-The clause appears to me to be a Vey
arbitrary one. It admits that there is 0
possibility of a vessel entering a port frov
an unavoidable cause-a cause
which the captain bas no controi, and if
the vessel has on board dutiable go s
it provides for the seizure of that ves
and sale of the goods even if it can
shown that the owner did not attempt to
land the gcods or to avoid paying the
duties.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The section
provides that if the vessel enters, "unless
from stress of weather, or otherunavod-
able cause," any dutiable goods on board,
except those of an innocent owner, shall
be seized and forfeited. That muakes
the exception which the hon. gentleman
desires.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-A ship whiCb
leaves Liverpool, bound for Quebec, hs
no right to land where there is no Port
of entry except in stress of weather, the
loss of spars or some unavoidable cause4

and if she does land for other purpaos
she has no right to be there, and unles
she reports to the proper ofdicer the
vessel may be seized, but the goods '
an innocent owner on board will not
seized. I think it is a very proper clause.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.
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ION. MR READ-It would apply in
the case of a vessel coming into a port
with the object of smuggling.

The clause was agreed to.

On section 24.

RON. MR. ABBOTT-I propose to
atfend section 24.

"ON. MR. POWER - It needs
amiendment.

. 1 0N. MR. ABBOTT-The provision
111 the act refers to packages dehvered to
the importer before examination. The
act as it stands leaves it practically at the
OPtion of the customs officer to examine
the goods which are left with him as
SPles, when he pleases; and as long as
hchooses to keep them in the Custom

ouse the owner could not open the
Packages in his store. I understand that
8aiples delivered at the Customs House
fol examination now are, as a rule, dis-
POsed of within twenty-four hours, still it
was thought well to put a limit to the time
which the Custom House officer might
tetain the samples for examination, and
i he chose to retain them longer than
that time the importer may open the
goods. The limit is fixed at three days,
which is satisfactory to the importers,

Id 1 propose to add an amendment to
at effect, by inserting after " afore-
d" "provided always that this pro-

]ition shall not extend beyond a period
Or three days after the goods designated
Or examination have been actually de-

Ulvered at the examining warehouse."

lioN. MR. MACDONALD (Mid-land)-It would be very embarrassing to
a rnerchant to have his goods under re-
straint for three days. He might have
Parties in who want to see the goods
and who could not remain three days
Until they had passed the customs. I
'nnfot see why the Department, if
Properly constituted, could not make
their examination of an invoice of goods
in 24 hours.

tl ION MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-eman is not easily pleased. Under thepresent Act there is no limit to the

time, and, practically the merchants do
not deny that as a rule the importer was
allowed to open his goods in his ware-
house within 24 hours after the sample
packages were delivered to the examin-
ing warehouse.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-(Mid-
land)-Why not immediately ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The packages
have to be openand thegoods have to
be looked at, and in a busy season it is
not possible to have a staff large enough
to open every one of those packages im-
mediately after their arrival. In practice
it has been found, that as a rule the
merchants have been enabled to open
their goods within 24 hours after the
sample has been deposited in the ware-
house. The law does not prescribe any
limit however and they complain that
the customs officer might keep the sam-
ples for any length of time, and th-ey ask
to have a maximum time fixed after
which they could open their goods in
the warehouse whether the sample had
been examined or not. The maximum
has been fixed at three days.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-Assum-
ing that an importation of oo packages
had been received, the customs officers
may indicate any part of the invoice for
examination that they see fit, say ten
packages, and they are sent to the
Customs House for examination, but in
the meantime the merchant is allowed
to go on and open his goods and sell.
My hon. friend would see that it takes
very much less time to examine ten
packages than a whole shipment and he
is quite right in saying that no importer
is allowed to open any package until the
sample packages are examined.

HON. MR. DEVER - Perishable
goods should be opened and examined
immediately.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-This only
permits three days to elapse at the
utmost before the importer can open the
goods himself.

The clause was agreed to.
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On section 133,

HON. MR. ABBOTT - There has
been a dispute as to whether the Cus-!
toms officer can seize smuggled goods
without having a writ of assistance, and
in some cases the absence of a writ of
assistance enables the smuggling to be
successfully carried out. This is simply
to make it plain that the Customs officer
may seize smuggled goods without a writ
of assistance.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the
revelations rrade with respect tocertain re-
cent seizures go to show that these officers
engaged in preventing smuggling should
not have any more power than they have
at present. If anything, their powers
now are excessive; and it does not ap-
pear necessary that an officer should
show any authority for what he does, and
officers have done some most outrageous
things in the way of entering warehouses
at night, ard that sort of thing ; and then
the mere averment that the officer was
employed by the Customs seems to be a
very slim proof that he is an officer of
Customs.

The clause was agreed to.

On Section 26.

HON. MR. ABBOTT--This is an im-
provement on the law as it stood. Under
the existing law the averment was proof,
but under this Bill it is only prima facie
proof.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-There has
been more talk about the tyranny of the
Customs House officers in Montreal last
year than there was any foundation for.
I can say from personal knowledge that
most of the first-class merchants and
honest merchants in Montreal, have
approved of what was done and
I know that notwithstanding all
that has been said against the Customs
officers in Montreal nobody has been
able to prove by a tittle of evidence that
they have done anything wrong and the
honest merchants are anxious to have
this clause as strict as possible, as they
believe it will prevent a very great deal
of smuggling.

The clause was agreed to.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE from the
Committee, reported that they had made
some progress and asked leave to 5it
again on Friday.

The report was received and adopted.

The Senate adiourned at 10.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottaw a, Wednesday, Mcy 9/h, IS

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (30) " An Act to authorize the

town of Kincardine, in the counltY o
Bruce, to impose and collect certain tolls
in the harbour of the said town. (Ir.
Read)

Bill (72) " An Act to incorporate the
New York, St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway Company." (Mr. MacCalluln)

THE THCUSAND ISLANDS RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

ION. MR. DICKEY, from the CO"
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs anct
Harbors, reported Bill (84) " An Ac
respecting the Thousand Islands RailsaY
Company," with certain amendmnents

He said: This is a Bill of a hsite
what unusual character, inasmuch as it
proposes to merge into one coflPandj
under the title of the Thousand Isla-
Railway Company (a company incorpor
ated by the Province of Ontario) anOther
company which was incorporated by a
act cf this Dominion Parliamenh se
provisions of the Bill mergntg tahe to
companies into one seemed rather tO
aonlc with the legisiation alreadY hiad,
and th h authority ofthis Parliaient
and it was therefore thought proper t
make an amendment in the third Sut
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section of the first clause, in order to
Confine the transfer of the rights and.fran-
Chises, which are to be in the general

1 form, to certain sections of these acts,
that is to say the three last Unes were
struck out and instead of saying by virtue
Of these acts generally, we make it read
"by virtue of sections 33 and 35 of the
rst act and sections i8, 21 and 22, and

schedules A and B of the second
recited act," which was an amend-
rnent of the original act of the
Ontario Legislature. The other
amTendment is made in the last clause
but one in the act, clause twenty, to
nake this clause conformable to the
arlnendments of sub-section three. In
order to make it so conformable the
sections of these acts are specially re-
served in the third sub-section of the
bill as beina left under the control ot
this parlianient. These amendments
were adopted after the committee had
.heard the promoter of the bill from the

Ouse of Commons who consented to
these amendments after conferring upon
the Subject with the leader of the House.

o10N. MR. READ moved that the
aTIendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the
'was read the third time and passed.

SECOND READING.

till (69) " An Act to confirm a mort-gage given by the Central Railway Com-
'y to the Central Trust Conpany of

lÏew York to secure an issue of deben-
tures." (Mr. Wark.)

SAWDUST IN THE OTTAWA
RIVER.

!FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

,1ON. MR. MILLER, from the Com-
nIttee appointed to enquire into and

report Upon the extent and effect upon
the Ottawa River of the deposit therein
Of sawdust and other refuse of the saw-
Tills Upon'its bank, the expendiency ornecessity for preventing such deposit,
3d the measures requisite for that pur-

e; with power to send for persons
Papers, presented their first report.

He said-The report recommends the
appointment of a shorthand writer to
take the evidence, which is likely to be
voluminous. I believe there will be no
objection to this. It also recommends
that, in consequence of representations
made to the Committee that other mate-
rials are systematically emptied into the
Ottawa River, that that subject be also
referred to the Committee. It can be
easily done by striking out the words
" saw mills upon its banks." In view of
the lateness of the Session and the prob-
ability of the sittings of the Committee
lasting some time, I hope the House
will allow the report to be adopted with-
out delay.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-There is no ob-
jection, of course, to the employment of a
shorthand writer: that must be done. It
is a necessity, I fancy : but as respects
the other portion of the report, I have a
word of caution to suggest. The law as
it stands permits the Governor-in-Coun-
cil to prohibit the deposit of sawdust; in
other words, the law prohibits the depos-
iting of sawdust but allows the Govern-
or-in-Council to relax its application,
and there has been an order to relax
it so far as it applies to the Ottawa
river. The object of the Committee is
to ascertain whether it is advisable to ex-
ercise that power this spring, and it will
be necessary to complete the enquiry
before the House rises in order to enable
the Government to do so. The other
subject is not so pressing, for this rea-
son, that while it would be of great use,
no doubt, in assisting in the decision
whether legislation should be brought in
next session, it would be too late to take
any action for that purpose this year. I
have no objection at all to make the al-
teration which my hon. friend suggests,
provided the sawdust question in particu-
lar be taken up at once, if possible, and
a report made on the sawdust question
in order that that might be acted upon,
and then the other matter could cone
up in a subsequent report. With that
caution I have no objection to the
amendment being made and the report
being adopted.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-If the Com-
mittee report on the whole subject, al-
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though their recommendation may not
be acted on this session it may be the
foundation for legislation next year.

The motion was agreed to.

REPRESENTATION OF MANI-
TOBA AND BRITISH COL-

UMBIA IN THE CABINET.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. McINNES rose to enquire
Whether is it intended, and if so, when,

to have the Pacific and Prairie Sections
of the Dominion each represented in the
Queen's Privy Council of Canada?

He said-I may say that this is the
fourth time that I have brought this
matter before the notice of this House
and the Government. The first time I
brought it up I went fully into the sub-
ject to show that only one-sixteenth part
of the area of the Dominion of Canada
was represented in the Privy Council. I
also showed that. according to popula-
tion, and according to the revenue
contributed to the Dominion, each
of those sections was entitled to at
least one member in the Executive
Council. Our Dominion is divided into
three natural divisions, first that por-
tion from the Atlantic westward to
the Lake of the Woods next the
prairie section extending from the Lake
of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains,
and the third including the Pacific Pro-
vince. I was met at that time by the
then Minister of Justice, the presånt
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, with
the objection that it was not advisable
for this House to commit itself to any
cast iron rule to bind the present and
future governments, and by which each
of those three divisions should be re-
presented in the Cabinet. Of course I
dissented from the views expressed by
the then leader of the Government for
the following reasons-not only for the
reasons that I have already given, that we
were more than entitled according to
area-that we were entitled by popula-
tion and by the revenue we contribute
to the general fund of Canada, but that
there were thirteen Cabinet Ministers. I
asked as a right, not as a favor, that each
of those two western sections should

have one representative in the Cabinet
That would leave eleven portfolios Still
to lie distributed among the older PrO'
vinces of the Dominion. He st t
at that time also that it was not
advisable to have the number o
Cabinet Ministers increased. Since that
time, instead of the number of Cabinet
Ministers being decreased, they have
been increased. We have to-day 15
members of the Privy Council, twO O
them without portfolio, and I clair no"
as I did then, that it is in the public in'
terest that those two important sections
of the Dominion shoiuld have at least One
representative each at the CouncilBoad
I claim that the present occasion sa
very opportune one for the Governlment
to make an appointment from among the
Senators or Members of the Coml.onsI
representing either one of those sectionf
to which I refer. A portfolio is vaca
by the sad and unfortunate death of the
late Minister of the Interior, a vacancy
in the Department that, of all others, be
longs to the western sections of the
Dominion, for nearly all the busines
transacted in the Department of the In'
terior is connected with the Province 0
Manitoba,the North West Territories ent
British Columbia. That is the presen
condition of affairs and in all probability
will continue to be the conditIOf
for the next quarter or half a centUry,
and as we have able men representing
Manitoba, the North-West Territore1
and British Columbia, who are in acCOr.
with the ministry of the day, I think it i5
only right and proper that one of the0
ought to be selected for that important
department. I will begin by first nLaminng
the hon. gentleman who has been devot-
ing so much time and energy towads
distributing important and valuable In
formation respecting the Great Macken'
zie Basin, the hon. gentleman fro S
kirk ; then we have the hon. gentleman
from St. Boniface, the hon. member from
*Kildonan, besides two or three other able
men in the House of Commons from the
province of Manitoba-any of these gent
lemen would certainly be a credit to te
government, and with thedr intit
knowledge of our great North-West at
West would discharge the duties Of tha
department in a more enlightefed an
satisfactory manner than ever bef0re'

HoN. MR. DICKEY.
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Ir . .th It is not in accordance with
the feelings of the leader of the
government that any of those gentlemen
should become members of the govern-
thent, then we have my hon. colleague
fromn Victoria (Mr. Macdonald) in this
Charnber, and two very able representa-
tives of Victoria in the House of Com-Ions, and one from the district of Van-
coUver, besides two or three others from
the mainland. I hope the government
till See their way clear towards giving
the vacant portfolio either to Mani-toba, the North-West Territories or Bri-
tish Columbia.

.1ON. MR. ABBOTT-As my hon.
fend truly says, he has already brought

is mnatter to the notice of the House
On More than one occasion, and it
aPPears to me that the admirable answer
which was given to the motion that he
11lade in r886, by the then Minister of
.lÌstice,-the present Lieutent Governor
of Ontario-should have been conclusive
t tn'y hon. friend, and should have con-

ne!I.ed him that this kind of application,
o 'nquiry, or motion was not one that
COuld be deaIt with in the mode which

e Proposes. My hon. friend treats the
"'alter as if the Privy Council was simply
a collection of oflicers appointed by theCrown, each with separate functions.
iterely ministerial functions, which they

ay be supposed to be able to perform,
forgetting that in point of fact it does

ot in the slightest degree possess that
eter. The Privy Council, or

Ch binet, is a body composed of men not
Chosen by the Government, but men
th -sen by the people who have proved
ter cOmpetence for the position they
th -uPy by their ability in public life, by
ir popularity and by the

uence which they wield in the country
tio not by any particular mode of selec-

n by any person, by the Crown or
Ybdy else. The Prime Minister is

%Pfnsible for his Cabinet-that he and
hi8 Cabinet will command a majority in
bath houses.

O10N. MR. POWER-No, in the
er House only ?

'ON. MR. ABBOTT-In theory in
bathouses, but practically in the Lower

House ; and if he is to be prevented
frorn associating with him men whom he
thinks will command that confidence
and majority, how, possibly, can he be
held responsible for it ? The fact is,
that the proposition which is involved in
my hon. friend's question is one which
strikes directly at the root of responsible
Government. I do not propose to make
a speech on this subject or to expatiate
on this principle, because I think it
must be obvious to anyone. It is per-
fectly true that in associating himself
with members from the different portions
of the Dominion, the Premier has al-
ways found it convenient and judicious
to select men who have the confidence
of their respective provinces, having due
regard always to retain the confidence
of the whole House, composed of repre-
sentatives from all the Provinces, and
there has been a kind of conventional un-
derstanding that, as far as possible, it
should be done in certain proportions.. But
there can be no more binding rule laid
down than that, unless the country be
divided up into districts and it be a fixed
and invariable rule that each of those
distric.ts be represented in the Cabinet.,
That, under responsible Government,,
would be an impossibility. It may hap-
pen that the Premier could so arrange as
to have in his Cabinet men who com-
mand the requisite confidence, and who
might form the desired proportion from
every Province.

HON. MR. McINNES-Each Prov-
ince is represented by a certain number
of Senators and Members of the Com-
mons-

HON. MR. ABBOTT-But the two
things are entirely different and my hon.
friend does not seem to thoroughly real-
ize the principle on which the Cabinet
is formed. Of course each of us here
represents a division and each tof the
members of the House of Commons re-
presents an electoral division. That is
the mode adopted to get a 'representa-
tion of the whole people. They do re-
present the people, and the persons who
possess the confidence of those represent-
atives are the men who compose the
Cabinet.
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Hox. MR. POWER-Does the hon.
gentleman think that if there were no
representatives of the Province of Que-
bec in the Cabinet that would not be a
reasonable ground for asking the ques-
tion which my hon. friend from British
Columbia has asked?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If there were
no representatives of the Province of
Quebec in the Cabinet, the Ministry
would not command a majority in the
House and that would be an end of the
Ministry. It would no doubt be a legiti-
mate ground of complaint from Quebec
that their Province was unrepresented
in the Cabinet, but there is a consider-
able difference, I must say, between the
Province of Quebec and the Province of
which my hon. friend speaks, in point
of numbers and importance.

HON MR. McINNES (B.C.)-Why
not give them a representative in thê
Cabinet without portfolio, so that he can
be consulted in all matters pertaining to
that, province ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
professes that he is here for the purpose
of giving advice to the Cabinet on those
subjects. That is what he has been sent
here for, and if he can get a majority of
the members, the representatives of the
people, to be of the same opinion as he
is, he can turn the ministry out, if his
province is not represented. After the
number of explanations that stand on
our official report on this subject, it is
not necessary for me to go further into
the matter, and I simply answer my
hon. friend, as I was obliged to answer
him last year, that the Government
cannot inform him what advice they
propose to give His Excellency as to the
formation of the Cabinet, and really it is
a question which a member of the Privy
Council is not in a position to answer.

DOMINION SAVINGS BANKS IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. McINNES inquired:-
" Is it the intention of the Governmentto

abolisb any or all of the branches of the
Dominion Savings Bank in British Colum-
bia, and substitute branches of the Post
Office Savings Bank ?"

He said-I have been informed, uPOn
what 1 consider very good authoritY, that
it is the intention of the Government to
abolish all the Dominion branches of the
savings banks in the Pacific province
We have no Post Office savings banks,
and the proposal is, as I understand It,
to abolish Dominion savings banks, and
to substitute for them Post Office savings
banks. If such is the case, it will entail
a considerable amount of inconvenience
and in many instances, hardship, on a
considerable portion of the people of the
western province. As I understand it,
the Post Office system is such that a
pass book has to be returned to the pOst
Office Department at Ottawa before a
cheque can be issued. It is different
with the Dominion savings banks..
all that is necessary to do is
to present the pass book at the
agent's office and you receive a cheque
which is honored by any bank. Under
the proposed change it may entail Con
siderable loss and at least a delay of tw
weeks, and I hope that the presen 1
system, which is highly satisfactorY,.
not be disturbed. I have also beengiven
to understand that a similar effort ea
made last year, after the removal o kthe
agent of the Dominion Savings Bank d
Sydney,Cape Breton, to transfer the ffals
of the Bank to the Post Office. I have als 0

heard it stated that another effort a
made to do the same thing in Newcastle'
New Brunswick, but it came to the ears
of the representatives of the Provinctle
the other House and they proteste
against it, and it was immediately droP'
ped. From my reading of the speech
of Sir Charles Tupper yesterday inhn
other Chamber, I am inclined to thîn
that it is the intention to do away with te
Dominion Savings Bank as speedilY at
possible. I think it would be a grea
misfortune. I think the Dominion Sav
ings Bank ought to be encouraged rather
than withdrawn, and if the GovernIen
would pay a little more interest on the
money of the people of Canada, so tha
that moncy should remain amfongst Ou'-
selves, it would be better than to aliov
large armounts of interest to go f o
the country every year. Instead oa it
ering the rate of interest, I think that it
ought to be kept at least at what it is, or

1 perhaps a little higher. I hope the hon.
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Minister will give me the assurance that
It is not the intention to interfere with
the existing state of our Savings Banks in

ritish Columbia.

,ON. MR. ABBOTT-I regret very
thWch that I cannot give the assurance
that the hon. gentleman asks for. It has
formed the subject of very careful con-
hideration by the Government, and they
bave decided, and I think declared their
Policy, to substitute the Post Office Sav-
Salgs Bank system for the Dominion
Savings Bank system where it is practic~

ale, from time to time, without too much
disturbing the existing arrangement andappointments. That is the policy they
Propose to carry out.

1ION. MR. MAcINNES (Burlington)
I am very glad to hear what has been

stated by the leader of the Government
!n.this House with reference to Dom-
"'ton Savings Banks, that they are going
O be incorporated with the Post Office
avings Banks. The Commission, of

Which I happened to be a member, ex-
arnined into the system of keeping the
accounts in both departments, and this
is What we say in reference to it in our
report :

" The Dominion Savings Banks : These
-4re altogether independent of the Post Office
payings Banks and are all in the outlying

with the exception of one at
oronto--namely at Nova Scotia, New
ti newick, Prince Edward Island and Bri-
th Columbia. The system of conducting

e business of the Dominion Savings Banks
tOMPares unfavorably with that of~the Post
)A ce Department and they are of the
Plinion that it is most desirable to incorpo-

rate the Dominion and Post Office Savingsheiks togethier."
That was the recommendation which

"as made by the Civil Service Commis--soin, of which I happened to be a mem-
ber. Now the effect of it will be, in my
1Pirion, that the accounts will be moreaccurately kept, and it will save a multi-
Pliation of offices. We know that the?ost Office Savings Bank is conducted
4 a Most efficient and able officer at the
present time, and he is the same officer
Who Was at the head of it then, that is
Mr. Cunningham Stewart ; therefore, I
aM very glad to learn fron the leader of
the government that it is the intention to

zicorporate the Dominion Savings Bank
With the Post Office Savings Bank.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)- I
would like to ask the leader of the House
if in making this change, the government
intend to arrange it so that the people of
our western provinces will have the same
conveniences under the Post Office Sav-
ings Bank system that they have now-
that is when they go to the Post Office
with their pass books, can they
get cheques - that they can take
to the bank and get cashed,
or will they require that the
book shall be transferred from British
Columbia to the Department at Ottawa
before the money is paid ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I am unable
to discuss with my hon. friend the details
of the arrangement, but I can assure
him of this, that in nakng the transi-
tion from one system to the other, the
Government will take care to give all
possible convenience to those who
deposit in the Post Office Savings Bank;
and I have no doubt that, in the pàrticu-
lar to which he refers, they will have the
same facilities in the Post Office Savings
Bank as they now have in the Dominion
Savings Bank.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-I wish
to add that 1 consider this change to be
an infringement on the rights of the Pro-
vinces. It was a right which the people
had in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island and British
Columbia, before confederation, and
stronger and better reasons ought to be
given by the leader of the Government
for the proposed change.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Do I under-
stand the hon. gentleman to state that
there were Dominion Savings Banks in
in all those Provinces before Confedera-
tion ?

ION. MR. McINNES-Government
Savings Banks, precisely the same-and
not only that, but we got five per cent.,
on all moneys deposited in that bank.

HON. ML MACDONALD (B. C.)-
Yes, we had it in British Columbia,
and the system was practically the same,
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INDIAN AFFAIRS IN
COLUMBIA.

BRITISH

MOTION.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)
moved

That a humble Address be presented to
Hie Excellency the Governor General;
praying that is Excellency will be pleased
to cause to be laid before this House, copies
of all correspondence between the Superin-
tendent of Indian Affairs in British Columbia
and the Government on the subject of esta-
blishing Industrial Schools for Indians in
British Columbia.

He said : In bringing this question
to the notice of bon. gentlemen, I an
fully aware of the difficulty to be
encountered in presenting even the out-
lines of any scheme or theory for the
more satisfactory and economical
management of Indians. Nearly
everyone who thinks at all on this sub-
ject bas his own theory.

When a similar question was before
the House a few days ago, the hon.
Minister was good enough to invite the
aid of any hon. gentleman in preparing a
plan or in suggesting a remedy for exist-
ing defects. In my opinion, no member
not properly charged with the duty,
either as one of a commission or in some
other capacity, would undertake a task
of that nature, especially with the chance
of his labors and his suggestions not
being accepted. Nevertheless, I con-
sider it my duty, and I am here for the
purpose, of pointing out the state of
affairs as they are, and to suggest such
changes as, in my humble opinion,would
be beneficial.

I attach no blame to the administra-
tion for the present system, it bas crept
on year by year. I rather take some of
the blame on my own shoulders for the
agency system now prevailing in British
Columbia. In looking up some data in
connection with this matter, I was much
gratified to find in the reports of the
North-West agencies, that Lieutenant-
Governor Dewdney, who is at the head
of those agencies, holds the same opin-
ions, with myself, on the management
and treatment of Indians. He is fully
alive to the necessity of making them
self-supporting, which can only be done
by breaking up the demoralizing influence

of the band and tribal community Of
interests. With that end in view,
reservations are being sub-divided
and land allotted in severalty,
and individual industry is being encour-
aged and stimulated. The Lieutenant
Governor in his report says, that rnany
Indians have large areas of land under
cultivation and own horses and cattle,
and that some of them raised 'enough
food to maintain themselves for a part
of the year. I make this digression from
the subject more immediately before us,
on account of the pleasure I have in
bringing into prominence the fact tbat
there are three industrial schools Il
operation in the North West, and seven
or eight day schools, in which girls
and boys are instructed, many of whom'
we may expect to inter-marry and live in
an improved condition. I will be able
to show, before I sit down, that the day
schools are of little or no use, especially
when distant from the camp. Children
go back to their tribe without being
trained in industrial pursuits and without
the strength to resist the force of their for-
mer habits and the habits of their friends
and after a short time they fali back to
the level of the uneducated Indians.
hope to show, from the experience O
others, that the Industrial School in the
camp-not away from it-is the onll
and proper means of educating and el-
evating the Indians, the only way to
make them self-reliant and industrous,
and the only way to break up the baln
ful tribal system. Now that Canada
bas made a commencement in this patb
of progress, it is to be hoped that ever
encouragement will be given the India
to proceed in that utilitarian direction.
To come back to British Columbia,
may mention that Indian affairs are uns
der a Superintendent, who receives
$3,ooo a year and travelling expensffic
and an assistant, who does ail the Office
and routine work, at a salary of $800
There are six sub-agencies, the agents
receiving each $1200 salary and trave-
ing expenses. I have prepared a state
ment showing the c:st of managem
for five years from 1882 to 1g86e 0
follows :-
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I regret to have to say that I consider
that money very badly applied, that a
very small share of it goes to the Indians,
and there is no adequate return, and
here I desire to impress on the Govern-
ment the advisability of taking steps with-
out delay to apply that to instruction in
industrial pursuits. Every one of those
agents should be an instructor of some
kind, either in farming, fishing, carpenter
work, blacksmithing, boat building, net
making,spinning and weaving, or in some
calling, and the wives of the agents, where
there are wives, might have industrial
schools for girls, where cooking and
house keeping, sewing, making and
mending might be taught. In this way
the Indians would become qualified to
earn their own living in civilized com-
munities, and avert the danger of be-
coming a burden on the state.

We have a large latent force in our
Indian population, which under system-
atic training, might be made most useful
and remunerative. Some of our Indians
are now employed in fishing and
canning salmon, andin deep sea
and seal fishing, as deck hands on
river steamers, and in various other
occupations ; but they lack the
elements of perseverance and frequently
leave off work from idleness and remain
idle until they have spent their earnings
and again feel the pinch of hunger.
Farming is carried on in some parts
of the country with various degrees of
success, but continual complaints come
from the local superintendent to the
Dominion Government of the insufficien-
cy of the reserves, and the scarcity of
water for irrigation in parts of the pro-
vince. Complaints are made that the
provincial authorities sacrifice the In-
dians' interests to the advantage of the
white voter-because he is a voter.

At present, the food supply is abun-
dant, so abundant that great waste and
recklessness prevail. Thousands of sal-
mon are caught, the belly pieces only
being cut off to salt, and the balance of
the fish thrown away. Hundreds of deer
are slaughtered for the sake of the skins,
and the carcases left to rot in the woods.
As the country fills up, and the land be-
comes occupied, as the borders of our
rivers and creeks and bays become
peopled, the supply of natural food will
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become more scarce year by year, and
unless the Indians are trained to practise
economy, and to earn their living like the
white man, they will, ere long, suffer
from scarcity of food.

Our Indians are fully capable of re-
ceiving instruction in mechanical and
other industrial pursuits. I have myself
seen many of them pretty good carpen-
ters, boatbuilders, blacksmiths, farmers,
fishermen, net makers, &c. I am not
theorizing on this subject : I speak from
actual experience. I have seen the great
civilizing and industrial work carried on
at the Mission of Metlakathla. But that
trained band has left this country through
a most unfortunate misunderstandingwith
the government and through the misrepre-
sentations of the local superintendant.
1 I have before me extracts from the
report of a commissioner appointed by
the House of Representatives of the
United States in 1885, to inquire into
the position of Indian reservations and
Indian schools, and other matters. The
government of that country has not had
the best reputation for its management
of Indians, but of late years there has
been a marked improvement, and a
deeper interest is taken in those much
despised people.

After visiting a number of agencies
from Dakota to the Pacific, and hearing
the testimony of Indian agents, school
teachers and clergymen of different de-
nominations, the Commissioners came
to the following conclusions :

x. That in the short time at their dis-
posal they could not make a close in-
spection of the expenditure and the ac-
counts of the different agencies, but they
were impressed with the belief that there
is no branch of the public service where
the opportunities are so great for pecu-
lation and embezzlement as the Indian
service, none where detection is so diffi-
cult, none where the discretion of the
public officer is so great.

2. The Government of late years has
expended large sums in the effort to
educate the Indian children-and find
school building with all modern im-
provements have been put up.

The system inaugurated embraces
x. Day schools
2. Industrial schools on reservation

entirely under Government.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD.

3. Industrial schools remote fro0' the
reservation entirely controlled by the
government.

4. Denominational Mission Sch,
on the reservations aided by, and main y
kept by the Government.

5. Denominational and other Indie
trial Schools off the reservations in
main supported by the Government.

6. Institutions off the reservatiOn
in which Indian children are admittf
the Government paying a given sunm for
each child.

7. To these should be added sch
established by Christian denomXinatons
in connection with Missions on In
reservations receiving no aid.

They condemn day schools Of
reservations as the educated Indians8g
back to their people not trained to any
occupation ; they have not the strengt t
resist the old habit of the camp 6f
are open to the taunts and ridicule
their friends and very soon they fall
into their former Indian habits.

The day school on the reservatOn
although condemned, is more usefulY
the parents see the gradual inprol
ment of their children and when
children leave school they Mid the
naturally with their friends, and le'
shock to their feelings is les--and
hurtful to them

The Industrial School off the da
servation is more useful than the
schools, but is not desirable.

The industrial schools on the rese'
tions are highly recommended as the
most useful and beneficial of all, frora, ýth
elevating influence exerted on theo
people, as well as oh the children.
witness this industrial work going O
their midst, and they take an interest
the progress of their children, and hees
an exa-nple from their industry, weat
in schools off the reserve, this stin
ing and beneficial example is lost, th
old Indians not being ablê--tO ei
daily progress, and the childrel retrl
strangers, with strange habits to theirO
homes, leading to discontent. that I

I think hon. gentlemen will seeh ex
have given some reasons, from the
perience of others, to show that - the
lishing industrial schools in cam P 10
true and only way -of improving O r
dians. Education to the Indian, WIt
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few exceptions, is of no use : With
education he must be taught to earn his

ng. With education and industry
going hand in hand there is every reason
to look forward with confidence to the

ldians becoming good and usefulCitizens.

.The report of the United States Com-Maission, from which I have given
extracts, is founded on practical common
sense and I hope bas interested those
Who desire the elevation of our Indians.

I do not know what the opinion of
the Hon. Minister is on this most im-
Portant subject, but the report referred
tO, and the conclusions arrived at are
Well Worth the perusal of those charged

th the management of Indian affairs
l the Dominion of Canada.

Before taking my seat, I have to ex-
Press My deep regret at the sudden loss
Of the much esteemed head of the

ePartment, which takes cognizance of
such matters as this. I feel sure that if
the lfe of the Hon. Mr. White had been

ared, he would have brought
ut reform in the management of

'dian affairs. He had already by per-
sotal Visitation, shown his anxiety to be-
t'ore acquainted with the wants and re-
ÈIreents of the Indians, and to make

1self thoroughly acquainted,he visited
ritish Columbia and the North West

tWice, and in every way-from a public
private standpoint, his death is to

deplored. I trust that his mante
y fall on an equally capable and

PtflStaking man.

thoN. MR. GIRARD-I must thank
Shonr member from British Columbia

ho bas brought this question beforethe louse. It is one of very great im-
Ptoance. We all look for some scheme

In1prove the condition of the Indians.
stat 1am of opinion, as I have already
'tted in this House, that the time has

ed when something must be done
0tine way or other, for the emancipa-

oi 0f these poor people. I do not
chtate to say that these Industrialio0ls which have been established in

toerent parts of the North West Terri-
have been of great benefit to the

100 s. We can easily learn this bypublg at the reports which have been
Publiahed. As the hon. member from

British Columbia bas said, the only way
to improve these people is by training
them ii these industrial schools. If they
are thus trained the result will be of great
benefit to the whole Dominion. Before
long they will drop their native languages
and speak English only, and when that
time comes most of the difficulties which
exist between the Indian tribes will disap-
pear. There are now in the North West
Territories three Industrial Schools. One
of them, at Qu'Appelle, is certainly a de-
cided success. To give an illustration
of the benefits of the education imparted
to these Indians, I might instance the
case ot a boy who has just left that in-
stitution. The inspector refers to him
as follows :-

" Since the school was ope ned, only one
of our boys has been allowed to leave, a son
of Chief O'Soup. I am pleased to quote
the following passage from a letter of Mr.
Inspector McGibbon: 'I have juet been
vieiting the reserves, and called on Mr.
O'Soup. His son was working well, and
the instructions received at your school
have been of great use to himn, Mr. O'Soup
has about fifty acres under crop, all looking
well; cattle also; and in excellent condi-
tion, and he has a nice bouse, and alto.
gether bas a splendid place.'"

That is an exceptional case. It is the
first instance of a young man leaving
school and starting for himself, and here
we can see the beneficial effect of his
training. There is as much intelligence
among the Indians as among the white
people. I was told the other day by
Bishop Clut that the Indians readily
acquire the syllabic language which is
taught them. He told me that one of
the scholars under his care learned that
language in fifteen days. If any of our
youngchildren could do the same work in
two weeks,it would occasion some surprise.
At the Industrial School, Qu'Appelle,
there are now ninety-four pupils. In the
beginning it was not easy to keep them.
The parents themselves, not having
received any education, did not care to
send their children and took them away
fron time to time, but the value of
education is now. better understood.
The good care that the pupils receive at
the school begins to be appreciated, and
before long the graduates of those schools
will become teachers themselves among
their friends. They will be prepared not
only to give them lessons in the
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cultivation of the soil but also
to teach them what they have learned in
the school besides. At these institutions
there are carpenter shops and black-
smith shops, and other shops will be
added soon. In these different shops a
certain number of boys are regularly em-
ployed, taking their education at the
same time. A part of the day is given
to learning the different trades. I think
it is the greatest service which can be
rendered to these young children. Let
us civilize the Indians and we will have
intelligent, loyal and devoted citizens of
Canada. You will find among these In-
dians some who are cultivating their
lands at the present day with a great
deal of intelligence and I may add
that prizes have been taken by them,
even at the last show at Regina,
where they competed with their white
fellow citzens. They were award-
ed the prizes because they were
entitled to them. The one at Qu'Ap-
pelle is well known as a Catholic insti-
tution. The professors are priests and
I think they are favored with the atten-
tion of the tisters, because the institution
is open to young boys and girls. The
services rendered there to these young
people are certainly of very great value.
We know that those poor Indians are
not models of cleanliness, but they will
learn, from those under whose care they
are, lessons of cleanliness, morality and
good habits of housekeeping, which will
render them, not only among them-
selves but everywhere else, useful ser-
vants, very much appreciated for their
devotion and their industry. We accuse
the Indians of being lazy. They are
only lazy because they have nothing
to do : they have never been taught
to do better, but as soon as it is pos-
sible to cultivate in them a spirit of
economy and prudence, you will see
them able to appear before society
and the world in as favorable a
light as other people. There is another
institution at Battleford, under the man-
agement of Protestafits, which is very
successful. There are ninety-four pupils
in the institution at Qu'Appelle, and only
forty-four at Battleford. They are under
good care, are well taught and have a
chance of learning some trade, either in
the carpenter or blacksmith shop, as at

HON. MR. GIRARD.

the institution at Qu'Appelle. I think
these industrial schools will regenerate
the Indian population, and the Gove-
ment ought not to hesitate in expetisl
money to carry out the system. I. is
the interest of the public. Sometilch
large sums are risked in enterprises wh
are of no public benefit, but in this Case
it is not only an act of humanitY, but
directly in the interest of the Dominiol
We cannot much longer keep these Th
dians at the public expense. There
must be an end to all that. For the
present generation, at least, and perhaeP
for another generation, it will be neces-
sary to take care of them. We hale
kept them like children and will have tO
continue to treat them so, but understa
system of training at these indUStf'
schools they will soon learn to take C
of themselves, and the result will prove
beneficial to the whole Dominion.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I rIut
always commend in this House th
attempt of any hon. gentlemen to throw
light on this Indian question. Ce fore
in any attempts which have heretO
been made in that direction, the Gov-
ernment have always received sugge
tions from myself, or from others
have taken part in debates of this kh
with a willingness to be informed on the
subject which convinces me that thel
are anxious to get all the informlatio1

they can. Therefore I am glad to e
my hon. friend from British ColU- ce,
and my hon. friend from St Bonitoac
bringing this subject under the attenith
of the Governmenc and I concur t'he
them in many of the remarks that tbe
have made At the same time, it is but
fair to the Government to say that4 tiol
are taking steps in precisely the direcUoU
indicated by the two hon. gentlemen
have spoken. 1 had not noticed it bafOt
because we do not deal with these 111

ters in this House, but
looking at a copy of the estimatese
that the Indian fund for the Wh0
Canada, which was under one o
dollars before this year, is now o. 1

million, and I may say that we recei s
the North-West Territories the
share of that amount. Last yearn Xo
ceived $861,ooo; the govenment votefi
propose to spend, if they carry tha
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he Rouse of Commons, $8 76,ooo in the
1orth-West, or an increase of $15,ooo.
>oW this increase-and I would call the
be. gentleman's attention to it-is pre-
£8elY in the direction they have indi-
Cated. For instance, in the matter of
Itdustrial schools, the amount appropri-
%ted is $13,ooo of an increase. There
8, besides, for Indian clothing for boys

5and $2,3o, making an aggregate
industrial school purposes, directly

a'Id indirectly, an increase of about
$17,ooo. There is, besides, a special
Und which was not in the estimates of
ast year or the year before-that is
$3,ooo for improvements on the Qu'-
4 PPelle Industrial School, the veryele that my hon. friend from
S. Boniface states and states with
great justice, is doing valuable work in
that country. But in addition to this,
te Government seem to have gone even
<lrther and beyond the range where they
are called upon to deal with the Indians
'beyond the range of the treaty Indians
they are proposing to give $2,ooo to a
.Munity of Indians on the PeaceVer if the missionaries shall raise
$:,10 more. I think it is but fair to

8ive the Government credit for the offer,
t east, to deal fairly and squarely with

question and their efforts seem to
190nt in the direction indicated by my
twO hon. friends.

NON. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)
-My hon. friend did not hear my re-

4arks: I gave the Government full
redit for what they had done in that

direction. I did not wish to detract
04 them in any way.

NON. MR. SCHULTZ-I agree with
r4Y hon. friends as to the importance of
UIs8 subject, and agree with them, too,

t t is a misfortune that the tribal sys-
. has prevailed so long among the

'dians and so often defeats the
Guernment and the missionaries in

n1 out their good work, for
s quite true that these young

lfrequently go back to their Indian
tives and in a few years, in the chase

d the idleness of the camp, forget all
ey have learned. How are you to get0 er this? How are you to divide father

son-and mother from daughter? It

is only through these industrial schools
that you can reach this important ques-
tion. I notice that an amendment to
the Indian Act is proposed which will
lead up to the direction indicated by the
hon. gentlemen who have addressed the
House to-day.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I must say
that I appreciate highly the moderaet tone
in which my hon. friends have discussed
this matter, and the useful information
they have given us as to this system of
industrial schoos. No doubt they ob-
served that the policy of the Govern-
ment is precisely in accord with their
views on that subject. The Government
have adopted the system of industrial
schools, and if found as successful as
they seem to have been up to this time,
there is no doubt whatever that the use
of them will be largely increased. There
is no objection, of course, whAtever to
my hon. friend's motion asking for cor-
respondence on this subject, and I may
say that he will find there are two in-
dustrial schools on the mainland about
being established in British Columbia,
and.one on Vancouver Island. There
has been some delay, unfortunately, in
the commencemeut of them, but the in-
tention is to proceed with them and put
them in operation immediately.

The motion was agreed to.

THE TUDOR DIVORCE CASE.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day having been
called :

Resuming Debate on motion Honorable
Mr. Ogilvie for adoption of Report of Select
Committee to whom was referred Bill (F)
for relief of Eleonora Elizabeth Tudor.-
(Honorable Mr. Ogilvie).

HON. MR. ALEXANDER said-I
rise with considerable diffidence to re-
sume the debate on this motion, because
from having so many other matters of
importance to attend to, I have not been
able to arrange my thoughts. Therefore
my remarks shall be very brief. I think
that the House must have been somewhat
amused to observe the conflict of opinion
between two very distinguished legal lumi-
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naries, one of whom is not in his place.
I refer to the hon member from Amherst,
and the distinguished Senatorfrom Barrie.
We might well say that when two eminent
lawyers, one an old judge of the Courts
and another a gentleman who pretends
to be one of the highest legal authorities,
differ, we may well hesitate to pronounce
an opinion ? I take this opportunity of
expressing my regret that I interrupted
the speech of the hon. member from
Barrie, but I did so because I was exceed-
ingly annoyed, session after session, since
that member entered this Chamber, at
his interrupting me. I thought it exceed-
ingly unkind on his part, and on the part
of others I could name, frequently des
troying the effect of speeches I had pre.
pared carefully in the interests ofthe coun-
try. I congratulate the hon. gentleman
on the able statement which he presented
to this House, citing authorties of the
House of Lords, and I congratulate him
on having arrived at a conclusion which
appears to me to be the most just. I may
mention that I conferred to-day with one
whom I consider the highest legal auth-
ority, and he said he had no hesitation
in saying that the arguments of the hon.
gentleman from Barrie were the most sound
and his conclusion the most logical. We
have all had experience of the Courts of
Justice and Chancery and is not the
great object of all the Courts to render
justice to those who have been wronged ?
What are the courts established for but
to do right-to decide when a man
comes into court with a wrong that that
wrong shall be righted? When logical
reasoning and conclusions upon certain
evidence are used to defeat the ends of
justice, such wrangling is to be disap-
proved. It is used in the wrong direc-
tion. I need not refer to the arguments
of the hon. member for Amherst at all,
because as the House must have felt,
they were the reasonings of a gentleman
brought up in a place like Amherst.
We do not want lawyers here, but men
to adjudicate upon grave questions as
Christian statesmen. We come here,
like the hon. gentleman from Midland,
(Mr. Macdonald), to enunciate the ideas
of a Christian and enlightened mind.
We have before us some melancholy
experiences of life. How often have we
seen young women, educated and trained

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.

by good Christian parents, of the most
exemplary and most estimable characte?
unfortunately throw themselves into the
hands of men who may be of their 0* 0

station of life, but are not worthy of sucb
wives. The respondent in this case, a
was brought out in the evidence before
the Committee, and referred to yesterdaY
by the hon. member from Midland, Was
in the-habit of leaving his home nightll
and not returning until late hours and
she naturally asks, to go where ?

HON. MR. POWER-To the club.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
believe in men marrying well-traner
religious, good women, and leaving thelt
home nightly to go to a club, or to WOr
places to which I will not refer.
hon. gentleman from Midland exprest
most proper and correct views upon
subject. We know very well that thoen
whose habits of life are not what thel
should be, take the precaution to COV
over their improper deeds. They tike
very good care, while they are indulgi
in what is wrong, that it should not et
known to the public. This respondCD
appears to have acted, during his n
ried life, in such a manner as tO a
this American lady adopt the Coure

which she did. What other Coure
had that young Christian wife o
pursue, but to leave hirm for
ever for her own peace ? h
could he be a proper father to her C

dren ? When she gets up in the rn
ing, daily, it is to mourn the melanlc
step she took in marrying hini. de
anyone blame her for leaving him unber
such circumstances ? Her regard for
children required her to leave f
What is society coming to in this cOlOI ?
We know cases where men have, by their
conduct, alienated the affections of tbe
wives. We know such a case where the
wife left her husband in her anguis Ofr
mind, and in her sorrow, and ru
says her mind became deranged fr00

her sorrows. And yet ladies professith
to be proper and religious, associate th
that man, who has blighted the affect her
of a good Christian wife, and drive0

away in anguish, talking of a pltO"
affection for a man who has bhied
the life of such a good wife:
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what a state of society ! ! ! ! ! Rome, in common with the other mem-
rhere is such a case in Toronto, and bers of that Church who pre here, by

JOW sunk must be that circle of Toronto the hon. gentleman from Woodstock, to
8Ciety who countenance such heartless vote for this Bill. I may mention inci-
'eVity! It is time that public sentiment dentally that I am somewhat surprised
sbould be aroused, it is time that the at the information he gave us that his
1)or and the good of the land and the ancestors some three generations back
lress of the country should rise and had belonged to the Church of Rome.
e eansetheupper strata of Toronto society I can only express my strong sernse of
' snall that aristocratic clique, who are the great loss which that Church has ex-

distinguished for their concert and pre- perienced, arising from the fact that the
4sion and such heartless depravity. hon. gentleman has not followed in the

'Wile the churches are trying to incul- footsteps of his ancestors. Fortunately
Cate Pure and virtuous principles-those for this House, as a general rule it is not
Principleswhich make home a blessing- necessary to consider in this Chamber
'e behold that clique, referred to, show- the evidence submitted by the Commit-
ifg such an evil example. We may tees which have no deal with cases of
'el hold on to the principles divorce. As a rule Committees are una-
0f our religion. Our courts nimous or nearly so in the decisions at
&te not always a protection. We trust which they arrive ; consequently it is
that all the churches will unite to put not the duty of the other members of the
right that which is wrong-to frown House to consider the evidence at all.
down such a depraved state of society. In this case we were informed at the
Our religion is our chief protection. very opening of the debate on this
'hen let us cherish and uphold our Bill, that there was a very
ch1urches and our ministers, no matter wide difference of opinion amongst
'hat Our differences of opinion may be. members of the Committee ; and, under
We know that there are differences of the circumstances, it became*the duty of
01inion in the Christian churches. Let the other members of the House who
48 look to the Cross of Christ as the were not members of the Committee to
sYmbol of Christ's agony around which read the evidence for themselves so as to
all Christians should draw. Let us honor be able to judge to the best of their
the cross because it reminds us of the ability as to the merits of the case. I

acYrifice of our Saviour for mankind. The read the evidence yesterday with a good
Weil being of society depends upon bear- deal of care, and I shall mention the
'r8R With each other in our different views conclusion which I have come to on the
Of church discipline. We have one com- matter. The first fact which must strike
410Q interest. The members of the everyone who reads this evidence, is that
Church of Rome have a deep interest in the marriage was an uufortunate marriage
sustaining the Protestant churches; and from the beginning. The secret of the
the mrembers of the Protestant churches unhappiness, which seems*to have begun
hve a deep interest in sustaining the almost from the union of the parties,
Church of Rome. When a member of was that it was not a marriage of affec-
the Church of Rome does wrong, he tion. From the early history of the case
raust confess it. He is required to make it would seem that the husband was in-
restitution and repair the wrong ; other- duced to narry Miss Tudor more on
Wise he will be excommunicated. Does account of the fact that she was worth
t4 Anglican Church at times appear in- $200,oo, than from any affection he
different about some of its prominent had for her ; and I think all the
church members dong wrong? We unhappy consequences which followed
should like the bishops of that church to from the union are to be credited
eIswer that question. (The hon. gen- to that fact. It appears that
tlemuan here concluded his remarks in after their marriage they went to live in

rench) the house of the husband's father. It
does not appear that the husband in any

lON. MR. POWER-I have been ap- way ill treated his wife-that he was un-
Pealed to as a member of the Church of kind to her, or that he was guilty of any
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actual misconduct. It does appear that
from a very early period of their married
life the husband neglected his wife ; that
instead of spending his evenings at home,
he spent them at the club, and I am not
very much suprised at that. He had
not married his wife because be loved
her, but probably because he thought it
was a suitable marriage in a pecuniary
way; and hon. gentlemen will notice
from the evidence of other parties I
think, besides that of the husband's
brother (I think it is from the evidence
of the physician) that the wife was a lady
of a somewhat difficult temper, and not
the most agreeable person in the world
to live with. At least she was not suit-
ed to Mr. Hart, and he was clearly not
suited to her. Consequently Mr. Hart,
finding that his home was not made as
pleasant for him as he thought it
might be, did not quarrel with
her or use bad language to her,
but simply stayed away. Instead of
spendingjhis evenings at home with his
wife, he spent them at the club. I began
to read the evidence with a strong con-
viction that Mr. Hart was, as an hon.
member put it, a low blackguard. I
cannot say that I have been altogether
induced to change that opinion on read-
ing the evidence; but my conviction on
that point is not as strong as it was be-
fore I began to read the evidence. It
does not appear that Mr. Hart was guilty
of any actual violation of his marriage
vows until after his wife left him. It is
true that the hon. gentieman from Mid-
land stated that that appeared in the evi-
dence. It has been already pointed out
however, by the hon. gentleman from
Amherst, that that was not the case. The
witncss Frank Brady mentioned the fact
that he had met a person, whom he
identified as the respondent in
this case, in the house of a woman named
Siencer in Montreal. He was coming
out with some other persons. It hap-
pened that a woman who was an inmate
of that house was subsequently examined
as a witness. She was in the house at
the time that Mr. Hart was there; and
she was examined with respect to Mr.
Hart's presence there, and declared dis-
tinctly that he was not on that occasion,
as far as she knew, guilty of any offence;
that he simply came in in the evening

HON. MR. POWER.

with sotne other gentlemen, stopped for
a time, and went out agam. So that
there is no evidence that up to the tiC
Mrs. Hart left her husband, he had ever
been unfaithful to her. Some hon. gen,
tlemen seem to think that this is a highly
improbable view of the case. I do not
think it is ; because it is a rather unfor-
tunate circumstance in this case that the
wife employed a private detective to raeO
sack her husband's previous historY ; and
evidently that detective, doing his work
thoroughly, went back a good way iriW
his history, and discovered just this One
fact, that on this one occasion the re-
spondent had been seen in a house
of ill-fame. If Hart had at that date
been in the habit of resortng
to houses of this kind, that fact
would have been discovered by the de'
tective, and I think it is only fair to the
respondent, who has rights in this C8O
as well as the petitioner, to assume tb8
up to the time his wife left him he had
not been guilty of any act of adulte*
There is nothing in the evidence at 001
rate to lead us to believe that he had.
While the feelings of the wife are to.he
considered, I think that the reputation
and the feelings of the man and his faily
are also to be considered, and that wC
should, in the interests of the children,
who are his as well as hers, do nothifn
to blacken his character more than the
evidence blackens it. The evidenc
makes it bad enough, but I do not thlnk
we should do anything to make tilo
worse than the evidence does.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-It is impos-
ble.

HON. MR. POWER-The bon. gell
tleman has his opinion on that Pol.t,
and other people are entitled to the1s
There was one circumstance upon Whicl
a great deal of stress was laid by the ho>
gentleman from Midland, and I think it
was also made the subject of interruP
tions by my hon. colleague frorn Hialfs'C
and that was the exhibiting of the photO
graph. I think it only fair toctui
man to point out what the ath
circumstances were in connection wit
that photograph. The person unde
examination was, I think, the WO0
who kept one of those houses
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kOntreal; and her evidence was that
Sitting in the parlor of the house, he was
talking about one thing and another,and
had some pictures in his pocket, and he

ppears to have taken the pictures out of
his Pocket, and amongst others there was
the picture of his daughter.

ION. MR. ALMON-Hear, hear !

HON. MR. POWER - It is very
un1fortunate that that picture should have
been seen; but the circumstances were
es I have stated.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
'It was in a brothel, was it not ?

HON. MR. POWER-I will
that; but bad and unfortunate
circumstance was it was not as
the hon. gentleman behind me
ented it. That is aIl.

admit
as the

bad as
repres-

HON. MR. ALMON-What could be
Worse ?

HON. MR. POWER-I think the facts
Of the case as we have thern before
Us, and that is what we are to go
by, are as I have stated. These people
did not get along harmoniously, and
after some time the wife, without what
is in the eye of the law, justification, de-
Serted her busband ; that he asked her
tO Corne back again and she declined to
go back. It does not appear from the
evidence that immediately after her
leaving him he was guilty of any gross
Iisconduct ; but it appears that after the
aPse of a year or so this man did do
certain acts which, if his wife had been
living with him, would have formed good
gOund for an application for a divorce
On her part. The question for us is
Whether, if a woman deserts her husband
,end persists- in that desertion, and he
finally commits adultery, she has not
contributed to that adultery so as after-
Wards to be debarred from a divorce on
-that ground. I think she has. I think
ehe was particeps criminis, and is to all
itents and purposes almost as respon-

tible for the acts of her husband as
he is. She does not come into court
with such a record as to justity
4s in granting her the relief which she

asks. I do not propose to discuss the
question at any length ; but I wish to say
a few words about the decision of the
Court in Montreal, which has been made
the subject of animadversion by one or
two hon. members of this House. The
law of Quebec has been animadaverted
upon as though it were a law which is
not suited to English speaking people. I
do not think it is deserved ; because the
law of Quebec as to separation from bed
and board is substantially the same as
the English law of to-day on the subject
of divorce. In England the wife cannot
get a divorce from her husband on the
ground of adultery, unless it is accom-
panied by aggravating circumstances ;
and these circumstances do not exist in
this case, so that the Court in Quebec
was justified in the decision they came
to under the law of that Province, and
the decision would not be an objection-
able, one even if the application had been
made in an English court for a judicial
separation. I think that in these cases
we should try and get out of our minds
all feelings of sentiment and sympathy
and deal with them according to the law
and to the rights of the parties.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE-Having
sat on that committee, and having paid a
great deal of attention both to the exami.
nation of the witnesses and the conduct-
ing of the case, I must confess that I am
compelled, having considered it in all its
phases and aspects, to refuse my assent
to the bill of divorce. I feel that we are
dealing with a solemn matter, and that
in this House we are not to be carried
away by sympathy ; that we are to view
as stern facts the matters that come be-
fore us for adjudication, and that while
our feelings may be that people are wed-
ded and living an unhappy life and
would be much better if they were sepa-
rated, still we must be careful that we do
not introduce into this country any sys-
tem by which divorces are to be made so
easy that we may fall into something like
the lax system which prevails in the neigh-
boring Republic. Hon. gentlemen will
see that in this case these two people
were paired and not matched. It is
very evident that they went together
comparatively young people - hardly
out of their teens. They had no
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understanding of each other, and no feel-
ings in common. They lived together
some few months with comparative com-
fort and affection, but their habits and
tastes were totally dissimilar. The lady
herself was no doubt brought up by a
highly respectable and wealthy family,
and well educated ; and so was this
young gentleman. He was a member
of a respectable family in Montreal. . At
the time of his marriage I have been in.
formed that the event created some litt!e
sensation in social circles, andit was at-
tended in Boston by some of the most re-
spectable people from thecity of Montreal.
When those young people went together
they were totally without experience and,
in fact, they were not fitted for each
other. In our decision in this case we
should be bound to some extent by
precedent, and we should see that the
decision which Parliament arrives at is
such as can be justified in cases that may
arise hereafter. We should be guided
to a certain extent by the decisions
we have given before in
other cases. The hon. gentleman
from Barrie has, no doubt, given this
matter a thorough investigation from his
point of view, and has satisfied himself
as a professional man on one point.
From another point the hon. gentleman
from Amherst and myself and other
professional men arrived at a different
opinion-that the evidence did not sus-
tain the position that my hon. friend has
taken. I may say that I have taken
some little pains to acquaint myself
with the matter, and I believe that Par-
liament should not, except in very ex-
treme cases, override the decisions of a
competent tribunal. This case came
before the courts in Montreal on a suit
for separation from bed and board.
The hion. gentleman from Midland, who
is very eloquent in his defence of the
Bill,«said that the lady was not examined
before the Court in Montreal, and could
not belexamined in her own case, under
the rules of the Court. There is no
doubt that parties to a suit, in the
Province of Quebec, are not entitled
under the laws of that Province to give
evidence in their own behalf ; but with
the consent of both parties the evidence
may be produced, and I feltsatisfied when
this ladycame before the Committee, and

she admitted that she had been examined
in the court below. On her re-examina-
tion by counsel, Mr. Atwater, wbO
conducted the case for the respondent
in the court of Quebec, put the question:
" Did you say to him after that his life
was no affair of yours ? A. I said sornie
thing when you asked me about it.
might have said something of that sort
in the separation, because you asked mie
in some such way as though I had been
behaving as an undutiful wife, and Yo2
twisted my words to suit your o0W
purposes."

I take it on that evidence that the
lady was examined in the court below by
the consent of the respondent himself as
well as on the advice of her own counsel

HoN. MR. GOWAN-'Whether she
was examined or not, I cannot recollect
it from the testimony, but there is a
distinct provision in the code that the
evidence of either petitioner or respond-
ent, is not evidence on his or her beh 1lf

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE-I quite
agree in that, but that she was exatnined
and did give her testimony is evident
from the proof we have in the record
before us. The matter was investigated
by an eminent judge, whose desire 'as,
no doubt, as the desire of hon. gentle-
men would be, to separate these people
if he conceived that the evidence brought
before him would warrant him in doing
so, but after giving it a most careful cOn'
sideration, he was not able to arrive
that conclusion and dismissed the case.
Although we are not bound by the rUl'
ing of the court, as we are superior to
the court and make the laws here for
ourselves, we should he guided by the
public interest and by our desire to do
what is right, and we are not to estab
a dangerous precedent for other case'
I believe' that, as a rule, ii England, di-
vorce has not been granted by Parlia
ment on the ground only of adultery
committed subsequent to separation
There must be sufficient cause for
untarily leaving the husband-sufficient
cause for so doing being in such cases
held to be such as would entitle the party
to a judicial separation-that is to sey for
cruelty, desertion and adultery. Tbec
are the only three grounds taken as s

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE.
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fcient to grant a divorce. The principle
Involved in this statement is that if one
Party leaves the other, except for good
reason, the party so leaving is held to be
Contributing to the likelihood of the
Other person being guilty. Now, the
question arises from the facts that have
transpired, and which appear from the
Petitioners own evidence--which is the
Principal evidence if not the only
evidence we have-was that of such a
nature as to wairant her in separating
froM. her husband ? It is not pretended
that there was any desertion on his part,
except staying out at night at the club
and sometimes not coming home until
raorning. I dare say he was not as at-
tentive to his domestic affairs as he
should have been ; but there was nothing
in the eye of the law that can be consid-
ered cruelty in his treatment of his wife.
She admitted herself that there was no
ill usage-that he treated ber at times in
the most kindly manner. In one in-
stance only, where there was a dispute,
did he talk violently. More than that,
ater she had arrived at the conclusion
that she could no longer live with him;
she left his brother's bouse. What took
Place then ? Again and again he visited
ber at Mrs. May's. She came with ber
children afterwards to the brother's house
and took ber Christmas dinner with him.
lie had a child that was ill at the hospi-
tal; the husband took the wife to the
hospital and brought ber back again, and
this after she had repeatedly said that
she had separated from him finally and
COuld never return to him. Up to that
timte no act bas been proved against him
that would warrant the wife in leaving

i. cannot conceive that any
Person would believe that the
sligle fact of this man having
been seen coming out of a house
Of ill repute with others, furnishes evi-
dence that he was there for improper
Purposes. It was unfortunate that the
tian should have gone there. We have
the Positive proof of a witness, who was
in the house at the time, that he only
entered with the others, remained a short
!imne and went out ; and that is the only
ilstance that we have at all of anything
aPProaching impropriety of the kind. In
the other instance, where the petitioner
herself says that while they were out in

Georgia he went away from her, she does
not know if he was guilty of impropriety.
When the question was put to ber-" be-
fore separating from your husband had
you any positive proof of infidelity on his
part ?" she fairly admitted she had none.
She left the husband on suspicion and
no other ground.

HON. MR. GOWAN-Why did he not
go into the box and deny it ?

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE - It
would have been a great deal better if
he had gone into the box and denied it.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-She'
never charged him with infidelity.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE - It
would have been better, I admit, if he
had gone into the box. I have felt
compelled to conclude that up to the
time of this woman separating from him,
she had no legal ground for separation.
She had proved no acts of cruelty ; she
had simply shown that the man had been
out late at night card playing, and had
doubtless been squandering ber money.
It was a hard case, but we see instances
of that kind every day where men lead
this dissapated life. It does not appear
from the evidence that drunkenness was
one of his vices, while he was guilty of
staying out at night. No proof was
adduced that he was given to drunken-
ness. If there was nothing up to the
time of the wife's desertion of her hus-
band that would warrant ber application
for divorce, then ber leaving him as she
did was a mistake on ber part. The
proper course for ber was to have en-
deavored by ber own conduct to reclaim
him from those haunts ; she not only
did not charge him with infidelity, but
she never reasoned with him, never took
the means that a woman should take to
reclaim an erring husband. She never
said to him "you are going out to an
improper place, why do you not remain
with your family ?" We have the evi-
dence of the physician Baynes
that she was a lady of a very
peculiar temperament. He says she was
hypochondriacal, and he was called in to
an examination. He says she was a
woman of an exceedingly nervous tem-
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perament, a fact which I am sure the
members of the Committee could not
have failed to notice, as I did, when she
was examined before them. It is very
evident that she is a woman of an ex-
ceedingly nervous temperament-that
she was really hypochondriacal and
imagined things often that did not take
place. She could not assign reasons or
furnish causes for the course she took.
We have further the evidence of the
housekeeper, Annie Mahar, who lived at
the brother's bouse and knew them up
to the time they separated. Her testi-
mony is that he was a kind and devoted
husband exceedingly fond of his children,
that he kept late hours, but from all the
opportunities she had of seeing them she
thought they lived amicably and comfort-
ably together. Having arrived at the
conclusion that up to the time of the
separation she had no cause to apply for
a divorce, I do not believe that the sub-
sequent acts of adultery and his subse-
quent life justified the application. No
doubt he went astray, and very badly
astray. She had left him to evil asso-
ciates and in a city like Montreal he
would be likely to be led away by them.
The cases decided in England all go to
show that where a woman leaves her
husband, without a sufficient ground for
separation, the subsequent misconduct
of the man does not furnish ground for
divorce. As regards cruelty, no ground
bas been established for this application.
Both the text-books and the cases show
that cruelty must consist of legal cruelty
-ill treatment of a wife. He may be
cruel in language or speech, but it must
be cruelty such as the woman felt en-
dangered her life and compelled her to
leave him lest he should at any moment
turn on her. There was nothing, in my
estimation, to justify this lady in leaving
her husband, and by her desertion of
him she was largely instrumental in his
going astray afterwards. My bon. friend
from Midland said she was driven into
the street. She had large means of her
own : she was not like a woman depend-
ent solely on her husband for her sup-
port. A large portion of her property
was guarded by trustees and he could
not get hold of it.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-He took all he could get.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.

Hom. MR. MACFARLANE-That
may be true, but this lady bas never beel
left on the street. She has been able tO
go to England with her family. She e8s
in a different position from a won
wholly and solely dependent for the suP-
port of herself and children on her bus-
band. While I should like to see this
woman obtain some relief, I think we
should be establishing a dangerous prece-
dent if we granted this bill of divorce.
If we admit that diversity of tempera-
ment, and other causes which prevent
people from living happily together, fur-
nish sufficient grounds for divorce, the
applications for relief will increase enor-
mously.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-I should like the bon. gentleman tO
explain what he thinks of the man's re-
mark to his wife-" It is not very le-
sant to wake up and find yourself ned
to a harlot."

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-It is
true the lady made a remark of that kind•
They were very probably having a miTS-
understanding. You cannot tell what gave
rise to the remark. My bon. friend
certainly would not hold that was a suf
cient ground for granting a divorce..
feel reluctantly compelled to oppose this
Bill, and shall vote against it.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I regret very
much that somebody conversant With
the French law in force in our province
bas not vindicated our system oflaw. 1
wish to enter my protest against what has
been said of a system which bas stOod
the test of centuries and which bas been
in force and is still in force in most of
the great civilized states of the world..
I think that those laws, properly
explained, should be the best justification
of the position which is taken by those
who oppose this Bill. It is hardly
necessary for me to say that those whO
belong to the Catholic faith are, under
any circumstances, opposed to divorce,
but there is something more. The whole
question bas been considered by the
supporters of the Bill as a private mnattr
-that is, as a difference between this
unfortunate wife and her husband. 1n
my humble opinion, this matter cannot
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be decided without being examined into
froin a public point of view, and the in-
terest of third parties should not be
ignored. The children of these unfor-
tunate people would be placed, by the
Passage of this Bill, in a worse position
that they occupy now. It might be a
great injustice to them to pass this Bill
unless there are good grounds for doing
so. I regret that the reasons, founded
in Public morality and justice, which are
so evidently the basis for our system of
law have not been explained by some-
body conversant with the system, and I
Protest against the manner in which that
sYStem has been so bitterly assailed.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-In a mat-
ter of such importance as this we should
hesitate before we decide upon separat-
1ng husband and wife. To undertake
sUch a duty as devolves upon me in this
important matter-a matter of such
seriOus responsibility, everything should
be heard that can be said on either side.
I have sat here for a long time patiently
hatening to the reasons given by my
bon. friend from Barrie, desirous if pos-
sible to view this matter in the same
h.ght that he did, but he failed to con-
Vince me. On the contrary he has forced
'ne to the opposite. conclusion. I feel
niYself obliged, before voting, to give my
reasons for the position I take. My hon.
friend from Barrie has lost sight of the
Mnante which covered him while he was
acting as a judge in the courts. No per-
son Sitting in the Committee at the hear-
nig of such cases as this has been more
anious than he that established prece-
dents should be followed. He searched
carefully the decisions of the House
of Lords and he was anxious that
no report should be presented to
the louse which was not on all
fours with the decisions of the House
of Lords. I know of no gentleman who
sat on these committees, who was so
desirous that we should follow the wise
Judgrnents and decisions of the English
Courts in these matters as my hon. friend,
yet yesterday he ignored his past record.
]ne said we were in a different atmos-
Phere altogether in this country, that we
Were not in harmony with the sentiments
0f England-that we had a different
standard of morality and a different

social condition. He led us to believe
that we were above all law here-that
we are merely legislators. I do not con-
sider in the discussion of this matter that
we are above the law. It would be un-
wise for us and would be an interference,
with the liberty of the subject if we were
to say we are a law unto ourselves, and
to disregard the law of the land and act
according to our own notions of what is
wise and proper. I hope we will never
come to that, My hon. friend led me with
many others, to believe, when he moved
for a quasi court of enquiry in those
matters, that his object was, if possible, to.
keep these divorces within certain limits,
and to avoid hasty and imprudent decis-
ions in these cases. Yet my hon. friend
casts all that off and, regardless of pre-
cedents and rules, comes here and asks
us to decide this case, not in conformity
with any case he has ever read of, but
in'contradistinction to and in violation of
every precedent we have had not only
in the House of Lords but in the Div-
orce Court in England. I must differ
from my hon. friend in that regard. 1
contend that we are bound under rule
84, to take not only the practice of the
House of Lords, but we are bound also
to take the decisions of the Divorce
Courts. My hon. friend has• now de-
parted, for the first time, from the safe
course, and has set up a different doc-
trine and rule for our guidance in mat-
ters of this kind.

HON. MR. GOWAN-Will my hon.
friend allow me to offer an explanation ?
He has entirely misunderstood my posi-
tion. The principle that I proposed to
guide the House is precisely what was
said by Lord Thurlow:-

" The fHouse passed divorce bill@ in a
variety of circumstances. In all such cases
their Lordships governed their conduct by
the particular circumstances of each parti-
cular case under consideration. Indeed, he
knew not how they could do otberwise;
because with respect to divorce, he knew of
no rule to direct their conduct or to limit
the wisdom and discretion of the louse."

I have great respect for authority
when it commends itself to my common
sense, but not for authority when it is
unsupported by sound reason.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Can the
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hon. gentleman show any case of this
kind where parties were separated
a vinculo matrimonii-where parties have
been separated for causes which would
not justify then being separated by law
or for cause which, if they went to a
Court, would not give them seperation a
mensa et thoro, that they could take any-
thing the party had done subsequent to
that and make it cumulative and add to
the evidence and get a divorce a vinculo ?
The cases are distinct that where a
woman seperates for a cause
that would not justly that separation
according to precedent, either
for adultery cruelty or desertion, a
divorce is n ot allowed, but my hon. friend
would make it appear that the Courts of
England were opposed to the wife. It is
sound policy and sound judgment. It is
the law to protect inheritance in
England, that a man may be guilty
of much indiscretion without
involving divorce, (but the wife's
conduct must be above suspicion, that
the issue of other persons might not
come into the inheritance-persons not
entitled to it. These decisions have
gone far in the Courts that a wife should
not, and cannot, leave her husband for
the same reasons that would justify a
husband in leaving a wife. On .grounds
of public policy, and wisdom, and pru-
dence, which cannot be questioned, this
distinction is made. I cannot follow my
hon. friend where he says we are not
bound by law and precedents. We are
bound by them. This very question of
desertion is made one to go before our
own Committee. They are instructed
at the second reading of the Bill to make
this very enquiry-to ascertain whether
she left the husband by consent and if
she was living separate and apart from
him by his consent at the time of the
adultery. The very question itself shows
here that it is on all fours, not only with
the decision in the Quebec Court, but
with the decisions of the House of Lords
and the Divorce Courts. Here we have
followed the same decisions and practice.
When she released him from his marital
relations she could not afterwards claim
a divorce because of the consequences
which followed her desertion-shecannot
make that a ground for a subsequent
separation a vinculo matrmwnii This

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

is the principle recognized, not only in
the House of Lords, but in the Divorce
Court, and it has been established and
declared in the Province of Quebec, and
in this very case in which the saine issues
and facts and questions of law were
raised that are before us now. But what
do our instructions to the Comnittee
say ? "You shall enquire as to whether
at the time of the adultery of which she
complains he was by deed, or otherwise
by consent, living separate and apar
from and released by her, as far as 11
her lay, from his conjugal duty." This
question came up before the Conmtittee
and was the question to be decided by
then. If she was living with him at the
time he committed the offence of which
she complains there would be ground
for a divorce, but if, on the other hand,
she separated from her husband,
as the evidence shows she did,
without his consent and authOritY,
and for a cause which would not
justify her leaving him, then she
takes the responsibility upon herself Of
her own conduct and she cannot hold
him responsible for any discretion which
he subsequently commits. That is sound
judgment, and it is the law as adini.s-
tered in the Courts of Quebec and in
the Courts of England, and before the
establishment of the Divorce Court there,
in the House of Lords. My hon. friend
says we are here to make a law for Our-
selves, in every case to act upon our own
judgment and sentiments. I regret t1at
he would seek to introduce such a prin-
ciple into this Parliament, for if the sa
cred matrimonial tie is to be severed in
any case, we are bound to do so on the
strict legal rights which exist between
husband and wife. I am surprised at
my hon. friend laying down such a rule
for us to follow. It is quite evident to
me that my hon. friend in this natter
has made up his mind that this
woman ought to be separated from her
husband. I agree with him that it
would be better if they were Sep-
arated. I do not believe that
by habits, tastes, sentiments or any rule
they could be made a happy and loving
people-loving and cherishing one an.
other. None of those sentiments an
feelings which would make them a hapPy
couple exist in their case, but that "
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their own business. Having entered in-
to this holy estate of matrimony they
Iust abide by the consequences of it,

and unless a case is made out of cruelty,
desertion and adultery which would
Justify divorce, she must pât up with
the bed she has made for herself. My
!1on. friend asks us why did he not go
Into the box and prove that he had been
Euilty of that with which lie bas been
charged. What! to disprove what has
never been proved ? You have got in
this evidence after evrey part of Montreal
b been ransacked for testimony against
him and the vilest people have been em-
Ployed for the purpose-no proof that
during all bis married life of some eleven
Years he had been guilty of anything
Which would justify this woman in
applying for a divorce. There is proof
Of but one case which casts a lit-
tle suspicion upon him. He was seen
cOmling out of a bouse of ill-fame with
two or three gentlemen. Does that
prove that the man went to the house for
nIProper purposes ? No, I do not be-
leve that is the way he would visit the
Place if he meant to do evil, but the very
WOman brought to prove that he was
guilty, disproves the charge. She dis-
tinctly swears that, as far as she knows,1nthing improper occurred there. Then
Where is the evidence of adultery in this
case ? There is nothing of the kind to
Justify the charge. Then my hon. friend

lys he ought to have gone in the box.
say there is no reason why he should go

lIto the box, and he may have been gov-
erned by a different reason thanconscious-
less of guilt in not entering the box. He

Inay have felt that bis wife has separated
frorn him for causes which he regrets,
but he is not the man to hurl a stone at
her character-he is not the man to try
and destroy her reputation. He said
nIOthing to cast a stain upon her name.
lie does not come here to injure the
character of bis wife or bis children, and
therefore he is willing that the law shall
.ake its course, satisfied that there is no
Justification for her conduct. He stands
Upon that and upon bis rights. My hon.
friend asks why did he go to such a
Place? Many a man, when he is away
frOma borne, may be led into vice. It is
nOt contradicted that they lived together
111 harmony as husband and wife and,

apart from this chargeof adultery,which is
positively disproved, what is there to be
said against bis character ? That he be-
longed to a club of which many of the
best gentlemen of Montreal are mem-
bers ! No man can become connected
with that club who is in bad standing in
society. They say he gambled there,
but no gambling is allowed at that club.
He went there and probably kept late
hours. There may be some who do not
know about such places, but very few
gentlemen do not visit those clubs-re-
spectable men-standing well in society,
and there is nothing said against a man's
character on that account. The respon-
dent in this case frequented this club
because bis wife's company was not con-
genial to bis taste.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

AFTEB REOESS.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH resumed the
debate.

He said--When six o'clock came, I
was endeavoring to show to the House
that if we are governed in all those cases
by the precedents, not only of the House
of Lords, but of the Divorce Courts, it
will be found that in no case similar to
this was a wife allowed a separation a
vincul. I was contending at the same
time that for simple adultery by itself,
there is a distinction made-that it would
not justify a divorce a vinculo on the part
of the wife, while adultery by the wife
would justify a divorce a vinculo ; and I
was endeavoring to show by the decisions
of the House of Lords, that they always
appeared to be guided by precedent in
those cases. The bon. gentleman from
Barrie rose to interrupt me and to show
that my position was false. I sat down
to hear how he could meet the position
I had taken. My hon. friend rose with
that weight of authority that is peculiar
to him, and, with a book before him,
cited bis authority to the House. I do
not wish to impute to my hon. friend
any intention to deceive the House, but
by simply taking one sentence from the
decision which he quoted he succeeded
in creating an erroneous impression on
the House. The hon. gentleman must
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have known that the case he cited was
not an ordinary case of adultery on the
part of the husband ; it was that
character of adultery that had
never come before the public in this
form prior to that date. It was a case
for which there was no precedent, and
God forbid that we shall ever have such
a precedent again, and it was an excep-
tional case where the rule was departed
from. My hon. friend did not tell us
that it was a case in which the man was
living in adultery with his wife's sister,
and the offence was of such a nature
that the parties could not come togehter
again, because the connection would be
incestuous. It was an extraordinary
case and did not come under the ordinary
rules of divorce. My hon. friend from
Barrie said that there was a general rule
propounded by Lord Thurlow that every
case should be tried on its own
merits.

HON. MR. GOWAN-The hon.gentle-
man is misstating what I said. My
hon. friend was advancing the position
that in the House of Lords they were
governed invariably by precedent, and I
quoted Mrs. Addison's case merely to
show that, while the Lords guided them-
selves by >recedent as a rule, still the
whole domain with regard to every
matter coming before the House of
Lords was within their grasp, and I
quoted Lord Thurlow in that connection
only.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend made the quotation to show that
every case stood on its own merits, and
bis contention was that simple adultery
would be a sufficient ground for a bill of
divorce against the husband in the House
of Lords. I will read the case to show
what the feelings of the court were,
because it was only under these particu-
lar and exceptional circumstances that
the law lords departed from their practice
in other cases. The head note is:_

(McQueen's practice, House of Lords and
Privy Couincil, page 594)-Bill of divorce
by wife, on ground of husband's criminal
conversation with wife's sister. Record of
judgment against husband received in evi-
dence. Debate. Speech of Lord Thurlow.
Held that after busband's criminal com-
merce with hie wife's sister, intercourse

HON. MR KAULBACH.

between husband and wife would be inces'
tuous.

" Itappeared in evidence that Mr. Addison
had maintained a criminal intercourse.Wii
bis wile's sister, Mrs. Campbell, the WUîfe
Dr. Can bell, a medical officer in the er-
vice of t e East India Company. For thil
injury Dr. Campbell recovered a ve
against Mr. Addison for £5,000 damage
and Mres. Addison proceeded agaimst bi' in
the Ecclesiastical Court, where she in due
time obtained a sentence of divorce a mensa
et thoro. It was under these circumstance
that she now applied to Parliament to
relieved by Bill of Divorce from ail conne-
tion with the husband thue at once convicte
of adultery and incest."

The foot note says " the case of Pgrs.
Addison was undoubtedly the first examOPle
of such an application."

The Bill having been read a second
time, the debate was opened by the
Duke of Clarence, who opposed the
measure solely on the ground of the se%
of the petitioner, and concluded by
moving that the first enacting clause If
the Bill be expunged. Lord Thurlow
rose to reply and said:

" He had considered the manner in which
the crime of adultery was treated by the he,
vitical law, by the Mosaic institutions, &a
by the Gospel; and he found in ail of them
that the woman might be put away by be
busband for adultery, and there was noe
press injunction that the wife might not, on
the same crime of adultery having been
proved against the husband, obtain a se
ration from him; nor was dhere any prohib
imon restraining the parties from marr
again. In modern times divorces had e?
granted by the legisiature a vinculo Ma
monii, upon proof of adultery by the Wife*
The necessity of appealing to the legislature
for such a separation arose frorn the ecclesr
astical courts not feeling themselves W
ranted to do more than to grant a divorce
a mensa thoro; which was, in one point O
view, sufficient; because it put an end to tbe
marriage connection as there could be Do fue
ther cohabition unless a reconciliation ta
place. The House passed Bills of Divorce il
variety of circumstances. In ail such case
their Lordships governed their conduct
by the particular circumstances of each
particular case under consideration. Indeed
he knew not how they could do otherwiseO0
because with respect to divorce he kne
no rule to direct their conduct, or to 1i0
the wisdom and direction of the 1ote'
Where was he to look for such a rue
Was it to be found in the COmmOn law
Was it to be prescribed by special stute
Was it enforced, by reason, b commo0h
sense, by morality or religion? NoeucO
thiug. What was.the nature of-the objectio
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anting the petitioner, a much injured
, the divorce which she prayed for?

Then comes the remark from which
"nY hon. friend quoted two sentences,
and which show that in an exceptional
case like this, the House of Lords depar-
ted from their rule for the cogent reasons
Which I have given:-

"Let the circumstances be duly weighed
a d considered. Mrs. Addison complained

of her husband, not merely on the ground
Of adultery, but on the aggravated ground0f ilestuolis adultery. Let their Lordehips
srose by way of illustration, that M r.

ison had carried on a criminal connec-
t0o.with Mrs. Addison's sister previously

te bis marriage with Mrs. Addison. In that
it hhe could not have contracted marriage

b his present wife, because such mar-iage would have been tainted with incest,
and if entered into, would have been pro-
!iOn1eed by the Ecclesiastical Court, void in

Itself. Look then at the question as it
Atnually stood : in divorces, expectations
Were Bometimes formed that a reconciliation
71ght take place between the parties. But
"' this case, were Mrs. Addison ever so
'OI'ch indlined to forgive ber husband, a
econciliation could not legally take place:

l>cause after-connection between them as
12Ian and wife would be tainted with incest."

The Lord Chancellor (Eldon) remarked
hat lie should feel little difficulty in giving

!a% to the greater 4sdom, ex erience and
Jllugemaent of Lis leafned frien ; as he was
!iOw satisfied that the divorce in the present
Instance from the specialties of the case,
stoOd manifestly contra distinguished from

nY Other application by a wife for a divorce,
at was hkely to be brought before the
use; and that the Bill might pass without

sPerating at a dangerous preced et. At the
840etime lie niusi retain the opinion that

Þpon an ap lication by a wife, on the adul-ey Of her usband, for a divorce, the ap-
Plication, resting on that simple and distinct
e unfd, ouglit, for the sake of securin g the
30 a of the public, te be resisted and re-

ed. It was to be considered that adultery
eotnitted by a wife and adultery committed

by a husband, were widely different in their
9lnsequences. The adultery of a wife might
1hý e apurious issue on the husbad,
a hi e might b aldupon to dedicate

aportion of his fortune to educateand provide for. Where no such injustice
Celk result to the wife from the adultery of
her husband ; and in many cases, not only
,reconciliation might be brought about,
but it became the especial duty of the wife
to forgive her husband from motives of ten-

ee and concern for the interesta of her
Ilaocent children.»

Then comes the remark of Lord
Rosslyn upon the same point, who said:

" It had not occurred to his mind that a
42

reconciliation could not legally take place.
His objections to the Bill were in a great
measure removed. It stood upon strong
special grounds, and might safely pass."

Now, I would ask the House, after
what my hon. friend has said, whether it
was fair to quote this as a precedent for
saying that the House of Lords were
governed by no rules and by no author-
ity at all. The hon. gentleman read only
a few extracts from Lord Thurlow's re-
marks, to justify the extraordinary posi-
tion he takes to-day, that we are not to
be governed by precedents, and that
each member is to be governed solely by
his own feelings and sympathies. I say
if that is the case, then away with
such a court as this, or any
decision coming from a body governed
by no rules, no precedents and no law;
a body who are a law unto themselves,
gorerned merely by their own whims and
sympathies. I say we are bound in this
case to be governed simply by the evi-
dence before us, and we can take no
other position and cannot listen to what
people outside- say with regard to the
character of the man or the character of
the woman ; and if hon. gentlemen have
read the evidence, they can come to no
other conclusion than that there was no
justification for this woman deserting
her husband. We are told that she had
no home to go to, that she was obliged to
leave her husband. That assertion is not
based on fact. He had a house for her
and lived in his house. The evidence
is not that he was a cruel husbaad.' He
took her down to Florida with hirn for
the sake of her health ; she came
and went at her own caprice. She tra-
velled to England; when she pleased.
She travelled to the United States when
she pleased, and took her children with
her. Is there any evidence of cruelty in
this? It is shown that he maintained
his family; that he had an income from
his earnings of $4,ooo a year; and the
assertion that he had no house
for her to live in, is an assertion without
any foundation in fact.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-Will my hon. friend read the
evidence ?

HoN. MR. DICKEY-Is there any-
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thing in the evidence about his baving a
house in Montreal ?

HoN. MR. KAULBACH--Certainly
there is, on the first page of the evidence
the petitioner is asked " was there any
particular reason for your residing there
(at her husband's brother's) at that time
and not in a house of your own ? " Her
answer is " Yes, he had no home to offer
me. Our house. which was next door,
was let at the time and he had no busi-
ness and no home to give me."

Does that show that he had no home,
because it was let ? They had just come
up from Georgia where they had been
living harmoniously and happily together,
as the evidence shows, and by her own
statement. Was he to leave his house
vacant all the time while he was away
with his wife for ber health-leave it idle
until their return, because of her caprice?
There is evidence that they had a
house ; that the time of the tenant was
not up, and that they lived with the re-
spondent's brother temporarily. After
living with him for a time she goes of
her own accord and takes rooms at Mrs.
May's boarding house temporarily, and
we know from the evidence that she
never told him that it was a step towards
leaving him forever. She never accused
him of any offence or said that his con-
duct was such that she could not live
with him. Being a woman of excitable
temperament, she imagined many things
that did not exist. The doctor says she
was hypochondrical. She imagined she
had syphilitic disease when there was no
such thing wrong with ber. Having left
ber husband and taken rooms tempor-
arily at Mrs. May's, he visits ber there,
and when one of the children was sick,
at the hospital, be went with ber to visit
his child. They come back together;
they dine together and visit at his
brother's.; yet during they whole of that
time she said nothing to lead
him to suspect that she had
any intention of leaving him.
It seems to me it was only an after
thought on her part to leave him for
good. After carefully reading the evi-
dence, one can find nothing to prove
any cruelty or bad conduct on his part
toward his wife, expect that he was
infatuated with cards, and stayed out

HON. MR. DICKEY.

i.
late at night at the St. James Club. It
is not shown that he played for mfoneY
Has she shown, from her history of ber
married life, a disposition to keeP her
husband at home? We have evidence
to the contrary-that she never co'
plained against her husband ; that theY
lived barmoniously together, and
only complaint she had to make of bi0
was that he kept late hours ; that he Wd
irregular in coming to his meals, an
sometimes satyed out all night. We
have the evidence of the doctor, who wo
examined, who describes the great axliety
the husband felt for her health, for be
recovery and for her happiness. be
urged the doctor to do everything he
could to improve her health and et
physical comfort. It is evident that
this pair werenotsuited toeach other.She
was well provided for; she had nothb
to do; had plenty to live upon ; .

servants at her command ; and there I
not a tittle of evidence that he squander
ed ber money, except some $io,000 tha
he got from ber to embark in abusines
with a man named Gordon, and sone
$40 which he borrowed on another occa
sion to maintain the house. There is "0
evidence that he in any way abused ber,
or that he spoke harshly tO
except when irritated about his moth
in-law's will, when he was excitedan
used some cruel remarks with regard to
his wife's mother.

HON. MR. MACDONALD
-The hon. gentleman says that there rs
no evidence that he squandered ber
money except to the extent of $1.O#*0'
I call the bon. gentleman's attention t
the first clause on page 4 :

" I suppose that I had $1o000 to" 1

he told me that I had nearer '200,0 a
he told me later on that he had lost
ter of my inheritance in speculation in
York, at one time."

HON. ML KAULBACH-But s
says herself, whatever his assertion raS7
have been, the sum he lost was a4Jt
$30,ooo. But we have no evidence.tWa
he got any money from ber except the
$io,ooo that he put into the business.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-That is
his own statement.
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. HON. MR. KAULBACH-She says a
Is his statement to her. Now, what a

was the temperament of that woman ? o
She was of an excitable nervous tempera- I
rnent, easily aroused into a passion, c
easily provoked. We have evidence y
that she lived with his farnily for awhile, h
and that she lived in discord with her I
husband's family-that she lived in dis- d
cord with her own mother, and for years d
WOuld not speak to her. We have evid-
ence that while she was in those moods t
ber husband was kind and indulgent, f
and never made a reply which would a
provoke her to anger or interrupt the a
Peace of their home. Hon. gentlemen t
canot show me a tittle of evidence that a
he was not kind to her in every respect, î
except that he kept late hours. She leaves
ber husband and goes away to England
with her children to live apart from
bun. Did he act as some men would
do, press his rights and insist on
her coming back to him ? No, he begs
ber to come back, but she refuses all his
tequests, and it is without his knowledge
that she leaves for England, taking the
Children with her. It is not in human
natUre that a man would submit to such
treatment quietly, as he has done in this
ease. Take the evidence of his own
brother and of the servant who lived in
the house for four years. They both
agr'ee that the respondent and his wife
hved in perfect harmony. The servant

1 says that she never knew a dispute
tWeen them, and never knew a gentle-
man so thoughtful and kind. These

statements are not contradicted, and in
View of all these facts, I would ask if
there is anything to justify this woman
'' Ieaving her husband and taking her
children with her ? I cannot see where
the justification comes in, because she
Made no charge against him, and if she
ha ground for charges against him, she
never made them. She complained of his
late hours, butto nobody did she complain

infidelity on his part, until she was
about leaving the country. If we decide
that it is right for a woman to leave her
busband without justification, then I say
we are taking the first step to destroy
that close relation which should exist
hetween husband and wife. We are
encouraging separation and divorce, and
encouraging people to live in discord,

nd wives to drive men to ead
bandoned lives. I regret the conduct
f this man after his wife left him; but

say she contributed towards his mis-
onduct. She left him for three or four
ears without justification, having made
is home most uncomfortable for him.
f he took company home she was not
isposed to entertain them, and he was
Iriven to seek his comfort and happiness
where he ought to have gone, that is, to
he club. After she has deserted him
or two years, she comes back to Canada
nd sets detectives to work to hunt up
ll his past history, and to find out some-
hing on which she could base a charge
Lgainst her husband. Now, are we
going to justify this woman's desertion
f her husband for two years with-
out cause, and to grant her a divorce
because of acts committed by him after
her separation from him ? 'Tis absurd.
Common sense will not justify it, the law
of divorce will not justify it. Instead of
showing a disposition to reclairm him or
make his home happy, I say she has
made herself responsible to a large extent
for his staying out at night instead of re-
maining at home with his wife and
children. I contend that in a case of
this kind there must be at least prima
fade evidence of the guilt of the husband.
It is not reasonable to suppose that he
stayed out at night for any improper
purpose. The detectives that were put
upon his track found no bad conduct
on his part during the time the
wife lived with him, except the
one instance of his being seen
coming out of a house of ill-fame,
and we have the evidence of one of
the inmates that he came there
with three or four gentlemen, stayed a
short time and then went away, She is
asked distinctly and plainly if anything
occurred on that occasion to justify the
charge made against him, and she says
" no," and she never saw him there again
until after the wife had abandoned him.

HoN. MR. McCALLUM-It appears
to me that if he was an innocent man he
could have gone before the committee
and denied all this.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-No man
will go into a witness box, when he is not
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called upon to do so, and there is no
case made out against him. But there
may be other reasons why he did not
offer himself as a witness. He was un-
willing to cast any stain upon his wife or
children; he was willing to stand on his
rights, that he had done nothing to justify
a separation. I am taking a reasonable,
a generous, a humane view of his con-
duct. and I say that he acted
with a wise discretion in the in-
terests of the character of his
wife and his children. I contend that
there was no necessity on his part to re-
but the case at all; that his position was
justified by the evidence which the peti-
tioner adduced belore the Committee.
There is a great deal of contention that,
in the court below, the case was tried on
a different issue altogether.

HoN. MR. GOWAN-No one said it
was a different issue, but that there was
not the same evidence adduced.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend makes an assertion of which he
has no proof. He was not on the Com-
mittee, but I am under the impression
that although the petitioner did give
evidence in the case in Montreal she
got it in under the indulgence of the re-
spondent, and when she was there to give
her evidence they could not shut her
mouth.

There was evidence taken in the court
below: the whole case was gone into
and it is unfortunate for us that we had
not that evidence. The whole record
should have been before us to enable us
to judge whether there was a discrepency
between the evidence in the two cases.
Therefore I say that this was not deter-
mined upon that rule which the hon.
member from Barrie would lead us to
believe was followed-the 188th article
of the Civil Code of Quebec. It was
not decided upon that, but upon a charge
of ill usage and grievous insult. The
authorities have held that continued
adultery or open profligacy, constitute
grievous insult. The issue between the
parties was the same in both cases and
we should be careful about conflicting
with the decision of the highest court in
the Province of Quebec.

HON. MR KAULBACH.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Hear, beat.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hoin
friend laughs at it: we are to despise
the decision of the court of Quebec,
then ?

HON. MR. OGILVIE-We
nothing to do with it.

have

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-We are to
ridcule the decision of the highest court
in that province. We, a committee
with only one lawyer upon it, the rest a
laymen, are to decide points of evidence
in opposition to the decision of the
highest court of Quebec given the saie
week that the case was heard here,
hon. friend may laugh, but it is a grave
responsibility for us to take, unless we
can show that there is new evidence
furnishing ground for it ; but simpl
from our own predisposed notions au
prejudices we are to decide a case con-
trary to the judgment of the Suprenle
court of the province of Quebec. We
have here the petition in the Court below
-the declaration by the petitioner, alleg'
ing notorious adultery. That is the issue
under article 189 of the code, and the
sane issue that was raised before us here-
Then we have the pleas. What are they
-desertion on the part of the wife.

"That during the fail of the year eightee"
hundred and eighty-four the said
tiff without any cause and withoutJiustifre
tion and without giving any reason therdfl t

left the bed and board of the said defedan
and engaged separate lodgings for herself.'
the City of Montreal and refused to re
the said defendant or live in a dvwellI
which he offered to provide for ber."
These are the facts set up, and the ju
finds them true-he finds that the de
fence is correct. He says that she îeft
her husband without sufficient cause 3

decision which is identical with the de
cisions of the House of Lords and of the
Divorce Court of England. Under nO
circumstances has either of those tribur
nals allowed a divorce to the wife unIder
circumstances of that kind. The Judge'
decision is that the desertion of the W1ie
for so long a period without excuse, catis
the acts of adultery of which she cO0

plains, and he refused to grant the separe
tion. To over-ride the decision of a court
of competent jurisdiction, with the sae
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issues before us and between the same
Parties, would be to take a responsibility
uPon ourselves which I for one shallWash my hands clear of. I for one shall

.no party in this House to going
against the decisions of the House of
Lords, of the Divorce Court of England,
and of a competent tribunal in the Prov-
ince where these parties reside. Now, the
case of Lord Lismore establishes this
Principle, that if one party leaves
the other, except for good cause,
and contributes to the chances of
the others infidelity, there is no
ground for divorce. Cruelty and
desertion are causes in England for
8eparation from bed and board, and
When you come to the greater separation

-the severance of the marriage tie-the
sacred tie, which I, for one, do not be-
lieve is merely a civil contract-I for one
could never be a party to granting such
a divorce unless I was justified by the
fats-facts of such a nature that the
Parties could not live together again.
The Act respecting jurisdiction and pro-
cedure says that the Court will refuse a
divorce where the parties left each other
Without sufficient cause.

. ON. MR. GOWAN-She had suffi-
cient cause.

.ON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend says she had sufficient cause. If
lie wishes to contend this matter further,
.Will show him that she had not suffi-

cient cause. There is nothing to justifythe desertion, and when the hon. mem-
ber says that there is sufficient cause
he must divest himself of everyrule which has governed his whole
ife, in his practice as a lawyer and in
s position as a judge, and say that he

ts going, of his own caprice, to decide
these questions and not to be governed
by any principle or authority. If my
on, friend takes that position I am sorry

that he, as a judge, should do so, holding,
as he has done, an important position on
the bench and in this House. I say
there is no evidence at all here that
Justifies this woman in leaving her hus-
band or seeking a divorce. I am sorry
that I have taken up the time of the
loIuse in this matter, but I could not
give a silent vote on such an important

question. I believe I have taken the
right position in this matter-a position
which is justified in a moral and social
sense, and justified by the law that we
have before us. If this Bill is passed
the consequences will be deplorable. If
you tell a woman that she can leave
her husband-her husband who has been
so kind, and so indulgent in every-
thing except in staying out late at
night, letting her go when and where she
pleased, living at the Windsor Hotel, and
in a spacious mansion he had provided
for her-if, under such circumstances,
you are going to allow a woman of ner-
vous temperament and vivid imagination,
to be separated from her husband on the
slightest grounds-you will have this
Senate flooded with applications. When
the people outside know that we are
governed by no law here, and that every-
body will be guided by his own caprices
and fancies, we will have the flood gates
of immorality open on the land, and in-
stead of this House being occupied with
proper legislation, we will have before it
cases like this, which do not tend to the
security or the improvement of society.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Al-
though this question has been thrashed
out pretty well, and discussed by a great
many legal luminaries of this House, yet,
as I intend to cast a vote, and that vote
against the adoption of the report of
the Committee, it is only due to myself
and to the House to give some of
the reasons why I take that position.
Although not a member of the commit-
tee, its meetings were held in room No.
8, where I had my writing desk, and I
heard the whole evidence from begin-
ning to end, and I must confess that my
feelings throughout the investigation
were with the lady. My feelings are still
with her, but I will not allow my feelings
to obscure my judgment, and I am de-
termined to act the part of an impartial
judge (for we are all supreme judges in
this matter) and give my judgment ac-
cording to the evidence adduced before
that committee, divesting myself of ail
sympathy and feeling in the matter. A
great deal was said about the immorality
and irregularities of the life that the re-
spondent led before his wife left him,
but to my mind there was not a tittle of
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evidence adduced before that committee
to prove he was guilty of adultery. It is
true that one of the witnesses, a saloon
keeper, stated that about eight or
nine years ago he saw the respondent
coming out of a house of ill-
repute with two or there gentlemen.
That was taken as conclusive evidence
that the man was in there for immoral
or carnal purposes. It was alleged that
one momning on waking he turned to his
wife and made use of the most brutal
language-that it was not pleasant
to wake up and find himself beside a bar-
lot, and that was construed as a confession
that he was guilty of a breach of the mar-
rage contract.

HoN. MR. SUTHERLAND-Did he
deny it ?

HoN. MR. McINNES-l do not
know that he was asked to deny it.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-She did
not think it was necessary to ask him to
deny it.

HoN. MR. McINNES-Even if he
made that statement to her, it bas
not been corroborated by any other evid-
ence or circumstance. The impressior
that was made upon me at the time I
beard the statement-and I think it
must have been the impression made up-
on a great many members of the Com-
mittee and other members of this House
who were in the Comnittee room at the
time-was that if made it was when in
a passion, or it was done to use language
which though not perhaps parliamentary
yet I understand is a favorite expres-
sion of the great evangelist Sam Jones,
"a piece of right down mean cussed-
ness." It was either one of these two
things, or if it was not one of those two
things, no sane man would make such a
confession to his wife, or anyone else-
that he was a degraded libertine-unless
he was under strong conviction and in-
tended to lead a better and purer life. I
am frank to admit that, from the evi-
dence that was adduced; my impressions
are strongly that he was guilty of a
breach of the marriage contract before
she left him, but it was not brought out
in evidence, as I said, and I am not go-

HON MR. McINNES.

ing to allow my feelings, my synpathy,
or my belief to override what I believe
to be my duty, and that is to give a ver-
dict according to the evidence, and tha
alone. The petitioner was of a highly
nervous temperament. She suspected
him, for a great number of years before
she left him, of being untrue to ber.
She even called in a couple of medical
men to know if she had not contracted
some unmentionable disease. Those
medical men thoroughly investigated ber
condition, and one of them gave evi-
dence before the committee, as unpreJu-
diced and fair evidence as I ever beard
in my life. He stated there was nothing
wrong with the woman at al], but she ws0
hypochondriacal-that she was highly
nervous and drew largely on ber iimag
ination, to such an extent that she Was
actually ill. Any one who saw ber give
her evidence and not only giving her
own evidence, but even while the
witnesses on ber own side were being
examined, could observe that she was in
a state that you would almost imline
qualified ber for an asylum or mad-houS&e
Her every word, look and action confirrn-
ed this impression. The most extraor
dinary part of the proceedings, tO "
mind, is this: she lived with her husba!nd
five or six years after she suspected hi0
of infidelity, and according to ber own
evidence that conviction grew strOnger
month by month and year by year itil
at last she made up her mind coollY a
deliberately that she would leave bim,
but during the whole of those years she
never once reproached him for his inD-
delity.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER - Tht
showed ber Christian forbearance.

HON. MR. McINNES -I Canuot
understand such Christianity as that.
As a general thing Christianity bas little
to do with such cases. If she did no
think it was something she owed herse
and ber children, she should at least have
gone to ber husband and informed hl'
of what she suspected, and the cause O
ber determination to leave him.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-WOmap
bears patiently the wrongs of men.
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RON. MR. SANFORD-I would call
attention to the evidence that she was
driven from the house by her husband's
brother, because she would no longer
Pay for ber board.

UON. MR. McINNES-I have not
read the evidence. (Laughter.) Hon.
gentlemen may laugh, but perhaps I
know more, or at least as much, about
that evidence, as any member here. I
heard the whole of the evidence for and
against the plaintiff, and I do not think
you can refer to one important statement
that was made in the committee room
that is not indelibly imprinted on my

fin now. But, I ask my hon. friend if
that was a sufficient reason why she
should leave her husband ? It was not
the husband who was turning her out of
doors, if she was turned out of doors :
t was not the husband who refused ber

a home--it was the husband's brother,
and if she had a quarrel with her
brother-in-law, the husband was not
responsible for it. Besides, she was a
woman who owned in her own right,
something like $125,000, which her
husband could not touch, and she was
r'ot in the pitiable condition that nany
WOen who apply to this Parliament for
divorces find themselves in. On that
Point again, a great deal of sympathy has
ben aroused because her husband spent
her mloney to the amount of fifteen or
thity thousand dollars. Have not a
great many men, some perhaps in this
Chamber, invested and lost double and
treble that amount in speculations of one
had and another ? Was that any reason
Why after the lapse of five or six years,
fer finallyleaving him she should come
ere and ask for a divorce ? I do not

think it is. But my main object in op-
posing this Bill is simply this; if this
divorce is granted we will have a dozen
applications for divorce in future for
every one that we have had in the past.
'f we pass this Bill we will establish a
Principle and a precedent by which a
"an who is dissatisfied with his wife
and wishes to get rid of her, or a
wife who is dissatisfied with her
husband and wishes to be sepa-
Zated from him, need only go away from
twO or three years and place the wife or
busband (as the case may be) in such a

position that be or she will fall into
vicious habits. (Laughter.) Hon. gentle-
men may laugh, but these are my con-
victions on the matter, and I think this
House will be doing wrong and estab-
lishing a principle and precedent which
undoubtedly will be referred to n the
future, and that to our disadvantage
morally. I shall therefore vote against
the adoption of this report, and I ven-
ture to say this, although not a lawyer, I
believe that if the evidence that was ad-
duced before the committee was given to
any properly constituted tribunal before
which all such cases, I contend, ought to
be tried-to use a common phrase, the
petitioner would not have a leg to stand
on and the case would be dismissed with
costs.

HoN. MR. GOWAN-I do not agree
with you at all.

HON. MR. McINNES-My bon. friend
from Barrie does not agree with me;
as I have said, I am not a lawyer but
that is my opinion. Before I sit down
I must certainly coincide with some of
the views expressed by my bon. friend
from Barrie in the course of his able re-
view of divorces both in England and in
this country. I coincide in his conclu-
sion that the quicker we abandon fol-
lowing'a great number of the precedents
established by the House of Lords the
better for us in Canada. That is just in
the same line of argument that I used
the other day in discussing the Fisheries
Treaty. We are quite capable of establish-
ing our own precedents. I think the
quicker we strike out on our own account
the better, and I would just refer bon.
gentleman to a despatch from London,
England, to be found in to-night's Àbree
Press which exposes a shocking state of
affairs, a state of affairs under the sanc-
tion and authority doubtless of the Eng-
lish Parliament and certainly of the
army among the English officers in India.
I shall vote against the adoption of the
report.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I did notreally
intend to address the House on this
subject, believing that every gentleman
present, having read the evidence and
acquainted himself thoroughly with the
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facts, would be competent to arrive at
a conclusion on this subject, and would

·require no advice, or assistance, or argu-
ment from me to aid him in taking the
right course. But I feel that I should
noi give my vote in the face of state-
ments which have been made respecting
this case, and respecting the law applic-
able to it, without explaining the position
I hold, and in doing that I must neces-
sarily review, as briefly as I can, theF facts
of the case, and enquire what is the law
which governs this House in respect to
matters of this description. While I
listened to my hon. friend from
Amherst and my hon. friend from Lunen-
burg, I could not help wonderingwhether
the amiable and mild-tempered young
gentleman, who never did any harm but
go out in the evening occasionally to play
a game of whist, can be the man referred
to in this evidence ! A large portion of
the arguments of my hon. friend from
Amherst and Lunenburg was directed to
prove, or to try to convince the House
that the evidence, which I presume
everybody here has read, who is going to
pronounce an opinion on it, established
that he was kind and amiable, and affec-
tionate to his wife ; that there was no-
thing wrong with the young man at all,
except that he occasionally went out in
the evening to a very respectable club
to play a rubber of whist ; and that it is
the poor woman who is to blame for the
whole of it-she is hypochondriacal, on
the verge of lunacy, as one hon. gentle-
man said ; and more fitted to be treated
as a lunatic than as a sane person ; that
she,by her coldness, bad temper and sour-
ness towards her husband,drove hiin from
the house ; and that he was therefore per-
fectly justified, within eight months of his
marriage, in leaving her to herself night
after night, coming home sometimes even
as late as eight o'clock in the morning,
and forgetting altogether the duties which
he owed to her. We have heard a good
deal about the justification-that he was
perfectly justified in all this, because at
some period or other (which is not
proved in this evidence) she became
melancholy, sad, and to some extent
unsociable, and to some extent quick of
temper. Was this before she was treat-
ed in this manner by her husband or
afterwards ? Hon. gentlemen all assume

HON, MR. ABBOTT.

that she was a person of this description
when he married her; then why did le
marry her? He was perfectlY righ
because she had money ; the man e
not to blame for marrying a woman
did not love, because she had money,
and he was not to blame for practical
deserting her, because she had turut
out not to have a good temper.
he was a most amiable man, and lever
did anything blameable. Was tis
the same person who told her that he
was a thorough blackguard, and did .o
wish to be different, that his life just
suited him and that she had done the
only thing that she could in leaving hifhi?
Can this be the same man ? Can th$
kind and amiable husband be the same
man who, on one occasion at least, gav
his wife cause to say this of him-
have been treated with what amounte
to me, cruelty ; but I cannot say that 1
had ever received any actual violence;
and although he at times had very violent
fits of temper, and would sometî1.
threaten people's lives, and cursed bi
father terribly to me in private, he o1
once threatened me with violence, an y)
then I ran away and he could not do it.
This is the amiable young man who we
outoccasionally to play cards, because b,
wife was unsociable and not as amusing
as she used to be. Now, we should leve
all these efforts at exaggerating or dis-
torting the evidence, and try to get at
rational and calm view of what the actU.
state of the facts is, as shown by the eVl
dence. I shall endeavor to state the0
without exaggerating on one side or the
other. I do not propose to represent
either party as a saint or angel, but I a
going to take the facts, which I thinC
justify the line I intend to pursue In
voting. Before that, I think it would t"
well to consider under what law we are

going to decide this matter. My bon-
friend from Lunenburg accuses those
who are in favor of this Bill of ridiculing
the Supreme Court of the Province o
Quebec, of treating it with contemPt.
do not find anything in the evidence, Or
in the discussion, to support that pirete
sion at all. The case which was tri
at Montreal was taken under a sp the
law of the Province of Quebec, and the
judge, no doubt, gave a correct itic
ment upon the evidence before hi[O'
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We do not know what evidence was
submitted to him, but we do know this,
that the wife's evidence was not before
him. The wife was examined, but
every gentleman from the Province
of Quebec, whom I address here,
knows how one of the parties to a record
can be examined by the other party.
There she can be can be called up on
n iterrogatories-faits et artiles; or ex-

anined by the other side ; but she is not
allowed to be examined by her own
Counsel on her own behalf, except to ex-
Plain any fact stated by her in the ex-
anination on the other side. So that the
detail of circumstances that we have be-
fore us in this record, could not have
been before the judge; and if by some
extraordinary accident it could have got
before the judge-which is quite incredi-
be-the judge had no right even to read
it, except to enable him to judge that it
Was something in her own favour and
which he must therefore disregard. So
that clearly we are offering no contempt
Or disrespect to the Quebec courts or to
the Quebec law. I would be among the
frst in this House to stand up and de-
fend that system and those courts, be-
cause I know what they are ; I have been
bred in them all my life, and I know

oW to respect the equity and justice
With which the laws of Lower Canada
are imbued. Therefore I say, that
ccusation has no foundation at

al and can only have been
bsed as an argument which might
'fduce some of our friends in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, to think they are vin-
dicating their laws by voting against this
'ill Such would not be the case in the

sightest degree. It must be observed
n connection with that, that we cannot
be acting under the law of Lower Can-
ada in dealing with divorce, because
divorce is not allowed under that law.
"The very fact that we are considering

is case, shows that we are not acting
uider the law of Lower Canada, be-
cause that law does not recognize
'divorce at all. Under what law then,
are we acting? I do not know of any
statutory provision, or anything in the
Constitution, which declares what shall
be a sufficient cause for divorce or what
shall not. I am told that we should go
to the House of Lords for our preced-

ents in that respect. I would ask the
-House to consider at what period we are
to look for these precedents ? Shall we
go to the time when a man was granted
a divorce because he wanted a male heir ?
Is that the time ? Or must we go to the
time when a woman was refused a di-
vorce, although it was proved that her
husband had been guilty of adultery in
the marital residence, and that he had
horsewhipped his wife, and treated ber
otherwise with the utmost brutality ? Is
that the precedent which shall guide us ?
The House of Lords never granted di-
vorces to women except in two or three
cases, and for a time refused them alto-
gether, and when the House of Lords,
thirty years ago, practically ceased to deal
with these cases, it had not reached by
many degrees the point which the divorce
law of England has attained even at this
time. The law which was passed in 1857,
that is 31 years ago, recognizes only adul-
tery with cruelty, and that is the law
to-day, if I recollect right, thoùgh I
do not profess to know the law of Eng-
]and which prevails in the Divorce
Court there-a principle established 31
years ago by a Parliament which had
held such doctrines with regard to
women, as I have stated. What kind
of respect or feeling could men have
had for women-what kind of rank did
they allow them in the social scale, who
decided that a woman whose husband
had committed adultery in his own house
and had horsewhipped her like a slave,
was not entitled to a divorce ? Is that
the kind of precedent to which we are to
refer? I must say, and we all perceive
by what no doubt every hon. gentleman
knows, and by what I have just mention-
ed, that the House of Lords was in a
progressive condition up to the time it
ceased to deal with divorce cases. It
was better in 1853 than it had been in
i8o1, a great deal better. It was progres-
sive ; are we not to progress ? Are we
to take the law forever and for all
time, as it was laid down in England
prior to 1857 and 1858 ? I think not. I
think if we are to take the House of
Lords as our exemplar, we must at the
same time adopt the principle which pre-
vailed in that body, that is to say we must
recognize the spirit of the age, and
allow it to soften the rigour of the
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law as administered a century ago.
We must relax that rigour, and adminis-
ter it now in harmony with the
principles which now govern Christian
society; in conformity with which we
are every day regarding woman from a
higher and better goint of view-we are
gradually increasing our respect for her
position, and more generally acknow-
ledging her equality in every sense with
man. This was once so much disputed
in England, that learned judges have
found it necessary to declare, that in
their opinion a woman was equal to a
man in all respects and entitled to the
same treatment. No one here would
think of laying that down as an axiom,
because every one knows, and feels, and
assumes it to be the case. If we have
progressed in our respect for the posi-
tion of woman; if we have recognized
that they hold a higher and more digni-
fied position-a position of greater
equality than was recognized long ago
-surely we are to do as the House of
Lords did, when it was making some
progress-we must progress too. We
must make our judgments, render our
decision, or pass our laws-because that
is the proper phrase to use-in harmony
with the time, and the improved position
of woman, and with the purity which we
attribute to her, and which we desire
she should preserve, and with the pre-
servation of the social and family rela-
tions, which I hope we desire more
and more to render perfect, as far as we
can. The crime of adultery has been
recognized, I think by this House con-
stantly, as a ground for divorce. I
venture to say that there are many
decisions of this House on the sub-
ject of divorce in favour of women,
which would not be sustained eiter by
the precedents of the House of Lords
which hon. gentlemen have cited, or by
the decisions of the Divorce Court in
England, because we have repeatedly
granted divorces for adultery where no
cruelty was proved-so I am told; I am
not so familiar with the practice of this
House as other hon. gentlemen are, but
if I am wrong I can be easily corrected.
If that be the case, then, if in point of
fact, we have abandoned the unequal
and oppressive rulings of the House of
Lords with regard to wives-the depreci-

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.

atory view which the House of Lords
took of the position of wonen-if We
have abandoned that, I have proved .
I desire to prove, namely that this
House is entitled, by its precedents, as
well as on principle, on a question O
this kind, to take the circumstances
the case before it ; and, assuming as a
basis, that adultery is a basis for a bill Of
divorce-which I am quite prepared t
accept as a proper principle on that suto
ject-then, I think, we are entitled d
lopk at the circumstances ofthe case ana
judge, calmly and impartially, hoW .ar
the adultery, if it be proved, coupled wit
these circumstances, justifies our paO'
ing a bill to relieve this woman from thlS
tie. That is the view I take of niy du
here, and it is on that construction of it
shall vote. Now, what are the actui
unadorned facts of this case ? I Wo
like to be permitted to state them as
understand them, in order that if I *
wrong, I may be corrected; an
if I am right, that they may produice
the effect which they are entitled t To e
first proposition of those who oppose this
bill is, that this woman deserted her Ile
band without sufficient cause. o0wl
what were the causes of her desertion
The cause of her desertion, shortly s
was this: that she became slowlY con-
vinced by what she heard frorm her hUs'
band, principally, and from his conduCt
from time to time, that he was unfaith
to her. That is what she swears t n
she tells how she became convinced
this. In the first place from what he
said himself, and by his constant absence
at night, very often all night ; and in the
second place by the construction whch
he himself put on these absences, ad
did he say about that ? I have just rea-
one of the statements which the respo
dent made to his wife, as she has proe
and she also swears to nunerous other
statements of similar purport; a
take what she has sworn to as proof
cause it was easily to be contradictethat
was not true, It was not necessary th.t
he should blacken his wife's character at
order to state the truth. And I do n0
think he showed the nobleness of cha"
acter attributed to him by our hon. geit'
lemen, by abstaining fron tellingtie
truth. He told her fron tirne td he
that he was thoroughly bad ; he told be
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that he was a thorough blackguard, and
that he did not want to be anything else
"that his way of life suited him.

HoN. MR. POWER-That was after
she deserted hin.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-He told her
On that occasion also that she was quite
right in leaving him. When she observed
bis debauched appearance, he said to
her it was caused by wine and women. I
judge from the evidence that she was,of
a retiring disposition. She expresses
herself in that way. She is evidently un-
Willing to come out, and state in the
brOad language of the streets, what she
fOund her husband did. She says it is too
horrible for a woman to be made to talk
about such things. A gently natured
W0nan, being asked in a room full of
mnen, what she had discovered, will not
answer with the same candour that a
Woman of a differeut character will; such
a Woman as we had the other day before
the committee, who had not the slightest
adifficulty in answering with perfect
coolness, or in calling a spade a
8Pade. The lady had a repug-
nance to going into details of
her' husband's conduct, but she told
enOugh. Hon. gentlemen will see from
the evidence, in too many cases for me
tO repeat, the number of times that it is
Perfectly plain he communicated to her,
and she so understood him, that he was
a thoroughly immoral man. And the
Justification which he admitted to her
she had for leaving him, what could it
have arisen from ? She left because she
klew, and he knew, that he was unfaith-
ful to her, and he tells her she was
Perfectly justified in doing so. Now, is
there any evidence to prove, apart from

hat he told her, that she was justified
Sthat belief ? Let us see what are the

ftsC with regard to the brothel that he
Was met coming out of. Some hon.
8entlenen who oppose this Bill seem to
think that no importance should be
attached to that; that a man may be

et coming out of a brothel at eleven
clock at night, and it counts for nothing.
cofntend that that of itself, in the

asence of any explanation, is sufficient
for this House to decide upon, or for
any court or jury to decide upon, that he

was guilty of adultery. Hon. gentlemen
talk of law books and citations. I
can cite half-a-dozen cases in a
moment, to prove that that is a fact upon
which a court is entitled to infer adultery,
if not satisfactorily explained. Now, how
is this incident satisfactorily explained ?
A woman of the house is brought up as
a witness.

HoN. MR. POWER-Brought by the
petitioner.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Not therefore
necessarily a perjurer-I give him the
benefit of all the evidence the woman
gave. I do not assume that the witness-
es were brought on the one side or the
other to perjure themselves. It would
have been easy for the respondent to
have explained this circumstance of
being in that house of ill-fame, if he had
chosen to do so, but he did not. My
hon. friends say that this woman excul-
pated this man, the respondent; -that
her evidence shows that nothing im-
proper happened on that occa-
sion. She says she knew him-
that she met him there on this occasion,
and that he knew the other girls in the
house " just like the other gentlemen; "
and she is asked if on that occasion he
had anything to do with any of them,
and she says, "not that 1 know of."
Now, if he knew all the other girls, like
the other gentlemen, is not that a circum-
stance of some importance ? How did he
know them if he did not frequent the
place ? This girl says she met the re-
spondent there, and he was talking to the
other girls, and that he knew them as
other gentlemen knew them. That is the
language I think she used-at all events
it is near enough for the purpose. This
man, in 1879, knew the girls in a brothel
as other gentlemen knew them, and he
was there at i i o'clock at night. She does
not deny that he had not something to do
with any of them. The evidence is clear
that it was not his first visit there, as the
witness says he knew the girls there as
other gentlemen did. Now, leaving argu-
ment out of the question, what would
any sensible, straightforward man think
the respondent was doing there at i i
o'clock at night ? What was his busi-
ness there ? Had he ever been there
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before ? What can one say his business
was ? I assume he was there to assist in
carrying on, in one sense, the business
which ;one of those ladies, I am told,
said would suffer, because of her absence
here giving evidence. He could not
have been there for any other purpose.
He might have been there for a benevo-
lent purpose, but that would be incon-
sistent with what the witness says of him,
what he says himself, and what the evid-
ence discloses about him. He had an
opportunity of standing up before that
committee, and could have said " I
went in there with two or three friends.
I never was there before, and I did not
do anything wrong." That would not
have blackened his wife's character, as
some hon. gentlemen seem to contend
it would. The reason why the man would
not come forward they say was that " he
was too noble to go into the witness box
and blacken his wife's character." It
would not have blackened his wife char-
acter ; it would have helped to whiten
his own ; and he should not have done
less than come forward and say why he
was there on that occasion. He might
have said, perhaps, that he went there
to try to convert these young women
from the error of their ways, or for some
other innocent or benevolent purposes ;
but I say, in the absence of any state-
ment from him, and with the fact that
he was there, and that he knew those
girls like any other of the gentlemen who
frequented the place, that no witness bas
proved that he did not on that occasion
have something to do with some of
those girls at that late hour of the
night ; in view of all these things I
say, what can any honourable and can-
did gentleman judge, took place on
that occasion ? If we are sitting here to
judge of the facts as the Committee have
done, I for one must decide, and as seven
out of nine of the Committee have decid-
ed, and I think most of those who hear
me, will decide, that the wife was justifi-
ed in believing what she believed; and
what she was justified in believing from
the man's own statement, that he was
unfaithful to ber. Therefore, on the
theory of my bon. friends who are
opposed to the bill, she was justified in
leaving him. If I am right in that, and
I am convinced that I am right, that

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.

must put an end to the whole of the ob-
jections to this bill; but for my part.'
must state plainly that I should not tic
myself down to that, as the sole reason
for voting for this bill. I am prepared
to say, as my personal view, that the
proof of adultery by a married person,
even after separation from each other,
coupled with other circumstances, iay
be a good ground for divorce, unless the
conduct of the woman was such as tO
render her unworthy of that relief. That
is the view I take of it ; that is a view
on which, if necessary, I would act inI

this case, and it is my conscientiOus
view. But it is not necessary in this case
to adopt that view. No hon. gentleIan
will say that this woman did anything
that renders her unworthy of relief at Our
hands. She has taken care of her child-
ren, boarded them and educated them at
her own expense since she left ber hus-
band. I have spoken of the causes which
led ber to leave him. I do not knoW
what hon. gentleman think. I do not
press them to think as I think, one way
or the other. I merely wish to place be'
fore them my view of this evidence, a a
justification for myself in their eyes for
voting as I do. Even if it were nOt to
my mind proved,as nearly with certainty
and conclusiveness as circumstantial evi
dence will go, that he was guilty of un-
faithfulness to her while living with her,
then I should say I would be equally
determined to vote for this bill, because
after consideration of all the circU0

stances, I believe she did nothing whiCh
in my own eyes renders her unworthY O
that relief. The adultery after the sepa-
ration is of course proved. It is not dis-
puted. The only argument I have heard
with regard to that is, that the respOnis
ent is perfectly justified in it, because bis
wife was not living with him; and ve are
told that if we allow a woman to be di
vorced because a man is guilty of adultery
after she separates from him, we shall be
opening the door to all kinds of profl-
gacy. But how are we going to encour-
age immorality by granting this W0o
a divorce ? People might say we ar
going too far in punishing immoraiWs
but certainly no one can say we are ea-
couraging immorality, in punishing
man who bas been guilty of adultery.
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HON. MR. KAULBACH-Does not
a woman who leaves her husband with-
OUt cause contribute to his adultery ?

HON. MR. DEVER-Will the hon.
gentleman explain to me the last line but
ole on page three, the petitioner's evi-
dence, where she is asked, " Were those
suspicions confirmed ?"

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Her reply is,
I unfortunately had no knowledge of

aIy facts." That is quite consistent with
the whole statement. She had not at
that time investigated her husband's
cOnduct. I just ask the bon. gentleman
to consider this fact, that she did know,
that her husband had admitted it. My
hon. friend thinks nothing of that; that
is of no consequence. If she did not
see him in the act, had she no right to
leave him ?

HON. MR. DEVER-That is my
Point.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If she was to
believe what her husband said to her on
that subject, she must have been convin-
Ced of his guilt. When a man blackens
himTself he is generally believed, and if
she believed what he said to her, she was
Justified in believing that he was unfaith-
ful to her. Now, I am not disposed to go
itO any question of sentiment in respect

Of this case. I think sentiment is misplac-
ed ; but I think when we as legislators ;
not as judges acting under a fixed rule of
law laid down for our guidance, because
We have none such-I say, without the
least hesitation, that we, as legislators, in
deciding whether or not we will give this
*onan the relief she asks for, must con-
Sider the surrounding cicumstances ; and
miust consider also the arguments which

on. gentlemen opposite offer against our
elercising our discretionary power, what-
ever it may be, in the direction of grant-
ing this bill. Hon. gentlemen say "what
*ill be the condition of those unfor-
tunate children if the divorce is grant-
ed?" But I ask bon. gentlemen what
Will it be if the divorce is refused ? Two
young girls of 13 or 14 years will be
Placed under the control of a man who
is proved in the record to have been fre-
quenting a bouse of prostitution, and

having criminal connection with prosti-
tutes, within a fortnight of the time they
gave their evidence here. One woman
when asked said it was a week ago last
Saturday night ; the other fixed last
Thursday week ; and the result of our
refusing relief to this petitioner would be
to place those two young daughters
under the control of a nan, who, two
weeks ago, is proved guilty of frequent-
ing houses of ill-fame, and co-habiting
with prostitutes. How can bon. gentle-
men be so misled by a fancied apprecia-
tion of texts of law as to think that we
are doing those children an injury, by
protecting them from being placed in
such contaminating contact ? Here
is their mother able and willing to sup-
port them, educating them at this mo-
ment and supporting them out of her
own means, and we are asked to con-
sider that it would be a misfortune to the
children to be allowed to continue under
the control and training of their mother,.
and that we should by preference place
them under the control of a man who
describes himselfapparently with justice,
as a thorough blackguard, who does not
want to be anything else ; and who says
his mode of life suits him. I do not see
how my hon. friends can use such argu-
ments in connection with such facts. I
cannot see how hon. gentlemen can ap-
peal to us against those children being
retained by their mother, insisting that
we shall thereby do them an injury, and
that it will be to their advantage to be
placed under the control of their father.
I do not know by what process of reason-
ing they arrive at that conclusion, unless
they have argued themselves into it, by
pondering over texts which they find in
law books, which are applicable only to
cases entirely different from this. I do
not see how they can imagine for a mo-
ment that it would be better for those
children to be placed under their father's
control, than under their mother's con-
trol. These are the considerations, not
dealing with the minor points, which lead
me to support this Bill. I shall cer-
tainly vote for it and I shall hope
that it will be carried ; but the fact that
it is not carried, will not convince me
that this woman is not entitled to get re-
lief, that will free her and her children
from the control of this man.
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The House divided on the motion,
which was adopted by the following
vote :-

CONTENTS:
Hon. Messrs.

&bbott, McKay,
Alexander, McKindsey,
Allan (Speaker), Macdonald (Midland),
Almon, MacInnes (Burlington)
Archibald, Merner,
Botsford, Montgomery,
Cochrane, Odell,
Ferrier, Ogilvie,
Glasier, Reesor,
Gowan,. Sanford,
Grant, Schultz,
Havthorne, Stevens,'
Howlan, Sutherland,
Leonard, Turner,
McCallum, Vidal,
McClelan, Wark.-32.

Nos-CONTENTS:

Armand,
Baillargeon,
Bellerose,
Bolduc,
Boucherville,
Casgrain,
Chaffers,
DeBlois,
Dever,
Dickey,
Girard,

HoN. MEssEs.
Kaulbach,
Meinnes (B. C.),
McDonald (B.C.)
Macfarlane,

de, Power,
Robitaille,
Rose (de la Dt

taye).
Thibaudeau,
Trudel.-20.

uran-

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved the third
reading of the bill presently.

• HON. MR. DICKEY-I should like
to know whether that step can be taken
under the rule or practice of the Senate ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-It is our invari-
able practice to move the third reading
of a bill after the adoption of a report.

HON. MR, DICKEY-Where there is
no opposition.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH - Objec-
tion is taken now, and I ask that the
objection of the hon. gentleman from
Amherst be noticed.

of a bill, after the adoption of a report,
is not another stage of the bill and 08Y
therefore be proceeded with.

The motion was agreed to, on a divl"
sion, and the bill was read the third tilne
and passed.

HON. MR. ALMON-I should like tO
call the attention of the House, before
this Bill is sent down to the ComnsIO
to the backward state of the printing Of
the official reports of our debates. The
report of the debate on the fisher
treaty has not yet been published, and 1
should like, before this bill is sent to the
House of Commons, that the able speec
made by the leader of the House, which
so completely swept away the sophistries
of those gentlemen who are opposed tO
the Bill, should be in the hands of the
other House before taking the Bill into
consideration. Unless this is done the
effect of the hon. gentleman's reasOn"g
and his able exposition of the case 1Ivi
be entirely thrown away.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hoO.
gentleman is entirely out of order '
making such remarks. He has no right
to cast such reflections on the speechs
of gentlemen who have opposed th
measure, and if he is not in order,
would move that his remarks beexpuDged
from the records of the House. I think
it is, to say the least, a piece of indiscr
tion on his part. My hon. friend is
given to such indiscretions .n
this House, and I say it 's
not fair when a gentleman het
expresses his honest convictions on any
subject, that because the leader of the
House should take an extreme view 0
the other side of the question, the re
marks of every other gentleman opPoW
to him should be stigmatized as sOP
tries.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Order, order.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I S&Y w
HON. MR. VIDAL-I contend that hon. gentleman took an extrefl vjew

the moving of the third reading at this the case when be said, regardehh
stage is not a separate stage of the bill. wbeter the petitioner was justifie

leaving her husband or not, that <C
HoN. MR. SPEAKER-As I under- should take into consideration the gub-

stand the rule of order, the third reading sequent act. of the respondent.
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THIRD READING.

Bill (39) " An Act to amend the Re-
qied Statutes of Canada, chapter 97, re-
sPecting Ferries." (Mr. Abbott).

MORRISON DIVORCE BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day being called for
the consideration of the report of the
Select Committee on Divorce, to whom
was referred the Bill intitutled " An Act
for the relief of Catherine Morrison,"

110N. MR. McKINDSEY moved that
the report be adopted.

lie said-The evidence in this case
has only been published and distributed
about an hour ago. I may say it is a
clear case, because the evidence shows,
by the exemplification of proceedings in
the criminal court, that the re'spondent
8 now serving out a term in the peniten-
tlary for bigamy.

ION. MR. KAULBACH-Were I
t'ot a member of the committee who
r4ade that report, and the Committee
were unanimous, I should certainly ob-
Ject to the adoption of the report without
al'oPportunity being afforded to mem-
bers to read the evidence. As the Com-
1littee were unanimous in their finding,
I shall not raise the objection.

the consideration of the report of the
Select Committee on divorce, to whom
was referred Bill (I), " An Act for the
Relief of Andrew Maxwell Irving,"

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
moved that the report be adopted.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Is the evi-
dence printed ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD-The evi-
dence is printed and in the hands of
members and it bears upon it all the
marks of credibility. The respondent
makes no defence. She has gone away
with a man for whom she abandoned
her husband and child, and if the House
believes the evidence we have but one
course, to find for the petitioner.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Was the report
of the Committee unanimous ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD-It was
the unanimous finding of the Committee.

The motion was agreed to on a divi-
s'on.

HON. MR. MACDONALD(Midland)
moved that the Bill be read the third
time.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

.The motion was agreed to on a divi- THE UPPER OTTAWA IMPROVE-
%oln. 1 MENT COMPANY'S BILL

.ION. MR. McKINDSEY moved the
third reading of the BilL

IR

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved the second
The motion was agreed to and the reading of Bil (20) "An Act relating to

was read the third time and passed. the Upper Ottawa Improvement Con-
pany."à

SECOND READING. He said-I think there is a very gen-
eral misconception as to the true intent

Il (45) " An Act respecting the of this bill Some hon. gentlemen seem
tario and Quebec Railway Company." to be under the impression that this is a

(Mr. McKindsey.) principle which, for the first tue, is
brought under the notice of Parliament.

THE IRVING DIVORCE BILL The Company seeking some amendments
to its charter was incorporated about 26

TRIRD READING. years ago. Before Confederation there
was an Act passed in the old P olia-

The Order of the Day being read for ent of Canada which authorized the
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formation of companies for the improve-
ment of various streams down which tim-
ber was brought. UnderthatAct this com-
panyobtained a charter. They had author-
ity for making improvements on the Otta.
wa River, for a distance of 150 miles above
the City of Ottawa, to what is known as
the Des Joachim Rapids. In 1875 they
came to Parliament for some amend-
ments to their charter and for the
confirmation of their Act. That was
granted, and the following year they came
to Parliament for amendments, which
were also granted. No opposition was
ever made to this company, and I was
not aware that there was any feeling
against it on the part of those who used
the Ottawa River, or in the Ottawa
district. The object of the present
amendments is to give the company
authority to carry their operations some
distance further up the river.

HON. MR. POWER-How far up?

HON. MR. SCOTT-About 150 miles
above the Des Joachim Rapids to the
head of Lake Temiscamingue. Hon.
gentlemen will remember that the logs
coming down the Ottawa River number
nearly three millions. Last year, speak-
ing by the book, it was 2,945,547.
Those logs have to be brought
down. This industry is the second
in importance in the Domin-
ion. The products of the forest rank
after the products of the farm, and there-
fore it is necessary that these logs should,
at all events, be brought to points where
they are converted into a merchantable
article-the sawn lumber, and if any-
body can suggest any better mode of
bringing those logs down the river 1
shall be exceedingly glad, and the com-
pany in whose interests I am promoting
this bill will be glad to have it proposed
to them. The bill asks authority to make
these improvements, for this increased
distance. Twenty years age, when the
charter was first obtained, very few logs
came from the upper tributaries of the
Ottawa, The logs were got nearer this
place than they now are, but as the limits
lower down were exhausted the lumber-
men were obliged to procure their logs
higher up, and that is why they come
here to ask for this legislation. The cor-

HON. MR. SCOTT.

poration is a co-operative one. Their
object is not to make money out of the
work they do, because everybOdY's
logs is charged an equal rate.
The members of this corporatiol
have no special privileges, nor are they
allowed to fix their own tariff. That iS
fixed by the Governor in Council. As
their operations increase, the rate per log
diminishes, because they are not permnit-
ted to charge more than will produce a
certain dividend. Now the rate per lo-
last year-the rate for bringing .logs
down to the mills,was one and five-eights
cents. The rate charged where the
Government works exist was very rnuch
higher. In that long reach of 300 miles
I am advised that there are but twO in"
provements that the Government of
Canada have constructed. For one o
the booms at the Chenaux, I believe the
charge is three-quarters of a cent--abut
one-half of the charge imposed by this'
company for bringing the logs down
three hundred miles, although they have
twenty booms-so that hon. gentlemen'
will see the object is not to make noney
out of the investment,but rather to facil-
tate the floating of the logs with the lest
inconvenience to those living on the
banks and using the navigation of the
river. I feel it necessary to go 1t
these details because several gentlemne
have informed me that they understo
there was a considerable objection to
this Bill. It was urged that these lumf
bermen were assuming the sovereignltyo
the river. It is an extreme expression
to use. They are necessarily bringing-
down their logs but in doing so they are
not interfering either with the navigation
or with riparian proprietors. The bOOrns
are not strung across the river at nagv-
able points. They are so arranged that
they gather the logs at the foot of the
rapids and then there are guide bOO"
to bring the logs down the streai.
said before, the only works that the GoV'
ernment own are at the two points a
indicated-one near the City of Otta
and the other at the Chenaux bigherj1P
-and for these the logs are speciaî;
taxed. A return was moved for recehntc
and brought down to this House whiC
shows that a considerable expenditute
was incurred before Confederation on
these works-an expenditure of $270'
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'0o. These works have been a source
(f revenue to the Dominion. Last year,
th- tolls collected on them amounted to
$75,518--that is, on the Ottawa River
and its tributaries : I am reading from
the last report of the Minister of Public
Works. These works are constructed
for the square timber trade alone. The
l0gs are not brought down the slides, but
down the main channel of the river, and
Collected at various points and guided to
where they are being used. There are
noD petitions against this Bill. Surely, if
there was any decided opposition to it,
we would have seen it manifested in the
Ordinary way, either by the people along
the banks of the river, or by the steam-
boat owners. It is very unusual that a
Private bill that is opposed is resisted,
unless there is some outside interest that
is attacked and affected by it. I am in-
fOrned, and I believe correctly informed,
that nineteen-twentieths, probably the
Whole of the men in the log trade are in
favor of this Bill. The gentlemen who
form the association own themselves
Probably two-thirds of all the logs
COming down the river-that is, they
Probably own two millions of the three
Million logs brought down. The manu-
facturers who own the other million are
anxious that this bill should pass, be-
Cause in no other way can their logs be
brought down than by co-operative ar-
rangement. You can understand that
Where there are fifteen or twenty owners
the logs nust necessarily get mixed up.
It is quite impossible that they can be
kept apart in descending the river. They
Must go together, and therefore it is in-
finitely cheaper, and better, and more
COnvenient for the public, that some
8Ystem should be adopted. Now, what is
the system adopted by this corporation ?
Wherever steamboats can ply the logs
are put in bands and towed. Where they
Corne to rapids, the logs are of course
sent down by the current and
are then gathered at the foot
afnd formed again into bands and
towed by a steamer, if it happens
to be a reach where navigation prevails.
For 150 miles up the river this company
brings down the logs. For the 15o miles
Above the Des Joachims Rapids to the
head of Lake Temiscamingue a contrac-
tor does it. It cannot be done by the
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people who are directly interested be-
cause it is quite impossible that 15 or
20 different peisons can take charge of
those logs and so each individual owner
who is getting out the logs has to form a
contract with some particular person,
who will take charge of it. This Bill is
simply to give to the company the power
that is now exercised by the one indivi-
dual. They do it cheaper and with less
inconvenience to the public. If there is
any substantial opposition that can be
offered to the Bill, of course when it
goes before the Committee it will be
quite time enough to meet the allega-
tions made against it, but it involves no
new principle-the company has been
in existence for 20 years and I have not
heard that it has encroached on any-
body's rights or privileges.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I regret ex-
ceedingly that I have to join issue with
rny confrere respecting the provisions of
this bill. It is true, as he states, that
the act of incorporation was granted to
this Upper Ottawa Improvement Com-
pany several years ago, in a limited form.
These acts have expired, and the object
of this bill is, in a very great measure, to
revive them. It is true, as the hon. gen-
tleman stated, that parties made improve-
ments some years ago, but at the same
time 1 will inform the House that the
Government expended a very large
amount of money for the improvement
of the Ottawa River. They expended
prior to confederation $37o,o62.85 and
on the Madawaska $104,073.49. It is
the intention of this Company, if they
succeed in getting this bill, to apply to
the Government thattheseworks,on which
so large an amount of money has been
expended, shall be transferred to them
without any consideration.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The Govern-
must be very weak.

HoN. MR. CLEMOW-I will read
the application :-
T the Hon. Sir Hector Langevin:

Sma.-The undersigned lumbermen have
the honor to inform you that in conection
with othere they have applied to the Govern.
ment of Ontario for letters patent to indor-
porate a company to be called " the Mada-
waaka Improvenent Company," for the
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purpose of acqui ring and constructing booms
piers and slides on the Madawaska river, to
facîlitate the transmission of timber ard
logs from Madawaska river in order pro-
perly to effectuate the purposes lor which
the said company is to be formed; it has
been deemed necessary for the said com-
pany to acquire and operate the following
works upon the Madawaska river :

Chain Rapids elide, High Falls slide, Cal-
abogie booms, Springtown boom, Arnprior
slide, and different dams, piers, &c., between
Chain Rapids and junction of the Mada-
waska with the Ottawa independent of these
names.

We therefore most respectfully request
that the government will be pleased to cause
the said works to be transterrd to the said
company upon such terme and conditions
as to tolle to be chargeable by the said com-
pany as may be deenied proper and just.

We have the honor to be,
Your obedient servants,

(Signed) J. R. Booth, Perley & Pattee,
Bronson & Weston, The E. B. Eddy Manu-
facturing Company, limited.

(Signed), E. B. EDDY, President.
Ottawa, Dec. 3, 1887.

HON. MR. SCOTT-That is not this
Company.

. HoN. MR. CLEMOW-That is the
Ottawa Improvment Company. Here is
another one :-
UPPER' OTTAWA IMPROYEMENT Co., OFFICE

CHAUDIERE, OTTAWA, Dec, 2, 1887.
To the Hon. Sir Bector Langevin,

Minister of Public Works.
Sir : I am directed by the president and

directors of the Upper Ottawalmprovement
company to apply on their behalf for a trans-
fer of the following works constructed by the
government namely:

Cheneaux boom, including trip boom at
head of Cheneaux Rapids.

Boom in Chats Lake, at mouth of Mada-
waska River, known as the Arnprior boom
and saw-log slide, at Hull.

The company are deeirous of working and
operating such works in connection with
their own works upon the Ottawa Riverand
as a condition of such tranefer to them will
be willing to abide by and obey such rules
~and regulations as may be, from time to
time, imposed by the Government.

I have the honor to be
Your obedient Servant.

[Signed] E. B. GREENE,
Secretary.

It shows that the intention of these
parties is to obtain a perfect and com-
plete monopoly of the entire Ottawa
river. I object to that upon principle.
I admit that their business is an- import-

ant one, but I maintain that the interests
of the great public far exceed those of
private individuals, and on that groun.d
I am perfectly justified in opposing this
Bill. It is a very extraordinary thing that
these gentlemen have allowed the Gov-
ernment to expend this large amount of
money, extending over such a long period
of time, and have never thought proper
to call upon the Government until now to
relieve them from what they considered,.
I suppose, were works that did not repay
them upon the investment. But instead
of that, I say it is the only work cOn-
structed by the Government that has
given a fair return. It has paid, over
and above the expenses and the annual
cost for improvements, a dividend Of
six per cent. I did ask, the other daY,
for a return and the Government J a1
sorry to say made only a partial retur'
I should hke to have a full return tO
prove what I say. This work has been
a remunerative work for the Governniclt
and I do not think they should divest
themselves of it. The Government re-
quire all the revenue they can get, and
if there is any money to be made froU'
these works the public should have the
benefit of it.

HON. MR. POWER-The Govere-
ment want it for the Chignecto Marine
Railway.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-The bil, as
it was introduced, was really to confer
expropriation powers upon this CompanY.
If it had passed in that shape it would
have been impossible for a man to Own
a steamboat on the river, because the
moment he had constructed a wharf they
would expropriate it.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-That is al'
gone now ; there is no use talking about
it.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I believe s 0 e
provisions of this Bill revive powers of
the old act, and these expropriationk
powers will be revived with thern.
This bill should go before the Cornmittee
because, in its present shape, it confers
extraordinary powers-powers which this
House cannot grant. The cornpany
require not only the river, but all- the
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islands in the river over which this Do-
Minon Government have no jurisdiction
at all. It will require a great change in
the measure before it can be operative
in that respect. This company should
have no power to monopolize the great.
Ottawa River. I hope I will see the day
When the Ottawa will be required for
Canal purposes, but if you allow any per-
sons to get possession of it you will have
great difficulty in dispossessing them.
The bill says, of course, that the Govern-
ient can take possession of those works

On fair compensation being paid for them.
We all know what that means. When
We constructed the waterworks in this
CitY we had very great difficulty in get-
ting possession of the necessary grounds,
because the place was monopolized by
sorne of these gentlemen. It is well that
the House should be informed of these
facts and take all of them into
COnsideration, when the bill comes
Up before the Committee, that they may
Weigh well the consequences that will
ensue from giving these powers to the
company. If this can be done on the
Ottawa, the sarne may be done on the
St. Lawrence, or any other navigable
rver in the country. I do not think it
is a principle which should prevail in a
cOuntry like this. I do not want to
throw difficulties in the way of this great
trade, but I want to preserve and keep
'Intact the rights of the great public.
That is why I take exception to the Bill
nOw introduced, and I am prepared to
show to the Committee that I am correct
f the assertions I make this evening.

I thought it my duty to lay before the
Ilouse my statement of the facts in the
rratter,andaskthe House whetheritis safe
tO give those parties such great powers,
no matter how wealthy and influential
they nay be. However large their
interests may be, we have a duty to
Perforn towards the public. These
gentlemen may be well disposed, but we
cannot say how long they may be with us;
they rnay be off to-morrow and replaced
by others of whom we know nothing.
Wv should take every precaution to keep
the public highways of this country
Under the control of the Government.
The Government have been willing, at
all times, to make necessary improve-
mIents for this great trade. When these

gentlemen could not do it themselves,
they called upon the Government, and
now when they find these works are
remunerative, they are anxious to get
possession of them for nothing at all.
I know gentlemen in this House con-
nected with the trade who are willing to
repay the Government the entire cost of
those works to get possession of them,
as a mere mattter of speculation, and
therefore it is asking too much to have
these works transferred to this Company
for nothing at all. This is a plain state-
ment of facts, and the hon. gentleman
knows them as well as I do, but I sup-
pose he wants to make a good case for
the Bill which he has taken charge of.
If he were to tell you what he
believes he would state pretty nearly
what I have said on this occasion.
However, let that be as it may,
I say we ought to well consider the pro-
visions of this bill, and if they are as I
have stated, we ought to pause before
placing such powers in the hands of any
body of gentlemen of this country.

HON.MR. OGILVIE-The hon. gent-
leman takes an extraordinary position to
pretend to stop the bill at the present
stage. I have no doubt the members of
the Senate, and certainly the members of
the government, will feel extremely grate-
ful, to the bon. gentleman for the care
be has taken of them. It is evident,
from his remarks, that he thinks they
will not be able to take care of them-
selves-that they are such a pack of
imbeciles, that they are going to throw
away valuable property. Surely the best
way to deal with this bill is to send it to
the committee. Although I am not a
lumberman, I have built a good many
dams in my life and have been about
mills for many years, and from all I arn.
told about this bill by parties interested
in its passage, it is one of the best mea-
sure ever brought before this House in
the interest of the great lumbering
industry. What appears to me most as-
tonishing is the opposition of the bon.
gentleman at the present stage. The
Bill was fought hard in the other House.
A sub-committee was appointed, and the
Bill was remodelled, until it appeared in
its present shape, and everybody was
satisfied, so far as I know, except the
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hon. gentleman from Ottawa (Mr.
Clemow.) I think the best way is to let
the Bill go to the Committee, and its
details can be discussed there.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman made no objection to the Bill
going before the Committee. At the
same time, if what he states is true, we
should throw it out of the House at once.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I merely read
what those parties expected the Govern-
ment to do. I expressed no opinion as
to whether the Government would ac.
cede to their request or not : I merely
spoke of their demand upon the Govern-
ment.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I understand
that there is a very strong objection
to the principle of this bill, and there
are some hon. gentlemen who intend to
oppose it at the second reading. If the
information we have received is well
founded, this bill should not pass even
the second reading. I do not intend to
oppose it now, but I wish it understood
that if the bill is read the second time
to-night we are not thereby committed
to the principle of it, but will be at lib-
erty to oppose it at any stage.

The motion was agreed, to and the Bil
was read the second time.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of Bill (L), "An Act
further to amend the Dominion Lands
Act."

He said: A sum of £12,000 sterling
has been collected for the purpose of
settling families of Crofters in the North-
West, and the object of this Bill is to
establish a board for the administration
of the fund. If this experiment succeeds,
the matter will be carried further, more
money will be subscribed and more of
these Crofters and Cotters will be settled
in the country.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE -

We have no right in this Hlouse tO
appropriate money; the Bill should
originate in the Commons.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The money is
subscribed altogether by private indi'
viduals.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time at length
at the Table.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
Bill be read the third time presently.

HON. MR. POWER-Before the third
reading the Minister should explain to
us more fully what its object is, in order
that we may know exactly what we are
doing.

HON. MR, ABBOTT-This Bill suln-
ply provides, as the House will have
heard, that the board is to have the
powers which are conferred upon other
companies under section 44 of chap. 54
of the Revised Statutes of Canada. That
section, with a number of sub-sectiOn75 ,
was formed for the express purpose of
renabling persons who are willing to assist
emigration into the North West to se
cure their money in such a way that
thay will get it back again, some way or
other, under the supervision of the Gov-
ernment. It is done by the prelimfinary
project being submitted to the MiO'
ister of the interior, showing exactly
how the transaction is to be c-
ried out, what precautions are to be
taken and what title is to be granted.
This, after being sanctioned and authOr-
ized by the Minister of the Interior, nay
be carried out ; or the Minister may re-
fuse to sanction it if he chooses, and then
it falls to the ground. The sub-sections
are partly for the protection of the Set-
tier and partly for the protection of those,
who advance the money. They prot
the settler against imposition and provde
that the money shall be expended in ace
tually settling him on the lands, i0stead
of being squandered in any way. Under
the supervision of the Government age0t
the advances are charged on the îa&.
If the settler abandons the land, the Pe
son who has advanced the money May
complete the settlement and get the

IION. MR. OGILVIE.
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land. This Board is to consist of three
rnembers, one to be named by the per-
sOns who subscribe the money, one by
the Government and one by the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company. It is
In the interest of the country and of the
railway company that such seulement
may be facilitated, and they have agreed
to r-ominate persons who will constitute
this little Board and manage this money.
The Board will submit its plan to the
Government, and the Minister of the
Interior will decide whether it shall be
approved or not. If he approves of it,
the settlement will be carried out under
this section of the law.

IION. MR. POWER-Does not the
Minister think that the Government of
the territory where the settlement is to
be should have something to say about
this Board ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think not.
The lands belong to the Dominion Gov-
ernment and the money is subscribed by
Pivate individuals. This is not a mat-
ter in which the Local Government is
directly interested.

HON, MR. GIRARD-If I under-
Stand rightly, this is a benevolent society.
A certain amount of money has been
subscribed for the purpose of settling
those crofters in the North-West. The
POwer asked for is the same as is granted
to colonization societies already in exist-
ence in the North-West Territories, and
Which have been incorporated for the
Purpose of speculation. We have in this
cse a guarantee that does not exist in
the case of an ordinary colonization so-
clety. These are benevolent people who
have subscribed money, and in order to
expend it in the best way, come here and
ask for certain powers to enable them to
Carry out their benevolent object.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes.

HON. MR. GIRARD-Then the bill
shOuld be adopted at once to enable
these people to settle the crofters in the
NIorth-West Territories. It is for the
benefit of the whole Dominion that this
legilation should be had as soon as
POSsible,

HON. MR. POWER-Supposing these
people were to settle in the Province of
Manitoba, the provincial government
would have a very considerable interest
in the matter.

HON. MR. GIRARD-They are to
settle in the North-West Territories.

HON. MR. POWER-Well, no matter
where they settle; the settlement of the
public lands is something in which the
local government is deeply interested.
My opinion is that the officers of the
local government, whether in Manitoba
or in any of the North-West Territories,
would see that the work was carried on
properly better, perhaps, than the officers
of the Dominion government could.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This is to
carry out an arrangement which has been
made. These gentlemen in England
are willing to advance £i 2,ooo if they
can have this little board constituted to
take charge of the fund.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-There
is a considerable amount of land in Mani-
toba that belongs to the Dominion
Government, and I should think these
settlers would prefer to settle there.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-This Bill ap-
plies to the lands of the Dominion Gov-
ernment, whether in Manitoba or in the
Territories.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

PRIVATE BILLS.

TIME EXTENDED.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The time fixed
for the reception of Private Bills expires
to-day, and as there are several private
bills before the Private Bills Committee,
I move that the time for receiving them
be extended for ten days.

HoN. MR. DE.BOUCHERVILLE--
Why not strike out that rule altogether?

The motion was agreed to.
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (ro), "An Act to amend the
Canada Temperance Act."-(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (6), " An Act in amendment of
the Canada Temperance Act."-(Mr.
McKindsey.)

The Senate adjourned at i i o'clock.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Briday, May rîth, r888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings,

THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. DICKEY from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported the following Bills
without amendment, and they were then
read the third time and passed -

Bill (102) "An Act respecting the
Central Ontario Railway." (Mr. Read).

Bill (45) " An Act respecting the
Ontario and Quebec Railway Company."
(Mr. McKindsey).

UPPER OTTAWA IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported Bill (20) " An Act re-
lating to the Upper Ottawa Improve-
ment Company," without amendment.

HoN. MR. SCOTT moved that the
Bill be read the third time presently.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I do not in-
tend to dwell at any length on this Bill
I have performed my duty by trying to
convince this House that the principe
of the Bill is a vicious one. I sha
therefore content myself by moving that
the Bill be not now read the third tilme,
but that it be referred back to the Corn-
mittee for the purpose of making the
following amendment :

PaFe 1, Une 25.-Leave out the word lOb-
tain' and after " first " insert "give notice
b advertisement for one month in tIi

anada Gazette and in a newspaper publiS.-
ed in the county in which such point is el
uated, ot their intention to.apply for."

Page 1, Une 28-After «and" insert
having obtained such approval."

These are very necessary improve-
ments, and I am surprised that the Corn"
mittee did not agree to them. I wish to
have the opinion of this House as to the
amendment which I now offer.

IION. MR. SCOTT-Under the rules
of the House I believe it is perfectlY
competent to move the third reading O
the Bill, the Committee having made no0
change whatever in it. Therefore it
would not be in order, if exception Is
taken, to move any amendment now
which notice has not been given. The
hon. gentleman can test the sense of the
House by simply moving the six month'S
hoist, but in no other way can he get an
expression now.

HoN. MR. POWER-I cannot concur
in that view of the matter. The hoI.
member who proposes to move this
amendment has had no other oppOrt-
nity to offer it. Strictly speaking, 1
think when the Committee's report cornes
here, it should remain a day before it is
adopted and before the third reading of
the Bill. But if the hon. gentleman Iwho
has the amendment in hand is willing t
waive that delay, it would be most unffr
to say that he should not have the
chance to test the sense of the House o)n
his amendment. He does not Move
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against the whole Bill, but simply wishes
to nake this change ; and it would be
an abuse of the procedure of the House
if an attempt were made to shut him out
from offering the amendment now.
There is no rule to prevent his moving
the amendment.

HON. MR. DICKEY-On the point,
whether this amendment can be moved,
I think there is no doubt whatever that
the hon. gentleman cannot do so now-
that ,he must give a day's notice.

HON. MR. POWER-Then the bill
canriot be read the third time without a
day's notice.

HON. MR. DICKEY-That point was
settled the other day. I raised it for
that express purpose-not that I have
any doubt about it myself-and hishonor
riled that when a private bill had passed
through the committee without amend-
Inent it èould be read the third time and
Passed without further notice.

HON. MR. MILLER-I do not agree
With my hon. friend from Halifax that in
the case of a bill in the custody of the
House, it is not quite competent to
move, as has been done in this case, the
third reading of the bill. It is now in
the custody of the House and the House
can do anything with it that is not con-
trary to the rules. There is no
rule which says that a bill which
has been reported from a committee
Without amendment shall not be read
Without further notice. Still I must say,
s0 far as my experience extends, that I
do not know an instance where a gentle-
Inan, intending in good faith to move an
ariendment to a bill, has been refused
an OPportunity of doing so. The custom
has been to postpone the third reading
Of the bill for a day or two to permit of
an amendment being made. It would
be unwise to take any other course than
the one which we have been pursuing in
this House for some years. Whether I
favored or opposed a Bill, I would not
Sauction, so far as my vote would go, so
arbitrary a proceeding as to refuse a
gentleman, who had an amendment to

move, an opportunity to test the sense ow
the House upon it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The po-
sition I took upon that Committee was
that the Government ought to carry out
that great improvement, but if the House
will not sustain me in making the Gov-
ernment carry it out, why should we throw
obstacles in the way of the company who
now desire to put their capital into it,
to the extent of $25o,ooo, and where
the Bill is so carefully worded ?

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The question
before the House is an amendment
which is proposed by the hon. member
from Ottawa.

HON. MR. ALEX4NDER-There
can be no objection, I should think, to
postponing the third reading until Mon-
day to enable him to move his amend-
ment.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I fully con-
cur in the views of the hon. gentleman
from Richmond on this question. Where
a Bill is reported from a Committee
without amendments and an hon. member
wishes to move an amendment, either
the third reading of the Bill ought to be
deferred to a future day or the hon.
member ought to have an opportunity to
move his amendment by consent. If
the hon, gentlemen who favor this bill
are not disposed to permit the hon.
member from Ottawa to move his amend-
ment, I think the third reading ought to
be postponed until Monday.

THE SPEAKER-It is laid down
here, I think, very clearly that no im-
portant amendment shall be made
at the third reading of a pri-
vate bill unless one day's notice is
given, and I think it is equally clear that
a general rule guides the House in the
consideration of private bills-that is, to
interfere as little as possible with the
decision of a committee which has had
opportunity of considering the whole
qestion. It would seem quite clear
that a day's notice should be given on
an amendment before the third reading
of the Bill. On the other hand, it must
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be apparent that there has been no op-
portunity of doing anything of the kind
when the Bill is reported without amend-
ment, and the Bill therefore is in a posi-
tion to be read without delay. 1 presume
it would rest with the House to say
whether they would give the hon. gentle-
man an opportunity by deferring the
third reading and give proper notice of
its amendment.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I do not
think there is any discretion in the
House: it is an iron-clad rule. The
consent of the House, it has been decid-
ed, means the whole House. To open
the door to this sort of legislation would
be a very improper step, in my judg-
ment. The Bill has been read the first
and second time, and has been reported
from the Committee without amend-
ment, and now it is proposed to move
an amendment at the third reading.
That is clearly out of order. There is
not a case in the records of this Parlia-
ment of an amendment being moved at
the third reading of a private Bill with-
out previous notice. If the House is wil-
ling to delay the third reading of the Bill
so as to give an opportunity of moving
the amendment, well and good, but I for
one, if I stand alone, shall object to per-
mitting an important amendment to be
made to a private Bill at the third read-
ing without previous notice.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I always desire
to deter to the wishes of the House,
even if the rules were to sustain me in
taking a stand, but I do not feel like
assuming the responsibility of having
any change made in this Bill at the
present late stage of the session. We
all know the effect of an alteration even
of a word : we all know how it mayimperil
the fate of a Bill in the other House.
The Bill was before the Commons for a
month and was stoutly opposed. If it
goes back again with an amendment I
do not know if we shall ever see it again
this session. I do not think it would be
fair to the Company to do anything of
the kind. The amendment relates to the
internai economy of the bill itself.

HoN. MR. POWER-No.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is in reference
to the meetings of shareholders.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-No.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The original bill
asked for powers of expropriation. Those
powers were refused. The Company
were told that if they wanted te acquire
lands they must purchase them inl
the same way as any private individua
would. Now one of these propOsed
amendments requires that notice shal be
given of such points as it is the intentiol
of the Company to apply to connect
their booms with. I do no think that i5
a matter of such importance that thi'
House ought to interfere to del8Y
the bill, for the reason that tleY
cannot acquire any property except theY
buy it from the owner at any price tht
he may choose to sell it for. Ths
Government is charged with the spechad
duty of allotting where those booms shken
be strung,so tnat every precaution istakei
to protect the public interests. N
doubt, as the Bill was submitted origios
ally, it was very objectionable and those
expropriation clauses caused a good deai
of opposition, but as those clauses hale
been expunged it does not trench on t
public rights, and as the Government
have power to fix where the booms shal1

be, or to order them to be removed, 1
do not see the necessity for this amend
ment. If the hon. gentleman desires t'
press the amendment, I would rather
take it now than have the third readin
of the Bill postponed. The Committee
have considered it and by a very large
vote were not proposed to entertain it.
The effect of any amendment of the
kind would be simply to jeopardize the
Bill. I will not press my objection, but
I am willing to let the vote be taken Or'
the amendment now.

HON. MR. MILLER-I would like to
say one word with regard to what ha5
fallen from the hon. gentleman fronO
Alberton, as to the construction which i5
placed upon the rule and practice Of Par-
liament in reference to cases of this kind
I may say, as far as my own recollection
and experience go, I never knew an "n
stance where a request was made for the
postponement of the considerationf f
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bil because it was necessary to do so in
order to move an amendment to it, to
be resisted in this House. What would
t the logical consequence if it were ? A

ý'il like this, reported to the House
without an amendment, would not be
capable of being attacked afterwards by
the House, or amended, notwithstanding
the fact that the opinion of two-thirds of
the House might be in opposition to the
oPinion of the committee.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-In the
Course of the hon. gentleman's long ex-
Perience in this House, has he ever
known a bill of this nature to be forced
through its third reading when an hon.
11lemaber inrerested for or against a bill
asks that it be postponed to a future day
for the purpose of moving an amend-
Ment ?

HON. MR. MILLER-My memory
cainot recall any such instance.

ION. MR. KAULBACH-At the
tirne of the second reading of the Bill
"'Y hon. friend on my right, instead of
discussing the principle of the measure,
?d taking up the time of the House
When we are pressed with a large amount
of business, gave notice that he would at
this stage take up the question in the
Way he now proposes to do.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-It would be
at extraordinary precedent to establish
to say that a Bill, after it comes from a
Conmittee, cannot be amended in this
IRouse. I remember the other day
a report from a Committee was referred
back and it was reversed at a subse-

19uen1t meeting of a Committee. I should
%aY that a report of a Committee is not
the finding of the whole House, and al-
though this amendment may not have
been incorporated in the Bill by the
CoIfmittee, the sense of the House may
be in favor of it, and it is only
coltOn sense to say that, upon
%nY question, we should be enabled to
take the sense of the whole House
if ntcesary. I think this is an import-
4t arendment to the Bil I gave no-
10e to the Committee to-day that I
*iuld move it in the House, as it was
ltterly impossible for me to comply with

HON. MR. MILLER.

the rule requiring twenty-four hours no-
tice. Therefore, I move that the Bill be
recommitted for the purpose of taking
his amendment into consideration.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-There is an
ironclad rule of Parliament, that we can-
net amend a bill at this stage, without
giving twenty-four hours notice. If the
hon. gentleman had given notice to the
House, even verbally, that he intended
to move the amendment at this stage, he
would have the right to do so. But the
Committee having thoroughly considered
the measure, and having had before them
the parties interested for and against it,
came to the conclusion that the Bill was
a legitirnate and proper one, and it was
so reported to the House. How would
the hon,. gentleman like, after all these
stages had been taken on a Bill in which
he himself had been interested, that an
hon. gentleman should rise and move an
amendment to it, without first giving no-
tice, so as to put him in a position to
combat the views on which the amend-
ment was based? If the hon. gentleman
gives 24 hours notice now, so as to allow
of his amendment being considered, I
should be perfectly satisfied.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I am perfectly
prepared to postpone it until Monday.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-You had better
move your amendment now, with the
consent of the House.

HoN. MR. CLEMOW-Then I move
the amendment which I read to the
House.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I think all our
rules are designed for the purpose of
guiding us to right decisions and. doing
justice ; and I do think the objection
taken by my hon. friend from Ottawa as
to the way in which it was first proposed
to deal with this Bill were very valid ob-
jections. His proposition, in fact,
amounts simply to an appeal from the
decision of the Committee to the House.
Should not any hon. gentleman have
that privilege? I think it would have
been wrong to shut him out I would
like to say to the House, being a mem-
ber of the Committee, chat this matter
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was brought before us, and very
thoroughly discussed, and that the Com-
mittee, by a decided majority, took the
Bill as itwasandrejected this amendment,
because they considered that the very ob-
ject which the hon. gentleman is desirous
of securing bythis amendmentwas already
secured in the Bill. His amendment is
that any of the proposed works of the
company shall not be commenced with-
out notice to the public, and after it has
received the sanction of the Governor-in-
Council. We all know that the approval
of the Governor-in-Council before the
commencement of such work is neces-
sary for the protection of the navigation,
and we all know that before any such
privilege is granted to this company
there will be a careful examination by
some competent person, and a report in
favor of it before the approval will be
given. I hold that there is ample
security that this shall be done, and the
mere insertion of a notice in the
Canada Gazette and in a county news-
paper is unnecessary. The only effect
of this amendment would be, if it were
made, to jeopardize the passage of the
Bill at this stage of the session.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
there is the slightest danger that if this
amendment is made the bill will in any
way be jeopardized. There is a certain time
in the other House for doing just such
work as this ; and as Parliament will not
prorogue for some days, there is no
danger of the bill being jeopardized. I
regret that on this, as on many other
occasions, I cannot see with the same
eyes as the hon, gentleman from Sarnia.
The clause which this proposes to amend
is one which provides as follows:-

" The Company shall, at whatever int
on the shores of the Ottawa River or isande
in the eaid river they determine it necessary
to attach the eaid b;ooms or construct the
said dame, wharves, piers or elides, first
obtain the formal approval of the Governor-
in-Council of their selection of such point or
points, and of the locations of th e said

me, dams, wharves, piere or elides, and
may then acquire by purchaee at each of
such pointe a parcel of land euitable for their
purpose.

Now the jurisdiction of this Company
extends for some three hundred miles
up the Ottawa River-one of the most

important rivers in Canada, a river which
is becoming more important as time goes
on-and on which I think that within a
few years there will be a very con-
siderable amount of traffic and naviga'
tion.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER--OnlY for
timber.

HON. MR. POWER-This clause prOd
vides that the Company shall be allowed
to attach booms, build wharves, piers
etc. etc., upon first getting the approva
of the Governor in Council. The amend
ment of the hon. gentleman fromn the
Rideau Division is to the effect
that before geting the apProthe
of the Governor-in-Council the
company should advertise in the Canda
Gazette and in a newspaper of the coultl
where they propose to construct the
work. The object of that is simplY to
give notice to the people who live on the
Ottawa, in the neighborhood of the pro'
posed works, and to the public at large,
as to where the company propose to erec
their works. It is all very well for the
hon. gentleman to say that the Governort
in-Council will amply consider it. .Bu
they are not presumed to be acquainte
with the wants of all the population O
that three hundred miles on the Ottawa
River. We know very well that even in
much better known regions than that, tic
Governor-in-Council do things whi
they would not do if they were better in'
formed. If this company propose tO
attqch a boom or erect a wharf or other
structure in a place that would be incon*
venient to the people of the district,
then the people should have an OPPr
tunity of coming before the Governlorif
Council and representing their vieW of
the proposal. It will cause a delaY hf
only one month to advertise it in the
newspapers, and it is not an unreasonable
requirement, and I hope the House W'11

grant it in the interest of the public.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It willbe seen
that this amendment is not only unnece
sary but it is uncalled for. The sec-
tion itself sufficiently protects the owners
of property, because before the comPanY
can construct the said booms, wharve
or piers they have first to obtain the

HoN. MR. VIDAL.

682
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formal approval of the Governor in
Council as to the location, and why ?
Because the Governor in Council,
representing the public, must be con-
sulted to protect the navigation of the
river from being interfered with. It may
be said that these works are to be put
11Pon lands. But that is provided for
also because it says the company may
then acquire the right. How ? " By
Purchase." They can only acquire the
land by consent of the proprietor of the
land, and by purchase. Then where is
the necessity for publication of the
notice in the newpapers when this thing
can only be done by the consent of the
Proprietor of the land ? What authority
is there to protect the navigation more
fitting than the Governor in Council?
The company cannot take a step any
Way that will interfere with the navigation
by neans of booms or slides, without
first having the sanction of the Governor
I CounciL What more protection could
be given to the public and the proprie-
tors of the land than that provided by
the section itself ?

ION. MR. ALEXANDER-Everyone
who desires to see the upper Ottawa im-
proved to enable the lumbermen to get'their timber to Montreal and Quebec,
Will oppose this trivial amendment, be-"ause it will necessitate the Bill going
again to the House of Commons, and
Might imperil its passage. It has been
nlounced that the Governor General is

going to prorogue Parliament on Satur-
day week, and it is self-evident that it
Would simply be imperilling the Bill to
eld it back to the House of Commons

With this amendment.

ION. MR. KAULBACH-I cannot'ee any objection to the amendment of
1y hon. friend. This is certainly a largeT ver and of great importance to the
Public. I might be influenced in oppos-
lflg the third reading presently, if this
Was the last day or two of the session,,knd to refuse any delay to consider thisaimendment . but this being a matter of
Such great importance in the public in-
terest, that the public should have notice
.f every structure to be erected upon the

river by this company, I think this
amendment should be adopted. The

public may not know what the company
are doing if they only get the consent of
the Governor in Council before com-
mencing any of their works. It is true
the Goverment may send an engineer to
inspect and report upon the proposed
work, but he may be an officer who will
not consider it in the public interest. I
think, in the interest of the Government
themselves, they should have the public
support in any arratigement which they
may sanction for the constructing of
works on that river.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I do not pro-
pose to interfere in the discussion be-
tween the hon. gentlemen connected
with the Otrawa River business, but
as the remarks which have been made
seem to reflect on the Government for
not having taken proper precautions in
the House of Commons to protect the
public interest, I merely rise to show
that they have. The fact is that the
bill has been very much amended, main-
ly at the instance of the Government in
the House of Commons. Here is a
clause in point :

21. Whenever it is found expedient in the
publie interest that any portions of the
Com pany's works should be removed from
the Ottawa River, the Governor in Council
may by order direct that such portion of
the works be removed trom the river; and
the Company shall forwith remove such
works indicated in the said order, without
any compensation whatever.

In case, therefore, an order is obtained,
into which the Governor in Council has
been surprised, and the order has been
improperly given, the moment it is dis-
covered that something has been done
that interferes with the public interest in
the navigation of the river the Govern-
ment can order it to be taken away
without compensation.

HoN. MR. CLEMOW-I do not for
a moment say that the Government have
not taken all the precautions they could
to protect the public interest. I am
prepared to admit that the bill, as it
stands now, is much better than it was
when originally introduced. When it
was first brought before Parliament it
was monstrous in its character and I
believe that the Government wil
agree with me that the public should
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have notification by advertisement
through the press of what the Company
propose to do and that it is better even
for the Government themselves than to
take information of it from persons who
are not living in the locality. What
harm can be done in requiring notice to
be given ? I have not heard one mem-
ber say that thereis anything wrong in it ex-
cept that it may imperil the passage of
the Bill this session. I am not respo-nsi-
ble for that. Those gentlemen should
have brought in their Bill at an earlier
period of the session. If the amend-
ment I propose is right, then hon. gentle-
men in this House should support it.
If it is not right then they should oppose
it. For my part I am in favor of giving
every publicity to any act that this com-
pany propose to do in the interests of
the public. The Government may send
an engineer to examine the localities and
make plans and profiles and deposit them
in the Department, but the people will
not go there to examine. The fact is,'
they will not know that the plans are
there ; but if it is advertised in the
county paper that the company propose
to construct such and such works, then
the company will know what is their
intention, and if they have any objection
to it they can bring the matter before
the notice of the Governor-in-Council,
and if they neglect to do so, the Govern-
ment is not to blame for any incon-
venience that may thereafter arise. I
think it is the true principle that public
notice should be given through the press
of all these proposed works, and then if
the people do not look after their own
interests the Government are not in a
position to be censured.

The House divided on the amend-
ment which was lost on the following
division.

Cowr:NTs:

Hon. Messrs.

Armand,
Clemow,
Dever,
Flint,
Girard,
Kaulbacb,
McDonald (C. B.>,

MeInnes (B.C.),
Merner,
Miller,
Odell,
Power,
Trudet.-13.

NoN-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Abbott, McKindsey,
Alexander, McMillan,
Baillargeon, Macdonald(Midland)r
Bolduc, Macdonald (B.C(.h)
Botsford, Macfarlane,
Boucherville, de, MacInnes (BUrlfln'
Casgraitn, ton).
Chaffers, Montgomery,
DeBlois, Reesor,
Dickey, Schultz,
Guévremont, Scott,
F{aythorne.. Sutherland,
lcalIum, Turner,
McClelan, Vidai,
McKay, Wark.-29.

The Bill was then read the third tinle
and passed.

SIR DAVID MACPHERSON'S
PORTRAIT.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Befot
the Orders of the Day are called, I de
desire to give the following notice
motion:

That he will cali attention to an extraO.
dinary painting of the Honorable Sir DSVJd
Lewis Macpherszon, placed in the corridgtS
of the Senate, which is not calculated to 1l
crease the respect for him, while it is very
damaging to the reputation of the S0'en
permitting such an unseemly departure fr00

the usual size of Speaker's portraits.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I would ed'
the attention of the hon. gentlemIn to
the fact that th.t notice is entirely outOf
order. It makes a serious statement
against a member of this House in a
manner which is not permitted by the
rules of the House.

HoN. MR. MILLER-The motiOn *
clearly out of order.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The Pe.
ing of a notice on the paper is certai
not out of order. I have cones"
the highest constitutional authorities 'D
the subject.

HON. GENTLEMEN -Withdraw
withdraw 1

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Thet
to discuss whether a motion is O* o
order or not is when it cornes up f<m
cussion, and to prevent a membC o

HoN. MR. CLEMOW

6S8A
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the House like myself from putting a swer his question simply in the affirma-
tiotice on the paper is contrary to com- tive. The government of the day intend,
rnon sense. Who ever heard- of such a and have already taken prelimnary steps
precedent in House of Lords? towards obtaining a new steamer to be

employad in the conveyance of mails
HON. MR. POWER-Probably no and passengers between the main shore

'cle ever saw such a notice in the House and Prince Edward Island. With refer-
'f Lords. ence to the second question, they are not

yet in a position definitely to describe
'-ON. MR. MILLER-The notice is this vessel, but they are getting the plans

Clearly out of order. But, under any cir- and specifications made for it. They
cUmrstances, even though it were not out expect to have it ready for this winter's
'f Order, I think I would ask the House service.
not to permit such a notice to go upon
its rninutes. HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Can the

hon gentleman tell us of what material it
IiON. MR. ALEXANDER-I will is intended to construct this vessel ?

tlot withdraw it. I insist upon its
8OÎng on the orders. It must go on the HON. MR. ABBOTT-I have not got
Orders ! It must go on the orders !! instructions from the Department, but

can assure my hon. friend that I under-
THE SPEAKER-The motion of the stand positively it is to be made of steel,

On- gentleman from Woodstock is calculated to withstand the contact with
Clearly out of order. I see it laid down the ice.
that the Speaker-as well as the Leader
'Of the House, has a right to call atten- HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-In ref-
tion to notices being out of order to pre- erence to the third question, the hon.
Vent such notices from going on the gentleman may have seen an account of
Order paper. a vessel constructed, I think at Detroit,

to navigate the Straits of Mackinac, and
hION. MR. ALEXANDER - God not being acquainted with that locality,

eip the Senate. What'is it coming to ? I have asked hon. gentlemen who are
connected with it for information, and I

WINTER COMMUNICATION am told that the service expected of that
WITH PRINCE EDWARD vessel is very similar to that required of

ISLAND. a vessel running between Cape Tormen-
tine and Cape Traverse. Should that

INQUIRY. Mackinac vessel perform the service for
which she is built, it is highly probable

qON. MR. HAYTHORNE inquired that a similar vessel would be able to
1St. Whether it is the intention of the keep up a daily service across the Straits

shivernment to build, or purchase, a steam- of Northumberland. No doubt it would'.to be eniployed in the conveyance oftoa eepoenth ovyneo be a desirable thing for the Government
P and passengers in winter between the

roVince of Prince Edward Island and the of Canada to keep track of the perform-
tiniland? ances of these vessels, not because it is

"Id. If so, whether he is in a position to important that they should adopt vesselste I Information of a general character as
tde description of vessel it is intended to precisely of similar construction, but

qtire, also as to the time when such ves- because it may ultimately enable the
se1 Will be ready for service? Government of the Dominion to carry3rd. Whether the attention of the gov. out the conditions on which Princed rbIIent, or of any of its officers, has been Edward Island entered the Confedera-
<I1ted to a steam vessel recently con- tion-to keep open this communication%tIru0ted for the purpose of oonveying rail-

Q.trains across the Straits of Maekinac- by steam with the- mainland.
~WIter.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER - The
11 N. \fI. ABBOTT-I have to in- notice. on the paper has been very pro-

lily hon friend that I have to an- perly put by the hon. member from

685
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Prince Edward Island, because a solemn
promise was made by the Government
of Canada to the inhabitants of Prince
Edward Island that they would ensure
the regular transport of mails and passen.
gers across the strait of Northumberland I
at all seasons. There has been a breach
of faith, and the hon.gentleman is perfect
ly right in bringing this matter up. If
the Government give promises they are
bound to use every effort to carry them
into effect. The members of the Gov-
ernment ought to be men of honor, and
if they are not, they will injure the repu-
tation of the country.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-Speaking of
this question of a steel vessel, I may say
that in my capacity of Vice-Consul for
Sweden and Norway, I learned from the.
Government that a steel ship had been'
built at Glasgow for the navigation of the
Cattegat, and I wrote for a description
of the vessel. It took time to get the
necessary translations, and I have placed
them in the hands of the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries so as to have the
matter looked into, and, if neces-
sary, to have Captain McElhinny
sent out to Norway to see what
the performance of the vessel was.
I got a report from a Captain of
the Norwegian navy, as to what this
vessel had accomplished. It is the first
time that any but wooden ships have
been used to make their way through
ice. This ship is built of steel and has
been able to perform wonderful work.
Her construction is such that she can
only be used for bringing mails and a
very few passengers; there is no place
for cargo. It was thought that with the
knowledge and experience of Captain
McElhinny,andalso fromthe information
that can be obtained from the Dundee
sailors, who have the best models in the
world of ships suited for sailling through
ice, a good model of a ship might be
secured for the service across the Straits
of Northumberland. With regard to the
vessel which crosses the Straits of Mac-
kinac, I went on board the steamer my-
self to see how it worked and went over
with the cars. The distance across is
short,,and the water is very smooth, and
not at all like the water of the Strait of
Northumberland, except in calm weather,

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER.

and I am decidedly of opinion that "o
steamboat that I ever saw or am likely tO.
see will be able to carry cars across Our
Straits in the fall of the year. The pre-
vailing storns of wind are frorn the
north-westward and from the north-east,
and the shores of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia are so situated that these
winds strike very strongly on' them and
would necessarily interfere with carrying
cars successfully across the Straits in the
fall of the year. I know at the present
time some gentlemen believe that
at the west cape of Prince Ed
ward Island and Richibucto
Head a distance of 18 or 20 mites
steamers could convey cars across in the
fall or the spring of the year, but after aY
examination into the different modes O
getting across the straits I am satisfie
that there is but one way-the tunnel Or
sub-way. I hope when the Governife1lt
are satisfied on that matter they
have it carried out. Anyone who knOws
anything about the Straits of Northu
berland will confirm my statement thatt
is almost an actual impossibility to con-
struct a boat that will convey cars across
every day back and forth between Princ
Edward Island and the mainland, an
until we have such accommodation bc-
tween the island and the mainland as
there is now between Montreal and Qt'
tawa, the terms of Confederation wili not
be carried out. It is a waste of time to
construct boats to convey cars acrosS
the straits, and the service at the Straits
of Mackinac does not afford sufficient
experience to arrive. at a conclusion 0 tO
the best course to be pursued with res-
pect to Prince Edward Island.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Before answer
ing my hon. friend's question directly
may say that the opinion of the GoverP
ment with regard to the steamer is verl
much the same as that expressed by u4
hon. friend from Alberton. There ls-
always been a prejudice against the use
of any material but wood in the consuC
tion of vessels that are expected t
encounter a crush of floating ice.- r
has been thought that wood is a b
material than steel for the purpose, U
it has been ascertained without quest
that a steel vessel can be made e Y
capable, or more capable if necessarY, tOt
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resist ice than a wooden vessel. It does 1 Fund of the Presbyterian Church in
1ot require constant repairs as wooden .Canada for Manitoba and the North-
hulls do, and for that reason the Govern- West." (Mr. Wark.)
Ment are disposed to spend more money
to get a steel vessel than it would have RAILWAY CROSSINGS AT
cost to get a wooden one. They are TORONTO.
perfectly familiar with the report to
which my hon. friend from Alberton INQUIRY.
refers, (thanks, I daresay, to my hon.
friend), as to the use of this steamer in HoN. MR.MACDONALD (Midland)
the Cattegat, and the steamer to be used Has an order been made by the Railwayhere will have better capacity to carry Committee of the Privy Council req uiring
passengers and freight. They have the erection of gates at Simcoe and York
taken the best opinion they could get Street crossings, Toronto, to prevent the
fromn engineers and persons accustomed recurrence of such accidents as that which
to this kind of navigation, and are occurred at the said street crossing last

kindof nvigaionand summer ?
satisfied that they have hit upon the 2nd. If so, bas the Grand Trunk Railway
fery best model for a vessel of this de- Company erected such gates, and if not, has
scription and the best possible material, the Goyernment or the Railway Committee
and I trust we shall have it running suc- of the Privy Council taken any and what
Cessfully in due time. As to the vessel steps to compel obedience to such order ?
at the Straits of Mackinac, the informa- HON. MR. ABBOTT-In answer tott011 we have is that it is as much an ice- tie first question, I would inform my
Ctting vessel as a vessel intended to hon. friend that an order was made byforce its way through large masses of the Railway Committee of the Privy
floating ice. The water is comparatively Council on the 21st of November last,'ooth at Mackinac Straits and it freezes and sent to the Manager of the Grandthoss, and the steamer that is in use Trunk Railway at Montreal, direct-there, we are informed, is for the purpose ing the erection of gates at the

cutting the ice. The current runs crossing to which he refers, the gates to. !formly in the same direction, and the be built and a watchman provided to
Ce as it is separated, floats off and the attend to them before the second ofa is kept clear. That is the principie January following. In answer to thee vessel used there. Anyone who second inquiry, I may say that finding

quainted with the character of the those gates were not placed at the cros-
ng ice i tera of thumer- sings referred to, Mr. Hickson was com-

wh, knows very well that a vessel municated with and on the 2oth March,
.hiCh could cut its way through station- he replied that the order had not beenr ice would not be able to cope with the complied with on account of the imprac-ases of ice which float between Prine ticability of putting up gates while theWard Island and the mainland ; the ground was frozen, and promising to

conceiment have not corne to the erect them as soon as the ground was
ithOC uslin to build this steamer sufficiently thawed to enable them to do

the out having carefully investigated so. The Government have not been
subject and 'profited by the informed as to whether that has been

puchrience of others at places where done this spring, but they will cause im-
crossing is required in winter. mediate inquiry to be made to ascertain

BILLS INTRODUCED. whether the railway compiny has done
so or not.

t (8o) ' An Act to provide for the
ding up of the Bank of London in SENATORS' GALLERY IN THE

'-8 ada." (Mr. Macdonald, Midland.) HOUSE OF COMMONS.

t II (97) " An Act to amend the act HoN MR. ALEXANDER-Before
oincorporate the Board of Manage- the Orders of the Day are called, I wish

r4en4t Of the Church and Manse Building to call the attention of the Senate to the
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fact that I have just returned from the lery for the Speaker of the House at
Senator's gallery in the House of Com-' Commons. We did not complain of that.
mons, where I went to hear Sir Charles Subsequently we found that the portion
Tupper's speech. I found a number of left to us was open to all sorts of Per
ladies there : Is that in accordance with sons, and after a great deal of discussio
the wish of the House ? Would the here it was decided that a very SilI,,l
House be kind enough to express an portion of the space should be reserved
opinion whether ladies are to take our exclusively for Senators. That arrange
places in the gallery provided for our use ment was attempted to be carried out, a
in the House of Commons. It is dread- we then had the promise of the SPeaker
ful that those brazen-faced women should of the other House that the messenger
take the places of Senators of the Do- placed at the door would enforce the
minion, set apart for them in their own orders received from him. On one OCca
gallery. It is disgusting-brazen-faced ! sion the Speaker of the House of Cool

mons told me that when his orders eere
HON. MR. MILLER-I think the not attended to he would dismfiss the

time has come when we should deal with messenger of that gallery. It is said that
this grievance. In every country that the fault lies chiefly with menbers
possesses two Chambers of Parliament, this House, and of the House of Co
it is usual for each to afford accommo- mons-that members of the House O
dation to the other to hear the debates Commons bully the door-keeper ther
and proceedings of their respective into admitting their friends into thc
bodies. For some time past, we have places reserved for this House, and hich
had a great deal of difficulty in getting is the only part of the gallery in Wihc
accommodation in the gallery of the we can claim exclusive privilege
House of Commons allotted to the Sen- do not think that the door-keeP*
ate. In fact, the question has been should be a man capable of beng
one of complaint for a number of bullied either by a member of th
years, and of late, it is even worse Commons or of this HOuse.
than I have ever known it before. understand it is said by those perso
Durng the present session, and during that they do not care what the SePt
last session also, I have had occasion think about the matter. It is a practi
when there were interesting or important illustration of the fact that some me
debates in the other House, to which it bers of the Commons do not care t
would be desirable for any public man extend to us that courtesy which ogt
to listen, and I have found it impossible to be shown between the two coordint
to get sitting room in the Senator's gal- branches of Parliament. It is Well t
lery. I have found it occupied by speak plainly on this subject. lhe
people who have had no right whatever messenger at that door should hver
to be there. We have requested our instructions to take the name of
Speaker to communicate with the member of either House who comileb
Speaker of the other House upon this him to admit strangers. As it is
subject and he has done so, but no re- we have no gallery ; it is the door-kIP
sult has followed the communication of gallery and he fills it on all ocht s
His Honor. When I was Speaker of with those he wishes to admit. t
the Senate I had occasion to communi- something which ought not to be
cate with the gentleman who then filled mitted. We hear discourteous ,en'h
the Chair in the other House, Mr. Kirk- tions on members of this body iit i
patrick, and I always found him willing Commons ; we do not mind that, b
to do what he could to carry out the a practical matter of this kind .

views of the Senate. Formerly we had ought to be under the control. ote
a gallery allotted to us and our friends head of the other House, when it
which extended past the centre of remedied after a request from this the
the House and including what is now we should instruct His Honor, i
the Speaker's gallery of the House of Speaker to place himself fora"'th
Commons. The first encroachment was communication with the Spek CI
to take the most desirable part of our gal- House of Commons and endeavr

HON MR. ALEXANDER.
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have the matter arranged satisfactorily.If we are to be treated with
cOntinued indignity, if we are
40t considered worthy of having a
set in the little box allotted to us in the
'lOuse of Commons to listen to the de-
bates in that chamber, I think I should
be inclined to move at some future day
that we send a message to the Hou3e of
Conmorns informing them that as they
are not willing to extend to us that
cOurtesy, we will resign our claim to any
seat whatever, and for my part I am
Willhng to go into the general gallery and
lot have it supposed that we have the
Privilege of a gallery when we have
4one.

RoN. MR. ALEXANDER-I under-
stOod the messenger to say to me, in
reply to my inquiry, that he had an
Order from the Speaker of this House to
allow certain ladies in the gallery.

THE SPEAKER-There is not a
Particle of truth in that statement.

1iON. MR MILLER-It was the
UnIderstanding of this House the other
dy, when we discussed the matter
With closed doors, that Senators
hould have the privilege of taking
eir wives and daughters into *the

t1ery. Nobody objected to that at the
tiIne, and I presume it was taken to be the
8 use of the House, but the way the
a.lery bas been occupied by strangers
drng the last year or two is not credit-
able to the Speaker of that body.

1ON. MR. McKINDSEY-When I
eard the charge made by the hon. mem-

from Woodstock I went over to the
Other Chamber and found that there
Were only two ladies in the Senators
CU ery, and they have a perfect right to

there. The hon. member from Wood-
Stock, I have no doubt, has an object in
Vlew in making the statement he has
m4ade here to-day, but it is unjust

o ome here and report that the gallery
18 ful that he cannot get a seat there

IUON. MR. MILLER-I will give the
two occasions to which I have referred

the speech on the Budget, or rather
44

the speech which followed the Budget,
and the debate upon the very important
constitutional question which arose the
other day with regard to the liberty
of the press. These were two occa-
sions when I think most mem-
bers of the Senate would desire, if
they could, to be present and hear
the debates. On the more recent of these
two occasions, which was subsequent
to the time when the attention of our
Speaker was called to the matter, and he
was requested to communicate to the
Speaker of the Commons on the subject,
the gallery was full of strangers.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-The hon.
gentleman is quite right in the remarks
he has made. What I object to is that
on this occasion the hon. member from
Woodstock should make the statement
that the gallery is so full that he cannot
find a seat, when, as a matter of fact,
there are only two ladies there, and they
have a perfect right to occupy seats' in
the Senators gallery.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-There is
no occasion just now, it seems, to raise
this question. As a rule the hon. mem-
ber from Woodstock is in favor of the
ladies : he has on other occasions said
he would be inclined to give them the
whole gallery if they wanted it. To-day
he holds the very opposite opinion, and
he must have fallen into disfavor
with them. I have instructed those
that I am particularly interested
in that the front row of the gallery is as-
signed to Senators only and cannot be
used by ladies ; and they have always
found the other places filled up so that
they could not get seats at all. So far
as my family are concerned, it has been
a closed place. We have a certain place
for the Senators, and the rest of the gal-
lery is filled up with persons who have
no right to be there at all.

HON. MR. DEVER-There is no rea-
son at all to bring up this question to-
day. I had occasion just now to intro-
duce a gentleman from Old France, who
is here on public business, to the seat in
the gallery that I usually occupy when I
go there. I found only two ladies in
the gallery, and these two have a perfect
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right to be there, and I have reason to
believe that it is because they are ladies
related to a member of this House that
the matter has been referred to at ail

HoN MR. ABBOTT-1 hope that in
what I am about to say the House will
not consider that I am actuated in any
degree by anything that has fallen from
the hon. gentleman from Woodstock.
But the hon. gentleman from Richmond
has stated a grievance that I have, on
more than one occasion, been informed
exists-that practically on interestingocca-
sions the Senators' gallery is filled with
strangers to the exclusion of members of
this House. I confess my ignorance of
the course to be taken to vindicate the
rights of this House to the place that
has been allotted to the Senate in the
House of Commons ; but I should sup-
pose that the first step to be taken is
that'the Speaker of the Senate should ad-
dress the Speaker of the other House in
a formal manner stating the grievance
of which the members of this House
complain, and requesting proper redress.
If there is no proper response to a cour-
teous request of that kind, asking what
we are entitled to as a right, of course it
would be then open for us to consider
what further step is to be taken in that
direction. I would suggest that as pos-
sibly the right course to be taken under
the circumstances.

HON. MR. MILLER-As the Speaker
knows, for several days past I have been
telling him I would bring this matter be-
fore the House with open doors, if some-
thing were not done to remedy the evil
that hon. gentlemen complain of. I in-
tended not to do so to-day, but when a
member of the House told me a moment
ago that the gallery was full of stran-
gers, I thought I would take occasion to
offer a few remarks on the matter before
the House.

~ HoN. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Two
years ago I made a suggestion which, if
it were carried out, would have met the
difficulty in preserving the privacy of the
Senatorial gallery. My suggestion then
was that a partition should be placed at
the end of the railing up to the passage
that leads to the Speaker's gallery, and

HON. MR. DEVER.

that a door should be placed there about
five or six feet from the door to the
Speaker's gallery, and that should be 1i
charge of the messenger, who also taIes
charge of the Speaker's gallery, and that
no person, whether a Senator's wife Or
daughter or sister, should be admitted-
that it should be reserved exclusively for
Senators ; and that the remaining two-
thirds, or even one-third, of the Senator's
gallery, should be set apart for the wives
sisters and friends of Senators. If that
were done and a proper doorkeeper were
placed there, who would carry out the
instructions of His Honor the Speaker
of the Senate, I do not think there wOl
be any further difficulty. I am of oPln'
ion the small alteration I suggest wolUd
not cost more than $8.oo or $1o.oo, and
would not in the least dizfigure the gal-
lery.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I think if
we had a door-keeper from the Senate
for that door it would obviate a great
many of the difficulties.

HON. MR. McINNES-I cannot agree
with the hon. gentleman from Lunen-
burg in that respect, for about two weeks
ago I was over in the gallery, and after
I went in there a number of ladies en'
tered. The door-keeper followed the0n
up and told them where they could si
beyond or within the railing, but instes
of reniaining there they slipped Pat
opened the little gate and went doWl to
the Senators' seats. The door-keePer
followed them up and requested theln to
occupy seats in the south end of the al
lery, but could not get them out. I thf1k
my suggestion is the proper one.

THE SPEAKER-Of course it will be
my duty and pleasure to carry out hat-
ever instructions the House may
me, and if it is the desire of the 1oUS*
now that I shall address a formal co'
munication to the Speaker of the otCher
House I shall do so. Since th
matter was brought up with clo
doors by the hon. gentleman from gi
mond, I took occasion, at the exprt
desire of the House, to see the
Speaker of the Commons, and Confe
with him on the subject. Affairs remain
very much in the same condition, an
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had to request my hon. friend from
RIehmond, as it was a pity to cause any
friction between the two Houses, not to
bring the matter up except with closed
dors until another effort was made to
ca out the wishes of the Senate. I
again saw the Speaker of the Commons
tii s m orning and he expressed great re-
gret that any inconvenience had been
caused to Senators, and informed me
that he would give most stringent orders
to the door-keeper that only
Senators, or the wives and daughters of
Senators, as I understood it to be the
expressed wish of the House, should be
admitted into that gallery. He stated
What the hon. gentleman from Richmond
as mentioned, that he found great

difficulty m having his orders carried out,
nasmhuch as members of both Houses
did apparently use their authority to
Override the instructions which had been
given to the door-keeper. Hon. gentle-
'en know that we have experienced in
Past years no little difficulty on the same
question, because members did
not carry out the rule. With regard
tO any statement that I gave orders to
the door-keeper to admit anyone, I may
saY I have never given him a single or-
der, and therefore any statement of that
klid, hon. gentleman can see, is entirely
Without foundation. With regard to the
actual condition of the gallery just now,
Or when my hon. friend spoke, I pre-
Surne he did not speak from his own
khowledge for I am informed just now,
having sent up a page to look at the
allery, that there were only three ladies

RESOURCES OF THE GREAT
MACKENZIE BASIN.

THIRD REPORT ADOPTED.

The order of the day having been
read

Consideration of the Third Report of the
rlect Committee appointed to examine and
"pOrt as to the value of that part of the
wilinion lying north of the Saskatchewan

*tersbed, eat of the Rocky Mountains
and Vest of Hudson Bay, co'uprising the

reat Mackenzie Basin-its extent of navi-able rivers, lakes and sea coast, of agri-
fetltural and pastoral lands, its fisheries,
foresta and mines,

HoN. MR. GIRARD said-After the
question of domestic administration
which bas just been under considera.
tion, I shall undertake to complete my
observations of the other day in a some-
what different manner. I would like to
call your attention to a different gallery,
not one where a certain number odly can
be admitted, but to a gallery sufficient in
area to offer a home to five millions of
people living in the Dominion at the
present time, which is perhaps a more
important question than the one we were
discussing a moment ago. I regretted
not having completed my observations
before the debate• was adjourned the
other day. I had very few remarks to
add; at the same time I had to submit
and I did so most willingly and respect-
fully, at the request of my hon. friend
from De Lanaudiere. He was certainly
correct in his demand that the report
should be printed in French before it
was brought before the House for
discussion; but the Committee had not
time to do so. If the hon. gentleman
will refer to the fourth report of the
Committee, he will see that provision
has been made for the publication of the
evidence in French when the proper time
comes to do it. It is not possible to
have it done immediately, but as bas
been the case in the past, provision bas
been made for the publication of all the
proceedings before the committee in the
French language. I do not think the
hon. gentleman need be alarmed that
due consideration will not be shown to
the French portion of the population, in
the publication of all the information
obtained before this committee in their
language. Like my hon. friend beside
me, I am always happy to remember the
brave explorer Varennes de la Verendrye.
His discoveries in the North-West intro-
duced civilization into that part of the
country. He wasfollowed by his two sons
who lost their lives in their efforts to ad-
vance civilization in the far west. I
think we all admit that the French
have been the pioneers in the introduc-
tion of civilization in many countries, and
more especially amongst the Indians of
this continent, and it is to be regretted
that they have not maintained the
position in the North-West that
they acquired in the beginning.
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While they have been the first
to find their way into that vast wilder-
ness and lay the foundation for the com-
ing civilization, in many places all that
remains of them is the monument of the
good works they have done. I am happy
indeed to have the opportunity once
more to'call your attention to the impor-
tant subject of enquiry before the Com-
mittee whose report is now under con-
sideration. Not only has their work
attracted the attention of the people of
this country, but it has attracted a great
deal of attention in England. Although
our report is not yet published, I learn
that an expedition has been organized in
the Geological Survey for the exploration
of the country west of Hudson Bay, as
one of the results of our enquiry. I see
also that the Government of Ontario have
appointed a Commission to ascertain and
determine the mineral resources of this
province. In England articles have
appeared in the gîeat dailies commend-
ing what the Senate Committee have
clone. I shall take the liberty of reading
a paragraph from a cable despatch from
the London Office of the Toronto Globe
as to the effect of the publication of the
telegraphic summary .of the evidence
taken before the Committee. It is as
follows :-

TUE MACKENZIE BASIN.

The cabled summary of the evidence taken
by the Schultz Committee on the Mackenzie
Basin is attracting notice here, as further
evidense of the great undeveloped reiources
of the Dominion. The Daily News to-day,
editoriall comments on it, and says the day
may welfcome when British North America
may support a population equal to more
than half that of Europe.

Gererally, we do not hesitate to ex-
pend large sums of money to attract the
attention of the people of Europe to our
country and its resources. In this case,
we shall be able to submit to the public
a vast amount of evidence which was
taken before the Committee-evidence
of a most interesting and important nature
to everyone who looks forward to a great
future for this country. I believe tha
everyone will be satisfied with thc
work the Committee have done, the
success of which we owe in great mea.
sure to the energy, industry and per
severance of our Chairman, the hon.
gentleman from Winnipeg. If rumor isi

true, this will be the last session that we
can have the hon. gentleman with us in
this chamber. He will be taking an
active part in the affairs of the countrY
in another position, but the work he has
done this session will remain as a mOnu-
ment to his industry and to his desire to
do something in the interest of his
country. We nust also ackniowledge
the information that was afforded to the
Committee by persons who were in a
position to give most valuable evidence,
We had the Hon. Mr. Christie who ha&
passed the greater portion of his life in
the North-West as Hudson Bay Corn1
pany factor. While he was employed i
that capacity it was his duty to visit the
different posts of the Company, scatter e
throughout that vast wilcerness. Ie
knew the people, he knew the country
and its resources and we may rely Ol
his statements before the Comrnittee as
being most important information. I do
not wish to make invidious cO0l-
parisons or to detract from the import-
ance of the evidence given by the
witnesses, but I would draw attention sPe9
ally to the evidence given by Mr. Christie
and Bishop Clut. The latter gentleman
has spent many years in that country,
and has experienced hardship and often
narrowly escaped starvation, but' alwaY5

doing good. His evidence was
valuable as affording reliable information
on many points that are new to the
country. I may add that the vast
amount of information collected hAs
been gained without the expenditure of
a dollar of the public money, as it hvat
an instruction to the Committee th&'
they should not incur any expense, 1
wish to state specially the case of BishoP
Clut. He came here as an invalid, 1
might almost say as a beggar asking for
assistance in his deserving mission. lie
has been in attendence at the Committec
for many days in the interests of bis
country, and the information given wil
be of infinite value to the public. Un
der ordinary circumstances we would

t have no difficulty in appreciating at its
true value the evidence he has given o
a country which is considered "out

- the world.» It is a part
- our Dominion of which until n

we knew nothing. As a wilderness J
immense in its area, immense in

HoN. MR. GIRARD.
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lakes, immense in its forests, immense in
its fisheries, immense in its mines, and
the time is fast approaching when all this
undeveloped wealth will be appropriated
for the purpose of civilization. It is oc-
cupied at present only by the few mis-

'lolnaries and about 12,ooo Indians. The
Government have not as yet done any-
thmng for those Indians, though I have
tried to draw the attention of some of
the members of the Cabinet to the posi-
tIon occupied by those aborigines. They
have never received anything from the
Giovernment, but they pay in the shape
Of customs a considerable amount
tOwards the public treasury. I see in a
lewspaper that I received this morning,
the Montreal Witness, the announce-
1nent of starvation amongst the Indians
In the Peace River District, and with

-Your consideration I shall read it

STARVING INDIANS.
cAXNIBALIsM IN THE PEAOE RIVER REGIoN.
OTTAwA, May 7.-The Rev. Mr. Brick,

'Church of England missionary stationed at
the Peace River District of the Diocese of
Athabasca in a sermon in St. George's
Church last evening, said there had been a
rbbit famine for the past two seasons, and
that larje game had nearly all disappeared.
Tbe In ians were, in consequence, in a
starving condition, and unlesa relief was
furnished, many of them must soon die. He
Instanced cases» where they had kept body
and soul together on boiled leather and old
Inioccasins. Many are now subsisting on
horse-flesh, and several cases of cannibalism
have been reported. In one case a woman

43ad been shot and ber body consumed by
h.ungry savages. These are not treaty In-
dians, but he thought the Goverument
mhoild do something.

There is nothing to fear from these
Indians. From the evidence we have
heard many of them have already re-
ceived the elements of civilization. They
are well disposed, peaceable tribes and
nO danger is to be apprehended from
hem. Although they are not included
In the treaties made with the government,
they should receive a certain amount of
as8istance Amongst those tribe there is
Oneknown as thebad people,Is Mauvais
>fonde. They acquired that name be-
cauSe the first time they came into com-
Inunication with the white people they

X hke louder than the other tribes, and
tiey were considered dangerous because
Of their manner of speaking, and explor-

ers and traders were afraid to go amongst
them. That is the only reason why that
tribe has got the name of Le Mauvais
Monde, but they are no more dangerous
than any other Indians. It is a
singular circumstance that in a country
abounding with natural wealth there can
exist such an amount of misery as may
be seen among the Indians. A mission-
ary assured me that they have not eaten
bread twice a year for many years. They
have occasionally made biscuits from
barley flour, but they have no mills and
none of the usual accommodations of
civilized life. It is about time that there
should be a change in that respect, and
it is coming very rapidly, because the two
millions of square miles of agricultural
lands which are to be found in there,
three-quarters of which are capable of
cultivation, cannot remain much longer
unpopulated. Potatoes and wheat can be
produced. What is called the Barren
Grounds, has an area of 400,000 square
miles and thereare 2,000,100 square miles
of good land. It will be seen by the report
that in this area potatoes and barley
mature and wheat has succeeded in many
parts of it.

HoN. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Have they got oats ?

Hox. MR. GIRARD-I think they
grow oats there also. In all parts of
the country there is abundance of fish of
the best quality-salmon trout aIid
another fish nearly as good as the salmon,
called the Inconnu. I think the time
has arrived when the Government should
not only ascertain the natural re-
sources of that country, but also adopt
measures by which our natural wealth in
that part of our territory will be rroteet-
ed, not from the people of the Dominion,
but from the Americans. Expeditions
will be coming in from the UnitedStaties
before long via the Mackenzie River, as
they have done in the past in other new
territories, but the most valuable portions
of it will be appropriated for Its
wealth of fish and fur bearihg
animals and its mines. There is no
doubt that the natural wealth df that
country is praetically inexhaustible. At
the present day it may be said to be the
last preserve of the valuable fur-bearing
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animais on this continent, and the resort
of the wood buffalo and musk ox.
These animais are getting very scarce,
but by a proper system of protection they
will be preserved for a longer period than
the buffalo of the plains. There is at
the present time a practical communica-
tion throughout that country by the
Mackenzie River, and in the early future
there is no doubt an important trade will
spring up between that country and
Alaska, California and British Columbia.
Within our lifetime these lands, which
up to now have been absolutely unknown
and considered a desert waste, will be
appreciated at their true value and will
be the home of a thrifty population.
We are awakening to the fact that some
of the finest of our agricultural lands are
situated in the Mackenzie River district
and that even the barren grounds are
valuable on account of their wealth of
minerais, fish and fur-bearing animais. I
wish to call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the importance of these reserves.
It is a source of satisfaction to the
people to know that they have
such a vast inheritance, which will be a
home for countless thousands of an in-
dependent and thrifty population. I
have no hesitation in saying that the
work that this Committee has done
should receive the sanction and concur-
rence of this House, but it is to me a
source of the greatest pleasure that I
have been able to assist my hon. friend
the Chairman of the Comrnittee in the
work which he has so successfully per-
formed, and from which I anticipate
mont important results.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am sure
we cannot be too much indebted to my
hon., friend from Manitoba, the Chair-
man'of this Committee, whose indefati-
gable efforts have brought to our know-
ledge the wonderful resources and capa-
bilities of our great North-West. I am
sure that the information which the
Comnndttee have gathered, will create a
more than common interest in the coun-
try. The proceedings of the Committee
have already attracted notice, not only
throughout Canada, but in the Old
World. Until now we have not known,
and even now, we do not know the great
wealth of our North-West. I beheve

that half has not been told us of what we
have in store, not only for ourselves, but
for those who come after us, in that vast
region. It is of immense value to know
the resources we have to fall back uPOfl
in our new territory, and I believe it will
form a great attraction for this countr>
and tend largely to direct emigration
to the Dominion. Some may decrl
our doing anything at the present
to settle the Mackenzie country, and saY
that it is of no value to us at present.If
we look at the history of California and
British Columbia, we will find that thOse
countries were settled by persons who
did not go in there so much to settle as
to search for valuable minerais, but by
that means these countries were opened
up for settlement much earlier than they
would otherwise have been. I believe
the same attraction will be found in our
North-West, and when the people have a
better knowledge than we have now O
the mineral wealth of the Mackelnzi
River district, its wealth of timber and
fish and peltries, I am sure it wili attract
a great .deal of public attention. .Te
evidence given before the committee
shows that we have already in the lac-
kenzie Basin an extent of river and lake
navigation of 2,700 miles only interrUPt-
ed at Great Slave Lake.

HoN. MR. POWER-At four places.

HON. MR. KAULBAC H- under-
stand there are only two places, one near
great Slave Lake, twenty miles in length,
and one near Lake Athabasca, seven
miles in length, the last a succession
small rapids down which craft can easily
go but which is not easy ofascent. With
these obstructions removed, we would
have a clear navigation of 2,70 0 miles'
The Committee, through the industry o
my hon. friend the Chairman, have ac
cumulated a vast amount of information
not only from records of the earlier 's-
plorers of that country, but fromf 0I""
sionaries and Hudson Bay Company
officers-evidence which I did not venth
ure to suppose could be obtained wit
out large expense. We have secur ma11

that information at a comparativelY s
amount of expenditure and it is fae
markable character. Many of us 'ave
entertained the idea that the whole O

HoN. MR. GIRARD.
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that northern country was a frozen region.
We came to our conclusions by looking
at the map, and any one familiar with
the climate on the eastern shore of the
continent can hardly conceive that
creals can be grown as far north as
God Hope.

HON. MR. POWER-What is the lat-
itude of Good Hope?

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-About 66
or 67. Even wild roses grow there. I
hope ny hon. friend from Halifax is not
One of those doleful croakers who do not
look for the sunshine, but admire the
stagnant waters and unhealthy places of
the earth. I hope he is not one of those
who would decry our country. I observe
that he shakes his head and repudiates
such an idea. It is a country in which
Croakers cannot well exist.

HoN. MR. POWER-Are there no
frogs there ?

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-The hum
of prosperity is too great in this Domin-
ion for croakers to exist amongst us. My
hon. friend loves his country too well
to join those who would disparage
It. He is a patriot, although his political
associates are not among those who de-
Sire to promote the prosperity of the coun-
try. They belong to the fly-on-the-wheel
Party-a party which held power for five
Years in this country and considered
themselves incapable of doing anything
tO promote the industries of the Domi-
Ilion. In that far northern region we
have the valleys of the Peace River,
the Liard River and other tributaries of
the Great Mackenzie, a region
With a climate similar to that of
Ontario. At the Great Slave Lake
there is a vast area with a climate equal
to that of the place in which we are to-
day. When we consider the vast natural
resources of that country with an area
Of over 25o,ooo square miles, where
Wheat of a superior quality has been
ê?own, we may well look forward with

ope to the future of the country. It is
a rernarkable fact that the warm cur-
rents of air from the South-West and the
long hours of sunshine in the summer

months give to the climate of that coun-
try an extraordinary mildness consider-
ing the fact that it is not far from the
Arctic circle. There is in the Pacific
ocean a warm current of water
which corresponds with the Gulf Stream
of the Atlantic and the influence of this
warm ocean current and the south-west
winds upon the country lying between
the Mackenzie and the Rocky Mountains
is such as to render the climate admirably
suited for the growth of most of the
cereals which thrive in Ontario, while
the return currents from the Arctic
Ocean which flow along the eastern
shores of Asia and North America pro-
duce the cold climate which we find on
the coast of Labrador and Siberia.
These great currents of warm air and
warm water benefit our North-West
Territories, but on the other hand the
cold currents from the north on the
Atlantic coast tend to our disadvantage
in the east. I regret that my hon. friend
from Winnipeg is about to leave us. I
believe he has done as much as. any
member of this House, during the short
time he has been with us, in advancing
the interests of the Dominion. He
came to us in feeble health, and he is
now leaving us in full vigor. We will
always remember with delight the time he
has been among us, and the great bene-
fits he has conferred upon his country.
The report which we have before us and
the evidence to which it refers will prove
of great advantage to the Dominion, not
only at present but in the future, and we
will always associate the name of My
hon. friend with the great discoverers
who have given us information concern-
ing the vast regions of the North-West ?
We must all be proud of our great posses-
sions and regard the Dominion as a
country full of promise of a glorious
future. We have all the elements of
success, and if we have the right energy
and if the affairs of the Dominion are
administered by a government such as
the one which at present rules its desti-
nies, we will continue to go on progress-
ing and in the end make Canada the
home, not merely of a people of five mil-
lions, but of a vast population.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.
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AFTER REVESS.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-Two things have become apparent, as
this Committee bas continued its sittings
from day to day; the first being how
much this House, and this country, are
indebted to the bon. member from Sel-
kirk for bringing this important matter
before us, and the next is the conviction
that bas necessarily forced itself upon
our minds of the vastness of the re-
sources of this land hitherto so much un-
known to us-known possibly to a few,
but certainly not brought within the
reach of the great number that have al-
ready even during the sittings of the
Committee become possessed of it, and
who will still yet more extensively be-
come familiar with the resources of that
country. I shall not go over any part
of the ground that bas already been
travelled over. It was certainly news to
us that so much of that country was
adapted to the growth of cerealp and root
crops and so much of the land was suit-
able for pastoral purposes; that it
abounded so much with minerals and
that its lakes and rivers teemed with fish.
The only reference I purpose making on
this point is simply to say that for
any amonnt of population that is likely
to be in that country for very many years
to come, even if they should amount to
millions, that the cereal growing capacity
and other products are abundantly ample
to furnish them with all the necessaries
of hfe, and I believe to have also a sur-
plus for export. I wish, however, to emn-
phasize just two or three points. I hold
that the true safety of any country as re-

gards its freedom from crises exists in
te variety of its products. Hence it is
that the United States in its varied cli-
mate, bas such an enormous advantage
over many other countries, is found in
the fact of the possession of its large
corn fields of the west ; in its immense
cotton plantations of the south, and in
its sugar products, so that if one branch
of produce fails, there is always the pro-
bability of another one being successful.
In Canada our own resources are very
varied. We have our lumber, our spring
and fall wheat, each having its season,
we have our barley and other cereals,
but the very need of the principle to

which I have referred, bas so taken POs-
session of our people that lately they have
gone more extensively than ever intO
stock raising, into the production. of
cheese and into other industries, ail goifg
to show that the more widespread ae
our resources, the more extensive our
industry, the more likely are we to secure
general prosperity. But even with all
those advantages in some great crises
that have overtaken our country all have
failed, and we have been compelled With
Antonio to say " My ships have all inIs-
carried." Therefore the question which
impresses itself upon my mind is thi
what have we in that country that We
have not in Ontario or in the other por-
tions of the Dominion ? Can they be
utilized so that if any particular branch
of industry should fail here we might
have perhaps compensated prosperitY for
something yonder? Now perhaps 1 Id
better illustrate what I mean to say by
the very wonderful production of the
wheat crop of the North West during
last year. We do not require to be told
that the wheat crop of Ontario was a
failure. We need not be told that that
failure superinduced a very large amoUIt
of depression and involved a great manY
people in ruin. Look at the ul
precedented product of Manitob.
Look at 15,ooo,ooo bushels of grain
when the grain crop of Ontario was
almost an entire failure, and then let us
ask ourselves the question how much
greater would this crisis have been, if it
had not been for the wonderful results
in that recently opened up country, and
how strange it was that the very wealth
of the country was the cause of its em-
barrassment ? I say that its wealth wus
the cause of its embarrassment, becaus
the very abundance of the crop seened
to congest all the railroads and make the
moving of the crops almost a matter Cf
impossibility. I daresay that some hon-
gentlemen of this House will have read
the report of the Select Committee of the
the House of Commons upon the Hud-
son Bay country, taken many years ago
Mr. Roebuck, if my memory serves me
right, was the Chairman. You will re
member, perhaps, that in the testimOny
of Sir George Simpson he sought to im-
press upon that Committee that the Hfud-
son Bay Company's Reserve-the Hud-
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'On Bay Company Territory-was utterly
UnKsuited for the production of cereals
and that it was never likely to become a
land where farmers would seule and
*here the resources of the soil could be
developed. The Chairman opened a
sMall book in which a scene of prosper-
ity was pictured which pointed to a time
When those riverq would be studded,
with steamboats, when those hill-sides
WOuld be occupied by an industrial popu-
ltion and when those great plains would
be the scenes of vast cities and asked
SIr George Simpson, reading this book

May I ask are you the author of that
book ?'' Sir George was compelled to
IY that he had written that book; we

now that at the instance of the Hudson
Bay Company he was compelled to eat
his Own words and say it must have been
ýWtten under the influence of strong
nu11agination. I need not tell the hon.
t4ermbers of this House that every copy
of that book that could be had was
bought up and destroyed. What do we
te to-day? Even the most fanciful

:icture of Sir George Simpson is more
than realized-his words were prophetic,
a1d everything be predicted has actually
beOre a fact. NowImakethisreference
OlIly for this purpose : is it not as much
the 'nterest of the Hudson Bay Company
to keep the people of Canada to-day in
18nrance of the great resources of the
Mackenzie Basin as it was their interest
1t0 keep them in ignorance of the Hudson
Bay Territory ? I say assuredly it is and
for that reason I look upon this investiga-
.ton as having within it the gern of
lnfiuences that will lead to the develop-

"ient of the resources of that country.
ow what do we find ? We find that

that vast region abounds in minerals-
that copper, iron, sulphur pyrites, gypsun
'd other minerals abound there. I shall
Oflly refer bowever to those particular re-
'Ources which we do not possess in this

Ort of Canada. I want to call the atten-
onIl of this hon. House to the fact that

ti information before the Committee01X to the fact that evidences of petro-
tn exist over a country of 2oo,ooo

%are miles. The report suggests the
telrVtion of forty thousand square
' iles Of these lands. There is conse-
-ently in connection with these petro-
liIn beds large formations of asphaltum.

Then we have the auriferous area of two
hundred thousand square miles, and be-
sides we have the fur bearing districts.
Now I want to narrow anything I have
to say to these three points-the fur-
bearing, the mineral and the auriferous
districts. I hold that having these as an
adjunct and with the facilities we have to
offer to the emigrants coming to us, we
are placed in an immensely stronger
position, having these developed than
having therm lying unsettled and dor-
mant. If wehavethis enormous petroleum
area why not let the world know it ? Why
not invite capitalists to occupy it. No
matter how visionary we may suppose it
to be, if we find men willing to go in
and test it and see what can be
done there, why not let the world
know it, and let our resources
there be, as they ought to be, a source of
revenue to us. In reference to the great
auiferous region, why not apply the
same principle and if we find that people
are willing to come in and take. up
claims and develop that region why not
invite them to come in and have it, as it
ought to be, a source of profit to the
Dominion ? Then there is the question
of the furs. We hold undoubtedly the
largest and most valuable fur preserve in
the world-the last and the most valu-
able. From the information that we are
able.to gather upon the subject, we find
that the sales of furs in the British
market amount to not less than five
millions of dollars a year. Why should
the whole of that property not pass
through Canada? Why should we not
get the benefit of it, and, as I under-
stand it, the whole of this valuable
preserve, held by the Canadian Govern-
ment, does not contribute one cent to
the revenue of Canada. The Dominion
not only derives no benefit from it, but
bas not even the advantage of the pres-
tige that belongs, as it ought to, to
Canada, of having this wonderful fur-
bearing district. It is supposed to
be a preserve of the Hudson Bay
Company and it is to their
interest that it should be so thought and
regarded. Now, I am not going to talk
about the physical disadvantages, but
these, I understand, could be overcome
by two short lines of railroad, together
not amounting to more than seventy
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miles, giving uninterrupted communica-
tion from where we are to the Mackenzie
river. The point, however, to my mind,
which would lead me to urge that pre-
liminary steps be taken to ascertain the
advantages of this country, would be
from the enormous effect which it would
have upon the province of Manitoba and
the North-West Territories. I have
spoken about the great advantage which
any country possesses in having a great
.variety either in its products or in its
manufactures. No one knows better
than my hon. friend from Burlington
(Mr. McInnes), that if this principle
were applied to all our manufacturers
throughout this country that are just now
in a terribly depressed condition-

HoN. M R. POWER-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-The hon. gentleman says hear, hear,
and he is perfectly right: none knows
better than the hon. gentleman fron
Burlington that if our manufacturers
throughout this country were to turn
their attention to the development of
products which they do not now utilize,
everyone of these would be so stimulated
that very speedily they would become
profitable industries and therefore I con-
tend that the great resources which we
have in that country and which we do
not possess in this part of the Dominion
ought to be immediately turned to ac-
count. And whom would you attract ?
You would attract the young, the hardy
and the adventurous. The very class of
people you want in a country like ours
who would be a permanent benefit to
.the Dominion and with the cheapness of
money in the British money market to-
day, who can tell what development
might take place in those petroleum, fur
bearing and auriferous districts; I hold
that anyone can tell- what the result
.would be. I advocate the paying attention
to this district chiefly for the effect it
would have on Manitoba and the other
districts of the North-West. At the
present they are at the limit of civiliza-
tion-at the furthest extent of popula-
lion, but you place beyond them a coun-
try teaming with minerals, with furs,
with fish and with other products and
you give then a market and instead of

HON. MR. MACDONALD.

being at the end of civilizationas they are
to-day, they would be in the midst ofthe
people and having a large market north
of them and would make Winnipeg the
Chicago of Canada. I trust hon. gentle
men that the report, the time, and the
thought that have been given to it, the
information that has been elicited, the
advantages which the country offers wil
lead the Government without delay to
take preliminary steps to ascertain how
this country and the facilities we have to
offer can be thrown open to the public,
not in an extensive manner-not by the
expenditure of large sums of money but
to take wise and judicious steps to ascer-
tain what we have and how it can be
best turned to account.

HoN. MR. GOWAN-It is a pleasure
to refer to a subject upon which there is
no difference of opinion. It is a sensa-
tion not often felt in this House-per-
haps rarely felt in any deliberative assefin
bly, but, I am sure that every hon. gentle-
man will agree with me that no one who
is not animated by great zeal and patri-
otisrn would have undertaken the dutY
of promoting this enquiry, and would
have undertaken the duty of acting as
Chairman of the Committee that wa
appointed. My hon. friend froin Selkirk
undertook the duty, but unless he had
brought to his work full knowledge of the
subject, untiring industry and zeal, and
a special aptitude for collecting testir
mony and arranging it and analyzing it
the labors of the Committee, although
very able members of this House were
upon it, would, I fear, have been of very
little avail. That he has done so, anyone
who attended the meetings of the Con-
mittee and examined the work produced
so far as it has gone, must, I think, be
fully and entirely satisfied. I do not

intend to refer to the very large subject
treated of in the report, and upon which
thei e is such a mass of useful and valW
able testimony. I could not do
less than, for my own part, acknowledge
my indebtedness and I think I spea
rightly, the sentiments of the whole
House when I say the indebtedness O
all of us to the hon. member frofm Sel
kirk, and I think the country is equalY
indebted to him and indeed mankind a
large, because hereafter we wilI see that
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country thickly populated. If we do not
see it those who come after us will. My
hon. friend from Selkirk has as I have
said shown immense aptitude for collect-
ing testimony, and I believe that some
Of the most competent men in the coun-

Y men who speak from actual know-
ledge have given their evidence before
the committee. I consider it would be
Presumption for me to speak on the sub-
ject matter after hearing my hon. friend
frOI Manitoba and my hon. friend from
'Toronto, who have both spoken on the
subject in a very practical way-in a way
that commends itself to everyone. I rise
tinerely to express my acknowledgment
and I believe to voice to a great extent
the feeling of every member of this
Ilouse. Before very long, a large por-
tion of that vast region, I am satisfied,
Will be settled. We will not live to see
it, but those who will be there at the
timne, will see green fields spread out in
large sections of that country and pro-
bably millions of people occupying it,
and I have no doubt that those who
ther enjoy the means of living comfort-
ably, who will have happy homes there,
Will refer with gratitude to the great work
that my hon. friend from Selkirk has
done. I recollect reading, I think it
was, in Taylor's work on Evidence, in
the index, a reference is given: " Zeal,
Proof of indomitable in collecting and
arranging " with the words following,

Cntra passim," the author with natural
Pride, thought he had given fulland ample
Proof of " zeal " in this work on evidence,
and he showed it by putting this reference
i the index. I think no such words would
be necessary if there i: any index to my
hon. friend's report, for anyone who
looks at the mass of useful evidence col-
lected there, will have ample proof of
the industry, zeal and wonderful talent
for analyzing the vast information on
nearly every point, that could interest
humianity. I could not deny myself.the
Pleasure of saying what I have said in
respect to this most valuable and success-
fti efforts, and I hope and trust that if
rnoney is required to be expended by
the Government that our hon. leader,
who is always zealous to promote a good
Work, will use the influence he possesses
for the purpose of printing and circula-
ting largely the report of this Committee.

HoN. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-After
the very exhaustive speech of the hon.
gentleman who had charge ot this Con-
mittee, and of his colleague from St.
Boniface and my hon. friend from Mid-
land, I think it would be out of place
for me to say anything on the merits of
this investigation. The ground has been
gone over very thoroughly, but there is
one thing which has escaped the atten-
tion not only of the members of this
House, but even of a great many mem-
bers of the Committee-I refer to the
navigation of the Mackenzie River
itself. Evidence was adduced before
the Committee to show that
the Mackenzie River for some
twelve or thirteen hundred miles was not
only navigable for stern wheel steamers
but even for ocean going vessels, and
the map which I hold in my hand and
which was used very freely in the Com-
mittee Room is defective inasmuch as it
does not show the western boundary of
the continent-that is the whole of
Alaska, including Behring Sea and Beh-
ring Straits and a portion of the Arctic
Ocean which extend eastward from the
Behring Straits to the mouth of the great
Mackenzie River. I drew the attention
of the Committee to it before they closed
their deliberations, and I think it was
the opinion of the members present at
that meeting that instead of having a
two folder such as I have now in my
hand that another fold should be added
to the map thereby showing the means
by which the Mackenzie River can be
reached by way of Behring Sea, Behring
Straits and the Arctic Ocean in the same
way that the entrance to Hudson Bay by
way of Hudson Straits is shown on the
maps of the eastern part of the continent
I hope that the very small additional cost
to render the map perfect will not be
objected to by the House. I am of
opinion that the investigation and report
of the Committee will not be complete
unless the suggestion I make is adopted
and acted on.

HoN. MR. POWER-Perhaps enough
has been said in connection with this
report already ; but inasmuch as when
the Committee was being appointed I
did not express myself very enthusiastic-
ally on the subject, perhaps it may be
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expected that I shall say a few words now
before the report is adopted, and I may
be allowed to begin by saying that I do
not altogether concur in the suggestion
made by the hon. member from British
Columbia.

HON. MR. McINNES-Why?

HON. MR. POWER-Because Behr-
ing Sea does not come within the scope
of the Committee's investigations, and
because the addition of that portion of
America-Alaska and Behring Sea and
the ocean north of Alaska-to the map
would not really convey and additional
information to the ordinary mind.

HON. MR. McINNES-Would it not
show by what means you could get to
the mouth of the Mackenzie ! -

HON. MR. POWER-It is to be pre-
sumed, that the people who will inquire
into the matter will have a general idea
as to where Behring Straits are.

HON. MR. McINNES-For a few
dollars I do not think we ought to spoil
the report of the Committee.

KON. MR. POWER-It is a matter
of small moment. I did not endorse the
speech made by the hon. member from
Selkirk when he moved for the Com-
mittee: I did not always agree with him
in the meetings of the Committee; but
I am happy to say that in the speech
which the hon. member made the other
day in moving for the adoption of the
report I was able to concur almost en
tirely. I was very glad to hear the hon.
gentleman taking, at the close o
his labors, the line that this Mac
kenzie River Basin was to be
a great reserve. I think that is just wha
it ought to be. The hon. gentleman alsc
made, in the course of that speech, some
practical suggestions which I trust the
Government will attend to. One was a
to the desirability of making the grea
fur trade of that region a source of rev
enue. If the United States, out of thei
comparatively small corner of the conti
nent-Alaska-are able to secure a rev
enue amounting to something like half
million of dollars a year, why should no

HON. MR. POWER.

Canada, from a territory so much larger,
and, taking it all together, just as rich in
fur, receive some revenue ? Why shoul
the Hudson Bay Company be allowed
to enjoy the monopoly of the fur trade
of our northern country-practically just
as great a monopoly as the Alaska Seal
Company enjoy of the fur trade Of
Alaska ?

The Alaska Seal Company pay somne
$25o,ooo a year for their monopoY
while the Hudson Bay Company pay
thing whatever for the privilege which
they enjoy. Now, that is a practi
suggestion which I think the governten-
might very well consider. Before I leave
the Chairman, I had better say a word or
two which I ought to have said before.
Hon. gentlemen have dwelt on the great
interest which the hon. member has
shown in this subject by his speeches in
this Chamber, and the hon. gentlemlan
who spoke last referred to his efficiency
as chairman of the committee ; but 1
think that perhaps sufficient stress bas
not been laid on the vast amount of
onerous and tedious work which the
chairman performed in connection with
that committee. He sat in the commluit
tee room which, by the way, is neither
too cheertul nor too well ventilated, day
after day for hours each day ; and I think
that " zeal" does not begn to describe
the feelings which must have actuated
the hon. gentleman to have induced
him, at a time when an ordinary n"'
would have preferred to be out
of doors gathering up the health
and strength which he needs, for the
future, to sit there day after day, enga4

- in this work which he had so set his
heart upon. I was a member of the

f Committee, but I wish here publiclY to
- state that I did not do my duty as a

member of the Committee. The chait-
t man was present ail the time. The h1oI.

gentleman from St. Boniface was presefit
nearly all the time; but I think, if You
go beyond that in the Committee, it *91
be found that the other members Wee

t not as assiduous in their attendance as
- they might have been ; so the work
r which has been done, and the repot
- which has been made, are really alrnost
- entirely the work of the chairman $Mn
a his colleague from St. Boniface, of c0Uore
t added to the work done by the witnesses
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Who came forward and gave their testi-
rTory, I understand in all cases, without
ny remuneration, and simply through a

5Pirit of good will and interest in the
country. It would be strange, if on a
Subject as extensive as the subject which
cane under the jurisdiction of the
Conmittee, there should be unanimity
Of Sentiment amongst so many members;
an1d there have been some differences of
0Pnion. I propose to refer first to some
suggestions which are made in the course
Of the report to which I think particular
attention should be directed. I have
already spoken of the value of furs ; and-
I think, as I have stated that the coun-
try ought to derive some revenue from
so great a source of wealth as that. Four
Ikiuions of dollars worth of furs are ex-

ot

exact a heavy license from each vessel en.
gaged in the fishing and that the Alaska Fur
Company asserts a similar authority over
the seal fisheries of Behring Sea, both of
%fhich are open to the ocean, while Hudson
Bay, Boothia Bay and other baye and chan-
nels in the northern part of the Dominion,
wvhich are resorted to by foreign whalers,
may be considered as closed seas being al-
most completely surrounded by our own
territory. Your Committee, would, there-
fore, recommend that some measures inay
be adopted with a view to protecting the
whale fisheries of our northern waters and
at the same time of derivin a revenue there-
from. Should this not be âone then as soou
as the larger whales shall have become ex-
tinet, the slaughter of our smaller oil- ro-
ducing mammals will commence, and as
these creatures live in shallow water or
nearer shore, further encroachments on our
rights wiIl probably resuit."

u îrom tnis coundry every year, ara The United States tishermen, the men81irely the government ought to get some who go whale fishing and seal fishing,1dvantage from so large a trade; and I have already got into Hudson's Bay inhope they will take some steps to follow large numbers, and it has been shownthe example of our neighbors to the before the Committee that they have
o0uth in that respect. Money is no less driven the large whales almost completelyanobject with us than with our neigh- out of Hudson's Bay-that they are to
bors. If we had a surplus of a hundred be found only in the north west corner
tnllion dollars a year, we could afford to of the bay in small numbers at present.

1fidifferent to any revenue that might As the Committee say in their reportbe derived from furs. There is a sug- Hudson's Bay would naturally cornegestion in the report that some steps within the jurisdiction of Canada, and
ýhould be taken to protect the fur-bear- some regulations should be made, or
1. animals, and to see that traders in steps should, at any rate, be taken to pre-their greed for gain are not allowed to vent the wholesale destruction of whales
!4in so valuable a source of wealth. That and other mammals in Hudson's Bay and
s8 One of the duties incumbent on the gov- the neighboring sea. It must be

ment now. I am not anxious to see the remembered that closely connected with
tOvernment buildrailroadsintothat coun- whale fisheries in the north are seal
tiY at present; but I think they should have fisheries ; and if the Americans aretheir eyes open to the danger that even allowed to go up further north, to110W threatens our fur trade. We are told Baffin's Land, and that region, and takebY One witness, I think Bishop Clut, that the seals in their native habitat, the pro-traders have made their way as far north bable result will be the total ruin within
a8 Great Slave Lake, and that those peo- a short period of the great seal fisheries
Pie Who come in in that way from the of Newfoundland. I hope that, even
entside are much more likely to speedily though the English Government aretxterminate the fur-bearing animals than slow, as they generally are slow, to dothe Hudson Bay Company are; and I anything to enforce their legitimate rightsthink it is the duty of the Government in British North America, this Govern-
tO take immediate steps to prevent their ment will make representation to the
destruction. The Committee also make Imperial Government with a viewa mrnmendation with respect to the to having those fisheries protected toeries, which, I think, deserves the some extent. There is one feature of
'ttention of the Government:- the report which is referred to in one

'"Your Committee are informed that the of the last paragraphs, which, I think, is
thsian Government claim juriediction over a very commendable one. Four maps
t4 whal. fisheries of the White Sea, and accompany the report, one showing the
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mineral deposits, another the feeding
grounds of the various animals, a third
the agricultural capabilities of the Mack-
kenzie River basin, and a fourth the river;
lake and seacoast navigation and the
coal and lignite deposits. I think those
maps are calculated to give at a glance
to anyone who takes up the report,
and who does not wish to read it
through, a very fair idea of the character
of that country and of its value. I said
that there were some points as to which
I did not quite concur with the report;
and I think the better way is that one
should mention the points of that kind,
because if there is an honest difference
of opinion it is better that it should be
made known. It may be that I am
wrong, Presumably I am, but it is only
right that I should mention the points
on which I differ from the report. The
sixth paragraph of that portion of the
report which deals with the subject of
navigation says that there is a total of
about six thousand five hundred miles
of continuous coast, lake and river navi-
gation, broken only in two places. The
seventh paragraph says that the two
breaks in question are upon the Great
Slave and Athabasca Rivers, the first
being overcome now by a twenty miles
wagon road from Fort Smith southward
on the Great Slave River, and the latter
being a stretch of seventy miles on
the Athabasca, of questionable nav-
igation above Fort McMurray. It
is perfectly correct that there is a
break on the Great Slave River
and a break on the Athabasca ; but in
addition to these there are two breaks on
the Peace River which appear to have
been overlooked. There is a break near
Fort Vermillion, and another one which
might almost be left out of sight, because
it is up near the Rocky Mountains.
But there is a serious break on the
Peace River near Fort Vermillion.

Ho.. MR. SCHULTZ-Will the hon.
gentleman allow me to correct his state-
ment, by saying that the finding of the
Committee is correct in this respect.
He is also correct in saying that there
are two breaks on the Peace River ;
but they were not taken into account,
because the Peace is an affluent of the
Mackenzie, and the other break is

HON. MR. POWER.

below Fort Vermillion, and the distance
between the Rocky Mountain break
and that one was so small, that we ai-
luded only to two breaks. The hon.
gentleman will find the figures exactlY
correct, and if he has any doubt of it, I
will show him the map, and the estimate
made by the Surveyor General of the
Dominion.

HON. MR. POWER-I am not going
to discuss the question with the hon.
gentleman, for I supposed that the
6,5oo miles included the Peace River as
well as the Athabasca; if it does not WY
criticism is not well founded. The
eighth paragraph is as follows:-

" That with suitable steam crafts this
river and lake navigation may be connected
with Victoria and Vancouver by way of the
mouth of the Mackenzie, the Arctic Ocean
and Behring Straits and Sea, and it is Dol
connected on the south by ninety miles ef
waggon road, between Athabasca Landing
and Edmonton, with navigable water in the
Saskatchewan River."

The latter part of that paragraph is
correct and it may be that the first is,
but the Committee are made to say that
with suitable steam craft this river and
lake navigation may be connected with
Victoria and Vancouver by way of the
mouth of the Mackenzie. I do nOt
think that, for a long time at any rate,
the navigation on that route is likely to be
of any practical value. There is hardlY
an instance except perhaps in the cases
of one or two exploring expeditiols
which came through to meet exploring
expeditions coming in from the castern
side of the continent, where vessels
have got as far east as the mouth of the
Mackenzie River. Vessels have got as
far east as Port Barrow ; but there the
current seems to be deflected from the
shore; and from Port Barrow eastward
to the Mackenzie River the navigation is
of a very unsatisfactory character;.and
from what little I have read about it, 1
do not think this route is likely to be
used for some time. I do not think
however it is a matter of very much con-
sequence, because there are other modes
of exit from that country which will
suit very well

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I will ask
my hon. friend, having made that state
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ment, whether he bas read the report of
the United States cutter " Corbel"?

HON. MR. POWER-No, I have not.
T'here is no evidence before the Com-
Mittee of anybody who knew, from his
Own knowledge, that this navigation was
What one might call of a practical charac-
ter. I dare say a steamer could get
through, but the route is not likely
tO be one of any commercial value.
The evidence also seemed to indicate
that for agriculturgl purposes the
land ceased to be of much practical
Value when one got any distance from
the margins of the rivers and
lakes. The country is good enough
and valuable enough on its merits with-
Out our trying to make it appear more
valuable than it really is. I think the
Senate and the country are under very
great obligations to the Chairman of the
Cornmittee who did so much very tedious
and very difficult work under extremely
unfavorable circumstances. Whether
the hon. gentleman remains in the Sen-
ate or goes to some other sphere of use-
fulness, his name will not be forgotten
as long as the report of this Committee
remains. It will be a source of informa-
tiOn to persons desirous of learning some-
thing of that great reserve, for many years
to corne.

HON. MR. REESOR-As a member
of the Committee I made it a point to
attend the meetings as faithfully as I
could under the circumstances, and when
'not able to attend the meetings of the
Comrnittee, I occasionally took advan-
tage of the privilege I had to read the
reports of the evidence ; and, for my
Part, no Committee of enquiry in regard
to the North-West bas ever been ap-
Poirted either in this House or in the
Other that bas gathered so much valuable
and highly interesting information.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. REESOR-We must now
bear in mmd that since we have assumed
the Position, almost practically of an
independent country, we have additional
responsibilities thrown upon us ; and with
all that vast country and its enormous
resources as a part of Canada, with its

furs, its fisheries, and its minerals-its
fisheries in particular, it is incumbent
upon the people of this country to see
that they are not allowed to be destroyed
or diminished in the natural production.
In order to perserve them, and to secure
the profits of the trade of that country,
as soon as it is practicable, and capital
and enterprise can be found to build the
comparatively short piece of railway
necessary to connect Prince Albert,
which will soon be connected with the
Canadian Pacific Railway,with Athabasca
it should be done. We would then have
more or less water navigation all the way
to the mouth of the Mackenzie river.
The comparatively few short stretches of
portages could be got over in some other
way. As stated in the report, the evi-
dence shows that there are over five
thousand miles of lake and river naviga-
tion ; and three thousand miles, or there-
about, of river navigation comparatively
unbroken, fifteen hundred miles of which
can be navigated from the mouth of -the
Mackenzie river, with light-going ocean
steamers that do not draw a very great
depth of water. The importance, to my
mind, of having it down upon the maps,
so that parties feeling an interest in that
country, and desiring to aid in its devel-
opment, may see their way to getting in
to the fisheries from British Columbia,
should not be underrated. Whaling ves-
sels and sealing vessels must all go round
by Behring's Sea and into the Arctic
Ocean to the mouth of the Mackenzie
river, and then, according to the report,
there is about five thousand miles of
ocean navigation surrounding that ter-
ritory which give ships going in
there access to some of the most
valuable fisheries, perhaps in the
world. When these ships go in, they
will often require to renew their supplies,
and if the railway were opened so as to
lead to the establishment of trading posts
of an extensive character, calculated to
supply the wants of settlers and fishing
vessels and traders along these rivers and
lakes, and fisheries and other interests
would be developed, and that vast coun-
try would soon become a source of re-
venue. If these inland seas that really
belong to the Dominion, were the pro.
perty of the United States, we would find
the goverriment of that country making
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a large revenue out of them, and why
cannot Canada do something in that
way ? As thé hon. gentleman from Mid-
land remarked to-day, why should four
millions of dollars worth of valuable furs
be taken out of that country by the
Hudson Bay Company and sent to
Europe, when we want all the money we
can get to build up and develop this
Dominion? The company do little or
nothing towards developing the country.
They even allow, I arn sorry to sce from
the evidence before us, the Indians to
starve, and not very far from
their own coasts. Their argument
is that if you feed the In-
dian he will not catch furs. If you
give him fishhooks, and the means of
obtaining a living in other ways, he will
not catch fur, but will stay at home and
catch fish ; so that he has either to catch
furs or starve. Sometimes the Indians
have not the means of supplying them-
selves with the appliances to catch furs,
and the winters are occasionally so se-
vere and the snow so deep that they can-
not travel the required distances to the
hunting ground, and they starve to death.
As I stated before, having that country
we must assume the responsibilities de-
volving upon a free and Christian people
and see that none of our population,
whether Indians or whites are allowed to
starve there. We should have our trading
agencies, as well as our missionaries, to
civilize the Indians, and should have
within their reach some means of educat-
ing thern properly to till the soil so that
they would have other resources that would
keep them from starvng. These Indians
have been very little trouble or expense
to the Hudson Bay Company, and none
to Canada. They ought to be cared for,
and if we discharge our duties faithfully
as a nation to those unfortunate people,
the reward will come back to us one
hundred fold. I think it is incumbent
upon us to encourage, in every reason-
able way, the early building of railways
say from Prince Albert up to the Lesser
Slave Lake or Lake Athabasca, so as to
reach the navigable waters of the country,
and after that settlement would regulate
the rest. While we leave the country in
the isolated condition it is now in, no
trade can be conducted with any profit
except that which goes to the Hudson

HON. MR. REESOR.

Bay Company. Someone has said that
the Hudson Bay Company have a
monopoly there. They have no mol-
oply under the law. They enjoy a trade
there because they have the best facilities
at present for conducting the trade of
that country. The law allows any other
company, or any other subject of Ier
Majesty, to go in there now and
trade as well as the Hudson Bay Corn-
pany. Canada has bought and paid
for that territory, and we all have an
equal right to enjoy it. It may be said
that we have a greal deal of productive
lands in Manitoba and the North-West
which are still unsettled. That is very
true, but it must be borne in mind, that
in Canada, like in other countries, there
are many enterprising, perhaps restless
spirits who delight going into and devel-
oping a new country. Down in South
America, in New Mexico, Arizona and
Texas; in all these places you will find
pushing, enterprising Canadians. Why
not make our own territory accessible to
those who have enterprise and sone
capital, and confidence in their own re-
sources? Let them have that field tO
go into, and let Canadian law extend
wherever they go, and there will be a
profitable return to the revenue, to the
merchants and the traders of the older
provinces of the Dominion by the opening
up ofthis vast territory. If it is not too late
I hope the Chairman will adopt the sug-
gestion made by the hon. gentlemIaIn'
from British Columbia, that there should
be an addition made to the map to shoW
on a smaller scale the whole of that
north country, and the routes by which
it can be reached most easily. It is not
to be supposed that the route by the
mouth of the Mackenzie river would be
a desirable one for parties to, travel by
at present, though it is the only practi-
cal route at present for fishing vessels
going in there. The report of this Co'
mittee will be a very valuable basis on
which parties desiring to go into that
country can make their calculations, and
the information it affords will be of great
value to the country.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I do not intend
to prolong this debate. If I were tO
express my own view of the care, atten-
tion, intelligence and ability that have'
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been displayed in collecting the mass of
evidence respecting this country which
bas been laid upon our table, I should
be only repeating what has been said
before me, and said better than I can
ay it, by other hon. gentlemen. I shall

say this much, however, that I have
Called the attention of my colleagues to
somre points in the report. though I have
not yet made an exhaustive study of it
and these points have excited a great
deal of interest in their mind. The area
91 petroleum has struck them favorably
indeed, as a probable enormous source
Of wealth, and I think they are
all determined to follow the advice
tendered them by the report, to consti-
tute some of the area described in the
report as a reserve in order that it may
be used hereafter for the benefit of our
Own people and as a source of revenue
both for individuals and for the country.
I nust remind my hon. friend who spoke
Of the settlement of this country, that it
has not yet been surveyed. It is at pre-
sent absolutely a reserve. It is not
available to settlers to be squatted upon.
It is not in a condition to be acquired
by them, or to have any title by taking
Possession of any part of it, but I am
confident that before long they will take
the precaution of making this most im-
Portant part of it in one sense a reserve,in which it will be impossible for anyone
to acquire a right,possessoryor otherwise.
In Other respects, I believe this report will
afford valuable information for steps to
be taken hereafter for the development
Of a portion of the country to which it
refers. I imagine that for the moment
We have room and space enough for set-
tiers, and there will be no occasion for
stimnulating the use or occupation of that
Part of the country ; but it is an import-
ant thing to have such a foundation as
this report, and the evidence brought
before the committee to lead to further
inquiry and investigation into the con-
dition of this country, its advantages and
facilities in advance of the time when we
rxay find it necessaryto occupy it. I
can only repeat the obligations which I
think' the House and the country are
nlider to this committee, and especially
its chairman, for the very valuable col-
lection of evidence and the very import-
ant report which they have laid upon the
table of this House.

45

How. MR. SCHULTZ-As I have
already spoken at length upon this sub-
ject in moving for the adoption of the
Report on Wednesday last, I have now
no right to speak again, and I desire to,
éxplain that I have not now risen for
that purpose, but simply with the con-
sent of the House to read some
information bearing upon the subject of
discussion, which I have received
since my speech of Wednesday last;
and also to briefly enumerate to hon.
gentlemen who were not upon the Com-
mittee, some valuable maps, pamphlets,
photographs, and mineral, botanical and
other specimens, which will remain
upon the table of the Committee Room
until Saturday night for inspection by
hon. gentlemen.

The first communication I have to
read is from Dr. G. M. Dawson, and is
as follows :-

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
OTTAWA, May llth, 1888.

DEAR Da. SC»ULTz,-Since my examina-
tion before your Committee on Mackenzie
Basin, I have been endeavoring to obtain
more information respectiDg the navigation
of the Arctic between Behring Strait and
mouth of the Mackenzie. I have not been
able to find much, but beg to enclose the
accompanying memorandum on the subject.
If you wish to incorporate in printed re-
port, a small map showing the limit of the
pack ice at different times in that region, I
snall endeavor to have one made in the
office.

Yours very truly,
(Sgd.) "GEoRGE M. DAwsoN.

MEMORANDUM referred to in above com-
munication.
The position of the southern edge of

the pack ice in summer, between Behring
Strait and the mouth of the Mackenzie,
appears to be variable, as a comparison
of the accounts of diffierent navigators
show. The facts bearing on this subject
are not so numerous as might be ex-
pected from the considerable number of
whalers frequenting the region, owing to the
circumstance that these vessels do not keep
strict account ot their position while cruis-
ing for whales.

The general information given on this
point in the United States Directory for
Behring Sea and the coast of Alaka, Sup-
plement Yo. 1, 1886 is as follows:-

" The ice pack seldom moves more than
a few miles off shore between Ioy Cape and
Point Barrow; it is likely to close in at any
time. A north-east wind, however, though it
blows directly along the shore, keeps the
ice clear and allows the current to set
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up past Poiht Barrow. The heavy ice, when
ese in shore, stops the surface current en-
tirely and lowers the temuperature to thirty- i
six degrees or-less, so that a vessel working
up this shore imay readily tell if the ice is
on the point by watching the set of the cur-
reut and the tem perature of the water. ;
the ice is clearoff the shore the current will
be setting to the northward fromi one to
three knots per hour, with a temperature of
forty degrees."

That at such times there is a wide extent
of open. water off this coast, is rendered
manifest from the incidental statement mdt
with in the sane publication, to the effect
that the barque, James Allen, when some de-
grees east of Point Barrow south east i.e.,
towards Mackenzie River, " stood north
during thick weather, ander easy sail, 80 or
100 miles."

The position of ice in Behring Sea in
winter, 1s best show n on map 81, United
States Coast Survey, Report 1880. In sum-
mer on map accompanying Report on the
cruise of United States Revenue Cutter
Corwin 1881.

(Signed) G. M. DAwsoN.
As giving some interesting information

regarding the Upper Yukon whose
sources are at the north-western rim of
the Mackenzie Basin, and in view ofthe
evidence received that the head waters
of our own Peel, Liard and some of the
northern sources of the Peace River in-
terlock those of the Yukon, and have
the same geological formation and sur-
face deposits of gold, I quote from re-
cent legislative papers of British Col-
umbia the following, which is part of a
return made to an order of the Legisla-
tive Assembly for copies of the Explora-
tion Report upon the Yukon Country
by Captain William Moore, and signed
F. G. Vernon, Chief Commissioner of
Lands and Works, Lands and Works
Department, Victoria, 25th April, 1888.

VICTORIA, B. C., Jan. 6th, 1888.
Siî,-According to your request I am

putting before you a report ard sketch of
the Upper Yukon, also of the most practi-
cal pass to enter the navigable waters of
the source of the Yukon River.

On leaving Victoria by steamer, thence to
what is known as Skagua Harbour, Alaska
Territory, five miles from the head of Lynn
Canal on the east side, which is a safe an-
chorage, where an ocean steamer of a thou-
sand tons could discharge freight, thence
eighteen miles through Alaska Territory,
e uts us over the summit of the i White

ass " on to the head-waters of the Yukon
in British Columbia. The summit of the
above pass has an estimated elevation ot
twenty-six hundred feet, and easy grade

can be obtained. A concession will be
given this Spring by the Alaskan Govern
ment to construct a pack trail through thi
portion of Alaska Territory.

Immediately on crossing the summit
change of climate is perceptible, there being
scarcely any rain and very little anomW
averaging in depth from one to two sud a
ialf feet.

The estimated distance from the surwnit
to the navigable waters of Takoun Lake 'a
about thirty-two miles, which can be re'
duced one half of the land travel if the
three small lakes (as shewn on the sketoh)
are made use of either by small steamers or
boats. Takoun Lake once entered there
are no ftrther obstructions for a stern-
wheeled river steamer, excepting the Whit'
Horse Rapids and Miles Canon, round
which a tramway can be built, a distanCe
of three miles. roi there a steamer can
proceed to the Behring Sea.

On crossing the summit the coun in
at once opens out low and rolling withit
the valley, which is from four to ten Mi
wide, and comparitively open, though a1o
the little lakes and streams it is thickl.
wooded, with occasionai swamps. Timbe"
runs small, from eight to twelve inICÎh1 '
and on nearing Takoun Lake it bco00eo
larger, varying in size from eight to tweetY'
two inches--consisting chiefly of spruce.

Mountain sheep and caribou are abunldan
-particularly through this section of Con
try, where good grass and meadow lSJd
are not unusual.

The climate and timber in fact resembles
very much that of Cassiar, as I learn fr00
Mr. John Grant and others that Dease Ltke
in Cassiar District did not open until the
13th of June last year, while some of tho
lakes of the Yukon opened on the Ist 0
June and others on the 10th.

The rivers open much sooner, as wi ll b.
seen ,by the following notes from Mr. SOm'

me@and my son's log:
IIn the Spring of 1886, May lt, I Ocan

down, and had open water all the way il on
the rivers, finding the highest water abOu
the 25th of July on Lewis River.
water remained high until the lst of Noven].
ber, and on the 12th of November slush i0
commenced running and continued to .rin
until the 24th of December, when the river
closed up.

"I worked my rocker on a low bar below
the Hodelinga until November the 15th.
The river commenced to open in places 01
April 20th."

A ccording to information gathered frOlm
reliable sources:--Froui the 1st of May I
the 15th of July there has been taken Ot
at least one hundred and fifty-tbousand do;
lars, three-fourths of which was taken of
on Forty Mile Creek, as when a party
men came out early last Spring on the ice
and confirmed the statement of the strike Of
coarse gold on Forty Mile Creek, Most Of th
men from Lewis River and the Hodelings
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Went right down to the new strike, which
o1ly left eight minera on the Hodelinga,
and seven on Cassair Bar and the vicinity,
four imen on Pelley River, fifteen on Stuart's
River and seven on Sixty Mile Creek.

With regard to the richness of Forty Mile
Creek. Miners would not work eight-dollar
diggings, they did not consider that amount
as wages. They did make all the way from
ten to one hundred and twenty-five dollars
Per day.

George Ramsay took out fifty-four dollars
he first day he worked on Forty Mile Creek,

froin ground which had been abandoned by
'Other miners, and made quite a little stake,
so nuch so that he will start from Juneau
for the mines again about the lst of Feb-
reary with a stock of goods, included in
W'hich is one item of a hundred pairs of
gumu boots. Mr. Ramsay is an old Cassair
tiner and a man of experience. Mr. Som-tfners, who worked on Forty Mile Creek and
cane out in company with me from Pelly
niver, told me that he did take out fourteen
hundred dollars in eighteen days, which I
knowv to be so, as I saw the gold, most of
Which was coarse.

M. Duvall and Joseph Gazelais also trav-
elled out with me andb ad their gold dust
Weighed at Mr. Healy's store, at the head of
salt water; the former having eight hundred
dollars and the latter twelve hundred dol-
lari.

Single individuals have come out from
the mines this fall with from two bundred
tO thirty-seven hundred dollars apiece on
arriving at Juneau.

I do not know of a miner who bas worked
from fifteen to twenty days, that bas come
out with less than two hundred dollars,
,and I have seen and conversed with the
tuost of those who came out.

Forty Mile Creek, as it is termed by
ruiners, is in fact considerable of a river,
Ibezng a quarter of a mile wide at ils mouth.
Coarse gold bas been found along this stream
111 the various plaoes for a distance of one
linudred and twenty miles. It appears that
tbe gold varies in quality along the river
at every gulch and zag. On some of the
bars it is very fine, which necessitates the
"se of blankets or quicksilver, while other
bars yield very coarse gold varying fromte cents to thirty-six dollar pieces.

A few of the gulches emptying into this(creek or) river has been partially prospect-
ed, where gold bas been found; but owing to
the ground being frozen very little prospect-
a Was done .with the exception of one

t nch, eighty miles from the mouth, which
been prospected, claimed, and staked off.

is ground roepected fron twenty-five
nt a to one dollar and fifty cents to the pan.
r. Willia Stuart and Mr. Franklin, thescOverers of this gulch, are located near

the nouth of the gulch, where it empties
'Ito Forty-mile River, and they have pros-
Pects of seventy-five cents to the pan, in the
grAvel, This gulch bas been staked off for

six miles from its mouth up, most of the
claims of which have been laid over until
next July on the representation of frozen
ground and a scarcity of water, also that
they (the miner@) would have to clear off
the timber and mose before it could be
worked to any advantage: The source of
this Forty-mile River heads close to one of
the upper branches of the great Tananah
River, which empties into the main Yukon
at Nuklukahyet.

Forty-mile River has got more fall than
the most of the streams in this country, al-
though not so much as those of Cassiar and
Cariboo, which makes it difficult for minera
to get water for their sluices, consequentI
mining so far has been all done wit
rockers.

Some miner@ will take in steam pumpe
with them this spring. It is the opinion of
practical miner@ that when the tiose and
timber is cleared off along the river aides
and gulches (similar to what minera were
obliged to do in Cassiar), the diggIngs will
be extensive and rich.

The reason why miners left their ground
in the latter end of July and early part of
Auguet, was that the supply of provisions
ha run out, causing some of them to live
on flour straight. When the little steamer
" New Racketi " arrived at Forty-mnile
Creek on the twenty-fifth of July from St.
Michael's with eight tons of provisions
(a portion of the old stock, as the new stock
had not yet arrived by the Company's
steamer from San Francisco), a large num-
ber of minera were obliged to come down to
the mouth of the river and await the arrivai
of the steamer, and when she did arrive with
the above small amount of eight tons, it waa
sold in one day, and as the miners were not
certain that another supply would be up,
they began to start out, a great many more
of whom would have wintered there if they
were sure of getting an assorted supply of
provisions.

It will be remembered that the trip out is
a very hard one, owing to havin to travel
over five hundred miles against the current,
and a string of lakes of over one hundred
miles long, where continual southerly head
winds prevail at this time of the year, often
blowing heavily, compelling minera to camp
for three days at a time, whereas steamers
would accomplish the same trip in five
days, as it is no trouble to run night and day
on these rivers. From one hundred and
twenty to one hundred and forty minera aie
wintering on and in the vicinity of Forty-
mile River.

Nelson River, which was struck in the
early part of August, fifty miles below Forty-
mile River, has also a few men wintering
there, where coarse gold has been found to
pay two ounces per da to the man.

rovisions were sold at the mouth of
Forty-mile River by Mesars. Harper, Mc-
Questen & Co., who are the sole importera
for the mining section by way of St.
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Michael's, at the following rates :-Flour,
$17.50 f 100 ibs.; beans, 20c. qW lb.; bacon,
40c. W ILb. ; sugar, 33c. 'W l6 ; butter, 75c. y
lb.; dried fruit, 25 c. 'W lh.; which is consid-
ered by ail miners of experience as being
very reasonable, and ail of whom speak in
great praise of Messrs. Harper, McQuesten
& Co. as the most moderate and fair-dealing
merchants they have ever met with in any
mining camp.

Every stream entering into the Upper
Yukon bas gold in it. The best paving bars
of this section, so far as discovered, are sit-
uated from the mouth of the Hodelinga
River down about seventy-five miles. Cas-
siar, Densmuir's, and McCornmac's Bars, as
marked on the sketch map, are the best
paying ones, yielding fron eight to forty

lar per day ; also up the Hodelinga
River at different places t e above pay bas
been obtained.

,What is now termed the Hodelinga River
is entitled to the name of Yukon, as it is
double as large as the Lewis at their junc-
tion, being a broad gentle stream, flowing
from three to four miles per hour and naviga-
ble up to Arklun lake for river steamers, then
then through this lake into what is called
a continuation of the Hodelinga for another
one hundred miles. Howe and Bennett's
party travelled up this river eighty miles
and found gold al Ithe way, but not enough
to induce them to stop and work. The
Indians state that they can travel from the
head of the above river to Sylvester's Land.
ing, on Dease River, in three days.

White Riyer, one hundred and twenty five
miles below Pelly River, is navigable for
about eiLhty miles, and prospects of five
and eight dollars per day have been found.
The upper portion of this river is a great re-
sort for caribou, moose, and beaver.

Stuart's River, fifteen miles below White
River, is navigable for about two hundred
and fifty miles. The estimated amount of
gold taken out of this river in the seasons
of 1885 and 1886, is about one hundred and
forty thousand dollars. There being very
little fail in this river, miners experience
considerable trouble in working sluices.
Some parties are now negotiating to take
steam pumps up there, as there is plenty of
fine gold diggings on this streani which will
pay from ten to fifty dollars per day with
sluices. It is known that miners have made
as high as one hundred and forty dollars a
day with common rockers, although the
gold was minutely fine.

Sheep River, about ninety miles below
Forty-iiile River, is the boundary of Alaska
and he Norih-West Territory, according to
Mr. O ilvie's reckoning.

Tim er on Forty-mi e River, principally
spruce, ranges from eight to twenty inches

iametea. Cold weather lias been exagge-
rated in this section. According toMr.
Mersie's annual report to the Washington
government, for ten years previous to 1886,
cold did not exceed sixty-nine degrees be-

low zero, which was only on tbree different
occasions, The above notes were given tO
Mr. Ogilvie at Montreal.

Most of the miners will winter at the
mouth of Fortv-mile River, where Messrs.
Harper, McQuestion & Co. have built a
large warehouse and three dwelling houses.

Miners find no difficulty in keeping their
cabins warm and comfortable by making
use of Russianovens,which are very simple
to build, as they are made of stone in the
shape of a large box-stove, from three
to four feet long inside, from eighteetn
to twenty inches wide, and the same in
depth, with an iron plate on top to cook 0.
The chimney is built of the same material.
Miners who wintered here last winter and
the previous winter went out every day tO
cut their regular fire-wood, and so far no
severe cases of frozen limbs have occurred.

Indians travel and live in brush bouses ail
winter. They subsist chiefly on dried
moose, caribou meat and fish.

Brown and black bear, caribou, moOse,
lynx and wolverines are numerous through
this section, but they must be hunted.
Beaver are found principally on the heads
of McQuesten (which empties into the
Stuart), Pelley and White Rivers. Black
and silver-grey foxes are not uncommonf
martin are abundant.

Caribou generally travel in bands. There
bas been known to be as many as five hutn-
dred in one drove, and during severe snOW
storms, when snow lies too deep these an"
mals "yard up," that is, they ail collect
near a spot of timber where they can brouse
and have shelter, then commence to tramP
the snow down ail round, so they can more
easily walk to different trees. It is when
they are thus sjituated that the bunter ge'
nerally succeeds in making what he termis
" good killing." When travelling through

deep snow these animals each takes in roi-
tine his turn to " break up." When the
leader becomes tired he ste ps to one side
and takes the rear until h is turn conies
round again.

Moose have been known to dress as high
as eight hundred and a thousand pounds-
They confine themselves to a lower altitude
than caribou.

Salmon are very plentiful in season-large
and fat. They keep in good condition as
high as Forty-mile River and Pelly, a
distance of about eighteen hundred miles
from the Behring Sea. Instances have
been known where they have been caught
weighing a hundred pounds, but their aver
age weight runs fron twenty to fifty oundsj
for which miners pay respectivelv nftY an
seventy-five cents to Indians. Grayling,
species of white-fish, and mountain troue
are also plentiful.

Indians on the Lower Yukon, from Forty
mile River down, prefer trade to mOley'
while the Chillcoots and Upper Yukon n'
dians take cash in preference to anything
else. These (latter) Indians work well tO
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gether, and keep the prices of their labour Mr. Harper did some trading, and there
Up, often making from eight to fourteen heard the sad news of the murcler of Bishop
dollars per day, and will simply laugh at a Seghers ; stopped at an Indian village some
11an if lie offers them a dollar and a half or miles further on where there was a number
two dollars for a day's work, while the of Indians in birch bark canoes, which are
former Indians on the Lower Yukon can be very light, one Indian easily carrying a
hired for fifteen dollars per month. canoe that holds from four to five men.

My son Ben started from Victoria for the These canoes are very neatly made, the ribs
Yukon on the llth March, 1887, joined his being whittled from thin strips of birch,
brother William at Juneau City, Alaska with gunwales of the same material, to which
Territory, and both went in from there to- the bark is bound with very fine strips of
gether, crossingthe lakes on the ice. When dried roots, which resemble small bamboo
they arrived at Forty-mile river on May 30th split in two, and is very strong. The seams
aCcording to understanding, my son William where the bark is bound on to the ribs are
Went mnining there, with fair success, and made water-ti ght with heated pitch gathered
Be1i went down as helmsman on the steamer from trees, and when it becomes cold makes
NZew Racket to St. Michael's, to take notes these little crafts thoroughly water-tight.
and make hinself acquainted with the river Tied up for wind at 12 o'clock midnight.
for future steamboating purposes, and re- Noticed large trees in places, 25 feet from
turned on the same steamer on July 25th the present stage of the river, torn up by the
to Forty-mile River, the round trip occu- roots and shattered into splinters, caused by
PYing fifty-three days. From there lie came the heavy grinding and jams of ice
Out to Pelly River, where lie joined me. when the river breaks up early in the spring.
The following are a few notes from his log " June 5th-Started at 8 a.m.; tied up at
after leaving Forty-mile River for below:- 10 40 a.m. to fix a joint in the steam-chest.

"June 2nd-Left Forty-mile River at 9 The Indians through this section use their
. m., on the steamer New Racket. This dogs in large sleighs eight and ten feet long,

steamer is 55 feet long, 13 feet beam, and 3 having as many as ten to one sleigh; the
feetdepth hold. Her cylinders are 6 inches Indians also use these dogs to pack stuff;
diameter by 30-inch stroke, and fire-box very often they have from fiteen to twenty
boiler, which burns two-foot wood. Average in one train, and with fron forty to sixty
speed from eight to nine miles per hour. pounds on their backs. These dogs have

"Stopped at one of Harper and McQues- todepend entirely on themselves for food,
ten's trading posts, 60 miles below Forty- and during the winter they see a hard time;
'ilile River, at 3 p.m. Took on a large quan- soine of them are good hunters, for which
tity of furs, principally fox, beaver, bear, purpose they are a so used, but thev will
and niartin. Also took in tow a ten-ton steal anything in the shape of food; their
lighter, and started again at 5 p.n. Stopped heads look very much like a fox's. The
three miles further down, and chopped Indians and traders place as much value on
Wood for the steamer's use. Got under way their best dogs as we would fora good horse.
again at Il p.m., and run all night. Indians are obliged to keep all their dried

"June 3rd-100 miles above Fort Yukon. meats and food in caches about fifteen feet
The river alone here begins to widen out from the ground. The average size of these
very mnch, wit a great number of islands dogs run about the same as our large col-
and different channels, making it very diffi- lies.
cult to find the right one. " Stoped at a trading post at 7.30 p.m.,

" Passed Fort Yukon (which liesjust in- wiere tnere are a large quantity of mammoth
ide the artic circle) at 9.15 p.m. The fort remains buried in the ground. The salmoh

's.11ow and has been entirely deserted for a run had not vet passed up. It is high water
.umber of years. The country along the now on the Yukon. The chief of the Yukon

river valley here is comparatively flat and tribe took a ride with us to-day. He is now
low, and about ten miles wide, including the about 70 years old and was once of great i-

lands, with ehallow water in places in the fluence among his tribe. The natives here
'nain channel, that is from 4 to 6 feet. We use their bows and arrows principally during
use no lights whatever aboard the steamer, winter in order to save ammunition. Game
as it is quite light all niglit, being sunset at is not so plentiful here as it is on the upper
10.45 to-night. river.

"'The Porcupine River, a large stream, " Arrived at the head of the lower ram.
Puts into the Yuk3n about two miles below parts at 11.30 p.m., where the river is onde
the fort near where the old stern-wheel more confined for a distance of 150 miles-.
Steamer Yukon lies sunk on the star.board The mountains along here corne right to the
hand going down. There is said to be water's edge, and very few islands.
rausk-.oxon the upper branches of this river. June 6th-Arrived a the rapids, fifty miles

"The river from Fort Yukon makes a above Nuklukahyet, at 10 a.m. The river
lOng bend, nearly due west, for a coneider- at this particular point is very much con'-
able distance. Stopped Io chop wood at fined beingo ly about 600 yardstrom bank to
10.30 p.m. bank, although the current does not average

June 4th-Started at 4 a.i.; stopped a over six miles per hour, being very deep.
couPle of hours at an Indian village until ý A rocky ledge is situated in the centre, bit
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is all covered at this stage of the water. boats, sone 30 feet long and 6 feet Xide.
Sheffland's Gulch, ten miles below the rapils Tese boats cirry a 1eavy load, and kee
on the starboara hand, is said to have tboroughlv water-tight as long as they are
vielded ten dollars per day. Arrived at the well oued about once a veek. The skin
Company's trading post at 5 pan. bound to m.e frames witb sinews. Noue of

The Yukon River broke up here on die the vi'lages passed, so Jar, possesS More
21st of May, and vas clear for navigation on than 150 inhabitants, îno:t of whom spea
the 28th. The Tananah River, a large the Russian language.
stream, puts in on the port band about ten "mue 11-Arrived at the o u o
miles above the post, which is also called I Russian " Mission at 8 a. nu. Tle priesi
Nuklukahyet, although the original Nuklu- shewed us ail tbrough bis charch, estal
kahyet is at the nouth of the lananah Ri- lishr d in 1848, in wvich there are a iew verY
ver. About fifty Indians arrived here from valuable ou paintings and decoatiofl9
the upper Tananah River, in birch bark Procured a fresh supply of provisions and
canoes and on rafts, this afternoon to trade left at 10 a. m.
their furs. I saw a mammoth tusk here JJ une l2t.-Arrived at Andrieffska at 6
six feet long and weighing one hundred a in., an old Russian fort, situale about 180
pounds, curved in shape and running gra- miles froni St. Miehael'8, and the last place
dually to a point on one end, with no signs note. The tide backs up to
of decay whatever. place. We see thousands of geese an

" June 7th-Left the post at 8 a. m, al alo the river banks and low
Strong westerly wind and very cold ail where they have their nest amouget t'le
day. taîl trees. We are uow obliged to depen

" June 8th-Arrived at Kokerine's tra- entirely upon drift wood for the steamer
ding post this morning at 3 o'clock, and use, as no other wood cau be procured tO
left at 4 a.m. Weather still cold and raw. any advantage alter getting below the Mis
Saw the last camp where Archbishop Seg- sion, but we have experienced no trouble
hers slept (and was cruelly murdered), wbatever on the upper river in geitiug fire-
situated on the starboard band, 30 miles wood, wherever we wiehed to stop. h cou
above Nulatto. sists chiefiy of spruce. No piue ai ail.

" June 9th-Landed three prospectors, A. "Left Audrieffeska ai 6 a.ni Weather
Brown, F.-Moffat, and Mr. Powell, at the very cold with a îhick fog. Fifteen nilee
mouth of the Kiynkuk River, to the head of below this place the lasi mountainq were
which they intend to travel, where there is lefi behind, and away off to our pori
said to be prospects of $15 per day. large loue mouniain eau be seen, riein a

"Arrived at Nulatto at 6.30 a.m. Left rupîly from the water which le callell le
again iat 7 .3o . Passed an Indian village Kuselvack mountain. h is diamond Bhape
4 miles further down, where there is a and partially covered with euow. SIpped
portage to the sea coast of 60 miles, while 40 miles furiher down io get wood. Entere
by the river it iq 280 miles. the A phoou Slough ai ô p. m., which i5

" June 10-Laid over 9 hours to procure vasi eut-off for us. It is 45 miles long, an
fire-wood. Weather fine. Stopped at a opens oui on the sea-coasi 80 miles fr0">
place on the starboard hand, a few miles Si. Michael's. Stopped to eut drifVwOd'
.above Anvick, where we dug a few shovels and ehoe iwo large swaus, measuring 6 feet
of very good looking coal. It lies close to across the wings front p to up. The LY
.the river's edge. i burned very well in dian deck bauds called a flock of gee
the furnace. Mr. Harper is of the opinion rigbi close to tbe steamer l)y il
t.hat by working biebn ag un squaking, which ihese Indiaus cndtht ywokiginto the bank a large quan. a o0
tity could be obtained, as it bas probably wel ihat the whole fiock circled round
ulid down to its present position from further withir a few feet of the steamer. in the

the bill. Arrived at Anvick at 12 m. meanîlme the Indiana l no urne iqu
ere the Alaskan Commercial Company's ceediug to shoot four, two ofwhiCh tel

steamer " Yukon " was lying, ready to leave aboard the steamer.
for St. Michael's. Was intioduced to Capt. IJune 13îh-Stared at 1 a.m trou
Peterson, ber commander, and was shewn iuio a lie river called the Kookllckaelî
through the steamer, which was in prime six miles from the coasi, where ail Indian
condition throughout. This steamer (stern- village in siiuaied. Procured au abundan t

.wheel) is 80 feet length over all, 20 feet supply of fresh geese eggs and took In
beam, Si feet depth ot lold, and 9-inch by wood
.6-inch cylinders; makes from eight to n'ne IThe Esquimaux (or Mallamoutst d
Xniles per hour. She bas good comfortable they arc called here (hve iu undexgtOnne
house-work And cabine. She cannot stow hounes (calied by ihem barabas) wt d<O
nore than 25 tons freibth comfortably. îers b keep the earih flrmly up. Thed*et

The great disadvantage of these steamers Ie way, ahil ihe groud about ee
it they have to tow their freight in barges. square in situaied from ten to
Whe Auvick River puts in just below this feet fronthe baraba, and communtunel
landing. Left ut 3 p m. with the same through a crooked t1 l
. "8topped st an Indian village this eve h lead tiret one direction for

l where -I eaw ieveral large sealTkin six feet, thence a right agles anot
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direction. At each of these turns hangs
large skin, forming a loose curtain doorwyLV.
The tunnel and doorways keep the cold
air and winds from strikingo directiv tirough
into the baraba. The chimnev, 'a hole In
the centre of the roof about four feet square,
i8 covered over at night with a very thin
transparent skin. These natives are very
short and stunted, and subsist chiefly on
fieh, geese, fowls and eggs. They are fat
with large heads, and when they*are seen
Crawhlng out of their tunnel doorwvay clothed
in parki furs, which are made with a hood
ail in one, they resemble some wild animal.
They use small seal-skin canoes (or as called
by them, bidarkies) which hold from one to
three men, with round holes on the top,
where they sit flat down in the bottom ;
the balance is all covered over, so as no

u'nier can enter. In these they go out
Il long way from land to hunt seal, killing
them with bone spears. They take tobacco,
"1d tea in trade in preference to any other
.article. The stronger the tobacco the bet-
ter, of which they make snuff, and use it in
this way rather than smoking it.

"June 14-Started out this morning at
4 o'clock. The slough here in places is
Very shallow, and anchor ice lies on the
bottom, obliging us to have the flood tide to
.o out on, although we run aground a
couple of times, but soon backed off again.
This (the Aphoon) mouth is the most nor-
therly outlet of the Yukon. The distance
frOim here to the most southerly (or Ku-
selvak) mouth is about 45 miles. The tide
here bas about ten feet rise and fali. Run

ut to within fifteen miles of Point Romanoff,
'*here we sighted a large field of ice and
large icebergs. Could not find an opening,
therefore were obliged to run back again and
anchor. Weather very cold to-day, with
nrth-easterly wind, our barge in tow being

'UOy'ered with ice.
. June 15th-Started out again this mor-

Iliog at 6 o'clock. Found an opening and
succeeded in getting through the ice. The
toast along here is very bold. From Point
n0naanoff to the canal we made good time,
%Q the weather began to look threatening.
FrOm Aboon Slough, or Pastolik Bay to,
the canal is open to the full sweep of wester-
7Y winds and sea, but there are small rivers,

Pltting in where we could get shelter if
.Celsary, though for a large steamer draw-
atg more than six feet it would be difficult
Set into the mouthe of these etreams.

Arived at the canal, twenty miles from St.
IchaeP, which separates 8t. Michael's

cuanàd from the mainland, and is quite a
'eu off for us. This canal is not more than
Atty feet wide in some places and very
orooked. It runs through a low fiat coun-
417 of about twenty teet elevation and very
%allow in places, being necessary to have

tide in order to gUt through.
rrived aV rSt. ichael est five p m.

eI*ther very cold, with north-easterly
*ind. The Company's steamer " St. Paul"

had not yet arrived from San Francisco.
Our passengers, J. Sitz, Father Tosi, and
two others, bid us farewell, and went ashore
to await the arrival of the " St. Paul," by
which thev intend to go to San Francisco.

4 Mr. Henry Newman, agent for the Alas-
ka Commercial Company, paid us a visit
to-day. He expects their steamer " Dora "
here frorn San Francisco in a couple of
days, from where she started twenty-eight
days ago.

St. Michael's Island is a very inhospit-
able shore, neither posstssing firewood or
fresh water. The former is obtained by
sending their steamer outside twelve miles
from where she loads, and tows barges with
driftwood in. The latter (water) is pro-
curred three miles from here. The natives
melt snow in place of water. There is
about twenty feet rise and fall in the
tide ,here. Considerable snow and ice lies
on the beach. Had a snowstorm to-night.
We intend to start up river again, after the
arrival of the " Dora," with supplies for the
minera on Forty-mile River, who were short
of provisions when we left there."

(Signed) WILLIAM MooRE & SOr.

I have quoted a considerable portion
of this report from which it will be ob-
served that the climate became milder
the higher up the Yukon the party got
or in other words the nearer they ap-
proacbed the North-Western rim of the
Mackenzie Basin, and the difficulties
they encountered points to the easier sup-
ply of these great auriferous areas from
the east rather than as heretofore from
the west. Some of the details also illus-
trate the physical condition of the
country, its animals and the size of its
fish showing the marvellous size and quan-
tity of fish life in the far north.
I will now briefly mention the specimens
referred to, and as serving to illustrate
the size of some of the inshore sea
animals of the Arctic border of the
country under investigation. There are
a number of photographs and specimens
lying in room seventeen, which will be
left there for a day or two for the inspec-
tion of hon. gentlemen, and among the
pho-tographs, which have been beautifully
taken by Professor Bell, may be men-
tioned that of an Eskimo porpoise hunter,
with his sealskin boat, called a kyak, the
porpoise itself, which is apparently of
immense size, the spear and an inflated
sealskin bag, called a " dan," with which
hg is enabled after spearing the animal
to prevent it sinking into deep water and
being lost.
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There is also a fine view down the 1
Churchill river which represents a broad
fine river, 70 miles above its mouth. As
serving to indicate the character of the
barren grounds near the shore of Hud-
son's Bay, there is a photograph of
a Chipewyan camp near Fort Churchill,
where the vista is utterly treeless, but
there is apparently a slight vegetation in
the valleys of the low undulating, rocky
hills. There is another view more north-
ward on the barren grounds, which ap-
pear perfectly flat, and another view still
farther north of gently rolling country,
in the valleys of which appears vegeta-
tion of a scrubby character. Still farther
north and within the Arctic circle, is a
very fine photograph of a Musk Ox,
the long shaggy hair of which clearly
illustrates how it is possible for him to,
spend even the winter in that desolate
region. The horns shown are very pecu-
liar, being curved downwards then to-
wards the front, like and yet unlike a
ram's horns, and this animal appears as
if he was quite able to defend himself
against any possible enemy. Another
interesting photograph is that of a deck
of a ship on which an enormous polar
bear bas just been hoisted on board.
His length seems to occupy the space
between the bulwarks and midship, and
the weight is given at fifteen hundred
pounds. In the south and west of this
desolate region is given a view of the
head of one of the portages in which
deciduous trees branch out over a beau-
tiful stream in the neighborhood of ever-
greens, and the York boat, which is a
Hudson Bay Company's freight boat, of a
capacity of four or five tons, used every-
where in the interior of the country, is
attached to a bank on which the grasses
and vetches seem to be very luxuriant.
Two other views of special interest to
many are the ruins of Fort Prince of
Wales, which was erected by the Hud-
son Bay Company, as hon. gentlemen
know, on one side of the harbour on
Churchill River, and was intended to
be a defensive fortress for that great
depot of inland trade. The walls are
very thick and of heavy masonry, and
are pierced for heavy guns, the intention
being to defend their large fur-trading in-
terests from possible attacks from French
war-ships, with which country England

HoN. MR. SCHULTZ.

was then at war. However, the result pro-
ved that it was not impregnable. La
Pevouse, a distinguished French admi-
ral, appeared before the harbour and
there being insufficient force to resist the
large naval and military force which he
landed, the Fort capitulated, and the
walls were undermined and blown up
and left in the present dilapidated con-
dition, as shown in the photograph.
The Hudson Bay Company then found
that an apparently smaller river, the
Nelson, was better fitted for being
defended on account of the shalloW
water on the shore, and if more circuit-
ous, it was an easier method of access
to the interior for the import of their
supplies and the export of their furs at
York Factory, their present post a little
distance up from the mouth of the Nel-
son river, which became then the Hud-
son Bay depot of supplies.

Some of the other photographs are
particularly worthy of notice and Will
be left upon the table of the Con
mittee Room for a couple of days for
the inspection of hon. gentlemen. .ii
addition to these photographs there is a
photographic map, showing the North
American, European and Asiatic Contin-
ents, the Atlantic Ocean and the North
Pacific. On it have been placed indica-
tions of the tropic and polar currents,
which form the Polar and Gulf streant
on the Atlantic, and the Japanese cur-
rent on the Pacific, which is an interest-
ing study in connection with the clima-
tology of the various regions.

Some interesting specimens are also
upon the table regarding the surface de-
posit, called mineral tar or Mackenite
pitch,which is the surface indication of the
petroleum beneath. There are interesting
specimens of Arctic and sub-Arctic fish
life, the Heavnes salmon found in all the
rivers of the north and east, except the
Mackenzie itself, which is the only water
of the world in which is found the "I*
conu," Salmo Mackenzie. Some f
specimens of Back's grayling, the beauti-
ful little game river fish so common if1

the Mackenzie Basin, and also of the
" capelin" whose presence in the Arctic
coast indicates the presence of cod
There are also samples of sait in large
crystals which are as pure as' the rock
salt in England, but now presenting
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slight surface impurities, probably need-
ing re-crystalization until the beds below
from which it comes have been reached.
There is also a pair of tusks of the
walrus, showing the teeth. These
tusks produce an average kind of ivory,
While the Narwhal tusk produces, it is
Said, the finest kind of ivory such as that
used for billiard balls, and is worth, I am
1 am informed by Professor Bell,
$75 pertusk. The same gentleman
also informs me that the antediluvian
ivory from the Mammoth has been found
On Porcupine river, near the Mackenzie,
and also that he obtained the teeth
Of the mastodon and Mammoth on the
shores of Hudson Bay, showing that
there may be some truth in the rumour
Current in these northern parts, that
there is an island in these regions on
'Which there are many elephants
tusks. There would be nothing
remarkable, scientifically, if such
Were found to be the case, as one of the
Present sources of ivory of commerce is
an island on the north coast of Siberia.
In fact there is said to be a great deal
rnore ivory brought from there than from
Africaor India. This isanimportant point
touching the possible future resources of
this country, if it be true, as stated that
elephants are being killed off more
rapidly than they are being reproduced.

There is also an interesting specimen
Of gypsum. Also specimens of wheat
grown in the northern country and a
smiall- portion of the Chippewyan
wheat which was shown at the
Philadelphia Exhibition in 1876, and
there took one of the first prizes.
Also barley from the northern district in
the neighborhood of the Arctic circle-
end these are side by side with speci-
tMens of Russian grain from the ex
trene north of Europe, and it is worthy
'f remark that the Canadian grain grown
in these Northern regions is far heavier
and fuller and apparently better than
that of Russia.

Hon. gentlemen will also find upon
the table a number of pamphlets pub-
sihed at various times by Professor
Bell, the gentleman before referred to
end to whom I am much indebted for in-
formation of very great interest,as bearing
11pon the forests of Canada, the geo-
logical distribution of our forests, trees

and mineral resources of Hudson's
Bay, and other natural resources.
Hon. gentlemen curious in the matter
of the navigation of the sea-coast and
lakes will find upon the table the Admi-
ralty charts, which give the coast outline
and soundings of Behring straits and
sea, and of the north coast of Alaska,
and our own north coast as far east as
Wollaston Land-Wollaston Land it
must be understood by hon. gentlemen
being several hundred miles east of
the mouth of the Mackenzie
and a region where the whales
and inshore fishes and mammals are
found. There are also upon the table,
some interesting specimens of mosses
from the barren grounds and their neigh-
borhood. Two varieties were stated in
evidence to be the favorite summer food
of the caribou, and two other varietiës
being from the boughs of small trees
bordering the barren grounds, and there-
fore more easily procured, and forming a
portion of the winter food of that animal.
There are a number of Arctic and sub-
Arctic plants furnished also by Prof.
Macoun ; three varieties of berries which
furnish the principal food of the geese
and ducks which breed there, also the
saskatoon, crow and bear berries, as
well as specimens of Labrador tea from
many places in the Mackenzie Basin,
and to hon. gentlemen who care to have
an idea of the extreme northern flora,
these are well worth examining. There
are also several specimens of wheat from
Mr. C. N. Bell, Secretary of the Winni-
peg, Board of Trade,who states in a com-
munication that these grains were grown
in northern districts where the frost is
still in the ground some distance under
its roots in July, and yet the grain ex-
ceeds in quality and fullness some of the
best Minnesota grains, which he also
sends to afford the Committee a compa-
rison between them. Among the maps
which lie upon the table there is a very
large one, carefully prepared by Dr.
Bell as the result of many years of
observation, which served to show at the
late Indian and Colonial Exhibition to
Englishmen of other colonies the im-
mense range of some of our most
valuable timber trees in this country,
and indeed comprising the ranges of all
the timber trees of the country.
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This map will remain upon the
table also for a couple of days, for in-
spection by hon. gentlemen. Another
map furnished by Professor Bell, shows
the geology of the whole Dominion, in-
cluding the Arctic regions. It shows
among other things the immense deposits
of coal in these northern regions, and
the islands north of the northern part of
the region under consideration, also the
copper-bearing rocks of the Coppermine
river region, the lignites of the region
and also its petroleum. This map
is very large, and worthy of careful in-
spection, as it has unfortunately· never
been published. Some very interesting
naps, specimens and pamphlets are also

.upon the table, well deserving of careful
examination,furnished I may state bythe
author Dr. Dawson,of the Geological Sur-
vey, who gave most valuable evidence to
the Committee, and who has only lately
returned from an investigation of the
western rim of the Mackenzie Basin, and
in former years made a scientific explora-

.tion of some other portions of that vast
country.

The motion was agreed to.

VICTORIA COLLEGE BILL.

BILL WITHDRAWN.

The order of the day being called for
the second reading of Bill (J) " An Act
1o incorporate the Victoria College."

HoN. MR. ABBOTT moved for leave
to withdraw the bill.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READINOS.

The following bills, passed through
Committee of Whole without amend-
ment, were read the third time and pas-
sed :-

Bill (60) "An Act to amend Chap.
127 of the Revised Statutes respecting
the Department of Public Printing and

ikatoney."(Mr. Abbott.)
Bil (z 8) "An Act respecting the ad-

1ertising of counterfeit money." (Mr.

HoN. MR. SCHULTZ.

CUSTOMS ACT AMEN DMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resumed, in Committee of
the whole, consideration of Bill (92> 4An

Act to amend chapter 32 of the Revised
Statutes respecting the Customs."

In the Committee,

On clause 34.

HON. MR. POWER said-As the
law stands now the Customs officers
have a right to examine the books of th'e
importer respecting importations made
within three years. It is proposed tO
extend the period to six years ; and the
importer is obliged to furnish for in-
spection his books, accounts, etc., run-
ning back over six years or he incurs a
penalty not exceeding $5,ooo. t
occurs to me that, when the Custorn
House officer has the right to go back
through a merchant's book for three
years, that is enough. It is to be
assumed that the Custom House odi-
cers do their duty, and the merchant
tells the truth, and anything that dates
back longer than three years before
the commencement of proceedings,
think should be let goe

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will see that the right to collect duties
is not limited by three years, or pro-
posed to be limited to three years 10
fact the right to collect duties is not
limited to any period after the time
they should be paid, and they are co
lectable at any time. The recovery
penalties is limited to three years, but
not the collecticn of duties. Then wby
should the examination of books be
limited to three years ?

HON. MR. POWER-This amen"4 '
ment makes the penalty $5,ooo~for nOt
handing over the books.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-It is a rOo
important clause: one without which i
is difficult in certain cases to obtamO d«
remedy et ael. There was a case, Wi
in the last two years, in Mon
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Where a series of frauts were detected,
And the evidence was obtained that these
frauds had been going on for years.
Demand was made for the books and
before any steps could be taken the
books were destroyed. They could not
be found, and the Government could
nOt have access to them. The Custom
Rouse authorities have no doubt, from
the evidence they had, that the loss sus-
talned by the Crown was very great
Indeed, and it is necessary to make the
Penalty something important, because
the amounts at stake are very often
'mportant. If a man should get off from
showing his books by paying $ 1,ooo
When he owes $ o,ooo, he would destroy
the books and pay the $ 1,ooo. This is
a remedy against fraudulent debtors
Which the Government ought to have,-
but books are never asked for except
there is a good reason to suppose that
the rnerchant has been guilty of some
fraud or suppression.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon.gentle-
rnan is not directing his argument to my
objection. My objection is to extending
the period from three years to six years.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
not only objected to the period, but to
he amount of the penalty.

HON. MR. POWER-The increased
penalty.

liON. MR. ABBOTT-His objection
18 directed to both. I answer him in
this way: with regard to the time I say
the period within which the arrears of
duty may be recovered extends beyond
tbree years : then why limit the time for
Obining evidence to three years ? The
timt is extended because the right to
-eOllect duties exists longer than the
Period originally fixed. The penalty is
*tnded because it was found it was not
"Iflcient to prevent the kind of fraud it
a directed against.

HON. MR. REESOR-I think the
Provision is a good one. It will have the
efect of making merchants careful to

a straightforward course and pay
duties and presentrarrect açcounts

to the Custom House officers. if they

do that, they need have no fear of having
their accounts ripped up for years back.
It will have a wholesome effect on them.
I do not see that any merchants here are
making objections to this provision.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 45.

HON. MR. POWER-This section is
a little stringent. It provides

'«If any entry passed at any Custome
house is false in any particular to the know-
ledige of any person connected with the
making thereof, all the packages and goods
included or pretended to be included, or
which ought to have been included in such
entry, shall be forfeited."

The original section which this re-
places provided that if the oath made
with regard to any entry is willfully false
in any particular, etc. That was
not quite as sweeping as this. I
think if an entry is false to the
knowledge of the importer or owner
of the goods, then it is a proper thing
that the goods should be forfeited, but
suppose the owner does not happen to
be at home, as is sometimes the case, and
the entry is made by someone else, say
by a clerk, and the entry is false in some
particular point to the knowledge of the
person who makes the entry, it would
be unfair to impose a penalty on the
owner.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If it were oth-
erwise see what a door it would open to
fraud. All the owner would have to do,
would be to stand aside and let his clerk
enter the goods, and perpetrate as many
frauds as he pleases on the Custom
House. That is one evil which the al-
teration of the clause is intended to ren-
edy. By whom is the oath made? We
have a common saying about the relia-
bility of Custom House oaths, The
oath is made by a broker in nineteen
cases out of twenty, who knows no more
about it than the man in: the moon. ti
order to remedy that def&et the oath
necçssary fçr Ahe entry must not be false
to the knowledgeo f any persoe conneet-
ed with the entry; and in that way the
owne J4 r#spoio tqr iti bettuse he is
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connected with the entry, and must
know the true price. The clause was
adopted.

HON. MR. WARK-I have always
thought that where extensive changes
were to be made in a law the better plan
was to repeal the act altogether and
embody the amendments and the portion
of the law which remains on the Statute
Book together in one act. This is a law
in which every importer is interested,and
it is very embarrassing to the merchants
to be obliged to get the revised statutes
and get this act and make out exactly
what the law will be. The Minister of
Customs owes it to the public to get an
epitome of the law, as it will stand,
printed in pamphlet form so that every
person can know exactly what the law is.
He ought to employ an expert to perform
this work and it ought to be submitted
to the Minister of Justice, so that there
will be no misunderstanding. Every
merchant should have it on his desk and
have it in such a form that it cannot be
misunderstood. I make this suggestion
and hope that the step will be taken.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will see that no clause has been amen-
ded except by repealing it altogether
and substituting a new clause, so that
there will not be any difficulty in ascer-
taining what the statute is. I think it
is the practice that a pamphlet con-
taining not a synopsis of the law, but
the exact law as it stands, is issued by
the Department to those who desire to
consult the law.

HON. MR. GOWAN-By presenting
it in a convenient torm, as suggested
by my honourable friend, it would be
a great advantage to merchants and
others who have frequently to consult
the law.

HON. MR. DEVER-Where customs
papers are being made out, the neces-
sary portion of the act is embodied on
the papers, so that no entry clerk need
go astray or be deficient in knowledge of
the portion of the act under which he
has to make the affidavit.

HON.'MR. MACFARLANEý from the

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.

committee, repoeed the bill with certain
amendments, which were concurred In'

HoN. MR. ABBOTT moved the third
reading of the bill as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed-

The Senate adjourned at 9.50 p. L.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday May 14th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings

CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANY'S
BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Con-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
ported Bill (69) "An Act to confirm' a
mortgage given by the Central Railway
Company to the Central Trust Company
of New York, to secure an issue of de'
bentures," with an amendment.

He said-In explaining this amend-
ment I have merely to observe that it
makes no change whatever in the
meaning of the clause which is aitered.
It was considered by the Committee that
the words used were rather too loose in
expression, and required to be somewhat
guarded. We therefore make thià
change, instéad of saying that the ral.-
ways in connection with this railway
should be considered works for the ad-
vantage of Canada, they specify this rai.
way and the one with which it is COn'
nected, excluding railways which 01aY
hereafter be built.

HON. MR. WARK moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion' was agreed to, and thé
Bill was theni read the third time an
passed.
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SECOND READINGS.

Bill (80) " An Act to provide for the
Winding up of the Bank of London in
Canada.", (Mr. Macdonald, Midland.)

lill (97) " An Act to amend the Act
to Icorporate the Board of Management
Of the Church and Manse building fund
of the Presbyterian Church in Canada,
for Manitoba and the North-West." (Mr.
Sutherland.)

THE WHITE DIVORCE CASE.

liON. MR. McKINDSEY moved
That the fee of $200 paid to the Clerk of

thi Rouse by Mary Matilda White in pre-
seniting her petition for an act to dissolve

'rl arriage with David Crystal W hite be
r*fUnded to ber, les the expenses incurred.

lie said--The deposit in this case, I
believe, is intended to indemnify the
kouse against the costs incurred in re-
Porting and printing the proceedings of
the case, and the general rule of the
'louse has been to return the surplus,
Whatever that may be, to the petitioner.

1 1oN. MR. POWER-I should like to
ask if this includes the twenty dollais
which the Committee recommended to
be Paid to the respondent for his travel-
ling expenses. Is that a portion of the
ar4ount to be deducted ?

lION. MR. McKINDSEY-No, it
does not, because when that matter came
UP I opposed, as far as I could, the adop-
tIn of the report so far as that recom-
1nendation was concerned. I did not
think then, and I do not think now that
the twenty dollars should be allowed to
the respondent in that case. That does
nOt affect the principle which has gov-
erned the Senate heretofore in matters of
this kind. I had some hesitation, how-
ever, in bringing this matter before the
H1 ose ; the nature of the case was such
from beginning to end that if I had known

before I accepted the conduct of the
.i, 1 should have refused to take charge

of it. I have been informed since then,
On good authority, that the Petitioner
r this case being unable to raise this

$200, by the same system of deception
Which she has practised before this

House, induced her mother or sister to
lend her the money to deposit with the
Clerk of this House, and expecting to
obtain the property which she claimed
from her husband, and which was referred
to in the Bill, she was to refund the money.
Before I accepted the conduct of the
Bill, I insisted that they should strike out
that clause which required the return of
the property to the Petitioner, and there-
fore she has no redress. I also, hefore
I made this motion, ascertained whether
the solicitor in the cause was going to
apply this money to the payment of his
costs, and he has declared to me that he
has been paid his costs. The only rea-
son I press this motion is that the money,
which does not properly belong to the
Senate, should go to reimburse the per-
son who was deceived, no doubt, by the
Petitioner in advancing it. Otherwise
she will be at the entire loss of the
amount. I leave the matter with the
House. They can do as they please:
it is a matter of indifference to me : but
I have brought the motion because it is
customary to do so on occasions of this
kind.

HON. MR. KAULBACH- If the
House should determine to refund the
money, it should be less the twenty
dollars paid to the respondent. It is
quite evident that the Committee feit
that she should contribute a portion of
the expenses of the husband who came
here, not only to justify himself, but in
the public interest. It was well under-
stood by the Committee that the reason
why the twenty dollars was not taken
out of the $2oo deposited by the
respondent was that the whole of that
amount would be absorbed by the
expenses of the petition.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-I do not
think that was ever mentioned.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-That was
the understanding of the Committee,
and it was only when it was believed
that there was none of the deposit left to
drawfrom thatwe took the unusual course
of having it voted by the House. I
believe that the Hon. Mr. McInnes,who
was on the Committee, will confirm me
in the statement I make. It is usual for
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the House to refund the balance of any
moneys paid in on deposit in such cases;
but this case was so unusual,so extraordi-
nary, that I believe the woman should be
punished in some way, if not by declin-
ing to refund the money, then the
Minister of Justice should be notified of
the monstrous nature of the case, that
steps may be taken to prosecute her for
perjury.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Of course I
cannot characterize this application in
much milder terms than my hon. friend
has done, but I think that more punish-
ment would be insufficient, and perhaps
not the kind of punishment for this
House to recommend. The other sug-
gestion, to call the attention of the
Minister of Justice to it, would be more
in accordance with our position. I be-
lieve that this $200 ought not to be paid
back without deducting the $2o-in
fact all expenses conniected with the
petition.

HoN. MR. McKINDSEY-I am
satisfied, that the balance whatever it
may be after paying all expenses, shall
be returned to the petitioner.

HON. MR. MILLER-She is entitled
to what remains over, as a matter of
right, after paying all the expenses.

The motion was agreed to.

SACKVILLE RIVER FISHWAY

rNQUIRY.

HON. MR. ALMON rose to
Call attention to the unsatisfactory condi-

tion of the Sackville River, in the County of
Halifax, and will ask the Governmient if
they intend to grant the sum of $200.00 to
improve the Fishway and renove the
obstructions in the Sackville River, at the
head of Bedford Basin, so as to enable the
Salnon and Alewives to get to the spawning
ground in the lake from which that river
originates ?

He said-I wish to explain what the
Sackville river is. Halifax harbor is com-
posed of two harbors, the first at the city
and the second harbor called Bedford
Basin. This harbor is about sixteen

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

miles in circumference, and four or five
miles wide. At the top of the harbor,
where the railway passes, there is a sDI
stream which we call the Sackville riv«Î,
and which flows into .the salt water-
This stream is about fourteen miles long,
and originates in Sandy lake, where in
old times the salt water Ash, which cOrne
into the fresh water to spaWfn,
used to desposit their ova-chieLy thle
salmon and alewives. At one time this
streamed abounded with salmon. It ws
very much fished by people from HalilaX,
it being only eight or ten miles from the
City. In fact, every day during the
season there was a quantity of saloon
taken out of this river. There bas been
no salmon, I am credibly informe
taken out of this river by the rod d»ring
the last three years. The reason given
for that is that although the salmon are
plentiful at the mouth of the river tbe
fishway at Coulson's mill is so cOw
structed that it is impossible for the s*
mon to get through it. When the watr
is low there is a distance between the
dam and the upper water that the Ash
cannot get over. I have been infored'
by a gentleman, who is reliable, that he
has often crossed the bridge at that place
and has seen abundance of salmon 10
the water trying to get up over that dam.
If they could succeed in getting Up
above the dam, the river itself is block ed
with sawdust, slabs and brush, in a way
which I am told renders it impossible
for fish to get through. Above that 's
another mill, also with a very imperfect
fishway, over which it is impossible
for fish to get. Some gentlemen nay
ask why is this fishway at Coulson's made
so that the fish cannot get through it?
In the first place it is one of Roger's fish
ladders, of which many people bave
doubts as to its excellence. It is cer
tainly not as good as the old fashioned
fishway, and fish have great difficulty i1
getting up. Mr. Rogers is the inspector
of all the fisheries in Nova Scotia, for
which he receives a salary of $1,8 00 a
year, and a good many fees in the shape
of travelling expenses. He decides
which rivers require fishways, and. he
puts his own fishway into them and
receives a royalty of $40 or $50 as
patentee. Hon. gentlemen will see that
it is clearly wrong. It may be askedi
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it not to his advantage to alter this
fishway ? The fish hatchery is just at the
entrance to this stream, and it is to the
advantage of the warden of the river that
the fish cannot get up. The parent fish
are caught there and the ova taken from
them for the use of this hatchery. The
fish hatchery is a very nice thing, no
doubt, but it is a very expensive toy to
the Dominion. It costs the country
about $44,ooo.

HoN. MR. POWER-That hatchery
alone!

HON. MR. ALMON-No, but fish-
hatcheries altogether. They are pretty
nice toys, but they cost the Government
that amount. Now, we ask ourselves is
the fish hatchery of any use to the Do-
minion ? The blue-book says it is, but
the majority of practical fishermen will
tell you it is a fraud and a failure from
beginning to end. For instance, take
the Sackville River. Although that river
shows that over 40,000 young salmon
have been planted in it, I ask what be-
cOmnes of them ? It is said that the young

lmllon return to the stream in which
theY are planted. Perhaps the hon.
gentleman from Sackville will explain
Why it is that in some of the rivers,
In the Cascapedia for instance, the
fish average some forty pounds. You
do not meet any small fish in
that stream ; therefore, it is not likely
that the salmon planted in the
st'eamr there, either by parent salmon or
by the fish hatcheries, jump to that size
nmediately. On that ground I think

the theor is wrong, that the salmon plant-
ed i a river return to that river from the
sea after they grow up. The petition that
Was sent in to the government was signed
by a large number of respectable and in-
fluential persons for the improvement of
tis fishery, although the petition is
sPoken of very disparagingly by Mr.
Rogers. Now, one of the first names on
the petition is that of Hon. James But-
ler, a rnember of the Legislative Coun-
Cil, a gentleman largely interested in the
West India trade, and one of the chief
promioters and managers of the Halifax
Sugar Refinery. It may be said that he
does not know anything about the fish-
way, but his country seat is at the very

mouth of this river and this mouth looks
down on the hatchery. Then Mr. Mor-
rison, who also bas a country seat
in that vicinity, signed the petition.
It is also signed by Mr. Moore, who bas
a large elevator there, and flour mills,
and also by Mr. William Hare, who had
three sons, young men, out in the North-
West during the rebellion, who are
thorough sportsmen, fond of fishing and
shooting. It is also signed by Mr. Har-
rison, president of the Game Association
of Halifax ; yet Mr. Rogers, in his report
to the Fisheries Department, ignores all
this, and says that they signed a petition
about something that they know nothing
of. This petition simply asks that $209
should be given to remove the Rogers
Fish Ladder and put in one that would
be of use and clear away the obstructions
to fish ascending the river. That being
done, the salmon have only fifteen miles
to go up to the place which, from time
immemorial, bas been the natural fish
hatchery, instead of which they -are
caught in the vain attempt to
ascend the Rogers Fish Ladder.
The sum asked for is so very small, and
the people who petition for it are so very
respectable, that I think the Department
ougbt to consider it. I own a small
piece of meadow on the river myself and
have riparian rights as owner, though I
never cast a line into the river. It is
time that the Government should enquire
whether the $44,ooo, that we are paying
for fish hatcheries, is of any value to the
country.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
agree with my bon. friend, as it is quite
evident to my mind the fish hatcheries
have a great value, independent of their
pecuniary cost. I am not aware of the
obstructions in the Sackville River; but
as far as the Rogers' Fish Ladder is
concerned, wherever I have seen it, I
have, from my personal, knowledge,
proved that it bas been successful. I
know it bas been successful in the rivers
in my own county and I have heard
of other places where -it bas been
equally successful. As regards
the hatcheries I believe the value
is far in advance of the cost. I
know that some of the fry have been put
into one or two of the rivers in my
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county, and we have already seen a gain
from it. That fish return to the river
in which they are propogated, is beyond
any question. I know'that from my own
personal experience, because I have
hooked a fish which has got away from
me into the stream again, and from his
peculiar markings, I know that I have
caught the sanie salmon the following
season in the same river. It is wonder-
ful how rapidly they grow. I believe
that a salmon will increase in two or
three months in the salt water from
ounces to pounds in weight. If the
Sackville river is obstructed with saw-
dust and slabs, I don't wonder at the
fish not going up, for we know
that salmon and all other fish
in their natural instincts propagate.
Their species will overcome great obsta-
cles to get to their spawning ground. A
twelve pound salmon will deposit 12,000

ova. The difficulty of which the bon.
gentleman complains, must arise from the
sawdust preventing the salmon from
going up, and not from the faulty con-
struction of Rogers Fish Ladder. That
ladder has been approved of by the Gov-
ernrment after a number of experiments,
and if it is properly constructed and put
down in the way in which the practical
knowledge of Mr. Rogers would dictate
as the. best way, I say that the difficulty
must be not from the fish ladder, but
from the sawdust above it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-It seems
to me that the hon. gentleman makes a
very moderate request in asking for $200.
I am sure it would require $400 to do
anything on that river.

HON. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend
has referred to these fish hatcheries in
Halifax, and I have an opinion about it,
but I will not trouble the House to dis-
cuss it now. I daresay my hon.
friend knows a great deal more than
I do about it, and I daresay he
is right. As regards the fishway, I know
this about it: that the Rogers Fish
Ladder has been a great success in other
places, and I will give the House an in-
stance of it, and I may be excused for
doing so, because Mr. Rogers is one of
our young men.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

HON. MR. ALMON-From the county
of Cumberland.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Yes, and when
he comes from the county of Cumber-
land it is not wonderful that be shOuld
be an inventive genius ; but I want tO
state the manner in which that invention
has been received in the land of inven-
tions, the United States, and 1 think it
is due to the inventor to give the House
the benefit of it. In the United States
more had been spent upon the Connec-
ticut River twice over than has beenl
spent in the whole of Nova Scotia, in
effectual attempts to get the fish to go
up the ladders on that river. At last
they employed a man who took the first.
prize at the Fishery Exposition in Lon,
don three years ago, and they took it for
granted that, as his fishway got the
gold medal, he would do the business.
They spent between $5o,ooo and $100,-
ooo. They put up the fishway, and
waited a year and found it to be an en-
tire failure. They then sent for Mr.
Rogers to put up his fishway. He Put
it up at about one-third of the cost, and
to the astonishment of the people, for the
first time they saw the fish ascending the
ladder to their usual haunts to spawn.
know nothing of the ladder except that
fact. Since then this man has received
orders from various parts of the States
for ladders. He has secured his patent
and is making money out of it, and I an
very glad of it. I do not like to hear
the inventions of our own people depre-
ciated. I saw the model of the fishway
before it was put into a practical form',
and from any mechancal knowledge
which I possess, I came to the conclu-
sion that it was an admirable invention-
I was not alone in that opinion. It Was

inspected by a great many fisherme and
sportsmen who know more about salnOn
than I do, and they all remarked that it
was an admirable contrivance. The
Government tested it, in no friendly
spirit, I am sorry to say, and had to cone
to the conclusion that it was an excellent
invention. Under the circumstances, 1
hope the House will pardon me for tak-
ing up so much time in discussing this
question.

HON, MR. McINNES (B. C.)-The
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first remarks I had the honor of making mit me, I shall quote from the petition
six Years ago in this House, were on the to which my hon. colleague referred. I
subject of a salmon hatchery on the have a copy of the petition, which is now
FPraser river. I urged its establishment, in the hands of the Government with re-
not for the purpose of propagating the spect to the Sackville river. The peti-
usual run of salmon, which takes place tioners say:-
in the latter part of the summer, but to " That, before the establishment of the
Propagate the early or winter and spring fish hatchery on the Sackville River at
runs of salmon, a very much superior Bedfordaforesaid,Salmon werecomparative-
fish t w av abundant in the waters of Bedford Basin

to that which ascends our streams and of the river aforesaid, so that a fisher-
later. This winter the run is not only man setting his nets in the said Basin would
rfluch larger in size, but of a superior in the course of the fishing season, catch, in
flavor, very similar to the best salmon an ordinary straight net, fron forty to fifty
Caught in the Restigouche and those fathoms in length and ten feet in depth, from
r' eighty to one hundred salmon" :tive rs referred to in the motion before That there had been no marked falling off
the House. A great deal of doubt was of a permanent character in the catch of
expressed by hon. gentlemen when I salmon in the said Basin for twenty years
Was asking for a hatchery, as to whethe, before the establishing of the fish hatchery
hatcheries were a success or not. I aforesaid : t

That, about three years after the fish
have this to say, that although hatchery began operations, the net fishermen
the British Columbia hatchery has began to notice a falling off in the catch of
been in operation only five years, last salmon, which has continued up to the
year that early run was very much in- present time, when the average catch for the
creased, and this ear each and ever season is not more than fifteen to a net, the

i ya eh .n nets now uied being harpoon bag nets of
Oat that goes out about six o'clock in improved pattern and much more effective

the evening and remains out all night, than those used before fish breeding was at-
generally takes in from sixty to eighty of tempted on the Sackville river:
these beautiful salmon in the morning. That when the hatchery was first
If th established, the officer in charge caught in

at marked improvement continues a trap on the said river. from 75 to 100
ITIuch longer, our salmon canneries, in- Salmon in the season for breeding purposes;
stead of running for only eight or ten that the number of salmon in the river fell
Weeks in the year, as in the past, will, I off from year to year, until, in the last sea-
have every reason to believe, have a con- son during which the trap was set, that of
ti s c 1881 or 1882, only one was caught, and the

tnuous canning season, extending over attempt to secure mother fish in the said
Seven or eight months of the year I stream was thereafter abandoned:
have much pleasure in certifying that That, on a stream leading from Sandy
Whatever success has attended the estab- Lake, to which lake Salmon, Gasperaux and
lihsnent of hatcheries elsewhere, certain- other fish resorted for the purpose of spawn-

the F rt ing, to the Sackville river, there is a mill-
th e Fraser river one has been all that dam without any way through which fishthe Most sanguine of us expected. can pass, and two other impassable obstruc-

tions made up of logs and rubbish, so that

1ON. MR. POWER-I think the it is now impossible for fish to reach their

liOuse is under an obligation to my hon. Thatng oundh many fry have been de-
itlleague for bringing this matter before posited in the Sackville River, they do not
'ts notice ; and I was rather sorry to hear seern to have matured, and the fishing both
the hon. member from Amherst speak in in the basin and in the River is practically

half apologetic manner for taking up destryed:
e time of the House in discussing this "Your Petitioners therefore pray that

latter, -as though it were of small conse- salmon fishing in Bedford Fasin and Sack
quence. The improvement of our river ville River and its tributaries be prohibited
fisheries is of the very greatest import- for the term of five years ; that a proper fish-
ance; and the case brought before the way be constructed in the dam aforesaid,
oe .h and the obstructions in the Sandy Lake

()Use by my hon. colleague is buta Brook removed ; that an active warden be
sambple of a great many cases which appointed for the same Basin and River and
'ight be found in the Province of Nova its tributaries; and that the trapping of
Scotia-I do not undertake to speak for mother fish be not resumed."
Other Provinces. If the House will per The $200 which my hon. colleague sug-
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gests should be given by the Government
is, I presume, for the purpose of remov-
ing the obstructions in the brook and,
possibly, to make a new fishway. This
petition is signed by io6 persons. There
were a number of prominent men, be-
sides those whose names my bon. col-
league mentioned, who signed that peti-
tion ; and the majority of the petitioners
are men who know what they are speak-
ing about ; being largely residents of the
immediate neighborhood of the river. I
have seen the answer given by the Fish-
eries Inspector of Nova Scotia to this
petition, and it is of a most misleading
character. I quite recognize the fact
stated by the hon. gentleman from Am-
herst that the Fishery Inspector of the
Province is a gentleman with an inven-
tative genius, but I regret to say that his
inventive capacity is not limited to
imechanical contrivances. He also in-
vents statements which, on investigation,
are found not to be sustained by the
facts. I do not undert ke to say any-
thing against Mr. Rogers' fishway. I
think, on the whole, that where the
fishway is properly placed in a dam
it is a pretty effective one. I do
not quite concur with my colleague
as to the character of the fishway. I
may say, in excuse for speaking at some
length on this subject, that I had pro
posed giving a notice in connection with
the matter of the river fisheries of Nova
Scotia myself; but looking at the late
period of the session, I thought I should
take advantage of my hon. colleague's
motion and say a few words on the sub-
ject now. What is the position of the
Sackville river ? It was a good river
for fish before the hatchery was estab-
lished there. The hatchery has been in
existence for twelve years : during that
time the officer in charge of it bas been
depositing large quantities of fry in the
river ; and to-day, notwithstanding that
these deposits of fry in the river and its
tributaries have been made at any rate
for ten years, there are no fish in the
river and almost none in Bedford Basin.
I think that is about as strong a case as
we can get. I do not mean to say that
fish hatching cannot be made a success.
It has been made successful in other
countries; but as regards Sackville river,
I must say it is perfectly clear that it is a

HON. MR. POWER

complete failure We have had the
principal officer of the province in charge
of the fish-hatchery, with the river right
under his eyes all the time. He lives
beside the river.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Are
there saw mills on the river?

HON. MR. POWER-There are at
some distance up on the river. iere
we have the fact that fishing is graduallY
falling off, and that in spite of the con-
tinual deposiiing of fry there are no sal-
mon in the river.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-We find
the same thing at Tadousac : there is no
result from the deposit of fry.

HON. MR. POWER-In the first place
there is an obstruction on Sackville
River called Tolson's Dam. I do not
understand that there is a Rogers' fish-
way at that dam-I understand there is
not. It is an obstruction to the fish
getting up, and, since the officer I
charge of the hatchery has ceased tO
catch themother fish at the dam, it should
be removed so that the fish could have
an opportunity of ascending the river.
Then when one gets a little further UP
the river there is a stream running into
the Sackville River from Sandy Lake
This is a lake with a bottom of sand and
gravel: which is the sort of place to
which salmon and alewives resort tO
breed. Now there is one of Rogers' fish-
ways in the dam at the mouth of this
stream,-Peveril's dam it is called---
but I have been told by eye witnesses--
men who are quite reliable and more
than one of whorn live in the neighbor
hood, and have opportunities of observ-
ing this fish-way almost every day-
that when the river is not at its lowest
but at its medium height the opening O
the fish-way is about a foot above the
surface of the river, and the consequence
is that it is of no use whatever. It maly
be a good fish-way, but it is so located
that the fish cannot get through the dam.

HON. MR. ALMON-It was put in by
Rogers himself.

HON. MR. POWER -Yes, it is one of
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Rogers' fish-ways, and I presume it was t
Put up under his direction.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Put in at high
'ater ?

HON. MR. POWER-Those things
Should be made so that they can be
Utilized by the fish in the ordinary
Condition of the river. Then there are
these obstructions to which my hon.
Lolleague has alluded and formed as he
has stated, and also other dams on the
inain river through which there are not
proper fish-ways. I wish to impress
Upon the mind of the leader of the
'Government here the very unsatisfactory
Way in which the work, under the Fisher-
ies Department, is carried on in Nova
Scotia, and for that purpose I desire to
call his attention to another river about
Which I happen to know a good deal.
It is called the Salmon River, which
runs into the Atlantic about ninety
miles east of Halifax. It got its name
from the great abundance of salmon which
frequented it. I believe the reason why
Salmon resorted to that stream so much
'vas because about six miles from the
Mouth of the river there was a series of
lakes- think some two or three-with
bottoms composed largely of sand and
gravel, just the sort of place that salmon
resort to for spawning. I do not think
there was a better river on the whole
Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia for salmon
than this river was up to seven or eight
Years ago. In the year 1881 a gold mine
was opened about three miles from the
rmouth of this river. The mine is the
richest in the Province of Nova Scotia.
They have a very large crusher there,
the tailings from which go directly into
the river ; and hon. gentlemen can form
some idea of what that river has suffered
When I tell them that this crusher crushes
On an average between forty and fifty
tons of quartz each day, and that all the
tailings go into this small stream. It is
Unnecessary to say that the water is very
Much of the consistency of gruel and that
there are no fish in the river now.
In addition to destroying the river that
Way, Polluting it with this crushed quartz,
the company who own the mine have
built a dam close by their crusher; and
I think there are four other dams between
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he crusher and the lakes to which the
;almon formerly resorted to spawn. It
s perfectly clear that no salmon, trout,
ale-wives, or other fish can get up that
river ; and in addition to that, the harbor
of Salmon river, which was one of the
very best on the coast of Nova Scotia,
has been very seriously injured. I know
that at the wharf, to which a few years
ago, the gentleman who was then local
member for the County of Halifax,
brought his brigs and other vessels of
that class-where those vessels were able
to lie without difficulty, one can hardly
bring a fishing smack now, and the har-
bor is gradually filling up with the
tailings from the crusher. That
case is a very strongly marked
one, which must attract the atten-
tion of any one who knows anything
about it. The same thing in a less de-
gree happens on other rivers along our
shores. The owners of mills do not pro-
vide facilities for the passage of fish
through their dams, and they allow the
sawdust and other refuse from their
mills to go into the rivers and pollute
the waters and render them unfit for fish
to live in. This brings me to the same
point that is before the Committee which
is now sitting under the guidance of my
hon. friend from Richmond. I think
that the present relations between the
public and the mill owners are very un-
satisfactory, and it is the duty of the
Government to carry out the law irres-
pective of the wishes of the owners of
mills. No doubt the gentlemen who
own those saw mills are carrying on a very
important industry and one which brings
into the country a great deal of money,
and they deserve to be encouraged in
every reasonable way and to get every
sort-of reasonable fair play ; but just look
at the position. Those gentlemen are
first allowed to take the stream, which is
a public highway and which belongs to
the whole public or ought to, and make
it practically their own private property.
They put a dam on it and they put a
mill on it. and make the river which
belongs to the public, do the work which
under other circumstances they would
have been obliged to have donc by cost-
ly machinery. That may be reasonable
enough : there would be no objection to
their using the water of the river to turn
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their mills provided that they furnished
an efficient fish-way, to allow fish to go
up ; but, in addition to that, they use the
water of the river to carry away the re-
fuse that arises from their work. I think
the country does enough for the mill
owner, when it furnishes him with his
water power, without allowing him to
pollute and destroy the river for all other
purposes, after the water has passed
his mill ; and I hope the Government
will take steps to see that in this point
at any rate the law is enforced-that
they will take steps to see that there are
proper fishways in all the dams-Rog-
ers' fishways if you will-but properly
located in the dams,-and that they will
compel the mill-owners to dispose of
their sawdust in some other way than by
throwing it into the river. I have a
very strong feeling that the system of
policeing the rivers is vicious. I know,
with respect to the crusher on Salmon
River, that the attention of the overseer
for the county has been called to it, but
he has never taken any steps to compel
the mine owners to comply with the law.
There is a warden living close by the
river, but he is an old man, and would
be afraid to take steps against the rich
men who own the mine. I think that
the sum of money which is expended in
paying the overseers and wardens and
maintaining the fish hatcheries would be
very much better spent, if instead of
taking men who live in the dit-
ferent localities, and who are afraid
or unwilling to enforce the law
against their neighbors-if it were
expended in paying efficient policemen
who did not belong to the localities and
who would not be influenced by either
fear or favor in dealing with people who
violate the law. I find that the total
sum spent in Nova Scotia last year was
$26,732.86. Now I am quite confident
that infinitely better results might be ob-
tained with that money if it were spent
in efficiently policeing the rivers and
seeing that the law was carried out. It
seems to me an almost absurd thing to
spend large sums of money in providing
fish hatcheries and distributing fry, when
if the fish are only allowed fair play they
will go up the rivers and deposit the fry
themselves ; and I have thought too that,
instead of taking these wretched little

HON. MR. POWER.

fry and carrying them sometimes many
miles in carts and then putting then intO
a river in a perfectly helpless condition
(I beheve it has been found that a large
proportion of them are dead when they
are put into the water,) if you are going
to transplant anything, you had better
transplant the mother fish and let her
deposit her ova herself. I may -say, in
confirmation of the view I take with re-
gard to the policeing of the rivers, that I
am informed that the Department of
Marine and Fisheries have adopted the
system which I venture to recomrnend
in connection with one of the rivers in
New Brunswick. They have got rid of
the old wardens and appointed energetic
policemen at so much per day to look
after the rivers during the close season ;
and I understand the results are satisfac-
tory. In a good many places where
rivers are leased to private individuals,
they look after them efficiently, and the
run of fish improves in those rivers
rather than declines. The principal
points to which, I think, the attentiOn
of the Government should be di-
rected, are the doing away with fish
hatcheries, which may be good in
themselves, but which are not necessary
in a province like Nova Scotia where
fish is still comparitively abundant, and
that they should above all things get a
staff of independant and reliable police-
men to see that the law is carried out
with respect to the rivers.

HON. MR. McCLELAN-This is a
subject of very considerable importance,
and if the time occupied in the discus-
sion of it should result in anything prac-
tical, it would be time well spent. How-
ever, I may say that it is not a new dis-
cussion by any means. The question
has been before this Chamber and be-
fore the other House on several occa-
sions during the last eight or ten years-
The difficulty seems to be, as pointed
out by the hon. member from1
Halifax, that the streams are being
denuded of their fish which twenty
years ago formed a valuable food supplY
for the people in the locality, by the,
operation of the milling establishments
The lumbermen are frequently men of
wealth, at all events they are men whO
carry on a large business and emplOY a
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number of laborers, many of them the
settlers living in the immediate locality.
They consequently have considerable
POlitical influence and, naturally enough,
they are anxious to make all the money
they can, and they resist anything which
Involves expenditure in making fish ways,
and resist, by all means in their power,
attempts to require them to provide
appliances for burning saw-dust and mill
refuse. Therefore the saw-dust and
refuse go into the streams. Fish ways,
in a great many cases, are inadequately
provided. Notwithstanding the super-
vision of the Department of Fisheries
and the appointment of inspectors and
wardens, the supply of fish in our river,
ernptying into the Bay of Fundy, has been
diminishing, and the people who forni.
erly obtained a valuable supply of food
therefrom are becoming deprived of that
Supply. I am not at all sanguine that any
practical result will come from this dis-
cussion more than heretofore. I am afraid
the sarne difficulty will continue, though I
should fain hope that somethng would
be done, even now, to resist the progress
of these destructive agencies. Not only
are the river fisheries affected-the salm-
on, the trout, the gaspereaux-but the
indiscriminate throwing into the rivers of
sawdust and refuse has had an effect
upon the bay fish along the shore-the
lerring and shad. The shad is perhaps
one of our best fisheries in the Bay of
Fundy, and even that-so I am told by
practical fishermen, who ought to know
-has been somewhat impaired by the
irdiscriminate throwing of refuse into the
waters from the mills. Regarding the im-
proved fishway to which hon. gentlemen
have referred, I took the opportunity of
examining the model of Mr. Rogers' in-
vention along with that gentleman, and I
Confess I was vëry favorably impressed
indeed with the nature of that invention.
I think if it was properly adjusted and
rnaintained, it would be a most useful
COntrivance, but I am not aware that it is
being employed to any great extent in
the Province 'of New Brunswick. I
think the great difficulty which exists
naow, and has heretofore existed, and I
an afraid will continue to exist, is that
the Government, while pretending to
take action to protect the fisheries, will be
restrained by adverse local influence.

HON. MR. DEVER-I think it is
right that every gentleman should say a
word or two on this question, because it
is a very important one. In the rivers in
the Lower Provinces, where fish
naturally frequented in the past,
we had no difficulty whatever
each year in finding an abundance of fish.
It is my opinion, and I have read a great
deal about the habits of salmon and
trout, that if the native water is kept pure
and the bottoms of the pools are kept
clean and free from deposits of decayed
sawdust and other refuse, there will be
no necessity for any artificial means in
the way of hatching fish and establishing
fibhways that have been so much talked
about. I have read the history of
salmon in the old country-that the
salmon make their way to their
spawning grounds each year with as
much regularity as the season comes
about There is one place especially
that I have a better knowledge of than
any other-I refer to the river Earne.
Where that river empties into the sea
there is a fall of about fourteen feet from
the fresh to the salt water. Notwith-
standing this fall, it is known that the
salmon approach it and jump from the
salt water into the fresh and ascend the
river to their spawning ground and the
river has always a plentiful supply of fish.
The parent fish go into the upper part of
the stream and into the pools which
have been known for centuries as hatch-
ing grounds. Those pools are kept with
the greatest care by properly trained and
careful water police, who see that all im-
purities are kept from these pools and
that the water is maintained in its native
and pure state. Owing to these precau-
tions, large quantities of fish are hatched
every year, and when they grow to thç
size of a herring, they go to the salt
water and return the next season. I have
not the slightest doubt if our streams
were kept as pure as they were before
the saw-mills were established and refuse
of all kinds was thrown into the water,
they will continue to produce large quan-
tities of fish regularly every year. Talking
about fishways, in my opinion it is well
to construct them to enable the fish to
reach the upper waters, but the great trou-
ble, in my belief, is that from the mili
down the stream, no matter how far down
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it extends to the sea, the water becomes
foul, so that the fish, when it approaches
even the entrance to the river into which
the saw-dust and refuse are thrown, at
once turns aside, recognizing the differ-
ence in the water, and never enters the
river. I hold that if the inspectors
would give their attention to having the
waters kept clear of this refuse from the
niils, our streams would once more
become as well supplied with fish as they
were in the past ; -as for hatching and
putting fish in the water it is not natural.
They will not live there; they will leave
the river. They are a creature of nature
and they want the natural conditions
which produce and support them, but if
you make the water impure they certainly
will avoid it by instinct.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE-There
is no doubt it is of great importance to
the rivers in the Maritime Provinces that
the fish should be properly protected,
and I am inclined, from the experience
I have had, to think that our rivers
are changed very much from their
natural condition, independent altogether
of the miils, by the cutting away of the
forest. The waters become warmed
from the absence of the trees and the
country bas become so open, and is culs
tivated to such an extent, that the river-
rise and fall rapidly and the waters be
come polluted from the sediment carried
into them from the cultivated lands.
The condition of a great many of our
rivers, therefore, bas been changed,
irrespective of the sawdust from the
mills. There is no doubt, however, that
the refuse thrown from these mills
has been of a very serious and de-
structive character to some of the very
finest rivers. Owing to the practice of
throwing mill refuse into these streams,
they have become seriously injured.
Now, I have no doubt that that is the
case, as mentioned by the senior mem-
ber for Halifax, but I never heard before
that the throwing of the refuse from the
crushing of granite into the river was
injurious to fishing. I have no doubt
however that the stone, crushed in that
way and thrown into the streams and
on the spawning grounds, will be injuri-
ous. I may say with regard to the
Rogers' fish ladder, as far as I have seen

-oN. MR. DEVER.

it working, it is of great advantage where
it is properly put in, and a decided in-
provement on all the fish ladders pre-
viously in use. The Rogers' fish ladder
enables the fish to commence the ascent
from the bottom of the river and tO
make its way up the ladder without be-
ing seen, and with perfect security until
it gets to the top of the dam. It is nOw
superseding all fishways in the United
States as well as in Canada. This is a
matter of importance, considering the
fact that the most ingenious men in the
neighboring country have been experi-
menting for years, and enormous sums-
of money have been expended,
in endeavoring to construct fish-
ways that will be successful, I
cannot admit that the hatcheries are of
no benefit, hecause the fish are increas-
ing in numbers whenever the hatcheries
have been in operation, and it is probable
that the experiments will extend not only
on the propagation of salmon, but of the
sea trout.

HON. MR. KAULBACH - Trout,
next to the salmon, are the most valuable
fish we have.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-Many
of our rivers that abounded with trout in
former years have become depleted, and
I am confident that if the hatcheries are
encouraged they will soon restore them
to their former condition of productive-
ness if proper protection is afforded.
They require all the care that it is possl-
ble to give them. The denuding of the
country of its forests has taken the shel-
ter from pools where the water formerly
was cool and the fish delighted to con-
gregate-especially where there was a
gravelly bottom. In some of the finest
rivers in Scotland the waters are cold.
Our waters become very warm in sum-
mer. It is a remarkable fact
that many of the rivers in
Scotland have continued to be
abundantly supplied with fish, and after
generations of fishing, to tlay the yield is
just as large as it was half a century ago.
It has been the result of proper care and
protection. I hope the discussion Of
this subject will draw the attention Of
the Government, and through then of
the officials, to the importance of this
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iTatter, and that they will be compelled
to exercise a more direct care and super-
vision over our rivers. I am satisfied it
18 an expenditure of time and money
Which will be of the utmost advantage of
the country.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Without in
the slightest degree denying the impor-
tance of the subject which has been dis-
Cussed the last hour and a half, I must
Say it appears to me that our system is a
little inconvenient in allowing debates
Upon questions. I feel confident
that I could have given the Senate
sorne information on these subjects,
had I imagined that the question of
n'y hon. friend from Halifax as to whe-
ther or not the Government intend to
Put in a fishway in a certain river
Would lead to discussions as to the law
respecting the depositing of filth in
rivers ; the law as to the breeding of
salmon ; the constitutional points as to
Conflict of jurisdiction between the Do-
Ininion and the provinces on the subject
of fisheries, and two or three other sub-
Jects which I need not mention. The
question is an important one, is one
Which ought not only to attract the atten-
tion of the Dominion, but I feel that it
ought to demand the attention of the
Governments of the provinces also, for
Without concerted action between the
Provincial and the Dominion Govern-
mlents, 1 see no possibility of our fish
being preserved to us; but, on the con-
trary, a very early prospect of our rivers
being entirely denuded of salmon. With
regard to- the habits of fish, I think they
are pretty well understood. The salmon
go up the rivers early in the spring, and
during the autumn, deposit their spawn
on ground suitile for their purpose.
The young fish, after being hatched, re-
turn to the sea, and I believe it is a well
established fact that they come back
to the river in which they originated.
Of course, this points to a very easy
Mode, if it could be carried out, of pre-
serving these rivers in the prolific condi
tion they were in before we poached
then and netted them to death. If the
rivers were kept clear of sawdust and
other refuse, if dams were excluded from
them ; if nets were not used in extraor-
dinary numbers and quantities ; and if

poachers were prevented from operating
on them, we should have our rivers as
well stocked with salmon as they ever
were. But the existence of these diffi-
culties are the reasons why the produc-
tion of fish in our rivers is so rapidly
diminishing. It is not peculiar to the
rivers of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia ; there are rivers in Quebec in
which salmon abounded a few years ago,
and in which to-day there is not a sal-
mon to be seen ; and the main cause of
that is the use of nets at the mouths of
them, and poaching in the pools them-
selves. I speak of rivers where no saw-
mills exist, and there are no dams : yet
the diminution of fish proceeds there, as
in the Sackville River. There are
no breeding establishments there, to
which my hon. friend from Halifax seems
toattribute a good deal of the injury which
is done to the Sackville river. In reality
what is to be done to preserve the sal-
mon is to reduce legalized netting to a
moderate quantity; to prevent nets from
being stretched across rivers, which is
habitually done in Nova Scotia and I
think in New Brunswick.

HON. MR. POWER-Not very often
in Nova Scotia.

HoN. MR.ABBOTT-The multiplica-
tion of nets at the mouths of the rivers,
prevent the salmon from ascending them;
the netting and spearing, and the drag
nets in the river, these are destroying
the salmon after they have entered the
river, in consequence of which a very
small proportion of the fish in New
Brunswick, and in Nova Scotia that get
into the rivers ever reach their spawning
grounds. These are the causes of the
destruction of the salmon. Probably
there will be no difference of opinion
between Iny hon. friends and myself
with regard to these facts. These are
the causes in addition to the fouling of
the water by sawdust and other refuse.

HON. MR. POWER-And dams
without fishways.'

HoN. M. ABBOTT-Preventing the
fish from getting up the rivers. I think
my hon. friends opposite, some of them,
were a littie unjust to the Dominion
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Government. This is a question that
cannot be solved by a few hours discus-
sion in this House, in the way we have
taken it up to-day. Who has the juris-
diction over these rivers in the interior
of the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick?

HON. MR. POWER-As to regula-
tion, the Dominion Government has the
jurisdiction.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-In so far as
regards any criminal offence that may be
committed on these rivers, it is within
the jurisdiction of the Dominion un-
doubtedly. It is possible we may have
power to make regulations as to the way
in which the owners of those rivers may
exercise their own rights in their
own waters-it is possible; but
I have great doubts as to the
extension of their jurisdiction over non-
navigable rivers in the interior of the
provinces. The province of Quebec has
its own fisheries laws. It leases its own
rivers, guards its own fisheries, and
punishes those who encroach upon the
rights of the lessees. I think the pro-
vince of New Brunswick has a similar
law. It has a fishery inspector or public
officer who has charge of the fisheries,
and who advertises them for lease, and
professes to protect them ; and we know
exactly how far the protection goes in
the both of these provinces. I am sorry
to say it does not go very far. Then with
regard to the dams, and sawdust, and
mill refuse from the mines which has
ruined the Salmon river, which had at
one time the best fishing in Nova Scotia,
who has the jurisdiction over these ?

HON. MR. DEVER-The local legis-
lature.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-We have legis-
lation on our Statute Book since
Confederation, at which period the
Dominion of Canada chose to consider
it had entire jurisdiction over ail those
rivers, which gives authority to lease
them and to draw the revenue frorn them,
and make laws and regulations over
them; but we have found out by the
judgment of the courts that in some

.respects we have been shorn of this

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

jurisdiction ; and it has led everyone tO
doubt to what extent that jurisdictiOn
goes. My own opinion is, for whatever
it may be worth, that it goes a very short
distance There was an attempt too, a
few years ago, to get over some of these
difficulties by a bill passed in the Lower
House, which came into this House,and
was passed here also, but with sone
amendments to which the other HOuse
disagreed, and finally the bill was
dropped. There was some provision
made in it, very largely of a tentative
character to describe and define the
jurisdiction of this Parliament over local
rivers, but unfortunately that bill did not
pass and we have the law nOw
as it passed at the time when the Do'
minion believed it had entire jurisdictiofn
over the river fisheries ; a dream from
which it has been rudely awakened by
law-suits and damages which it has had
to pay. The first thing to be done to
protect our fish is to have some under-
standing between the Dominion and the
provinces, as to the means to be taken
to protect them, and some concerted
action. That is absolutely essentiaL We
may take upon ourselves to defend otIr
powers -and jurisdiction, as we think we
have the right to do, but we shall get
into disputes, and as long as those dis-
putes last, nothing will be done. In WY
opinion, the indifference which is produc-
ed by these difficulties, tends to prevent
the amount of care and attention which
ought to be given this subject ; and I
have no doubt that in consequence of
this indifference there are a great many
more nets in the estuaries than there
ought to be. There are nets, as I said
before, entirely across some rivers in the
provinces, that absolutely prevent the
salmon from going up to their spawning
grounds.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-At the
mouth of the Saguenay there are several.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think it is
generally admitted that the propagatiol
of fish, and their distribution amnongst
the rivers, may be made very beneficial.
I am not in a position to debate the
question of the Canadian Fish Hatcher-
ies, but the hatcheries are believed by
those who are skilled in the matter,
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to be of great importance in the pro-
Pagation of fish ; but whatever in-
Crease we may have made by propa-
gation, look at the enormous increase in
the rnethods of destruction. At the mouth
'of the Restigouche there are thousands
of fathoms of nets where a few years ago
there were only hundreds. That river
Still furnishes a vast crop of salmon and
I have no doubt it is due largely to the
fish hatcheries. So I have no doubt it
is with other rivers, but the discussion
to-day comes up in such a manner that
one has not an opportunity to inform
himself of all these details. If this Par.
liament should take up this question,
and deal with it, and; endeavor in the
first place to define the extent of its own
Powers with regard to fisheries ; and if
the provinces will unite and act in con-
cert with the Dominion, in taking charge
Of those portions of the fisheries which
fall within their own jurisdiction ; I have
nlO doubt we might yet preserve
them notwithstanding the difficulties
Which might arise from poachers or with
the lumbermen at the dams. In order
to do that we have to define
those matters which undoubtedly
fall within the jurisdiction of
the Dominion, and those that are within
the jurisdiction of the province ; and
Undoubtedly there are some that lie
between the two. The dams have got
to have fishways in them; pollution of
the rivers will have to be stopped ;
Poaching hasto be effectually put an end
to, and the large increase of netting at
the estuaries will have to be checked. I
think it will turn out that the stoppage of
the poaching will depend upon the pro-
'Vinces to a large extent. I think that
the fishways, and the pollution of the
Strearns, will depend upon the provinces
to the extent to which the provinces
have jurisdiction over the rivers not
navigable, and therefore not within the
jurisdiction of the Dominion. The pro-
tection of the estuaries will fall upon the
Dominion. Fish hatching is of equal in-
terest to both the provinces' and
Dominion. If fish hatching really
increases the quantity of fish,
then it will increase the catch
a well in the estuaries as
1 the rivers, and it may be proper that
the Dominion should carry on that; but

certainly as to the other measures which
are necessary to protect those streams
and our salmon, the Province and the
Dominion have got to act in concert or
nothing can be done with effect. What
will be the use of breeding millions of
fish in the hatcheries, if they are put in-
to streams where they are destroyed by
poachers ? It is not to the advantage of
the Province that people should be al-
lowed to take those fish as they please.
People may say it is very hard that they
should be prevented from catching as
many salmon as they please. But they
are mistaken. The price of a salmon
may be ten or twelve cents a pound,
caught, up in these places ; but the value
of the salmon to the owners, if allowed to
be. caught by people outside, is ten times
that. What has made the northern part
of Scotland ? It is nothing but the fish-
ing and shooting, and the money spent
by sportsmen fishing and shootihg there.
It is not the agricultural produce that is
raised in the barren country in the riorth
of Scotland that has brought money
there. There is not a fish caught on the
shore by sportsmen that does not pay
ten times its price to the people in the
shape of wages, lodgings, provisions,
etc. ; and it would be far more to the
advantage of the people who live along
those rivers, to protect the fish and favor
the coming in of strangers and people
who are fortunately wealthy ; than to
avail themselves of the privilege of kill-
ing a few fish now and then worth only
a few cents a pound. I think therefore
there is the greatest possible inducement
to protect the salmon. I am glad on
the whole, that the subject has come up
for discussion, because I hope it will
lead to some concert between the Prov-
inces and the Dominion, and in that
way to the protection of our most valu-
able salmon fisheries. I have taken
more time in discussing this matter than
I intended to do, but now that it has
come before the House I am glad to
have had the opportunity of making a
few remarks.

HON. MR. POWER-I have read the
decision in Robertson and the Queen,
and I do not think the judges said in
that case that the Dominion had the
right to regulate fishing in non-tidal
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waters. They said the Dominion gov-
ernment had not the right to lease.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I did not say
so. I said there had been judgments
which had opened their eyes as to the
rights with regard to these rivers. The
Dominion no doubt have the right to
regulate the fisheries under the constitu-
tion, but they also have the right to re-
gulate trade and commerce. Does that
give the right to say how many minnows
a boy may catch in a brook, or how many
trout he may take out of a creek ? or to
regulate the details of all commercial
contracts ? I think not. I think the
words in our constitution are of a more
comprehensive character ; they entitle
the government to regulate the fisheries
in a broad sense; the fisheries of
the navigable waters and waters with-
in its own jurisdiction ; but not I think
in any local streams within the jurisdic-
tion of the Provinces, over which they
have naturally no control whatever and
which are actually the property of indi-
viduals. That is my view with regard to
the constitution.

HoN. MR. McCLELAN-Do I un-
derstand the hon. gentleman to say that
the Dominion Governmer.t has not ex-
clusive control in the management of
mill dams and the pollution of waters
by sawdust and other mattérs of that
kind ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I have already
told my hon. friend my view with regard
to that. I say to decide upon the exact
line of distinction between the jurisdic-
tion of the Provinces and the jurisdiction
of the Dominion on some of those points,
would undoubtedly require great con-
sideration, and cannot be pronounced
upon in a discussion of this kind. This
question of sawdust on local streams, if
only the local streams were affected
by it, in my opinion, would be a
matter for the local and not for the
Dominion authorities. But, as to the
destruction of streams which are fit for
the breeding of salmon, which is bred in
the rivers and fed in the sea ; of course,
both the Dominion and the provinces
have an interest in preventing their being
destroyed by sawdust ; and it is possible

[HON. MR. POWER.

if the subject were investigated, it would
be found, that although the property wasr
the property of the individual-although
the river was the property of individuals y
and although it was within the boundar-
ies or limits of the province ; the DO-
minion Parliament had some jurisdiction
over it. But I say that question, and
one or two other questions, are more in-
tricate questions of constitutional laWr
than we can at the moment imagine. In
a navigable stream like the Ottawa, there
is no doubt the Dominion has jurisdic-
tion. If we choose to make the putting
of sawdust in the water a crime, I have
no doubt we have the jurisdiction to do
so.

HON. MR. MILLER-What about
the $200 grant ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There is going
on at this moment a considerable amount
of correspondence about the subject
matter of this inquiry, and the Minister
this rnorning has received a report Of
five or six pages of foolscap on the
subject, which he was reading whel
had the honor of seeing him. He ha5
sent an officer to make a special repOrt
on the subject before giving a final
answer as to what he will do with regar
to this river.

HON. MR. POWER-Does the officer
go from Ottawa or is he a Nova Scotian"?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I could not
answer that.

HON. MR. POWER-It is a matter
of great consequence. For my part I
should not have any confidence in a
report coming from a local fishery officer.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman may have such a general swePt
ing want of confidence that he nay no
have any confidence in anything that
any Dominion officer may do. I was ln'
formed by the Minister that he was send-
ing an officer to report upon the facts
contained in the report of the inferior
officer, so that he might obtain a corn-
prehensive view of the whole matter be-
fore him.
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'ION. MR. ALMON-I arn convinced
that if any impartial man goes down
tbere he will see that the Rogers report
is entirely erroneous and that the peti-
tion that I presented is correct in every
respect.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the second
reading of Bill (1o) "An Act to amend
the Canada Temperance Act."

le said-I have no desire or inten-
tion to occupy the time of the louse
to enter upon the general question of
the Temperance Act. I merely wish to
ask the House at this stage to direct
their attention to two points. The first
Point is that the bill before us proposes
no new principle whatever, no new power
but simply to make workable and effec-
tual a law which already exists on our
statute books. That this is but a reason-
able demand on the part of the promot-
ers of the bill is admitted on all hands-
it has been admitted here as well as on
the floor of the other Chamber. In fact,
I noticed that when the last amendment
was made to the Canada Temperance
Act in the Senate in 1884 our colleague,
Sir David Macpherson, said in the course
of his remarks.

6 When the present Ministry succeeded
to Office they found the measure (the Tem-
Kerance Act, 1878) upon the Statute-books

%nd it wae their duty with respect to it, as
*ith respect to all other important measure,
there, to propose its repeal or to make itefficient.>
I Wish hon. gentlemen to take notice of
that principle. When the measure went
down to the House of Commons I notic-
ed it was taken in hand by the Premier
hitnself, who moved the second reading
Of the bill, seconded by Sir Leonard
Tilley, clearly recognizing the principle
that it was a public measure and it was
the duty of those in authority to give any
ltnendments which might be necessary

tO inake it workable. That it was also
the sense of this House may be seen from
the fact that the Senate, on a former
occasion, passed everyone of the amend-
rnents now proposed in this bill. There-
fore there is nothing new or extraordinary
Or out of the way in the measure now

submitted. It is merely to cure some
very palpable omissions in the existing
Act and to render its operation more
easy and effective. The other point to
which I wish to direct your attention
is a constitutional question, and I think
it is one which deserves a little consider-
ation at our hands. Our functions are,
of course, very important, and especially
in connection with the reviewing of leg-
islation from the other Chamber. There
are times when it is necessary for the
public good that we should take a firm
stand and reject measures which have
been carried in the other House-mea-
sures which in our judgment have been
adopted, not so much in the public in-
terest as from party motives, or measures
which, from one cause or another, some
think to be prejudicial to the public in-
terest. Now, where these two reasons
do not exist, I think it is becoming in us
to be exceedingly careful as to how we
venture to stand in opposition to the will
of the people, expressed twice throigh
their representatives in the House of
Commons, and more especially when that
House on more than one occasion has
sent a Bill into this Chamber. It will
be remembered, in the discussions we
had here in this connection in 1885,
lasting for many days, the House of
Commons sent up to us amendments
precisely similar to those, but other
amendments were made in this House,
and when they went back to the Com-
mons that chamber refused to accept
those made here and sent word back to
us to that effect. The bill went back to
the other House. The Senate insisted
up6n these amendments and the conse
quence was the other House would not
give way and the bill dropped to the
ground. At the same time, it must be
borne in mind that there was an express
opinion of the House that those amend-
ments were desirable and necessary. The
House of Commons expressed their
views decidedly last year on this ques-
tion, when there was a movement made
for the repealing of the act. The vote
in the House was 38 to 145 It is well
to bear in mind that there was a distinct
proposal made in amendment, and an-
other motion that this bill should
be repealed, and the sense of that
House was expressed in the vote
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I have mentioned. Then, again, during
this present session, it is quite true that
there has been no distinct vote particu-
larly on this Bill, but there was a ques-
tion before us which brought up the view
of that House as to this Bill. An
amendment was offered, proposing to
give the Bill a six months hoist. It was
rejected on a vote of forty-four to eighty-
eight, a vote of two to one. Of course,
it was a thin House, but this shows dis-
tinctly the feeling and temper of the
other Chamber with reference to the
amendments which I have now the
honor to introduce here. I do trust the
House will take these facts into serious
consideration, and will give them that
weight which they think they are entitled
to, by allowing the Bill to go to a second
reading. If in Committee any amend-
ments areconsidered desirabletheycan be
made there. Hon. gentlemen will notice on
the orders a second bill with almost the
same title. It is probable, if these bills
are allowed to go to second reading and
are sent to the Committee, that some
arrangement may be made to put the
two into one, which will be something
more sensible than to have two acts on
the Statute Book with almost the same
title.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

THE CANADA TEMPERANCE
ACT.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McMILLAN moved the
second reading of Bill (6), "An Act in
amendment of the Canada Temperance
Act."

He said: I will not detain the House
now in explaining these proposed
amendments to the Canada.Temperance
Act. The Bill will go to the Committee
of the Whole, where they can be
discussed in detail. The first important
amendment that is required is with
regard to the time at which the voting
is to take place for the revocation of the
Act, which shall not be more than thirty
days before the expiration of the three
years. The next is with regard to the
ballot papers. A good deal of confu-
sion has been found to exist with

reference to the ballot papers. As it
was formerly in the Temperance Act it
was " for the petition " or " against the
petition." If the petition was for the
purpose of bringing the Act into force
the party voted for the petition, if on the
contrary, the petition was for the purpose
of repealing the Act, the voter who
would naturally feel like voting for the
petition, at the same time did not knoW
that he was voting against the Canada
Temperance Act. This is an important
amendment and I think it is necessay
that it should be adopted. The next is
with regard to the time at which the
Governor in Council can issue a procla-
mation after the vote had been taken
with reference to the revocation of
the Act. As it is at present, sixty days
are required and there is a doubt that
there may be thirty days more
required, making it ninety days froul
the time in which the vote is taken. Thi
amendment asks that the proclamation
shall not issue for thirty days froi the
date upon which the vote is taken. There
is a further amendment with regard to
the druggists. I propose to discuss this
when the bill goes into Committee of the
whole, when they can be taken up clause
by clause. If it is possible we WiIl try
and compromise niatters and have thetWO
bills, which are now before the H1ouse,
moulded into one.

ION. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
object to the amendments which the
hon. gentleman proposes in his Bill, t
think they are in the right direction, but
I must say that I think all our termper-
ance legislation is based on a false sent-
nient. That is the trouble with the
whole thing. This want of public sent-
ment has a tendency to make shipwreck
of the whole temperance legislation. The
exigencies of party and political feeling
have done a great deal towards getting
legislation through the Parliament, whlic
is not in conformity with the public sen-
timent of the couritry, and temperance
has been by that means brought tO a
discount.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5:25 P-'1'*

HON. MR. VIDAL.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, Mcy i5th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair
Ocy lock.

at 3

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (133) " An Act to authorize the
raising by way of loan of certain sums
'f money for the public service." (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (120) " An Act further to amend
the Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act
chaP. 135, of the Revised Statutes of
Canada." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (127) " An Act relating to in-
terest payable on deposits in Post Office
and Government Savings Banks." (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (122) " An Act to amend chapter
34 of the Revised Statutes respecting the
Inland Revenue." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (41) " An Act respecting the ap-
Phication of certain laws therein men-
tioned to the Province of Manitoba."
(Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (118) "An Act to amend the
Weights and Measures Act with respect
to the contents of packages of salt."
(Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (119) "An Act to amend the
Bank Act, chapter 120 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (121) " An Act to amend chapter
33 of the Revised Statutes of Canada
respecting duties of Customs." (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (134) " An Act to make further
Provision respecting the construction of
the ship channel between Montreal and
Quebec." (Mr. Abbott.)

.Bill (132) " An Act respecting a cer-
tain agreement between the Government
of Canada and the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company." (Mr. Abbott)

THE MIDDLETON DIVORCE
CASE.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the day being called-
2nd Reading of Bill (K) " An Act for
the Relief of William Henry Middleton,"
that Petitioner do attend at the Bar and
be heard by Counsel,-

HON. MR. CLEMOW presented the
certificate of the Clerk of the Senate as
to the posting of notice.

HON. MR. CLEMOW presented the
declaration of R. V. Sinclair as regards
the service of the notice of second read-
ing of the Bill on the respondent.

The declaration was read at the Table.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved :-
That this House is satisfled with .the

proof adduced of the due service upon the
party from whom the divorce is sought, of
the notice of the second reading and a copy
of the Bill for the relief of William Henry
Middleton, as set out in the declaration of
Robert Victor Sinclair, made on this fif-
teenth day of May, instant.

The motion was agreed to on a divi-
sion.

THE SPEAKER informed the House,
that William Henry Middleton, the Peti-
tioner in this case, was in attendance
below the Bar, ready to be examined by
the Senate generally as to any collusion
or connivance between the parties to ob-
tain a separation.

#ON. MR. CLEMOW moved
That the examination of the Petitioner in
this matter as well generally as in regard to
any collusion or connivance between the
parties to obtain a separation, be for the pre-
sent dispensed with, but that it be an in-
struction to the Select Committee on Divorce
to make such examination.

The motion was agreed to on a
division.

HON. MR. CLEMOW moved that the
Bill for the relief of William Henry Mid-
dleton be now read the second time.

The motion was agreed to on a divi-
sion.
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HoN. MR. CLEMOW moved that
the Bill be referred to the Divorce
Committee.

HoN. MR. GOWAN-There are two
courses open to us with respect to those
proceedings. The first is to refer it to
the ordinary committee, as under the old
rule ; the other course is to refer it to the
special committee constituted under the
new rule. I think the better course is
taken in proposing to refer it to the new
committee organized under the new rule.
The Right Honorable the First Minister
is reported as having, in another place,
made some observations last night with
respect to the propriety and desirability
of not transferring the jurisdiction of
Parliament to a court, and believed it
would be better to retain the present
system. There is no doubt there is
great difference of opinion with regard to
whether divorce should be retained in
Parliament, or whether it should be trans-
ferred to a tribunal constituted for the
purpose-a difference in opinion in
Parliament and outside of Parliament.
I, for my part, retain the opinion I have
already expressed that it is better to
leave the proceeding with Parliament,
and I would very briefly point out the
reasons why it seems prudent to do so.
There is a class of private bill legislation,
purely matter between party and party,
where the question in issue might well
be referred to an outside tribunal for
adjudication. But the Bill of Divorce
is unique.

I may refer to some of the points of
difference between the two procedures
for Divorce-in Parliament, and outside
of Parliament before a Court invested
with power to dissolve marriage.

The proceedings by Private Bill for
Divorce, designed like other bills to at-
tain its completion in an Act of Parlia-
ment, to a certain extent bears some an-
alogy to a suit in a Court of Justice,
but it is not merely a proceeding between
party and party though the primary im-
mediate operation of the particular law
will be upon them. It is not a mere
civil proceeding: the Act dissolves the
marriage of the parties, it also punishes
the matrimonial crime committed by one
of them. It may in a sense be said to
be a proceeding in rem, the res being the

marriage. Indeed I would say it s
neither contractual nor purely penal, the
operation being in respect to the m1ar-
riage status of the parties, a divine Or-
dinance as well as a domestic regulation
which the law has sanctioned and has
the power to regulate and control under
the Constitution.

And these considerations must be kept
in view in a question whether it is ex-
pedient to change the present legislative
mode of dealing with divorce and co.-
mit the subject to be wholly dealt With
by a Court of Judicature, constituted for
the special purpose. Let me take a
glance at both :

In entertaining applications for
divorce and making a law to set the par-
ties free to marry again--changing their
status-Parliament can properly bring i'l
view considerations of expediency or
public advantage. A court of justice is
necessarily restrained within fixed limnits
and its procedure controlled by flxed
rules in matters assigned to it for adjudi-
cation between party and party.

Parliament would be making a law an
the supreme power of the State (withi
constitutional limits of course) it wOuld
have to consider what would most tend
to the public good. The courts but ex-
pound and administer law which. Parlia
ment enacts.

The point is forcibly put by a learned
writer on the sources of law, "The func-
tions of the legislator are in realitY not
legal but moral. With him the primary
enquiry is, what ought to be? And he
only enquires what is, to suit his proVI-
sions of the law already in force. Wit.h
the lawyer, on the other hand, what is
always the primary enquiry, and there
his enquiry stops."

'Tis true applications for divorce have
always been based upon a specific charge
and the facts necessary to support that
charge established by satisfactorY evi:
dence and so far the proceeding is quasi
judicial. Inquisition is made and the
truth or falsity of the facts alleged deter-
mined and to that extent there is an
analogy to the proceedings of a couIrt
But whether by reason of the facts proved
the prayer of the petitioner should be
granted, opens considerations for parhl-
ment which could not be permitted to
judges when called upon to pronounce
what the judgment should be.
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Further, in criminal cases the execu-
tive may be called upon to de-
cide whether, in view of all
the facts and circumstances, the judg-
Mnent of the court should be carried into
-effect or modified.
. Now, Parliament may be said to unite
4n itself all these three duties and func-
tions. It decides whether the ::harges
are proved, whether they constitute such
a case as should entitle the party to a
sPecial Act for relief, and what relief, if
any, should be granted to the party, in
View of all the circumstances ; and Parl-
lament may, and ought always, to have
in regard, not merely the question as it
affects the parties, but the effect in
relation to morals and good order-the
effect which the passing a particular law
Might have upon the well-being
of the community-Parliament as the
supreme power has its duties and re-
sponsibilities, and cannot compromise
the well-being of society which has been
entrusted to it under the Constitution.

These are the considerations which
brought me to the conclusion that in the
Present aspect of the question any delega-
tion of the power respecting divorce
Would be inexpedient.

Parliament can deal with matters in
the abstract, judicial decisions are by
their very nature, concrete, and all the
judge professes to do is to decide the
case before him on ascertained legal
Principles.

An argument has been used against
the Parliamentary procedure. It was
said persons were appealing for relief, in
such cases, to a body, many members of
Which are opposed to divorce under any
-crcumstances and should that opposition
assume an active form, applicants would
be at a disadvantage in case of a vote ;
for practically a Bill of Divorce could
nlot pass by a majority of voices, like
Other Bills affecting rights and liberties,
but requires nearly four-fifths of the non-
Catholic vote of the body to carry. I was
given to understand it was considered
" being a Federal matter, the question
rnight be dealt with by Protestant mem-
bers, the Roman Catholics not taking
any action in the matter; and it was
advised to Roman Catholic members to
be altogether passive except in cases in
Which it would be necessary to protest
against an action."

I may be mistaken in this, if so, I
regret it, for the tact I have referred to
offers in my opinion the only show of
argument for changing the present
system.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.-
friend must see that he is provoking a
discussion on a point which we cannot
take up now ; otherwise we might take
exception to many of his remarks.

The motion was agreed to on a divi-
sion.

STANSTEAD, SHEFFORD, AND
CHAMBLY RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR.STEVENS moved the second
reading of Bill (78) " An Act respecting
the Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly
Railway Company."

He said-The Company asks -for
power to re-organize its securities, to
reduce its share capital and to lease or
sell its railway, or to amalgate with other
Companies. I believe the powers asked
for here are not exceptional.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

IN CoMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (io) "An
Act to amend the 'Canada Temperance
Act'

In the Committee,

On the 5th clause,

HON. MR. POWER inquired, in what
does the 5th clause difler from the sub-
section which it repeals ?

HON. MR. VIDAL,-It has a few dif-
ferences, not very naterial. It may be
remembered that the original Act re-
quired that a certain amount should be
purchased and carried away. That has
been dropped, and it is left to the dis-
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cretion of the physician ordering it,
without limiting it to an particular quan-
tity.

HON. MR. SCOTT-In the amend-
ments proposed by Mr. McCarthy in his
Bill, which immediately follows this, I
notice that the medical men and the
druggists have come to an arrangement
to limit the prescription to ten ounces.
I submit to the medical men whether it
would not be well to make this agree
with that clause and limit the quantity in
all cases to ten ounces.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-We are not
considering that Bill now.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I want to make
the two bills harmonize.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-I do not
consider that this clause is to serve the
same end as that provided for in the
McCarthy Act. This really applies to
the vendor who gets a licence under the
Temperance Act, whereas McCarthy's
Act provides for all who are authorized
to sell pharmaceutical preparations under
the Pharmacy Act. In order that these
two Bills should harmonize I would
move in amendment to strike out the
words in the i8th line " persons duly
authorized to sell the same," and insert
"may be made by any licensed vzndor
under this Act."

HON. MR. SCOTT-Not at all,

The clause was adopted.

On the ioth clause.

HON. MR, VIDAL said-In this
clause, as it was originally introduced in
the House of Commons, the right of
search was extended to the whole 24
hours. That was objected to, and the
clause was amended to confine the search
to the daytime.

HON. MR. ALMON-Under this
clause there is the ro8th section, In
which I find "if a credible witness proves
upon oath, before anyone of the officers
named in section 103 of this Act, that
there is reasonable cause to suspect that
any intoxicating liquor is kept for sale
-credible witness, I believe, means a
whiskey informer ?

HON. MR. VIDAIL-If my hon. friend
for instance, gave information, it would
apply to him.

HON. MR. ALMON-Suppose the
credible - witness was one of those
wretches who have been paid by the
people who are running this Teniper-
ance Act, who had committed several
murders in Ontario, would this give hifl
the right to make the search with W

revolver in his pocket ?

HON MR. SCOTT-Is not that the HoN. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
same in effect ? is thinking of the Custom House officers.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-There are
persons duly authorized under the Phar-
macy Act as well.

HON. MR. VIDAL-These were the
words in the original Act, and it has
been thought desirable to change them
for the words now proposed. It was
thought that " licensed vendors " would
not cover all those who would be author-
ized to sell, and it was a far better ex-
pression to use '"all persons duly author-
ized to sell," because it would cover all
cases.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-Does not
that conflict with the other ?

HoN. MR. ALMON-A whiskey in-
former may make oath before any of the
officers named in the one hundred and
third section-that is before a common
magistrate. Now in the county of
Halifax there are three hundred
magistrates, and if any whiskey informer
were to take a dislike to the hon. member
from Sarnia, for instance, because he did
not get enough of the swag for having
informed against some person-and
every person knows that a whiskey in-
former will swear anything-he may
swear that the hon. member from
Sarnia is in the habit of selling
liquor, and obtain the right
to enter the hon. gentleman's premises

HoN. MR. VIDAL.
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and make a search. I do no t object to
it, because I think the more disgusting
this Act is made the sooner it will corne
to an end. I would like to see this even
more severe than it is, but I am pointing
Out the objectionable character of this
clause.

lION. MR. VIDAL-I think that the
clause is very simple indeed. It is not
a new clause: it has been on the Statute
Book all the time. The whole question
rests, of course, on the judgement of the
Police magistrate or the judge.

HON. MR. ALMON-Of the magis-
tate.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Not a single
Magistrate.

1-ON. MR. SCOTT-If it is an ordi-
nary magistrate, there must be two of
them.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-The only dif-
ference between this clause and the sec-
tion of the Statute Book to which it
refers is that the latter has been inter-
Preted as limiting the search warrant to
cases of conviction for violation of the
law, and that has been found to
render it wholly useless. The
witness must be a credible witness.
We cannot get any fixed rule by which
the credibility of a witness is to be estab-
lished. It is a matter to be judged by
the court, and if a credible witness on
Oath says that there is reasonable belief
that liquor is kept for sale, search may
be made.

.ION. MR. HAYTHORNE-Asthere
is only one witness required, why should
be not be compelled to state the grounds
of his belief ?

IiON. MR. POWER-The hon. gent-
leman says that the search is confined to
the day time : it is not so stated in the
clause

HON. MR. VIDAL-The hon. gentle-
man will find it stated in form N.

liON. MR. POWER-But the lan-
guage of the clause is general. There is

47

nothing to hinder anyone from altering
the form to suit the occasion. Under
the Interpretation Act it will be found
that we are not tied down strictly to
forms that are given-that they may be
modified to suit the occasion ; and as
the language in the clause is general the
form might be altered as circumstances
might require.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I have no objec-
tion to any alteration in the language of
the clause which will make it more clear.

The clause was amended accordingly
and adopted.

On the thirteenth clause.

HON. MR. McMILLAN moved that
the words " and compellable," in the 6th
line of section 114 of the Canada Tem-
perence Act be repealed.

He said-This is the clause which re-
quires the wife to be a witness against
her husband.

HON. MR. ALMON-Would it not
be more in the spirit of the Act to amend
the section so as to require that the wife
be kept in solitary confinement and fed
with bread and water, until she gives
evidence against her husband ?

The amendment was agreed to and
the clause as amended was adopted.

HON. MR. MILLER, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with amend-
ments.

HON. ML VIDAL moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

H&N. MR. DICKEY-I would sug-
gest that it would be perhaps more con-
venient that the consideration of these
amendments should be left to a future
day. My hon. friend from Sarnia has
made a very good suggestion, that some
course should be taken to consolidate
the two Bills amending the Temperance
Act, so that we shall not be in the posi-
tion of sending back two bills amending
the same Act,
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HON. MR. MILLER-I think it
rather late now to adopt the suggestion
which the hon. gentleman has made.
The usual course is when several bills
relating to the same subject come before
Parliament, that they be referred to a
Select Committee with instructions to re-
port by bill or otherwise. The time for
doing that would have been when the
motion was made that the Speaker leave
the chair. That was not done, and the
Committee have gone through the Bill
and reported it to the House, and I do
not see that anything would be gained
by a contrary course in the present
instance. We are approaching the
end of the Session and the probabil-
ity is that if these Bills were referred to
a Select Committte for consolidation we
should not have the report in time to get
the Bill before this House and through
its different stages, because it would be
a new Bill, and it would have to go
through the various stages in the other
House, because it would go there as a
new Bill also.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I do not see
the inconvenience that my hon. friend
points out. The other Bill to amend
the Temperance Act is coming up for
discussion, and the Bill will go in some
shape from the Committee to the House.
When that is done the House can say it
is not necessary to employ a Committee
to do what the House can do, and
if the Senate think it convenient to con-
solidate the different clauses agreed upon
in Committee, they can be included in
one or other of these Bills, and in that
way we will carry out the object that is
aimed at. There is no inconvenience in
that course, and I think the House has
the same power as if they delegated to a
Committee, and the Committee report-
ed back to the House.

HON. MR. VIDAL-The hon. gentle-
man rather misapprehends my motion.
The Committee has reported the Bill
with two smail amendments. I think it
is highly desirable that the House should
concur in the amendments, but I was
not intending to move the third reading
until to-morrow, I was deferring it, on
my hon. friend's suggestion, until the
other Bill was reported.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE--
There is another way of consolidating
the two Bills, by referring this Bill back
to the Committee that has just passed
it, and then allowing the Committee to
report on the two.

HON. MR. MILLER-That would be
a much more orderly course, than the
course suggested by the hon. gentletman
from Amherst. With reference to Bills
in Committee, Bourinot says :

" The practice of revising Bills in Coi-
mittee of the whole on]y dates from 1700,
and the nost eminent English authorities
have frequently advised, and the House of
Commons have already attempted, a modi-
fied return to the old method of considering
certain public bills in select Committees,
particularly in the case where several billS
on the saine subject are before the flouse,
has it been found convenient to refer them
all to one Committee. Sometimes a Coin-
mittee will combine two bills in one. II
1879 a number of bills relating to insolvencY
were presented and, in view of the great
variance of opinion on a very perplexiig
question it was decided to reler the whole
matter tu a select Committee to report by
bill or otherwise. In this case, as it Was
not intended to report back any of the bills
before the House, the order for the second
reading of each was read and discharged
and each was then formerly referred to the
Committee, with the consent of the intrO'
ducer in every case."

Now, it is clear if those bills are con-
solidated in this House, they become a
new bill, so far as the House of Com-
mons is concerned, and they go back as
a new bill which has to go through the
various stages in that House, which, at
this late period of the session, will en-
sure its defeat. The course suggested by
the hon. gentleman from Montarville is
much more in order. There is nothing
objectionable in the course suggested by
him, but the time to do that was beforc
the bill was considered in committee.
There must have been some good reason
for not amalgamating the two bills in the
House of Commons. The Minister Of
Justice is responsible for the legislation
in the other House, and that hon. gent-
leman would not have allowed these twO
bills, amending the same act, to corne tO
this House if there was no good reasOD
for doing so. I think it would be better,
under the circumstances, to take up the
two bills separately and allow them to 90
through the necessary stage.
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HON. MR. POWER-I agree with the
hon. gentleman from Richmond. The
reason why the two bills came from the
Hiouse of Commons, is not far to seek.
The Bill which has just passed through
the Committee is a Bill for rendering the
Scott Act more workable. The other
bill is to facilitate the holding of elec-
tions for the repeal of the Act. I think
it would be much more convenient to
pass the two Bills separately, as there
are a great many forms at the end of the
bill which we have already passed which
Would be very likely to lead to confusion
if we undertook to consolidate the two.

The motion was agreed to.

CANADA TEMPERANCE BILL.

SECOND READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
rnittee of the Whole on Bill (6) " An
Act to amend the Canada Temperance
Act."

In the Committee, on the 3rd clause.

HON. MR. POWER asked that the
anendment be explained.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-The two
sub-sections provide that the vote shall
be taken within 30 days of the expiry of
the three years.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Under the Act
the vote might be taken at any time
while the Act was in force. Six or eight
Months ago petitions were circulated in
the counties where the electors were to
Vote on the question of repealing the Act
adopted in 1882, and pressure was
brought to bear to have the vote take
Place six or.eight months before the Act
had expired An Order-in-Council was
Passed which provided that the date
shOuld be thirty days prior to the expiry
Of three years. The Order-in-Council
Was passed sometime in January or
February providing that the vote should
nOt be taken before March or April,-
or about thirty days before the Act ex-
Pired, and this Bill brings it in harmony
with the Order-in-Council.

HON. MR. MCKINDSEY-This ap-
plies to the revocation of the Order-in-
Council.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes, for instance
the Act expires on the thirtieth of April,
and the vote may be taken after the first
of April, as I understand it.

The amendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-.
I would like to call attention to the fact
that the translators have adopted a new
word for the French word amender in
this Act, the word modfer. The word
amender has, until recently, been used
in the French edition ; but they have
now adopted the word modifier. I object
to the use of that word. I think we
ought to retain our own expressions here.
This has been adopted from the old
French legislation and I ask that the
French edition of the Bill be amended
by striking out the word moai)fer *her-
ever it occurs, and inserting in lieu
thereof, the word amender. I think our
leader will approve of this.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think it
would be certainly expedient to retain
the phraseology we have hitherto adopt-
ed.

The motion was agreed to.

On clause 8,

HON. ML McMILLAN-I want to
amend this clause. It provide that the
voting for the revocation of the Order-
in-Council shall be by ballot. I want to
provide that the words " for the act"
shall be printed on the ballot paper in
black ink and " against the act" in red
ink.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-That would be
more confusing.

HON. MR. POWER-It would make
the ballot more costly to print.

HoN.MR. McMILLAN-But it would
be more convenient to people who can-
not read or write, to make one color for
the act and another color against the act.
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HON. MR. ALMON-How would it
,do to abolish the ballot altogether ?

HON. MR. MILLER-How would it
work in the Province of Quebec where
parties are divided by red and blue ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Or if a
voter were color blind ?

HON. MR. POWER-I would call the
.attention of the leader of the House, as
he has charge, if I may say so, of the ele-
gance of our legislation, to the fact that
inasmuch as the vote is not being taken
for or against the Scott Act, these words,
" against the act" and " for the act" do
not seem to apply. What electors are
really asked to decide is, for the repeal
or against the repeal.

The clause was agreed to.

On the i ith clause-sub-section " C."

HON. MR. POWER-Before this sub-
section is adopted, I wish to say that I
think the words "known to the vendor "
are objectionable. The vendor, the per-
son who actually sold, might not know
that it was capable of being used as a
beverage in violation of the Canada
Temperance Act. I think it would be
an improvement if those words were
struck out.

prescription would order so many ounces
of alcohol.

HON. MR. DEVER-Would that ten
oz. of alcohol be spirit or proof? Ten
ounces of spirit would mean twenty-
five ounces of proof or twenty ounces of
brandy.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The explana-
tion of this clause " C" is simple enough.
It is simply to avoid punishing a mail
for unconsciously committing an offence.

HON. MR. POWER-It would make
it very awkward in prosecuting a man tO
have to prove that he did know he was
violating the law.

The clause was agreed to.

HON. MR. ODELL, from the Coin-
mittee, reported the Bill with certain
amendments.

It was ordered that the Bill be read
the third time to-morrow.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, May 16th, 1888.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The real THE SPEAKER took. the Chair at 3
vendor is the party who keeps it for sale. o'clock.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-You cannot
hold a man responsible for selli ig it if he
did not know it was capable of being
used as a beverage the sale of which is a
violation of the Temperance Act.

HON. MR DEVER-I would like to
ask the hon. gentlemen in charge of the
Bill should there not be a limitatation of
the strength of the spirit sold by druggists
or chemists ? The physicain's prescrip-
tions shall not contain more than ten
ounces of spirit at any one time. Ten
ounces of one spirit would be equal to
twenty ounces of another, and there is no
definition of the strength.

HON. MR. McMILLAN - The

Prayers and routine proceedings.

STANSTEAD, SHEFFORD &
CHAMBLY RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Corn-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported Bill (73) "An Act res-
pecting the Stanstead, Shefford and
Chambly Railway Company"withamend-
ments.

He said-These amendments occur
in the twelfth section of the Act, which
empowered the company to enter -intO
an agreement with the Waterloo and
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Magog Railway Company, or the Mis. I
sisquoi Valley Railway Company, or both .
of them, and the amendment that has t
been read strikes out the power to make t
an agreement with the Waterloo and t
Magog Railway Company. This was the T
Only point of opposition to the Bill, and b
by agreement of the promotors and the 1
OPponents of the Bill it was settled that
these words should be struck out.
They are struck out in two parts of the
section to make it conform. The other
amendment is to insert after the words
I Missisquoi Valley Railway " the words
" and Black River," as that was the
proper title for the company. These
arnendments were settled by agreement
between the parties and concurred in by
the Committee, and they are now
reported. t

HON. MR. STEVENS moved that the
anendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill, as amended, was read the third
tiie and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (97), "An Act to amend the Act
to incorporate the Board of Management
of the Church and Manse Building Fund
of the Presbyterian Church in Canada for
Manitoba and the North-West," was
reported without amendment from the
Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills, read the third time and
passed.

BANK OF LONDON WINDING UP
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Com-
rnittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
Ported Bill (8o) " An Act to provide for
the winding up of the Bank of London,"
with amendments.

He said-The first amendment
changes the term from three to five
Years. The second is also necessary, in-
asmuch as there is no provision in the

Bill for declaring the charter dissolved.
The other is to prevent the improper
ransfer of stock from some responsible
o an irresponsible party, which might
ake place if not guarded this way.
he object of the amendments is to
ring the Bill into harmony with former
egislation. I move that the amend-
nents be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. VIDAL moved that the
Bill be read the third time.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I speak
on behalf of the population of the Pro-
vince of Ontario, when I object to this
Bill passing. As far as the rural popula-
ion of this Province are concerned,
they are distinguished for industry,
high principle, enterprise and intel-
ligence, but the conduct of two or three
individuals in London and Toronto
has cast a blot upon the reputation of this
noble province. It is time that the Par-
liament of Canada should take some ac-
tion to put a stop to the recurrence of
such frauds as have wrecked the Central
Bank of Toronto, the Bank of London,
and a Loan Society of London. Those
people who are guilty of such conduct
are no better than criminals. They have
brought families to ruin and yet they
wantonly brave society. We know, with
regard to the past, how leading men have
been connected with the burning of the
books of a bank. That has led to the crime
with which we are now dealing. Those
who inspired the burning of those books
ought to be arraigned as criminals. We
ought to take steps to prevent these
people from enjoying the fruits of their
dishonesty. If we do not, the public
sentiment of the country will be de-
graded. If we allow those persons who
have been guilty of these criminal acts
to occupy the highest positions in the
country, it must bring the curse of God
upon the Dominion. It is the duty of
the Senate, composed as it is of able and
independent men, to fry if possible to
bring these men, who have been guilty
of wrong-doing, to punishment.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.
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PAUPER IMMIGRATION.

MOTION.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C) moved
That, in the opinion of this House:-
lot. The importation of Pauper Children

and adulte from " Emigration Homes and
Poor Law Unions " should be discouraged;

2nd. The importation of inmates of
"Workhouses and Reformatory Schools

should be abeolutely prohibited;
3rd. The Goverument should aàdopt such

a policy as will not only be the means of
retrainmg our present population, but of
inducing those who have gone to the United
Stotes to return to Canada.

He said-We have now been in ses-
sion for nearly three months and are
within a few days of prorogation ; and
being fully conscious of the fact that hon.
gentlemen are not in a mood to listen to
long speeches, no matter how interesting
or important the subject, I will there-
tore endeavor, as far as possible, to con-
dense my remarks and to occupy as lit-
tle of the time of the House as I possi-
bly can. This subject of immigration to
this country is one of the most important
questions that it is possible for parlia-
ment to discuss ; it is one that is far-
reaching in its results, for it is not only
the present but the future that is to be
considered in the effect of this
enormous amount of very undesirable
and worthless immigration that the
Government and people of this country
are paying for. I will only make a few
remarks on this part of my resolution as
I intend to refer hon. gentlemen to the
views and the opinions of other
gentlemen who are in a much better
position than I am to give an intelligent
and impartial verdict on this question.
Before I quote any authorities on this
subject I may refer to the condition of
our asylums, our penitentiaries, our re-
formatory institutions and our jails, since
this vicious and very absurd system of
assisted immigration has been adopted.
The inmates of those institutions have
increased in consequence of this forced
system of immigration, and it is with a
view to checking that undesirable class
of immigration to this country that I
was induced a couple of days ago to put
this motion on the order paper. I will,
in the first place, call the attention of the

House to what occurred in the Com-
mittee on Agriculture and ColonizatiOn
in the other branch of the Legislature,
and I will quote what Dr. Ferguson, the
M. P. for Welland said, and I might re-
mark that he is an eminent member of
the medical profession and a good Con-
servative, and also a prospective Mmnis
ter of the Crown. He was not the only
medical gentleman on that Committee
who expressed an equally strong opinion
against the importation of waifs and
worthless characters. There were Drs.
Wilson of Elgin, Platt of Prince Edward,
and Macdonald of Huron, who coincided
with the views he expressed. This is
what Dr. Ferguson is reported to have
said :-

Dr. Ferguson, of Welland, was oppoeed to
the importations of waifs and strays dis-
tributed by the agents of Miss Rye and Mise
Macpherson. The virus of the vilet4 formn
af disease miglit just as well be brought out,
and surgeons sent througb the country to
inocculate the people with it, The children
were the ofiWpring of vice, and if not phys'-
cally, were mentally diseased. Dr. Wilsonr
of Elgin, and Dr. Macdonald, of Huron,
largely shared in this view.

I would now call attention to the very
emphatic resolution passed by the To-
ronto City Council on the same subject.
I will not read the preamble, but merelY
the resolution itself :-It was moved by
Ald. McMillan, and seconded by Ald.
Carlyle (St. Thomas), and is as follows

" Whereas, during the last winter season,
and to a great extent for a number of years
past, the demande on the resources of the
various charitable institutions and of the
city anthorities for assistance to destitut
immigrants have been so great and of such
a character that the resources of the civic
authorities and others interested in the ques-
tion of providiug relief for the destitute bave
been seriously overtaxed, and the causes
which have led to this state of affaire require
our most serious consideration ; and

" Whereas, according to reliable informa
tion received from various sources, and
froin information obtained in some cases
from the applicants themselves, a great
many destitute persons have been sent oVer
to this ountry b y the Poor Law Guardians
of Great Britain and the varlous charitable
institutions of that country in order to re-
lieve themselves of the further support of
persons who are unable to provide for them-
selves in their own country ; and inuedef Wereas, we believe that coue-
efforts are being made by the parties afoTe"
said to ship to this country during the c0m
ing season this very undesirable clas9 0
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ifmmigrants, to the great injury of this city a
and the country : therefore be it h

" Resolved, That the Council of the I
corporation of the city of Toronto enter its
tnost emphatic protest against the con- c
tinuance of this practice of shipping to this
country a clas of people so very undesir.ble
and who, being unable to provide for them- t
selves in the Old Country, necessarily be- c
corne a burden on the charitable institutions i
Of this country, and help to swell the num- 1
ber of inmates in our gaols and lunatic i
aylums; and that a copy of this resolution
be gent to Mr. Peter White, M. P., chair- i
Man of the Immigration and Colonization
Committee of the House of Commons at
Ottawa,to our representatives in Parliament,
to the Governor-General-in-Council, and to
thei Secretary of State for the Colonies in
G eat Britain; and that the 33rd and 35th
rites be suspended to allow of the passage
ut this resolution."

There is certainly no uncertain sound
about that resolution.

HON. MR. READ-Yes, but that
does not refer to the class of people you
are speaking of at all. because they are
not dependent; they are provided for.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.) - I
think I shal be able to convince even
the hon. gentleman from Belleville before
I arn through that what the resolution,
Just read, affirms is correct and true in
every particular. I might also refer, but
I do not wish to take up the time of the
iHouse by reading all the extracts that I
have collected from reliable sources, but
Will ask the privilege to have them
Placed in the Senate Debates without
reading them, if the Ilouse desires.

HON. GENTLEMEN-No, no.

HON. MR. McINNES-Then I will
read them. This is what the Rev.
Andrew Dean, author of "The Bitter
Cry of the Outcast in London," says, in
his frightful account of child life in
London :

Rev. Andrew Mearns, the author of the
"Bitter Cry of Outcast London," gives a
frighttul account of child-life there. The
reader is referred for information to the
Work itself. Mr. Francis Peek, another good
akuthority on the subject, says that out of
every five children in the low quarters of
London are reared under conditions " that
Inake cleanliness, health sud morality im-
Possible"; " the child-misery," he says," il
6 inost heart-rending and appalling element,

nd of this not the least ie the misery in-
eritEd from the vice of drunken andd isso-
ute parent@ and manifest in the stuinted,
nisshapen and often loathesome objectâ we
onstantly meet in these localities." Mr.
George R. Sims, the well - known
vritér, who bas laboured long aniong
he poor, computes that in Lon-
[on alone there are forty thousand
amilies, representing a quarter of a mil-
ion souls, who occupy no more than a single
oom each ; in these reeking tenements,
" generation after generation has been reared
n the most hideous wretchedness and im-
morality ;" "the children, weak in body
and frequently in mind, are growing Up with
a precocious and inherited wickedness."
In the Euston road district there is one
public house for every twenty families, and
Mr. Sims,in hie work on "Horrible London,"
says one-fourth of the earnings of the people
thereabouts are spent in drink. I Enter the
public houees," he says, "and you will see
them crammed. One group rivets the eye of
an observer at once. It is a great-grand-
mother, grandmother, and a mother and
her baby-four generations together-and
they are all dirty and dishevelled and
drunk, except the baby; and even that poor
little mite may have its first taste of alcohol
presently. The process is called 'giviug the
young un a taste.' This ie one of Mr.
Sims s mildest pictures. To bring our
unpleasnt task to a close, Rev. Brooke
Lambert, a clergyman who works in the
east end, telle us that the cry of the four
hundred thousand outcasts of London "lis a
terrible one; men and women live shut out
fron faith and hope and love; men, women
and children ive In dens and hovels
unhealthy and unclean; men earn what
cannot support life, and are driven to
dishonesty; women, finding work cannot
support them, take to prostitution; children,
frou the earliest age possible, go the way of
the men, and, God help them 1 of the women,
too ;" and this state of things bas existed
for many generations.

I will also refer to a work by Mr.
Francis, another good authority on the
subject, who says :-

For years the managers of" homes " have
been sending ont children of this class to
Canada, and we are now brought face to
face with the fact that parish authorities and
Poor Law Guardians are becoming most ac-
tive in the same direction. Some days ago
we gave an extract from a report of a meet-
ing of the Salford Board of Guardians, in
which it was stated that about thirty pauper
children from the StokE Union and some
from West Derby had been sent out, and
that the Guardians proposed to send out an-
other batch. The PaU Mall Gazette also
stated recently that the exauple set by the
Guardians of St. Pancras in sending work-
house children out here was bearing good
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fruit, and that enquiries were being dren shah be taken to Canada who have a
made by other parishes as to the power reasonable chance of growing up in
of Guardians to vote money out of and virtue in England.L"It is certainY Of
Union funds for this purvose. This interest to us to note this. It is, in fact
power, it seems, is already theirs, and, in painfully interesting to leara that we are re
addition, the new Local Government bill cexvîg from this among other 8ources o1IY
grants similar powers to county councils. children who are waifs-and strays,
The sole consideration with the people up in the slums af the reat ciies, and who
engaged in this work seems to be to rid have no reasonable chance of becoilng
themselves of the burden of the support of honest and virtuons in England.
the pauper children, and theyfind that their Now, hon. gentlemen, if this state
cheapest plan is to shi p them to Canada, in
a paper recently read before the Londo ment does ot justify the remarks I have
Conference in connection with the National made, and the adoption of the resOlu.
Association of Certified Reformatory and tion before the buse, I will de-
Industrial Schools, Mr. James Rankin, M.
P., said this was " the cheapest method of
dealing with waifs and strays." In hi bers of this House. I would ask, Il
evidence before Lord Dunraven's Committee Canada prepared to open her arm n d
of the House of Lords, Mr. Hedley, a Lon- receive the offspring of crime and vice
don Poor Law inspector stated that a num- that has been ingrained into them for
ber of children had been sent out and that generations past? It is just as reasafl
this was " a very cheap method of dealing al
with the question."

a common wolf and try ta dO-
HoN. MR. KAULBACH-That imesticate him in a few nonths,

not the position of Canada. and eradicate his wild, savage nature and

HON. MR. McINNES-1 know it is make a serviceable dog of him, as ta e%-
not the present condition of Canada, pect that we can go amongst the sluils
but it will be the condition of Canada of London and take the offspring O
before many years if we allow our native crime, with the vices of generatians 111
pure and moral population to become grained into them, and convert them in
contaminated by such an undesirable a few months in Reformatory schools in
immigration as that. Mr. Simms the England into hanest, virtuous and indus
well known writer, who has laboured triaus people. 1 say that a greater wrong
long amongst the poor of London, com- we cannot inflict on posterity than ta g?
putes that in that city alone there are on encouraging that description of iflhni-
40,000 families, representing a quarter gration, I daim that every true Canadian,
of a million of souls, who are living in who is proud of his country and of the
the most degraded, polluted and im high moral standing that it occupies
moralmanner that it is possible toconceive amangst the nations of the earth, should
of. I can go on and quote from dozens keep aloof tram and absolutely prohibit
and dozens of similar reports by equally an immigration that wiîî contaminate and
eminent philanthrophists, but I will naw corrupt aur peple morally, physicialY
come to the objections made by the hon. and intellectually. I am wiling, as everY
gentleman from Belleville, that my true Canadian is willing, ta extend a helP-
remarks do not apply to the class of ing hand tawards ameliarating thecondi
children coming to this country. I tian of the poor and suffering of the
would refer him to what is stated in the motherland- but, 1 ask is there
Pall Mail Gazette, and also to what is anything ta justify the contention that
said in the London Canadian Gazette:- we should assume the entire responsibîî

In March last, the London Canadian ity of caring for these waifs? Why do
Gazette said that there had been great activ- they not act honestly and reasonablY
ity among the Boards of Guardians this with us, and send ta us a fairly decent
spring in assisting paupers to emigrate to class of immigrant children wha are
Canada, and in the latest issue of the same
paper to band, we find the following state-
ment. « We spoke last week of the work of citizens of this country, instead of the
Mr. Middleton (Children's Enigratian offspring of crime and vice?
Homes, Birninghan). It may be of in-
terest to note that the utmost care HON. MR. KAXLBACH-They do.
is taken to ensure that no parents
or relatives sha be reieved oi a legitimabe takeN. MR. McINNES I say e

f the

respnsiiiiy an Ouaen anaiha liCaii. nfull intre stieanht we are re-
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guardians. He boasts of it, and Canada and that not another dollar should be
is to-day the only place, I believe, in the I expended in the manner it has been for
Civilized world where pauper children, many years, in encouraging immigration
che indigent and the helpless, the blind, to this country. if a desirable class of
the lame and the halt, and the graduates people come, let us receive them with
of crime from the different reformatory open arms and do what we can to assist
institutions of Great Britain and Europe, them in making a start in this Domin-
are allowed to be shipped to, with- ion, but let us be sure, in the first place,
Out let or hindrance. The United that they are a desirable class, that they
States Congress some years ago passed are the same class of people who immi-
a most stringent act by which such grated to this country up to fifteen or
immigrants are not permitted to land on twenty years ago. They were poor, but
their shores. Australia, New Zealand, honest ; they were not taken from the
the Cape of Good Hope are all too far slums of the great centres of Great
away; it costs too iuch to ship paupers Britain and other European countries..
out there, and it appears that Canada They were men who came of honest
has been selected as the dumping ground stock, and we have only to look around
for that vast amount of immoral and us, in all parts of this great Dominion,
Polluted immigration. I claim that it is to find ample evidence of their industry,
the bounden duty of the Government their thrift, their indomitable persever-
and of the people of this country to ance and their high standard of morality.
protest, in the most emphatic manner, That is a class I say we should encourage
against this immigration, and if that is the immigration of; but I claim that we
not sufficient to stop it, then I claim that are standing in our own light and that
the Government should pass an Order- posterity will condemn us unless we.take
in-Council or ask Parliament to place a some steps towards stemming an unde-
law on the Statute Book forbidding the sirable kind of emigration to our shores.
class I have referred to from landing in I find that the total amount expended to
any part of Canada. Some few years promote immigration into this country
ago I took the trouble of ascertaining last year was.$341,236, the items of which
the number of immigrants that came come under the following headings :-
from Europe to the United States during Salaries of agents in Canada...... $33,483
this century, and hon. gentlemen will do do Europe....... 17,446
Perhaps be surprised when I tell Contingencies of Canadian agen-
them that, according to the most cies.......................... 20,835
reliable data I could get, over Expenses of European agents..... 15,507
11,000,ooo Europeans came to the Printing and advertising ........ 49,418
United StEuringes prent cntuy Paper for pamphlets.............. 20,024
United States during the present century Transports of immigrants inland.. 21,719
and that, too, withput costing their Gov- Commission on children at $2 per
eriment one dollar. The Government head ...... .................. 2,664
of the United States never contributed British Columbia bonuses........ 2,700

Exoenditure on repatriation ac-
any money towards assisting immigra- . count ..... ........... 4,663
tion ; yet in order to protect their country Assisted passages and commissions 46,282
against the influx of an undesirable class Meals for immigrants at Quebec... 18,037
of immigrants they had to place a law Salaries at Levis agency......... 2,225

On their Statute Book by which people Paid for distributing pamphlets... 800
n o e o Freight expenses and cartage..... 1,165

Of that kind were not allowed to land Extra clerks in Ottawa.......... 5,793
on any of the shores of that country. Paid for subsidizing immigrants... 3,677
Then what necessity is there for us to Locating immigrants............. 1,282
go on year after year expending enor- Literary services,preparing pamph-
mous sums of money to bring immi- lets etca.............ev ...... 2,857

Paid for special services.......... 10,777
grants to this country I claim that Expenditures on delegates........ 1,226
the money coul: not be put Travelling expenses of employes... 7,134
to a much more useless purpose. I Intelligence service .............. 6,609
believe that it would be very much better Micellaneous ............. ...... 9,849

if the Government were to withdraw Special expenditure by High com-

every agent that they have in Europe, issioners office...........34,033
Total for 1887........$341,236
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I forgot to mention that commissions
on children at $2 per head had been
abolished. The very idea of paying a
prernium of $2 to hire agents for every
child they are instrumental in bringing
into this country is, in my opinion, pet-
fectly absurd. Has any country in the
world ever had recourse to such steps as
that ? I think not. I find that no less
than $2o,ooo has been expended, for
paper alone, in publishing emigration
pamphlets during the last year.

HON. MR. GOWAN-That is for im-
migration generally.

nothing like as large as the oppositiOnl
claimed it was. They admitted that a verY
large number of young men and womTen
went to the United States annually, but it
was only for a short time to work
in the lumber woods and in the factories
and then return after a few months with
the proceeds of their labor ; it was de-
nied that they went to the United States
with the intention of remaining, or that
any considerable number did remain and
became citizens of the United States. I
said to myself, is it possible to get an
official statement showing the actuail
number of heads of families who have
emigrated to the United States for the

HON. MR. McINNES-I am not now last three years ? I visited the AmTerican
speaking of those pauper children and consul here and asked him if he Could
pauper adults but of immigration general- give me a list of the American consuls
ly. I find, according to a book published and consular agents in the Domiinion of
here, (the Canada Statistical Abstract) Canada. He kindly gave me a list and
under the authority of the Department from that, having got their addresses, I
of Agriculture, that it cost the last three sat down and penned them the following
years, 1885, 1886 and 1887, $952,426, letter :-
and I might mention here that the OTTAWA, March 22nd, 1888-
average a littie over $3o,ooo, for the Dear Sir,-My esteemed friendHonorable
last three years, is less by more than Thomas W. Hotchkiss, American Consul
$1oo,ooo a year, than the previous three here, is my warrant for asking you for the
years. I find that during 1885, accord- 1ollowin gimportant information:-
ing to the same authority, 79,169 immi- According to the records of the consilshiP
grants came to the country who de- within your jurisdiction, what is the to
cgrtcad t theirinteo oueny ih Ca numberof heads of families who have gone
clared their intention of setthing mn Cana to the United States during the years 185
da. In 1886 there were 96,152, in 1887 1886 and 1887, giving the total number of
there were 84,526, making a total in each year separately.
three years of 232,847, or an average for1 Iam an ardent advocate of Unrestric dtree Ofears847 of an average f Reci rocity with the United States, and
the last three years of a little over 77,000 woud like to have the above information to
a year. That would give an average use in discussing the question in the Cana
cost per immigrant, who declared his or dian Senate.
her intention of remaining in Canada, of By complying with this request at as early

5each. a date as possible, you wilI confer a gre
$4.5 eac. 1favor upon

HON. MR. KAULBAC H-Very cheap
Yours very truly

THos. R. CINNEs.
that. JA s W. TAYLOR, Esq.,

United States Consul,
HON. MR. McINNES-I will show Winnipeg, Manitoba.

the hon. gentleman before I am through It will be seen by this letter that I did
that it is not so very cheap after ahl I not rislead these gentlemen, or attenPt
come now to the last portion of the reso- to screen the purpose for which I desired
lution before the House, and I may say, the information asked for-I stated that
before I proceed, that something like I desired it for public purposes and to
six or seven weeks ago, while the Unre-> use as official evidence.
stricted Reciprocity debate was going on I wrote to no less than i 10 United
in the other chamber, while in the Gal- States consuls and consular agents at
lery one day I found that a number of different points, from Victoria, British
gentlemen, strong supporters of the Gov- Columbia to Sydney, Cape Breton.
ernment, claimed that the emigration received replies to eighty-two of the let-
from Canada to the United States was ters which I sent out. I will take the

HoN MR. McINNES.
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liberty of reading a few extracts from four
or five of them. The first to which I
will refer is from Mr. Andrew Bain, the
eensular agent at Hawkesbury, Nova
Scotia. He states that he has no record
of the number of heads of families, but
he volunteers the information that he is
not only a consular agent there, but that
he is also the agent of a steamship line
that plies between Hawkesbury and Bos-
ton, and that during the summer of i885
he sold to young men and wornen going
to the latter place, 646 tickets, in 1886
he sold 669, and in 1887 he sold
56o-in al], 1,875 in the three years
rnentioned. He adds, "I would safely
say that three-fourths of the number were
intended settlers for the United States."
I will next refer to a letter from Mr
James Whelan, United States Consul at
Fort Erie, Ontario. He says "we can
give you those only who have taken with
them their household effects. Of per-
sons selling out all their household pro-
Perty and going to the United States
With only ordinary baggage, we have no
record." Mr. John Devlin, Consul at
Windsor, Ontario, says " The above
figures represent perhaps one-half of the
actual number. There are a large num-
ber going over by trains and making the
eitry at the Customs House in Detroit."
I may say here that some of the Consuls
have informed me that all that is neces-
Sary for a person going to the United
States and taking excess of baggage or
househnld goods or other such pro-
Perty with him, to do is to go before
a Custom House Officer, at the port
Of entry and make a declaration to
the effect that he intends to be
corne a settler in the United States
and he is not required to pay duty on
Such goods. I next come to Mr. Jerome
Eddy, United States Consul in Chatham,
Ont., who says " You will find enclosed
the information you desire. It will be
safe to add about one-fourth to the num-
ber of heads of families going to the
United States, who get their effects
passed at the Customs House when they
cross the line. From this consular dis-
trict I give you the number of families
and the amount of effects which they
took with them, which is very large,
as will be seen by the figures I will
submit presently. I next come to

Point Levis. The consul there, Mr.
Lewis A. Farmer, says, " In explanation
would say that this includes only the
emigrants who make a declaration to be-
come citizens of the United States.
There are large numbers of heads of
families who have excess of baggage and
send the same as freight. Hundreds
leave this district annually without any
record at all at this office." I now come
to the last extract that 1 will trouble you
with, and that is from Mr. James W.
Taylor, United States Consul at Winni-
peg. He says " Having obtained per-
mission from the Department of State
at Washington to furnish the statistics of
immigration from this consulate, I en-
close the following statements :-

Years. Heads of FamUes,
1885..........99
1886..........93
1887 ........ 149

Total.... 341

value of Effects.

S23,121.00
25,340.00
34,745.00

$83,206.00

It will thus be seen, the average value
per household is $245. He also volun-
teers this information
"this statement does not include immi ants
reporting their effects in person to the United
States custome officers at the frontier, but
only those who forward their household
goode, &c., as freight."

If any hon. gentleman has the least
desire or curiosity to examine those cer-
tificates they are here for that purpose-
they are public property and I ask the
closest scrutiny. Every one of those
statements is certified, and open to in-
spection now, or before prorogation. The
following tabulated information is the
result of my correspondence with the
United States consuls and consular
agents throughout the Dominion on the
subject of the exodus of families fron
Canada to the United States :-
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NAMES OF PLACES.

Guel ph, ......
Halifax . ...... ..
Barrington, N.S....
Bridgewater, N.S. ..
Liverpool, N.S.....
Lunen burg, N.8....
Shelburn, N.S.....
Hamilton, O ......
Paris, 0 ...........
Kingston, 0 ......
Gananoque, 0.....
London, O.........
Moncton, N.B......
Montreal, Q.......
Coteau Landing, Q.
Hemmingford, Q...
Hinchbrook, Q.
Hochelaga, Q.
Huntingdon, Q.
Morrisburg, 0.
Cornwall, 0.......
Ottawa, 0.........
Grenville, O.. ....
Pictou, N.S ........
CapeCanso, N.S...
CowBay, N.8 ......
Glace Bay, N.8....
Guysborough, N.S.
Sherbrooke, Q.....
Lingan, N.S ......
North Sydney, N.S.
Port Hastings, N.S.
Pt.Hawkesbu'y,N.S.
Pugwash, N.S.....
Sydney, N.S.......
Plymouth, N.S....
Dartmouth, N.S....
Port Hope, 0 ......
Cobourg, 0 ....
Port Rowan, 0....
Port Stanley, 0....
St. Thomas, 0.....
Prescott, 0........
Quebec, Q.........
ChiccitimiQ ......
Point Levis, Q.....
Sheffield, Q........
Sorel, Q.......
St. John N.B......
Bathurst, N.B.....
Fredericton, N.B...
Newcastle, N.B....
St. John, Q ........
St, Stephens, N.B..
McAdam Junc.,N.B,
St. Andrews, N.B..
Picton,0..........

Carriedforward..
No record kept.

† No reply.

No. of Heade of Famil-
ies who have gone to,
the United States
during the years :-

1885 1886 1887 Total.

101 137 118 356
†

206,
89
71
11
38

207
4

277'
115
125

11
340
79

500
.5

13
14

56
177
23

94

32

7

88
53

133
19
70
7

96

776
325
288
29

668
147

1,063
12

31
34

122
532

41

2

268

90

14

206
133

538
56

189
15

264

96 90 106 292
1 1 1 3
7 11 27 45

10 17 28 55
†

5 6 32 43
1 i 8 10
1 1 2 4

12 13 17 42

1,525 2,495 2,673 6,693

NAMES OF PLACES.

Broughtforward.
Amherstburg ......
Belleville .........
Deseronto .........
Napanee ..........
Brockville, O ......
Charlottetown,P.E.I
Alberton, P.E.I....
Georgetown .......
Head St.Peter's Bay
Souris ............
Stanley's Bridge
Sumrnerside, P.E.I.
Chatham, 0 .......
Clifton, 0.........
St. Catharines, O..
Coaticook, Q......
Georgeville........
Hereford ..........
Lineboro ..........
Polton ............
Stanstead ... ....
Collingwood, 0....
Orillia ............
Owen Sound.......
Sault Ste. Marie....
Fort Erie, 0.
Gaspé Basin, Q....
Goderich, 0.......
Stratford ..........
Stanbridge .......
Three Rivers, Q....
Toronto, 0........
Whitby, 0........
Victoria, B.C......
Wallaceburg, 0 ....
Windsor, 0 ........
Windsor, N.S ......
Cornwallis, N.S....
Kemp, N.S.......
Parsboro, N.S
Port Joggins, N.S..
Walton, N.S.......
Wolfville, N.S.....
Winnipeg, M.......
Emerson, M.....
Port Arthur, O ....
Woodstock, N.B...
Yarmouth, N.S....
Annapolis, N.8....
Sarnia, 0.......
Digby, N.S........
Cartwright, Ont....
St. George, N.B....

Totals ............

No. of Eeads of Famil-
ies who have gone to
the United States
during the years:-

1885 1886 1887 TotaL

1,525 2,495 2,673 6,693
17 25 13 55

t
†

49 82
9 14

t
†

5 4

16 16
9

99 93
t
t
t

267 286
4 6
17 17

3,415 5,056

2
5

40
118
128
103
139

18

il
15
69
19
29
70
31

282

97
32

577
39

198
19
22
17

7

15
7

149

310
2

12

5,351

140
95

10

4
15

100
306
294
256
229

53

45
56

160
65
69

129
74

1
763

298
66

1,579
11
667
51

153
40

16

47
16

341

863
12
46

13,822

* No record kept.
t No reply.

Multiplying the total, 13,917, by five,
the recognized average number of a
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family, will give a total of 69,585 as the
certified exodus from Canada those
three years. But it will be observed that,
according to the foregoing statement, out
of one hundred and ten letters sent" to
consuls I got no reply to twenty eight,
and thirteen of those that did reply kept
no record, so it will be seen that only
sixty-nine, or a little over one-half of the
lumber written, gave the information
asked for.

HON. MR DEVER-I would like to
ask the hon. gentleman is there any one
left in those places ?

HON. ML McINNES-There are a
few left to tell the sad tale. The places
Of those who have gone have been sup-
plied by a very inferior class of immi-
grants from across the ocean. The reason
I went back only three years for the in-
formation I have just given is this : after
the last Presidential election, nearly all
the principal American consuls in this
country were dismissed, and I was afraid
that the old consuls would leave no re-
cord of the immigration referred to, as
it is not obligatory on them to keep such
a record.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-Has the
hon. gentleman any statement of those
Who returned to Canada ?

HON. MR. McINNES-No, but I
Would just say that once a man, the
head of a family, sells all his realty
and goes to the United States consul
to get a certificate to enable him
to take his extra household goods
into the United States free of duty
and declares his intention to become a
citizen of that country, it is very good
evidence that he has gone there to stay
and is lost to Canada forever.

IION. MR. BOTSFORD-There i
Plenty of evidence of families coming
back.

HON. MR. McINNES-Families?

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Families by
the hundreds are coming back.

HON. MR. McINNES-I am not pre-

pared to accept the unsupported dictum
of the hon. gentleman, but I hope he
will adopt the means I have employed
and show this House, on the same reli-
able and indisputable authority that I
have produced, whether families are re-
turning from the United States. I think
he will find they do not run into dozens.

HON. MR. POWER-Do you make
any allowance in your statements for the
places from which you got no return ?

HON. MR. McINNES-No: if allow-
ance is made for the twenty-eight places,
including the city from which the hon.
gentleman comes, (Halifax), I have no
doubt at all but the total number of
families would reach sixteen or seven-
teen thousand. According to the
extracts which I have read from consular
letters, hon. gentlemen will observe that
it is only the better classes of our families
going to the United States that think of
getting certificates from the consuls.
There are different ways by which they
can avoid doing so. They can either
dispose of their household property, as
most of the poorer classes do, and go
without any extra baggage; or they can
go to the port of entry in the United
States and make a declaration before the
Collector of Customs that their intention
is to become settlers in the United
States, and in that way avoid payment of
duty. Taking into consideration the
fact that there are tens of thousands of
young men and women, and thousands
of families, of whom we have no
record, I believe there is not a
shadow of doubt but that the
exodus frorn Canada to the United
States is as great, if not greater than the
questionable assisted immigration into the
country. I fear when the next census is
taken in 1891 we will find that whatever
increase of population has taken place in
the Dominion will be wholly and solely
due to the natural increase. One of
those heads of families that I have re-
ferred to is worth half a dozen, on an
average, of those importations from the
mother country and elsewhere. This
reminds me of the patriotic speech
delivered by my hon. friend from De
Salaberry (Mr. Trudel) last year, when
he rose in his place and like a patriot
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urged and pleaded with the Government
to adopt some means to rapatriate his
compatriots. I was astounded at the
figures he gave. I have no doubt his
deductions were the result of the most
careful examination and are strictly
correct in every particular. He stated
that no less than 8oo,ooo French
Canadians are living in the United States
to-day. I thought I had not heard him
correctly and I repeated the question
and his reply will be found at page 428
of the Senate Debates of last session as
follows :

I have just stated that the French Cana-
dian population in the United States amount
Io about 800,000. In those figures I do not
include those of French origin in the United
States such as the French population at
New Orleans, or the French population of
the Madawaska which ie composed of Aca-
dians. I have taken only the figures as far
as I could recollect them of that part of the
French population of the United States
which comes from immigration from
Canada."

That is a sad state of affairs, that
nearly as many French Canadians are
living in the United States as in the
Province of Quebec,-a sad state of
affairs that 8oo,ooo French Canadians
should be obliged to seek homes in the
neighboring republic : and if there are
8oo,ooo French Canadians, I ask how
many English speaking Canadians are
there in the United States? There is
scarcely a family in any of the Pro-
vinces of Canada, as many of those
who are acting as consular agents
have assured me, that is not represented
by two or three of its members in the
neighboring Republic. I believe I am
within the mark when I say there are a
million and a half of native Canadians
in the United States, or one-fourth of
our entire population. It is a sad and
humiliating position that we find our-
selves in, according to the statement
furnished by the hon. gentleman from
DeSalaberry: and in what positions do we
find his compatriots in the United States?
You will find them occupying positions of
honor and trust in every department and
walk of life, from Congress down. It
shows, that notwithstanding the natural
dislike and prejudice, common to all
nationalities, against races not kindred
with them, these people have succeeded

HoN. MR. McINNES.

by their industry, ability, pluck and en-
terprise in raising themselves to positions
of honor and trust in their adopted
country. Every honorable calling and
profession, requiring physical and mental
ability, is represented by them.
That is conclusive evidence to me, and
ought to be to everyone, that the very
best blood of Canada is finding its WaY
to the United States and instead of et"
couraging the spurious immigration that
I referred to in the first part of my speech,
we should try and retain our own pOPU-
lation, instead of allowing them to helP
to build up a rival nationality.

HON. ML O'DONOHOE-How can
you keep them ?

HON. MR. McINNES-I believe
there is but one way, by which they cai
be kept in Canada-that is, to break
down the miserable contracted and sel-
fish policy which has built up a commer-
cial Chinese wall between the two coun-
tries. The commerce between Canada
and the neighboring republic should be,
as nature intended it to be, as free as the
water that flows down the Ottawa, or the
flowing of the mighty tide of the ocean'
-that and that alone is the means by
which we will succeed in retaining Our
own population. It is contended that if
free and unrestricted trade should be es-
tablished between the two countries,
there will be nothing to prevent our being
crushed out of existence, and our identity
as Canadians being destroyed.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. McINNES -My hon,
friend from DeSalaberry gave evidence
last year in this House that there is no
power in the United States, or elsewhere,
to crush out the pluck, perseverance and
indomitable energy of the Canadian
people.

HON. MR. VIDAL -Give thein
chance.

HON. MR. McINNES-That is what
I say-give them a chance. Remove
the barriers raised by selfish people On
both sides of the international line. Will
any sane person contend for a moment
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that we have not equally good facilities
With the United States to become a great .
rnanufacturing country ? Our climatic
Conditions are as favorable as theirs, and
We have all the great fundamental neces-
saries for manufacturing industries-
the best timber to be found on the con-
tinent of America, if not in the world,
Monntains of iron ore, vast areas of coal
and cheap labor. We have equally good,
il not superior water privileges to those
in the United States. Having all these
advantages we ought to be in a position
to compete successfully with the United
States, or with any people in the world.
All that is necessary, is to get a
large and rich market such as the
United States offers. We have at
present about 200,000 of our pop
ulation (manufacturers) who are sup-
POrted and being enriched at the expense
Of the balance, five millions people.
That is the true position of affairs in
Canada to-day. If we had unrestricted
reciprocity with the United States guar-
anted for a term of say 50 years, so that
it could not be repealed or abrogated by
giving one year's notice, as has been the
Case in all the previous treaties with that
Country, you would find the Americans
POuring into this country by tens of thou-
sands, bringingwith them millions of capi-
tal and you would find a dozen manufact-
uring establishments in Canada for every
One that we have to-day (Laughter).
Hon. gentlemen may laugh, but I have
given the reasons. We have the climate,
the water power, the coal, the capital,
iron, and cheaper labor and I am sure
that no Canadian, or at least very few,
WOuld for a moment think of going to
the United States, if he could do any-
thing like as well as in his owri country.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-We have
better institutions.

HON. MR. McINNES-Our institu-
tions are better-I believe, the best ever
devised by man.

HoN. MR. McMILLAN-Why decry
them ?

HON. MR. McINNES-I am not de-
crying them. I am only condemning
and decrying those who are mismanaging

the public affairs of the country. I am
pleading for those classes who are, by
force of circumstances, oppressed and
driven away from Canada to become
citizens of the United States.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE-You cannot
get a majority of the people to think as
you do.

HON. MR. McINNES-I will not
reply to that gratuitous assertion, because
if I allowed myself to be led off on a
side-track it would lead me into a new
field which would not redound to the
credit of the Government and their
supporters.

HON. MR. READ-Do not spare
them for my sake.

HoN. MR. McMILLAN-Come out
squarely for commercial union.

HON. MR. McINNES-As an inde-
pendent member I do not think it would
be derogatory to the best interests of
Canada if we had commercial union,
and should it ever become a live
political issue I will be prepared to dis-
cuss it.

HON. MR READ-Why not call it
annexation, pure and simple !

HON. GENTLEMEN-Hear hear.

HON. MR. McINNES-Several hon.
gentlemen have referred to annexation
more than once during this debate, but
I think they and the party to which they
belong ought to have their lips sealed on
that question, because whenever an oc-
casion has arisen they have proved them-
selves to be the most disloyal people in
Canada.

HON. MR, OGILVIE-In your esti-
mation.

HON. MR. McINNES - Yes, and
in the estimation probably of the hon.
gentleman himself, if he would only ex-
press his opinions honestly. Does he
remember what occurred in his own city,
Montreal, on one occasion-the burning
of the parliament buildings and the rot-
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ten egging of the Governor General by
Tories ? Something that has been a
disgrace and a stain on the fair naine of
Canada ever since !

HON. MR. ALEXANDER - The
manifesto of 1849.

HON. MR. McINNES-When I spoke
of unrestricted reciprocity in connection
with the Fishery Treaty, I was assailed
at once and told that it was nothing but
annexation. I showed at that time that
before the Treaty of 1854, annexation
was spoken of in the family, in the streets,
at public meetings, and I do not know
but it was discussed in the pulpit. It
was considered no crime in those days
for arrant Tories to advocate annexation,
and I may inform hon. gentlemen that I
have in my possession, at the present
moment, a copy of the celebrated and
historical annexation manifesto that was
issued in Montreal in 1849, but will re-
frain at present from giving the names of
the signers.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-Sir A.
T. Galt ! Sir David Macpherson !

HON. MR. McINNES-When mem-
bers of this House, against whom no sus-
picion of disloyalty can be raised to-day,
are found amongst those who signed that
manifesto, I think it ill becomes hon.
gentlemen belonging to the same party,
and abject followers of these men, to
charge those who favor unrestricted reci-
procity with the United States, with de-
siring to promote annexation.

HON. MR. READ-Forty years have
made a great change in the opinion of
the people of this country.

HON. MR. McINNES-Certainly, but
in many respects it has not made a
change for the better.

HoN. GENTLEMEN-Oh ! oh !

HoN. MR. McINNES-Hon. gentle-
men may say " Oh ! Oh ! ", but before
they are a few years older they may
realize that a great many things have
been done in the last few years that are
neither creditable nor beneficial to Cana-

da. It appears that some menicannot
see or think except in a certainnarrow
groove.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Hear ! hear!

HoN. MR. McINNES-They will
not allow themselves to think beyond
what they are ordered to think .of, or to
follow any course that is not prescribed
for them. If they occasionally happen)
to advance an idea, it is generally founfd
to be like Euclid's definition of a line-
length without breadth. This body is
composed of men that ought to be above
anything of the kind-men who ought tO
express themselves freely and fearlesslY,
independent of Grit or Tory proclivities,
or the leaders of those parties. I do say,
in reply to the hon. gentleman from
Sarnia, that this is an important question
and one which not only affects the pre-
sent but the future of this country.

I know the hon. gentleman fromD Sar-
nia is anxious to get at his Temperance
Bill and therefore would say, in conclu-
sion, that I think it is high time that the
enormous sums of money we are payin.g
out annually to assist immigrants to this
country should be entirely stopped ; that
the barriers ought to be thrown dowl
and the freest possible intercourse with
the United States established. By.so
doing we shall increase our population
or, at all events, endeavor to retain Our
native population, which, in my estima-
tion, is of infinitely more value to the
country than anything we can import
from abroad.

HON. MR. SANFORD-The speech
to which I have just listened from the
hon. gentleman from New Westlin-
ster is certainly not one that can
be either appreciated or sympathised
with by any loyal citizen of this Do-
minion. It is this class of speeches,
this campaign literature, which has done
more to injure emigration to this country
than any other cause. When the hon-
gentleman brought in his notice of
motion referring more specially to pauper
children, I presumed he must have mas-
tered the subject. I did not suppo5e
that we were to be favored with a series
of sensational articles cut from the daily
journals, which in many instances ae

HON. MR. McINNES.
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Written in the interest of party. Those
We all have the privilege of reading.
The hon. gentleman would have done
Wisely perhaps if he had made himself
Personally acquainted with the character
Of the emigrant children sent to this
Country before undertaking to discuss
the question. There are gentlemen in
this House who have been intimately
associated with that work for a term of
years. I have been the resident man-
ager of one of the first homes of this
class in Canada, during the last thirteen
Years, the Dr. Bowman Stephenson
Home, of Hamilton. I have also, for a
Season, had charge of the second
and, I believe, largest in the Domin-
ion. That is the Bernardo Home. It
has been my business to look closely
into the working of these homes and I
take very great pride and very great
Pleasure in claiming that I am associated
With one of the grandest and noblest
agencies for emigration purposes in this
Dominion and the result is marvellous.

HON. MR. McINNES-What is mar-
vellous about it? The number you
bring here ?

HON. MR. SANFORD-It is marvel-
lOus the grand record of those children
Who are brought from the homes in
England ; after careful training and after
Years in this country their record is that
lot five per cent of them is bad. I defy

anyone to place the same number of
Children of Canadian parents under the
sarne circumstances with better results.
This average is not excelled, if equalled,
by a like number of children of Cana-
dian birth living in Canadian homes un-
der the watchful care of their parents.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-Where is
Your record of that ?

HON. MR. SANFORD-I will give
YOu two records. First the record of the
Inspector of the Government, second
the inspections through our agents of the
Dr. Stephenson's Home which I have in
charge.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Will
YOu kindly read that record to the
louse.

HON. MR. SANFORD-If the hon.
gentleman will allow me to complete my
remarks I shall be very pleased to answer
any questions he may ask. I shall make
no statements which I am not prepared
to establish. The hon. gentleman from
New Westminster introduced first the
assertion of Dr. Ferguson, who intimates
that the children who are brought to
this country are contaminated with in-
herited diseases. The hon. gentleman
did not undertake to tell us that other
members, staunch reliable members of
the Reform Party, gave most positive
and contradictory evidence of the state-
ments of Dr. Ferguson.

HON. MR. McINNES-Will- the hon.
gentle -nan read them to the House ?

HoN. MR. SANFORD-The hon.
gentleman may refer to these documents
and he will see them. There is no
trouble with regard to the correctness of
these statements. They are on file in
the Commons. I have been wondering
from what source the hon gentleman had
obtained his information leading to his
making these statements. Could it be
from the importation of children into
New Westminster or is it possible that
the hon. gentleman has moved his
quarters to the City of Toronto ? Which-
ever way this may be, he quietly switches
off from the question at issue and gives
liberal extracts from English papers with
regard to the children in the slums of
Old London, a matter which arouses
our sympathy but in no sense concerns
us. Now let us have the facts. The last
year's importation of children intoCanada,
was 2,198, and of this number 1,35o were
imported by institutions which have
establishments in Canada. Now, the
point which I wish to reach, and the
point which I wish you to fully under-
stand, is the character of that emigration
-the 1,35o brought in through agencies
having permanent establishments in
Canada. In the city where I reside is
an establishment - the Dr. Stephenson'
Home-for this class, which cost in the
neighborhood of $14,000, to which the
children are brought direct from Eng-
land for distribution. These children,
before being brought over for distribu-
tion in this country, have a most care-
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ful moral and religious training of from
two to five years. They attend
school ; they have morning and evening
prayer; they attend Church service re-
gularly and are under the most careful
direction and government, and the
majority of those boys and girls are in
every sense worthy of the position to
which they are called here. When they
are brought to Canada they are distri-
buted over the country, and on what
conditions ? Do the home authorities
require to give a character to the chil-
dren ? No, but the applicant must send
a letter in all cases, from his clergyman,
to establish the fact that he is a member
ot some church, and a worthy and re-
spected member of that Church, before
heyhas the privilege of taking any of
those children in his care. Then what
follows. An agreement is entered into
by which the child is to be clothed, to
be cared for, to be sent to school during
a portion of the year-during the winter
months-and to attend church service re-
gularly. This is the rule established by
the Homes of which I have personal
knowledge.

HON. MR. READ-And it is the
rule also in the one of which I have
knowledge.

HON. MR. SANFORD-My hon.
friend from Halifax will, no doubt, tell
you it is the fact also with reference to
some Catholic institutions that are bring-
ing children into this country from Eng-
land. I believe there is no exception to
this rule. The child has his home, if
sjck he has the privilege of returning to
that home, as your boy has or mine. If
his conduct does not meet with the ap-
proval of his employer, if he is restive or
dissatisfied, the party may have the
privilege of returning him, or may send
the child back to the Home, subject to
correction or change. A most careful
supervision of these children from this
first day to the end of their eighteenth
year is continued. As a rule, every six
months the agent of our Home calls
upon the child at his present abiding
place, and has a full explanation and
conversation with his employer and with
the child. I must beg the indulgence
of this hon. House when occupying

HON. MR. SANFORD.

so much valuable time on this subject
because I feel a gross injustice is done
to this great work in the remarks of IY
hon. friend. Many of those children
brought to this country occupy positions
in prominent families. In some cases
children are put in the hands of persons
who seek to make drudges of them
rather than to advance their interests.
On one occasion, a cold winter day, a
man entered my office with his fur gaunt-
lets and fur cap and warm heavy over-
coat on and said " I have come to bring
back your boy : he does not suit me." 1
said "Send the boy here, because we
hear no complaints except in the pre-
sence of the accused." The boy came
in, clad in the clothes which he had
when he came from Eigland. The ther-
mometer was about zero. I said to the
boy (who was without gloves) " What i5

the matter my lad ?" He said
"Sir, the man treats me like a dog. I
am obliged to be up in the morning at
four o'clock, then do all the chores until
seven, when i get my breakfast, then I
work all day, and at night I am put Out
in a woodshed, without fire, to sort beans
until nine o'clock, and then I am sent
up to a cold attic, and it is nearly four
o'clock in the morning before I can get
warm enough to sleep." Now, is .it
possible that a child, under such Cir-
cumstances, will not rebel ? Is it a mat-
ter of surprise that we should have an
occasional wreck ? The natural remark
that I made to the man was: "When
you got this lad you had a letter of iO'
troduction to us from your clergymnan
-you are a scoundreL The lad Wl'
stay here." These are cases whicb Will
occur where it is supposed that the child
has no protector.. Notwithstanding an
the difficulties with which these children
have to contend, the record of the Holle,
of the 8oo children of whom we have had
supervision during these thirteen years
and over whom we have taken a watchfu
care for thirteen years, the result is as
follows :-Five boys have been sent tO
jail in the thirteen years, one a tramp'.
Now let us have the case of the tramP-
Since the sitting of this House I received
a letter to the effect that there was a lad
belonging to our home under arrest and
that he was an imbecile and was locked
up as a tramp for several days. I replied
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" Keep the lad there until I can arrange
to take charge of him." For three years
the lad had done well with the family
where he was placed, but owing to the
gradual decay of his health his brain be-
-came affected. What followed ? In a
few days one of my trusty employes
had the lad in charge on his way to New
York, and did not lose sight
of him until he was on board
of the steamship billed for the
English home. Of the five I have men-
tioned, two were arrested for disorderly
conduct. They should not properly be
placed on this list. They were twenty
years of age, and they had, owing to their
former connection with the Home, taken
advantage of this to return and refusing
to obey the orders of the Governor I had
them arrested and sent to jail for a few
days until they fully realized that they
had to obey orders, when suitable homes
were secured for them in this country. I
have no doubt to-day that they hold
satisfactory positions. One of the five
Was positively arrested for theft, another,
cause unknown. Now that is out of a
list of 8oo children during a period of
'-upwards of thirteen years. Next is the
list of boys that have been exceptionally
troublesome, but in no sense criminal ;
that means that the boys have been sent
backwards and forwards from the home
and changed places, but who to-day, as
far as our record goes, occupy a satisfac-
tory position with the people with
whom they reside. That is eleven
out of .8oo. Our girls occasionally
meet with disaster. During the 13 years
We have had six or eight who have been
led astray. Two of these are in their
graves, and the remainder to-day are
Occupying good positions, and two of
them respectably married. If the hon.
gentleman from New Westminster will
visit our city and surrounding country, I
Will have great pleasure in showing him
,the home and the young men who start-
ed as inmates of that Home, whose early
training was received in the Home, and
who to-day occupy desirable positions in
the community where they now reside.
It was only a few days age that a peti
tion was placed before me, signed by the
4lon. Members and Senators <of Toronto
SesPecially appealing for oneof those lads

'tO give him a position on the Posta

service of our Government. The lad
toiled hard during the day and his nights
were spent at school, and he had acquir-
ed such an education that he without
difficulty passed the Civil Service Exam-
ination, and I have reason to believe that
he will be appointed almost immediately
to the Mail Service of the Government.

HON. MR. MACMILLAN-Will the
hon. gentleman tell us, from the statistics,
what proportion of those children are
diseased, or has he any record of it ?

HON. MR. SANFORD-I can only
state in general terms, and it is this :
that we do not require to call in a physi-
cian for any purpose more frequently for
these children than I have had to do for
my own fanaily. I have no knowledge
of any disease amongst them, nothing
more than of a passing character that
has been cured in the hospital in a very
short time. I cannot recall an excep-
tion to this. We have one lad suffering
from a cataract, I believe, or something
in his eyes, and that is among the possi-
bilities with your children or with mine,
but as to stating that these children are in
any way the heirs of that loathsome disease
referred to by Dr. Ferguson, or any class
of disease, I assure the hon. gentleman,
as far as my knowledge goes, such a case
has not come under my notice. In all
cases where a child becomes incapaci.
tated from any cause, he is returned to
the home in England. In two instances,
where girls have made serious mistakes,
they, at the expense of the home, were
returned to the home in England. Our
view, in all these cases, is as far as possi-
ble to remove all that is objectionable
and give Canada those of whom the
country may be proud. As I before
remarked, there are a few cases in which
children who are sent out have
been unkindly treated, while others have
suffered from over indulgence. It is
sometires the case that bright promising
boys and girls go out from the home and
the people with whom they are residing
have become so interested in them that
they have not treated them as they would
treat children of their own-that is, they
have encouraged them with kind words
and with assurance of reward, but they

1 failed to correct them when correction
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was necessary. In many cases a child
becomes wayward and requires correc-
tion, as your child or mine requires it,
while there are occasional instances
where they are treated harshly. The
demand for those children is largely in
excess of the supply. Fifty lads arrived
the week before last and there is but one
child left in the home ; fifty girls are
expected out in the month of June
and we should have no difficulty in
placing 250, if we had them avail-
able, ready to bring to this side of
the Atlantic. I may say, in explanation,
to the hon. gentleman from New West-
minster, the great difficulty we have to
contend with is the unwillingness'of the
patrons who are supplying the money,
and supply it most generously to allow
these children to leave England. The
Stephenson Home, which I represent in
Canada, has a large block of buildings
in the City of London and several others
in parts of England, and the difficulty
seems to be that the gentlemen who
contribute their money for the support
and education of these children do not
wish to send thern to Canada.

HON. MR. McINNES-Will they
retain them ?

HoN. MR. SANFORD-They want
to retain this class of boys and girls in
England and we have had great difficulty
in getting from them as large a number
as we have had up to the present time.
I wish to say, in conclusion, I must take
a directly opposite position to the view
expressed by the hon. gentleman from
New Westminster. I say emphatically
this class of emigration is the most de-
sirable that Canada has, and why ? You
take the English emigrant and let hin
come to this country with a fair amount
of means, and he is so established in his
ways and habits of farming in the old
country, so different from ours that it
requires years to adapt themselves to the
new conditions here, we have illustra-
tions of people who have wasted their
all in endeavoring to establish them-
selves, and then they are the most un-
happy and helpless people that come to
the country. On the other hand, their
children soon adapt themselves to the
customs of the country and as a rule are

HON. MR. SANFORD.

prosperous and successful. Now, take
those lads, if they have no established
habits ; with Canadian training and Can-
adian life they very rapidly assimilate
and become the most reliable class Of
people that we have as emigrants. And
the record of those years has established
this fact. The paper received from the
Minister of Agriculture, containing the
Government report, shows that fromi five
to seven per cent only of emigrant chil-
dren go to the bad.

HON. MR. TURNER-As my col-
league from Hamilton has gone very
fully into this subject, so far as the at-
tending to those children after they cone
to this country is concerned, I will en-
deavor now to throw a little light on
their treatment before they leave the old
country. When I was in my native city,
Glasgow, some three years ago, I met
with a great number of philanthropic
gentlemen who asked me to visit with then
some of these reformatories and houses
of refuge. I confess that up to that
time I felt a good deal like the hol.
gentleman from New Westminister, that
workhouses and reformatories and houses
of refuge were rather questionable places
to get such immigrants from. I visited
two of these establishments. One was-
the house of refuge at Chapelton, and the
other was the reformatory at Mary Hil l,
both in the neighborhood of Glasgoer
and both I understand sending a large
number of just such people as my hon.
friend calls " spurious immigration " to
this country, and if I mistake not a large
number of them are now settled in the
vicinity of Belleville. I might explai'n
what these philanthropic people are do-
ing in Glasgow. I am proud of those
philanthropists. They are ladies and
gentlemen of the highest standing and
culture, who devote their time and their
money in looking after those institutions'
A number of those hon. gentlemen spend
two or three days a weeks at those i0'
stitutions, seeing how things are goin1ig
on. I visited the Chapelton house o
refuge first. The inmates principally
consist of the waifs and strays taken 1n
the city-possibly children whose parents
have died, or whose parents are so Poor
that they cannot support them, or have
behaved so that they have left themn to
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take care of themselves. These are at
once taken in hand by the philanthropic
gentlemen and placed in the country in
a healthy and delightful situation, and
they are there brought up in every way
that is desirable, as regards religion and
norality. After they are through with

their education, the lady matron makes
up a batch of thern and comes with them
to this country and sees that they are put
un proper hands and is just as particular
into whose hands thosechildren are put as
it is possible to be. She comes out
the following year and investigates every
one of those cases. There was a diffi-
culty in getting hold of another class of
waifs, who had grown up to some extent,
and their parents would not allow them
to go. There was an Act passed in the
Imperial Parliament authorizing that, in
the case of misdemeanor or anything of
that sort occurring, the magistrate would
take them in hand, and, removing them
.from the control of parents who were
-only doing them an injury, place them in
the reformatories. I went through the
Mary Hill Reformatory, and found as
nice a class of young people there as you
would wish to see, who were being prop-
erly attended to and sent out to Canada
and looked after the same as the others,
in every respect. If I have ever felt
proud of rny native city it was on that
occasion, when I found that the highest
umen in the land were doing the best that
could he done for those children, send-
ing them out here instead of sending
them back to be contaminated in their
-old haunts. I think it is in the interests
of this country, and in the interests of
Glasgow that these children should be
attended to in the way they are on both
sides of the Atlantic.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-It is to
be regretted that the hon. gentleman
fromNew Westminster did notbring up so
unportant a question for consideration
at an earlier period of the session. We
<lesire not only that our population shall
extend and increase, but that that popu-
lation shall be industrious, honest,
enterprising and prosperous.

. HON. MR. POWER-Likewise intelli-
gent.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The hori
gentleman, I am sure, satisfied the
House, from the statistical returns which
he read, that his statements were correct
as to the number of our citizens who had
left their country to go to the United
States, and I am sure the House will
agree with him that those who have
left the country, were from amongst the
very best classes of our citizens. They
were the sons and daughters of our own
agricultural population, who felt, that
by going to the United States, they
could improve their condition of life.
Now, with regard to the question of the
immigration into Canada of pauper
children, we all know, that in the
manufacturing centres in England, and
chiefly in London, there are masses
of population in a sad condition and
that up to the present moment it
has proved beyond the power of the
Imperial Parliament or the wealthy
classes to provide for the moral
and sanitary support of such classes.
Who can remain in London one month
without witnessing the dreadful poverty
and wretchedness of thousands who
know nothing of a God, who have never
entered a church and are leading a life
that is dreadful to contemplate ! It is
surely undesirable that the children of
such parents, should be brought indis-
criminately and in large numbers to our
shores. Anyone who has studied this
question must know, that amongst all
classes of society, the wealthy as well as
the poor, we find many of depraved in-
stincts. There are some with a higher
nature, some with a lower. The latter
class grow up, in whatever position of
life, they may be placed, to be the
scourge and curse of society. This pro-
ceeds very much from the nature and
training of the parents. From this it
was that Scotland's popular poet, Burns,
declared an honest man, the noblest
work of God, a saying which will be
quoted to all eternity. What are
distinction and church membership or
a loud profession of religion, if merely
covering dishonest acts and a dishonest
life ? It is not alone amongst the poor
that we find dishonest practices. But
our unceasing effort should be to fill our
territory with an honest and industrious
population. The well being of society
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depend upon this, and no prosperity is
worthy of the name, unless produced by
honest means, nor can a people be happy,
who are not honest and upright. With
regard to this immigration question, I
believe with the hon. gentleman from
New Westminster, that we should
endeavor not to encourage the influx of
undesirable classes of immigrants. If you
go amongst the farmers of Canada, you
will find that the children of such
parents are brought up with habits of
honesty and industry ; whereas children
brought from reformatories, and from
the poor houses of the great cities
of Great Britain, are not likely to
become such reliable citizens. I
know Miss Rye and Miss Macpherson.
They are most estimable ladies. They
are occupied in a great work of saving
the poor children of destitute families, so
that life shall be made a blessing to them.
many of those children brought out by
those ladies have proved satisfactory : of
course there have been exceptions, and
those ladies who have done their best to
reclaim them cannot be blamed. They do
their best to select proper children and
to bring them here. A reformatory may
do a great deal but it cannot in all cases
change human nature. It is a regretable
fact that with all our great advantages in
Canada a vast population has to go to
the United States. Why is it so ? The
hon. gentleman from New Westminster
is charged with decrying the country,
because on the floor of Parliament he
calls attention to certain facts, from a
sense of duty. Yet why are so many
people leaving this country ?

HON. MR. McMILLAN-Because
they are too well off here.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER -- Those
who are too well off would not leave the
country if they could possibly get what
they considered a fair return for their
industry.

HON. MR. SANFORD-The hon.
gentleman does not tell us how many
come back in their places.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.) - Nor
can the hon. gentleman from Hamilton
do so either, nor any hon. gentleman

HoN MR. ALEXANDER.

in this House, because you can count
them on your fingers.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
agree with all the hon. gentlenan's vie ws,
especially as to the remedy which he
proposes, which might estrange us fromT
the mother country, and by which we
should eventually become a part of the
United States. I have no confidence in
the United States Government. I would
rather live here in poverty than in the
United States in wealth ; therefore I do
not feel disposed to try any experiments-
which would estrange the public feeling
from the Empire to which we belong.
At the same time we ought, in every le-
gitimate way, to cultivate our trade rela-
tions with the United States. The
United States Government are rapidlY
reducing their national debt, and the
time will soon arrive when the duties
will be removed from lumber and salt,
and from many of our agricultural pro-
ducts, and there will be a comparative
free trade between the two countries, but
in the meantime let us not spend $240,
ooo a year on emigration agents, if the
chief result is to bring in an unsatisfac'
tory class of immigrants.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill:(89) " An Act to amend the Do-
minion Election Act, chapter eight Of
the Revised Statutes of Canada." (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (99) " An Act to amend the
Steamboat Inspection Act, chapter 78 of
the Revised Statutes of Canada." (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (135) " An Act relating to certain
advances made to the Quebec Harbor
Commissioners." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (113) " An Act to amend chapter
178 of the Revised Statutes of Canada,
'Summary Convictions Act."' (Mr. Ab-
bott.)

It being six o'clock the Speaker left
the chair.

AFTER RECESS.

HON. MR. FLINTresumedthedebate-
He said :-Nothing but a sense of duty
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that I owe to the children, and some of ail taken away by farmers and others. I
the young people brought out to this persuaded my son to take one of ther
country by the philanthropists who give into bis Iaw office. He kept the boy
their means and their time to provide there until he got through bis studies
thern with comfortable homes, and the and received his promotion. That
duty that I owe to my own country, young man is now married and living
being born in it, would have induced me near Orillia: he is a barrister at law, is
to come here this evening, for while the doing a first-rate business and is highly
hon.-gentlernanfrorn British|Columbiawas respected not only by those who know
speaking I was taken ill and had to retire. hir there but by everybody who knew
I have come back out of a sense of duty hirn in Belleville. I took four of those
to give my views in reference to these boys to Bridgewater, thirty miles from
children. I shall endeavor to be as brief Belleville. I put one of thern with a
as possible and to state the case as I view shoemaker, one with a tailor, one with a
it, and I believe my hon. friend from harnessmaker and one witb a blacksmith.
Belleville (Mr. Read) will bear me out
in what I am about to say. It is nearly HON. MR. McINNES-How long
twenty years since Miss Macpherson and ago is that?
a young lady named Bilbrough came to
Belleville to my bouse and stated the HON. Mhe FLNT-Nearly twenty
object they had in view, They wanted years ago. These boys learned their re-
to start a home somewhere, and I told spective trades and are ail doing well.
them that I thonght Belleville would be One of ther took a notion to go back
a good place. I took them in my to England and started off without leave.
carniage to a place called He made bis way to Quebec, got on
Marcmont. They liked it very much board a sailing vesseland reacbed London
and we made arrangements to rent it at where he had core from. We heard
£7o a year. I did not know bow the nothing from him for nearly three
rent was to be paid, but I was satisfied years. One day I met wimt on
the oney would corne in good tirne. the streets of Belleville and I said
When the bouse was taken the families 1'Johnny wbere have you been " H1e
about it were very fearful that the waifs, said he had got sick and tired of Bridge-
as they were caled, would rob their water and had gone home where be
orchards and steal everything about the thought he could do better than in Can-
locality. A short tirne afterwards nte ada, but he soon found bis mistake and
children arrived at Marchmont home. travelled about. e went to France,
I was there on their arrivai. Each one Gerrnany, Austria, Italy, India, China
of thern had a chest containing two years and Japan, crossed the 1'acific to San
ctothing, a bible and some other good Francisco and returned to Bellevile,
books. Instead of finding them a bad and, said he "I have come to sette
lot ofboys, they were found to be per- down. I have travelled enougi to know
fectîy honest. They would ot touc that there is no better place than Canada
eïen an apple that fe off the rnbs of for me. I an going back to Marchont
the trees that hung over the March eont home to ask Miss Bilbrougb for a ban
grounds. Not long after, two of the Of $20 to buy leather, last and tools, and
gentlemen told me they were surpised I a going to Rednersville to start busi-
and gratified to think that those boys ness, and I feel confident that in three
behaved so well, and the consequence months I will be able to return ber the
wasthat they would throw apples over the money," He went up to the home and
fence and teli the children to take them. she had such confidence in hi that she
tburing the wvole tie those boys, and loaned hiL the money. In tbreemonths
others who followed them, were at March- he returned it. He is married now and
Mont there was no complaint ibat t ney doing well. The blacksmith went to a
Were dishonest or that tyey were trouble- place seven miles fro Bridgewater, set-
Some to the neighbors. They re- tled down and is doing well. The whole
iained about the place or walked on four of these boys have been successful.
the street, and in a short ti e they were In fact, ail of these young people, with a
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very few exceptions, have made
excellent settlers. I know some of
them that have become ministers of
the Gospel, others have become mer-
chants and have gone into other occu-
pations. Over 400o have been brought
to Belleville and distributed through the
country and not five per cent. of them
have gone astray. I do not think three
per cent. have gone astray. So far as
the County of Hastings is concerned, I
do not think two in the hundred have
gone astray. One cold blustering morn-
ing Marchmont Home was destroyed by
fire. The inmates escaped, all but one
little boy, who wandered back into the
building and lost his life. This happen-
ed on a Friday. The next morning I
started a subscription. The very first
man that I asked was a very tight man
and one who had spoken a great deal
against these waifs : he gave me five dol-
lars and, in a very short time we raised
sufficient money to buy another home.
A large part of it was raised in the
County of Hastings, and in Belleville,
but we got some from other parts of the
country, all the way from Halifax to
London. People felt there was a neces-
sity for the institution, and not a soul in
Belleville that I asked for a
subscription refused me : all gave wil-
lingly, from the fact that they
had seen that the children at
Marchmont Home and those who had
come out of it were going to make good
settlers for our country. I made arrange.
ments for another home for them. We
got it and paid for it, and everything was
going on well, and finally it took fire
from a defective chimney and was burnt.
However, phoenix like, it rose from its
ashes, and instead of being a wooden
building it became a brick building, and
improvements were made until now it
.can accom'nodate 150 to 200 children.
Miss Macpherson carried on the work in
company with Miss Bilbrough, but she
wanted control of the building so as to
sell it. That would not be allowed;
she took umbrage and left, .and the
institution came under Miss Bilbrough's
management altogether. I became a
trustee of it, and from that time down to
the present day have identified myself
with the institution. At the present
time Miss Bilbrough, or Mrs. Wallace,

HON. MR. FLINT.

for she was married last winter, conducts
the establishment and conducts it upon
properprinciples. She visits and has visit-
ed,herself and others,thechildren in every
direction. She asks them to write to
her often, and she writes to them once
a year herself. She knows where they
are gone in every part of the country
and gives me every informatiòn that I
need, and I am perfectly satisfied, taking
the whole number brought to Belleville,
that not five per cent. have gone astray.
I ask hon. gentleman where would yoll
go and pick up roo boys anywhere
among whom you would find as few who
would get into trouble? I say theY
have been a most desirable class of set-
tiers. Two little boys came out the
second time Miss Macpherson brought
out children. They were twins--
Italians. A rich farmer wanted one of
them but Miss Macpherson would not
part them. She said '- whdever takes
one must take the other." He said "
will take both." He has educated themn:
one is a farmer, doing well, the other is
a minister of the Gospel. Last year 1
happened to be visiting Marchmont and
I saw a lady, a stranger to me, who had
her two little girls with her, one eight
the other ten. She said "I have comne
for the purpose of getting .
little brother for these two girls,
and I want them to choose one for them-
selves from among these boys standing
before me." There was one very bright
little fellow who seemed exceedingly anxi-
ous to be selected, and he got as close tO
the lady as he could. My carriage came
before the selection was made and I did
not learn what followed. There were
hundreds of those children adopted into
families and treated as their own chil-
dren. Last season I was going out ou
a train to Madoc. I met a very prettY
little girl about five years old. She Was
very sprightly and pleasant, and kissed
me. I made inquiries and found that
an old couple that she called grandfather
and grandmother had driven all the way
from a place 4o miles back of Belleville
to Kingston and got this child fromn their
own Catholic Institution there, and were
taking her home to adopt her as their
grand-daughter. I mention these in-
stances to show the good these philan-
thropists are doing. They get these
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waifs in England, train them and teach
them how to lead good lives and then
-endeavor to place them in positions
in this country where they will
become useful members of society.
I say we could not have a better class of
settlers than these children, because they
are properly trained before they are
brought here, and care is taken, when they
are distributed in this country, to place
them only with those who can bring good
certificates from the ministers in their
localities, or others who will vouch for
their character. If a child gets into a
place that is not suitable it is taken away.
I know an instance where a girl of thir-
teen or fourteen years was taken away by
a person who was well recommended. It
turned out that he kept a tavern and that
he put this child behind the bar. As
soon as this was ascertained, the little
girl was taken away. The children are
well looked after, and I am sure that no
institution could be better managed than
the home at Bellville. A few years ago
I attended a committee of the other
House of which Mr. Poser, who was
subsquently a member of this House,
twas Chariman. Miss Rye, Miss Mac-
'pherson and Miss Bilbrough appeared
'before them ; Mr. Lowe was also there.
After the Committee had patiently heard
all the parties-there was a complaint
brought against Miss Rye and Miss
Macpherson-the report was decidedly
in favor of both of them. Mr. Poser
afterwards told me that from the evidence
given there he would always be a friend
of those philanthropists, and he was to
the day of his death. Miss Rye has
brought out a great number of children,
all girls. Once in a while one of them
rnay get out of the way, but the number
is small. Mr. Bernardo is bringing out
children, Miss Macpherson and her
'sister are also engaged in the same work,
and recently a gentleman has purchased
a property at Brockville for $15,ooo to
'establish the children from his home in
England. Taking everything into con-
sideration, I am satisfied that no better
settlers can be brought into this country
than these children, from the fact that
they grow up with the country and are
properly trained. It is a very different
thing with adult paupers who have the
idea that they must beg their way here,

as they have done in the old country.
The hon. member from New Westminster
speaks about these children bringing
diseases to the country. As a doctor,
he should not object to that; it will
help his business. But, as a fact, they
have not brought disease to our part of
the country at any rate. In twenty
years not more than five or six of these
children have died in Belleville, and
hardly any have died in the country. If
they are so diseased as the hon. gentle-
man would lead us to believe they are,
surely the mortality would be greater,
and the disease would show itself as well
in Canada as in the United States.

HON. MR. McINNES-So it does.

HON. MR. FLINT-The hon. gentle-
man is mistaken. So far as the reports
of what has been said at home about
these children is concerned, I dg not
care about them ; I judge from what I
know of the matter. It may be all very
well for poor-law guardians and other
interested persons to keep those poor
children in the old country and starve
them to death and make as much out of
them as possible. They sent out one of
those poor-law guardians one time, and
he came to my house to see me. I put
some questions to him and he would
not answer them, He had to answer
me in the end. It brought on this Com-
mittee in the other House. I wrote a
letter,which was published in the London
Times, that brought him to his knees, and
he had to retire from his position. The
hon. gentleman from New Westminster
tells us that a great many people have
left the country-more than have come
into it. I should like to ask him how
many have gone from the great city of
Port Moody ? He did not give us any
account from that important place, to-
day. His statements were not satisfac-
factory : in the first place he told us that
those who had left were young men and
young women, from which I would infer
that they were not married. Then having
given us a total number of those young
men and young women who had left the
country, he describes them as heads of
families and multiplies the total by five
to arrive at the exodus.
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HON. MR. McINNES-I said nothing
of the sort.

HON. MR. FLINT-If the hon. gent-
leman did not say that I do not know
what he did say. He talks about sol
many of the best of our people going to
the United States and the poorest class
of people in England coming to fill their
places. That is not the fact. No doubt
a great many good people go from this
country to the United States, but many
have gone that the country was glad to
get rid of.

HON. MR. McNNES-A few of
them were boodlers.

HoN. MR. FLINT-Not boodlers
I have helped some of them myself to
get out of the country. I knew a case
of a young farmer who had a beautiful
farm. He got dissatisfied politically and
sold out his farm and everything he had
and moved to the United States. He
went to Michigan first, then to Iowa,
then to Wisconsin, and to Dakota.
Finally he sold out what little he had,
returned home disgusted and bought
back the farm that he had lived on and
which he had sold before leaving the
country. Here is living there to this
day. He told me " Mr. Flint, I would
not bring up my family in the States for
anything. There is no Sabbath there, and
I am happy to think that I have got
back to my old home." I think my
hon. friend from New Westminster has
pursaed a mistaken course here to-day
-I speak particularly of that part of his
speech in which he referred to the chil-
dren. The second paragraph of his
address relates to the importation of in-
mates of workhouses and reformatories.
If those children are put into the work-
houses and properly taken care of, is it
not better to bring them to this country
where there is plenty of land and they
can make a gond living than to let them
sink into pauperism in their own coun-
try ? If they are sent to the reformatory
school is it not to teach them something ?
They are not sent there to learn to be
blackguards and thieves. They are sent
there to educate them and fit them for
a better life than they have been accus-
tomed to. The hon. gentleman says

that the Government should adopt suchl
a policy as will be the means not only of
retaining our present population but of
inducing those who have goneto theUmit-
ed States to return to Canada. Now, has-
the hon. gentleman in all his speech
given us anything to say how it is pos-
pible that the Government can adopt a
policy which will keep the people in the
country ?

HoN. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-I did..

HoN. MR. FLINT-Then I failed to
understand what you did say.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-He wants tO
give the whole country over tothe United
States.

HON. MR. FLINT-That's it. If the
people see fit to go away, are the Gov-
ernment to bring in an arbitrary law,-
which the hon. gentleman would of
course vote against, as he
would almost against anything
brought in by the Government--
to prevent the people from going out of
the country ? As regards the other
part, the third paragraph, that the Gov-
ernment should adopt such a policy as-
will induce those of our population who
have gone to the United States, to re-
turn to Canada, how is the Governmlent
to do it ? Dres he want the Govern-
ment to spend millions of money tO'
bring them back ? A great many have
come back of their own accord, and nO'
doubt a great many more will rettiri,
because those who have gone west are
sick of blizzards, of breaking levees that
drown out the valleys, and cyclones that
devastate the country. I have no doubt
that we will find a very large immigration
from the Western States into the Cana-
dian North West. I hope I shall never
live to see the day when we are con-
nected with the United States by way Of
commercial union. It is impossible tO
buy people to come back to the country,
and if you did buy them no doubt theY
would have to be bought over agaim.
know an instance in Belleville where a
candidate gave a poor mar. five dollars
to get a barrel of flour. The other can-
didate came along and said " how iuch
did he give you ?" The answer was " he
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gave me five dollars." Said he " I will which 1 have no authority.and which are
give you six dollars," and the poor man fot in accordance with the facts. Here
Voted for the highest bidder. When the are the certificates, and every hon. gent.
candidate who had first bought hir leman is at liberty to inspect ther.
asked him to return the five dollars he
said he had invested it in the flour and HON. MR. FLINT-AII I can say is
the flour was half eaten. So it is with this: I know a great many gentlemen in
the Canadians who have to be bought to this country wbo are United States offi-
stay in their own country. They wont stay cers, and I would fot take their word as
bought. I am a true Canadian, to the authority in this matter.
manor born-born in the woods of
Canada, and I glory in being a Canadian HON. MR VIDAL-A lot of their
and a British subject. As far as the statements have been disproved.
United States are concerned, I am quiet
willing to deal with thern fairly and HON. MR FLINT-If the hon.gentle-
squarely. If they want our products man fror New Westminster is really
they can come and get them ; if we desirous that Canada should join the
want theirs we will go and get them and United States, he shuld go over there
pay for them ; and we will be better and aid Erastus Wiman to instruct the
friends not to unite us together and people what their duty is with regard to
destroy our nationality. I do not believe this matter, and I have no objection to
in commercial union or annexation, and meeting him or Mr. Wiman, when and
sooner than support it I would go out where they please, when they core int
and fight against it. I am in my 83rd my part ofthe country. These gentlemen
year; still I have some vim in me yet, do not know one-haîf what they pretend
and if my hon. friend was on the other to know and what they are talking about.
side of the line, and was coming across Their object seems to be to destroy our
as an enemy and I could get a sight on native industries, to send the roney out
hirn he would not trouble us long. I of the country and let our farmers and
would soon knock commercial union out workingren suifer. I say that our
of him. The figures that the hon. gen- farmers, if they know when they are well
tleman has submitted to the House are off, will rerain under the British flag as
not correct, and he cannot prove thern Canadians and subjects of Great Britain,
correct. and if they attend to their farms, they

HoN. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-On
what authority do you say so ?

HON. MR. FLINT-Just on the same
authority that you gave. You have read
a lot of papers here.

HON. MR. McINNES-What have
you reference to ?

HON. MR. FLINT-The exodus to
the United States.

HON. MRL McINNES-I have the
returns here.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Order, order!

HON, MR. McINNES - I claim a
Privilege and I claim a right to explain.
The hon. gentleman says I have made a
statement and have given figures for

will do far better than by running after
this fad as the hon. gentleman is doing.

HON. MR. READ-I do not wish to
detain the House, as they must be weary
of this subject, but I desire to raise my
voice on behalf of those children that
have been brought out to this country
by philanthrophic associations. I have
lived amongst them twenty years,
since they first began to come to
this country. I am not as inti-
mate with the workings of those in-
stitutions as my hon. friend Mr. Flint
is, but I have been enough amongst
them to know that they are doing a great
work. The ladies in charge of them are
of a most exemplary character. They
give those children religious instruc-
tion, and they do everything to advance
their moral and intellectual culture and
I was delhghted when I heard the hon.
gentleman from Hamilton tell us what.
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he had seen in Scotland of the prepara- cannot supply the demand for boys and
tory instruction those children received girls, and one can readily understand
before being sent out to this country. when the demand is more than the
I have seen those fine healthy looking supply, the children can be disposed of
Scotch boys come to this country by to the best advantage. The hon. gentle-
hundreds, and after living amongst them man from New Westminster has told ils
I feel proud of them. I have seen those that large numbers of people are leaving
boys grow into young men and while Canada. I am suprised at a man who
I do not contend that every one of them daims to be a Scotchman seeing any
has been a success or has behaved him- thing unusual in people going south. Is
self properly, very few out of the large it fot as natural for a Scotchman to go
number that have been imported into south as it is for him to breathe? Is it not
Canada have thrown any discredit on the instinct of a Scotchman to go south?
themselves or the institutions that had Put a Scotch buse on a plate and he
charge of them. These ladies who are will find out the points of the compaSS
interesting themselves in this work are self- for hinself and start south by instinct
sacrificing and philanthropic. They Yet the hon. gentleman from New West
devote their means and their time minster expresses bis astonishment at
to carrying on this work without re- Scotchmen going south. I dare say
muneration, and we cannot but re- riany of those who have left the country
cognize the good they are doing. have returned again to Canada. This
A record is kept of every child exodus cry is just in keeping with Grit
brought to this country, and they are not politics. When the Grits are out of
lost sight of after they leave the homes, power they do their utmost to blackef
and even after they have become fathers and run down the country, and try tO
of families. Many of them have in create the impression that no one can
afer years re-paid to the homes the live in itn
money that was expended in bringing
them to thss country. If they were HON. MR. POWER-You did that

tthrown on the world without any care- in 1877 and 1878.
if they were Poot placed with families wuo
bore a good character, and if there was HON. MR. READ-You cannot refer
no stipulation that they should be sent to a speech of mine made in '77 or '78
to church and to school, and properly in wich I ran down the country. i
cared for, then there might be danger in denounced the Government, for I did
letting loose upon the country such a not believe they were an honest Goverat
class of pauper immigrants. I have oc- ment or that their policy was a proper
-casionally visited these homes mysemf. one for this country, and I left noston
and the ladies of my bouse go there v hery unturned until they were driven fro
,often, and see a great deal of what those power. Whenever gentlemen begin tO
institutions are doing. If any of the take a Wittle fron Grit politics, they thifk
children are sick or ill-treated they returt they are goingto raise thermselves by belit
to Marchmont, just as any child would rling their country. They mig t as We l
return to bis father's bouse, and stop it. They might as well be patriotc
they are always received, no and honest. Did you ever hear a Yanl
matter how badly they have behaved. kee running down bis own coun
It is stated that those children have cost try ? If he had a swamp where

-the Government $2 a head. No doubt bull-frog could hardly make 
it is well spent money. These children living he would rpresent it tO
are well trained to be obedient and in- the rest of the world as a second Eder
dustrious and when sent out into the But some gentlemen in this countrY
world they are flot turned out into the seem to think that the best means they
towns and ciies but taken to the country can adopt to raise themselves is by rU 
where they are placed with respectable ning down their own country. mh b

narmers, and in many cases boys who trades union movement in this irnigrî
are big enough enter into engagements tion question. It comes from the peoPl
ion stipulated wages. These institutions who want to get $2 wages where the

HON. MR. READ.
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only earn $i. They want to make labor statement was made some three or four
so scarce that they can control the price , years ago that there was an enormous
of it, and do not want immigrants to emigration of the people of Canada to
corne into the country. It is difficult to the United States. The statement came
get workmen to labor on land to-day. I from the United States consuls, and they
admit that they have to work hard, be- were so alarming that the Government
-cause a Canadian farmer cannot get thought it advisable to make an investi-
along unless he works hard. But the gation. The enquiry was made by reli-
trades union people do not want any able people, and the statements turned
strangers brought into the country to out to be entirely incorrect and mislead-
take the work out of their hands. They ing. The statements now made by the
want towork only five days a week and be hop, gentleman from New Westminster
paid for six days. The importation of are certainly most alarming and most
people from the work houses in England damaging ta the interests of the Domin-
is denounced by my hon. friend. 1 ion. The hon, gentleman says that
am sorry to say that there millions of people are emigrating fram
are many English farmers in the Canada. Is not that statement, coming
work house to-day ; the competition frorn a Senator of this Dominion,
of cheap wheat and other foreign pro- calcu]ated ta injure the prasperity of
duce has ruined them, and many a gen- this country? Most unquestionably it is.
tleman farmer who perhaps never plough- There are disquieted spirits who would
ed a furrow in his life has been compel- be dissatisfied anywhere, and who are
led to take refuge in the workhouse, dispased ta magnify those staterents;
There is no other country on the face of and my opinion is if those unquiet spirits,
the earth like England. The English- who do not like the country and aur sys-
man says to his Government you have tem of gavernment, were ta leave
got to give me comfortable clothing, and Canada they might better their circum-
a reasonable amount of food and shelter stances in some other land where they
if I am unable to get it for myself. That fancy there is better government and
is what the law of England gives to every there are mare advantages. With respect
man. He can go and demand as a right ta the hon. gentleman's statement, it
ta be taken inta the workhouse and ta would lead people to believe that those
be cared for. Many an educated man wha left the country are heads of families
bas been unsuccessful in England, be- who had sold out their farms and had
cause when a man once gets down there left the country nemer ta return. I know
it is very dificuit ta rise again. It is , personally a great m any persans who left
flot like in this country. It is nat a my province during some years past,
country of unbounded opportunities like some who had sold their farms, having
Canada. I ar sorry ta have detained heard magnificent accaunts of the United
the Hause so long, but I am glad ta States. I know several instances where
have had the opportunity ta add my people who sold their farms below their
testmony in favor of the pauper children value and took their household effects
Wbo have been brought into this country with theM o t the United States have
by those benevolent institutions, camne back again ta Canada and some of

ther have repurchased their properties
HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-b rise with at an enchanced price. 'There are many

great reluctance ta pralong this debate instances of that kind, but my hon. friend
because I know there is very important neyer tok notice of that feature af the
business on aur order paper, which bas case. I was sa much struck by the
ta be disposed of, but the hon. gentee- observations of the hon. gentleman that
man frorn New Westminster bas made while he was speaking I got
such extraordinary statements that 1 do a few statistics ta show the
lot wisb, by my silence, ta be supposed comparative increase in the population

to concur with him in the view he bas of the two cuntries s which I
taken, or in the statements which he as will just quote for the information of the
bade with respect ta emigration from the lHuse. Fr m th e census returns af
Dominion. I recollect that a fabulous m87a1, nficnd that the population
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of the Dominion at that time was
3,635,ooo; in i88i it was 4,324,810; If
hon. members will make a calculation
they will see that the rate of increase in
that decade is somewhere about nineteen
per cent. That does not look as if
people were leaving the country by
millions. That fact alone, taken from
the census returns, which are supposed
to be correct, contradicts the statements
of the hon. gentleman that this country
is being deserted by its population.
Now, I would direct the attention of the
House to the increase of population in
six of the New England States according
to the census of 1870 and the census of
188o, which is almost precisely the same
period as the taking of the census of the
Dominion. The total amount of popu-
lation in the six New England States in
1870 was 3,487,924; in 188o it was
4,010,439, or an increase of over nine
per cent.

HON. MR. POWER-What are the
names of the States ?

HoN. MR. BO'I SFORD--I am speak-
ing of the six New England States. I
will refer to the State of Maine which
was spoken of by an hon. gentleman as
a land flowing with milk and honey, and
what is the per centage of increase there
in the decade from 1870 to 188o ? It
was just 3.81.

HON. MR. McINNES-That was
caused by the exodus to the Western
States.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-The same
argument will apply with equal force to
the emigration from the old provinces of
Canada to Manitoba and the North-
West. The increase in that decade in
Vermont was fifty-two hundredths of one
per cent. while the increase in the Do-
minion of Canada was 19 per cent.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-All the available
land in that State was taken up a quarter
of a century ago.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-But if
it is so advantageous a country that
we should join our fortunes with
it and our population would imme-

HON. MR. BOTSFORD.

diately increase, why does not the
population of these six New England
States increase more rapidly ?

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Why
not give the increase in the whole of the
United States as compared with the in-
crease in the whole of Canada? That
is the true comparison.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I say that
the statements of the hon. gentleman are
perfectly inconsistent with these official
statistics-that millions of people are
going out of our country, while the rate
of increase for the last ten years is nine-
teen per cent. while in the favored lands
of the south, so much lauded by the hon.
gentleman, the rate of increase is less
than nine and a half per cent. in those
six New England States.

HON. MR. SCOTT-There seems to
have been a great deal of misconception
of the remarks of the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster. I did not un-
derstand that hon. gentleman to have
made any attack on the institutions at
Hamilton or Belleville, or that at March-
mont or the institution conducted by
Dr. Bernardo. I have known them
for a long time, and I am quite prepared
to add my testimony to that of the hon.
gentlemen from Belleville and Hamilton
with regard to the good work of those
particular institutions. I believe Miss
Rye and Miss Macpherson take very
great care of those children, and so do
many charitable ladies who bring those
children to Canada, and for that class of
pauper immigration I think we have a
good deal to be thankful. But hon,
gentlemen have entirely ignored the fact
that within the last two years the work
houses in the old country have been
using both Canada and the United
States as a dumping ground for their
paupers. Hon. gentlemen must be aware
that every now and then at New York
the authorities have sent whole cargoes
of paupers back across the Atlantic, not
only to the British Empire but to Ger-
many and France and other countries.
I think it was remarked by an hon.
Senator that it has been recently
held in England that the poor
law guardians should apply the
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YMoneys at their command for the HoN. MR. READ-I would ask the
Purpose of exporting pauper children. hon. gentleman if he his ever known ot

Vill any hon. gentleman tell me that la number of pauper children being
the waifs and strays picked up in the ' dumped on the streets of any city in
east end of London are a desirable class Canada?
-of emigrants for Canada ? I say no. I
say that every such child should be HON. MR. SCOTT-Within the last
sent back at once to the old country. No three days four hundred paupers have
gentleman who has given the subject been dumped into the City of Toronto
any thought or attention will for a mo- and to-day they do not know what to do
ment contend that that class of popula- with them. The Government of Canada
tion is at all a desirable one for Canada. refuse to feed them. and Mr. Hardy,
We all favor the immigration into Cana- the Provincial Secretary, out of pure
da of sound healthy people who come mercy went down and ordered some food
from the moral sections of a country, not for them. The Salvation Army people
the inmates of workhouses, prisons and went down to them and gave them
reformatories-not those who choose to food, and the charitable people of Tor-
come to Canada rather than serve five onto also gave them food. If the farm-
mnonths longer in prison. That is not the ers can utilize their services, why do
Class of immigrants wewant. I havein my they fot take them? Ve know that
hand articles which have recently ap- labor is at a high premium in this
peared in Toronto papers, wholly irres- country, and that willing hands are need-
pective of political parties, remonstrating ed in every direction to cultivate the sou,
against making Canada adumpingground yet there is that large body of people
for the criminals of Europe. The attack now lying in the sheds of Toronto, and
of my hon. friend from New Westminster the authorities do not know what to do
was not at all on the institutions to which with them, landed there without a dollar
the hon. gentlemen from Hamilton have in their pockets. Those are fot ail im-
directed their attention, and which they proper characters. I am fot refiecting
have thought very proper to defend. If on them morally. I dare say there are
they were of that character I am quite many excellent people among them, but
sure my hon. friend would not have it is found on enquiry that they are wholly

baised his voice and if he had I would unsuited to the circumstances of thi
flot have supported hima in the course country. We know that in the factories
he has taken. in England there is such a sub-division

HON. MR. SANFORD-What is the
'bearing of the first sentence, "the im-
portation of pauper children and adults
from emigration homes and poor law
>Unions should be discouraged " ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I quite recog-
nize that the proposition is put in a
broader sense than the subject warranted,
and I put a mark in my own copy of the
notice as applying in rather larger terms
than it should do ; but I did not under-
stand the hon. gentleman to address his
remarks at all to that class of children,
but rather to those sent out by poor law
Unions and workhouses. I noticed in
the Toronto Mail the other day an ex-
tract from the Manchester Guardian of
April 14, in which the poor law commis-
sioners were-

of labor, that each branch of any manu-
facture has its separate calling, and the
operative works at that, perhaps at point-
ing a pin and nothing else, even in the
manufacture of an article in which a
hundred hands are employed, and he is
educated wholly to do one single part of
it. It is that class of immigration that
is undesirable for this country. No man
will contend that this country will not
absorb a large number of people annually
that are suitable for it, and that are
willing and capable of working on farms.
There is not room for so many perhaps
in the towns; our own mechanics
very often find it difficult to get employ-
ment, especially in winter; but in a large
country like this, if immigrants are capa-
ble of working they are pretty rapidly
absorbed. Now, with reference to the
other question that has been discussed,
we have here abundance of facts, but I
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do not desire to detain the House, and
if hon. members will look over the
Toronto papers, for the last eight
or ten days, they will find for
themselves that they are full of just
such statements as I am now making.
Here is a Mr Jackson who was inter-
viewed on Monday last who states that
for four years he has been receiving on
pay consigments of children from
England, trying to get rid of them.
He gets his money when they land in
Toronto and he tries to get rid of them.
Only a day or two ago a young felloW
was arrested in Toronto for maiming the
cattle of his master. He was interviewed
and asked about his early history. It
turns out that he comes from a reforma-
tory. He says the choice was given him
of five years in the penitentiary, or go
to Canada. While he was in the reform-
atory, he says a number of boys were
given the alternative to be expatriated to
Canada or remain in the reformatory. I
admit that their chances are infinitely
better in this country than in a crowded
country like England ,where they are
obliged to rub up against people of their
own vicious class. Here they are
elevated and improved. If we are to consi-
der it our mission to that extent to be so
philanthropic as to absorb all that class,
well and good, but terrible crimes are
committed by some of the boys sent out
from the eastern end of London. I have
in my mind now two or three instances
of the kind-most dreadful crimes com-
mitted by that class of people. I say
therefore that it is not desirable that we
should encourage to that extreme degree
a class of population that tends to poi-
son and corrupt our own.

The other branch of the subject to
which the hon. Senator has drawn atten-
tion-that of the exodus from Canada-
is a pretty large one, and one that I do
not propose to go into. My hon. friend
has furnished as authentic records in
support of his statements as could be
produced. They are voluntary state-
ments made by officials holding high
positions in this country and who have
no motive whatever for misrepresenting
the facts.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE -- The
statements are all from representatives of
the United States.

HoN. MR. SCOTT.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes they are,ý
but would any hon. gentleman pretend
to say there is no exodus from this.
country ? Will my hon. friend pretend
to say that if he travels through the
Eastern States he will not find village
after village of French Canadians ? Will
anyone say that in the Western States,
and particularly Dakota, there are not
whole parishes and townships where the
vast majority are Canadians-where the
Canadians have charge of municipal
arrangements? If he denies that he
cannot read the papers, or if he reads
them it must be with prejudiced eyes.
Will anyone tell me that there are not
large numbers of Canadians in California?
Every now and then 1 see it reported
that so many families are going to Cai-
fornia. At Los Angelos there is a very
considerable population from our adjoim-
ing County of Carleton. They have
gone there, tempted no 'doubt by a
gentleman who has a large property
in the vicinity-Mr. Casselman.
He sold his property here and went tO.
Los Angelos where he purchased a large
property. He had been in the habit 0f
employing a number of people about his
mills in the township of Cambridge here.
He found they were a better class of
people than he was able to employ in,
the United States, and he induced the'n
togo to California, promising them ready
work on their arrival. That is an illus.
tration of wnat is going on. The ques-
tion is asked what have the Government
to do with it ? Why do those people
leave the country?

HON. MR. POWER-The Govern-
ment are " flies on the wheel."

HON. MR. SCOTT-I say it is due
to the tariff that exists. That is rmy
idea-I may be right or wrong. I say
the tariff in this country is largely res-
ponsible for the exodus. I say that
Canada is a better and cheaper country'
to live in than the United States under
equal circumstances, and Canadians who-
leave here to go to the United States do
so with very great regret. They would
prefer remaining under the old flag, but
they go to the United States because
circumstances force them to go. It nay
be, and I hope it is so, that many of then
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come back. No doubt they are disap-
Pointed there. Many men go, probably,
who did not deserve to succeed here
because they had not the perseverence
or industry requisite, and lacking the
same qualities therethey would beglad to
Come back and regain their old homes
if they could. I am not going to argue
the subject because it does not come
properly into this discussion. The hon.
gentleman was forçed to say that he
thought the exodus was largely due to
the condition of things in Canada. He
did not abuse Canada. On the contrary,
he spoke, as every man ought to speak,
well of his country. He would not be
Worthy of being in the country if he
did not do so. What the hon. gentle-
rnan iritimated, as I understood him,
was that the exodus was due to the
fiscal policy which exists at the
present day, that it was due to
the laws which tend to make a few thou-
sand capitalists rich at the expense of
the many. What he objected to is that
the Government are robbing the Peters
of the country to pay the few Pauls there
are. That is the cause of the exodus.
The subject of the tariff is now under
discussion in the United States. The
People of that country are opening their
eyes to the folly and fallacy of the last
twenty-five years and are beginning to
discover that the farmer, and the artisan
and the laboring classes generally are
Paying tribute to the millionaires in the
United States. We in a small way have
been imitating their example in Canada.
We are creating a few millionaires here
by taxing our sugar, our cotton and every
necessary of life. We are content to do
that because, forsooth, it is in accordance
With the National Policy, which in my
judgment means that we shall all pay
tributes under a system that will tend to
enrich a comparatively few persons in
the community. I am one of those who
go in for a revenue tariff, for having
Canada for the Canadians in the largest
and broadest sense-that we ought not to
have hothouse industries here. If an
industry cannot live it is better not to
attempt it. There are plenty of indus-
tries that can live and flourish in Canada
better than anywhere else, and it is
those industries we ought to favor, not
the fictitious ones-not the hothouse

49

class that require artificial aid-not the
infant industries, that never get to man-
hood and never can stand alone. In
the United States when they adopted
that policy what did they say? They
said we are only going to aid those
industries until they can stand alone.
They have been supported for twenty
years and they cannot stand alone yet.
The people have to be taxed to support
them and we are going in for the same
condition of things in Canada. We are
going so fast that we will not continue it
so long as the people of the United
States have done. I think our people
are coming to their senses and discover-
ing that there is no home market for the
farmer to be created by any tariff that
may be framed. Our wealth, as I have
stated on other occasions, is due to the
natural products of the country-the
products of the farm, the forest
and the fisheries. The great exports
of this country which bring back
gold into the Dominion stand unaided
by the policy of the country-not only
unaided but weighted down with the
additional burdens imposed by the Na-
tional Policy. All we want in Canada
is to be let alone-let every man do as
he pleases-let people buy in the cheap-
est market and sell in the dearest and
in five years you will not be drawing
comparisons with the United States-
you will have an exodus from the United
States into Canada-you will make this
country a home for every man who de-
sires to obtain one on just and fair terms.
The subject is a very wide one and I did
not propose to be led into it, and I have
only dealt with it in defence of my hon.
friend who was incidently forced to give
explanations which have been unfairly
tortured. I am sure that the hon. gen-
tleman never meant to reflect on the
class of children that the two senators
from Hamilton have adverted to. That
hon. gentleman says he did not intend to
do so and his statement should be ac-
cepted without question.

HON. MR. CLEMOW-I think it is
exceedingly unfortundte that this discus-
sion should take place at this particular
time. We all know there is a consider-
able feeling in the Old Country now in
reference to emigration. We know that
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arrangements are being made and a large expended fabulous sums of money for
number of people are coming into this the purpose of inducing emigrants tO
country, induced from various circum- seule in their country. They have suc
stances to leave the old land, and I think ceedcd admirably, and instead of throw
it is extremely unfortunate that this dis- ing any difficulties in the way of those
cussion should take place, because it who wish ta induce people to settie In
may be that soine advantage will be Canada, we should do ail in aur POwe
taken of it, as was done some years ago ta help them. We have a vast territaq
when the different agents of the railways ta be settled, but what is the use of haV-
and steamship lines and land companies ing these fertile lands if we are continu
in the Old Country took advantage of a ally decrying the country and preveftIflé
celebrated speech, when circulars were peoplecaminghere? Thestatementsofthe
scattered through the country with the han, gentleman ftam New Westminster
portrait of a leading member of the Çan- may be cansidered sufficiently important
adian Parliament, and had great influence ta be cabled as the opinian af a Senator
in checking emigration to this country. af the Daminian and published in the
I have heard a great deal upon this oc- newspapers of Landan ta-morraw marri-
casion which seems to be perfectly un- ing and the agents of the railway, stean
suited to the present time. The last ship ad land campanies will not be
speaker has referred to the exodus from slaw ta take advantage af them and it
this country: I recollect a time when an may have an injuriaus effect and check
exodus did take place and no one in this immigration that we sa much desire. As
House knows it better than the hon. gen- I have said, there was an exadus in for
tleman himself. It was a time of great de- mer years, but that exadus has ceased-
pression in this country, when the people I da nat believe that peaple are leavif,
could not live here-when it was utterly this country ta any extent, and I believe
impossible. Had not the policy been they are coming back because they car
changed at that time, the exodus would flnd profitable emplayment here- TheY
have been far greater, but the very mo- cauld fot find employment before be-
ment the policy was reversed our people cause there was a depression throughot
began to return to the country. Are we the land. If yau allaw people ta returr
going to prevent them returning by such they will came, but they are
extraordinary speeches as we have heard Iikely ta came back when they
this evening ? I think it is detrimental hear those constant attempts
to the interests of this country that such same hon, gentlemen ta decry the
statements should emanate from the advantages which the country possesses-
Senate. You may depend upon it that I hope we will hear no more of thelf in
they will be taken advantage of. The the future, but that everyone will tIY t?
hon. gentleman who introduced the re- sa frame our laws and conduct the bUSI,
solution says it costs the Government ness of the country as to make it a at-
of this country an immense sum of tractive one for. people ta live in. V"e
money for immigration, whereas it costs aIl desire ta live as econamically as
the United States no money. Now, I sible, but what is the use of living n
say that immigration costs the American a cheap country when men cannat find
people, whether through the instrumen- emplayment or earn sufficient ta Obtaîn
tality of their Government or the steam- the necessaries of liCe, even though th0se
boat, the railway and the land compan- necessaries should be at a reduced figure
ies, a hundred dollars as compared with A working man can far better afford topaY
one spent by the Canadian Government. a reasonabie price for what he uses whef

he is employed than when he canflat ob-
HON. MR. McINNES-Not the Gov- tain fair remuneration or steady work

ernment of the United States. Every man wha desires ta find enplOY
nient can get it in this country 110W and

HON. M. CLEMOW-I do not care can abtain sufficient remuneratiof for
what you call it, but these gentlemen his services, provided he is Willing
obtain large areas of land and special and desiraus ta work. There n1,Y
privileges in msny ways and they had be isolated cases where People

HON. MR. CLEMOW
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are unable to obtain employment,
and when such cases occur there is a
great howl made about them in Toronto,
but the percentage of them is exceeding-
lY small. Pauper immigrants sometimes
arrive in this country, but they arrive in
rnuch greater numbers in New York.
Such incidents will occur, but they do
not occur very frequently in this country.
I regret, of course, that any should come
here, but when they do come I believe
a great many of them can be trained to
be useful members of society. There-
fore I think we ought to do all we can
to encourage immigration and if a few
undesirable individuals do come to the
country, we should not make such a cry
Out and assert that all the immigrants
who come to the Dominion are unfit
to make themselves useful. I only hope
that this debate may not have the effect
of checking immigration: if it
should have that effect we will all
regret that it has arisen this evening.

HON.MR.HAYTHORNE-Although
I do not see this question in precisely
the same light as the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster, yet I am pre-
Pared to tender him my thanks for
originating this debate, inasmuch as it
has had the effect of eliciting much
Valuable and interesting information,
from which I hope much benefit may
resuit. Perhaps I should not have taken
part in this debate had it not been, as is
well known, that I am connected with a
province which is supposed to lose a
large portion of its adult population by
ernigration to the United States and else-
where. The emigration of the youth of
Canada has been attributed by hon.
gentlemen, on this side of the House. to
the effect of the tariff. I daresay the
tariff has some effect on it, but I believe
that individual cases are governed by
individual causes, but the governing
cause, I believe, is the same in all cases

the same that led me to cross the
Atlantic when I was a young man-the
desire toimprove my circumstances,to see
something of the world in other spheres
than the continent of Europe, and
amongst the old walks of life. Such I
believe are some of the causes which in-
duce young men and young women to
leave their comfortable homes in the

older Provinces and seek their fortune
abroad. Having myself lived in one of
the old Provinces, surrounded by a num-
ber of well-to-do neighbors, I think I
may say that the same attractions which
induced me to leave my native country,
attracted many young men and women
in my immediate neighborhood to seek
their fortunes in the United States, in
New Zealand, Australia, Tasmaina, and
someinother parts of Canada; but it would
be a pretty hard thing to say that the
exodus of those young people was caused
by the tariff, because a great many of
them emigrated before the tariff of the
National Policy had any existence.
Nevertheless I believe that the circum-
stances of the people in the Province to
which I belong would be ameliorated by
the repeal of the National Policy and
the substitution of a revenue tariff.

HON. MR. McCALLUM--What have
we got more than a revenue tariff now ?
Do we collect more morey than we re-
quire for the public service in this
country ? What does the hon. gentle-
man mean by a revenue tariff ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I mean
a tariff intended to produce revenue, not
to protect industry. Is the hon. gentle-
man answered ? I think that the char-
acter of the emigration which may be
expected from the British Islands to this
country is not adequately understood by
some of the hon. gentlemen who have
addressed this House. They seem to
think that London is England. It is
true that London is believed to be the
largest city in the world, and its popula-
tion is increasing very rapidly; but I
think it would be unwise, if we have an
alternative, to draw our immigrants from
that city, rather than from the country.
Another thing that seems to be misun-
derstood is the condition of the laboring
classes, and the kind of places that union
workhouses are in these days. Perhaps
some elderly gentlemen like myself may
suppose that the union workhouse of to-
day closely resembles the workhouse of
fifty years ago, and that the inmates of it
are reproductions of Oliver Twist. That
is not so. The union workhouses of to-
day are managed for the most part on a
humane and enlightened plan. The old
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workhouses were calculated to produce
the kind of emigrants, whose introduc-
tion my hon. friend deprecates. I will
not enter upon the medical view of the
case. That is a question which properly
belongs to gentlemen of the medical
profession more especially, and to
the Department. If any blame
has been incurred in this matter, with
regard to the introduction of unfit immi-
grants, diseased persons, or people un-
able to earn their living and make them-
selves useful on landing, such, in fact, as
have been described by my hon. friend
from Ottawa, the blame, I think, would
properly attach to the department whose
duty it is to see that the service on which
such a large expenditure is incurred, is
properly conducted. My hon. friend
from Ottawa made one remark which
certainly attracted my attention, because
it seemed to me that we were going back
to the old days, when transportation to
the colonies was a legal process, and
which was abrogated because the col-
onies to which transpoitation used to
take place, absolutely refused to receive
the convicts. That was the case at the
Cape of Good Hope, and several of the
Australian colonies. They refused to
receive those convicts, and it appears
from a remark of the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa,that an emigrant being cross-ques-
tioned in Toronto the other day, declared
that he had the alternative placed before
him of emigration to Canada or five
years in the reformitory ? If that is a
fact it ought to be established on clearer
evidence than the statement of a news-
paper and of an emigrant in trouble.
This young person had got into trouble
by some means or other, and the state-
ment is made here in Parliament, upon
the sole authority of the lad. If it is
true, further action should be taken on
it by the Department in whose charge
emigration is, under our Government,
and I do hope that if there is any found-
ation for it, no time will be lost in prop-
erly investigating the matter, and more-
over that if no means are available under
the laws of Canada to prevent a recur-
rence of such an evil, that before Parlia-
ment separates the Government will take
steps to introduce and pass a law to put
a stop to the practice in the future. If I
had been living in any of the colonies

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

where transportation was permitted I
would have been as strongly opposed to it
as the people at the Cape of Good Hope
and of the Australian colonies were in
the days when they turned the convict
ships back again. I wish to say a few
words with regard to the improved con-
dition of the British people about whon
my hon. friend from New Westminster
seems to entertain a dread lest they
should prove to be ignorant, worthless,
ineligible immigrants. I have here an
extract from a speech of Sir Lyon Play-
fair, made in Edinburgh some years ago,
which I quoted on a former occasion in
this House, but which is so applicable
now, that I take the liberty of reading it
again. It has reference to the improved
condition of children in Edinburgh-
their improved condition in every re-
spect. Quoting from the Statistical
fournal, Sir Lyon said:-

" The decrease of mortality amongst chil-
dren of the school age between five and ten
years, of boys had decreased thirty per cent,
and of girls thirty-three pr cent; and be-
tween the ages of ten an fifteen years the
Mortality of boys had lessened to thirtY-
three and of girls to thirty-five per cent."

To what causes did he attribute these
important improvements ? He said these
children had been taken from their con-
fortless homes and off the streets and
alleys and placed in well warmed and
convenient school houses where they
received a good education and were
placed in a position to be useful not only
to themselves but to the public. Then
Sir Lyon Playfair, who is a good author-
ity on all these matters connected with
education, says:-

" They had intended to give them educa-
tion, and they'had enforced on these children
also habits of cleanliness and order, but
they had also improved their health and
longevity.

That I think is rather an important
point in connection with the prevailing
idea expressed by the hon. member from
New Westminister as to the danger at-
tending the introduction of British emi-
grants. I have some figures here which
I wish to bring before the House: they
bear still further on this question, only.in-
stead of being applicable to one portion
of Great Britain, they refer to the general
statistics of the three Kingdoms. I amn
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about to quote from the ContemPorary
Review of December 1885, in an article
written by Mr. Mulhall, an eminent
statistician, entitled, "ten years of
national growth." I will merely quote
those details which refer specially to the
welfare of the laboring classes. Take
first the decrease in pauperism ; in 1850,
Out of every thousand inhabitants forty-
eight were paupers ; in 186o the number
had diminished to thirty-four ; there was
a slight rise in the number in 1870, when
there were forty-one to the thousand.
In i88o they were twenty-nine per thou-
sand, and in 1885 twenty-seven per
thousand of the population.

HON. MR. POWER-There is no
National Policy there, either.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE - This
shows a steady diminution of the num-
ber of paupers in proportion to the
population. Then again, with regard to
the committals for crime, which is also
an important detail in connection with
this subject, (because if I show that the
general obedience to the law throughout
the whole country has been gradually
improving and a smaller proportion of
the inhabitants were committed for
crimes, then I think I may perhaps hope
to remove another scruple of my hon.
friend from New Westminster), the
writer says:-

" Between the years 1850 and 1859, the
number of committals were one hundred and
fifty one per one hundred thousand of inhabi
tants: between 186 Oand 1869 they were ninety
two per one hundred thousand between 1870
and 1879, they were sixty nine per one hun
dred thousand: between 1880 and 1885 they
were fifty nine per one bundred thousand
between 1850 and 1880 they reduction ha
been from one hundred and fifty one per on
hundred thousand to fifty per one hundrec
thousand."

I think that indicates most clearly tha
the general obedience to law is greate
now than it was then and that there i
far less reason to anticipate danger and
difficulty to Canada from the influence
of immigrants drawn from Great Britia
now, than there was thirty years ago, so fa
as their obedience to the law goes. Her
is another detail : I take now the numbe
of children at school. It has been quit
a common thing to hear hon. gentleme

in this House and elsewhere describe the
population of England as uneducated or
uncared for waifs, frequenting the streets
and living in a miserable condition ;
but here are the facts as regards
their education. I will take the
three kingdoms together in order to save
time. In 1885, there were 4,329,450
children at school. In 1875, there were
78 children per thousand inhabitants at
schooL In 1885, there were 120 chil-
dren per thousand inhabitants at school.
And further, I will say this, that under
the present education arrangements,
all children are sent to schooL If chil-
dren are seen idling about *he streets
without an occupation, or parents or
guardians to take care of them, they are
taken hold of by the police, sent to
school and educated. If their parents
can be found and are able to pay for
their education they are compelled to do
so : if they are unable to pay for the ed-
ucation of their children, then their edu-
cation is paid for by the school boards,
and so far from anything existing in the
shape of niggardliness on the part of the
British people in public education, I
have here a statementthat the expenditure
for schools in 1885, was £4,6oo,ooo ster-
ling, or 21 shillings per scholar, besides
those who paid for themselves. I think
that is a pretty good indication that the
people of the British Islands have been
imiproving in the matter of education for
the last fifteen years at ail events, and that
if there ever existed any ground for ap-
prehension, on that score at ail events,

r t does not exist now. Here is another
item which, I think, ought to interest
my hon. frierids ftom Ottawa (Mr. Scott)
and from Sarnia (Mr. Vidai). It has
reference to the sobriety of the commun-
ity. Not to trouble the House with the
consumption of the different kinds of-
what they are pleased to cail-intoxi-

t cants, I will give themn the consumption
r of their equivalents in alcohol. The
s consumption of alcohol per head in 1875

¶was 2.33 gallons. In i88î it was 1.92

s gallons. In 1885 it was 1.79 galions.
i Those are rather striking facts. They
r show that without a Canada Temperance
e Act or any stringent prohibition in
r the way of the sale of liquor, there has
e been a steady diminution of its con-
n sumption per head since 1875, showing
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that, at all events, whatever apprehen-
sions we might formerly have had in that
respect, we have less ground for them
now. As regards these half-starved
waifs and strays, for of course there
are some, it is a very deplorable thing,
but unfortunately if we have looked
to London for our chief supply
of immigrants we haveýgone to the most
ineligible source we could go to. But
here is the extent to which the comforts
of the British people have improved
within the last ten years. In 1875, the
quantity of meat consumed per head was
95 pounds ; in 1885, it was io6 pounds.
The consumption of sugar per head
was 63 pounds in 1875 and in 1885 it
was 74 pounds, greater I believe than
the consumption per head of any nation
in the world, greater than that of the
people of the United States where there
is so much general wealth. The con-
sumption of tea is measured per ounce.
In 1875, the consumption of tea per
head was 72 ounces ; in 1885 it was 8o
ounces. I have just one more detail to
show the improving state of the English
people; it is with reference to the
Savings Banks and mutual societies, and
let me say this, in England it is not as it
is in Canada. It is well known that the
Savings Banks of this country have been
largely made use of by other than the
laboring classes. People, perhaps wanting
confidence in some of the speculative
establishments of the day, have felt that
it was better to have a secure place
for depositing money than to be
held responsible for other people's
debts. But in Britain it is different:
the Savings Bank is there used for what
it was intended-it is made use of
mainly by the laboring classes and a
class perhaps a grade above them. In
1875, the deposits amouted to /67,ooo,-
ooo sterling, in 1885 to £94,o00,o0o
sterling. The Mutual societies besides
that had £"2o,ooo,ooo in 1875, and in
1885, they had £62,Ooo,0o0-£87,-
ooo,ooo in the former period and £156,-
000,ooo in the latter. It would be very
strange indeed to argue that the facts
which I have detailed here and which
are very reliable, coming from the pen
of one of the ablest statisticians of Eng-
land-that the British emigrant of to-day
is inferior in any respect to what he has

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

been. Who made Canada? of course
we had a certain amount of French popu-
lation which has not been reinforced by
immigration to any considerable extent:
on the contrary it has been rather de-
pleted, probably, but the British settle-
ments in Canada have been largely rein-
forced by immigrants, but no country can
pretend to say that their population, with
all the care that can be bestowed
upon them, have been blameless in that
respect. The records of the courts estab-
lish that and our own experience proves
it. It is right that importance should be
attached to the statements which have
been made here, because it seems clear
from the statistical returns that the prin-
cipal source of supply for immigration
now is England and not so much Scot-
land and Ireland. The English people,
for their number, afford more emigrants
to the United States and the various
colonies than Ireland and Scotland.
Therefore it is quite right and necessary
that we should acquaint ourselves
thoroughly with the character and
condition of the people from
whom we are likely to draw our
supplies of population. I think the
time bestowed upon the subject this
evening has not been altogether wasted.
It is a question which more properly be-
longs to the department of the govern-
ment which is charged with emigration
than it does to this House-it is all right
and proper that this House should notice
any deficiency in the duties of any of the
departments here, but at the same timle
I think the hon. gentleman would act
not unwisely if he should either amend
or withdraw his resolution, because the
different portions of it involve very differ-
ent issues. I am altogether with hirm in
the care it is necessary to take that we
do not import into this country diseased
children if we can possibly keep them
away, and I suppose we can ; but, at
the same time, if we are to deprive our-
selves of the great benefit which Canada
has derived from the immigration fron
Britain, L think we should injure, rather
than benefit ourselves, by such precau-
tions. The hon. gentleman's first reso-
lution alludes to emigrant homes-that
emigration from such sources should be
discouraged. Discouraged is not so
strong a term as is used in the next sec-
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tion, but I doubt very much whether the
term discouraged is applicable at all to
emigrants from homes of the kind. That,
I think we have had clear evidence this
evening, is a thing rather to be encour-
aged than discouraged. I quite concur
In what the hon. gentleman says as to
the reformatory schools, but I can easily
imagine that very hardy, sound healthy
emigrant children might be obtained from
Well-managed countrv union workhouses.
They are not like 'the workhouses of
the old days, but well managed estab-
lishments. If any feasible means could
be devised by which the Government
could repatriate-I am not quite sure
whiether that is the correct term or not
-the people who have left Canada, I
think it would be a very desirable thing,
but unfortunately the hon. gentleman in
his resolution has not indicated any
means by which this is to be accom-
plished. I should be rejoiced to see
such a measure carried into effect, be-
cause I know in former times it was
Made a subject of congratulation by the
People of the United States that each
European adult emigrant that arrived
in New York or. on their shores was
Worth to them from $I,ooo to $1,200.
Being quite certain that the youths and
Young women who have emigrated from
Canada, and particularly from my own
Province, are worth all that and
More too, it would be the greatest possi-
ble pleasure to me to see them convinced
that their own country is on the whole
better to live in than the United States
Or any other country.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-I may
differ from the hon. gentleman opposite,
but I desire to encourage immigration
into this country in every possible way,
believing it to be a policy in the best
interests of Canada, if the ex-
Penditure involved is not unreasonable.
I know there is an exodus from this
conntry to a certain extent, but it has
been going on for years, and what are we
going to do about it ? Are you going to
put an export duty on them ? We know
that they go, and we know that they come.
Hon. gentlemen opposite say it is the
National Policy-it is the tariff, and the
hon. gentleman who addressed the
House last, said all we wanted was a re-

venue tariff, though he did not explain
what a revenue tariff was. The late gov-
ernment had a revenue tariff, and they
could not collect enough under it to
meet the expenses of the country. We
want the tariff of this country so regu-
lated that it will encouarge the native
industries of our own people. What is
the condition of Canada to-day under
this government as compared with its
condition under the late government ?
We impressed upon the government of
my hon. friends opposite, from day to
day, that they should so regulate the
tariff as to encourage native industries,
but they declined to do so ; they were
wedded to the seventeen and a half per
cent tariff, levied indiscriminately. We
said if you do not encourage the indus-
tries of the country so. as to give our
workingmen employment, where is the
inducement for them to remain in the
country ! A change of Government took
place, the National Policy was adopted,
and we see the result to-day. My hon.
friend from New Westminster contends
that there is an exodus from this country
and undertakes to prove it by statistics
from the United States. We know that
those statistics were proved to be incor
rect long ago.

HON. MR. McINNES-They are not
from the United States, but from United
States consuls in Canada.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-I know
they are not correct. Iknowthatthey were
taken at Sarnia and Windsor and they
were taken principally by guess work and
that all passengers who cross the river at
Sarnia were classed as emigrants to the
United States.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I crossed
there six times myself last summer.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Then you
were set down as six emigrants. I do
not desire at this late hour to make any
extended remarks on the question. I
wish my hon. friend had brought up the
subject earlier in the session when it
could have been more thoroughly dis-
cussed without mconvenience to the
business of the House. When he begins
to laud up the United States, it is done
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to the same old tune, to run down the
country of his birth.

HoN. MR. POWER-Who ran the
country down ?

HON. MR. OGILVIE-The Grits.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-The peo-
ple who oppose the Government of the
day. While my hon. friends opposite
were governing the country, they
contended everything was lovely, when
the people of this country were starving
for want of work and for means to buy
bread. They did not run down the
country then, but the moment they were
forced into opposition they began to re-
present the United States as a land flow-
ing with milk and honey, and Canada as
a country unfit for a poor man to settle
in. Who is going to settle in this coun-
try if you tell the people of Europe that
the Canadians are leaving it ? I was very
much pleased to hear the hon. gentleman
from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Hay-
thorne) tell the hon. gentleman from New
Westminister that there is less pauperism,
in England than formerly, and that they
are much better emigrants for this country
than they were in the past. As for the
Scotch and the Irish, he held that they
were always fit for this country, but even
the English are getting better. My hon.
friend from British Columbia (I did not
hear his speech) must have raised some
strong objection to English emigrants,
when he brought out such a remark from
the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island. There is a great cry raised
about the immigrants who have landed
in Toronto recently. It is said they are all
paupers. I know there are some paupers,
and I know that you cannot land a num-
ber of immigrants in any city and dis-
tribute them all over the country in a
day. I can inform the hon. gentleman
that I have got two of those immigrants
myself to work for me, and I may say
that the principal trouble in the country
places is that we cannot get enough
hands to do our work. We want immi-
grants all the time and the gentlemen
who get up the cry of an exodus from
the country are doing a great injury to
the Dominion. I have always been in
favor of encouraging immigration and of

HoN. MR. McCALLUM.

expending a reasonable sum for that
purpose; we want people to settle in this
country. We want a hundred men
where we have only one now.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-And there is
room for thousands.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Yes, roomn
for millions this side of Lake Superior
to say nothing about Manitoba and the
North-West.

HON. MR. POWER-Why do they
not go there ? Your policy is to bring
them there ?

HON. MR. McCALLUM-Why do
they not go there-when we have you
and others like you running down the
country on every occasion. You never
speak in favor of this country-it is al-
ways in favor of the UnitedStates. I knoW
that twenty years ago men who used tO
work for me removed to the United
States and some of them have since
returned and I know if they had Te-
mained in the Dominion they would be
better off than they are to-day. They
were induced by United States emigra-
tion agents to remove there, and I knOw
that in mariy of the counties of Ontario
farmers were induced to go to the wes-
tern states and settle there and many Of
them have returned to Canada, while
others are too poor to come back. I have
received letters from some that
they will shortly be able to come back
to Ontario and make their homes under
the old flag, as they say they have been
deceived by the press of the country and
by the speeches of some hon. gentlemen
into believing that the United States was
a better country to settle in than it reallY
is. I hope that if this question is to
come up next Session it will be brought
before us at an earlier period, so that we
may be able to have that full and free
discussion that the subject deserves.

HON.'MR. OGILVIE-I was some-
what staggered at a great many state-
ments of the hon. gentleman from Brit-
ish Columbia while listening to his
speech, and I wondered if it were pOs-
sible that a sane inhabitant of Canada,
much less a Senator of the Dominion,
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could make such statements about this
country and the sufferings we endured
from not having unrestricted reciprocity
with the United States. Unrestricted
reciprocity is simply another term for
commercial union.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-No, no.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-The hon. gent-
lernan may say " no, no" as long as he
likes, but the best men in both countries
have acknowledged that it is.

HON. MR. POWER-No, no.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I say it is ac-
knowledged on both sides that the terms
are synonymous. I heard a great many
of the speeches made by the apostle of
commercial union, in Western Ontario,
and one in particular Irememberverywell
was delivered a few weeks ago, in which
he was particularly anxious to tell the
farmers the high price they would get for
their eggs, if unrestricted reciprocity
were adopted. I do not know whether
hon. members are aware of it or not, and
I do not know that it is widely known to
the public, but I can inform the House
that eggs were imported from Omaha
into Montreal and sold in our market
atless than Canadian eggs were selling for
at the time. That has happened within
ten weeks and Mr.Wiman's hen story cer-
tainly falls to the ground. As to the
statistics which my hon. friend got from
the American consuls, he denies that
they are American. If you get statistics
from employes of the United States
Government, I do not know very well
what you can call them but American
statistics.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-I
would inform the hon. gentleman that
nany of the agencies in Canada-in fact,
I may say al], with the exception of the
leading consular agencies, are filled by
Canadians-some of them good Tories
at that.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE-Th,.t makes
no difference in my argument. They
are employes of the Government of the
United States all the same, and I do not
think that anything my hon. friend can

say, will contradict it. These statistics
were compiled a few years ago, and they
were contradicted immediately afterwards,
and I know in my own case that I have
crossed six times at Sarnia in one sum-
mer, and that every time I was put down
as an emigrant going to the United States
and there was no proof afterwards that
I ever got credit for coming back to Can-
ada again. Then the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster lauded my hon.
friend from de Salaberry for the informa-
tionhehad given the House sometime ago
about the exodus of the French Cana-
dians. He referred to it as if all the
French Canadians who left the Province
for the United States, did so to remain
there. Every person who lives in the
Province of Quebec and reads the papers
is aware that hundreds of families leave
the Province of Quebec regularly every
spring, and go down to the Eastern
States, to work there three or four
months, and return to Canada in the
fall. They will not live in the United
States. Yet, according to statistics pre-
sented to us by the hon. gentleman from
British Columbia, all these persons have
left Canada and have become citizens of
the United States. The hon. gentleman
from Manitoba asked a few minutes ago
why did these people not go into Mani-
toba where we have so much land to settle
upon ? Manitoba is filling up very fast,
and I am in quite as good a position to
know the condition of affairs there as
the hon. gentleman ; and I can tell my
hon. friend that a large number of far-
mers have come in from Dakota and
Minnesota within the last year, and
settled in Manitoba. That I know for
a face, and I know it from the agents of
the firm of A. W. Ogilvie & Co., who
collect their information all through
Manitoba and the North-West. I there-
fore agree with the hon. gentleman from
Monck, that it is a pity that the gentle-
men who are opposed to the Govern-
ment should so consistently and persis-
tently decry the country. The difference
between the public men of Canada and
those in the United States is this-that
while the hottest politicians in the world
are to be found in the neighbouring
country, and each party is willing to
abuse the other, still, let anybody be-
gin to abuse the United States, and they
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join as one man against him. In this
country hon. gentlemen opposite abuse
not only the Government to which they
are opposed, but they abuse the country;
and if it is possible to upset the Govern-
ment by decrying their country, they do
not hesitate to do so.

HON. MR. POWER-Prove it!

HON. MR. OGILVIE - The best
proof I can give you is the speech made
by the ablest man of the Reform party.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-What did
he say ?

HON. MR. OGILVIE-He said that
the policy of the present Government
was ruining the country ; that the peo-
ple were leaving the country in thous-
ands, and went on in that style in a
manner that is calculated to seriously
injure the country. Let us abuse each
other if we like, but in all conscience let
us be patriotic enough to make the most
of our common country.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-As the re-
marks I made on a previous occasion
have been referred to, it is necessary I
should say how the statistics which I
submitted to the House were procured.
It is incorrect to suppose that those sta-
tistics were based on the annual exodus
of the population of Canada. They were
carefully prepared in the United States
by residents, and they are taken from
books and maps and reports published and
signed by very responsible persons, men of
high character, standing and ability.
They are chiefly founded on reports of
the missionaries and the records of the
different French parishes there. Some
hon. gentlemen did not hesitate to de-
clare that those statements were untrue.
I would not dare to oppose to their
denials an affirmation of the same cha-
racter, but I may say that I had occasion
to go into most of those districts ; I
have had close relations with those peo-
ple, and I do not hesitate to say that
the statistics which I presented to the
House are vouched for by responsible
persons, and men of high character. For
instance I mentioned the population of
Biddeford in Maine. The French popu-

HoN. MR. OGILVIE.

lation of the City of Biddeford I think
I said was 7,500. If you visit that city
you will see that they have erected public
institutions, such as churches, convents
and schools worth at least $2oo,ooo.
When you see those institutions and you
are told that they were built by the
working classes of the French people,
you may imagine that they are
a large portion of the population.
If you take the fact that one of them,
Mr. Daniel Cotem, has been for the last
five or six years the member elected by
the city to the legislature of the State of
Maine, it can be seen at once that the
voting power of the French Canadians
there is important. The other manufac-
turing towns of the New England States
also contain a population, a large pro-
portion of which are French Canadians,
and when we have reports made by peo-
ple on the spot, men of good standing,
as to the condition of those people, I do
not think there is much risk in accepting
them as true. It is on this authority
that I stated there were between seven
hundred thousand and eight hundred
thousand French Canadians residing in
the United States.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I must concur
in what has been said by an hon. gent-
leman as to the disadvantages of having
so important a question as my hon.
friend from New Westminster has placed
before the House, brought up at this
stage of the session. I think that even
to exhaust it as far as I can do, which is
probably not very far, it would occupY
more time than I hope we shall be ob-
liged to sit this evening, and therefore it
is not my intention to take the hon.
gentleman's statements and discuss
them as they ought to be
discussed, or criticise them as I
think they deserve to be criticized. Sub-
stantially his motion does not cover a
very wide field, and it is to his motion I
shall principally address myself, and in
that way I hope to shorten what I would
otherwise desire to say on other subjects
which I do not think strictly corne Up
under the terms of that motion. My
hon. friend gave notice of a motion which
appeared to be chiefly on the subject of
immigration. The first paragraph of it
had reference to pauper children :-
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."That in the opinion of this House, the
imiportation of pauper obildren and adults
from emigration homes and poor law unions
should be discouraged."

This looks on the face of it to be a
motion entirely dealing with immigration,
but my hon. friend has made it extend
very much further. Now, with respect to
this immigration, I think the hon. gentle-
man from British Columbia is indebted to
my hon. friend from Ottawa for having
endeavored to get him out of the position
in which he has placed himself with
regard to these children. But it is
Perfectly useless, in the face of what this
House has heard, to say that he did not
stigmatize, in the strongest language he
was capable of, and I think hon. gentle-
Imen will admit that it was pretty strong,
the system of bringing to this country
poor children, and establishing them
here by means of those homes. It is
useless to pretend that the hon. gentle-
man meant anything else, because there
is no other importation of children into
this country but those. Of course I do
not deny that there might be children,
two or twenty, for that matter, otherwise
brought to Canada,but there is no system-
atic immigration of children into this
country except by means of these homes ;
and the whole of his description of the
children that come here, and of their
Parents, and of their education and train-
ing, applied precisely to the children
brought out by these emigration homes.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-No,
it was the second part of my motion I
had reference to-the importation of in-
mates of work houses and reformatory
schools, the criminal class.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-What the hon.
gentleman said applied directly to all
pauper children-to the introduction of
Poor children into this country, and giv-
ing thern an opportunity of bettering
their condition and developing them-
selves into something better than awaits
them in the streets of the great English
towns. In some portions of his address,
I was absolutely shocked by the senti-
ments expressed by the hon. gentleman
before this House, and I was equally
astonished by his blindness to the kind
of principle which he was advocating.

He read to us, not once, but twice, a
statement from some paper or book
showing that the workhouse authorities
were sending children to this country
who would have no chance of ar-
riving at an honest maturity or ob-
taining an honest livelihood in the
old country, and he read this twice
over to impress on this House the
monstrous character of such a policy as
that-that it was the most horrible thing
in the world to send these poor children
to a country like this, where they might
hope at some time or other to make a
career for themselves, and enjoy those
privileges and advantages which they
could not obtain in England. The ex-
act expression which the hon. gentleman
twice read to us was, that children were
to be sent out here who had "no chance
of growing up in honesty or virtue in
England," and he impressed upon us the
abominable character of a proposition to
allow into this country these poor child-
ren, in order that they might have a
chance of growing up in honesty and
virtue here, which they had not in Eng-
land. I was shocked at the hon. gentle-
man for uttering such a sentiment, and I
am sure he did not appreciate it himself,
for I cannot believe him to have a
heart so black as to refuse to a
poor helpless child the chance of
growing up in honesty and virtue,
which is denied to it in its
own country. Now, what are the
facts about these children ? We have
heard a great deal about the importation
of the children of paupers, and one would
have supposed, listening to my hon.
friend-and he was careful to give us no
figures-that the whole country was
being filled up by those paupers. I will
give to my hon. friend and the House
the actual facts with regard to these
children-not taken from the PaIl Malt
Gazette, a paper which I am surprised at
my hon. friend quoting on a question of
this description ; but, from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, whose business it is
to look after such matters, which I arn
convinced is actually doing so, and
which has turnished me with official
statements, which I am confident are
correct.

HON. NIR. POWER-Will the hon.
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gentleman allow me to express the hope
that the statistics which the Department
has furnished him are more correct than
the statistics which it gave us with respect
to the population of Manitoba a short
time ago.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Probably my
hon. friend might better wait until he
sees whether those statistics are
correct or not. I do not think the
hon. gentleman shows a desire to give
a calm appreciation of this question,
when he rises to interrupt a statistical
statement, with a remark of that kind. I
do not think the Department of Agricul-
ture merits it, but if it does, I hope it
will be exposed, as thoroughly as the hon.
gentleman can do it at the proper time.
I have in my hand a detailed statement
of the children brought out by those
homes the places whence they came,
and what was done with them. There
were during the pabt year 2298 children
brought out to this country. They were
brought here by twenty-five persons and
societies, of whom eight have good
homes in this country. These eight
homes brought of this number 1401.

897 came fron the other 17 persons and
societies. These persons and societies
are of all ranks, of all classes, and of all
churches. I see amongst others, there
are nobles, benevolent ladies, emigration
societies formed in London and Liver-
pool, and religious bodies. It is obvious
there are a great many benevo-
lent people, associations and
societies busying themselves in
collecting these unfortunate children,
giving them a training for a time, and
then sending them out to these homes
in order to be employed. All of those
immigrants were young children, and
those, principally female children, who
are brought out by the Catholic associa-
tions, have been of great value, and have
been distributed amongst the farmers,
and other people who desire servants,
by the various Catholic institutions in
the country. Some of these institutions
also sent out adults, many of them ser-
vants girls. Now with reference to these
2291 emigrants-I do not know that the
people Dr. Ferguson spoke of, in terms
which my hon. friend read just now,
were among the children brought out to

HON. MR. POWER.

those homes-I have not seen Dr. Fer-
guson's evidence, and I do not know
where my hon. friend got it, but perhaps
had he continued the examination of
Dr. Ferguson he would have found, as
I am told, that he admitted that he had
examined only five or six of those chil-
dren. I do know that that is cor-
rect or not, as I have .not seen
the evidence. I am told that the evi-
dence collected by that same committee
contains the strongest possible statement
with regard to the advantage of those
institutions-the advantage to the coun-
try of getting those children, and with
respect to their good behaviour. I do
not think it is quite candid of my hon.
friend to take from this mass of evidence
these sentences which he quoted from
Dr. Ferguson and read them alone. le
did not say it indicated the character of
the evidence taken before the Committee,
but by reading that only he implied as
much.

HON. MR McINNES - Dr. Mac-
donald and Dr. Wilson gave the saie
evidence.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do not
know whether doctors are particularlY
prejudiced against emigrants or not, or
whether they are particularly anxious tO
find out diseases and their introductiofn
to this country.

HON. MR. McINNES-They were
members of the committee.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I say this, that
if the hon. gentleman undertook to in-
struct this House, by the evidence taken
before that committee, he was bound to
give the House the whole of the evi-
dence, and I am told there was infinitely
more in favor of the importation of these
children than against it. Dr. Ferguson
admitted himself that he had seen but a
very small number of those children, and
could only speak of course of the dis-
eases of body and mind of those whorn
he had seen. But we have testimonY
here to night as to those children. The
hon. gentleman from Belleville and the
hon. gentleman from Hamilton have
both spoken with regard to these chil-
dren, and what is being done by those
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homes. They probably know quite as
much as the three doctors whorn my
hon. friend quotes as witnesses be-
fore that committee, and they have told
how beneficial these importations are.
In the return I have before me, I find
the confirmation of what these hon. gen-
tlemen said, that the proportion of child-
ern that go astray is extrenely small.
From 5 to 7 per cent is stated to be the
average number of them that go wrong
in any way. The number of those who
have turned out total failures, and get
into the police court is very small indeed,
-not more than half-a-dozen cases a
Year out of the many thousands who
have come to the country.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman says there, only 2,ooo have come
to the country.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-2,29 8 last year,
but they have been coming for many
Years. The statement made by the de-
Partment to me, based upon what they
Say is a reliable inspection and re-
Port, shows that out of the many thou-
sands that have come during past years,
not more than half-a-dozen in the year
find their way into the police court.
That is an insignificant proportion
and perhaps not a greater proportion
than is to be found amongst a similar
number of our own children in towns
and cities, taken from the same rank.
Now as to the reformatories, the total
number brought to this country from
the reformatories during the past year
is twelve, and I am told they were equal-
lY free from objection. That was from
the Teesewater Reformatory, Bristol, and
it appears to me people are not liable to
Suffer much contamination from these
twelve. I think we are greatly indebted to
the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island for the very sensible and
calm description he has given us of the
condition of the people referred to in
the motion of the hon. gentleman from
New Westminster, and judging from the
information thus given, and from the
information I have got from my hon.
friend opposite who knew all about these
children, I am satisfied, whether they
corne from reformatories or industrial
schoofs ; or from charitable schools, in

which benevolent people are plac-
ing them in the hope of improving
their position in life, that their coming
to this country is beneficial to the Dom-
inion ; that they are a useful class of
immigrants, and as has been stated by
several hon. gentlemen, the number of
them is not equal to the demand, in any
part of the country in which those homes
are located.

HON. MR. McINNES-To what date
does that statement refer ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I could not
tell the hon. gentleman the exact date
but this is the return for the past
year.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The Immigra-
tion Department bring their returns down
to 31st December.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If my hon.
friend would like to investigate the ac-
curacy of the return, I shall have great
pleasure in handing it to him. If he
desires to check this statement I will
give him the paper.

HON. MR. McINNES-No, I am
not that skeptical.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-So much for
the first paragraph of my hon. friend's
motion. The second paragraph refers
to the importation of inmates of work-
houses and reformatory schools-that it
should be absolutely prohibited. I have
already referred to the second class men-
tioned in this paragraph of the motion ;
and I do not intend to say anything more
on that subject. My hon. friend from
Prince Edward Island has thrown a
great deal of light on the matter of work-
houses. In point of fact, the Govern-
ment have authority to prevent the im-
portation into this country of immigrants
of the classes which my hon. friend
would prohibit ; not that every inmate
of a workhouse should be prohibited,
because there are some of that class of
people likely to make valuable servants
and settlers. But the only importation
of immigrants from workhouses, is one
which took place three or four years ago,
which found its way to Toronto, and gave
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a great deal of trouble and inconvenience
there. As J learn from the report
to me on that subject, steps were imme-
diately taken to prevent such an occur-
rence again ; correspondence took place
between this country and the High Com-
missioner on that subject ; remonstrances
were sent from the authorities in London
and from here, and the sanie thing has
not since occurred. There has been no
importation from workhouses since the
importation of three or four years ago,
which found its way to Torônto. There
has been a great deal of discussion about
the immigration of which the hon. gent-
leman from Ottawa has complained, and
there has been a great deal of reproba-
tion of it in the papers. Anything which
the papers lay hold of, does not lose in
the description of it, if they are disposed
to find fault with it. In point of
fact, these people were not all paupers,
and not all unfit for employment in cer-
tain industiies. They were people who
came out at the fag end of the system
of assisted emigration. They crowded
into this country in the winter, knowing
that the assistance to be given to immi-
grants was about to cease, and in order
to get over while they could be helped,
they started early. Four or five thou-
sand people came out during the last
winter by this means before that assis-
tance ceased. A few of them found
their way to Toronto, and a great deal
more fuss was made over them and a
great deal more said about them, than
the facts deserved. Jn point of fact,
instead of these people being still there,
they are gone. The greater part were at
once distributed, and are employed and
absorbed throughout the country. The
difficulty connected with the few others
that were left in the Toronto shed, was
settled at the end of last week by the On-
tario Government grantingthem transport
to points in Ontariowhere they could find
work. Mr. Donaldson, the immigration
agent at Toronto, reports that the newspa-
per articles about them are gross exaggera-
tions made for sensational effect. That
kind of immigration will not occur again.
The hon. gentleman from New West-
minster is quite right in believing that
that kind of immigration is not beneficial
to the country. It is not contended that
it is. There has been for some time on

the statute book a provisition enabling
the Government,if it shall become neces-
sary so to do, to take steps to absolutely
prevent such immigration, but the evil
has never reached any stage, or any
point, to render such a step necessarY,
and it is obvious that until it is rendered
necessary it should not be done. With
all our vacant acres, we ought not tO
publish to the world that there are classes
of immigrants that we would not receive.
In fact it is to our interest to receive any
man, poor or rich, who is willing
to work in this country, and in doing
that he will fird he has not made any
mistake in coming here. With respect
to this exodus of which we have heard
so much, there has been.a great deal of
discussion in the papers. I do not think
there is a paper on one side of politics
in the Dominion that has not insisted
that our population is leaving us; and
there has not been a paper on the other
side that has not endeavored to refute
those statements. I doubt if there are
any entirely reliable figures, either on
one side or the other. I fancy in a new
country like this, people are frequentlY
changing their habitations and moving
their domiciles from one side to the
other. Some of them come back, soie
stay on the other side, and it is charac-
teristic of this country that people do
not seule down in one place, and re-
main there, as they do in older
countries of Europe. Some have
gone west. Some have gone to the
United States, some have come from
the United States here, and sorie
have gone from the United States into
our North West country. But as to the
figures quoted by the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster, he must have
made up his mind before hand, what
kind of statement he would like to make
to the House regarding the exodus.
It could not be that the hon. gentleman
desired to find out what the real amount
of the exodus was, and how many people
had finally left the country; because of
course the hon. gentleman did not Sup-
pose that no man had ever crossed the
line without intending to settle on the
other side. But if one wishes to knoW
whether the aspersion on this country
which is implied in the hon. gentleman's
statement is well founded-because it is

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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an aspersion on this country to say that
the people are leaving it-whatever as-
persion he desired to convey, involved
in the movement of the population,
Would depend of course on the evidence
as to the balance of departure and arri-
val; and the question would be, how
nany more people have gone away from
the country, than have come back to it.
If zoo had gone away and oo had come
back, that statement would not create
any opinion adverse to the country. But
if the hon. gentleman had known that
Ioo had gone away, and 1oo had corne
back again ; and had only stated that ' oo
had gone away, that would have been
an unfounded aspersion on the country.
Now I think my hon. friend must have
desired to cast an aspersion on the coun-
try, from the method he adopted in get-
tmg his information about the exodus.
What did he do? He wrote to employes
of the United States government, he
says, in some one hundred and twelve
places, and told them he was going to
nake a speech in favor of Unrestricted
Reciprocity or Commercial Union-I do
not know which, and the hon. gentleman
himself is not clear about that-and for
the purpose of that speech he wanted to
find out how niany people had gone out
of Canada. Did the hon. gentleman de-
sire to know how many people had corne
back to Canada ? Did he desire to know
where the balance of immigration and
emigration was when he wrote that ? I
an justified in saying that the hon. gent-
leman wished to get the means of mak-
ing an aspersion on his own country, by
the method he adopted to get at the
exodus.

HON. MR. McINNES-No.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen
tleman says no, but the facts are stronger
a good deal. When the hon. gentleman
asked how many leit the country, he did
not ask how many came back, and no
other conclusion can be corne to than
that he only wanted to know how many
went away and did not want to know
how many.came back.

HON. MR. McINNES-Where could
I get the information ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do not know.
If he had wanted it, he would have
found out. I do not believe that this
country is unfit for people who wish to
prosper in it. I do not think people are
deserting Canada because it is not a fit
country to live in. I do not want to go
to American statistics to find out how
many of our people want to leave this
country. If I wished to ascertain actual
facts, I would make up my mind how to
get at both sides of the question ; and I
would not tell an American agent that I
wished to throw my country into unre-
stricted reciprocity, or commercial union,
or annexation, and then ask him for an-
swers in support of what I wanted to do.

HON. MR. McINNES-The hon.
gentleman speaks of annexation. He
signed the annexation manifesto in 1849.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I quite under-
stand the weapons which the hon. gentle-
man uses when he wishes to carry a
point, and that he is ready to support his
course, not by argument, but hy asper-
sions upon his country or upon his
colleagues in the House, as the case may
be. These are the methods he adopts
to gain his point. I do not care a straw
about what the hon. gentleman may say
of what took place in 1849. That is too
old a tale for this period of the life of
our country. But if I desired to asperse
my country,by proclaimingto the world in
general, and having it trumpeted all over
the United States and the British Islands,
that this was not a fit country to corne to
-that the people were all leaving it ; I
would just do what my hon. friend has
done-go to American agents and tell
them I was going to exalt their country
over my own, and ask· them to furnish
me a statement of the number of people
that left my country to go to theirs, but
to be careful not to state the number of
people who came from the United States
to our country. The hon. gentleman
did not use that language at the end of
his letter, that is the substance of the
method adopted to find out what the
exodus was. On that subject I do not
desire to say one word more, except a
cursory reply to the argument of my
hon. friend from Ottawa, who gave his
view of the reasons for this exodus. The
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hon. gentleman says that the exodus,
which he assumes to be a fact, is caused
by the tariff : he says that people do not
want to live in a country where capital-
ists are making themselves wealthy by
the money they extract from the poor-
by taxing all the rest. That is I think
a fair description of what my hon. friend
said.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I said robbing
all the Peters to pay one Paul.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-These are
amongst my hon. friend's reasons-that
they did not wish to live in a country
where a few capitalists were getting rlch
at the expense of the people. But where
do they go to ?

HoN. MR. McMILLAN-To a
country with a higher tariff.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Did they go to
a country where the tariff was lower ?
No, they went to a country where the
tariff was twice as high as ours. Did they
go to a country where capitalists are not
getting rich ? No, they went to a country
where capitalists count their millions
where we count our hundreds.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-And with
that they live better.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Of course they
live better. It has been said by some
capitalist that a man is as well off with a
million dollars as if he was rich. Well,
I have no doubt if my hon. friend had
some of the hundreds of millions that
these manufacturers and capitalists
possess he would live better than he
does with the excellent competency he
possesses. What I want to call attention
to is the extraordinary character of the
reasons advanced by my hon. friend
from Ottawa-that they left this country
because the tariff is high and went
to one where the tariff is twice asgreat
-that they left this country because they
would not live where capitalists were ex-
tracting money from the people by pro-
tective legislation, and they went to a
country where capitalists count their
millions where we count our hundreds.
Those reasons do not seem to me to be

good reasons. There must be some other
reason for the exodus. And there is
another mysterious thing about my hon.
friend's reasons. The exodus is not con-
fined to the time between 1879 and
1888. My hon friend from deSalaberry,
who knows all about the exodus of
French Canadians, will tell us that it has
been going on for many years, and that
it was as great, or greater, before 1879 as
it has been since. There is nothing
more to be regretted than the fact that
we are losing part of our French Cai-
adian population in the United States.
I have always concurred in the feelings
of our French Canadian friends as tO
the loss of that population. What was
the cause of that loss ? The fact that
they had no work in the Province
of Quebec, because up to 1879
the manufacturers of this country were
crushed out by the Americans, who had
larger capital, and better means of manu-
facturing ; and with those advantages
they slaughtered their surplus stock here,
instead of slaughtering it in their own
country, thus breaking down our prices.
If a manufacturer in the United States
had more stock than he could sell among
his own customers, instead of forcing it
off in his own country, he sent it tO
Canada and sold it for what he could
get. What could manufacturers with
small capital do against competition like
that ? The consequence was that there
was no employment in Canada; and it
is only after a certain lapse of time, that
manufactures are increasing, so as tO
give employment to our own people.
Every day we read of new manufacturing
establishments and new industries being
opened up in Canada, which will furnish
employment to our population and ere
long we shall see the exodus of the
French Canadians altogether stopped, as
I believe it is of late diminishing. It is
by giving them work to do at home that
we are to keep them in Canada, not by
destroying our manufactures, and saying
that we are nufit to be anything but hewers
of wood and drawers of water, to grow
pease and barley, and oats, for our friends
south of the line. That is the policy which
drove them out of the country. The policy
which is now prevailing in Canada is
what I hope will bring them back. I
have said more than I intended to say,

HON. MR. ABBOTT.
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but with reference to the motion which
is the real subject of this discussion, I
must say that I hope the House will not
pass it. In the first place, I dissent alto-
gether from the first paragraph of this mo-
tion, and from the second also in so far
as it refers to reformatory schools ; and
I hope this House will abstain from pro-
nouncing an opinion in favor of this
motion and against the endeavor which
is being made to give a career to these
unfortunate children, who they say can
find no career at home. As respects
the provisions for the exclusion of pau-
pers and workhouse people, that is pro-
vided for already in the statute. If ever
that evil should assume a magnitude
that would render it necessary to inter-
fere, it can be done at once by an Order
in Council, and undoubtedly would be
done. The attention of the Govern-
ment has been called to it, and they took
steps where it did occur some time ago,
to put a stop to it, and they have suc-
cessfully prevented it. For these rea-
sons I hope the House will reject the
motion.

HON. MR. POWER-I did not pro-
pose to say anything on this question ;
and I should not now say anything had
it not been for the excessive and unusual
warmth of the hon. gentleman who has
just sat down, and, I am obliged to add,
the exceeding unfairness with which he
has dealt with the hon. gentleman who
moved this resolution.

HON. GENTLEMEN-No, no.

HON. MR. POWER-Is it not a
recognized principle in Parliamentary
practice that the word of a member is
taken as a guarantee for the truth of
what he says ? The hon. gentleman from
New Westminster did not lay any stress
on the children of those homes men-
tioned in the first paragraph of the reso-
lution. His language, as I understand it,
Was just as applicable to children from
the reformatories.

HON. MR. McINNES-It was in-
tended exclusively for the reformatories.

HON. MR. POWER-When the hon.
gentleman from New Westminster was

50

asked what he meant, he said that he
referred to the children from the reform-
atories and not to the children from the
homes, and nearly all the arguments we
have heard this evening, from the gentle-
men who have taken a different view
from the mover of this resolution, have
been directed against a man of straw,
that they have set up and proceeded to
knock down again.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I would like to
point out to my hon. friend that the
words "Emigration Homes" are in the
first paragraph of the resolution and the
words "Reformatory Schools" in the
second, and it was of those I spoke.

HoN. MR. POWER-The speeches
are just such as would have been made
if the resolution and the speech of the
hon. member from New Westminster had
been directed against those homes and
nothing else.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-So it was.

HON. MR. POWER-We
to take the statement of
either of this House or of
House, as to his intention.

are bound
a member
the other

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Against our
ears. Our ears are better evidence of
those statements.

HON. MR. POWER-It just depends
upon the dimensions of the ears. I
think the motion of the hon. gentleman
is a perfectly natural one. When we
come to look at it, we shall see that his
interpretation of his resolution is the
more natural and correct. For twenty
years, according to the evidence of hon.
gentlemen, these homes have been pour-
ing children into Canada in considerable
numbers. During all those years we did
not find the papers of Toronto and
Montreal raising an outcry against this
immigration. The hon. gentleman from
New Westminster has been for much of
this time in Parliament, and up to now
he has never said a word on this subject.
But of late the character of this immi-
gration has altered. I find the news-
papers of Toronto protesting against it.
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HON MR. McINNES-And the City
Council of Toronto also.

HON. MR. POWER-I find them
condemning this immigration which is
now coming in. My hon. friend from
Inkerman, (Mr Abbott,) disposed of the
statements of the Toronto newspapers by
saying that no doubt the newspapers
exaggerated the matter and are not relia-
ble. But does the hon. gentleman mean
to say that papers of the standing of the
Toronto Mail would deliberately falsify
facts which are under the eyes of their
readers every day ?

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I can say that
they have often done that before.

HON. MR POWER-My hon. friend
from Alma is always ready to say what
suits the party with which he is con-
nected. It is contrary to reason to sup-
pose that a newspaper of any respecta-
bility-and I take it that the Toronto Mail
is a fairly respectable newspaper-would
undertake to falsify things which are tak-
ing place under the eyes of its readers.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Say exagger-
ate.

HON. MR. POWER - They might
exaggerate in a slight degree..

HON. MR. ABBOTT-That is what I
said-I did not say falsify.

HON. MR. POWER-If these state-
ments, coming from the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster, are so dreadful
why should they not be horrible when
they come from the news-papers of To-
ronto and other places ? He cannot be
so very far astray when he finds respect-
able newspapers to endorse his state-
ments. With respect to this first para-
graph of my hon. friend's resolution, I
should not feel disposed to vote for it
myself on account of the words " Emi-
grant Homes ;" but hon. gentlemen have
left out of sight the fact that the first
paragraph includes " Poor Law Unions."
Does the leader of this House undertake
to say that the paupers sent out from
Poor Law Unions are a desirable class of
emigrants to bring into this country ?

HON. MR. POWER.

HON. MR. DICKEY-He says that
is not necessary.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I say they do
not come out except through these agen-
cies.

HoN. MR. POWER-There has been
a great outcry made against my hon.
friend's resolution and yet we-find no
hon. gentleman say that it is a desirable
thing that we should have large numbers
of emigrants coming from poor law
unions. My hon. friend did not make
his statements without authority. The
hon. leader of the House has told us
that he was surprised that the hon. gen-
tleman should quote the Pall Mali Ga-
zette. Is not the Pal? Mal Gazette re-
liable when it simply states what has
taken place at a meeting of poor law
guardians ?

HON. ML McINNES-The Canad-
ian Gazette published the same thing.

HON. MR. POWER-The Pall Mall
Gazette simply reported what took place
at a meeting of poor law guardians
of St. Pancras. They proposed tO
seen out their paupers to Canada.
That is not desirable. The same thing
appeared in the Canadian Gazette, which
is recognized as an organ of the Canadian
Government. The hon. gentleman from
Inkerman seemed to think that some-
thing to be proud of, we are not to get
children who have any chance of growing
up in honesty and virtue-we are to get
the children who begin in vice and
ignorance, and not to get any of those
who begin better. This country is run
very largely, I regret to say, by the
Government on philanthropic principles ;
but I do not think that the hon. gentle-
man, in his cooler moments, would
be prepared to stand by that
statement. We have a country
south of us which is not conducted 50
much on philanthropic principles. There
they have 65,ooo,ooo of people and there
is room still for a good many more ; and
although the pauper emigrants who ar-
rive at New York from England and
other places are a mere drop in the
bucket-the proportion that they bear tO
the whole immigration is much less thian
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the proportion which it would bear here
in Canada,-the authorities in New
York would not allow those paupers to
land. They send them back to the
countries from which they came; and I
must say I think they are right. What
is the fact ? After the hon. gentleman
had delivered these philanthropic senti-
ments, when he came down to solid facts
he told us that the Government were
doing the very thing that he had con-
demned.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-1 am sure
that my hon. friend does not desire to
misrepresent me. He is now referring
to statements that I made on two entirely
different subjects. On the first subject
I repudiated the idea that we should
refuse to receive children here, because
they could not have a chance of leading
a virtuous and honest life in England. I
repudiated that idea as an abominable
one. With regard to the other point
which my hon. friend refers to,I referred,
in speaking as my hon. friend says I did,
to adult pauper immigration from work-
bouses of people 'presumably unfit to
work-two different classes altogether.

HoN. MR. POWER-I am not in
the habit of reporting my hon. friend's
speeches verbatim, but the hon. gentle-
man, if I am not mistaken, dealt with the
case of certain workhouse children who
had been sent to Toronto.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Not work-
house children. It was this importation
of adults who came under the assisted
system-families.

HON. MR. POWER-First the hon.
gentleman spoke of workhouse children
that had been found unsatisfactory and
stopped.

HON. MR. ABBOTT - Not work-
house children. The first case-the case
of importations from workhouses in Ire-
land-consisted of poor families who
were absolutely unable to earn a living,
and not only unable but unwilling.

HON. MR. POWER - I must have
mnisapprehended the hon. gentleman's
statement. This first resolution refeis

io children and adults. I think children
sent to reformatories for having commit-
ted crime are not the sort of children we
ought to bring here. The hon. gentle-
man undertook to find a great deal of
fault with the way in which the Sena-
tor from New Westminster went about
getting his information. I do not see
that there was any other way to
get it. The hon. gentleman, I pre-
sume-I have not had any consultation
with him with respect to the matter
-wanted to get information as to the
number-not of young men and young
women, not the kind of people that
might go to-day and come back in a
little while-not gentlemen at large like
the hon. gentleman from Alma Division
who could cross the river six times in the
course of a season-but the number of
heads of families who went over with
their families and settlers' effects-who
went over as permanent emigrants.

HON. MR. McINNES-And made a
declaration to that effect.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE-And state-
ments obtained from United States em-
ployes.

HoN. MR. POWER-I presume that
the hon. gentleman from the Alma Divi-
sion bas occasionally business transac-
tions with business men in the United
States, and I presume he finds those
business men as reliable as a rule as
business men in our country. I do not
believe in this practice of throwing out
insinuations as to the character of United
States employes.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-They have
been proved all wrong before.

HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
says that they have been proved all
wrong before. That is a question. I
remember when in 1878 the hon. gentle-
men opposite were "<decrying this
country " as they call it, and stating there
was an exodus due to the bad govern-
ment of the party with which I am
connected-as we say it is now due to
theirs-at that time it was a patriotic
thing to call attention to the way the
country was suffering from the mis-
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government of the " wretched Liberals,"
who they said were " flies on the wheel,"
and could not stop the exodus. Now
these gentlemen rise in the House and
ask " How can we stop it ?"

HON. MR. READ-The reason why
we'complained was that Parliament was
assailed for work or bread.

HON. MR. FOWER-The less the
hon. gentleman says about the demon-
stration on Parliament Hill the better
perhaps. Hon. gentlemen on the other
side know how to work the political
machine better than our people do. I
have no doubt at all that my hon. friend
from Rideau (Mr. Clemow) could tell a
good deal about that Parliament Hill
delegation if he would only do so. The
same people are employed now and their
wages are charged perhaps to Govern-
ment House or to some work on Lake
Huron. That is the way they do with
those people now.

HON. MR. READ - They are not
building Fort Frances locks.

HON MR. POWER-The aspersions
on the country just amount to this-in
1877-8 I was here and I heard them-
we had these same denunciations of the
governiment, because there was an ex-
odus ; and when the government said
they could not stop the exodus and bring
about prosperity, they were told they
were " flies-on-the-wheel." Now the
gentlemen who came after us admit that
they also are " flies-on-the-wheel." They
cannot bring the people back, and can-
not cause prosperity. The deficits are as
large as they were then. The hon. mem-
ber from Inkerman wished to know why
my hon. friend did not ask for infor-
mation as to how many came back.
That would have been an idle task. In
the first place, the United States con-
suls would not know how many came
back ; and in the next place the per-
centage of people who go to the United
States and return-heads of families
taking their furniture and their worldly
goods-is very small indeed. There
may have been some crossing from
Dakota to Manitoba; and I presume
that now that the railway monopoly in

HON. MR. POWER.

the North-West has been abolished
there will be a good deal of that sort of
thing ; and if you only take off the
other barriers, as you have removed the
railway barriers, you will have many
more of them coming back. I was
rather amused and I was gratified
also when the hon. gentleman
spoke so warmly and feelingly about
people not needing to go away fròm this
country to become well off. The hon.
gentleman, I am pleased to learn, is
one of those who did not need to
go. He happens to be one of
the Pauls and most of the rest of us are
the Peters. The hon. gentleman did
not, however, always feel that way, be-
cause there is that manifesto of 1849,
which I happen to have under my hand,
to which he was a party. He was one
of the Peters then : now he has become
a Paul and does not feel like going
abroad. The hon. gentleman is wiser
than he pretends to be, because he pre-
tended to have a great horror of unre-
stricted recprocity with the Unted
States ; but what was the experience
after we got reciprocity with the United
States-the thmg which some hon. gen-
tlemen think our farmers dread so much?
We did not have any more annexation
sentiment in the country; and I am quite
convinced that there will be less dissatis-
faction in this country and more con-
tentment and prosperity if we get such
reciprocity again, or a little more. If
we could get more it would be better. I
did not quite concur with the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa when he said that the
tariff was the principil thing which sent
people to the United States: because
there is no doubt that people went to
the United States before we had the
present tariff; but I think the tariff is
increasing the burdens of our people and
making this a dearer country to live in,
and that it does tend to send people
away. It increases the number who go.
The hon. gentleman from Inkerman was
correct in part of his statement with
respect to the tariff; but he went on to
say, and he seemed to think that was a
conclusive argument which could
not be got over, that they went to a
country where there was a higher tariff.
But the hon. gentleman left out of sight
the fact they were going from a popula-
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tion of 5,ooo,ooo to a population of 65,-
000,000. Here we have a trade of a
certain kind amongst five millions of
people. There there are 65,000,000.
We say, give us unrestricted reciprocity
with that 65,ooo,ooo, and then we shall
have trade with a total of 70,000,000
people, and we shall be well off. It does
not matter so much about the tariff
against the rest of the world. I do not
propose to go into the general question.
I only say that I regret, as a Canadian,
that the National Policy which we were
told by the hon. gentleman from the
Quinte Division in 1877 and 1878 would
put an end to this exodus, has not done
so, and that it has existed during the
past few years, and is greater than it was
in 1877-78.

HoN. GENTLEMAN-No, no.

HON. MR. POWER-Hon. gentle-
men may say "no," but the statistics of
Ontario, for instance, show that the
population of that province is not
increasing at anything like its natural
rate and that the value of property in
Ontario does not increase, and the same
thing is true of the Lower Provinces.
Hon. gentlemen have made comparisons
between the New England States and
Canada. Those comparisons are most
unfair. If you' compare the State of
Maine with any part of Canada, you
should compare it with the country
around River de Loup, or such a district
as that. If you wish to compare Canada
with the United States, compare the
States west and south with the Province
of Ontario. How does the country
about Toronto compare with that about
Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo, for
instance? How does the increase in
Manitoba compare with the increase in
the country south of it ? I wish to say
a few words more about the cry of dis-
loyalty or running down the country.
I have never heard any Liberal running
down our country. I think it is a
magnificent country, with wonderful
resources, and if it only had good govern-
ment and unrestricted reciprocity with
the United States, it would be just as
good a country as anybody could wish
for. There was one remark made by
the hon. gentleman from the Rideau

Division which I think deserves a
little attention. The hon. gentle-
man began his speech with a refer-
ence to the speech made by Mr.
Blake many years ago, and he talked of
the mischief which that speech had
done, and then he spoke of the opinions
of Opposition speakers in Parliament
being cabled t-o other places to do
mischief. Now, why did those speeches
do harm ? I am quite ready to admit
that they did harm, but how did they do
it ? Because they were misrepresented
by the Conservative speakers and the
Conservative press of the day, just as the
speech of the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster has been misrepresented this
evening, and those violent misrepresent-
ations of those speeches were circulated
in the United States and England, as
being speeches that were really delivered.
In that way they did mischief. I think
the proper way is to deal with a man
who happens to be opposed to .one in
politics, as I am quite sure my hon.
friend would deal with him if it was a
gentleman opposed to him in court, as
though he were not altogether bad, and
sometimes told the truth.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Just begin
that way.

HON. MR. POWER-I think I do. I
am not in the habit of attributing evil
motive3 to anybody. I really do not know
that I shall apologize for taking up the
time of the House. A number of gent-
lemen have got up to attack my hon.
friend, and said that it was a great mis-
take to take up the time of the House at
this stage of the session, but they did
take it up all the same.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend from Halifax and the leader of
the Opposition felt that they would have
to apologize for the speech of the hon.
gentleman from New Westminster. We
all noticed the speech of that hon. gent-
leman, and we know he was condemning
the immigration of pauper children to
this country and he did not agree with
the hon. gentleman from Hamilton and
the member from Quinte, and was op-
posed to their views as regards the bene-
fit which these pauper children would be
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to the country when trained in those in-
stitutions, My hon. friend wants to
apologize for the hon. member from
New Westminster and says he did
not refer to that class of emi-
grants. The hon. gentleman from
Halifax has stated that if the hon. gen-
tleman from New Westminster has
referred to pauper children, who have
been coming into this country during
the last twenty years, he would not have
waited until now to make this aspersion
against the Government. But my hon.
friend must know that it was only within
the last few years that the policy of the
Government has become obnoxious to
that hon. gentleman, and therefore he
is wrong in saying that the remarks of
the hon. gentleman from New Westmin-
ster only refer to a class of the pauper
children that have not been coming into
the country for the last twenty years.
The hon. gentleman from Ottawa talked
about the great exodus to the United
States and he says that it was particu-
larly noticeable among the French
classes. But I ask him what do these
people do when they go to the United
States ? Do they take up farms ? No,
they go there to work in the factories
and if we were to adopt the hon.
gentleman's policy we would abolish the
manufactories in this country and send
our population to the United States, as
was done before. It was only when the
late Government could find noth-
ing for the people to do when
laborers could not find employment
and there was none to be given, that
there was an exodus from the country.
The adoption of the National Policy has
largely stopped that migration from this
country and I say that at present
there is no exodus of any account to the
United States. Up to the time of the
adoption of the National Policy the
people were leaving the country from
which I come-leaving it in hundreds.
But since the trade of the country has
been revived by the National Policy we
find them coming back and the popula-
tion of my town I may say, is double
what it was at the time of the Mackenzie
Government. I say there was a feeling
in the country at that time that Canada
would be prosperous under the same
policy which was adopted by the United

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

States. The people believe that by
the same policy under which the people
of the United States flourished they
could find homes and employment in
their own country. I contend that
under the National Policy this country
has gone on and prospered. I speak
particularly of my own Province of which
I know the most. There is nó exodus
from the Province of Nova Scotia to the
United States such as my hon. friend
has referred to. I would like to see the
letters to which he referred. He might
have shown us one of those papers and
what he asked from the American con-
suls.

HON. MR. McINNES-I read one
of the letters at length.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-From what
I can learn over 2000 people go over
from Nova Scotia to the United States
every year, but they come back, and I
say they are a class of people whom, be-
cause of their great industry and indom-
initable perseverance, the United States
are glad to have for a little while, but those
same people are glad to come back totheir
own homes after having acquired a
considerable profit from their industry.
The hon. gentleman from Ottawa has
said that the National Policy makes the
rich richer at the expense of the poor.
We know it is not the case, that all the
men who have embarked their capital in
the manufacturing enterprises have not
succeeded. Some of them have become
rich but many of them have lost their
money, but whether successful or not
they have furnished employment for our
people. There is no want of work
throughout the country and there is no dis-
tress. There are no classes of great
monopolists in this country as in the
United States. As regards the taxation
of the country I ask is the burden of it
upon the poor ? I (say no. I
say everything the working classes have
to wear or eat and live upon is almost
free from taxation.

HON. MR POWER-Will my hon.
friend tell me what article of dress is
free ?

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Everything
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that the mechanic or the lumbering
classes use can be got in this country
without paying taxes on it at aiL I can
dress myself from head to foot respectably
without paying one cent of taxation for
what I wear.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-And get a
good dinner also.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Yes. We
have taken the tax from the articles pur-
chased by the poor man and put it on
silks, satins and jewellery of the rich, and
we have given the poor man a free break-
fast table and everything that is necessary
for his existence; therefore when the
)n. gentleman talks of the National
Policy being injurious to the country, I
say it is not so. We adopted the National
Policy in 1878, and the country approved
of it. Twice since then they have em-
phatically endorsed that policy at the
polls. The Reform party would like to
get into power by trying to make the
people believe that the country is going to
ruin. I say that those preachers of
stagnation and despair must seek
other grounds in Canada for
their dolorous croakings. Like their
prototypes, croakers can only thrive and
be happy in an unhealthy atmosphere
and stagnant waters. Canada, blooming
and blossoming like the rose, is no place
for them. The glad music of our groves
and the hum of prosperity are not con-
genial to such natures.

HON. MR. MCINNES-I cannot al-
low this discussion to close, after the
gross misrepresentations that were made,
mnore particularly by the gentleman who
leads the House, without making a few
remarks. From the splenitic and unscru-
pulous character of the remarks of the
hon. gentleman, I could scarcely realize
I was within these walls until I turned
round and saw the Throne and his honor
the Speaker in the chair. One would
imagine that he was in a county or police
court, listening to a third-rate pettifogger
haranguing the court and abusing the
Opposing counsel, as I understand is their
habit whenever they find they have a
bad case and no arguments to sustain
their client's contention.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I rise to a
question of order. The hon. member
has characterized the leader of the
House as a pettifogger.

HON. MR McINNES-I said noth-
ing of the sort. I said the remarks of
the leader of the House were such as
are generally used by pettifoggers in
police courts-and so they were.

HON. MR. MILLER-The hon. gen-
tleman said he thought he was at a
police court and listening to a pettifog-
ger. I submit it is out of order as it
is taxing and discourteous speech.

HON. MR. McINNES-lf my com-
parison is considered unparliamentary I
withdraw it, although I think it perfectly
applicable. I ask the ex-Speaker of the
House if he would have tolerated the
language that the hon. gentleman made
use of towards me with impunity; if he
had been in the chair-and his attention
had been called to it ? I will not permit
the hon. gentleman to make use of such
language solely for the gratification of
his tame followers on the back benches.
He said he did not believe I was poss-
essed of such a black heart as to make
use of the arguments which I did here
to-day ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No I did not
say that.

HON. MR. McINNES-I took the
words down as they were uttered and I
think other gentlemen here heard them,
and I say they were utterly unjustifiable,
and a gross perversion of the state-
ments I made and the hon. gentleman
himself cannot help being conscious of
it. There was no necessity for the hon.
gentleman to make such an unjust at-
tack on me, but I suppose, finding that
it was hopeless for himself and his obe-
dient followers to attempt to rebut the
mass of indisputableevidencewhich Ipro-
duced, he thought that his only alterna-
tive lay in perverting what I had said and
thereby evading the question at issue and
the exposure of the crass stupidity of the
Government in emigration matters,-yes
their wicked policy that is driving tens
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of thousands of our best citizens annual-
ly into emigrating to the United States.
I certainly thought the leader of the
House would set a better example to
those occupying seats on the back
benches and who are his faithful follow-
ers.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I must be al-
lowed to correct my hon. friend. I did
not say what he imputes to me. What
I said was that I was sure he did not
himself appreciate the character of the
argument he was using towards those
children-that it was impossible to be-
lieve that he had a heart so black as to
appreciate the argument he was using in
excluding those children from the privi-
leges and advantages which they might
enjoy in this country.

HON. MR. McINNES-Perhaps I am
possessed of just as white and kindly a
heart and would do just as much for
helpless children as the hon. gentleman
who desires to champion their cause.
The first class mentioned in my motion
-pauper children-in my judgment,
should not be encouraged. Whatever
inducements are held out to emigrants
should be extended to worthy families
and adults instead of helpless children.
That is what I said about the children
of homes, and the leader of the House
knows it. But with respect to the
second class of emigrants referred to in
my motion, that is, the criminal class
that are being shipped out here, particu-
larly within the last year, I did charac-
terize them in pretty strong language,
and do not withdraw one single word
that I said respecting that class of immi-
gration. I believe it is the duty of the
Government to at once stop all such
immigration, and I cannot conceive how
the leader of the Government could
imagine for a moment that I referred to
the first class mentioned in the
resolution before the House. My
remarks, bearing on the physical and
and moral character of immigration,
were entirely directed to and intended
for the criminal classes shipped from the
workhouses, reformatories and prisons.
The hon. gentleman then proceeded to
assail me from my aspersions on the
country. Did I say.a word this afternoon

HON MR. McINNES.

that could honestly be construed into
decrying the country ? I was sirmplY
presenting data and figures that this
House and country were not in possession
of before, and because they did not
harmonize with the policy of the Govern-
ment, I was immediately described as a
pessimist decrying the country. I would
like to know if the leader of the House
is not decrying the country himself in a
most pronounced manner. He and his
Canadian Pacific Railway colleagues
(directors) are now, after making their
millions out of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, or rather out of the poor tax-
payers of this country, negotiating with
the Brazillian Government to build ex-
tensive railways in that sdistant Empire.

HON. MR READ-It is a credit tO
them.

HON. MR. McINNES-Indeed ! It is
a credit to them, after the taxpayers of
this country have given, or rather have
had forced from them by an unscrupul-
ous government, millions of dollars to
construct the Canadian Pacific Railroad,
that they have not confidence in the
future of their own country, but are going
to spend these millions in opening Up
and developing the resources of a dis-
tant and foreign country ! Actions speak
louder than words. Again the hon.
gentleman from Alma took upon himself
to lecture me on my want of loyalty tO
the country to-night. I would refer the
hon. gentleman to his own speech in the
Hansard of 1886, on-representation in
the cabinet. The hon. gentleman de-
livers himself in this way :-

" I think there are few men in this House
or in the Commons who are betteracquaint-
ed with the resources of Manitoba and the
North-West than myself. You will excuse
me if I am egotistical in saying so. I have
gone through the finest country out there
that exists in the world. I say so though I
am interested elsewhere in Texas, which 15
nothing like so good a cattle country as we
have in the North-West."

Yet the hon. gentleman and his col-
leagues, Cochrane, Sir Charl2s Tupper,
J. H. Hope and I believe a number of
others members of the House of Con-
mons, all good and tried Tories, are
deeply interested in cattle ranches in
Texas, United States. While boasting
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of their deep concern for the welfare of
their own country they have not confi-
dence enough in it to invest their money
here but when an opportunity offers they
invest their surplus thousands or perhaps
millions in the United States:1 ask where
is the consistency ? It ill becomes these
ranting, hypocritical patriots to accuse
their oppenents of aspersing the Domi-
ion when their own acts testify that

they are about the only calumniators of
Our country. My hon. friend from
Lunenburg tries to belittle the
unrestricted reciprocity movement
and says that if that were to
take place all the industiies of
the country would be crushed. If the
hon. gentleman will read British history
he will find that the same outcry was
raised when the political union of Eng-
land and Scotland took place. The
people of London, Liverpool and other
great manufacturing centres contended
they could not compete with the canny,
industrious and practical Scotchman, and
that it would prove disastrous to Eng-
land-that the industrious, frugal Scotch-
man would start manufactures and un-
der-sell them, and in that way the union
would prove disastrous to the manufac-
turers, and the people of England gen-
erally. The Scotch, on the other hand,
contended that their smaller industries
would be destroyed by the older, larger
and richer manufactories of England,
but has such been the case ? Liverpool,
Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, Ed-
inburgh, Paisley, and all the manufac-
turing and importing cities in England
and Scotland received new vigor, new
life and prosperity, such as they had
never known before, and they both went
progressing in a manner that far sur-
passed even the most sanguine expecta-
tions of those who advocated the union
of the two countries.

HON. MR. KAULBACH - Under
protection.

HON. MR. McINNES-I do not care
whether you call it protection or not, but
I say, owing to our geographical position
on this continent, whatever will prove
successful and beneficial to the United
States, must necessarily prove beneficial
to Canada. I believe that if we had free

and unrestricted commerce with the
United States, from the Gulf of Mexico
to Cape Breton, and from California to
Alaska, such an impetus would be given
to trade in Canada, that the most bigoted
partisan would be convinced of the folly
of restriction. I believe that the value
of property would run up 100 per cent.
inside of one year, and I believe that hun-
dreds of thousands of our fellow country-
men who have gone to the United States
with their families would return, and the
population would be nearly doubled
within the next ten or fifteen years. It
is all very well for the hon. gentleman to
try to belittle this movement, but as I
said some days ago it has taken hold of
the people of this country, it is in the
air. It is growing and deepening since
it has been adopted by the Liberal,-
the emancipating party in this country,
-and every single by-election has been
carried by largely increased majorities,
notwithstanding all the foul means
adopted by the Governnent.

HON. MR. READ-Was it so in
Northumberland ?

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-Or in
Halton ?

HON. MR. McINNES-It was not
the announced policy of the Opposition
when these elections took place in East
Northumberland and Halton. The elec-
tionsreferred toby the two hon. gentlemen
were held several weeks before unrestrict-
ed reciprocity was announced as the
policy of the Opposition. The farmers
of this country are beginning to realize
the enormous advantages they will
receive under unrestricted reciprocity
with the United States. They have not
forgotten the marvellous progress and
prosperity that attended them during the
time we had reciprocity in natural
products, from 1854 to 1866.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-We were
glad to get rid of it.

HON. MR. McINNES-Who were
glad to get rid of it ?

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-The whole
country.
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HON. MR. McNNES-I think not;
all the facts go to prove the contrary.
The hon. gentleman from Hamilton, in
his nice little Sunday school speech,
gave us to understand that he was
connected with one of those children's
homes, and he told us a pathetic story
about a boy that was brought to his
office one day by a man with whom the
boy was living and working He
found that the boy's employer had not
furnished him with with gloves and he
told the gentleman to "Get out, you
scoundrel, you are not worthy to have
one of my poor home boys, and this boy
shall not return to your services." I fail
to see what connection this ill-treatment
of children has to do with the question
under consideration : I fail to see the
relevancy of thehon. gentleman's remarks.
My hon. friend from Belleville, Mr. Flint,
also spoke in the same line. He went
back twenty years to try and prove that
waifs were a desirable class of immi-
grants. I am perfectly satisfied that the
children brought out to this country, un-
til two or three years ago, were a fairly
good class. I have never raised my
voice against them. It is to the recent
importations that I have objected, and I
think I have given satisfactory evidence
here to-night, notwithstanding what has
been said by the leader of the Govern-
ment,to convince any mind open to con-
viction, that large numbersof the offspring
of crime, and criminals themselves, have
been shipped to Canada. As an evidence
of what I am saying I will just refer hon.
gentlemen to statistics showing the num-
ber of children attending schools in the
different provinces. Is our population
increasing ? Hon. gentlemen say it is,
and I quite agree with them. But if it
is, I ask is our school population increas-
ing ? No, notwithstanding the great in-
ducement held out for free education
of children in Ontario, where, I be-
lieve, there is compulsory education,
the school attendance has fallen off. In
the eight years from 1878 to 1886 the
decrease in Ontario of school attendance
is 1,519. In Prince Edward Island, in
the five years from 1881 to 1886, there
has been an increase of only 688 ; in
Nova Scotia, in nine years, there has
been an increase of only 3,599; in New
Brunswick, in five years, there has been

a decrease of 2,836. Taking the de-
creases and increases, I find there has
been actually a decrease altogether of
sixty-five in the attendance at the public
schools of those provinces during the
last eight or nine years. That shows
conclusively, to my mind, that the recent
additions by immigration are vastly in-
ferior to those of fifteen or twenty years
ago.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-There is
more employment for the people now.

HON. MR. McINNES-The number
of schools in these provinces has
increased very materially within
the period I have named, and
instead of the school population dimin-
ishing, it ought to show an increase of at
least five per cent. or ten per cent. each
year. I might also state, in reply to the
hon. member fron Belleville, whô re-
ferred to the great success attending
those institutions, that here in Canada
twenty-five years ago, tramps were
almost unknown-now the country is
infested with them. They are not a
natural product but a spurious foreign
product.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-He cornes
from the United States.

HON. MR. McINNES-No, he has
been imported from Great Britain. Now
the country is overrun with tramps.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-What has
that to do with the question ?

HON. MR. McINNES-It is one of
the evils of our lax and mistaken system
of assisted emigration. It shows con-
clusively that there was scarcely any
discrimination shown in selecting the
class of immigrants brought out to this
country. The principal aim and object
of the emigration agents would seern tO
have been to send out as many persons
as possible, irrespective of their suita-
bility. I claim that it would be very
much better to go into the wilds of
Africa and bring out the savages fron
there than to import the ingrained
criminals of the slums of London. You
could make far better citizens of then in
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a few years. The hon. gentleman from
Hamilton, Mr. Sanford, undertook to
rebut the statement made by Drs. Fergu-
son, Wilson, Macdonald and other
medical men in the other House.

HON. MR. SANFORD-What I said
was this, that during the period of which
I spoke-thirteen years-we have had
no traces of the diseases to which the
hon. gentleman refers ; and more, the
same fact was asserted by the hon.
gentleman from Belleville, Mr. Flint,
who is absent this evening, concerning
the Marchmont Home.

HoN. MR. McINNES-That is pre-
cisely what the hon. gentleman stated
some time ago when he was making his
speech, but I have to inform the hon.
gentleman that medical men know a little
more about diseases probably than he
does. If the hon. gentleman voluntereed
his opinion about the value of dry goods
or something of that nature, I would be
inclined to attach a great deal of import
ance to hisopinion, but in a matter of
this kind I want to inform him that the
virus referred to by those doctors can be
transmitted, is transmitted, and un-
fortunately the sins of the parents very
often are visited on the third and fourth
generations after them Disease may not
Imanifest itself in early life, but with in-
creasing years, in the afternoon of life,
when the vital forces are weakening it
invariably does.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-We have
had twenty years experience and it has
not manifested itself yet ?

HoN. MR. McINNES-We have had
no twenty years experience of the class I
refer to. Some hon. gentlemen may
suppose that I am decrying, or trying to
belittle the noble work done by Miss
Rye, Miss Macpherson, Dr. Bernardo
and other philanthropists.' Far from it.
They are good and noble people who
have taken an interest in that class of
Unfortunate and helpless people, and I
give them all the credit that is due them,
but I do find fault with poor law guar-
dians and others who are now sending
out to Canada the vile and the vicious,
those that they cannot convert into good

useful citizens at home. I object to
others shifting that responsibiliy from
themselves and placing it on our should-
ers. Our population is increasing, and
any person who visits the cities of Can-
ada must observe the number of poor,
needy and helpless children who are
largely, if not altogether supported by
charity. There is no doubt the number
is fast increasing, and if we look after
our own poor we will have enough to do.
We may perhaps be liberal enough to
look after a small portion of the poor
people from Great Britain who are sent
over here, but this wholesale importa-
tion of an undesirable and unsuitable
class we should protest against
in no uncertain way. Notwithstand-
ing all I have heard I am, if
possible, more convinced than ever that
the only way by which this evil can be
overcome and by which we can retain
our own population, is by adopting un-
restricted reciprocity with the United
States. Under that policy this country
will float out on a new tide of prosperity
and every avenue of trade and com-
merce will receive a new impulse. I
believe that tens of thousands of our
fellow countrymen will return from the
United States and probably tens of
thousands of Americans with millions of
capital will avail themselves of our un-
equalled facilities for establishing manu-
factories in Canada. I believe that the
population will nearly double if we have
that condition of affairs, within the next
ten or fifteen years. I believe that this
country, with the good government that
we have-(Hear, hear and laughter.) I
mean the form of government, not the
present Government that is continually
violating every principle of responsible
Government-but our system of gov-
ernment.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-How long
is it since my hon. friend has become a
convert ?

HoN. MR. McINNES-I believe we
will march on and become one of the
happiest, most prosperous and contented
countries in the world. I will answer
the question of my hon. friend from
Lunenburg, as to when I became a con-
vert. I will refer the hon. gentleman to
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the Parliamentary Companion of 1879,
at a time when the Rt. Hon. gentleman
that he follows, and admires so much,
had an overwhelming majority at his
back, and there he will find my political
complexion given as follows :-

" Thoroughly independent in politices,
favors compulsory voting, equitable reci-
procity with the United States, and the con-
solidation of the Dominion by the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway."

I gave that as my political platform in
1879, and I acted on it, though the
present leader of the Government was
then in power and sustained by a large
majority. I supported Sir John when he
was right, I opposed him when he was
wrong, and I intend to continue in the
same course to the end of the chapter.

The motion was withdrawn.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (1o) "An Act to amend the
'Canada Temperance Act.'" (Mr.
Vidal.)

Bill (6) " An Act in amendment of
the Canada Temperance Act." (Mr.
McMillan.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (133) "An Act toauthorize the
raising, by way of loan, of certain sums
of money for the Public Service." (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (120) " An Act further to amend
'The Supreme and Exchequer Courts
Act' chapter 135 of the Revised Statutes
of Canada." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (127), "An Act relating to the
interest payable on deposits in the Post
Office and Government Savings Banks.'
-(Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (122) " An Act to amend Chapter
thirty-four of the Revised Statutes,
respecting the Inland Revenue."-(Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (41), " An Act respecting the
application of certain laws therein men-
tioned to the Province of Manitoba."-
(Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (118), "An Act to amend the
Weights and Measures Act, as respects
the contents of packages of salt."-(Mr.
Abbott.)

HON. MR. McINNES.

Bill (119) " An Act to amend ' The
Bank Act,' chapter 120 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada." (Mr. Abbott).

Bill (121) " An Act to amend chapter
33 of the Revised Statutes of Canada,
respecting the duties of Customs. (Mir.
Abbott).

Bill (134) " An Act to make further
provisions respecting the construction of
the ship channel between Montreal and
Quebec." (Mr. Abbott).

GAMBLING IN STOCKS AND
MERCHANDISE BILL.

COMMONS AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN-

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved con-
currence in the amendments made by
the House of Commons to Bill (G) " An
Act respecting gaming in stocks and
merchandise."

He said-There are two amendments
to this Bill. One is, as the Bill throws
the burden of proof upon the defence in
certain cases, to allow the defendant tO
give his own evidence. The other is tO
make it clear that the Bill does not applY
to the transaction where there is a bona
fide sale and delivery of the goods. The
amendments are fair and I ask the
House to concur in them.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 12.10 a.m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, 7Thursday, May 17th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock p.m.

Prayers ant routine proceedings.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIA-
MENT.

FIFTH REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMIT-

TEE ADOPTED.

HON. MR. READ moved the adop-
tion of the fifth Report of the Joint
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Committeeon the Printing of Parliament. tions which have been proposed to beHle said-This is one of the ordinary made to the Act.
reports recommending that certain
documents be printed and that certain HON. MR. POWER-The Bill ap-
Others be not printed. pears, from a hasty perusal, to be on the

whole an improvement on the existingThe motion was agreed to. law. One important feature of the Bill
is that it provides that elections shall beELECTIONS ACT AMENDMENT held throughout Canada on the one day,

BILL except in the district of Algoma, Ontario,
and the district of Cariboo, British Co-

SECOND READING. lumbia. These districts are so situated
that, I presume it would not be conveni-

H7oN. MR. ABBOTT moved the ent to have the ehections on the same
second reading of Bill (89) " An Act to day as in other constituencies, The last
amnend the Dominion Elections Act clause of the Bil, the one to which the
chapter eight of the Revised Statutes Of hon, gentleman particularly directed at-
Canada." tention, opens the door perbaps to a

le said-This is a Bill to amend the good deal of abuse. The first paragraph
Dominion Elections Act in several par- in that clause says that if no corrupt or
ticulars. The greater portion of these illegal practice was committed at the elec-
Particulars are mere details in the tion "by the candidate, or bis agent ap-
regulation of the proceedings at an pointed under the provisions of section
election, but there are a couple of i 18 oftheact"-nowthatagent is theone
subjects of :importance that are whose name is filed with thereturningoffl-
treated of de novo, at least they are cer and through whom the legitimate ehec-
mnaterial alterations of the former Act. tion expenses are paid, but I think the
The main alteration of importance is one House will see that other agents who are
Which refers to the effect of corrupt appointed by the candidate in wrting for
Practices during an election. Under the the purposes of the ehection, under this
existing law a member is unseated for amendinent might be guilty of corrupt
corrupt practices by a person who is held practices and the election would not be
Constructively to be his agent, although set aside. It strikes me that the candi-
he may not have authorized the acts, date ought to be held responsible for the
and it may be so trifling as not to have acts of any of his agents appointed in
had any effect on the elections. For in- writing. It is worth considering whether
stance, a candidate may have a majority we shaîl go so far as to say that a candi-
Of four or five hundred at an election. date shail fot be hable for the corrupt
And it may be proved that a person, practices of an agent appointed in writ-
constructively his agent, gave a glass of ing. It is quite right that the candidate
beer to an elector ; that has been held should not be hehd responsible for the
to be sufficient to avoid an election, to misconduct of an agent who is fot ap-
the great injury of the constituency, and pointed in writing.
IYlost unjustly in ail respects. The
aendment proposed here has been sub- HON onen
Stantialhy in force in Ontario for some Msl . ABBOveth TT-Mraly thon efendotime : that is to say, it is for the judge in to peaeve the els ealny the aec
deciding, to determne whether the cor- lause the l e e oie
ruPtion was of a material character, and that when the court reports that a can-
f so the election -is voided, but not didate has been guity by bis agent or
Otherwise. I suppose this is a matter agents ofthe offence of treating and un-
Which more directly affects the House of due influence-the agents are ail put on
Coltiions, though we have jurisdiction the same footing.

1Ver it. t have stated enough to show
the principie involved: when the Bim HON. M l POWER-I a speaking
Cornes before the Committee ofwthe whole of the agents appointed to represent the

ouse, I will 'show in detail the altera- candidate at the various polling places.
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HON. MR. ABBOTT - Under the
existing law the candidate is responsible
of course for his own conduct and for
the conduct of all his agents, and no
matter how trifling may be the offence
committed by anyone of those agents,the
election is voided. Under this Act the
agent, who is appointed under section
i18 of the Act, is left in the same posi-
tion as the candidate. If he commits
any corrupt act the election is null, but
in regard to the other agents, the offence
must be material.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Supposing the candidate's majority was
ten, and it was proved that some agent,
not the one appointed by the candidate
under section 118 of the Act, had cor-
rupted eleven voters, by this clause the
election would not be void.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE--
Sub-section 3 of the 14th clause is as
follows " Provided that a candidate shall
not be liable, nor shall his election be
avoided, for any corrupt practices under
this section committed by his agent
other than his agent appointed under the
provisions of section 11S of the said
Act." Supposing it is one of those other
agents that corrupts enough electors to
give a majority for the person for whom
he works, according to this clause the
election would not be voided.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Yes.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
What would be the result in that case.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Under section
"C," to save the election the judge must
report that the offences mentioned were
of a " trivial, unimportant and limited
character." Of course if there had been
a number ol voters corrupted equal to a
majority, it could not be said that the
offences were of a trifling, unimportant
or limited character.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL-The Act will
be amended so as to declare that though
a candidate is not responsible personally,
the election will be voided if the corrupt

acts had the effect of changing the result
of the election.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It does that,
and there are additional clauses imposig
a penalty for corruption.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I believe
the amendment is in the wrong direction.
I have known cases which would be
covered by this Bill. I have knoWn
gentlemen to subscribe large sumns of
money to election committees, and those
committees have sent individuals through
the country to corrupt the electors. If
this amendment is adopted, the electiOn,
in a case like that, would not be voided.
If we intend to punish every kind of
corruption the law should remain as it
is. I know that cases of hardship occur.
It is unfortunate that a candidate is
liable to have his election annulled be-
cause some of his friends may have been
guilty of corrupt practices, but that is no
worse than many other consequences
which are entailed upon people by the
law as it stands. I would prefer the
Statute to this Bill.

HON. MR. WARK-This Bill Ought
to contain a provision to protect county
court judges in the discharge of their
duties. We had an extraordinary case
in the county of Queens, New Bruns-
wick. The election was held in the
usual way. On declaration day, after
all the votes were counted, the returning
officer was advised to return a person
who had the minority of votes, as elected
by acclamation. The other person, whO
was really elected, called upon the
County Court Judge to have a recount.
A judge of the Supreme Court prohibited
him from making a recount. The CoUnty
Court Judge thought he was bound
under the law to make a recount, and
his case is now before the Supreme
Court for contempt. He did not make
the recount, but he intended to do it
and would have proceeded to make it
but the returning officer was informled
that this interference of the Suprele
Court Judge had taken place, and he
would not give the County Court Judge
the ballots. Now I think the County
Court Judge ought to be protected in
the discharge of his duties from any
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interference. The Supreme Court
Judge has no right to interfere
with a Judge of the County Court.
He might just as well prohibit
him from proceeding with a case when
the jury and lawyers and witnesses were
present as interfere in a case of this kind.
It was an extraordinary interference with
a county court judge, and I would
request the leader of the Government to
consider whether this ought not to be
remedied.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-This Bill
is a great improvement on the existing
law, because any election could be set
aside for some trivial act, if it were
contested under the law on the Statute
Book. Some judges have gone so far as
to say that a person who is asked to
assist in an election is an agent for whose
acts the candidate is responsible, though
the assistance should be nothing more
than giving his vote. Under this Bill
a corrupt act, which would not have a
Material effect on the result of the elec-
tion, will not void the election, and it is,
to my mind, a very great improvement
to the existing law.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The important
amendments made by this Bill are two.
In the first place the agent appointed in
writing is put in exactly the same position
as the candidate. That, however, is not
an alteration ; in one sense the law
remains as it stood, but his position
becomes different from that of the
agent. Because any corrupt act by
that agent would avoid the election,
whether it affects the result of the elec-
tion or not. The acts of those con-
structive agents, if they have the effect
of changing the result of the election,
remain as before, acts for which an elec-
tion can be avoided. The difference is
that under the existing Act any corrupt
act of any of those constructive agents
would avoid the election under any cir-
cumstances. Now that was a manifest
injustice to all concerned. By this Bill
we provide that if the judge reports that
the the corrupt acts of those construc-
tive agents are of a trivial, unimportant
and limited character, then the election
is not set aside. If a candidate is elected
by a majority of ten and it is found that

ten or nine of the electors have been
bribed by these agents, the election is
set aside, because the corruption could
not be said to be of a trifling or unim-
portant character, inasmuch as it is so
important that it affects the result of the
election. The law remains as it stood
before, except that the judge can report
that there was some corruption, but it
was so unimportant that it did not affect
the result of the election.

HON. MR. POWER-The point which
I tried to make and which the hon. gen-
tleman has not dealt with is this : my
contention is that the acts of the repre-
sentatives of a candidate, who, as a rule,
have written authorizations to act for him
at the polling places, should be deemed
his acts and that he should be held re-
sponsible for their acts as well as for the
acts of the other agent, who practically
bas nothing at all to do with the election.
He is generally some respectable friend
of the candidate who agrees to pay his
bills for him. I think in removing the
liability of the candidate for the acts of
his recognized agents, we are taking a
step in the wrong direction.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-In Montreal,
there would be about 16o of those men
that the hon. member speaks of. They
are not agents. They have simply power
of attorney to represent the candidate at
the polling places. The hon. member
from Halifax wishes to have these men
treated as accredited agents, but they
are not agents at aIL

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of Bill (99) " An Act to
amend the Steamboat Inspection Act,
chapter 78 of the Revised Statutes."

He said-This is a Bill to make some
trifling change, not altogether unimport-
ant, with regard to a class of small ves-
sels used in the minor waters and largely
on some parts of the St. Lawrence. The
minor waters of Canada are defined in
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the first clause. Section 4 of the Act is
amended by providing for the exemption
from inspection of steam yachts of three
tons and under, used exclusively foi plas-
ure or private use. The inspection of
those yachts is done away with altogeth-
er, because, in point of fact, they do not
have regular engines in the ordinary ac-
ceptance of the term.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I suppose they
are private yachts not used for ferrying.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Yachts used
for pleasure, without remuneration of
any kind. There is one alteration with
reference to permits for engineers of
yachts of twenty tons. This is new, but
with these exceptions the alterations are
practically nominal.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (135) " An Act relating to certain
advances made to the Quebec Harbor
Commissioners." (Mr. Abbott.)

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS -.BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTTmoved the second
reading of bill (113) " An Act to amend
chapter 178 of the Revised Statutes
of Canada, 'The Summary Convictions
Act.' "

He said :-This is a bill mainly to im-
prove the details of the Summary Con-
victions Act. The first two sections
make provision that a constable or police
officer may serve a subpæna beyond, as
well as within, the territorial division of
the justice who issues it. Then there are
certain powers given to the magistrates
with regard to witnesses who neglect of
refuse to appear at the time and place
appointed by the summons, to ensure
their appearance at the trial. A witness
nay be punished for not appearing.
There are also some trifling changes
made with regard to the tribunal for
appeal. These are all the amendments
to the Act, and their apparently large

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

dimensions are mainly caused by the fact
that clauses of the former Act have been
struck out altogether, and have been re-
enacted with these small alterations.

The motion was agreed, to and the Bill
was read the second time.

LOAN OF MONEY FOR PUBLIC
SERVICE BILL.

THIRD READING.

The order of the day being called-
Committee of the Whole House or'
Bill (133) " An Act to authorize the rais-
ing by way of loan, of certain sums of
money for public service."

HON. MR. ABBOTT said-This is, as
no doubt hon. gentlemen are aware, a
measure to give power to the Governmnent
to raise by way of loan some $25,000,000
for the public service. There is at pre-
sent, as I understand, the available
power of borrowing to the extent of $1 I'
ooo,ooo, and a much larger sum than
that is needed to fulfill existing obliga-
tions.

HON. MR. POWER-For what pur-
pose ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-For instance
there is a sum required of about $5,0oo,~
ooo to meet capital expenditure and
floating indebtedness ; for subsidies tO
railways amounting to a fraction over
$6,ooo,ooo ; and this year's estimates re-
quire a further expenditure on capital
account of about $5,ooo,ooo making in
all $16,ooo,ooo. Then there is a further
sum of $3,000,ooo, which appears to be
admitted to be due in small sums, the
total amount of money required for the
public service at the moment being be-
tween eighteen and nineteen millions Of
dollars. There is, as I said, a power
of borrowing to the extent of $I.,-
000,000, but of course that is in-
sufficient. In pursuing 'this course,
taking power to borrow a round sufl,
as the Government propose to do by this
Bill, I understand that they are following
the usual course of asking for a suio
rather larger than needed for immediate
wants, in order that there may be a pro-
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vision in the treasury for any unexpected
liability. No doubt there are several
modes in which a further sum of money
might be required. We have about $40-
ooo,ooo in our hands on deposit in the
savings banks, of which we might be
called upon to pay back to the depositors
a considerable sum during the course of
the coming year. If the banks, for in-
stance, were to increase their interest
which they pay on deposits, and induce
people who now have money in the Gov-
ernment Savings Bank and the Post
Office Savings Bank, to withdraw their
money, we might be called upon to pro-
vide for that,and thenthere are other con-
tingencies from time to time which might
require a further supply of money. Of
course the House will perfectly
understand that this money can only
be applied to purposes wh ch have
been previously authorized by parlia-
ment, and therefore in granting the
authority to borrow a sun not exceeding
$25,ooo,oC, the government do not
propose, and do not desire, that parlia-
ment should understand that they intend
to borrow $25,ooo,ooo at the moment;
but that they are going to place them-
selves in the same position as the late
Finance Minister was when the present
government took office, having power to
borrow several millions more than was
needed for the time being; to place
them in fact in the same position that
they are to-day-that is to-day, they have
a margin of $i 1,ooo,ooo which they are
authorized to borrow. It is the custom,
I am told, and I fancy correctly, to take
this additional power, but the expendi-
ture of it must be under the authority of
parliament.

The House resolved itself into a com-
rnittee on the bill.

In the committee.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-There is no
doubt, as the leader of the Government
bas stated, it is usual to vest in the Gov-
ernrment of the day authority to borrow
such sums of money as may be re-
quired under the authority of Acts of
Parliament. The only point to which I
desire to draw attention is the fact that
it is a very good time, when a large sum

is proposed to be borrowed, to take stock
and look a little back and see what we
are doing. I find that in the last ten
years we have added to our indebtedness
just $1oo,ooo,ooo, and perhaps a little
more, when this amount is borrowed.
In 1877, our indebtedness in iound num-
bers was $133,000,000; on the 3oth June,
1887, our net debt was $227,ooo,o00-
within a very few millions of being the
round sum ot $ roo,ooo,ooo of an increase.
Of course, the amount bas been in-
creased very considerably since the 3oth
June last, and therefore I am quite right
in sayng that it is now over one hundred
millions, to which this twenty-five mil-
lions is to be added if the whole amount
is taken up. I presume from the
first clause of the Bill, there will be at
least a diminution of interest when the
Government availthemselves of the power
conferred by this statute. as the amount
borrowed now will probably be at a
lower rate than the Government
is paying, for I assume that there is a
certain amount on which the Govern-
ment is paying interest either in the great
banks of this country or the agencies of
Canada in London.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I believe there
is $5,ooo,ooo bearing interest.

HON. MR. SCOTT-So to that ex-
tent, at all events, the authority that the
Government has availed itself of will be
an advantage, inasmuch as the rate of
interest will be less under any loan ob-
tained now in the condition of the
money market, than on the present float-
ing debt due to the banks. I do not pro-
pose to say anything further on that,
because I am quite aware that anything
I should say woifld not have the effect
of putting on the brakes, only I think the
time bas corne when the public debt of this
country is hecoming a very serious matter
indeed. The country immediately south
of us is paying off its indebtedness. We
are running ours up very considerably,
year by year, until it bas now got to this
amount and will certainly be over $250,-

ooo,ooo on the 3oth June next when the
books are balanced. It is a very large
sum for a population of 5,000,000.
There is just one single circumstance that
saves us-a circumstance that we certain-
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ly cannot claim any credit for, and that is
the fact that within the last twelve years
money has year by year been cheaper.
I know that politicans who favor the
Government assume that this improved
credit, and the facilities for borrowing
are due to the superior management of
the Government of this country; but
anybody who knows anything about the
money markets of the world is quite
aware that all other countries that are rea-
sonably well governed stand just in the
same position that Canada does. The
facility for borrowing money bas in-
creased, the rate of interest bas gradu-
ally been lowered, and there is no doubt
it is materially benefiting us in making
the large expenditures we have incurred
in the last ten or twelve years. Had the
rate of interest continued as it was twelve
or fourteen years ago, of course we
would be quite unequal to the strain that
this increased borrowing has caused. As
it is, all I can say is that it is fortunate for
the tax payers of this country that the
value of money bas diminished, and will
probably in the future diminish still fur-
ther. The Government can to-day bor-
row considerably under four per cent.-
I forget exactly the last quotation, but it
is three per cent and a fraction ; so that
it is exceedingly fortunate for us that
while we are running in debt in this way,
the money of the world is becoming
abundant and the value of it is rapidly
going down.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I am
very glad that the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa is at last seized with alarm at the
dimensions of the public debt of the
Dominion. I think the House will re-
member that I often appealed to the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa session
after session to come to my assistance
and to check the action of the Govern-
ment in swelling the proportions of the
public debt. I do not rise now
to oppose this Bill, because the peo-
ple of the country sustain the Govern-
ment of Sir John A. Macdonald
in everything they do, and why should I
raise my voice if the majority of both
Houses of Parliament say that Sir John
is wise in all his policies-is wise in
incurring all the debt he has incurred in
promoting railways ? It would ill-become

HON. MR. SCOTT.

me, under such circumstances, to raise
my voice as a Senator of the Dominion
against the express will of the large
majority of the Dominion. I have tried
to awake my hon. friend from Ottawa
before now to raise his voice, session
after session, but I got no assistance fromn-
him, though he now really views with
alarm the proportions of our debt.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman must see that if the debt had
increased within the last ten years in the
same proportion that it did during the
five years that my hon. friend was In
power, it would be to-day much larger
than it is, and in his time there was very
little to show for the increased debt,
while we have made large improvements
in the public interest. My hon. friend
cannot point to any of those public
improvements which he can say are not
in the public interests.

HON. MR. POWER-It is all very
well for hon. gentleman to talk about
large assets, but I do not know where
they are. The hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg has talked of the large assets
we now have.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The Inter-
colonial Railway is ours.

HON. MR. POWER-The Intercol-
onial Railway was complete when the
late Government went out of office. It
is true the present Government have
spent $i,5oo,ooo on the St. Charles
Branch of the Intercolonial Railway,
which is of no use. The object of it
was to connect, for freight purposes, the
Intercolonial Railway with the North
Shore Railway. The Government have
spent a million and a half of dollars for
that purpose, and I understand they will
be obliged to spend half a million more,
and they have not utilized the road for
making the connection with the North
Shore Railway,-the purpose for which
it was constructed. Does my hon. friend
think that that is a valuable asset, one on'
which the Government ought to be con-
gratulated ? I think it is well to call the
attention of the Government to the rate
at which we have been going. HoI'
gentlemen who have come into the
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House during the last few years,-amongst
them the leader of the Gov rnment, seem
to be of the opinion that this House is
not the place to discuss financial ques-
tions.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No, no.

HON. MR. POWER-Hon. members
who were in the House when the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa led the Govern-
ment here would form a very different
idea ; because I think nearly half the
time of the Senate in those days was
taken up with the discussion of financial
questions. Amongst those who signal-
ized themselves in the discussions at
that time, was an hon. gentleman who is
still a member of this House, but who
unfortunately is prevented by the condi-
tion of his health from coming here as
much as we might wish-the hon. gentle-
man from the Saugeen Division. That
hon. gentleman ten years ago called at
tention to the financial condition of the
country on more than one occasion
during the session. I am not going
to quote him at any length but
I shall quote an extract from or.e
of several speeches, which bears upon
the question referred to by the hon. gent-
leman from Lunenburg, the assets which
we own. Closing the debate to which
his own motion had given rise, the hon.
gentleman from Saugeen, replying to Mr.
Brown, at that time a member of this
House, said :-(See Senate Debates,
March 2 9 th, 1873, page 410.)

" The hon. gentleman speaking of the
public debt said that 1 had overstated the
amount of it. I said the amount of our debt
is $174,000,000, whereas the hon. gentleman
eaid I ought to have spoken of the net debt
which he called only $133,000,000. Now,
hon. gentlemen, when we speak of our debt,
I think it should be understood that we
speak of what we owe. The country owes
$174,000,000. We have those assets which it
is true are nominally $40,009 000, but what
are these assets ? Upwards of $22,000,000
of thembear no interest. The interest that
this country has annually to pay is
$7,132,000, and the interest we receive upon
all assets is only $648,680. I think hon.
gentlemen will agree with me that when we
speak of our debt we should speak ot what
we really owe and not of what somre hon.
gentlemenmay assume it may be diminisht
ed to, by assets, the value of which is not
easily ascertained."

I think that substantially the hon. gen-
tleman from Saugeen was right in his
view of the debt, and if his view then,
whi2h was endorsed by gentlemen of the
Conservative faith, was the correct one ;
after this loan is raised, our debt will
amount to something over $300,ooo,ooo•
Ten years ago, the gross debt was $174-
000,000, and at that time the hon. gen-
tleman who made this speech, and who
had some reputation as a financier, and
all the hon. gentlemen who sat on the
Conservative side of the House thought
that it was a terrible thing, a matter of
grave concern that a country with so
small a population as Canada, should
owe $174,ooc,ooo. To-day, the country
with a population hardly any larger, owes
over $300,ooo,ooo ; and those gentlemen
are perfectly happy, and cheerful and
easy about it. I remember that the hon.
gentleman from Saugeen expressed him-
self as being appalled by the amount of
our debt and expenditure. Now, our
debt is increased by $13o,ooo,ooo or
thereabout, and the annual expendi-
ture has been increased by some
$12,000,000 ; and still the hon. gentle-
men who were appalled and horrified at
the prospect before the country ten years
ago are perfectly cheerful, and easy, and
comfortable to-day. I do not propose
to say any more than to remark that it is
another of those many cases where the
ownership of the ox that is gored makes
a great difference.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I want to cor-
rect the hon. gentleman from Lunen-
burg as to his figures. He claims that in
the dreadful five years, that are so often
quoted as being so appalling to the
country, when the black cloud of Gritism
was abroad, the debt was increasing
much more rapidly than now. I find
that the net increase of debt for the five
years from June 3oth, 1874, to June
3oth, 1879, was less than $7,ooo,ooo.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Did the
hon. gentleman include what they made
themselves liable for-the debt which
the Government of my hon. friend had
contracted before they went out of power
and which* the incoming Government
had to meet ?
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HON. MR. SCOTT-They had the
cost cf the Pacific Railway ; the portion
between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg
was begun by us and completed by our
successors, and there was the Fort
Frances Lock which was $8o,ooo. Sir
Charles Tupper, who succeeded Mr.
Mackenzie in that particular department,
praised very highly the care and econo.
my he had exercised in the construction
ofthework, and I thinkthe hon. gentleman
will remember the principal payments
for that work were after the Mackenzie
Government had left office. They were
accused at the time of not pushing on
the work rapidly enough ; they were
told that they were trifling with the sub-
ject, that the Government were not using
despatch in the construction of
the railway. Of course the con-
struction of the road was necessary
and the country is having the benefit
of it to-day. I am merely calling atten
tion to the circumstance that my hon.
friend is quoting, without looking at the
figures.

HON. MR. POIRIER-I was a little
perplexed by the assertion made by the
hon. member from Ottawa, and I would
like to get a little more information on
the matter. The hon. gentleman said
that the fact that we can now borrow
money at four per cent, and at a lower
rate even, is no indication of the stability
of the Government or of the good ad-
ministration of public affairs in this
country, because the rate of interest bas
fallen in the markets of the world.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I did not use the
term.

HON. MR. POIRIER-That is the
impression the hon. gentleman conveyed
to me. I would like to ask him if the
rates of interest have fallen for every
country? Was the rate of interest for
those nations that are reputed stable not
as low twelve years ago, when the hon.
gentleman himself and his friends were
in power, as it is now ? Could not
France and England, for example
borrow for money at that period at as low
a rate of interest as they can now ? I
ask him if even Australia could not ?
How is it then that at that time, and 'for

years before, we had to pay as high as
five per cent or thereabouts, and now we
can practically borrow for three and a
half and perhaps a little less ? Th e mnar
kets have stood unchanged for other na-
tions.

HON. MR. SCOTT-No, no. In the
United States the rate of interest bas
fallen certainly two per cent and in the
Australian colouies it has fallen since
187o and 1879.

HON. MR. POIRIER-Just a trifle.
It has fallen in Canada in a greater pro-
portion than in any other British colony.
I should infer from this fact that
our country is governed in such
a way as to inspire confidence in it
with the money lenders, and this is
certainly direct proof. Now, it must be
admitted that in a young country like
ours, where everything remains to be
developed-where we have valuable
sources of revenue lying dormant and
unproductive, large investments of money
may be very profitably made. I believe
it is a great proof of the good manage-
ment of the affairs of our country that
we can get almost double the amount of
money to-day that we could twenty years
ago for the same interest. Now, I do
not understand that by this Bill the
Government binds itself to borrow the
$25,000,000. I believe it bas already
been empowered to borrow as much as
$1o,ooo,ooo, which it has made no
use of. This will increase the power
to $35,o0o,ooo. It is only giving
the Government power to borrow
that anount of money in case it should
be required ; therefore I do not consider
this is actually an increase of indebted-
ness. It is simply power given to the
Government, in case of an emergencY,
to borrow that money, and considering
the way such power has been made use
of before, I do not see any reason why
we should not pass this bill with the
most absolute confidence.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I shall be very
glad to see the Bill carried, but I should
like to say a word or two with reference
to what bas fallen from my hon. friend.
I dare say there are instances still more
striking of the difference of opinion be-
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tween gentlemen on one side of the fot forget that for the greater part of this
House and the other when the side on expenditure the whole country is respon-
which they happen to sit has been re- sible and the whole Parliament is res-
versed ; and I should like to find my pcnsible. It was incurred with their ex-
hon. friend's eloquence and ability shown press consent. The whole country and
in proving, as I have no doubt I could Parliament desired the construction'of
prove to-day, that we have incur- this great national thoroughfare, although
red no debt-unless we might in- they ray have had à difference of opinion
clude that in connection with the unfor- as to the mode in which t should be
tunate outbreak in the North West-for constructed, and in which the exense
which we have fot got ample value. I oi construction should be provided for.
arp sure my hon. friends, if on this side It was an enterprise which everybody
of the House, would be able to show agreed was necessary, and it was carried
that, as I ought tr' be able to show, and through, and if it does ,ot meet
Could show, but I arn unortunately fot with the approbation of the entire coun-
go experienced in financial matters as to try, when feelings begin to cool and
go into that question without prepara- political sympathies and hostilities have
tion. But there are certain points in re- settled down, it will meet with the ap-
lation to the question which I shao re- probation of the vast majority of the
mark upon. My hon. friend says that whole Dominion. That is the principal
the public debt has increascd to the item of the increased expenditure of
extent of about $ld0,000,000 during the whjch the hon. gentleman complains. In
tast ten years. But he must remember addition to that, there as been an en-
this: we are practically a new country; ormous amount of railway construction
we have recently acquired an enornous within the last ten years, nearly the
tract of territory, which it is of vital im- whole of which bas been necessarily
portance to this country that Ie should more or less aided by the government,
open up and endeavor to have settled. and as I have just said, I believe that
For the purpose of opening up that sec- there would be no difficulty if one were
tion, and other portions of our country, to go into details of it, to show, that ex-
it is necessary to obtain faciities for cept in respect of this unfortunate ex-
communication throughout the entire penditure in connection with the out
Dominion, and we are precisehy now in break in the North-West for which we
the position that the United States was have nothing naterial to show, beyond
1oo years ago, or, at aIl events, 50 or 6o the estabishment of tranquility, and f
years ago, when enormous sums were confidence in the power of che Dominion
spent, principally by the individual to maintain order within its borders;
States, in opening up the country, and this increase of the public debt is repre-
providing accommodation for transport sented by substantial benefits conferred
of freight and passengers, e~nd in on the country generaly. As to the
that way encouraging the settlement of suggestion of putting on the breaks
their territories, which weare encourag- my hon. friend will have per-
ing by the same process now. And ceived, no doubt, that the system o
we at this moment are suffering from granting subsidies to railways, wich has
the necessity for doing that by incurring been one of the largest causes of our ex-
a considerable debt, no doubt. But what penditure during the past two years, has
are we to do? Are we to leave the been narrowed down this session. The
fertile North West unapproachable by estimates which have now been dis-
immigrants, and let it remain a wilder- tributed will Show hon. gentlemen that
ness as it has been since the word be- there has been an almost complete ces-
gan, until it was taken up a short time sation of grants for this purpose during
ago when the great enterprise, known as the present year, so that the Government
the Canadian Pacific Railway, which is aready acting on the very sensible
Caused the greater part of this very expen suggestion of my hon. friend, that when
diture, was undertaken? My hon. friend the country bas been brought into such
Complains of the inrease in the Public a state of improvement that inter-com-
debt for the hast ten years,; but he must munication has become so far facilitated,
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as to justify the belief that immigrants
can be distributed to all portions of the
Dominion with rapidity and conveni-
ence, and may have free intercourse
with each other, the brakes are put on,
and the expenditure which was pre-
viously necessary is checked if not al-
together discontinued. I had almost
omitted to notice the statement of the
hon. gentleman from Halifax with re-
gard to the St. Charles branch. The
Riviere du Loup road was acquired with
the approbation of Parliament, for the
purpose of giving a terminus to the
Intercolonial Railway, which it had
not before. It could not be said
that the Intercolonial Railway had
any terminus when it stopped at
Riviere du Loup, and it was consid-
ered desirable that it should have a
direct connection, not merely with one
railway, but with all the systems of rail-
way in the Dominion; and with all the
systems of communication by water or
by land which the country possesses;
and for that purpose it was bought, and
for the same purpose it was necessary to
give it connection with the navigable
water at Point Levis, and the possibility
of connection with other railways besides
the Grand Trunk Railway. It was not
contemplated that the connection which
was expected to be made with the North
Shore, could be established immediately
by means of a bridge, but by steamers or
boats across the river. It was then
expected that our friends in Quebec
would exert themselves with some degree
of energy in the line of getting a bridge
across the St. Lawrence, and I have no
doubt that sooner or later there will be
a bridge there, which will connect the
Intercolonial Railway with our two great
systems of railway, and with other
railways into the interior which are
being constructed from Quebec up-
wards and even below Quebec. It was
therefore necessary to acquire a better
terminus for the great system known as
the Intercolonial Railway, at some point
where it could connect with other rail-
ways, and where the advantages which
it offers to the immense tract of country
which i traverses, could be availed of
generally. It was for that reason the St.
Charles Branch was acquired, and
although it was expensive it was neces-

FHoN. MR. ABBOTT.

sarily so, because it passed through a
populous town, and it is not easy to cOn-
struct for a small sum of money a railway
through a thickly populated town. With
reference to the credit of the country, I
think my hon. friend on my right was
entirely justified in the statement he
made, that while, no doubt, the decrease
in the value of money, and in the rate 0f
interest, had some considerable effect
upon the rates at which this country has
been enabled to borrow ; its own credit,
and the confidence which the financial
world feels in its administration, had aISO
much to do with the reduced rate of in-
terest at which Canada can now secure
a loan. Ten years ago we were
obliged to pay, probably one and a
half to one and three quarters per
cent. more in England for the money
we needed than we pay norW,
and we were then paying much more
than the Australian colonies had to paY
for the money they had to borrow. Our
credit was not so good then as that of
the Australian colonies, and we had tO
pay much more than the nominal rate
of interest, at which the countries with
the best credit could borrow. At the
present time what is our position? We
expect to get this money, and I have nO
doubt we shall, at about three and a
quarter per cent. England herself will
not be able to -educe her loans to less
than two and three-quarters per cent,
which will in effect place us onlly one-
half per cent lower than England, while
ten years ago we were three times or
more than three times that much, below
the credit of England in borrowing
money. And so with the Australian
colonies : we are in a position to-day to
borrow money much cheaper than the
Australian colonies can borrow in the
same market. These are distinctions
which do not depend on the falling rate
of interest. These are facts which have
their origin in the confidence which the
world feels in the resources of this coun-
try, and in the manner in which its affairs
are administered. I venture to clailm
that much for the Government, and I amn
only sorry that it is not better representi
ed on an occasion like this, when its.
financial credit is under discussion.

On the second clause,
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HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man has not, as I conceive, put the
natter fairly before the House. The

object of building the St. Charles'Branch
was to give connection with the North
Shore Railway, to make the Intercolo-
nial Railway independent of the Grand
Trunk Railway and to give it connection
with other railways. It was understood
at that time, when the matter was dis-
cussed in this House, that the Norlh
Shore Railway would be extended to a
convenient point on the shore of the St.
Lawrence on the Quebec side, and that
the cars would be ferried across by large
steamers. That has not been done ; and
for freight pui poses we are just in the
same position now as before the St.
Charles branch was built. For passenger
Purposes we are also practically in the
same position. In former days passen-
gers crossed over and took the train
at Point Levis ; now they take
it a mile below that. We take
the train at Levis itself, and we gain
nothing in that way. If what the hon.
gentleman speaks of happens, and the
bridge is built at Cape Rouge, the St.
Charles Branch will be of still less value,
because the connection with Cape Rouge
will not be made by Levis, so that for all
practical purposes the expenditure on
the St. Charles branch has been, up to
the present date, of no value. If the
Government will take steps to have the
North Shore Railway extended to the
water side at Quebec opposite Levis,
and see that a proper ferry steamer is
Put on to carry freight cars, then the
branch will be of some value.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman finds fault with the Government
for so largely increasing the public debt
and spending so much money ; and now
he is finding fault with the Government
for not incurring mcre debt and not
spending more money. It is hard to
satisfy my hon. friend. This St. Charles
Branch was acquired for the purpose of
giving the Intercolonial Railway a
terminus where it could connect
with other railways there. The North
Shore Road comes down to the water at
Quebec at a point where it can be easily
reached from the river. Its tracks come
out on the wharves, from which ship-

ments can be made to and from the ship-
ping lying at those wharves, and which
steamers from the Intercolonial Railway
at Point Levis can reach easily. If a
bridge is built at Cape Rouge it will be
necessary to make connection there, but
these things cannot all be done at once.
The Government is loth to take up the
project of building steamers, or buying
steamers, or running ferries. The trade
of the country will naturally produce
the improvement which my hon. friend
desires, and the Government no doubt,
will not be wanting in any exertion
which it may feel it is prudent to make,
to assist in bringing about that result.

HON. MR. MONTGOMERY, from
the Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER
COURTS BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the whole on Bill (12o) "An
Act further to amend the Supreme and
Exchequer Courts Act, chapter 135, of
the Revised Statutes of Canada."

In the Committee.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-This Bill is
partly to remedy some verbal defects in
the law as it stands, which had caused
some ambiguity in construction, as to the
number of judges who are required to
be present when judgment is rendered
by the Supieme Court; and also to give
British Columbia and the North West
Territories an appeal to the Supreme
Court which at present they do not pos-
sess. I propose to move at the proper
time that the registrar shall have the
control, under the supervision of the
Minister of Justice, of the Library of the
Court.

On section three.

HON. MR. POWER-Would the
hon. Minister be kind enough to explain
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why he proposes to give an appeal from
the North-West Court, although the
matter may not have originated in the
Superior Court ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-It is a neces-
sary provision in consequence of the pe-
culiar constitution of the courts in the
North-West. They have not the same
number of courts as we have in the oth-
er provinces, and it is proposed to give
an appeal to the Supreme Court direct,
if the subject in dispute is considered of
sufficient importance by the Court to
grant leave. I would like to move as an
amendment or addition to this clause,
that the registrar, under the supervision
of the Minister of Justice, shall have the
management and control of the library
of the Court and the purchasing of all
books therefor.

HON. MR. POWER-I think it is
desirable that some person should be
put in charge of the library of the court,
and the registrar is no doubt the proper
officer ; but I do not see the propriety
of handing over the control of the lib-
rary to the Minister of Justice. I think
the library of the Supreme Court should
be under the control of the Supreme
Court and not of any outside officer.
I think the hon. gentleman would do
well to provide that the registrar, subject
to the direction of the Court, should
have supervision and control of the lib-
rary.

HON. MR. ABBOTT - There has
been some discussion about it and thar
is the final conclusion, that it is the most
satisfactory plan to have the Minister of
Justice supcrvise it, in charge of the re-
gistrar. The Minister of Justice is to
have a certain control over the registrar
as one of the results of this provision.

HON. MR. POWER-The registrar is
the officer of the court.

HON. MR. SCOTT-But the books, I
fancy, are purchased through the De-
partment of Justice.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I understand
that the intention is that the registrar
shall actually purchase them, but he shall

HON. MR. POWER.

take his authority from the Minister of
Justice with regard to the selection.

HON. MR. MACDONALD, from the
committee, reported the bill with one
ameudment, which was concurred in and
the bill was then read the third time and
passed.

INTEREST ON SAVINGS BANKS
DEPOSIT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
House resolve itself into a Conmittee of
the Whole on Bill (127) " An Act relat-
ing to interest payable on deposits in the
Post Office and Government Savings
Banks."

He said-This Bill is simply one
which gives the Government a certain
discretion as to the rate of interest on
money in the savings banks, which dis-
cretion it does not possess at present.
The Government is not allowed to pay
less interest than four per cent. Consid-
ering the rate obtainable on deposits in
other institutions, the Government ought
to have power to lower the rate, though
they do not contemplate at present ex-
ercising the power.

HON. MR. POWER-The statement
which the hon. gentleman has made
shows that the rate of interest is goilg
down all round.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I admit it.

HON. MR. POWER-I cannot say
that I feel very much disposed to con-
gratulate the Government on this
measure. Probably as a business steP
it is justifiable ; although I think perhaps
they might have strained a point to allow
the people to make those deposits
interest at the rate of four per cent ; and
I may be allowed to make reference tO
a discussion which took place in this
Chamber two or three'years ago on a
motion made by myself in connectiol
with Savings Banks. Sometime ago it
was the practice to allow parties to de
posit Up to $3,ooo in the Savings Banks.
It was found that that practice interfered
very seriously with the business of other
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banks. I called attention to the matter
here and a very vigorous attack was
nade on me the ground that I was

endeavoring to deprive hard working
mechanics, widows and orphans of the
opportunity which was afforded by the
government to deposit their money in a
safe place at a good rate of interest.
Notwithstanding the fact that those who
support the government here attacked
me and spoke of my suggestion to reduce
the amount allowed to be deposited as
something almost inhuman ; within a
very little while the government-I am
not at all assuming that they did it in
consequence of what I said, but in
consequence of the fact that other peo-
ple who had more influence than I pos-
sess took the same view that I had ven-
tured to express here-reduced the
arnount which any person could deposit
in a Government Saving Bank to $1,ooo,
and the amount which could be deposited
at one time to $300. I think with these
limitations, the savings banks are used by
the poorer people to deposit their sav-
ings. Before that they were used largely
by wealthy people to deposit their money
and get a higher rate of interest than
was allowed by other banks. I think
the reduction of the amount to be de-
posited was a wise change: but I cannot
be enthusiastic over the proposition to
reduce the rate of interest.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-What my hon.
friend says is only an exemplification of
the wisdom of having a number of ex-
perienced people meet annually to dis-
cuss these public questions, and of ob-
taining the stimulus it gives to apply
their intellects to criticisms of Govern-
ment policy ; and I hope my hon. friend
does not find it extraordinary that such
criticisnis should sometimes be reason-
able and just, as his criticism this time
appears to have been. As to the rate
of interest, my hon. friend will perceive
that the Government all along, in fixing
the rate, has been actuated by the very
idea that he now enunciates to the
louse-that as high a rate shall be given
to the poor people who use those savings
banks, as is consistent with the public
interest. But the fact that the discre-
pancy between the rate at which money
can be got, and the rate paid on those

deposits, might be so great, that it would
be against the public interest to pay four
per cent, must be considered. While
there is every desire to give people en-
couragement to deposit their savings,
and to give a liberal rate of interest, there
is no reason for creating the depositors
into a sort of annuitants, receiving one
per cent. more than their money would
produce anywhere else. I quite agree
with the principle that my hon. friend
states, that they should be treated
liberally, and the Government will con-
tinue to do so, so long as the difference
between the rate they pay and the ordi-
nary rate is not too great. One per cent.
on $40,ooo,ooo is a serious item.

HON. MR. McCLELAN-I regret
that the Government have found it neces-
sary to take power to reduce the rate of
interest below four per cent. It was
stated in the discussion we had here two
years ago that the Government should
not pay a higher rate than they .could
borrow money for in England. On ex-
amination, I think it was clearly shown,
by extracts from the Finance Minister's
speech at that time, that the average in-
terest for ten years, with the expenses
and commissions attending it added, to
say nothing of other expenses, ameunted
to four and a quarter per cent. I can-
not underbtand why the Government of
the country, when they have to borrow
money, should not pay as high a rate of
interest on deposits as they pay on their
loans. The leader of the Government
says that they do not wish to pay any
more, but I cannot see why the Govern-
ment would not as readily pay totheir own
people the same rate of interest as they
pay to English capitalists. Even if
money could be borrowed now at a lower
rate than four per cent, it should be re-
membered that the savings banks are
fixed institutions of the country. It is
not intended to do away with them so
as to save the expense of running
them. That expense will not be increased
by larger deposits. Therefore I see no
necessity for diminishing the rate of in-
terest. If our. own people provide money
for the use of the government, our own
people should get the advantage of in-
terest paid, and I cannot see how it is
incumbent on the government to reduce
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the rate. I trust that the powers taken
under this bill will not be exercised to
reduce the present rate of interest. It is
well understood where the influence
comes against the depositors in the sav-
ings banks. It emanates from the char-
tered banks of the country. No doubt
these wealthy institutions have a large
amount of political influence and they
desire to have the rate of interest re-
duced for their own advantage, but I
scarcely see that that can be a possible
reason why the government should inter-
fere to cut down the rate which is now
paid on the deposits of poor people
throughout the country. In the present
depressed state of the country-depress-
ed in certain portions of it, at all
events, from one cause or another
-it becomes a matter of great concern
for persons who have an accumulation of
savings, to have a safe place to deposit
their earnings. It is a wise thing for
thrifty people to do, and to interfere with
their chance of depositing in that way
and to reduce the rate of interest is, I
think, injurious to the interests of the
country, and I felt that it was only proper
that I should say so.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman has expressed everything that
I should like to say on the matter. We
should encourage, as far as possible, the
thrift of our people and induce them to
save their money, especially the class
of people for whom savings banks
are intended, and I hope the hon. gen-
tleman's remarks will be favorably cor-
sidered by the Government.

HON. MR. WARK-I fully agree with
my hon. friend, that although the Gov-
ernment are taking this power, they
should not exercise it. I do not think
that the'public complain in the least, be-
cause the people who use those savings
banks, get four per cent. for their money
It is but a small matter. There are in
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick forty-
three of these savings banks, and
the desposits in them are between $ioo,
ooo and $200,ooo : four per cent on that
amount is no serious matter, and if you
reduce the rate to three and one half you
save just $5oo. Is it worth while to al-
ter the rate of interest for such a saving

HoN. MR. McCLELAN.

as that-the salary of one of our door
keepers-when we are borrowing
$30,000,000 in one loan ? Taking the
deposits to be $200,ooo the saving at
the rate I have mentioned would be only
$i,ooo. That amount the public offers
to a Senator without the least hesitation.
I regret that a reduction of the rate of
interest should be contemplated. The
public do not object to the rate that is
paid now. The public wish to see
these poor people save their money and
I do not think that an application has
come from any quarter asking for this
reduction. There is another question
connected with these savings banks to
which I would call attention : they do
not pay for the time they have the
money, as other banks do. If a person
has money on deposit in other
banks he gets interest upon it
from the day he deposited until
he draws the money. That was the
case with the Government Savings
Banks under the late administration, but
it bas been altered by this Government.
If a poor man gets his winter's wages on
the first of June and deposits it, it does
not bear interest until the next month,
and if he is forced to draw it from the
bank on the 3oth November he gets no
interest on it for the month of Novem-
ber. In that case the savings bank
would have the money for six months,
but would pay only four months interest.
The whole days ot a month that have
not transpired from the time of deposit
count for nothing, and the whole days
of a month that have transpired from1
the first day of a month until the time
the money is withdrawn are taken off.
There is another thing connected with
the payment of interest in this country
when it is paid abroad : they must draw
their money at least a month before the
interest is payable in order to rernit it in
time, and they have also to pay commis-
sions. Here the money is paid out with-
out any expense. Again the money that
is paid on loans goesabroad tobe expend-
ed,whereas here,if wehad alarge portion of
our debt in our own country, the moneY
would be paid out and put in circulation
again. Consequently there would be a
great advantage in having a pottion of
the debt at least payable on this side of
the Atlantic. I do not think it is neces-
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sary that the Government should spend
all the money that is put in the savings
banks. If they would employ it in buy-
ing up a portion of their bonds on the
other side of the water and save the in-
terest paid abroad and pay the interest
on the deposits in the savings banks in-
stead, it would be a good policy.
Though the Government are taking this
power, I sincerely hope they will not ex-
ercise it.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It is m-st
gratifying to find so much unanimity of
opinion in this House on the subject of
this Bill, but I do not suppose that any
hon. gentleman proposes the Govern-
ment shall pay four per cent. if the
difference between that and the regular
rate should be too great to be
borne by the country. The only
point of difference to which I wish
to advert, is the calculation of my hon.
friend from Fredericton. He must re-
member that one-halt per cent on $40,-
000,ooo is $2oo,ooo a year, and that is
an amount which would pay a good
many messengers. And if we actually
make a clear loss of $2oo,ooo a year by
continuing to pay four per cent, it will
become no doubt a matter for consider-
ation, whether there should not be some
effort made to save some part of that
money.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Vou can
hardly call it a loss.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-It is a loss to
the country generally, though not to a
large section of the population. But of
course it is paying $200,000 to these de-
positors for putting their money in the
Dominion Savings Banks where it is
safer than anywhere else-it is giving a
premium to that amount. It is very de
sirable that they should continue to re-
ceive as liberal a rate of interest as the
government can continue to pay, con-
sistent with the public interest. It per-
haps would not be satisfactory to the
Country to lock up too large an amount
of the savings of the country in the
hands of the government as a loan.
That would divert it from all
kinds of industrial enterprises throughout
the country, and that is an element

which will have, sometime or other,
to be considered in dealing with those
savings banks. At the same time I
entirely agree with the principle which
has been stated by every hon. gentleman
who has spoken as to the propriety of
dealing liberally with the industrious
poor and the middle class, who use the
savings bank.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. ROSS (Laurentides),
from the Committee, reported the Bill
without amendment.

The Bill was read the third time and
passed.

INLAND REVENUE BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that
the House resolve itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (122) " An
Act to amend chapter 34 of the Revised
Statutes respecting the Inland Revenue."

He said-This Bill is also one which
largely relates to detail. The principle
of the material portion of the Bill is to
alter in some degree the provisions which
were made at the time of the passing of
the Inland Revenue Act now in force,
under which large privileges were given
to new distilleries in order to prevent the
monopoly which was feared in the hands
of established distillers. This provision
was that they might manufacture as
much spirit as they chose, and then send
out one one-third of the whole product ;
and in this way the privileges they had
might affect the trade much more than
the danger which was feared from the
supposed monopoly. In that respect
the Bill is changed to some extent.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. CASGRAIN, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.
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APPLICATION OF LAWS
MANITOBA BILL.

TO

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
House resolve itself into a Committee of
the Whole on Bill (41) " An Act respect-
ing the application of certain laws therein
mentioned to the Province of Manitoba."

He said-This Bill is for two purposes,
one to make plain the date at which the
laws of England prevailing in Canada,
shall be applicable to Manitoba, and the
other to regulate the rate of interest.

The motion was agreed to,

HON. MR. McMILLAN, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without
a-nendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (118) "An Act to amend the
Weights and Measures Act, as respects
the contents of packages of salt," passed
through Committee of the Whole without
amendment, and was read the third time
and passed.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
House resolve itself into a Committee of
the whole on Bill (121) " An Act to
amend chapter 33, of the Revised Stat-
utes of Canada, respecting the duties of
Customs." He said-This is a bill to
amend an Act which has been on our
Statute Books for a long time, for the
purpose of making as it were a corrected
list of the articles which we are prepared,
at the option of the United States, to
make free when they do the same thing.
In other words, we propose to make a
standing offer of reciprocal trade in the
articles mentioned in the Bill. The law
as it stands was passed some thirty years
ago, and many of the articles mentioned
in it would not be approved of by a

great majority of the people, as objects
of reciprocal trade at present. This
Bill simply makes a corrected list of
those things which, in the opinion of the
Government, it would be desirable to
have reciprocal trade in.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It stili leaves
it at the option of the United States
Government to select any of thern ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, precisely
as the existing Act does.

HoN. MR. POWER-This is a simple
measure in appearance, but it is one
which has a rather interesting history.
This statutory offer was the occasion of
a remarkable change of base on the part
of some members of the Government in
another place within a comparatively
short time. A leading member of the
administration declared with regard to
this statutory offer that the United States
Government were obliged to take the
whole or none, and that any Canadian
who undertook to say that the United
States shoùld be free to select such of
those items as they desired and that we
were then obliged to make these articles
free, was recreant to all sense of patriOt-
ism and duty to his country. That was
the statement made one day, and five or
six days afterwards the Ministry came in
and declared that the thing which had
been said to be unpatriotic and unworthY
of a Canadian was just the thing that
they proposed to do. Apart from that
historic interest there are some other
points about this little Bill that deserve
consideration. I find that the following
articles have been taken out of the
statutory offer by this Bill-green fruit.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Green fruit is

free now : the articles which are free
now are not put in.

HON. MR. POWER-I was going tO
advert to that-green fruit-bran, trees,
plants and shrubs, seeds of ail kinds,
smoked and salt meats, &c. These are
all in the existing statutory offer and it is
proposed by this Bill to take them out.

HON. MR. MILLER-They are al-
ready free.
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HON. MR. POWER-Some are free
and some are not. Some of those arti-
cles have been made free by the United
States-green fruit, trees, plants and
shrubs. I should like to ask the hon.
gentleman who has charge of the bill
where or our Statute Book, after we
have passed this Bill, will appear the
law which makes these articles free that
are now free under the existing arrange-
ment with the United States ? As I un-
derstand, they are free now under an
Order-in-Council based on this section.
If we repeal the section the authority for
the Order-in-Council is gone ; and I
should like to know just where the au-
thority is then to make these articles
free ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I should answer
that by saying that they have become
free by means of proclamation, under the
provisions of this law when it was in
force. 'he effect of this Bill is practic-
ally to prevent proclamations issuing
hereafter in respect of articles omitted
from it ; but that which has been done
Under the law of the land as it is, will
not be repealed by the fact that the law
is repealed for the future. The proclama-
tion once issued under existing law is
itself a law so long as that proclamation
is not repealed.

HON. NIR. MILLER-That explana-
tion was given by the Minister of Finance
and accepted in the other House.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE - Everyone
knows that.

HoN. MR. POWER-We do not all
know as much as the hon. gentleman
from Alma division.

HON. MR. OGILVIE - Everyone
knows it but the hon. gentleman from
lalifax.

HON. MR. POWER-I wished to
know how it was put. The explanation
is correct. At the same time I do not
know that there was any necessity for
striking the items out. Then the articles
which were to be made free under the
existing law, and which under this Bill

are not to be made free, are articles of
some considerable consequence. For
instance, take Indian corn, Indian meal,
and salted and smoked meats. I know
that in the Province from which I come
the removal of the duty on Indian corn,
beef and pork would be looked upon by
the people at large as a blessing; and I
see it is a blessing which they will not
be in a position to enjoy in the
future. It occurs to me, looking at
the articles to be taken off the
free list and those which have been
put on, that we have been taking
off just those articles which offered some
inducements to the United States gov-
ernment to go a little further in the way
of reciprocity, and putting on articles
which offer no inducement whatever to
them. The United States have no in-
ducement to make fish oil and the pro-
ducts of the fisheries free.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-They are very
large buyers of fish oil.

HON. MR. POWER-But they are not
likely to make it free, as I understand
now.

HON.MR. MACINNES (Burlington)-
They will not make anything free unless
it suits their interests.

HON. MR.POWER-One effect of the
change of law, in my humble opinion,
will be to prevent any further extension
of that reciprocity, which the govern-
ment profess to have so much at
heart.

. HON. MR. OGILVIE-Nonsense. I
cannot believe it possible that the hon.
gentlerpan really means what he says.

HON. MR. POWER-Oh, yes he does.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. KAULBACH, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (126) " An Act to amend chapter
124, of the Revised Statutes respecting
insurance." (Mr. Abbott).

Bill (104) " An Act to amend chapter
51 of the Revised Statutes of Canada,
'The Territories Real Property Act.'"
(Mr. Abbott).

At six o'clock, the Speaker left the
Chair.

AFTER RE0ESS.

MONTREAL AND QUEBEC
CHANNEL.

SHIP

TIIIPD READING.

The Order of the Day being called for
Committee of the whole on Bill (134)
" An Act to make further provision re-
spectng the construction of the Ship
Channel between Montreal and Quebec."

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This Bill has
passed the second reading without dis-
cussion, with the understanding that
any discussion that might be needed up-
on it, would be had when the House
went into Committee. In moving that
His Honor the Speaker do now leave
the Chair, I do not know that I should
say anything new, if I state in a few
words the nature of the Bill which is be-
fore the House. Hon. gentlemen will
no doubt remember that many years
ago, in consequence principally of the
large expanse of shallow water known as
Lake St. Peter, vessels could not
reach Montreal, drawing more than
eleven feet of water. In consequence
of that, as it was felt that Montreal
being the farthest seaport from the At-
lantic, was a seaport of the Dominion
that should be encouraged, meas-
ures were taken to deepen the ship
channel through this lake. At first, those
measures were undertaken by the Gov
ernment itself, and after that, they were
assumed by the Harbor Commissioners
of Montreal, which was, in reality, a
quasi Government corporation, compos
ed partly of persons named by the Gov
ernment, and partly of persons named
by the City of Montreal, and partly by

persons named by the various trade as-
sociations in that city. This body con-
tinued the work, and at present is actu-
ally in possession and control of it, and
in the course of its operations , it
has practically deepened the entire
channel from Montreal to Quebec to a
depth of 27½ feet. It is not yet abso-
lutely finished. It will requir.e an ex-
penditure of $200,ooo or $3oo,ooo to
complete it ; but the work required is
mainly the straightening of curves in the
channel, and the deepening of sole
portions of rock; and the channel is
now so neaily completed, that the largest
steamers that visit this country, con-
stantly make their harbor in the port of
Montreal at the lowest wate'r. This
channel, however, being practically as
much a canal of the Dominion as any
other canal from the Welland downwards,
has been a very severe burden upon the
port of Montreal, and upon the trade
finiding its access to this country
and its outlet in the port of Montreal.
Of course, in reality, the trade which was
benefited by it, was the trade of the
whole Dominion, because the shipments
which are received there fron the sea
are chiefly imports from the Dominion,
and the exports which found their outlet
there are exports of the Dominion ; and
the charges in the harbor of Mon-
treal practically constituted a tax on the
trade of the Dominion. The work has
assumed such proportions that in the
opinion of the Government, it has be-
come too great a burden to be placed
on one port, and the object of the
present measure is to enable the Govern-
ment to take over the expense of this
channel, and make it a part of the in-
terior navigation system of the Dormin-
ion, as the canals are. The expenditure
which has been made upon this canal
up to the present time is about $2,700,-
ooo, and I venture to say that there
never was a public work undertaken in
the Dominion of Canada, that was Made
so cheaply and effectually as this. The
dredging expenses have been incredibly
low. Huge tracts of land have been
dredged out at an expense of about three
to five cents a yard, and huge masses o
rock have been removed at an expense

1 of about fifteen cents a yard. And I an'
r sure hon. gentlemen who have much el-
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perience in such matters as that, can
recall no such case where dredging has
been done under water at such prices as
those. The work was commenced under
the auspices and supervision of the late
Hon. John Young, who was thoroughly
heart and soul in the matter of the
navigation of this river, and he was not
the man to allow $i to be expended
without producing its corresponding im-
provement in the channel.

HON. MR. POWER-It is a pity that
there were not more men like him in the
Government employ.

HON.MR. ABBOTT-The Hon. John
Young was not actually in the govern-
ment employ. He was placed there with
the assent of the government, and I think
he held his position as chairman of the
harbor commissioners under the govern-
ment ; but he was in reality the choice
of the city of Montreal and practically
the choice of the whole community. JHe
was really entitled to the credit of having
pressed forward this work while he lived,
with an energy and economy quite un-
paralleled in the history of such work,
and I venture to say that the tradition
he left behind him has been maintained
by his successors. I know a good deal
of what was done in this work ; and I
venture to say that there was not one
dollar expended on it that was not fairly
expended on the channel itself. There
was no extravagance, no jobbery, no
boodling as it is called now, from the be-
ginning to the end, and the proof of it is
that this enormous work, extending over
the entire river from Montreal to Quebee
has only cost the surn of $2,700,ooo.
Now, in response to the remonstrances
of the trade of the country-not only of
Montreal but the large trade that is con-
nected with Montreal, and with a
view if possible to make our
interior Canadian seaport as at-
tractive as possible-as attractive to
ships as American seaports-the Gov-
ernment have made up their minds with
the assent of Parliament to take over
this expenditure. I should like to make
it clear to my hon. friends that this
change does not involve any expenditure
Upon the harbor of Montreal. I notice
in another place that very hard words

were indulged in-that the harbor was
said to be in a state of bankruptcy, inas-
much as there were arrears of interest
on this channel debt of about $37,000,
and it was very unjustly and improperly
stated that this $37,ooo was proposed in
this miasure to be assumed by the Gov-
eriment, for the purpose of saving the
harbor of Montreal from hankruptcy.
Now, I wish to say that the harbor of
Montreal has paid interest regularly on
every dollar it ever borrowed. Its credit
is ample to enable the harbor commis-
sioners to improve it, and put it in such a
condition as to make it one of the finest
ports in this Dominion, and they are
perfectly able and competent to do it. I
should say also that they desire to make
it a cheap port, which may advantage-
ously compete with any port on the At-
lantic coast for ships frequenting it ;
and the first step to that end is
the measure I now propose to the House,
namely, the assumption of the channel
debt by the Government, the result of
which will be to relieve the harbor com-
missioners of the interest on that debt,
and in consequence of that relief, will
enable them to permit ships to enter the
port of Montreal, free from all tonnage
dues whatever. The revenue accruing
from. dues on cargoes must remain, for
there must be a sufficient amount derived
from the harbor to provide for its admin-
istration ; but so far as tonnage dues on
shipping go, they will be abolished. Now
what is proposed is this, that the country
shall take over the expense of this chan-
nel.

HON. MR. POWER-How much is
that ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-About $2,700,-
ooo. There will probably be a sum of
$200,ooo required for the purpose of
completing this work. That was voted
last year. and there will be this sum of
$37,000, representing interest upon
the capital, the whole amount being
about $3,ooo,ooo which the Govern-
ment will take over, as the cost of
the entire work between Montreal and
Quebec, a distance of i8o miles. The
resolutions which were passed in the
House of Commons and the Bill which
was founded on those resolutions simply
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provide for what I have stated being car-
ried out. The Government take over
the advances made for the purpose of
deepening the Ship Channel. They
pay this sum of $37,ooo, and they ex-
pend the amount remaining of unexpend-
ed previous appropriations, for the pur-
pose of entirely completing the channel.
There is a condition inserted requiring
the Harbor Commissioners to relinquish
the tonnage dues, and at the same time
to hand over to the Government the
whole of their plant.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-What is
that worth ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-About $56o,-
ooo is its estimated value, µnd it is worth
that for continuing the work. This plant
is of the best description, and in the best
possible order, and the value of it, for
use, is about what it stands at on the
books of the Harbor Commissioners.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B C.)-
What were the tonnage dues formerly ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I can hardly
answer that. The tonnage varied accord-
ing to the class of vessels. There was a
regular tariff approved by Order-in-
Council, and those rates varied accord-
ing to the class of vessel. The relin-
quishment of those tonnage dues will
deprive the harbor of an annual revenue
of about $7o,ooo.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Does the
Government contemplate increasing the
depth of the harbor ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The Govern-
ment have nothing to do with the har-
bor.

of the channel as a public work, with all
the plant, buoys, steamers and dredges
to keep in order, and finish it.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-Will the hon. gentleman inform the
House as to the age of the plant ? It
has a life, I suppose and assuning that
the half of that is gone, the probabilitY
is that it is only worth fifty per cent. of
its original cost.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-As I stated to
the House, the plant if sold now would
not realize its original cost, but a great
deal of it has been built within a few
years. The main work of this channel
has been done within the last five or SiX
years, and within that period those
dredges and steameis have been built
from time to time, and every year theY
have been subjected to the most thorough
repair possible, before being set in opera-
tion. I am assured, and I as a member
ot the Board, know from the report
made by the engiieer who has charge of
this plant, that for the purpose of cairY-
ing on any work, the plant is just as
good as new, having been put in thorough
repair during the past winter. Of course
for sale it is not as good as new.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-It could not
be replaced for the same money.

HON. MR. POWER-As we took
only half-an-hour to-day to dispose of
$25,ooo,ooo, I do not suppose we ought
to take long to dispose of $3,000,000 ;
still when a comparatively large sui of
that sort is demanded by the Dominion,
there ought to be something said about
it. The leader of the House has pre-
sented the case in a very satisfactory way,
looking at it from a Montreal standpoint

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I mean HON. MR. OGILVIE-Or fron
the depth of the St. Peter's channel ? Dominion standpoint.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT - There is
nothing to be done to the channel ex-
cept what the appropriation made last
year may finish-simply the straighten-
ing of some curves, and deepening at
two or three points where the rock exca-
vation has not reached a sufficient depth.
The Government will now stand owners

HoN. MR. POWER-That is another
question. It happens there are two har-
bors on the St. Lawrence : there is the
harbor of Quebec, which nature made
and intended, one would suppose,
for the port of the St. Lawrence; and
there is this harbor of Montreal, which
has been made an ocean harbor by the

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.
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expenditure of considerable sums of
imoney. Now, while it my be very sat-
isfactory to Montreal that the Govern-
mient shall assume the debt which has
been incurred in making it a seaport, that
transaction is probably not so satisfactory
to Quebec, because as regards Quebec
the effect of the expenditure has been to
destroy her character as the seaport of
the St. Lawrence. Of course, Quebec
has been made right to a certain extent,
because in another Bill, which will be
before us shortly, there is a provision for
Our assurning our portion of the Quebec
Harbor debt also. Then I presume,
that in another year or so the Govern-
ment will be called upon to assume some
of the liabilities of the city of Halifax in
connection with the harbor works there.
In Halifax the people have taxed them-
selves to a considerable extent for a dry
dock, and I presume that next year our
people will come and ask the Dominion
Government to assume the dry dock as
they are now assuming the Levis dry
dock. I could not help thinking, as the
hon. gentleman was putting the case
before us, with that clearness and ease
for which he is remarkable, that there are
people who are unkind enough to say
that it is not the merits of the Montreal
claim that have obtained this concession
and a similar concession to Quebec ;
but that the Government were anxious
to make an arrangement with the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway,-that the Can-
adian Pacific Railway were to get a
final concession, and that there were
certain gentlemen whose votes were
nece3sary, and that they were not
likely to vote that concession, unless
things were made right for Montreal and
Quebec. That is probably about the
English of it ; but it is quite admissable
that this other view should be presented.
Of course it would not do for the hon.
gentleman to present to us the interior
view of the transaction. I doubt the
wisdom of our continuing to fight'against
nature. I think for the bulk of the
Dominion, Quebec would be just as good
a port as Montreal.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-No, no.

HON.MR. POWER-Perhaps the bon.
gentleman from Woodstock feels it more

52

inconvenient to ship his goods from
Quebec than from Montreal, but for
most people, as long as there are railway
facilities, Quebec would serve all pur-
poses. I do not think the country at
large is so much interested in making
Montreal the seaport instead of Quebec.
I am glad to hear that under the super-
vision of the late Hon. John Young, the
work was carried on with energy and
economy. I do not wish to say
anything that might be regarded
as uncomplimentary to the Department
of Public Works, of this country ; but I
feel compelled to say that if this work is
carried on in the future with energy and
economy-if there are large results from
small expenditures-it will be a very ex-
ceptional case in the history of public
works in Canada under the presen ad-
ministration.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I venture
to address the House as a member from
western Ontario, and not as an inhabit-
ant of the City of Montreal. We all
have a desire to see the City of Quebec,
as the ancient capital of Canada, pros-
per. With all its beauty and its magnifi-
cent position, it is where, in my opinion,
the seat of Government of the Dominion
ought to have been, just as Washington
has been selected as the seat of Govern-
ment for the United States, bordering on
the Atlantic, very far removed from the
centre of that great Union. But no
citizen of western Ontario can to-day
look to any other point than Montreal
as the Atlantic shipping port of the
Dominion. Montreal is peculiarly situ-
ated as a city to become the future New
York of the Dominion of Canada. No
man who has studied the railway system
and the geography of this northern
continent can fail to see that we will
bring the whole of the trade of our
North-West, north of Lake Superior, to
the city of Montreal; across the river
there by two bridges for Boston, Port-
land, New York, or any other part of the
United States. In the same way, the
Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian
Pacific Railway are extending their
branches with such efficiency to Niagara
Falls, Buffalo and Detroit, connecting
with Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota and
the Western States, that we can hope to
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draw the trade from a large part, not
only of our own North-West to Montreal'
but to sweep over those two bridges to
Boston, Portland and New York, the
trade of the Northern and Western States
and carry it on our railways to the sea-
port of Halifax, or to Montreal. I hope
it will have the effect of building up
Halifax. That city has not benefited
to the extent that we hoped it would
benefit in the past, and I speak in all
confidence of the future of the country,
that we all wish to see Halifax become
the great future shipping port for the
produce and mails of this great Dominion.

HON. MR. POWER-That is what it
always is, unfortunately, a great "future'
shipping port.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-With re-
gard to the expenditure made on the St
Peter's Canal, will any man rise on the
floor of this House and say that it is not
in the interest of Ontario that that
should be a public work ? Is there a
citizen of Ontario who has not a deep
interest in the perfection of the naviga-
tion of the St. Lawrence up to the City
of Montreal, by which ocean-going ves-
sels can come frorn Liverpool, London,
Glasgow and other great ports of the
world ? By the improvement of the ship
channel between Montreal and Quebec,
and the competition between the Grand
Trunk Railway and the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway, we receive our goods at
Toronto at a minimum cost for freight,
and we can ship our produce and our
cattle to any port in Europe on most
reasonable terms.

I give my hon. friend the hon. member
from Halifax credit for his industry and
diligence. No member of this House
takes a deeper interest than he does in
public affairs. He is generally right, and
I have the honor sometimes to follow his
lead-not always-but I am sure in ob.
jecting to this bill he is making a mis-
take and taking a contracted view of the
question. A few years ago we might have
entertained those views, but under the
administration of Sir John Macdonald's
governnent-much as I condemn it on
some accounts--the country has developed
wonderfully. It has completed the Can.
adian Pacific Railway to the Pacific

HON MR. ALEXANDER.

coast so that we can now populate the
North-West, and having gone so far it
would be a blind policy if we did not
adopt the measure introduced by the
leader of this House. Let us pursue a
generous policy and try to develop the
country for the benefit of the Dominion.
Either we have the courage of our
convictions with regard to the future
of Canada, or we have not. If
we have the courage of our convic-
tions with regard to the North West and
the future of Canada, we are bound tO
use the credit of the country to any ex-
tent-that is to say, honestly-to increase
trade between this country and Europe.
Al practical statesmen can only say, if
we do not act upon such a policy our
views are very contracted. There can-
not be two opinions on this subject.
With regard to the city of Quebec, nO
one can regret more than I do, that its
trade has been absorbed by Montreal.
Quebec is the ancient capital, and its
history possesses more than ordinarY
interest. It is peopled by the noblest
part of the French Canadian population.
Its associations with the citadel, with
the early settlement of the country, with
the magnificent Laurentian Mountains
render it a most attractive city. YoU
cannot name in Europe a city which
presents such a noble aspect as the
prospect you have from the terrace of
Quebec. I have always regretted that
Quebec was not made the capital
of the Dominion. It is a city that
we should be as proud of as the Ameri-
cans are of Washington, but the trade of
Quebec has been impaired. I regret it
deeply, because I have a large circle of
acquaintances in Quebec, from whom I
have received much kindness and hospl-
tality. But, since its trade has been di-
verted fron it, we must go on pushing
the trade of Montreal and make that city
the New York of Canada.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think mY
hon. friend from Halifax did not speak
with the earnestness of his convictions.
He spoke with bated breath, as though
he had to criticize the Bill, and yet felt
it was in the interest of the whole Do-
minion.

HON. MR. POWER-I rise to a ques-
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tion of order. The hon. gentleman has
imputed to me want of veracity. He
says I have stated what I did not believe.

HON. MR. KA ULBAC H-I withdraw
any remark that my hon. friend might
not approve of. I meant to say that I
did not believe he was stating his real
convictions in the matter.

HON. MR. POWER-I must ask the
hon. gentleman to withdraw that state-
ment also.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Then the
hon. gentleman does not speak all he
thinks. I do not want to be offensive,
but I am sure if the hon. gentleman
would consider this matter he would not
say that it was giving $3,ooo,ooo to
Montreal as a rival of Quebec. My hon.
friend cannot say that, because we look
upon this as a great public work in
the interes. of the whole Dominion
of Canada. If he wishes to have
New York the great seaport of
Canada instead of Montreal, then he
is taking the right course ; Montreal has
always been considered by shippers as a
costly port to go to in consequence of
the heavy tonnage and towage. If we
can do anything to increase the shipping
of that port, we will thereby increase
competition, and that is in the interest
of the whole of Canada. The St.
Lawrence is the main artery of the
Dominion and with its great lakes is the
most direct route to the interior of the
continent. The population of the great
North Western States are looking for cheap
and speedy transit to the Atlantic coast,
and desire to have the St. Lawrence
route for the transportation of their pro-
ducts. We should by every means in our
power endeavor to secure that trade in-
stead of letting it go to New York. It is
their interest, as well as ours, to carry
their trade to the Atlantic by the more
northern and direct route, and by this
ineans we will have at least friendly re-
lations with the north western part of the
United States. A very great amount ol
monesy has been paid by way of interest
on this ship channel debt. If the Har-
bor Commissioners are relieved of that
debt and the money which they now
pay in interest is utilized for the improve-

ment of the port of Montreal, it will in-
crease the facilities for shipping. That
would evidently be in the interest of the
whole of Canada. I am glad to see that
the Government have at last undertaken
to assume this debt, and I am sure that
there is no part of Canada that will
object to see this step taken. It is in the
interest of the whole Dominion.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE-Although the
hon. member from Halifax was very mild
indeed in his criticisms on this bill I
think it is necessary that I should say a
few words in reply to his statements.
There is a popular cry that the govern-
ment are going to spend a large amount
of money on the harbor of Montreal-
that they are going to pay for the harbor
of Montreal. I do not like to censure
the government, but if ever I had rea-
son to criticise them for many years past
it is because they have helped every
harbor, from Halifax to Victoria, except
the harbor of Montreal. They . have
never spent a dollar in our harbor yet.
They build harbors, dry docks, and har-
bors of refuge anywhere and everywhere
that they are needed-some in places
that I never heard of before-but not a
dollar is spent on the harbor of
Montreal. My hon. friend fom Halifax
said that there is a good natural harbor
in Quebec, and therefore Quebec was
the proper place for the terminus of the
Atlantic lines of steamers, and he
said it was just as easy to ship our goods
from Quebec as from Montreal. In
many things I certainly would admit
that the hon. member from Halifax
would know a great deal more than I
do, but I think I am quite as well quali-
fied to judge of this matter as he is, and
I can tell him that the cost of that trans-
portation by rail from Montreal to Que-
bec would, at the present day, divert
almost the whole of the wheat trade
from the St. Lawrence altogether, to the
Atlantic ports in the United States.
Time and time again I have known
one-eighth of a cent to turn oo,000
bushels of wheat, shipped at Chicago
and Duluth, to New York, instead of to
the St. Lawrence route. It is cut up so
fine that a quarter of a cent will turn the
wheat one way or the other almost any
time. I do not think that the Canadian
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Pacific Railway and the Grand Trunk
Railway have reached the point where
they are willing to carry our wheat and
flour to Quebec for nothing, or
to bring the coal of Nova Scotia
from Quebec to Montreal for no-
thing. There is a change going on
constantly in transportation. I have had
something to do with freighting. The
very best boats that were built eight or
nine years ago, which we thought were
perfect boats, are comparatively useless
to us now-they are too small. Freight
rates are cut down so fine that we cannot
carry freight in sm Il boats at all. We
have got to get large boats to carry it at
a profit. Four or five men will man a
vessel that will carry 5o,ooo bushels just
as well as one that will carry only i 8,ooo.
I remember perfectly well myself when
the Montreal Transportation Company,
of which Hugh MacLennan is manager
still, used to get six and a half cents for
elevating corn in Kingston and landing
it in vessels in Montreal. A. W. Ogilvie
& Co. last summer paid the same com-
pany for bringing wheat from Duluth,
Port Arthur and Chicago to Montreal
only six cents, and the company is very
glad to get two and a half cents for car-
rying grain from Kingston to Montreal
now, so that hon. gentlemen who are not
acquainted with this business, will see
that the whole system of freights is
cut so fine at the present day
that had the ship channel not been made
between Montreal and Quebec, every
town in western Ontario, and the whole
country through to British Columbia
would have suffered because the wheat
and flour would have gone by the
American routes, and would never have
reached Quebec at all Therefore the
ship channel has not injured Quebec
while it has benefited Montreal. Then
there is a large amount of coal shipped
west from Nova Scotia now. In that
trade also they are increasing the size
of the vessels every day : small vessels
will not pay. If the St. Peter's Channel
had not been deepened and the naviga-
tion of the river had not been made
available for vessels drawing a consider
able depth of water, Quebec would not
have been benefited and Canada would
have lost a large trade. I know perfectly
well what I am talking about when I tell

HoN. MR. OGILVIE.

you this, and I am keeping within the
facts. It is of course a relief to Montreal
to have this debt taken over, but I do not
consider that the Government are giving
Montreal anything at all. They are
only doing what they were honestlY
bound to do. That work was takeri
from the Government by my personal
friend, the late Hon. John Young, and
his friends and, as the leader of the Gov-
ernment stated, managed magnificently.
Mr. Yo-ing gave his whole soul to it and
worked well. Previous to 1873 the
Board was composed of nine members,
five of whom were appointed by the
people of Montreal, one by the Mont-
real Board of Trade, andione by the Cori,
Exchange. These men worked for no-
thing, but in 1873, when the Liberal
Government came into power, that ar-
rangement was upset and the Govern-
ment appointed five out of the nine
members themselves, so that it becamle
practically a public work and passed
under the control of the Government-
From that time the Commissioners were
paid for their attendance at the meet-
ings, and, I thnk, justly so. The chair-
man was paid $2,ooo a year, to which I
think he was fairly entitled, but this ex-
pense was not incurred until the Govern-
ment practically took control of the works
in 1873. My hon. friend from Halifas
said that the work had been well done
by the Hon. John Young, and he said
so truly, and it has been well done to-
this day. 1 do not believe there are
many men who have worked for the
Government or the public with more
zeal and energy than the late Thomas
Cramp. He was a first-class man and
was succeeded by Mr. Andrew Robert-
son a man admirably qualified for the
position. No one could be more faith-
ful than he has been. I have given
these explanations to show that it has
been purely a Government work and I
do not think the Government have donc
justice to Montreal. If they were to do
what they should do they would repay
to the city of Montreal the $8oo,000
that they collected from them for interest
to enable them to build the best harbor
in Canada or on the continent. Some
such improvement is badly needed now
and will be still more necessary in the
next two years because we will have
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trebled the amount of business down
the St. Lawrence that we have now.
But I do not give the Government one
iota of credit for relieving Montreal.
They are simply doing what they should
have done long ago. They are doing a
Dominion work which is benefiting 1
every part of Canada, from Halifax to
Victoria, as much as the people of Mont
real.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I think the
appropriation sanctioned by this Bill is a
proper one. I agree with the hon. gen-
tleman from Alma that it is not the dis-
tance of i 8o miles between Montreal and
Quebec that is of importance-it is the
fact, as he has stated, that it increases
the distance by which freight is carried
on sea-going vessels. As time goes on,
this question will have to be taken up in
a much wider and broader sense than it
has been. The present depth of the
channel will not be sufficient. The ma-
jority of the new sea-going vessels will
draw twenty-eight feet-that is the maxi-
mum now, and the channel will have to
be deepened to thirty feet. It must be
apparent that the exports from the great
west are increasing. Something like 23,-
Soo,ooo bushels of grain are exported
from the North-West now. As years roll
on, this will be constantly increasing, and
it is not unreasonable to suppose that
before many years, there will be 200,o,-

ooo bushels of grain shipped from that
part of Canada. When that takes place,
it will be a question whether the Gov-
-ernment of the day will not have to seek
harbors further west than Montreal, and
deepen the canals of the St. Lawrence to
accommodate that increased trade. If
one-quarter or one-eighth of a cent
difference in freight will decide which
way the trade shall go, it will be
necessary to have ocean steamships
go as near as possible to where
the cargo is to be found. That is
the tendency of trade-to bring the ves-
sel as near to the product as possible.
Therefore, in considering a question of
this kind, this will be a precedent. I
·quite agree with the feeling of the hon.
member from Montreal in what he has
-said on this subject : if it had not been
for the foresight, energy and industry of
,the merchants of Montreal we would not

iave had that great city to-day. It must
be apparent to every one who has given
attention to this question that before
many years the attention of the govern-
ment will be occupied with seeking har-
bor accommodation further west-up the
akes. I think the day will come in
Canada when ocean going vessels will
ascend to Toronto and even further west,
as they now ascend to Montreal.

HON. MR. ROSS (Laurentides) -

Some hon. gentlemen say that Quebec
has received compensation in the way of
a graving dock. That was no compen-
sation at all, because when the graving
dock was first spoken of it was a scheme
in which Montreal and Quebec united.
The harbor commissioners of both cities
agreed that it was a necessary work and
that the expense should be divided
between them. Afterwards Montreal
backed out of the arrangement and it
was left to Quebec altogether. Now that
work is as necessary for Montreal. as for
Quebec. We have also the Louise
embankment, which was built with
money borrowed from the Government,
but the interest on that is paid out of a
fund collected in dues from ships. If
Montreal is to be relieved of this channel
debt, how is Quebec going to maintain
its harbor and pay the interest on its
debt ? I understood the hon. gentleman
from Alma to say that this is the only
debt the Government has incurred for
improvements to the harbor of Montreal.
The hon. gentleman is mistaken. The
Government have already expended a
large sum-

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I do not think
it.

HON. MR. ROSS-Yes, this is the
second assumption of the debt. The
great bulk of the property at Quebec is
private property and in consequence of
the trade going to Montreal it is nearly
worthless now. What is to be the con-
sequence ? If we at Quebec had the
energy of Montreal we would not be so
far down as we are now, but unfortu.
nately we have been saddled with the
Ship Laborers Society, and that has in-
jured our trade. However, so far as
grain is concerned, labor is as cheap at
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Quebec as at Montreal. With regard to
the navigation between Quebec and
Montreal, it will never be possible to run
large ocean steamers above Quebec with
safety and keep up the mail service. If
we are to have very large and fast steam-
ers they cannot go above Quebec. All
that we want at Quebec is more energy to
secure the trade. The cattle trade should
belong to Quebec: cattle can be shipped
with greater advantage from Quebec than
from Montreal. When the weather is
warm more cattle are lost on the vessel
between Montreal and Quebec than on
the whole voyage across the Atlantic.
I know of one case in which fifty animals
were lost last year. The cattle can be
brought to Quebec and turned out there
to graze for a little while and then ship-
ped across the Atlantic, much better
than they can be sent from Montreal.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Cattle dealers
do not think so.

HON. MR. ROSS-The cattle dealers
are beginning to think so too. The
graving dock, as I have said, is not a
local work at all : It is as much for the
benefit of Montreal as for the benefit of
Quebec.

HoN. MR. DEVER-It is an old say-
ing that " most men will be true to their
own private ends, though false to their
country, religion and friends." There
is a great deal of selfishness manifested
here to-night. Apparently the represen-
tatives of Quebec and Montreal think
that those cities represent all Canada,
but it is well known that there are cities
on the seaboard that possess excellent
harbors.

HON. MR. POWER-That is not well
known up here.

HON. MR.DEVER---It ought to bewell
known here. Before Confederation, we
were told that our shipping would be
developed and that the freight of the
west would bé brought down to
the seaboard and that our mari-
time cities would become the
Liverpools of Canada. Halifax pos-
sesses one of the finest harbors
in the world ; St. John, situated at the

HON. MR. ROSS.

head of the Bay of Fundy, has a harbor
which is open all the year round. It is
not like the harbors of Montreal or Que-
bec, covered with ice half the year. one
of the promises held out to us in enterifg
Confederation was that the harbor of St.
John should be the shipping port of
Canada-that freights would be shipped
from there the year round-that the grain
trade would develop rapidly and be
shipped from St. John. But now, it
would appear, there is no such thought
in the minds of the representatives froml
the province of Quebec. Montreal is
their whole thought, and money must be
laid out on the harbor of Montreal-
freight must be had there-steamers
must call there, and all the promises
made to the cities on the sea coast are
wholly forgotten. I am not so selfish as
to desire to monopolize everything, but I
think that hon. gentlemen ought to re-
member that the people in the eastern
provinces who were induced to enter into
confederation on the promises made then,
have not been treated fairly. The
money which has been borrowed in
Europe and spent in the west has built
up the cities of Toronto and Montreal.
They have got the first fruits of that ex-
penditure, for certainly I can remember
when Montreal was a very dull city-a
dormant city that no one would care to
live in for forty-eight hours if he could
leave it. Now it is more prosperous ;
its people have made money and its re-
presentatives think of nothing but Mont-
real. I hope that this selfish spirit will
cease and that some consideration will
be given to the people who live down by
the sea, and that they will not be made
to feel that they have been deluded by
the promises held out to them when they
entered the confederation.

HON. MR. WARK-I am rather favor-
able to this movement. I remember
when we were discussing the subject of
the union of the Provinces an argument
was used against it that we would have
to be taxed to deepen the canals on the
St. Lawrence. I had been up here some
thirty-eight years ago and been intro-
duced to the Hon. John Young, from
whom I got a great deal of information
about the deepening of Lake St. Peter.
The Hon. John Young was busy at it
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then and doing a large business. My
hon. friend says that he received no
money: he did not need it because he
was then in independent circumstances.
The argument I used then in favor of
deepening the canals was that I thought
we would have a larger interest in it,
because we owned more ships then than
Montreal-more, in fact, than were
owned by the whole Province of
Quebec, and I expected that we
would have a large share of the
carrying trade. However, I was dis-
appointed. I hope the Government will
see their way to removing the Custom
Houses and that the time will come when
the great trade of the Western States will
be diverted to the St. Lawrence and
that Montreal may compete successfully
with New York. I hope that some of
us who are here to-night may live to see
that day when a larger portion of the
trade of the west will come down the St.
Lawrence than comes now.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. POWER, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
Bill be read the third time.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-As to this
mnatter of the deepening of St. Peter's
channel, is it understood that the work
will be under the control of the Public
Works Department in future ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I think
only provided that future works
be?

it is
shall

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The whole
thing will be under the control of the
Public Works.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-Some years
ago an Act was passed, transferring the
whole of the works to the Government
and recognizing them as public works of
the Dominion. But, before the Act
could be put into operation, it required
an Order in Council to be passed. That

Order in Council was never passed. Are
we to understand that the money which
s to be expended to finish the work, will
be expended by the Government, or by
:he Commission ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It is intended
that the whole of the work, frorn the
time the Act becomes law, shall be under
the management of the Government, and
under the control of the Public Works
Department.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call
attention to one circumstance in connec-
tion with this undertaking-that we
are continually flying in the face
of nature, spending millions to
overcome nature and doing things
different from the way in which nature
intends they should be done. Some al-
lusion has been made here to making
Montreal the New York of British North
America. It would be a very desirable
thing to do if it were possible, but nature
interposes certain obstacles that I think
are insuperable. In the first place the
harbor of Montreal is frozen over for six
months of the year. That alone is a
reason why Montreal can never be a
New York. In attempting to make
Montreal a port instead of Quebec we
are simply doing what they would be
doing in the United States if they werè
to try to make Albany the harbor instead
of New York.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-There is
no analogy at all between them.

HON. MR. POWER-There is a great
analogy. I do not mean to say that the
Hudson is as deep as the St Lawrence
but looking at the relative populations of
the two countries, it would not be a
greater undertaking to make Albany the
sea port instead of New York than to
make Montreal take the place of
Quebec.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER - The
Hudson is no such river as the St
Lawrence.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tlemen's observation has just recalled
something to my mind which I thought
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of a moment ago. I beg to congratu-
late the leader of the Government in
this House on the fact that the hon.
gentleman, who some time ago occa-
sionally addressed me in a playful man-
ner as being his leader, has gone com-
pletely over to the hon. gentlemen
opposite.

HON. MR. SMITH-He thought he
was in bad company before.

HON. MR. POWER-He was not in
congenial company at any rate. Great
stress has been laid upon the desirability
of our expending a large sum ot money
in order to enable us to ship grain at
Montreal. There may be such a thing
as paying too dearly for such a whistle
as that. I do not think that the mere
shipment of any commodity from a port
is of such immense consequence. It is
not the mere shipping of goods from a
port, or their being transhipped at a
port that builds it up. If it were so Port-
land ought to be a very flourishing city,
which it is not. The element that has
built up Montreal is the fact that it has
been a great distributing centre, and you
might make Montreal a port through
which you could pour millions and
millions of busiels of wheat, without
enlarging it very much by that means;
and I do not think it is worth spending
a great many millions of dollars to enable
us to ship grain at that port instead of
some other port.

HON. MR. OGILVIE.-Nobody has
said so except yourself.

HON. MR. POWER.-I think the
hon. gentleman from Alberton stated
that in the future we will be called upon
to spend more money for that purpose.
To make the thing complete, L think the
hon. gentleman intimated that we should
have to deepen the canals up to Toronto,
so as to have a 27 foot channel that
distance.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.-We will
try that experiment by and by.

HON. MR. POWER.-If those things
could be done gratis it would be all
very fine ; but there is no other country

HON. MR. POWER.

in the world that will enter upon such
undertakings. Great Britain, with all
her wealth, would hardly und2rtake it.
I think it is an exceedingly unwise thing
for a poor country like Canada to under-
take such works.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The hon. gen-
tienan says that no other country in the
world has undertaken such project. Does
he not know that at the present time the
city of Liverpool is building a canal to
Manchester ?

ION. MR. ABBOTT-I think my
hon. friend's theory that we should re-
main where nature put us is subject to a
great many exceptions. It we were to
follow that principle,we should be sitting
under the trees to-night, instead of in
this beautiful building, and the hon.
gentleman would not be presenting him-
self in the handsome costume in which
he now appears in this chamber.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gent-
leman should not reflect on my old
clothes.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There is really
no similarity between the relative condi-
tions of Montreal and Albany. The citY
of Montreal is at the head of what is
practically a vast estuary of the sea. It
has all the.characteristics of an estuary
except that for a part of its length it has
the current of a river. Quebec, it is
true, has plenty of water to
enable ships to reach there, but
just as much work was required
to make a harbor there as at Montreal,
and the only advantage it had was that
ships could anchor .in the stream. In
point of fact there are great many ad-
vantages in favor of this Montreal harbor
which my hon. friend does not seem to
be aware of. It is infinitely cheaper to
carry goods inwards and outwards in
vessels than it is to carry them by
rail. The difference is very great be-
tween the expense of carrying heavy
goods by rail, and by water. Of course
the expense of bringing immigrants here,
in which we are having immense traffic
during the summer months, is much less
by water than by rail; and in many
other respects the further up the seaport
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can be placed in the interior of the
country, the better for the trade of the
country. I think, therefore, in endeavor-
ingto improve navigation below Montreal
we are practically doing the same thing
that we have done and are doing ever
since this. was a country, in improving
navigation above Montreal. If we were
to remain in a state of nature, we should
abandon the St. Lawrence canals and
the Welland canals, and we should not
even build railways. I do not think
that line of argument is a successful one,
used in opposition to the desire of the
Government to improve this channel
from Quebec.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I do
not share in the belief that money ex-
pended in the improvement of the har-
bor at Montreal will prove detrimental
to the interests of Canada. The hon.
gentleman from Alberton referred just
now to the project of bringing the cotton
employed in the manufactories of Man-
chester into the very streets of that town
by means of a canal, a project which
shows the foresight of the merchants of
that town and their determination to
make all they can out of their position.
I can recollect myself quite a number of
new ports in different parts of Great
Britain which have sprung up, not ex-
actly within my own recollection, but
within my own knowledge. There is
one immediately opposite Liverpool, on
the Mersey and connected with that city
within the last two or three years by a
tunnel built under the river. There are
several others in different parts of Eng-
land,and notably amongst them there is
the improvement in the navigation of the
Clyde. I have lived amongst a colony
of Sotchmen myself, and I have heard
some of them describe how they forded
the Clyde when the water at certain
points would not take them above the
waist. It can now be navigated by a large
and heavy steamer. I know that some
of the largest steamers afloat have been
built in that harbour. My forefathers
for generations were citizens of the city
of Bristol. It is well known to hon.
gentlemen that the first genuine attempt
at trans-Atlantic navigation was made
from that port by Bristol merchants, and
they succeeded. But they were unable

to keep their vessels on the service there
because their river was crooked. It was
hard for a modern steam vessel, of the
great length that they began to build
them in those days, to ascend that
crooked river except at the top of high
tide. The consequence was they had to
anchor several miles down below, but
this very deficiency in their port, which
some attempts had been made to remedy,
was losing them their business. The
modern ship could not go up there. The
consequence was that this old city,
which had been second in importance
in the Empire, was fast going to
decay. The remedy the merchants of
that town took was to adapt the port to
modern circumstances, and companies
were formed to build for them two new
docks at the mouth of the river, where
they avoided the crooks and turns of the
navigation and had continuous deep
water. I believe that the heaviest trans-
Atlantic steamer afloat can go into these
docks at all times and tides. I 'know
myself that cargoes and ships from the
Province to which I belong have been
landed there in good condition. I re-
member as a school boy the locality that
we called salt marshes, with no water at
all on them except at high tide. Those
have been excavated into magnificent
docks, and entrance obtained to them
from the river Mersey. Vessels get ac-
cess to those new docks at all times, and
I believe the lowest water is nineteen feet
over the dock sill. Access is had to them
by rail by tunnelling two or three miles
through limestone rock. But these re-
sults, which everyone must admit are
very important, have been accomplished
without the expenditure of a dollar of
public money. The whole of it was
done by private enterprise, and the city
has paid for them. That is enough to
encourage any faint hearted gentleman
with regard to the improvements which
are proposed in Montreal. Those im-
provements made at Birkenhead, Bristol,
and Liverpool, have been successful, and
I do not think we have any cause to de.
spair for the future of our Canadian port
of the St. Lawrence.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and pass-
ed.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

AND THE CANADIAN PA-
CIFIC RAILWAY COM-

PANY BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the
House into Committee of the Whole on
Bill (132) " An Act respecting a certain
agreement made between the Government
of Canada and the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company."

He said-In moving that His Honor
the Speaker leave the chair, I do so
with a certain degree of embarrassment
which I have not felt with regard to any
other measure before this House, inas-
much as I am one of the directors of
this railway company, and I mention
the fact in order that hon. gentlemen may
cake what I say with all the modifications.
which they think would be justified by
the fact that I hold that position. I be-
lieve that under the rules of the House
I am entitled, although indirectly inte-
rested in this measure, to speak on it,
but I certainly, whether debarred by the
rules of the House or not, shall abstain
from voting on it, as I have always done
on every Bill connected with the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway since the railway
contract was presented to this House in
188o. But after premising that fact, in
order that no one need attach any more
importance to what 1 say than it de-
serves, I will proceed shortly to state
what I know about this rnatter. I know
I need not dilate upon it at any great
length, for I presume that every
hon. gentleman is as familiar with it
as I am. It has been too much
a subject of general discussion,
both verhally and in the newspapers, to
leave anyone in doubt as to the real
character of the whole transaction, from
the circumstances which originated or
caused it, to the nature of the arrange-
ments by which it is now before the
House. Hon. gentlemen will remember
that in the contract, which was made be-
tween certain gentlemen who afterwards
became the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the Government in 1880,
there was a condition in these words :-

'"For twenty years from the date hereof, no

line of railway shall be authorized by the
Dominion Parliament to be constructed
south of the Canadian Pacific Railway fron
any point at or near the Canadian Pacific
Railway except such lines as shall run
south-west or westward of south-west, nor
to within fifteen miles of latitude 49, and in
the establishment of any Province in the
North-West Territories, provision shall be
made for continuing such prohibition after
such establishment until the expiration of
such period."

In addition to the fact of that stipula-
tion being inserted in the contract, with-
out which I can personally say the contract
would never have been signed, and no such,
undertaking would have been entered
upon by the gentlemen who signed it-
it was understood at the time that it was
the policy of the Government, as it was
the policy of the preceding Governrment,
to endeavor to preserve for Canadian
ports, and Canada generally, the traffic
of the North West. This traffic has
attained dimensions that were not con-
templated then as being likely to be
reached in a great many years more than
have elapsed since that contract was;
signed ; because I fancy it was the
general opinion of everybody, including
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, the premier of the
Government at the time when the Gov-
ernment commenced this railway, that it
would not be possible within ten years
to get enough traffic within the country
tapped by this Railway, to do more than
cover its running expenses. I may say
myself from personal knowledge of what
took place when the contract was being
made, that neither the Governmert nor
the contractors had the least idea, that
in the first place they could finish the
road within the ten years, nor in the
second place that for a certain time after
they had finished it, the traffic would be
more than sufficient to pay the expenses
of running it. I state as a fact which I
personally know that it was a subject
of discussion at the time of the signing
of the contract, how far, in the event of
failure to complete the railway in ten
years, alter all the exertions that could
possibly be applied to the enterprise--
how far in that case the government
would be disposed to extend the time of
construction, and another frequent subject
of discussion in other places, was as to the
mode in which the running of the rail-
way should be kept up during the tirme
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it was asserted the traffic would be insuffi-
cient for that purpose, after it had been
completed, and after the expiry of the
ten years. But though no such traffic as
has been reached was expected at the
time, it was the policy of the Mackenzie
government, as it was the policy of this
government, to endeavor to preserve to
Canada the traffic of the North-West,
which this railway will bring down to old
Canada; and by supporting Canadian
trade, and thus protecting the numbers
of people who are engaged in it, and by
building up Canadian ports and increas-
ing Canadian trade generally; the older
portion of Canada, which, of course,was
bearing the burden of the greater part
of the aid given to this road,
would be recouped to a certain
extent for the expenditure creating
that burden, by the benefit it would
derive for its outlay. These were the
circumstances under which this contract
was signed, containing the clause which
I have already read. The results have
surprised and astonished everybody, and
no one more than the contractors them-
selves-that is to say the company and
the government and people of Canada.
The road instead of not being completed
within ten years was completed within six
years. The traffic, instead of being
insufficient to maintain the line after the
expiry of ten years, has not only proved
sufficient within six years to maintain it,
but to pay the interest upon the charges
upon the road ; while a f und has been
provided from which a small revenue has
been given to the shareholders. And
last year, notwithstanding the un-
precedented difficulties which were
encountered by the road in con-
sequence of the winter of 1886-7
being the most severe that had been pre-
viously experienced for twenty years-
notwithstanding that the company
were not altogether prepared in
the mountains to protect them-
selves against the enormous snow
fall and the slides which this snowfall
involved, and in consequence of which
enormous expense was incurred in pro-
tecting and clearing the road, and keep-
ing it in operation without much mater-
ial interruption-expenses so great that
in one month the road was actually run
at a loss although the receipts were very

large - notwithstanding all that, the-
road last year paid'the interest on all its.
outstanding debt, and realized a surplus
of $256,ooo. This year the traffic so-
far has been at an average rate of over
$2oo,ooo a month more than it was last
year, and therefore the proportion of net
revenue or profit required to pay the
interest upon its bonded debt is assured ;:
and that the prospect of also realizing
from these profits dividends upon its
stock within some near period, is promis-
ing for the Company, and in fact I may
say that we may rely upon its being real-
ized. I make these statements to show
that the Company itself is now in a posi-
tion, to keep up its credit, by paying the
interest upon its bonded debt, and upon
its debenture stock, and to realize a fair
margin. The intention now is to im-
prove the line and its plant ; and thereby
to make sure of retaining the trade it
was intended it should retain; and by
that means, it will, I think, prove a ben-
efit to the country, much greater than
was originally anticipated from it. The
reputation of the country has been en-
hanced by it. The knowledge of Can-
ada has been increased by it over the
world, and it is gradually being realized
in Europe that we have now a highway
across the continent to the eastern do-
minions of the empire, entirely over
British territory ; and in that way, it is
not only an enormous highway of traffic
across the continent ; but it is one of
great national importance to the empire
as a means of communication from one
portion of it to another in the event of
war. Now, this clause in the contract
and the policy of the Government with
regard to inter-provincial trade, caused
as everybody knows, a vast amount of
excitement in the Province of Manitoba.
This was, probably, to a large extent, the
work of agitators and politicians. I have
no hesitation in saying that the exaggerat-
ed statements which were published and
circulated in every direction, were in a
very material degree prompted by hostil-
ity to the Government, and to the rail-
way, not so much per se, as under the-
supposition that an injury to the railway
would be an injury to the Government.
At the same time whatever might have
been the cause of this agitation and of
the feelings which it produced, the feel-
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ing existed : and the people of Manitoba
had evidently made tip their mind that
they would have, by some means or an-
other, railway communication south with
the American system of railways-that
they would destroy what they call this
monopoly-that they would absolutely
destroy the effect of the clause which I
have read, and which forms an essential
part of the contract between the country
and the Canadian Pacific Railway and
that they would force the Government,
if they could possibly do so, to relinquish
a policy which they had, as I think for
the advantage of all Canada, entered
upon, and which would have been carried
out had it been practicable to do so
without soniething which almost ap-
proached*a convulsion in the Province.
The result of that agitation has been that
the Government entered into negotiations
with the Canadian Pacific Railway to
abandon this clause of their contract to
which they were so much entitled,
as any man could be to property of his
own ; and in the event of their being
able to corne to an understanding with
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
as to the terms upon which this clause of
their contract would be abandoned, the
government felt themselves disposed to
relax the policy which they had had
hitherto adhered to ; seeking at the same
time however to find some means by
which the traffic of the North-West
would still be retained for our carrying
trade, and by our seaports. The agree-
ment which the government has signed,
is an agreement formed with the view of
attaining these objects. The relinquish-
ment of the privileges which the com-
pany had the right to enjoy under this
clause, was made the means of obtaining
for the conipany financial assistance at a
low rate of interest. The financial as-
sistance which they wanted, more for
this purpose than for any other-that is
for the purpose of improving their line,
of increasing their rolling stock, of creat-
ing additional protection for their lines
through the difficult portions of its course
through the mountains, and perfect its
arrangement for steam communica-
tion between one point and an-
other - these were the objects
for which the Company desired
to obtain financial assistance. Last

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

session, or the session before last, Parlia-
ment authorized the Company to issue a
mortgage upon its lands to the extent of
$2 an acre, and this brings nie to the sub-
ject of the security which this agreement
contemplates. I may say however, that
the assistance which this financial accom-
odation affords will enable the Company
to borrow at a low rate of interest, suffi-
cient to enable them to attain all these
objects. They will be enabled to pro-
tect their line along its course in the
mountains to the west, where the greatest
difficulty in carrying traffic through the
winter months prevails. It will enable
them to improve their steam communi-
cation froin one point to another : and
increase their plant, and these improve-
ments and others which will be made,
will place them in a position to carry the
products of the North West, with the
magnitude of which they were to some
extent embarrassed during the last
winter-it will enable them to carry
them safely and effectively and quickly
from the place of production to the
seaboard. In fact, it will enable them,
they believe, and the Government be-
lieve, to defy the competition which may
be raised by the construction of the line
through southern Manitoba, by the aban-
donment by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way of the privileges under the contract;
and the abandonment by the Govern-
ment of its policy with regard to com-
peting lines. What 1 have said, brings
out in a clear light, the nature of the ar-
rangement between the Government and
the company. The Government under-
take to guarantee the company's bonds
for fifteen years, but undertake no guar-
antee upon the principal. The principal
of the bonds must rest upon the security
of the land; but the Government guaran-
tee the payment by the company of in-
terest on the bonds, at the rate of three
and a half per cent., which amounts tO
about $5oo,ooo a year in round numbers.
Now, the security which the company
offer on those bonds, not only for the
capital, but eventually also for the inter-
est, consists of the remainder of the grant
by the Government of land, in aid of the
construction of this road, which is com-
monly known as the land grant, consist-
ing of 25,ooo,ooo acres. Of these 25,-
ooo,ooo acres, the company have sold to
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outsiders from three to four millions at
the rate of about $3.12 per a:re. The
Government, under the authority of Par-
liament, having bought back from them
about 6,ooo,ooo acres at the rate of
$1.50 per acre, which they accepted in
part payment to the extent of $io,ooo,-
ooo of the advance of $35,000,000,
which they made under the authority of
Parliament to the Company in 1885; and
which has all been paid off by $25,000,-
ooo in cash, and $1o,ooo,ooo, by six
million odd acres of this land at the rate
of $1.50 per acre-a little less than one-
half what the Company is selling its
lands at. There remains about 14,900,-
ooo acres, and in addition to that
about $1,25o,ooo due to the Com-
pany for land sold. Upon this security
there is still outstanding, a small portion
of the issue of land grant bonds made
by the Company at the commencement
of its career. This issue was for $25,
000,000. These bonds have all been
redeemed or cancelled with the excep-
tion of about $3,400,ooo in the hands of
the public, leaving a charge upon these
14,9oooo acres independent of that
now contemplated; and after déduction
of the price of lands due the Company
of about $29,200,ooo of bonds. So
that when this agreement is perfected and
carried out under the authority of Parlia-
ment these 14,9oo,oo acres of land will
be charged with a debt of $ 17,200,000,
or in other words it will be charged
with a debt to the extent of a
fraction of under $1.16 per acre-that
is to say a little more than one-third
of the average price per acre at which
the company has been selling these lands
and considerably less than the
price at which the government was
authorized by this Parliament to take
back those lands in payment of a propor-
tion of the Company's debt. This is the
security upon which these bonds will
create a mortgage which will be a first
mortgage except with respect to a small
portion of the original land grant bonds,
which are still a charge upon this road.
Now what the company give in remuner-
ation of the government and of the coun-
try, for this accommodation-for it is
nothing more than an accommodation-
is the relinquishment of the privilege
which they had given them-practically

the exclusive right to railway communic-
ation throughout the North West Ter-
ritories for ten years from the completion
of the date intended as the date of the
completion of the road-or in other
words for twenty years from the date of
their contract. Only seven of those
years have yet expired, so that practically
the Company relinquish their exclusive
privilege throughout this vast territory
for thirteen years, in consideration of the
Government undertaking to guarantee
their payment of-the interest on $ 15,000,-
ooo of bonds, which are amply securedby
the charge to be created to secure them
on this 14,9oo,ooo acres of land. That
is the transaction which I now place
before you, and which on behalf of the
Government I ask you to approve. The
object which is attained by the Govern-
ment is, the pacification of this agitation,
and freedom from all the restrictions
which are imposed upon the country by
this clause of the contract. In point of
fact, as the Company contend, -and
I rather think the majority of this House
will agree with it, the privileges are relin-
quished for nothing at all-that is to
say, no consideration is given for this
privilege, with the sole exception
of the possibility of this Company
obtaining money at a lower rate of in-
terest than it would have done, had it
been obliged to use its own credit in
borrowing the sum required. That is
the sole advantage which the company
gets. It costs the country nothing, but
the country gains much by it, since it
gains the abolition of those restrictions;
and I hope also the entire satisfaction of
the province of Manitoba with the new
state of things which will arise under this
arrangement. I cannot say that the
company are particularly dissatisfied with
the arrangement, because they feel con-
fident that the object of the government,
and of the country, and their own object
in building this road, that is to secure to
this country and its carrying trade, the
traffic of the North-West, will still be at-
tained in consequence of the state of
efficiency, of absolute perfection I might
say, to which they will be able to bring
their railway, and its carrying power, by
means of the money which will be raised
under this agreement, with the assistance
of the guarantee of the government. So
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that it is an agreement, which I think
ought to be satisfactory to all the par-
ties concerned, and if anybody is to
be discontented with it, it is the com-
pany. Be that as it may, the company
have agreed to it, the company have
agreed to it as far as they can do without
the sanction of Parliament, and it is that
sanction which I am asking the House
to give.

HoN. MR. POWER-I do not rise
for the purpose of opposing the Bill. If
we had to say "Yes" or "No" to the Bill,
1 think that probably I should be dis-
posed to say "Yes" rather than "No."
At the same time, while the Bill may not
be such a one as one would be disposed
to reject altogether, I think that it is a
bill which naturally justifies and invites
criticism. I do not propose to find any
fault with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company. I do not know any reason
why I should. The Canadian Pacific
Railway Company have had business
transactions with the Government, and
it has been the duty of the company to
make the best terms they could with the
Government; and I am bound to say
that they have done their duty in that
way pretty well. I think that, even in
the present instance, although the leader
of the House seems to think the
Company have not made a good bar-
gain, they have done fairly well, and
he really does not feel dissatisfied
at all. The hon. gentleman began by
telling us that the trade of the North
West had reached dimensions that were
not anticipated in i88o-8i or about that
time. Now, it seems to me that it was
not very long after that time that I heard
the leader of the Government in the
Commons make it as clear to the House
of Commons as anything could be made
that, owing to the rapid development of
Manitoba and the North West Territories,
within the lapse of a very few years, not
more years than have already elapsed.
the sale of lands in that country would
have repaid the money the Government
were granting to the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. Then I remember
the Rt. Hon. gentleman went on to
give figures and tell us what population
would be in that North West, at differ-
ent periods ; and if the prophecy made

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

by the leader of the Government at that
time had been fulfilled, we should have
a very much latger population in the
North West than we actually have and
consequently a larger crop ; so that I
think the statement on which the hon.
gentleman based the early part of his
speech is hardly as accurate as might be
expected.

The hon. gentlemen spoke as if there
was no doubt whatever of the meaning
of clause 15 of the old agreement be-
tween the Syndicate and the Govern-
ment. Now I think that during the
discussion of the original bill respecting
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
the Prime Minister declared that the
Government could not check Manitoba.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Neither could
it under that contract. That is what I
said: they could not make a contract
checking Manitoba.

HON. MR. POWER-Consequently
if the law of the Leader of the Govern-
ment was good at that time this mono-
poly right, the relinquishment of which
is made the consideration of a bargain
with the Company, had no existence in
Manitoba. At a later stage when the
Company were getting an advance of
$1o,ooo,ooo, if I am not mistaken, the
present Finance Minister said that as soon
as the road was finished north of Lake
Superior the Company would abandon
this monopoly in Manitoba. I can only
say that if the government's law was good
at that time-if the company looked at
the law as the government did-then the
consideration for this agreement is not
quite as great as the hon. gentleman has
represented. However, the monopoly
did exist actually, and was sustained by
the government, notwithstanding the way
in which leading members of the govern-
ment has laid down the law and stated
their policy.

Monopoly was there and was enforced
rigorously; and I think it is worth a
good deal to the North-West country to
get rid of that monopoly. I am not dis-
posed to say that the price to be paid is
vastly too much. I do not believe my-
self that the monopoly should have ex-
isted, or that it had a legal existence, but
that was the view taken by the govern-
ment and by the company, and I think
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that the price paid is possibly not too
great. But there are other things be-
sides. I take it that the country is pay-
ing a little more than what the hon.
gentleman stated It is quite true that
under this bill we are only asked to guar-
antee the interest for fifty years on
fifteen millions of dollars, which practi-
cally means the guarantee of a payment
of thirteen millions of dollars or there-
abouts. We are not only doing that,
but we are also assuming certain liabil-
ities which were before borne by the
city of Montreal or the harbor Commis-
-sioners of that city and by the harbor
·Commissioners or the corporation of the
city of Quebec. I think there is not
much doubt that the assumption of those
liabilities was a portion of the arrange-
ment, and that these sums are to be
taken as part of the consideration.
There are one or two further observa-
tions that I propose to make. In the
schedule under clause 12 of this agree-
ment we find that the Company are
bound to expend the proceeds of the
sale of the bonds they are to issue as
stated in Schedule A. That schedule
shows how the Company shall expend
the proceeds of the bonds. It is a very
important matter and the hon. gentle-
man has laid a good deal of stress upon
it. It is as follows :-

SCHEDULE A.
Showing how the Company will expend

the proceeds of the sale of bonds referred to
in the annexed agreement:

1. On account of capital ex-
penditure on main line be-
tween Quebec and Vancou-
ver in buidlings of various
kinds, snowsheds, sidings,
permanent bridges, filhing
trestles, reducing grades
and curves, and other im-
provements and facilities,
and on vouchers and pay
rolls ............. $5,498,000

2. For required rolling stock,
locomotives, box caris, pas-
senger cas, flat cars, tool
cars, snow ploughs, etc... 5,250,000

3. For required improvements
on the said main line, ele-
vators, bridges, locomotive
shops, filling trestles, sid-
ings, docks, lake and coast
steamers - the residue,
whatever it may be, esti-
mated at ............ 4,252,000

$15,000,000

Now, I submit, without meaning to re-
flect at all on the Minister of Justice, or
the Minister of Railways, or whatever
Minister represented the Government
in making the bargain with the railway
company, that the wording of that pro-
vision is not by any means as accurate
as it ought to be. It does not go into
sufficient detail, and if the House has no
objection, I shall briefly state why I
think so. The principal object of the
constructing of this road and the incor-
poration of this company was to provide
a first-class road for freight and passen-
gers from Montreal to the Pacific
Ocean. The company have made a
very fair road and over most of
the distance it is a first class
road but there are two particulars in
which the road is not now complete. I
think that is generally admitted. In
the first place the company made-as I
think many engineers and men of judg-
ment in such matters have stated--a great
mistake in selecting the pass by which
their road crosses through the Rocky
Mountains. They selected a pass some
2,ooo feet higher than one they might
have got not far from it. Hon. gentle-
men may smile : I am not speaking now
on my own authority, but of what I have
heard from engineers who are probably
as good authorities as any engineers in
Canada-men who would compare
favorably with Major Rogers or any
United States engineer we are likely to
get. There are grades in the mountains,
I understand, of over 200 feet to the
mile. It was understood when the work
was taken over from the Government
that those grades were only temporary
and that they would be reduced ulti-
mately to grades not exceeding 116 feet
to the mile.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Reducing the
grades is one of the objects mentioned
here.

HON. MR. POWER.-I have read that
to the House already. It is most essen-
tial to the road that those grades should
be reduced, at least as far as they can be.
For commercial purposes these grades
are almost prohibitory ; and the road can
never be considered finished in a satis-
factory way until those treinendous
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grades are reduced to comparatively
reasonable limits. I do not know what
the Company have been doing in that
particular neighbourhood during the
last two years. It may be they are
actually engaged now in reducing the
grades ; and what I was going to say is
this:-the first clause ot the schedule
should have specified that particular
work so that there could be no question
that the grades to be reduced were the
grades in the Rocky Mountains and the
schedule should have set out the reduction
that was to take place and the maximum
grade that was to be allowed. Then un-
less I am mistaken, there is a good deal
of trestle work on certains portions of
the road between Sudbury and Winnipeg
which might have been specified. I
may say that this specification seems to
be the more necessary, because a note is
appended to the schedule which says
that the expenditure on item three may
increased, and for that purpose the ex-
penditure on either of the other items
may be reduced.

There is nothing there about re-
ducing the grades; and the com-
pany are at liberty under this
agreement to increase the expenditure
under the third item to any amount that
they please and to decrease the ex-
penditure on the other items.
In that respect, the Government have
not, in my humble opinion, been as care-
ful as they might have been in wording
their agreement with the company. I
hope that the company will deem it in
their interest to cut down those grades
in the mountains in the way I have indi-
cated. Hon. gentlemen may smile at
this.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-We are not
smiling.

HoN. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman from Lunenburg, who is some-
times easily amused, smiles at the re-
mark. One of the reasons why I think
we ought to be careful in wording this
agreement is that, unless I am very much
mistaken, the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company has departed very largely from
the path that the Government at any
rate thought it was going to travel when
it was incorporated. This great company

HON. MR. POWER.

was incorporated in the session of i88o-
81. Every one talked of it as a company
which was goingtoown a road from Mont-
real to the Pacific. It was going to con-
nect the Atlantic Ocean with the Pacific ;
and people at that day did not look
upon the company as one which was
going into the Provinces of Quebec and
Ontario, and going to corstruct compe-
ting lines with the Grand Trunk Railway
and other railways in that country, If
any hon. gentleman will take the railway
map he will find that everywhere in
Quebec and Ontario where the Grand
Trunk Railway have twenty miles of
railway the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company have a railway alongside of
it.

HON. MR. MAcINNES(Burlington)-
The public interests do not suffer from
that.

HON. MR. POWER-The public in-
terests may suffer in a little while, if the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, are
driven into amalgamation by the compe-
tition. I say this company has develop-
ed into something that the country did
not contemplate at the time it was incor-
porated. While it is very well for the
company and their friends to say that
the country has made a hard bargain
with them and that the company
have . not made money out of it,
people will enquire how it is that the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company have
been able to build lines all over the
country and buy lines from other Com-
panies to compete with a rival Company ?
My opinion is that large sums of money
which should have been expended on
the main line to make it complete under
the terms of the agreement with the
Government have been spent in putting
the Company in a position to compete
with othercompanies which do not receive
such subsidies from the country as this
railway has got. That is the reason
why the Government ought to have been
very careful in the wording of their last
agreement with the Company. If the
money which the Company expect to
raise on this last guarantee is spent on
the main line then there is no great rea-
son to be dissatisfied; but I think there
would be serious reason for dissatisfac-
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tion if, instead of the money being spent
where it is expected to be spent, it is
used to enable the Company to compete
at a greater advantage with companies
who are receiving no aid from the Gov-
ernrment.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend now poses as leader of the Opposi-
tion.

HON. MR. POWER-He does not
pose as anything of the kind.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-On every
subject that comes before us he thinks it
necessary to criticise it and that adverse-
]y, if it comes from the Government.
He seems to be a practical engineer and
knows all about this railway, its curves,
grades and branches. He criticises it,
not only adversely, but as if some fools
had undertaken it and placed the rail-
way in such a position as to make it un-
profitable. He seems to be entirely lost
to a sense of the patience of this House.
When he rises and speaks of a subject
in the way he does, he would lead us to
believe that he possesses all the wis-
dom and intelligence of the east, be-
cause on all subjects that come be-
fore us he poses in that way and no
one dare say anything which conflicts
with his views and sentiments. That
is the position the hon. gentleman takes
and has always taken in this House. If
by that means he thinks he can give
himself prominence, he can do so, but
he must not use those sneers in which he
sometimes indulges towards those who
take a lower seat than that to which he
has been aspiring during the short time
he has been in Parliament. My hon.
friend says that this bill imposes a heavy
burden on the country : It does
nothing of the kind. For everything we
have spent, we have double and treble
the value given to us in security. We
know very well that were it not for this
monopoly clause in the Paciflc Railway
Act, the road would never have been
Undertaken : there would never have
been a contract entered into and, more
than that, I believe that no capitalists
Would have gone into an undertaking of
such gigantic importance. We know
how easily an enterprise of the kind
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might, in its infancy, be killed off. We
know that its enemies in Canada and
out of Canada, would gladly have done
anything to destroy the enterprise. Tne
Pacific Railway Company have acted
with a great deal of magnanimity in
this matter. They did not approach
the government asking favors, but have
conceded a great right which they pos-
sessed and which they valued, in, the
first instance, as essential to their exist-
ence. The monopoly was never in-
tended to be a permanent thing, but
the railway company believe, that
they can surrender this without any great
loss to themselves, and that by perfect-
ing their line and increasing their rolling
stock and utilizing to a greater extent the
lake navigation, they are strong enough
to compete with any rival routes. I am
glad that they feel themselves in a posi-
tion to do that. I look upon this mat-
ter, instead of being injurious to Canada,
as being a benefit to the Dominion. The
company had thirteen more years of- the
monopoly, yet they feel strong enough to
meet with all competitors already, and to
command the great bulk of the carrying
trade, not only of our North-West but of
the North Western States, by their con-
nection with the American lines at
Sault Ste. Marie. My hon. friend con-
demns thern for building and acquiring
branches. I commend the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company for being vig-
orous and strong enough to find feeders
for their line. Would the trunk haye
been of any value at all without the
feeders ? It is essential to that line to
have them. The through traffic of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company
alone would never pay ; it must be by
its feeders that its success will be as-
sured.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
When my hon. friend, the leader of the
Government, spoke of himself as being
one not at all familiar with figures, I
thought he must have strangely declined
and lost from what my own remern-
brances of him were, and as I listened to
his exposition of this Bill, I fully felt, as
I recognized then, that it was his mod-
esty which led him to express himself
in that way. When he had finished I am
quite sure that the great majority of this
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House would have been glad to have
the power of dealing with financial mat-
ters that he possesses. Perhaps his
suave way of putting the case has some-
thing to do with it, but most assuredly
the hon. gentleman felt anxious to im-
press on the mind of this House that the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company:were
really the parties who were conferring a
great favor upon the Government. Now,
I ani not going to criticise the ar-
rangement, because it possesses
many excellent qualities, but I want this
House to understand that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have made a
capital bargain, and I am not going to
say that the Government have made a
bad one. In the first place, the hon.
gentleman was able to bring before this
House to-night many statements that
would be listened to, not only here, but
will be read outside of this House with
great satisfaction. It must indeed, be
to everyone, a matter of comfort that a
great national work like this, has so early
developed the possibilities of being pro-
ductive. There can be no doubt that
whatever the arrangement may have been
that was made in the first instance, as to
the monopoly clause for a period of twenty
years-whether that may have been dis-
astrous to the country or not-the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company had in
that very bargain rights which could not
be, and which ought not to be ignored-
that when the period of relinquishment
came to be considered they had to be
honestly dealt with and estimated upon
their worth. Now the hon. gentleman
has told us that the results of it astonish-
ed everybody. That I say, in the
first place, must be most gratifying that
the traffic last year, as I understood the
hon, gentleman to say, had been suffi-
cient to pay the interest and provide a
fund for payment to shareholders the
last year and over and above that to lay
aside a quarter of a million. I am free
to confess, not having watched the
operations of the company carefully
that to me was a gratifying announce-
ment, and again that the receipts of this
year are $200,ooo per month in excess
of the receipts of the past year. Now I
come to the consideration for the relin-
quishment of the rights which the com-
pany possess ; for that they stipulate with

HON. MR. MACDONALD.

the Government that they shall pay an
interest upon the bonds for a period of
fifty years at three and a half per cent.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-They guaran-
tee it only.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Yes, but
that is the amount, and in no case does
the government guarantee the principal
-the mortgage rests upon the land it-
self, and taking into consideration that
lands have been sold by the company at
about three dollars an acre, large por-
tions of them, at least, the mortgage
therefore on similar lands at $1.16 per
acre appears to be a safe investment.
But what I want to impress upon the
House is simply this, that the company
are themselves making a capital
bargain. I think my hon. friend will ad-
mit that the Canadian Pacific Railway,
even with land at that rate, could not by
any possibility go into the money mar-
kets of the world and obtain the money
that they want for those works at a lower
rate of interest than five per cént. I do
not think it is possible. I do not think
that any capitalist on the face of
the earth wouid look at it for
less than that rate. Now I hold
this in the first place, that by obtain-
ing this money from the Government at
three and a half per cent, they become
possessed at once of an immense pur-
chasing power that will enable them to
compete with any corporation that is not
at least as strong as this one and even
such corporation would not like to run
an uprofitable race with them. It puts
them in the position to be able to buy
all their supplies for cash and then, mark
you hon, gentlemen, it involves a money
consideration between the three and a
half and five per cent over the period for
which it extends of about a million and
a quarter of money.

HON MR. MACDONALD (B. C)
What is the discount for cash ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
My hon. friend is asking what is the dis-
count for cash : I do not think that he
has noticed that he has raised a point
which would make five per cent more, or
in other words would bring the amount
up to five millions.
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HON. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
I want to help your argument.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland)
-The bargain is a splendid one for the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and
I sincerely hope it may be a first-rate
bargain for the country. I trust that if
this new amount guaranteed them be
supplied to equip and run their road, if
it is a power for good now, it will be-
come a greater power for good in the
future.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-I simply
desire to say one or two words. This
proposal of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company to the Government is neces-
sitated by the difficulties which have
arisen in the Province of Manitoba.
The people of Manitoba have been unani-
mous in expressing the view that they
will have that monopoly removed and
the question, as the hon. gentle-
tnan from Midland knows, is-should
we allow a spirit of disaffection to
exist in that great North-West ? My
own opinion is that we, from the
very beginning, ought to have put
the passenger and freight rates from
Montreal to Winnipeg and Regina at
the lowest figure possible, but having the
road built by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company, we cannot afford to have
disaffection exist in the North West,
upon the developement of which the
whole future of Canada depends. We
have no other alternative. We have
either to go on, or allow disaffection to
exist which might break up the Confed-
eration. As to this being a profitable
arrangement with the Canadian Pacific
Railway, the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company cannot exist without it, and
the country will sustain the Government
in acceding to this proposition.

HoN. MR. SANFORD-I do not pro-
pose to occupy the time of the House,
but the remarks of the hon. gentleman
from Midland surprise me very much.
When I read the agreement, as published
in the daily press, I must say that I was
overcome with astonishment that the
heads of that great railway should have
entered into an agreement which ap-
Peared to me to be so greatly to

their disadvantage. I have had oc-
casion to see the immensity of that
country and the magnitude of the
business which must, at a very
early day, be developed there, and which
is being developed to day : and the fact
that the contract entered into which
would control that business for the next
20 years is to be given away for a simple
guarantee of about less than half a
million a year, was a matter of very
great surprise to me and I could only
see in it that those gentlemen feel that
in the interest of the country at large
they were led to make a concession
which was not in their own interest. I
should rather have the control of that
trade, as those gentlemen possessed it at
the time the contract was in force, than
five times the amount which the Gov-
ernment are pledged to by this bill.

HON. MR. MACDONALD(Midland).
- The hon. gentleman realizes that
about eight years of the period .has
elapsed ?

HON. MR. SANFORD.-Thirteen
years of monopoly The developement
of the business for the past year indicated
what that developement will be from
year to year during the coming thirteen
years, something that will be immense,
something that will tax to the utmost
the efforts of any railway to meet the
necessities of the trade, and this for a
consideration of what ? A guarantee,
a large portion of which guarantee the
Governrnent have in their own hands,
which they will have by right, and for
this they give a franchise which is ot im-
mense value, as any one who is thorough-
ly conversant with the advantages of
having control of a business without op-
position can fully appreciate. I consider
that the Government have made a most
magnificent bargain, an immense trans-
action, and I cannot at all understand
why the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany would accept an agreement which
is so greatly to their disadvantage.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the whole on the Bill.

In the Committee,

On the third clause.
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HON. MR. ABBOTT said-This is
one of the clauses on which I remarked
in my opening address some amendment
would be required. It will be observed
by reading the agreement, that the Gov-
ernment undertook to place before Par-
liament during this session, an Act which
will confirm this agreement, and which
will authorize the company to do what
the agreement says it shall do. Hon.
gentlemen will perceive that some of the
acts which the company are to perform
under this agreement, are not authorized
by the charter as it stands, and therefore
the Government by one of those clauses
indicates that the company shall have
authority to do these things. Clause 3
provides that the Government of Canada
May guarantee the payment of interest,
until maturity, at three and one-half per
cent. per annum on bonds of the company,
issued to an aniount not exceeding fifteen
millions of dollars, or its equivalent in ster-
ling money.

1 propose to add to that a clause au-
thorizing it to create a mortgage securing
the bonds. Thus in Page i, line 30 :-

After " Act " insert " The company being
hereby empowered to create the mortgage
referred to in such agreement, the form of it
to be first approved by the Governor in
Council, and the guarantee may be evidenc-
ed in such manner as the Government and
the company may agree upon."

I moved that amendment, Mr. Chair-
man, as simply being the means of im-
plementing the agreement. I would like
while I am on my feet to say a word or
two in answer to the remarks of my hon.
friend from Halifax in reference to the
Bill, and in which he embodied what is
a general belief and impression with re-
gard to this company. I feel that we
owe to the hon. gentleman an acknow-
ledgement for the fair and moderate and
candid way in which he discusses this
transaction, and I am perfectly satisfied
that he will be as pleased to receive from
me the statement of the actual facts, as
I shall be to have them laid in this way
before the public. I do not propose to
enter upon the criticisms of my hon.
friend with regard to many previous
statements respecting the railway policy
of the Government, which refer more to
political matters than to matters of busi-
ness in connection with this agreement. I
am quite satisfied that my hon.friend shall

have all the advantages from these critic-
isms for which there is proper foundation,
but I do not consider them of special im-
portance with regard to the agreement
itself, and therefore I shall not trouble
the House by reference to that subject.
My hon. friend spoke of the grades, and
in connection with the grades, he spoke
of the liberty which is given to the com-
pany in the third sub-section of the
schedule, to increase the amount which
it may appropriate to the items mention-
ed in that third sub-section at the ex-
pense of those mentioned in the twO
previous sub-sections. I would like to
set my hon. friend right about the grades.
There is only one point in the road,
some seven or eight or at most mine
miles long, where a grade exists that is
higher than the grade which we all de-
sire shall not be exceeded. In fact all
the other grades on the road are beloW
that, which by the standard fixed by the
charter the company is entitled to adopt
if it chooses to do so. At this one point
in the mountains there is a small portion
of the road, the grade on which ought
to be lowered ; and in taking over the
road from the Company the Governrment
stipulated that that grade, whenever the
exigencies of the business shall require
it, should be reduced, and they reserved
in their hands security to the amount of
$1,000,000, as a guarantee that it would
be reduced when the time arrived. I
would like my hon. friend to understand
and the House and this country tO
understand, that so far from there being
any number of grades in the Mountains
which require such amelioration, there
is only one grade, a short grade, in that
condition, and I will tell my hon. friend
that if he has gone over the line, I an
perfectly satisfied he cannot specify, the
place where it exists. I venture to say
that no hon. gentleman who is not an
engineer would discover on going over
it, that there is any grade on it higher
than the ordinary standard unless he 15

told. And there is no such grade as
causes any difficulty whatever in crossing
it. I would call my hon. friends atten-
tion to this also, that that portion
of the road is the least travelled por-
tion of the entire Canadian Pacific
Railway. To take the money that
would be required for the purposes
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specified in the third clause of the sec- ftom the Grand Trunk Railway, because
tion which we are to pass-which are that road has connections of its own,
purposes intended to facilitate the pas-
Senger traffic and the performance of the
obligations of the road towards the
public-to starve those portions of the
road at the expense of a grade in the
Rocky Mountains which does not impede
the traffic, would be an imprudent thing
to do, and I am sure it is one which my
hon. friend himself, when he sees the
bearing of this portion of the agreement,
would discourage and would disapprove
of. There is one other correction I wish
to make, in order that it should have
some publicity. My hon. friend I am
sure will be pleased to learn it, and I
wish it to be known to the hon. gentle-
man, to the House, and to the public.
He says this Company has departed
largely from the path it was expected
to follow ; and that it has extended its
line to every part of Ontario and Quebec,
through which the Grand Trunk Railway
has a line. I am happy to be able to
say to my hon. friend, that there are a
great many places to which the Grand
Trunk Railway does not extendwhere the
Canadian Pacific Railway does; but the
object of its extensions is not, as one
night infer the hon. gentleman believes,
to create a special local rivalry with the
ýGrand Trunk Railway. No one who is
acquainted with railway enterprise
would expect that a Company like this,
having for its main line a railway nearly
2,8oo miles long ; from Nipissing to the
Pacific, say 3000 miles from Montreal
to the Pacific-would be content to rest
with the traffic it could pick up along
its route, that route lying outside of the
main artery of the trade of the Dom-
inion. Whence does the traffic come to
be carried across the continent ? Why,
largely from this end of the line. We
import in a large proportion the goods
carried for the population of the Prov-
inces through which it passes. From
Montreal to Ottawa of course there is a
population creating a local traffic, but
ýwhen you get beyond Ottawa a short
distance, for a eleven hundred miles
there is scarcely any population at all, the
traffic for which must depend on this
portion of the road, and what is derived
from the Lower Provinces. How is it to
get it ? It could not expect to get it

extending westward to St. Paul and Min-
neapolis, and it connects also with the
Northern Pacific Road, and with other
roads extending west from Chicago ; and
those roads to-day carry the traffic it
transmits to them from this country. It
is a maxim with railway management that
the further the traffic can be carried on
the road the better for the company ; and
it would be for the interest of the Grand
Trunk Railway and every company having
traffic, to carry that traffic to its own
connections as far as it possibly can, and
share with them the profits of that traffic;
and not carry that traffic to rival roads
and contribute to their profits. The
consequence of the position which the
Canadian Pacific Railway occupies with
regard to other railways, is that in addi-
tion to building its main Une it has been
obliged to acquire branches and exten-
sions wherever traffic is obtainable; to
extend its tentacles in every directiôn to
draw towards it traffic, both in freight
and passengers and to increase its busi-
ness over its main line. I see my hon.
friend smiles at my simile, and it may be
open to misconstruction ; but it is
a fact that the Canadian Pacific Railway,
in making these branches and extending
itself through Ontario and down to the
Lower Provinces and Quebec, is endeav-
oring to collect and draw together traffic,
to be carried across the continent, and
thus to feed the main line, on parts of
which little traffic exists. It happens
that the Grand Trunk Railway, in pur-
suance of the same policy, has extended
itself into the same areas, but it is traffic,
and not injury to that railway, which the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company
seeks. But my hon. friend says, if the
Canadian Pacific Railway had spent the
money which it has spent on these lines,
in improving its own line, it would have
been put to better use ; and I think I
understood him to mean that it would
have better performed its duty towards
the public, considering the assistance it
has received from the public. I think
on that subject also I would like to have
a word go forth to my hon. friend and
to the public. The obligation of the
Canadian Pacific Railway was to build a
road across the continent and that they
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have done. They have built it much
better than the standard which the con-
tract fixed for it. 'Ihey have completed
it in half the time within which they
undertook to complete it. They
have received from the government
the price which the contract specified,
and they have received nothing more.
The govern -ent have assisted them from
time to time, but they fortunately have
been able to repay the government that
assistance, and at this moment they do
not owe the government one dollar.
Every obligation which they assumed to-
wards the government and the country,
was met when they built the road across
the continent. There is nothing in the
obligation they assumed, to prevent them
from extending that road to gather traffic
through the rest of the Dominion as far
as they are able, and in doing so they
have used funds which have been ob-
tained on the security of those extensions
themselves. The Ontario and Quebec
railway has been built with the proceeds
of debenture stock secured on the road
together with the ordinary stock, paid for
by individuals out of their own pockets
-that road has been built entirely from
the monies derivable from the security
afforded by the value of its own assets.
Al the other roads which were acquired
for the same purpose were in like man-
ner acquired with money raised on them,
and not one dollar ever went into these
enterprises, which there was any obliga-
tion of the company to expend on the
Canadian Pacific Railway. So also with
the branches which have been con-
structed. They were built on securities
which were floated on those extensions;
and the record showing what those secu-
rities were, would satisfy my hon. friend
that the funds so raised were amply suf-
ficient to do what I say they did do-to
furnish the means to construct, or to
buy, these branches of the Canadian
Pacific Railway. These are the two
points on which I wished to say a word
or two, in order that if possible the public
might obtain a knowledge of the true
state of those two questions; about
which I venture to say more misconcep-
tion has arisen throughout the Domi-
nion, than upon any other question
of equal magnitude that I know.

The amendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. AUBOTT.

On clause four.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland>
-I wish to correct myself in the remark
I made on this clause. I made a calcu-
lation and saw my error, though the
leader of the Government did not con-
sider it his duty to call my attention to
it. The money saved, I claimed would
be $1,25o,ooo. Now I wish to say that
I intended to say it is $1 1,250,000, that
being the difference on the interest be-
tween 354 and 5 per cent. on $15,000,-
ooo for 5o years.

HON. MR. SMITH-Per annum.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (Midland>
-No, it is not per annum. He smiled
at my ignorance in putting the thing, but
it does not alter the fact that it does not
cost us any more. I merely want to put
myself right with the House in stating
what I now do, that the Company have
made a capital bargain.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I am quite will-
ing that my hon. friend should think the
Company have made a good bargain.
I think the Government have made a
good bargain, and if both parties are
satisfied, it is evidently an excellent ar-
rangement. But the saving is not as much
the hon. gentleman supposes. I have
no doubt the Company could borrow
money at less than five per cent. Its-
present five per cent securities are worth
109 to r io. I do not think they could
borrow money at three and a half per
cent. but the principle on which the hon.
gentleman spoke is perfectly correct.
No doubt they will make a saving in the
per centage of interest which the loan
will cost them, and that saving will
amount in fifty years to a considerable
amount of money; just as the small in
demnity which the hon. gentleman gets
and I get for attending this House, will
amount to a considerable sum in fifty
years.

HON. MR. POWER--The hon.
gentleman said there was only one
place where the grade of this road
exceeded the grade which was allowed
by the contract. I did know at one
time what that grade was ; but I have
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forgotten. My recollection is that it
was the grade of the Union Pacific.
What is the highest grade on that road ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT.-I cannot tell
in feet what the highest grade on that
road is. I am not an engineer, but I do
not think this grade of which my hon.
friend speaks is as steep as some grades
of the Union Pacific. There is no
doubt that this grade is higher than the
standard fixed by the charter.

HON. MR. POWER.-I am very
sorry that the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster is not here, for the hon.
gentleman from Victoria has failed to
take up the cudgels for British Columbia;
and the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster would have done so. I can
hardly realize the feelings of the hon.
gentleman from Victoria if he was listen-
ing to the leader of the House when he
spoke of the traffic which comes from
British Columbia as being comparatively
unimportant. We were told some time
ago that that was most important, and
that the most important traffic that we
were to have over this road was the
traffic from China and Japan. Surely this
grade of 200 feet will be a very serious
obstacle to that business ; and the hon.
gentleman talked about the business of
British Columbia, China and Japan, as
though it did not "amount to a hill of
beans," and the hon. gentleman fron
Victoria did not say a word.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I did not make
that statement. I said the greater pro-
portion of the traffic which this road
brought down to the seaboard came from
this side of the mountains. I have no
doubt the hon. gentleman is right in say-
ing we expected originally that the
greatest amount of traffic would be
through traffic. We did not expect this
enormous amount of traffic from the
North-West. No one exDected it. I
doubt if the most sanguine supporter of
the enterprise ever realized that the
amount of grain and produce which have
been raised this last year, could have
been surmised so early in the history of
the railway-three years before the time at
which the work was to have been finished
under the contract. I was far from

depreciating the traffic that was to come
from British Clumbia. I merely said
that the greater portion of our traffic at
present, comes from the plains.

The clause was agreed to.

On the seventh clause.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-After clause
seven there is a vacancy. Two clauses
of the agreement are entirely left out
and I would ask the Committee to be
allowed to place them in the bill where
they should be. I propose to place them
in the bill exactly word for word as
they are in the agreement as
clauses eight and nine, Then there is
another clause after clause ten, which is
taken verbatim from the agreement. It
is clause fourteen in the agreement. This
confirms the creation of a new jurisdic-
tion of the Supreme Court, and it is only
to avoid any doubt as to that jurisdiction
that the amendment is made. There is
a condition of the agreement which I
think is very important and which I
omitted to mention. I wish to be fully
in the confidence of everybody with re-
gard to this arrangement. It is that the
proceeds of the lands as they are sold,
are handed from time totime to the
government, to constitute a fund which
the government will hold for the redemp-
tion of the bonds.

HoN. MR. McINNES, fron the com-
mittee, reported the bill with certain
amendments, which were concurred in.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT moved the third
reading of the bill.

HON. MR. POWER-I would ask the
hon. gentleman to allow the third read-
ing to stand over until to-morrow.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will see that the other House will only
probably sit on Saturday and it is im-
portant that the bill should take its final
stage to-day.

The motion was agreed to, and the
bill was read the third time and
passed.
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BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (116) "An Act to amend the
Civil Service Act, Chapter 17 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada.Mr.(Abbott).

The Senate adjourned at 11.07 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, May r8th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MIDDLETON DIVORCE BILL

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE PRESENTED.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the
Divorce Committee, to whom was refer-
red Bill (K) " An Act for the relief of
William Henry Middleton," presented
their first report.

He said-This Report is one which, I
think, will, greatly relieve the House,
since it recommends that the further
consideration of the case be deferred
until next year. At this very late period
of the session we find it utterly impos-
sible to take up the case.

HON. MR. MILLER-The report re-
commends that the proceedings be con-
tinued until next session. It is some-
thing new, though it is stated that there
has been a precedent for it in the
Campbell Divorce Case: still Idoubt very
much if we have the power. I would not
like to express an opinion too confident-
ly upon it without looking into the
authorities. A new Committee will have
to take it up next year I fancy, and they
will have to begin at the very beginning.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-No evidence
has been taken.

HON. MR. MILLER-But all the in-
itiatory steps will have to be repeated
next Session. A Bill having been read

the first time in the House and referred
to the Committee, unless it is reported
back to the House, must drop. I know
of no instance where a private or a
public bill has gone through some of its
stages one session and the remaining
stages at a subsequent session. I do
not think we can have the power of con-
tinuing bills from session toises'sion with-
out an Act of Parliament. If we have
the power it ought to be known.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The re-
port ought to be allowed to stand over
until to-morrow. I think we have some
cases which will sustain the view that
the recommendation is a proper one.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I understand
there is a precedent for this, but it will
be well to look into the matter carefully
before we adopt the report.

HON. MR. MILLER-I think so. If
I had not taken exception to the adop-
tion of the report now, it might have
been adopted to-day. I do not think
the precedent which has been referred
to is entitled to much consideration,
particularly as it is only a recent one;
if it is wrong it should not be followed.

SATURDAY SITTINGS.

MOTION.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved

That when this House adjourne to-day, it
do stand adjourned until to morrow Satur-
day, the 19th inst., at two o'clock in the
afternoon, and that there be two distinct
sittin of tie House-one from two to six
o'clock, p.m., unless the House be sooner
adjourned, and another at half-past seven
o'clock, p.m.

The motion was agreed to.

DEPARTURE OF LORD AND
LADY LANSDOWNE.

MOTION.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved
That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor-General of
Canada upon the occasion of his approach-
ing departure from Canada, to the fol lowing
effect:-

SA0
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To His ExCELLENCY :-
The Most Honorable Sir Henrv Charles

Keith Petty-Fitzmaurice, Marquis of
Lansdowne, in the County of Somerset,
Earl of Wycombe, of Chipping-Wy-
combe, in the County of Bucks, Vis-
count Cain and Calnstone in the County
of Wilts, and Lord Wycombe, Baron of
Chipping-Wycombe, in the County of
Buckes, in the Peerage of Great Britain ;
Earl of Kerry and Earl of Shelburne,
Viscount Clanmaurice and Fitzmaurice,
Baron of Kerry, Lixnaw and Dunker-
ron, in the Peerage of Ireland; K n it
Grand Cross of th e Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George; Governor-General of Canada.

MAY IT PLE&sE YouR EXCELLENCY :-

We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal sub-
jects, the Senate and House of Commons of
Canada, in parliamneat assembled, desire re-
epectfully to assure Your Excellency of the
sincere regret, of ourselves and of the Cana-
dian people, at the termination of Your Ex-
cellency's official connection with Canada,
and at the approaching departure of your·
self and your distinguished consort.

We also beg to assure Your Excellency
that the Canadian l eople have regarded
with high appreciation your presiding care
over the affaire of this Dominion, as Her
Majesty's representative; and gratefully re-
cognize Your Excellency's active interest in
the constitutional and material progress of
this country.

We shall remember with gratification that
Your Excellency has been happily enabled
to fulfil the hope expressed in the earliest of
your public addresses, that you might be
the first Governor General to cross the en-
tire breadth of the Dominion by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway; and we shall always
refer with pleasure to Your Excellency's
eloquent utterances on that occasion, bear-
ing witness to the importance of that great
work, as opening up to the influences of
civilization our vast unsettled and fer-
tile territories ; and as creaing a new high-
way, upon British territory, between the
eastern and western portions of the Britsh,
Empire.

Our recognition of the important services
which Your Excellency bas rendered to this
country would be imperfect were we to omit
the acknowledgment of the deep and prac-
tical interest which Your Excelleicy bas
taken in the literature, art and science of the
Dominion, its educational institutions and
learned societies; and in all the more en-
nobling elements of civilization which teach
us rightly to develop and use the vast re-
sources with which we have been endowed.
The aid and concurrence, in this particular,
of Her Excellency the Marchioness of
Lansdowne lias teen marked and beneficial;
and Her Excellency's name will long be
associated in the ninds of our people with
ail that is dignified in a public career, ail
thatis gracious in private life.

In assuming, at the command of Her
Gracious Majesty, the highi position of Gov-
ernor-General of Her Majesty's Dominions
in British North America, Your Excellency
brought with you historie traditions con-
necting your name with the fortunes of this
continent in the past century. And we ven-
ture to hope that in Your Excellency, Can-
ada has secured a friend who, enjoyng the
confidence of the Crown, and participating
in the councils of Imperial Statesmen, willi
aid in guiding our destiny, and guarding
our interests.

Our regret at Your Excellency's de ar-
ture is tempered by the reflection that Your
Excellency goes to occupy a more brilliant
position, a wider field for your high admin-
istrative abilities than this country aflords,
in undertaking at the command ot the Em-
press of India, to represent as Her Viceroy,
Her authority over Her Oriental subjects,
Your Excellency will be continuing the
traditional care of our House for their ele-
vation and advancement.

In bidding farewell to Your Excellency
we beg to assure you and Her Excellency
the Marchioneses of Lansdowne, that you
are followed by our warmest wishes for your
welfare and that of your family.

And we beg Your Excellency to convey to
Her Most Gracious Majesty the assurance
of our unaltered devotion, and of our loyal
wishes for the stability of the Throne, and
the safety and prosperity of the Empire.

He said-In rising to move this Ad-
dress to His Excellency, I can only say
that I feel that it very insufficientiy ex-
presses the fceling of the House and of
the country on the occasion of His
Excellency's departure. During his re-
sidence amongst us, he has earned our
sincere respect and attachment, as well
by his active interest in all public affairs,
as by his munificent hospitality, and by
the frank and kindly intercourse to which
all have been admitted. Our official re-
cords bear testimony to his thorough
knowledge of our affairs, our wants, and
our difficulties; and his correspondence,
and other official utterances have been
frequently referred to in debate in this
House and in the other Chamber, in
discussing, particularly during the
present Session, some of the most
important inatters that have come before
us. We are reminded in this Address
incidentally of the traditional connection
of His Excellency's family with this
country. We, no doubt, remember the
interest which his great ancestor, Lord
Shelburne, took in the pacification of the
strife between the mother country and
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the revolted colonies, in which he not
only showed a deep interest, but in
which he took steps which would have
tended, had they been successful, to
draw closer the bonds between the
mother country and the thirteen colo-
nies, than the treaty which was subse-
quently made, actually effected. In
moving the Address, I could not abstain
from referring also to Her Excellency the
Marchioness of Lansdowne. I am sure
there is no one in this country who will
fail to remember her gracious hospitality,
her kindness, and urbanity in dispensing
it, and her sympathy with all kinds of
distress. We have had several notable
instances of that, to which I will not par-
ticularly refer, but they have endeared
her to the hearts of the people of this
country, who know of them and appre-
ciate them, and Her Excellency will long
be regretted by the people of this coun-
try. In leaving us, we feel that it
is an honor to us, and a source of
gratification, that His Excellency is re-
moved to a broader and wider sphere of
action, and in this also there is a curious
historical similarity between India and
America. His grandfather, then Mar-
quis of Lansdowne, was considered to
be the best informed man in England on
the subject of India, and that opinion was
expressed of him by Mr. Macaulay, who
certainly was thoroughly competent to
form an opinion about India and of In-
dian affairs. He is therefore continuing
the traditional interest and care of his
house in respect of India as, in coming
to Canada, he was continuing that tradi-
tional care and interest in respect of the
possessions of the Empire in America. In
leaving us, we can only hope for his
success in India-that he shall succeed
there as he has done here, in proving
his capacity as a statesman, and in win-
ning the hearts of the people ; we shall
certainly follow him and his distinguished
consort and family with our best wishes
for their success and welfare, wherever
they may go.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am glad the
opportunity has been afforded me of sec-
onding the motion made by the hon. gen-
tleman who represents the Government
in this Chamber for the adoption of the
address to be presented to His Excel-

HON, MR. ABBOTT.

lency by both Houses of Parliament on,
the eve of his departure from Canada.
When, in 1883, it was announced that
Lord Lansdowne was to be our next
Governor General, I remember very
well the Marquis of Lorne, speaking at
that time of the high qualifications pos-
sessed by His Excellency for the distin-
guished position he had beeh called
upon to fill, describing Lord Lansdowne
then as the cultured gentleman, the
statesman of broad and liberal views and
as one of the most polished and elo-
quent speakers in the House of Lords.
The predictions of the Marquis of
Lorne have been fully realized and his
views would now be shared in, not only
by the two Houses of Parliament,
but I think by the great majority
of the people of Canada. Soon after
the arrival of His Excellency in Cana-
da he took the best methods for
learning the views and opinions of the
people over whom he was called upon to
preside. He was a constant atten-
dant at all important gatherings of
the people, not alone presiding as the
honorary head of the Royal Society, but
taking part also in the various confer-
ences at the Universities through the
country, offering prizes for proficiency at
the different leading schools of the Do-
minion, and in that way stimulating the
intellectual life of the rising generation.
But he also took a very warm interest in
the more material events that were trans-
piring by attending the different exhibi-
tions where he met the farmers and
manufacturers of this country. In that
way he learned to estimate fairly and
truly, the life, the hopes, the aims and
ambitions of the Canadian people. Dur-
ing his term of office the current of poli-
tical events has run very smoothly and
without much friction. I venture how-
ever, to say-and I think that opinion
is shared in by all those who hold the
political views that I do-that had His
Excellency been called upon at any
time-had circumstances required it-he
would have been as fair an interpreter
of the constitution under which we live
as have been any of his predecessors-
that he might safely have been entrusted
by the two great political parties so to:
adjust the balance between them that
there would have been no friction and
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no reflection on the course he would
have thought proper to pursue. I think
no higher compliment could be paid to
anyone in the position he holds than
to say that that sentiment is uni-
versal throughout Canada. The Ad-
dress pays a well deserved tribute to Her
Excellency the Marchioness of Lans-
downe. She has won the esteem and
respect of all those who have had the
good fortune to know her, and I venture
to say that her new friends in India,
when they come to know her, will feel
that that eulogy which hon. gentlemen
have no doubt seen, pronounced two
months ago by Lord Dufferin at
one of the gatherings in India
in which he drew a picture of the fair
lady who was so soon to preside in that
position in India, was not exaggerated
or overdrawn. They will find all that
Lord Dufferin described Lady Lans-
downe to be fully realized when they
come to know her. His Excellency has
been a close observer of the events
which have been transpiring in this
country. He has kept weil .abreast of
the public life of Canada. The public
utterances of our public men are frank
and candid, our press is free, and it
speaks usually the sentiments of the
people. His Excellency has learned
through those channels, and through
other opportunities that are afforded
him, the true sentiments of the people
of the Dominion, and it will be a proud
gratification for His Excellency, when a
few months hence he is handing to Her
Majesty the stewardship with which she
entrusted him in 1883, to preside over
one of the principal dependecies of the
British Crown-it will be a proud grati-
fication for him to assure Her Majesty
that he leaves the Canadian people, as
he found them, loyal to the Throne of
England, and attached to the person of
Her Majesty : that as Canadians they
will renember the sacrifices made by
their ancesters, the United Empire
Loyalists, the men who relin-
quished their fair farms in the
valley of the Mohawk and on the banks
of the Hudson to seek homes on the
shores of the St. Lawrence and in the
provinces down by the sea. He will be
able to tell Her Majesty that the same
sentiments that filled the breasts of those

brave men who preferred to stand by the
Crown of England to casting in their lot
with the American States, prevail to-day
in the breast of the vast majority of the
Canadian people, not only amongst those
who speak the English language, but
amongst those who are descended
from the French colonists. He will be
able to assure Her Majesty that he leaves
a loyal and contented people, and though
some of us may not favor Imperial Fed-
eration as the best political status for
Canada to enjoy, and though others of
us may be in-favor of freer trade relations
with the United States just as England is
in favor of freer trade relations with
France and other countries in Europe,
yet, while we hold those views, they in no
way impair our allegiance to the Throne
and that the great hope and desire of the
Canadian people-at least of the vast ma-
jority of them is, to remain in close al-
liance with the British Empire. (Cheers)

HON. MR. DICKEY-I rise 'to ex-
press my hearty and cordial concurrence
in this Address and in the sentiments ex-
pressed by the hon. mover and seconder
of it. I may be pardoned for stating
that when the apointment of Lord
Lorne's successor was announced, I took
a personal interest, in it for a reason
which the House will perhaps permit me
to state : I was one of the few persons
who had the privilege of listening to
Lord Lansdowne in his place in the
House of Lords before he came to this
country, and on that occasion, which
occurred several years ago, when he broke
off his connection with Mr. Gladstone
on the great question of the
Land Act for Ireland, I formed
an opinion that in him I recognized one
of the foremost among the rising young
statesmen of England, an opinion which
his subsequent career has amply con-
firmed. The Governor-General's term
of office has covered a critical epoch in
the history of Canada, but, I think we
must all admit that, whether in the un-
fortunate events of the North-West rebel-
lion, or the equally regrettable disputes
about the fisheries in 1886 and 1887,
which led up to the adoption of the
second Washington Treaty, Lord Lans-
downe has always shown a disposition
to safeguard the interests of Canada.
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The data for forming an opinion on the
first point must necessarily be incom-
plete, but with regard to the others, I
think the correspondence of His Excel-
lency with the Government of England
and with the British Minister at Wash-
ington, now on our table, affords abun-
dant evidence that His Excellency was
at all times, and sometimes, even in the
absence of his Ministers, ready to protect
and to defend the honor and the inter-
ests of Canada, as well as the empire of
which it forms an integral part. In re-
gard to the sympathy and support which
have always been extended by His
Excellency and by his accomplished
consort to the great questions of
education, of arts, and of other
matters which interest the people of this
country, and which relate to its progress
and prosperity, we have the same evid-
ence that we had with regard to his
public administration. In reference to
the social matters that have been spoken
of, we find that His Excellency has
always been ably and well supported by
his distinguished lady-every inch a lady
-who has shown a disposition to sup-
port every movement that could advance
the interests and the progress of the
country so far as her limits allowed, and
has by her grace of manner and winning
ways endeared herself to the hearts of
all. I do not wish to take up time in
enlarging upon other subjects which
have already been so well spoken to, but
in closing those few observations I mere-
ly wish to give utterance to the seti-
ment that I trust will commend itself
to every one, which is this : That we
may hope when the future Viceroy of
India leaves the vice-regal chair
at Calcutta in returning to Eng-
land, he will turn his face towards
the risng sun from the orient and will
by our occidental line pass over this wide
continent ?gain and once more give us
an opportunity of saying good-bye to
His Excellency and Lady Lansdowne
after they have completed the circle of
the world wide dominions of Her Majes-
ty on which it has truly been said the
sun never sets.

HON. MR. PELLITIER-I must cor-
dially endorse all that has been said by
the hon. gentlemen who have preceeded

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

me and all that is so well expressed in
this Address. I will not undertake to
say anything to eulogize the noble Lord,
whose departure we all regret. It has
been done in more eloquent words than
I could employ, and the choice made by
Her Majesty to occupy so important a
position as that of Governor General of
Canada, and the still higher position he
is called to fill in India,shows more than I
could expresshere to-day,that his eminent
qualities were appreciated longago. How-
ever, I would fail in my duty to my fellow
countrymen in the Province of Quebec
if I remained silent under the circum-
stances. I hope for the past few years
in Canada His Excellency has been able
to convince himself, and will be able to
tell once more to Her Majesty, that
amongst her most loyal and devoted
subjects here the French Canadians are
proud to be, and they are grateful for the
kindness they have always received from
Her representatives in Canada. In mak-
ing these few remarks I desire to couple
the beloved and respected name of Her
Excellency Lady Lansdowne. By her
rare affability and kindness of heart she
has endeared herself to all with whom
she has come in contact. It was my
good fortune to be one of those who first
welcomed their Excellencies when they
landed on Canadian soil at Quebec.
I hope it will also be my good
fortune, though regretting very much
to see them go, to be present and bid
them good-bye when they leave our
shores on the 24th of May from our port.
For four years every summer the Pro-
vince of Quebec has been honored by
their Excellencies, who have resided
there for several months. Their pre-
sence has been greatly appreciated : next
summer their absence will be sincerely
regretted. Their Excellencies knew they
were safe in the citadel ; and they must
have felt that they were as safe in the
hearts of the people as in the old rock
at Quebec. May our wishes accompany
them in their journey and throughout
their lives.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
feel that upon this occasion, of the de-
parture of their Excellencies, the Gover-
nor-General and Lady Lansdowne, we
should be satisfied with the use of mere

84A4A
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stereotyped expressions as to the manner
in which they have discharged the ordi-
nary duties of their distinguished posi-
tion. They have visited all our educa-
tional institutions-have promoted the
arts and sciences and fostered the suc-
cess of all our best institutions-they
have discharged all their duties faithfully
and well. But their sojourn amongst us,
has conferred other benefits, to which it
is proper we should refer. The presence
of their Excellencies during the last four
years must prove of inestimable value to
the social and political life of this young
country. We have had in our midst one
of the most honored statesmen of the
Imperial Parliamert, while, in Her Excel-
lency, we recognize the daughter of one
of the most honored Irish land owners-
the Duke of Abercorn. Coming amongst
us, as they have done with all the historic
traditions and rank, of a most ancient
family, they have ever manifested at
Rideau, the same charming Christian
simplicity of manner, placing everyone
entirely at his ease, and winning the
hearts of all their guests. Who can ever
forget the great social gathering which
recently took place at Rideau Hall,when
the noble Marquis and Lady Lansdowne
were the most approachable of those
assembled, dispensing happiness amongst
all present ? That is true nobility. That is
high breeding, which makes a great social
gathering one of enjoyment to all. All
distinctions of rank were buried, and the
only thought was to make every guest
enjoy himself. If society were always
such, what a heavenly enjoyment society
would be on this earth ! Such is English
nobility of the highest type. They are
governed by those christian feelings
which the divine founder of our
religion, declared to be the highest.
They have endeavoured to live for the
good, the true and the beautiful. The
presence of such a family here, is further
calculated to strenghten the bonds which
hold together our great Empire, to which
we are proud to belong. When we
think of the history and traditions of
that empire-when we think of Her
Majesty's wise and beneficent reign and
of the great power exercised for the
happiness and well being of every part
and portion of that vast Empire, we are
proud to remairr British subjects. It is

the pi esence of such representatives of
the Crown, in the Colonies, distin-
guished always for what is good, that
will strengthen the Empire of Great
Britain and preserve a bond of union
holding together its integral parts. Who
can look at the traits of character of such
a vice-regal party-who can reflect
upon the reign of Her Majesty, and
upon the greatness of our Empire and
ever dream of annexing this country to
the United States ? The republic on our
southern portions was the first off-shoot
from the mother country. We wish the
United States every prosperity. They
are distinguished for their great progress
and enterprise. Vast numbers of the
families of Boston, New York Philadel-
phia, Balitmore, Cincinnatti St Louis and
and Chicago, from travel and culture, are
amongst the most agreeable people you
can meet in the world. I have had the
honor and happiness to meet many of
them in my travels. While we wish them
all prosperity and happiness our ambition
is to remain a part of the British
Empire. Let the great republic
work out its destiny, with all
its enterprise, extending its popu-
lation and advancing in all that belongs
to a highly civilized nation: but our am-
bition is to become ultimately a great
northern power on this continent with
Ottawa for its capital. Look at our
great navigable rivers extending into the
heart of the continent,-our great North-
west capable of sustaining many millions
of population : look at our Pacific prov-
ince, with all its resources of coal and
timber and fish and mineral wealth ;
our Vancouver Island with a climate
like that of England : we have everything
in this country to become a great
northern power and the presence of such
distinguished Vice-regal families amongst
us animates us with the noble ambition,
that we will have no political connec-
tion with the great republic to the south
of us; that while we desire to see them
prosper, we will work out our own des-
diny as part of the old Empire, under
the old flag.

The motion was agreed to.
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ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA
CENTRAL RAILWAY

COMPANY'S
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the
House of Commons with Bill (137)
" An Act to amend an act of the present
session intituled ' An Act respecting the
St. Catharines and Niagara Central Rail-
way Company's Bill.'"

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This is a Bill
which was passed through three stages
last night, for the purpose of correcting
a slight error in a clause of the Act to
which it refers. There was a very pro-
per exception placed at the end of the
Act by our Committee, and by this
House, restricting the clause from having
a retroactive effect, which was a proper
thing to do but the addition was so
framed that it applied also to another
clause which it was not the intention
to interfere with, and to which all
parties concerned agree. Last night, the
House of Commons, having discovered
this slight error, passed the Bill through
the three readings to have it corrected,
and I presume we may safely do the
same thing here. With the concurrence
of the House, I move that the Bill be
read the second time.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second and third times
and passed under a suspension of the
rules.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (123) " An Act further to amend
the Criminal Procedure Act." (Mr. Ab-
bott).

SAWDUST IN THE OTTAWA
RIVER.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

HON. MR. MILLER moved the adop-
tion ot the report of the Select Commit-
tee appointed to enquire into and report

upon the extent and effect upon the
Ottawa river of the deposit therein of
sawdust and other refuse, the expediency
or necessity for preventing such deposit
and the measures requisite for that pur-
pose.

He said-In moving the adoption of
the report of this Committee I do not
think it will be necessary for _me to
occupy the time of the House for more
than a few moments. The subject re-
ferred to is one of very great importance
and it received careful attention fron
the Committee from the time that we
had at our disposal. I may state that
the Committee, composed of ten mem-
bers of the House from different sections
of the Dominion, unanimously concurred
in the report, and therefore it may be
presumed that the report itself was,
under the evidence given to us, the most
judicious that we were in a position to
make. It was found on evidence of the
clearest character, that deposits of
sawdust and other mill refuse had
been for many years past made in
the Ottawa river, destroying largely
the navigable capacity of the river
and also doing a very great deal of de-
struction to riparian rights of proprietors.
The committee, after having heard evi-
dence on this point, from gentlemen of
engineering skill and qualification, as
well as from residents of Ottawa of large
experience on the subject, had no hesi-
tation in saying that a serious injury was
being done to the river by these deposits
of sawdust and refuse,and that in course
of time, if the evil was not put an end to,
the navigation of the river would be irre-
trievably destroyed. It was also found
that these deposits, in may cases, were
considered a dangerous menace to the
health of the city, and (in that ground
also should in future be prevented. The
investigation of the committee also
elcited the fact that sawdust and
mill refuse could be very well
utilized for various purposes and that the
destruction of anything remaining for
such purposes could easily be effected
from the experience of other mills not
only in Canada but in the United States
as well. However, the large lumbering
interest involved in the question referred
to us was considered of such importance,
not only to this district but also to the
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country generally, that the Committee Chaudiere, as the House is perfectly well
did not see their way to ask the Govern- aware. These gentlemen say they have
ment immediately to enforce the law in j conferred a very great benefit upon the
reference to saw mills on the Ottawa country in managing this great industry.
river, but they do recommend that, as I admit the importance of the industry,
soon as practicable, the Government but when we consider the fact that they
having regard to the vast interests in- have succeeded in obtaining most valu-
volved in this trade, would repeal the able privileges and limits of great extent
proclamation under which exemption is -when they have succeeded in obtain-
now granted to the mills at the ing possession of the most valuable
Chaudiere Falls and enforce thereafter assets of the Dominion, I do not think
strictly the provisions of the law. As I the country is very much indebted to
do not feel a local interest in the matter, them for having availed therselves of
and as there were two gentlemen well the opportunity to control an important
qualified to speak on it on the Commit- industry. We ail know that the vast
tee, and, no doubt, in addition to the forests of this country, which these men
general public importance, also feel a obtained possession of years ago, were a
local interest in it, who will require to fortune in themselves, and if they had
address the House, it will not be neces- excercised ordinary care and prevented
sary for me to detain you any further. unnecessary waste and destruction,

I believe our forest wealth would have
HON. MR. CLtMOW-As has been been sufficient to repay the entire liabil-

stated by the Chairman of the Com- itiesofthisDominion. Howevertheyhave
mittee, the question of this nuisance was not been managed in a way that is credit-
examined into minutely by the Com- able to this country. That is al past and
mittee, and they arrived at the concluf gone, we want now to protect, s far
sion that it was a very serious injury to as we can, the interests of this coun-
the navigation of the river. I may say try for the future, and I think the
that the depositing of this refuse in the public will say that this Committee have
river has beeri going on continuously acted in a manner that will deserve com-
for a number of years and it seems ex- mendation in the future. The Commit-
traordinary that while the provisions of tee have found by evidence that cann
the Act passed a great many years ago be controverted, that this practice of
have been erforced in many localities, throwing refuse into the river has been
exemptions have been ruade in favor of going on for years. An attempt was
the larger milis, showing conclusively ruade to show that no great damage was
that there must have been some very done to the river-that the sawdust and
strong feeling in favor of them. If the refuse have been merey thrown into the
owners of the mil s had shown any dis- river without inerfering seriously with
position to consider the public interest the channel; but al the bays along the
they certainly could have remedied the river from here to Grenville are filled up,
evils complained of long ago. For years a d the inevitable resut must be ere
it has been known throughout tne long that the deposits will encroach upon
length and breadth of this part of Cana- the channel. Some of the witnesses
da, that the sawdust deposits were of the stated that in five or six years, if this
injurious character explained by the practice of depositing mili refuse in the
Chairman of the Committee and that if river is continued, the navigation
continued much longer, they would of the Ottawa river frotc here to
render the navigation of the Ottawa diffi- Grenville will be utterly destroy-
cuit, if not impossible. However, as ed. Therefore I think it is high
this matter has been taken in hand at the time that precautionary measures should
present time, I trust that the neces be taken by the Government to prevent
sary precautions will be taken by the any further obstruction to the river in
Governmentas soon as possibleto prevent this respect. They pretended to show
the continuance of the evil attending that it was an utter impossibility to get
this practice. Every consideration has rid of the sawdust by burning it, or other-
been granted to the mils owners at the wise. On the other hand, evidence was
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produced that other mills in this part of
the country did dispose of their sawdust
by burning it, and in other ways. But
we have stronger evidence than that : we
have evidence that in Michigan, in a city
numbering 5o,ooo inhabitants, there are
seventeen mills, all employed in the same
way, and that they have a means for
burning all their refuse without injuring
in any way, by fire or otherwise, that
large city. If the refuse can be destroyed
there, why should it not be done here ?
However, I think this is quite foreign to
the subject before us. The mill owners
of this country have had great advantages
and they certainly should not be allowed
to prejudice the interests of the commun-
ity. They should be compelled to put
a stop to this nuisance for the future. I
believe that the report of the committee
will have the effect of doing so, and I am
satisfied that the Government are disposed
to carry it out. All they wanted to know
was whether this nuisance did exist to
the extent I said it did at the time I
brought forward the resolution. We have
ample means now to know that it does
exist, and I believe that when the nuis-
ance is stopped, it will be ultimately a
source of benefit to the mill owners them-
selves. I believe that when they are
compelled to dispose of the mill refuse,
they will find a way to utilize it so that
it will be a source of profit to themselves.
Therefore, I am glad that this investiga-
tion has taken place, and I have cause
to thank the chairman and other mem-
bers of the committee who conducted
this investigation for the care and atten-
tion they bestowed on the subject. I hope
the report of the committee will have
the effect of preventing in the future
the evils that the people here have had to
complain of in the past. The sawdust
and mill refuse have destroyed the fish-
eries in this section of country. Some
years ago, when I first came here, this
river abounded with fish. A witness be-
fore the Committee gave us an estimate
of the loss involved by the destruction
of the fish in the river, and the lowest
estimate he can form is $ 1oo,ooo a year.
Now this is an item to be taken into con-
sideration and one which had consider-
able weight with the Committee in
determining as they did and reporting as
they have done, that the destruction of

HoN. MR. CLEMOW

the river is of such a nature as to call for
the immediate action of the Government.
I do not suppose the Government can
take immediate action. This industry
is a very large one, but at the same time
there are other interests to be considered,
and, as I look upon it, the great thor-
oughfare of this country; the great
water-way that we possess, ought to have
a sufficient importance in the eyes of the
Government to induce thern to apply the
remedy as soon as a remedy can be
found without interfering very seriously
with the interests of the lumbermen. I
trust the Government will give this mat-
ter their prompt consideration and will
take such steps as will remedy the evil,
because it has been a great evil which
has been complained of for the last 20
years. When I came here first, 48 years
ago, we had a river unparalleled amongst
the great rivers of the continent. We
had no obstruction to navigation t o
complain of, but since these mills hve
been erected, the deposits of sawdust
and mill refuse have been accumulating
constantly and are interfering with the
rights and privileges of those who live
along and have occasion to use the river.
Those people ought not to be deprived
of their rights without sufficient reason.
Take for instance Mackay's Bay, a mile
or two below the city. Some years ago
it was a magnificent bay. The lumber-
men and boat owners used it constantly.
I know I had occasion myself to use it
for laving up boats in winter, but that
bay, like all others between here
and Grenville has been filled up,
and those people who possessed
riparian rights have been dispossessed
of their property unfairly by the mill
owners at the Chaudiere. It is said that
the courts of law are open to them for
redress. One unfortunate man, acting
under that belief, did have recourse to
the courts of law and succeeded in
every court in this country, but these
capitalists, who have made their money
out of the country, have taken the case
to England and have almost ruined that
poor man. If he had not received the
assistance of friends it would have been
utterly beyond his power to recover the
redress to which he is certainly entitled.
Therefore, it shows that although the
courts are open tothosewho areaggrieved,
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they are practieally closed, because these
wealthy lumbermen have got the means
to protract litigation until any ordinary
citizen is borne down by the great ex-
pense. These lumbermen have amassed
large fortunes, they live in splendid
mansions, and they are the lords
of the country. They want to
own the whole country themselves, and
to monopolize everything. Situated as
we are in the Senate, we ought to come
to the rescue of the public and tell these
capitalists, that while we are willing to
give them all the rights and privileges
they should enjoy, still the cause of the
weak must be sustained as against the
cause of the wealthy. I believe the re-
port of the Committee will have that
effect, without proving detrimental to
the interests of the lumbermen. These
men threaten to leave this part of the
country, to remove their mills from
Ottawa, if they are prevented from de-
stroying the navigation of the river. I
have been here a long time-before
these lumbermen came to Ottawa. We
lived without them before they came,
and we will be able to live without them
in the future. If they choose to move
their mills, that is their business but they
cannot remove the magnificent water
powers, andtheycannotremovethetimber
limits from the country at any rate. We
possess these sources of wealth, and
whether they move their business from
the city or not, they must locate some-
where and the country will not lose any-
thing which they can contribute to its
prosperity. So far as the water powers
are concerned, we will not lose much re-
venue, as those men have never paid one
dollar to the Government for the water
privileges they have used for the last
thirty years. I believe that these water
Powers could be utilized to much better
advantage, and that the Government
could realize a large amount of money if
they were free to rent them to others. I
asked the other day for a return from the
Government of the amount of money due
by those Chaudiere men for the water
Privileges that they have enjoyed for over
a quarter of a century. That return has
not been brought down yet, but I hope
it will be in a short time, and I will be
able to show that instead of the Govern-
rnent realizing anything from the water
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power at the Chaudiere, those lumber-
men have never paid a dollar for the
use of them, but on the contrary they
bring the Government in debt every
year for permitting them to use them.
If the Government had control of the
water privileges at the Chaudiere to-day
they could realize a very considerable
revenue from them. I know people who
are anxious to get water powers there,
and are willing to pay a large rental for
them, but they are monopolized by those
lumbermen who give no compensation
whatever for them. The public generally
will recognize the service that this Com-
mittee hasrendered and will be grateful to
them for what they have done to protect
their interests against the mill owners.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B.C.)-
I desire to call the attention of the Gov-
ernment to a matter to which my hon.
friend has not referred-that is, the
quantity of night soil placed in the river
Ottawa every winter. It is enough to
poison the whole community, and on
that subject the Government should
communicate with the City Council.
Reference is made to that in the fourth
paragraph of the report. The matter is
one of very great importance and J trust
that the Government in dealing with
the subject ot the river will not forget
that paragraph of the report. We had
ample evidence before us that· the de-
struction of the navigation of the river
is rapidly going on, that the entrance
of the canal has been filled up with mill
refuse on several occasions and that it
has cost a considerable sum of money to
keep the channel open for vessels draw-
ing only four or five feet of water ; that
property has been injured along the
banks of the river for a long distance
east of this city. Many of the best bays
along the river are flled up and in very
many places the people living along
the banks cannot get to the navi-
gable water of the river. We have
evidence that the channel, which has
been deep and furnished good navigation,
is likely to be filled up soon-that the
bays are filled up already, and that the
sawdust and slabs floating down the
stream, as they get saturated, must sink
to the bottom. We have evidence that
sawdust is found at the bottom of the
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channel mixed with sand, and it is only
a question of time when the navigation
of the river will be utterly rnined. I
trust that the government, before next
season, will see that the nuisance is
stopped and that the lumbermen, who
are now defiling the river, will be given
early warning to put a stop to the prac-
tice.

HON. MR. FLINT-I have been en-
gaged in the saw mill business for fifty
years, and have had a great deal to do
with sawdust, both from steam and water
mills ; and I am well aware that the saw-
dust which comes from mills worked by
water has a bad effect on the navigation
of any river or place in which it is
thrown. For some years I was the
owner of a propeller and every spring,
before I could get that vessel out of
Belleville harbor, I had to spend a day,
or a day and a half, with that propeller
backed into the sawdust to open a chan-
nel so as to let my boat go out to pro-
ceed to Oswego. Therefore, I am satis-
fied, so far as navigable water is concern-
ed, that sawdust in any quantity falling
into the stream, must have an injurious
effect upon the navigation. However,
it is very difficult for mill owners to pre-
vent the evil unless they adopt a system
of cartage or burn the sawdust near the
mill to get rid of it. In 1852 I built a
very large steam mill and we consumed
a considerable amount of the sawdust,
but there was a very great deal of it that
it was impossible for us to get rid of that
way, and the mill being close to low
marshy ground, I deposited the sawdust
in that marsh until at the time when I
gave up that mill, there was fully five
acres of land reclaimed by the depositing
of the sawdust alone. When we com-
menced to run that mill, almost all the
men had low fever, or fever and agle,
and I had to bring in new men trom
week to week in order to keep the mill
running, but as the deposit of the saw-
dust extended out in the marsh, the
malaria ceased, and after a time, we had
none of this low fever amongst our men.
There is no more healthy part of the
city at Belleville at the present time than
about that mill where the sawdust is. I
think the reason of it is that pine saw-
dust is full of turpentine and turpentine,

HoN. MR. MACDONALD,

of itself, has a tendency to prevent dis-
ease of that character. So far as water
mills are concerned, it is very hard to
oblige the owners of small mills, which
cut only half a million to a million of
feet a year, to take care of their sawdust,
while the large mill owners are allowed
to throw all their sawdust and mill refuse
into the stream. Last year I applied to the
Commissioner of Fisheries 'to allow us
at a water mill which I had, to let the
sawdust go into the stream. I do not
suppose that in twenty miles of that
strearn, you would find fish to the value
of twenty dollars in the course of the
year. I was not allowed to deposit that
sawdust in the stream, and it costs me
from $100 to $150 a year to cart it away.
However, the law must be fulfilled so Jar
as those small saw mills are concerned,
and I do not see why the large mills
here should not be subject to the same
regulation. The way these large mills
are situated at the Chaudiere Falls, I do
not see how they can make arrangements
to dispose of their sawdust. They can-
not put up machinery or kilns for the
purpose of burning it at the mills, because
if they do, they will endanger not only
the mills, but all their lumber. It is a
difficult matter to deal with. If it had
been attended to, in the first place, it
could have been done, but there must be
some arrangement now by which the
sawdust can be taken away from those
mills far enough to be burnt without
injuring the mills and the luinber there.
I may say that this sawdust, if properly
applied to the soil, is an excellent fertil-
izer. I have tried it on very hard clay
land, deposited about six inches of fine
sawdust upon it and worked it into the
soil. If that is done there will never be
an insect to trouble the crop, nor will
the soil ever be dry, because you cannot
possibly dry sawdust, in the very hottest
season, to any extent. When you go
down to three inches you will find it
perfectly moist, as I know from experi-
ence. I had about half an acre of rocky
soil which I wanted to make a garden of.
I cleaned it off to the bare rock and put
on leached ashes, common sand and a

1heavy bed of sawdust, mixing them up
together with what chip manure I could
get, and I had the best garden there was
in the town of Belleville. It is
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astonishing how vegetables grow on it.
If the farmers could get this sawdust and
put it on their land it would be a capital
thing, whether heavy clay land, or light
sandy soil. With regard to the harbor
at Belleville, there is not a saw mill
within ten miles of the city that is run
by water and the steam saw mills use the
sawdust or put it on this large marsh.
I think the hon. gentlemen are mistaken
when the suppose that the sawdust in the
river causes any malaria or sickness. The
turpentne in it does not rot out, and as
long as the turpentine is in the sawdust
it cannot be injurious to the health of
the people. As a matter of course, it is
injurious to navigation, as I have found
in Belleville Harbor, especially where
edgings and small pieces of mill refuse
are thrown in the river. The sawdust
gathers about them and islands are form.
ed which it is almost impossible to do
anything with. You cannot dredge them
out because you cannot get a dredge into
them. If you find a bed of sawdust, you
can dig a hole through it, but the sawdust
fills in again. It is like a quicksand:
you cannot do anything with it. You
might spend a million dollars to clear
the Ottawa River below the falls of the
Chaudiere without succeeding. There-
fore I do not see what the Government
can do further than to make some ar-
rangement, if they possibly can, to in-
duce the mill owners here to take their
sawdust away altogether to some place
where it can be burnt, if they cannot
utilize it in some other way. As I have
said I have been fifty years in the busi-
ness. The first mill I put up was a
steam mill-the first one erected in On-
tario-and the last, but one, I put up
was a steam mill. I have owned some
ten water mills and steam mills, so that
I have had a fair experience of what the
effect of sawdust will be on the naviga-
tion of a river. From the steam mills I
never put sawdust into the river but
from the water mills I did until we were
ordered to stop it and then at a large ex-
pense we had to arrange to cart it away,
but, as I have said, I think it was rather
unfair to prevent us from throwing saw-
dust into the river while the owners of
the great mills here at Ottawa had the
Privelege of throwing their refuse into
the Ottawa River.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I have very
little to add to what has been said
by gentlemen who are familiar with
this subject, three of them mem-
bers of the Committee. The chair-
man has explained briefly the evidence
taken before the Committee, and the
deductions unanimously agreed upon
after consideration of that evidence.
There can be no possible doubt that
the noble river, known as the Ottawa
is year by year filling up with sawdust
and rubbish from the mills, and it
becomes a very important matter for the
Government to consider what steps ought
to be taken to remedy the evil in the
future. I must at the outset say that I
did not concur altogether in the remarks
made by my hon. colleague from Ottawa
in reference to the rights of the sawmill
men and to the fact that they have been
specially exempt by a proclamation from
the operation of the Act of Parliament
that was passed relating to sawdust
and mill rubbish. Those gentlemen,
who are established at the Chaudiere
Falls, took up these water lots there at
a time when no other persons were will-
ing to invest their money in the venture.
Some thirty-five years ago it was decided
to utilize the hydraulic power at the
Chaudiere Falls, and a nominal price
was fixed upon the Government lots and
parties were invited to put up saw milis
on these lots, paying the Governmen
a certain charge for the water power.
No bidders were found. Our leading
men at that time were engaged in what
is known as the square timber trade, and
they declined to invest in the sawn
lumber trade, which had not then as-
sumed any importance. Several of the
gentlemen who are now there, or their
predecessors, were invited to come here
and put up saw mills. They were given
these lots at a nominal price, and they
took a lease to pay for the water power
that was used. At the time, it was very
well known to the Government of old
Canada, and to the people of this
country, that these men intended to
put up just such mills as they have put
up. Of course the saw mills then
were comparatively small and insignifi-
cant, as compared with the structures
that are there to-day, and for many years
no special inconvenience or injury re-
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sulted from the small quantity of saw-
dust and refuse thrown into the river
from the mills. About the year 1871,
the subject was considered of sufficient
importance to appoint a commission to
inquire into the injury that was then
being done to the navigation of the
Ottawa, and on the report of that com-
mission, an Act of Parliament was passed,
making it an offence to throw sawdust,
edgings, slabs, bark, rubbish and mill
dust of any kind into any navigable
stream. So important at that time was
this industry on the Ottawa river thought
to be, that a proclamation was issued,
under the authority of the Act, exempt-
ing the mills at the Chaudiere from the
consequences of the Act, and since that
time, the power there has been year by
year increasing until now, we are in-
formed on evidence before the Commit-
tee, the quantity cut up each year
amounts to 350,000,000 feet, board mea-
sure. Of course, a quantity so enormous-
ly large must seriously interfere with the
navigation of the Ottawa River within a
comparatively short period. I mention
those facts as showing that the gentlemen
who had invested their money there have
some rights that must be regarded, and
with that consideration in view, the
Committee qualified their report, by
throwing upon the Government the res-
ponsibility of dealing with this subject
when they could see their way practically
to do so. My own opinion is that the
evil is one of such magnitude that it has
got to be faced. If these men are entitled
to compensation it is in the interest of
this country that they should be paid
compensation rather than that the injury
should be continued year after year.
The practical way of looking at it is to
make full enquiry into the statement
made before the Committee, that even
as the mills at the Chaudiere now
are constructed, it is merely a question
of the cost of putting in such ap-
pliances as will enable the sawdust
and mill refuse to be disposed of other-
wise than by throwing it into the river.
I think it would be the duty of the gov-
ernment at an early date to appoint ex-
perts to inquire fully into the subject,
and if they are satisfied from that report
that it feasible, even with the mills as
now constructed, to get rid of those

HON. MR. FLINT.

edgings and mill rubbish in any other
way than the one now adopted, I think
it would be the policy of the goverment
to follow it up, even if the country had
to pay the costs as compensation. These
men have in a measure a vested right.
No doubt, no one individual in the com-
munity has the privilege of using a vested
right where the injury is to the public,
and it is manifest in this case that there
is a large and increasing injury, not alone
to the people who live upon the shores
of the Ottawa, but to all who in the
future will require to use the navigation
of this stream, to the riparian proprietors
and to those who live in the vicinity of
its banks, from the injury to health that
follows from the decay that is going on
during the summer season of this vast
amount of rubbish exposed to the hot
sun. From a sanitary point of view,
therefore, it is equally important that
this subject should be taken up and dealt
with at once, even though it should be
attended with some sacrifice to the public
exchequer, because, as I said before,
those men were induced to invest their
capital here. In doing so they had no
special advantages given to them over
other men. The opportunity was afford-
ed to anyone else to bid for that place
and for the privileges which those men
now possess. They acquired from the
Government of Old Canada-either from
the Crown as represented by the Pro-
vinces, or from individuals who held
those licenses-the vast timber limits
they now enjoy. They have been for-
tunate that in the past few years greatly
increased value has been given to that
property over what was anticipated thirty
years ago. No one anticipated that such
value would accrue to the right of cut-
ting timber on the Crown domain or
that such profits would have inued to
holders of licenses,and it is a great source
of emolument to the provinces of Ontario
and Quebec where the licenses run.
Those gentlemen have acquired
their property honestly and in a
fair market, so that I think it is scarcely
open to anyone to make reflections as
to the manner in which they acquired
their property. It is quite true it is a
most valuable investment, paying year
by year handsome dividends. That was
their good fortune. But it is no reason
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why they should be dealt with in a dif-
ferent manner from other persons who,
by fortunate pursuits, have acquired
wealth. Butwheretheinterestsofthe public
require that the rights that they have in
a manner secured should be taken from
thein, then I think it is only right and
proper that the public should pay for the
giving up of those priviledges and rights.
I hope the Government will act on the
suggestion of the Committee to take
steps at an early day to inquire into the
subject, first as to whether the mills al-
ready there cannot utilize the mill rub-
bish without throwing it into the river
and what the cost wili be, and whether
it is feasible or not. Second whether
the cost ought to be borne by the mills
or by the country. Those are very
important questions that ought to be
taken up at once. Had they been taken
up as they should have been in 1873, a
great deal of capital that has been used
there since would no doubt have been in-
vested in a different manner. Additions
and improvements that were made to
those mills in 1873, if the owners had
supposed this subject was to be followed
up, would have been made so that this
evil would be diminished instead of in-
creased, but as nothing was done fifteen
years ago, it has assumed such gigantic
proportions in the meantime that it is
found necessary to grapple with it or the
Ottawa River may be abandoned a few
years hence as an unnavigable stream.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-As I expected
when I moved for the appointment of
the Committee, their labors have proved
to be of great importance ; and I have
no doubt will be of great advantage to
the Government in forming an opin-
ion as to what should be done to
prevent injury to the navigable waters
of the Ottawa, and to the health
of the people residing along its
banks. I shall call their attention to
the report and to the evidence, not for-
getting the points raised by the hon.
gentleman from British Columbia, and
as soon as the prorogation of Parliament
will give them the opportunity of doing
so, the subject will undoubtedly be taken
up and careful consideration given to it.
There is no doubt the interests at stake
are very large indeed, and cannot be

dealt with harshly and carelessly ; but
there must be a solution found for the
difficulties which this practice of deposit-
ing sawdust in the river seems to cause.
It cannot be allowed to continue if it is
to result in the way which hon. gentle-
men who have spoken describe, and
which I think the report largely confirms.
I was much pleased in reading the report
to find the decided yet moderate tone in
which it is couched. I perceive that the
members of the Committee have under-
stood and considered the difficulties
which attend the subject, and I think I
can assure them that the recommenda-
tion they have given, with its qualifica-
tions, will be carefully considered by the
Government.

The motion was agreed to, and the
report was adopted.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF
THE SENATE.

REPORT ADOPTED.

HON. MR. READ moved the adop-
tion of the second report of the Select
Committee on Contingent Accounts.

He said-This report recommends that
in future, the amount to be paid for the
printing of the rules and private bills be
sixty dollars, instead of the amount we
have heretofore paid. It also recom-
mends that Mr. Thomas Wheeler, keeper
of the news room, shall have his salary
increased by $1oo a year. It recom-
mends also that the sessional messengers
and other messengers shall be under the
direction of the housekeeper, or head
messenger. It recommends also that
each messenger be allowed a month's
leave of absence, as the housekeeper may
direct. It also recommends that $1oo
be given to a gentleman who is to look
after the restaurant to see that a cor-
rect account of all the utensils there,
is made, both after the session and
before. It also recommends that
Mrs Tache be continued in the same
position she now occupies as Assistant
Clerk of French Journals until next
session. It recommends that Andrew
Wilson be appointed a sessional mes-
senger commencing next session.

The motion was agreed to, and the
report was adopted.
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DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
rnittee of the Whole on Bill (89) " An
Act to amend the Dominion Elections
Act cap. 8, Revised Statutes of Canada."

In the Committee,

On clause 15.

HoN. MR. POWER-I will ask the
hon. gentleman if he cook any notice of
the suggestion made with respect to this
clause when the Bill was at its second
reading.

HON. MR . ABBOTT-I did not un-
derstand that any suggestion was made
with regard to the clause. There was
some debate about it, perhaps my hon.
friend will refresh my memory on it?

HON. MR. POWER-There are some
amendments on which I propose to take
the sense of the committee. The hon.
gentleman may possibly remember that I
demurred to taking away from a candi-
date the responsibility for corrupt prac-
tices by an agent appointed by writing.
The hon. gentleman noticed that this
amendment provides that the candidate
shall be responsible only for the acts of
the one agent, who is generally known as
the financial agent, and who as a rule
has nothing to do with the election at ali,
except to formally pay the legitimate
bills. But there are other agents-agents
mentioned in the forty-fourth section of
the act, and in another section to which
I call attention-agents who are in the
fullest sense agents of the candidate,
men who possess his confidence, and
whom he appoints by written authority
to reprerent him in polling sections. To
say that the candidate shall not be re-
sponsible for the corrupt act of an agent
appointed by himself in writing is going
too far, and would be opening the
door to a great deal of corruption.
If a man who is simply actuated by good
will towards the candidate, and who is
not directly authorized or appointed as
his agent, happens to be guilty of a cor-
rupt practice which does not materially

HoN. MR. READ.

effect the election, it would be unreason-
able to hold the candidate responsible ;
but there is nothing unreasonable in ask-
ing that a candidate shall be held respon-
sible for the acts of his own agent, ap-
pointed by him in writing. I propose to
amend sub-clause " A," so as to make a
candidate responsible for any agent who is
appointed in writing. There is also an
amendment needed to sub-clause " C."
Supposing that the election was a very
close one, and, as it sometimes happens,
the majority was one or two or three
votes, a comparatively trivial, unim-
portant and limited amount of im.
proper conduct would materially affect
the result of the election, but it would
not void the election. Now, I would
propose to amend, by inserting after the
word " character " the words " and did
not materially affect the result of the
election."

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will probably on reflection see that he
exaggerates the importance of the ap-
pointment in writing of which he speaks.
The appointment in writing of agents of
the class he describes,is the appointment
merely of poll agents during the voting,
to take note of those who vote, and
those who have not voted, and to check
voters who have no.right to vote. Such
agents have nothing to do with the man-
agement of the clection generally. I
dare say my hon. friend knows, at all
events I know, and any hon. gentleman
who has been in the other House knows,
that these appointments are not usually
made of persons who possess the per-
sonal confidence of the candidate. In
nine cases out of ten he never sees them
or hears of them, or even knows their
names, He gives to his manager a
number of blank authorities, and this
person selects a number of young law
students, or intelligent young men, to
stand at the polls, and check the lists
and so on ; but these agents do not pos-
sess the characteristic that the hon. gen-
tleman spoke of, of possessing the
personal confidence of the candidate ;
and the fact that they possess a form of
authority signed by him, in which their
name has been written by some local
manager of the poll, is no indication that
they have those personal relations with
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the candidate to which my hon. friend
refers. He says the candidate ought to
be responsible for the acts of those
agents so appointed. So he is. The law
leaves him responsible for their acts, but
not to thesame degree as for actsof the fin-
ancial agent. He is responsible for their
actions in so far as they materially affect
the election. If those men have com-
nitted corrupt acts, which the court can-

not report as being of a trivial, unimpor-
tant and limited character, then the
candidate is responsible and the election
rendered void. So it is only a question
of degree, for the candidate is responsi-
ble for the agent who does possess his
personal confidence to the extent that
any act of corruption committed
by him, or under his sanction, will
avoid the election. It would be
unwise to perpetuate the injustice
which the present act has created, by
making an election depend on the ae-
tion of one of those young men who was
sent to the polls to check votes, no mat-
ter how trifling or unimportant such act
may be. I am unwilling to send back
this Bill to the other House unless we
can really make an improvement of some
importance in it. Supposing the election
were carried by a majority of one, and
one vote was corrupt, that would not
be unimportant, though if there five hun-
dred majority it would be unimportant
if only one man had been corrupted. I
think therefore the clause is quite clear
and sufficient as it stands.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I think it is
admitted now, in this country, very gen-
erally, that in our great eagerness to
protect the purity of elections we have
gone too far and have put such a law on
the Statute Book, as has been said, it is
almost impossible to elect a candidate
who cannot be unseated. The law it-
self is stringent in every particular and
is made in the spirit of presuming cor-
ruption and illegal and improper prac.
tices to such an extent that it goes too
far and places the candidate altogether
at the mercy of persons who may be
disposed, in order to bring him within
its clutches, to commit acts of bribery and
corruption for which he should in no way
be held responsible. With regard to
the first amendment, I think it has been

very well answered by the learned leader
of the House. The agents who are
appointed to represent a candidate at
the polls are appointed as the hon.
gentleman has described, and besides
that, are appointed for the limited
purpose of watching the votes as they
come in and not to permit fraudulent
votes to be polled. It would be hard,
considering the number of those agents,
that the candidate should be held liable
for any indiscretion of one of those that
would not in any way materially affect
the election. If anyone of those agents
or any other party is guilty of corruption
in such a way as to affect the result of
the election, it comes within the purview
of this Bill, and therefore I think it
would be unnecessary to include the
large number of persons who would be
included by the amendment of my hon.
friend. This Bill comes from the House
of Commons where they are much better
judges of this class of legislation than we
can be expected to be, because -they
have had an experience which we have
not had and they speak with an author-
ity which we cannot possess. With re-
gard to the last amendment, I think it
has been put so clearly by the hon. gen-
tleman who has charge of the Bill, that
the words include of necessity the very
meaning which my hon. friend would
desire under his amendment to irtroduce
into the Bill, that it would be simply a
redundancy to adopt the amendment.
It was certainly the intention and ob-
ject of the framers of this Bill-and
I have no doubt it was very care-
fully considered before it was introduced
-to attain the very object which my
hon. friend desires to secure by his amend-
ment, and that it is attained by the words
of this sub-section, is beyond doubt in
my mind. The offence must be trivial,
unimportant and limited-the terms are
cumulative and are just as strong as lan-
guage can make them. If my hon.
friend had any amendment to offer to
the Bill, which would be really desirable
-and I am sure no one in the House
would oppose such an amendment-it
might be well enough at this period of
the session to introduce it into the Bill,
but I do not think it is desirable, the
House of Commons having passed this
Bill relating especially to its own mem-
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bers, and only to them, that we should
make the amendment.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not pre-
tend to quarrel with the interpretation
which has been put on this paragraph
" C," by the hon. gentleman from Rich-
mond and the leader of the House. If
this Bill when it becomes law, was to be
in the hands of skilled expounders of the
statute law, suchas those two gentlemen,
I should think the amendment was unne-
cessary; butthat is not tobe the case. This
law will be in the hands of persons who
are not familiar with the interpretation of
Statutes, and to whom it is necessary to
make everything very clear indeed. That
difficulty of construing the Statutes
which are apparently clear, or not difficult
of interpretation, is not confined solely
to illiterate people and laymen ; because
in some recent cases before the Supreme
Court of Canada we have had decisions
of the highest court of Ontario which
were looked upon as being perfectly clear
and in accordance with the wording of
the Statute, set aside as being altogether
incorrect by the Supreme Court here,
and although the language of this clause
may be clear to the two hon. gentlemen
who have spoken of the matter, just now,
the meaning may not be clear to others
who have not had theirexperience. There
could be no doubt whatever of the mean-
ing of the paragraph if we
inserted the words I have suggested.
Then as to the other point,
both the hon. gentleman who leads
the House and the hon. member from
Richmond have taken the ground that
these agents who go to represent candi-
dates in rural polling districts are
officers of no consequence-they are
simply clerks who go there to check the
voting and see that votes are properly
taken.

HON. MR. MILLER-I would like
to ask the hon. gentleman bas he ever
known in his experience any instance of
this kind-if he bas not I have-of a man
getting an appointment as agent at a poll
purposely to betray the candidate ?

HoN. MR. POWER-A man could
not well get an appointment in writing
from the candidate who would do that.

HON. MR. MILLER-I have known
cases of that kind.

HoN. MR. POWER-Though I have
never had the good fortune to be in the
House of Commons, I know a little of
the way in which elections for members
of that body are conducted; and I know
that in many cases the agents who are
sent from the county towns into the
rural districts are just the men who are
guilty of corrupt practices, and that they
are sent very often for the express pur-
pose of doing that work rather than the
mere work of checking the presiding
officers in dealing with the voters list.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Does the bon.
gentleman speak from experience ?

HON. MR. POWER-I have had oc-
casion to watch what the people were
doing on the other side.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-A spy.

HON. MR. POWER-No, I am not
a spy ; but it was my duty to see what
was going on, and if bon. gentlemen wish
I can give them the names and places
where agents of Conservative candidates
have done some remarkable things in
the county of Halifax. The leader of
the House said that with respect to this
we would be perpetuating the injustice
which he complained of. I cannot
agree with him in that respect; because
the injustice bas been that men have
been held liable for the acts of people
with whose appointment they had noth-
ing whatever to do ; but I think there
have been very few cases where it bas
been felt that an injustice bas been done
because a canditate has been held res-
ponsible for the acts of an agent ap-
pointed in writing who had been
guilty or corrupt practices. I still
continue to think that the amendment I
have suggested is a desirable one. The
bon. gentleman from Richmond says
that the members of the House of Com-
mons are better judges on questions of
this kind than Senators. I am not quite
clear about that, for this reason : the
members of the House of Commons
have all to run elections, and have to
run the risk of being disqualified for the

HoN. MR. MILLER.
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improper acts of their agents, and the
natural feeling in the mind of the aver-
age member of that chamber is that the
fewer traps there are open for him, the
better. We are able to look on the mat-
ter with a judicial eye and from the point
of view of the public interest and not the
interest of the candidate. I regret to
find that the leader of the House does
not seem disposed to accept these amend-
ments.

The amendments were declared lost
on a division.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.) rose
to move that the Bill be amended, by
adding the following clause -

The following persons shall not solicit any
vote for any candidate at an Election of a
member to serve in the House of Commons
of Canada, canvas for any such candidate,
speak for or against the interest of any such
candidate at any meeting held during such
Election, or take any part in such Election,
namely:-

(a> Members of the Civil Service of Can-
ada, within the meaning of " The Civil Ser-
vice Act," whether belonging to the inside
or outeide division thereof.

(b) Ali persons employed in the North-
West Territories in or under the several de-
a rtments of the Executive Government of
anada, or receiving for euch employment

a fixed salary payable out of the public
lunds of Canada,

(c) The officers, clerks and servants of
the Senate, the House of Commons, and the
Library of Parliament.

(d) The Auditor General.
(e) The officers, clerks and messen ers

of the Su prene Court of Canada, the Ex-
chequer Court of Canada, and the Supreme
Court of the North-W est Territories, and of
any other Court of Civil or Criminal juris-
dictions constituted under the legislative
authority of the Parliament of Canada.

(f) All persons to whom the provisions
of " The Civil Service Superannuation Act"
apply.

And everyone who offends against the
provisions of this section is guity of a mis-
demeanor, and liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing one thousand dollars, or to imprison-
ment for a term not exceeding twelve months,
or to both such penalty and imprisonment.

He said-The reason that induced
me to move in this matter was solely to
put the civil servants in an entirely
independant position so that they would
devote all their time to the public service
and not to the service of any particular
party by whom they nay have been

appointed. During the Mackenzie
regime I understand a number of civil
servants were dismissed, others were
degraded and forced to leave the
service: when the present Government
came into power a large number of
Liberal civil servants were immediately
dismissed and degraded and I believe
this has been going on up to the present
time. I do not say whether it was done
justly or unjustly by either Government,
I only mention the fact : my object is to
place those people in a position where
they will not make themselves obnoxious
to either party, Grit or Tory. Since I
placed the notice on the paper a great
number of civil servants have spoken to
me on the subject. Among the number
is the Deputy Minister of Marine and
Fisheries who congratulated me and
said it was something he had been
advocating for a number of years. He
also volunteered the statement that he
had been in the service of the Govern-
ment in Scotland before coming to this
country, and that civil servants there
were not allowed to vote or take any
part in elections. A great number of
others have expressed themselves
in the same way. Some have objected
to being disqualified from voting
but I have seen or spoken to none who
object to the clause prohibiting them
from taking part at public meetings or
soliciting votes or canvassing in any way
for or against any candidate for a seat in
the House of Commons. I propose to
take the sense of the committee on each
clause of the proposed section separately.
I move the adoption of clause " A"

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think the
suggestion made by the hon. member is
a most valuable one, and one that this
House ought to adopt. I think it is most
unseemly that civil servants should take
an active part for or against a candidate
in any election. Civil servants are,
generally I must say, by the government
in power, whichever it happens to be,
pressed into voting, often against their
better judgment. I have had opportu-
nities of knowing that, personally, many
of them would prefer to be disfranchised.
It would place them in a very much bet-
ter position. I think it would remove
the possibility of such scenes as occurred
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early this session when certain
gentlemen in the employ of the
House of Commons were dismissed.
Although they were holding positions
entirely independent of theCivil Service,
being translators of the House of Com-
mons, yet it was felt that their individual
influence, addressing an audience from
the public hustings, was not in good
taste so they were dismissed by the
Speaker of the House of Commons. It
would be infinitely better if we said to all
men in the public service of the country,
" the moment you accept a position you
must consent to disfranchisement. You
ought to have no preferences between
the political parties. You can attend
much better to the services of the coun-
try by having your name stricken off the
voters' lists and not being importuned for
your vote by either side when an elec-
tion takes place."

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
intend to vote for this motion, but I sug-
gest that the hon. member ought to
withdraw it now and press it on the third
reading of the Bil!. If a division is
taken now the votes will not be recorded
and it is important that the opinion of
members should be known, as they
would be if a vote were placed on record
at the third reading.

HON. MR. POWER-The Govern-
ment are going to accept the amend-
ment I presume.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-I in-
tend to press the amendment at the
third reading, but I wish to put the
clauses separately now. If they can be
improved in any way, I am willing to
accept suggestions with that object in
view.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I regret very
much, that on behalf of the Government
I cannot accept this amendment. The
principle that it is improper, or indeli-
cate, or inexpedient, that public servants
should take a prominent part in elections,
is undoubtedly well recognized, but I do
not know that there is any law in this
country or in any other country having

HON. MR. SCOTT.

this system of government, which im-
poses upon a public servant a penalty of
$1,ooo and makes him guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and liable to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding twelve months-
or to both, for taking part in an election.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-That
can be modified.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-This it seems
to me is a clause which would entirely
destroy all self respect on the part of the
government officials.

HON. MR. POWER-How?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-It seems to me
also a little invidious to take up a law
made for regulating the domestic affairs
of the House of Commons, interfere
with its details, and insist upon provi-
sions which the House of Commons it-
self does not desire, or undoubtedly it
would have inserted them. If this were
a matter of policy affecting the whole
Dominion, of course it would be a differ-
ent thing. I do not deny that we have
jurisdiction to deal with the smallest de-
tails of this bill, but I think it is a little
indiscreet for us to begin scrutinizing
details, and placing limits on the discre-
tion of persons who undoubtedly
have a vote under the law as
it now stands - who undoubtedly
have a legal right to exercise
what discretion they please in respect of
elections, subject always to the notice
which their superior may take of their
conduct. Of course as my hon. friend
proposes to move the other amendment,
of which he has given notice, to another
Bill, I have a right to regard the two,
as parts of one system which he pro-
poses to adopt, in regulating who may
vote or act in the election of members
to the House of Commons.

HON. MR. McINNES-The other Bill
may not come down.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-He proposes
to exclude all those persons from voting
altogether.

HON. MR. POWER- That is not
before the House at all.
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HON. MR. ABBOTT. -The two
notices coupled together indicate what
the hon. gentleman means.

HON. MR. McINNES-The motion
referring to disfranchising civil servants
is not before the House at all, and the
hon. gentleman has no rigbt to discuss it
until it is before the House. It refers
to another Bill which has not come
up from the other Chamber yet,
and which may not come up this session.

HON. MR. ABBOTT- I am not dis-
cussing the first motion of which notice
is given here, or the propriety of adopt-
ing it or not : I am merely discussing
the amendment which the hon. gentle-
man has moved, and I am referring to
the other, which I find on the paper
here, for the purpose of illustrating the
principle on which the motion which the
hon. gentleman makes is based. And
as long as I do not say anything which
my hon. friend has no right to object to
as a matter of order, I have a right to go
on. I say this motion which the hon.
gentleman now makes, is part of a sys-
tem which would exclude a large and
intelligent part of the community from
all participation in public affairs. We
have been moving a great deal in the
direction of lowering our franchise, acting
under the idea that the more of the less
educated and less intelligent classes of
the community we can admit to vote at
elections, the better their selection would
be. I entirely differ from that proposi-
tion. I say the more of the intelligent
portion of a community we can bring to
vote in elections, and take part in them,
the more satisfactory the result is likely
to be, so I take the exact opposite
if the position which prompts
this motion. The members of the
Civil Service who would be ex-
cluded from taking part in elections,
if this motion were granted, are amongst
the most intelligent classes of our com-
munity. They are required to pass an
examination before being admitted into
the service, and they know more of the
machinery of the Government than per-
sons outside of it ; yet these are the per-
sons who are to be prevented from taking
part in elections in favor of one candidate
or the other. Our practice hitherto has

been that unless a man in the service has
made himself conspicuous by public ad-
vocacy of one party or the other, no no-
tice has been taken of his conduct.

HON. MR. POWER-Unless he sup-
ports the Opposition.

HON. MR. MILLER-It has always
been admitted that the active opposition
of civil servants to the Government under
which they serve, is certainly a much
more serious offence than taking an ac-
tive part against the Opposition.

HON. MR. McINNES-Certainly, be-
cause they are in danger of being dis-
missed.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The practice
of both Governments has been, that if a
man has made himself unduly conspic-
uous in the advocacy of one side or the
other, it has been taken notice of, but
not to the extent of sending him to the
penitentiary, or fining him $1,ooo.
That is treatment which a civil servant
does not deserve. The rule which the
Government has adopted in that matter,
is quite sufficient to prevent members of
the civil service from taking such an
active part in an election, as would be
materially injurious to the public inter-
ests in any way. I disapprove altogether
of this attempt to impose penalties on
civil servants who take part in elections.
I would prefer to give then greater free-
dom to take part in elections rather than
to exclude them, I am decîdedly op-
posed to taking their votes from them,
or imposing such enormous penalties as
would entail the loss of the man's self
respect, as my hon. friend would by this
motion. I hope the House will not
accept this modification of the law. It
will be time enough for us to deal with
this matter in so stringent a manner
as this, when the House of Commons
itself is of opinion that there has
been undue interference with the elec-
tion of members of that House, and that
the freedom of elections has been im-
paired, or interfered with by the acts of
civil servants, which I do not thnk has
yet been the case. I hope the House
will support me in resisting the introduc-
tion of this section into the Bill.
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HON. MR. MILLER-One important
feature in connection with the subject
under discussion seems to have been
forgotten in this debate-the protection
which the ballot gives to every elector
who goes to the polls seems to have
been overlooked. It is impossible that
an intelligent man desiring to record his
vote need be under any apprehension if
he keeps his counsel to himself. I can-
not see where his liberty of voting can
be interfered with. Take anyone of the
classes here enumerated : they are all
supposed to be intelligent men acquain-
ted with public affairs-classes that give
perhaps more intelligent attention to
politics and the affairs of public life than
any other amongst us, and by this amend-
ment we would deprive the country of
valuable and matured judgement of that
class in all elections. I am not disposed
to do that on that ground alone, but
there is another ground : hon. gentlemen
say you make them independent by tak-
ing away from them the franchise : I
cannot imagine anything more illogical
-you make a man independent by mak-
ing him a slave.

HON. MR. POWER-We are discuss-
ing the franchise : this is another matter
altogether.

HON. MR. McINNES-Why do we
deprive all ,the judges throughout the
Dominion of their votes or taking any
part in elections ?

HON. MR. MILLER-I will tell my
hon. friend why : because in their high
judicial position it is desirable that they
should not stain the ermine by mixing in
election contests. There is another im-
portant reason : every contested election
under our law now goes to the judges for
final decision, and you might place the
authority and power of deciding these
cases in the hands of men who may be
partizan in their feelings. That is not
desirable, and, therefore, judges are ex-
cluded from voting. But to say that
you make a man free by depriving him
of one of the first priveleges of the sub-
ject under a Constitutional Government
is, to my mind exceedingly illogical.

HON. MR. McINNES-How are you
depriving him of his privileges ?

HON. MR. MILLER-You deprive
him of the highest right that a subject
can possess ?

HON. MR. McINNES-Under this
amendment he can vote-but not solicit
votes or take any active part in an elec-
tion.

HON. MR. MILLER-I shall certain-
ly oppose the amendment. I would not,
in so material a point, attempt to change
the franchise unless the House of Com-
mons had taken the intitiative in the
matter.

HON. MR. McINNES-Hear ! hear!

HoN. MR. MILLER-My hon. friend
laughs, but I am one of those who think
that in a matter of domestic regulation,
as the hon. leader of the House has said,
relating to the House of Commons
alone, we should not be called upon to
discuss it until they have sent it to us
for consideration. It will be time
enough for us to deal with the matter
then.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the
mover of this resolution has very good
reason to complain of the way it has
been dealt with. The leader of the
Government made a vigorous and well
directed attack on something not before
the Committee now, and which may not
come up this session, and the hon.
gentleman from Richmond did the same
thing. It will be time enough to discuss
the question of civil servants voting
when the question comes before the
House. If the proposal to prevent them
were before the Committee now, I
should myself vote against it, but I pio-
pose to vote for this proposition,
because I think it is a reasonable and
proper one. What injustice does it do
to anyone ? Is it anything unreasonable
that the men who are paid by the
money of both sides, who receive their
salaries from taxes levied on people of
all shades of politics, should be prevented
from leaving their business as public
servants and going ont in the country to
take one side or the other in an election
contest ? Is it not perfect reasonable and
proper that they should be prevented
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frorn doing so ? We give them
the right to vote as they please ;
but we prevent them from other-
wise interfering in elections. The
hon. gentleman from Richmond and the
leader of the House also made some
reference to the impropriety of our in-
terfering with what they called the
domestic affairs of the House of Com-
nons. I do not think this is a domestic
matter of the House of Commons at ail.
The question whether the public ser-
vants of this country shall be obliged at
the dictation of the ministry of the day
to go out and canvass and take an active
part in political contests, is not a matter
affecting merely the House of Commons,
but one affecting the whole public ser-
vice and the interests of the country at
large. The hon. gentleman from Rich-
mond thinks it would be very improper
now to interfere in a matter which so
peculiarly affects the other House, but I
have in my mind an amendment which
was moved in the Senate in the Session
of 1882, tacked to a Bill with which it
had no connection whatever, under-
taking to give the franchise to some 200

persons in the County of Halifax who
had not the franchise under the law.
It was done for the sole purpose of in-
fluencing the election in the County of
Halifax, and that amendment, made
in this House, had the effect of defeating
the Opposition candidate andelecting the
Government candidate in that county.
My hon. friend from Richmond was just
as active a member of this House then
as he is now ; but he saw no reason to
prevent the adoption of the amendment,
though it was a more direct interference
with the private affairs of the House of
Commons than this is. The hon. leader
of the House was very much troubled as
to the danger of depriving the civil
servants of their privileges. This amend-
ment does not propose to deprive them
of their right to vote, and I imagine that
the average civil servant is not anxious
to have anything more than that. If
these gentlemen, whose intelligence is
quite as great I trust as the leader of the
House has said it is, were perfect!y free
to go and speak as they pleased for one
side or the other, I should not particu-
larly object ; but the fact is that the civil
servant who comes out and speaks

against the Government does so at
the risk of losing his office. The
one who supports the Government
candidate does so with the expectation
that in all probability his service will be
recognized by promotion. That has been
done recently with civil servants who did
things that they should not have done
and exhibited strong partizan feelings ;
so the present system is a very unfair
one. As long as a man acts for the gov-
ment of the day he is safe and likely to
be promoted, but if he speaks against
the government, he is likely to be dis-
missed, as were the translators in the
House of Commons. 'Anyone who looks
at this matter with an unprejudiced eye
must see that this is perfectly reasonable
and proper amendment. As I have said,
I would not vote for the proposed amend-
ment to anuther Bill which may not
come here ; but I confine my remarks
to this amendment which I consider one
deserving of support.

HON. MR. MILLER-The hon. gen-
tleman truly says that I was a member
of this House in 1882 and that I did not
oppose the amendment made to a bill
to enfranchise the Dominion Govern-
ment officiais in the Provinces of Novia
Scotia. I did not and if that measure
was before the House again under simi-
lar circumstances I would do the same
thing, because I think I was redressing
one of the most disgraceful
wrongs ever perpetrated by any
constitutional Government on the elec-
tors of the Province of Nova Scotia.
What was the fact ? As stated by the
hon. gentleman to the House the true
inwardness, so to speak, of the case cited
by him does not appear. In 1882, the
local legislatures had the power ofregulat-
ing the franchise until the Dominion
Franchise Act was passed. In Nova
Scotia the local Government did what
was not done in any other Province-
they disfranchised the Dominion offici-
ais in that Province from one end to the
other, with very few exceptions, and it
was in order to remedy that gross injus-
tice that occasion was taken of the pas-
sage of a Bill through Parliament to add
a clause enfranchising these men, a thing
dictated alike by sound policy and jus-
tice. It was redressing a wrong done
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by the Nova Scotia legislature under
partizan influences. It is well known
that the local government of the
Province was at that time hostile
to the Dominion Government and they
disfranchised men who were supposed to
be friends of the Dominion Government
on the pretext that they were Dominion
officials, while not a single official of the
local government over whom that gov-
ernment had absolute control in elections
was disfranchised.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman is wrong; some of them were
disqualified.

HON. MR. MILLER-Not in the
sense my hon. friend means. Perhaps
his exception is strictly accurate in this
respect, that under all the provincial
franchise acts, some officers, such as
judges, sheriffs, &c., are not allowed to
vote, but the civil servants of the local
government were not disfranchised.

HON. MR. POWER-Yes.

HON. MR. MILLER-Very few of
them.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman from Richmond has just said
what I intended to say. The hon. mem-
ber from Halifax is mistaken; it was
simply an attack on the civil servants of
the Dominion. Now this amendment
which is before the House is to prevent
civil servants from taking part in an elec-
tion. That must include voting because
voting is taking part in an election. It
looks to me simply a partizan
motion. If the Grit party were
in power, the hon, gentleman would
not move this amenmdent. He speaks
of the Deputy Minister of Marine desir-
ing this legislation: Mr. Smith is old
enough to take care of himself, and it is
not necessary to pass an amendment
like this to secure his independence. It
is preposterous to say that an intelligent
class of men should not be free to express
their opinions on public questions with
which they are familiar. As long as
they exercise their rights fairly, without
becoming violent partizans, I should be
sorry to deprive such a large and intel-

HON. MR. MILLER.

ligent class of their votes. The amend-
ment would exclude from the franchise
thousands of people throughout the Do-
minion, and of the very class best quali-
fied to express an intelligent opinion on
public questions.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-1 have listen-
ed to the debate with a good deal of
attention and from the expressions of
the hon. gentleman who introduced the
amendment it is evidently his desire to
protect the civil service in the exercise
of their franchise. There has been no
attempt to take the franchise from them.
In 1875 we had under discussion some
dismissals in Prince Edward Island, and
I gave notice of a resolution in
this House that no person should be
dismissed except for incapacity or mis-
conduct. The hon. gentleman from
Halifax makes reference to the two
translators of the House of Commons
who were dismissed. That is sonething
with which we have nothing to do: they
were not dismissed for expressing their
views against the Government. It is
notorious that we have servants of this
House who expressed themselves freely
against the Goveî nment, and in the Prov-
ince from which ,I come we have public offi-
cials who do the same. What the trans-
latorsof the other House were dismissed
for,was for usingabusive languagelin speak-
ing of certainmembersofthe Government.
If this amendment was carried it would
not in anyway alter the position of that
affair, but it would be taking away the
liberty of the subject altogether. It is
one thing for a civil servant to express
his opinion with regard to the Govern-
ment of the day and another thing en-
tirely to select some particular member
of the Government and speak of him in
the most abusive and offensive manner.
I say that such a man is unworthy to be
in the public service. I have never
known where any man has been dismis-
sed from office on account of expres-
sing his opinion on the public questions
of the day. In the Province of Prince
Edward Island there were several dismis-
sals during the Mackenzie regime. One of
the chief officers of the island, the Col-
lector of Customs at Charlottetown was,
dismissed without rhyme or reason, and
replaced. On that occasion, I brought
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a resolution up in this House, declaring
that these gentlemen should not be dis-
missed. The then leader of the House,
the late Hon. Mr. Letellier, said it could
not be the case, and after I proved that
it was the case, the resolution was put on
record.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, from the
Committee, reported that they had made
some progress with the Bill, and asked
leave to sit again after recess.

At 6 o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

The Committee resumed.

HON. MR. SMITH.-I could not
sit and listen to the amendment about
to be proposed by the hon. gentleman
from British Columbia without entering
my protest. I seldom endeavor to
address the House, and I do not intend
to occupy more than a few moments in
doing so on the present occasion. The
amendment which the hon. gentleman
proposes to introduce into this Bill will
disfranchise a large number of res-
pectable people from one end of the
Dominion to the other-to the number
of at least three or four thousand
respectable citizens.

HON. MR. POWER.--Who propose
to do that ?

HON. MR. SMITH.-The hon. gent-
leman from New Westminster.

HON. MR. POWER.-He does not
propose that ; he proposes simply
that they shall not be allowed to
engage in canvassing in elections.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-I
rise to a point of order. The hon. gentle-
man from Toronto, like the leader of the
House this afternoon, is proceeding to
discuss a Bill and an amendment which
are not before the House. I took the
liberty of saying that I do not intend to
move the amendment of which I gave
notice, so that I cannot be charged with

disfranchising any person by the resolu-
tion which I move this afternoon and
which is now before the Committee.

HON. MR. SMITH-The amend-
ments which the hon. gentleman intends
to bring in will deprive civil servants of
their liberty. It will deprive them of the
right to speak at an election or to attend
any meeting for election purposes, or of
advising a friend whom he should vote
for. I ask is that a sound policy or a
safe principle to adopt in a free country?
I think the hon. gentleman must be get-
ting a little astray to endeavor to dis-
franchise a number of respectable people
because they receive pay from the Gov-
ernment. He might as well include
senators as officers of the Supreme
Court, and other officers of the civil
service, who draw salaries from
the Government. The hon. gentle-
man himself draws pay from the Gov-
ernment, and under the principle he
advocates, what right has he to give his
opinion on the hustings or mark a ballot
at the polling booth any more than one
of our first class clerks oi the deputy
head of the Department in the Civil Ser-
vice ? 1 think it is a cruel thing for the
hon. gentleman to endeavor to interfere
with the civil rights of a highly respect-
able and well educated class of men.
Why should those men be deprived of
their franchise, when we are extending
to the poorest inhabitant of the Domin-
ion, the privilege that the hon. gentle-
man endeavors to take from the civil ser-
vant because he is in the employ of the
Government ? I contend that they
ought to have the rights and privileges
that a senator has outside of this House.
The hon. gentleman's amendment is a
step in the wrong direction, and I cannot
see how the hon. gentleman and his
friends can ever hope to come into
power by introducing such resolutions.
I wonder that the hon. gentleman did
not provide in his amendment that the
punishment for a civil servant voting
should be banishment to some lonely
island or exile to some place like
Siberia. The very fact of his introducing
those resolutions now shows that if he
could do so he would provide some
punishment of that description. I trust
that the House will not accept those
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amendments. Indeed I question very
much if the hon. gentleman can get a
seconder.

HON. MR. POWER-I presume the
hon. gentleman's resolution will be with-
drawn, if the leader of the Government
will introduce a provision that no civil
servant shall be removed from office for
speaking or canvassing against the Gov-
ernment.

HON. MR. SMITH-The Government
of which I have the honor to be a mem-
ber has done very little in that way. I
am quite satisfied that there are civil
servants who should have been treated
very harshly for the active partisanship
they displayed during the last election
and the one that preceded it. I know
officers of the service who took an active
part in opposition to the Government but I
never heard of any attempt on the part of
the Government to deprive them of their
positions or their salary in any shape or
form on that account ; and, unless they
have done what no man in office should
do, they have not been interfered with.
I believe that it is prudent for men
in the employ of the Government, not to
take an active or violent or extreme part
during an election, whether they be Re-
formers or Conservatives. The prudent
course for them to pursue is to take no
active part, but to vote quietly for the
candidate of their choice. I can say that
trom the day I first employed men to the
present time, I never tried to coerce any
man in any shape or form, to vote with
me. I say that is the proper course to
take with employes, and the man who
adopts it will be more respected, and his
men will be more inclined to vote with
him, than if he were to try and coerce
them. I trust that the verdict of the
House will show the hon. gentleman that
he is taking a step in the wrong direc-
tion.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Before
proceeding to discuss the character of
the amendment moved by the hon. gen-
tleman from British Columbia, I beg to
observe that the remarks which have
just fallen from the hon. gentleman who
has just taken his seat, a learned and
distinguished member of that govern-

HON. MR. SMITH.

ment which has given the franchise to
the Indians, come with seemly grace
from him. His speeches in the past,
have ever been valued for their logical
argument and correct diction, and the
speech to which we have just listened,
comes with peculiarly good grace from a
member of the government which only a
short time ago enfranchised the Indians.
The hon. gentleman from British Col-
umbia very properly conceives it to be
in the public interest to check the pre-
sent Government in their endeavor to
carry their elections by any means. Per-
haps the Senator from Toronto (Mr.
Smith) understands what I mean by "any
means"-by the votes of the Indians. I
wonder they have not extended the fran-
chise to the squaws. We all remember
a famous cartoon, representing a general
Dominion election, which represented a
squaw as the returning officer upon that
occasion, who exclaimed that what the
Indians wanted was " free whiskey and
the return of Sir John A. Mac-
donald." The hon. gentleman from
Toronto differs in his opinion from
the hon. gentleman from New Westmin-
ster who maintains that no civil servant
should solicit votes. I was amazed at
the learned gentleman from Toronto
making such a warm appeal to the House
against the earnest motion of the Senator
(Mr. McInnes) that the civil service
shall not work for the return of partizan
members. I say that the civil servants
ought not to solicit votes, though they
should always have the right to exercise
the franchise themselves. They are the
men who administer the Departments of
the Government of the country. But when
we know the ways and methods of the
present First Minister who is the clever-
est man that has ever lived, or ever will
live-

HON. MR. OGILVIE - Question,
question !

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER - Who
says question ! Is there to be any
freedom of speech on the floor of the
Senate? It is ridiculous.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-The hon. gen-
tleman has freedom of speech-he is
speaking all the time.
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HON. ML ALEXANDER - If I
speak all the time, it is because I am
obliged to do so in the public interest
and as a representative of the people,
and the hon. gentleman has no right to
interrupt me.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-We are tired
of nonsense.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I say
we know the methods of the present
Government ; that they will permit the
civil servants to solicit votes, if they can
be induced to go ; but I know members
of the civil service who could not be in-
duced by any Government to take an
active part in the elections. They are
men of honor and their occupation is to
carry on the business of the departments.
Their honor generally is unimpeachable.
There are no men more entitled to re-
spect. I do not say that if the other
party came into power they would be
one whit better-they would probably be
worse. I hope the hon. gentleman from
Halifax will not be offended because I
say so. There are many men connected
with the Conservative party who are
known to be men of honor, and they
stand high in the estimation of the coun-
try. The present Government believe
that they can govern the country better
than the other party and upon those
grounds, they think they are justified in
doing many things that they would not
do if it were not necessary to keep them
in power.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE-There is no
doubt that they can govern the country
better than the other party.

HoN. MR. READ-Does not the hon.
gentleman from Woodstock think so too ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I was
somewhat surprised at the appeal of the
hon. gentleman from Toronto after the
Government had given the franchise to
the Indians.

HON. MR. SMITH-Hon. gent
lemen I rise-

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-Spoke,
spoke, spoke ! !!

HON. MR. SMITH-I said I would
not trouble the House again.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Spoke !
spoke!

HON. MR. SMITH-I would fot
have troubled the House again if the
hon. gentleman from Woodstock had
not gone out of his way to impress on
the House by his sarcasm the fact that
I am not a learned gentleman. Now,
the expression "learned gentleman,"
should never be used in this House. It
has never been used until the hon.
gentleman used it here this afternoon.
He did not use it in support of
his argument, but by way of sar-
casm to throw a reflection on me be-
cause I am not a classical scholar. But I
can tell the hon. gentleman this, that
the little learning I have I paid for
myself. The hon. gentleman stated not
very long ago that he never earned a
dollar in his life and that he got his
education-and a very superior educa-
tion no doubt he had-

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I try to
act honestly.

HON. MR. SMITH-From respect-
able parents, and the hon. gentleman
has made very bad use of the education
that his parents gave him. He is a dis-
grace to this House, and he is a disgrace
to the Parliament of this Dominion.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER - You
once charged me with prevarication-a
seemly charge from a common grocer
from Toronto.

HON. MR. SMITH-It is a misfor-
tune that he has a seat in this House.
He is not a credit to the House, and I
will say more that he has friends not
very far from him who say that he is not
fit to occupy a seat in this House, and
that steps must soon be taken to put the
hon. gentleman where he ought to
be. I am not ashamed that any
gentleman should know that I paid for
what little education I have. I am a
Canadian by adoption, I have grown up
with Toronto, and I have paid for every-
thing that I ever got there. I have
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acquired no education at the expense of
any other man, and I am proud to stand
here to.day able to defy any man to
point out that I have ever done anything
directly or indirectly that would be con-
sidered disgraceful or dishonest, or for
which I should be ashamed to stand up
here and address this honorable House
when I have occasion to do so. I think it
is beneath the dignity of any hon. gentle-
man to speak as the hon. member
from Woodstock has done; no gentle-
man would make use of the language he
bas uttered to-night, simply for the pur-
pose of reflecting on me because I have
not, unfortunately, a college education.
I say it is unworthy of a gentleman and
I say God forgive him for he knows not
what he says.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The hon.
gentleman once charged me with prevar-
icating, a very seemly charge from a com-
mon grocer from Toronto.

HON MR. VIDAL-In the course of
the remarks which have been made in
reference to the matter now engaging our
attention, my hon. friend from New
Westminster, and some others, seem to
have a most decided objection to any
reference whatever being made to any-
thing but the subject matter which is be-
fore us as an amendment. Now, I do
not know any member of this House,
who more grossly and more frequently
deviates from the rule, than the bon.
gentleman himself. It is only a day or
two ago we had a motion of his before
us, about the immigration of pauper
children. Hon. gentlemen must remem-
ber how widely he wandered from his
subject to discuss commercial union, un-
restricted reciprocity and other things.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-The
hon. gentleman is misrepresenting me.
There was a distinct reference made in
the resolution to reciprocity with the
United States.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Order, order.

HON. MR. McINNES-I rose to a
question of order, and I am speaking to
a question of order, and I ask the Chair-
man to pronounce whether the hon. gen-

HON. MR. SMITH.

tleman is m order in stating that I had
no allusion to reciprocity with the United
States in the motion which I submitted
to the House the other day ?

1ON. MR. VIDAL-There is no need
to appeal to the Chairman. I appeal to
the House, and the whole House knows
it was as I state. Now is it not the
practice in this House, and especially in
Committee to allow the widest scope to
such references ? Then again the hon.
gentleman objects to having any refer-
ence made to statements and sentiments
which he has not only expressed in his
speech, but has paraded before us on
the order paper day after day.

HON. MR. McINNES (B. C.)-Have
I not stated that I intend to withdraw
that resolution ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-I do not care
what you say you intend to do, but what
you have done. Were not those resolu-
tions placed on the order paper for the
purpose of calling attention to the fact
that these were the sentiments of the
hon. gentleman froin New Westminster,
and if these are not really his sentiments,
why are they put in print and paraded
before us for so many days ? I claim
that we have a perfect right to refer to-
them in the way reference has been made
by hon. gentlemen on the present occa-
sion. Now, with regard to the subject
which is before us more particularly, the
action which is proposed to be taken bas.
been very justly condemned by hon. gen-
tlemen here as being an unnecessary and
certainly an improper interference with
the House of Commons in the manage-
ment of their own domestic affairs. No
gentleman would stand up more strongly
than I would for the maintenance of the
constitutional rights of the Senate, and
I do not for one moment admit such a
contention as to say we have not a per-
fect constitutional right to make any
amendments we see fit ; but there is a
vast difference between our constitutional
right, and what is proper and expedient
for us to do. It cannot be denied that
there are many things connected with the
proceedings of the House of Commons
in the management oftheir affairs which
would be most unseemly and improper
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for us to interfere with; at the same
time I see no difficulty in drawing the
line of distinction very clearly as to
where such interference becomes right
and expedient : if for instance a mea-
sure relating to elections should come
before us containing a clause which
interfered seriously with the rights of
some of the people, or in any way seemed
contrary to the public interest, then it
would become our duty as protectors of
those rights to deal with that clause and
strike it out. Suppose the Bill now
before us had come down to us with
such objectionable words as these which
the hon. gentleman proposes to add
that any member of the civil service
asking another man to vote for a
particular candidate should be liable to
a fine of $ 1,000, or a year's imprison-
ment, or both, it would be our bounden
duty to refuse to sanction such an
encroachment on the rights and privi-
leges of our people, and to throw it
out. I hold also that when it is con-
tended that the civil servants should be
deprived of the right not only of can-
vassing a friend but of their right to
vote, it is such an outrage that we
would be derelict in our duty to the
public if we did not eliminate such a
clause from the Bill. Let us suppose a
case. Let us suppose that Mr. Richard
and Mr. Lawrence, two worthy members
of the Liberal or Reform persuasion in
the civil service, hear that a neighbour,
Mr. Green, has been visited by the
naughty Tories, and that he is like-
ly to be influenced to vote on
the Conservative side. They naturally
feel interested ; they think the man has
been deceived, and they go out and re-
monstrate with him in order to put him
right. It is long after civil service
hours, they have fully discharged their
duty to the public for the day, and pay
Mr. Green a visit. Is the fact of their
devoting that time, which is their own, in
endeavoring to remove what they consider
are wrong impressions in the mind of
their friend, to render ther liable to be
put in gaol for twelve months, or to pay
a fine of $r,ooo ? I say that if such a
clause as is now proposed,were put in the
Bill, this would not be an improbable
case. That there is a degree of impro-
priety in a civil servant taking an active

part in election matters I fully admit ;
and, moreover, they thenselves, agree
with us in that. Do we find one in 500
of the members of the civil service tak-
ing an active part in political elections ?
I say we do not. They have a perfect
right to remain at home, or to simply
and quietly record their votes, and as a
rule they do so. If a civil servant does
take an active part in elections against
the Government, he does so with his eyes
open, and with a strong conviction per-
haps that his party are going to turn
the Government out and that his friends
were coming into power; consequently
we can easily understand that some zeal-
ous partizans do go wrong, but they do
it with a perfect knowledge that they run
the risk of being dismissed if the party
they support do not come into power.
I do not think there is any necessity by
the force of law to enforce upon them
that which a sense of propriety and right
feeling will impel them to do of their
own accord; and there is no use *of en-
cumbering our legislation with such
clauses as this, more especially when the
House of Commons,dealing with its own
affairs, has not in the least interfered
with the rights and privileges of any of
the voters of the country.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I am sur-
prised at the opposition which the Gov-
ernment and their supporters are making
to this amendment of the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster, (Mr. McInnes).
I recollect a case where an officer
of this House was recommended
an increase of salary or a bonus, and it
was refused on the ground that he had
meddled with elections, working against
the Government. An hon. member of
the Senate had then said:

" He was not a party man, but he did not
believe in indecency of conduct and insub-
ordination on the part of humble employees,
of the Government in litical elections.
He would concede the ri t of civil servants
going to the poll and votlng as they pleased,

ut be objected to an officer of this House
taking an offensive part in an election
against the Government,"

It seems then that officials have the
privilege of canvassing against an Oppo-
sition candidate, but if he canvasses for
the candidate opposed to the Govern-
ment there is no impropriety in it, such
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a policy cannot be authorized by Parlia-
ment. It is then a great deal better to
place in our statute book a provision
defining the duties of public officials,
and stating what they may and what
they may not do ? It would be cruel to
leave the views of Parliament unknown
and leave to Ministers the advantage of
punishing officials who may have can-
vassed against their friends-I be-
lieve that the amendment of the hon.
gentleman from New Westminster is a good
one, and I say so from my experience
and what I have seen of politics in Can-
ada during the past twenty-five or thirty
years. I waited until the close of the
discussion to see if there was any serious
argument against the amendment, but I
must confess that I have as yet heard no
valid objection. Judges are prohibited
from voting, because they are required
to be disinterested, independent gentle-
men. I say that officers of the civil
service ought to be more disinterested
and more independent even than judges.
Governments change. To-day they
may be Tories, while to-morrow Liberals
may be in office. Supposing the present
Government were overthrown to-day and
the Opposition came into office ; if the
new Ministers had none but strong par-
tisan supporters of the preceding Govern-
ment around them, what confidence
could they have in them ? How could
they rely on them ? Would they not
hesitate to trust thern when in so
many cases they might seriously injure
the Government ? It is contended by
some hon. gentlemen that the civil ser-
vants should have the right to vote, but
not to speak at elections. For 6,ooo
years past human nature has shown
what it could do and what it could not
do, and I say that it is not possible
for men in general to have political
leanings and to be actuated by party feel-
ings, and not to show it ? I say it is im-
possible. We must take things as they
are, and I believe that under the circum-
stances the amendment proposed by the
hon. gentleman from New Westminster
is a very good one. It has been said
that it would be making slaves of the
civil servants. Our judges have not the
right to vote, and they are not considered
slaves for not enjoying this great privi-
lege. As to civil servants as they stand

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

now, they are slaves. But under the
law as the amendment of the Hon.
Senator (Mr. McInnes)will make it, they
will not. To-day when elections take
place the civil servants are coerced into
voting and canvassing for the Govern-
ment. Was it not so in the last election ?
Have I not seen public officials who
were coerced into going out voting and
canvassing or be exposed to be dis-
charged from the service? This is a
state of slavery which Parliament ought
not to tolerate and it is what the civil
servants are liable to at any time under
the present law. Would it not be far
better to amend the law and enact that
no civil servant shall have the right to
interfere in elections ? Then, anyone
who joined the civil service
would know what was expected of him,
and it will make those who are now in
the service more independent men, be-
cause they can then do their duty for
those who employ them. As the country
must be governed by one of two parties,
it is the duty of the civil servant to stand
neutral between the two, so that what-
ever be the politics of the head of a de-
partment, he may feel that his officers
are devoted to their public duties, and
that they are prepared to do what is
right, and what is in the interest of the
public, wholly irrespective of parties.

HON. MR. POIRIER-I might be ex-
cused for taking part in the discussion of
this subject, because I have been a men-
ber of the civil service and naturally take
a deep interest in all that concerns that
institution. I am sorry I have to differ
from some of my good friends on this
occasion, and particularly the hon.
gentleman from Delanaudiere. I be-
lieve that it is unfair to compare the
position of civil servants with that of the
judges respecting this question. The
judges are not allowed to vote,
from considerations of public de-
cency. It is hardly expedient or
convenient that the men before whon
the final settlement of a political contest
come, should have their minds
biased beforehand by being allowed
to take part in the election. This
does not apply to the civil servants,
and therefore the comparison is not a
fair one in this case. Ever since this
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discussion commenced I have been study-
ing the amendment offered by the hon.
member from British Columbia, and I
have tried to arrive at the conclusions
which will practically be reached should
it be carried. Those conclusions I find
to be very incoherent, to say the least.
Take the case of a civil servant who is
inimical to the Government of the day,
and who has taken an active part in an
election. Judges would have first todecide
what taking part in an election means,
and it may be that voting would be con-
sidered as "taking part." Now
the employe having been proved
guilty of opposing the Govern-
ment in an election, what does the
Government do ? The Government
commences by dismissing him. That is
not the worst of it : he is brought before
a tribunal and condemned to what ? To
a penalty ranging from $i to $i,ooo or
to spend one long year in gaol with
criminals guilty of every sort of crime.
This civil servant, afterhis imprisonrment,
leaves the gaol a complete wreck. He
has lost his situation and is thrown on
the world after associating a whole year
with criminals. He is not supposed to
be wealthy when he goes to jail, and if
he has to pay $i,ooo fine it certainly
does not improve his circumstances.
For my part I canvot, as an old civil
service employe, support a bill
that would be so disastrous to the
service, and so liable to be utilized to
gratify personal enmity. Now, I will
suppose a case of an employe who is an
ardent supporter of the Government.
When my hon. friend fron British Col-
umbia stated that he was corroborated
in his view by the Deputy Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, I, to use a vulgar
expression, smelled a rat. I happen to
be well acquainted with that gentleman
in the Marine Department. I remember
that gentleman making a strange answer
to a poor employe, married and father of
five or six children, a perfectly worthy
.character who could give odds to any
preacher of total abstinence. He had a
salary of $55o a year, a large family, and
could not keep out of debt. He went to
see the Deputy and asked him for an
increase of salary. What was his answer ?
" My young friend, remember this prin-
ciple, which I have always adhered to ;

a civil servant ought to be satisfied to
live on two-thirds of his salary and put
one-third aside for a rainy day." He,
the Marine man, had a salary of $3,400
a year. The employe went away with-
out the increase, and the Deputy Minis-
ter has continued ever since putting by at
least one-third of his fat salary. Now,
here's where the rat come in-I suppose
this miscreant employe to be a friend
of the Government. He is found guilty
of interfering in an election. The Govern-
ment do not wish to dismiss a man who
is an ardent supporter of theirs. What
would happen, supposing that man to be
Mr. Smith, the Deputy Minister of Ma-
rine ? He is found guilty before the
court and sent to gaol for one year. In
his case, the Government would con-
tinue paying his salary of $3,4oo a year,
and at the end of the term, that gentle-
man would come out of gaol, having not
only saved one-third, but the whole of
his salary. I rm afraid it will give
temptations for persecution, and I do not
believe that the ultimate result of adopt-
ing such a provision would be very sat-
isfactory. I have been sifting these
conclusions, and I find that they are
hardly applicable. As a class, the civil
servants are very respectable. They are
here under no false pretences. Most of
them have abandoned all other means of
making their way in the world. Some of
them might not now in any other tiade
or calling be earning the wages they are
getting here, but many of then would be
earning more; therefore it is a chance for
better or for worse. They have come
here and are giving the country all their
energy, their intelligence and their
time. They are paid a salary for their
work, and work for their pay. Why
should they be sent to gaol or fined a
large sum of money for interfering in an
election, as though they had transgressed
a criminal law? The voting for one party
or for the other is no violation of the
moral law. It may be a transgression of
a political law, but it should not be
treated like a transgression of the moral
law, and I object to the word gaol or
misdemeanor, or fine or punishment, in
the case of an employe who happens to
speak a word on behalf of a personal or
political friend who is running an
election. I hope this amendment will
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not be adopted by this House. What
would my hon. friend do to a servant
whom he had himself employed if he
transgressed some domestic regulations ?
The most he could do would be to dis-
miss him after paying him bis wages.
What sort of a law would it be that would
allow the hon. gentleman to cast into gaol
a conscientious servant who voted against
him for example ? The law applies to the
government as to individuals, and if a
civil servant votes against the govern-
ment the most they should be allowed to
do is to dismiss him, but not to further
punish him. I do not doubt the good
intentions of my hon. friend, but the
goodness of them is certainly very re-
mote. As Longfellow says as ap-
plied to some of our Nova Scotian scen-
ery, it is "indistinct in the twilight."
This amendment will certainly not be
adopted, but if it should the first to regret
it,after he saw the result of bis workings,
and the dire consequences of it,would be
the hon gentleman himself. If he saw
one of bis friends in jail or ruined
forever because of the operation of this
law, he would be the first one whose
heart would faint in him, and he would
regret that he had sent a poor employe
to jail as the resutt of this indiscreet
legislation.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-The bon. gen-
tleman from De Lanaudiere has given us
bis reasons why this amendment should
be adopted, and if I am correct, I be-
lieve he was applauded by the hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax for the arguments he
bas used. Now I think that if there
is any bon. gentleman in this House
who should have refrained from support-
ing that amendment it is the hon. gentle-
man from DeLanaudiere, because he
knowns as well as I do that he bas
appealed on many occasions, not only
to employes of the Government but to
members of the House, to assist him
in carrying out bis party feeling in a great
many instances and bis appeal many
times seemed to be very unfair. I can-
not understand how it is possible that
any member of this House can support
an amendment such as that proposed by
thebon. gentleman from British Columbia
by which a servant in the employ of the
Government should not 'be allowed to

HON. MR. POIRIER.

give a free vote or to say to bis friend "I
think you had better vote this way, that
way or the other way." I cannot under-
stand why the franchise should be taken
away from civil servants, or that they
should be made slaves simply because
their time is bought by the Government,
the same as I buy the time of the men
who work for me. I do not think we
should consider that we have
bought their souls as well as their
bodies for the small salaries
that they receive, and that is
what this amendment means exactly.
When men work for me and do their
duty during their working hours, that is
all I want of them, and it is no business
of mine what they do with their time
after working hours. They have just as
good a right to vote for or against me,as
they have to sell me their labour, and I
do not see why a Government employe
should not have a perfect right to vote
as he pleases, just the same as an
employe of any merchant or manufac-
turer.

HON. MR. POWER-Yes, but not
to canvass.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Or canvass
either. As to coercion, I have been an
employer of labour in the City of Mont-
real for thirty years, and the only coercion
I have ever used in my life is this : I
called my men together one night and
told them that I thought such a man was
the best man to be elected for Montreal
West, and I said " you are at perfect
liberty to vote as you please, everyone
of you; but I think what is for my in-
terest is for yours and I shall
feel extremely obliged to you if
you vote for my friend. If you do
not vote for him, it will not make a par-
ticle of difference, you will have your
places just the same." That is not
coercion, and I say to take away the
right of voting from the civil servants
would be most unfair and most unjust.
We do not want to reduce our intelli-
gent civil servants to the same position
as Paddy's steam engine-" You may
puff, and whistle, and work, but begorra
you can't vote."

HON. MR. McCALLUM-I consider
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it is a very serious question for the Sen-
ate to propose to take away the rights of
civil servants of this country to vote in
elections. It is the right of a free man
to vote as he thinks proper. The hon.
gentleman forgets that we have vote by
ballot in this country now, and the em-
ploye can vote as he likes and no one
knows how he votes. The House of
Commons which is most interested in
this matter, has passed a Bill giving
those people the right to vote and are
we going to take away that right from
them ?

HoN. MR. POWER-That is not the
question before the House.

HoN. MR. McCALLUM-Have not
the civil service the same rights as
other individuals in the community ?
Are they not consumers of dutiable
goods ? Do they not pay taxes in this
country ? I say that a civil service
employe who goes out openly and takes
part in an election does so at his peril.
If he goes on the stump and takes an
active part against the Government,
and offers a violent opposition, it is
another matter and he runs the risk of
dismissal; but to take away from a
civil servant the right of take part in an
election, by voting, is a matter that should
be carefully considered. It is the right
of a British subject to say who should
govern this country' and I shall have
much pleasure in voting against the
amendment of the hon. gentleman from
British Columbia, and I speak here
after years of experience in elections,
because I believe the people of this
country do not want their public ser-
vants to be slaves. I know of no class
of people in this country who are better
able to exercise the franchise intelligently
than the civil service and I should be
very sorry to take that privilege away
from them.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-The hon.
gentleman from Alma (Mr. Ogilvie), has
made a personal attack on me and said
I should be the last man to take the stand
which I have taken, because on many
occasions I had made use of my influence
not only on public officials, but even on
members of the House to assist me. I

have been over twenty-five years in pub-
lic life and I defy any man to come for-
ward and say that I ever influenced a
vote in my interest. I may have, some-
times, when requested to do so in years
long past, by some of Sir John's col-
leagues, asked officials to vote for their
candidate. But for myself, never. In-
deed, it was never necessary that I should
do so. I have been elected always in
my political career by acclamation, and
so did not require to solicit votes for my-
self. The question before the House is
not whether officials shall be prevented
from voting, but whether they shall be
allowed to take part in elections.
To direct his argument against me the
Hon. Senator for Acadia (Mr. Poirier)
had to change my argument, showing by
so doing that he could not attack the
position I had taken. I never compared
the civil service officials with the judges.
On the contrary, I said that if it was
found necessary to refuse to judges the
privilege of voting, a fortiori all
public officials should be refused the
privilege. Judges, when appointed, are
quite independent of Governments and
Parliaments. Up to a few years ago they
had no political questions submitted to
them, while civil servants are political
officers ; they are the servants of political
chiefs, whose confidence they must pos-
sess. Those political chiefs change some-
time or another, sometimes frequently.
How could they possess the confidence
of their chief officer to-day, if they were
at war with him the day before ?

HoN. MR. DEVER-If I were to be
influenced by remarks of gentlemen on
either side I would not know what to do,
because the arguments on both sides
have been strong and somewhat logical.
But there is one point I cannot get over,
and it is this : I do not feel disposed to
curtail the liberties of any portion of
our people unless they make application
for it. I am not aware that the civil
servants c this country have asked to be
deprived of their vote, and I do not see
why we should voluntarily restrict those
gentlemen, whom we should look upon
with the same pride that we do on other
members of the community. Every man
should be made to feel an interest in his
country and there is no way that you
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can bring that about so well as to give
him the power of voting for his represen-
tatives in Parliament, and the
right to take part in the discussion
of public questions. When we look
abroad and see other countries where
citizens have heen deprived of those pri-
vileges, we see how discontented they
are and how anxious they are to come to
this land of freedom, where it is known
now that every man is equal in the eyes
of the law, and where all have a voice in
the selection of their representatives in
p arliament. Therefore, I feel that we
hve no right to cast suspicion on any
class of the people, much less the young
men' who are placed in positions of trust
-educated gentlemen, many of them
connected with the best families of the
country. I should wish that some of
them were more reticent in elections;
and from my knowledge of the civil ser-
vice in the portion of Canada from which
I come, there never has been any com-
plaint of improper interference of civil
servants in elections. I have always
found thern careful and anxious to give
satisfaction to all our citizens, feeling that
they are being paid by the common taxes
of the general public. Looking at the
matter in that light, I think, myself. and
I believe it is a common understanding
with our civil servants, that they should
i>ot interfere unnecessarily in electiors
and to deprive them of the right of vot-
ing or even to recognize the principle
that would lead to a deprivation of that
right, is something I cannot counte-
nance.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I may have
been wrong in making the statement I
did about my hon. friend from Delan-
audiere, but I still think I was right. I
said he should be the last man to try
to deprive any man of his vote, because
he bas himself used all means-I speak
advisedly when I say all means-to get
votes when it suited bis purpose. He
bas told you here that he bas been
elected by acclamation always, and he
was appointed to this House by the bon.
gentleman who is at the head of the
Government now. I would be the last
man to say anything that would tend to
arouse prejudice of race in this country,
because I contend I am as good a French

HON. MR. DEVER.

Canadian as any man of that nationalty
in this House. I have lived amongst
the French Canadians and like
them, but I would ask the House
to permit me to read two or
three sentences here from a speech of
the hon. member from Delanaudiere,
which will probably explain why I said
that he should be the last man to say
anything of this kind here. Shall I be
permitted ?

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Read!

HON. MR. OGILVIE-At the nomi-
nation in Laprairie in 1887 the bon.
Senator Bellerose, in bis remarks was
cheered to the echo. He declared that
the English in this country were the
oppressors of the French Canadians. He
could prove it.

" Why, only five weeks ago, an old emi-
loye, named Rattey, who has served the
overnment faithfully thirty years, required

a emali bonus of $100 for the expensive
dress required as messenger in the Senate.
The matter was brought before the Senate,
and this small reward of $100 for thirty
years' faithful service, was refused." (Cries
of shame). " Do you know why?" said the
speaker, ««need 1 tell you why-because-
Rattey is a French-Canadian. Another em-
ploye named Gibbs was given an increase of
$300 per annum, and so was another em-
ploye (which is not true, because Mr. Gibbs
did not receive that, though I wish he had).

The report continues

"and also another employe named Stevens,
because they were Englishmen. (Cries of
shame, shame). It is time that the French-
Canadians sbould unite and keep a watch
on their common enemy. If this is not
done, their liberty will be wrenched from
them."'

It pains me to say this because I am
as much a French Canadian as an Eng-
lishman. I think it is unfair for my
hon. friend to make speeches like that
about what is done in this House. It
was unfair and it was not correct, be-
cause the statement about Mr. Gibbs
and Mr. Stevens is wrong.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE - What
newspaper is the bon. gentleman reading
from.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-The Star.
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HON. MR. BELLEROSE-The first
time I spoke I answered the hon. gen-
tieman quietly, and did not say a word
which could wound bis feelings, but this
time I must tell the bon. member that
it is not honest on his part to read the
attack, and not read my defence, deny-
ing these statements, in the same journal,
the Star. To my defence the Star
never replied, because they were wrong.
It is unfair of the hon. gentleman to
read the attack without reading the
reply, I repeat. Then as to my speech
in the House, it is unnecessary to go to
the newspapers for it. I hold in my
hand the official report of the debates of
the Senate. Let me read an abstract of
my speech on the occasion referred to.
I am reported to have said on the 2oth
June, 1887 :

"It seeme that the great point with some
hon. members is, whether a man is rich and
educated, or whether he is poor. If he is
rich, he must receive more money, if he 1x
poor, he should remain poor alil is life. I
have always considered it my duty to advo-
cate the cause of the poor man. I am in
favor of economy, but I have never refused
to vote an increase of salary to a deserving
official, because a man does not belong to
m nationality. Why is it, that whenever
a rench.Canadian's case comes up before
us, we must consider the pay of some
Englishman before an increase is granted,
andthen allow both an increase. A French
officer is recommended for an increase, and
we are told that we cannot be increasing
salaries. That we have no such powers.
That this House have been increasing sal-
aries every year. We cannot become a
united people in this country if there is
discrimination againat any particular race
1 wieh to be a Canadian. There le only one
way to bring about a union, which will be
more than a union on the Statute Book,and
that is by doing justice to every man, irre-
spective of bis origin."

Now, this shows that, far from having
been aggressive, I was then acting in self
defence, asking for justice for one of my
own countrymen. I should think it
would have been much better for the

and I think the Herald also, on that
point. I replied to each one of these
newspapers. That was twelve months
ago and I am yet waiting for a reply to
my defence. No reply was possible.
I proved that I could not have said what
was attributed to me. I said to one of
them, " either your reporter was mad,
or drunk, or dishonest." That reporter
was a Frenchman who reported in
English. With the other one I
dealt more leniently because I spoke
in French and he reported in English.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (B. C)
- After hearing the discussion on
this question I have come to the
conclusion that there is a very good
principle underlying the amendment
moved by the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster. The reason why I say so
is this, that nearly every hon. gentleman
bas acknowledged freely that civil
servants should not take part in elec-
tions. In saying that, they acknowledge
that this amendment, or something
similar to it,would only throw a safeguard
around those civil servants and prevent
them from being coerced by their
superiors. At the same time, while
saying that, an amendment of this kind
should be made in the House of Com-
mons whose members are more directly
interested in the matter than we are. I
think the hon. member from New West-
minster does not deserve the scathing
remarks which have been made by the
hon. gentleman from Sarnia. There is
nothing so very outrageous about the
amendment that I can see, because the
principle bas been admitted by the
gentlemen themselves, that civil servants
should not take part in elections. I
will not vote for the amendment
because, as I have said, it is a matter
which belongs entirely to the other
branch of Parliament. I hope my hon.
friend will withdraw the amendrnent.

bon. gentleman if he had kept within the
limits of the subject under discussion HoN. MR McINNES-I intend put-
and dropped all personal feelings ting the whole motion instead of putting
which, it seems, my independence it in sections as I proposed to do this
has roused in him against me. afternoon, and will make a few amend-
It is not honest to go to newspapers ments to three of the sub-sections. I
to impeach me when my speech wish to add after the word "election"
Is here in the Senate Debates. The the following words-" other than vot-
Gazete and the Chronide attacked me, ingt
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HoN. MR. HOWLAN-That cannot
be done without notice.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman is not required to give any
notice of the amendment.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I take issue
with the hon. gentleman at once. We
have no notice of the amendment.

HON. MR. POWER-In committee it
does not require notice.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-It does
require notice. Notice has been given
of a certain amendment and it cannot
now be altered.

HON. MR. MILLER-There is no
notice necessary at all in this case, and
if no notice is necessary in the first place
the hon. gentleman can move any amend-
ment he pleases.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Yes, if he
drops this notice.

HON. MR. MILLER-To all intents
and purposes he drops it when he
changes it.

HON. ML McINNES-I wish also to
change the penalty to $200 instead of
$i,ooo, and two months imprisonment
instead of twelve months. When I gave
notice of this motion a few days ago, and
even when I moved it this afternoon, I
had not the faintest idea that it would
cause any protracted or acrimonious de-
bate, and I must confess I was disap-
pointed and surprised when I heard the
leader of this House and a number of
gentlemen who followed him, discussing
it in the warm and partizan spirit
they did. It was foreign to my mind to
discuss it from a partizan standpoint. I
moved in this matter, as I stated this af-
ternoon, whdlly and solely in the inter-
ests of the civil service, and since giving
notice of that motion, over twenty civil
servants in Ottawa have come to me,
from the Deputy-Minister of Marine
downwards, and approved of it, and ex-
pressed the hope that it would become
law. Mr. Smith, Deputy Minister of
Marine, who was in the civil service in

Scotland, told me that civil servants in
that country are not permitted to vote,
or take any part in elections, and that he
had never exercised the franchise since
he came to this country.

HON. MR. POWER-That is not the
question here.

HON. MR. McINNES-I am showing
the desire of the civil servants. The
amendment as to voting may be extreme,
but this motion I say is in the interest
of the civil servants and the state. I
have been told that no pressure is
brought to bear on the civil servants. I
have in my mind now the case of a Gov-
ernment official occupying an important
official position who, I am informed, at-
tended every meeting, private and public,
held by the candidate of his choice, and
on the day of election not only went out
and worked and canvassed, but took a
Government team and waggon and used
it all day to carry voters to the polls. A
number of men who were opposed to
hirn in politics were deprived of the pri-
vilege of going three quarters of a mile
to register their votes. I ask hon. gentle-
men is it reasonable to suppose that if
there is a change of Government a man
like that can be retained in the public
service of Canada ? That man was not
actually serving his country, but was
working in every way for a certain politi-
cal party, and neglecting the duties the
country is paying him a handsome salary
to discharge. I have no doubt that civil
servants belonging to the other party have
been guilty of some unjustifiable
conduct, and that is why I contend that
there shonld be a law on the statute
book to prevent these men violating all
decency in matters of this kind. What
became of the gentleman to whom I
have referred, who worked so hard for
the Government candidate ? Was he
censured by the Government? Yes, in
the same way that all civil servants who
work for Government candidates are
censured: he got a few hundred dollars
more per year added to his salary. If he
had been on the other side, what would
have been done ? He would have been
dismissed forthwith, because he had
made himself obnoxious to the powers
that be. It is all very well to work as
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hard and faithfully as possible for the
Government candidate, but he must not
dare to solicit votes for the Opposition
candidate on peril of being dismissed
forthwith. My hon. friend and colleague
from Victoria, the leader of the Govern-
ment, and the hon. gentlemen from
Richmond and Sarnia, said it was rather
unseemly that legislation of this
kind should originate in the Senate
I take an entirely different view:
I think it is from a body
like this, which ought not to be
partizan, though unfortunately it is, that
these reforms should come. We ought
to view public questions more calmly
and deliberately, and in the public inter-
est. We are in a better position to see
what the law should be than those who
are blinded more or less by partizan feel-
ing in the other House. We are acting
here in a judical, as well as in a legisla-
tive capacity and I claim that it is our
duty to encourage the introduction of
legislation of this kind. If the leader of
the Government in this House and his
supporters would initiate and encourage
more legislation in this House than they
do, the Senate would stand much higher
in the estimation of the country than it
does at the present time. It is certainly
a humiliating confession for those
stereotyped Tories to make that we are
only here to register the will and wishes
of the other branch of parliament. Such
speeches by these hon. gentleman have
lowered and are degrading the Senate
and making it unpopular in the country.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-Nobody has said
that.

HON. MR. McINNES-If they have
not said it in so many words their actions,
which we are told speak louder than
words, must convince every one of the
fact.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B.C)-
In matters relating to the election of
members of the House of Commons,
legislation should initiate in that body.

HON. MR. McINNES-I cannot see
what difference it can make whether leg-
islation relating to elections originates
in this House or in the Commons. We

have coorrdinate powers. If the Bill had
come to us and we had found a clause
like this in it, will any one say that the
majority in this House would attempt
to throw it out? No, it would have
been supported by all the arguments that
could be brought to bear on the subject.

The Committee divided ou the amend-
ment which was rejected-contents 16;
non-contents, 33.

HoN. MR. POWER-I understand
that the Bill with respect to the franchise
is not coming up, but probably the
amendment I have to suggest would
come more properly in this Bill. I wish
to know whether the hon. leader of the
House does not think it would be de-
sirable to insert some provision to pre-
vent the recurrence of what took place
in the Queen's County, New Brunswick,
case, where a recount took place un-
der chapter eight of the Revised
Statutes ; and a judge of the Supreme
Court, while that recount was taking
place before the County judge, took
the proceedings from before the
county court and put an end to the re-
count. It seems to me that in a matter
of this particular kind the County Court
judge was really as high an officer as the
judge of the Supreme Court, and that
the latter had no right to interfere with
the proper carrying out of the election
law. I wish to know whether the leader
of the House does not think it desirable,
while this bill is going through, that
means should be taken to prevent any
such interference in the future ?

HON.MR. ABBOTT-The suggestion
which my hon. friend makes does not
appear to depend on this bill or to be in
any way connected with it. The subject
is not before us. I know nothing at all
about the facts. If a judge of the
Supreme Court thought fit to issue an
injunction, he was acting in his official
capacity, and according to his view of
the law. I am not prepared to say in
what way we would go to work, to pass a
law that could prevent a judge of a
higher court from issuing an injunction
against an inferior court. I know
it is something which could be
done, but it would require a
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great deal of care and a knowledge of
the organization of the courts of New
Brunswick. I do not profess to know
what that organization is, and I really
could not undertake to say, without
some oareful examination, whether any-
thing could be done, and if anything
could be done what it should be. To
propose such a serious measure as that
on the last day but one of the session, is
to propose something which we could
not attempt. Even if such a measure is
necessary, it is not likely that any great
injury will be done to the public inter-
ests between now and next session. And
then, if it is necessary to interfere, some-
thing could be laid before the House
with a view of trying to provide for this
case, if the judge's action was wrong. I
do not know whether it was right or
wrong, the facts , are not before us to
form a judgdment upon.

HON. MR. WARK-I know a little
about the facts, because I live near the
place. They are these ; the returning
officer appointed his deputies. He
received the deposit of $2oo as re-
quired by law. His deputies held
the election in the different districts
and returned the ballots, and the return-
ing officer decided that because the
money was not paid by the proper agent
into his hand, the election was void,
the whole proceedings were void, and
he returned the candidate having the
minority of votes, as if by acclamation.
Of course, the legally elected candidate
applied to the judge of the county court
for a recount. Now, the law intends that
there shall be no delay. If there is a
recount to be applied for, it must be ap-
plied for within four days, and if the
judge is to hold a recount, he must no-
tify the returning officer and his clerk
within four days, so that there will be no
delay in deciding who is to represent the
constituency. Within the four days, the
judge of the Supreme Court interfered,
and prohibited the recount taking place.
Now, this was an unwarrantable proceed-
ing for which there could be no precedent
and there should be no difficulty at all
in framing a clause to prevent such
an abuse of power again. The con-
sequence in that case was that the man
who was elected was deprived of his seat.

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

A decision has not been reached in the-
snpreme court in that case, and in con-
sequence of the delay that took place
before a decision could be had, the
party who was improperly returned
resigned his seat and a new election was
held.

HON. MR. ALMON-Who was
elected ?

HON. MR. WARK-It was proved
that more votes were polled in some
districts than there were voters on the
list, and the people who were appointed-
as deputy returning officers were actually
caught slipping their fingers under the
table and changing the ballots. You
need not ask who was returned whene
men are elected by such proceedings.
These are the facts. There can be no
difficulty at all in framing a clause which
would prevent a county court judge,
when discharging his duties as directed
by law, from being interfered with by
any other authorities.

HON. MR. ALMON- I am sorry to
hear that the state of the law in New
Brunswick is so bad. New Brunswick
once belonged to Nova Scotia, and she
should remember that when she was
there she knew what the law was, and
should practice it. I have read a good
deal about this case and it seems to me
there is no need of a new law. The
man who had the majority of votes, in-
stead of taking prompt action as he
should have done, sulked. If, instead
of sulking, he had appealed to the judge
and had the election tried over agan,
he would have had his rights, but if they
conduct elections in New Brunwick in.
the manner the hon. gentleman des-
cribes, what is the use of giving them
an election law at all ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Hon. gentle-
men will perceive, from the very state-
ment of facts that the hon. gentleman
has given us, that no legislation
should be taken up at a MO-
ment's notice to deal with a case
like that. According to his statement of
the facts, he is of opinion that the judge
acted illegally-that he mistook the law
altogether, whether intentionally or not.
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Now, if that is the case, it is impossible
for us to pass a law to give brains to
judges. They are bound to act accord-
ing to their discretion and judgment as
to what the law really is ; and if a judge
should commit some atrocious act, such
as my hon. friend evidently considers this
to be, through error of judgment, we can-
not avoid that by any law that we could
pass. At all events, with nothing but the
statements before us, which are obviously
statements made under strong impressions
and strong feelings, it is impossible at
this stage of the session to frame legis-
lation for preventing a possible recur-
rence of what my hon. friend has de-
scribed. I submit to the House whether
it is expedient, when there is no pressure
upon us for immediate legislation on the
subject, to ask us to set to work and
frame an important amendment to the
Contested Elections Act, in order to
prevent an occurrence which can hardly
ever occur again, I should imagine, after
what has been said about it ; and if it
should, is not at all likely to occur again
between now and next session. If there
is any desire for legislation, why not
bring it up at the beginning of the ses-
sion and let us have a full discussion
,upon it ?

HoN. MR. McCLELAN-I might say
if the matter of amending the election
law and other important matters are
brought in at the close of the session, I
do not know that the hon. gentleman
from Fredericton is at fault for that. I
do not know where the responsibility for
delay should rest except on the govern-
ment themselves. It seems to me that
matters so important as amending the
electoral machinery of the country might
be presented to us at a much earlier stage
in the session. It seems to me that the
suggestion of my hon. friend from Bri-
tish Columbia is much more tenable and
consistent than this chamber would be
led to suppose from the remarks which
have fallen from the leader of the gov-
ernment. The machinery which the
election law provides for a re-count of the
votes after the election, is a part of the
machinery which the government of the
country have provided for the holding of
an election, and that provides that,
upon application to the county

judge within four days, the party
complaining may have a re-count of the
votes. It is one of the privileges which
the law of the land is supposed to confer
upon an unsuccessful candidate in an
election. If that be a part of the
machinery, I take it as a matter of com-
mon sense that the county court judge
comes to be a necessary part of the ma-
chinery of the law. He cornes to be, in
fact, one of the election officials, and his
judicial capacity is, to a certain extent,
merged in his official capacity and there
are certain duties provided by the
machinery under the Act which he has
to perform. It would seem strange if
the law should be so left that any part
of this machinery can, by any possibility
be impaired, because if it can be impair-
ed in that way, by the interposition of
some other authority, then th.t part of
the law falls to the ground and the in-
justice is likely to occur in more cases
than one. The object of the law pro.
viding for a re-count is to redress some
grievance at the time, but it would be
impossible to get a re-count under any
circumstances if the proceedings before
the county court judge should be inter.
cepted in the way it was in the Coun-
ty of Queens, New Brunswick.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Does my
hon. friend say that that judge acted
illegally ?

HoN. MR. MILLER-If the judge
acted illegally, then it is not a question
of any fault in the law but a fault in the
judge, and there is no protection from
a judge who desires to act illegally no
matter what the law might be. But
under our system of jurisprudence
wherever a judge acts illegally there is
always redress, and I think the whole
trouble in the case referred to, if the
party conceived he had been illtreated
in the court below, is that he did not
appeal for redress. I think it would be
a very serious matter to attempt in this
manner, so hastily and without proper
consideration, to interfere with the
appelate jurisdiction of any court. I do
not know but what it might be wise, if
anything can be done, to prevent
a violation of the law such as has taken
place, in the future, but I do not think
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it should be so hastily enforced on the
House ; and I take it for granted, if an
important amendment like that is made
to the Bill, it can hardly be considered
in the other House this session.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I asked my
hon. friend from Hopewell, and he does
not profess to be able to form an opinion,
whether the action of the judge was
legal or illegal. I profess myself to be
unable to decide at this moment whether
it was legal or not. If the hon. gentle-
man thinks there is something which re-
quires a remedy there, he has the same
right, as any member has, to introduce a
Bill for that purpose. I was not reproach-
ing hon. gentlemen for not bringing in a
Bill. I think my hon. friend on my
left spoke of it yesterday, but I certainly
did not know there was a necessity for
legislation on the subject. What I said
was simply to excuse myself, and to ex-
cuse the Government, from taking up
this question at this stage of the session.

HoN.MR.McCLELAN-The point I
wish to make about it is, to call atten-
tion to the fact that there is something
wrong with the machinery of the election
law in the way I have attempted to
explain-that one part of it, and a very
necessary part too, is not in proper shape
and may not work, and it does strike me
that so important a law as this should not
be left without providing some remedy if
it appears to be a palpable injustice.

HON. MR. DEVER-It is clear it is
not the fault of the law, but the fault of
the judge.

HoN. MR. POWER-I do not think
gentlemen on this side of the House are
open to the reproach which the leader
of the Government has cast upon them
for bringing this matter up.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I made no
reproach at all.

HON. MR. POWER - What is the
position ? The Government introduced
a Bill in the House of Commons to
amend the election law: the Bill is now
before us-and section sixty four of the
election law makes a provision for a re-

HON. MR. MILLER.

count of the ballotsby the county judge.
Now what could be more appropriate
than to move an amendment to that sec-
tion 64, when this Government Bill to
amend that chapter, is before the House ?
If any hon. gentleman is able to tell me
a more appropriate time, I shall be glad
to hear it. It is all very well for the
leader of the House to say that any hon.
gentleman can bring in a bill to amend
the election law ; but we can readily un-
derstand what chance a bill introduced
by an Opposition member would have of
getting through this House. As the
hon. gentleman from Hopewell says, the
county judge is part of the election mar
chinery, and if the judge of anothe-
court can come in and stop that machine,
ry from working by issuing an injunction-
then the rights of the electors are com-
pletely in the hands of the Supreme
Court and its judges.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Was the judge
of the Supreme Court acting legally or
illegally in stopping the recount in the
county of Queens ?

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
we are called upon to answer that ques-
tion. It should not be in the power of a
judge to stop that recount. A man who
was elected and had a large majority of
votes, should not be kept out of his seat
for a year or two years until the judges of
the Supreme Court should choose to
make up their minds on the appeal. The
man who had the majority of votes should
be allowed to take his seat, and let the
minority candidate fight the matter out
in the courts.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-If we were to
put into the statute book everything
which is illegal for a judge to do, what
kind of a statute book would we have ?
My hon. friend does not undertake to
say whether the judge acted legally or
illegally. If he has acted illegally, what
are we to do? Are we to enumerate in
the law all the things, in the negative,
that the judge shall not do? I do not
think my hon. friend will seriously pro-
posetodo that. Ifthe judge acted wrong-
fully without authority of law, there must
be some mode of getting over it. If
the law is in favor of the gentleman who
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is not returned, then he has his remedy
in the courts, and we cannot make it
any better by statute. If the law is
against the gentleman who was not re-
turned, then the judgment is right.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman has not shown that there is
any defect in the law-in fact it has
never been tried out.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, from the
committee, reported the bill without
amendment.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the third
reading of the bill.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.) moved
That the said Bill be not now read a third

time, but that it be re-committed to a Com.
mittee of the Whole House for the purpose
of anending the same as follows:-

Page 5, une 28.-After "Act" insert
Clause A.

Clause A.
The following persons shall not eolicit

any vote for any candidate at an election of
a member to serve in the House of Com-
mons of Canada, canvas for any such can-
didate, speak for or against the intereste of
any such candidate at any meeting held
during such Election, or take part in any
such Election other than voting, namely :-

(a) Members of the Civil Service of Can-
ada, within the meaning of " The Civil Ser-
vice Act," whether belonging to the inside
or outside division thereof.

(b) All persons employed in the North
West Territories in or under the several de-

a rtmenta of the Executive Government of
anada, or receiving for such employment

a fixed salary payable out of the public
funde of Canada.

(c) The permanent officers, clerks and
servants of the Senate, the House of Com.
mon, and the Library of Parliament.

(d) The Auditor-General.
(e) The officers, clerks and messengers

of the Supreme Court of Canada, the Ex-
chequer Court of Canada, and the Supreme
Court of the North-West Territories, and oi
any other Court of Civil or Criminal juris.
dictions constituted under the legislative au-
thority of the Parliament of Canada.

(f) All persons to whom the provisions o:
"The Civil Service Superannuation Act'
apply.

And every one who offenda against the
provisions of this section is liable to a pen
alty not exceeding two hundred dollars, o
to imprisonment for a term not exceedin
two months, or to both such penalty anc
imprisonment.

I may say that I wish to put this mo-
tion on record. I wish also to say
that whenever there is a change of
Government, if a number of civil servants
who have been exceeding their duties
and who have been the too obedient
tools in the hands of their superiors
are decapitated, they will have only the
present Government and their sup-
porters to blame for it, and that respon-
sibility may come earlier than the hon.
gentleman from Sarnia imagines.

The House divided on the motion
which was lost on the following division.

CONTENTS :

Hon. Messrs.
Alexander, McInnes (B.C.),
Armand, O'Donohoe,
Boucherville, de, Paquet,
Chafters, Pelletier,
Grant, Power,
Haythorne.. Stevens,
Leonard, Trudel,
McClelan, Wark.-16.

NoN-CONTENTs.

Hon. Messrs.
Abbott, MacInnes (Burling
Allan (Speaker), ton).
Archibald, Merner,
Bolduc, Miller,
Boteford, Montgomery,
Casgrain, Odell,
Dever, Ogilvie,
Dickey, Read,
Girard, Robitaille,
Gowan, Rose (Laurentides),
Kaulbach, Rose
McCallum, (de la Durantaye),
McKindsey, Sanford,
McMillan, Smith,
Macdonald (B. C.), Sutherland,
Mactarlane, TOrner,

Vidal.-31.
The Bill was then read the third time

and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill () " An Act to amend the
f steamboat inspection Act, chapter 78 of

the Revised Statutes. (Mr. Abbott.)

QUEBEC HARBOR COMMIS-
SIONERS' BILL

THIRD READING.

r The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (135), " An
Act relating to certain advances made
to the Quebec Harbor Commissioners."
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In the Committee.

HON. MR. ABBOTT said-This is a
Bill for the purpose of taking over, as a
Government work, the graving dock at
Quebec, and of making some minor ar-
rangements with regard to the debt of
the harbor of Quebec. This graving
dock was built with money advanced by
the Government for the purpose. It is
a graving dock opposite Quebec, on the
Point Levis side, and is really a work
for the advantage of all vessels passing
up and down the St. Lawrence, and not
peculiarly for the benefit of the harbor of
Quebec. It is the only graving dock of
importance in the river, and it is abso-
lutely necessary for vessels frequenting
that river. There is nothing more
to be done to it, except to keep it in
order ; and it is proposed that, as the
Government takes over the work, it
shall assume its claim upon the
Quebec Harbor Commissioners for the
cost of construction. In connection
with that, there was a provision that in
a certain contingency the Harbor
Commissioners are to pay the sum of
$io,ooo a year out of the net proceeds.
That, of course, if the graving dock is
taken over as a Government work, will
be remitted. That is the principal ob-
ject of this Bill. In addition to that,the
Government having expended a consid-
erable sum at Quebec, or rather the
Harbor Commissioners, under advances
from the Government, for the improve-
ment of the Harbor ; during the pro-
gress of these worbs (including a large
tidal dock at Quebec) they realized no
revenue, and the only fund out of which
the interest could be paid was the capi-
tal, and the interest was so paid out of
the capital. This accrued interest is
represented, in the hands of the Govern-
ment, by bonds issued by the Harbor
Commissioners, secured on their pro-
perty. The Bill provides, in order
that the Harbor Commissioners of
Quebec may start fair, these works being
pretty nearly completed, that the bonds
which represent the arrears of interest
which the Commissioners were unable
to pay, will be returned to the Com-
missioners and cancelled. The bonds
representing the -capital expended in the
work will still be retained by the Gov-

ernment, and the commissioners will
endeavor, and will no doubt succeed in
paying interest as it accrues in the
future, having the work nowin a position
to be of use, and to be remunerative.
There was an advance made some years
ago to the harbor of Quebec of over
$700,000, which was expended in im-
provements, and the interest on that
sun has always been paid. The only
interest that is now in arrears is the
interest on the cost of the construction
of these new works, which could earn no
money until they were completed. This
Bill takes over the graving dock, and
relieves the Harbor Commissioners of
their interest in it, and it will be treated
as a public work.

HON. MR. POWER-What amount
does it involve ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think it is
about $8oo,ooo, the cost of the graving
dock, and that is the amount which the
government take over.

HoN. MR. POWER-And the arrears
of interest ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-In the case of
the graving dock there are some arrears
of interest, but not very much. The debt
of the harbor of Quebec will remain as
before-only the arrears of interest ac-
crued while the work was in course of
construction being omitted-and this
bill covers practically those two points.

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
Are there harbor dues in the port of
Quebec?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes.

HON, MR. POWER-This is only ad-
ding another million and a quarter to
the net debt.

HON. MR. ROSS (Laurentides.)-
The dock was built for the accommoda-
tion of the trade of the St. LawreLce,
and it was not finished, and no revenue
could be obtained from it.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
What are the tonnage dues in Quebec ?
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HON. MR. ROSS-There are dues on
ships coming into the harbor and dues
on the cargo. Of course, with this debt
on them they could not relieve ships and
cargoes coming into that port. This
dock is a public work. Acting upon the
principle propounded by the leader of
the Opposition on another question,
where the Government do things that
damage a man's property they should
give compensation, they will treat Que-
bec in the same way. The deepening
of the ship channel in Lake St. Peter has
taken away a great deal of the trade of
Quebec, and as there were no dues col-
lected for the graving dock, it was only
an expense to them. It was a work
which was commenced first in connection
with the Montreal harbor trust, but finally
the two boards disagreed about it, and it
was assumed by the people of Quebec.
It is a dock which is of as much advan-
tage to Montreal as to Quebec, being the
only one on the river which will accom-
modate large vessels and is practically a
public work.

HoN. MR. DEVER-Who will receive
the fees for the use of the dock ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The Quebec
Harbor Commissioners received them
formerly, but the Government will
receive them in future.

HoN. MR. ROSS-There has
been no revenue hitherto, as the
dock was not quite finished. Only
one ship, so far, has gone into it, but
there will be a revenue in future.

HON. MR. GIRARD, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into the
Committee of the Whole on Bill ( 13)
" An Act to amend chapter 178 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada, " The Sum-
mary Convictions Act."

56

In the Committee.

HON. MR. ABBOTT said-There is a
new clause to be inserted in the Bill
with reference to costs, which I propose
to insert after the first clause. It is to-
this effect.

Clause A.
Section fifty-nine of the said Act is hereby

ainended by adding thereto the following
sub-section :-

" 2. The costs to be awarded under this
and the next preceeding section shall be
such as are payable according to the tariff
or tariffs of fees prescribed by the law of
the Province in which the prosecition takes
place upon sim lar proceedings by and be-
fore Justices for offiences against the law
of that Province, and if no such fees are
prescribed, then the tariff applicable shall
be the tariff of fees prescribed as to civil
cases."

The arrendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. ARCHIBALD, from the
Committee, reported the Bill as amend-
ed.

The amendment was concurred in,
and the Bill was then read the third
time and passed.

BANK ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (119)-"An
Act to amend the Bank Act, chapter 120
of the Revised Statutes of Canada.

In the Committee.

HON. MR. ABBOTT said-This Bill
is introduced for the purpose of extend-
ing the privilege which the Bank Act
gives to a considerable class of persons
who deal in large quantities of goods.
The Bank of course is authorized to lend
on warehouses' receipts, and a person
who grants a warehouse receipt must,
under ordinary circumstances, be the
warehouseman who has the goods in
respect of which the receipt is issued
-the man who holds them in his pos-
session, though the property of other per-
sons-but there are certain exceptions
made by theBankAct wherea person is ai-
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lowed to give a warehouse receipt for
goods of his own-in his own possession
-such as coal, &c. These persons ha-
bitually have large quantities of goods of
these various kinds in their possession,
and are obliged to hold them over for
long periods of time, and they are al-
lowed to give warehouse receipts. The
practice has been found very beneficial
to trade. I find amongst them, millers,
maltsters, manufacturers of timber, whar-
fingers, &c. It is proposed to add to
thern distillers, because distillers-es-
pecially under the present system-are
obliged to have large quantities of grain
on hand ; and it is only just and right
that they, as well as other manufacturers
who are carrying on business on a simi-
lar principle, should have the right to
get advances on the grain or malt in store.

HON. MR. DEVER-On the liquor,
also, because they have to hold it over
one or two years.

HON. MR. ABBOTT - And the
liquor, also. My hon. friend from Bur-
lington has suggested a further amend-
ment to the Bill which he will explain.

HON MR. MAcINNES (Burlington)-
I move that the following words be added
after " tanner"-the word " manufac-
turer or" ; and after " wool" the words
" or cotton." The object of the amend-
ment is to bring within the scope of this
act the cotton stored by cotton manu-
facturers and the wool stored by woolen
manufacturers in their own storehouses.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Th*s is cer-
tainly within the principle of the clause
as it stands. It applies to a large class
of manufacturers, and I think the amend-
ment should be adopted.

The amendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. WARK, from the commit-
tee, reported the bill with amendments,
which were concurred in.

The bill as amended, was then read
the third time and passed.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (126) " An Act to amend chapter

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

124, of the Revised Statutes respecting
Insurance." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (104) " An Act further to amend
chapter fifty-one, of the Revised Statutes
of Canada, 'The Territories Real Pro-
perty Act.' " (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (i 16) " An Act to amend 'The
Civil Service Act,' chapter seventeen of
the Revised Statutes of Canada:" (Mr.
Abbott.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (i 16) " An Act to amend chapter
16 of the Revised Statutes, respecting
the High Commissioner for Canada in
the United Kingdom." (.Mr. Abbott).

The Senate adjourned at 10:45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Saturday, May 19th, 1888.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at
3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of Bill (123) " An Act
further to amend the Criminal Procedure
Act."

He said-The object of this Bill is
simply to restrict the area within which
a libel suit may be brought against the
publisher of a newspaper. It requires
that he shall be prosecuted,if at all,with-
in the Province where the newspaper is
published.

The Bill was read the second tirne.
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THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
ADOPTED.

HON. MR. MILLER moved the adop
tion of the second report of the Joint
Committee of both Houses on the
Library of Parliament.

HON. MR. POWER-It will be notic-
ed from the report that when the Com-
mittee received Mr. Bourinot's first
letter and proceeded to deal with it they
were not aware that any other
person had been engaged in collect-
ing materials for a work of this
kind. Afterwards the sub-commit-
tee, who were appointed to deal with
the matter, ascertained that Mr. Des-
celles, Librarian of Parliament, had been
engaged in collecting for a similar work,
and they were able to make arrange-
ments with Mr. Bourinot so as to prevent
Mr. Descelles' work from being valueless.
Hon. gentlemen will notice that in Mr.
Bourinot's second letter he undertakes
to make provision that Mr. Descelles'
work shall be utilized and paid for. I
have ascertained, since the report of the
sub-committee was adopted by the
Library Committee, that another gentle-
man in the public service had also been
engaged in collecting materials for a
similar work and I think it only right that I
should mention the fact here. Mr.
McGee, the clerk of the Privy Council,
as I understand, has collected almost all
the materials which would be necessary
for such a publication, and I think it
only fair to him to mention the fact.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-As an
old member of the Library Committee,
not appointed this session because of
my absence through bad health last year,
I wish to suggest that there is no reason
why more than one gentleman should
undertake this work. I look back to the
time when the late Mr. Todd, so highly
respected for his great learning and his
knowledge of Parliamentary procedure
and constitutional law, gave us a work
which is of high value to the country.
Then Mr. Bourinot, the present Clerk of
the House of Commons, a gentleman
also distinguished for his learning, his

elegance of mind and intellectual
acquirements, has also given us a work
second to none for its reliability
on all questions of constitutional law.
I do not understand that three gentle-
men should now be engaged in com-
piling another work. Let the Comrnittee
decide which of the three gentlemen is
most competent to compile any addi-
tional work which may be necessary.

HON. MR. MILLER-All three of
these gentlemen are highly respect-
ed, but that is not the question
before the House. This application
of Mr. Bourinot was referred to
the sub-Comrmittee, of which the hon.
gentleman from Halifax was chairman.
That Committee made a report, in which
Mr. Descelles' interest in the forthcuming
publication is protected. I also had my
attention called to the fact by Mr. McGee,
to whom the sub-Committee has referred,
that he had had great trouble, for several
years past, and had made a collection,
in part the same as Mr. Bourinot's.
He said he did not wish to inter-
fere with Mr Descelles getting the
advantage contemplated by the report of
the Committee. He thought it was part
of his duty, as clerk of the Privy Council,
and he thought his whole time was due
to the Privy Council and he did not wish
any extra compensation for the work ;
but thought that as the names of others,
who had worked in that direction, had
been noticed his should not be passed
over, and I am sure there is no disposi-
tion to withhold any recognition to which
he is entitled. I do not think Mr Mc-
Gee's claim is at all in the way of the
adoption of the report.

The motion was agreed to.

INSU RANCE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into com-
mittee of the whole on Bill (126) " An
Act to amend chapter 124 of the Revised
Statutes respecting insurance."

In the Committee,
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HON. MR. ABBOTT-This bill ex-
tends to the Insurance Companies char-
tered by the local legislatures the pri-
vileges of Dominion Insurance Com-
panies, in respect of getting a certificate
to do business, and the advantage to the
public of making the usual deposit,-in
fact, of conforming themselves, if they
think proper, to the general insurance
law of the Dominion. The bill was
passed through the other House, strange
to say without being printed, at the last
moment, and an error crept in which I
wish to amend. I move to strike out the
words in the fifteenth and sixteenth lines,
" as nearly as may be." It is impossible
to say in advance what would be the con-
ditions required of a company, or what
would be held by an officer of the de-
partment to be conforming "as nearly as
may be" to the law as it exists.

The amendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. McCALLUM, from the
committee, reported the bill with the
amendment, which was concurred in.

The bill was read the third time and
passed.

TERRITORIES REAL PROPERTY
BILL.

3rd READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that
the House resolve itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (104) "An
Act further to amend chapter 51, of the
Revised Statutes of Canada, 'The
Territories Real Property Act.'"

He said-This is a Bill providing
for a number of improvements in the
system of registration in the North
West. Difficulties have arisen, mainly
difficulties of construction of the law
as it stands, and there have been
difficulties in the description of pro-
perty which passes by inheritance under
the law as it stands. The process of
getting certificates and patents has been
found somewhat cumbrous, and there
are certain fees which it is thought may
well be dispensed with.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD (B. C.),
from the Committee, reported the Bill
without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT
MENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

AMEND-

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (116) " An
Act to amend the Civil Service Act,
chapter 17 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada."

In the Committee,

On the 5th clause,

HON. MR. POWER said-I do not
feel at all satisfied that the graduates of
any university shall be exempt from the
qualifying examinations, because the
civil service examinations are of a special
character ; and I think it might some
times be found that university graduates
are not well up in the subjects of this
particular examination.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-That subject
has received a great deal of consideration
and discussion and it is thought, in re-
ference to the universities of the country,
we should recognize the diploma of a
university which signifies the completion
of education, and should accept it as
sufficient qualification for a clerk in a
Government office, as it is in almost all
the professions. The only exception in
this respect in the Dominion is that in
the Province of Quebec law students are
not allowed to be admitted on the
diploma of a university, they have to
pass a special examination. I think that
is the only exception in the Dominion.
In all other parts of Canada a diploma
of a university is considered sufficient to
enable any young man to enter a pro-
fession.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think that
clause is the most sensible one in the
whole Civil Service Act. My own impres-
sion of it has always been that it was a
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terrible humbug-that it in one way in-
terferes with a man having a chance of
getting into the civil service, and it does
interfere very materially with men who are
efficient for the civil service. I think, my-
self, it is rather a fraud. Among other
things, it was said when the Civil
Service Act was being put on the
Statute Book that young men who were
educated at the expense of the country,
graduates of the Royal Miiltary College,
should get offices. Instead of that we
maintain the Military College at large
expense and then we find the graduates
going to the United States in order to get
employment, when young men of a very
inferior grade are employed here. Inci-
dents have been mentioned in Parliament
where young men from the Military Col-
lege have applied for positions here, men
eminently qualified for the public service,
and yet because they had not political in-
fluence, they could not get in. I think
it is unfortunate that we cannot arrive
at a systen by which deserving men-
I do not say that every graduate is en-
titled to a position-could be em-
ployed;it wouldbehighlydesirable. There
are young men who have gone through
the Military College with great success,
and have been offered commissions, but
no young man is justified now in taking
a position of the kind unless he has a
private income. These young men would
be exceedingly useful in the civil service,
and yet it is extraordinary how few of
them get positions in the civil service. I
regard the Civil Service Act as a terrible
fraud. It in no way carries out what it
was originally intended to accomplish.

HON. MR. MAcIN NES (Burlington)-
Ilear hear.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I see my hon.
friend from Burlington bristling up : he
did his work well and made considerable
improvments, but I.think it is impossible
that those improvements can continue.

HoN. MR. MAcINNES-Would you
make the examinations open competi-
tion ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Day by day I
hear of appointments being made to the
-civil service ot men who never appeared
before the Commission.

HON. MR. MAcINNES--What remedy
would the hon. gentleman propose ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-My duty is not
to make suggestions, but to criticize. I
quite recognize that it is an exceedingly
difficult subject, and am prepared to ad-
mit that I am not now offering any sug-
gestion, except, that I think, in reference
to the Military College, some sort of
preference should be given to young men
who go through that institution. There,
I think, we might make a special excep-
tion, that young men who qualify them-
selves to pass a special examination for
the Royal Engineers, should be em-
ployed. A young man who does that
possesses more than ordinary ability,
and it is quite clear that he is fit for a
position in the Railway Department and
the Department of Public Works. It
does seem hard, that because a young
man has not the means to accept a com-
mission from the Imperial authorities,
and has not political influence to be ap-
pointed to the civil service here, he is
obliged to go to another country. If
the number of young men lost to Canada
in this way could be ascertained, it would
be found that we are taxing the country
for no earthly good, except for the bene-
fit of the individuals educated at the
Military College. I think it is to be re-
gretted that we cannot avail ourselves
more of that class of young men.

HON. MR. MILLER-I cannot un-
derstand my hon. friend's argument : he
thinks that the graduates of the Military
College should have a preference over
young men who pay for their own educa-
tion and are capable of passing the
necessary examination.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Do these young men who attend the
Military College pay nothing for their
education ?

HON. MR. MILLER - They pay
something, but they are practically
educated at the expense of the country.
Because we have conferred one great
and important favor on them, my hon.
friend thinks we should give them a pre-
ference over young men who have
educated themselves by their own exer-
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tions, or been educated at the expense
of their parents. I do not approve of
that at ail. I do not, of course object
to allowing them to enter the civil
service without examination, but I do
not see why they should be given a pre-
ference over others who pay for their own
education. I do not see why they should
become the pets of the Dominion, to the
exclusion of others who have received
less from the public.

HON. MR. MAcINNES (Burlington)-
I think all will admit, who know any-
thing about the Civil Service Act and
the condition of the civil service before
it was passed, that it is a great improve-
ment on the old systerm and the old
state of the civil service. With reference to
what the leader of the opposition has
said, concerning the graduates of the
Military Schools, I should hope they
could find much better employement, if
they are men of talent and ability, such
as he describes thern to be, and I have
no doubt they are-I think they can
much better employ themselves outside
of the service than by entering into the
Civil Service of Canada. I believe also
that there is plenty of employment for
them in Canada without leaving the
country, if they would only seek it in the
proper way. I do not think they should
have the preference over other young
men to enter the civil service.

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER-Every-
one must observe that the Military
College at Kingston has been established
for some public object. The College
has been officered by some of the best
qualified military instructors that could
be brought to the country. We ask
ourselves what is the great object of the
Military College ? Is it to educate
young men without any definite object
for our own public service or not ? Is it
to educate the sons of different families
throughout the country without any
reference to our own Railway Depart
ment or the carrying on of our own
public works ? If so, it is using the
public money to give a great advantage
to certain privileged families. That is
what it amounts to. We have young men
sent there from ail parts of the Dominion,
chiefly Ontario, who are highly educated,

HON. MR. MILLER

and unless they have political influence,
though they are thoroughly qualified as
engineers for service in the Railway
Department and other Departments of
the public service, the money expended
upon their education is lost to the
Dominion. I think there is a great deal
of force in the views expressed by the
hon. member from Ottawa, that there
should be some change in the policy of
the Gcvernment.

HON. MR. SCOTT-A
Government, you mean ?

change of

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The time
has arrived when the Government will
have to consider whether political influ-
ence is to determine aIl the appointments
to the public service. In England, we
have competitive examinations for India
and for the public service. Young men
are invited to corne from the colonies,
and irrespective of political influence, if
they pass the competitive examinations,
they secure positions. But here, young
men highly qualified for positions, unless
they have influence with the Government,
have no prospect of being appointed to
the public service. I am sure the leader
of the House, who is so well qualified to
advise the Government, will suggest to
them to carry out the system.which
prevails in England, that when young
men who are well educated and corne
forward at the competitive examinations,
may be appointed, whether they can se-
cure additional votes for the Govern-
ment in the House of Commons or not.

HoN. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
What does " graduate" mean ? Does it
mean a doctor or lawyer ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It means a
graduate of any rank. In this instance
it is intended to apply more particularly
to degrees of arts. It is not to be sup-
posed, for instance, that a doctor of
medicine would apply for a position in
the public service.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
And these shall be exempt from examin-
ation ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes.
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HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
The local government may give the right
to confer degrees : will those be recog-
nized ? Supposing one of our colleges
in the Province of Quebec had a right to
give, after a complete course, the title of
Bachelor of Arts, woulid the holder of
that be exempt from passing this exam-
ination ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do not know
exactly the system on which the colleges
in Lower Canada are administered. The
word " College " in Lower Canada is
intended to cover, and does cover in
a great many instances, a species of pub-
lic school. It does not rise to the rank
of a university. We have the University
of McGill and the University of Laval,
and these universities have the right of
conferring degrees-that is the technical
phrase. This amendment is understood
to give persons holding diplomas from
those universities the right of entering
the Civil Service without any examina-
tion. It is felt to be a kind of humilia-
tion that a person who has passed his
examination before the faculty of a uni-
versity should be subjected to a
subsequent examination by what would
be regarded among learned bodies as an
inferior tribunal. I suppose that privi-
lege would not extend to a mere college
or large public school not having power
to grant this degree, or an equivalent
degree of B. A., but would extend to
universities having that power.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
In the Province of Quebec all the col
leges, excepting one or two, are affiliated
with the Laval University, and being
affiliated with the university they car
grant the degree. But there are twc
colleges that stand as high which are no
affiliated with Laval, and if the local go
vernment were to give to these one o
two colleges that are not now affiliate
with the university the right to confe
the title of Bachelor of Arts, they woul
not be exempt under this law?

and they will be entitled to give this de-
gree, and their graduates ought to be ex-
empt from this examination of the civil
service.

THE SPEAKER-There would be a
distinct difference ietween a college and
an institution possessed of university
powers and it is only those possessing
university powers to confer university
degrees, I take it for granted, that are
recognized in this Bill. Have the col-
leges the hon. gentleman speaks of, any
authority or power to grant degrees ?

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
This is the way I understand it: Laval
University has affiliated colleges, and a
young man who has finished his studies
in one of those colleges, can have the
title of B. A. from Laval. All the col-
leges are affiliated with Laval, except
two, and they stand as high as any other
college. I expect that next session they
will get from the local legislature that
right of giving the title of B. A., and in
that case, I think their students ought to
be exempt from the civil service exam-
ination.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I think the
point raised by the hon. gentleman is an
important one. If university powers
are given to these colleges to grant
degrees equivalent to degrees
granted by a university, I think
we ought to make an exemption in favor
of those students but I think it would

-be weil to postpone the consideration
-of this clause until we know what powers
Ithese colleges are to have, and I quite
agree with my hon. friend if they sà-ouid

iassume that position their graduates
ought to be allowed to enter the service

t without the humiliation of an examina-
tion.

r
b HON. MR. POWER- do not think

r there is any necessity for amending the
a Bil for that purpose. I think that the
power of granting degrees is the dis-
tinguishing characteristic of a university.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I think not.
HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE- is quite right; at the same time the
It seems to me it would not be just. legislature, which is all powerful, may
Those colleges give as high an education say that a college shall have the power

of granting degrees.
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HON. MR. DICKEY-This provision
is a concession. It is a provision that
has not been in the Act before, and it is
a step in advance-a provision which
exempts students of the Royal Military
College and universities from examina-
tion for the serie. It is a step in ad-
vance, and my hon. friend ought to be
satisfied, because it opens a very wide
scope, and if hereafter it is thought wise
to extend it, it can be done. I hold it
is a very important and proper conces-
sion in the interests of education.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-These colleges
alluded to by the hon. gentleman from
Montarville, as being well known to be of
the highest standing, are recognized as
giving a superior course of studies in
every respect. Lt is also well known
that men of the highest standing-not
only of our province, but of the Do-
minion and of the United States-when
they have the choice of all the institu-
tions on the continent to be educated in,
choose either one of those two colleges.
It is well known that at a recent event
which took place, His Excellency the
Governor General declared that it was
well known that those colleges, notably
that of St. Hyacinthe, stands highest
amongst all those institutions. Of course
it would not be proper to enter into the
many questions which divide our popu-
lation and the institutions in our Prov-
ince, and there may be good reasons for
those colleges not being affiliated to
Laval or McGill or any other university,
but this does not prevent them from
having a high standing, and as the case
was put by the hon. gentleman on the
other side, taking these circumstances
into consideration, if the Legislaturc
grants the power to confer degrees what
will be the difference between those col-
leges and others which are called univer-
sities or are affiliated with universities ?
The difference would be only in name,
and I don't see why they are discrimin-
ated against.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I see noth-
ing in the amended Act, or in the origi-
nal act, providing that persons who pass
the civil service examinations should
stand, like in the army and navy, for
promotion according to seniority. There

is a grievance in this, and I believe it has
occurred on more than one occasion that
persons have been appointed, who have
not passed an examination at all and have
no special technical knowledge for the
position, simply through favoritism, and
have been appointed over the heads of
other civil servants. I believe the Civil
Service Act is not in the interest of
young men, because many of them pass
examination, expecting that some time or
other they will get positions in the civil
service, and on that account neglect to
provide themselves with other occupa-
tions. When outsiders are brought in
and appointed over the heads of men
who have been years in the service,
it destroys all the ambition of
young men and, in fact, destroys the
civil service entirely. I had hoped to
see in the amendment to the law some-
to provide against that practice. I ask
the hon. gentleman who has charge of
this Bill whether there is anything in it
to prevent persons from outside, who
have no particular connection or special
knowledge for the position, from being
brought in over the heads of other civil
servants, and of those who anticipate
getting in by gradation after passing their
examination ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.
friend will perceive that the question
before the House is whether the
graduates of the universities, or others
who have finished their course in the
Military College, shall be permitted en-
trance to the civil service without special
examination. Now, as to the possibility
of favoritism in examinations.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Not in
examinations, but in appointments.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I do not un-
derstand that any one can be admitted
into the civil service without examina-
tion, except those who are exempted by
this clause we are dealirg with. There
is no desire to depreciate those colleges
at all. They have not at the present
time the power to grant a diploma con-
stituting the degree conferring on the
recipient the rank of a graduate. The
universities have that power. My hon.
friend has raised the suggestion that if
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those two colleges referred to should get
that power, their graduates should be
ertitled to this exemption from examina-
tion, the same as graduates from univer-
sities, and that proposition seems to me
to be the p-oper one. But it will be
difficult for us to deal with it now with-
out knowing what their powers are, or the
conditions on which the degrees would
be granted, and so on. If my hon. friend
points to the idea of examining those
who have certificates from colleges, he
will be opening a wide field indeed.
That is one of the things that has
caused difficulty in Lower Canada. Col-
leges are easily formed and named, and
it is not the colleges which the com-
patriots of my hon. friend take such care
and pains to establish, that I refer to
when I speak of these circumstances.
This is a concession-a concession in
the right direction. It is a concession
which will be valuable to those two col-
leges, no doubt, as soon as they obtain
the power to place themselves within
its terms; and that would be a subject
which, if the anticipations of the hon.
gentleman are realized, will shortly come
before us-but at present I think we
go far enough in granting this immunity
to the graduates of universities. I omit-
ted to notice a request that an amend-
ment be made to clause four; and I
would ask the Committee to re-consider
that clause. Sub section two provides
that the optional subjects in the next pre-
ceding sub-section mentioned, shall be
book-keeping, short-hand, translation and
type-writing. It is proposed to add to
that, two very important and useful sub-
jects-composition in French by English
candidates, and composition in English
by French candidates, and precis writing.

The amendment was concurred in.

On Section seven.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to ask
the hon. gentleman why these notices
are struck out of the end of the section
-the notice published in the Gazette
" shall state when and where the
examination is to be held and the
subjects to which the examination will
extend " Why should that be struck out ?
It seems to me that it is desirable that
the candidate should know these facts.

HON. MR. MACINNES (Burlington)-
I quite agree with my hon. friend op-
posite that these two lines contain in-
formation to which the public are
entitled.

HON. \IR. ABBOTT-I presume
there must be some reason for it, and I
shall endeavor to find it out. Perhaps
it would be well to let this stand until the
next meeting of the House.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
I do not understand why you struck out
the two languages in the sixth section.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The candidate
may declare his option to pass in either
or both if he likes.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-With re-
gard to section eight, I would respect-
fully ask the leader of the House whether
the statement lately made by the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa, with regard to
examination being required of 'every
member entering the civil service-
whether his charge brought against the
Government that he knew of persons be-
ing allowed to enter the public service
without any examination at all is cor-
rect ?

HON. MR. POWER-I would call the
attention of the committee to the fact
that the hon. gentleman's question is out
of order. It does not bear on the clause
before the committee.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It is a ques-
tion which it is utterly impossible for me
to answer. It is contrary to the law, and
I assume, until I know better, that a
minister does nothing contrary to law.

HON. MR. DICKEY-With reference
to the suggestion of striking out the word
" examination" in English or French,
there is a misconception about that. It
is not merely that an examination on
composition should be in French by
English and in English by French: the
candidate may claim to be examined in
either English or French, but he cau
hardly claim to be examined in both.
The sixth clause simply strikes out the
words " or both." On the eighth clause
I wish to call attention to what i
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think is distinctly a retrograde
step. Sub-section two of clause
eight provides " except as herein
otherwise provided, such examination
shall be on such subjects as are deter-
mined from time to time for each Depart-
ment by the Governor in Council."
The existing law gives every clerk in a
Department in which a vacancy occurs
an opportunity of presenting himself for
promotion examination. This amend-
ment takes away that power and it leaves
it completely to the head of the Depart-
ment to say what emiployes in the
Department shall be allowed to present
themselves for examination. Now I
think that is carrying the principle of
governmental control too far altogether
and opens the doors to unfairness and
tavoritism. I think if we look at the
number of persons who will be taken
out of the operation of the system of ex-
amination by this amendment, it will be
really more ,honest to repeal the pro-
vision respecting examination altogether.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I think my
hon. friend is mistaken in his view of the
clause. The regulation provided by the
former Act is that it shall be only those
next below the rank for which the appli-
cation is made should be taken for ex-
amination. Now it simply proposes to
leave these regulations to have their
effect, and in that way it is only the class
immediately below the rank for which
the examination is to be taken that can
enter for the examination for that rank.
It seems to me it is a reasonable provi-
sion. What could be the object of a
clerk two or three grades below any
rank passing an examination which could
not avail him ?

HON. MR. POWER-If that was
stated it would be different.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I think
the Parliament of the country ought to
be assured that there are no appoint-
ments made to the public service which
are not made of efficient young men who
discharge the duties of their office in the
public service. We have a most able
public service, but I will give an illustra-
tion of the necessity of this. Upon one
occasion, when the hon. gentleman from

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

Belleville and myself went to Sir John
Macdonald and asked him to consider
favorably an application of a young man
who wished to enter'the public service,
the reply we got from Sir John Mac-
donald was there were quite enough
fools in the service already.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Was he allud-
ing to the hon. gentleman ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-He was
not a fool, and was well qualified to pass
the examination. What I want to ob-
serve is this, that we ought to be assured
that while the public service generally is
composed of the best men of the coun-
try, we do not require to see a number
of supernumerary clerks in the service.
I do not desire to see three or four hun-
dred young men put into the Department
simply for political purposes, and no ap-
pointment ought to be made to the pub-
lic service unless there is a vacancy, and
then the young man who is appointed,
should have passed the regular examina-
tion.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I think it
would be unwise to interfere with the
eighth clause, inasmuch as it has been
the subject of compromise. When the
bill was in another place there was a very
strong effort make to dispense with these
promotion examinations, and I must con-
fess I have a great deal of sympathy with
that view of the case, because if a man
has passed the qualifying examination
and has some years' experience of the
Department,surely he ought to be eligible
for another step. He brings with him
not only the experience he had before
his examination, but also the additional
experience in the administration of the
Department. This amendment has been
made as a compromise in order to get in
the thin end of the wedge so that persons
who come forward for promotion shall
only be liable to examination on such
subjects as test their fitness for the
vacant office. I think that is a fair con-
promise.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
is quite right. Before the clause is
agreed to, a few words are required to
be inserted, to limit these examinations
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in the same way as they are already
limited in another place. After the words
"shall be," in the second line of sub-
section two, I propose to ask the House
to insert these words : " only once a
year, in the month of May, and shall be
on such subjects," etc.

The amendments were agreed to.

HON. MR. POWER-I presume that
sub-section four, of clause eight, is
the provision which leads to an abuse
which undoubtedly takes place. We
are continually having gentlemen who
come-sometimes from the old country,
and sometimes. persons who have done
valuable political service in Canada-
put into the Departments, over the heads
of old and tried public servants, without
any examination at all, generally on the
grounds that they are barristers or sur-
veyors, or draughtsmen or specialists of
some description. In fact I have heard
of the case of a messenger having been
appointed to the position of draughts-
man m a Department, altheugh he hard-
ly knew how to hold a pencil.

No doubt there have been gross abuses
under the supposed authority of this pro-
vision. It is common talk about Ottawa
now that the deputy head of the Depart-
ment ofState isto besuperannuated. He
is a gentleman who is quite capable of
doing his work for years to corne. I
have not the pleasure of his acquaint-
ance, but I have seen him, and he is a
pretty vigorous man. I understand that
a gentleman who has rendered valuable
political service to the Con servative party
in the Province of Quebec has been ap-
pointed to the place next below him
without any examination whatever.
Whether it is supposed that the fact that
he is a solicitor qualifies him or that the
fact that that he ran as a candidate for
the party and was defeated qualifies him
I do not know, but this gentleman who
has been put in over the heads of all
the employes in the Department is to be
appointed Under Secretary of State
when the present incumbent who is
perfectly competent to fulfil the duties
of the office, is retired. I think that
something ought to be done to prevent
this sort of thing in future. I do not
see why a barrister or attorney should be

exempt from the qualifying examination
any more than any other people. The
actuaries who were provided for in the
sub-section as it stood, have been
striken out, and I think we had better
strike out the barristers and attorneys
too.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hcn. friend
does not pay a very hight compliment
to his own profession. He will perceive
that the promotion or appointment
which these persons are receiving is an
appointment in the line of their pro-
fession, so that if a barrister is to be
appointed as a barrister, there is no
necessity for the examination. I hardly
think my hon. friend considered that
when he made the suggestion. When we
legislate, we are legislating to make a
good law, but if the executive violate the
law, then, of course, there is another
mode of getting at that. I do not know
anything about this appointment which
my hon. friend has spoken of. I know
the under Secretary of State. I know
that he was a man fairly advanced in
years when I was a boy, and he must
have long years passed his three score
and ten.

HON. MR. POWER-He does not
look it.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I assert it as a
fact, for I have known the gentleman
close on fifty years. I should say he is
at least past his three score and ten, and
if the superannuating of a man who is
seventy years old, is to be stigmatized as
a political job, I do not know where we
are going to draw the line. I do not
propose to discuss that question, for I do
not know anything about it. I do not
know that he is to be superannuated ; I
have not heaxd that he was or that any
person is to be appointed in his place.
If the Government do what is wrong
t.hey are responsible to Parliament, but
but I do not see how we can be expected
do more here with the Bill than to make
it as good as we can, and if the Govern-
ment violate its provisions, apply to them
the proper remedy, which would be to
censure them by a vote of want of con-
fidence and turn them out to office. But
that is not exactly the kind of argument
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which is conclusive. The kind of argu-
ment which is conclusive is that those
persons that are mentioned in this list,
who are to have the authority of law to
act in that capacity, must be qualified to
do so.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not know
what Mr. Powell's age is, but he is a
vigorous man, and it has never been
stated that he : is not quite capable of
discharging the duties of his office.
There no doubt that he is infinitely bet-
ter qualified to discharge the duties of
under Secretary of State than the gen-
tleman who is now being put in simply
because he ran an election in the inter-
ests of the Conservative party in the
Province of Quebec.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I venture to
deny that the gentleman has been put
there because he ran an election in Que-
bec.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax is thinking of the
old French proverb that some men are
never old and some are never young.

The clause was agreed to.

On clause nine,

HON. MR. POWER-There is an-
other alteration in this section, and I
presume there is a good reason for it ;
and I think the hon. gentleman might
explain amongst the exemptions made by
this clause is the special case of an ex-
ciseman in the Department of Inland
Revenue. As a rule they have been
more exact in the matter of examinations
in the Inland Revenue than any other
department.

HoN.MR. MAcINNES (Burlington)-
Perhaps I can answer my hon. friend.
These exemptions from examinations in
the Department of Inland Revenue ex-
isted for a long time before examinations
were adopted under the Civil Service
Act, for the servants in the Inland
Revenue had passed severe examina-
tions already, and therefore, having
already passed the examination, it is not
necessary to call upon them again when
they seek promotion.

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

The clause was agreed to.

On clause 10,

HON. MR. POWER-Why are all
the words after "service" in the 9 th line
of section 42 struck out ?

HON. MR. MACINNES-My own
opinion is that it is a pity they are struck
out, because it widens the area of pro-
motion. If there is a vacancy in a
Department, and there is no one in the
Department to fill it, the deputy can in-
troduce an officer from some other
Department.

HON. MR. ABBOTT--The clause
seems to be a reasonable one, but the
ground for its exclusion may be consid-
ered quite as reasonable or more so. It
is said that this discretionary power of
seeking a candidate in another Depart-
ment to fill a vacancy in the Department
is an invidious one and places too much
power in the hands of the deputy head
and causes discontent in the Depart-
ment.

HON. MR. POWER-If there is no
one qualified in the Department to fill
the vacancy, I do not see why the
deputy should not be allowed to bring
in an officer from another Department.

On clause 12.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
think this clause, which provides that no
extra salary or additional remuneration
of any kind whatsoever shall be paid to
any employe permanently employed in
the service, is in the public interest.
There are some persons in the public
service particularly adapted to do work
of a technical character, and which is not
within the round of their duties, and they
would either have to do this work
gratuitously, or the Government would
be denied the benefit of their services.
Then I think it would only be right that
the two branches of Parliament should
not be affected by this in any way. For
instance, a man may be in our service
on small salary and may be qualified for
an advance of the salary given to him,

.though entirely outside the duties of his
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office. Why should we depriveourselves in
this House, or in the other House, of the
right of employing the services of such
persons by giving them extra remunera-
tion. I think there ought to be an
amendment to the effect that nothing in
this clause shall interfere with the
rights or privileges of Parliament to pay
their officers for extra work.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It seems to me
it is cheaper to pay an extra amount to
a man who is already in receipt of his
salary than to have to employ an out-
sider at full rates. The effect of this
provision will be, that if anything extra
is to be done, it will be some person out-
side of the Department who will be
called in to do it. For instance, the
codification of the laws was done by
some of our own officials, and they got
only about one-sixth of what it would
have cost had outside parties been called
in to do it. A day or two ago, one of the
Committees of this House proposed to
give to one of our own officials, $ioo
extra, for services that it was thought
would be better performed by him than
by an outsider. Of course we could
not employ an outsider to do it, and
we could not very well take one of the
officials of the House. unless we paid him
for it, because it was so clearly outside
of his line of duty. It will be found that
this clause will work awkwardly. I quite
admit that the present system is open
to abuse : but it is a question whether
this amendment will not be open to
greater abuse. There are gentlemen in
the civil service, who can be, no doubt,
employed to perform services requiring
special knowledge, for less than would
have to be paid to outsiders, and in the
interest of economy, it might be better to
retain the present system, though it is
open to abuse.

and that he is not entitled to any thing
more, and I would prefer the clause as
it is.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--Yes, but
if you ask him for services beyond the
regular duties of his office ?

HoN. MR. MAcINNES (Burlington)
-Then he is already paid for it.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-But he
may be able to perform services beyond
what were expected or required of him
whem he joined that particular branch
of the service. I think it is denying
both Houses of Parliament the privilege
of obtaining services of special value in
that way.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
I think it is a very good clause, and I
do not see that it deprives the Govern-
ment of the power to employ their own
officers to do extra work ; but if they do
employ them, the Ministers will no
have the privilege of giving them extr
payment without coming to Parliament
and asking for the approval of the
House. Therefore we do not lose the
services of those employes who are
specialists, and who may be employed to
do extra work. It will prevent Ministers
from employing officers to do extra
work and pay them more than they are
worthwithout the sanction of Parliament.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The principal
object of this law is to prevent the ca-
price and favoritism on which the ap-
pointment or promotion of civil servants
and their pay might otherwise depend,
and on which it did depend for a long
time almost entirely and exclusively.
The object is to make them independent,
to establish a fixed rule to prevent heads
of departments, or anybody acting wîtti

HON. MR. MAcINNES (Burlington) tbem, from putting a man in a position
-In the inside service of Canada this in any way beyond that whicb bis rank
system has been found to lead to abuse. entitled him to; and the most important
If you employ an officer at two or three and most valuable way in which a prefer-
thousand dollars a year and give him a ence can be shown to a clerk is to give
thousand for extra work outside of his bim extra pay. As the Act stood, it
own department, it is a practice which really gave the power to any deputy
leads to abuse. My own opinion is that bead to give a favorite clerk any salary
if you pay a salary to an officer, it is sup. be pleased. This Bi puts it out of bis
posed to be the full value of bis service, power to do anytbirg of the sort. If a
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clerk receives a salary which corresponds
to his rank, he is supposed to give his
services at reasonable hours for that salary.
If he can get employment outside after
those hours, it is all verv well, the
Government have nothing to do with
that ; but to give power to the head of a
Department thus to pay money to clerks
over and above their salaries is simply
to open the door to all kinds of favor-
itism and abuse. I do not see rnyself
that it is any slur on the House any
more than it is on the Department to
apply this principle to our servants. A
rule of any kind is not a valuable rule
unless it is universal in its application,
and I think it in the interest of the pub-
lic service that this rule should be made
universal.

HON. MR. MILLER-I quite agree
with the hon. gentleman who has resum-
ed his seat with regard to the provisions
of this Bill. I am quite well aware that
evils have frequently occurred such as
he has described, of favoritism shown to
clerks in the different departments of the
service through the friendship of the
deputy head, and I think it very desir-
able that thatsort of favoritism should be
abolished. With regard to the two
Houses of Parliament, I do not see how
the evil could at all exist which has pre-
vailed for many years past with reference
to the Departments of the Government.
Take this House, for instance, all the
appropriations of public money in the
Senate are made by the Senate itself,
by a committee chosen first to examine
all claims and recommendations for in-
crease of pay from servants of the House,
and which have afterwards to be adopted
and passed by the Senate itself. I say,
therefore, I do not see how it was possi-
ble, with regard to either House of Par-
liament, that this plea of favortism, can
possibly be set up. Therefore I think it
is not wise that we should divest our-
eelves of all the privileges which we have
possessed in the past. There is a com
mittee of the House, a very important
committee with very important duties to
discharge-the Restaurant Committee
for instance. That committee want an
efficient man for certain purposes, and
we can get him for one-half, or one quar-
ter perhaps, what it would otherwise cost

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

us by taking one of the clerks of the
House and giving him this duty to dis-
charge, which is completely out-
side of his ordinary official duties.
Under this provision we could
not do it. We would be obliged
to increase his salary, which would be
a permanent charge, whereas the other
allowance may be discontinued at any
moment. When this case was brought
up a day or two ago in the Contingencies
Committee, the leader of the House
rather approved of it. I suggested this
way of dealing with this clerk, and there-
fore I do not see how he can oppose a
clause which would merely carry out the
suggestion which he himself approved of
a day or two ago in the Committee on
Contingencies. For some time past one
of the Departments has been trying to
interfere with the privileges of both
Houses, but in these little matters I do
not think it is right altogether to take
from us the privileges which we have had
all along with regard to the payment of
our own officers. No officer can get any
extra payment without the approval of
the whole House. and no superior officer
can be employed except with the sanc-
tion of the Government, and the Gov-
ernment is responsible for anything that
is done in that way.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I quite agree
with what has fallen from the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond; and I say that
this clause, in section 51, is a very wise
one, for the very obvious reason that
this was intended to withold from the
Departments the power of giving extra
pay to those clerks for dcing their work-
that is to say, for dawdling away their time
during working hours, so that they might
get extra pay for the work they did after
hours. The clause, as it stands, is a
very proper one. But what are we doing
now ? We are adding to that : "to any
other person permanently employed in
the public service." Now, the effect of
that will be to prevent a Department
from availing themselves of the service
of any person employed in either of the
two Houses. Supposing you want to
codify a law, or to get up a new Act-
somebody must do it; and it is extra
work-and can the Government employ
anyone more competent to do it than an
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experienced officer, one who has been
permanently employed in one of those
Houses ? I happen to know an official,
whose ability and fitness for work of that
kind has been spoken of, and he does it
at a small expense ; yet, under this Bill,
the Department would not be at liberty
to avail themselves of his services, and
will be obliged to go outside to get the
work done, at ten times the cost. It is
not in the public interest, or in the in-
terest of the public service, that the de-
partments should have that power, and
I do think my hon. friend ought to re-
consider that point. There is some ob-
ject in it. I do not know what it is, or
why this legislation should be altered in
this way, for the reasons that are given
for taking away this extra pay from offi-
cers in the departments do not apply
when they go outside into other branches
of the service to get persons to do this
extra work. I repeat that it can be done
better and cheaper than by leaving it to
the discretion of the department to em-
ploy persons outside of the service. I
should like to ask an explanation with
regard to this clause. It repeals sub-
sections one and two. There is no sub-
section in section 51 at all, and I sup-
pose it means the first part of the sec-
tion. Then you sweep away the whole
of section 2. I have heard no explana-
tion of why sub-section 2 is repealed.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon.
friend cites a case which I dare say we
have all heard of within the last two
days, which he considers would be a
case of hardship if applied to the officers;
of this House. It is very possible, and
very probable, that there are cases
where advantages might be obtained by
doing as the hon. gentleman suggests,
It might be so in all the Departments.
Every Department might find that they
could get some work done more ad-
vantageously and more cheaply by em-
ploying a clerk to do it in his extra
hours ; but if hon. gentlemen are ready
to leave the Government of the country
entirely in the discretion of the heads of
the Department and their subordinates,
what is the object of the Civil Service
Act at all ? The object is to take away
that discretion, and to do away with the
discontent that exists in the service.

Take the case of two men, each of
whom gets $1,ooo, as regular salary, but
one of whom practically gets $2,ooo,
because of the extra work that is as-
signed to him : it is a fertile source of
discontent and envy in the service, and
the practice is open to great abuse. If
the privilege were to be used in the way
my hon. friend describes, it would be an
excellent thing to do, and if he can frame
a clause which will confine the use of this
privilege in the way he describes, he
would be doing a great service to the
country. I find a strong feeling among
a certain number of gentlemen here in
favor of the clause, and I am quite dis
posed to consider it. If hon. gentle-
men will allow it to stand until the next
sitting of the House, I will take an op-
portunity of discussing the matter with
my colleagues, and, if it be the desire
of the House, see how far that point
can be conceded. My own impression
is decidedly against it ; and I might
mention also that the system which pre-
vails now in this House of disposing of
its contingent fund is not likely to con-
tinue. It has been stopped in the
House of Commons. The contingent
fund in that branch of Parliament, is
returned to the consolidated fund, and
every dollar paid out there is paid out
of the estimates, and I have no objec-
tion if the same principle is applied to
this House also; so that there will be
no fund out of which such work could
be paid. So that af ter all I do not know
that we are depriving the House of a
very wide discretion in the payment of
its clerks.

HON. MR. POWER-I cordially con-
cur in the first part of this amendment
-that is that no extra salary or additional
remuneration whatever shall be paid to
any civil service employe. There I think
the clause ought to stop. I quite agree
with the hon. members fiam Richmond
and Amherst, and with my hon. friend
from Lunenburg who proposed to move
an amendment inthe same direction. The
hon. leader of the House does not seem
to attach the consequence which I think
it deserves to the argument of the hon.
gentleman from Richmond, that it is not
wise for the Houses of Parliament to
strip themselves of all authority and put
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themselves completely in the hands of
the departments. Take the very service
to which the hon. gentleman referred-
the consolidation of the Statutes. I am
satisfied that the country would have
saved at least $ioo,ooo, if instead of
giving the work in the first instance to a
number of gentlemen scattered all over
the Dominion they had put it in the hands
of the law officers of the two Houses of
Parliament. We would have had as good
a job done in much less time,
and it would have cost $1oo,000
less. There is this fact to be borne in
mind: the officers of the two houses are
not civil servants. The civil servant is
the servant of the public all the time.
His duties extend from the first of
January to the thirty-first of December,
Sundays and holidays excepted. But
the officers of the two houses are not of
that character : after the work connected
with the Session has been completed
their duties do not require anything like
the whole of their attention for the
remainder of the year.

HON. MR. MAcINNES (Burlington)
-As I understand if, the officers of the
House of Commons and of the Senate
do not come under this Act at all.

HON. MR. POWER-Yes they do.
They are under this clause, and to make
it sure that they do come in these words
are inserted " or to any person perman-
ently in the public service." Whether
these words are to be stricken out or the
amendment of the hon. member from
Lunenburg 'is to be accepted, it will
come to the same thing.

HON. MR. MILLER-With regard to
the remark that has fallen from the
leader of the House, I think it is likely
to leave a wrong impression. The hon.
gentleman has just said that the casual
revenue of the House, so to speak, is
disbursed by the Committee on Contin-
gencies. That is not the case: that
amounts to a very small sum-about
$2,ooo last year. The Clerk appropriates
a portion of that towards paying for the
notices and the shorthand writers reports
in divorce cases, but these are no pare of
the contingencies of the House. Al the
money appropriated for contingencies is

HON. MR. POWER.

from the consolidated revenue fund, and
no other fund is drawn on for that pur-
pose. i was not aware that the fund was
managed in the way I understand it has
been during the last year. The charges of
our Contingencies Committee ,should all
come out of the fund voted by parlia-
ment for that purpose. Last year, I believe
the change was made. If I had been
present I would have opposed any ar-
rangent of the kind.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
see why we should deprive this House
of the little privileges we possess, and I
do not think they will be abused. No-
thing can be done without the authority
of the Senate. We cannot pay anything
without the order of this House, and
and therefore I do not think it is open to
the remark that it will be abused, be-
cause the Senate is not supposed to
abuse its privileges.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The second
sub-section is repealed simply because,
by the abuse of this sub-section, a junior
clerk could be promoted and kept in a
position and paid his salary for any length
of time.

HON. MR. ROSS (De la Durantaye)-
I believe that this clause is a very sound
one and should remain unchanged. The
proposed amendment would have the
effect of destroying it. It has been said
that the Government, or one, or both of
the Houses of Parliament, will be de-
prived of the services of specialists.
That may be, but after all I think, as it
leads to many abuses, it is better to do
away with the abuses and lose the valu-
able services of these men.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps the
hon. gentleman will point to some case
where it has been abused in either
House.

HON. MR. ROSS-I am speaking of
abuses that come through employes
neglecting their regular duties in order
to do some extra work.

HON. MR. POWER-Not in this
House.
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HON. MR. ROSS-If I understand
the proposition it is this ; if you amend
the clause in such a way that the em-
ployes , can do only the work of their
own Department, but if you require their
services for any other work you can have
them, you will not prevent the abuses to
which I allude by amending the clause
in this way, because an employe might
neglect his duty and supplementary
clerks might be wanted. It is true neith-
er the House nor the Government will
have the right to give the work to an
employe, but he can make arrange-
ments with another employe to do the
work and share the compensation be-
tween them. This has already been
done and I am sure it will be done again.
I think the clause as it stands a very
good one. It will do away with many
abuses and the employes themselves,
who are generally well paid, cannot com-
plain. As far as the House and the
Government are concerned, in looking
for other people to do the work, I be-
lieve that competent persons can easily
be found, and perhaps it is only just that
outsiders should get their little share of
the public money and employment when
they can.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend is desirous of bringing in some
favorite of a member to do a service
which ought to be done probably by the
regular employes of the House. The
hon. gentleman has at last unveiled the
secret. He talks of abuses : I cannot see
that any exist. The hon. gentleman
cannot point out an abuse of any kind and
I fail to see any argument when no such
facts exist. I will move my amendment
and the leader of the House can take it
into consideration. I move to add to
the i2th clause, " nothing in the section
contained shall affect the rights of either
House of Parliament with respect to its
employes."

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
does not mean to say that there is an
abuse in this particular House which he
could state : this is a general rule appli-
cable to public employes, not merely the
employes of this House, and the motion
proposes to make an exception in favor
of the employes of the two Houses. I

57

will consult with my colleagues on the
subject and refer to it at the next meet-
ing of the House.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND, from the
Committee, reported that they had made
some progress with the Bill, and asked
leave to sit again.

THE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR
CANADA BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-
ond reading of the Bill (136) "An Act
to amend chapter sixteen of the Revised
Statutes respecting the High Commis-
sioner for Canada in the United King-
dom."

He said-This is a Bill to place the
staff of the High Commissioner for Can-
ada under the Civil Service Act.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (I 17) " An Act further to amend
the Revised Statuies, chapter five, re-
specting the Electoral Franchise" (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (38) -' An Act to amend the Act
respecting Patents of Invention" (Mr.
Abbott.)

Bill (40) " An Act to extend the juris-
diction of the Maritime Court of On-
tario" (Mr. Abbott)

Bill (125) "An Act to amend the
North-West Territories Representation
Act" (Mr. Abbott.)

STANSTEAD, SHEFFORD
CHAMBLY RAILWAY

AMENDMENT
BILL.

AND

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the
House of Commons with Bill (139) "An
Act to amend an Act of the present ses-
sion intituled 'An Act respecting the
Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Rail-
way Company.'"
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The Bill was read the first time. t

HON. MR. STEVENS moved that the i
41st rule of the House be suspended and
that the Bill be read the second time
presently.

He said-The object of the Bill is
simply to correct an error. By some
oversight the words " Black River " were
inserted in the Bill; and it is to strike
them out.

The motion was agreed to and the t
Bill was read the second and third times
and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4:30 p.m.

SECOND SESSION.

The Speaker took the chair at 8 p.m.

THE MIDDLETON DIVORCE
CASE.

REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE

The Order of the Day being called-
"consideration of the report of the
Divorce Committee on the bill for
the relief of William Henry Middleton."

HON. MR. DICKEY moved that the
said report be referred back to the com-
mittee for further consideration.

The motion was agreed to.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE BILL

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a com-
mittee of the whole on bill (123) " An
act further to amend the Criminal Pro-
cedure Act."

HON. MR. TRUDEL, from the Com-
mittee reported bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was then read the third time
and passed.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT
MENT BILL.

AMEND-

THIRD READING.

The House resumed, in committee of

he whole, consideration of Bill ( 116)
'An Act to amend the Civil Service
Act, chap. 17 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada."

In the Committee.

On clause twelve.

Ho-. MR. ABBOTT said-Since
his bill came before the Committee,
earlier in the day, I have had some con-
sultation with my colleagues about it,
more especially the Minister of Justice
vho, in the absence of Mr. Chapleau,
represepts the Minister in whose
special charge this bill is placed,
and I finid they attach very great import-
ance to the amendments. With regard
to the clause which did provide, under
the bill as it stands, that no extra work
should be paid for unless by a vote in
parliament, there is no special impor-
tance attached to the repeal of that por-
tion of the clause because it is unneces-
sary. If the government require a ser-
vice from any clerk, outside of his regu-
lar duties, and desire to pay him for it,
of course they have the right to do so
and can put the amount in the estimaces,
and if voted by parliament, as a matter
of course that vote repeals this prohibi-
tion pro tanto. Therefore that alteration is
of no importance further than this-that
its being there on the statute book gives
a standing encouragement to constant
demands on them to pay them and put
the money into the estimates. The Gov-
ernment prefer, therefore, not to have
that power in the first place, because if
they want to use it they do not require
the power to be put in this
Act-they do it through the esti
mates themselves, and by legislation,
in the second place because the fact of
its being there is an inducement to con-
stant demands upon the Government for
extra work. With reference to the matter
which was more specially under discus-
sion at the last sitting of the House, they
attach very great importance indeed to
that point. They say that for many
reasons in the ordinary departments it is
very important-absolutely essential,
that the giving extra work and extra pay
to clerks at the discretion of anybody,
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should altogether be abandoned and pro-
hibited, and it is, except in so far as it
may be covered by a vote of Parliament.
They find the evil quite as great or
greater, in the employes of the houses,
because they say the duties of these em-
ployes are merely circumscribed to the
period during which Parliament sits.
They have not so much to do during the
vacation, and there is a constant flood of
importunity upon the Government to
give these men extra work, so that they
can claim extra pay, and that in most
cases, where they yield to this im-
portunity, they find that they
are chaiged enormous prices
for it. I do not like to mention before
the House the names and particulars of
various instances which are given me by
the Minister, but I can assure the House,
and I believe the House will be satisfied
with that assurance, as far as it goes,that
these demands and charges were exorbi-
tant in the extreme. If the Government
refuse to give them work, they have
friends, and by letter and by waiting
upon them by deputation the Govern-
ment are again driven to give them ex-
tra work. The Government wish to be
relieved of this importunity. They think
it is a bad practice and should be stop-
ped altogether. If the amendment is
left in this form, it leaves it to their dis-
cretion ; if they want to give an officer
extra work they can do it and
put an appropriation in the estim-
ates to pay for the service.
At the afternoon sitting of the House,
some hon. gentlemen who spoke, alluded
to an important piece of business which
had been entrusted to one of our officials,
which was intended to be done during
the vacation and paid for as extra work.
I am sure that that statement is without
foundation. There has been no extra
work Eiven to that official to be paid
for. He has been simply instructed to
prepare a bill which will necessitate bis
examining several Acts on the statute
book ; but there is not the slightest idea,
nor was there when it was given to him,
that there would be an extra charge for
it. It was supposed to be a part of the
duty connected with his office, just as
similar duties are imposed upon an offi-
cial who holds a corresponding position
in the other House. It seems to me

therefore, that there is no solid ground
for insisting on the preservation of this
power in the House. It does not appear
to me that making it illegal for the
Government, or anyone else, to pay a
clerk in the permanent employ of the
Government extra wages, is taking away
anybody's privileges. It is not taking
away the privileges of the Government
to do it, or taking away the privileges of
the House. If the Senate is convinced
that it is for the public interest that a
uniform rule shall be adopted with regard
to matters of this description, and that it
will be for the benefit of the public
to stop this system of extra pay, of
course the House will take it away
itself. It will be its own action if it con-
curs in it, which I hope it will do. It
will be taking away none of its privileges;
it will be doing it in the interest of
the public, and I would earnestly press
my hon. friend who offered this amend-
ment, after hearing this explanation,
and the very strong desire of the Gov-
ernment to be relieved from this kind of
importunity and to stop the system which
to some extent has already prevailed, to
withdraw his amendment and allow this
clause to pass.

HON. MR. WARK-I took no part
in this debate at the former session of
the House, nor would I now say anything,
but I think the Bill as it stands is just
what the country wants. If anyone looks
over the expense of the public service he
cannot fail to see that there is money
enough paid for what work there is to be
done. The deputy heads of the Depart-
ments should have power, when the work
is not done in time, to keep the clerks an
extra hour to have it completed. There
is a good deal said about admissions
into the public service. My impression
is that no man ought to be
appointed permanently on his entrance.
He ought to be there at least a year on
trial, and if he falls short let it be under-
stood that he is only employed for a
year. If he comes up to expectations he
might get another year's trial before be-
ing permanently appointed, and I believe
this would have an excellent effect on the
civil service. Talk about university
education-there are many men who
have a university education who know
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nothing else but what they learned in the said by the hon, gentleman from Ottawa.
university, and are not fit for much else. The hon. member spoke of the fact that
A young man brought up in a merchant's the law clerks of both Houses had been
office and drilled into business habits employed to assist in the consolidation
would often be better qualified for a of the acts. They prepared the third
position in the civil service than a gra- volume which bas been published with
duate of a university. Education is a the two volumes of the consolidated
good thing, but it is not everything. Let statutes. That is what I understood the
the Bill stand as it is ; I don't wish to hon, gentleman from Ottawa to refer to.
see any change made in it. That work was done, as understad. by

the law clerks of the two buses, it is
HON. MR. POWER-I have not been just the sort of work they could do better

convinced by the presentation of the hon. than anyone else. The hon. gentleman
leader of the aouse of the reasons why has quoted to us the Minister of justice
the Government do flot wish the pro- and spoke of the anxiety he expressed to
posed amendment of the hon. member be relieved from the importunities of the
from Lunenburg to be adopted. The officers of the two oHuses for work. We

hon. gentleman drew a picture of the have had a little experience in connec-
Government being overwhelmed by im- tion with this very matter of the Revised
portunities of officers of Parliament for Statutes. The commissioners completed
extra work. I quite acquit the leader the revised statutes; they were put
of the House of any desire to exaggerate, through the press, as I understand,
but I have fot the slightest hesitation in under the supervision of Dr. Wilson, the
saying that his informant grossly exag- Law Clerk of the bouse of Commons,
gerated the facts. I arn sure te Gov- and Mr. Creighton the law clerk of the
ernment have not been importuned by Senate. Then when a most important
the officers of the Senate for extra em- part of the work came to be performed
ployment. the making of an index, that work was

oot done by any of the gentlemen who
HON. MR. ABBOTT-I did not say had been engaged in the consolidation

50. of the Statutes, either the commissioners
or the gentlemen who had seen the

HON. MR. POWER-The change revised statutes through the press, but it
which is proposed to be made hy this was done by a gentleman from, the
section limits the powers of the Govern- county of Antigonish, taken from outside
ment in the selection of officers to do altogether-brought here by the Minister
the work. It bas been alleged and al- of Justice-who had had no previous
leged truly that an abuse bas crept in experience in work of that kind, and
of the civil service paying men double whose pay I imagine amounts to con-
salaries-paying them for their own reg- siderably more than the work would
ular work and then paying hem S addi- have cost if it had been dose by gentle-
tional salaries for extra services, a pro- men in the service of Parliament familiar
cess which is vulgarly described as greas- with the work. As I said before, this
ing the fat pig. There bas been a good clause proposes to limit the cboice of the
deal of that, but it has not been alleged Government in selecting persons to do
that it bas taken place with respect to work ; and I think we go quite far enough
the officers of the two Houses. The when we say that no one in the civil service

Hon. gentleman spoke as if an officer of sha l be employed to do any work out-
this bouse proposed to make a charge side of bis regular duties; but to say that
for some bil that he was to draft after an officer of either House sha not be
the session. employed as a transator or as a conoli-

dator or anything of that sort during the
HoN. MR. ABBOTT-It was stated recess of Parliament, is to deprive the

at the first sitting of the House to-day. Government of the services of some of
the men best qualified of any in the

HON. MR. POWER-I think the hon. country to do the work, and who are not
gentleman misaprehended what was doing any other work. I think that it is

HON. MR. WARK.
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not quite fairto put the Houses of Par-
liament on the same footing as the de.
partments of the civil service. Parlia-
ment is supposed to be-perhaps it is a
violent supposition just now-the master
of the Ministry. The civil servants are
ail practically the servants of the Minis-
ters ; and I do not think Parliament
should limit their own powers or rights
at ail. If we see fit to make any rule
about our officers we can do so ; but I
do not think we should tie our hands in
this way.

The Committee divided on the amend-
ment which was rejected.

Contents 17 ; non-contents, 22.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 13.

HON. MR. ABBOTT said-Sub-sec-
tion 2 of section 58 of the Civil Service
Act is unnecessary, because the section
which follows it makes provision for ail
the particulars which are required by this
sub-section. I do not understand how
the two ever came to be inserted in the
Act. Sub-section 2 of section 58, which
this clause repeals, provides that the
Secretary of State shall cause to be print-
ed a civil service list, giving the same
information, and something more. The
one covers the other.

The clause was adopted.

HON. MR. McCLELAN, from the
Committee, reported the bill with amend-
ments which were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time
and passed.

HIGH COMMISSIONER
CANADA BILL

FOR

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (136) " An
Act to amend chapter 16 of the Revised
Statutes respecting the High Commis-
sioner for Canada in the United King-
dom."

In the Committee.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Have
return of this staff?

we any

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, I now
lay it on the table. It is not a formai
return ; it is a memorandum that I got
from the Minister.

HON. MR. POWER-Why should
not the clerks of the Department come
under the Civil Service Act ?

HON. MR. MILLER-They do come
under the Civil Service Act, except that
they are not subject to examination.

HON. MR. POWER-I am speaking
of examination. We have appointed a
good many Englishmen and Irishmen to
offices here, and I think we ought to ap-
point Canadians to those offices in
London, and if so I don't see why they
should not pass the regular civil service
examination as well as other clerks.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Although it
might be possible, if we desired to send
a Canadian clerk to England, to require
him to pass his first examination here,
he could not pass the subsequent ex-
aminations. It would be too expensive
to bring him back for the purpose. We
thought it better to dispense with that
than to incur the expense of bringing
these clerks back to Canada to pass
their examinations.

HON. MR. MILLER-I take it for
granted that these four third-class clerks
are aul Englishmen.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I could not
tell. I know the chief clerk is engaged
here.

HON. MR MILLER-I do not think
there is any danger that the High Com-
missioner would select men not qualified
for the position.

HON. MR. POWER-If my hon.
friend has the same confidence in the
other Ministers that he has in the
Finance Minister, why have this civil
service examination at ail ?
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HON. MR. MILLER-In England
the same pressure would not be brought
on the High Cornmissioner for the ap-
pointment of these subordiate officers
that there would be in this country.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-All the rest of
the Civil Service Act applies to them.
It is only the examination that they are
exempted from.

HON. MR. POIRIER, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.

The Bill was read the third time and
passed.

ELECTORAL FRANCHISE BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the
second read of bill (117) "An Act fur-
ther to amend the Revised Statutes,
chapter five, respecting the Electoral
Franchise."

He said-This bill simply extends the
existing lists for another year.

HON. MR. SCOTT-All the other
clauses are dropped ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, everything
else is dropped.

HON. MR. POWER-This is the third
year that we have passed a bill of this
kind, and I think that is a circumstance
that calls for unfavorable notice. Up to
the year 1885 we were not troubled with
bills of this kind at all. In those days we
did as they do in the United States, we
allowed each province to settle the fran-
chise for the electors in that province.
In 1885 we took the duty of mak-
ing up the electoral lists away from the
Provinces where the work had generally
been done by municipal officers without
any expense to Canada, and we under-
took to hand it over to officers to be
selected by the Government. In addi-
tion to the other objections that were
made to this measure at the time it was
passing, there was the objection that it
would be a very expensive measure;
that the expense of making up the elec-

toral lists would be a serious charge on the
publictreasury. Thatobjection was made
light of. Now, three years have gone
by, and the Government anxious to show
how perfectly right the Opposition were
that this was a Bill that should not be
passed, declining to bring the machinery
of the Act into force on the ground that
it would involve great expense tQ the
country. It is true that the course of
the Government saves expense to the
country, but it disfranchises a large num-
ber of people who are entitled to vote,
and if an election were to take place be-
tween now and next session one-fifth of
the people who are entitled to vote would
be disfranchised. This is most ob-
jectionable ; and the Government
have practically admitted that they made
a mistake; and the more manly way
would be to repeal the Act of 1885 and
leave the franchise where it ought to be,
with the provinces, instead of bringing in
this amendment. Since the Act passed
in 1885, manhood suffrage has become
the law in Ontario, as it was previously
the law in British Columbia and Prince
Edward Islard. If the people of Quebec
and the two Lower Provinces wish to re-
tain a more limited franchise, I do not
see why this Parliament should interfere
with them ; but the probabilities are that
in Nova Scotia, they will, at a very early
day, widen their franchise beyond what
it is at present. This Bill is the best
evidence we could have that the Govern-
ment were completely mistaken in their
Electoral Franchise Act ; and, although
I am not anxious that the expense of re-
vising the lists should be incurred, I
think it is altogether wrong to pass such
a measure as this. There is certainly no
English colony or province in the world
where the people are obliged to go to
the poils to-day on lists that are three
years old, and I think the Government
have reason to be ashamed of the pres-
ent condition of things.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I con-
cur in the remarks of the hon. gentleman
from Halifax. I remember quite well
that on an occasion when a leader of
this House, who is Lieutenant Gov-
ernor of Ontaiio now, moved a Bill
similar to the one which is now before
the Committee, strong objections were
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taken to it by several Liberal gentlemen
on this side of the House. I for one
protested against this sort of thing and
I showed very good grounds for say-
ing that it was the duty of every country
to jealously guard its liberties, not so
much in great things as in small, because
the liberties of countries are not attacked
in those days in that way. It is in
small things first. If the Government,
by neglecting the electoral lists, can
secure a majority to retain themselves
in place, it is clear that the country is
not in full enjoyment of the liberties
that it ought to have. The plea of
expense was orignally and strongly
urged in this House and in the other
House in connection with these elec-
toral lists-that it was unnecessarily large,
and I pointed to the system which
prevailed in Great Britain from the time
of the Reform Bill in 1852, and
which had continued up to the time I
referred to-1885. That principle had
existed in England for a great number of
years; it was cheap, and gave general
satisfaction. The names of the voters
in the parish were attached to the par-
ish church gate at a certain season of the
year, and any one who claimed the right
to vote on payment of a shilling could
get his name placed on the list; after
certain delay the lists were revised by
gentlemen of certain standing at the bar,
not appointed by the Government of the
day but by the Chief Justices of Assize,
men not likely to be influenced by politi-
cal opinion. If that is not so, why have
we removed the election trials here from
Parliament to the courts of justice ? I
recollect perfectly well that when it be-
came necessary to move again in the
same manner, I said then that we should
likely find the Government doing the
same thing this session, and there is
nothing now to prevent the Governmeni
from doing the same thing next session
if they think they can command a ma
jority in Parliament. I hold that this
is a dangerous and insidious attack upor
the liberties of the electors.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon
gentleman from Halifax first complain!
of the expense of making those lists. and
now he complains that the expense wa:
not incurred last year.

HoN. MR. POWER-We have only
the lists of 1885.

HON. Mp. KAULBACH-Hecomplain-
ed of theexpense beingcontinued of mak-
ing up those lists annually, and now com-
plains of not incurring the expense that
he formerly objected to.

HON. MR. POWER-The hen. gen-
tleman should not misrepresent me.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I admit
that the franchise at present is very com-
plicated and the making up of the lists
expensive ; and I hope that by the delay
of another year the Government may
see their way to bring in a more simple
franchise. I cannot agree with the
hon. gentleman from Halifax that we
should go back to a more limited fran-
chise than we have at present. He
would take us back to the
limited franchise of Nova Scotia. I am
not in favor of that. I am in favor of
extending and simplfying the franchise as
much as possible. At the same time I
think we should have but one franchise
for each province. It seems to me to be
unreasonable that members of Parlia-
ment should be elected in one province
by voters who are required to have a
property qualification, while those from
a neighboring province should be re-
turned under a manhood suffrage system.
We might as well claim here the right to
fix the franchise for the provinces, as
that the provinces should make it up for
the Dominion.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Whatever fran-
chise we adopt, it is quite clear that an
election held on lists four years old
would be on the assessment of 1884.
One hon. gentleman said it would make
a difference of one-fifth in the vote.
I do not hesitate to say it would make
that difference, and probably more.
There is an element that seems to be

t forgotten: there are lots of men who
voted this year in elections who had not
the most distant right to vote. They had
sold their property and had left the coun-
ties in which they resided when the lists

1 were made up. We know that in some
s districts of Canada property does not

change hands very rapidly, but in some
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sections of Ontario property changes
hands very rapidly, and one would be
disposed to take up the lists and examine
them to see the changes that have taken
place between the vote that ought to be
put on and the vote that ought to be
struck off. Many persons voted at the
last election here who properly had no
vote at all, but they were on the list and
you could not challenge them, although
it was well known that they had no pro-
perty at all in the constituency.

HoN. MR. MAcCALLUM - The
House of Commons is directly interested
in this matter : we are not. I say that a
man who is a candidate for the House
of Commnons has, under the present
system, expense enough to incur in look-
ingafter the voters' lists without requiring
to do it every year, and I cannot see
what great harm there is, or where the
wrong exists, in not having the lists
revised annually except in the unfortu-
nate event of a death of some of the
members and the ordering of a new
election in a constituency. Of course,
in a by-election you appeal to the same
constituency as you had at the election
before, but in case of a general election,
of course it would be very unfair
and it would do a great deal of in-
justice, to use the old lists. I can see
no harm in extending these lists for
another year. We have always had ex-
pense in connection with the prepareing
of the lists and of course if the local
legislatures, or the municipal councils
prepared the list, they had to pay for it.
We have saved the expense of revising
the lists the last three years, and we will
save it again by extending the
period for another year. Before
next session the Government may see
their way clear to extend the franchise,
and not have a fancy fianchise for every
part of the Dominion. It should be
uniform. This franchise has only been
on trial. We have had only one election
on it, and we ought to give it time to see
how it will work In the Province of On-
tario the present Government have re-
sisted manhood suffrage against all the
pressure that could be brought to bear
against them by the Opposition ; they
have only adopted it within the last year.
Of course we had manhood suffrage in

HON. MR. SCOTT.

British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island, but now I hope, before the next
general election, manhood suffrage will
be adopted all over the Dominion. I
do not think one man should stand in
Parliament elected on a property quali-
6cation, while his neighbor should be
elected by manhood suffrage.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I fear that my
hon. friends who spoke against this Bill
cannot have, in their own opinion, a very
good argument against it, because they
have greatly over-stated the facts of the
case-unintentionally I am sure. The
hon. gentleman from Halifax said that
this revising of the lists bas been put off
three times. The hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, to use a slang phrase, went one
or two better, because he said it had
been put off four or five times.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I beg the hon.
gentleman's pardon ; what I said was that
the lists were made up in 1885, and then
it would be on the assessment uf 1884,
and of course, this would be four years
from 1884.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman said that the making of the lists
had been put off three or four or five
years. As far as I can understand, by
the statutes, the making of these lists has
been put off only once.

HON. MR. MILLER-Last year was
the only year.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Yes, by the
Act of 1887, and this will be the second
time. The Franchise Act was passed
very late in 1885. No lists were com-
pleted that year, and in the spring of
1886, when the next session took place,
several amendments were made to the
Act, and it certainly was not until that
Bill had been passed that the first voters'
lists were made up. They should have
been revised in 1887, probably, but it
was a late period when they were made,
and it was thought better to put them
off another year.

HON. MR. DICKEY-And the elec-
tion was over.
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HON. MR. ABBOTT-That was a
very good reason. It was thought best
to put them over for a year, and they
were put over in 1887. Now the Gov-
ernment have shown their good faith in
the matter. They brought in a bill
early in the session to make material
amendments in the Franchise Act, and
if it had not been for the long debates
that sprung up on two or three subjects,
that bill would have been passed and
there would have been an alteration in
the franchise and new voters' lists
would have to b2 made. Unless
hon. gentlemen are prepared to
stay here for another three or four weeks,
as there would be no doubt a very long
debate on a new franchise bill, it could
not be passed until late in the season,
and it was thought better to drop it
rather than to keep the House sitting
through the summer. The bill was
brought down early, and were it not for
those long debates, it would undoubtedly
have been passed before now, and we
should have new voters lists under the
new act, and should only have lost one
year. So that it does not appear to be
a very heinous offence on the part of
the government not to have new lists
nade up this year, when lists

completely new would have to be made,
if a new franchise Act were to be passed.
There is no new election pending and
there is no exigency that requires new
lists. There may be some by-elections,
but I think, on comparing the merits and
demerits of this Bill, the Government
,have been wise in postponing the making
of the list until the new franchise Act is
passed.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time at length
at the table.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT moved that rule
43 be dispensed with, in so far as it re-
lates to this Bill, and that the Bill be
read the third time.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

PATENTS OF INVENTION BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR.ABBOTT moved the second

reading of Bill (38), "An Act to amend
the Act respecting Patents of Invention."

He said-The business of the Patent
Office, which forms a branch of the De-
partment of Agriculture and Statistics,
has increased so materially, that it is ne-
cessary there should be a deputy head
in charge of it, specially ; and the object
of this Bill is to authorize the appointing
of a deputy head. The expense of the
Department is no burden upon the
country. The number of patents taken
out has increased enormously, and is
now very large-and the revenue derived
from them by the Patent Office is some
$56,ooo, as against $5o,ooo expenses.

HON. MR. POWER-And this Bill is
to bring the expenses up to.the revenue ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No. It is to
facilitate the business of the office with-
out increasing the expense, and thereby
render it more efficient.

HON. MR. POWER-The explanation
given by the leader of the House was
very brief and very clear, but I do not
think it was very fair. It is generally
understood that there is another reason
which weighed more with the Govern-
ment than the one which the hon. gent-
tieman gave us. He has told us that the
fees of the office have very much in-
creased of late, and that the income is
some what larger than the expenditure,
and that these were the two reasons for
having a deputy head put over this
department. In the first place I think
the multiplication of deputy heads in
the departments is an objectionable
feature. A deputy head is practically an
irresponsible minister, and the fewer of
those gentlemen we have, as long as we
are able to do the public business without
them, the better. The business of this
office was done for a great many years by
a chief clerk, and, I think if the Govern-
ment continue to call Mr. Pope
chief clerk instead of deputy head
it would answer the purpose just
as well. The reason for the introduc-
tion of this Bill is not the reason tFe
hon. gentleman gave. The reason is,
that a gentleman who was very gener-
ally spoken of a year ago, at the time of
last election, a gentleman who acquired
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quite a reputation from one end of the
Dominion to the other such as rarely
falls to the lot of an unobtrusive officer
like the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
has been removed from the office in
which he so distinguished himself to the
Patent Office-the gentleman who had
been in the patent office before for so
many years and performed the duties of
it satisfactorily never found it necessary
to be appointed a deputy head ; but
this gentleman is to have an increase in
salary and increase in dignity after being
in office one year. It is perfectly clear
to anyone who understands the motives
which operate with a Government such
as this, that this Bill is simply in
tended to enable them to reward an of-
ficer who did work which may have been
of some advantage to the Government,
but which was certainly no credit to him-
self.

HON.MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
gives what I think are rather weak reasons
against the appointment of the deputy
head, and the strong ones-what he con-
siders are his strongest ones-are simply
imputing a motive to the Government of
which I am unconscious myself, and that
is not] surprising as I do not take much
interest in the ordinary working of the
Government. But the reports made to
the government are certainly that this
gentleman is a most efficient officer. As
to the character of this officia], from what
I hear of him, he is one of the best
officers the government have, a lawyer
by training and peculiarly fitted for the
position conferred upon him. As my
hon. friend is bound to have no confi-
dence in the Government,I assume exact-
ly the opposite position and have confi-
dence in the Government, and I believe
the reasons that are given for this ap-
pointment are well founded on fact. My
hon. friend and I must agree to differ on
this occasion as to tl-e motives for
this bill, and with regard to the
bill itself I do not think my
hon. friend has made out a case either
against the Government or against the
department. The number of patents
recorded there is yearly increasing, and
it is essential that an officer skilled in
that particular department, with a know-
ledge of law, to deal with the cases con-

HON. MR. POWER.

nected with the department, should have
sole charge and management of it.
With regard to the deputy heads of the
different departments, I think the
country is greatly indebted to them.
The deputy heads in the departments
here are about as efficient and intelli-
gent men as can be found inany depart
ments in the world ; and the efficiency
of the departments depends very largely
on the manner in which the deputy
heads perform their duties.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time at length at
the table.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
43rd rule of the House be suspended in
so far as it relates to these Bills and that
the Bill be read the third time presently.

The motion was agreed to and the
bill was read the third time and passed.

MARITIME COURT OF ONTARIO
BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (40) " An Act to ex-
tend the jurisdiction of the Maritime
Court of Ontario."

He said-This Bill is simply to facili-
tate the sale of vessels or steamships
under mortgage. I exercise the unusual
function of being the representative of
one of the leaders of the Opposition in
the other House in proposing this Bill.
A gentleman there, who has given con-
siderable attention to the subject, intro-
uced a bill, after consultation with the
Minister of Justice, and it was agreed
that the jurisdiction contained in the first
clause of the Bill, should be given to the
Maritime Court in Ontario, in order to
facilitate the sale of vessels under mort-
gage.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time at length
at the table.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
forty-third rule of the House be suspend-
ed in so far as it relates to this bill, and
that the bill be read the third time.
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The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

THE RESOURCES OF THE
GREAT MACKENZIE

BASIN.

AN EXPLANATION

HON. MR. SCHULTZ-I desire to
refer hon. gentlemen to an item of
news copied from the Canadian Gazette
of London into the Montreal Gazette
of Friday the i8th inst. The item in
question I feel is calculated to throw
discredit upon a portion of the evidence
given by the Hon. William Christie, an
Ex Member of the First North West
Council, before the Great Mackenzie
Basin Committee, and to impugn also
the general character of the evidence
received by that Committee. I regret to
have to occupy the attention of
the House so late in the session,
but feel it to be my duty to Mr.
Christie and to the members of the
Committee to do so. The writer
in the Canadian Gazette has, evidently,
been incorrectly informed as to what Mr. i
Christie's evidence upon that particular
point really was, and in justice to Mr.
Christie, I will quote the following tran-
script of the evidence itself :

" Whilst I an talking of the navigation
of the Mackenzie, I would like to make this
observation to the committee: during the
search for Sir John Franklin's lost expedi-
tion, Commander Pullen, of H. M. Ship
" Plover," eailed from honolulu for Behring
Straits and Mackenzie River. He went as
far north as lie possibly could gel with the
" Plover," then with Lieut. Hooper and
some sailors, he took to the boats and coast-
ed along to the outlet of the Mackenzie
river. The party ascended that river with
their boats to Fort Simpson, the same fal-
tracked their boats. The" Plover " returned
to Honolulu that sane season. A private
yacht, the " Nancy Dawsor," kept company
with the boats for some days longer after the

Plover" left then. This wvas a yacht
owned by a private gentleman."

From this it will be seen that Mr. Chris-
tie's evidence agrees alnost entirely with
the views expressed by the writer in the
Canadian Gazette; and had he known
this, doubtless his letter to that paper
would not have appeared.

However, now that it has appeared, I

very much regret it, and must ask per-
mission to read some extracts from, and
make some statements regarding such
high authorities on Arctic navigation as
officers' letters to the Admiralty Reports,
and opinions of scientific gentlemen,
such as Sir Roderick Murchison and
others. They are as follows:-

From the " North West Passage."-Rob-
ert Buish.

Page 330 :-Mr. Martin also reported that
the water is exceedingly shallow off and
about Escholz Bay, and that although the
summer had been a most favorable one in
every respect for a veesel coming through,
yet the depth of water is wanting. This
together with the North East current and
the prevalence of the South West winds
renders the North West Passage decidedly
unattainable.

Page 412:-To the northward of Point
Barrow the sea appeared encumbered with
lofty icebergs, but on the western side there
was a fine open channel, which the Esqui-
maux assured the party extended uninter-
raptedly to the southward. They likewise
informed them that whales were plentiful to
the northward of the Point, and seale were
everywhere sporting among the ice. Ob-
servations were obtained, which determined
the landing place to be in latitude 71°-23'-33"
North, longitude 156°20' West, agreeing
closely with the previous observations of
Mr. Elson on his visit to the place. It was
high water between one and two o'cloôk,
the rise of the tide being fourteen inches
with the flow from the westward. After
bidding adieu to their good humoured and
friendly entertainers, the party set out on
their return and reached the mouth of the
Mackenzie river on the 17th Auguet, and
finally Fort Rowan, from whence they de-
parted on the 4th September, baving thus
successfully completed the survey of sixty
degrees of coast une of the American con-
tinent, which had hitherto remained a blank
on the rnap of the Arctic shores, being a
part of the 160 miles of sea coast which it
mnay be remembered intervened between the
furthet points reached by Captain Frank-
lin in 1825, and that attai'ned bv the master
of H. M. S. "Blosson," wlo was de-
spatched in boats to meet him from Behring
Straits.

Alter much difficulty, arising from the
broad and heavy pack of ice that rested on
the shore, at length reached the Point; and
were rewarded for all their toils and anxie-
ties by the sight of the open sea stretch-
ing away to the southward. On Point Bar-
row, which is a long, low spit, composed of
gravel and coarse sand, which the pressure
of the ice had forced up into numerous
mounds, resembling in appearance huge
boulder rocks, Mr. Simpson and his party
hoisted their flag and with three loud and
hearty cheers took possession in the King's
name.
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Page 408.-The latitude ashore was 70°-
9'-48". From this situation they had the
satisfaction of seeing a range of the Rocky
Mountains to the westward of Romanzoff
chain, and not seen by Sir John Franklin,
though within the limits of his survey ;
Messrs, Dease and Simpson therefore called
it the Franklin range, as a just tribute to
his characier and merits. That evening
they reached Sir John Franklin's returu
reef, where their survey commenced, that
officer having itot no farther. Return Reet
is one of a chain of reefs which run for
twenty miles parallel to thecoast, at the dis-
tance of about half a league, affording suffi-
cient depth of water within for smali craft.
The mainland here is very low. Harrison's
Bay which is about fifty miles in breadth by
about a third of that in depth, extends f rom
Point Beren to Cape Halkett. At the bot-
tom of this bay another picturesque branch
of the Rocky Mountains rears its lofty head,
to which they gave the name of Pelleys'
mountains, in honor of the Governor of the
Hudson's Company. At their base flows
Covill's river, which is two miles wide at its
mouth, and here the traveilers were detained
for a whole day by a violent gale from the
north east. The country, to the foot of the
mountains, appeared to consist of plains
clothed with low grass and moss, affording
pasture for herds of reindeer. Observations
were taken here, which determnined Cape
Halkett to be in latitude 70° 43' North, lon-
gitude 152-14 West, the variation of the com-
pas 43°-8'- 33" East.

The following is from Richardson's Polar

RPage 235.-To the westwards of Bank's
Land, at sorne distance seaward from the
American continent is found the permanent-
ly ice-blocked sea, called by the Eskimos
" the land of the white bear." This gigan-
tic flow we believe to be formed by the con-
tinued eastern set of the deep tidal and oc-
canic currents of the Polar Sea east of Spitz-
bergen and that it is prevented from per-
nanently blocking up the coast line of the

American continent only by the influence of
the rapid tides which enter the Polar Sea
through Behring's Straits.

Page 239.-Barron Wran2ell's description
of the sea ice north of the Kolyma, already
quoted, will apply generally to the ice of the
mnorth of America, but though there are high
hummocks or ridges where currents or
strong winds have pressed the floes and
smaller pieces together, and caused them to
over-ride each other, there are no ice bergs
of any size in the Arctic American Sea,
from the absence of glasiers to furnish them,
either on the continental shore or islands
due north of it. The nearest approach to
an iceberg on the American coast line is a
talus of drift snow formed under a preci-
pitous cliff washed by the sea, which breaks
off by the action of the waves and sun alter
one or more summners. They are few and
comparatively insignificant when contrasted

with the mountain bergs furnished by the
vast glasiers of Greenland and Spizbergen.

Page 240.-Sir Robert M'Clure and Capt.
Collison in the voyages from Behrings
Straits to Bank's Land,obtained information
of the fixed barrier of ice already noticed as
distant from thirty to forty miles from the
continent. It is probable that this ice belt
hangs on to the northern chain of islands.

Page 241.-About the end of September
fresh ice begins to encrust the surface of the
sea, so as to terminate the general naviga-
tion for the season, and the history of the
Arctic enterprise in the earlier pages of this
work, shows that in certain localities, and
in some seasons the ice may be packed by
prevailing winds and currenta so as to ob-
struct the progress ot ships for a whole
summer,or even for several successive years.

Page 128.-Cook's careful examination of
the Am-.erican coast, from the 58th parallel
of latitude northwards proved that there
was no passage below Ice Cape, which was
the limit of his voyage within Behring's
Straits. The Russian surveyor Gwosden
had seen the American side of Behring's
Straits in 1730, and Behring Tehirikow and
De Lisle had rounded the eninsula of
Alaska, and touched in 1771 the mainland
near Mount St Elias, as well as in latitude
53-30. But Cook was the firet who made a
continuons and effective survey of those
coasts. The failure of Phipps in the Spitz-
bergen seas, of Cook by way of Behring
Straits, and of the vessel sent on two suc-
cessive seasons to Davis' Straits to co-oper-
ate with him satisfied the Admiralty of the
day, and for forty years the North West
Passage was unheard of in Government
bureaus.

In 1789 Sir Alexander Mackenzie, a mem-
ber of the North West Fur Co. trading from
Canada, descended the Great River which
bears his nane, and traced it to its termina-
tion in the Arctic Sea, though this traveller
says that he was not supplied with the
necessary book and instructions, and with
much modesty adds that be was deficient in
the sciences of astronomy and navigation,
his survey was in the main highly cred itable
and the postion of Whale Island, his ex-
treme point, in very nearly accurate
after he reached the sea coart, but
the Mackenkie poure ont such volumes of
fresh waters from its varions mouths that
the sea does not become salt till near Garry
Island, which lies about thirty miles out
from the coast of the River delta. The
rising of the tide, was, however, observed.
The latitude of Whale Island was found
to be 691 degrees by meridianal observations
to sun, and its longitude by dead reckoning
135 degrees west. Before leaving the Island
nany Beluges of white whales were seen
whence the name given the island by
Mackenzie.

Page 181.-Before Capt. Kellett made
this discovery lie had despatched Lieut.
Pullen and Mr. Hooper, with two whale
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boats to search the coasts between Point Bar-
row and the Mackpnzie. They were conveved
beyond the point by the Nanry, Dawson Mr.
Shedden's yacht. The voyage to the
Mackenzie was successflully made, whereby
in conjunvction with Sir John Richardson's
and Dr. Ray's boat voyages above men-
tioned, the whole continental coast line
betweén Behring's and Victoria Straits was
examined without any trace of the Erebus
and Terror being tound. After wintering
on the Maikenzie Lieut. Pullen tried, in
1850, to reach Bank's Island but got no
further than Cape Bathurst.

It will be reinembered by those who have
read the interesting narrative of Captain
McClure voyage in the Investigator that
having reached the neighborhood of -Port
Barrow without seeing or hearing anything
of his consort the Enterprise and alter con-
sultation with Commodore Moore, of store-
ship Plover near Port Barrow for the pur-
pose of aiding Sir John Franklin's ship
should be able to reach that point from the
east as was his intention or to afford such
aid to expeditions trying to attain a North
West passage from the west to the east, that
fearing he might not be able to reach open
water if he delayed, it was determined that
he should proceed and in writing to the
Secretary of the Admiralty on the 20th July
1850, he mentions among other matters:

1. " After passing Cape Lisburne, it is my
intention to keep in the open water, which
from the different reports that I have read,
appears about this season of the year, to
make between the American coast and the
main pack as far to the eastward as the
130th meridan, unless a favorable opening
should earlier appear in the ice which would
lead us to infer that I might push more
directly for Banks Land which I think is of
the utmost importance to thoroughly ex-
amine.

They fell in with a boat containing three
Esquimaux who in reply to the queries made
to them, held out the gratifyng promise
of a channel of water being found continu-
ously to the east, and at this season of the
year it would vary from threeà to five miles,
the distance to pack them lay oif point Pitt.
The ice they said never went farther off than
at the present time and at one season (that
is in the winter) there was no water at all
along the coast. They could give no idea
of when the water ceased to exist or when
the winter season mav be said to commence
in this region."

It is almost immediately afterwards inci-
dently observed that " the coast of North
Anerica in this neiglborbood is described
as one vast plain; the soil is a dark blue
clay, without stone or elevation to break
its strange monotony., From the beach the
eve ranges over an immense green flat,
varigated with moss, grass and flowers, and
broken here and there by fine sheets of
fresh water. Large herds of reindeer were
seen by the Investigator and the whole land-

scape was strangely novel to our navigators,
and totally unexpected in the near neigh-
bornood of a sea of eternal ice. The bottom.
of the sea partook of the level nature of the
land, and the soundings were wonderfully
regular, enabling the Investigator to work
along in spite ot flyng inists, by alternately
standing into three fathoms of water and off
to six or seven, where they generally found
the edge of a heavier ice brought up and
aground. Its enormous thickness may be
estimated by considering that to be aground
in seven fathoms of water the floes muet
have ranged from thirty-five to forty feet in
depth ; and this, of course, being the outer
edge ot the pack, was lighter than the reat.
They seem to have advanced eastward along
between the pack of the shore, generally
beating against head winds, of sea smooth,
and on the tenth this changed to a fresh
fair westerly breeze,and the distance widened
between the pack and the shore, and they
endeavored to steer a straight course for
Bank's Land the sea seeming clear before
them. At noon they had sounded 190 fathoms
without obtaining bottom, but shortly after
wards ihey discâvered that it was a trap off
the mouth of the Mackenzie River w here
the open water extended ninety miles away
from their ordinary course.- They had .to
return, and they steered a course outside the
Pelley Islands which lie off the mouth of the
Mackenzie and filty miles distant from the
mainland. A 10 a. m. the ship passed dis-
tinctly athwart the stream, ofthe Macken-
zie overruning the sea-water. The tempera-
ture of the water rose from twenty-eight to
thirty degrees Fahrenheit. The current is
as muddy as the Thames at Woolwich and
its taste only slightly brackish. I* was dur-
ing this digression from a straight eastward
course that Captain McClure missed seeing
the boat's crew of Commander Pullen, who
passed him on a return homeward from a
visit to Cape Bathurat. That officer
havin left the storeship " Plover"
the year before skirted the North
American coast and descended the
the Mackenzie to Fort Simpson, where in
the spring he fitted his boats for an advance
eastward of the Mackenzie along the coast,
but the eastermoet point reached by him was
Cape Bathurst. After passing the Pelly
Islands whales were seen in considerable
numbers; and unwilling and wishing to
communicate with England before finally
entering the pack which he expected to meet
beyond Cape Bathurst he landed with a
letter and endeavored to induce the Esqui-
maux to take it to one of the Hudson's Bay
Forts upon the Mackenzie for transmission
to England. They did not seem willing to
accept the commission, and when asked (see
page 88) why they did not trade with the
white men up the big river, the reply was
that they had given the Indians water which
had killed a great many of them and made
others foolish and they did not want any
more of it. After passing Cape Bathurst
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and near the mouth of Horton River they
discovered a smoking cliff at the bottom of
Franklin Bay (page 101) " The fires proved
to be volcanie, and issued in smoke strongly
impregnated with suiphur from fifteen differ-
ent cone-like apertures resembling lime-
kilns. Dr. Arnwstrong collected a considey-
able quantity of specimens of earths and
minerals, in which the place was rich. The
general appearance of the land was flat,
though rising in places to an elevation of
300 feet to 500 feet, and intersected with
ravines, exhibiting clay. The volcanoes
were about fifty feet above water, and situ-
ated on an old landslip, not unlike the under-
cliff of the Isle of Wight; sone pools of
water near these concanic cones were strong-
ly impregnated with copperas; and alto.
gether the testimony of our voyagers would
Iead to suppose that the subterranean fires
at this spot have a different origin to those
fonnd existing here and there, in about the
66th parallel of north latitude, or the western
side of the Rocky Mountains, where such
fires are generally imputed to the substratum
of coal having caught fire by spontaneous
combustion.

In a letter from Lady Franklin to the
Admiralty regarding the advisability of the
continuance of the search for her husband
by way of Bearing's Straits are these
remarks: " Regretting deeply that you
have, as I learn, come to a decision averse
to the immediate starting of a vessel by the
eastern route since I fully recognize the
possibility of following my husband's track
on that aide down Peel Channel, I may yet
be permitted to express the opinion I have
long entertained, confirmed as it is by that
of your late eminent hydrographer, Sir
Francis Beaufort, and by that of Capts.
Collison and McGuire that the route of
Behring's Straits though longer in distance
is of surer and safer accom plishment than
that a vessel despatched this autumn to
Behring's Straits would probably arrive at
the spot to be searched in a shorter time
than by the other. Capt. Collison whose
experience is the highest that can be ad-
duced on this point, has no doubt that he
could even carry such a heavy sailing ship
as the Enterprise without the aid of steam,
in one season only, to the very locality
where the remains of the Erebus and
Terror are probably now lying, ami where
it is at least certain that tLe £squimaux
hold the secret of their fate, and of the
pillage they have acquired from the
catastrophe."

In a memorial from Sir Roderick Murchi-
son upon the same subject he speaks thus:
(P. 394) " In respect to one of these courses,
or that by Behring's Straits, along the
coast of North America we know that a
single sailing vessel passed to Cambridge
Bay within 150 miles of the mouth of the
Black River, and returned home unacathed,
its commander having expressed bis con-
viction that the passage in question is so

constantly open that ahips can navigate it
without difficulty in one season."

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES RE-
PRESENTATION BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. A BBOTT moved the
second reading of bill (125) " An Act to
amend the North-West Territories Re-
presefitation Act."

He said-This is a Bill to make cer-
tain provisions necessary to enable elec-
tions to be held on the same day in the
North-West Territories, as in any of the
Provinces of the Dominion. It is con-
posed of four clauses which provide the
way in which the election is to be pro-
ceeded with, the delays and so on, regu-
lating and assimilating in a great degree,
as far as practicable, the practice in the
older provinces.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on the Bill.

In the Committee

HoN. MR. POWER said :-Why is
the time of the proclamation shortened ?
It occurs to me that a proclamation has
to be issued within fifteen days in the
older provinces : why do you shorten
it from fifteen days to eight ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-It gives seven
days more time for the proclamation
to be posted up.

HoN. MR. POWER-It does not
give the voters much notice.

The clause was adopted.

HoN. MR. POWER-I should like
to call attention to the fact that the
Governor General appoints the enu-
merators who make up the list.
They are not bound to take any sort
of authority for the list. There
is no assessment-roll to govern them.
The Governor-General appoints the men
who shall name the electors. That is
the existing law, and it is continued.
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Under these circumstances, the people
who are named as Government officers
practically elect the supporters of the
Government, and I presume that that
will continue as long as that system of
appointing enumerators lasts.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There is prac-
tically universal suffrage, and there can
be no selection such as the hon. gentle-
man describes.

HON. MR. POWER-The Governor-
General appoints the enumerators, and
they make out the lists.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-But there is
another clause which describes who the
electors are. It is almost manhood suff-
rage.

HoN. MR. POWER-Every elector
niust have his name on the list, and if
these officers do not put the name on
the list, he cannot vote.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman seems to have no confidence in
anyone.

HON. MR. POWER-I may have had
a good deal of confidence, but it has re-
ceived severe shocks.

The clause was adopted.

HON MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 9:40 p. M

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Monday May 21st, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at
three o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MIDDLETON DIVORCE
BILL.

POSTPONED.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Select
Committee on Divorce, to whom was
referred Bill (K) "An Act for the relief
of William Henry Middleton," presented
their report.

He said-I might explain that, in
deference to some suggestions that were
made the other day by the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond, the report of the
Divorce Committee on the subject of this
bill was referred back by motion to the
Committee for reconsideration. The
original report proposed to suspend the
proceedings and continue the proceed-
ings from the point at which they have
now arrived until next session, so that
the consideration of the Bill - will
be commenced from the point at
which it is dropped this session
but the new report simply asks the
House to recommend the proceedings
that have already been taken, in the way
of notice, to the favorable consideration
of any Committee to which this Bill may
be referred next session. A new petition
will have to be presented ; a new bill
passed through two stages, until it comes
to the Committee; and the recommenda-
tion is simply confined to the question
of notice given for the consideration of
this Bill, as to the sufficiency of which
a Committee of this House have been
satisfied during the present session
There is a recommendation, that in case
they consider favorably a future applica-
tion, that further notice should be dis-
pensed with. I have taken some pains
to ascertain the effect of this, by showng
this report to the leader of the House,
and to my hon. friends. I did so, as this
would be a precedent, in order to secure
perfect unanimity; and as it met with no
objection whatever at this late period of
the session, I beg to move that the re-
port be now adopted.

The motion was agreed to on a divi
sion
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RESOURCES OF
MACKENZIE

THE GREAT
BASIN.

REPORT A1oOPTED.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ presented the
seventh report of the select committee
appointed to enquire into the resources
of the Great Mackenzie Basin.

The report was received.

HON. MR. SCHULTZ moved that the
report be taken into consideration pre-
sently.

HoN. MR. ALMON-I wish to know
if the other witnesses who were before
the conmittee are to be paid likewise ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD (B.C)-
No. Bishop Clut is the only one.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-When this
Committee was appointed there was a
sort of informal understanding that the
witnesses who would be summoned be-
fore the Committee were not to be paid,
but I understand from the members of
the Committee that this gentleman
has given very valuable evidence indeed,
probably such evidence as no other per-
son could have given, as he is familiar
with a part of the territory that very few
others ever traversed, and it is repre-
sented that it would be a judicious and
proper thing to do to make some allow-
ance to him for his expenses. He re-
mained over in Montreal four or five
days to prepare his answers and took a
great deal of trouble and spent a good
deal of time over it. Therefore I am
not disposed to oppose the report of the
Committee in respect to BishopClut.

The report was adopted.

THE GUIMOND AFFAIR.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-Will the
hon. gentleman inform me when I nay
expect that a return to the Address which
I moved for some time ago respecting
the Guimond affair will be brought
down ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I have not re-

ceived it yet, but I will send over to the:
ceived it yet, but I will send over to theý
office and see if it is ready.

THE RAILWAY BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the
House of Commons with Bill (24) " An
Act respecting railways."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-With regard
to this Bill, and one or two others which
we shail receive this afternoon, I propose,
with the assent of the House, to go on
with them, taking the different stages
without any interval between them.
The Railway Act is really not altered
in principle, and there are not so
many details of alterations as
I was led to believe there had been, but
I shall be prepared with information
when it comes up as to every clause,
whether it be a new one altogether, or
partially new, or adopted from the old
Act, and in that way perhaps the House
will be satisfied to take it up and go
through it clause by clause with the
House in Committee, and allow me to-
proceed to reach the stage without inter-
ruption. I move that the Bill be now
read the second time

HON. MR. McCALLUM-This is a
very important bill and I am sorry that
it was not brought down earlier in the
session. The public in the section of
the country from which I come are
deeply interested in this legislation. The
railways of the country are put under
the control of the Dominion, and conse-
quently the Drainage Act of the Provin-
ce of Ontario does not apply to them.
It has been a great hardship in the
part of the country from which I come :
in parts of Ontariô where there is wet
land and the people undertake to drain
it, they come to a stop when they reach a
railway. There is no power to enable
them to cross therailway track. This Bill
provides that an appeal may be taken
to the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council, but it is a great hardship to the
farming community to be obliged to
come before the Railway Conimittee here
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for permission to construct their drains.
There should be an amendment to this
Bill to have the difficulties settled by ar-
bitration on the spot and at the time. I
do not want the railway companies to
pay more than their fair share of the ex-
pense of drainage, but as a representative
of the people in this House, I am strong-
ly opposed to the railways of this coun-
try controlling the people, as I consider
they are permitted to do by this Bill.
All the interests of the railway com-
panies are protected, while those of the
people are overlooked. Now, what am
I to do ? If this Bill had been brought
down earlier in the sessioa, I would have
fought it every inch until I got what I
wanted, but now I am placed in this
awkward position, that if I do that
which, as a representative of the people,
I should do-oppose this Bill until the
Government consent to amend it-we
will be kept here until the end of the
week. I want a promise from the Gov-
ernment that this matter will be put
right next year. I have no fault to find
with the head of the Government in this
House : I know that he has tried to have
this matter put straight, and if he says
he will have the amendment made next
session, I will waive my right.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-We may
well congratulate ourselves that we have
,in this Chamber one or two gentlemen
who were members of the House of
Commons, who served on the Railway
Committees there and have had large
experience of public affairs. I quite agree
with the remarks which have fallen
from the hon. gentleman who has just
taken his seat. It is extraordinary that
the Government should bring for our
consideration a bill of such importance
to every farmer of the country-a general
Railway Act which will require all the
experience of hon. members, such as
my hon. friend from Welland, to point
out to the Government where the
Railway Act has been defective.
The Premier in bringing a bill of
this extent and importance before
the Senate, when it is utterly im-
possible for us to consider it, is showing
a total want of respect for this House-
just like the Government appointing men
with dreadful records-men who may

appear in criminal courts-to prominent
positions. There is no reason why they
should do so ; the first Minister of the
Crown is a popular man ; he is beloved
by the people and has both Houses of
parliament at his back : we all follow
him. Why does he appoint to high
positions men who might be brought be-
fore the criminal courts charged with
crime? I do not mean to oppose this
bill, because I have unbounded confi-
dence in the leader of the House. I
feel that the appointment of the hon.
member is a guarantee to us that what-
ever is presented he will take the respon-
sibility of it. I always surrender my
judgment to his, because he is a man of
wealth and independence and one of the
most prominent menibers of his profes-
sion. I surrender my own judg-
ment entirely to his, and I desire to
offer no opposition to him. We have
his distinguished colleague, a gentleman
of great Parliamentary experience and a
gentleman so well calculated to deal with
an important bill of this sort-we have
also the guarantee of his presence as a
Minister of the Crown, that everything
will be right. I do not propose to offer
any opposition to the bill.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Does my
hon. friend say that the public business
will greatly suffer if this bill lies over
until next session? -

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do not un-
derstand hat therei% any question that the
bill will be allowed to stand over until
next session. I understand that the
question is that the bill shall be referred
to a Committee of the Whole House
and if there is anything wrong with it
that we shall have time to put it right.
I sympathise a great deal with the hon,
gentleman from Monck in his objecticn
to the delay in sending important bills
to this House. In this instance the
Government are not to blame for
it. The bill was brought into the
Lower House more than six weeks ago;
I have had it on my table for a long
time-the Bill was introduced in the
other House. It has been postponed by
long debates and discussions which took'
place on subjects which had little or noth-
ing to do with legislation. That has been
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the cause 'of its delay, that and its
apparently formidable character. It is
so long, I suppose, that in the intervals
between political discussions they pre-
ferred to take up shorter bills rather than
bills of this length. There is this to be
said, however, it is rather a codification
than a new bill. There is little new in
it except two or three clauses put in by
the other House. With reference to the
special clause to which the hon. gentle-
man referred, that is one he spoke to me
about early in the session. I thought
that his suggestion, that there should be
some means for carrying drainage across
railway tracks, was reasonable, and I
took the trouble to go over the
subject with my hon. friend and
to see in what form some such
clausê could be put in the Bill
that would be fair and reasonable. 1
mentioned it also, and it was brought up
in the other House and discussed there
at considerable length, and the clause
which we now have was there agreed to.
It was not introduced in its present form
but suggested on the floor of the House
after discussion. There is just this dis-
tinction between the clause which my
hon. friend objects to and the one which
he thought would answer the purpose,
and it is, no doubt, an important differ-
ence: If a municipality has decided
upon a system of drainage which would
cross a railway, it should have a right to
have the drain made, and the question
how the work should be paid for was to
be settled, according to the view of my
hon. friend, by arbitration. The clause
which is put in the Bill is to the effect
that the municipality may express a de-
sire to cross a railway, and the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council shall
decide in what proportions the munici-
pality and the railway are benefited and
in what proportions they shall pay the
cost. The main question is whether this
proportion shall be determined by the
Railway Committee of the Privy Council
or by arbitration.

HoN. MR. MACCALLUM-It is an
important distinction.
' HoN. MR. ABBOTT-There are
many cases where it would be quite pro-
per that the Railway Committee should

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

decide it, because it might be a trench
on an extensive scale which would carry
a large body of water on the railway and
becume dangerous to travel. There are
other instances where I think local arbi-
tration might be far more satisfactory.
I do not know 'how far we could make
that clause this session. I do not un-
dertake to say that it will be dor e next
year. When I undertake to say a thing
will be done, I mean that it shall be per-
formed. I cannot undertake that it will
be done next session in the form that my
hon. friend desires, but if he will allow
it to stand untill after recess to-day I will
be able to tellhim before the Bill is passed
whether such an amendment as he sug-
gests, shall be introduced next year. As
that is really the only point in which my
hon. friend observes anything requiring
this criticism, I hope he will allow this
bill to be read the second time now.

HON. MR. MACCALLUM-I suppose
I shall have to accede to the hon, gentle-
man's request; but the thing will be
over then, so far as exercising my rights
is concerned. However, I cannot help
it. This bill provides that the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council may ap-
point somebody to settle this matter.
What I complain of is this: that you put
people to the trouble of procuring evi-
dence, and taking the matter before the
Railway Committee, for every ditch they
may have to dig through a railway; and
there are several municipalities where this
will be necessary. I know several town-
ships in this country where the land is
worth very little, and they assess them-
selves three and four dollars an acre to
drain their lands and when they get as far
as a railway they are stopped and not al-
lowed to go through because they have
no power to compel the railway to permit
the trench to be carried further. I appeal
to my hon. friend at the head of the
Government that it is his duty, rather
than mine, to see that this grievance is
removed. After the explanation he has
given, I look to him and hold him re-
sponsible before the people of this coun-
try to provide the necessary legislation.
I do not want to bring upon myself
the ill-will of this House by opposing
this legislation and prolonging the session.
Therefore, I shall depend on the leader
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of the Government to see, if it is not in-
trcduced in this bill, that it is done next
year. I do not say that the bill as it
stands makes the matter any worse than
it was before : in fact, it makes it a little
better than it was when the bill was in-
troduced. I am satisfied that there is a
good deal of difference between
it now, since we have taken
control of the Railways of the
country, and before. While it was under
the control of the local Government, the
Drainage Act applied, and they could
compel the Railways to do what was
right and reasonable. That is all we
want the Railways to do, and the in-
terests of the people are as important as
the interests of the Railways and the
.people should not be tyrannized over by
any Railway Company.

HoN. MR. POWER-The proper
course to take is the one first indicated
?by the leader of the House, wien he
said there was time to make any desir-
able amendments in the bill. The hon.
member from Monck was, apparently,
under the impression that this question
of drainage did not arise anywhere
except in Ontario.

HON. MR. MAcCALLUM- I did
not say ao. I know that they want
drains in every part of the country.

HON. MR. POWER - The hon.
gentleman's remarks are directed to
Ontario. Although we are told that the
clause of the Bill provides a means by
which drainage can be effected, still that
is in a great many cases a practical
denial of the right to drain altogether.
For instance in Nova Scotia, the people
of the country must come up here to
Ottawa and appear before the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council for the
purpose of having a railway company
compelled to allow them to make a drain
through the road, and I do not see why
the railway should be placed in any
different position from any other pro-
perty. If the local laws make provision
for drainage we should provide in this
Bill such machinery as may be necessary
to compel the railway companies
to corne under the local law with
respect to drainage. I think that
is reasonable and proper. We give these

railway companies great privileges
and we should not give the privileges
which they enjoy at the expense of the
people of the country through which they
pass. A railway is a benefit to a district
as a rule, but if that railway is allowed to
become a sort of dam to the trenches
along its course, it becomes an injury to
a very considerable extent. The hon.
gentleman who leads the Government
here is, probably, as skilful a man as
there is in the whole of Canada in the
matter of drafting bills and amendments
to bills, and I have no doubt, if he takes
the pains, he will be able to produce at
the next meeting of the House an amend-
ment which will meet the views of the
hon. gentleman from Monck, andI think
that is the proper course to take. The
hon. gentleman has told us that he can-
not make any promise as to next year :
if the law is not what it ought to be, our
duty here, as members of parliament, is
to make the amendments which we
think desirable, and to put the responsi.
bility of rejecting them on the othe
House, and I hope that course wil r
adopted in this instance be

HON. MR. ABBOTT -My hon. friend
assumes that the amendment of the hon.
member from Monck is one which this
House must immediately adopt. I do
not know that we can admit that altogeth-
er. I have an idea that this 14 th clause
makes the regulations in regard to these
drains more stringent than they ought to
be in a great many cases ; on the other
hand, it inay be a good rule in some
other cases. How far we can apply that,
so as to make a distinction between the
two classes of drains, is not a very easy
subject to be considered. By the time
the House meets next session, I shall be
able, after a consultation with my col-
leagues, to say what shall be done with
regard to clause 14 and I hope my hon.
friend will not put too much responsi-
bility on me unless he confers upon me
the position which he attributes to me,
of being leader of the Government, which
I have not the honor to be. I move that
the 41st rule be suspended, in so far as
relates to this Bill, and that it be now
read the second time.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.
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HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
House resolve itself into a Committee of
the Whole on the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.

In the Committee,

On the first clause,

HON. MR. POWER-In order to avoid
any confusion would in not be better to
state this to be the Act of the year 1888 ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-There can be
no confusion, as the other Act is repeal-
ed and disappears entirely.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, from the
Committee, reported that they had made
some progress and asked leave to sit
again this afternoon.

The report was received and adopted.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES BILL.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

A message was received from the
House of Commons with Bill (140) "An
Act to authorize the granting of subsidies
in aid of the construction of the lines
of railway therein mentioned."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the
rules be suspended in so far as they re-
late to this Bill, and that the Bill be now
read the second time.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

THE SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that
when this House adjourns at 6 o'clock
it do stand adjourned until 8 o'clock
this evening, and from and after 8 o clock
shall be considered a separate sitting.

The motion was agreed to.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was read from the House
of Commons with

Bill ( ) "An Act to amend the
Revised Statutes of Canada, chap. 50,
respecting the North-West Territories."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
41st rule of this House be suspended in
so far as it relates to this Bill and -that
the Bill be now read the second time.

He said: This Bill is for the purposes
of establishing a small legislative assem-
bly, of larger numbers than the present
North West Council, to be elected by
the people, and to make provision with
respect to those people, the qualifica-
tion of voters and the provision for
three expert members of the Council
who shall direct and assist thern in legis-
lation, but who shall not have the power
of voting.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
It does not erect those territories into
provinces ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No, not yet.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It does
not give them responsible government ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-Not yet.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved that the
House resolve itself into a Committee of
the Whole on the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.

In the Committee.

On the i8th clause.

HON. MR. POWER said: I have a
sort of indistinct recollection that in the
other Chamber there was some discussion
as to the adoption of the License Law in
the North-West Territories-that it would
be an improvement. I do not know
whether it would or not ; but would it
not be well to make some provision in
this Bill that if they saw fit to do so, the
Legislature could adopt a license law in-
stead of the prohibitory law.
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HON. MR. ABBOTT-I presume,
without studying the question, that they
will have the right to make what laws
they please ?

HON. MR. POWER-No, they cannot
do anything to over-ride our legislation
here, and our legislation provides prohi-
bition.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-That subject
does not appear to be dealt with by this
law, but I do not know that there is any
complaint of the absense of a license
Bill. This prohibition seems to be an
important factor in the progress of these
North-West Territories, in preserving
the peace and preventing crime.

The clause was adopted.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Com'
mittee, reported the Bill with an amend-
ment, which was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

PRINTING OF RETURNS.

HON. MR. ABBOTT brought down a
return to an address for further correspon-
dence in relation to the St. Vincent de
Paul Penitentiary.

HON. MR. BLLLEROSE-As the
printing Committee will not meet again
this session, I beg to move that the
Address be printed for distribution.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I do not know
how far this agrees wtth the ordinary
practice of the House. This return to-day
is simply a long letter from my hon.
friend, but I presume the other one was
before the House in time to be taken
cognizance of by the Printing Committee.
I think my hon. friend had better give
me a little time to consider it and I wil
mention the matter at the next sitting oi
the House.

HON. MR. VIDAL-In the absence
of the Chairman of the Committee,I may
say that at our last meeting it was un
derstood that some more document
would be coming in, and power was left
with the Chairman to decide as to wha

was desirable should be printed or put
on the sessional papers or not, and I
presume the motion of my hon. friend is
to give the Chairman of the Committee
an opportunity of judging this matter.

HON. MR. ABBOTT- Could there
not be a meeting of the Printing Com-
mittee to-morrow morning ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-Possibly there
might be.

HON. MR. MILLER-If the House
passes a motion of this kind it takes the
discretionary power out of the hands of
the Chairmanof the Printing Committee.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-The
Committee sits generally as late in the
Session as possible in order to meet con-
tingencies of the kind that faces us. Now
discretion is left with the Chairman of
the Committee to say whether papers
such as this, that come in the closing
days of the session, shall be printed or
not. I have never heard any complaint
of that discretion not being properly
used, and I think it would be well to
follow on this occasion the practice
that has hitherto existed.

THE RAILWAYS BILL.

The House resumed in Committee of
the Whole consideration of Bill (24),
"An Act respecting Railways."

In the Committee.

On clause 144.

HON. MR. POWER sald: I under-
stand that in the Ontario Act they have
a provision which does not interfere with
the rights of the municipalities with
regard to drainage, and I would respect-
fully suggest that the hon. gentleman

f should have a look at that provision
before this clause is adopted.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I will accept
the suggestion of my hon. friend and we
will allow the clause to stand in the
meantime.

On clause 90.
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HON. MR. POWER-This is a very
serious power, given under sub-sec-
section H, to divert or alter as well tem-
porarily as permanently, the course of
any stream, water course or highway, or
raisz or sink the level thereof in order
more conveniently to carry the same
over, under or by the side of the railway.

IION. MR. ABBOTT-Sections H, I
and J, practically refer to the same sub-
ject. They are giving the company all
the powers that may be necessary to
enable them to carry out whatever the
House may decide as to section 14.

HON. MR. POWER-It strikes me
that the power given in sub-section H is
liable to be abused. It seems to me that
they should be obliged at any rate not
to interfere in any way with the naviga-
bility of a stream.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This refers to
section " G," which indicates what water-
course is interfered with. As to the
damage which may be caused by it,
there is clause 92, which goes further
than the section of the old act. It
provides that the Company shall do as
little damage as possible, and make full
compensation for whatever damage is
done.

HON. MR. POWER -As I under-
stand, under this sub-section, " H," the
Railway Company might so alter the
course of a river permanently as to in-
terfere with the navigation ; and I think
there ought to be a proviso added to
prevent that. I would suggest that the
hon. gentleman should take that into
consideration.

HON. MR. VIDA L-That is provided
for in clause 91.

The clause was adopted.

On the ii6th clause.

HON. MR. POWER-This seems to
give a very general power to a railway
company to enter on the lands of private
individuals in the winter time. Cases
have arisen where the railway companies
have entered on lands which were speci-

ally valuable-for instance to pass be-
tween a man's house and stable, when
they might have kept a little away. This
clause allows them in the winter to enter
on any part of a man's land to put up
fences.

HON. MR. ABBOTT--This is the old
law, and I have not heard of any abuse
of it. My hon. friend no doubt has, but
it must be a very rare case. There is a
new clause which covers that which did
not exist in the act, and prohably it is
one of the cases that the clause is intend-
ed to cover-a special provision that the
railway company shall compensate the
party injured for any injury done. So if
the railway company should undertake
to put a fence between a man's house and
his stable he would have to pay damages,
and round damages too.

The clause was adopted.

On the 191st clause.

HON. MR. MAcCALLUM-This
clause provides for farm crossings to en-
able a farmer to get his vehicles across
the track, but I think it would be well to
provide also that the crossing shall be
wide enough to permit of a reaping ma-
chine being taken over the track : you
might say that the crossing shall not be
less than seventeen feet wide.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-We might in-
sert the words " farmers' implements."

The amendment was made accord-
ingly and the clause as amended was
adopted.

On the 19 4th clause.

HON. MR. SCOTT-This clause is in-
tended to apply to all those places where
there has been no organization. On the
north shore of Lakes Huron and Super-
ior, towns ips have been laid out, but
have no municipal organizations, nor in-
habitants in them yet. I daresay the
same thing occurs in the North-West.
In order to make it clear that the rail-
way corporation is not bound to put up
fences in such places, I suppose this
clause is framed. Unless there are in-
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habitants, or there is organization, it is HON. MR. ABBOTT-We will allow
vmot necessary to build fences. clause 194 to stand until the next sitting

of the House.
HON. MR. POWER-In the Lower

Provinces we have no township organiza-
tion.

HON. MR. SCOTT--This is intended
to apply to the North-West and the dis-
trict north of the lakes. It was thought
a reasonable arrangement to provide that
where there was a separate township or-
ganization, the railway company should
fence its line, but that word separate, it
appears, was not acceptable to several
gentlemen of the House of Commons.

HON. MR. MAcCALLUM-I do not
see why this clause should not be alllow-
ee to stand as it is. Supposing there are
two or three townships together, the
clause applies to them, and I think it
is more in the interest of the people than
to make a change.

HoN. MR. POWER-In the Lower
Provinces there are large tracts where
there is no organization, and I do not see
that this provides any protection at all for
that part of the country. We have
not the system of township municipali-
ties in Nova Scotia, or I believe in New
Brunswick either, that exists in Ontario
and the North West. I do not see any-
thing in this provision with respect to
fences and cattle guards which would
directly apply to the Lower Provinces.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The opject of
this clause is to meet a state of affairs
which exists in the North West

HON. MR. POWER-We have now
practically only the county municipality
in Nova Scotia. There are no subordin-
ate municipalities at all.

HON. MR. MILLER-We have the
municipal corporations of counties and I
think in all instances they are sub-divid-
ed into townships. Why not say county
or township.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-County is too
extensive. When you get to Algoma
county it includes a very large area.
Would not clause 195 apply ? It seems
to me that would cover the ground.

On clauses 225 and 226,

HON. MR. ABBOTT-These sections
are new and are based on the report of
the Railway Commissioners.

HON. MR. POWER-Are they based
on the American statute ?

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-They are very
similar. I know they were framed ac-
cording to a suggestion made by the
Railway Commission, and in a slight
degree vary from the American Act on
that subject, endeavoring to avoid one
or two of the clauses which have ren-
dered that Act almost useless. They
seem to me, from reading them, to be
easily managed and enforced. They
are intended more particularly to enforce
equality of charges against all persons
employing the railway and admitting
some distinction to be made in cases of
very long hauls and very large ship-
ments.

HON. MR. SCOTT-There is no~dis-
crimination as to shippers ?

HON. MR. ABBOTT-No,
specially avoided.

that is

The clauses were agreed to.

On clauses 232 and 233.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Clauses 232
and 233 are new. Clauses 232 provides
that.

No company, in fixing any toll or rate,
shall under like conditions and circums-
tances, make any unjust or partial discrim-
ination between localities.

That is, I think the exact language of
the American Interstate Commerce Act,
but the proviso is different :

But no discrimination between localities,
which by reason of competidion by water
or railway, it is necessary:to make to secure
trafflc, shall be deemed to be unjust or par-
tial.

HON. MR. POWER-The other pro-
vision will not be worth a great deal with
that qualification.
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HoN. MR. ABBOTT-That is just
the qualification they would like to have
on the other side, but they have not, and
they have been obliged to make a judi-
cial construiction of their Inter-state Law,
which amounts to about the sanie thing.

The clause was agreed to.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Clause 233
is also new, and is from the report of the
Railway Commission.

No company shall make or give any
secret special toll, rate, rebate, drawback or
concession to any person ; and every com-
pany shall, on the demand of any person,
make known to him any special rate, rebate,
drawback or concession given to any one.

The clause was agreed to.

On clause 281.

HoN. MR. McCLELAN-In the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick there are parish
magistrates with a jurisdiction equal to
two justices of the peace, and such a
magistrate ought to have the same juris-
diction to appoint railway constables as
a justice of the peace or a stipendiary or
a police magistrate has in other pro-
vinces.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-If there is a
parish magistrate in New Brunswick who
has the jurisdiction of two justices of
the peace, he ought to be included in
this clause. Does my hon. friend say
that the title of that officer is parish
magistrate ?

HoN. MR. McCLELAN-I arn not
quite certain as to the exact titie, but if
my hon. friend would allow the clause
to stand until the next sitting of the
House I will look into our law.

The clause was allowed to stand.

On clauses 289 and 290,

HON. MR. ABBOTT-These are new
and important clauses, suggested by the
Report of the Railway Commission.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Is not this a very extraordinary sub-sec-

tion which provides that it shall only ap-
ply to companies and directors and of-
ficers of companies within the legislative
authority of the Parliament of Canada ?
We cannot make a law applying to a
local railway.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This is some-
what in the nature of a crime, and we
have the right to call it a crime even'if
it were on a provincial railway. But
this is to prevent the possibility of it
being construed as applying to any pro-
vincial railway.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
If it is to be considered a crirninal
offence, then the local law cannot apply
the penalty.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-It is not an
offence that comes exactly within the
purview of the criminal law-it is really
the infliction of a penalty which may be
a very severe one. It might be contend-
ed, perhaps, before a local magistrate or
justice of the peace, that this offence was
a crime, and that therefore clause 289
would apply to the officer of a local road.
This sub-clause is put in to make it clear
that, although in some respects it may
appear to have the constituent nature of
a crime, yet still, if the offence is com-
mitted on a local road, it is not to be
tried under this Act. The Local Legis-
lature could create it an offence in the
same way, and can provide a penalty for
the violation of its provisions.

HON. MR, HAYTHORNE, from the
Committee, reported that they had made
some progress with the Bill and asked
leave to sit again this evening.

The Senate adjourned at 5:35 p. m.

SECOND SITTING.

The SPEAKER took the
8 p.rM.

chair at

Routine Proceedings.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
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mittee of the Whole on Bill (140) " An
Act to authorize the granting of sub-
sidies in aid of the construction of the
lines of Railway therein mentioned."

In the Committee.

On the item-Temiscouata Railway.

HON. MR. POWER said - As I
understand, it was a question whether
the road from the Intercolonial Railway
to Edmonston should start from River
du Loup or River Ouelle. The Gov-
ernment decided to build the Riviere du
Loup Road which is 20 miles longer
than the road from Riviere Ouelle, and
it appears to me that this subsidy we are
voting now is for a portion of the Ri-
viere Ouelle road.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-This is a substi-
tution for the subsidy previously granted.
It is for the road that has been deter-
mined upon, and is only a re-vo:e.

HON. MR. MONTGOMERY, from
the Committee, reported the Bill with-
out amendment.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the sus-
pension of the 41st rule of the House in
so far as it relates to this Bill, and that
the Bill be read the third time.

HON. MR. POWER-I regret that this
Bill does not offer a subsidy, which it
ought to have contained, for a railway to
which the present Minister of Finance
promised assistance in 1887.

HON. MR. MILLER-- He denies that
emphatically.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not say he
has not denied it ; I was about to
say that he had given the strongest as-
surance that this road should have as-
sistance.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-To what
road ?

HON. MR. POWER-It is a road from
Dartmouth up to the Musquidobit val-
ley. The hon. gentleman was waited
on in 1887, before the election, by gentle-

nen of both political parties, and who
were interested in the Company that
proposed to build the road-and those
gentlemen came away from the inter-
view satisfied that the Minister had
promised assistance to that road. Some
of them said that they ought to have an
Order-in-Council, and they were told
that it was not necessary. I presume
that the reason why these votes are
granted to the railways mentioned in
this bill, is, that the Government are
simply carrying out terms made previous
to this session. I regret, under these
circumstances, that the promise to which
I have referred, is not being carried out.
It it a very important road, and the
people who are interested in it will feel
very much disappointed to find that
it does not appear in this bill.

HON.MR.MILLER-I have no doubt
the hon. gentleman considers the Mus-
quidobit road in the county of Halifax a
very important road, and that it should
have a subsidy. It is only fair to the
Minister of Finance to say that the same
statement was made in the House of
Commons that is made here by my hon.
friend, and that the Finance Minister
emphatically denied that he had made
any promise of the sort. He said that he
stated that he would use his best influ-
ence to have a subsidy granted to this
road, but he defied them to produce any
evidence that he had promised to do
anything further, and that proof is not
forthcoming. The evidence on which my
hon. friend says he has been guilty of a
breach of faith with the Halifax conpany is
of the same hearsay character as the evi-
dence my hon. friend now adduces.
After the emphatic declaration of the
hon. Minister in the House of Commons
it is unfair to bring it up now.

HON. MR. POWER-I have not
heard the emphatic statement of the
Minister, but I have heard the statement
of the gentleman who interviewed him.
I was interested in this road myself, as
it was not only an important road to the
city of Halifax, but to the whole of the
eastern part of the province, and it would
have been a much better road, with bet-
ter grades than the one on which the hon.
gentleman now travels from Halifax to
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the Strait of Canso. I admit that the
gentleman who had the interview with
the Minister of Finance, did not, as he
had a right to do, get the promise from
the hon. Minister in writing.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-The hon. gen-
tleman from Richmond has answered my
hon. friend's question much better than
I could. I could not have given as de-
cisive an answer, as my hon. friend
heard the Finance Mimster's statement
and I did not, and I have no doubt he
is correct.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-If the road
were open from Dartmouth to Musqui-
dobit, it would open a large extent of
country. The same remark applies
to the subsidy granted to the county
of Lunenburg, although we look upon
the vote as only an instalment of
what we are to get there in the
public interest : $3,ooo a mile is onlv a
proportion of what a road costs to con-
struct it. The objection I have to those
subsidies is, that , they are given to pro-
moters of Bills and charter sellers and
the money does not go into the roads.
Very often these roads do not represent
the moneys voted for them and supposed
to be spent on them. I believe all the
roads in this Bill, especially those now
referred to, are certainly in the interests
of the sections of the country to which
they are to run and particularly where
they connect with the main line of the
Intercolonial Railway and the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

A MORNING SESSION

HON. MR. ABBOTT move that when
this House stands adjourned to-night it
do stand adjourned until to-morrow at
eleven A. M.

The motion was agreed to.

The House adjourned during pleasure.

After some time the House was resum-
ed.

RAILWAYS BILL

THIRD READING

The House resumed in Committee of
the whole consideration of Bill (24) " An
Act respecting Railways."

In the Committee.

HoN. Mr. ABBOTT said-As respects
the 14th clause, I do not find that we
can agree upon any amendment'that will
improve it. In my opinion the clause
was rather too stringent. I must confess
that I think so, but at this time of the
session we have been making every
effort with Mr. Sedgwick to get it into
shape, and I see very well that it would
be practically impossible to do it. It
requires a good deal of consideration.
It would be easy to make it suitable for
my hon. friend's province-but we have
to consider what is- the law with regard
to drainage in every other province, and
it is impossible to do it satisfactorily
this evening, as applicable to all the
provinces. If my hon. friend will allow
it to stand as it is this session, I promise
to give it attention next session and, for
my part, I shall be an advocate of am-
eliorating the law and simplifying the
proceeding. I do not hesitate to say I
think it is too stringent.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-As far as
the leader of this House is concerned,
I believe he is desirous to do what
is right, but Jet us look at this
clause. I say if that clause goes
on the Statute book as it stands, it is a
disgrace to the Government of the coun-
try. Just let us look at it : "Whenever
after due application therefor the Rail-
way Committee decides that it is neces-
sary in the interests of any municipality
that means of drainage should be pro-
vided, etc." Now, the Railway Com-
mittee of the Privy Council is to decide
when any municipality in this Dominion,
from ocean to ocean, shall be permitted
to make a drain across a railway. Is
that the way in which the legislation of
this country should be framed? I
thought we lived in a free country, and
that railways were not going to control
us altogether. Looking into the future
-the not far distant future-if these two

HoN. MR. POWER.
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great corporations unite I do not know
what will become of the people. All I
can do is to protest against this legisla-
tion, in the interests of the people of this
country. I do not expect that I can
throw out this Bill at this time, and I do
not know, even if I did that I might not
be injuring other properties, but all I
can do is to protest against such legisla-
tion. I shall avail myself, if I am here
next session, of the promise made by
the leader of the House, because I feel
he is anxious to do what is right in this
matter. I say it is not right, proper or
just, in the interests of this country, that
a Bill like this should be brought up to us
so late in the session and that we should
be expected to take it en bloc without
time for due consideration. I say it is
not very complimentary to the Senate to
send up a Bill of this importance to us
and ask us to pass it on such short
notice in its present shape.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I do not feel
the very strong objection to this clause
that my hon. friend does. In ordinary
practice it is found that where such
works are to be undertaken as are allud-
ed to, there is very little difficulty in
making an arrangement with the railway
company. Where there is a contention
or a difficulty of this kind between a
corporation and a railway, such matters
are generaily submitted to arbitration
and it does not appear to me to be any
very great advantage taking private arbi-
trators in preference to the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council. There
bas to be a good deal of time given in
order to obtain an ordinary arbitration
and it does not appear to be so
greviously wrong that when a difficulty
arises in these matters, it should be
submitted to the Railway Com-
mittee of the Privy Council-
men who desire to do what is
right. When any work is to be done that
seems necessary for a municipality, it
will be allowed, so that I do not think
the difficulty is so great. At the same
time, I am not sorry to hear that this
clause is to receive further consideration
next session, and perhaps its stringency
may be relaxed. I must concur with my
hon. friend as to the undesirability of
such an important measure as this being

submitted to us as such a late period of
the session. I believe that the only way
we can protect ourselves against treat-
ment of this kind will be to take a firm
stand and, no matter what the import-
ance of the bill submitted to us, refuse it
on the ground that we have not time to
consider it properly.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-I know
whereof I Apeak in this matter. In the
town where I live I know that in a dis-
tance of 12 miles along a railway there
are not less than as many drains crossing
the railway-and yet there was not a sin-
gle one as to which an arbitration could
be had. The company opposes us in
every particular, and we have to coax and
pay and pray to get the work done. I do
not want to have any injustice done to
the Railway Companies. I know they
are a great benefit to the country, and it
is desirable, even in their own interest,
that they should not stand in the way
of the improvement of the country in the
way they are doing. Who are the Rail-
way Committee of the Privy Council ?
Men largely interested in the railways of
this country, advised by the engineers
who are managing their own railways,
and the Government of this coun-
try have a large railway of their
own under their control. Why not
leave these matters to local men on the
ground-men who can see and judge
for themselves, or if there is to be an
arbitration, leave it to the county judge
who will do what is fair between the
county and the railway. I say it is a
great hardship and that the fourteenth
clause of the bill is a disgrace to the
legislation of this country.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I think the
hon. gentleman criticises the law a little
too severely. Up to this time there was
no remedy at all in such a case. Accord-
ing to his own statement people have
been unable to get any recourse at all
with respect to those railway companies
and the drains which cross their tracks.
This clause gives them a remedy. They
have only to address a letter to the
Minister of Railways and he would send
a person to examine it, where necessary,
and the matter would be heard before
the Railway Committee, and if they
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choose to be heard they will be heard
and an order made to have the work
done. What I think is too stringent in
this Act is the complication in the pro-
cess. I think it is a little complicated,
but it is better than no remedy at all,
and they have no remedy under the
existing Act.

HON. MR. McCALLUM-We have
no recourse in these matters since the
Government took control of the railways.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-I was just
coming to that. The recourse which
the Act gives to a person desiring drain-
age is in reality a little difficult too. The
reference to the Minister of Public
Works in Toronto is, of course, not so
difficult to persons in the extreme limits
of Ontario as the reference to Ottawa
would be to persons living in remote
parts of the Dominion : but it is pretty
onerous for a person living, say at Rat
Portage, to have to come down to
Toronto to get authority to make a
drain. This bill is, in degree, no more
onerous than the provisions of the
Ontario Act. I concur with my hon.
friend as to minor works of this character
-that the onerous character of this
legislation should be got rid of. If we
had had more time, I have no doubt
we could have hit upon a plan of doing
that,and I have no doubt next session we
shall. If we find this difficulty, as we no
doubt will, with regard to small drains,
we will try to find a remedy. Un-
fortunately, in another place, the time is
taken up largely with the discussion of
political questions. I venture to say that
we have discussed the business of this
country a great deal longer and more
carefully than it has been discussed else-
where. Our official report of the debates
will not be so large as their Hansard, but
what talking has been done here has
been mainly in connection with the work
of the session and not political discus-
sions. I do not wish to be understood
as speaking disrespectfully of the House
of Commons, or with the intention of
censuring, or finding fault with, or criti-
cising another body for the manner in
which it performs its duties ; but I men-
tion this as a fact-that it is the ten-
dency of that body to take up a large

HON. MR. ABBOTT.

portion of time in the commence-
ment of the session in the discussion
of these political questions, and throw
back the work of the session, because
undoubtedly this Railway Bill was before
the House of Commons for a considera-
ble time before it was sent up to us. We
have had a day to discuss it. With the
exception of this clause we have been
able to get at the bottom of all th-e pro-
posed amendments. The Bill is certain-
ly voluminous, but the new parts of it are
few and we have been able to arrive at a
reasonable solution of them. Unfortu-
nately this difficulty covers a vast deal of
ground and the parties who supposed it
was arranged, when the bill was discussed
in the other House, have left the city.

This clause shall have further conside-
tion by next session and, so far as it is
possible, I pledge myself to procure a
reconsideration of it and, ruore than
that, I am ready to state that I sym-
pathise with my hon. friend's views to
a considerable extent.

HON. MR. POWER-I am sorry to
find the hon. gentleman has not been
able to make the amendments which he
thought he would be able to make to
this clause. I am sure the hon. gentle-
man is sincere in the desire he has ex-
pressed to have the amendment made.
It was found when the time came to
make this :lause that it would involve
more labor and time than he thought it
would. The hon. gentleman from
Monck has secured a promise that the
work will be attended to next year.
I only hope the hon. gentleman will lead
the House next year, and that we will
be able to hold him to the promise.
The position is not exactly as the hon.
gentleman puts it. In Ontario the Min-
ister of Public Works is not allowed
to decide whether it is in the in-
terest of the municipality to have
drainage or not. The municipality
decide that question and the muni-
cipal council is the proper authority
to decide as to whether a system of
drainage is necessary ; but when it comes
to making a culvert under a railway and
carrying the drainage through the road,
then if there is a difference off opinion
between the railway company and the
municipality, the Minister of Public
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Works acts as referee. Now, it occurs
to me that while the hon. gentleman
might not be able to go over the whole
ground here, perhaps a few words might
be inserted to provide that where no
agreement could be arrived at between
the railway company and the local
authorities, then the reference should
be made to the Railway Comnittee.
This clause does not seem to contemplate
that there should be any draining done
at all by the Railway Committee without
a reference to the Railway Committee
and I think, in order to make the mean-
ing clear, it would be better to insert
some words to that effect where no
agreement could be arrived at.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-My hon. friend
will see that if they could arrive at an
agreement, there would be no reference
to anybody: the work would be done at
once. That was the idea which occurred
to me, in endeavoring to amend this
clause at first. But the difficulty I see
about the agreement is this: if an agree-
ment can be made, there is no necessity
for such a provision. Suppose the dif-
ference is between the municipality of
Rat Portage and the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company-and an agreement
is necessary ; the municipality would be
obliged to go to Montreal to make an
agreement. I think the municipality
should be able to decide for itself
whether drainage is necessary or not ;
and if, after deciding upon a system
of drainage, the railway cornpany does
not do its share, then the municipality
sh:uld be permitted to do it, unless the
railway company makes a formal ob-
jection, and if that be made, then the
reference should be made and some
other tribunal or authority decide th-
point. I not think there is much differ
ence between the powers given by the
Ontario Act, because the whole question
of making drains is involved in the mode
of making them. With this explanation
I move the adoption of the 14th clause
with the understanding arrived at be-
tween us during this discussion.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I move to add
these words : " At its option the com-
pany may construct the works," after the
word " point."

HON. MR. McCALLUM-In all
cases the railway company should do the
work, but there should be a provision by
which the municipality could see that
the work did not cost too much.

HON. MR. POWER-I object to in-
serting the words, because the works
should be under the supervision of the
Railway Committee, no matter who con-
structed them. If the hon. gentleman
will insert these words after "direction,"
then they could not do so much harm.
If the amendment were made as the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa suggests, the
municipality would be under the super-
vision of the officers of the railway de-
partment in doing the work, but the rail-
way company would not be, if the work
was done by it.

HON. MR. ABBOTT-Add the words
"under the like supervision" after the
words proposed by the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa : I see no objection to the
amendment with these words added.

The clause was amended accordingly
and adopted.

On clause 194.

HoN. MR. ABBOTT-I propose to
add to the end of the first paragraph of
this section, these words, " provided al-
ways that in New Brunswick, Nova Sco-
tia and Prince Edward Island, wherever
a county municipality has not been sub
divided into local municipalities, each
improved or occupied lot of land shall
be protected by fences, gates and cattle-
guards, as in this section provided."
The difficulty is that the description in
the first part of the clause does not
apply to the local divisions in the Mari-
time Provinces.

The amendment was agreed to and
the clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 281

HON. MR. ABBOTT-To this clause
I propose to add after the words " North-
West Territories," in the thirty-sixth line,
the following : "And in the Province of
New Brunswick any commissioner of a
parish court."
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The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause as amended was adopted.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with the
amendments, which were concurred in.

HON. MR. ABBOTT moved the third
reading of the Bill.

HoN. MR. TURNER-I wish to say,
before the bill is read the third time, that
I object to bills of this sort being brought
to this House at the last moment. I do
not know of any legislative body more
suitable to deal with such a bill than the
Senate. We have the best railway lawyer
in Canada as our leader, we have railway
men here who understand the difficulties
that arise between the public and the
railway companies. As I understand
from the leader of the House, this bill
has been in the other chamber for about
six weeks. If it had been brought into
the Senate six weeks ago we could have
discussed it and sent it down to the
House of Commons after baving thor-
oughly digested it, and no doubt very
considerably improved it. I hope the
leader of the House will insist upon the
Government-as I am satisfied another
session this Ilouse will-introducing
more legislation, especially of this nature
in the Senate.

HoN. MR.KAULBACH-When this
Bill came before us to-day for the first
tirne I was struck with the size of it.
The Bill contains 300 clauses, and yet
we had not an opportunity to see it un-
til this afternoon. I thought if there was
the usual amount of criticism to the Bill,
which we usually give such measures, we
could not get through with it this session
and most of us could nut give it that at-
tention which it deserves. When we
have the Leader of the House and the
Leader of the Opposition agreeing, it
shows what an amount of work can be
done when both sides agree and both
are interested in the same line. I hope
that both those hon. gentlemen, who
seem to give this matter their special at-
tention in the interest of the railways,
are satisfied that it is a perfect Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the
bill was read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at io. io.p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa Tuesday, 22nd May, i888.

The Speaker took the chair at i i
o'clock a. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PORT BURWELL HARBOR.

PETITION.

HON. MR. SANFORD presented a
petition from the president, directors and
Company of the port of Burwell Harbor,
asking for aid to make the port a har-
bor of refuge.

HoN. MR. MILLER-The petition
is out of order. It asks for a grant of
money. Such a petition could not be
presented in the House.

THE SPEAKER-It asks for aid?

HON. MR. MILLER-Yes, and aid
means money.

HON. MR. SANFORD-What they
ask for is the improvement of that har-
bor. I am not sure that the word
"money" is used in the petition.

HON. MR. POWER-It involves a
charge on the revenue.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-The ob-
ject of it is money I presume ?

THE SPEAKER-It is laid down
very clearly that no petition can be pre-
sented in this House for a grantof money.

HON. MR.-MILLER-It could not
be presented, even in the other House
because nothing of that kind can be
done except on a message from His Ex-
cellency.

THE SPEAKER-It is laid down
that petitions may be presented invok-
ing the consideration of the Government
in favor of certain works.

HON. MR. MILLER-The House is
bound now by what has been stated by
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the hon. menber frorm Hamilton. The
petition cannot be read without the con-
sent of the House.

THE SPEAKER-The petition asks
for an appropriation and cannot be re-
ceived.

The House adjourned during pleasure.

After some time the House was re-
sumed.

THE DEPARTURE OF
LANSDOWNE.

LORD

THE SPEAKER informed the House
that he, together with the Speaker of the
louse of Commons, attended by the

Senate and Bouse of Commons, had
this day waited on His Excellency the
Governor-General in the Senate Cham-
ber, with the Joint Address of the Senate
and House of Commons, expressing their
deepfeeling of regret at His Excellency's
approaching departure from Canada, and
that His Excellency was pleased to make
the following most gracious reply:-
Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House ofCommons:
I thank you cordially for the generous

terms in w7hich you have been pleased to
take leave ot me. The unanimous expres-
sion of your good will, coming as it does
from the whole Parliament of the Dominion
of Canada, falls from your lips with an
authority which admits of no question. I
accept it from you as the representatives of
the Canadian people, and to that people as
well as to you I offer my gratefulacknow-
ledgment for the signal honour which you
have conferred upon me.

I cannot avoid referring to the recent lose
wbich your Houses bave sustained not only
by the death of your distinguished predeces-
sor, Mr. Speaker, in the Chair of the Senate,
a gentleman whose admirable qualities had
earned for him the respect and affection of
all who had the pleasure of bis acquaintance,
but also by the removal of other valued
members of both Chambers, and I regret
that I must include amongst those who have
been taken from us one of the most trusted
and honored of my Ministers-a statesman
wbose premature end has deprived Canada
of an able and indefatigable servant and the
representative of the Crown of a inost faith-
ful and loyal adviser.

A residence of nearly five years in this
country as the representative of Her Majes-
ty, bas given me a deep and abiding interest
in its affairs. I feel that I cannot

overrate the advantage which it has been to
me to have had a part in the administration
of the Dominion and to have watched at
close quarters the working of the wise and
lIberal institutions under which your com-
munity is governed. I shall rejoice if at a
future time the experience which I have thus
been able to gain, should as you have been
good enough to suggest, enable me to guard
the interests or to promote the welfare of the
Dominion. Be this as it may, I can never
entertain towards this country any feelings
other than those of a friend bound to it by
the deepest gratitude and respect.

I may, 1 hope, congratulate you on the
tact that during the years which I have had
the gooad fortune to spend in your midst,
the main principles of the Federal constitu-
tion have successfully stood the test of
experience and are regarded as the basis of
an enduring political system well adapted
to the requirements of your people.

Your relations with the Mother Country
have been without exception of a cordial
character. There has in no single case been
a serious divergence of opinion between the
Government ot Her Majesty and that of the
Dominion. A free interchange of views
between the two bas, in every instance,
brought into prominence the closeness of
the accord by which in all vital matters
they are united-an accord which, I believe,
reflects the ever increasing esteem enter-
tained for each other by the peoples from
whom those Governrments derive their power.

I rejoice to know that you are pleased.to
recognize the deep concern which I have
felt in the material progress of the Domin-
ion, and I note with especial pleasure your
refèrence to the completion of the national
highway by which the Provinces are now
united, a work which bas so greatly contri-
buted not only to the consolhdation of the
Dominion, but also to the strength and to
the resources of the Empire.

I have felt it to be a privilege to be al-
lowed to associate myself witbyour people
in their spontaneous endeavors to obtain an
increased share of attention for the fine arts
and for literature and science, and I have
observed with pleasure the degree of success
by which those endeavors have been at-
tended.

I cannot pass over in silence your refer-
ence to the fact that Her Majesty bas been
pleased to entrust to me the duty of repre-
senting her in another portion of the British
Realm, and differing no doubt in almost
every respect from that for which you are
called upon to legislate, but forming like it
a splendid and integral portion of the Em-
pire which is the common inheritance of all
Her Majesty's subjects. Your congratula.
tions and your readiness to regard with
favor my selection for so arluous and im-
portant a post will inspire me with courage
to undertake the beavy responsibilities
wbich are inseparable from it.

I feel sure that your good wishes for our
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welfare are sincere, and I have heard from
you with a feeling of the deepest gratitude
that you regard our approachng departure
from this country with regret. Your kindly
and appreciative mention of lier who bas
shared with me the happiness of the last five
vears lias touched her heart and mine. I
ihank you in Lady Lansdowne's name as
well as in my own for your personal courtesy
to us both. During our residence in Canada
it has been our good fortune to become ac-
quainted with a large number of the inem-
bers of both Houses. We shall always look
back with satisfaction to our intimacy with
these representatives of the Canadian people,
a satisfaction which is increased by the
assurance which you bave now given us
that the regard which we have felt for you
has been mutual.

I shail not fail to convey to Her Majesty
the expression of your unaltered devotion to
Her, and of your loyalty to Her Empire. I
thank you in Ber name, and I pray that
there may be conferred upon the people who
have reposed in you the sacred trust of
watching over their interests in the councils
of the nation every blessing which can serve
to establish upon sure foundations the
greatness and the reputation of your
country. I trust that under the will of
Providence it may long continue to present
to the world the spectacle of a united and
contentad community, not only proud of its
own prosperity and confident in its own
future, but glorying in its connection witn
the. British Throne and determined to bear
its part in adding to the greatness and the
renown of the Empire. LANSDOWNE.

May, 22, 188S.

THE PROROGATION.

His Excellency the Most Honorable
Sir HENRY CHARLES KEITH PETTY-
FITZMAURICE, Marquis of Lansdowne,
in the County of Somerset, Earl of Wy-
come, of Chipping Wycombe, in the
County of Bucks, Viscount Caln and
Calnstone in the County of Wilts, and
Lord Wycombe, Baron of Chipping-
Wycombe, in the County of Bucks, in
the Peerage of Great Britain ; Earl of
Kerry and Earl of Shelbourne, Viscount
Clanmaurice and Fitzmaurice, Baron of
Kerry, Lixnaw and Dunkerron, in the
Peerage of Ireland; Knight Grand
Cross of Our Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George, Governor-
General of Canada, and Vice-Admiral
of the same, &c., &c., &c., being seated
in the Chair on the Throne.

THE SPEAKER commanded the

Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons and
acquaint that House-" It is His Excel-
lency's pleasure they attend him imme-
diately in this House."

Who, being come with their Speaker,

The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
read the Titles of the Bills to be passed,
severally, as follow :

An Act to make further provision respect-
ing the Brantford, Waterloo and Lake Erie
Railway Company,

An Act to confirni the Charter of Incor-
poration of the Great North-West Central
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the International Con-
vention for the Preservation of Sub-marine
Telegraph Cables.

An Act to incorporate the Nisbet Aca-
demy of Prince Albert.

An Act to incorporate the Belleville and
Lake Nipissing Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act relating to the
Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway
Company.

An Act to incorporate the Chatham Rail-
way Company.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Maskinongé and Nipissing Railway
Company.

An Act to incorporate the Tobique,
Gypsum and Colonization Railway Com-
pany.

An Act to incorporate the South-Western
Railway Company.

An Act to grant certain powers to the
Nova Scotia Telephone Company (Limited).

An Act to empower the Merchant's
Marine Insurance Company of Canada to
relinquisli its charter, and to provide for
the winding up of its affairs.

An Act to incorporate the Bronsons and
Weston Lumber Company.

An Act to incorporate the River Detroit
Winter Railway Bridge Company.

An Act to incorporate the Grenville
International Bridge Company.

An Act further to amend '"The S peedy
Trials Act," Chapter one hundr and
seventy-five of the Revised Statutes.

An Act to authorize the construction of
Bridges over the Assiniboine River at
Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie, for rail-
way and passenger purposes.

An Act further to amend " The Indian
Act," chapter forty-three of the Revised
Statutes.

An Act to make further provision res-
pecting the granting of a subsidy to the
Chignecto Marine Transport Railway Coin-
pany (Limited).

An Act to incorporate the Montreal
Island Railway Company.

An Act authorizing the Town of Kincar-
dine, in the County ol Bruce, to impose and
collect certain Toile at the Harbour in the
aaid Town.
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An Act to incorporate the New York, St.
Lawrence and Ottawa Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Revised Statutes of
Canada, chapter ninety-seven, respecting
Ferries.

An Act to incorporate the Keystone Fire
Insurance Company.

An Act to incorporate the Buffalo, Chip-
pewa and Niagara Falls Steamboat and
Tramway Company.

An Act to amend the several Acts relating
to the Board of Trade of the City of Toronto.

An Act to incorporate the Dominion Plate
Glass Insurance Company.

An Act to incorporate the Annapolis
Atlantic Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the
St. Catharines and Niagara Central Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Central Ontario
Railway,

AnAct respecting the Ontario and Quebec
Railway Company.

An Act relating to the Upper Ottawa
Improvement Company.

An Act to amend chapter twenty-seven of
the Revised Statutes, respecting the Depart-
ment of Public Printing and Stationery.

An Act respecting the advertising of
Counterfeit money.

An Act respecting the York Farmers Co-
lonization Company.

An Act to amend the law relating to frau-
dulent marks on merchandi5e.

An Act respecting the Thousand Islands
Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Board of Management of the Church and
Manse Building Fund of the Presbyterian
Churcb, in Canada, for Manitoba and North-
West.

An Act to amend chapter thirty-two of
the Revised Statutes, respecting the Cus.
toms.

An Act respecting Gaming in stocks and
merchandise.

An Act to confirm a mortgage given by the
Central Railway Company to The Central
TruPt Company of New York to secure an
issue of debentures.

An Act respecting the Stanstead, Shefford
and Chambly Railway Company.

An Act to provide for the winding up of
the Bank ofLondon in Canada

An Act for the relief of Eleonora Eliza-
beth Tudor,

An Act for the relief of Andrew Maxwell
Irving,

An Act for the relief ofCatherines Mor-
rison.

An Act, to authôrize the raising, by way
of loan, certain sums of money for the
Public Service.

An-Act relating to the interest payable on
depoSits in the Post Office and Government
Savings Banks.

An Act to amend chapter thirty-four, ol
the Revised Statutes, respecting Inland Re-
venue.

An Act respecting the application of cer-
tain laws therein mentioned to the Province
of Manitoba.

An Act to amend the Weights and Measu-
res Act as respects the contents of packages
of salt.

An Act to amend chapter thirty-three of
the Revised Statutes of Canada respecting
the duties of Customs.

An Act to make further provision respect-
ing the construction of the ship channel
between Montreal and Quebec.

An Act further to amend "l The Dominion
Lands Act."

An Act to amend the Act respecting De-
fective Detters Patent and the discharge of
securities to the Crown.

An Act to amend " The Canada Tempe-
rance Act."

An Act in amendment of " The Canada
Temperance Act."

An Act further to amend "The Supreme
and Exchequer Courts Act," chapter one
hundred and thirty-five of the Revised 8ta-
tutes of Canada.

An Act to amend an Act of the present
Session, intituled : " An Act to amend the
Act respecting the St. Catharines and Nia.
gara Central Railway Company.

An Act to amend "Dominion Election
Act," chapter eight of the Revised Statutes
of Canada.

An Act to amend the Steamboat Inspec.
tion Act, chapter seventy-eight of the
Revised Statutes

An Act relating to certain advances made
to the Quebec Harbour Commissioners.

An Act further to amend chapter fity-one
of the Revised Statutes of Canada " The
Territories Real Property Act."

An Act to amend the Act of the present
Session, intituled: "An Act respecting
the Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Rail-
way Company."

An Act respecting a certain agreement
between the Government of Canada and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

An Act further to amend " The Criminal
Procedure Act."

An Act to amend Chapter sixteen of the
Revised Statutes, respecting the High Com-
missioner for Canada in the United King-
dom.

An Act further to amend the Revised
Statutes, Chapter five, respecting the Elec-
toral Franchise.

An Act to amend the Act respecting
Patents of Invention

An Act to extend the jurisdiction of the
Maritime Court of Ontario.

An Act to amend the " North-West Terri-
tories Representation Act."

An Act to amend " The Bank Act,"
Chapter one hundred and twenty of the
Revised Statutes of Canada.

An Act to amend the Revised Statutes of
Canada, Chapter fifty, respecting the North-
West Territories.

An Act to amend Chapter one hundred
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and seventy-eight of the Revised Statutes of
Canada" T lie Summary Convictions A et. "

An Act to amend Chiapter one hundred
and twenty-four of the Revised Statutes,
respecting Insurance

An Act to authorize the granting of subsi-
dies in aid of the construction of the lines of
railwav therein mentioned.

An Act respecting Railways.
An Act to amend "The Civil Service

Act," chapter seventeen of the Revised
Statutes of Canada.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the
Judges of Provincial Courts, chapter one
hundred and thirty-eight of the Revised
Stattites.

To these Bills the Royal Assent was
pronounced by the Clerk of this House
in thewords following :-

" In Her Majesty's name His Excel
ency the Governor General doth assent
to these Bills."

Then the SPEAKER of the Flouse of
Commons addressed His Excellency the
Governor General as followeth :-

"MAY IT PLEASE YoUR ExCELLENCY:

"The Commons of Canada have
voted the Supplies required to enable
the Government to defray the expenses
of the Public Service.

l In thename of the Commons, I
present to Your Excellency the follow-
ing Bill :-

" An Act for granting to Her Majesty
certain sums of money required for
defraying certain expenses of the Public
Service, for the financial years endirg
respectively the 3oth June, 1888, and the
3oth June, 1889, and for other purposes
relating to the Public Service, to which
Bill I humbly request Your Excellency's
assent."

To this Bill the Clerk of this House, by
His Excellency's command, did there-
uDon say :

" In Her Majesty's name, His Excel-
lency the Governor General thanks Her
loyal subjects, accepts their benevolence
and assent to this Bill."

His EXCELLENCY THE GovERNOR

GENERAL was then pleased to deliver the
following Speech :-

Bonorable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons :
In terminating the present Session of

Parliament I desire to record my apprecia-

tion of the earnestness and zeal which you
have shown in the performance of your
public duties.

The nieasure for the ratification of the
Fisheries Treaty agreed upon at the opening
of the present year between Her Majesty's
plenipotentiaries and those of the United
States, to which I have given the Queen's
Assent, will, I believe,be viewed with satis-
faction by the people of the whole Dominion,
as affording a crowning proof of Canada's
constant desire to arrive at a just and hono-
rable settlement of ail questions arising out
of the interpretation of the Convention of
1818.

I venture, with some degree of confidence,
to hope that the several authorities whose
sanction of the treaty is necessary to its
operation, may not be insensible to the
great advantage to both countries which the
removal of so fruitful a source of illleeling
is calculated to entail

The arrangement under which the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company has relin-
quished the exclusive privileges possessed
by it in virtue of Article 15 of the original
agreement between Her Majesty and the
Company will, I anticipate, meet with gene-
rai acceptance, and by increasing its finan-
cial strength, enable the Company to keep
pace with the ever growing requirements
of the vast region which the railway serves.

The extension to the people of the North-
West Territories of a larger measure of self-
government than they have hitherto enjoy-
ed, is satisfactory evidence of the rapid
development of that important portion of
the Dominion, and will, I trust, be attend-
ed with beneficial results

The prospects for a large immigration
this year of a desirable class of settlers are,
I am glad to believe, exceptionally good.

The various amendments to the laws
relatirg to the Inland Revenue, Railways,
the Civil Service and to the other Acts
affecting the public interests which you
have passed, seem well adapted to meet the
circumstances which have rendered them
necessary.
Gentlemen of the Bouse of Commons :

In Her Majesty's name I thank you for
the supplies which you have readily grant.
ed for the carrying on of the public service.
Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate :
Gentlemen of the House ot Commons:

I cannot take leave of you for the last
time without placing on record my deep
regret that my officiai counection with your
country should be at an end. It is a source
of no slight satisfaction tome to cal] to mind
under these circumstances the fact that
within the last few hours you have been
please to assnre me of the favor with which
you have regarded my endeavers to dischar-
ge the task committed to me by Her Majesty.

My interest in the Dominion will not
cease with my departure from its shores,
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and I pray that in years to cone its people
may enjoy in abundance every blessing
which it is in the power of Providence to
bestow

The SPEAKER of the Senate then
said :-
ionorable Gentlemen of the Senate and

Gentlemen of the House of Commons :
It is His Excellency the Governor-Gene.

ral's will and pleasure, that this Parliament
be prorogued until the Thirtieth day of June
next, so be here held, and this Parlianent
is accordingly prorogued until Saturday,
the thirtieth day of Jtune next.

The Parliament of the Dominion of
Canada was then prorogued until Satur-
day, the Thirtieth day of June next.

ERRA FA.

Page 78, at the end of Inquiry by Mr.
Bellerose, strike out the words "certain
of which are breaches of the privileges
of Parliament," and insert instead "and
will ask the Government what course
they propose to adopt in connection with
such st atements and accusations."

Page 79, near bottom of first colum, in-
stead of " 156 " insert "150."

Page 88, first column, fourth line from
bottom, for "there " read " then."

Page 92, first column in sub-head,
strike out the word "part."

Page 129, first column, for " Warmen-
ton" read " Warninton."

Same page, for "Jainer " read "Janer."
Same page, for " Leclere " read "Le-

clerc."
Same page, second column, for "Jus-

tinieu," read "Justinie."
Page 132, first column, 7th line from

the bottom, strike out the word "alone."
Page 135, first column, for " If Mr.

Lamarche is dismissed through Mr.
Moylan," read, " If Mr. Lamarche is
dismissed thought Mr. Moylan.

Page 144, first column, 8th line froni
the bottom, for " perversions " read
" previsions."
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1.-iNDEX TO SENATORS.

ABBOTT, Hon. J. J. C.
Adjournment (March 2 20).

Opposed, 156.
Amendinent suggested, 157.

Adjournment (March 28-April 4).
Motion, 213.

Adulteration Act Amendment B.
1st R.*, 382.
2nd R. m., 556.
In Com., 549.
3rd R.*, 551.

Application of Laws to Manitoba B.
In Com. and 3rd R.*, 812.

Atlantic Mail Service, arrangement of.
On Mr. Power's M., 192.

Assaults with Intent to Rob, legisla-
tion concerning.

In reply to Mr. Alexander, 263.

Bank Act Amendment B.
In Com., 881.
3rd R.*, 882.

Bank Frauds, legislation concerning.
In reply to Mr. Alexander, 265.

Behring Sea, seizure of Canadian ves-
sels in, by American authorities.

Reply to Mr. Macdonald, 108.

Behring's Sea, seizure of British ves-
sels in.

In reply to Mr. Macdonald, 184.

British Columbia, representation of,
in the Cabinet.

Reply to Mr. McInnes, 637.

Cabinet Changes, and action of Hon.
M. Smith.

In reply to Mr. O'Donohoe, 248.

Canadian Pacific Railway Agreenent
B.

In Com., 826-8-36.
3rd R. m., 839.

Cape Tormentine Pier, construction of.
In reply to Mr. Botsford, 186.

Chignecto Marine Transport R. R.
Co's. B.

lst R.*, 383.
2nd R. m., 573-588.
3rd R. m.. 623.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 884-898.
3rd R.*, 901.

Contingent Accounts Committee.
On Tst Rep., 246.

Counterfeit Money B.
lst R.*, 559.
2nd R. m., 615.
3rd R.*, 714.

Criminal Cases Proceedure B.
lst R.*, 383.
2nd R. m., 537.
3rd R.*, 551.

Criminal Proceedure Act Amt. B.
2nd R. m., 882.
3rd R.*, 898.

Customs Act Amt. B.
1st R.*, 489.
2nd R. m., 543.
In Com., 623-714.
3rd R. m., 716.
In Com., 812.
3rd R.*, 813.

Proceedings, Divorce improvements in.
On Mr. Gowan's M.. 72.

Divorce, select committee upon.
M. for, 322.

Dominion, Lands Act Amt. B.
2nd and 3rd R's. m., 676.

Elections Act Amt. B.
2nd R. m., 797.
In Com., 854.
3rd R., 879.
In Com., 858.

Electoral Franchise B.
2nd R. m., 902.
3rd R. m., 905.

Fisheries Question, treaty eoncerning.
In debate on the Address, 49.

Fisheries Treaty B.
1st R.*, 348.
2nd R. m., 364.
In Com., 530-536.
Sus ension of 41 Rule and 3rd R. m.,

Fraudulent Merchandise Mark B.
1st R.*, 489.
2nd R. m., 543.
In Com. 571.
3rd R. m., 597.
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Governor-General, departure of.
In debate on the Address, 48.

Governor-General, departure of, ad-
dress in refcrence to.

Motion, 840.
Governor-General's Office, expenses

of, since Confederation.
In reply to Mr. O'Donohoe 177.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultural value of

On Mr. Schultz's inquiry, 238.
Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.

On adoption of 1st Rep., 270.
On 3rd-Rep. of Com., 704.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 174.

High Commissioner for Canada B.
2nd R. m., 897.
In Com., 901.

Indian Destitution in N.-W. Terri-
tories.

On Mr. Girard's inquiry, 354.
Indian Act Amt. B.

1st R., 489.
2nd R. m., 545.
In Com., 590.
Srd R. m., 597.

Inland Revenue Act Amt. B.
In Com. and Srd R.*, 811.

Insurance Act Afnt. B.
In Com. and Srd R.*, 884.

Intercolonial Railway, improper treat-
ment of passengers by officials.

In reply to Mr. Odell, 162.
Intercolonial Railway, management of.

Explanation, 248.
International Ferries B.

lst R.*, 348.
2nd R. m., 360.
In Com., 616.
3rd R.*, 671.

Jubilee Addresses of the Senate and
Commons to Her Majesty.

Reply presented, 78.
Letters Patent Act Amt. B.

1st R.*, 56.
2nd R. m., 587.
3rd R. m., 556.

Loan of Money for Public Service B.
In Com. 800-801-804.
SM R.*, 807.

Montreal Inundation, report upon.
In reply to Mr. DeBoucherville, 247.

Montreal Island Railway Co's B.
2nd R. m., 558.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
In Com., 814.
3rd R. m., 828.

Mill Refuse in the Ottawa River.
On Mr. Clemow's inquiry, 560.

Nisbet Academy B.
On 2nd R., 482.
Oo 3rd R., 491.

North-West Territories
tion B.

2nd R. m., 910.
In Com., 910.
Brd R.*, 911.

Representa-

North-West Territories B.
1st, 2nd and Srd Rs, 916-917.

Orders and Customs of House, and
Privileges of Parliament Com-
mittee, appointment of.

Motion, 4.
Order-Point of order taken as to

Mr. Bellerose's references to the
Minister of Justice.

147.
Patents of Invention B.

2nd R. m., 905.
Brd R. 906.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of
On Mr. McInnes' M., 779.

Prince Edward Island, winter com-
munication with.

Reply to Mr. IIaythorne, 685.

Private Bills, petition for extension of
time for receiving.

242.

Private Bills, extension of time for
receiving.

Motion, 677.
Public Printing Act Amt. B.

lst R.*, 558.
2nd R. m., 615.
3rd R.*, 714.

Punishment & Pardons Act Amt. B.
1st R.*, 82.
2nd R.*, 429.
3rd R.*, 538.

Quebec Harbor Commissioner's B.
In Com., 880.
3rd R.*, 881.
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Railways, B. relating to
lot R.*, 4.

Railway B.
1st and 2nd R's.*, 912.
In Com., 916-917-922.
3rd R. m., 926.

Railway Crossings at Toronto,
tection of.

Reply to Mr. Macdonald, 687.
Railway Subsidies B.

lst and 2nd R's., 916.
In Com., 920.
3rd R. m., 921.

Revenue & Audit Act Amt. B.
lot R.*, 38.
2nd R. m., 537.
3rd R.*, 551.

Rolland, Hon. Mr., death of
nounced.

185.

pro-

an-

Royal Victoria College, petition con-
cerning.

Presented, 327.
Royal Victoria College Incorp. B.

lst R., 883.
Suspension of 61 Rule, m., 383.
Withdrawn, 714.

Sackville River Fishway.
Reply to Mr. Almon, 727,

Saving Bank Deposits Interest B.
In Com., 808.
3rd R.*, 811.

Saw-dust Nuisance in the Ottawa
River.

M. for Com., 595.
lot Rep. of Com., 635.
On Rep. of Com., 853.

Senate Debates Committee.
On 2nd Rep., 211.

Senators' Gallery in House of Com-
mons.

Remarks, 690.
Speaker Plumb, death of.

Remarks, 174.
Speakership, appointment of Hon.

Mr. Allan to.
Remarks, 179.

Speech from the Throne, considera-
tion of.

Motion for, 4.
Speedy Trials Act Amt. B.

lot R.*, 489.
6o

2nd R. m., 545.
3rd R.*, 572.

Standing Comm ittees, appointment of.
Motion, 106.

St. Catherines & Niagara Central R.
R. Co's. B.

lot, 2nd and 3rd R's m., 846.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B.

2nd R. m., 799.
Stock Gambling B.

lot R.*, 247.
2nd R. m., 252-254.
In Com., 267-269.
3rd R.*, 269.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
As to Mr. Bellerose's M., 77.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary,
administration of affairs in con-
nection with.

In reply to Mr. Bellerose, 153.
Sub-marine Telegraph Cable Preser-

vation B.
Tht R.*, 180.
2nd R. m., 247.
In Com., 250.
Srd R. m., 274.

Summary Convictions Act Amt. B,
2nd R. m., 800.
In Com. and 3rd R., 881.

Supreme and Exchequer Court Act
Amt B.

ln Com. 807.
3rd R.*, 808.

Territories Real Property B.
In Com. and 8rd R., 884.

Trent Valley Canal, expenses of valu-
ation of land.

In reply to Mr. Flint, 184.
Tudor Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., 668.
Universal Exhibition at Paris, invita-

tion of Canada to
In reply to Mr. Pelletier, 248.

Upper Canada Bank, disposition of
assetts of.

On Mr. Alexander's M. for Com., the
Chamber cleared of strangers, 469.

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.
On 3rd R., 688.

West India Trade, condion and pros-
pect of.

Reply to Mr. Howlan, 208.
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West Indies, promotion of trade with.
Reply to Mr. Dever, 249.

White Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 344.

White, Hon. Thomas, decease of.
M. for adjournment and Remarks, 356.

Winter Communication with Prince
Edward Island.

Reply to Mr. Haytfliorne, 109.
Wood, Mr. A. F., employment of, as

valuator.
In reply to Mr. Flint, 563.

ALEXANDER, Hon. George.
Adjournment (March 28-April 4).

On Mr. Abbott's M. 213.
Adulteration Act Amt. B.

In Com., 547.
Assaults with Intent to Rob, laws

concerning.
Inquiry, 261.

Atlantic Mail Service, arrangements of.
On Mr. Power's M., 191.

Bank Frauds, legislation concerning.
Inquiry, 268.

Canadian Facific Railway Agreement
B.

In Com., 835.
Chairman, appointment of,

of Speaker.
Renarks, 165.

on death

Chignecto. Marine Transport R. R.
Co's B.

On 2nd R., 584.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 887.

Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-
cerning.

On 2nd Rep. of Com., M. postponing
consideration, 295.

In Com., 808.
Elections Act Amt. B.

In Com.. 864.
Explanation as to remarks in

ence ti Toronto.
273.

Fisheries Treaty B
On 2nd R., 422.

Governor-General, addresses to.
On Mr. Abbott's M., 845.

refer-

Governor-General, departure of, re-
marks upon.

In debate on the Address, 34.
Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial

and agricultural value of
On Mr. Schultz's inquiry, 230.

Indian Destitution in North-West
Territories.

On Mr. Girard's inquiry, 351.
Library Committee.

On 2nd Rep., 883.
Loan of Money for Public Service B.

In Com., 802.
Mill Refuse in the Ottawa River.

On Mr. Clemow's ifquiry, 561.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
In Com., 817.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 757.

Portrait of Sir David Macpherson.
Not. of M. concerning, 684.

Privilege, question of, as to his re-
marks concerning the Mayor of
Toronto.

317.

Railway B.
On 2nd R., 913.

Sabbath Observance, better preserva-
tion of.

On Mr. Macdonald's M., 315.

Saw-dust Nuisance in .the Ottawa
River.

On M. for Com., 596.

Senate Speakership, to be elective.
M. withdrawn, 324.

Senators, appointment of, approval
expressed.

In debate on the Address, 34.

Senators' Gallery in the House of
Commons, occupied by ladies.

Inquiry, 688.

South-Western Railway Co's. B.
On 3rd R., 540.

Speaker Plumb, death of.
Remarks, 175.

Stock Gambling B.
On 2nd R., 253-257.
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Tudor Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., M. for Adj. of Deb.,
615.

On adoption of Rep., 645.

West India Trade, condition and
prospects of.

On Mr. Howlan's inquiry, 202.
White, Hon. Thomas, decease of.

On Mr. Abbott's M., 357.

ALLAN, Hon. Geo. W.
Divorce Proceedings, improvements in.

On Mr. Gowan's M., 72.
Order-As to propriety of Mr. Belle-

rose's references to Minister of
Justice.

149.

ALMON, Hon. William J.
Canada Temperance Act Amt. B.

In Com., 736.
Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-

cerning.
On 2nd Rep. of Com., 294.
In Com., 307.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 511.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 171.

Intercolonial Railway, improper treat.
ment of passengers upon.

On Mr. Odell's inquiry, 162.
Morrison Divorce Case.

As to Rep. of Com., 286.
Sackville River, removal of obstruc-

tion to fishway in.
Inquiry, 718.

Voting by Ballot, condemnation of.
In debate on the Address, 43.

White Divorce B.
On 2nd R., 291.
On Rep. of Com., 826.
On Rep. of Com., 337.

ARMAND, Hon. Joseph F.
Canada, condition and prosperity of.

In debate on the Address, 17.

Chairman, appointment of, owing to
Speaker's death,

Declines to act, 165.

French Canadians, treatment of, by
Governments, etc.

In debate on the Address, 20-24.

North-West of Canada, Government
dealings with.

In debate on the Address, 18.

BELLEROSE, Hon. Joseph H.
Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.

In Com., 867.
On 2nd R., 798.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On adoption of lst Rep., 269.
On adoption of 3rd Rep., 568.

Penitentiaries Report, attacks upon
him in, and action of Govern-
ment thereon.

In debate on the Address, 43.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary,

reference to, in Penitentiary Re-
port.

M. concerning postponed, 75.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary,

as to fire en premises, etc.
Motion, 108.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary,
statements and accusations made
against him in connection with,
in Penitentiaries Report.

Inquiry and Remarks, 78-106-118-153.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary,

documents concerning.
M. for Ret., 828.

BOLDUC, Hon. Joseph.
Banque Nationale Stock Reduction B.

2nd R. m., 824.
8rd R.*, 827.

St. Lawrence & Renfrew Railway B.
2nd and 3rd R's., 828.

BOTSFORD, Hon. Amos Edw.
Accident Fire Ins. Co's. B.

lt R.*, 453.
Cape Tormentine Pier, progress of

construction.
Inquiry, 186.

Cape Tormentine Coast Survey.
M. for Ret., 248.

Chignecto Marine Transport R. R.
Co's. B.

On 2nd R., 579.
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Keystone Fire Insurance Co's. B.
2nd R.*, 553.
3rd R. m., 560.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 765.

BOYD, Hon. John.
Annapolis Atlantic Railway B.

lst R.*, 489.

CASGRAIN, Hon. Chas. Eusebe.
Canada & Michigan Tunnel Co's. B.

1st R.*, 247.
2nd R.*, 259.
8rd R.*, 259.

CLEMOW, Hon. Francis.

Bronsons & Weston Lumber Co's. B.
lst R.*, 299.
2nd R. m., 320.
3rd R. m., 480.

Customs Act Amt. B.
In Com., 625.

Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-
cerning.

On 2nd Rep. of Com., 806.
Esquimault & Nanaimo R. R. Co's. B.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R. m., 266.
Srd R.*, 85.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 527.

Great North-West Central R. R. Co's.
B.

1st R.*, 824.
2nd R. m., 828.
Srd R.*, 848.

Hydraulic Leases
due upon.

M. for Ret., 556.

at Ottawa, amounts

Maskinonge & Nipissing R.R. Co's. B.
2nd R. m., 326.

Middleton Divorce Case.
Petition presented, 212.

Middleton Divorce B.
lst R.*, 468.
2nd R. m., 783.
Ref. to Com., 734.

Mill Refuse in the Ottawa River.
M. and Inquiry, 560.

Ottawa & Parry Sound R. R. Co's. B.
1st R.*, 827.

2nd R. m., 347.
3rd R.*, 359.

Ottawa River Works, cost of construc-
tion, etc.

M. for Ret., 249.
Pauper Immigration, Prohibition of.

On Mr. McInnes' M., 769.
Pontiac & Renfrew R. R. Co's. B.

lst R.*, 299.
2nd R. m., 819.
3rd R.*, 323.

Port Arthur, Duluth & Western R. R.
Co's B.

1st R.*, 212.
Suspension of Rule 61 m., 213
2nd R. m., 241.
3rd R.*, 241.

Saw-dust in Ottawa River.
On Rep. of Com., 847. .

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.
On 2nd R., 673.
On 3rd R. Amt. m., 678.

White Divorce Bill.
On Rep. of Com., 42.

COCHRANE, Hon. Matthew H.
Herford Branch R. R. Co's. B.

lst R., 250.
Srd R.*, 25.

DeBOUCHERVILLE, Hon.
Chas. E. B.

Adjournment (March 2-20).

Remarks, 158.
Civil Service Act Amt. B.

In Com., 887.
Elections Act Amt. B.

On 2nd R., 798.

Montreal Inundation, report upon.
Inquiry, 247.

Senate Debates, publication com.
2nd Rep., 209.

DEVER, Hon. James,
Adulteration Act Amt. B.

In Com., 548.

Chignecto Marine Transport R. R.
Co's. B.

On 2nd R., 583.
In Com., 622.
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Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.

In Com., 871.
Fisheries Treaty B.

On 2nd R., 504.
Hart Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., 171.
Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
In Com., 822.

Sackville River Fishway.
On Mr. Almon's inquiry, 725.

Saw-dust Nuisance in the Ottawa
River.

On M. for Com., 596.
Senators' Gallery in House of Com-

mons.
Remarks, 689.

West Indies, promotion of trade with.
Inquiry, 249.

DICKEY, Hon. Robert B.

Adjournment (March 2-20).

Objected to, 157.
Adjournment owing

Speaker.
Motion, 166.

to Death of

Adulteration Act Amt. B.
In Com., 550.

Bellerose, Hon. Mr., request to be
allowed to read his speech, sup-
ported.

In debate on the Address, 44.

Belleville & Lake Nipissing R. R. B.
Rep. from Com., 260.

Buffalo & Chippewa Steamboat Cols.
B.

Rep. from Com., 557.
Canada Temperance Act Amt. B.

In Com., 738.
Chairman, appointment of, owing to

death of Speaker.
Remarks, 164.

Chignecto Marine Transport R. R.
Co's. B.

On 2nd R., 574.
In Com., 621.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 890.

Colonial Conference at London, copy
of report and proceedings.

M. for Ret., 212.

Fisheries Treaty, remarks upon.
In debate on the Address, 34.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., M. for adj. of debate, 429.
Remarks, 433.

Governor General, address to.
On Mr. Abbott's M., 843.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On 3rd Rep., 569.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 169.

Middleton Divorce B.
Rep. of Com., 840.
Rep. of Com., 911.

Montreal Island R. R. Co's. B.
Rep. from Com., 359.
On 2nd R., 554.

Morrison Divorce B.
Rep. from Com., 559.

Railway Legislation, rapid disposal of.
Statement, 285.

Sackville River, improvement in Fish-
way in.

On Mr. Almon's inquiry, 720.
Saw-dust Nuisance in Ottawa River.

On lst Rep. of Com., 635.
Senate Debates Com.

On 2nd Rep., 212.
Speaker Plumb, death of.

Remarks, 176.
St. Catherines & Niagara Central R.

R. B.
Rep. from Com., 594.

Stock Gambling B.
In Com., 268.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
As to irregularity of Mr. Bellerose's

M., 76.
Sub-marine Telegraph Cable B.

On 3rd R., 276.
Tobique Gypsum R. R. Co's B.

Rep. from Com., 360
Treaties with the United States relat-

ir.g to Canada, their unsatisfac-
tory character.

In debate on the Address, 37.
Tudor Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., 609.
Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's B.

On 3rd R., 682.
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White Divorce B.
On 2nd R., 292.

FERRIER, Hon. James.
Grand Trunk R. R. Co's B.

1st R.*, 250.
3rd R.*, 285.

Merchants' Marine Insurance Co's. B.
1st R.*, 324.
2nd R.*, 360.
3rd R. m., 430.

FLINT, Hon. Billa.
Bank Frauds, legislation concerning.

On Mr. Alexander's inquiry, 265.
Belleville & Lake Nipissing R. R. B.

1st R.*, 186.
2nd R. m., 241.
3rd R. m., 260.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 759.

Saw-dust in Ottawa River.
On Rep. of Com., 850.

Trent Valley Canal, expenses of valu-
ation of land.

Inquiry, 184.
Wood, Mr. A. F., employment of on

Murray or Trent Valley Canal.
Inquiry, 562.

GIRARD, Hon. Marc A.
Adulteration Act Amt. B.

In Com., 549.
Assiniboine River Bridge B.

lt R.*, 453.
2nd R. m., 553.
3rd R.*, 594.

British Columbia, Indian affairs in.
On Mr. Macdonald's M., 643.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultural value of.

On Mr. Schultz's inquiry, 225.
Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.

On 8rd Rep., 568.
Consid. postponed m., 571.
On 3rd Rep. of Com., 691.

Indian Act Amt. B.
In Com., 590.

Indiaris in North.West Territories,
destitution of.

Inquiry, 348.
Manitoba Affairs, remarks upon.

In debate on the Address, 40.
Manitoba & North-Western R. R.

Co's. B.
1st R.*, 383.
2nd R. m., 432.
3rd R.*, 469.

GOVERNOR GENERAL, His
Excellency the..

Delivers the Speech from the Throne.
3.

GOWAN, Hon. Robert James.
Adjournment owing to Death of

Speaker.
Remarks, 167.

Alberta Railway & Coal Co's. Incorp. B
Rep. of Com., 242.

Divorce Laws in Canada, condition of.
Remarks, 60.

Divorce Proceedings, improvements
in, Com. to frame regulations.

M. and Remarks, 55-73.
Divorce Proceedings Committee.

Addition of new members, 112.
Divorce Proceedings, new rules and

forms in.
2nd Rep. of Com. n., 293.
Adoption of Rep. m., 309.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On 3rd Rep. of Com., 698.

Middleton Divorce B.
On Ref. to Com., 734.

Morrison Divorce B.
Rep. of Com. as to Petition, 285.

Private Bills, extension of time for
presenting petitions for.

Motion, 242.
Tudor Divorce Case, report of Com.

.pon.
243.

Tudor Divorce B.
On Rep. of Coin., 598.

HARDISTY, Hon. Richard.
Appointment of, to Senate announced.

Introduced and takes his seat, 4.

HAYTHORNE, Hon. Robert P.
Adjournment (March 2-20).

Objected to, 158.
Agricultural Results in Canada.

In debate on the Address, 44.
Cape Tormentine Pier, construction of.

On Mr. Botsford's inquiry, 186.
Chignecto Marine Transport R. R.

Co's B.
On 2nd R., 587.

Divorce, select committee upon.
On Mr. Abbott's M., 322.

Electoral Franchise, Amt. of.
In debate on the Address, 47.

Electoral Franchise B.
On 2nd R., 902.
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Fisheries Question, remarks upon.
In debate on the Address, 45.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R , 424.

Governor General's Departure, re-
marks upon.

In debate on the Address, 44.
Hart Divorce B., reported from Com.

on Private Bills.
167.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
On 3rd R., 825.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 771.

Prince Edward Island, winter com-
munication with.

Inquiry, 109.
Inquiry, 685.

Railways, reforms relating to.
In debate on the Address, 48.

Sabbath Observance, regulations con-
cerning.

On Mr. Macdonald's M., 316.
Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.

1st R.*, 559.
White Divorce B.

Rep. of Com., 339.

HOWLAN, Hon. George W.
Cape Tormentine Pier, construction of.

On Mr. Botsford's inquiry, 186.
Chairman, appointment of, on death

of Speaker.
Remarks, 166.

Customs Act Amt. B.
In Com., 628.

Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com., 862.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 451.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultural value of.

On Mr, Schultz's inquiry, 231.
Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.

In Com., 821.
Order-As to Mr. Bellerose's refer-

ences to Minister of Justice.
149.

Prince Edward Island Sub-way, sur-
vey of.

M. for Ret., 241.
Prince Edward Island, winter com-

munication with.
On Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry, 686.

Tobique Gypsum R. R. Co's. B.
1st R.*, 328.
2nd R. m., 347.
3rd R., 360.

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.
On 3rd R., 680.

West Indies Trade, condition and
prospects of.

Inquiry, 196.
Remarks, 206.

KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.
Adjournment (March 2-20).

Objected to, 158.
Annapolis Atlantic R. R. Co's. B.

2nd R. m., 545.
Atlantic Mail Service, arrangcment of.

On Mr. Power's M., 192.
Behring Sea, seizure of British vessels

in.
On Mr. Macdonald's M. 182.

Canadian Pacific Railway agreement
B.

In Com., 833.
Chignecto Marine Transport R. R.

Co's. B.
On 2nd R., 578.
In Com., 622.

Civil Service, improvements in.
In debate on the Address, 33.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 888.

Condition of Trade and Commerce
in Canada.

In debate on the Address, 31.
Debate on Address.

M. of Adjournment, 28.
Divorce Proceedings,improvements in.

On Mr. Gowan's M., 71.
Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-

. cerning.
On 2nd Rep. of Com., 296.
In Com., 307.

Elections Act Amt. B.
On 2nd R., 799.
In Com., 862.

Electoral Franchise B.
On 2nd R., 903.

Fisheries Treaty, history and charac-
ter of

In debate on the Address, 28-31.
Fisheries Treaty B.

On 2nd R., 485.
M. for Adj. of Deb., 488.
Remarks resumed, 493.

Franchise Law, improvements in.
In debate on the Address, 33.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and Agricultural value of.

On Mi. Schultz's inquiry, 233.
Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.

On Mr. McInnes' M., 789.
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Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On lst Rep. of Com., 271.
On 3rd Rev. of Com., 694.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
In Com., 818.

Railway Development in Canada.
In debate on the Address, 32.

Sackville River, Improvement of Fish-
way in.

On Mr. Almon's inquiry, 719.
Senate Debates Com.

On 2nd Rep., 210.
Senators' Gallery in House of Com-

mons.
Remarks, 689.

Sub-marine Cable Telegraph B.
On 3rd R., 283.

Tudor Divorce B.
On Rep. of Con., 653.

West Indies Trade, condition and
prospects of.

On Mr. Howlan's inquiry, 200.
White Divorce B.

On 2nd R., 290.
On Rep. of Com., 325.
M. for adoption, 330.
On Rep. of Com., 343.

LACOSTE, Hon. Alexander.
Montreal Island R. R. Co's. B.

lst R.*, 327.
2nd R. m., 347.

Rolland, Hon. Mr., death of.
Remarks, 185.

LEWIN, Hon. James D.
Chatham Junction R. R. Co's. B.

lst R.*, 299.
2nd R. m., 319.
8rd R. m., 329.

MACDONALD, Hon. William J.,
(B. C.)

Behring Sea, seizure of Canadian ves-
sels in, by American authorities.

Inquiry, 108.
Behring, Sea, seizure of British vessels

in, correspondence concerning.
M. for Ret., 180.

British Columbia, Indian affairs in.
M. for Ret., 640.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com., 873.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 509.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On lst Rep. of Com., 272.

Indian Destitution in N.-W. Terri-
tories.

On Mr. Girard's inquiry, 352.
Saw-dust in Ottawa River.

On Rep. of Com., 849.
Shushwap & Okanagan R. R. Co's B.

1st R.*, 250.
2nd R. m., 265.

Tudor Divorce B.
On Rep. of Coin., 606.

White Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 342.

MACDONALD, Hon. John, (Mid-
land).

Appointment of, to the Senate an-
nounced.

Introduced and takes his seat, 8.
Assaults with Intent to Rob, legisla-

tion concerning.
On Mr. Alexander's inquiry, 268.

Bank of London Winding up B.
1st R.*, 687.
2nd R.', 717.

Buffalo, Chippewa & Niagara Falls
R. R. Co's. B.

1st R., 489.
2nd R. m., 545.
3rd R. m., 558.

Canadian Pacific R. R. agreement B.
In Com., 833.

Federal Bank of Canada B.
2nd R., 324.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 463.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On 3rd Rep. of Com. 696.

Irving Divorce Case.
Petition presented, 179.

Irving Divorce B.
lst R.*, 323.
2nd R. m., 538.
3rd R. m., 671.

Private Bills, extension of time for
receiveing petitions.

On Mr. Gowan's M., 242.
Privilege, Question of, as to Mr.

Alexander eliminating a portion
of his speech from the official
report.

300.
Railway Crossings at Toronto, pro-

tection of.
Inquiry, 687.

Sabbath Observance, petitions pre-
sented to Senate concerning.

M. and Remarks, 310-814.
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Toronto Board of Trade Amt. B,
lst R.*, 185.
2nd R. m., 241.
Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd R. m , 328.

Tudor Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 606.

White Divorce B.
On Rep. of Coi., 343.

MACFARLANE, Hon. Alexander

Chignecto Marine Transport
Co's B.

On 2nd R., 586.
Sackville River Fishway.

On Mr. Almon's inquiry, 726.
Tudor Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., 649.

R. R.

McCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan.

Brantford, Waterloo & Lake Erie R.R.
Co's. B.

lst R.*, 324.
2nd R. m., 328.
3rd R.*, 348.

Canada Southern R. R. Co's. B.
1st R.*, 247.
2nd and 3rd R's.', 259.

Collingwood & Bay of Quinte R. R.
Co's B.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R. m., 267.
3rd R.', 285.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com., 870.

Electoral Franchise B.
On 2nd R., 904.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R, 514.

New York, St. Lawrence & Ottawa
R. R. Co's B.

1st R.*, 556.
2nd R. m., 593.
3rd R.*, 634.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 775.

Railway B.
On 2nd R., 912.
In Com., 922.

South Norfolk R. R. Co's. B.
1st R.', 250.
2nd R. m., 266.
3rd R.', 285.

St. Catherines & Niagara Central R. R.
Co's B.

1st R, 539.
61

St. Clair River R. R. Co's B.
lst R., 250.
2nd R. m., 267.
3rd R.*, 285.

Welland Canal, cost of maintenance,
etc.

M. for Ret., 208.
West India Trade, condition and

prospects of.
On Mr. Howlan's inquiry, 205.

York Farmers' Colonization Co's. B.
lst R.*, 177.
2nd R.*, 185.
3rd R. m , 324.

McCLELAN, Hon. Abner R.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
In Corn., 877.

Nova Scotia Telephone Co's. B.
On 2nd R., 431.

Sackville River, improved fishway in.
On Mr. Almon's inquiry, 724.

Savings Bank Deposits Interest B.
In Com., 809.

Wood Mountain & Qu'Appelle R. R.
Co's. B.

1st R.*, 299.
2nd R. m. 320.
3rd R. m. 329.

McINNES, Hon. Donald (Bur-
lington).

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 886.

MeINNES, Hon. Thomas R.

Behrings Sea, seizure of British ves-
sels in.

On Mr. Macdonald's M., 183.
British Columbia, Dominion Savings

Banks in.
Inquiry, 638.

British Columbia, representation of,
in the Cabinet.

Inquiry, 636.

British Columbia Experimental Farm,
selection of site for.

Inquiry, 320.
Canada, unfair treatment of, in treaties

between Great Britain and the
United States.

In debate on the Address, 38.
Dominion Elections Act Ant. B.

in Com., 874,
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Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com. Amt. m., 857.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 474.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
M. and Remarks, 742.

Privilege, Question of, as to paragraph
in Citizen newspaper.

356.

Quarantining of Canadian Steamship
at San Francisco.

Inquiry, 325.
Stock Gambling B.

On 2nd R., 253.
Tudor Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., 661.
White Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., 341.

McKINDSEY, Hon. George C.

Canada Temperance Act Amt. B.
1st R.», 678.

Central Ontario R. R. Co's. B.
lst R.«, 559.

Morrison Divorce Case.
Petition presented, 287.

Morrison Divorce B.
1st R.*, 320.
2nd R. m., 489.
Consid. of Rep. of Com. ?n., 559.
3rd R. m., 671.

Ontario Central R. R. Co's. B.
2nd R. m., 267.

Ontario & Quebec R. R. Co's. B.
1st R.*, 580.
2nd R.*, 671.

Senators' Gallery in House of Com-
mons.

Remarks, 689.

South-Western R. R. Co's. B.
2st R.*, 83.
2nd R. m., 432.

St. Lawrence & Adirondack R. R.
Co's B.

1st R.*, 309.

Western Ontario
lst R.*, 250.
3rd R.*, 285.

White Divorce
sented, and

111.

White Divorce B
lst R.*, 180.

R. R. Co's B.

Case, petition
service shown.

pre-

2nd R. m., 290.
Rep. of Com. m., 291.
On Rep. of Com., 325-332.
Refund of Fee, n., 717.

McMILLAN, Hon. Donald.

Canada Temperarce Act Amt. B. (6).
2nd R. m., 732.
In Com., 739.
3rd R.*, 796.

Canada Temperance Act Amt. B. (Io).
In Com., 737.

White Divorce B.
On Rep. of Coni., 326.

MILLER, Hon. William.

Canada Temperance Act Amt. B.
In Comn., 738.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 885.

Divorce Proceedings,improvements in.
On Mr. Gowan's M., 69.

Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-
cerning.

On 2nd Rep. of Com , 296.
Dominions Election Act Amt. A.

In Com., 877.
Elections Act Amt. B.

In Com., 855.
In Com., 860.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 399.

Kincardine Toll B.
1st R.*, 488.

Library of Parliament Com.
2nd Rep. presented, 883.

Nisbet Academy B.
On 3rd R , 492.

Personal Correction as to Mis-state-
ment in Newspapers.

Remarks, 77.
Railway Subsidies B.

On 3rd R., 921.

Saw-dust Nuisance in Ottawa River.
1st Rep. of Com., 635.
Rep. of Com. m., 846.

Senators' Gallery in House of Coni-
mons.

Remarks, 688.

South-Western R. R. Co's. B,
3rd R. m,, 539.
On 3rd R., 541.
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St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, Mr.
Bellerose's M. concerning.

Objected to as irregular, 75.
Sub-marine Telegraph Cable B.

On 3rd R.. 282.

Upper Ottawa Improvemerit Co's. B.
On 3rd R., 679.

White Divorce B.
On 2nd R., 292.
On Rep. of Con., 326.
On M. for adoption, 331.

ODELL, Hon. William H.

Intercolonial Railway, im proper treat-
ment of passengers by officials.

Inquiry, 159.

Intercolonial Railway, management of.
On Mr. Abbott's explanation, 244.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. John

Cabinet Changes, and
Mr. Smith.

Inquiry, 248.

action of 1-on.

Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-
cerning.

On 2nd Rep. of Com., 297.

Governor-General's Office, expenses
of maintenance since Confedera-
tion.

M. for Ret., 177.

Governor-General's Office, expenses
of maintenance.

M. for Ret., 287.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultural value of

On Mr. Schultz's inquiry, 232.

Stock Gambling B.
On 2nd R., 258.

OGILVIE, Hon. Alexander W.

Adjournment (March 2 20).
Notice of M., 78.
Motion for, 156.
Hon. Mr. Abbott's Ait. accepted, 158.

Alberta Railway & Coal Co's. B.
Suspension of 51st Rule n., 242.

Divorce Proceedings, improvements in.
On Mr. Gowan's M., 69.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
In Coin., 870.

Grenville International Bridge Co's. B.
lst R.*, 429.

Hart Divorce Case.
Petition presented, 112.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. from Coni., 168.

Lake Nipissing & James
Co's. B.

lst R.*, 250.

Bay R. R.

Montreal Harbor Improvements.
M. for Ret., 259.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
In Com., 819.

Nisbet Academy Incorp. B.
1st R., 383.

Pauper Irtmigration, prohibition of
On Mr. McInnes' M., 777.

Senate Debates Com.
On 2nd Rep., 212.

Stock Gambling B.
On 2nd R., 252.

Tudor Divorce B.
lst R. m., 243.
Proof of service, 318.
2nd R. m., 319.
Adoption of Rep. of Coin. m., 598.
3rd R. m., 670.

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's B.
On 2nd R., 675.

PAQUET, Hon. Anselme H.

Adulteration Act Amcndment B.
In Com. 546.

PELETIER, Hon. Charles A. P.

Divorce Proceedings, improvements in.
On Mr. Gowan's M., 69.

Governor-General, address to.
On Mr. Abbott's M., 844.

Speakership, appointment of
Mr. Allan to.

Remarks, 178.

Hon.

Universal Exhibition at Paris, invita-
tion of Canada to.

Inquiry, 243.

POIRIER, Hon. Pascal.

Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-
cerning.

On 2nd Rep. of Com., 298.
In Com., 308.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com., 868.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 466.
M. for Adj. of debate, 468.
Remarks resumed, 469.
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Loan of Money for Public Service B.
In Com., 804.

Moncton Harbor Improvement Co's.
B.

1st R., 383.
2nd R. n., 431.
3rd R.*, 469.

White Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 339.

POWER, Hon. Lawrence G.

Adjournment owing to Death of
Speaker.

Remarks, 166.

Adjournment (March 28-April 4).
On Mr. Abbott's M., 213.

Adulteration Act Amt. B.
In Com., 547.

Atlantic Mail Service, advertisements
for tenders concerning.

M. for Ret., 187.
Canadian Pacific R. R. Agreement B.

In Com., 830.
Chignecto Marine Transport R. R.

Co's B.
On 2nd R., 573.
In Com., 618.

Contingent Accounts Committee.
On 1st Rep., 245.

Customs Act Amt. B.
In Com., 623.
In Com., 714.
In Com., 812.

Divorce Proceedings, improvements in.
On Mr. Gowan's M., 70.

Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-
cerning.

On 2nd Rep. of Com., 305.
Dominion Plate Glass Insur. Co's. B.

1st R., 453.
2nd R. m., 538.
3rd R. m., 559.

Elections Act Amt. B.
On 2nd R., 797.
In Com., 854.

Electoral Franchise B.
On 2nd R., 902.

Fisheries Treaty, unsatisfactory na-
ture of.

In debate on the Address, 25.
Fisheries Treaty B.

On 2nd R., 437.
Fraudulent Trade Marks B.

In Com., 572.

Governor-General's Office, expenses of.
On Mr. O'Donohoe's M., 177.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultural value of.

On Mr. Sclultz's inquiry, 235.
Grcat Mackenzie Basin, resources of.

On 1st Rep., 271.
On 3rd Rep., 569.
On 3rd Rep. of Coin., 699.

Great Eastern Insurance Co's. B.
1st R.*, 324.
2nd R. m., 328.
3rd R.*, 429.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 170.

Indian Act Amt. B.
In Com., 592.

Intercolonial Railway management of.
On Mr. Odell's inquiry, 164.

International Ferries B.
On 2nd R., 363.
In Com., 617.

Library Committee.
On 2nd Rep., 883.

Loan of Money for Public Service B.
In Com., 802.

Montreal Island Railway Co's B.
On 2nd R., 553.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
In Coin., 816.

Nisbet Academy B.
On 2nd R., 432.
On 3rd R.. 490.

Nova Scotia Telephone Co's. B.
1st R.*, 382.
2nd R. ni., 431.
3rd R.*, 542.

Patents of Inventions B.
On 2nd R., 905.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. MeInnes' M., 785.

Railway B.
On 2nd R., 915.
In Com., 917-924.

Railway Subsidies B.
On 3rd R., 921.

Royal Military College B.
On M. to suspend Rule, 383.

Sackville River, improved fishway in.
On Mr. Almon's inquiry, 721.

Savings Bank Deposits Interest B.
In Com., 808.

Saw-dust Nuisance in the Ottawa.
On M. for Com., 595.
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Senate Debates Com.
On 2nd Rep., 211.

South-Western Railway Co's. B,
On 3rd R. Amt. m., 539-540.

Stock Gambling B.
In Com., 268.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
As to irregularity of Mr. Bellerose's

M., 77.

Sub-marine Telegraph Cable Preser-
vation B.

In Com., 251.
On 3rd R., 278.

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act
Amt. B.

In Com., 808.

Tudor Divorce B.
On adoption of Rep. of Com., 647.

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.
On 3rd R., 678.

West Indies Trade, condition
prospects of.

On Mr. Howlan's inquiry, 207.
White Divorce B.

On Rep. of Com., 340.

READ, Hon. Robert.

Central Ontario R. R. Co's Pet
Ref. back to Com. m, 493.

Central Ontario R. R. B.
2nd R. m., 616.

Contingent Accounts Com.
1st Rep., 245.
2nd Rep. rn., 853.

Divorce Proceedings, new rule
cerning.

On 2nd Rep. of Com., 294.

and

Thousand Island R. R. Co's. B.
lst R.*, 556.
2nd R. m., 593.
3rd R. m., 635.

REESOR, Hon. David.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On 3rd Rep. of Com., 703.

Senate Debates Com.
On 2nd Rep., 210.

ROSS, Hon. John J.

Address in Reply to i he Speech from
the Throne.

Motion and Remarks, 4-7.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 897.

Maskinonge & Nipissing R.R. Co's. B.
lst R.*, 310.
3rd R. n., 330.

ROSS, Hon. James G

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B.
In Com., 821.

White, Hon. Thomas, decease of.
On Mr. Abbott's M., 358.

ition. SANFORD, Hon. William E.

Address in Reply to. Speech from the
Throne.

M. seconded and Remarks, 7-9.

Canadian Pacific R. R. Agreement B.
In Com., 835.

s con-

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 173.

Kincardine & Teeswater R.R. Co's. B.
1st R.*, 324.
2nd R. m., 329.
3rd R.*, 359.

Kincardine Toll B.
2nd R.*, 589.
3rd R.*, 634

Morrison Divorce Case.
As to Rep. of Com., 286.

Ottawa, Morrisburgh & New
Railway & Bridge Co's. B.

2nd R. m., 551.

York

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 763.

Chinook Belt &
Co's. B.

lst R.*, 320.
2nd R. m. 330.
3rd R.*, 359.

Peace River R. R.

Customs Act Amt. B.
In Com., 629.

Detroit River Bridge Co's. B.
lst R.*, 383.
3rd R.*, 557.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultural value of.

On Mr. Schultz's Inquiry, 229.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 752.

Port Burwell Harbor, grant to.
Petition presented, 926.

Victoria College, Cobourg, petition in
reference to name.

Presented, 858.
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SCHULTZ, Hon. John C.

Adjournment owing to Death of
Speaker.

Remarks, 167.

British Columbia, Indian affairs in.
On Mr. Macdonald's M., 644.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultual value of.

Inquiry and Remarks, 213-225.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
lst Rep. of Com. presented, 248.
2nd Rep. of Com. presented, 261.
Adoption of lst Rep. n., 269.
Adoption of 2nd Rep. m., 293.
3rd Rep. presented, 542.
Adoption of 3rd Rep. m., 564.
Adoption of 4th Rep. m., 593.
Remarks, 907.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 172.

Indian Act Amt. B.
In Com., 592.

Indian Destitution in
Territories.

North-West

On Mr. Girard's Inquiry, 353.

Manitoba Experimental Farm, estab-
lishment of.

Inquiry, 288.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard W.

Canada Temperance Act Amt. B. (6.)
In Com., 739.

Canadian Pacific
lst R.*, 250.
2nd R. m., 266.

R. R. Co's. B.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 884.

Customs Act Amt. B.
On 2nd R., 543.

Divorce Proceedings, improvementsin.
On Mr. Gowan's M., 68.

Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com., 857.

Electoral Franchise B.
On 2nd R., 903.

Fisheries Question, history and
gress of.

In debate on the Address, 10.
Fisheries Treaty, provisions of.

In debate on the Address, 11.
Fisheries Treaty B.

On 2nd R., 374.
Adj. of debate m., 382.
Remarks resumed, 384.

pro-

Governor-General, departure
dress in reference to.

M. seconded, 842.

of, ad-

International Ferries B.
On 2nd R., 361.
In Com., 617.

Loan of Money for Public Service B.
In Com., 801.

Mill Refuse in the Ottawa River.
On Mr. Clemow's Inquiry, 562.

Nisbet Academy B.
On 3rd R., 491.

Ottawa & Morrisburg
Bridge Co's. B.

On 2nd R., 551.

Railway and

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 766.

Saw-dust in Ottawa River.
On Rep. of Com., 851.

Senate Debates, publication Com.
On 2nd Rep., 209.

Speaker Plumb, death of.
Remarks, 176.

Speakership, appointment of Hon. G.
W. Allan to.

Remarks, 178.

Stock Gambling B.
In Com., 268.

Sub-marine Telegraph
vation B.

In Com., 251.
On 3rd R., 281.

Cable Preser-

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.
2nd R. m., 671.
3rd R. m., 678.

West Indies Trade, condition and
prospects of.

On Mr. Howlan's Inquiry, 204.

White Divorce B.
On Adoption of Rep. of Com., 332.

White, Hon. Thomas, decease of.
On Mr. Abbott's M., 357.

SMITH, Hon. Frank.

Elections Act Amt. B.
In Con., 863.

SPEAKER, The.

Appointment of Hon. John Macdon-
ald to the Senate announced.

I.-INDEX To SENATORS. [Session950
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Appointment of Hon. Richard Har-
disty announced.

4.

Governor-General, reply of to address.
Presented, 927.

Order-Mr. Bellerose's reference to
Minister of Justice ruled out of
order.

148.

Prorogation announced.
928.

Senators' Gallery in House of Coin-
mons.

Remarks, 691.

Speakership, Hon. George W. Allan,
appointment to.

Remarks in reply to congratulations,
179.

Speech from the Throne Reported.
4.

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.
On 3rd R., 679.

STEVENS, Hon. Gardner G.

Hereford Branch R. R. Co's. B.
2nd R. m., 266.

Stanstead, Shefford & Chambly, R.R.
Co's. B.

lst R.*, 580.
2nd R. m., 735.
Concurrence in Amts. and 3rd R. m.,
740.

SULLIVAN, Hon. Michael.

White Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 338.

SUTHERLAND, Hon. John.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 171.

TRUDEL, Hon. Francois Xavier.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Com., 888.

Great Mackenzie Basin, resources of.
On Adoption of 3rd Rep., 570.

Hart Divorce B.
On Report of Com., 174.

Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.
On Mr. McInnes' M., 778.

Pontiac & Pacific Junction R.R. Co's.
Subsidy, &c.

M. for Ret., 597.

Tudor Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 652.

TURNER, Hon. James.

Detroit Winter Bridge Co's. B.
2nd R. m., 433.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial
and agricultural value of.

On Mr. Schultz's Inquiry, 227.

Lake Nipissing & James Bay R. R.
Co's. B.

2nd R. m., 266.
Pauper Immigration, prohibition of.

On Mr. Mclnnes' M., 756.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander.

Bank of London Winding up B.
3rd R n., 741.

Bronsons & Weston Lumber Co's. B.
Rep. from Com., 430.

Canada Temperance Act Amt. B. (ro.)
lst R.*, 678.
2nd R. m., 731.
In Com., 735.
3rd R.-, 796.

Central Railway Co's. B.
Rep. from Com., 716.

Divorce Proceedings Con).
Suggestions concerning, 112.

Divorce Proceedings, new rules con-
cernmg.

On 2nd Rep. of Com., 300.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com., 866.

Dominion Plate Glass Insur. Co's. B.
Rep. from Com., 559.

Fisheries Treaty B.
On 2nd R., 516.

Grand Trunk R. R. Co's. B.
2nd R. m., 265.

Grand Trunk R. R. Agreement B.

2nd and 3rd Rs., 323.

Great Western R. R. Co's. B.
lst R.*, 247.
2nd and 3rd Rs., 259.

Hart Divorce B.
On Rep. of Com., 170.

Keystone Fire Insurance Co's. B.
Rep. from Com., 559.

London & South-Eastern R.R. Co's.B-
lst R.*, 310.
2nd and 3rd Rs., 323.
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Merchants Marine Insur. Co's. B.
Rep. from Com., 430.

Nisbet Academy B.
3rd R. m., 490.

Railway B.
In Com., 923.

Senate Debates Com.
On 2nd Rep., 210.

Stock Gambling B.
On 2nd R., 253.

Toronto Board of Trade B.
Rep. from Com., 327.

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's. B.
On 3rd R., 681.

White Divorce B.
On Adoption of Rep., 335.

York Farmers' Colonization Co's. B.
Rep. from Com., 324.

WARK, Hon. David.

Chignecto Marine Transport R. R
Co's. B.

On 2nd R., 574.

Church and Manse Building Fund B
lst R*, 687.
2nd R.*, 717.
3rd R.*, 741.

Civil Service Act Amt. B.
In Con., 899.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
In Com., 876.

Elections Act Amt. B.
On 2nd R., 798.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Channel B
In Com., 822.

Savings Bank Interest B.
In Com., 810.
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Accident Fire Insurance Co's. In-
corp. B. (78). Mr. Botsford.

lst R.*, 458.
2nd R.*, 553.
3rd R.*, 559 ; passed as amended, 560.

Address in Answer to Speech from the
T'hrone.

Consideration m., (Mr Abbott), 4 and
50; Address m., (Mr. Ross de la
Durantaye), 4 ; seconded(Mr. San-
ford), 7; Debate (Mr. Scott), 9;
(Mr. Miller), 11; (Mr. Howlan), 12;
(Mr. Armand), 16; (Mr. Power),
24; (Mr. Kaulbach), 28; (Mr.
Alexander), 84; (Mr. Dickey), 34;
(Mr. McInnes, B. C.), 89; (Mr.
Girard), 40 ; (Mr. Almon), 43; (Mr.
Bellerose), 43; (Mr Haythorne), 44.

Agreed to, 55.
Adjournments.

See " Senate."

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (47), Mr.
Abbott.

lst R.*, 882.
2nd R.', 536.
8rd R., 546;

546-551.
Assent, 558.

discussed and passed,

Agricultural ProsPerity of Canada.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Ross),

6; (Mr. Sanford), 7-8.
The National Policy, with respect to,(Mr. Scott), 10; (Mr. Kaulbach), 32.

Alberta Railway & Coal Co's. B.
(68).

Report from Com. on Standing Orders
and Private Bills presented (Mr.
Gowan), recommending suspen-
sion of 51st rule with respect to B.
agreed to, 242.

Annapolis Atlantic Railway Co's.
Incorp. B. (82), Ar Boyd.

lst R.*, 489.
2nd R.*, 545.
3rd R., as amended, passed, 557.
Assent, 929.

Assault with intent to Rob.
Inqy. (Mr. Alexander), whether Govt.

intends to make laws more strin-
gent, 261; discussion, 261-263.
62

Bank Act Amt. B. (i 19), Mr. Abbott.
lst R.*, 738.
2nd R.*, 796.
In Com. of W. on Srd R. discussed,

881-882; 8rd R., and passed as
amended, 882.

Assent, 929.
Bank Frauds.

Inqy. (Mr. Alexander), whether Govt.
intends to legislate upon Bank
Frauds during present session, 263.

Answer (Mr. Abbott), 265.

Bank of London in Canada Wind-
ing Up B. (80), Mr. McDonald,
Midand.

lst R.*, 687.
2nd R.', 717.
8rd R.*, and passed, 741.
Assent, 929.

Bank of Upper Canada ajairs.

Motion for Select Committee
Alexander), 469.

(Mr.

Behring Sea, International rights in.

M. (Mr. McDonald, B.C.), for returns
of corresp. between United States
and Imperial and Canadian Govts.
relative to international rights in
seizure of British vessels byUnited
States vessels, 180; discussion, 180-
481; agreed to, 184.

Belleville & Lake Nipissing Rail-
way Co's. Incorp. B. (E), Mr.
Flint.

lst R.*, 186.
2nd R.*, 241.
Srd R., 260; discussed, 260-261; Amt.

and assed as amended, 261.
Assent, 92.

1 BILLS.

(A) An Act respecting the York Farm-
ers' Colonization Co.-Mr. Mc-
Callum.

lot B.*, 177.
2nd R., 185.
Brd R., B. reported from Com., dis-

cussed, 825.
Asent, 929.
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(B) An Act for the relief of Mary
Matilda White.-Mr. McKindsey.

Petition for B., 111; withdrawn, 111;
Rep. from Com. (Mr. Haythorne),
16, discussed on non-compliance
with 72nd rule, 168-174; Rep.
adopted on div'n, C. 34, N.-C. 23,
174.

lst R. and M. for 2nd R., 180.
M. (Mr. McKindsey), that Defendent

be cailed, agreed to, 290.
M. that Petitioner be examined, agreed

to, 290.
M. for 2nd R. aeed to on div'n, 290.
M. that B. be referred to Com., naming

members of Com., 291; discussed,
291-298; agreed to on div'n, 293.

Consideration of Com.'s report st-
poned, 825; report of rom.
adopted, 380.

No ground for alle tions against Re-
spondent, 886-337.

M. (r. McKindsey), that fee of $200
less ex sesn incurred be paid
back to Petitioner, 717; discussed,
717-718; agreed to, 718.

(C) An Act respecting the Interna-
tional Convention for the Preser-
vation of Sub-marine Telegraph
Cables.-Mr. Abbott

let R., 180.
2nd R.*, 247.
Discussed in Com., 250-252.
3rd R., discussed and passed, 276-284.
Assent, 928.

(D) An Act to amend the several Acts
relating to the Board of Trade of
the City of Toronto.-Mr. Mc-
Donald.

1st R.', 185.
2nd R.*, 241.
8rd R.*, 28.
Ament, 929.

(E) An Act to incorporate the Belle-
ville & Lake Nipissing Railway
Co.-Mr. Fint.

lst R.*, 186.
2nd R.*, 241.
3rd R 260; discussed, 260-261; Amt.

and passed as amended, 261.
Assent, 928.

(F) An Act for the relief of Eleanora
Elizabeth Tudor.-Mr. Gowan.

Petition for B., 112.
M. that petition be received (Mr.

Oqilvie), agreed to on div'n, 112.
Rep.1 rom Com. on Standing Orders,

168,
M. that Rep. be referred to Com. for

further consideration (Mr.Ogilvie),
168; discussed, 168-174; agreed to
on div'n, C. 34: N.-C., 23, 174.

1st R.*, 243.
M. for 2nd R. 12th April, agreed to on

div'n, 243.
2nd R., 318.
Proceedings, 318-319.
M. for adoption of Rep. (Mr. Ogilvie),

598; discussed, 598-615; debate
resumed, 645-670; M. agreed to on
div'n, C. 32: N.-C., 20, 670.

M. for 3rd R. (Mr. Ogilvie), 670; dis-
cussed 670-671.

3rd R.*, 671.
Assent, 929.

(G) An Act respecting Gaming in
Stocks ar.d Merchandise-Mr.
Abbott.

1st R.*, 247.
2nd R., 252 ; discussed, 252-259.
In Com. on 3rd R., 267-269; 8rd R.,

passed, 269.
M. (Mr. Abbott) that Commons Amts.

be concurred in, agreed to, 796.
Assent, 929.

(H) An Act for the relief of Catherine
Morrison.-Mr. Gowan.

Petition in forma pauperis, 285; dis-
cussed. 285-286; yeas and nays de-
manded, M. (Mr. Almon), agreed
to on div'n, 287; Petition received,
318.

lst R.*, 320.
M. (Mr. McKindsey), that Robt. Mc-

Pherson be called to bar of H.,
agreed to, 489.

M. (Mr. McKindsey), that Petitioner be
examined, agreed to on div'n, 489.

M. to consider Rep. of Com. (Mr.
McKindsey), agreed to, 559.

M. (Mr. MeKindsey), to adopt Rep.,
agreed to on div'n, 671.

3rdR * passed, 671.
Assent, 929.

(I) An Act for the relief of Andrew
Maxwell Irving.-Mr. McDonald,
Midland.

lst R.*, 323.
M. for 2nd R., with certain pro-

liminaries, agreed to on div'n, 324.
Certificates of notice laid on table, and

M. (Mr. McDonald, Midland) that
H. is satisfied with proof, agreed
to on div'n, 538.

M. that Petitioner be examined agreed
to on div'n, and M. (Mr.McDonald,
Midland), for 2nd R., agreed to on
div'n, 539.

M. (Mr. McDonald, Midland), that
Rep. of Com. be adopted, agreed
to, 671.

3rd R.*, pased, 671.
Assent, 929,

(J) An Act to incorporate the Royal
Victoria College.-Mr. Abbott.

Petition to present B., received, 327.
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1st R., and m. 61st Rule be suspended,
agreed to, 883.

M. to withdraw B. (Mr. Abbott), agreed
to, 714.

(K) An Act for the relief of William
Henry Middleton.-Mr. Clemow.

Petition for B., 212.
lst R.*, 469.
2nd R., and notice of service, 733.
M. (Mr. Clemow) that H. is satisfied

with proofs, agreed to on div'n,733.
M. (Mr. Clemow), for 2nd R., agreed

to on div'n, 733.
M. that B. be referred to Com., 734;

discussion, 734-735; Rep. of Com.
presented and discussed, 840.

M. ( r. Dickey), that Rep. be referred
back to Com., agreed to, 898.

M. (Mr Dickey), to adopt Rep. of Com.
agreed to on div'n, 911.

(L) An Act further to
Dominion Lands
Abbott.

lst R.*, 564.
2nd R.-, 676.
3rd R., 676;

676-677.
Assent, 929.

amend the
Act.- Mr.

discussed and passed,

( ) An Act to amend the Act respect-
ing the Judges of Provincial
Courts, chapter one hundred and
thirty-eight of the Revised Stat-
utes.

Assent, 930.

( ) An Act for granting to Her Maj-
esty certain sums of money re-
quired for defraying certain ex-
penses of the Public Service for
the financial years ending respec-
tively the 3oth June, 1888, and
the 3 eth June, 1889, and for other
purposes relating to the Public
Service.

Presented from
Speaker), 930.

Assent, 930.

Commons (The

( ) An Act to amend the Revised
Statutes of Canada, chapter fifty,
respecting the North-West Ter-
ritories.

lst R.*, 916.
2nd R., discussed

916-917.
8rd R.*, 917.
Assent, 929.

in Com. of W.,

(4) An Act to amend the Act respect-
ing Defective Letters Patent and

SBJErss. 906

the discharge of securities to the
Crown.-Mr. Abbot.

1st R.*, 356.
2nd R.*, 860.
M. (Mr. Abbott), that Bill be read at

length at the table, discussed,
537-538.

3rd R.*, and passed as amended, 556.
Assent, 929.

(6) An Act in amendment of the Can-
ada Temperance Act.-Mr. Mc-
Kindsey.

1st R.*, 678.
2nd R.', 732; in Com., 739; discussed,

739-740.
3rd R.*, 796.
Assent, 929.

(8) An Act to incorporate the Canada
& Michigan Tunnel Company.-
Mr. Casgrain.

lst R.*, 247.
2nd R.*, 259.
3rd R.*, 259.
Assent, 558.

(9) An Act respecting the Canada
Southern Railway Co., and the
Erie & Niagara Railway Co.-
Mr. McCallum.

lst R.*, 247.
2nd R.*, 259.
8rd R.*, 259.
Assent, 558.

(io) An Act to amend the Canada
Temperance Act.-Mr. Vidal.

lst R.*, 678.
2nd R., 78 ;

Com., 735;
3rd R.*, 796.
Assent, 929.

discussed, 781-782; in
discussed, 785-789.

(i1) An Act to empower the Mer-
chants Marine Insurance Co. of
Canada to relinquish its charter,
and to provide for the winding
up of its affairs.-Mr. Ferrier.

lst R.*, 324.
2nd R.*, 360.•
3rd R., and passed as arnended, 480.
Assent, 928.

(14) An Act to incorporate the West-
ern Ontario Railway Co.-Mr.
McKindsey.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 267.
Srd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

(15) An Act to incorporate the Nisbet
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Academy of Prince Albert.-Mr.
Ogilvie.

lt R.*, 888.
2nd R., discussed, 481-482; 2nd R., 482.
M. (Mr. Gowan), for 3rd R. without

amt., 490; discussed, 490-493.
Srd R.*, 498.
Assent, 928.

(16) An Act to incorporate the Chi-
nook Belt & Peace River Rail-
way Co.-Mr. Sanford.

lt R.*, 820.
2nd R.*, 880.
Brd R.*, 859.
Assent, 558.

(1 7) An Act respecting the River St.
Clair Railway Bridge & Tunnel
Co.-Mr. McCallum.

lt R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 267.
8rd R.*, and passed, 285.
Assent, 558.

(18) An Act to amend the Acts relating
to the Great Western & Lake
Ontario Shore Junction Railway
Co.-Mr. Vidai.

lst R.*, 247.
2nd R.*, 259.
3rd R.*, 259.
Assent, 558.

(i9) An Act to incorporate the Coll-
ingwood & Bay of Quinté Rail-
way Co.-Mr. McCallum.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 267.
8rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

(o) An Act relating to the Upper
Ottawa Improvement Co.-Mr.
Haythorne.

lst R.*, 559.
Discussion on 2nd R., 671-676; 2nd R.,

676; debate resumed, 678-684; Amt.
lost on division, C. 13: N.-C., 29,
684.

3rd R.*, and passed, 684.
Assent, 929.

(21) An Act respecting the Port
Arthur, Duluth & Western Rail-
way Co.-Mr. Clemow.

lut R.', 212.
M. that rule 16

to, 213.
2nd R.*, 241.
8rd R.', 241.
Assent, 558.

be suspended agreed

(22) An Act to incorporate the East- I

ern Atsurance Co. of
Mr. Power.

Canada.-

1st R.', 324.
2nd R.*, 328.
3rd R.*, 429.

(23) An Act to reduce the Capital
Stock of "La Banque Nationale."
-Mr. Bolduc.

lst R.*, 328.
2nd R.*, 324.
3rd R.*, 327.
Assent, 558.

(24) An Act respecting Railways.-
Mr. Abbott.

lt R.*, 912.
2nd R., discussed, 912-916; in Com. of

W., discussed, 916; debate re-
sumed, 917-920; debate resumed,
922-926.

3rd R.*, and passed, 926.
Assent, 930.

(25) An Act to confirm the charter of
incorporation of the Great North-
West Central Railway Co.-Mr.
Clemow.

lst R.*, 324.
2nd R.*, 328.
3rd R.*, 848.
Assent, 928.

(26) An Act to confirm a certain
Agreement made between the
Grand Trunk Railway Company
of Canada, the Canada Southern
Railway Company and the Lon-
don & Port Stanley Railway Co.
-Mr. Vidal.

lut R.*, 810.
2nd R.*, 823.
3rd R.*, 2.
Assent, 558.

(27) An Act to incorporate the Bron-
sons & Weston Lumber Co.-
Mr. Clemou.

lut R.', 299.
2nd R.*, 820.
3rd R. passed as amended, 430.
Assent, 928.

(30) An Act authorizing the Town of
Kincardine, in the County of
Bruce, to impose and collect
certain tolls at the Harbor in the
said Town.-Mr. Mil/er.

lt R.', 488.
2nd R.*, 589.
8rd R.*, 684.
Assent, 928.
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(32) An Act to incorporate the River
Detroit Winter Railway Bridge
Co.-Mr. Sanford.

1st R.*, 888.
2nd R.*, 483.
Srd R.*, 557.
Assent, 928.

(32) An Act to incorporate the Do-
minion Plate Glass Insurance
Co.-Mr. Power.

lst R.*, 458.
2nd R.*, 588.
3rd R., M. (Mr. Power), that Amt. be

concurred in, agreed to, and B.
read a Srd time and pased, 550.

Aiment, 929.

(33) An Act to Amend the Act in-
corporating the Hereford Branch
Railway Company, and to change
the name of the Company to
"The Hereford Railway Com-
pany."-Mr. Cochrane.

Lit R.«, 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
8rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558..

(34) An Act respecting the South
Norfolk Railway Co.-Mr. Mc-
Callum.

lt R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
8rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

(35) An Act to enable the Esquimalt
& Nanaimo Railway Company to
run a ferry between Beecher Bay
in British Columbia to a point on
the Straits of Fuca within the
United States of America.-Mr.
Cemow.

lst R*, 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
8rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

(36) An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of
Canada.-Mr. Ferrier.

1st R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
8rd R.*, 28.
Aiment, 558.

(37) An Act respecting the Lake
Nipissing & James Bay Railway
Co.-Mr. Ogilvie.

lt R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
3rd R.', 285.
Assent, 558.

(38) Au Act to amend the Act re-
specting Patents of Inventions.
-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 897.
2nd R.*, 905; discussed, 905-906;
8rd R.*, 906.
Asment, 929.

(39) An Act to amend the
Statutes of Canada,
ninety-seven, respecting
-Mr. Abbott.

Revised
chapter
Ferries.

lst R.*, 848.
2nd R.,860; discussed, 861-864; read on

division, 864; discussed in Com.,
616-618; B. reported without
Amts., 618.

Srd R., 671.
AiMent, 929.

(40) An Act to extend the jurisdiction
of the Maritime Court of Ontario.
-- Mr. Abbott.

lst R.I, 897.
2ndR., 906; discused, 907.
Srd R.*, 907.
Asient, 929.

(41) An Act respecting the applica-
tion of certain Laws therein men-
tioned to the Province of Mani-
toba.-Mr. Abbot.

lst R.*, 788.
2nd R.*, 796.
8rd R.*, and passe, 812.
Aiment, 929.

(42) An Act to incorporate the Pon-
tiac & Renfrew Railway Co.-
Iir. Clemow.

lst R.*, 299.
2nd R.*, 819.
Brd R.*, 828.
Asment, 558.

(43) An Act to amend the Act incor-
porating the Shuswap & Okana-
gon RailwayCo.-Mr. Macdonald.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 265.
8rd R.', 285.
Assent, 558.

(44) An Act respecting Bonds on
Branch Lines of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Co.-Mr. &ott.
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1st R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 265.
3rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

(45) An Act respecting the Ontario &
Quebec Railway Company.-Mr.
McKndsey.

lst R.*, 580.
2nd R.*, 671.
3rd R.* 678.
Assent, 929.

(46) An Act to amend the Act relat-
ing to the Manitoba & North-
Western Railway Company of
Canada.-Mr. Girard.

lit R.', 383.
2nd R.L, 482.
3rd R.9, 469.
Assent, 558.

(47) An Act to amend " The Adulter-
ation Act," chapter one hundred
and seven of the Revised Statutes
of Canada.-Mr. Abbott.

lit R., 882.
2nd R.*, 536.
3rd R, 546; discussed and passed, 546-

551.
Assent, 558.

(48) An Act further to amend the law
respecting Procedure in Criminal
Cases.-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 888.
2nd R.-, 537.
3rd R.0, 551.
Assent, 558.

(50) An Act to incorporate the Ottawa,
Morrisburg & New York Railway
and Bridge Co.

lst R.', 429.
2nd R, 551; discussed, 551-558.

(51) An Act respecting the Federal
Bank of Canada.-Mr.Macdonald,
Midland.

lst R.'. 823.
2nd R.*, 824.

(52) An Act to amend the Act to in-
corporate the Maskinongé &
Nipissing Railway Co.-Mr.Ross,
de la Durantaye.

lst R., 810.
2nd R.', 827.
3rd R*, M80.
Assent, 928.

(53) An Act to make further provision
respecting the Brantford, Wat-
erloo & Lake Erie Railway Co.
-Mr. McCallum.

1st R.'., 324.
2nd R'., 328.
3rd R.', 348.
Assent, 928.

(54) An Act to incorporate the Sôuth-
Western Railway Co.-Mr. Mic-
Kindsey.

1St R.*, 383.
2nd R.', 432.
3rd R., 539; .discussed,

lost on div'n, and
passed, 542.

Assent, 928.

539-542; Amt.
B. read and

(59) An Act to grant certain powers
to the Nova Scotia Telephone
Co. (Limited).-Mr. Power.

lst R.*, 382.
2nd R., and discussed, 431.
3rd R', 542.
Assent, 928.

(60) An Act to amerid chapter seven
of the Revised Statutes respecting
the Department of Public Print-
ing and Stationery.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R', 558.
2nd R.*, 615.
3rd R.*, 714.
Assent, 929.

(61) An Act respecting the St. Cath-
erines & Niagara Central Railway
Co.-Mr. McCallum.

lit R.', 539.
2nd R.', 556.
3rd R., 594; discussed and passed, 595.
Assent, 929.

(62) An Act to incorporate the Gren-
ville International Bridge Co.-
Mr. Ogilvie.

lst R.*, 429.
2nd R.', 538.
3rd R.', 557.
Aiment, 928.

(63) An Act to amend the Act relating
to the Wood Mountain & Qu'Ap-
pelle Railway Co.-Mr. McLelan.

lt R., 299.
2nd R.', 820.
3rd R.', 829.
Assent, 928.
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(64) An Act to incorporate the Chat-
ham Junction Railway Co.-Mr.
Lewin.

1st R.', 299.
2nd R.*, 320.
3rd R.-, 329.
Assent, 928.

(65) An Act respecting a certain
Treaty between Her Britannic
Majesty and the President of the
United States.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R -, 848.
2nd R, 364; discussed, 364-83; debate

adjourned, 882; resumed, 884-399;
adjourned, 429; resumed, 433; ad-
journed, 466; resumed, 469: ad-
journed, 488; resumed, 493-586.

8rd R., and passed on div'n, 586.
Assent, 558.

(66) An Act to incorporate the St.
Lawrence & Adirondack Railway
Co.-Mr. McKindsey.

lst R.«, 809.
2nd R.», 323.
3rd R.', 328.
Assent, 558.

(67) An Act to incorporate the Buffalo,
Chippewa & Niagara Falls Steam-
boat and Tramway Co.-Mr.
Macdonald, Midland.

lst R.*, 489.
2nd R.', 546.
3rd R., 557.; discussed and passed as

amended, 557-558.
Assent, 929.

(69) An Act to confirm a mortgage
given by the Central Railway
to the Central Trust Company of
New York to secure an issue of
their debentures.

1st R.0, 580.
2nd R.', 635.
3rd R. and passed as amended, 716.
Assent, 929.

(7o) An Act to incorporate the Mont-
real Island Railway Co.-&r.
Lacoste.

1st R.*, 327.
2nd R.*, 847.
Rep. from Com., 859.
M. that Amt. be considered, agreed to,

360.
3rd R., discussed, 553-556; B. read 3rd

time and passed, 556.
Assent, 928.

(72) An Act to incorporate the New

York, St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway Co.-Mr. McCallum.

lst R.', 556.
2nd R.*, 593.
3rd R.', 634.
Assent, 929.

(73) An Act respecting the Stanstead,
Shefford & Chambly Railway
Co.-Mr. Stevens.

1st R.*, 580.
2nd R.-, 735.
3rd R , and passed as amended, 740.
Assent, 929.

(74) An Act to amend the Act to in-
corporate the Kincardine & Tees-
water Railway Co.-Mr. Read.

1st R.1, 824.
2nd R.', 829.
3rd R.», 359.
Assent, 558.

(75) An Act to incorporate the Ottawa
& Parry Sound Railway Co.-
Mfr. Clemow.

lst R.9, 827.
2nd R.*, 347.
3rd R.', 859.
Assent, 558.

(77) An Act to confirm a certain
agreement made between the
London & South-Eastern Railway
Co. and the Canada Southern
Railway Co.-Mr. Vidal.

Tht R.-, 810.
2nd R.*, 823.
3rd R.', 828.
Assent, 558.

(78) An Act to incorporate the Acci-
dent Fire Insurance Company.-
Mr. Botsford.

1st R.', 453.
2nd R., 553.
3rd R.', 559; passed as amended, 560.

(78) An Act to incorporate the Key-
stone Fire Insurance Co.

2nd R.', 558.
Rep. (Mr. Vidal) from Com. on Bank-

ing and Commerce, with Amts.,

M. for Amts. agreed to, 3rd R. passed,
560.

Assent, 929.

(79) An Act to incorporate theTobique
Gypsurn and Colonization Rail-
way Co.-Mr. Howlan.
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lst R., 827.
2nd R.1, 347.
Srd R., discussed, 360.
Assent, 928.

(8o) An Act to provide for the wind-
ing up of the Bank of London in
Canada.-Mr. Macdonald, Mid-
land.

1st R.'. 687.
2nd R.*, 717.
Srd R., and passed, 741.
Assent, 929.

(82) An Act to incorporate the Anna-
polis Atlantic Railway Co.-Mr.
Boyd.

lst R.*, 489.
2nd R.9, 545.
Srd R., as amended, pawsed, 557.
Assent, 929.

(83) An Act to amend the Act to in-
corporate the Moncton Harbor
Improvement Co.-Mr. Poirier.

1st R.*, 883.
2nd R.', 431.
3rd R.', 469.
Assent, 558.

(84) An Act respecting the Thousand
Island Railway Co.-Mr. Read.

lst R.1, 556.
2nd R.*, 598.
Brd R.0, and passed, 685.
Assent, 929.

(86) An Act to authorize the construc-
tion of Bridges over the Assini-
boine River at Winnipeg and
Portage la Prairie for Railway
and Passenger purposes.-Mr.
Girard.

1st R.*, 458.
2nd R.', 553.
8rd R., 594.
Assent, 928.

(87) An Act to amend "The Consoli-
dated Revenue and Audit Act,"
chapter twenty-nine of the Re-
vised Statutes of Canada.-Mr.
Abbott.

lst R.', 88.
2nd R.0, 587.
3rd R.', 551.
Assent, 558.

(89) An Act to amend the Dominion
Elections Act, chapter eight of
the Revised Statutes of Canada.

lst R.*, 758.
2nd R., 797; diseussed, 797-799; in

Com. 854-879.
M. (Mr. MInnes, B. C.), for Amt.,

Amt. lost on div'n, C., 16: N.C.,
31, 879.

3rd R.', and passed, 879.
Assent, 929.

(90) An Act to amend the Revised
Statutes of Canada, chapter one-
hundred and eighty-one, respect-
ing Punishments, Pardons and
Commutation of Sentences.-Mr.
Abbott.

lst R.-, 882.
2nd R.*, 429.
8rd R.', 538.
Assent, 558.

(9 1) An Act to amend the law relating
to Fraudulent Marks on Mer-
chandise.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.', 489.
2nd R.*, 548.
B. Rep. from Com., 571; discussed,

571-572.
Srd R., and passed as amended, 597.
Assent, 929.

(92) An Act to amend chapter thirty-
two of the Revised Statutes re-
specting the Customs.-Mr. Ab-
boit.

lst R., 489.
2nd R., 548; discussed, 543-545; in

Com., 628-624; debate resumed,
714-716.

3rd R., and passed, 716.
Assent, 929.

(93) An Act further to amend "The
Speedy Trials Act," chapter one-
hundred and seventy-five of the
Revised Statutes.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 489.
2nd R.', 545.
8rd R.', 572.
Assent, 928.

(97) An Act to amend the Act to in-
corporate the Board of Manage-
ment of the Church and Manse
Building Fund of the Presbyterian
Church in Canada for Manitoba
and the North-West.--Mr. Wark.

lst R.'. 687,
2nd R*., 717.
8rd R'., 741.
Assent, 929.

(99), An Act to amend the Steamboat
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Inspection Act, chapter seventy-
eight of the Revised Statutes.-
Mr. Abbott.

lst R.«. 758.
2nd R *, 800.
3rd R.*, 879.
Assent, 929.

(roi) An Act to make further provi-
sions respecting the granting of a
subsidy to the Chignecto Marine
Transport Railway Co. (Limited.)
-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 383.
2nd R. m., 573; discussed, 578-580; de-

bate resumed, 581-589.
2nd R., 589; discussed in Com. and re-

ferred to Com. of W. without
Amt., 618-622.

3rd R.*, and passed, 623.
Assent, 928.

(102) An Act respecting the Central
Ontario Railway.-Mr.McKindsey.

M. (Mr. Read), that Petition be referred
back to Com., agreed to, 493.

lst R.*, 559.
2nd R.*, 616.
3rd R.«, 678.
Assent, 929.

(104) An Act to amend chapter fifty-
one of the Revised Statutes of
Canada, The Territories Real
Prop.rty Act.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.', 814.
2nd R., 881.
3rd R.*, 884.
Assent, 929.

(1o6) An Act further to amend the
Indian Act, chapter fifty-three of
the Revised Statutes of Canada.
-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.0, 489.
2nd R.', 545.
3rd R., Com. of W., 589; discussed

and Bill reported without Ant.,
589-593.

B. read 3rd time and passed, 598.
Assent, 928.

(108) An Act respecting the advertis-
ing of Counterfeit Money.-Mr.
Abbott.

lst R.*, 559.
2nd R.', 616.
3rd R.', 714.
Assent, 929.

(113) An Act to amend chapter one
hundred and seventy-eight of the
Revised Statutes of Canada, The
Summary Convictions Act.

2nd R.*, 800.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R., discussed,

881; 3rd R. and passed, 881.
Assent, 929.

(i16) An Act to Amend the 'Civil
Service Act, chapter seventeen of
the Revised Statutes of Canada.
-Mr. Abbott.

Ist R., 840.
2nd R.*, 880.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R, discussed,

884-897; resumed, 898-901.
3rd R.*, and passed, 901.
Assent, 930.

(117) An Act further to amend the
Revised Statutes, chapter five,
respecting the Electoral Franchise
-- Mr. Abboit.

lst R.', 897.
2nd R., 902; discuseed, 902-905.
3rd R.*, and passed, 905.
Assent, 929.

(1 8) An Act to amend the Weights
and Measures Act with respect
to the contents of packages of
Salt.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.', 733.
2nd R.*, 796.
3rd R.*, 812.
Assent, 929.

(i 19) An Act to amend the Bank Act,
chapter one-hundred and twenty
of the Revised Statutes of Can-
ada.-Mr. Abboit.

1st R.0, 733.
2nd R.', 790.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R; discussed,

881-882.
3rd R.*, and passed as amended, 882.
Assent, 929.

(12o) An Act further to amend the
Supreme and Exchequer Courts
Act, chapter one hundred and
thirty-five of the Revised Statutes
of Canada.-Mr. Abboti.

lt R.', 733.
2nd R.', 796.
3rd R., in Com., 807-808.
Assent, 929.

(121) An Act to amend chapter thirty-
three of the Revised Statutes of
Canada, respecting duties of Cus-
toms.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.', 733.
2nd R.*, 796.
3rd R., 812; discussed, 812-813,
Assent, 929.
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(122) An Act to amend chapter thirty-
four of the Revised Statutes
respecting Inland Revenue.-
Mr. Abbott.

lst R.', 733.
2nd R.', 796.
Com. of W. on 3rd R., B. Rep. without

Amt., 811; 3rd R.', and passed,
811.

Assent, 929.

(123) An Act further to amend the
Criminal Procedure Act.-Mr.
Abbott.

lst R.*, 846.
2nd R.*, 882.
3rd R.', 898.
Assent, 929.

(125) An Act to amend the North-
West Territories Representation
Act.-Mr Abbott.

lst R.', 897.
2nd R.', 910; in Com. of W. on 3rd R.,

discussed, 910; 3rd R.', 911.
Assent, 929.

(126) An Act to amend chapter one
hundred and twenty-four of the
Revised Statutes respecting In-
surance.-kr. Abbott.

lot R.*, 814.
2nd R.*', 882.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R., discussed,

883-884; 8rd R.*, and passed, 884.
Assent, 930.

(127) An Act relating to Interest pay-
able on deposits in Post Office
and Government Savings Banks.
-Mr. Abbott.

lot R., 773.
2nd R.*, 796.
Brd R., 808; discussed, 808-811; read

3rd time and passed, 811.
Assent, 929.

(132) An Act respecting a certain
agreement between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Co.-Mr.
Abbott.

jst R.*, 7383.
3rd R., 826; discussed, 826-839; passed,

839.
Assent, 929.

(133) An Act to authorize the raising
by way of loan of certain sums of
money for the Public Service.-
Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 733.
2nd R.', 796.
3rd R., 800; discussed, 800-807.
Assent, 929.

(134) An Act to make further provi-
sion respecting the construction
of the Ship Channel between
Montreal and Quebec.-Mr. Ab-
bott.

lst R.*, 733.
2nd R.*, 796.
3rd R., 814; discussed, 814-825.
Assent, 929.

(135) An Act relating to certain ad-
vances made to the Quebec Har-
bor Commissioners.--Mr. Abbott.

In Com. of W. on 3rd R., 880-881; 3rd
R. and passed, 881.

Assent, 929.

(136) An Act to amend chapter six-
teen of the Revised Statutes re-
specting the High Commissioner
of Canada in the United King-
dom.-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.', 882.
2nd R.*, 897.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R., discussed,

901-902.
3rd R.*, and passed, 902.
Assent, 929.

(137) An Act to amend an Act of the
present session intituled An Act
respecting the St. Catherines &
Niagara Central Railway Co's.
Bill.-Mr. Abbo/t.

lst, 2nd and 3rd Rs.*, and passedunder
suspension of rules, 846.

Assent, 929.

(139) An Act to amend an Act of the
present session intituled An Act
respecting the Stanstead, Shefford
& Chambly Railway Co.--Mr.
Stevens.

1st, 2nd and 3rd Rs *, 898.
Assent, 929.

(14o) An Act to authorize the grant-
ing of subsidies in aid of the con-
struction of the lines of railway
therein mentioned.-Mfr. Abbott.

1st R.', 916.
2nd R.*, 916.
In Com. of W., 920-922.
3rd R.', and passed, 922.
Assent, 930.
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Private Bills.

M. (Mr. Abbott), that time for present-
ing petitions be extended from
5th to 24th March;- agreed to, 164.

M. (Mr. Abbott), that time for present-
ing petitions be extended from 8th
to 24th March; agreed to, 164.

M. (Mr. Gowan), that delay for pre-
senting petitions for, be extended
from 28th March to 18th April;
discussed and M. withdr., 242.

M. (Mr. Gowan), that delay for pre-
senting petitions for, be extended
from 5th April to 27th April;
agreed to, 261.

M. (Mr. Abbott), that time for receiv-
ing petitions expired 27th April,
be extended to 9th May; agreed
to, 431.

M. (Mr. Abbott), that delay for recep-
tion of private bills, which expired
9th May, be extended ten days;
agreed to, 677.

Board of Management of Church
and Manse Building Fund
of Presbyterian Church in
Canada for Manitoba and
North-West Incorp. Act
Amt. B. (9 7)-Mr. Wark.

lt R.-, 687.
2nd R.0, 717.
3rd R.', 741.
Assent, 929.

Brantford, Waterloo & Lake Erie
Railway Co's., Further pro-
vision respecting, B. (53)-
Mr. McCathim.

lt R.*, 324.
2nd R.', 328.
3rd R.', 348.
Assent, 928.

British Columbia Experinental Farm.

Inqy. (Mr. MeInnes, B.C.), Has Govt.
selected site for, 820; answer
thereto, (Mr. Abbott), 322.t

Bronsons & Weston Lumber Co's.
Incorp. B. (27)-Mr. Clemow.

lst R.*, 299.
2nd R.*, 320.
3rd R.0, passed as amended, 430.
Assent, 928.

Buffalo, Chippewa & Niagara
Falls Steamboat and Tram-
way Co's. Incorp. B. (67)-
Mr. Afacdonald, Midland.

lst R.*, 489.
2nd R.*, 546.
3rd R.', 557; discussed and passed as

amended, 557-558.
Assent, 929.

Cabinet, reported changes in.

Inqy. (Mr. O'Donohoe) whether there
is foundation in newspaper reports
that Hon. FrankSmith had re-
signed, and answer thereto (Mr.
Abbott), 24.

Canada & Michigan Tunnel Co's.
Incorp B. (8)-Mr. Casgrain.

lst R.*, 247.
2nd R.', 259.
3rd R.', 259.
Assent, 558.

Canada Southern Railway Co., and
Erie & Niagara Railway
Co's. B. (9)-Mr. MCallum.

lt R.*, 247.
2nd R.*, 259.
8rd R.', 259.
Assent, 558.

Canada Temperance Act Amt. B.
(6)-Mr. McKindsey.

1st R.*, 678.
2nd R., 732;

739-740.
3rd R.', 796.
Assent, 929.

in o., 739; aiscuss d,

Canada Temperance
(io)-Mr. Vidai.

Act Amt. B.

lst R.9, 678.
2nd R., 731; discussed, 731-732; in Com.,

785; discussed, 735-739.
3rd R.*, 796.
Assent, 929.

Canadian Pacific Railway Co. and
Government of Canada's
Agreement B. (132).-Mr.
Abbott.

lst R.*, 733.
3rd R., 826; disciissed, 826-839; passed,

889.
Assent, 929.

Canadian Pacific Railway Co's.
Bonds on Branch Lines B.
(44)-Mr. Scott.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 265.
3rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.
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Cape Tormentine Coast Survey.

M. (Mr. Botaford), for returns of En-
gineers'report on Cape Tormentine
coast survey; and agreed to, 243.

Cafe Tormentine Fier.
Inqy., what progress has been made

in Its erection, and when will it
be completed (Mr. Botsford), 186;
reply (Mr. Abbott), 186; discussed,
187.

Central Ontario Railway's B. (102)
-Mr. McKindsey.

M. (Mr. Read), that Petition be referred
back to Com., agreed to, 493.

1st R.*, 559.
2nd R.*, 616.
8rd R.*, 678.

Central Railway Mortgage
firmation B. (69).

Con-

1st R.9, 580.
2nd R.*, 635.
3rd R., and passed as amended, 716.
Assent, 929.

Chatham Junction Railway Co's.
Incorp. B. (64)-Mr. Lewin.

1st R.*, 299.
2nd R.*, 320.
8rd R.*, 329.
Assent, 928.

Chignecto Marine Transport Rail-
way Co's (Limited) Subsidy,
Provisions for Granting, .
(ioi)-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 383.
2nd R. m., 573; discussed, 573-580; de.:

bate resumed, 581-589; 2nd R., 589;
discussed in Com. and referred to
Com. of W. without Amt., 618-622.

3rd R.*, and passed, 623.
Assent, 928.

Chinook Belt & Peace River Rail-
way Co's. Incorp. B. (16)-
Mr. Sanford.

1st R.*, 320.
2nd R.*, 330.
3rd R.9, 359.
Assent, 558.

Civil Service Act
Mr. Abbott.

1st R , 840.
2nd R.*, 880.

Amt. B. ( 11 6)-

In Com. of W. on 3rd R. discussed,
884-897; resumed, 901.

Assent, 930.

Civil Service, The.
In debate on the Address, (Mr. Kaul-

bach), 83.

Collingwood & Bay of Quinte Rail-
way Co's. Incorp. B. (i.)-
Mr. McCallum.

1st R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 267.
3rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

Colonial Conference at London.
M. (Mr. Dickey), for returns of pro-

ceedings in the Colonial Con-
ference at London in 1887, relative
to Imperial postal and telegraphic
communication throughout Cana-
da, 212; agreed to, 213.

Commercial Union.

In debate on the Address (Mr.
Abbott), 52.

Consolidated Revenue and Audit
Act Amt. B. (87)-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 38.
2nd R.*, 537.
3rd R.-, 551.
Assent, 558.

Counterfeit Money, Advertising of
B. (io8)-Afr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 559.
2nd R.*, 616.
3rd R.*, 714.
Assent, 929.

Criminal Cases, Procedure Amt.
B. (48)-Mr. A>bot.

lst R. *' 383.
2nd R.*, 537.
3rd R.*, 551.
Assent, 558.

Criminal Procedure Act Amt. B.
(123)-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 846.
2nd R., 882.
3rd R.*, 898.
Assent, 929.

Customs, Revised Statutes, chap.
thirty-two, Amt. B. (92).

Ist R.*, 489.
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2nd R., 543; discussed, 548-545; in
Com., 62-624: debate resumed,
714-716.

3rd R.*, and passed, 716.
Assent, 929.

Defective Letters Patent and Dis-
charge of Securities to
Ciown Act Amt. B. (4)-Mr.
Abbot

lt R.*, 356.
2nd R.*, 360.
M. (Mr. Abbott), that B. be read at

length at the table; agreed to, 537;
discussion, 537-5M8.

3rd R.*, and passed as amended, 556.
Assent, 929.

Destitution among the Indians.
Inqy. (Mr. Girard), whether Govt. has

taken steps to put an end to it in
N. W. Territories, and whether
Indians of Lake Ste. Anne are
dying of hunger, 348; discussed,
351-354; and answered (Mr. Ab-
bott), 354.

Divisions.
Divorce, Committee to form New

Rules, Orders and Forms.

On M. (Mr. Gowan), that 2nd Rep. of
Com. be concurred in, 293; div'n
on Amt. (Mr. Almon), negatived,
(C. 19: N.C., 31), 299.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B. (89).
On M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), to refer B.

back to Com. on Srd R., to the
end that a new clause be inserted,
negatived, (C., 16: N.C., 81), 879.

Hart (Tudor) Divorce Case (F).

On M. that Rep. of Com. on 72nd Rule
be referred back to Com., carried,
on a div'n (C., 34: N.C., 23), 174.

On M. (Mr Ogilvie) to adopt Rep. from
Con., carried on div'n, (C., 32:
N..C., 20), 670.

On M. (Mr. Ogilvie) to adopt 4th Rep.
of Com. so far only as related to
this B., 72nd Rule not being com-

ied with; carried on div'n, (C.,34 N.-C., 28.), 174.

Morrison Divorce Case B. (H).

On M. (Mr. Almon), that Petitioner be
allowed to proceed in formd
Daupers; carried on div'n, (C., 38:

.-C., 19), 287.

Upper Ottawa Improvement
(20)-Mr. Haythorne.

Co's. B.
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On 3rd R. Mr. Clemow's Amt. (adver-
tisement in Canada Gazette and
another newspaper); Amt. nega-
tived, (C., 13: N.C., 29), 684.

Divorce, Committee on.

M. (Mr. Abbott), naming members of
Com., 322; discussed, 322-328.

Divorce Proceedings.
M. (Mr. Gowan), for Special Com. to

frame Rules and Orders in Divorce
Proceedings, 55; discussed, 68-75;
Agreed to, 75.

M. (Mr. Gowan) to appoint Com. to
frame Rules and Orders, 112;
agreed to, 112.

M. (Mr. Gowan), that 2nd Rep. of Com.
be concurred in, 293; discussed,
294-299; debate resumed, 300-306;
in Com., 306-09.

Amt. (Mr. Almon), 807; Amt. agreed
to on div'n, 309; Rep. adopted, 309.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.
(89).

1st R.*, 758.
2nd R., 797; discussed, 797-799; in

Com., 854-879.
M. (Mr. Mennes, B. C.), for Amt;

Amt. lost on div'n (C., 16: N.-C.,
31), 879.

3rd R.*, and passed, 879.
Assent, 929.

Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. (L)
-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 564.
2nd R.*, 676; discussed and passed,

676-677.
Assent, 929.

Dominion Plate Glass Insurance
Co's. Incorp. B. (32)-Mr.
Power.

lst R.*, 453.
2nd R.*, 538.
3rd R.; M. (Mr. Power), that Amt. be

concurred in, agreed to and B.
read 3rd time and passed, 559.

Assent, 929.

Dominion Savings Bank in British Col-
umbia.

Inqy (Mr. MeInnes,) Is it intention of
Govt. to substitute P. O. Savings
Bank for Dominion Savings Bank
in British Columbia, 638; dis-
cussed, 638-640.

Duties of Customs, chap. thirty-
three Revised Statutes Amt.
B. (121)--Mr. Abbott.
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lst R.*, 783.
2nd R.*, 796.
Brd R.*, 812; discussed, 812-813.
Assent, 929.

Easter Holidays.
M. (Mr. Abbott,) that when House

adjourns 28th March it stand ad-
journed til 4th April, 223; agreed
to, 213.

Eastern Assurance Co. of Canada's
Incorp. B. (22)-Mr. Power.

lst R.*, 324.
2nd R.-, 328.
3rd R.*, 429.

Election Laws.

In debate on the Address (Mr. Ross), 7;
(Mr. Sanford), 8; (Mr. Kaulbach),
33; (Mr. Almon), 43; (Mr. Hay-
thorne), 47.

Electoral Franchise Amt. B.
-Mr. Abbott.

(117) 1
lot R.'1, 897.
2nd R., 902; discussed, 902-905.
3rd R.*, and passed, 905.
Assent, 929.

Employment of A. F. Wood.
Inqy. (Mr. Flint), whether A. F. Wood,

Esq., of Madoc, is still employed
in Dept of Rys. and Canals, 562;
discussion, 562-563; answer there-
to (Mr. Abbott), 563.

Extradition Treaty, the.
In debate on the Address(Mr. Scott), 16.

Federal Bank of Canada's B. (51)
-Mr. Macdonald (Midland).

1st R.*, 323.
2nd R.', 324.

Ferries Act A mt. B. (39)-Mr. Abbott
lst R.*, 348.
2nd R., 360; discussed, 361-364; read

on div'n, 364; discussed in Com.,
616-618; Bill reported without
Amts., 618.

Srd R.*, 671.
Assent, 929.

Fisheries Treaty B. (65)-Mr. Abbott
1st R.*, 348.
2nd R., 364; discussed, 364-382; debate

adjourned, 382; resumed, 384-399;
adjourned, 429; resumed, 433; ad-
journed, 466; resumed, 469; ad-
îourned, 488; resumed, 493-586.

3rd ., d passed on division, 536.
Assent, 5,58.

Fisheries Treaty.

In debate on the Address (Mr. Ross), 7;
(Mr. Sanford). 8; (Mr. Scott), 10-15;
(Mr. Power),24-28; (Mr. Kaulbach),
29; (Mr. Dickey), 85-38; (Mr. Mc-
Innes, B.C.), 39; (Mr. Abbott),
49-52.

Esquimalt & Nanaimo Railway Gaming in Stocks and Merchan-
Co's. Ferry B. (35)-Mr. dise B. (G)-Mr. Abbott.
Clemow.

lst R.', 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
3rd R.', 285.
Assent, 558.

Exhibition at Paris, the Universal.
Inqy (Mr. Pelletier) whether France

had invited Canada to participate,
and answer thereto (Mr. Abbott),
243.

Experimental Farm, British Columbia.
See British Columbia.

Experimental Farm, Manitoba.
See Manitoba.

Experimental Farns.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Ross), 6.

Explanation (Mr. Alexander) that no
disrespect to ex-Mayor Howlanzd
was intended in his remarks.

273.

1st R.*, 247.
2nd R., 252; discussed, 252-259.
In Com. on 3rd R., 267-269; 3rd R.

passed, 269.
M. (Mr. Abbott), that Commons Amts.

be concurred in, agreed to, 796.
Assent, 929.

Governor. Generals Office, expenses of

M. for Return (Mr. O'Donohoe), reply
to, (Mr. Abbott), 177; remarks (Mr.
Power), 177; M. withdr., 178.

M. (Mr. O'Donohoe), for Return shew-
ing amount it has cost Canada to
maintain the office from Con-
federation to lst June, 1888, 287;
discussed, 287-288; agreed to, 288

Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Can-
ada's B. (35)-Mr. Ferrier.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.', 266.
3rd R.*, 285,
Assent, 558.
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Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Can-
ada, Canada Southern Rail-
way Co. and London & Port
Stanley Railway Co's con-
firmation of Agreement B.
(26)-Mr. Vidal.

1st R.*, 310.
2nd R.', 328.
3rd R.», 323.
Assent, 558.

Great Mackenzie Basin, commercial and
agricultural resources of-

Inqy. and Remarks (Mr. Schultz), 213.
225; remarks (Mr. Girard), 225'
(Mr. Turner), 227; (Mr. Sanford)'
229; (Mr. Alexander), (Mr. How-
]an), 230; (Mr. Kaulbach), 233;
(Mr. O'Donohoe), 233; (Mr. Power),
234; (Mr. Abbott), 239.

M. (Mr. Schultz), that Rep. of Com.
recommending employment of
extra clerk be adopted, 248;
agreed to, 248.

M. (Mr. Schultz), that 2nd Rep. of
Com. be considered, 261; agreed
to, 261.

M. (Mr. Schultz), that lst Rep. of Com.
be adopted, 269; discussed, 269-272;
agreed to, 273.

M. (Mr. Schultz), that 3rd Rep. of
Com. be adopted, and agreed to,
298.

M. for 8rd Rep. from Com. (Mr.
Schultz), 542; discussed, 542-543;
agreed to, 543.

M. to adopt 3rd Rep. from Com. (Mr.
Schultz), .564; discussed, 564-571;
debate adjourned, 571.

M. (Mr. Schultz), for adoption of 4th
Rep. from Com., 593; discussed,
593-594; agreed to, 594.
3rd Rep. of Com. discussed, 691-
714; adopted, 714.

An explanation (Mr. Schultz), 907.
Seventh Rep. of Com. presented (Mr.

Schultz), 912; discussed and
adopted, 912.

Great Western & Lake Ontario
Shore Junction R. R. Co's.
Act Amt. B. (18)-Mr. VidaL.

lst R.*, 247.
2nd R.*, 259.
3rd R.*, 259.
Assent, 558.

Great North-West Central Rail-
way Co's. confirmation o
charter B. (25)-Mr. Clemow.

1st R.*, 324.
2nd R.*, 328.
3rd R.', 348.
Assent, 928.

Grenville International Bridge
Co's. Incorp. B. (62)-Mr.
Ogilvie.

lst R.*, 429.
2nd R *, 538.
3rd R.*, 557.
Assent, 928.

Guimond Afair, the

Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose), when will there
be return to address moved for,
912; answer (Mr. Abbott), 912.

Harbor, Port Burwell.
See Port Burwell.

Hart Divorce Bill.
See Tudor Divorce Bill (F).

Hereford Branch Railway Co's.
Incorp. Act Amt. B. (33)-
Mr. Cochrane.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.«, 266.
3rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

High Commissioner for Canada
Amt. B. (136)-Afr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 882.
2nd R.*, 897.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R., discussed,

901-902; 3rd R.*, and passed, 902.
Assent, 929.

Hydraulic Leases at Ottawa.

M. (Mr. Clemow), for returns shewing
names of lessees of Chaudiere
Fails, agreed to, 556.

Imperial Federation.

In debate on the Address (Mr.
Armand), 16-24; (Mr.Girard), 40-42.

Indian Act, chap. forty-three Re-
vised Statutes, Amt. B. (io6)
-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 489.
2nd R.*, 545.
3rd R., Com. of W., 589; discussed

and B. reported without Amt.,
589-593; B. read 3rd time and
passed, 598.

Assent, 928.
f

Indian Afairs in British Columbia.

M. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.), for returns
of corresp. between Superinten-
dent and the Government on in-
dustrial schools for Indians in
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British Columbia, 640; discussed,
640-f345; agreed to, 645.

Inland Revenue, chap. thirty-four
Revised Statutes Amt. B.
(122)-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 733.
2nd R.*, 796.
Com. of W. on 3rd R., B. reported

without Amt., 811; 3rd R.*, and
passed, 811.

Assent, 929.

Insurance, chap. one hundred and
twenty-four Revied Stat-
utes, Amt. B. (126)-Mr.
Abbott.

1st R.*, 814.
2nd R.*, 882.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R., discussed,

883-884; 3rd R.*, and passed, 884.
Assent, 930.

Irving Divorce B.
aid, Midiand.

(I)-Mr. Macdon-

Tst R.', 323.
M. for 2nd R., with certain prelimin-

aries, agreed to on div'n, 324; cer-
tificates of notice laid on table, and
M. (.41r. Macdonald, Midland),
that H. is satisfied with proof,
agreed to on div'n, 538.

M. that Petitioner be examined, agreed
to on div'n, 539.

M. (Mr. Macdonald, Midland), that
Rep. of Com. be adopted, agreed
to, 671.

3rd R.*. passed, 671.
Assent, 929.

Jubilet of Her Majesty.

Hon. Mr. Abbott submits copy of
despatch fron Rt. Hon. Sir H.
Houand conveying thanks of H M
for joint address of Senate and
House of Commons, 78.

Judges of Provincial Courts
Amt. B.

Act

Assent, 930.

Keystone Fire Insurance Co's In-
corp. B. (78)

2nd R.*, 553.
Rep. (Mr. Vidal), from Com. on Bank-

ing and Commerce, with Amts.,
59.

M. for Amts. agreed to, 3rd R., passed,
560.

Assent, 929.

Kincardine & Teeswater Railway
Co's. Act Amt. B. (74)-Mr.
Read.

Tst R.*, 324.
2nd R.*, 329.
3rd R.*, 859.
Assent, 558.

"La Banque Nationale," Reduc-
tion of Capital Stock B. (23)
-- Mr. Bolduc.

1st R., 323.
2nd R.*, 324.
3rd R.*, 327.
Assent, 5ü8.

Lake Nipissing &
Railway Co's.
Ogilvie.

James Bay
B. (37)-Mr.

1st R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
3rd R., 285.
Assent, 558.

Lansdowne, Lord and Lady, departure of
M. (Mr. Abbott), of address to Lord

and Lady Lansdowne on the
occasion of their departure from
Canada, 840; remarks, (Mr. Abbott)
841; (Mr. Scott) 842; (Mr. Dickey)
843; (Mr. Pelletier) 844; (Mr.
Alexander) 844-845.

M. agreed to, 845.
Reply of H. E. to Joint Address of

Senate and Commons, 927.

Lansdowne, Lord, dearture, eulogium.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Hay-

thorne), 44-47; (Mr. Abbott), 48.

Library of Parliament, the.
M. (Mr. Miller), to adopt 2nd Rep. of

Com. onthe Library of Parliament,
883; discussed, and M. agreed to,
883.

Loan of Money for the Public
Service B. (133)-Mr. Abbott.

Tst R.*, 738.
2nd R.*, 796.
3rd R., 800; discussed, 800-807.
Assent, 929.

London & South-Eastern Railway
Co. and Canada Southern
Railway Co's Confirmation
of Agreement B. (77)-Mr.
Vidal.

Tst R.*, 310.
2nd R.', 823.
3rd R.', 328.
Assent, 558.

Mail aud Passenger Communication with
the West Indies.

See West India mail and passenger
communication.
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Mail Service, the Atlantic.

M. (Mr. Power), for returns of copies
of advertisements since lt April,
1877, for tenders for carrying
mails between Great Britain and
Canada, and tenders received, 187;
discussion. 187-195.

Manitoba & North-Western Rail-
way Company of Canada's
Act Amt. B. (46)-Mr. Girard.

1st R.*, 383,
2nd R.*, 482.
3rd R.*, 469.
Assent, 558.

Manitoba Experimental Farm,
Inqy. (Mr. Schultz), Is it intention of

Govt. to establish it during present
year, 228; answer (Mr. Abbott), 289.

Maritime Court of Ontario, Ex-
tension of Jurisdiction B.
(4o)-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 897.
2nd R., 906; discussed, 907.
3rd R.*, 907.
Assent, 929.

Maskinonge & Nipissing Railway
Co's Incorp. Act Amt. B. (52)
-Mr. Ross, de la Durantaye.

lst R.*, 810.
2nd R.*, 827.
3rd R.*, 8M0.
Assent, 928.

Merchants' Marine Insurance Co.
of Canada's relinquishing of
charter and winding up B.
(r i)--Mr. Ferrier.

1st R., 824.
2nd R., 860.
rd R, passed as amended, 480.

Assent, 1928.

Middleton Divorce B. (K)-M,.
Clemow.

Petition for B., 212.
lot R.*, and notice of service, 788.
M. (Mr. Clemow), that H. is satisfied

with proofs, agreed to on div'n,
783.

M. (Mr. Clemow), for 2nd R., agreed
to on div'n, 788.

M. that B. be referred to Com., 784;
discussion, 734-785; Rep. of om,
presented and discussed, 840.

M. (Mr. Dickey), that Rep. be referred
back to Com., agreed to, 898.
64

M. (Mr. Dickey), to adopt Rep. of Com.
agreed to on div'n, 911.

Mill Refuse in the Ottawa River.

M. and Inqy. (Mr. Clemow), for re-
turns shewing position of Ottawa
River in reference to sawdust, etc.,
and whether it is intention of
Govt. to take steps with relation
to the obstructions, 560.

Answer to inqy. (Mr. Abbott), 561; dis-
cussion, 560-562; M. withdr., 562.

M. (Mr. Abbott), for Com. with respect
to sawdust in Ottawa River, 595;
discussed, 595-597; Amt., 596, and
M. agreed to as amended, 597.

lst Rep. of Com., 635; discussed, 6835-
686; adopted, 636.

Moncton Harbor Improvement
Co's. Incor. Act Amt. B. (83)
Mr. Poirier.

1st R.', 888.
2nd R.0, 481.
3rd R.*, 469.
Assent, 558.

Montreal & Quebec Ship Chan-
nel B. (134)-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.», 738.
2nd R.*, 796.
3rd R., 814; discussed, 814-825.
Assent, 929,

Montreal Harbor Improvements.
M. (Mr. Ogilvie), for return of copies

of petitions, etc., respecting chan-
nel debt and improvements of
harbor, agreed to, 259.

Montreal, inundation of
Inqy. (Mr. DeBoucherville),

answer (Mr. Abbott), 247.
and

Montreal Island Railway Co's. In-
corp. B. (7o)-Mr. Lacoste.

lst R.*, 27.
2nd R.*, 847; Rep. from Com., 359.
M. that Amt, be considered, agreed to,

360.
3rd R., 558; discussed, 558-556; B. read

3rd time and passed, 556.
Assent, 928.

Morrison Divorce B. (H)-Mr
Gowan.

Petition in forma pauperis, 285; dis-
cussed, 285-286; yeas and nays de-
manded, M. (Mr. Almon), agreed
to on div'n, 287; Petition received,
318.

1st IR.*., 320.
M. (Mr. McKindsey), that Robt. Mc-

Pherson be called to bar of H.,
agreed to, 489.
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M. (Mr. McKindsey), that Petitioner
be examined, agreed to on div'n,
489.

M. to consider Rep. of Com. (Mr.
McKindaey), agreed to, 559.

M. (Mr. McKindsey), to adopt Rep.,
agreed to on div'n, 671.

Srd R.', passed, 671.
Assent, 929.

Nisbet Academy of Prince Albert's
Incorp. B. (15)-Mr. Ogivie.

lst R.*, 888.
2nd R.», 429; discussed, 432.
M. (Mr. Gowan), for 3rd R. without

Amt., 490; discussed, 490-493; 3rd
R.*, 498.

Assent, 928.

New York, St. Lawrence & Otta-
wa Railway Co's. Incorp. B.
(73)-Mr. McCallum.

lst Re, 556.
2nd R.*, 593.
3rd R*, 634.
Assent, 929.

North- West Territories, improvement of
the governnent of

In debate on the Address, (Mr. Ross),
7; (Mr. Sanford), 8; (Mr. Power), 28'

North-West Territories Repre-
sentation Act Amt B. (125)
-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 897.
2nd R.*, 910.
In Com. of W.

910; 3rd R.',
Assent, 929.

on 3rd R., discussed,
911.

North-West Territories' Revised
Statutes Amt. B. ( .)

lst R.*, 916.
2nd R., discussed

916-917.
3rd R.', 917.
Assent, 929.

in Com, of W.,

Nova Scotia Telephone Co's.
(Limited) B. (59)-Mr. Pouper.

lt R.*, 882.
2nd R., and discussed, 431.

rd R.*, 542.
Assent, 928.

Ontario & Quebec Railway Co's.
B. (4 5)-fr. McKindsey.

lst R.0, 580.
2nd R.*, 671.

3rd R.*, 678.
3rd R.*, 678.
Assent, 929.

Order, Point of.

On M. of Mr. Alexander in re Bank of
Upper Canada (Mr. Abbott), 469.

Order, Privilege, Proceedure, &c.

Mr. Miller corrects a mis-statement of
a personal nature in 'Electeri, 7'7.

Ottawa & Parry Sound Railway
Co's. Incorp. B. (75)-ilr.
ClemoU'.

1st R.*, 327.
2nd R.', 347.
3rd R.«, 329.
Assent, 558.

Ottawa, Morrisburg & New York
Railway & Bridge Co's. In-
corp. B. (5o.

1st R.*, 429.
2nd R, 551; discussed, 551-553.

Ottawa River iorks.
M. (Mr. Clemow), for returns shewing

cost of construction of varions
works for descent of timber, etc.,
to 30th June, 1887, 249; agreed
to, 250.

Paris Exhibition.
See Exhibition.

Parliament, the Printing of.
M. (Mr. Read), that 5th Rep. of Com.

on Printing of Parhament be
adopted, agreed to, 797.

Patents of Invention Act Amt. B.
(38)-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 897.
2nd R.', 905; discussed, 905-906.
8rd R.', 906.
Assent, 929.

Pauper Inu'gration.
M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), that pauper

immigration should be discour
aged, and our present population
encouraged, 742; discussed, 743-
758; debate resumed, 758-796; M.
withdr., 796.

Penitentiary, St. Vincent de Paul.
See St. Vincent de Paul.

Plumb, Hon. Josiah Burr, decease of.
Announced, 164; H. adjourns as

tribute of respect, 167; Eulogium,
(Mr. Abbott), 174; (Mr. Alexander,)
175; (Mr. Scott), 176; (Mr. Dickey),
176.
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Pontiac & Renfrew Railway Co's.
Incorp. B. (42)-Air. Clemow.

1st R.*, 299.
2nd R.«, 319.
3rd R.*, 323.
Assent, 558.

Pontiac & Pacific function Railway.
M. (31r. Trudel), for returns shewmig

resolutions, correspondence, etc.,
on the granting subsidy to Pontiac
and Pacific Junction Railway,
agreed to, 597.

Port Arthur, Duluth
Railway Co's.
Clemow.

& Western
B. (21)-Mr.

lst R.*, 212.
M. that Rule 16 be suspended, 213.
2nd R.«, 241.
3rd R.*, 241.
Assent, 558.

Port Burwell Harbor.
Petition (Mr. Sanford), asking aid to

make Port Burwell Harbor a port
of refuge, 926; discussed, 926-927;
rejected, 927.

Portrait of Sir David McPherson.
M. (Mr. Alexander), drawing attention

to painting representing Sir David
McPherson, 684; M. discussed,
684-685.

Postal and Telegraphic Communication,
Iimperia, throughout Canada.

M. for returns of proceedings concern-
ing Imperial postal and tele-
graphic communication through-
out Canada (Mr. Dickey) 212;
Agreed, 213.

Post Office and Governnent Sav-
ings Banks, Interest on De-
posits, B. (127) -Mr. Abbott.

lst R.', 733.
2nd R.*, 796.
3rd R., 808; discussed, 808-811; read

3rd time and passed, 811; Assent,
929.

Prince Edward Island Sub-way.
M. (Mr. Howlan), for returns of plans

and reports of last survey between
Cape Traverse, P. E. I., and Cape
Tormentine, N.B., and agreed to,
241.

Pt ince Edward Island, winter cowmuni-
cation with.

Inqy. as to delivery of mails (Mr. Hay-
thorne), 109; remarks (Mr. Abbott),
109-111.

Privilege, Question of.

In debate on the Address, Mr. Belle-
rose claims the privilege of reading
his reply to an attack on himself
in " Supplementary Report on
Penitentiaries for the year ending
30th June, 1886," 43-44; discussion,
(Mr. Dickey), 44.

Mr. Miller corrects statement of a
personal nature in l'Electeur, 77.

(Mr. Macdonald), Concerning attack
ufon City of Toronto and the

3ayor, 00.
(Mr. Alexander) Concerning remarks

of Mr. Macdonald, 317; reply (Mr.
Macdonald), 318.

(Mr. McInnes, B. C.), concerning re-
marks in Ottawa Citizen touching
his relations to White Divorce
Case, 356; discussion, 356,

Procedure.

The practise of the House of Lords on
notice informing House that the
member will call attention to cer-
tain subjects mentioned; with
reference to troubles in St.Vincent
de Paul Penitentiary (Mr. Miuler),
75; on Rule M. in Com., 309;
remarks (Mr. McMillan), (Mr.
Kaulbach), (Mr. Vidal); Amt. (Mr.
Power), agreed to, 309; Mr. Gowan,
m. that Amt. be concurred in,
agreed to, 809.

Prorogation of Parliament.

928-931.

Protestant Ministers of Toronto, attacked.

(Mr. Alexander), 264; defended (Mr.
Flint). 265.

Province of Manitoba, certain
laws, Application of B. (41)
-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.", 733.
2nd R.', 796.
3rd R., and passed, 812.
Assent, 929.

Public Accounts, auditing of the.

In debate on the Address (Mr. Power),
28.

Publie Printing and Stationery
Dept's. Revised Statutes
Amt. B. (6o)-Mr. Abbott.

Ist R.*, 558.
2nd R.*, 615.
3rd R.*, 714.
Assent, 929.
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Punishments, Pardons and Com-
mutation of Sentences, Re-
vised Statutes, Amt B. (90)
-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 382.
2nd R.*, 429.
3rd R.*, 538.
Assent, 558.

Quarantine of Steamer Parthia.
Inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), whether

statement in Ottawa Free Press,
that vessel with clear bill of health
had been quarantined, was true;
reply (Mr. Abbott), 325.

Quebec Harbor Commissioner B.
(135)-Mr. Abbott.

In Com. of W., on 3rd R., 880-381;
3rd R., and passed, 881.

Assent, 929.

Railway Crossings at Toronto.
Inqy. (Mr. M acdonald, M idland), Has

order been made. to erect gates at
street crossings in Toronto, and
has G. T. Ry. erected such gates,
687; answer ther&to, (Mr. Abbott),
687.

Railway Lines, Subsidies, Grant-
ing of, B. (14o)-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 916.
2nd R.*, 916; in Com. of W., 920-922.
3rd R.*, and passed, 922.
Assent, 930.

Rai/way, the Intercolonial.
Inqy. (Mr. Odell), Why passengers

from Halifax on 27th February
were ejected from their Pullman
car at Riviere du Loup, 159; answer
thereto (Mr. Abbott), 243.

Railways.

In debate on the Address (Mr. Ross), 6;
(Mr. Sanford), 8; (Mr. Haythorne),
48; (Mr. Abbott), 54.

Railways B. (24)-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 912.
2nd R., discussed, 912-916; in Com.

of W., discussed, 916; debate re-
sumed, 917-920; debate resumed,
922-926.

3rd R.*, and passed, 926.
Assent, 930.

Reporters, Newspapers.

Suggestion (Mr. Read), in M. for adop-
tion of 2nd Rep. of Com. on Con-
tingent Accounts, 245.

See "Senate."

Representation of Manitoba and British
Columbia in the Cabinet.

Inqy. (Mr. McInnes), When is it in-
tended to have Pacifie and Prairie
sections represented in Cabinet,
635; discussed, 636-638; answer
(Mr. Abbott), 638.

Return to Address for further correspon-
dencs in re. St. Vincent de Paul
Penitentiary.

(Mr. Abbott), 917;
M. (Mr. Bellerose), that address be

printed, discussed, 917.

River Detroit Winter Railway
Bridge Co's. Incorp. B. (31)
-Mr. Sanford.

1st R.*. 383.
2nd R.*, 433.
3rd R.*, 557.
Assent, 928.

River St. Clair Railway Bridge and
Tunnel Co's. B. (1-7)--Mr.

McCallum.
Ist R', 250.

2nd R.*, 267.
3rd R.*, and passed, 285.
Assent, 558.

Rolland, the la/e Ion. Mr.
Eulogium (Mr. Abbott), (Mr. Lacoste),

185.

Royal Victoria College Incorp. B.
(J)-Mr. Abbott.

Petition to present B. received, 327.
lst R., and M. for suspension of 61st

Rule, agreed to, 383.
M. to withdraw B. (Mr. Abbott),

agreed to, 714.

Sabbath Observance.
M. (Mr. Macdonald, Midland), for

returns of copies of petitions, etc.,
relating to Sabbath Observance,
from 1881 to 1888, 810; remarks
(Mr, Alexander), 814; (Mr. Hay-
thorne), 316.

Sackvile River Fishery.
Inqy. (Mr. Almon), as to condition of

Sackville River, and whether Govt.
will give $200 to improve it, 718;
discussed, 718-730; answered (Mr.
Abbott), 780.

Salt, packages of, Amt. B. (118)-
Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 783.
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2nd R.*, 796.
Brd R.*, 812.
Assent, 929.

Saw-dust in O#tawa River.

M. (Mr. Miller), that Rep. of Com. be
adopted, 846; discussed, 846-853;
M. agreed t-> and Rep. adopted,
858. See Mill Refuse.

Saw-dust Nuisance.

See Mill Refuse in the Ottawa River.

Sizures in Behring Sea.
Inqy. whether answer has been

received from U. B. as to seizure
of British vessels fishing i open
seas beyond Alaska, and that no
seizures be made by U. 8. pending
answer to question (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.), 108.

Senate The.
Adjournments.

Notice of M. (Mr. Ogilvie), that when
H. adjourns on 2nd. it stand ad-
journed tilt 20th March, 78; M.
amended by inserting 18th instead
of 20th and agreed to, 158.

M. (Mr. Abbott), that when H. ad-
journs 28th March it stand ad-
journed tilt 4th April, 218; agreed
to, 218.

Out of respect for the late Hon.
Josiah Burr Plumb, 167.

M. (Mr. Abbott), that H. adjourn from
18th tilt 2 o'clock 19th May to
make two sittings, agreed to, 840.

Committees Named.
Library, 106.
Printing, 106.
Banking and Commerce, 106.
Railways, Telegraphs and Hlarbors,

106-107.
Contingent Accounts, 107.
Standing Orders and Private Bills, 107.
Senate Debates, 107.

Chairman Appointed.
On announcement of death of Hon.

Josiah Burr Plumb, 164; remarks,
(Mr. Dickey), 164; (Mr. Arménd),165; (Mr. Alexander), 165; (Mr.
Dickey), 166; (Mr. Howlan), 166;
(Mr. Power), 166; (Mr. Schultz),
167; (Mr. Gowan), 167.

Contingent Accounts.
M. (Mr. Read), that 2nd Rep. of Select

Com. on Contingent Accounts be
concurred in; discussed, 245-247.

M. (Mr. Read) to adopt 2nd Rep. of
Com., 858; M. agreed to and Rep.
adopted, 858.

Debates.

M. (Mr. Deboucherville), to adopt the
2nd Rep. of the Select Com. on
Senate Debates, 209; discussed,
209- 212; agreed to 212.

Rules of.

M. that Com. be appointed to consider
Rules of Senate, etc., (Mr. Alex-
ander), and M. withdr.. 493.

Sittings of.

M. (Mr. Abbott), for two sittings on
21st May, 1888, agreed to, 916.

A Morning Session.
M. (Mr. Abbott), that when H. ad-

journs May 21st, it stand ad-
journed tilt Il a.m., May 22nd,
agreed to, 922.

Speakership.
M. (Mr. Alexander), that Address be

presented to H. M. to allow Senate
to elect Speaker; withdr , 324.

Standing Committees.

M. (Mr. Abbott), 106; to appoint Com-
mittees on Library, Printing,-
Banking and Commerce.Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbors, Contin-
gent Accounts, Standing Orders
and Private Bills, and Senate De-
bates, agreed to, 107.

Senators' Gallery in the House of Com-
Mons.

Remarks (Mr. Alexander), 687; discus-
sion, 688-691.

Shuswap & Okanagan Railway
Co's. Incorp. Act Amt. B.
(43)-Mr. Macdonald.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.«, 265.
3rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

South Noriolk Railway Co's. B.
(34)-r. McCa/lun.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.*, 266.
3rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

South-Western Railway Co's. In-
cor. B. (54)-Mr. McKindsey.

lst R.', 888.
2nd R.*, 482.
Srd R., 589; discussed, 539-542; Amt.

lost on division and B. read andpassed, 542.
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Assent, 928.

Sj>eaker, the New.

2nd R.', 323.
3rd R.*, 323.
Assent, 558.

Congratulations, (Mr. Abbott), 178; St. Vincent de Paul Penilenfiar.
(Mr. Pellet:er), 179.

Speedy Trials Act, Revised Stat-
utes chap. one hundred and
seventy-five, Amt. B. (93)-
Mr. Abboti.

1st R.*, 489.
2nd R.', 545.
3rd R.», 572.
Assent, 928.

Stanstead, Shefford
Railway Co's.
Stevens.

& Chambly
B. (73 )-Mr.

lst R.', 580.
2nd R.*, 735.
3rd R., and passed as amended, 740.
Assent, 929.

Stanstead, Shefford & Chambly
Railway Co's. Act Amt. B.
(139)-Mr. Stevens.

lst, 2nd and 3rd Rs*, 89S.
Assent, 929.

St. Catherines & Niagara Central
Railway Co's. B. (61)-1r.
McCallum.

lst R.*, 539.
2nd R *, 556.
3rd R., 594; discussed, and passed, 595.
Assent, 929.

St. Catherines & Niagara Central
Railway Co's. Act Amt. B.
(137)-Mr. Abbott.

lst, 2nd and 3rd Rs.*, and passedunder
suspension of rules, 846.

Assent, 929.

Steamboat Inspection Act, chap.
seventy-eight Revised Stat-
utes, Amt. Act B. (99)-Mr.
Abbott.

1st R.', 758.
2nd R.*, 800.
3rd R.*, 879.
Assent, 929.

St. Lawrence & Adirondack Rail-
way Co's. Incorp. B. (66)-
Mr. McKindsey.

lst R.*, 309.

Hon Mr. Bellerose called attention to
statement in Report on Peniten-
tiaries, 75; remarks (Mr. Miller),
75; (Mr. Dickey), 76; (Mr. Power),
77; order postponed, 77. See
Procedure.

Inqy. on charges in Blue-book against
Hon. Mr. Bellerose, and remarks,
78-98.

M. (Mr. Bellerose) for return of letters,
etc., concerning troubles in St.
Vincent de Paul Penitentiary,
agreed to, 108.

M. (Mr. Bellero8e) to draw attention to
Supplementary Report on Peni-
tentiaries, and Remarks, 113-139.

M. (Mr. Bellerose), for return of copies
of letters, etc., agreed to, 328.

Sub-marine Telegraph Cables,
Preservation of B. (C)-Mr.
Abbott.

1st R.*, 180.
2nd R.*, 247; discussed in Com., 250-

252; 3rd R., discussed and passed,
276-284.

Assent, 928.

Summary Convictions Act Amt.
B. (113-)

2nd R.', 800.
In Com. of W. on 3rd R., discussed,

881; 3rd R.*, and passed, 881.
Assent, 929.

Supply Bill.

Rep. fron House of Commons (The
Speaker), 930.

Assent, 930.

Supreme and Exchequer Courts
Act Amt. B. (12o)-Mr.Abbott.

lst R.*. 738.
2nd R.-, 796.
3rd R., in Com., 807-808.
Assent, 929.

Territories Real Property Act,
chap. fifty-one Revised Stat-
utes, Amt. B. (1 o4)-r.Abbott

lst R.*, 814.
2nd R.', 881.
3rd R.*, 884.
Assent, 929.
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Thousand Island Railway Co's. B.
(84)-Mr. Read.

1st R.*, 556.
2nd R.*, 593.
3rd R.*, and passed, 635.
Assent, 929.

Tobique Gypsum & Colonization
Railway Co's. Incorp. B. (79)
-Mr. Hoelan.

1st R., 327.
2nd R.*, 347.
3rd R., discussed, 360.
Assent, 928.

Toronto Board of Trade Acts Amt.
B. (D)-Mr. Macdonald.

1st R.*, 185.
2nd R.*, 241.
3rd R.*, 328.
Assent, 929.

Town of Kincardine Harbor Tolls
B. (30.)

1st R.'. 488.
2nd R.', 589.
3rd R.', 634.
Assent, 928.

Trent Valley Canal, the.

M. for return of moneys paid to A. F.
Wood (Mr. Flint), 184; agreed to,
185.

Tudor Divorce B. (F)-Mr. Gowan.
Petition for B., 112; M. that petition

be received (Mr. Ogilvie), agreed
to on div'n, 112; Rep. from Com.
on Standing Orders, 168; M. that
Rep. be referred to Com. for fur-
ther consideration (Mr. Ogilvie),
168; discussed, 168-174; agreed to
on div'n, 174 (C., 34: N.C., 23).

1st R.*, 243.
M. for 2nd R., 12th April, agreed to on

div'n, 243; 2nd R., 318; proceed-
ings, 318-319.

M. for adoption of Rep. (Mr. Ogilvie),
598; discussed, 598-615; debate re-
sumed, 645-670; M. agreed to on
div'n (C., 32: N.-C., 20), 670.

M. for 3rd R. (4r. Ogilvie), 670; dis
cussed, 670-671; 3rd R.*. 671.

Assent, 929.

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's.
B. (2o)--Mr. Hayt horne.

lst R.', 559.
Discussion on 2nd R., 671-675; 2nd R.,

676 ; debate resumed, 678-684 ;

Îl.-IN:bELx1888.] TO SUÉJECTS. e7l

Amt. lost on div'n (C.,13: N.C., 29),
684.

3rd R.', and passed, 684.
Assent, 929.

Victoria College, Cobourg.

Petition that privileges be confirnied
(Mr. Sanford), received and laid
on table, 359.

Petition froni graduates presented and
laid on table, 359.

Welland Canal, the.

M. (Mr. McCallum), for returns shew-
ing expenditure on Welland Canal
from 1870 to 1888, etc., 208, agreed
to, 209.

Western Ontario Railway Co's.
Incorp. B. (1 4)-Mr. McKindsey.

lst R.*, 250.
2nd R.', 267.
3rd R.*, 285.
Assent, 558.

West India Mail and Passenger commu-
nication.

Inqy. whether Govt. will give better
mail and passenger communica-
tion (Mr. Dever), 248; answer
there to (Mr. Abbott), 248-249.

West India Trade, extension of.

Inqy. what steps does Govt. intend to
take to extend the trade between
Canada and West Indies (Mr.
Howlan), 196; discussion, 196-207.

White Divorce B. (B)-Mr. McKindsey.

Petition for B., 111; withdr., 111; Rep.
from Com. (Mr. Haythorne), 168;
discussion on non-compliance with
72nd Rule, 168-174; Rep, adopted
on div'n (C., 34: N.-C., 23), 174.

Tst R., and M. for 2nd R., 180.
M. (Mr. McKindsey), that Defendant

be called, agreed to, 290.
M. that Petitioner be examined, agreed

to, 290.
M. for 2nd R. agreed to on div'n, 290.
M. that B. be referred to Com.. nam-

ing members of Com., 291; dis-
cussed, 291-293; agreed to on div'n,
293; consideration of Com's. Rep.
postponed, 325; Rep. of Com.
adopted, 330; no ground for allega-
tions against Respondent, 336-837.

M. (Mr. MeKindsey), that fee of $200,
les expens incurred, be paid
back to Petitioner, 717; discussed,
717-718; agreed to, 718.
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White, Bon. Thomas, decease of.

M (Mr. Abbott) that House adjourn as
tribute of respect, 356; seconded
(Mr Scott), 357; discussed, 357-358;
agreed to, 358.

Winnipeg & Portage la Prairie
Railway and Passenger
Bridge over Assiniboine B.
(86)-Mr. Girard.

lst R.*, 453.
2nd R.-, 553.
8rd R.*, 594.
Assent, 928.

Winter Communication
Edward Island.

wit n Prince

Inqy. (Mr. Haythorne) whether 'It is
the intention of Govt. to purchase

steamship for it, what sort of ves-
sel, and as to steam vessel recently
constructed for Straits of Mac-
kinac, 685; answer thereto (Mr.
Abbott), 585; discussed, 685-687.

Wood Mountain & Qu'Appelle
Railway Co's. Act Amt. B.
(63)-Mr. McLelan.

lst R.*, 229.
2nd R.*, 320.
3rd R.-, 329.
Assent, 928.

York Farmers' Colonization Co's.
B. (A)-Mr. McCallun.

1st R.«, 177.
2nd R., 185.
3rd R., B. reported from Coi., dis-

cussed, 325.
Assent, 929.
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